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§ 1 Introduction.

The system by which owners of vessels are enabled to limit their liability to the value of their interest in the vessel and
freight, plus, in some instances, an additional sum, is, in the United States, established by Act of Congress. Congress, in
1851 enacted the first federal statute n1 which restored to our law the principle of limited liability which had previously
been known to the general maritime law n2, and laid the foundation for the present system which has evolved chiefly
since 1870. It was not until 1871 when the Supreme Court held the statute applicable to cases of collision n3 that the
present system was launched with the promulgation by the Court of Admiralty Rules to guide the practice pursuant to
the Act. General Admiralty Rules 51-54, first promulgated by the Supreme Court on May 6, 1872 n4 were merged into
the Civil Rules in 1966. A limitation action is now primarily governed by Supplementary Admiralty Rule F of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, as well as the general direction for the prosecution of such cases as is laid out by the
Court in its decisions in limitation cases. n5
The scope of the statute was for many years widened by the decisions of the courts as well as by supplemental Acts of
Congress such that now the American or foreign owner of any vessel, n6 whether employed in sea-going or inland
navigation, on a voyage or in port, even her home port, n7 may obtain such limitation of liability against all manner of
claims generally, save seamen's wage claims n8, occasioned without the shipowner's privity or knowledge. Although
the Limitation of Liability Act is now over 150 years old, and the dynamics of investment in the shipping industry are
different from when the Act was passed, it has withstood the test of time. It is not always viewed favorably by the courts
n9, and commentators have doubted whether it should continue to be viable. n10 However, it remains unamended n11
and viable. While the number of cases in which the court proceeds to judgment and grants limitation of liability to the
vessel owner may be small, it is well known that most cases settle. The Limitation of Liability Act remains useful in
several ways which go beyond the single focus of actual limitation. These various aspects of practice under the Act will
be discussed at greater length hereafter.
Throughout this volume reference is made to the petition to limit liability and to the petitioner who seeks to limit. With
the unification of Admiralty and Civil Rules of Procedure in 1966, the terminology for cases under the Limitation of
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Liability Act was changed. Those seeking limitation now file their complaint to limit liability and are plaintiffs or
complainants. Those who file claims and seek to oppose the grant of limitation by filing an answer are defendants. This
can become confusing even to experienced practitioners and courts. In order to minimize confusion, even at the risk of
offending purists who would have us follow the precise terminology of the Rules of Procedure, we will continue the
terminology of the prior practice, referring to that pleading filed by the vessel owner seeking limitation as the petition,
and the party as shipowner or petitioner. We will refer to those who seek to oppose limitation as claimants. Note that in
explaining the seeming reversal of roles to a court unfamiliar with limitation of liability procedure, it may be found
useful to characterize the case as a "reverse lawsuit" in which the plaintiff is the party seeking to avoid paying money,
and the defendants are those who would recover for their damages. We will discuss the order of proof at trial of a
limitation action in § 12 infra .
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers'
ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment &
GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. Act of March 3, 1851, c. 43; 9 Stat. at L. 635; R.S. § 4283 et seq. For historical development of the
concept of limitation of liability see The Rebecca, 20 F. Cas. 373 (D. Me. 1831) (No. 11, 619); Graydon S. Staring, The
Roots and False Aspersion of the Shipowner's Limitation of Liability, 39 J. Mar. Law & Com. 315 (2008)(hereafter
"Staring, Aspersions").
(n2)Footnote 2.

Butler v. Boston, 130 U.S. 527, 9 S. Ct. 612, 32 L. Ed. 1017 (1889) ; Staring, Aspersions.

(n3)Footnote 3.

Norwich Co. v. Wright, 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 104, 20 L. Ed. 585 (1872) .

(n4)Footnote 4. Former General Admiralty Rules 54, 55, 56, and 57, (80 U.S. xiii) became Rules 51, 52, 53, and
54, with slight amendments. See Ex Parte Phenix Ins. Co., 118 U.S. 610, 7 S. Ct. 25, 30 L. Ed. 274 (1886) . Today,
following the merger of Admiralty and Civil Rules in 1966, these Rules are preserved as Supplemental Admiralty Rule
F.
(n5)Footnote 5. The Text of Rule F is set forth in § 2 infra . For the Text of all the Supplemental Admiralty Rules,
see Volume 5.
(n6)Footnote 6. Originally, under the Act of 1851, its benefits did not extend to the owners of any canal boat, barge
or lighter or to any rivers or inland navigation, but the Act of June 19, 1886, c. 412, § 4, 24 Stat. at L. 80, the Act was
extended to embrace the owners of all vessels. Sunken vessels may or may not come within the Act: Petition of
Diamond Coal & Coke Co., 297 F. 238 (D. Pa. 1921) , aff'd, 297 F. 246, 1924 A.M.C. 703 (3d Cir. 1924) (limitation
denied as to wrecked barges); The Snug Harbor, 46 F. 2d 143, 1931 A.M.C. 204 (D.N.Y. 1931) (limitation granted as to
an ocean steamer sunk in shallow coastal waters).
In any case involving a sunken vessel, consideration should be given to the possible applicability of the Wreck Act, 33
U.S.C. § 409 and the Regulations, 33 C.F.R. §§ 64.01-1, 64.01-5, 62.25-1, 62.25-5. The Wreck Act reads as follows:
Obstruction of Navigable Waters by Vessels; Floating Timber; Marking and Removal of Sunken Vessels. It shall not
be lawful to tie up or anchor vessels or other craft in navigable channels in such manner as to prevent or obstruct
passage of other vessels or craft; or to sink, or permit or cause to be sunk, vessels or other craft in navigable channels; or
to float loose timber and logs in streams or channels actually navigated by steamboats in such manner as to obstruct,
impede, or endanger navigation. And whenever a vessel, raft, or other craft is wrecked or sunk in a navigable channel, it
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shall be the duty of the owner, lessee, or operator of such sunken craft to immediately mark it with a buoy or beacon
during the day and a lighted lantern at night, and to maintain such marks until the sunken craft is removed or
abandoned, and the neglect or failure of the said owner, lessee, or operator so to do shall be unlawful; and it shall be the
duty of the owner, lessee, or operator of such sunken craft to commence the immediate removal of the same, and
prosecute such removal diligently, and failure to do so shall be considered as an abandonment of such craft, and subject
the same to removal by the United States as provided in sections 411 to 416, 418, and 502 of this title.
See also In re Chinese Maritime Trust, 478 F. 2d 1357, 1973 A.M.C. 1110 (2d Cir. 1973) , cert. denied, 414 U.S.
1143 (1974) (wreck removal costs are not subject to Limitation of Liability Act, 46 U.S.C. §§ 30501-30512, formerly
§§ 181-189) criticized in Case Note at 5 J. Mar. L. & Com. 671 (1974).
The right to limit does not depend upon the use of the craft in maritime commerce: The Trim Too, 39 F. Supp. 271,
1941 A.M.C. 1147 (D. Mass. 1941) (Even though the ship was in dry dock for repairs when the explosion occurred, a
petition for limitation of liability is maintainable.)
Pleasure craft are considered "vessels" within the Limitation of Liability Act, 46 U.S.C. §§ 30501-30512; Coryell v.
Phipps (The Seminole), 317 U.S. 406, 63 S. Ct. 291, 87 L. Ed. 363, 1943 A.M.C. 18 (1943) (The applicability of the
limitation statute was assumed without discussion in this case involving an explosion aboard a private yacht.); The
Yacht Julaine, 272 F. Supp. 282, 1968 A.M.C. 2310 (S. D. Tex. 1967) (Motion to dismiss petition to limit liability as
inapplicable to 29 foot yacht denied.). For further discussion of "vessels" see § 47 infra.
As to who may petition for limitation of liability, see Petition of the Colonial Trust (Yacht Charlotte), 124 F. Supp.
73, 1955 A.M.C. 1290 (D. Conn. 1954) . See also §§ 43-45 infra.
(n7)Footnote 7. In re Michigan S.S. Co., 133 F. 577 (D. Cal. 1904) , rev'd on other grounds sub nom. McGill v.
Michigan S.S. Co., 144 F. 788 (9th Cir.) , cert denied, 203 U.S. 593, 27 S. Ct. 782, 51 L. Ed. 332 (1906) .
(n8)Footnote 8. R.S. §§ 4282-4289, Act of June 26, 1884; 23 Stat. at L. 57, § 18; Act of June 19, 1886, c. 421; 24
Stat. at L. 80, § 4; Pub. L. 109-304, § 6(c), Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1512; 46 U.S.C. §§ 30501-30512.
(n9)Footnote 9. See Staring, Aspersions.
(n10)Footnote 10. Professors Gilmore and Black, in their noted treatise, The Law of Admiralty, 2d Ed., Foundation
Press, Mineola, NY, 1975, opined that if there were one more maritime disaster on the level of the Torrey Canyon in
1968, following which the owner's petitioned to limit their liability to $50, the value of the single salved lifeboat ( In Re
Baracuda Tanker Corp., 281 F. Supp. 228, 1968 A.M.C. 1711 (S.D.N.Y. 1968) , the Limitation Act would undoubtedly
be replaced, and if a third edition of their treatise was published, coverage of the Limitation Act would be entirely
historic only. Of course, the Exxon Valdez disaster followed in 1989 and gave birth to OPA 90, which circumscribed
the right of shipowners involved in oil spills to limit their liability, but left the Limitation Act itself alone.
(n11)Footnote 11. The Maritime Law Association of the United States has supported amending and modernizing
the Limitation Act to bring it into alignment with the 1976 International Convention on the Limitation of Liability for
Maritime Claims (see 6 Benedict on Admiralty, Doc. No. 5-4). A bill was introduced into the House of Representatives
(H.R. 277) and a hearing held in 1985, but without action being taken. See Staring, Aspersions, at 316-317.
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Supplemental Rule F of the Supplemental Rules for Admiralty and Maritime Cases of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure.n3

§ 30501. n4
Definition
In this chapter, the term "owner" includes a charterer that mans, supplies, and navigates a vessel at the charterer's own
expense or by the charterer's own procurement.
(Pub. L. 109-304, § 6(c), Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1513.)
§ 30502. n5
Application
Except as otherwise provided, this chapter (except section 30503) applies to seagoing vessels and vessels used on lakes
or rivers or in inland navigation, including canal boats, barges, and lighters.
(Pub. L. 109-304, § 6(c), Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1513.)
Historical Note to § 30502
The source section, 46 U.S.C. Appx. § 188 was section 7 of the Act of 1851. It originally provided that "This Act shall
not apply to the owner or owners of any canal boat, barge or lighter, or to any vessel of any description whatsoever,
used in rivers or inland navigation."
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An amendment in 1875 n6 made merely verbal changes of no importance. The Act of 1886 n7 was intended to extend
the limitation statutes to all vessels of every kind, with the following text: "The provisions of the six preceding sections,
and of sections 175 and 189, shall apply to all seagoing vessels, and also to all vessels used on lakes or rivers or in
inland navigation, including canal boats, barges, and lighters." The text of prior section 188 achieved that form in the
Act of June 5, 1936, after hearings and consideration by the Committee of many letters. n8 The text of current § 30502
re-enacted the prior broad coverage of the statute in a more concise language, which was the intention of the
re-codification.
§ 30503. n9
Declaration of nature and value of goods
(a) In general.--If a shipper of an item named in subsection (b), contained in a parcel, package, or trunk,
loads the item as freight or baggage on a vessel, without at the time of loading giving to the person
receiving the item a written notice of the true character and value of the item and having that information
entered on the bill of lading, the owner and master of the vessel are not liable as carriers. The owner and
master are not liable beyond the value entered on the bill of lading.
(b) Items.--The items referred to in subsection (a) are precious metals, gold or silver plated articles,
precious stones, jewelry, trinkets, watches, clocks, glass, china, coins, bills, securities, printings,
engravings, pictures, stamps, maps, papers, silks, furs, lace, and similar items of high value and small
size.
(Pub. L. 109-304, § 6(c), Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1513.)
§ 30504. n10
Loss by Fire
The owner of a vessel is not liable for loss or damage to merchandise on the vessel caused by a fire on the vessel unless
the fire resulted from the design or neglect of the owner.
(Pub. L. 109-304, § 6(c), Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1513.)
Historical Note to § 30504
This section was originally § 182, enacted in 1851 as part of the original statute. Changes were made during the
re-codification to eliminate excess unnecessary words. The only changes are stylistic, none are substantive, preserving
the content as it appeared in the 1874 revised statutes section. n11
The 1874 Act repealed a proviso which has appeared in the 1851 Act providing that the parties could contract around
the provisions of the statute "extending or limiting the liability of shipowners." R.S. 4282. Thereafter, the parties were
limited to the provisions of the statute. In 1851 the section included reference to "goods and merchandise", which was
held to include passengers' baggage. n12 The 1874 amendment struck out the reference to "goods" and the section was
subsequently held not to apply to baggage. n13 This left the section applying to every other type of merchandise on
board the vessel.
The effectiveness of the section was especially preserved against any implied repeal by section 8 of the Carriage of
Goods by Sea Act, 1936. That Act also confers similar immunity against fire loss of merchandise carried under a bill of
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lading in section 4, subsection 2(b). Note, however, that the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act of 1936 ("COGSA") was not
included in the re-codification of Title 46 in Pub. L. 109-304. The text of the former COGSA appears in the Historical
and Statutory Note following the re-codification of the Harter Act, at 46 U.S.C. § 30701.
§ 30505 n14
General limit of liability
(a) In general.--Except as provided in section 30506 of this title, the liability of the owner of a vessel for
any claim, debt, or liability described in subsection (b) shall not exceed the value of the vessel and
pending freight. If the vessel has more than one owner, the proportionate share of liability of any one
owner shall not exceed that owner's proportionate interest in the vessel and pending freight. n15
(b) Claims subject to limitation.--Unless otherwise excluded by law, claims, debts, and liabilities subject
to limitation under subsection (a) are those arising from any embezzlement, loss, or destruction of any
property, goods, or merchandise shipped or put on board the vessel, any loss, damage, or injury by
collision, or any act, matter, or thing, loss, damage, or forfeiture, done, occasioned, or incurred, without
the privity or knowledge of the owner. n16
(c) Wages.--Subsection (a) does not apply to a claim for wages.
(Pub. L. 109-304, § 6(c), Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1513.)
Historical Note to § 30505
In Butler v. Boston S.S. Co. n17 it was decided that the predecessor section (46 U.S.C. § 183(a)) applied to bodily
injury and death claims, as well as to damage to property. In Norwich v. Wright, n18 Mr. Justice Bradley pointed out
that this section does not define the time when the "interest" of the owner shall be measured; and the Supreme Court
subsequently adopted the rule of the general (or continental) maritime law, as opposed to the English rule and took the
value of the owner's "interest" as the value of the vessel at the end of the voyage. n19 The voyage ends when the vessel
reaches the discharging place, is safely moored and ready for unloading. n20 In Ex parte Phenix Insurance Co., n21 Mr.
Justice Blatchford pointed out that the predecessor section (§ 183) did not confer any jurisdiction on the district court.
That, however, was accomplished by R.S. 4285 in the 1936 amendment of the act.
§ 30506.
Limit of liability for personal injury or death
(a) Application.- This section applies only to seagoing vessels, but does not apply to pleasure yachts,
tugs, towboats, towing vessels, tank vessels, fishing vessels, fish tender vessels, canal boats, scows, car
floats, barges, lighters, or nondescript vessels. n22
(b) Minimum liability.--If the amount of the vessel owner's n23 liability determined under section 30505
of this title is insufficient to pay all losses in full, and the portion available to pay claims for personal
injury or death is less than $ 420 times the tonnage of the vessel, that portion shall be increased to $ 420
times the tonnage of the vessel. That portion may be used only to pay claims for personal injury or death.
n24
(c) Calculation of tonnage.--Under subsection (b), the tonnage of a self-propelled vessel is the gross
tonnage without deduction for engine room, and the tonnage of a sailing vessel is the tonnage for
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documentation. However, space for the use of seamen is excluded. n25
(d) Claims arising on distinct occasions. Separate limits of liability apply to claims for personal injury or
death arising on distinct occasions. n26
(e) Privity or knowledge.--In a claim for personal injury or death, the privity or knowledge of the master
or the owner's superintendent or managing agent, at or before the beginning of each voyage, is imputed
to the owner. n27
(Pub. L. 109-304, § 6(c), Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1513.)
Historical Note to § 30506
The Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries of the House of Representatives held extensive hearings in 1935 and
1946 to consider amendments to the law as a result of the public agitation over the Morro Castle and Mohawk disasters
of September 8, 1934 and January 24, 1935 respectively. The principle now expressed in section 30506 (formerly §
183(b)(first sentence), and (c)-(f)) providing for a tonnage based fund was expressed in the Act of August 29, 1935, c.
804, n28 hastily enacted in the closing moments of the 1936 session and, after further hearings, was re-phrased for
purposes of clarification in the Act of June 5, 1936, c. 521. n29
It appears that only one case requiring the interpretation of the Act of August 29, 1935, came to the attention of the
courts during the nine months that this Act was in effect. n30 In that case, a freight steamer was wholly lost on the
Columbia River bar on January 12, 1936, as she was putting to sea on an intercoastal voyage with a large cargo and a
crew of 34 men, all of whom were lost. The owner, petitioning for limitation of liability, furnished a stipulation for
$10,624 as the appraised value of the wreck and the freight; this was less than $60 per ton of the vessel's gross tonnage.
The court approved the stipulation, issued the usual injunction and restraining order, and over-ruled motions to vacate
the order of approval and the injunction. A Commissioner's report subsequently held the shipowner without privity for
such negligence as was found, and entitled to limit its liability. n31
The prospective operation of this section following the 1936 amendment (increasing the tonnage fund to $60 per ton)
was described as follows in the Report of the Committee of the House of Representatives which reported the Bill
favorably for passage: n32
If under the old law the sum available for the payment of all claims should be $20,000 (such sum
being the amount paid into court by the owner, or in case the owner has elected to surrender his vessel to
a trustee, the proceeds of the sale of the vessel by the trustee), the cargo claimants and the claimants for
loss of life and bodily injury would be entitled to share pro rata in such sum. Hence it would be
determined at some stage of the limitation of liability proceedings from the number and amounts of loss
of life, bodily injury, and cargo claims, what portion of the $20,000 would be applicable to the payment
of claims for loss of life and bodily injury. When that portion is determined, if it is found that it is less
than an amount equal to $60 for each ton of the vessel, such portion must be increased to an amount
equal to $60 per ton, and as so increased would be available only for the payment of loss of life and
bodily injury claims. The portion of the $20,000 found applicable to the payment of cargo claims would
remain just what it was under the old law. Hence, if the tonnage of the vessel were 1,000 tons, and the
amount available for distribution under the old law were $20,000, and the amount of the approved loss of
life and bodily injury claims were $60,000, and the approved cargo claims were $20,000, three-fourths of
the $20,000 available for distribution, i.e., $15,000, would be applicable to the payment of loss of life
and bodily injury claims, and one-fourth of the $20,000 available for distribution, i.e., $5,000, would be
applicable to the payment of cargo claims. The cargo claimants would receive $5,000, the amount they
would have received under the old law, but the loss of life and bodily injury claimants would be paid in
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full, i.e., $60,000, because the $15,000 applicable to the payment of their claims is less than $60 per ton
of the vessel's tonnage, and under subsection (b) [now § 30506(b) at $420 per ton] must be increased to
that amount. If it should be determined under the old law that the portion of the amount available for
distribution applicable to the payment of claims for loss of life and bodily injury is more than an amount
equal to $60 per ton, subsection (b) will not operate. In other words, in cases where the owner is
permitted to limit his liability, subsection (b) guarantees to loss of life and bodily injury claimants at least
$60 per ton.
In the prior codification, subsection 183(c) referred to "seagoing" vessels. The meaning of the word "seagoing" is
discussed more extensively in § 47, infra . The current codification, in § 30506(c), refers to "self propelled" vessels for
the purposes of subsection (b). The explanation of the change is provided by the context of prior subsection 183(f), in
which "seagoing vessel" was defined for the purposes of former subsections (b), (c), (d), and (e). The calculation of
tonnage is to be made without deduction for engine spaces. However, spaces for seamen's accommodation are excluded.
The tonnage of sailing vessels is the documentation tonnage. The formula does not follow the British formula of using
the net registered tonnage and then adding back in the engine room. That formula was included in the 1935 and 1936
Acts. Interestingly, the spaces dedicated to the master's accommodation were not deducted from the tonnage as they
were not "seamen's spaces.
Former subsection 183(f) provided that the $60 per ton rule would be applied to "any seagoing sailing, steam or motor
vessel, whether American or foreign, other than tugs, barges, fishing vessels and their tenders." At hearings, in 1936,
witnesses speaking for owners of industrial river and harbor "marine equipment" were heard and sought exemption
from the $60 rule for such vessels. They submitted a formula designed to have this result, and their formula was
embodied in the Act of June 5, 1936. All of the exceptions would therefore appear intended to refer to local harbor and
inland types of "marine equipment". The expression "tank vessels", considered out of this context, is broad enough to
include the generality of vessels fitted with tanks for the carriage of liquid cargoes in bulk. However, no witness ever
suggested that ocean-going tankers should be excluded from the operation of the $60 rule; and in the light of the
testimony given on February 19, 20 and 21, 1936, before the house Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries
(especially at page 81) it would seem clear that only harbor and river tank vessels for local handling of liquid products
are intended to be excluded from the rule. See § 47, infra.
§ 30507.
Apportionment of losses
If the amounts determined under sections 30505 and 30506 of this title are insufficient to pay all
claims-(1) all claimants shall be paid in proportion to their respective losses out of the amount determined
under section 30505 of this title n33; and
(2) personal injury and death claimants, if any, shall be paid an additional amount in proportion to
their respective losses out of the additional amount determined under section 30506(b) of this title. n34
(Pub. L. 109-304, § 6(c), Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1513.)
§ 30508.
Provisions requiring notice of claim or limiting time for bringing action
(a) Application.- This section applies only to seagoing vessels, but does not apply to pleasure yachts,
tugs, towboats, towing vessels, tank vessels, fishing vessels, fish tender vessels, canal boats, scows, car
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floats, barges, lighters, or nondescript vessels. n35
(b) Minimum time limits.--The owner, master, manager, or agent of a vessel transporting passengers
or property between ports in the United States, or between a port in the United States and a port in a
foreign country, may not limit by regulation, contract, or otherwise the period for-(1) giving notice of, or filing a claim for, personal injury or death to less than 6 months after the date
of the injury or death; or
(2) bringing a civil action for personal injury or death to less than one year after the date of the
injury or death. n36
(c) Effect of failure to give notice.--When notice of a claim for personal injury or death is required
by a contract, the failure to give the notice is not a bar to recovery if-(1) the court finds that the owner, master, or agent of the vessel had knowledge of the injury or death
and the owner has not been prejudiced by the failure;
(2) the court finds there was a satisfactory reason why the notice could not have been given; or
(3) the owner of the vessel fails to object to the failure to give the notice. n37
(d) Tolling of period to give notice.--If a claimant is a minor or mental incompetent, or if a claim is
for wrongful death, any period provided by a contract for giving notice of the claim is tolled until the
earlier of-(1) the date a legal representative is appointed for the minor, incompetent, or decedent's estate; or
(2) 3 years after the injury or death. n38
(Pub. L. 109-304, § 6(c), Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1513.)
§ 30509. n39
Provisions limiting liability for personal injury or death
(a) Prohibition.
(1) In general.- The owner, master, manager, or agent of a vessel transporting passengers between
ports in the United States, or between a port in the United States and a port in a foreign country, may not
include in a regulation or contract a provision limiting-(A) the liability of the owner, master, or agent for personal injury or death caused by the negligence
or fault of the owner or the owner's employees or agents; or
(B) the right of a claimant for personal injury or death to a trial by court of competent jurisdiction.
(2) Voidness.- A provision described in paragraph (1) is void.
(b) Emotional distress, mental suffering, and psychological injury.
(1) In general.- Subsection (a) does not prohibit a provision in a contract or in ticket conditions of
carriage with a passenger that relieves an owner, master, manager, agent, operator, or crewmember of a
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vessel from liability for infliction of emotional distress, mental suffering, or psychological injury so long
as the provision does not limit such liability when the emotional distress, mental suffering, or
psychological injury is-(A) the result of physical injury to the claimant caused by the negligence or fault of a crewmember
or the owner, master, manager, agent, or operator;
(B) the result of the claimant having been at actual risk of physical injury, and the risk was caused
by the negligence or fault of a crewmember or the owner, master, manager, agent, or operator; or
(C) intentionally inflicted by a crewmember or the owner, master, manager, agent, or operator.
(2) Sexual offenses.- This subsection does not limit the liability of a crewmember or the owner,
master, manager, agent, or operator of a vessel in a case involving sexual harassment, sexual assault, or
rape.
(Pub. L. 109-304, § 6(c), Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1513.)
§ 30510. n40
Vicarious liability for medical malpractice with regard to crew
In a civil action by any person in which the owner or operator of a vessel or employer of a
crewmember is claimed to have vicarious liability for medical malpractice with regard to a crewmember
occurring at a shoreside facility, and to the extent the damages resulted from the conduct of any
shoreside doctor, hospital, medical facility, or other health care provider, the owner, operator, or
employer is entitled to rely on any statutory limitations of liability applicable to the doctor, hospital,
medical facility, or other health care provider in the State of the United States in which the shoreside
medical care was provided.
(Pub. L. 109-304, § 6(c), Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1513.)
§ 30511. n41
Action by owner for limitation
(a) In general. The owner of a vessel may bring a civil action in a district court of the United States
for limitation of liability under this chapter. The action must be brought within 6 months after a claimant
gives the owner written notice of a claim.
(b) Creation of fund. When the action is brought, the owner (at the owner's option) shall-(1) deposit with the court, for the benefit of claimants-(A) an amount equal to the value of the owner's interest in the vessel and pending freight, or
approved security; and
(B) an amount, or approved security, that the court may fix from time to time as necessary to carry
out this chapter; or
(2) transfer to a trustee appointed by the court, for the benefit of claimants--
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(A) the owner's interest in the vessel and pending freight; and
(B) an amount, or approved security, that the court may fix from time to time as necessary to carry
out this chapter.
(c) Cessation of other actions. When an action has been brought under this section and the owner has
complied with subsection (b), all claims and proceedings against the owner related to the matter in
question shall cease.
(Pub. L. 109-304, § 6(c), Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1513.)
Historical Note to § 30511
The House Bill which ultimately resulted in the Act of 1936 originally proposed that the petition should be filed, if at
all, within three months. Witnesses pointed out the inconvenience of compelling the shipowner to make up his mind as
to filing the limitation petition prior to the time when claimants have to make up their minds whether to sue. The House
Committee, however, extended the time only to six months, which is less than the time allowed for bringing suits under
any category of action. It is to be noted that prior to the initiation of the six month time limit for bringing the limitation
action, the shipowner could bring the action at any time, even after judgment had been rendered against him in another
court. This "double dipping" was found to be wasteful of judicial resources.
§ 30512. n42
Liability as master, officer, or seaman not affected
This chapter does not affect the liability of an individual as a master, officer, or seaman, even though
the individual is also an owner of the vessel.
(Pub. L. 109-304, § 6(c), Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1513.)
Rules of Court for Administering Proceedings under the Act
Interpretation of the Limitation Act has not been free from difficulty. These statutes are general rather than specific, and
their brevity does not improve their clarity. The original methods of administration were tentative and had gradually to
be clarified by a series of decisions. In Norwich Co. v. Wright, n43 the Supreme court said, concerning the
administration of relief under the Act of 1851, that "no court is better adapted than a court of admiralty to administer
precisely such relief," and then first outlined the procedure for limitation proceedings. On May 6, 1872, it promulgated
Admiralty Rules 54-57 prescribing the practice in such proceedings. n44 In the Hill case n45 the Court upheld its power
to make these rules on the ground that the subject was "one pre-eminently of admiralty jurisdiction," pp. 593-94. These
rules, with slight amendments, were carried over into Admiralty Rules 51-54, promulgated December 6, 1920. n46 In
Ex parte Phenix Insurance Co., n47 Mr. Justice Blatchford pointed out that the Rules did not enlarge the jurisdiction of
the district courts; specifically, the Rules of 1872, with reference to the Act of 1851, did not authorize a limitation
injunction against suits for non-maritime torts committed in 1880. The fact that Congress had extended the scope of the
statutes in 1884 to include non-maritime torts seems to have escaped notice in the discussion in 1886; and the Supreme
Court did not rule on this point until 1911, in Richardson v. Harmon. n48
General Admiralty Rules 51-54 were rescinded in 1966 by the merger of civil and admiralty rules. Current practice
under the Limitation of Liability Act is governed by Supplemental Admiralty Rule F.
TEXT OF SUPPLEMENTAL ADMIRALTY RULE F n49
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Rule F. Limitation of Liability
(1) Time for Filing Complaint; Security. Not later than six months after receipt of a claim in writing, any vessel owner
may file a complaint in the appropriate district court, as provided in subdivision (9) of this rule, for limitation of liability
pursuant to statute. The owner (a) shall deposit with the court, for the benefit of claimants, a sum equal to the amount or
value of the owner's interest in the vessel and pending freight, or approved security therefor, and in addition such sums,
or approved security therefor, as the court may from time to time fix as necessary to carry out the provisions of the
statutes as amended; or (b) at the owner's option shall transfer to a trustee to be appointed by the court, for the benefit of
claimants, the owner's interest in the vessel and pending freight, together with such sums, or approved security therefor,
as the court may from time to time fix as necessary to carry out the provisions of the statutes as amended. The plaintiff
shall also give security for costs and, if the plaintiff elects to give security, for interest at the rate of 6 percent per annum
from the date of the security.
(2) Complaint. The complaint shall set forth the facts on the basis of which the right to limit liability is asserted and all
facts necessary to enable the court to determine the amount to which the owner's liability shall be limited. The
complaint may demand exoneration from as well as limitation of liability. It shall state the voyage if any, on which the
demands sought to be limited arose, with the date and place of its termination; the amount of all demands including all
unsatisfied liens or claims of lien, in contract or in tort or otherwise, arising on that voyage, so far as known to the
plaintiff, and what actions and proceedings, if any, are pending thereon; whether the vessel was damaged, lost, or
abandoned, and, if so, when and where; the value of the vessel at the close of the voyage or, in case of wreck, the value
of her wreckage, strippings, or proceeds, if any, and where and in whose possession they are; and the amount of any
pending freight recovered or recoverable. If the plaintiff elects to transfer the plaintiff's interest in the vessel to a trustee,
the complaint must further show any prior paramount liens thereon, and what voyages or trips, if any, she has made
since the voyage or trip on which the claims sought to be limited arose, and any existing liens arising upon any such
subsequent voyage or trip, with the amounts and causes thereof, and the names and addresses of the lienors, so far as
known; and whether the vessel sustained any injury upon or by reason of such subsequent voyage or trip.
(3) Claims Against Owner; Injunction. Upon compliance by the owner with the requirements of subdivision (1) of this
rule all claims and proceedings against the owner or the owner's property with respect to the matter in question shall
cease. On application of the plaintiff the court shall enjoin the further prosecution of any action or proceeding against
the plaintiff or the plaintiff's property with respect to any claim subject to limitation in the action.
(4) Notice to Claimants. Upon the owner's compliance with subdivision (1) of this rule the court shall issue a notice to
all persons asserting claims with respect to which the complaint seeks limitation, admonishing them to file their
respective claims with the clerk of the court and to serve on the attorneys for the plaintiff a copy thereof on or before a
date to be named in the notice. The date so fixed shall not be less than 30 days after issuance of the notice. For cause
shown, the court may enlarge the time within which claims may be filed. The notice shall be published in such
newspaper or newspapers as the court may direct once a week for four successive weeks prior to the date fixed for the
filing of claims. The plaintiff not later than the day of second publication shall also mail a copy of the notice to every
person known to have made any claim against the vessel or the plaintiff arising out of the voyage or trip on which the
claims sought to be limited arose. In cases involving death a copy of such notice shall be mailed to the decedent at the
decedent's last known address, and also to any person who shall be known to have made any claim on account of such
death.
(5) Claims and Answer. Claims shall be filed and served on or before the date specified in the notice provided for in
subdivision (4) of this rule. Each claim shall specify the facts upon which the claimant relies in support of the claim, the
items thereof, and the dates on which the same accrued. If a claimant desires to contest either the right to exoneration
from or the right to limitation of liability the claimant shall file and serve an answer to the complaint unless the claim
has included an answer.
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(6) Information to be Given Claimants. Within 30 days after the date specified in the notice for filing claims, or within
such time as the court thereafter may allow, the plaintiff shall mail to the attorney for each claimant (or if the claimant
has no attorney to the claimant) a list setting forth (a) the name of each claimant, (b) the name and address of the
claimant's attorney (if the claimant is known to have one), (c) the nature of the claim, i.e., whether property loss,
property damage, death, personal injury etc., and (d) the amount thereof.
(7) Insufficiency of Fund or Security. Any claimant may by motion demand that the funds deposited in court or the
security given by the plaintiff be increased on the ground that they are less than the value of the plaintiff's interest in the
vessel and pending freight. Thereupon the court shall cause due appraisement to be made of the value of the plaintiff's
interest in the vessel and pending freight; and if the court finds that the deposit or security is either insufficient or
excessive it shall order its increase or reduction. In like manner any claimant may demand that the deposit or security be
increased on the ground that it is insufficient to carry out the provisions of the statutes relating to claims in respect of
loss of life or bodily injury; and, after notice and hearing, the court may similarly order that the deposit or security be
increased or reduced.
(8) Objections to Claims: Distribution of Fund. Any interested party may question or controvert any claim without filing
an objection thereto. Upon determination of liability the fund deposited or secured, or the proceeds of the vessel and
pending freight, shall be divided pro rata, subject to all relevant provisions of law, among the several claimants in
proportion to the amounts of their respective claims, duly proved, saving, however, to all parties any priority to which
they may be legally entitled.
(9) Venue; Transfer. The complaint shall be filed in any district in which the vessel has been attached or arrested to
answer for any claim with respect to which the plaintiff seeks to limit liability; or, if the vessel has not been attached or
arrested, then in any district in which the owner has been sued with respect to any such claim. When the vessel has not
been attached or arrested to answer the matters aforesaid, and suit has not been commenced against the owner, the
proceedings may be had in the district in which the vessel may be, but if the vessel is not within any district and no suit
has been commenced in any district, then the complaint may be filed in any district. For the convenience of parties and
witnesses, in the interest of justice, the court may transfer the action to any district; if venue is wrongly laid the court
shall dismiss or, if it be in the interest of justice, transfer the action to any district in which it could have been brought.
If the vessel shall have been sold, the proceeds shall represent the vessel for the purposes of these rules.
(Amended effective Aug. 1, 1987)
RULES OF APPELLATE PROCEDURE
There are no Rules of Appellate Procedure which apply specifically to appeals in admiralty and maritime cases.
LOCAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
The Maritime Law Association of the United States, Committee on Practice and Procedure, has drafted and circulated
model rules for procedure in admiralty and maritime cases to be adopted and applied by the district courts as Local
Admiralty Rules. These rules were drafted by the committee with input from many experienced practitioners and are
intended to provide guidance to both counsel and to judges, many of whom assume the bench with little or no "hands
on" experience of practice in the admiralty court.
Many district courts have adopted these model rules as drafted, while others have adopted the model rules with some
local refinements. Still others have adopted their own set of rules which differ from the model rules. Finally, there are
some courts which have done neither, leaving the judges and the bar to practice without the guidance (or restriction,
depending on one's perspective) of local admiralty rules.
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The local rules of the various district courts, including the Local Admiralty Rules, may be found in Vols. 5-5D of
Benedict on Admiralty.
The MLA model Local Admiralty Rule addressing practice under Supplemental Rule F, provides as follows:
Local Admiralty Rule F-Limitation of Liability
LAR F(1) Security for Costs. The amount of security for costs under Rule F(1) shall be $1,000, and security for costs
may be combined with security for value and interest unless otherwise ordered.
LAR F(2) Order of Proof at Trial. In an action where vessel interests seek to limit their liability, the damage claimants
shall offer their proof first, whether the right to limit arises as a claim or as a defense.
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers'
ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment &
GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. Pub. L. 109-304, § 6(c), Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1512.
(n2)Footnote 2. The historical footnotes are not part of the text as enacted by Congress. They are largely derived
from document no. 196 of the Maritime Law Association of the United States. The Notes to the 2006 re-codification
come from the House Report (Judiciary Committee) No. 109-170, July 14, 2005, found at 2006 U.S. Code, Cong. &
Admin. News, page 972, at pages 990-993.
(n3)Footnote 3. Rule F, Supplemental Rules for Admiralty and Maritime Cases, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
(n4)Footnote 4. This section was originally § 186, enacted in 1851 as part of the original statute. In 2006, as part of
the ongoing effort by Congress to re-enact all of Title 46 of the United States Code, and reorganize it into coherent
chapters, the Limitation Act was re-enacted as Chapter 305, with sections 1 through 12 replacing the prior numbering of
section 181 through 189. The prior word "victual" was replaced by "supplies", and other words were deleted as
unnecessary. Pub. L. 109-304, § 6(c), Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1512. House Report No. 109-170, see U.S. Code Cong,
and Admin. News, p. 972.
A bareboat charterer may petition to limit liability: Petition of Russell Brothers, 199 F. Supp. 442, 1962 A.M.C. 136
(S.D.N.Y. 1961). On the other hand, a "sale-leaseback", which provided that "Nothing herein contained shall be
construed as creating a demise of the Vessel to the Charterer" was held not to be the kind of charter comprehended by
(former) § 186, now § 30501: Petition of Barracuda Tanker Co. (Torrey Canyon), 281 F. Supp. 228, 1968 A.M.C. 1711
(S.D.N.Y. 1968), modified, 409 F.2d 1013 (2d Cir. 1969).
(n5)Footnote 5. This section was originally § 188, enacted in 1851 as part of the original statute. The 2006
re-codification was revised to provide that the provisions of the chapter, (except for section 30503) would apply to the
named vessel types. The prior section was phrased inclusively, referring to sections 182, 183, 183b-187, and 189. The
change was made for clarity. Pub. L. 109-304, § 6(c), Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1512. See House Report No. 109-170, at
2006 U.S. Code, Cong. and Admin. News, p. 972.
(n6)Footnote 6. Sec. 1 of the Act of February 18, 1875, c. 80; 18 Stat. at L. 320.
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(n7)Footnote 7. Sec. 4 of the Act of June 19, 1886, c. 421; 24 Stat. at L. 80.
(n8)Footnote 8. Safety of Life and Property at Sea, Part 4, on amending the Limited Liability Act, February 19, 20,
21, 1936, pp. 1-155. Parliament similarly extended the operation of the British limitation statute to vessels of all kinds
in 1921 (11 & 12 Geo. V, ch. 28). See § 47, infra.
(n9)Footnote 9. This section was originally § 181, enacted in 1851 as part of the original statute. Changes were
made during the re-codification to eliminate unnecessary words. The only changes are stylistic, none are substantive.
Pub. L. 109-304, § 6(c), Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1512. See House Report No. 109-170, at 2006 U.S. Code, Cong. and
Admin. News, p. 972.
(n10)Footnote 10. The Fire Statute, as this section is known, is not to be strictly construed: Consumers Import
Company v. Kabushiki Kaisha Kawasaki Zosenjo, 320 U.S. 249, 64 S. Ct. 15, 88 L. Ed. 30, 1943 A.M.C. 1209 (1943);
American Tobacco Co. v. The Katingo Hadjipatera, 194 F. 2d 449, 1951 A.M.C. 1933 (2d Cir. 1951), cert. denied, 343
U.S. 978 (1952). Cf. Hoskyn & Co. v. Silver Line, 63 F. Supp. 452, 1943 A.M.C. 224 (D.N.Y. 1943), aff'd, 143 F. 2d
462, 1944 A.M.C. 895 (2d Cir. 1944), cert. denied, 323 U.S. 767 (1944), suggesting that the statute is to be strictly
construed as one providing for exoneration rather than for limitation, relieving the owner of liability in the absence of
proof that the fire was caused by the design or neglect of the owner.
Where the cause of a disastrous ship fire might or might not have been due to spontaneous combustion in a shipment
of ammonium nitrate fertilizer, the shipowner's defenses of the Fire Statute and the fire provisions of the Carriage of
Goods by Sea Act were held good upon a showing that the stowage and ventilation of the cargo were in accordance with
all information available at the time of shipment and upon the advice of government and underwriters' experts: A/S J.
Ludwig Mowinckels Rederi v. Accinanto, Ltd., 199 F.2d 134, 1952 A.M.C. 1681 (4th Cir. 1952), cert. denied, 345 U.S.
992 (1953).
The protection of the statute extends not only to the owner and the charterer of the vessel but to the vessel itself and
no maritime liens for cargo damage by fire can be asserted against the vessel in the absence of proof that the fire was
caused by the design or neglect of the owner or charterer: Consumers Import Co. v. Kabushiki Kaisha Kawasaki
Zosenjo, 320 U.S. 249, 64 S. Ct. 15, 88 L. Ed. 30, 1943 A.M.C. 1209 (1943). Cf. Rockwood & Co. v. American
President Lines, 68 F. Supp. 224, 1946 A.M.C. 1526 (D.N.J. 1946); Hygrade No. 18, 41 F. Supp. 304, 1941 A.M.C.
1868 (D. Mass. 1941).
The burden of proof that the fire was caused by the design or neglect of the owner is on the claimant; mere proof of
unseaworthiness of the vessel due to the neglect of the owner without proof that such unseaworthiness was the cause of
the fire does not deprive the owner of the benefit of the statute: Hoskyn & Co. v. Silver Line, 63 F. Supp. 452, 1943
A.M.C. 224 (D.N.Y. 1943), aff'd, 143 F. 2d 462, 1944 A.M.C. 895 (2d Cir. 1944), cert. denied, 323 U.S. 767 (1944).
After the neglect of the responsible agent of a corporate owner has been established, the carrier has the burden of
establishing what if any part of the fire damage was not caused by such neglect: Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. v.
Brasileiro, 159 F.2d 661 (2d Cir. 1947), cert. denied, 331 U.S. 836 (1947).
A cargo owner's burden of proof was held sustained and its theory of the cause of the fire (negligent stowage of
chemicals) was deemed to be "significantly more probable" than the theory of the shipowner (unpermitted smoking by
longshoremen and others) in a case where the cause of the fire could not be shown by testimony of eyewitnesses. An
employee of the shipowner, sent to Europe to expedite and assist in the handling of ships and stowage of cargo, was
held to be a managerial agent of the shipowner and his privity and knowledge as to the dangerous stowage was privity
and knowledge of the shipowner: Petition of Isbrandtsen Co. (The Edmund Fanning), 105 F. Supp. 353, 1952 A.M.C.
1147 (D.N.Y. 1952), aff'd on this point but modified on other grounds at 201 F.2d 281, 1953 A.M.C. 86 (2d Cir. 1953).
To deprive a shipowner of the benefit of the Fire Statute, the cargo owner must prove by positive testimony (1) the
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cause of the fire, (2) the existence of design or negligence, (3) that such design or negligence was that of the owner
himself or his managing agent. If proof leaves the origin of the fire a matter of speculation the Fire Statute prevents a
recovery: Connell Bros. (Canada) Ltd. v. Sevenseas Trading & Steamship Co., 111 F. Supp. 227, 1953 A.M.C. 837 (D.
Cal. 1953), reversed in part at 220 F.2d 511 (9th Cir. 1955), as to sustaining burden of proof.
A deviation does not deprive a shipowner of the benefit of the Fire Statute unless the cargo sustains the burden of
proof that there was a causal connection between the deviation and the fire: Haroco Co. v. The Tai Shan, 111 F. Supp.
638, 1953 A.M.C. 887 (D.N.Y. 1953) aff'd, 218 F.2d 822, 1955 A.M.C. 420 (2d Cir. 1955).
The neglect of the owner to which the statute refers means personal negligence, or in the case of a corporation,
negligence of the managing officers and agents as distinguished from that of the master and his subordinates:
Consumers Import Co. v. Kabushiki Kaisha Kawasaki Zosenjo, 320 U.S. 249, 64 S. Ct. 15, 88 L. Ed. 30, 1943 A.M.C.
1209 (1943). Negligence of a corporate shipowner's port engineer whose duties were to board all ships on arrival,
requisition repairs and make repair arrangements with shipyards, with final authority in engineering matters, held
sufficient to preclude exoneration: Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. v. Brasileiro, 159 F.2d 661 (2d Cir. 1947), cert.
denied, 331 U.S. 836 (1947), reversing The Pocone, 1946 A.M.C. 821 (E.D.N.Y. 1946).
Exoneration under the Fire Statute does not extend to the loss of over-carried cargo as to which a deviation has
occurred: Hoskyn & Co. v. Silver Line, 63 F. Supp. 452, 1943 A.M.C. 224 (D.N.Y. 1943), aff'd, 143 F. 2d 462, 1944
A.M.C. 895 (2d Cir. 1944), cert. denied, 323 U.S. 767 (1944).
Damage caused by heat from electric lights is not damage by fire within the meaning of the statute: The Buckeye
State, 39 F. Supp. 344, 1941 A.M.C. 1238 (D.N.Y. 1941).
(n11)Footnote 11. R.S. 4282. Pub. L. 109-304, § 6(c), Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1512. See House Report No.
109-170, at 2006 U.S. Code, Cong. and Admin. News, p. 972.
(n12)Footnote 12. Chamberlain v. Western Trans. Co., 44 N.Y. 305 (1871) .
(n13)Footnote 13. The Marine City, 6 F. 413 (D.Mich. 1881) .
(n14)Footnote 14. § 30505(a) comes from former § 183(a) and 183(b). The reference in (a) to the proportionate
liability of an individual owner in a case where the vessel had more than one owner, and § 30505(c), regarding crew
wages, comes from former § 189.
(n15)Footnote 15. Originally enacted in 1851, as Section 3; amended in 1873, 1935 and 1936. R.S. 4283(a); Aug.
29, 1935, ch. 804, § 1, 49 Stat. 960; June 5, 1936, ch. 521, § 1, 49 Stat. 1479; 2006 amendment, Pub. L. 109-304, § 6(c),
Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1513. Subsection (c) comes from former Section 189.
(n16)Footnote 16. Source, 46 U.S.C. Appx. § 183(a).
(n17)Footnote 17. 130 U.S. 527, 9 S.Ct. 612, 32 L.Ed. 1017 (1889) . See also, The H.S., Inc. No.72, 130 F.2d
341, 1942 A.M.C. 1424 (3rd Cir. 1942) .
(n18)Footnote 18.

80 U.S. 104, at 120, 20 L.Ed. 585 (1872) .

(n19)Footnote 19. The City of Norwich, 118 U.S. 468, 6 S.Ct. 1150, 30 L.Ed. 134 (1886) ;
118 U.S. 520, 525, 6 S.Ct. 1172, 30 L.Ed. 156 (1886) .
(n20)Footnote 20. The Pelotas, 21 F.2d 236, 1927 A.M.C. 1347 (D. La. 1927) .
(n21)Footnote 21.

118 U.S. 610, 7 S.Ct. 25, 30 L.Ed. 274 (1886) .

The Great Western,
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(n22)Footnote 22. Source, 46 U.S.C. Appx. § 183(f). The term "tank vessel" refers to tankers of "the river or harbor
type" and does not include ocean going tankers: Petition of Panama Transportation Co. (J.H. Senior), 73 F. Supp. 716,
1947 A.M.C. 651 (D.N.Y. 1947) ; Petition of Dodge, Inc., 282 F.2d 86, 1961 A.M.C. 233 (2d Cir. 1960) .
(n23)Footnote 23. Courts have always construed the term "owner" in former section 46 U.S.C. § 183 very broadly,
in order to effectuate the congressional intent: Flink v. Paladini, 1929 A.M.C. 327 (1929) ; Standard Oil Co. of New
Jersey v. Southern Pacific Co., 268 U.S. 146, 45 S.Ct. 465, 69 L.Ed. 890, 1925 A.M.C. 779 (1925) ; Admiral Towing v.
Woolen, 290 F.2d 641, 1961 A.M.C. 2333 (9th Cir. 1961) ; Austerberry v. United States, 169 F.2d 583, 1948 A.M.C.
1682 (6th Cir. 1948) ; In re Trojan, 167 F. Supp. 576, 1959 A.M.C. 201 (D. Cal. 1958) ; Petition of the Colonial Trust
(Yacht Charlotte), 124 F. Supp. 73, 1955 A.M.C. 1290 (D. Conn. 1954) . These cases have held such diverse parties as
shareholders, prior vendors, life tenants, trustees, and government agencies operating privately owned ships in wartime
to be "owners" entitled to limit liability. The rule which has emerged is that if the petitioner may be held liable because
of his ownership or control of the vessel, he can maintain a petition to limit liability: Petition of Barracuda Tanker Co.
(Torrey Canyon), 281 F. Supp. 228, 1968 A.M.C. 1711 (S.D.N.Y. 1968) , modified, 409 F. 2d 1013 (2d Cir. 1969) .
(n24)Footnote 24. Source, 46 U.S.C. Appx. § 183(b) (first sentence).
(n25)Footnote 25. Source, 46 U.S.C. Appx. § 183(c).
(n26)Footnote 26. Source, 46 U.S.C. Appx. § 183(d).
(n27)Footnote 27. Source, 46 U.S.C. Appx. § 183(e).
(n28)Footnote 28. Act of August 29, 1935, c. 804, 49 Stat. at L. 960, 1935 A.M.C. 1261 (1935).
(n29)Footnote 29. Act of June 5, 1936, c. 521, 49 Stat. at L. 1479, 1936 A.M.C. 920 (1936).
(n30)Footnote 30. The Iowa, 1936 A.M.C. 1340 (D. Ore. 1936) .
(n31)Footnote 31. The Iowa, 1938 A.M.C. 615 (D. Ore. 1938) .
(n32)Footnote 32. H.R. No. 2517, 74th Congress, 2d Session (1936).
(n33)Footnote 33. Source, 46 U.S.C. Appx. § 183(b), last sentence.
(n34)Footnote 34. Source, 46 U.S.C. Appx. § 184.
(n35)Footnote 35. Source, 46 U.S.C. Appx. § 183(f).
(n36)Footnote 36. Source, 46 U.S.C. Appx. § 183b(a).
(n37)Footnote 37. Source, 46 U.S.C. Appx. § 183b(b).
(n38)Footnote 38. Source, 46 U.S.C. Appx. § 183b(c).
(n39)Footnote 39. Source, 46 U.S.C. Appx. § 183c.
(n40)Footnote 40. Source, 46 U.S.C. Appx. § 183(g).
(n41)Footnote 41. Source, 46 U.S.C. Appx. § 185.
(n42)Footnote 42. Source, 46 U.S.C. Appx. § 187.
(n43)Footnote 43.

80 U.S. at 123, 20 L.Ed. 585 (1872) .
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(n44)Footnote 44. Admiralty Rules 54-57, 80 U.S. pp. xiii-xiv.
(n45)Footnote 45.
(1883) .

Providence & N.Y.S. Co. v. Hill Mfg. Co., 109 U.S. 578, 590-93, 3 S.Ct. 379, 27 L.Ed. 1038

(n46)Footnote 46. Admiralty Rules 51-54, 254 U.S. Appendix, pp.25-28.
(n47)Footnote 47.

118 U.S. at 619, 7 S.Ct. 25, 30 L.Ed. 274 (1886) .

(n48)Footnote 48.

222 U.S. 96, 32 S.Ct. 27, 56 L.Ed. 110 (1911) .

(n49)Footnote 49. The complete text of all the Supplemental Admiralty Rules can be found in Vol. 5 of Benedict
on Admiralty.
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§ 3. Constitutionality of the Limitation Act.

The authority of Congress to enact the limitation law is "derived from the power to regulate commerce and from the
clause in the Constitution extending the judicial power to 'all cases of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction'. n1" In 1880
and again in 1883 the law was held constitutional under the commerce clause. n2 In 1889, independently of the
commerce clause, the Supreme Court upheld the law under the judiciary clause, which made it coextensive with the
general admiralty and maritime jurisdiction. n3 The court said that such jurisdiction "extends wherever public
navigation extends-on the sea and the great inland lakes, and the navigable waters connecting therewith." In 1891 the
court added the express statement that this jurisdiction includes navigable rivers above tide water. n4 In 1927 the court
said that "such a proceeding is entirely within the constitutional grant of power to Congress to establish courts of
admiralty and maritime jurisdiction n5 and upon the constitutional question, Chief Justice Taft cited Norwich & New
York Transportation Co. v. Wright. n6 The practice has been so firmly settled since 1890 that present discussion of its
constitutional aspects seems unnecessary, at least in so far as the amendatory Acts of 1935 and 1936 give legislative
sanction to the procedure evolved by the courts. An attempt to claim that the Act denied the aggrieved party of equal
protection of the laws was rejected in 1961. n7
Section 4 of the Act of 1851, which in 1874 became R.S. 4284 and 4285, merely spoke of "appropriate proceedings" in
any court; the Act of 1936, 46 U.S.C. § 185, was re-cast so as to provide that the vessel owner "may petition a district
court of the United States of competent jurisdiction." Today, this provision is found in 46 U.S.C. § 30511(a) which
provides that: "The owner of a vessel may bring a civil action in a district court of the United States for limitation under
this chapter." Thus, the right of a vessel owner to commence a limitation action is limited to the district court in an
admiralty action. Note that Congress has not limited the action to the admiralty courts. That has been done by the
Supreme Court in its Supplemental Admiralty Rules, specifically, Rule F. When a vessel owner is sued, however,
limitation of liability can be raised as a defense in a federal district court, or in some states, in a state court. n8
The constitutional problem posed by the amending Acts of 1935 and 1936 appears to have been resolved by the same
solution as the original Act and its various amendments. The subject has been assigned to admiralty, where the Federal
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jurisdiction is exclusive (saving common law remedy). Thus, it comes within a field where Congress can legislate and
regulate, limit or destroy the admiralty, common law or other rights of litigants.
Congress did, in 1789, reserve to suitors upon maritime causes the right to a common law remedy where the common
law is competent to give a remedy; it seems fairly obvious that the common law courts were not, prior to 1936, in a
position to administer the limitation system n9 so that the Judiciary Act of 1789 could not make this remedy available in
the common law courts. State courts have agreed that the admiralty proceeding is exclusive when initiated by the
shipowner. However, several states do recognize the right of the owner to raise limitation as a defense and have held
that they are competent to grant the remedy provided by Congress under the Act. n10 Congress never "saved" the rights
of maritime suitors to proceed in other than common law courts; hence, courts of equity and bankruptcy, etc. have no
general concurrent jurisdiction with the admiralty courts, unless such is expressly granted.
The constitutionality of the procedure permitting the defendant shipowner merely to plead the Federal Act in a common
law or other non-admiralty court as a partial defense to limit or reduce the plaintiff's eventual right to a full recovery
seems to have assumed the validity of the practice in The Norco. n11
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers'
ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment &
GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureConstitutional AuthorityAdmiralty
LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. The Hamilton, 207 U.S. 398, 28 S.Ct. 133, 52 L. Ed. 264 (1907) .
(n2)Footnote 2. Lord v. Steamship Co., 102 U.S. 541, 26 L. Ed. 224 (1881) ;
Hill Mfg. Co., 109 U.S. 578, 3 S.Ct. 379, 27 L.Ed. 1038 (1883) .
(n3)Footnote 3.

Providence & New York S.S. Co. v.

Butler v. Boston Steamship Co., 130 U.S. 527, 9 S.Ct. 612, 32 L.Ed. 1017 (1889) .

(n4)Footnote 4. Ex Parte Garnett, 141 U.S. 1 .

11 S.Ct. 840, 35 L.Ed. 631 (1891) .

(n5)Footnote 5. Hartford Accident & Indemnity Co. v. Southern Pacific Co. (The Bolikow), 273 U.S. 207, 47
S.Ct. 357, 71 L.Ed. 612, 1927 A.M.C. 402 (1927) .
(n6)Footnote 6.

80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 104, 20 L.Ed. 585 (1872) .

(n7)Footnote 7. Murray v. N.Y. Central R.R. Co., 287 F.2d 152, 1961 A.M.C. 1118 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 366
U.S. 945 (1961).
(n8)Footnote 8. The competence of a state court to grant relief under the Limitation Act, and the states in which
such relief is available, is addressed in Chapter II, Section 13, infra .
(n9)Footnote 9. Norwich & N.Y. Transp. Co. v. Wright, N.6, supra;
52 S.Ct. 602, 76 L.Ed. 1212, 1932 A.M.C. 802 (1932) .

Ex parte Green (The Aloha), 286 U.S. 437,

(n10)Footnote 10. E.g., Paladini v. Superior Court of San Francisco, 21 P.2d 941, 1933 A.M.C. 989 (Cal. Sup.
Ct. 1933). But See Chapter II, Section 13, infra.
(n11)Footnote 11.

The Norco (Larsen v. Northland T. Co.), 292 U.S. 20, 54 S.Ct. 584, 78 L.Ed. 1096, 1934
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A.M.C. 501 (1934) . However, if sued for damages in state court without otherwise having received written notice of the
claim within the prior six months, the shipowner is under no duty to set up his claim for limitation in that forum, but
may initiate a limitation action in admiralty. But, if the six month limit since the first written notice of claim has passed,
the shipowner may still raise limitation as a defense in the state proceeding. The Supreme Courts, and lower courts, in
several states have held that they are competent to entertain such a pleading and grant relief where the owner sustains
the burden of proving, as a defense, lack of privity and knowledge. See Chapter II, Section 13, infra.
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Limitation of liability to the value of the owner's interest in the vessel and freight is a principle that springs from the
general maritime law. It was not recognized either by the common law or by the civil law.
Mr. Justice Brown, in the leading case of The Main v. Williams, n1 stated the historical background as follows:
By the common law, as administered both in England and America, the personal liability of the
owner of a vessel for damages by collision is the same as in other cases of negligence, and is limited only
by the amount of the loss and by his ability to respond. Wilson v. Dickson, 2 B. & Ald. 2; The Dundee, 1
Hagg. 109, 120; The Aline, 1 W. Rob. 111; The Mellona, 3 W. Rob. 16,20; The Wild Ranger, Lush 553,
564; Cope v. Doherty, 4 K. & J. 367, 378. The civil law, too, as well as the general law maritime made
no distinction in this particular in favor of shipowners. (Emerigon, Contrats a la grosse, c. 4, par. 11).
Nor did the ancient laws of Oleron or Wisby or the Hanse towns suggest any restriction upon such
liability. Indeed, it is difficult, if not impossible, to say when and where the restrictions of the modern
law originated. They are found in the Consolato del Mare, which, in two separate chapters, expressly
limits the liability of the part owner to the value of his share in the ship. Vinnius, an early continental
writer, states that by the law of the land the owners were not chargeable beyond the value of the ship and
the things that were in it. The Hanseatic Ordinance of 1644 also pronounced the goods of the owner
discharged from claims for damages by the sale of the ship to pay them. But however the practice
originated, it appears, by the end of the seventeenth century, to have become firmly established among
the leading maritime nations of Europe, since the French Ordinance of 1681, which has served as a
model for most of the modern maritime codes, declares that the owner of the ship shall be answerable for
the acts of the master, but shall be discharged therefrom upon relinquishing the ship and freight. Bk. II,
Tit. VIII, Art. 2.) A similar provision in the Ordinance of Rotterdam of 1721 declared that the owners
should not be answerable for any act of the master done without their order, any further than their part of
the ship amounted; and by other articles of the same ordinance it was provided that each part owner
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should be liable for the value of his own share. The French Ordinance of 1681 was carried, with slight
change or phraseology, into the commercial code of France, and all other maritime nations whose
jurisprudence is founded upon the civil law. (Code de Commerce (French), Art. 216; German Mar. Code,
Art. 452; Code of the Netherlands, Art. 321; Belgian Code, Art. 216; Italian Code, Art. 311; Russian
Code, Art. 649; Spanish Code, Art. 621, 622; Portuguese Code, Art. 1345; Brazilian Code, Art. 494;
Argentine Code, Art. 1039; Chilian Code, Art. 879.)
Early English Statutes. The history of the statutory law in England is also outlined by Mr. Justice Brown in the same
case, as follows:
The earliest legislation in England upon the subject is found in the act of 7 Geo. 2, c. 15, passed in
1734, which enacted that no shipowner should be responsible for loss or damage to goods on board the
ship by embezzlement of the master or mariners, or for any damage occasioned by them without the
privity or knowledge of such owner, further than the value of the ship and her appurtenances, and the
freight due or to grow due during the voyage, and if greater damage occurred it should be averaged
among those who sustained it. By subsequent acts this limitation of liability was extended to losses by
their negligence, and to damage done by collision, n2 while there was an entire exemption for loss of
gold and jewelry, unless its nature and value were disclosed. In all these statutes the liability of the owner
was limited to his interest in the ship and freight for the voyage.
By section 505 of the Merchant Shipping Act of 1854, 16 and 17 Vict., c. 131, freight was deemed
to include the value of the carriage of goods, and passage money. Owing probably to some difficulties
encountered in determining as what point in time the value of the ship should be taken, and to establish a
more uniform and equitable method of limiting the liability of the owner, the Merchant Shipping Act
Amendment Act of 1862 extended the provisions of the prior acts to foreign as well as British ships, and
to cases of loss of life or personal injury, as well as damage or loss of cargo, and provided that the
owners should not be liable in damages in respect of loss of life or personal injury, 'to an aggregate
amount exceeding fifteen pounds for each ton of their ship's tonnage,' nor in respect of loss or damage to
ships or their cargoes to an amount exceeding eight pounds per ton.
By 26 George III (1786), the limitation of liability was extended to robbery and to losses in which the master and
mariners had no part, and liability for loss by fire was entirely exempted, as well as liability for loss of gold and jewelry,
unless its nature and value were disclosed. By 53 George III (1814), the liability limitation of shipowners was still
further extended to cases of loss by negligence of the master and mariner and to damage done to other ships and their
cargoes, including cases of collision. In the first two of these statutes it was provided that if the loss or damage fell on
more than one party, either the parties injured or the shipowners might file a bill in equity to ascertain the whole amount
of the loss on the one side and the value of the offending vessel and her freight on the other, so as to have a proper
distribution of the latter, pro rata, amongst those who have sustained the damage. The last statute gave this remedy to
the shipowners alone, it being for their benefit and intended to prevent a multiplicity of suits against them, but they were
obliged to pay the value of the vessel and freight into court, or give security for the amount, and to acknowledge their
liability, inasmuch as the Court of Chancery would not investigate the question of liability. That being done, they were
entitled to a stay of all suits brought against them for damages. n3
Under these statutes the English courts, after passage of the Act of 53 George III (the question does not seem to have
arisen before) held that the value of the ship and freight was to be estimated as it stood immediately prior to the injury,
so that if the ship were lost by the occurrence which caused it, or at any subsequent period before the completion of the
voyage, the shipowners were still liable for that value. The statutes contained no provision for a surrender and
assignment of the ship and freight, but only for paying their value into court. These decisions, it will be seen, create an
important distinction between English statute law and the maritime law, viz., the time at which the value is to be
ascertained.
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French Statute of 1841. In 1841 the law of France, which had followed the general maritime law, was amended so as to
operate further to the advantage of the shipowner, by enabling him to obtain, by abandonment of ship and freight, a
complete discharge, not only from responsibility for the acts and defaults of the captain, but also for all the owner's
engagements and contracts relative to the ship and the voyage.
Early American Statutes. Mr. Justice Brown, in The Main v. Williams, n4 states:
The earliest American legislation upon this subject is found in a statute of Massachusetts passed in
1818, and revised in 1836. This was taken substantially from the statute of George II. It was followed by
an act of the legislature of Maine in 1821, copied from the statute of Massachusetts.
The attention of Congress does not seem to have been called to the necessity for similar legislation
until 1848, when the case of The Lexington, reported under the name of the New Jersey Steam
Navigation Co. v. Merchants' Bank, 6 How. 344 , was decided by this court. In this case the owners of a
steamboat, which burnt on Long Island Sound, were held liable for about $18,000 in coin, which had
been shipped upon the steamer and lost. In consequence of the uneasiness produced among shipowners
by this decision, and for the purpose of putting American shipping upon an equality with that of other
maritime nations, Congress, in 1851, enacted what is commonly known as the Limited Liability Act,
which has been incorporated in the Revised Statutes, section 4282 to 4290 .
Summary Legislation Before 1851. It thus appears that the characteristics of the early legislation in England,
Massachusetts and Maine, down to the passage of the Act of Congress of 1851, may be summarized as follows: (a)
There was no right to surrender the ship; for a shipowner to limit his liability it was necessary that he pay the value of
the ship into court in cash. (b) In order to obtain the benefit of the statute, the shipowner was forced to acknowledge his
liability; there was no "petition for exoneration from or limitation of" liability. (c) The Court held the shipowner to the
value of his interest in the vessel prior to the disaster. (d) No procedure was laid down except a bill in equity to enforce
the limitation. n5
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers'
ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment &
GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. 152 U.S. 122, 14 S. Ct. 468, 38 L.Ed. 381 (1894) .
(n2)Footnote 2. 53 Geo. 3, c. 159.
(n3)Footnote 3.

Norwich & N.Y. Transp. Co. v. Wright, 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 104, 20 L.Ed. 585 (1872) .

(n4)Footnote 4. N. 1, supra.
(n5)Footnote 5. Acknowledgment for the foregoing material is made to the committee which prepared Document
No. 196 of the Maritime Law Association of the U.S., Messrs. Poor, Dean, and Niles (1935).
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Prior to 1851, there was no federal limitation statute. Carriers by water and shipowners generally were liable without
limit like carriers on land and property owners, except in Massachusetts and Maine where state shipowners' limitation
statutes had been enacted, and under bottomry bonds, which obligated the vessel owner to the cargo only to the extent
of the owners' interest in the vessel and freight. The Act of 1851 declared the principle of limited liability, specifically
mentioned the method of surrender to a trustee, referred vaguely to "appropriate proceedings", and afforded relief to
owners of all vessels except canal boats, barges, lighters, or vessels "of any description whatsoever used in rivers or
inland navigation." In 1871 the Supreme Court held that the relief should be administered in the admiralty court; that the
shipowner need not admit liability in advance; that the court must have possession of the fund, either value or security
control of the vessel by her transfer to a trustee, and that the value is taken after the disaster, not prior thereto. n1
In 1872, the Supreme court fixed the "appropriate proceedings" by publishing General Admiralty Rules 54, 55, 56 and
57 of May 6, 1872, and assigned exclusive jurisdiction to the federal admiralty courts.
In 1874, the provisions of the Act of 1851 were cast into the Revised Statutes as sections 4281, 4282, 4283, 4284, 4285,
4296, 4287, and 4289, with some pruning of redundant phraseology.
In 1877, section 4, R.S. 4284 (codified originally as 46 U.S.C. § 184, now re-codified as 46 U.S.C. § 30507) was
rephrased without alteration in meaning.
In 1880, the Supreme Court held that a shipowner may postpone filing his petition for limitation until after final
judgment or decree has been taken against him or his ship. n2 This rule was abrogated in 1936, when a six month limit
was set.
In 1881, the Scotland case n3 settled that the interest of the owner should be taken as the end of the voyage or after the
disaster; also that a foreign shipowner could enjoy the benefit of the Act.
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In 1884, Congress extended the right to limit to "all claims" except seamen's wages; i.e., to non-maritime torts and
claims whether ex contractu or ex delicto.
In 1885, the Supreme Court held, by 5 to 4, that insurance moneys are not part of the owner's "interest" in the vessel and
need not be surrendered. n4
In 1886, Congress extended the right to limit to vessel of every kind, removing the restrictions of 1851 as to inland
vessels; and used for the first time the word "seagoing".
In 1889, the Supreme Court Rules first allowed the shipowner to file an "affirmative" petition for limitation before any
suit was begun against him or his vessel. (Rule 57, later Rule 54, now Supplemental Admiralty Rule F). This soon
became the customary procedure.
In 1890, a district court enjoined pending state court suits and claimants were made to resort for payment of claims to a
fund, set up pursuant to stipulation for the value of the vessel and freight, in the possession of the district court. n5 An
applicable statute directed that all claims were to be transferred from owners to the fund thus created and all claims and
proceedings against owners were to cease. The district court found that since it had the authority, jurisdiction and
competence to administer the fund in accordance with the admiralty rule for limitation of liability, and since the court
had no discretion to allow the state court suits to continue, claimants were to look to the district court notwithstanding
claimants' difficulty in asserting their right of action granted under the applicable state statute.
In 1894, the Supreme Court held that "freight pending" means the earnings of the voyage. n6
In 1899, a district court held that the unit of limitation value is the voyage n7; and in 1906 this and many doubtful
details as to the freight, the voyage, and the value to be accounted for were dealt with in La Bourgogne. n8
In 1911, the Supreme Court held that the Act of 1884 permits the limitation as to a non-maritime tort. n9
In 1914, the Supreme Court held that a foreign owner sued here concerning a ship and voyage which never reached our
shores could petition to limit his liability under our laws. n10 The merits of the petition were never tried, as the claims
were settled.
In 1920, Congress enacted that a shipowner liable for wrongful death under the law of some country other than the
United States may not limit such liability under our statutes. n11 Also in 1920, the Supreme court revised its Admiralty
Rules, and the limitation rules became Nos. 51, 52, 53, 54, and 55.
In 1927, the Supreme Court held that an interim stipulation for value given upon filing a petition may not be withdrawn
when the petition is denied, but must stand to pay judgments of claimants to the extent of the stipulation. n12 Also in
1920, a shipowner's petition was dismissed because it appeared that the aggregate of claims could not possibly equal or
exceed the ship's value. n13
In 1932, the Supreme Court directed that a single claimant should be allowed to proceed with the trial of the merits of
his case in the forum of his choice, and that merely the right to limit and the value, if controverted, should be heard in
the admiralty court. n14 This case went back to the Supreme Court the next year for clarification of the instructions n15
and the principle outlined was developed in 1934. n16 Also in 1932, upon the conclusion of an extended trial, an
organized group of damage-claimants succeeded for the first time in obtaining from a court an opinion that limitation
should be denied as to the owner of a large foreign flag passenger liner. n17
In 1935, Congress amended the laws so as to require the shipowner, who is liable but entitled to limit, to respond in
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supplementary damages for loss of life and bodily injury up to $60 per ton of the vessel's tonnage; and to require proof
of lack of privity as to the master prior to the sailing of the vessel.
In 1936, Congress clarified the 1935 amendment and expanded the reforms indicated in the 1935 Act; it declared that a
limitation petition must be filed within six months after notice of the claim. n18
In 1939, it was held that the limitation proceeding, once begun by the filing of a petition, excluded the possibility of
arbitration under the Federal Arbitration Act of 1925. n19
In 1941, the Supreme Court held that "[w]hen the jurisdiction of the court in admiralty attached through a petition for
limitation, the jurisdiction to determine claims is not lost merely because the shipowner fails to establish his right to
limitation." n20
In 1943, the Supreme Court allowed a limitation petition for damages resulting from an explosion aboard a private
yacht and held that "[o]ne who selects competent men to store and inspect a vessel and who is not on notice as to the
existence of any defect in it cannot be denied the benefit of limitation..." n21 Also in 1943, the Supreme Court
concluded that "... any maritime liens for claimants' cargo damage are extinguished by the Fire Statute [46 U.S.C. §
30504 (formerly § 182)]. n22
In 1949, the Supreme Court held, 5-4, that "[a] proceeding to limit liability is ipso facto a proceeding to limit recovery,
and the amount of the applicable limit ... is a question which lies at the threshold of all claims ... and should accordingly
be disposed of before any [others]." n23
In 1954, again, a sharply divided Supreme Court attempted to reconcile the Limitation of Liability Act with a
"direct-action against liability insurers" statute but could only resolve, 4-4-1, that the limitation proceeding should be
concluded first, after which any possible liability of the insurers could be determined. n24
In 1957, the Supreme Court held, 5-3, that cross-claims between damage claimants would be allowed pursuant to then
Admiralty Rule 56 and further held that the petitioner could also cross-claim against damage claimants. n25 Also in
1957, the Supreme Court held, 5-3, that where all claimants stipulate that their aggregate recoveries in previously
instituted state court actions will not exceed the amount of the limitation fund, concursus of claims is no longer
necessary and the court should dissolve the injunction to allow the state court actions to proceed. n26
In 1966, General Admiralty Rules 51-54 were rescinded by the merger of civil and admiralty rules. Actions involving
limitation of liability are now governed by Supplemental Admiralty Rule F. n27
In 1972, the Supreme Court held that a limitation petition filed as a defensive measure by a foreign tug owner did not
deprive the owner of his right under the contract of towage to litigate all disputes in a named foreign court. n28
In 2006, Congress passed Public Law 109-304 n29, to re-codify and update stylistically, the Shipowner's Limitation of
Liability Act, along with other Chapters of Title 46 of the United States Code. No substantive change was intended to
be accomplished by the update, although changes in language were enacted. The House Report explains the reasoning
behind the changes in language which took place. There was also some rearrangement of the sections.
The Statutory Notes to the re-codification are as follows:
30501: The words "In this chapter" are substituted for "within the meaning of the provisions of title 48 of the Revised
Statutes relating to the limitation of the liability of the owners of vessels" because of the codification of title 46, United
States Code. The word "supplies" is substituted for "victual" for clarity. The words "and such vessel, when so chartered,
shall be liable in the same manner as if navigated by the owner thereof" are omitted as unnecessary.
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30502: None.
30503: In subsection (a), the words "load" and "loading" are substituted for "lade" and "lading" to use more common
terminology. The words "person receiving the item" are substituted for "master, clerk, agent, or owner of such vessel
receiving the same" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "thereof in any form or manner" and "and according to
the character thereof so notified and" are omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (b), the words "precious metals" are substituted for "platina, gold, gold dust, silver, ... or other precious
metals, ... gold or silver in a manufactured or unmanufactured state", the words "precious stones" are substituted for
"diamonds, or other precious stones", the words "watches, clocks" are substituted for "watches, clocks, or timepieces of
any description", the words "coins, bills, securities" are substituted for "bullion, ... coins, ... bills of any bank or public
body, ... orders, notes, or securities for the payment of money", the word "papers" is substituted for "writings, title
deeds", and the word "silks" is substituted for "silks in a manufactured or unmanufactured state, and whether wrought
up or not wrought up with any other material", to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "and similar items of high
value and small size" are added to ensure that any of the items specifically named in the source but omitted in the
revised section, or similar items, will be covered by this section.
30504: The words "liable for" are substituted for "liable to answer for or make good to any person", the words
"merchandise on the vessel" are substituted for "any merchandise whatsoever, which shall be shipped, taken in, or put
on board any such vessel", and the words "caused by a fire on the vessel" are substituted for "by reason or by means of
any fire happening to or on board the vessel", to eliminate unnecessary words.
30505: In subsection (a), the words "Except as provided in section 30506 of this title" are substituted for "except in the
cases provided for in subsection (b) of this section" because 46 App. U.S.C. 183(b) is restated in section 30506 of the
revised title. The words "whether American or foreign" are omitted as unnecessary because of section 30502 of the
revised title. The words "shall not exceed the value of the vessel and pending freight" are substituted for "shall not ...
exceed the amount or value of ... such vessel, and her freight then pending" in 46 App. U.S.C. 183(a) and for "the
aggregate liabilities of all the owners of a vessel on account of the same shall not exceed the value of such vessels and
freight pending" in 46 App. U.S.C. 189 for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words. The last sentence is
substituted for "the interest of such owner in" in 46 App. U.S.C. 183(a) and for "The individual liability of a shipowner
shall be limited to the proportion of any or all debts and liabilities that his individual share of the vessel bears to the
whole" in 46 App. U.S.C. 189 for clarity and consistency. The words "Provided, That this provision shall not prevent
any claimant from joining all the owners in one action" in 46 App. U.S.C. 189 are omitted as unnecessary.
Subsection (c) is substituted for "nor shall the same apply to wages due to persons employed by said shipowners" in 46
App. U.S.C. 189 because of the reorganization of the source provisions.
30506: Subsection (a) is written as an application provision rather than as a definition to be more direct and to avoid
having to repeat the word "seagoing" throughout the section. The words "fishing vessel, fish tender vessel" are
substituted for "fishing vessels or their tenders" for clarity. The words "nondescript vessel" are substituted for
"nondescript self-propelled vessels" and "nondescript non-self-propelled vessels" to eliminate unnecessary words. The
words "self-propelled lighters" are omitted as covered by "lighter". The words "even though the same may be seagoing
vessels within the meaning of such term as used in section 188 of this Appendix, as amended" are omitted as
unnecessary. This provision is restated also at section 30508(a) of the revised title.
In subsection (b), the words "is such that the portion available to pay claims for personal injury or death" are substituted
for "is insufficient to pay all losses in full, and the portion of such amount applicable to the payment of losses in respect
of loss of life or bodily injury" to eliminate unnecessary words.
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In subsection (c), the words "self-propelled vessel" are substituted for "steam or motor vessel", and the words "tonnage
for documentation" are substituted for "registered tonnage", for consistency in the revised title. The words "space for the
use of seamen" are substituted for "space occupied by seamen or apprentices and appropriated to their use" to eliminate
unnecessary words.
In subsection (d), the words "Separate limits of liability apply" are substituted for "The owner ... shall be liable ... to the
same extent as if no other loss of life or bodily injury had arisen" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (e), the words "the privity or knowledge ... is imputed to the owner" are substituted for "shall be deemed
conclusively the privity or knowledge of the owner" for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words.
30507: This section is substituted for 46 App. U.S.C. 183(b) (last sentence) and 184 (words before semicolon) for
clarity and consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words. The text of 46 App. U.S.C. 184 (words after semicolon) is
omitted as unnecessary. See G. Gilmore & C. Black, The Law of Admiralty, § 10-8 (2d ed. 1975).
30508: For an explanation of subsection (a), see the revision notes for section 30506(a), where 46 App. U.S.C. 183(f) is
also restated.
In subsection (b), before paragraph (1), the words "sea-going vessel (other than tugs, barges, fishing vessels and their
tenders)" are omitted because of subsection (a) of this section. The word "merchandise" is omitted as covered by
"property". The words "between ports in the United States, or between a port in the United States and a port in a foreign
country" are substituted for "from or between ports of the United States and foreign ports" for clarity and for
consistency with section 30509(a)(1) of the revised title. See Burstein v. United States Lines Co., 43 F. Supp. 226
(S.D.N.Y. 1942) , rev'd on other grounds, 134 F.2d 89 (2d Cir. 1943). The word "rule" is omitted as covered by
"regulation". In paragraph (1), the words "after the date of the injury or death" are added for clarity and consistency with
paragraph (2).
In subsection (c), before paragraph (1), the words "When notice of a claim for personal injury or death is required by a
contract, the failure to give the notice" are substituted for "Failure to give such notice, where lawfully prescribed in such
contract" for clarity. In paragraph (1), the words "the court finds" are stated at the beginning rather than the middle to be
more precise. The word "damage" is omitted as unnecessary. In paragraph (2), the words "the court finds there was a
satisfactory reason" are substituted for "the court excuses such failure on the ground that for some satisfactory reason"
to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (d), before paragraph (1), the word "claimant" is substituted for "person who is entitled to recover on any
such claim" to eliminate unnecessary words. The word "lawful" is omitted as unnecessary. The words "is tolled until"
are substituted for "shall not be applicable so long as" and "but shall be applicable from" for clarity and to eliminate
unnecessary words.
30509: In subsection (a)(1), before subparagraph (A), the words "may not" are substituted for "It shall be unlawful" for
consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United States Code. The words "rule" and "agreement" are
omitted as covered by "regulation" and "contract", respectively. The words "a provision limiting" are substituted for
"any provision or limitation (1) purporting ... to relieve ..., or (2) purporting ... to lessen, weaken, or avoid" to eliminate
unnecessary words. In subparagraph (A), the words "the owner's employees or agents" are substituted for "his servants"
for consistency in the revised title. In subparagraph (B), the words "on the question of liability for such loss or injury, or
the measure of damages therefor" are omitted as unnecessary.
Subsection (b)(2) is substituted for 46 App. U.S.C. 183c (last sentence) for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary
words.
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30510: The words "civil action" are substituted for "suit" for consistency in the revised title. The words "is entitled to
rely on any statutory" are substituted for "shall be entitled to rely upon any and all statutory" to eliminate unnecessary
words.
30511: In subsection (a), the words "bring a civil action ... in a district court of the United States" are substituted for
"petition a district court of the United States" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United States
Code. See rule 2 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (28 App. U.S.C.). The words "of competent jurisdiction" are
omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (b), the word "pending" before "freight" is added for consistency in the chapter. The words "to carry out
this chapter" are substituted for "to carry out the provisions of section 183 of this Appendix" because of the
reorganization of the source provisions.
30512: This section is substituted for the source provision for consistency with the restatement of 46 App. U.S.C.
183(a) and 189 in section 30505 and to eliminate unnecessary words. The reference in the source to particular sections
is extended to include the entire chapter to simplify the reference and to conform to the obvious original policy and
intent of the source provision.
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers'
ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment &
GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. Norwich & N.Y. Transp. Co. v. Wright, 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 104, 20 L.Ed. 585 (1872).
(n2)Footnote 2.

The Benefactor, 103 U.S. 239, 26 L. Ed. 351 (1880) .

(n3)Footnote 3.

The Scotland, 105 U.S. 24, 26 L. Ed. 1001 (1882) .

(n4)Footnote 4.

The City of Norwich, 118 U.S. 468, 6 S. Ct. 1150, 30 L.Ed. 134 (1886) .

(n5)Footnote 5. The Tolchester, 42 F. 180 (D. Md. 1890) .
(n6)Footnote 6.

The Main v. Williams, 152 U.S. 122, 14 S. Ct. 486, 38 L.Ed. 381 (1894) .

(n7)Footnote 7. The Puritan, 94 F. 365 (D. Ill. 1899) .
(n8)Footnote 8.

210 U.S. 95, 28 S.Ct. 664, 52 L.Ed. 973 (1908) .

(n9)Footnote 9.

Richardson v. Harmon, 222 U.S. 96, 32 S.Ct. 27, 56 L.Ed. 110 (1911) .

(n10)Footnote 10. The Titanic, 233 U.S. 718, 34 S.Ct. 754, 58 L.Ed. 1171, 1998 A.M.C. 2699 (1914) .
(n11)Footnote 11. Death on the High Seas Act of March 30, 1920, c. 111; 41 Stat. at L. 537; 46 U.S.C. §
30301-30303 (formerly § 761-762).
(n12)Footnote 12. Hartford Accident & Indemnity Co. v. Southern Pacific Co. (The Bolikow), 273 U.S. 207, 47
S.Ct. 357, 71 L.Ed. 612, 1927 A.M.C. 402 (1927) .
(n13)Footnote 13. The Aquitania, 20 F.2d 457, 1927 A.M.C. 1320 (2nd Cir. 1927) .
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(n14)Footnote 14.

Langnes v. Green, 282 U.S. 531, 51 S.Ct. 243, 75 L.Ed. 50, 1931 A.M.C. 511 (1931) .

(n15)Footnote 15.

Ex parte Green, 286 U.S. 437, 52 S.Ct. 602, 76 L.Ed. 1212, 1932 A.M.C. 802 (1932) .

(n16)Footnote 16.
A.M.C. 501 (1934) .

Larsen v. Northland Trans. Co. (The Norco), 292 U.S. 20, 54 S.Ct. 584, 78 L.Ed. 1096, 1934

(n17)Footnote 17. The Vestris, 60 F.2d 273, 1932 A.M.C. 863 (D.N.Y. 1932) .
(n18)Footnote 18. The limitation of liability laws have never been applied to liabilities incurred prior to the date of
their enactment. The amendment of June 26, 1884 (c. 121; 23 Stat. at L. 57), extending the benefit of these laws to "any
and all debts," expressly provided that it should not apply to liabilities incurred prior to the date of enactment. The
amendments of August 29, 1935, and June 5, 1936, do not contain a similar statement. The history of the legislation,
however, is persuasive that no retroactive effect was intended. The original Bill, H.R. 4550, introduced on January 23,
1935, expressly provided that the amendments should become effective upon the passage of the Bill, except as to certain
proposed compulsory insurance provisions which should become effective six months thereafter (§ 200, (2)). At the
hearings on April 3 and May 13, 1935, many witnesses interested in the pending Morro Castle cases asserted their
disinterestedness by emphasizing that the Bill would operate prospectively only; and when the Bill passed the House on
June 27, 1935, as Title X of the Subsidy Bill, all the effective date provisions were grouped in Title XI, and section
1006 provided that the provisions should take effect 30 days after the date of enactment. After the Bill reached the
Senate, title X was re-written several times. When it began to appear that the Subsidy Bill was going to fail of passage,
Title X was hastily lifted out and introduced in the house as H.R. 8918, identical with S. 3285, except that it contained
the 30 day effective date provision. The last Senate version of the Subsidy Bill (S. 3376), August 22[nd] (committee
print) had Title X in a single section, section 1001, with no effective date language, the entire bill being subject to title
XI (the effective date clause, section 1113) providing for thirty days. This failed to pass. The committee reports to the
house and Senate did not discuss the effective date. In the closing moments of the session, title X was lifted out of the
Subsidy Bill and enacted separately. It seems that the failure of the draftsmen to attach to it the effective date provisions
of title XI of the Subsidy Bill must have been a matter of haste and inadvertence, and unintentional.
The fact that the Act of August 29, 1935, had no effective date clause was not discussed at the further hearings of
February 19, 20, and 21, 1936, nor dealt with in the further reports concerning the amendatory bill which became the
Act of June 5, 1936. Considering the whole situation, it has been held that the amendments of 1935 and 1936 operate
prospectively only. The Pocahontas (Petition of Keansburg Steamboat Co.), 20 F. Supp. 1004, 1937 A.M.C. 1366
(D.N.J. 1937) ; The Fred Smartley, Jr., 108 F.2d 603, 1940 A.M.C. 9 (4th Cir.), cert. denied, 309 U.S. 683 (1940).
(n19)Footnote 19. The Quarrington Court (Petition of Court Line), 102 F.2d 916, 1939 A.M.C. 421 (2d Cir.), cert.
denied, 307 U.S. 645, 1939 A.M.C. 756 (1939).
(n20)Footnote 20.
(1941) .

Just v. Chambers (Friendship II), 312 U.S. 383, 61 S.Ct. 687, 85 L.Ed. 903, 1941 A.M.C. 430

(n21)Footnote 21.
(1943) .

Coryell v. Phipps (Yacht Seminole), 317 U.S. 406, 63 S.Ct. 291, 87 L.Ed. 363, 1943 A.M.C. 18

(n22)Footnote 22. Consumers Import Co. v. Kabushiki Kaisha Kawasaki Zosenjo, 320 U.S. 249, 64 S.Ct. 15, 88
L.Ed. 30, 1943 A.M.C. 1209 (1943) .
(n23)Footnote 23. Black Diamond S.S. Co. v. Robert Stewart & Sons (The Norwalk Victory), 336 U.S. 386, 69
S.Ct. 622, 93 L.Ed. 754, 1949 A.M.C. 393 (1949) .
(n24)Footnote 24.

Maryland Casualty Co. v. Cushing, 347 U.S. 409, 74 S.Ct. 608, 98 L.Ed. 806, (1954) .
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(n25)Footnote 25. British Transport Commission v. United States (Haiti Victory), 354 U.S. 129, 77 S.Ct. 1103, 1
L.Ed.2d 1234, 1957 A.M.C. 1151 (1957) .
(n26)Footnote 26. Lake Tankers Corp. v. Henn (Eastern Cities), 354 U.S. 147, 77 S.Ct. 1269, 1 L.Ed.2d 1246,
1957 A.M.C. 1165 (1957) .
(n27)Footnote 27. For the text of Supplemental Admiralty Rule F, see § 2, supra.
(n28)Footnote 28.
1407 (1972) .

M/S Bremen v. Zapata Offshore Co., 407 U.S. 1, 92 S.Ct. 1907, 32 L.Ed.2d 513, 1972 A.M.C.

(n29)Footnote 29. Public Law 109-304, § 6(c), Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1514, see House Report No. 109-170, 2006
U.S. Code, Cong. & Admin. News, p. 972, at pages 990-993.
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§ 6. Public Policy of the Statute--Statements of Congress.

In 1851, when the original Act was under discussion, Senator Hamlin, of Maine, Chairman of the Committee on
Commerce of the Senate, said on January 25, 1851:
I desire to call the attention of the Senate to a single point--this bill is predicated on what is now the
English law, and it is deemed advisable by the Committee on Commerce that the American marine
should stand at home and abroad as well as the English marine. Senators who may be disposed to look
into the provisions of the English law, will find in the 9th, 16th, and 30th volumes of the English Statutes
the very principles contained in this bill... .
Mr. Hale of New Hampshire remarked:
I have looked at this bill and examined it, and it will be found that it cuts up the whole common law
in regard to common carriers in this country. I will not say that it is not right; but I think a bill making
such fundamental changes in the common law ought to have the sanction of the Judicial Committee. I
wish to make a single remark; though I do not wish to be understood as against the bill, I have examined
it and the English statutes, and, as has been suggested, the bill is an abstract of the English law in regard
to this subject.
Mr. Hamlin replied:
...I am inclined to believe that our intelligent merchants and commercial men in this country
understand quite as well what are the true wants and interests of commerce as any judicial officer in this
country. I would rely on those men who are practical merchants, and who are engaged practically in
commerce, for better information on this point than you can get from any of your judicial tribunals.
Besides, this bill conforms our commercial marine upon an equal footing with (England).
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The bill passed the Senate by a vote of 28 to 21, and passed the House of Representatives without debate. n1
The legislative records of 1874, 1877, 1884 and 1886 do not throw any light upon the purposes of Congress; and it must
be assumed that the original objectives of 1851 were still being sought.
The hearings in 1935 and 1936 were extensive; the object sought at that time was to afford substantial money protection
for loss of life and bodily injury negligence claims. The shipowners offered the system of the British Merchant Shipping
Act of 1894, section 503; Congress, however, preferred to evolve a new plan of supplementary liability unlike that of
any other nation. n2
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers'
ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment &
GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. The English statute was fundamentally changed in 1854, and such resemblance as had existed between
the American Act of 1851 and the English law in force in 1851 thereupon disappeared. The inaccuracies of these
statements have not been conducive to an understanding of the statutes as time went on.
(n2)Footnote 2. Hearings on Safety at Sea, House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, April 3 and May
13, 1935 and February 19,20 and 21, 1936.
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§ 7. The Public Policy of the Statute--Statements by the Courts.

The courts have sought to interpret these statutes in the light of their origin and purposes, and have usually said that the
law of limited liability should be construed liberally in favor of the shipowner. n1 They have emphasized that the
purposes of this legislation were "to promote the building of ships, and to encourage persons engaged in the business of
navigation," n2 "to encourage investments in ships and their employment in commerce," n3 "to give our shipowners a
chance to compete with those of Europe," n4 and to put "American shipping upon an equality with that of other
maritime nations." n5 In The Main v. Williams, it was stated that the statute, "being in derogation of the common law,
the court should not limit the right of the injured party to a recovery beyond what is necessary to effectuate the purposes
of Congress." n6 The statutes "in a broad and popular sense manifest an intent to encourage investment by exempting
investors in ships from loss in excess of their investment." n7 All the lower courts have repeatedly used similar phrases.
The Supreme Court early said that the purpose of the statute was to assimilate our law on this subject to that of the
maritime countries of Europe; hence a reference to the latter may throw light upon a doubtful question of procedure or
right. n8 The rules as to the time of valuing the vessel, the status of the hull insurance payments, and the nature of a
transfer to a trustee were all worked out upon a reference of this nature to the general maritime law of the continental
European maritime countries.
Judicial opinion has occasionally been critical of the operation of the limitation statutes. In the Passaic n9 where it was
held that a railroad company could limit its liability for the negligent death of a maritime worker to the value of the
ferryboat on which he was employed, Judge Ward said: "What shocks the mind is that whereas full compensation could
be had in the case of employees of such railroad company killed or injured on shore, often only a partial compensation
or none at all can be had in the case of employees killed or injured on a vessel of the railroad company." The position
was, however, adhered to in The Cranford and The Cumberland n10 where the claims of the railway passengers
traveling on commuter's and other forms of ticket, for injuries suffered in a ferryboat collision, were held subject to the
limitation statutes.
It has been said that "those decisions are wholly illogical which hold that where an owner delegates the job of furnishing
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a seaworthy vessel to another he may have limitation, but that when he tries to make it seaworthy himself, he may not."
n11 This statement, whether right or wrong as to the Congressional logic to which the courts give effect, emphasizes the
purpose to aid and encourage the absent investor, without excusing the active manager. Mr. Justice Matthews,
dissenting in The City of Norwich n12 , said: "The statute as it has been construed puts a premium on the destruction of
property by taking away from the shipowners a principal motive for regarding their own and the interests of others."
With the appearance of corporate ownership of vessels, there developed a new confusion between the protection of the
mere inactive individual investor and the liability of the active individual managing owner. When these are individuals,
their interests can readily be dealt with separately n13 and it is merely a question of policy whether the law should
enable inactive individuals to invest in vessels relying on managers selected with ordinary care, without exposing their
entire fortunes to the hazards of the negligence of their agents. But when the investment is made in the corporate form
and the corporation owns several ships and other assets, no suitable method has been devised for limiting the general
stockholder's interest to his pro rata share in a particular ship without also limiting that of the corporate entity as the
active manager. The dilemma is that the corporate entity must either be condemned as a whole to unlimited liability,
investor interest and manager interest alike, or else be accorded the benefit of limited liability as a whole, which places
the corporate manager in a position superior to the individual manager. The courts have handled this dilemma without
solving it, by disregarding the stock-holder investor n14 and treating the corporation as the investor to be protected if
the negligence is that of a minor shore employee or any member of the ship's personnel, and as the "personal" active
manager to be exposed to unlimited liability if the negligence is that of a shore employee of managerial rank. See § 42
infra.
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers'
ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment &
GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. The Princess Sophia, 61 F.2d 339, 1932 A.M.C. 1562 (9th Cir. 1932) ; Larsen v. Northland
Transportation Co., 292 U.S. 20, 54 S.Ct. 584, 78 L.Ed. 1096, 1934 A.M.C. 501 (1934) ; see also The 84- H, 296 F.
427, 1924 A.M.C. 501 (2d Cir. 1924) ; The North Star, 3 F.2d 1010, 1925 A.M.C. 502 (D. Mass. 1925) ; Coryell v.
Phipps, 317 U.S. 406, 63 S.Ct. 291, 87 L.Ed. 363, 1943 A.M.C. 18 (1943) ; Diamond S.S. Co. v. Peoples Savings Bank
& Trust (The Severance), 152 F.2d 916, 1946 A.M.C. 128 (4th Cir. 1945) , cert. denied, 328 U.S. 853 (1946) ; W.E.
Valliant & Co. v. Rayonier (E. Madison Hall), 140 F.2d 589, 1944 A.M.C. 202 (4th Cir. 1944) , cert. denied, 322 U.S.
748 (1944) ; The Chickie, 141 F.2d 80, 1944 A.M.C. 635 (3rd Cir. 1944) . However, the Second Circuit expressed
misgivings regarding the concept of limitation as follows: "We think that ambiguous language in statutory provisions
relating to limitation of liability should be resolved in favor of interpretations increasing the instances where full
recoveries from the limiting vessel are possible." In re Petition of Dodge, Inc., 282 F.2d 86, 1961 A.M.C. 233 (2d Cir.
1960) . Cases in which courts have indicated that judicial expansion of the Limitation Act is not favored include:
Petition of Johnson (Mercury Sabre), 227 F. Supp. 135, 1964 A.M.C. 1777 (D. Or. 1964) ; Petition of Reading, 169 F.
Supp. 165, 1959 A.M.C. 1753 (D.N.Y. 1958), aff'd, 271 F. 2d 959, 1960 A.M.C. 214 (2d Cir. 1959); Maryland
Casualty Co. v. Cushing, 347 U.S. 409, 74 S.Ct. 608, 98 L.Ed. 806, 1954 A.M.C. 837 (1954) . But see, however, the
excellent article by Graydon S. Staring, past President of the Maritime Law Association of the United States, discussing
the unwarranted "aspersions" on the concept of limitation as expressed by a number of courts over the recent past: The
Roots and False Aspersions of Shipowner's Limitation of Liability, 39 J. Mar. L. & Com. 315 (2008).
(n2)Footnote 2.

Moore v. American Transportation Co., 65 U.S. 1, 16 L.Ed. 674 (1861) .

(n3)Footnote 3. American Car & Foundry Co. v. Brassert, 289 U.S. 261, 53 S.Ct. 618, 77 L.Ed. 1162, 1933
A.M.C. 749 (1933) ; Itco III, 242 F. Supp. 950, 1965 A.M.C. 818 (E.D. La. 1965) . The purpose of the Limitation of
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Liability Act was plainly to promote American commercial shipping by protecting private investment against
financially staggering claims arising out of shipboard disasters; Petition of Porter and Bell (Yacht Julaine), 272 F.
Supp. 282, 1968 A.M.C. 2310 (S.D. Tex. 1967) .
(n4)Footnote 4. Liverpool v. Brooklyn terminal,
(n5)Footnote 5.

251 U.S. 48, 53, 40 S.Ct. 66, 64 L.Ed. 130 (1919) .

Main v. Williams, 152 U.S. 122, 14 S.Ct. 486, 38 L.Ed. 381 (1894) .

(n6)Footnote 6. N. 5, supra.
(n7)Footnote 7.
(1929) .
(n8)Footnote 8.

Flink v. Paladini (The Henrietta), 279 U.S. 59, 49 S.Ct. 255, 73 L.Ed. 293, 1929 A.M.C. 327

Norwich & N.Y. Transp. Co. v. Wright, 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 104, 20 L.Ed. 585 (1872) .

(n9)Footnote 9. 204 F. 266 (2d Cir. 1913) .
(n10)Footnote 10. 1927 A.M.C. 1615 (S.D.N.Y. 1927) .
(n11)Footnote 11. Petition of Jacobsen, 52 F.2d 179, 1931 A.M.C. 1541 (D. Tex. 1931) .
(n12)Footnote 12.

118 U.S. 468, 6 S.Ct. 1150, 30 L.Ed. 134 (1886) .

(n13)Footnote 13. Christopher v. Grueby (The Commonwealth), 40 F.2d 8, 1930 A.M.C. 989 (1st Cir. 1930) .
(n14)Footnote 14. Except where a state statute holds stockholders to personal liability, as formerly was the law in
California: Flink v. Paladini (The Henrietta), N. 7, supra; Paladini v. Superior Court of San Francisco, 1933 A.M.C. 989
(Cal. Sup. Ct. 1933).
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Reserved.
§§ 8Reserved.
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§ II.syn Synopsis to Chapter II: NATURE AND OPERATION OF THE LIMITATION PROCEEDING

§ 11. The Nature of the Limitation Proceeding.
§ 12. Operation of the Statute and Rules of Court.
A. The Complaint, Injunction or Stay, Notice, and Security.
B. Notice and Information to Claimants.
C. The Claim and the Answer.
D. Insufficiency of the Fund or Security.
E. Objections to Claims; Distribution of the Fund.
F. Venue; Transfer.
G. Claims Totaling Less Than The Fund.
H. The Six Month Time Limit.
I. The Form and Receipt of Notice of a Claim.
J. Raising Limitation in the Answer as an Affirmative Defense.
K. The Fund When Limitation Is Raised as an Affirmative Defense.
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L. Amendment of the Answer to Raise Limitation as a Defense.
M. Creating a Concursus Through Interpleader.
§ 13. Jurisdiction Over Limitation Actions: Admiralty, Diversity, and State Court.
§ 14. Stipulations Necessary to Protect the Vessel Owner's Right to Limitation.
§ 15. Parties Entitled to Limit.
§ 16. Jury Trials in Limitation Cases.
§ 17. Class Actions in Limitation Cases.
§ 18. Trial of a Limitation Action.

2010 Revision by Edward V. Cattell, Jr. n*
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote *. J.D. Rutgers University School of Law--Camden, 1975; B.S. United States Merchant Marine Academy,
1970; Member of the Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New York Bars; Adjunct Professor, Rutgers University School of
Law--Camden; Editor Journal of Maritime Law & Commerce. Mr. Cattell is a founder of Hollstein Keating Cattell
Johnson & Goldstein, P.C., Philadelphia, Marlton, N.J. and Wilmington, DE.
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§ 11. The Nature of the Limitation Proceeding.

A petition for limitation of liability was described by Mr. Chief Justice Taft as being:
equitable in nature, partaking in a way of the features of a bill to enjoin a multiplicity of suits, a bill
in the nature of an interpleader, and a creditor's bill. It looks to the complete and just disposition of a
many-cornered controversy, and is applicable to proceedings in rem against the ship as well as to
proceedings in personam against the owner, the limitation extending to the owner's property as well as to
his person. n1
It is a special statutory proceeding. n2 It is sui generis. n3 It is simply a limit on the remedy. n4 It is nothing less than
the administration of equity in admiralty. n5 The proceeding initiated by the petitioner is not a controversy between the
shipowner and some other party--in this case the cargo owner--but is the assertion of a statutory right. n6 The Supreme
Court early said n7 that the proceeding is not an action against the vessel and her freight, except when they are
surrendered to a trustee, and in the light of the later pronouncements of that Court, Judge Learned Hand pointed out n8
that the proceeding is never in rem, not even when there is a transfer to a trustee. The courts have been uncertain about
the precise nature of the proceeding, and there are many discussions in the books as to whether the proceeding pertains
to the right of the damage-claimants or to their remedy, and whether it is a proceeding in rem or in personam. n9 While
it has been said that there must always be a fund in court, or a ship in the hands of a trustee, there have been cases where
a vessel on a ballast voyage, without any freight, has disappeared at sea, and the courts have taken jurisdiction of the
shipowner's petition and rendered a decree thereon. n10 In such cases there is no fund in court; yet there is the issue of
whether the damage-claimants can show that the shipowner is not entitled to any limitation at all.
In The Aquitania, n11 Judge Augustus N. Hand said that the limitation statutes "must be primarily founded, not upon
the avoidance of a multiplicity of actions, but a possibility at least that the liability of the owner may exceed the value of
the vessel and her pending freight." On appeal, Judge Manton said that "the statute is intended to limit the liability of the
shipowner, but not arbitrarily to give him a particular forum''. However, the Supreme Court has since recognized that
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creating a concursus of all claims is required by the Act. n12
The Supreme Court, in Maryland Casualty Co. v. Cushing n13 stated: "The heart of this [limitation of liability] system
is a concursus of all claims to ensure the prompt and economical disposition of controversies in which there are often a
multitude of claimants ... ". Thus, Judge A.N. Hand's dictum that the limitation statutes are not founded upon "the
avoidance of a multiplicity of actions" appears to be, at the very least, a failure to appreciate that very important aspect
of their purpose.
Although early cases stated that a limitation petition is always a defensive action, and at no time may the owner recover
a dollar by means of it from anybody, as was said by Judge Learned Hand in The Franz and Loomis, n14 subsequent
jurisprudence has allowed affirmative recovery by way of counterclaim. In The Franz and Loomis it was assumed,
arguendo, that a shipowner petitioner could interpose a counterclaim to a damage claimant's claim. Supposing the
counterclaim to be for a greater amount, and that the petitioner wished to use it, not for a set-off but as the basis for an
affirmative recovery against the damage-claimant, the court said, "[I]f this were permissible, it would pro tanto become
an offensive suit." However, it was found that the petitioner had not clearly indicated that, if its aggregate losses in the
collision were greater than those of the damage-claimant, it would seek to recover half the difference, and hence the
point was not decided.
In British Transport Commission v. United States, n15 the possibility of petitioner's receiving an affirmative recovery
through counterclaims (or cross-claims) was discussed and not dismissed. Rather, the Court concluded " ... that fairness
in litigation requires that those who seek affirmative recovery in a court should be subject therein to like exposure for
damages resulting from their acts connected with the identical incident." Three dissenters n16 argued that, technically,
the Admiralty Rules (as then promulgated) did not provide for such a practice in a limitation proceeding. However, with
the merger of the civil and admiralty rules in 1966, this dissent appears to have been answered.
More recently, there has been no dispute that the shipowner plaintiff in a limitation action may seek to recover for
damages it has sustained by way of counterclaim against those who appear to assert damage claims, and may join
through third party practice under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 14, such parties who may be liable for the
shipowner's damages, or liable to the shipowner by way of contribution or indemnity for damages the shipowner may be
required to pay to the damage claimants.
The shipowner-petitioner, or plaintiff, by giving a stipulation for the value of the vessel and freight, making a deposit of
the value of the vessel and freight, or transferring the vessel and freight to a trustee, gives the court jurisdiction of the
property or fund. In The Princess Sophia, n17 it was said that the action of the petitioner does not give the court
jurisdiction over the damage-claimants. On the other hand, it was said in The Miramar n18 that when the petitioner
elects to resort to a limitation proceeding, the result of his action is to bring the claims that are asserted against him into
the jurisdiction of the admiralty court, which has jurisdiction to impose personal liability upon the petitioner. Failure to
comply with the procedures prescribed by Supplementary Admiralty Rule F does not deprive the court of jurisdiction
acquired when the petition and stipulation are filed. The effect of noncompliance with the requirements of Rule F is to
render the monition ineffective and stay the limitation proceeding until a new monition is issued and the notice
requirements are observed. n19 Whatever view is taken as to the jurisdiction obtained over claimants prior to their
appearance, the monition and a default thereunder justify a permanent injunction, which is an effective bar to any
proceedings of any nature in any court subject to the sovereignty of the United States, and is also believed to be a bar
against any action in any other country through the operation of the principle of comity.
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers'
ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment &
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GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. Hartford Accident & Ind. Co. v. Southern Pacific Co. (the Bolikow), 273 U.S. 207, 47 S. Ct. 612,
1927 A.M.C. 402 (1927) .
See also: Ema v. Compagnie Generale Transatlantique, 353 F. Supp. 1286, 1974 A.M.C. 2498 (D.P.R. 1972) .
Just v. Chambers (Friendship II), 312 U.S. 383, 61 S. Ct. 687, 85 L. Ed. 903, 1941 A.M.C. 430 (1941) "When the
jurisdiction of the court in admiralty has attached through a petition for limitation, the jurisdiction to determine claims is
not lost merely because the shipowner fails to establish his right to limitation. We have said that the court of admiralty
in such a proceeding acquires the right to marshal all claims whether of strictly admiralty origin or not, and to give
effect to them by the apportionment of the res and by judgment in personam against the owner, so far as the court may
decree. And that, if Congress has this constitutional power, it necessarily follows, as incidental to that power, that it may
furnish a complete remedy for the satisfaction of those claims by distribution of the res and by judgments in personam
for deficiencies against the owner, if he is not released by virtue of the statute. While it is recognized that the equitable
rule for retaining jurisdiction in order to completely dispose of a cause does not usually apply in admiralty, the
proceeding for limitation is different from the ordinary admiralty suit and, by reason of the statute and rules governing
it, the court of admiralty has authority to grant an injunction and thus bring the litigants into the admiralty court. There
is thus jurisdiction to fulfill the obligation to do equity to claimants by furnishing them a complete remedy although
limitation is refused. [citations omitted]".
Moran Transportation Co. v. Melino, 185 F.2d 386, 1951 A.M.C. 66 (2d Cir. 1950) , cert. denied, 340 U.S. 953
(1951) ("The statutory purpose is to exempt the investor from loss in excess of the value of the investment in the vessel
and freight ... This goes to show that the purpose of limitation proceedings is not to prevent a multiplicity of suits but, in
an equitable fashion, to provide a marshalling of assets--the distribution pro rata of an inadequate fund among
claimants, none of whom can be paid in full.")
For a further discussion of the principles set out in Hartford Accident & Indemnity Co., supra , concerning the nature
of the limitation proceeding, see Petition of Trinidad Corp. (Fort Mercer), 229 F.2d 423, 1956 A.M.C. 872 (2d Cir.
1955) .
Moore-McCormack Lines v. McMahon (Mormackite), 235 F.2d 142, 1956 A.M.C. 1487 (2d Cir. 1956) (A
cross-claim was held maintainable by the petitioner in a limitation of liability proceeding in order to avoid a multiplicity
of suits.); British Transport Commission v. United States (Haiti Victory), 354 U.S. 129, 77 S. Ct. 1103, 1 L. Ed. 2d
1234, 1957 A.M.C. 1151 (1957) (Cross-claims between petitioner and claimants were allowed: "Logic and efficient
judicial administration require that recovery against all parties at fault is as necessary to the claimants as is the fund
which limited the liability of the initial petitioner. Otherwise this proceeding is but a "water haul" for the claimants, a
result completely out of character in admiralty practice.").
(n2)Footnote 2. The Eastland, 78 F.2d 984, 1935 A.M.C. 1347 (7th Cir. 1935), cert. denied, 297 U.S. 703 (1936).
(n3)Footnote 3. The Nevada, 81 F.2d 744, 1936 A.M.C. 371 (9th Cir. 1936) .
(n4)Footnote 4. Royal Mail S.P. Co. v. Cia de Nav. Lloyd Brasiliero (The Almirante Jacequay), 31 F.2d 757, 1929
A.M.C. 196 (E.D.N.Y. 1929) , cert. denied, 287 U.S. 607 (1932) ; The Titanic (Petition of Oceanic S.N. Co.), 233 U.S.
718, 34 S. Ct. 754, 58 L. Ed. 1171 (1914) ; The Mandu, 1939 A.M.C. (2d Cir. 1939).
Claimants may now preserve and exercise their rights under the "saving to suitors" clause (63 Stat. 101, 28 U.S.C. §
1333) by stipulating that their state action recoveries will not exceed the amount of the limitation fund. Upon such
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stipulation by the claimants, there is no longer a need for concursus and the admiralty court should dissolve the
injunction: Lake Tankers Corp. v. Henn (Eastern Cities), 354 U.S. 147, 77 S. Ct. 1269, 1 L. Ed. 2d 1246, 1957 A.M.C.
1165 (1957) . See further discussion of this point infra at § 12.
(n5)Footnote 5. The Miramar (Petition of Statler), 31 F.2d 767, 1924 A.M.C. 234 (S.D.N.Y. 1929) ,aff'd, 36 F.2d
1021, 1930 A.M.C. 397 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 281 U.S. 752 (1930); Petition of Texas Co., 81 F. Supp. 758, 1948
A.M.C. 1933 (S.D.N.Y. 1948) .
(n6)Footnote 6. The Glenbogie (Petition of Great Lakes Transit Corp.), 53 F.2d 1022, 1931 A.M.C. 1749 (N.D.
Ohio 1931) , aff'd, 63 F.2d 849, 33 A.M.C. 1019 (6th Cir. 1933).
(n7)Footnote 7.

In re Morrison, 147 U.S. 14, 13 S. Ct. 246, 37 L. Ed. 60 (1893) .

(n8)Footnote 8. The Alcyone, 1932 A.M.C. 174 (2d Cir. 1932), cert. denied, 286 U.S. 558 (1932).
(n9)Footnote 9. The James McGee (Petition of Standard Oil Co.), 1924 A.M.C. 1266 (S.D.N.Y. 1924) ; The
Chickie, 141 F.2d 80, 1944 A.M.C. 635 (3rd Cir. 1944) ; A.H. Bull Steamship Co. v. The Tassia, 41 F. Supp. 699, 1942
A.M.C. 921 (S.D.N.Y. 1942) (After a vessel has been held immune from process because of the interest of a foreign
sovereign, the owners of the vessel, sued in personam, may nonetheless petition to limit liability for collision and cargo
damages.).
(n10)Footnote 10. The Hewitt, 15 F.2d 857, 1926 A.M.C. 1463 (S.D.N.Y. 1926) ; The Miramar, N.6, supra.
(n11)Footnote 11. 14 F.2d 456, 1926 A.M.C. 1071 (S.D.N.Y. 1926) aff'd, 20 F.2d 457, 1927 A.M.C. 1320 (2d Cir.
1927).
(n12)Footnote 12.
Maryland Casualty Co. v. Cushing, 347 U.S. 409, 414, 74 S. Ct. 608, 98 L. Ed. 806, 1954
A.M.C. 837, 841 (1954) ; see Thomas J. Schoenbaum, Admiralty and Maritime Law, § 15-5 at 310 (West, 2d ed., 1994);
The Quarrington Court, 1939 A.M.C. 421, 423, 102 F.2d 916, 918 (2d Cir. 1939) ('[t]he purpose of a limitation
proceeding is not merely to limit liability but to bring all claims into concourse and settle every dispute in one action").
(n13)Footnote 13. 347 U.S. 409, 415, 74 S. Ct. 608, 611, 1954 A,M.C. 837, 842 (1954).
(n14)Footnote 14. ( Algoma Co. v. Great Lakes Transit Co.), 86 F.2d 708, 1937 A.M.C. 50 (2d Cir. 1937) .
(n15)Footnote 15. 354 U.S. 129, 77 S. Ct. 1103, 1 L. Ed. 2d 1234, 1957 A.M.C. 1151 (1957) . See also Petition
of Hocking, 146 F. Supp. 207, 1960 A.M.C. 2169 (D.N.J. 1956) , allowing the plaintiff to implead a damage claimant.
(n16)Footnote 16. Justices Brennan, Frankfurter and Harlan.
(n17)Footnote 17. 36 F.2d 591, 1930 A.M.C. 91 (W.D. Wash. 1930) aff'd without discussion of this point, 61 F.2d
339, 1932 A.M.C. 1562 (9th Cir. 1932).
(n18)Footnote 18. N.6, supra.
(n19)Footnote 19. Petition of Canada Steamship Lines, Inc. (The Noronic), 93 F. Supp. 549, 1950 A.M.C. 1499
(N.D. Ohio) , aff'd per curiam, 185 F.2d 1019 (6th Cir. 1950).
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§ 12. Operation of the Statute and Rules of Court.

A. The Complaint, Injunction or Stay, Notice, and Security.
The Limitation of Liability Act n1 permits a vessel owner, or bareboat charterer (or, in some cases others, such as a
manager, if that other is responsible for the manning and victualing of the vessel n2) to file a complaint in admiralty n3
in a federal court and pray for the limitation of the vessel owner's liability to the value of the vessel and pending freight
at the conclusion of a given voyage as to any liability arising during the course of that voyage. Limitation may also be
sought as to liability arising out of a distinct incident or accident occurring in port. Further, exoneration may also be
sought, in the alternative, as to liability arising out of the accident or casualty. The proceedings in a limitation action are
governed by the provisions of Supplemental Admiralty Rule F, and are often supplemented by the provision of Local
Admiralty Rules adopted by the various district courts. n4 Any such limitation of liability is conditioned upon the vessel
owner being free from personal privity or knowledge in the cause of the casualty giving rise to damage claims against
which limitation is sought. n5 The requirements of the complaint are set forth in Supplemental Admiralty Rule F(2). n6
In practice, the prayer for relief in the complaint for limitation of liability is usually joined to a similar prayer for
exoneration from all liability arising out of the given casualty or voyage, if there is more than one casualty. n7
The defendants in the limitation action are those parties who have suffered damage in the casualty and would normally
be plaintiffs in their own right, had they commenced the action originally. Also, the vessel owner, who is nominally the
plaintiff in the action, may file a counterclaim against claimants who file claims in the action n8, and may seek to join
other parties who may share in the liability for the casualty by way of contribution, or who may be liable over to the
plaintiff by way of indemnity, as third party defendants under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 14, with a demand that
the third party defendant(s) defend directly as to the claims asserted by others against the plaintiff under Rule 14(c). n9
Since the Federal Rules usually contemplate a plaintiff suing a defendant, who in turn joins the third party defendant(s),
the concept of a plaintiff joining third party defendants seems somewhat anomalous at first. However, if one keeps in
mind that the vessel owner seeking exoneration or limitation is the party from whom money damages are sought, and
that the nominal defendants are those seeking the damages, then having the plaintiff join the third party defendants,
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among whom the liability is to be shared seems reasonable and the denomination of the parties less important.
When the limitation action is filed, the court will review the pleadings and, assuming all of the requirements of the Act
and Rule F have been followed, will enter appropriate orders regarding the continuation of pending litigation and the
filing of claims against the vessel and the vessel owner in the instant action. n10
Rule F(3) states: "Upon compliance by the owner with the requirements of subdivision (1) of this rule all claims and
proceedings against the owner or the owner's property with respect to the matter in question shall cease." In some
districts the practice is to issue an order staying pending litigation against the vessel owner arising out of the casualty
which is the subject of the limitation action. In other districts, a stay is only issued if other litigation does not cease after
the pendency of the limitation action is brought to the attention of the court in which such other litigation is pending.
Indeed, the stay is not actually a judicial stay, but is statutory in nature, having been mandated in the Act itself. n11 The
Limitation Act itself, after setting forth the requirements for the filing of the limitation complaint, states: ''(c) Cessation
of other actions.--When an action has been brought under this section and the owner has complied with subsection (b),
all claims and proceedings against the owner related to the matter in question shall cease." n12 The stay of other
proceedings is necessary in order to create the concursus of all claims arising out of the incident before a single court as
Congress intended. n13 Although all suits, claims, and proceedings against the vessel and vessel owner would normally
be stayed n14, there are circumstances in which certain claims should not be stayed, either because the claim is not one
for which the vessel owner may limit liability, or because there is a competing public policy which overrides the intent
of Congress to see all claims resolved in a single proceeding. n15 Similarly, the owner may not limit its liability if the
casualty in question does not involve a vessel. n16
Further consideration of the circumstances under which the stay provided for in Rule F(3) is to be issued is appropriate,
considering the significance of this action and its relation to the Anti Injunction Act. n17 Practice in the various federal
courts appears to differ on the issuance of an injunction against further proceedings in the state court on federal court
actions other than the limitation action. A review of the controlling precedent cases regarding this specific issue is very
instructive, and provides excellent guidance to both practitioners and to the admiralty trial courts regarding the
appropriate action to be taken when a complaint is filed seeking the benefits of the Limitation of Liability Act.
In some districts, it is customary practice upon filing the limitation complaint to request that the district court enter an
injunction staying all pending actions and prohibiting the filing of any new actions arising out of the casualty that is the
subject of the pending limitation complaint. All parties having claims against the vessel owner or vessel are given notice
to file their claims within a time set by the court. The vessel owner is ordered to publish the Notice approved by the
court giving the appropriate information to any such claimant.
However, in other districts, the entry of an injunction staying all other actions is not the usual procedure. Once the court
approves the form of the Notice to be provided to all concerned regarding the pendency of the limitation action, and the
appropriate security (or approved substitute therefore) has been posted, the pendency of the admiralty limitation action
is brought to the attention of any other court (be it state or federal) which will stay any further proceedings on its own
motion.
While both of these procedures work, a question arises as to which is closer to the intention of Congress in passing the
Act, and of the Supreme Court in promulgating the Admiralty Rules?
The Supreme Court has, in fact, spoken twice on the topic with great clarity. These older cases are, however, often
overlooked by the practitioner and, all too often, by the academics when teaching the subject in law schools. n18 The
proper place to begin is to examine the relationship between the federal court and the state court in our federal system of
jurisprudence, to determine how potential conflicts should be addressed and resolved. The primacy of the federal
admiralty court, as to all proceedings involved in a limitation action was the subject of the Supreme Court's decision in
Providence & New York S.S. Co. v. Hill Mfg. Co. n19
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In that case the ship Oceanus burned at her dock in New York, destroying cargo belonging to Hill Manufacturing,
among others. Various suits were brought against the vessel owner in New York, and elsewhere, and by Hill in
Massachusetts. The vessel owner filed a limitation action in the admiralty court in the Southern District of New York.
The requirements of the admiralty rules as to the requisite pleadings were satisfied. Thereafter, in order to obtain the
benefit of a single proceeding, the vessel owner pleaded the pendency of the admiralty limitation action in the suit in
Massachusetts. The Massachusetts state court, however, ordered the case to trial despite the pendency of the limitation
action. That order was appealed to the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court, which affirmed the trial court's order that
the matter proceed to trial. Meanwhile, the vessel owner sought and obtained an injunction against further proceedings
by Hill in the Massachusetts action. Hill ignored this injunction, as did the Massachusetts court. Finally, the vessel
owner obtained a default against Hill in the limitation action, due to Hill's failure to appear and file a claim in the
admiralty court. This default was brought to the attention of the Massachusetts court, but was also disregarded. The case
proceeded to trial and a judgment was entered against the vessel owner and in favor of Hill. Appeals followed,
ultimately to the Supreme Court.
The issue was whether the procedure in the Massachusetts courts was in error, in light of the pendency of the limitation
action in the admiralty court. The Supreme Court held that it was, and that upon notice of the pendency of the limitation
action, all proceedings in the Massachusetts courts should have ceased by operation of the mandatory injunction of the
language of the Congressional enactment. Thus, the Supreme Court held that a separate injunction was not necessary,
but that the statute itself provided the injunction, once the limitation was properly begun.
The Supreme Court also addressed an objection based on the so called "Anti-Injunction Act", n20 holding that the
specific language of the Limitation Act of 1851, being a later statute, took precedence over the Judiciary Act of 1789,
which had provided that no injunction should issue from a federal court against a state court. Rather, the Limitation Act,
like the bankruptcy statutes, required that the federal court be able to issue such injunctions, where necessary, in the
event that the state court did not stay its proceedings upon being advised of the pendency of the limitation action. The
Court also analogized the stay by the state court to the action that is taken when an action is removed from state court to
federal court. Upon being advised of the removal, the state court simply closes its file, and the federal action proceeds.
In describing the issue before it, the Court stated:
The principal question in this case is, whether the institution of proceedings in the District Court of
the United States, under the act of 1851, for procuring a decree of limited liability of the owners of the
Oceanus (the defendants in the present action), for the losses and injuries to goods on board of the
vessel, superseded the prosecution of claims for the same losses and injuries in other courts. It seems to
us that this must be the necessary effect of such proceedings, and that this results as well from the
language of the law, as from its object and purpose. n21
After discussing the Act itself, the Court provided its guidance to the lower courts for the interpretation and application
of the Act, declaring:
In these provisions of the statute we have sketched in outline a scheme of laws and regulations for
the benefit of the shipping interest, the value and importance of which to our maritime commerce can
hardly be estimated. Nevertheless, the practical value of the law will largely depend on the manner in
which it is administered. If the courts having the execution of it administer it in a spirit of fairness, with
the view of giving to ship owners the full benefit of the immunities intended to be secured by it, the
encouragement it will afford to commercial operations (as before stated) will be of the last importance:
but if it is administered with a tight and grudging hand, construing every clause most unfavorably
against the ship owner, and allowing as little as possible to operate in his favor, the law will hardly be
worth the trouble of its enactment. Its value and efficiency will also be greatly diminished, if not entirely
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destroyed, by allowing its administration to be hampered and interfered with by various and conflicting
jurisdictions. n22
The Court then reviewed at length the power vested in Courts to make Rules of Procedure governing proceedings under
the 1851 Act. n23 The Court considered the conflict between the administration of the Limitation Act in an Admiralty
Court and a proceeding in a state court, and stated:
We have deemed it proper to examine thus fully the foundation on which the rules adopted in
December term, 1871, were based, because, if those rules are valid and binding (as we deem them to be),
it is hardly possible to read them in connection with the act of 1851 without perceiving that after
proceedings have been commenced in the proper district court in pursuance thereof, the prosecution pari
passu of distinct suits in different courts, or even in the same court by separate claimants, against the
ship owners, is, and must necessarily be, utterly repugnant to such proceedings, and subversive of their
object and purpose. In promulgating the rules referred to, this court expressed its deliberate judgment as
to the proper mode of proceeding on the part of shipowners for the purpose of having their rights under
the act declared and settled by the definitive decree of a competent court, which should be binding on all
parties interested, and protect the ship owners from being harassed by litigation in other tribunals.
Unless some proceeding of this kind were adopted which should bring all the parties interested into one
litigation, and all the claimants into concourse for a pro rata distribution of the common fund, it is
manifest that in most cases the benefits of the act could never be realized. Cases might occur, it is true,
in which the shipowners could avail themselves of those benefits, by way of defense alone, as where both
ship and freight are totally lost, so that the owners are relieved from all liability whatever. But even in
that case, in the absence of a remedy by which they could obtain a decree of exemption as to all
claimants, they would be liable to a diversity of suits, brought perhaps in different States, after long
periods of time, when the witnesses have been dispersed, and issuing in contrary results before different
tribunals; whilst in the ordinary cases, where a limited liability to some extent exists, but to an amount
less than the aggregate claims for damages, so as to require a concourse of claimants and a pro rata
distribution, the prosecution of separate suits, if allowed to proceed, would result in a subversion of the
whole object and scheme of the statute. The questions to be settled by the statutory proceedings being,
first, whether the ship or its owners are liable at all (if that point is contested and has not been
decided), and secondly, if liable, whether the owners are entitled to limitation of liability, must
necessarily be decided by the district court having jurisdiction of the case; and, to render its decision
conclusive, it must have entire control of the subject to the exclusion of other courts and jurisdictions.
If another court may investigate the same questions at the same time, it may come to a conclusion
contrary to that of the district court; and if it does (as happened in this case), the proceedings in the
district court will be thwarted and rendered ineffective to secure to the ship owners the benefit of the
statute. (Emphasis supplied). n24
The Court then analogized the arrest of proceedings in state court under the Limitation Act to the stay of other
proceedings following the filing of a petition for relief in bankruptcy:
The inconveniences that may arise from preventing or arresting the prosecution of separate suits by
the claimants are no greater in this case than in the case where proceedings at law are arrested for the
purpose of having an investigation in a court of equity, or where distinct and separate suits are
restrained for the purpose of settling a common controversy in a single proceeding, as in the case of bills
for preventing a multiplicity of suits, and in cases of bankruptcy. By the Bankrupt Act of 1867 it was
enacted that no creditor whose debt was provable under the act should be allowed to prosecute to final
judgment any suit at law or in equity therefore against the bankrupt, until the question of the debtor's
discharge should have been determined; although, if the amount due the creditor was in dispute, the suit,
by leave of the court in bankruptcy, might proceed to judgment for the purpose of ascertaining the
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amount, but execution should be stayed. See Hill v. Harding, 107 U.S. 631 . None of the cases here
referred to more imperatively require a cessation of proceedings in other suits for the same cause than
that of the proceeding for a limitation of liability under the statute in question. ... n25
and then to the stay of an action which is removed from state court into a federal court:
Nor is the inconvenience any greater than that which occurs when a case is removed from the State
to a federal court. In that case, on the presentation of a petition for removal, duly verified and showing
the proper grounds for removal, and accompanied with the bond required by the statute on that subject,
the law declares "it shall then be the duty of the State court to accept said petition and bond, and
proceed no further in such suit." In the case before us, as well as in the cases of bankruptcy and of
removal, the parties have a right to have their causes heard and determined by a court of the United
States invested with appropriate jurisdiction, and capable of affording a proper mode of relief. n26
Finally, the Court addressed what is to happen when an Admiralty Court acquires jurisdiction over a limitation action
by virtue of the filing of the complaint and notice of the pendency of the action coming to the state court or courts in
which matters are pending which fall within the scope of the admiralty limitation action:
We see no reason to modify these views, and, in our judgment, the proper District Court, designated
by the rules, or otherwise indicated by circumstances, has full jurisdiction and plenary power, as a court
of admiralty, to entertain and carry on all proper proceedings for the due execution of the law, in all its
parts; and its decrees, in cases subject to its jurisdiction, are valid and binding in all courts and places.
In the present case, the proper court undoubtedly was the District Court of the United States for the
Southern District of New York, where the remains of the vessel were situated, and where suits were
brought against the owners. Proceedings under the act having been duly instituted in this court, it
acquired full jurisdiction of the subject-matter; and having taken such jurisdiction, and procured control
of the vessel and freight (or their value), constituting the fund to be distributed, and issued its monition to
all parties to appear and present their claims, it became the duty of all courts before which any of such
claims were prosecuted, upon being properly certified of the proceedings, to suspend further action
upon said claims. n27 (Emphasis supplied).
Thus, a separate injunction from the federal court, staying proceedings in the state court is not needed. It is the "duty of
all courts ... to suspend further action upon said claims." It is only if the state court ignores its duty, that an injunction
may be required.
The power of the district court to issue an injunction against a state court was questioned, however, in light of the
provisions of the Judiciary Act of 1793, which states that no such injunction shall issue from a federal court. But the
Court held in the language below that, given the express Congressional intent of the Limitation Act of 1851, a later
enactment, such power was manifest:
But the power of the District Courts to issue an injunction to stay proceedings in a State court is
questioned, since, by the Judiciary Act of 1793, 1 Stat. 335, it was declared that no writ of injunction
shall be granted [by the United States courts] "to stay proceedings in any court of a State." But the act of
1851 was a subsequent statute, and by the 4th section of this act--after providing for proceedings to be
had under it for the benefit of ship owners, and after declaring that it shall be deemed a sufficient
compliance with its requirements on their part if they shall transfer their interest in ship and freight for
the benefit of the claimants to a trustee to be appointed by the court--it is expressly declared, that "from
and after [such] transfer all claims and proceedings against the owners shall cease." Surely this
injunction applies as well to "claims and proceedings" in State courts as to those in the federal courts;
and whilst the District Court having jurisdiction of the case, for the purpose of enforcing the act of
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Congress and the rules adopted by this court in pursuance thereof, can only direct an injunction against
the parties and not against the courts in which such "claims and proceedings" are prosecuted; yet, any
further proceedings on the part of said courts, after being judicially informed by plea or suggestion duly
made in the cause, of the action and proceedings in the District Court, would be against the express
words of the act, and clearly erroneous. The operation of the act, in this behalf, cannot be regarded as
confined to cases of actual "transfer" (which is merely allowed as a sufficient compliance with the law),
but must be regarded, when we consider its reason and equity and the whole scope of its provisions, as
extending to cases in which what is required and done is tantamount to such transfer; as where the value
of the owners' interest is paid into court, or secured by stipulation and placed under its control, for the
benefit of the parties interested. n28
Finally, the Court concluded that the Massachusetts court committed error in proceeding with the action before it, once
it knew of the limitation action, because during the pendency of a limitation action, the vessel owner is entitled to a stay
of the state court proceedings. Once limitation is allowed, that order acts as a complete bar to further proceedings in
state court. The Court stated these propositions as follows:
But, as before indicated, the legality of the writ of injunction is not involved in this case. In our
opinion the State court, in overruling the plea of the defendants, which set up the proceedings pending in
the District Court, and in ordering the cause to stand for trial; and again, on the trial, in overruling as a
defense the proceedings and decree of the District Court as set up in the amended answer, disregarded
the due effect, as well as the express provisions, of the act of 1851, and therein committed error. It was
the duty of the court, as well when the proceedings pending in the District Court were pleaded and
verified by proffer of the record, as when the decree of said court was pleaded and proved, to have
obeyed the injunction of the act of Congress, which declared that "all claims and proceedings shall
cease." When the plea only showed that proceedings for limited liability were pending and undetermined
in the District Court, probably a stay of proceedings was all that the defendants could require; but when
they set up and produced the final decree of that court, forever debarring the plaintiffs from prosecuting
any claim for damages, they were entitled either to a verdict and judgment in their favor, or to a
dismissal of the proceedings. n29
The result for Hill, having ignored the admiralty action and elected to assert its rights in the Massachusetts courts, was
catastrophic. The judgment of the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts was vacated. The claim of the Hill
Company, which it had failed to prosecute in the admiralty limitation action, was forever barred. The verdict and
judgment it had obtained from the state court, was a complete nullity. The entirety of the proceedings in the
Massachusetts courts was for naught. Thus, any proceeding in derogation of the jurisdiction of the admiralty court risks
wasting the time, energy, and resources of the parties and the state court itself. Indeed, it is not beyond the realm of
possibility and justice, that the shipowner might also recover a judgment against the non-complying claimant for all the
attorneys' fees and costs incurred in defending the action pursued in violation of the Act and the statutory injunction.
The Supreme Court reviewed its decision in Providence & N.Y. S.S. Co. v. Hill Manufacturing Co., supra , in
Metropolitan Redwood Lumber Co. v. Charles P. Doe (The San Pedro), n30 in which it considered a similar conflict
within the federal court itself. The San Pedro collided at sea with the Columbia. The San Pedro filed a limitation action
in the federal district court. The owner of the steamer George W. Elder, which had towed the San Pedro into port
following the collision, filed a separate complaint seeking a salvage award in the same federal district court. The San
Pedro sought to have the separate suit stayed, but the district court felt it was a separate suit, not arising out of the
collision itself, and refused to stay that action, proceeding to trial and a salvage award in favor of the Elder.
On appeal, relying on the reasoning of Providence & N.Y. S.S. Co. v. Hill Manufacturing Co., supra , the Supreme
Court reversed and vacated the judgment in favor of the salvor. Although increased cost and expense would be involved
in returning the case back to the same court that had decided both the limitation action and the salvage action,
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nonetheless, remand was necessary to give effect to the Congressional intent in enacting the Limitation Act, and the
Supreme Court's Admiralty Rule 54 (now Rule F). The Court reasoned:
Conceding all that can be said about the expense, delay and inconvenience which will result if the
salvage claimants are to be required to present their claim in the limited liability case, yet far greater
confusion must result if such objections are enough to defeat the manifest object of the fifty-forth rule.
This court, in furtherance of the apparent purpose of Congress to limit the liability of vessel owners
(Revised Statutes, §§ 4283-5), has, by that rule, prescribed how an owner may avail himself of the
benefit of the statute. The very nature of the proceeding is such that it must be exclusive of any separate
suit against an owner on account of the ship. The monition that issues when the vessel has been
surrendered, and a stipulation entered into to pay the value into court, requires every person to assert
his claim in that case.
The appellant, owner of the San Pedro, appears to have proceeded strictly in compliance with the
fifty-fourth admiralty rule. * * * In that situation, the jurisdiction of the court to hear and determine
every claim in that proceeding became exclusive. It was then the duty of every other court, Federal or
state, to stop all further proceedings in separate suits upon claims to which the limited liability act
applied.
Nor is the issuance of an injunction necessary to stop proceedings in separate or independent
suits upon such claims. Power to grant an injunction exists under § 4285, Revised Statutes, when
necessary to maintain the exclusiveness of the jurisdiction; but when the procedure provided by rule
54 has been followed and a monition has issued "against all persons claiming damages ... citing them
to appear before said court and make proof of their respective claims," etc., it is the duty of every other
court, when the pendency of such a liability petition is pleaded, to stop. The very nature of the
proceeding and the monition has the effect of a statutory injunction. Indeed, that is the express
declaration of the statute. n31 (Emphasis supplied.)
The Court then quoted extensively from Providence & N.Y. S.S. Co., supra , as discussed above. The decree of the
district court in the admiralty salvage action was vacated and the case remanded for proceedings in the Limitation
action, which was still pending, even though they were before the same court. Presumably, as mandated by Providence
& N.Y. S.S. Co., supra , had the Limitation action been concluded by that point, the salvage claim would have been
dismissed in its entirety.
The conclusion reached is that an injunction is not necessary. Rather, the better practice is to file the Limitation
Complaint, obtain court approval of the form of Notice (formerly the "monition"), and send it to those known to have
claims, publishing it to provide notice to unknown claimants. Then the pendency of the Limitation action is brought to
the attention of the state court, through the filing of a "Suggestion of Limitation of Liability in Admiralty" or other such
pleading, similar to the "Suggestion of Bankruptcy", after which it is, as stated by the Supreme Court and the Congress,
the duty of every other court to cease its proceedings in relation to the subject matter of the admiralty limitation action.
In some jurisdictions, where the practice of seeking an injunction is well established, it may be more difficult (and thus
more expensive for the client) to attempt to alter customary practice. However, the practitioner may find that
experienced admiralty courts are receptive to the approach outlined above, and that admiralty courts with less
experience are not constrained by "custom" of which they are unaware. It is suggested that the injunction against
proceedings in state court be reserved for the exceptional case in which the state court does not "cease" when advised of
the pending admiralty limitation action, as was done in Providence & N.Y. S.S. Co., supra.
The court will also enter a Notice, n32 which is an order of court that all parties who have claims arising out of the
casualty or voyage which is the subject of the complaint, to file and serve claims within a designated period of time (not
less than thirty days) or be defaulted and have their claims forever barred. Any pending litigation against the vessel
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owner is thereupon stayed, whether pending in federal court or in state court, or abroad, since admiralty courts in the
various maritime nations will generally extend recognition to the orders of admiralty courts in limitation matters as a
matter of comity. n33 Thus, in addition to the complaint, plaintiff's counsel will prepare the form of Notice. In those
districts in which it is customary to enter an actual Injunction or Stay Order, counsel will prepare that form for
presentation and review by the court as well. The Stay will enjoin the filing of any new litigation or the continuation of
pending actions. The Notice will enjoin all parties with claims against the vessel or vessel owner to file such claims
within the prescribed time limit, usually 60 to 120 days from the date of the Notice. The length of time to be allowed
will generally be determined by the number of expected potential claimants and allowing a reasonable period for them
to learn of the pendency of the limitation action, retain counsel, and prepare and file the claims.
Under Rule F, which implements the Act, the vessel owner seeking limitation must either surrender the vessel to a
trustee for the benefit of the claimants n34 or post security for the value of the vessel n35 and its pending freight. n36
Security is usually posted by the filing of a pleading known as a "Stipulation of (or for) Value". The Stipulation is
essentially a stipulation by (and is therefore binding upon) the plaintiff as to the value of the vessel and pending freight,
subject to an appraisal of the vessel to be ordered by the court upon the request of any party who might believe the
value of the vessel exceeds the amount of the stipulation. The Stipulation (indeed, any form of security) is required by
Rule F to include interest at 6%, for the benefit of claimants. n37 The stipulation is generally accepted as security if
backed up by insurance covering the vessel's potential liabilities. If there is no insurance, or the insurance is inadequate
to cover the value of the vessel (e.g. a vessel worth $1,000,000.00 covered by liability insurance of $250,000.00), or
alternatively, the amount of the claims against the owner, then other forms of security may be required, such as a bond
or cash.
The 6% interest requirement is a topic worthy of a chapter by itself. The Supreme Court established this rate of interest
by rulemaking pursuant to the Rules Enabling Act n38 passed by Congress. Under that Act, the Court, as is the case
with all administrative agencies in government, can make procedural rules which govern the conduct of business before
the agency, or in this case, litigation before the courts. However, the Court can not use its rule making authority to
declare substantive law, particularly in admiralty cases under its Article III powers. The power of the Court to "make
law" is reserved for the decision of cases and controversies. When the Court promulgates Rules, it is limited to
procedural as opposed to substantive, areas of law. n39
Whether the rate of interest to be earned on a fund on deposit with the clerk of the court is procedural or substantive is a
close question. The issue was raised in several cases at a time when the market rate of interest which could be earned by
cash deposits in either a CD or other market instrument available to the clerk of court far exceeded the established 6%
rate provided for by the Rule and which was incorporated into the Stipulation for Value. Those courts which have
considered the issue have held that the Rule is not substantive, and thus void as ultra vires, but is procedural in nature.
n40 Thus, based on case law decided to date, if security is to be posted and the rate of interest is left to the court to
determine, it is likely that the 6% rate will control.
However, in the late 1970s and early 1980s, when the prime rate of interest charged by banks was near 20% and
certificates of deposit were earning in excess of 15% per annum, at least two courts required the vessel owner to pay the
full value of the vessel into court in cash in order to permit the clerk to deposit the money at the prevailing interest rate
for the benefit of the claimants. n41 In order to avoid this result, vessel owners n42 have subsequently offered to
Stipulate to the Value of their vessel and the pending freight and to interest to be earned on the fund at the prevailing
market rate. The Stipulation to this effect has generally satisfied the claimants, who have accepted the form of
Stipulation and have not objected to the court. Since the parties have been satisfied with the arrangement, no court has
gone out of its way to refuse approval of such a Stipulation, even though the rate of interest exceeded that required by
the Rule.
When the market rate is less than 6%, the claimants obtain a slight windfall, however, a vessel owner who is seeking to
limit its liability to less than the full value of the filed and proven claims would seem to be in a weak position to
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complain and seek a reduction in the amount of security. The vessel owner may always, of course, deposit cash and pay
no interest at all on the fund, which will then earn market rate interest.
Since most casualties for which limitation is sought will be covered by insurance, the financial backing for such a
Stipulation is the vessel's insurance policy and the underwriter which stands behind the policy. n43 If the underwriter is
not well known, or is in questionable financial condition, then the claimants may demand that a bond be filed by the
vessel owner to assure that the security of the Stipulation is sound.
Thus, in addition to the complaint, the stay order, and the Notice, the plaintiff must prepare the Stipulation for Value.
The Stipulation itself must state the value of the vessel at the conclusion of the voyage or incident and be supported by
an appropriate affidavit. The valuation provided by a recent valuation survey, or comparable recent sales of similar
vessels may be the basis for such a valuation. If the vessel owner does not have such documentation readily available,
then the services of a recognized appraiser of vessels should be sought. The identification of such an appraiser must take
into account the type of vessel for which the valuation is sought. Yachts, commercial fishing vessels, tugs, barges, and
large merchant ships all have their unique professional appraisers, who will usually be brokers engaged in the purchase
and sale of such vessels. Surveyors, who are able to accurately estimate the cost of repairs to vessels, and may also be
knowledgeable about the cost of new construction, may, however, be completely lacking in information on the current
value unless they are also actively engaged as brokers buying and selling such vessels.
The affidavit in support of the value of the vessel may be taken by the vessel's owner or the owner's personnel, if they
have a reasonable basis for their opinion on the value of the vessel. Both owners and claimants should beware of using
the insured value of the vessel, since both deliberate over and under insurance are not unknown.
If the vessel is a total loss, with no salvage value, then the limitation fund will be zero. It should be mentioned here that
there is a special fund created under sections 30506 and 30508(a) (formerly section 183(b)-(f)) of the Limitation act,
applying to "seagoing vessels", as defined under the Act, to assure that death and injury claimants will have at least
some money available if they prevail. The amount of this fund is established at $420 per ton, calculated on the vessel's
gross registered tonnage. Thus, a tanker at 16,000 grt will have a fund available to the death and injury claimants of
$6,720,000, even in a case where limitation is granted and the vessel is a total or constructive total loss. This fund is not
available for distribution to property damage claimants, although the death and injury claimants also share in the general
fund arising out of the value of the vessel and pending freight, if any.
Where one vessel is the subject of the casualty, the value of that vessel (and pending freight) is the amount to which
limitation is sought. However, in the situation of tugs and barges, there may be a different result. Where a tug and barge
performing under the same contract are owned by the same entity, then the value of both the tug and the barge must
usually be combined in calculating the valuation of the fund, even if only one of the two (or more) vessels is the
offending vessel. This rule is known as the "Flotilla Doctrine". n44
B. Notice and Information to Claimants.
Notice of the limitation action must be given to known claimants by mail, and to all potential claimants by publication.
n45 The plaintiff must publish the Notice of the pendency of the action once a week for four consecutive weeks in a
newspaper or newspapers designated by the court prior to the date set by the court for filing of claims. Notice must be
mailed to all persons known to have made a claim, and to all decedents at their last known addresses and to any person
known to have made a claim on account of such death, not later than the date of the second publication. The plaintiff
should prepare an order for execution by the court, setting forth the form of the Notice, the dates for publication, and the
newspaper(s) in which the Notice must be published. It is this Notice which is to be mailed to the claimants, and which
contains the order of the court that all claims must be filed in the pending limitation action by a date certain or be
barred, previously known as a "Monition".
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Thereafter, within thirty days of the date set by the court as the deadline for filing claims, the plaintiff must mail n46 to
each claimant (or the attorney therefore) a list which contains (a) the name of each claimant; (b) the name and address
of the attorney for each of the parties; (c) the nature of the claims, i.e., property damage, personal injury, death; and, (d)
the amount of each claim. n47
C. The Claim and the Answer.
When the potential claimant in a limitation action receives notice that the action has been filed, whether through
publication or otherwise, the first pleading which must be filed is the Claim, which may also include an Answer if the
claimant desires to context the right to exoneration or limitation. n48 This pleading merely sets forth the fact that the
claimant asserts a claim against the owner in the limitation proceeding. The nature, amount of the claim, and the date
and voyage on which the claim arose are usually stated. It is not necessary to state the amount of the claim with
precision. The actual proof of the claim is filed later, or proven at trial. At this point in the proceedings, all that is
necessary is that the claimant be identified and the general amount and nature of the claim be stated.
After the deadline established by the court in the Order, and the Notice, published to provide notification to claimants of
the pendency of the action, has passed, it is customary for the plaintiff to enter a default, and then judgment on the
default, as to all parties who may have claims which have not been asserted in the limitation action. This procedure will
protect the vessel owner from additional, late filed claims, and will also protect the claimants who have filed their
claims in a timely manner from late filed claims. However, courts always have discretion to allow late claims to be
filed, on showing of good cause or otherwise. In the Fifth Circuit, a court considers: whether the proceeding remains
pending; whether permitting late filed claims will affect the rights of those already parties; and the reasons for the late
filing. However, the allowance of the late claim can not be assured. n49 In the Second Circuit, the standard seems more
relaxed. The court will not even require a showing of excusable neglect where the owner is not able to show prejudice,
other late claims will not be encouraged because they are time barred, the trial date is still far distant and the claim will
not delay discovery (the late claim being subject to all depositions taken to that date). n50
Once the Claim has been filed, the party making the claim may file an answer to the limitation complaint, although the
claim and answer may be combined in one pleading. In the answer, the allegations of the complaint are responded to, as
in answer to any complaint. It is usual to assert in the answer the cause of action against the vessel owner and the vessel
(in rem) and the basis upon which it is asserted that they are liable (e.g. negligence, unseaworthiness, breach of charter,
etc.) and include a general statement of facts upon which the cause of action rests. The specific allegations regarding the
right to limitation of liability must also be rebutted. The Answer should specifically deny that the casualty arose without
the "privity and knowledge" of the owner, since that is the essential element of the right to limitation. Other issues, in
the nature of affirmative defenses, such as failure to timely file the complaint within six months of first written notice of
a claim, or the fact that the limitation plaintiff may not have standing to be entitled to limit (which is an issue if the
plaintiff is not the owner or bareboat charterer of the vessel) should also be included in the Answer.
Cross-claims against others who may be liable, if already joined as parties, should be included and any third party who
may not be named, but may be liable to the claimant/defendant should be joined as a third party defendant by third party
complaint as is normal under Rule 14. In this context, the third party joinder rule is used as if the defendant were the
plaintiff suing directly for damages. The fact that the "third party defendant" is not liable over to the third party
plaintiff/claimant by way of indemnity or contribution is disregarded, given the nature of the limitation action. Of
course, the claimant may seek to sue the potential third party defendant in a separate action, if the cost and
inconvenience of separate litigation is not deemed to preclude that approach. However, if the third party defendant is
also joined by the limitation plaintiff, consolidation of the actions should be sought, to avoid the possibility of
inconsistency of the limitation action and the separate action brought by the claimant.
D. Insufficiency of the Fund or Security.
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If the claimant has reason to feel that the value of the vessel is not fairly stated in the Stipulation for Value filed by the
plaintiff, or in the Bond posted, or cash deposited, then the court should be asked to order an appraisal of the vessel. n51
Under the Rule, the court will order the appraisal of the owner's interest in the vessel and pending freight. The same
comments made above as to those qualified to provide such an appraisal are also applicable here. If the issue of
valuation is contested, it is appropriate for the court to hold a hearing and receive proofs. The court can order an
increase in the amount of posted security included in the Stipulation for Value. However, the Rule also provides that the
court can, if the appraisal so indicates, order a reduction in the amount of security posted. It might be argued that while
the court could order a reduction in the amount of security actually posted in cash or in the form of a bond, if the
plaintiff has filed a Stipulation of Value, which constitutes a judicial admission, the plaintiff is bound thereby and the
amount of the Stipulation should stand, even if it was erroneously too high.
E. Objections to Claims; Distribution of the Fund.
Objections to the claim of any party may be made at any time by any party. It is not necessary to file a formal objection
as such. n52 A court may, however, as part of a pretrial order which will govern the trial of the case, require parties to
state their positions as to various claims in order to narrow the issues to be tried. It would also be unusual if the nature
and validity of each claim have not been subject to the normal discovery process in the course of the litigation. n53
If, following trial, exoneration is granted, the matter ends there. If, however, exoneration is denied, but limitation is
granted, then the fund must be distributed. The fund includes the stipulated value of the vessel and pending freight, plus
interest at 6% from the date the Stipulation was filed through the date of distribution. If the vessel was surrendered, and
was not sold in an interlocutory sale, then the proceeds of sale upon sale will constitute the fund. If the vessel was
surrendered and operated by the trustee for the benefit of the claimants, then the fund will include the net earnings of the
vessel.
The fund is to be divided "pro rata ... subject to all relevant provisions of law" among the several claimants in the
amount of their respective claims, as established by the court upon due proof "saving, however, to all parties any
priority to which they may be legally entitled." n54 The import of the quoted language is that claims are paid in
accordance with their maritime lien priority. Thus, there are classes of liens which have priority over others (e.g.,
salvage over tort claims, tort claims over contract claims etc.) n55
The fund is distributed in proportion to the size of the claim. Thus, two claims of $100 and $900, totaling $1000, would
share $10 and $90 in a fund of $100.
If the vessel owner has settled a claim with any claimant, the vessel owner is subrogated to that claim. The amount of
the settlement might be challenged by other parties, and the vessel owner should be prepared to prove the amount of the
claim. The vessel owner will then stand in the shoes of that claimant, whose claim has been paid, when the fund is
distributed.
F. Venue; Transfer.
The final section of the Rule n56 provides the venue provisions of limitation procedure. The limitation action may be
brought in any district in which the vessel has been arrested or attached. If there has been no arrest or attachment, then
in any district in which suit has been filed against the owner or vessel. If no suit has been filed, then in any district in
which the vessel is located. If the vessel is not in any district and there is no pending litigation, then in any district. The
Rule provides for the transfer of the action for the convenience of the parties and witnesses. If the action is filed in an
improper venue, then it may be dismissed or, in the interests of justice, transferred to any district in which it might have
been brought. n57 As a final matter, Rule F(9) states that if the vessel has been sold, the proceeds of sale shall represent
the vessel for the purposes of the venue provisions.
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G. Claims Totaling Less Than The Fund.
Upon occasion, the total of claims filed may be less than the value of the vessel or fund established for the benefit of
claimants. In such cases, where all claimants have filed their claims and it is certain that no additional claims will be
asserted, then the stay in the limitation action should be lifted. n58 However, where it cannot be ascertained with
certainty that all claims have in fact been asserted in the limitation action, the concursus of claims should be continued,
lest the vessel owner be exposed to claims in excess of the value of the vessel brought after the stay is lifted.
One of the particular benefits conferred by the Limitation Act upon the plaintiff vessel owner, is the right to a concursus
of all claims in a single action. If the limitation action is stayed merely because the claims then filed are less than the
value of the vessel, the owner may be required to defend several actions in different for a, which will significantly
increase the cost of defense to the ultimate prejudice of the rights of the claimants in cases in which the insurance policy
coverage requires that defense costs be included in the amount of coverage (known as a "wasting policy"). Finally,
while the admiralty limitation action is pending, the notice and statutory (and additionally judicial, if one has been
entered) injunction is in place. Any claimant who has filed a claim is entitled to proceed and if liability is established
and be paid at least to the extent of a pro rata share of the fund. Potential claimants who fail to file within the time limit
set by the court are defaulted upon application by the plaintiff to the clerk of the court. Thereafter, only those claimants
who have filed will share in the fund. However, should the stay be lifted, to allow potential claimants who have failed to
file in the limitation action to proceed against the vessel owner, the total of claims may well exceed the value of the
vessel. Since it may be impossible to determine what claims are outstanding but have not been filed by the filing
deadline established by the court, the better practice is to maintain the limitation action and realize its procedural
benefits, even if the fund appears to exceed the amount of the stated claims. n59
However, where it is possible to frame appropriate stipulations to protect the vessel owner, a court may stay the
limitation action to permit claimants to proceed in an alternate forum. n60 Such a flexible approach might also include
the court maintaining the stay as to claims not timely asserted in the limitation action. The court might also maintain its
jurisdiction until the expiration of the time allotted for filing claims, and upon a filing of a default as to unfiled claims
by plaintiff, enter judgment by default against all such claims prior to lifting the stay as to the filed claim or claims.
In the case of Lewis v. Lewis & Clark Marine, Inc., n61 the Supreme Court addressed the issue of the scope of the
Saving to Suitors Clause, n62 among other issues. These issues arose in the context of consideration of a single claim
and an adequate fund. Lewis was injured on a towboat owned by Lewis & Clark. Anticipating a suit, the vessel owner
filed a complaint seeking exoneration or limitation of its liability in federal court in Missouri. Lewis, without
knowledge of the pending limitation complaint, filed suit shortly thereafter in state court in Illinois. The federal court
entered the standard stay of proceedings and mandatory injunction that all claims be filed in the admiralty proceeding.
Lewis stipulated that his claim would not exceed the owner's valuation of the vessel. Since Lewis was the single
claimant, the admiralty court dissolved the stay to allow the case to proceed in state court, retaining jurisdiction in the
event further proceedings were necessary. n63 However, in the state court proceeding Lewis had not demanded a jury
trial. Thus, argued the vessel owner, there was no "remedy" to be saved under the "saving clause".
On appeal to the Court of Appeals, this argument was persuasive. The Eighth Circuit reversed the district court, holding
that the only remedy saved in the Saving Clause was the right to a jury trial, which was moot in this case, the plaintiff
having waived the jury trial in state court. Consequently, the vessel owner's right to proceed in admiralty was
paramount. The case was remanded with instructions to the district court to reinstate the stay. n64
The Supreme Court granted certiorari. The issue on which the petition for certiorari was granted was limited to
whether the Court of Appeals erred in reinstating the stay where there was a single claim and an adequate fund, albeit,
no demand for a jury trial. The district court had considered the issue of whether the Saving Clause saved anything
other than a jury trial. The court was unwilling to hold that there was no content other than a jury trial, although the
court conceded that it could not articulate anything else. The circuit court held that the Saving Clause saved only the
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remedy of a jury trial. Once that was waived, there was nothing for the Saving Clause to save. The Supreme Court,
however, held that what was saved was not just the trial at law by a jury, but the plaintiff's right to choose a forum,
where that choice did not prejudice the vessel owner's right to the protection offered by the Limitation Act. In this case,
since there was only one claim, and there was no need for the concursus provided by the Act, and the amount of the
claim was stipulated to be less than the value the owner placed on the vessel, there was no need for the admiralty court
to consider the limitation issues. Nevertheless, the district court had retained jurisdiction in case such proceedings were
found to be needed. Thus, in balancing the owner's right to the exclusive admiralty forum for a Limitation Act
proceeding, granted by Congress, with the claimant's right to those remedies saved by the Saving Clause, also granted
by Congress, the Supreme court found that where the claimant in a single claim, adequate fund case chooses a state
forum for his claim, that choice will be honored even where the right to a jury trial has been waived.
Another interesting aspect of this case was a side issue raised by the claimant Lewis in his briefs, although it was not
raised in his initial brief seeking certiorari. n65 Lewis contended that the vessel owner should not be permitted to seek
limitation of liability unless it first conceded liability and could not seek exoneration at all. This was the practice in
England in 1851 when Congress passed the Limitation Act. Lewis argued that the Court first recognized the right to
contest liability in its admiralty rules (former Admiralty Rule 65, now incorporated in Rule F). Since the Court's rule
making authority under the Rules Enabling Act n66 extends only to procedural rules, and not to substantive law, a rule
which creates the right to seek exoneration was ultra vires. The Court rejected this argument, however, observing that it
had first held that the owner had the right to seek exoneration in a decided case, The Benefactor. n67 Thereafter, it had
promulgated the Rules to establish the procedure for protecting that right.
Finally, worthy of observation is the Court's statement in two places in the opinion that the Limitation Act itself granted
the courts jurisdiction over a particular action. n68
H. The Six Month Time Limit.
The most common method of asserting a right to limit liability is to file a complaint in admiralty in the appropriate
United States district court. n69 The filing of a complaint to limit liability is often the most economical way to deal with
a casualty in which multiple claims are expected. n70 Where multiple claims arise out of a single casualty, the filing of
a limitation complaint will compel the resolution of all claims in a single judicial proceeding. The resultant concursus
both cuts down the costs the vessel owner might otherwise incur in defending several separate suits in possibly
numerous fora, and conserves judicial resources by permitting a single tribunal to resolve all disputes. It also serves to
eliminate the potentially difficult collateral estoppel issues that are a natural by-product of fragmented litigation. Also,
in cases where the fund for satisfaction of claims is limited, such as where an insurance policy of limited coverage also
includes attorney's fees and costs as part of the coverage amount, the fund available to claimants is preserved by
avoiding needless repetition of discovery and multiple trials.
Furthermore, the fund is available for equal distribution among successful claimants on a pro-rata basis, avoiding the
potential problem of the first successful claimant being paid a disproportionate share of the fund. This is important
today when limitation actions are filed not only by owners of large oceangoing vessels worth millions of dollars, but
also by the owners of pleasure craft, including small jet-ski type craft that may be worth only a few thousand dollars and
covered by a modest amount of insurance. In such cases, the cost savings of the concursus of claims and the
pro-rationing of the available proceeds among the claimants provided by a limitation action may be more important than
in a case involving a large vessel, even if limitation is ultimately denied.
The Limitation of Liability Act sets forth the time within which the vessel owner, or one otherwise entitled to limit
liability, must file a complaint seeking limitation. Rule F of the Supplemental Admiralty Rules sets forth the procedure
to be followed in limitation actions brought pursuant to the Act, and particularly § 30511 (formerly § 185) governing
the filing of the limitation complaint.
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The Limitation Act provides that "(a) In general.--The owner of a vessel may bring a civil action in a district court of
the United States for limitation of liability under this chapter. The action must be brought within 6 months after a
claimant gives the owner written notice of a claim." n71 Rule F(1), which closely tracks this language, provides that a
complaint seeking the right to limitation must be filed "[n]ot later than six months after receipt of a claim in writing ... ".
This time limit is a departure from the prior admiralty rule. n72 Prior to the 1936 amendment to the Limitation Act,
there was no time limit for commencing a limitation proceeding. The Supreme Court had held in Steamship Co. v.
Mount n73 that a limitation petition could be filed after trial of the action against the vessel owner, after the entry of
judgment. Indeed, the Court stated that a limitation action could not be precluded so long as any damage or loss
remained unpaid. n74 Congress amended the Act to add the six-month requirement to prevent perceived abuses by
vessel owners who would litigate claims in common law court and then, if dissatisfied with the results, file a limitation
action requiring that the limitation issues be litigated in the admiralty court. n75 Congress now requires that if the vessel
owner wants the benefit of the concursus of claims and limitation to a single fund, that it act promptly to investigate the
asserted claim of which notice has been given, determine if filing a limitation action is advantageous, and then act
within six months to assert that right or risk losing it altogether. Note that the owner can still assert the limitation
defense in answer to a complaint, but, in that case, limitation, if granted, is to the value of the vessel as to claims raised
in each proceeding, rather than to the value of the vessel as to all claims (see The Fund When Limitation Is Raised As
An Affirmative Defense, infra.)
Congress' choice of the receipt of written notice to the vessel owner as commencing the running of the time limit
appears to be based on the concern that having the six-month time limit run from the occurrence would create
difficulties in cases in which the time or date of the loss is unknown. The receipt of written notice was an event more
capable of determination, albeit not without problems. n76
In some courts, failure to comply with the six-month time limit is not a jurisdictional defect, and the six months may be
extended at the discretion of the trial judge. n77 In several cases, courts have overlooked the six-month provision for
adequate and equitable reasons. n78 However, other courts have required strict compliance with the six-month period
for commencing the limitation action following the receipt of the claim. n79 Courts have also distinguished between
incidents, even if close in time, holding that separate six month periods apply to each. n80 The prudent vessel owner
will treat the six month limit as hard and fast, and, indeed, of jurisdictional character. n81 The Supreme Court, however,
has never held that a failure to abide by the statutory time period creates a jurisdictional bar to the limitation action. It is
at least arguable that a delay occasioned through no negligence or fault on the part of the owner, or one resulting from
some misdeed on the part of the claimant, should not preclude the late filing of a limitation complaint. n82
In this situation, it is most important that stipulations between claimants and the vessel owner for the extension of time
for the filing of a limitation action be honored. The evaluation of claims and their resolution frequently takes longer
than six months. To force parties into litigation when they would prefer negotiation is not in the public interest. Statutes
of limitation in the maritime area are longer than six months; one year for COGSA, n83 two years for the Suits in
Admiralty Act n84 and the Public Vessels Act, n85 and three years for the general maritime statute of limitations. n86
Congress' purpose in including the six month time limit was to force the vessel owner to act promptly in asserting the
right to limitation, so as not to cause the claimants to unnecessarily expend time and money on actions which would, in
due course, be enjoined in favor of litigation in the limitation action, as frequently occurred prior to the enactment of the
six month limit. n87
Where the vessel owner and the claimant agree, however, to the extension of time, then it can hardly be argued that the
public interest is not served. A question arises, however, whether a claimant who is not party to the extension agreement
can be bound by it. If such claimant has not given written notice, then he or she would be hard put to argue that the
limitation action should not be permitted to be filed after six months from the original notice if the claimant who has
acted diligently in giving such notice has agreed to the extension.
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Another question is whether the limitation action may be commenced by the owner prior to receipt of any notice of a
claim. Again, Rule F provides for the filing of the complaint within six months of the receipt of the written notice. What
if there is no notice, but there are obviously claims, such as would be likely in the loss of a vessel with all hands? The
Rule is capable of construction allowing an action to be begun prior to receipt of notice, stating that the action must be
filed "[n]ot later than six months after his receipt ... ". The courts have provided the answer. The Supreme Court held in
a case pre-dating the 1936 amendment to the Act, that the limitation petition could be filed before an action has been
brought against the vessel owner. n88 After the 1936 amendment, courts still hold that the limitation complaint may be
filed prior to receipt of notice. n89
I. The Form and Receipt of Notice of a Claim.
There is no particular form for the notice of the claim. But mere notice to the owner that an accident has occurred and
there has been an injury is not sufficient. Rather, the notice must "inform the owner of claimant's intention to look to the
owner for damages." n90 It is not clear whether notice must state the amount of the claim to start the six month period
running. n91
The notice must assert a claim, and not merely discuss damage which had occurred. In In re Lloyd Richardson
Construction Company, n92 the owner received a letter from the U.S. Army Corps. Of Engineers advising that propeller
wash had caused the deposit of fill material on sensitive sea grass, and stated that the owner's vessels were possibly
involved. The letter stated that the resolution of the matter might involve legal action and an order to restore the area.
The owner wrote back denying responsibility. More than six months after receipt of this letter, but within six months of
being sued, the owner filed a limitation complaint. The court held it to be timely, finding the letter to be an inquiry
rather than a notice of claim.
In addition, the notice must be of a claim that is limitable. n93 For example, notice of a compensation claim will not
trigger the six month period. n94
The decision of the Supreme Court in Southwest Marine, Inc. v. Gizoni, n95 adds to the uncertainty as to what
constitutes adequate notice. The Court held that a maritime worker may file suit under the Jones Act even after
receiving Longshore Act benefit payments, and that his status is a jury issue. Thus, a vessel owner must treat
communications received from such workers with much care. While a notice that mentions only "expenses" has been
deemed to be notice of only the compensation claim, n96 if such notice had mentioned the word "damages" there may
have been a different result, at least post Gizoni, since "damages", not being available under the compensation acts, is a
Jones Act word.
In light of the Gizoni decision, vessel owners must assume that there will be more Jones Act claims seeking damages
following a "seaman's" improper receipt of Longshore Act compensation payments. Only an adjudication of
non-seaman status, and thus entitlement to compensation (as opposed to maintenance and cure and damages), will be
binding on the worker. Mere acceptance of compensation payments by the injured worker is not enough to establish res
judicata effect of the longshoreman vs. seaman status. Determining which claims are compensation claims and which
are seaman's damage claims is not always easy.
The task is made even more difficult by the Supreme Court's decision in the case of Stewart v. Dutra Constr. Co., n97 in
which the Court defined the word 'vessel' in the broadest possible way as any man made contrivance designed to or
capable of transporting persons or things by water. Thus, construction craft previously only considered to be "floats" or
"rafts" or "pontoons" or "stages" must now be considered as vessels and the personnel assigned to them to potentially
(at their own election) be Jones Act seamen (even after receiving workers compensation benefits). Thus, if the benefits
of the Limitation Act, which may be significant given the relatively small value of such "vessels", are to be realized,
particular attention must be paid to the wording of written communications from such workers or their representatives
and any doubt resolved in favor of considering such to be a notice of a claim which starts the six month period running.
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The precision required of the notice is similarly vague. In The Bellville, n98 the wife of an injured seaman wrote to the
owner regarding her husband's need for money and pay, stating that she hoped "I get what he is asking for." The court
held that such language was not sufficient notice to trigger the six month period. The injured worker was receiving
compensation payments at the time, being a joint seaman/longshoreman. If the court's holding is viewed from the
perspective of a notice of a claim for compensation payments, it is no different from many other decisions regarding
non-limitable claims. n99 If, however, the holding is from the Jones Act perspective, it must be viewed as requiring
more specificity than was included in the letter.
In In re Capital Marine Supply, Inc., n100 the court denied a motion of claimant to dismiss the limitation complaint as
being outside the six month time limit where a letter addressed to a terminal (not the vessel owner) stated that counsel
represented the claimant with regard to LHWCA and other possible claims, and asked for the name of the owner of the
tug and barge. The court found that the letter was investigatory in nature, gave no details of the accident beyond the
date, and failed to state a specific demand. While the fact that the letter was not addressed to the vessel owner might
have been dispositive of the question, the opinion provides guidance as to what the notice of the claim must contain: a
statement of the nature of the accident or occurrence, and a specific demand as to the limitable claim being asserted.
It is submitted that, in light of the Supreme Court's decision in Gizoni, n101 courts should require specificity as to the
nature of the claim being asserted in the notice from employees who are receiving compensation payments, so as to
clearly put the vessel owner on notice that a Jones Act claim is being asserted and the right to limitation is an issue.
To whom the notice is addressed is also important. The notice must be addressed to the vessel owner. In this context,
the "vessel owner" may be considered to be the same person or management group whose "privity and knowledge" are
sufficient to deny the owner the right to limit. Delivery of the notice to someone other than the owner will not start the
six month period running. This is another area in which fundamental fairness to both sides must guide the court. If the
notice is presented to someone who is sufficiently removed from the management of the owner that it is not likely to
reach the decision makers with the authority to commence the limitation proceedings, then it should not be deemed as
received by the owner under the Rule. n102 However, agents of the vessel owner will, in some cases, be deemed to have
sufficient authority to receive the notice and start the running of the period. n103
Note that § 30511 of the Limitation Act n104 states that "the action must be brought within 6 months after a claimant
gives the owner written notice of a claim." Rule F(1), however, states that the limitation complaint may be filed "[n]ot
later than six months after his receipt of a claim in writing ..." Section 30511 is vague, since "giving" does not
necessarily imply that the notice must actually be received by the shipowner, if giving is the same as sending. However,
the Rule is more specific. The owner must actually receive the notice. This is fair, since the imposition of the six month
limit is intended to cause the owner to act promptly to file the limitation complaint after he knows there is a claim.
There is no logical basis for cutting off the right to limitation if the owner does not know that there is a claim.
J. Raising Limitation in the Answer as an Affirmative Defense.
Filing a complaint seeking limitation of liability is often the most economical way of proceeding, creating a concursus
of all claims in a single proceeding. n105 However, in a single claim case, or in a case in which the value of the vessel
is clearly greater than the claim, filing a limitation complaint may not be desirable, since the claimant may be permitted
to proceed with a separate action anyway. In such case, it may make more sense to raise limitation of liability as a
defense in the answer to the complaint. n106 Commencing a limitation action would often bifurcate the litigation, with
liability and damage issues proceeding in one court and limitation issues in the admiralty court. The limitation
complaint entails certain expenses not otherwise present in filing an answer, including the requirement of posting
security, the appraisal of the value of the vessel, publication, and the notification of claimants. It is clear that when
limitation is raised in an answer, no deposit of security is required. n107 When limitation is raised in an answer pursuant
to § 30505, (formerly § 183), the six month limitation period contained in § 30511 (formerly § 185) and in Rule F does
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not apply. n108 However, the vessel owner who relies on the right to raise limitation in an answer, and forgoes the
opportunity to file a limitation complaint within the six month period, undertakes a possible risk that the right to
limitation will be lost. See discussion in § 13, infra.
K. The Fund When Limitation Is Raised as an Affirmative Defense.
When limitation of liability is pleaded as an affirmative defense in the answer to a complaint, an additional question is
raised as to whether the fund is the value of the vessel as to each claim, or as to all claims. In The West Point, n109
separate suits were commenced by the claimants in the district court. The court concluded that each claimant could
recover damages up to the value of the vessel:
Undoubtedly, limitation of liability may be pleaded by answer alone ... But if there is more than one
claim, then the defendant-owner can confine his aggregate liability on all claims to the single value of the
vessel ... only by the petition prescribed by statute ... If he does not follow the procedural steps of the
statute, but uses the answer to raise such defense, the owner may be held personally liable on each claim
to the extent of the value of his ship ...
The court did not think that this outcome could be altered by consolidation of the separate claims for trial, nor by the
fact that the claims were asserted within the court's admiralty jurisdiction.
However, the court in Blunk v. Wilson Line of Washington, Inc., n110 disagreed. There the vessel owner filed a single
answer containing limitation as a defense to forty separate actions commenced by passengers injured in the grounding
of its vessel. The court rejected The West Point, supra , and relying on The Scotland, supra , allowed a non-statutory
type of concursus, holding that limitation would be to the value of the vessel as to all claims asserted in the action
before the court. The court found that limitation to the value of the vessel should not be determined by whether the right
to limitation was pursued under § 30505 (formerly § 183) or § 30511 (formerly § 185). n111
The decision in Blunk, supra , was followed by Signal Oil & Gas v. The Barge W-701, n112 in which the defendant
vessel owner pleaded limitation as a defense to the plaintiff's complaint and to cross-claims of other defendants. The
action was pending in the district court in admiralty. The court rejected the contention that separate answers created
multiple funds:
The decision in The West Point was reached with only cursory analysis, at best, of the Limitation
Act, and did not resurface in reported decisions for nearly twenty-five years. After a much more
thorough review of both the Act and its legislative history, the multiple fund result of the West Point was
soundly rejected ... The Blunk court rejected the argument after a thorough analysis of the Limitation
Act, feeling that such an interpretation would render 46 U.S.C. [§ 30505 (formerly 46 U.S.C.] App. §
183 meaningless. This court agrees, and therefore holds that should limitation be granted here, there will
be only one limitation fund for both the cross-claims and the main demand.
The Scotland sets forth two alternative paths toward obtaining the benefits of the Limitation Act:
If they [the vessel owner] failed to avail themselves of the later [filing a petition to limit], they are
still entitled to the benefit of the former kind of relief. The primary enactment ... is that the liability of the
owner for any loss or damage, without his privity or knowledge, shall in no case exceed the amount or
value of his interest in the vessel and her freight then pending. n113
The Scotland did not deal with multiple claims asserted in separate actions, but with a single action in which other
claimants voluntarily intervened. However, the Supreme Court further stated:
If there are parties, not represented in the suit, who have claims for damages, it is the respondents'
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fault for not bringing them in, as they might have done after the Rules of 1871 were adopted, by pursuing
the remedy pointed out in those rules. But as to the actual libellants and interveners in the suit, there is no
reason in the world why the respondents should not be decreed to pay the value of the ship's strippings
and remnants into court, nor why such amount should not be distributed pro rata amongst the claimants.
n114
It seems clear, therefore, that a vessel owner who does not file a limitation action and is sued separately, and
successfully sustains limitation of liability, may limit to the value of the vessel as to claimants in the case before the
court, whether they be plaintiffs or cross-claimants, or parties joined as third parties by the defendant (and realigned as
plaintiffs if appropriate). Claimants may be brought together before the court by intervention or by consolidation if they
do not join in the original complaint. However, should there be separate actions which are not consolidated and proceed
separately, then the vessel owner, even if successful as to limitation, will be exposed to liability to the value of the
vessel in each of the actions, even if one is brought after a former action is finally resolved. The vessel owner, of course,
is also exposed to the collateral estoppel effects of the judgment in the former action, while the new plaintiff/claimant is
not, and can challenge limitation anew. The vessel owner will want to avoid that difficulty, and to avoid the duplication
of effort inherent in trying the same case several times. This is what the concursus of claims called for in § 30511
(formerly § 185) was designed to accomplish.
L. Amendment of the Answer to Raise Limitation as a Defense.
If the vessel owner seeks to raise limitation as a defense after the initial answer is filed, the provisions of Fed. R. Civ. P.
15 on the amendment of pleadings will apply. There is authority that permission to amend should be denied " ... only
under the most exigent circumstances." n115 The six month period within which a limitation complaint must be filed
has no bearing on the time within which an amendment asserting the limitation defense can be granted. n116 However,
where the delay is lengthy or prejudicial to the plaintiff, the court should look to the normal factors governing the liberal
amendment policy of Rule 15. n117
M. Creating a Concursus Through Interpleader.
The vessel owner should, in all cases, seek the benefit of the concursus arising out of § 30511 of the Limitation Act,
which permits the vessel owner to seek exoneration as well as limitation. If however, the time period for filing the
complaint under § 30511 and Rule F has expired, the vessel owner who wishes to try all issues and claims in one action,
and who knows the identity of the potential claimants, might be well advised to seek relief through interpleader under
Fed. R. Civ. P. Rule 22 and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1335, 1397, and 2361.
Interpleader is a procedure by which a party holding funds or property to which it admits others have a right, deposits
the fund in court and then is excused from further exposure. A variation, known as an action in the nature of
interpleader, allows the stakeholder to contest its liability to anyone while obtaining the benefits of interpleader. Under
the Rule and the statutes, the vessel owner would file a complaint naming all the claimants as defendants, or would file
a counterclaim and cross-claims against parties already in the action and join additional parties who might have claims
as defendants. Thus, working within the framework of the interpleader rule and statutes, a de facto concursus of claims
can be created. If limitation is granted, the (single) fund will be divided pro-rata among the defendants before the court.
n118 Liability to claimants who are not joined as defendants will be unaffected, n119 although those who were
interpleaded and served but did not appear can be defaulted.
In order to proceed under Rule 22, there must be an independent basis of federal jurisdiction, such as diversity n120 or
the court's admiralty jurisdiction. n121 The vessel owner would admit liability, if appropriate, but would still contest
"privity and knowledge" to maintain limitation, or might contest liability and seek exoneration. In either case the
security would be offered to the court since, in interpleader actions, or actions in the nature of interpleader, the plaintiff
deposits the contested funds with the court. The owner should offer to the court the same stipulation for value, backed
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up by the vessel's insurance policy, which is provided in a limitation action under § 30511. The owner should then be
allowed to assert the right to limitation of liability to the value of the vessel and pending freight in any event, as would
be the case had limitation been raised in answer to a complaint filed by all the interpleaded defendants. n122
To create the benefit of a concursus, as in an admiralty proceeding, it is necessary to eliminate other actions. This is also
provided for under the interpleader statute. Under section 2361, n123 the court is empowered to enter injunctions
against the prosecution of any other actions in state or federal court. If this procedure is followed, a de facto concursus
will have been created. n124 It is to be noted that § 1335 n125 specifically refers to diversity of citizenship among the
claimants; however, the interpleader procedure provided for in Fed. R. Civ. P. Rule 22 is independent of and in addition
to the statutory remedy. n126
The author knows of no case in which the interpleader device has been used in lieu of a complaint seeking limitation
under § 30511 and Rule F. However, if applied as set forth above, there is no apparent reason why the benefits of a
concursus of claims may not be achieved, or, if the vessel owner if found by the court not to have privity and
knowledge, why limitation should not be granted as to the interpleaded defendants before the court. In such situations
where a limitation complaint is time barred, the vessel owner may find relief in the interpleader procedure.
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers'
ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment &
GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. The Limitation of Shipowner's Liability Act, March 3, 1851, 9 Stat. 635, 46 U.S.C. §§ 30501-30512
(formerly 46 U.S.C. App. §§ 181-189).
(n2)Footnote 2. See §§ 43-45, infra.
(n3)Footnote 3. Whether the Limitation Act itself confers jurisdiction absent the indicia of admiralty jurisdiction is
not clearly determined. The Courts of Appeals that have considered the question are unanimous in concluding that there
must be an independent basis of admiralty jurisdiction for the Act to apply. The Supreme Court, however, appeared to
have left the question open in Sisson v. Ruby, 497 U.S. 358, 110 S. Ct. 2892, 111 L. Ed.2d 292, 1990 A.M.C. 1801
(1990) and Jerome B. Grubart, Inc. v. Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Co., 513 U.S. 527, 115 S. Ct. 1043, 130 L. E.d.2d
1024, 1995 A.M.C. 913 (1995) , in which the Court stated, in each of those cases, that it did not have to reconsider its
prior holding in Richardson v. Harmon, 222 U.S. 96, 32 S. Ct. 27, 56 L. Ed. 110 (1911) , in which it held that the Act
provided an independent basis of jurisdiction. The District Court in Massachusetts, in In re Bernstein, 81 F. Supp. 2d
176, 2000 A.M.C. 760, 766-7 (D. Mass. 1999) , following Richardson v. Harmon, held that the Act did provide an
independent basis of admiralty jurisdiction. See also Gutoff, J.A., A Jurisdictional Prolegomenon to the Limitation of
Liability Act, 32 J. Mar. Law & Com. 203 (2001). In Lewis v. Lewis & Clark Marine, Inc., 531 U.S. 438, 121 S. Ct.
993, 148 L. Ed.2d 931, 2001 A.M.C. 913 (2001) , the Supreme Court stated twice that the Limitation Act granted the
district court jurisdiction over the action (121 S. Ct. at 1003-4), however, these statements were not determinative since
in that Jones Act case the court's admiralty jurisdiction was not in question.
(n4)Footnote 4. The Maritime Law Association of the United States has published a set of Model Local Admiralty
Rules which have been adopted by many of the district courts. These Model Local Rules are keyed to the Supplemental
Admiralty Rules, using lower case lettering to supplement the Supreme Court's Rules. Thus, Local Admiralty Rule f
would supplement Admiralty Rule F. The practitioner should be sure to consult the local rules for any district in this
area of practice.
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(n5)Footnote 5. 46 U.S.C. § 30505(b); Keller v. Jennette, 940 F. Supp. 35, 1997 A.M.C. 955 (D. Mass. 1996) (The
fact that the owner of a sailboat was at the helm when the boom swung, killing a passenger, does not automatically
mean he was in privity with the cause of the accident.).
(n6)Footnote 6. The requirements of the complaint include the following: the facts of the accident or casualty for
which the limitation (or exoneration) is sought; the voyage as to which limitation (or exoneration) is sought and the date
and place of its termination; whether there are any pending actions arising out of the casualty at issue; whether the
vessel is damaged, lost, or abandoned (and if abandoned, if it was wrecked) and in whose possession it now is, and its
value, together with the amount of pending freight, if any.
(n7)Footnote 7. Supplemental Admiralty Rule F(2).
(n8)Footnote 8.

Acacia Vera Navigation Co., Ltd. v. Kezia, Ltd., 78 F.3d 211, 1996 A.M.C. 2592 (5th Cir. 1996) .

(n9)Footnote 9. The Supreme court, in British Transport Commission v. United States, 354 U.S. 129, 77 S. Ct.
1103, 1 L. Ed.2d 1234, 1957 A.M.C. 1151 (1957) , held that the plaintiff and the defendants may file appropriate
counter-claims and cross-claims so that all claims may be litigated in one proceeding. Subsequently, procedure has
expanded to include the joinder of third party defendants as well.
(n10)Footnote 10. Supplemental Admiralty Rule F(3).
(n11)Footnote 11. The San Pedro, 223 U.S. 365, 32 S. Ct. 275, 56 L. Ed. 473 (1911) . The Supreme Court stated:
"Nor is the issuance of an injunction necessary to stop proceedings in separate independent suits upon such claims.
Power to grant an injunction exists under § 4285, Revised Statutes, when necessary to maintain exclusiveness of the
jurisdiction, but when the procedure provided in Rule 54 [now Rule F] has been followed and a monition [now the
Notice] has issued 'against all persons claiming damages ... citing them to appear before the court and make proof of
their respective claims,' etc., it is the duty of every other court, when the pendency of such a liability petition is pleaded
to stop. The very nature of the proceeding and the monition has the effect of a statutory injunction. Indeed, that is the
express declaration of the statute." 223 U.S. at 372 .
(n12)Footnote 12. 46 U.S.C. § 30511(c) (formerly 46 U.S.C. App. § 185).
(n13)Footnote 13.
Maryland Casualty Co. v. Cushing, 347 U.S. 409, 414, 74 S. Ct. 608, 98 L. Ed. 806, 1954
A.M.C. 837, 841 (1954) ; see Thomas J. Schoenbaum, Admiralty and Maritime Law, § 15-5 at 310 (West, 2d ed., 1994);
The Quarrington Court, 1939 A.M.C. 421, 423, 102 F.2d 916, 918 (2d Cir. 1939) ('[t]he purpose of a limitation
proceeding is not merely to limit liability but to bring all claims into concourse and settle every dispute in one action").
(n14)Footnote 14. In re Rationis Enters., Inc. of Pan., 2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 10226, 2000 A.M.C. 2613 (S.D.N.Y.
2000) (Declaratory judgment suit in Korea by a Korean shipyard against three (of many) claimants in limitation action
pending in S.D.N.Y., would be stayed pending disposition of the U.S. case. The global nature of the stay, and the
requirement for a concursus of all claims before the admiralty court required the stay, where all of the parties are before
the U.S. court, and resolution of the U.S. action will be dispositive of all issues raised in the Korean action. The court
discussed five factors relevant to this decision).
(n15)Footnote 15. For example, in Mediterranean Shipping Company S.A. v. Pol-Atlantic, 229 F.3d 397, 2001
A.M.C. 1 (2d Cir. 2000) , the court of appeals reversed a district court refusal to stay the limitation action pending
arbitration of claims between the vessel owner and slot charterers. The limitation action involved over 1600 claims of
cargo owners whose goods had been lost when the M/V Carla broke in two and sank. The district court, reasoning that
the concursus of claims mandated in the Limitation Act took precedence over the public policy favoring arbitration in
the Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. § 1, et seq. denied the motion to stay pending arbitration. The court of appeals found an
express agreement that the vessel would be seaworthy, contained in the Vessel Sharing Agreement, to be a personal
contract of the ship owner, for the breach of which the owner could not limit. Since the owner could not limit against
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liability arising out of the breach of the seaworthiness warranty, the parties should have been required to proceed to
arbitration on those claims. In In re Tug Allie-B, Inc., 114 F. Supp. 2d 1301, 2001 A.M.C. 89 (M. D. Fla. 2000) , the
claims of the United States under the Park System Resource Protection Act, 16 U.S.C. § 19jj, et seq., for damage to a
reef in a National Park caused by the tug grounding, were found not to be subject to limitation. In contrast, in Barnacle
Marine Mgmt. v. Vulcan Materials Co., 233 F.3d 865, 2001 A.M.C. 588 (5th Cir. 2000) , the claims of the United States
for damage to a lock and dam under the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899, 33 U.S.C. §§ 408 and 412, were subject to
limitation and must be asserted only in the vessel's limitation action. In Transport Marine, Inc. v. Newfield Exploration
Co., 217 F.3d 335, 2000 A.M.C. 2158 (5th Cir. 2000) , the court held that the owner could not limit liability for a civil
penalty levied by the United States Coast Guard for failure to test personnel for drugs following a marine casualty. See
discussion of additional cases in A. Parks and E. Cattell, The Law of Tug, Tow & Pilotage, at 331-335 (Cornell
Maritime Press, 3rd ed. 1994).
(n16)Footnote 16. In In re Luhr Bros., 100 F. Supp. 2d 1156, 2000 A.M.C. 2841 (E.D. Mo. 2000) , the owner's
limitation complaint was dismissed for lack of jurisdiction. The action arose out of an automobile accident ashore
involving the owner's automobile. There was no vessel activity involved which would provide jurisdiction under the
Admiralty Extension Act, 46 U.S.C. § 30101 (formerly 46 U.S.C. App. § 740), and the accident itself did not involve a
vessel.
(n17)Footnote 17. 28 U.S.C. § 2283. See note 40 infra, and accompanying text.
(n18)Footnote 18. Having struggled with the task of adequately covering the entire field of Admiralty Law in a
single three credit course in law school, I do not mean to and do not criticize the necessarily cursory coverage of
Limitation of Liability in most texts or courses. A single lecture or class is often all that time permits to cover this entire
area.
(n19)Footnote 19.
Providence & New York S.S. Co. v. Hill Mfg. Co., 109 U.S. 578, 3 S. Ct. 379, 27 L. Ed. 1038,
1883 U.S. LEXIS 999 (1883) .
(n20)Footnote 20. Today, the Anti-Injunction Act, which appears at 28 U.S.C. § 2283, "Stay of State court
proceedings", provides: "A court of the United States may not grant an injunction to stay proceedings in a State court,
except as expressly authorized by Act of Congress, or where necessary in aid of its jurisdiction, or to protect or
effectuate its judgments."
(n21)Footnote 21. Providence & New York Steamship Company v. Hill Manufacturing Company, 109 U.S. 578, at
587 .
(n22)Footnote 22. Id., at 588 , 589.
(n23)Footnote 23. The former numbered Admiralty Rules, discussed in older opinions have been superseded (as of
1966) by the lettered Supplemental Admiralty Rules. Supplemental Admiralty Rule F now governs the procedure in a
limitation action.
(n24)Footnote 24. Id., at 594 , 595.
(n25)Footnote 25. Id., at 596 .
(n26)Footnote 26. Id., at 596 .
(n27)Footnote 27. Id., at 599 .
(n28)Footnote 28. Id., at 599-600 .
(n29)Footnote 29. Id., at 601 .
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(n30)Footnote 30. Metropolitan Redwood Lumber Co. v. Charles P. Doe (The San Pedro), 223 U.S. 365 (1911) ,
cited hereafter as "The San Pedro".
(n31)Footnote 31. Id. at 223 U.S. at 371-372 .
(n32)Footnote 32. Supplemental Admiralty Rule F(4). This Notice, which is served on all known claimants, and
published to give notice to the world, is actually an order of court that all claims be filed in the pending admiralty
limitation action. It was previously termed a "Monition" and many cases and practitioners still denominate it as such.
(n33)Footnote 33. The net effect of the stay and the Notice or monition is similar to the orders issued by the
bankruptcy court when a complaint is filed. All pending litigation against the debtor is stayed and all parties with claims
must file those claims in the bankruptcy action. The bankruptcy court will marshal the debtor's assets and see that
claims are paid in order of priority among secured creditors, and proportionately among unsecured creditors to the
extent of the available assets. The key difference is that all of the debtor's assets are usually exposed (subject to certain
exemptions created by statute), whereas the limitation plaintiff's assets, other than the value of the vessel involved in the
casualty and pending freight (and a fund for personal injury and death claimants, which is discussed infra) are shielded
if limitation is granted. In some districts an actual injunction is entered staying the prosecution of all other actions, as
discussed in the text. In others, however, it is not customary to actually order a stay. Courts being apprised of the
pendency of the limitation action being expected to "cease" all further proceedings during the pendency of the limitation
action sua sponte.
(n34)Footnote 34. Supplemental Admiralty Rule F(1)(b). Rarely, if ever, is the vessel actually surrendered to a
trustee. The author is unaware of any case in which this has been done. Should it be offered, the court and counsel
would have to work out a procedure for accomplishing the purposes of the Act, protecting the rights of the parties, and
avoiding the distinct possibility that, if the vessel is to be operated for the benefit of all parties, the vessel might be
operated unprofitably, creating an additional problem of who is responsible for any resulting shortfall. Note that if the
owner proposes to surrender the vessel to a trustee, there are additional pleading requirements set forth in Rule F(2). In
such case the complaint must also set forth the existence of any prior paramount liens, such as a preferred ship
mortgage, and whether there have been any voyages subsequent to the voyage for which limitation is sought. If there
have been such voyages, then the existence of any liens arising on such voyages must be set forth along with the names
and addresses of any known lienors. This information is required, due to the inverse order of priority of maritime liens,
the last in time being first in right under maritime law. Thus, liens arising on the later voyage will have priority over
liens of the same class arising during the earlier voyage, as to which limitation is sought. If the vessel is to be sold to
establish a fund for the benefit of claimants, then the existence of such prior liens becomes a matter of major concern to
the claimants.
(n35)Footnote 35. Supplemental Admiralty Rule F(1)(a).
(n36)Footnote 36. Pending Freight, which might seem to be that freight which has not yet been paid, also included,
however, freight which has been paid. The inclusion of freight not yet paid was presumably included in the fund since
bills of lading and charter parties frequently provide that freight is deemed earned upon the loading of the cargo or
frequently provide that freight is deemed earned upon the loan, whether or not the vessel actually delivers it to
destination. Since the vessel owner is able to collect that freight, despite the fact that the cargo may have been damaged
or lost, the freight to be collected (or already collected) for the voyage must be surrendered as part of the fund.
(n37)Footnote 37. Supplemental Admiralty Rule F(1). In In re American Milling Co., 125 F. Supp. 2d 981, 2001
A.M.C. 1675 (E.D. Mo. 2001) , the court held that the "ad interim" stipulation for value was approved security for value
under Rule F(1). However, after the court values the vessel, a bond or cash may be required by the court. A sale of the
vessel ten months after the casualty provides evidence of its value.
(n38)Footnote 38. 28 U.S.C. § 2701.
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(n39)Footnote 39. In Lewis v. Lewis & Clark Marine, Inc., 531 U.S. 438, 121 S. Ct. 993, 148 L. Ed.2d 931, 2001
A.M.C. 913 (2001) , the Supreme Court addressed a challenge to Rule F brought by petitioner Lewis. Lewis contended
that the historical context in which the Limitation Act was passed required that the vessel owner concede liability in
order to seek limitation thereof, as was the English practice in 1851 when the Act was passed. The right to seek
exoneration, contended Lewis, was not included in the Act, but was first created as part of the practice by the Supreme
court's Admiralty Rules, and was, therefore, ultra vires, given that the Court may promulgate procedural rules in its
administrative capacity (pursuant to the Rules Enabling Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2071, 2071(b)), but may not announce or alter
substantive law in that fashion. The Court held, however, that it had first held that an owner might contest liability in a
proceeding to limit its liability in a case, The Benefactor, 103 U.S. 239, 244 (1880) . It thereafter promulgated the
Rules to effect the procedure by which this right might be protected. 121 S. Ct. at 1003. The Court also held in Lewis,
however, that the Rules do not create a freestanding right to petition for exoneration in circumstances where the right to
limit is not at issue. Id. The rate of interest was not an issue in the case, and was not addressed by the Court.
(n40)Footnote 40. See footnote 61, infra.
(n41)Footnote 41. In Kingston Shipping Co., Inc. v. Roberts (The Capricorn), 1982 A.M.C. 134 (M.D. Fla. 1981) ,
aff'd, 667 F.2d 34, 1982 A.M.C. 2705 (11th Cir. 1982) , cert. denied, ABC Container Line, N.V. v. Kingston Shipping
Co., 458 U.S. 1108, 102 S. Ct. 3487, 73 L. Ed.2d 1369 (1982) the court required that cash be deposited in the amount of
$5,825,611.47 due to the inequity of the 6% interest rate mandated in Rule F for bonds as compared to market rate
interest. In In re Petition of Banker's Trust Company (The Edgar M. Queeny), 569 F. Supp. 386 (E.D. Pa. 1983) the
court held the 6% interest rate to be inequitable and, following Red Star Barge Line, Inc. v. Nassau County Bridge
Authority, 683 F. 2d 42 (2d Cir. 1982) allowed 10.5% interest on the value of the vessel as determined by the court in
excess of the amount of the bond posted by plaintiff. The court felt itself bound by the Supreme Court's Rule F 6%
interest rate as to the amount of the bond and original Ad Interim Stipulation. However, subsequently, in an unreported
decision, the court granted claimants' motion to compel the vessel owner to deposit the entire amount of the fund,
including accrued interest, then totaling in excess of $38,000,000.00 into the registry of the court, in order to allow the
clerk to invest the fund at market interest rates.
(n42)Footnote 42. In actuality, since it would normally be the underwriters who would be forced to put up the
cash, which they would rather not do in advance of an adjudication of liability and damages, with all appeals completed,
it is the underwriters who have agreed to an increase of the interest rate to market rate in the Stipulation for Value, in
order to keep hold of their funds as long as possible.
(n43)Footnote 43. While the vessel's P & I, or protection and indemnity policy stands behind the fund, the hull
underwriter will pay the owner for any loss by the owner arising out of the loss or damage to the vessel. The proceeds of
the hull policy, however, are not included in the limitation fund, although they may become available to the claimants if
the owner is not granted limitation of liability and the hull proceeds, which are not required to satisfy a ship's mortgage,
remain assets of the owner. Also, hull policies often include "Running Down Clauses" which cover all or a portion (up
to policy limits) of the vessel's liability for damage to another vessel. Such cover also stands behind the Stipulation.
(n44)Footnote 44. There are exceptions, and a full evaluation of this rule and its variations is beyond the scope of
this work. Note that the Flotilla Rule is not applicable if the tug and its barges are all limitation plaintiffs, since in that
case the value of all of the vessels is automatically required to be included in the fund. See e.g. In re Weeks Marine,
2001 A.M.C. 574 (M.D. Fla. 2000) (holding that the value of a dredge must be added to the value of the crew boat
serving it for purposes of the limitation fund). For further discussion of the law relating to tugs and their tows, see A.
Parks and E. Cattell, The Law of Tug, Tow and Pilotage, at 337-345 (Cornell Maritime Press, 3rd Ed. 1994).
(n45)Footnote 45. Supplemental Admiralty Rule F(4).
(n46)Footnote 46. Although the text of the rule does state "mail" it is to be presumed that a list which is
electronically filed with the clerk of court, and served electronically upon all attorneys who have entered their
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appearance will meet the requirements of the Rule. However, in the event that there are claimants appearing pro se, they
would still have to receive the list by mail.
(n47)Footnote 47. Supplemental Admiralty Rule F(6).
(n48)Footnote 48. Supplemental Admiralty Rule F(5).
(n49)Footnote 49. In re Global Indus. Offshore, Inc., 2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 15961, 2001 A.M.C. 1255 (E.D. La.
2000) . Claimant's motion to reopen the proceeding was denied. The claimant waited over a year from the date of
dismissal of the action to seek to assert the claim, and the fund had already been exhausted by other claims. American
Commercial Lines, Inc. v. United States, 746 F.2d 1351, 1985 A.M.C. 1892 (8th Cir. 1984) , vacated on other grounds,
781 F.2d 114 (8th Cir. 1985) . The court disallowed a late claim filed six months after the deadline and two weeks
before trial.
(n50)Footnote 50. In re M.V. President Kennedy, Ltd., 2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 21171, 2000 A.M.C. 1201
(S.D.N.Y. 2000) , and cases cited therein. In this case, the court did allow the late claim, however, the late claim was
allowed without prejudice to a subsequent determination of the size of the claim to be allowed, which might have
prejudiced other claimants who had timely filed.
(n51)Footnote 51. Supplemental Admiralty Rule F(7). See, e.g. Kreta Shipping Limitation Proceedings (M/V/
Amphion), 1998 A.M.C. 2012 (S.D.N.Y. 1998) in which the court ordered security increased from $3,380,000 to
$4,534,038.
(n52)Footnote 52. Supplemental Admiralty Rule F(8).
(n53)Footnote 53. Supplemental Admiralty Rule A provides that where the Admiralty Rules conflict with the Civil
Rules, the Admiralty Rules will govern. Although the Rules dealing with discovery and pre-trial procedures are Civil
Rules and not Admiralty Rules, they will govern all those aspects of an Admiralty case not directly governed by an
Admiralty Rule since, as their name states, the Admiralty Rules are "Supplemental ... Rules".
(n54)Footnote 54. Supplemental Admiralty Rule F(8).
(n55)Footnote 55. The normal concern regarding the priority of the preferred ship mortgage and contract claims for
necessaries are not usually of concern in a limitation case, since the owner may not limit his liability as to a "personal
contract", which would include necessaries claims and the mortgage. Further, the ranking of claims in order of time,
such as by voyage, is not in issue, as the only claims subject to limitation are those arising on a single voyage. See,
however, the comment supra, on the difficulty of protecting priority liens arising on subsequent voyages if the vessel is
to be sold to create a fund. As to the priority or ranking of liens, see, A. Parks and E. Cattell, The Law of Tug, Tow and
Pilotage, supra, at 835-844.
(n56)Footnote 56. Supplemental Admiralty Rule F(9).
(n57)Footnote 57. Litigation might have been commenced against the vessel owner or the vessel, and process not
have been served. Thus, the owner, ignorant of the pendency of such litigation might file the limitation action in the
wrong venue. The court should always, "in the interests of justice" transfer the action rather than dismissing it,
especially in a situation in which the action has been filed near the time of expiration of the six month time limit within
which to file for limitation, since dismissal after the expiration of the time limit would terminate the owner's right to
seek the limitation remedy.
(n58)Footnote 58. Lake Tankers v. Henn, 354 U.S. 147 (1957) .
(n59)Footnote 59. One of the early cases to so hold was The Garden City, 26 F. 766 (S.D.N.Y. 1886) , in which the
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court sustained a limitation action in which the vessel was valued at $33,000 and the total claims filed were $4,000. the
court concluded that the nature of the casualty, a severe fire, in which many people were believed to have been injured,
justified continuing the action since to dismiss it would leave the ship owner exposed to eventual claims exceeding the
value of the vessel. A different situation arises in a case in which there is only one claimant.
(n60)Footnote 60. See, e.g., Kreta Shipping S.A. Limitation Proceedings (M/V Amphion), 1998 A.M.C. 2012
(S.D.N.Y. 1998) , in which the claimants having stipulated that their total claims did not exceed the value of the fund,
and to other appropriate terms, the court lifted the stay to permit the claimants to proceed with the cargo claims in
Europe in order to obtain the benefits of the higher Hague-Visby package limitation. The court also retained the
limitation fund as security for the claimants and thus jurisdiction over the case. See also, Stipulations Necessary to
Protect the Vessel Owner's Right to Limitation, infra.
(n61)Footnote 61.

531 U.S. 438, 121 S. Ct. 993, 148 L. Ed.2d 931, 2001 A.M.C. 913 (2001) .

(n62)Footnote 62. 28 U.S.C. § 1333. The "Saving to Suitors Clause" preserves for litigants their non-admiralty
remedies in common law courts.
(n63)Footnote 63. In re Complaint of Lewis & Clark Marine, Inc., 31 F. Supp. 2d 1164 (E.D. Mo. 1998) .
(n64)Footnote 64. Lewis v. Lewis & Clark Marine, Inc., 196 F. 3d 900 (8th Cir. 1999) .
(n65)Footnote 65. The issues were, however, raised in the petitioner's reply brief in support of his petition for
certiorari.
(n66)Footnote 66. 28 U.S.C. § 2071.
(n67)Footnote 67.

103 U.S. 239, 244, 26 L.Ed. 351 (1880) .

(n68)Footnote 68. The court stated: "Respondent sought limited liability for petitioner's claim in federal court; the
Limitation Act granted the federal court jurisdiction over that action." 121 S. Ct. at 1003. The court also stated: "The
district courts have jurisdiction over actions arising under the Limitation Act." 121 S. Ct. at 1004. These observations
may be dicta, since whether the Limitation Act creates an independent basis of jurisdiction, separate from admiralty
jurisdiction, was not before the court, although the case did involve questions regarding the competing federal and state
court jurisdiction in the context of the case.
(n69)Footnote 69. Venue of the action is set forth in Rule F(9).
(n70)Footnote 70. The right to limitation may also be raised in an answer to a complaint brought against the vessel
owner or the vessel. See I--K, infra; see also Jurisdiction Over Limitation Actions, infra, (discussing the potential
problem with the preservation of the right to limit where limitation is raised in the answer.).
(n71)Footnote 71. Pub. L. 109-403 § 6 c, Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1515, 46 U.S.C. § 30511(a) (formerly 46 U.S.C.
App. § 185).
(n72)Footnote 72. Rule 51 provided only that the vessel owner could file a petition for limitation after being sued
or the vessel being libeled (arrested or attached).
(n73)Footnote 73.

Steamship Co. v. Mount, 103 U.S. 239 (1880) .

(n74)Footnote 74. See also Larsen v. Northland Transp. Co., 292 U.S. 20, 54 S. Ct. 584, 78 L. Ed. 1096 (1934)
(limitation of liability may be sought in federal court, even if there is only one claimant who already prevailed in the
state court); The Fred Smartley, Jr. v. Pennsylvania Sugar Co., 108 F.2d 603, 607 (4th Cir. 1940) ("Prior to the statute
of 1936, there was no time limit for filing the petition for limitation of liability. The owner might wait until after
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judgment was had against him.") .
(n75)Footnote 75. There is no little irony in the fact that what was deemed an abuse by ship owners (waiting until
after the common law court found liability to file the limitation action in admiralty) is now essentially what is required
in a single claim case to protect the claimant's rights under the Saving to Suitors clause (try the common law case and, if
liability exceeds the stipulated value of the vessel, return to the admiralty court to try the limitation issues).
(n76)Footnote 76. See In re Southern Steamship Co., 132 F. Supp. 316, 319-320 (D. Del. 1955) in which the court
stated: "This limitation of time, viz., six months clearly had to have a beginning point so that it could be measured with
exactness. The damages to or loss of a vessel would not necessarily be an appropriated time for that purpose for such
damage or loss might not be able to be proven at all or be subject to divergent testimony. It seems not improbable that
the time of service of a written notice of claim was adopted as a time as to which there could be no doubt and from
which the statutory period of six months could be definitely determined."
(n77)Footnote 77. Hudgins v. Gregory, 219 F.2d 255 (4th Cir. 1955) (court refused to overrule lower court, which
had allowed petition to be filed after the six-month period, apparently based on understanding by the court and
petitioner that the petition would be filed if a motion for summary judgment was denied.); In re Canada S.S. Lines, 93
F. Supp. 549 (N.D. Ohio 1950) (decided under the now superseded Admiralty Rules.).
(n78)Footnote 78. In re Morania Barge No. 190, Inc., 690 F.2d 32 (2d Cir. 1982) (six month period did not start
running when claim was received which was substantially less than the value of the vessel, there being no evidence that
there were several potential claims against the vessel; the limitation complaint was timely filed within six months of an
increase of demand by plaintiff to an amount in excess of the value of the vessel); Jappinen v. Canada Steamship
Lines, Ltd., 417 F.2d 189 (6th Cir. 1969) (late filing of limitation was allowed since claims had not been settled or
adjudicated and there was no showing of prejudice to any party by late filing of limitation.); Hebert v. Exxon Corp.,
674 F. Supp. 1234 (E.D. La. 1987) (notice of a claim for less than the value of the vessel does not trigger the six month
period, unless the vessel owner is aware of other claims arising out of the same occurrence that may exceed the value of
the vessel.); Ohio River v. Carrillo, 754 F.2d 236 (7th Cir. 1985) (the 7th Cir. reversed the district court which had
dismissed a limitation complaint with leave to refile if a pending state court action resulted in a verdict exceeding the
value of the vessel, fearing that problems with the six month limit would be created. Note--the proper procedure for the
district court to have followed would have been a stay of the limitation action, not dismissal.).
(n79)Footnote 79. In re United States Lines, Inc., 616 F. Supp. 315 (S.D.N.Y. 1985) (court noting that, in some
situations, it might be too onerous to start running of six-month period on receipt of relatively small claim that is settled
by shipowner; however, situation before the court, which involved four seamen swept overboard and lost, was not such
a case); In re Grasselli Chemical Co. No.4, 20 F. Supp. 394 (S.D.N.Y. 1937) (receipt of first written notice of claim
starts running of six month period as to all claims); Standard Wholesale Phosphate & Acid Works, Inc. v, Travelers Inc.
Co., 107 F.2d 373, 376 (4th Cir. 1939) , in which the court stated: "While the purpose of the statute is to protect and
encourage maritime commerce and while statutes of this character are to be liberally construed, this liberality of
construction cannot be extended so that express conditions laid down by the statute itself are waived or ignored."; In re
Tom-Mac, Inc., 76 F.3d 678, 1996 A.M.C. 1244 (5th Cir. 1996) (where crew members of a barge amended their
pleadings to assert they were crew members of the tug, and the owner asserted limitation by way of answer as to barge,
but filed limitation petition after crew members amended their answers, owner was too late in filing petition; owner
knew that limitation would involve both vessels since they operated as a unit); Cincinnati Gas & Electric v. Abel, 533
F.2d 1001 (6th Cir. 1976) (having raised limitation as a defense in state court action, vessel owner was not permitted to
file limitation complaint beyond the six month time limit); Esta Later Charters, Inc. v. Ignacio, 875 F.2d 234 (9th Cir.
1989) (initial claim triggers six month period; subsequent claims do not trigger additional six month periods).
(n80)Footnote 80. Exxon Shipping Co. v. Cailleteau, 869 F.2d 843 (5th Cir. 1989) .
(n81)Footnote 81. Compare the liberal approach taken by the court in In re Morania Barge No. 190, Inc., 690
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F.2d 32 (2d Cir. 1982) (allowing the late filing of a limitation complaint after plaintiffs increased their demand to
exceed the value of the vessel) with the more restrictive approach taken by the court in Van Le v. Five Fathoms, Inc.,
792 F. Supp. 372 (D.N.J. 1992) , in which the plaintiff's counsel represented two claimants, but initially filed suit on
behalf of only one. When the second claim appeared, a limitation complaint was filed, but disallowed by the court as
beyond the six month period which dated from the filing of the first complaint. The court did allow, however, the
amendment of the answer in the first action to assert limitation by way of answer. See also Royal Insurance Company
of America v. Anastasia, 1997 A.M.C. 2172 (N.D. Fla. 1997) (amendment of the vessel owner's answer to include
limitation affirmative defense allowed beyond six month time limit which does not apply to raising limitation as a
defense.).
(n82)Footnote 82. Billiot v. Dolphin Servs., Inc., 225 F.3d 515, 2001 A.M.C. 259 (5th Cir. 2001) (suit which
alleged accident aboard barge KS-410 in complaint was not notice of a claim regarding an accident on barge KS-420,
when owner advised plaintiff of the error in his answer but plaintiff did not amend complaint until the six month period
had passed); and see In Re Morania Barge No. 190, Inc., supra.
(n83)Footnote 83. Note following 46 U.S.C. § 30701, Act of April 16, 1936, c.229, §§ 1 to 16, as amended
(formerly 46 U.S.C. App. §§ 1301 et seq. The statute of limitations is set forth in COGSA § 3(6).
(n84)Footnote 84. 46 U.S.C. § 30905 (formerly 46 U.S.C. App. § 745).
(n85)Footnote 85. 46 U.S.C. § 31103 (formerly 46 U.S.C. App. § 782) (incorporating the two year limitation period
of the Suits in Admiralty Act into the Public Vessels Act).
(n86)Footnote 86. 46 U.S.C. § 30106 (formerly 46 U.S.C. § 763(a)).
(n87)Footnote 87. Deep Sea Tankers v. The Long Branch, 258 F.2d 757, 772-773 (2d Cir. 1957) (six month
limitation enacted to prevent ship owners from abusing the system by delaying filing a claim for limitation.);
Cincinnati Gas & Electric v. Abel, 533 F.2d 1001, 1003 (6th Cir. 1976) (six month limitation enacted to restrict rights
and privileges of ship owner who must fully comply with its terms.).
(n88)Footnote 88. Ex parte Slayton, 105 U.S. 451, 452-453, 26 L. Ed. 1066 (1881) ("We are of the opinion that ...
the owner of a vessel may institute appropriate proceedings ... to obtain the benefit of the limitation of liability ...
without waiting for a suit to be begun against him or his vessel for the loss out of which the liability arises ... "); accord
In re Thames Towboat Co., 21 F.2d 573 (D. Conn. 1927) .
(n89)Footnote 89. In re Woods, 124 F. Supp. 540 (S.D.N.Y. 1954) aff'd, 230 F.2d 197 (2d Cir. 1956) (holding that
Rule 51 recognized that a petition may be filed before claims are made); In re Southern Steamship Co., 132 F. Supp.
316 (D. Del. 1955) (even though no libel or suit had been instituted against owners, or oral or written claim presented to
them, they did not need to await libel or suit before instituting limitation proceeding); Diamond S.S. Transp. Corp. v.
Peoples Savs. Bank & Trust Co., 152 F.2d 916 (4th Cir. 1945) ("The right of an owner to limit his liability ... cannot be
frustrated by the mere failure of the injured party to file a libel ... or allege liability on the part of the vessel"); Frank and
Penny Lim. Procs. (The Anatole B), 1990 A.M.C. 2848 (E.D. La. 1990) (Rule F does not require vessel owner to defer
filing until after receipt of claims.).
(n90)Footnote 90. In re Anthony O'Boyle, Inc., 51 F. Supp. 430, 431 (S.D.N.Y. 1943) .
(n91)Footnote 91. In re United States Lines, Inc., 616 F. supp. 315 (S.D.N.Y. 1985) (six month period will start
with receipt of first claim even though vessel owner did not know that total of claims would exceed value of vessel until
after third claim was filed, since vessel owner was aware that four seamen had been swept overboard and lost); In re
Allen Spooner & Sons, Inc., 148 F. Supp. 181, 183 (S.D.N.Y. 1956) , aff'd, 253 F.2d 584 (2d Cir. 1958) (notice that
claimant "may press claim" was sufficient to commence running of six month period); In re Hutchinson, 28 F. Supp.
519, 520 (E.D.N.Y. 1938) ("Mere knowledge of an accident or information given orally by a third party or even by a
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claimant does not come within the new restriction placed upon the remedy provided or right given to a vessel owner".);
In re Oceanic Fleet, Inc., 807 F. Supp. 1261 (E.D.La. 1992) (notice in the form of four letters taken as a whole, that
gave no indication of amount of damages sought, was sufficient to trigger six month period); Hebert v. Exxon Corp.,
674 F. Supp. 1234 (E.D. La. 1987) (notice of claim for less than value of vessel did not trigger six month period unless
owner was aware of other claims arising out of same occurrence that would exceed value of vessel).
(n92)Footnote 92. In re Lloyd Richardson Construction Company, 1994 A.M.C. 313 (S.D. Tex. 1993) .
(n93)Footnote 93. Claims for Longshore and Harbor Workers Compensation, and maintenance and cure benefits
for Jones Act seamen are not subject to limitation and, therefore, notice of such a claim does not trigger the six month
period. Petition of M.A.R.C., Inc., 224 F. Supp. 573 (S.D. Cal. 1963) (filing of workmen's compensation claim is not
sufficient notice to start the running of the six month period since no limitation is available for such claims). Similarly,
courts have held that claims under the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Authorization Act, In re The Glacier Bay, 944 F.2d 577
(9th Cir. 1991) ; the Wreck Act, United States v. Blaha, 889 F. 2d 422 (2d Cir. 1989) ; the Clean Water Act, In re
Lloyd's Leasing, Ltd., 764 F. Supp. 1114 (S.D. Tex. 1990) ; and the Federal Water Pollution Control Act , Alvenus,
1990 A.M.C. 2113 (S.D. Tex. 1990) are not subject to limitation. Notice of such claims, therefore, would not trigger the
six month period.
(n94)Footnote 94. In re Spearin, Preston & Burrows, Inc., 190 F.2d 684, 686 (2d Cir. 1951) , where the daughter
of a worker injured on a vessel notified the vessel owner that she would look to the vessel owner for his expenses. The
vessel owner had been making Longshoreman's Act payments. Subsequently, the worker filed suit claiming Jones Act
seaman status, alleging that he was a member of the crew of the vessel. The court held that the vessel owner could file a
petition to limit his liability, even though more than six months had passed since the notice was given, stating: "Such
authority as there is on the point supports the view that a notice which starts the running of the six months period must
be a notice of a claim of a kind subject to limitation ... [The injured worker's] daughter only claimed for "expenses", a
compensation claim not subject to limitation ... Therefore, we conclude that petitioner complied with the statute when it
instituted the limitation proceeding within six months of ... the date on which [the worker] commenced proceedings in
the New York State Court."
(n95)Footnote 95.

502 U.S. 81, 112 S. Ct. 486, 116 L. Ed.2d 405, 1992 A.M.C. 305 (1991) .

(n96)Footnote 96. See Spearin, Preston & Burrows, Inc., supra.
(n97)Footnote 97.
(2005) .

543 U.S. 481, 125 S. Ct. 1118, 160 L. Ed.2d 932, 2005 U.S. LEXIS 1397, 2005 A.M.C. 609

(n98)Footnote 98. 35 F. Supp. 934 (E.D.N.Y. 1940) .
(n99)Footnote 99. A distinction must be drawn between claims for compensation under the Longshore and Harbor
Workers Compensation Act, 33 U.S.C. § 901 et seq. , which are non-limitable, and claims by the employer of a worker
to whom compensation has been paid seeking to recoup those payments, or claims by the injured longshoreman under
33 U.S.C. § 905(b) against the vessel. These are separate claims which are subject to limitation. Ray v. Lykes Brothers
Steamship Co., Inc., 805 F.2d 552 (5th Cir. 1986) .
(n100)Footnote 100. 1995 A.M.C. 2904 (E.D. La. 1995) .
(n101)Footnote 101.
A.M.C. 305 (1991) .

Southwest Marine, Inc. v. Gizoni, 502 U.S. 81, 112 S. Ct. 486, 116 L. Ed.2d 405, 1992

(n102)Footnote 102. See In re Capital Marine Supply, Inc., 1995 A.M.C. 2904 (E.D. La. 1995) (notice sent to
terminal was not sufficient to start running of period as to owner of tug and barge).
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(n103)Footnote 103. In Doxsee Sea Clam Co., Inc. v. Brown, 13 F.3d 550, 1994 A.M.C. 305 (2d Cir. 1994) , the
injured claimant's father telephoned the vessel owner to ask if his son would receive "compensation benefits". The
owner referred him to the company's insurance agent, who, in turn, referred him to an insurance adjuster. Subsequently,
an attorney was retained.
(n104)Footnote 104. 46 U.S.C. § 30511 (formerly 46 U.S.C. App. § 185).
(n105)Footnote 105. The creation of the concursus in a single action cuts down on the legal fees incurred by the
vessel owner in defending multiple actions and on the expenditure of judicial resources in handling multiple suits. The
potential of conflicting results and difficult collateral estoppel issues is also avoided. See A above.
(n106)Footnote 106. While the Limitation Act itself provides a procedure for the filing of a limitation complaint in
46 U.S.C. § 30511 (formerly 46 U.S.C. App. § 185), the Supreme court has made it clear that this is not the exclusive
method for obtaining the Act's benefits. Limitation can be asserted as a defense to an action brought against the vessel
owner. See Ex Parte Green, 286 U.S. 437, 52 S. Ct. 602, 76 L.Ed. 1212 (1932) ; Langnes v. Green, 282 U.S. 531, 51
S.Ct. 243, 75 L.Ed. 520 (1931) ; Carlisle Packing Co. v. Sandanger, 259 U.S. 255, 42 S.Ct. 475, 66 L.Ed. 927 (1922) ;
The Scotland, 105 U.S. 24 (1881) .
Raising limitation by way of answer is derived from 46 U.S.C. § 30505 (formerly 46 U.S.C. App. § 183(a)). As stated
by the court in Deep Sea Tankers, Ltd. v. The Long Branch, 258 F.2d 757, 772 (2d Cir. 1958) : "There is ... a separate
and distinct procedure by which a shipowner may limit his liability in accordance with 46 U.S.C. § 30505 (formerly 46
U.S.C. App. § 183(a)). A shipowner may institute a separate proceeding by filing a petition for limitation or he may
plead the limitation statute in his answer as a defense to the suit against him."; See also; The Chickie, 141 F.2d 80 (3rd
Cir. 1944) ; Signal Oil & Gas Co. v. Barge W-701, 654 F. 2d 1164, 1173 (5th Cir. 1981) ("At least since the Scotland
... the right of a vessel owner to raise limitation for the first time in his answer to a complaint has been recognized. It
would often frustrate that right to allow it only to that defendant who is sued within six months of receiving written
notice of a claim.").
(n107)Footnote 107. The Scotland, 105 U.S. 24, 26 L.Ed. 1001 (1881) . In dicta in Deep Sea Tankers, Inc. v. The
Long Branch, 258 F.2d 757 (2d Cir. 1958) , however, the court, after stating the general rule that no security is required
where the defendant asserts limitation as a defense, suggested that there might be procedural remedies available to
prevent loss or depreciation of the vessel by requiring surrender or the posting of security. Commenting on the dicta, the
court in Federazione Italiana Dei Consorzi Agrari v. Mandask Compania De Vapores, S.A., 223 F. Supp. 206
(S.D.N.Y. 1963) , stated that it was unclear what the court of appeals meant, and pointed out that there was no case in
which the answering defendant had been required to post security. It is to be noted that limitation can be raised in
defense in a state court, and since the state court presumably has no power to require such security, unless provided for
by state procedural rules, it would appear that the dicta was inadvertent and in error.
(n108)Footnote 108. Deep Sea Tankers, Inc. v. The Long Branch, 258 F.2d 757 (2d Cir. 1958) ; The Chickie, 141
F.2d 80 (3rd Cir. 1944) .
(n109)Footnote 109. 83 F. Supp. 680, 681 (E.D. Va. 1949) .
(n110)Footnote 110. 341 F. Supp. 1345 (N.D. Ohio 1972) .
(n111)Footnote 111. The West Point was cited as authority by the Second Circuit in American Tobacco Co. v. The
Sister Katingo Hadjipatera, 211 F.2d 666 (2d Cir. 1954) . The court in Blunk, however, stated:
While the court in American Tobacco speaks of a concursus of claimants as to the only way a vessel
owner may secure immunity, the immunity referred to is from defending multiple claims in different
courts. Although stating that "as a practical matter the choice to defend in multiple-claim situations by
means of a petition for exoneration or limitation may be the only sensible one", the court recognized that
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46 U.S.C. [§ 30511 (formerly 46 U.S.C. App.] § 183 ... There is nothing in the opinion which would
indicate that the substantive rights accorded a vessel owner differ whether he chooses to proceed under
Section [30511 (formerly §] 185 or Section [30505 (formerly §] 183.

(n112)Footnote 112. 468 F. Supp. 802, 814 (E.D. La. 1979) .
(n113)Footnote 113. 105 U.S. at 34.
(n114)Footnote 114. 105 U.S. at 35.
(n115)Footnote 115. Baham v. Atlantic, Gulf and Pacific Co., 333 F. Supp. 680, 681 (E.D. Pa. 1971) (leave to
amend granted); Royal Insurance Company of America v. Anastasia, 1997 A.M.C. 2172 (N.D. Fla. 1997) (leave to
amend granted).
(n116)Footnote 116. See Cantey v. McLain Line, Inc. 40 F. Supp. 887 (S.D.N.Y. 1941) , rev'd on other grounds,
312 U.S. 667, 61 S.Ct. 829, 85 L.Ed. 1111 (1942) .
(n117)Footnote 117. Odegard v. E. Quist, Inc., 199 F. Supp. 449 (E.D.N.Y. 1961) (motion to amend on eve of
trial, two years after answer filed, denied); United States Gypsum Co. v. Conners Marine Co., 33 F. Supp. 59 (S.D.N.Y.
1940) (permission denied when sought on eve of trial, year and a half after commencement of suit); Yates v. Dann, 167
F. Supp. (D. Del. 1958) (leave to amend denied where permission sought thirteen years after accident, eleven years after
complaint filed, and after third trial).
(n118)Footnote 118. See discussion in the prior section regarding single fund.
Blunk v. Wilson Line of Washington, Inc. 341 F. Supp. 1345 (N.D. Ohio 1972) .
(n119)Footnote 119.
action before the court).

The Scotland, 105 U.S. 24 (1881) ;

The Scotland, 105 U.S. 24 (1881) (limitation could not be had as to parties not joined in the

(n120)Footnote 120. 28 U.S.C. § 1332.
(n121)Footnote 121. 28 U.S.C. § 1333.
(n122)Footnote 122. The analogy between a limitation proceeding and an action in the nature of interpleader was
suggested by Chief Justice Taft in The Bolikow, 273 U.S. 207, 1927 A.M.C. 402 (1927) .
(n123)Footnote 123. 28 U.S.C. § 2361.
(n124)Footnote 124. The purpose of interpleader is to protect the stakeholder from the expense of defending twice
(or more), as well as from the exposure to double (or more) liability. In re Bohart, 743 F.2d 313 (5th Cir. 1984) .
(n125)Footnote 125. 28 U.S.C. § 1335.
(n126)Footnote 126. Rule 22 is a procedural device and confers no jurisdiction on the court. An action under Rule
22 must fall within one of the jurisdictional statutes governing actions in the federal courts. Morongo Band of Mission
Indians v. California State Board of Equalization, 849 F.2d 1197 (9th Cir. 1988) .
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The Limitation of Liability Act n1 provides a substantive right to vessel owners. However, the prevailing view of the
Courts of Appeals is that the Act itself arguably does not create a basis for federal jurisdiction. n2 Thus, although it
might be argued that the Act itself confers jurisdiction on the court, the more prudent course is to assume that there must
be an independent basis for the federal court to assert jurisdiction over the cause of action. Normally, since the right to
limitation arises out of a casualty involving a vessel, the jurisdiction will be in admiralty. However, there are those
cases, often involving landlocked lakes, as in Bernstein, in which there is no admiralty jurisdiction because the waters
involved are not deem "navigable" for admiralty jurisdictional purposes. n3
As discussed, the most common method of asserting a right to limit is to file a complaint in admiralty in the appropriate
United States district court. The filing of a complaint to limit liability is often the most economical way to deal with a
casualty in which multiple claims are expected.
Filing a limitation complaint will not prevent the commencement of a separate action where there is only a single
claimant or where the total claims do not exceed the value of the vessel. n4 In such cases, the filing of a limitation
complaint will bifurcate the litigation, with the limitation issues pending in the admiralty action and the merits pending
in the forum, state or federal, chosen by the claimant. The bifurcation may be even more extensive where there are
several suits by claimants whose claims total less than the value of the vessel, but the owner chooses to file for
limitation. However, in light of recent cases denying the shipowner the right to limit in a non-admiralty court, the
prudent vessel owner must file the limitation complaint in a timely fashion or risk denial of that right. In this section, we
will address the alternative procedures to the filing of the limitation complaint under § 30511, and raising limitation in
the answer in a federal court proceeding brought by a claimant as plaintiff under § 30505.
A vessel owner who waits to raise limitation in the answer, and does not file a limitation complaint within six months
following the receipt of written notice of a claim, takes a considerable risk of losing the right to limit. This area of the
law is uncertain, and prudence is dictated. A few cases have called into question whether even a federal court, in which
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jurisdiction is based on diversity, or a state court hearing a case under the Saving to Suitors clause, has the power to
grant relief under the Limitation Act, despite the obvious economic advantages of allowing the complete resolution of
all issues, including the right of the vessel owner to limitation, in a single action. n5
The first case in which the Supreme Court addressed jurisdiction under the Limitation Act was Norwich Co. v. Wright.
n6 The case involved the collision of a steamer and a schooner in Long Island Sound. The steamer was sued in
personam and in rem in separate actions. The owners of the steamer wished to seek the benefits of the Limitation Act.
However, there being no rules on the procedure, they raised limitation as a defense in the in personam action and then
filed a petition in connection with the second, in rem, action against them. At issue, as the Supreme Court phrased the
question, was whether the district court has jurisdiction, under the Act, to grant relief by any proceeding to apportion the
damages. The Court held that the district court, in admiralty, had such jurisdiction. n7 The Court did not hold that the
jurisdiction of the admiralty courts was exclusive. However, the Court stated, in dictum, that state courts did not have
the requisite jurisdiction. n8
This dictum by the Supreme Court did not deter the Pennsylvania Supreme court from holding that state courts did have
jurisdiction, in cases brought under the Saving to Suitors clause, to grant relief under the Limitation Act. In Loughin v.
McCaulley, n9 plaintiff's husband was injured on a steam tug. Plaintiff brought suit in state court, where defendant
vessel owner raised the Limitation Act as a defense. The plaintiff contended that limitation could not be adjudicated in
state court. The Pennsylvania Supreme court disagreed: "We are of the opinion that appellant's right to make this
defense is clear, and we see no difficulty in enforcing it in this action." n10 Thus, in Loughin, it was established, in
Pennsylvania at least, that limitation could be sought in state court. n11
Subsequently, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court reaffirmed its holding in Amos v. Delaware River Ferry Co., n12 in
which the plaintiff brought suit in state court after injury on the defendant's ship. The court stated: "The [Loughin] case
is express authority for these several propositions: (1) where the case involves a common-law right, the jurisdiction of
the federal and state courts is concurrent; (2) a vessel owner may make his defense of limited liability in a state court if
he so chooses." n13
In In re New York Harbor Tugboat Co., n14 cited in Loughin, the court dismissed a limitation petition which sought to
restrain an action filed in state court. The court held that under the Saving to Suitors clause, a plaintiff was entitled to a
jury trial at common law, and that right ought not to be abridged where the common law court could offer relief. The
court, considering the language of the Limitation Act, which refers to claims and claimants (both plural), saw no reason
why the common law court could not give relief under the Limitation Act in a single claim case, since a special
admiralty proceeding to provide a concursus of claims or a distribution of the fund pro rata to multiple claimants, which
was a remedy unknown at common law, was not required in a single claim case.
Thus, it appeared clear, despite the dictum in Norwich, that the right to limitation under the Limitation Act could be
raised in a single claim case by way of answer, and that either an admiralty or a law court could grant that relief.
The Supreme Court considered the issue in Langnes v. Green, n15 in which plaintiff brought a personal injury action in
state court, and, two days before trial, the defendant vessel owner filed a limitation petition in federal court, which
enjoined further prosecution of the state court action. The claimant then sought dismissal of the limitation action, as
there was only one claim. The district court denied the motion and tried the case, finding no liability. On appeal, the
circuit court tried the case de novo, as was the practice, and found liability and privity and knowledge.
The Supreme Court held that the state court could provide relief, that the advantage of the Limitation Act may be had by
a single owner in state court, so long as the right of the shipowner to limitation was not challenged, since only an
admiralty court has the jurisdiction to decide the issues of privity and knowledge. The Court found that the right of the
plaintiff to a common law remedy with a jury trial, on the one hand, and the right of the shipowner to limitation on the
other hand, must be balanced. The Court, citing Loughin v. McCaulley, stated:
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Upon the present record, the necessary result of this holding is that the state court, in the action there
pending and in the due course of the exercise of its common law powers, was competent to entertain a
claim of the shipowner for a limitation of liability and afford him appropriate relief under the statute
dealing with that subject. n16
However, the Court observed, a vessel owner could seek relief under the Act in even a single-claim case by filing a
petition in the first instance, so the question was whether the district court ought to remit such a case to state court, even
though it undoubtedly has jurisdiction to dispose of the entire matter. The Court held:
Upon the face of the record, the state court, whose jurisdiction has attached, was competent to afford
relief to the petition. The difference in the effect of adopting the one or the other of the two alternatives
presented to the district court was obvious. To retain the cause would be to preserve the right of the
shipowner, but to destroy the right of the suitor in the state court to a common law remedy; to remit the
cause to the state court would be to preserve the rights of both parties. The mere statement of these
diverse results is sufficient to demonstrate the justice of the latter course; and we do not doubt that, in the
exercise of a sound discretion, the district court, following that course, should have granted respondent's
motion to dissolve the restraining order so as to permit the cause to proceed in the state court, retaining,
as a precaution, the petition for a limitation of liability to be dealt with in the possible but (since it must
be assumed that respondent's motion was not an idle gesture but was made with full appreciation of the
state court's entire lack of admiralty jurisdiction) the unlikely event that the right of the petitioner to a
limited liability might be brought into question in the state court, or the case otherwise assume such a
form in that court as to bring it within the exclusive power of a court of admiralty. n17
It is this latter statement that has caused much confusion. The Court had just held that the state court had jurisdiction to
grant relief under the Limitation Act, but now appeared to be saying that the district court should retain jurisdiction over
the petition in case the right to limitation was contested, suggesting parenthetically that the state court, lacking
admiralty jurisdiction, would then be powerless to grant relief. This is curious, since the record before the Court
included the proceedings in the court of appeals in which the respondent challenged the right to limitation, and the
Court knew this, the proper interpretation of the comments must be that the state court had power to grant full relief
under the Limitation Act to the vessel owner in a single claim case. However, should the respondent, who had argued in
the district court that this was so, change his mind and contend that the state court had no such power, or should the
state court so hold, or should multiple claimants appear, then the case should be returned to the admiralty court for the
grant of appropriate relief. This interpretation would be in accord with the Supreme Court's citation of Loughin earlier
in its opinion.
However, the Court then went on to cite and quote extensively from The Lotta, n18 in which the district court held that
a single claim case could proceed in state court, tried to a jury, so long as the only issue was liability and, if liability was
found, the value of the vessel and its pending freight. However, if there was a challenge to the right to limitation, then
the cause would be returned to the district court which had exclusive cognizance thereof.
In a subsequent proceeding in the Langnes v. Green litigation, the court further clarified its holding that if the plaintiff
in state court contested the right of the owner to limitation, then the admiralty court must resume jurisdiction over the
petition for limitation to decide the issue of the right to limitation based on the lack of privity and knowledge. In Ex
Parte Green, n19 which followed the remand of the matter to the district court, Green sought a writ of mandamus
against the district court, seeking the dissolution of its injunction against proceeding in state court. When the case had
returned to the district court, the court had dissolved the injunction, and the case returned to state court. However, Green
had promptly challenged the owner's right to limitation and the district court reinstated the injunction. The Supreme
Court held that the district court was correct in retaining jurisdiction, since Green challenged the vessel owner's right to
limit his liability based on the unseaworthiness of the vessel and the owner's privity and knowledge. Thus, Green was
given the choice of either admitting the owner's right to limitation, in which case he could try his case to a jury in state
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court but could not obtain a verdict in excess of the value of the vessel, which could also be determined by the jury; or,
trying the case in the district court.
Thus, the law was established that a vessel owner may raise limitation in a state court as a defense to the complaint, and
that the state court could grant full relief. However, full relief was construed as meaning only that the state court could
limit a verdict to the value of the vessel and pending freight, so long as the plaintiff admitted the right to limitation. If
the plaintiff did not so admit that right, and the vessel owner filed a petition to limit liability under the Act, then the
admiralty court would consider the issues of privity and knowledge in the contested limitation aspect of the case. This
was not a problem at the time Langnes v. Green was decided, since a limitation petition could be filed at any time, even
after trial in the law court. n20
The most recent decisions from the circuit courts have followed Langnes v. Green and Ex Parte Green and held that the
only the admiralty court can grant limitation if it is contested in state court, and that the failure to file a limitation
complaint within the required six months is fatal to the right to have limitation considered. n21 The presence of the six
month time limit, however, complicates matters. If the plaintiff does not bring a state court action within six months of
written notice of the claim, then the vessel owner is out of time to file a complaint for limitation, and can only raise
limitation by way of answer. According to the cases just cited, however, the state court can only provide relief if the
right to limitation is not contested by the plaintiff, which is unlikely.
In Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co. v. Abel, n22 the Sixth Circuit held, in what it described as a "close case", that the
passage of the six month bar by Congress required that the shipowner lose the right to limitation, even if timely raised in
answer to a state court complaint, if a limitation complaint was not also filed in the admiralty court within six months of
receipt of written notice of the claim. This followed from Langnes v. Green, which held that the state court was without
jurisdiction to decide contested issues in a limitation case. The owner argued that, since § 30505 (formerly § 183) had
not been amended by Congress, and limitation could still be raised by answer at any time, the six month bar did not
apply, citing Murray v. New York Central R.R. Co., n23 (when limitation was raised in answer beyond six months, court
could still decide limitation issues). The court disagreed. Murray was distinguished because, there, the complaint was
already before the admiralty court as to maintenance and cure issues which were joined to the Jones Act complaint;
therefore, the limitation issues raised in the answer were already before the admiralty court. n24
Depending on the court, the shipowner may be able to safely raise the limitation issues in federal court in an action
brought under the Saving to Suitors clause, n25 or he may still be at peril, if the federal court in a diversity case holds
that state law controls, in which case, since the state court would not have been able to provide relief as to contested
limitation issues, neither can the federal court applying state law. n26 It is submitted, however, that such cases are in
error. The Supreme Court has clearly held that in a maritime action, even in state court under the Saving Clause, or
when brought in federal court in diversity, federal maritime law will control the action. n27 Thus, since the Limitation
Act is part of the substantive admiralty law, there is no reason why a federal court, even sitting in diversity, would not
apply the substantive admiralty law to the case, since a state court would be required to do so. This is not to say that the
state court or the federal diversity court would have jurisdiction over a limitation complaint, since clearly that is not the
case. However, if the right to limitation is raised in the answer, under 46 U.S.C. § 30511, the court will have jurisdiction
to grant relief, as discussed supra and infra.
The issue of state court jurisdiction to try all issues in a case in which the limitation defense is raised is not finally
settled, however. A number of state courts have found that they have the requisite jurisdiction to consider all limitation
issues and grant full relief in a case when limitation is raised in an answer.
The Pennsylvania Supreme Court decisions in Loughlin, supra, and Amos, supra, have already been discussed. In
Mapco Petroleum, Inc. v. Memphis Barge Line, Inc. n28 the Supreme Court of Tennessee held that a state court did
have the requisite jurisdiction to decide all issues in a limitation case before it, so long as there was no limitation
petition filed in the admiralty court. This was the basis on which the Tennessee Court distinguished all of the contrary
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decisions, including the precedent from the United States Supreme Court. In all of the other cases, the court in Mapco
observed, there had been a limitation petition or complaint filed. In such cases, the issue was whether, once the
jurisdiction of the admiralty court was invoked, the state court could go on to consider the limitation issues. The
decisions were clear that it could not. If a limitation complaint was to be filed at all, it had to be filed within six months,
and once the limitation complaint was filed, the state court could no longer consider the contested issues which were
then in the exclusive jurisdiction of the admiralty court. However, in the case before it, there had been no limitation
complaint filed. Therefore, the six month bar was not relevant, and the only issue was whether the state court could
decide the issues. n29
In DePinto v. O'Donnell, a New York case which arose after the 1936 amendments, the trial court tried the negligence
issues to a jury and the privity and knowledge issues to the court. The court held that the six month limitation applied
only to the filing of a petition under § 185, and not to raising limitation in the answer. The court went on to deny
limitation based on a finding of privity and knowledge, trying the entire issue. On appeal, the appellate division
reversed and held that the amendment of the answer also had to be brought within six months. n30 The appellate court
was reversed by the Court of Appeals, New York's highest court, which, following The Chickie, n31 held that the six
month limit did not apply to raising limitation by answer. The case was remanded for determination of whether
limitation should have been granted. Thus, New York's highest court implicitly held that the state court could consider
all limitation issues. n32
The state court in The Golden Touch n33 also held that it could decide all issues, including contested privity and
knowledge, following Loughin. The Rhode Island court distinguished Langnes v. Green on the basis that, there, a
limitation petition had been filed, while no such admiralty action had been brought in the case before it.
In Fishboats, Inc. v. Welzbacher, n34 the Mississippi Supreme Court affirmed a denial of limitation to the vessel owner
in a Jones Act case in which limitation was raised as a defense in the answer; the contested issues of the value of the
vessel and privity and knowledge were tried to the court out of the hearing of the jury.
Thus, if the vessel owner finds itself a defendant in state court more than six months after the receipt of first written
notice of a claim, without a limitation action having been commenced in a timely fashion, limitation should be raised in
the answer and the entire defense asserted in state court. A belated attempt to file a limitation complaint is doomed to
fail in the admiralty court and, according to the Supreme Court of Tennessee and the Superior Court of Rhode Island,
will divest the state court of jurisdiction to consider the privity and knowledge issue under Langnes v. Green. If no such
limitation complaint is filed, however, and the admiralty jurisdiction of the federal court is not invoked at all, there is
solid precedent for a state court to hear and resolve all aspects of a limitation defense.
Note that limitation issues cannot be raised in removing the case from state court to federal court in admiralty. In the
absence of diversity, or another independent basis of jurisdiction, a properly filed case cannot be removed, since
removal into admiralty would give the removal statute primacy over the Saving to Suitors Clause, and there is no
indication Congress intended that result. n35 However, the discussion of whether the Limitation Act itself is
jurisdictional, supra, is important in this context. If it is, then removal from state court to the law side of the federal
court, under 28 U.S.C. § 1331 federal question jurisdiction (not § 1333, admiralty) would be permissible under Romero,
since the right to removal would not effect the plaintiff's right to a jury.
Thus the vessel owner who receives written notice of a claim and does not file a limitation complaint within six months
may find he has lost the right to limitation if the plaintiff files suit thereafter in state court. The use of the word "may"
here is guarded in light of the substantial jurisprudence which holds that the vessel owner will have lost the right if the
plaintiff contests limitation in state court. However, at least in Pennsylvania, New York, Rhode Island, Mississippi,
Louisiana and other states accepting that jurisprudence, the state court will entertain granting full relief under the
Limitation Act, so long as the vessel owner does not deprive the state court of jurisdiction by filing a limitation
complaint in admiralty. n36
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As a practical matter, therefore, any vessel owner who desires, or thinks that he may desire to assert limitation as a
defense, must file a complaint in federal court within the six month time limit, even if only a single claim is expected or
it is believed that the total of claims will be less than the value, and even though the less-expensive route of pleading
limitation in the answer as a defense may seem reasonable.
It is thus prudent for maritime counsel to be aware of the approach of the court to the recognition of limitation when
plead as a defense in each district in which you practice. If your court(s) accept and permit limitation to be raised as a
defense and given full effect, then you are safe in so advising your clients. However, if you are practicing in a district,
such as the E.D. Mich. (See Hellweg, supra ) you must advise your client to file a limitation action in every case in
which there is even the slightest chance that limitation might be sought.
Whether other states will follow the early lead of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, as the New York, Rhode Island,
Mississippi, Louisiana and Tennessee courts have done remains to be seen. In any event, the U.S. Supreme Court ought
to reconsider its ruling in this area. Certainly, there is no reason why the state courts cannot provide this relief in single
claim cases. The determination of the issue of privity and knowledge, and thus the right to limitation when contested, is
no more difficult than the determination of the underlying issue of negligence giving rise to liability in the first place.
The "remedy" that the common law courts may be incompetent to provide is the issuance of a Monition (or Notice)
compelling the creation of the concursus of claims in the single action. This has always been a purely admiralty
procedure, but is not at issue in a single claim case. The single claim case presents only the straight forward issue of the
value of the vessel, which the Supreme Court has held the state court can decide, and the issue of privity and knowledge
of the vessel owner, which is nothing more than an inquiry into the personal negligence of the vessel owner in terms of
personal fault or actual knowledge ("knew of should have known", in more familiar terms).
In the recodification of the Limitation Act as Subtitle III--Maritime Liability, Chapter 305--Exoneration and Limitation
of Liability, in Public Law 109-304, 2006, following language is provided regarding the shipowner's right to limit
liability:
§ 30505. General limit of liability
(a) In General.--Except as provided in section 30506 of this title, the liability of the owner of a
vessel in any claim, debt, or liability described in subsection (b) shall not exceed the value of the vessel
and pending freight.
There is no qualification in that section, or elsewhere in the Act, as to the competence of a state court to grant the relief
offered by the statute.
In § 30511, "action by owner for limitation," the Act provides: "(a) In general.--The owner of a vessel may bring a civil
action in a district court of the United States for limitation of liability under this chapter." Thus, as before the
recodification, the vessel owner may initiate the action in a federal court. However, there is no limitation in the Act on
the vessel owner's right to raise limitation under the Act as a defense to a complaint for damages in a state court where
plaintiff has availed himself or herself of the right, under the Saving to Suitors Clause to bring the action in state court.
In this context, the state court is granting complete relief under the Act, including granting the right to limitation, as
opposed to the situation in Langnes v. Green, supra, in which the state court decides liability and damages and the
admiralty court grants (or denies) limitation under the Act pursuant to a complaint for limitation filed in admiralty.
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
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Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers'
ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment &
GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureJurisdictionAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier
Duties & ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. 46 U.S.C. §§ 30501-30512 (formerly 46 U.S.C. App. §§ 181-189).
(n2)Footnote 2. The recent jurisprudence from the courts of appeals leads to the conclusion that admiralty
jurisdiction is not created by the Limitation Act absent the normal indicia of admiralty jurisdiction other than the Act.
"Primarily because the Act is 'in the nature of a defense ... ' every Circuit Court to consider the issue in the last ten years
has held that the Act does not provide an independent basis of federal jurisdiction. See Seven Resorts, Inc. v. Cantlen,
57 F.3d 771, 773, 1995 A.M.C. 2087 (9th Cir. 1995) ; Sea Vessel, Inc. v. Reyes, 1994 A.M.C. 2736 ,1994 A.M.C. 2740,
23 F.3d 345, 348 n.6 (11th Cir. 1994); David Wright Charter Serv. Of N. Carolina, Inc. v. Wright, 1991 A.M.C. 2927,
1991 A.M.C. 2929, 925 F.2d 775, 1991 A.M.C. 779-780 (8th Cir. 1990) ; Guillory v. Outboard Motor Corp., 956 F.2d
114, 115 (5th Cir. 1992) ." Complaint of Gary Bernstein, 2000 A.M.C. 760, 767 (D. Mass. 1999) .
However, the court in the Bernstein case itself, following the Supreme court precedent of Richardson v. Harmon,
222 U.S. 96, 32 S.Ct. 27, 56 L.Ed. 110 (1911) observing that lower courts are not free to disregard Supreme court
precedent which remains good law, held that the Limitation Act did provide an independent basis of admiralty
jurisdiction over a boating accident occurring in a landlocked lake in New Hampshire. The district court did note that
the Supreme Court had specifically left open the question of whether the Act provided an independent basis of
jurisdiction in its two most recent decisions involving the Limitation Act: The viability of Richardson was arguably
raised by the Supreme Court in Sisson v. Ruby, 497 U.S. 358, 110 S.Ct. 2892, 111 L.Ed.2d 292, 1990 A.M.C. 1801
(1990) , in which the issue was argued by the parties in the court below, but the Supreme Court stated that it "need not
decide which part is correct, for even were we to agree that the Limited Liability Act does not independently provide a
basis for this action, § 1333(1) is sufficient to confer jurisdiction." 497 U.S. at 539, 1990 A.M.C. at 1802 n. 1. Similarly,
in Jerome B. Grubart, Inc. v. Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Co., 513 U.S. 527, 115 S.Ct. 1043, 130 L.Ed.2d 1024,
1995 A.M.C. 913 (1995) , because independent jurisdiction existed under § 1333(1), the Supreme Court stated that it
"need not consider respondent['s] ... argument that the [Act] provides an independent basis of federal jurisdiction over
the complaint." 513 U.S. at 543, 1995 A.M.C. at 926 n.5. "By failing to mention Richardson in both Sisson and Jerome
B. Grubart, and apparently treating the issue as open, one might conclude that the Supreme Court now doubts the 1886
decision." Complaint of Gary Bernstein, 2000 A.M.C. 760, 766 (D. Mass. 1999) .
In Lewis v. Lewis & Clark Marine, Inc., 531 U.S. 438, 121 S.Ct. 993, 148 L.Ed.2d 931, 2001 A.M.C. 913 (2001) ,
the Supreme Court stated, in two places, in dicta, that the Limitation Act granted the district court jurisdiction. 121 S.Ct.
at 1003-4. These statements, however, are not determinative, since in that Jones Act case, the court's admiralty
jurisdiction was not in question.
(n3)Footnote 3. See In re Dickenson, 780 F. Supp. 974 (E.D.N.Y. 1992) (limitation unavailable to owner of vessel
out of water on drydock fifty feet from navigable water); In re Three Buoys Houseboat Vacations USA, Ltd. V. Morts,
921 F.2d 775 (8th Cir. 1990) , rev'd on other grounds, 497 U.S. 1020 (1990) (territorial scope of Limitation Act is
co-extensive with territorial jurisdiction of admiralty; no admiralty jurisdiction over a non-navigable landlocked lake
wholly within one state; Limitation Act does not create an independent basis of jurisdiction in federal courts since Act is
defense and does not create a cause of action); Seven Resorts, Inc. v. Cantlen, 57 F.3d 771 (9th Cir. 1995) (no
admiralty jurisdiction over lake entirely within California; Limitation Act does not create federal jurisdiction
independent of admiralty jurisdiction since Act is defense, not a cause of action). But see In re Colonial Trust Co. 124
F. Supp. 73, 74-75 (D. Conn. 1954) (vessel was out of the water at the time claim arose, while recognizing that the
claim was probably not within admiralty jurisdiction, the court held that the filing of the limitation petition satisfied the
jurisdictional prerequisites).
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(n4)Footnote 4. See Lewis v. Lewis & Clark Marine, Inc., 531 U.S. 438, 121 S.Ct. 993, 148 L.Ed.2d 931, 2001
A.M.C. 913 (2001) ; Lake Tankers, Inc. v. Henn, 354 U.S. 147, 77 S.Ct. 1269, 1 L.Ed.2d 1246, 1957 A.M.C. 1165
(1957) ; Langnes v. Green, 282 U.S. 531, 51 S.Ct. 243, 75 L.Ed. 520 (1931) . See also Staring, Limitation Practice and
Procedure, 53 Tulane L.R. 1134, 1158-62 (1979).
(n5)Footnote 5. Vatican Shrimp Co. Inc. v. Solis, 820 F.2d 674 (5th Cir. 1987) (since complaint was filed in state
court, defendant's Limitation Act defense, raised in answer, was not sufficient to grant federal court jurisdiction; federal
court has jurisdiction where original claim is made in state court only if Limitation Act complaint is filed in federal
court within six months after defendant receives written notice of claim). Cincinnati Gas & Electric v. Abel, 533 F.2d
1001 (6th Cir. 1976) (if the right to limited liability is contested, it becomes impossible to dispose of all issues in a
single proceeding in state court.) Hellweg v. Baja Boats, Inc., 818 F.Supp. 1022 (E.D. Mich. 1992) (if case is based on
federal court's diversity jurisdiction and defendant raises Limitation Act defense by way of answer, court lacks
jurisdiction to hear that defense since it may only be entertained through the court's admiralty jurisdiction; the only
method of invoking federal court jurisdiction in such case is to file a Limitation Act complaint within six months of
written notice of claim). It is submitted that the Hellweg case is clearly wrongly decided. It is submitted that state courts
are competent to grant relief under the Limitation Act under certain circumstances, see discussion infra, and Cincinnati
Gas is wrongly decided to that extent.
(n6)Footnote 6. Norwich Co. v. Wright, 80 U.S. 104, 20 L.Ed. 585 (1871) . It was in connection with this case that
the Court first issued rules for procedure in limitation cases under the Limitation Act, stating: "For aiding parties in this
behalf, and facilitating proceedings in the District courts, we have prepared some rules which will be announced at an
early day." 80 U.S. at 125.
(n7)Footnote 7. The Court observed that the Limitation Act itself provided, in section 4, that " ... the owner or
owners of any ship or vessel, or any of them, may take the appropriate proceedings in any court, for the purpose of
apportioning the sum for which the owner or owners of the ship or vessel may be liable amongst the parties entitled
thereto." 80 U.S. at 123. In considering what court might be considered "any court," the Supreme Court held:
The Act does not state what court shall be resorted to, nor what proceedings shall be taken; but that
the parties, or any of them, may take "the appropriate proceedings in any court, for the purpose of
apportioning the sum for which, etc." Now, no court is better adapted than a court of admiralty to
administer precisely such relief.

80 U.S. at 123. The Court went on to observe that Congress might have vested the circuit courts with jurisdiction,
but did not do so.
(n8)Footnote 8. This statement is curious, since the Court had, earlier in its opinion, reviewed the history of
limitation law and practice in other countries, and as established by state statute in Maine and Massachusetts prior to the
Limitation Act's passage, and observed that the law and equity courts had provided relief in those jurisdictions under
their statutes and practice. One commentator has stated that the implicit meaning of this statement is that the
common-law courts were incompetent to provide the remedy which, having been created by statute, was unknown at
common law. Staring, Limitation Practice and Procedure, 53 Tulane L.R. 1134, 1135 (1979). See further discussion of
state court jurisdiction under the recodified act infra this section.
(n9)Footnote 9.

186 Pa. 517, 40 A. 1020 (1898) .

(n10)Footnote 10. 186 Pa. at 522-23 .
(n11)Footnote 11. Following entry of judgment in the state court in Loughin, and while the case was before the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court, the vessel owner filed a petition for limitation in admiralty. The district court took a dim
view of trying to defeat the plaintiff's claim on the basis of contributory negligence in the state court and then, when
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unsuccessful, bringing the case into admiralty with the limitation action. The district court expressed disagreement with
the Pennsylvania Supreme court over the power of a state court to entertain a limitation action, and granted the
requested injunction allowing the petition to proceed, on the condition that all of the claimant's costs in the state and
admiralty courts to date be reimbursed by the petitioners. The S.A. McCaulley, 99 Fed. 302 (E.D. Pa. 1899) . It is
interesting that the cause of action in the state court proceeding was for negligence. (Note--Negligence was not a
recognized cause of action for a crewman in admiralty in 1898, and would not be until the passage of the Jones Act in
1920. At common law, contributory negligence was a complete bar to plaintiff's cause of action.).
(n12)Footnote 12.

228 Pa. 362, 77 A. 12 (1910) .

(n13)Footnote 13. 228 Pa. at 370 .
(n14)Footnote 14. 53 F. 132 (S.D.N.Y. 1892) .
(n15)Footnote 15.

282 U.S. 531, 51 S. Ct. 243, 75 L.Ed. 520 (1931) .

(n16)Footnote 16. 282 U.S. at 540.
(n17)Footnote 17. 282 U.S. at 541-42.
(n18)Footnote 18. 150 Fed. 219 (D.S.C. 1907) .
(n19)Footnote 19.

286 U.S. 437, 52 S.Ct. 602, 76 L.Ed. 1212 (1932) .

(n20)Footnote 20. A petition could be filed so long as the loss remained unpaid.
U.S. 239 (1880) .

Steamship Co. v. Mount, 103

(n21)Footnote 21. In re Vatican Shrimp Co., Inc., 820 F.2d 674 (5th Cir. 1987) ; Cincinnati Gas & Elec. Co. v.
Abel, 533 F.2d 1001 (6th Cir. 1976) .
(n22)Footnote 22. Id.
(n23)Footnote 23. 287 F. 2d 152 (2d Cir. 1961) .
(n24)Footnote 24. See also Malone v. A.L. Mechling Barge Lines, Inc., 20 Ill. Dec. 519, 380 N.E.2d 497 (Ill.
App. 1978) , in which plaintiff sued in state court and the vessel owner raised limitation as a defense. The plaintiff did
not contest the right to limitation for two years. The owner then filed a limitation petition which was dismissed as
untimely. The plaintiff then recovered a verdict and judgment far in excess of the value of the vessel.
(n25)Footnote 25. Carpenter v. Mary Mullins, Inc., 33 F. Supp 10 (D. Mass. 1940) (limitation issues may be
raised by way of answer, even if answer is filed more than six months after notice of claim, so long as answer was filed
within the time required by the Federal Rule of Civil Procedure); Murray v. New York Central R.R. Co., 287 F.2d 152
(2d Cir. 1961) (since limitation of liability may be pleaded by way of answer more than six months after first notice of
claim, it would be unreasonable to make its availability turn on whether plaintiff brought suit on the admiralty or law
side of the court); Odegard v. E. Quist, Inc., 199 F. Supp. 449 (E.D.N.Y. 1961) (although limitation defense may be
pleaded by answer more than six months after notice of claim, laches barred amendment on eve of trial more than two
years after original answer was filed); De Cruz v. Hiering, 69 F. Supp. 397 (D.N.J. 1947) (six months limit on claiming
limitation of liability defense is not applicable under Jones Act, 46 U.S.C. § 688); Van Le v. Five Fathoms, Inc., 792 F.
Supp. 372 (D.N.J. 1992) (court disallows petition outside six months, but allows amendment of answer to plead
limitation); Vatican Shrimp Co., Inc., v. Solis, 820 F.2d 674 (5th Cir. 1987) (when the right to limitation is raised in
federal court in the answer, the court has jurisdiction to decide all limitation issues, not distinguishing between federal
admiralty cases and federal Saving clause cases at law); Erie Sand Steamship Co. v Peter Kiewit and Sons Co., Inc.,
1978 A.M.C. 2241 (N.D. Ohio 1978) .
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(n26)Footnote 26. See Hellweg v. Baja Boats, Inc., 818 F. Supp. 1022 (E.D. Mich. 1992) (relief under Limitation
Act can only be provided by admiralty court; federal court sitting by way of diversity jurisdiction has no more power
than state court and, therefore, lacks jurisdiction to adjudicate defendant's limitation defense.).
(n27)Footnote 27. Kermarec v. Compagnie Generale Transatlantique, 358 U.S. 625, 79 S.Ct. 406, 3 L. Ed.2d
550 (1959) ; Pope & Talbot, Inc. v. Hawn, 346 U.S. 406, 74 S.Ct. 202, 98 L.Ed. 143 (1953) .
(n28)Footnote 28. 849 S.W.2d 312 (Tenn. 1993) . The decision of the Mapco court was followed in Howell v.
American Casualty Co., 691 So.2d 715, 1997 A.M.C. 1739 (La. App. 1997) .
(n29)Footnote 29. See Volk, Limitation of Liability and the Tennessee Supreme Court, 27 J. of Mar. L. & Com.
305 (1996), in which the author analyzes and agrees with the decision of the Tennessee Supreme Court.
(n30)Footnote 30.

45 N.Y.S. 2d 414, 1944 A.M.C. 539 (N.Y. App. Div. 1943) .

(n31)Footnote 31. 141 F.2d 80 (3d Cir. 1944) .
(n32)Footnote 32.

293 N.Y. 32, 1944 A.M.C. 1437 (1944) .

(n33)Footnote 33. 1967 A.M.C. 353 (R.I. Super. Ct. 1966) .
(n34)Footnote 34. 413 So. 2d 710 (Miss. 1982) .
(n35)Footnote 35. See Romero v. Int'l Terminal Operating Co., 358 U.S. 354, 79 S.Ct. 468, 3 L.Ed.2d 368, 1959
A.M.C. 832 (1959) ; Giacona v. Capricorn Shipping Co., 394 F. Supp. 1189 (S.D. Tex. 1975) . Asserting limitation in
the answer in state court does not provide a basis for removal. In re Bayview Charter Boats, Inc., 692 F. Supp. 1480
(E.D.N.Y. 1988) .
(n36)Footnote 36. The Oregon Supreme Court, on the other hand, has held that its courts do not have jurisdiction
to decide limitation cases. Cooper v. Allison, 243 Ore. 179, 412 P.2d 356 (Ore. 1966) .
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Where the plaintiff files an action and a limitation complaint is then filed, and if the action involves only a single
claimant, or the totality of claims appears to be less than the value of the vessel, the admiralty court in which the
limitation action is pending must stay the action to allow the claimant(s) to proceed in a law court, if the claimant(s) so
moves. However, the court must require the claimant(s) to stipulate to the jurisdiction of the admiralty court to try
issues that can not be resolved by the state court. n1
In two companion cases, Langnes v. Green n2 and Ex Parte Green, n3 the Supreme Court held that when a limitation
action is commenced following the filing of a complaint in a common law court in a single claim case, the limitation
action should be stayed to allow the claimant his remedy at law, including a jury trial. However, the admiralty court
must retain jurisdiction in order to grant relief under the Limitation Act if the plaintiff contests the right of the vessel
owner to limit in the law court action. In other words, if a plaintiff files a suit at law, and the vessel owner then files a
limitation complaint, the admiralty court will issue a monition staying the law action unless the plaintiff/claimant
stipulates that the rights of the vessel owner under the Limitation Act will be preserved. n4
In the first Supreme Court case, Langnes v. Green, the Court held that Green was entitled to proceed in state court under
the Saving to Suitors clause, rather than have his case heard in the admiralty proceeding, so long as he did not contest
the owner's right to limitation of liability (in the state court). The case was then remanded. Green promptly contested the
right to limitation, and the district judge reinstated the injunction against proceedings in the state court. Green appealed
again. In Ex Parte Green, the Supreme Court affirmed the district court's decision:
Green, following the remission of the cause to the state court, put in issue the right of the owner to
limited liability, by challenging the seaworthiness of the vessel and the lack of the owner's privity and
knowledge. The matter was properly brought before the federal district court, and that court held that the
question of the owner's right to limited liability having been raised, the cause became cognizable only in
admiralty, and that its further prosecution in the state court should be enjoined. In this the district court
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was right ... . n5
Thus, following the Supreme Court's direction, it appears that a common law plaintiff can only obtain the right to
proceed at law upon stipulating, not just that limitation issues will be tried in the admiralty court, but that it will not
contest the right to limitation. Thus, the trade-off appears to be that if the vessel owner has no right to litigate the issue
of the right to limit in the state court, then the claimant has no right to proceed in state court unless he stipulates not just
to the right of the vessel owner to litigate limitation issues in the admiralty court, but the right of the vessel to limitation
of liability.
This interpretation of Langnes v. Green and Ex Parte Green is further supported by the only other Supreme Court case
to address the issue, Lake Tankers Corp. v. Henn. n6 In a case in which the claimants' claims in state court had exceeded
the amount of the fund, the Court upheld the right of the claimants to proceed in state court after they "... relinquished
all right to any damage in excess of the amounts set forth in their respective claims in the limitation proceeding and
expressly limited their recovery to those amounts," which claims totaled less than the limitation fund. n7
This decision is usually cited for the proposition that claimants whose claims total less than the limitation fund have the
right to proceed in state court. However, what is most significant is that nowhere in the decision is there any mention of
the right to limitation. The condition on which the claimants were allowed to proceed in state court was a stipulation
that the recoveries would not exceed the limitation fund, despite the fact that the claims as originally asserted in state
court exceeded that fund. n8
In In re Red Star Barge Line, Inc. n9, the Second Circuit held that the stipulation need only require that the issues of
privity and knowledge of the owner, and thus the right to limitation of liability, be tried in the admiralty court if the
liability verdict obtained in the law court exceeded the value of the vessel. The law court could try the issues of
negligence, causation, and damages. n10 In Newman v. Shipman, n11 the court required that the district court allow the
claimant's claim to be tried to a jury by dissolving the injunction, upon a stipulation: (1) as to the amount of the fund;
(2) providing for waiver of res judicata effect; and (3) conceding the admiralty court's exclusive jurisdiction to decide
the limitation issues. The shipowner had filed the limitation action before the claimant had filed a state action. This was
held not to matter, the single claimant having a right to proceed at law to a jury.
In the Third Circuit, the District of New Jersey has stated its requirements for protective stipulations, observing that the
circuit court has not yet clarified its position. In In re Vessel Club Med, n12 the court held that it was sufficient for the
stipulations to waive res judicata as to limitation issues and concede the owner's right to litigate limitation in the federal
proceeding. The claimant was not required to stipulate that issues of exoneration or liability would be subject to review
in the admiralty case without res judicata effect from the state proceeding. The claimant also was not required to
stipulate as to the value of the vessel. Although a motion under Rule F(7) to increase security would be heard in the
admiralty action, it would not require a stay of the state court action while it was considered.
Another Third Circuit case, again from the District of New Jersey, is Gorman v. Cerasia. n13 In that case the owner of a
yacht which collided with another yacht, causing the death of claimant's decedent, filed a limitation complaint. The
multiple claimants sought to pursue their claims in state court. The district court initially stayed any state court actions,
but then granted relief from the stay order following claimants filing stipulations that the admiralty court alone would
have jurisdiction over limitation issues. However, the Court of Appeals reversed and remanded, holding that such
stipulation was inadequate where there were multiple claims and the fund was inadequate. In such cases, the claimants
must also stipulate as to the priority of the claimant's claims, and that there will be no res judicata effect from any state
court determination.
The most recent decision from the Third Circuit is In re Consolidation Coal Company. n14 In that case, the court
discussed the scope of the stipulations and, in dicta, observed that the vessel owner's right to litigate limitation issues in
the admiralty proceeding was beyond dispute, but also stated that the Seventh Amendment was inapplicable to the
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limitation issue which was separate from the liability determination made in state court. However, the court reserved on
whether there must be a reconsideration of the exoneration determination in the limitation proceeding, because in the
case before it the claimant had stipulated to a de novo review of liability and exoneration.
In Jefferson Barracks Marine Service, Inc. v. Casey, n15 the Eight Circuit reversed the district court and required the
vacation of the injunction against a state court action brought by the claimant children and common law wife of
decedent, killed in a collision between a tug and a pleasure boat. Despite the multiplicity of claims, the court held that
the stipulation was sufficient to protect the vessel owner's interests under the Limitation Act. n16
In Lewis v. Lewis & Clark Marine, Inc., n17 the Eight Circuit reversed the district court which had dissolved the stay in
a case in which the claimant had provided the usual stipulation as to res judicata, and had also stipulated that the claim
was less than the value of the vessel, and had also waived a jury trial in state court. The Court of Appeals held that all
that is "saved" by the Saving Clause is a jury trial and that having been waived, there was no point in staying the
admiralty proceeding. The claimant protested that more was "saved" than just a jury trial, although he was unable to
articulate any other right to be preserved. On appeal to the Supreme Court, the Eighth Circuit was reversed. In Lewis v.
Lewis & Clark Marine, Inc., n18 the Supreme Court, in reversing, held that the Saving clause saved not only a jury trial,
but also the plaintiff's right to choose the forum.
Following its decision in Lewis, and while its decision in that case was pending review in the Supreme Court, the Eighth
Circuit stayed the appeal in Riverway Harbor Serv., St. Louis, Inc. v. Bridge & Crane Inspection, Inc. n19 After the
Supreme Court's decision was handed down, the Court of Appeals proceeded to decide Riverway. The district court,
applying the doctrine of stare decisis, had refused to grant relief from the stay of all proceedings in state court despite
the fact the claimant had stipulated (as required by the district court) to the following: (1) all limitation issues would be
reserved to the admiralty action; (2) he would waive res judicata effect of any finding in the state court relating to a
limitation issue; (3) he would not seek to enforce any judgment obtained in the state court in excess of the limitation
fund; (4) another claim in the limitation proceeding would have priority over his claim; (5) that the vessel owner's
stipulated value of the vessel was their true value for the limitation fund. The basis of the district court's refusal to grant
relief from the stay was the claimant's refusal to stipulate that the issue of exoneration must also be tried to the
admiralty court. Indeed, if the issue of exoneration must be tried to the admiralty court, then all liability issues must be
tried there, and it is difficult to see what, if anything, would be left for the state court action, except for damages, which
would presumably be tried after the admiralty trial had determined if there was any liability at all, and if so, whether
liability would be limited. On appeal, the circuit court reversed the district court, following the Supreme Court's
decision in Lewis, holding that "... the Supreme Court's decision in Lewis does not require Webber to reserve to the
federal court the issue of Riverway's exoneration from liability." n20 Thus, claimants stipulations, set forth above, were
deemed adequate under Langnes, and its progeny, and relief from the stay was granted.
The Second Circuit also allowed a case, in which multiple claims were asserted, to proceed in state court, following
what were described to be adequate stipulations to protect the rights of the vessel owners under the Limitation Act. In In
re Dammers & Vanderheide, n21 the court upheld the vacation of the injunction against a state court proceeding by a
longshoreman and his wife, but required that the stipulation entered into be broadened to provide additional protection
against possible third party claims. Together, the injury claim of the longshoreman and the per quod claim of his wife
constituted multiple claims. However, they had also sued other parties and there were claims against the vessel owners
for contribution and indemnity. n22 The district court retained jurisdiction to enter an injunction against any attempt at
violation of the principle of concursus.
The Second Circuit conceded that the claimants sought relief under the "lone claimant/sufficient fund" exception, and
also that the claims of the injured longshoreman and his wife constituted separate claims, along with the separate claims
for indemnity and contribution. However, the right of the claimants to proceed before a jury under the saving clause was
considered paramount, given that the right to seek limitation in the admiralty court was adequately protected by the
stipulation. n23 The court acknowledged that the decision created a certain amount of tension with other decisions that
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had construed the single-claim exception more narrowly, but felt that there was unavoidable tension in the conflict
between the policies of the Limitation Act and the saving to suitors clause. n24
What is particularly noteworthy in the decision of the Eighth Circuit in Jefferson Barracks, supra, and the Second
Circuit in Dammers & Vanderheide, supra, is that the concursus of claims--which is such an important part of the
limitation process, to bring all claims into a single proceeding for efficient and expeditious handling and a marshalling
of assets for the benefit of claimants is abandoned in the face of the demand for a jury under the saving clause. A
multiplicity of actions would result if the claimants sought separate trials against the vessel owner, or if the claimants
sought separate actions against third parties who then joined the vessel owner in their various actions. n25 While it is
easy to say that vessel owners have no more right to have all actions tried together than the owner of, for example, a
plane, bus, or train, n26 this ignores the fact that there is a statute which provides protection to the vessel owner that
airline, railroad, and bus companies do not have. It is submitted that there is no basis for destruction of the concursus in
favor of the saving clause. n27
The Circuits have thus created a third exception to the concursus of claims in a limitation proceeding, which must be
termed the "multiple claimants with adequate stipulations" exception. The Fifth Circuit is in accord in its decisions in In
re Two "R" Drilling Co. n28, and Magnolia Marine Transport. Co., Inc. v. LaPlace Towing Corp. n29, allowing
multiple claim cases to proceed in state court with what it regarded as adequate stipulations. n29.1
As discussed above, despite the clarity of the Supreme Court's decisions, a number of lower courts have created a
procedure whereby the parties are forced to try the same case twice. The lower courts have interpreted the Supreme
Court's decisions so as to allow a claimant to stipulate only to the jurisdiction of the admiralty court to try limitation
issues in order to be allowed to proceed to state court to try their cases before a jury. Thus, two full trials are required:
One in state court before a jury to determine liability and damages, and a second in admiralty to determine limitation
issues. This is most undesirable, considering the cost and inconvenience to the parties and the clogged dockets of most
federal and state courts. The lower courts should rethink their procedure in light of a re-reading of the Supreme Court
precedent. n30 In order to reduce the number of proceedings to one, the stipulation should be reformulated, consistent
with the Supreme Court's decisions in Langnes, and Lake Tankers, to require, as suggested by the Staring article, supra,
that unless it is held that the state court has full power to try all limitation issues, the claimants may proceed to state
court only if they stipulate as to the value of the fund as stipulated by the owner, and that the vessel owner is entitled to
limit its liability to that amount if not exonerated. If this is unacceptable to the claimants, they should remain in the
admiralty court and conduct all their proceedings in that action.
If there is a problem with the multiplicity and redundancy of the actions, the resolution is in a closer reading of the
Supreme Court's decisions on the issue. If the Supreme Court's decisions in Langnes v. Green and Ex Parte Green are
applied, then the state court action proceeds with limitation already resolved in the vessel owner's favor, and the value
of the vessel fixed at the stipulated amount. The only issues to be tried in state court are negligence, causation, and
damages, not to exceed the amount of the stipulation. Only one trial is necessary. The admiralty court retains
jurisdiction to assure the stipulation is not violated, but need not try any issues. The case law from the circuits has not
developed this way, however. Thus, the courts and the parties must bear the burden of the additional cost and effort of
duplicative litigation unless and until the circuits conform their requirements to the Supreme Court's decisional
mandate.
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers'
ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment &
GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on LiabilityCivil
ProcedureDiscoveryMethodsStipulations
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FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. The district court in a diversity case, may consider the limitation defense, since even in diversity cases
(or in state court, for that matter) maritime actions are governed by maritime law. Kermarec v. Compagnie Generale
Transatlantique, 358 U.S. 625, 79 S.Ct. 406, 3 L. Ed.2d 550 (1959) ; Pope & Talbot, Inc. v. Hawn, 346 U.S. 406, 74
S.Ct. 202, 98 L.Ed. 143 (1953) .
(n2)Footnote 2.

282 U.S. 531, 51 S.Ct. 243, 75 L.Ed. 520 (1931) .

(n3)Footnote 3.

286 U.S. 437, 52 S.Ct. 602, 76 L.Ed. 1212 (1932) .

(n4)Footnote 4. The extent of the stipulation required of the claimant, to obtain the right to return to state court, is
subject to debate. One commentator has stated that:
The claimant is required to stipulate ... that liability is limited as a condition of proceeding at
common law ... The result ... is that the alternative court proceeding at common law has only the
traditional common law function of deciding a claim for damages, subject to a maximum which has in
effect been agreed on by the parties.

Staring, Limitation Practice and Procedure, 53 Tulane L.R. 1134, 1139 (1979). This statement is a precise but fair
reading of the Supreme court's decisions in Langnes v. Green, and Ex Parte Green. However, it is submitted that
contemporary jurisprudence makes it clear that, just as the vessel owner need not concede liability to preserve the right
to seek limitation (see Lewis v. Lewis & Clark Marine, Inc., supra) neither must the claimant concede the right to limit
in order to proceed in a law court under the Saving clause (see further discussion, infra).
(n5)Footnote 5. 286 U.S. 440 .
(n6)Footnote 6. 354 U.S. 147, 77 S.Ct. 1269, 1 L. Ed.2d 1246, 1957 A.M.C. 1165 (1957) . In Lewis v. Lewis &
Clark Marine, Inc., 531 U.S. 438, 121 S.Ct. 993, 148 L.Ed.2d 931, 2001 A.M.C. 913 (2001) , however, the Supreme
Court acknowledged that the Courts of Appeals have generally permitted claimants to proceed with their actions in state
court in single claim cases as in Langnes, and in adequate fund cases such as Lake Tankers. The Court did not
acknowledge the more recent cases in which the Courts of Appeals have created a further, broader exception for
multiple claimants with adequate stipulations to protect the vessel owner's right to litigate limitation only in the
admiralty court.
(n7)Footnote 7. 354 U.S. at 149. Since the limitation fund was based on the value of a tug and barge as separate
vessels, the stipulation limited recovery of the principal claimant to a maximum recovery of $100,000 against the tug,
and to a maximum of $150,000 against the barge. The stipulation provided that the claimant would seek "... neither to
increase these claims, nor to enter into a judgment in excess of these amounts ... " 354 U.S. at 149. Upon the district
court vacating the restraining order, the vessel owner appealed and the Second Circuit affirmed, but entered an order
which provided that, if the claimant obtained a judgment in the state court in excess of $100,000 for the tug or $150,000
for the barge, an injunction would issue from the court preventing her from collecting any more than these amounts. On
appeal, the Supreme Court affirmed.
(n8)Footnote 8. The Court stated:
While it is true that the claims as initially filed in the state court exceeded the fund created in the
limitation proceeding, still when the admiralty court dissolved the injunction against the state suit, these
claims, as filed in and limited by stipulation and order of the admiralty court in the limitation proceeding,
aggregated less than the fund. On appeal, the Court of Appeals placed even more severe restrictions on
the state court prosecution, thus insuring beyond doubt that petitioner's right of limitation under the Act
was fully protected.
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354 U.S. at 145. The "protection" referred to is not the right to litigate limitation issues in the admiralty court, but the
actual right to limitation of liability to the value of the vessel. The stipulation required by the district court also included
a requirement that the claimant waive res judicata as to any issue of the right of the vessel owner to limitation should
the state court pass on such issue. 354 U.S. at 149. The Supreme Court took note of that provision without further
comment. Query whether this is an indication of the Court's reconsideration of the power of a state court to consider
limitation issues absent a limiting stipulation. Query further, why there would be a need for the res judicata stipulation
unless there was some contemplation by the parties of the case returning for proceedings before the admiralty court
regarding the right to limitation?
(n9)Footnote 9. 160 F.2d 436 (2d Cir. 1947) .
(n10)Footnote 10. The stipulation, as modified by the court's order, provided that the plaintiff's right to proceed in
the state court was limited to obtaining judgment against the tug and barge in limited amounts. Red Star Barge Line was
followed by Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Co. v. Lynch, 173 F.2d 281, 1949 A.M.C. 986 (6th Cir. 1949) (plaintiff could
proceed with Jones Act claim in state court, provided he filed statement in federal court admiralty proceeding waiving
any claim of res judicata regarding issues of limited liability based on any judgment he might obtain in state court
proceeding); In re Trawler Gudrun, Inc., 101 F. Supp. 586, 1952 A.M.C. 75 (D. Mass. 1951) .
(n11)Footnote 11.

718 F.2d 959, 1984 A.M.C. 2792 (9th Cir. 1983) .

(n12)Footnote 12.

90 F.Supp.2d 550, 2000 A.M.C. 1824 (D.N.J. 2000) .

(n13)Footnote 13.

2 F.3d 519, 1994 A.M.C. 583 (3d Cir. 1993) .

(n14)Footnote 14.

123 F. 3d 126, 1998 A.M.C. 807 (3d Cir. 1997) .

(n15)Footnote 15. 763 F.2d 1007 (8th Cir. 1985) .
(n16)Footnote 16. The stipulation in question:
1. conceded the exclusive jurisdiction of the admiralty court to try the limitation issues, including the
value of the vessel;
2. provided that there would be no res judicata effect from any state court judgment; and
3. provided that if the aggregate judgment exceeded the amount of the limitation fund as stipulated by the
vessel owner, the aggregate judgment would be reduced by remitter to the amount of the fund, less the
amount paid by the vessel owner to another claimant whose claim had been settled. In addition, the court
would issue an injunction to prevent any attempt to execute on a judgment for a greater amount.

In reversing the district court and holding that the injunction should be vacated, the court listed the four stipulation
provisions set forth by Professors Gilmore & Black (G. Gilmore and C. Black, The Law of Admiralty (Foundation Press,
2d Ed. 1975), at 871), and found that the stipulation met them. There appears to be slight inconsistency between the
paragraphs of the stipulation, however. Although the court stated it was following the four provisions articulated by
Professors Gilmore and Black, the stipulation before it provided that the limitation issues to be tried in admiralty were
the vessel owner's right to limitation and the proper value of the limitation fund. The second of the Gilmore and Black
stipulation requirements is that the claimants concede the value of the limitation fund. However, despite including the
value of the fund as an issue to be tried in admiralty, the stipulation also required a remitter of the state court judgment
to the value of the fund less the amount paid out in settlement. Perhaps the apparent contradiction can be reconciled if
the remitter is deferred until after the limitation fund is established and limitation is granted in the admiralty court. This,
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however, would require the state court to hold open the judgment until after the limitation action is tried and appealed.
Thus, it is not clear from Jefferson Barracks whether the issue of the limitation fund is or is not required to be stipulated
to in order to be allowed to proceed in state court.
(n17)Footnote 17. 196 F.3d 900 (8th Cir. 1999), reversed 531 U.S. 438, 121 S.Ct. 993, 148 L.Ed.2d 931, 2001
A.M.C. 913 (2001).
(n18)Footnote 18.
(n19)Footnote 19.

531 U.S. 438, 121 S.Ct. 993, 148 L.Ed.2d 931, 2001 A.M.C. 913 (2001) .
263 F.3d 786, 2001 U.S. App. LEXIS 18728 (8th Cir. 2001) .

(n20)Footnote 20. 2001 U.S. App. LEXIS at *15.
(n21)Footnote 21.

836 F.2d 750, 1988 A.M.C. 1674 (2d Cir. 1988) .

(n22)Footnote 22. The stipulation approved by the district court included the following provisions:
1. that the claimants would agree that all limitation issues would be tried in the admiralty court;
2. that they would not seek to try any issue of limitation in the state court, nor would they seek any
judgment thereon, and they would waive res judicata as to any such finding or judgment;
3. that if there was a judgment or recovery in any state court action in excess of the value of the vessel
against vessel owners or any other party who had or might claim over against the vessel owners for
contribution or indemnity, they would not seek to enforce such judgment for any amount in excess of the
value of the vessel;
4. that the claim of the injured longshoreman had priority over the claim of the wife; and
5. that any claim of a party entitled to indemnity, for attorney's fees against the vessel owners would have
priority over the claims of the longshoreman and his wife.

Id. at 753-54 .
(n23)Footnote 23. The Court strengthened the stipulation to assure that possible third-party claims against the
vessel owner were also covered.
(n24)Footnote 24. Id. at 759.
(n25)Footnote 25. Vessel owners frequently have what are known as "wasting policies", under which the coverage
amount includes both the legal liability and the defense costs. Thus, when the vessel owner has such a policy, increased
defense costs, such as when the vessel owner must defend multiple actions rather than one involving a concursus of
claims, the amount of insurance available to claimants is reduced to their ultimate detriment.
(n26)Footnote 26. See Lake Tankers Corp. v. Henn, 354 U.S. 147, 153, 1957 A.M.C. 1165 (1957) ; Jefferson
Barracks, 763 F.2d at 1009-10.
(n27)Footnote 27. The Limitation Act followed the Judiciary Act of 1789 in which the saving clause first appeared.
An Act To Establish The Judicial Court Of The United States, Act of September 24, 1789, ch. 20, 1 Stat. 76, § 9. If
anything, Congress has indicated a preference for the admiralty limitation concursus over a jury trial under the saving
clause. Congress could have provided for a jury trial in limitation actions. It did not do so. It is significant in this regard
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that the Limitation Act, passed in 1851, was enacted only six years after the Act of 1845, which extended admiralty
jurisdiction to the Great Lakes and Western Rivers and created a right to a jury trial in such admiralty actions. An Act
Extending The Jurisdiction Of The District Courts To Certain Cases, Upon The Lakes And Navigable Waters
Connecting The Same, Act of February 26, 1845, ch.20, 5 Stat. 726.
(n28)Footnote 28.

943 F.2d 576, 1992 A.M.C. 1714 (5th Cir. 1991) .

(n29)Footnote 29. 964 F.2d 1571 (5th Cir. 1992) .
(n30)Footnote 29.1. See also In re Port Arthur Towing co., 42 F.3d 312 (5th Cir. 1995) ; Texaco v. Williams, 47
F.3d 765 (5th Cir. 1995) ; Odeco Oil & Gas Co. Drilling Div. v. Bonnette, 4 F.3d 401, 1994 A.M.C. 506 (5th Cir.
1993) ; Odeco Oil & Gas Co. Drilling Div. v. Bonnette, 74 F.3d 671, 1996 A.M.C. 913 (5th Cir. 1996) ; In re Garvey
Marine, Inc., 909 F. Supp. 560, 1996 A.M.C. 1151 (N.D. Ill. 1995) Norfolk Dredging Company v. John L. Wiley, 439
F.3d 205 (4th Cir. 2006) ; Tidewater Marine, Inc. v. Stelly (In re Tidewater, Inc.), 249 F.3d 342, 2001 A.M.C. 1791
(5th Cir. 2001) .
(n31)Footnote 30. Professors Gilmore and Black have outlined the contents of the stipulation in light of the cases.
The requirements for the stipulation, as distilled from the cases by Professors Gilmore and Black are that the claimant
must:
a. file his claim in the admiralty proceeding;
b. where a stipulation of value has been filed in lieu of the transfer of the ship to a trustee, concede the
sufficiency in amount of the stipulation;
c. consent to waive any claim of res judicata relevant to the issue of limited liability based on any
judgment obtained in the state court; and
d. concede the shipowner's right to litigate all issues relating to limitation in the admiralty limitation
action.

G. Gilmore & C. Black, The Law of Admiralty (Foundation Press, 2d Ed. 1975), at 871.
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§ 15. Parties Entitled to Limit.

The Limitation Act and Rule F state that "owners" may file complaints seeking the right of limitation of liability. Given
the complexities of the shipping industry, however, it is not always easy to determine who is included within that term.
The Limitation Act also provides, in section 30501 (formerly section 186), n1 that "In this chapter, the term 'owner'
includes a charterer that mans, supplies, and navigates a vessel at the charterer's own expense or by the charterer's own
procurement". n2 This has been judicially construed to provide the right to limit liability to demise or bareboat
charterers while denying that right to both voyage and time charterers. n3
Ownership, when it involves full legal title, is fairly clear. An owner who holds legal title to the vessel and operates it
himself is entitled to seek limitation under the Act. However, demise or bareboat charterers also operate vessels for their
own account, hiring crew and paying the expenses of the operation of the vessel. It is these demise or bareboat
charterers who are included in the statutory definition of "owners" and have the right to seek limitation. n4
The shareholders of a corporation are included in the concept of ownership and entitled to seek limitation of their
liability. In Flink v. Paladini, n5 the Supreme Court held that it must interpret the words of the statute liberally to
achieve the statutory purpose, which was to encourage investment in shipping. To accomplish this purpose it was
necessary that the liability of the shareholders be no greater than that of those jointly owning a vessel. Justice Homes,
speaking for a unanimous court, said:
We are of the opinion that the words of the acts must be taken in a broad and popular sense in order
not to defeat the manifest intent. This is not to ignore the distinction between a corporation and its
members, a distinction that cannot be overlooked even in extreme cases ... but to interpret an untechnical
word in a liberal way in which we believe it to have been used--as has been done in other cases. n6
A corporate parent and various subsidiaries sought limitation as "owners" in In re Oil Spill By The Amoco Cadiz Off
The Coast of France. n7 The court held that the corporate parent and subsidiaries failed to show that they possessed the
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requisite possessory, managerial, and operational control of the vessel, and thus failed to qualify as "owners" for
limitation purposes. n8
Similarly, the proposition has developed that "ownership" sufficient to expose a person to liability for the operation of
the vessel should carry with it the right to seek limitation. In this regard, "ownership" is not synonymous with legal title.
In American Car & Foundry v. Brassert, n9 the court held that a vessel manufacturer, who held title to the vessel
merely as a security interest pending payment of the purchase price, could not limit liability for personal injuries and
property damage caused by the vessel's explosion. The court explained that the cause of action was based not on the
manufacturer's status as owner, but on its status as manufacturer or builder of the vessel. n10 The court cited the
Supreme Court's decision in Hyde v. Shine n11 in support of the proposition that bare legal title was not enough to
permit the owner to limit liability under the circumstances of the case. n12
On appeal, the Supreme Court affirmed. The Court stressed that the statute was intended to limit "liability imputed by
reason of the ownership of the vessel". n13 Because the liability of American Car & Foundry was founded on its status
as manufacturer, and not upon its ownership of the vessel, it was properly denied the right to limit. n14
It would seem, however, that if the claimant asserted that American Car & Foundry was also liable as owner of the
vessel (perhaps on a theory of negligent entrustment), then the owner/manufacturer/bare legal title holder would have
been able to sustain the limitation petition. Careful pleading is, therefore, necessary on the part of the claimant in such a
case, to restrict the claims asserted and avoid an unnecessarily broad "shotgun" type approach which might create an
opportunity for limitation. It is susceptibility to suit because one is the owner of the vessel that supports the right to seek
limitation.
This was the holding in In re Colonial Trust Company. n15 In that case, the Colonial Trust Company held legal title to a
yacht in trust for the spouse of the deceased trust settler during the lifetime of the spouse. An injured repairman sued the
owner for an injury sustained while winterizing the engines. The court concluded that Colonial Trust was an owner for
limitation purposes. The court cited American Car, but found that the legal title holder was being sued precisely because
it held title, and was entitled to maintain the limitation action.
The converse of bare legal title is the user who is in possession and control with no legal title to the vessel. This was
addressed in The Milwaukee, n16 in which the petitioner company transferred all its assets, including its vessels, to
another company as part of a consolidation to be approved by the I.C.C. The incident occurred between the effective
date of the conveyance and the approval of the I.C.C., while the ownership of the vessel was in the transferee company,
but it was being operated, as before, by the transferor company. The claimants challenged the petition contending that
the transferor company was no longer within the scope of the term as used in the Act. The court observed that the Act
was to be interpreted liberally with regard to scope and applicability, and that the right to limit would be determined
based upon the petitioner's relationship to the vessel. In citing Flink v. Paladini, n17 the court stated:
That case seems to indicate that whether or not one is to be deemed an "owner" depends largely
upon the possibility that he may be subjected to a liability which ordinarily is assertable against one
having, or claiming to have, proprietorship or dominion over the subject of the proceeding. It negatives
the thought that "owner" of, or to "own" a vessel means the situs of full title, interest, or dominion, and
that nothing else is within the definition of the right or the range of the statute. n18
Noting that the contract appeared to be executory, awaiting the approval of the I.C.C., the court concluded that the
ownership interest necessary was "something less" than legal ownership, but amounted to "some substantial legal
interest". n19
However, not everyone in mere possession of a vessel is entitled to limit. In Vang v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., n20
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a barge which was alongside the steel company pier to be unloaded broke away and damaged Vang's property. The steel
company sought limitation. The court denied the right to seek limitation, holding that the company had possession
merely to unload the barge and was a bailee, not an owner. n21 Thus, Vang establishes that the ownership interest
necessary to sustain the right to seek limitation must be more than the interest sufficient to render one liable for
negligence in the use of the vessel. It must entail as least one or more of the traditional facets of ownership in addition
to the immediate possession of the vessel, at least where the right of possession is of short duration.
The court in Colonial Trust n22 decided whether a spouse, who had a life estate which fell short of giving her legal
title, was entitled to limit her liability. The injured repairman challenged her right to limit, since the interest in the vessel
was merely an equitable interest. In dismissing the challenge, the court stated:
[S]he had in addition [to her equitable interest] all of the outward attributes of ownership. She had
full and exclusive possession and control of the vessel; she was responsible for its maintenance and
operation. As far as third persons were concerned, she had complete dominion over it; it was her boat,
and the claimant sued both her and the Trust Company in the State court as owners. The legal relations
between [the spouse] and the [vessel] implicit in her life use, were of sufficient number, scope and
dignity to come within the purview of the statute. n23
Thus, Colonial Trust holds that an interest in a vessel which gives the holder plaintiff substantial rights and powers in
dealing with the vessel, even if not amounting to legal title, gives the holder the right to seek limitation.
The Third Circuit considered the right of a vessel's operator to seek limitation in In re Petition of United States. n24 The
vessel was owned by the United States. The vessel's operator, under its contract with the Military Sea Transportation
Service, had full operational control over the vessel, including manning and assumed all control normally incident to a
bareboat charter. The vessel was involved in a collision, and the operator (along with the United States) petitioned to
limit its liability. The claimants contested its right, and contended that the contract did not rise to a demise or bareboat
charter because, under the contract, the government reimbursed the operator and, therefore, the operator did not "...
man, victual and navigate such vessel at its own expense ..." n25
The court rejected the challenge. It noted that the statute also provided that one who procured manning and supply of
the vessel could limit under § 30501 (formerly § 186), and the operator did procure the crew and supplies for the vessel,
but the court did not rely on that for its holding. Rather, the court held that the relationship of the operator to the vessel
made it both a charterer and an owner pro hac vice, and concluded that either satisfied the requirement for limitation.
n26 The court concluded its analysis by stating:
A prime purpose of the limitation acts has been to promote the employment of vessels in commerce
and the encouragement of persons engaged in the business of navigation. ... [The operator] in this
collision, as to third parties, had virtually the responsibility of the record owner. Under the theory and
purpose of the statute [the operator] should be afforded the same kind of protection against the possibility
of the crushing loss which might arise as is given said owner. n27
A similar result was reached by the court in In re B.F.T. No. Two Corp., n28 in which Boston Fuel owned all the stock
of BFT, which was the titled owner of the tug. Pursuant to an oral agreement, Boston Fuel operated the vessel, for
which it was paid a management fee. The court permitted Boston Fuel to limit its liability:
While we are not certain that the terms embodied in the oral agreement between Boston Fuel and
BFT would normally constitute a "charter party", the case of In re Petition of United States ... compels us
to conclude that Boston Fuel may limit its liability in this case. n29
The court found that both Boston Fuel and the operator in In re Petition of United States were "engaged in the business
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of navigation" as operators of vessels owned by other concerns. "It is because of their status as operators that they are
potentially liable for the negligence of the vessels, and it is because of their status as operators that they fall within the
scope of the limitation statutes." n30 Thus, at least within the Third Circuit, operators may also seek the benefits of the
Limitation Act. n31
There is nothing to indicate that Petition of United States departs from the proposition that temporary possession and
control do not give the right to seek limitation of liability. The addition to the categories of owners pro hac vice created
by Petition of United States for vessel operators who are separate and distinct from demise charterers, yet more than
mere bailees, is significant, and represents an addition to the ranks of non-title holders entitled to seek limitation under §
30505 (formerly § 183). n32
The court in In re Barracuda Tanker Corp. n33 declined to expand the categories of persons entitled to seek limitation.
There, Union Oil manufactured the vessel and then, after transferring title to another entity (for tax reasons), time
chartered the vessel. The vessel was involved in a major oil spill. Union argued it was entitled to limitation under §
30505 (formerly § 183). The Second Circuit found that the claims against Union Oil were unrelated to the navigation of
the vessel and, therefore, analogous to the claims in American Car & Foundry v. Brassert, n34 based on negligent
manufacture. The court did not stop there, however. The court held that a time charterer was not a charterer under §
30501 (formerly § 186), and that there was no case authority for concluding that a time charterer could limit under §
30505 (formerly § 183). n35
In Admiral Towing Co. v. Wollen, n36 a tug was lost while on a voyage from Portland to San Francisco. The tug was
under the command of an agent who had been deployed to pick up the tug pursuant to the repossession of it under a ship
mortgage. Although the mortgagee filed a petition seeking limitation, it was argued on appeal that the district court did
not have jurisdiction to decide the case because he was neither the owner nor the charterer of the vessel. The court
rejected this contention on collateral estoppel grounds, but then went on to rule on the substantive issue. The court held
that a mortgagee in possession, moving toward obtaining legal title, was sufficiently in control of the vessel and had the
requisite legal relationship to constitute an "owner" for § 183 purposes. n37 The court suggested that one whose
relationship to the vessel "might reasonably afford grounds upon which a claim of liability for damages might be
asserted against him ... " n38 should have the right to seek protection of the Limitation Act. n39
A former owner, who held title to the vessel at the time of the incident giving rise to the claims, has the right to seek
protection under the Limitation Act. n40 However, a former owner has no right to seek limitation for damages arising
after ownership has terminated. n41
The master of the vessel may or may not be entitled to be included in the protection of the owner's right to limitation.
The Fifth Circuit has held that the master is not entitled to the protection of the limitation injunction, and that a state
court action against the master may proceed even though the owner has commenced a limitation proceeding. n42 The
Ninth Circuit, however, has expressed concern that allowing an action against the master to proceed would prejudice the
owner's rights in the limitation proceeding. n43 The court observed that a judgment against the master could deplete the
insurance funds available to the owner, since the master was a named insured on the owner's policy. Consequently, it
found that the provisions of § 30512 (formerly § 187), regarding the stay of other proceedings, should apply to the
action against the master.
The concept of "ownership" is not wedded to the situs of legal, equitable or possessory rights. It is not possible to set
forth a single rule that will apply in all limitation proceedings. Each case must be judged on its particular facts.
However, it is possible to discern the common themes that run through the cases.
The cases are virtually unanimous in requiring that the right to limitation be premised on a person having legal title, an
equitable interest, or the right to possession and control of the vessel for a substantial period of time. Claims must be
related to the owner's activities at the time of ownership, although it is not necessary that the owner have ownership at
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the time limitation is sought.
If the person seeking limitation does not have legal title, but merely an equitable interest, then more than a transitory
and incidental possession and control will be required. A non-demise charterer, who has near-complete possession and
control, has solid authority supporting the right to seek limitation. However, if the possession and control is transitory,
then the would-be owner is more likely to be considered a mere bailee, and denied the right. As the interest of the
"owner" moves from an equitable interest toward a possessory interest, then the greater the amount of actual--and more
than transitory--possession and control will be required.
Finally, one who has no legal or equitable interest in the vessel may be able to seek limitation on the basis of being
ultimately responsible for the vessel's operation and maintenance under a contract that does not designate him as a
voyage or time charterer. n44 One who is not possessed of legal title and seeking limitation under § 30505 (formerly §
183) has a rough voyage ahead. n45
This aspect of the Limitation Act continues to be interpreted liberally. "The word 'owner' in the Limitation Act is
accorded a liberal, common sense interpretation in order to effectuate the intent of the Act." n46 As one court has noted,
while the Limitation Act is to be restrictively construed, this does not affect the liberal approach to determining who is
entitled to maintain a limitation action. n47
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers'
ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment &
GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on LiabilityCivil
ProcedurePartiesGeneral Overview
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. 46 U.S.C. § 30501 (formerly 46 U.S.C. App. § 186).
(n2)Footnote 2. Id.
(n3)Footnote 3. The term "demise" charter is often confused with a "bareboat" charter. They are not the same. The
"demise" charter places the vessel, fully equipped and crewed, in the exclusive possession and control of the charterer.
The master and crew become employees of the charterer and are no longer the employees of the owner. In a "bareboat"
charter, the charterer obtains possession of the bare boat. The charterer will provision the vessel and hire the master and
crew himself. He obtains exclusive possession and control of the vessel for the term of the charter. Both types of
charterer are considered to be owners "pro hac vice" of the vessel for the term of the charter. The difference is not
relevant to the present discussion. See generally, A. Parks & E. Cattell, The Law of Tug, Tow & Pilotage (3rd ed.,
1994), Cornell Maritime Press), at 875-81 (discussing the nature of a bareboat or demise charter, and the distinctions
between time and voyage charters and the demise.).
(n4)Footnote 4. 46 U.S.C. § 30501 (formerly § 186). See discussion of a charterer's right to seek limitation, infra.
(n5)Footnote 5.

279 U.S. 59, 49 S.Ct. 255, 73 L.Ed 613 (1929) .

(n6)Footnote 6. 279 U.S. at 63.
(n7)Footnote 7. 954 F.2d 1279 (7th Cir. 1992) .
(n8)Footnote 8. See also In re Exoneration from Liability of Shell Oil Co., 780 F. Supp. 1086 (E.D. La. 1991)
(parent who had conveyed vessel to subsidiary qualified as "owner", and shareholders of corporation were entitled to
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seek limitation.).
(n9)Footnote 9. 61 F.2d 162 (7th Cir. 1932) aff'd,

289 U.S. 261, 53 S.Ct. 618, 77 L.Ed. 1162 (1933) .

(n10)Footnote 10. Accord McDounough Marine Service, 749 F.Supp. 128 (E.D. La. 1990) (manufacturer was
denied right to enjoin state court action against it because owner of barge had commenced limitation action; court
stressed that it was vessel owners, not manufacturers who had the right to limit).
(n11)Footnote 11. 199 U.S. 62, 82, 25 S.Ct. 760, 50 L.Ed. 90 (1904) ("Although the word owner has a variety of
meanings, and may, under certain circumstances, include an equitable as well as a legal ownership, or even a right of
present use and possession, it implies something more than a bare legal title ... "). Hyde v. Shine was not a limitation
case, but arose out of a criminal indictment for defrauding the United States out of possession and use of certain tracts
of public land. Hyde, as a possessor of land under a void title, was found to come within the scope of a statute providing
certain rights to the owner of lands. While the case is not a limitation case, it has been cited repeatedly in limitation
cases as authority, since the Supreme Court has not addressed the issue of ownership in the limitation context.
(n12)Footnote 12. However, there are cases in which the owner with "bare legal title" is permitted to seek
limitation, such as cases in which the owner of a vessel that is bareboat chartered to another files a limitation complaint,
along with the bareboat charterer who operated the vessel. In such cases, the owner's reversionary right may be so far in
the future as to leave the owner with merely the legal title to the vessel. See Rice v. New York Trap Rock Corp., 198 F.
Supp. 346 (S.D.N.Y. 1959) , aff'd, 294 F.2d 272 (2d Cir. 1961) (owner may recover from charterer for damage done to
boat while in charterer's possession); In re Anthony O'Boyle, Inc., 51 F.Supp. 430 (S.D.N.Y. 1943) (owner does not
need to direct and control operation of vessel in order to be entitled to invoke limitation proceedings); Rautbord v.
Ehmann, 190 F.2d 533 (7th Cir. 1951) (owner of boat operated by his minor son was entitled to liability limitation, even
though son was negligent, providing incident causing damage occurred without privity or knowledge of owner).
(n13)Footnote 13. 289 U.S. 261, at 264 .
(n14)Footnote 14. The Court stated:
What, then, is the liability which petitioner seeks to limit? It is manifestly not a liability imputed to
petitioner as shipowner. With respect to respondent, the mere fact that petitioner retained the legal title to
the vessel, in order to secure the payment of the remainder of the price, neither created liability for the
injury alleged to have been sustained on account of the explosion nor conferred immunity. If such
liability existed, it arose not because petitioner reserved title, while delivering possession and control of
use, but because it was manufacturer and vendor. The question of liability would be determined with
reference to the obligations which were expressly assumed by the vendor, or were inherent in the
transaction, irrespective of the title retained as security. Similarly, as to other persons who are alleged to
have suffered injury from the accident--the possible claimants described in the libel--petitioner's liability,
if any, had no relation to any responsibility of petitioner as holder of the naked title, but would depend
upon petitioner's conduct as maker of the vessel, ...

289 U.S. at 265.
(n15)Footnote 15. 124 F. Supp. 73 (D. Conn. 1954) .
(n16)Footnote 16. 48 F.2d 842, 1931 A.M.C. 412 (E.D. Wis. 1931) .
(n17)Footnote 17.

279 U.S. 59, 49 S.Ct. 255, 73 L.Ed. 613 (1929) .

(n18)Footnote 18. 48 F.2d at 842.
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(n19)Footnote 19. 48 F.2d at 844.
(n20)Footnote 20. 7 F. Supp. 475 (W.D. Pa. 1934) , aff'd, 73 F.2d 88 (3d Cir. 1934) .
(n21)Footnote 21. Accord, Diamond S.S. Transp. Corp. v. Peoples Savings Bank & Trust Co., 152 F.2d 916 (4th
Cir. 1945) (liability limitation not available to mere bailee of vessel, as opposed to charterer of vessel).
(n22)Footnote 22. 124 F. Supp. at 73 .
(n23)Footnote 23. 124 F. Supp. at 76 .
(n24)Footnote 24. 259 F.2d 608 (3d Cir. 1958) .
(n25)Footnote 25. 46 U.S.C. § 30501 (formerly § 186).
(n26)Footnote 26. 259 F.2d 610.
(n27)Footnote 27. 259 F.2d 611 . Demise charterers have frequently been referred to as "owners pro hac vice" of
vessels. See e.g., Aird v. Weyerhauser S.S. Co., 169 F.2d 606 (3d Cir. 1948) .
(n28)Footnote 28. 433 F. Supp. 854 (E.D. Pa. 1977) .
(n29)Footnote 29. 433 F.Supp. at 872 .
(n30)Footnote 30. 433 F.Supp. at 873 .
(n31)Footnote 31. See also In re Bankers Trust Co., 651 F.2d 160, 1981 A.M.C. 1497 (3d Cir. 1981) (Bankers
Trust Company, the record owner, Monsanto Company, the charterer, and Keystone Shipping Company, the operator,
were permitted to maintain limitation action); In re Chesapeake Shipping, Inc. 803 F. Supp. 872 (S.D.N.Y. 1992) (ship
management company with full ownership responsibilities had right to seek limitation). The Chesapeake court had
previously dismissed, with leave to replead, the limitation complaint because the management company had failed to
plead sufficient facts to establish the requisite degree of control over the vessel. In re Chesapeake Shipping, Inc., 778
F. Supp. 153 (S.D.N.Y. 1991) . In Birmingham Southeast, LLC v. M/V Merchant Patriot, 2000 A.M.C. 1015 (S.D. Ga.
2000) , the court held that a ship manager may be entitled to limit if its function is equivalent to that of a bareboat
charterer. However, when the manager operates under an oral contract, does not crew the vessel, and takes its direction
as to the operation of the vessel from the owner, it is not entitled to limitation.
(n32)Footnote 32. For other maritime purposes, however, those whose right to temporarily possess and control the
movement of vessels on navigable waters have been deemed owners pro hac vice of those vessels. See Blair v. United
States Steel Corp., 444 F.2d 1390 (3d Cir. 1971) (bailee in exclusive possession of barge was deemed owner pro hac
vice for Jones Act and unseaworthiness purposes). This owner pro hac vice would not have been considered a demise
charterer under any of the commonly-used criteria.
(n33)Footnote 33. 409 F.2d 1013 (2d Cir. 1969) .
(n34)Footnote 34. 289 U.S. at 261.
(n35)Footnote 35. 409 F.2d at 1015 .
(n36)Footnote 36. 290 F.2d 641 (9th Cir. 1961) .
(n37)Footnote 37. 290 F.2d at 645-46 .
(n38)Footnote 38. 290 F.2d at 645 .
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(n39)Footnote 39. See also: Dick v. United States, 671 F.2d 724, 727 (2d Cir 1982) (United States permitted to
limit although it was neither owner nor charterer; "[a]s a general rule, one who is subjected to a shipowner's liability
because of his exercise of dominion over a vessel should be able to limit his liability to that of an owner"); Exoneration
from Liability of Shell Oil Co., 780 F.Supp. 1086, 1089 (E.D. La. 1991) (term "owner" did not require legal title but
included those who, because of general dominion over vessel's maintenance and operation, were "likely target" for
claims); Calkins v. Graham, 667 F.2d 1292 (9th Cir. 1982) (right to seek limitation denied because party was not in
possession or control of vessel at time of accident).
(n40)Footnote 40. Petition of Zebroid Trawling Corp., 428 F.2d 226, 229, 1970 A.M.C. 113 (1st Cir. 1970) (the
damage for which limitation was sought occurred while petitioner held legal title).
(n41)Footnote 41. In re Marine Recreational Opportunities, Inc., 15 F.3d 270, 1994 A.M.C. 1288 (2d Cir. 1994)
(former owner who exercised no control over vessel at time of accident denied right to seek limitation). See also In re
The Trojan, 167 F. Supp. 576, 1959 A.M.C. 201 (N.D. Cal. 1958) (former owner who lacked any measure of control
over vessel at time of accident entitled to seek limitation, since liability arose out of conduct during time of ownership).
(n42)Footnote 42. Zapata Haynie Corp. v. Arthur, 926 F.2d 484, 1991 A.M.C. 1769 (5th Cir. 1991) (court found
§ 30512 (formerly § 187), which states that nothing in Act shall be construed to take away any remedy to which a party
may be entitled against master, to be unambiguous; therefore, the Act should apply only to owners, not to masters).
(n43)Footnote 43. In re Paradise Holdings, Inc., 795 F.2d 756 (9th Cir. 1986) .
(n44)Footnote 44. Note that operation and maintenance responsibilities are inconsistent with a time or voyage
charterer's normal responsibilities.
(n45)Footnote 45. For example, limitation has been uniformly denied to those in temporary possession and control
of a vessel for the purpose of discharging cargo. See Vang v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., 7 F. Supp. 475 (W.D. Pa.
1934) , aff'd, 73 F.2d 88 (3d Cir. 1934) .
(n46)Footnote 46. Hammersley v. Braniger Organization, Inc., 762 F. Supp. 950, 956 (S.D. Ga. 1991) .
(n47)Footnote 47. In re Geophysical Serv., Inc. 590 F. Supp. 1346 (S.D. Tex. 1984) .
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§ 16. Jury Trials in Limitation Cases.

When the admiralty tradition collides with the right to a jury trial under the saving to suitors clause, n1 there is
inevitable tension. Fed. R. Civ. P. 38(e) provides that the civil rules should not be construed to create the right to a jury
trial in an admiralty matter. n2 Most limitation proceedings are tried by the court in admiralty. The lack of a jury in
admiralty is rarely questioned, and, when it is, the courts usually have little difficulty in disposing of the issue. In In re
High Hook, Inc., n3 for example, a fishing vessel owner filed a limitation complaint pleading admiralty jurisdiction
under Fed. R. Civ. P. 9(h), seeking relief under the Limitation Act. The claimant, a passenger who allegedly was injured
aboard the vessel, demanded a jury trial under the saving clause. The court found that the complaint asserted an
admiralty claim, this being the case whether or not it was denominated as such under Rule 9(h). Noting that Rule 38(e)
has been held to deny a right to a jury trial on any claim that is cognizable in admiralty, regardless of what is pleaded,
n4 the court held that, absent a statutory right to a jury, such as in the Jones Act, n5 it was without authority to grant a
jury trial merely because there was diversity of citizenship between the parties. n6
As previously discussed, the Supreme Court, in Langnes v. Green n7 and Ex Parte Green, n8 held that the owner's right
to limitation in admiralty must be balanced against the claimant's right to proceed at law before a jury under the saving
clause. The holding has since expanded to include the right of the single-claim claimant to proceed at law, and the right
of multiple claimants to proceed at law when their claims total less than the value of the limitation fund. More recently,
multiple claimants whose claims exceed the limitation fund have been permitted to proceed at law before a jury, so long
as the right of the vessel owner to the protection of the Limitation Act is safeguarded by adequate stipulations entered
into by all the claimants. n9 See § 14 (discussing the stipulations required to allow actions to proceed outside of the
limitation proceeding).
The cases in which the admiralty courts have allowed a jury trial have divided the responsibility for the "saving clause"
issues and the admiralty issues between the jury and the court. In In re Poling Transp. Corp., n10 the court empanelled
a jury to hear state law claims within the admiralty limitation proceeding, even though there was no independent basis
for hearing those claims at law in federal court. The case involved the explosion of a tanker. Suits were filed in state
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court, and the vessel owner then filed a limitation complaint. The state actions were stayed. Noting that this case did not
fit within the recognized exceptions to the admiralty trial of all issues (i.e., a single claim, or multiple claims totaling
less than the limitation fund), the court sought to accommodate the inherent conflict between the interest of the vessel
owner in an admiralty non-jury trial and the claimants' desire to have a jury under the saving clause. To resolve the
conflict, the court fashioned a procedure in which it empanelled a jury at the outset and allowed the trial to proceed as to
all issues. The court would decide the admiralty issues, including limitation of liability, and the jury would decide the
remaining issues, if any. This would avoid the need for duplicative federal and state trials. n11
However, in James F. Lewis v. Lewis & Clark Marine, Inc., n12 the Eighth Circuit reversed the district court's
dissolution of the stay in a case in which the claimant had provided the usual stipulation as to res judicata, and had also
stipulated that the claim was less than the value of the vessel, but had also waived a jury trial in the state court action.
The court held that the Saving Clause only provided a jury trial which became moot when the jury was waived in the
state court. The claimant protested that more was "saved" than just the right to a jury, although there was no articulation
of any other right. The Supreme court reversed, n13 holding that the Saving to Suitors clause guaranteed not only a jury,
but also a choice of forum to the plaintiff.
In The Ming Giant, n14 the court allowed a jury to decide all issues in a limitation case involving the collision of a tug
and barge with a ship in which there were several injuries and one death. The suit by the deceased tug mate's widow
was enjoined in state court and brought into the admiralty action. The court, however, held that the claimant was
entitled to a jury trial under the Jones Act. To avoid a waste of time and the necessity of retrial, the court used the jury's
findings on all issues, including the limitation issues of privity and knowledge. The court rejected the vessels'
contention that there was no jury trial in admiralty. The court held that while there may be an expectation of no jury in
admiralty, there was no right to a non-jury trial. n15
Thus, there is authority for an admiralty court submitting the issues in a limitation case to a jury. Courts have more
often submitted the liability and damage issues to the jury, reserving for the court the limitation issues. While the
traditionalist might find the idea of a jury in an admiralty action to be unsettling, combining the admiralty action with a
jury action within the same case is more consistent with the idea of a concursus of claims in admiralty, and more
efficient, than bifurcating the action between the admiralty and state courts. n16
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers'
ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment &
GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on LiabilityCivil
ProcedureTrialsJury TrialsGeneral Overview
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. 28 U.S.C. § 1332.
(n2)Footnote 2. For a discussion of jury trials in admiralty, see 29 Moore's Federal Practice, Ch. 704, Admiralty
Pleading and Procedure .
(n3)Footnote 3. 1992 A.M.C. 2354 (E.D. Pa. 1992) .
(n4)Footnote 4. Citing Durden v. Exxon Corp., 803 F.2d 845, 1987 A.M.C. 1666 (5th Cir. 1986) .
(n5)Footnote 5. 46 U.S.C. §§ 30104-30105 (formerly 46 U.S.C. App.§ 688).
(n6)Footnote 6. See also In re Complaint of Thomas Barsch, 1994 A.M.C. 1999 (D.N.J. 1993) (in limitation action
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arising out of water skiing accident, with diversity of citizenship, court denied jury demand).
(n7)Footnote 7.

282 U.S. 531, 51 S.Ct. 243, 75 L.Ed. 520 (1931) .

(n8)Footnote 8.

286 U.S. 437, 52 S.Ct. 602, 76 L.Ed. 1212 (1932) .

(n9)Footnote 9. See Texaco, Inc. v. Williams, 47 F.3d 765 (5thy Cir. 1995).
(n10)Footnote 10. In re Poling Transp. Corp., 776 F. Supp. 779, 1992 A.M.C. 1075 (S.D.N.Y. 1991) .
(n11)Footnote 11. Accord, In re Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Co., 895 F. Supp. 604 (S.D.N.Y. 1995) (limitation
and exoneration issues for court, including negligence and causation, and apportionment of fund, if indicated; damages
for jury, if exoneration denied).
(n12)Footnote 12. Lewis v. Lewis & Clark Marine, Inc., 196 F.3d 900 (8th Cir. 1999), cert. granted, 530 U.S.
1202 (2000).
(n13)Footnote 13.
A.M.C. 913 (2001) .

Lewis v. Lewis & Clark Marine, Inc., 531 U.S. 438, 121 S.Ct. 993, 148 L.Ed.2d 931, 2001

(n14)Footnote 14. Red Star Towing v. The Ming Giant, 552 F.Supp. 367 (S.D.N.Y. 1982) .
(n15)Footnote 15. The court ( 552 F. Supp. at 371) cited Fitzgerald v. U.S. Lines Co., 374 U.S. 16, reh'g denied,
375 U.S. 870, 84 S.Ct. 26, 11 L.Ed.2d 99 (1963). In that case the Supreme Court held that a maintenance and cure
action may be tried to the same jury as a Jones Act claim. The case does not stand for the proposition that there is a
basis for granting a jury trial in admiralty absent a statutory mandate.
(n16)Footnote 16. The Jones Act jury issues were tried to a jury, with the court deciding limitation of liability
issues in Newton v. Shipman, 718 F.2d 959 (9th Cir. 1983) .
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§ 17. Class Actions in Limitation Cases.

In a number of cases, which have involved injuries claimed by a significant number of individuals, there have been
attempts to institute class actions under Fed. R. Civ. P 23. See generally Moore's Federal Practice, Ch. 23, Class
Actions. The courts that have addressed the issue in limitation cases have focused on the basic incompatibility of the
class action device with the purposes of the Limitation Act and Rule F, which call for all claims to be brought forward
within the limitation action.
In In re Lloyd's Leasing, Ltd., n1 the court held that claimants in a limitation action may not use the class action device
to assert claims on behalf of themselves and others similarly situated, the class action device being inconsistent with the
purposes of the Limitation Act and Rule F. The court found:

that the class action would interfere with the concursus of claims;

that notice requirements were different; and

that the limitation procedure required that claimants appear individually. n2
In Slaven v. BP Am., Inc., n3 the court held that a class action is inconsistent with the procedure in a limitation action;
but, when limitation has been determined to be inapplicable there is no longer a bar to bringing a class action within the
proceeding as to common liability issues. However, where damage issues vary, and do not meet the commonality
requirement, the court will bifurcate and require individual damage trials.
In In re Sause Bros. Ocean Towing, n4 the vessel owners filed a limitation action in connection with an oil spill off the
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coast of Washington and British Columbia. The normal monition was entered requiring that claimants file claims with
the court. A class action claim was filed on behalf of all persons who had performed clean-up work where the oil had
washed ashore in Canada. The class sought payment for labor and expenses associated with the clean-up work on
theories of negligence, nuisance and maritime salvage. The court dismissed the class action and provided the individual
members of the class additional time to file individual claims. An amended answer and claim was timely filed; however,
it set forth additional theories of recovery (intentional infliction of emotional distress, trespass, quantum meruit, and
implied contract) not previously set forth in the claim of the former class members. The claimants argued that these new
claims should be permitted to be brought as a class action.
The court, rejecting the claimants' motion, found that class actions were not appropriate in a limitation action. The
purpose of the monition was to require all claims against the fund to be presented within the time allowed by the court.
While the court may extend the time to allow additional claims to be filed under Rule F(4), such extension was within
the discretion of the court upon a showing of cause why the extension should be allowed. The court reasoned that the
extension of time to allow the filing of claims by the class members who might have relied on the class action to
represent their interests did not permit the assertion of claims which were entirely new.
In another case, arising out of a collision between the Noordam and the Mount Ymitos on the high seas, a limitation
proceeding was instituted by the owners of the Mount Ymitos. Thereafter, a class action was filed by a name plaintiff on
her own behalf and on behalf of all passengers on the Noordam, against the Noordam. The Noordam owners filed a
third party complaint against the owners of the Mount Ymitos. The two actions were consolidated. The court dismissed
the class action petition, relying on Lloyd's Leasing. The court held that when maritime jurisdiction is invoked, the
Supplemental Admiralty Rules supersede the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to the extent there are inconsistencies.
The policy of the Limitation Act is to bring all claims before the court, and that policy is best served by requiring that
individual claims be filed in the limitation action rather than under Rule 23. n5
In Commonwealth of Puerto Rico v. The M/V Emily S., n6 class action certification under Rule 23 was sought by
persons claiming damages as the result of an oil spill from a barge off Puerto Rico. The district court did an extensive
analysis concerning the suitability of class certification in a mass tort situation such as an oil spill. The court determined
that the nature of the alleged injuries and the alleged causes of the injuries would vary significantly among claimants, n7
and, therefore, the case was not suitable for class certification. The court found that the law was clear that class action
proceedings were incompatible with limitation of liability proceedings under Rule F.
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers'
ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment &
GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on LiabilityCivil
ProcedureClass ActionsGeneral Overview
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. 902 F.2d 368 (5th Cir. 1990) .
(n2)Footnote 2. In addition, the court ruled that the filing of claims by the purported class claimants did not toll the
time limit within which other members of the purported class might file claims.
(n3)Footnote 3.

190 F.R.D. 649, 2001 A.M.C. 1083 (C.D. Cal. 2001) .

(n4)Footnote 4. 1992 A.M.C. 1869 (D. Ore. 1992) .
(n5)Footnote 5. 1994 A.M.C. 1794 (E.D. La. 1994) .
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(n6)Footnote 6. 1995 A.M.C. 1025 (D.P.R. 1994) .
(n7)Footnote 7. The claims of the class claimants included exposure to fumes from the oil floating offshore, and
varied according to the wind direction and strength, as well as according to the relative sensitivity of the individual class
members to exposure to the fumes.
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§ 18. Trial of a Limitation Action.

The Limitation of Liability action causes much confusion because it is essentially a mirror image of a normal lawsuit.
The parties who seek money (claimants) are defendants. The party who seeks to avoid paying that money, normally the
defendant, is in these cases the plaintiff. The plaintiff vessel owner, or the defendants, may pursue third party practice
under Rule 14. And, if a third party defendant is joined under Rule 14(c), the joinder may include a demand that the
third party defendant defend not only as to the third party complaint, but also as to the plaintiff's complaint as well.
Often, the plaintiff vessel owner will join a third party defendant demanding indemnity or contribution. The third party
defendant would then join other parties, which it contended were liable to it, for indemnity or contribution, demanding
that they answer the plaintiff's initial third party complaint seeking indemnity and contribution, and the complaint
seeking exoneration or limitation. Moreover, in a situation in which there are claims against non-vessel owners, which
arise out of the same accident or casualty that gives rise to the limitation action, the non-vessel owners should be able to
join the parties who are potential (or actual) plaintiffs against them as third party defendants in the limitation action
under Rule 14(c), and include a declaratory judgment count. In this declaratory judgment action, the joining non-vessel
owning party would seek a declaration of their liability to such additional parties, and their right to indemnity or
contribution for the vessel owner in the limitation action. This is necessary, because the right to indemnity or
contribution from the vessel owner can not arise until the party seeking such indemnity or contribution shall have
actually paid. Yet, the liability for which indemnity or contribution is sought may not be established until some later
date. Because the admiralty limitation action is usually brought relatively promptly, and in light of the policy in favor of
creating a concursus of all claims and disposing of them in one action, joinder of even these additional parties should be
encouraged. The admiralty court will have jurisdiction over related non-admiralty claims under 28 U.S.C. § 1367,
Supplemental Jurisdiction. The Supreme Court has clearly held that liberal joinder should be allowed in order to enable
the court to dispose of all claims in a single proceeding. n1
In the trial of the limitation action, it is appropriate for the claimants (defendants) who would seek to establish liability
to proceed first, as would be normal had those parties filed suit themselves, to establish liability. n2 Should the
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defendants (claimants) fail to establish liability, the vessel owner would be exonerated. However, it is usual to proceed,
upon the close of the claimants' case, with the vessel owner's proof of facts which will result in its exoneration. This
evidence might include proof that the casualty was caused by others, such as third party defendants joined by the vessel
owner. Those third party defendants would then offer their proofs as to the issue of their liability, the liability of the
vessel owner, and any other relevant issue. n3
The vessel owner bears the burden of proof on lack of privity and knowledge in the cause of the casualty. Although
there might be some circumstances in which a vessel owner would be permitted to seek a bi-furcation of the trial as to
liability and as to privity and knowledge, it seems that in most cases the entire liability trial should proceed as a whole.
Should the vessel owner not succeed in a Rule 50 motion for judgment at the close of the evidence against it as to
liability, then the vessel owner would proceed with all of its proofs, including evidence as to the liability of third parties,
and as to lack of privity and knowledge on its own part.
Trial as to damages may be an integral part of the liability trial, or there may be bifurcation as to damages from the
liability aspects. If there is bi-furcation, and the claimants have been proceeding in admiralty as a result of the stay,
having previously filed state court actions, then in the event that liability is established, and limitation is denied, the
court might grant relief from the stay and permit the various actions to proceed to trial by jury in their original fora. n4
There may be circumstances, however, in which the admiralty court will retain the case and try damages even where
limitation is denied. n5
A case which recently addressed these issues is Clearsky Shipping Corp., et al Limitation Proceedings (M/V
Brightfield). n6 The M/V Brightfield collided with the New Orleans Riverwalk shopping center, condominiums, and the
Hilton Riverside Hotel on December 14, 1996. The owner filed a complaint seeking limitation of liability on December
18. The court entered its injunction the next day, the 19th, which restrained commencement or further prosecution of
any other proceedings against the limitation plaintiff arising out of the collision. Other actions were filed by individuals
who sought to recover from the limitation plaintiffs and claimants in the limitation action. The court amended its stay to
require that any claimant who desired to assert a claim against a non-vessel individual or entity must either file that
claim in the limitation proceeding or wait until after the limitation action was complete to file it against that other party.
Subsequently, various claimants sought relaxation of the stay to permit prosecution of state law claims against parties
other than the limitation plaintiff in state court under the Saving to Suitors Clause. The district court declined to amend
the stay, holding that the Saving to Suitors Clause only saved a remedy, not a non-federal forum. It preserves the right
to pursue non-maritime remedies, which the admiralty court would allow in the forum of the limitation action. The court
specifically noted that were the stay to be lifted, the defendants in the state court actions would certainly seek to recover
contribution and/or indemnity from the limitation plaintiffs in the limitation action. This would inevitably require the
district court, in the limitation action, to assess the value of the claims in the limitation action and make a determination
of the degree of fault to be assessed against each party. The court noted that its findings might conflict with the state
court findings. The district court permitted the filing of claims in the state court, subject to the provision that they could
not be prosecuted until after the limitation action had been determined, including the adjudication of the fault of all
parties, and the evaluation of all claims for the purpose of apportioning contribution and/or indemnity.
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers'
ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment &
GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on LiabilityCivil
ProcedureTrialsGeneral Overview
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. British Transport Commission v. United States (Duke of York--

Haiti Victory), 354 U.S. 129, 77 S.
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Ct. 1103, 11 L.Ed 2d 1234 (1957) .
(n2)Footnote 2. In re National Shipping Co. of Saudi Arabia, 84 F. Supp. 2d 716, 2000 A.M.C. 771 (E.D.Va.
2000) . A Limitation proceeding is two pronged. First, the claimants must establish a basis of liability. Then the vessel
owner must establish that its privity and knowledge did not cause (or might have prevented) the loss. In Carr v. PMS
Fishing Corporation, 1999 A.M.C. 2958 (1st Cir. 1999) the claimant proceeded first to show liability, following which
the vessel owner proceeded to establish lack of privity and knowledge as to those issues established in claimant's case.
(n3)Footnote 3.
Cir. 1985) .

Bankers Trust Co. v. Bethlehem Steel Corp., 761 F.2d 943, 1985 A.M.C. 2494, 2501, n.14 (3d

(n4)Footnote 4.

In re Bay Runner Rentals, Inc., 113 F.Supp. 2d 795, 2001 A.M.C. 894 (D. Md. 2000) .

(n5)Footnote 5.

Karim v. Finch Shipping Co., 94 F. Supp. 2d 727, 2000 A.M.C. 1617 (E.D. La. 2000) .

(n6)Footnote 6. 1998 A.M.C. 802 (E.D. La. 1997) .
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§ 21. Various Liabilities Subject to Limitation.

A. Damage to Property, Goods or Merchandise.
46 U.S.C. § 30505 grants a shipowner limitation of liabilities "arising from any embezzlement, loss or destruction by
any property, goods, or merchandise shipped or put on board the vessel, any loss, damage, or injury by collision, or any
act, matter, or thing, loss, damage, or forfeiture, done, occasioned, or incurred, without the privity or knowledge of the
owner." "Embezzlement" includes pilferage. n1 "Loss or destruction" includes every form of physical damage, partial or
total. "Property, goods or merchandise shipped or put on board" includes every item of cargo, n2 including mail, n3
baggage, n4 and personal property generally on board the vessel. n5
B. Collision.
46 U.S.C. § 30505 expressly mentions "any loss, damage, or injury by collision." This includes collision damage to a
vessel, as well as to cargo. In Norwich & N.Y. Transportation Co. v. Wright n6 the court said of Section 3 of the Act of
1851, which, slightly revised, is now 46 U.S.C. § 30505:
... The section as constructed limits the shipowner's liability in three classes of damage or
wrong-happening without their privity, and by the fault or neglect of the master or other persons on
board, viz.: 1st, damage to goods on board; 2nd, damage by collision to other vessels and their cargoes;
3rd, any other damage or forfeiture done or incurred.
C. Collision with a Wreck.
The owner of a wreck who can show absence of privity or knowledge, may, it seems, limit his liability for damage to a
vessel which ran upon the wreck. n7
D. Loss of a Tow.
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The owner of a tug may limit his liability for loss of a vessel in tow or its cargo. n8
E. Loss by Act of War.
The owner of a vessel lost by the attack of a submarine may maintain a complaint for limitation, and obtain judgment
limiting liability. n9
F. Salvage.
A ship owner may limit his liability against a claim for salvage. n10
G. Fire on Board.
In Providence & N.Y. Steamship Co. v. Hill Manufacturing Co. n11 it was argued that inasmuch as 46 U.S.C. § 182
(now § 30504) permits complete exemption from liability for any fire damage to merchandise, happening without the
shipowner's "design or neglect," there could be no limitation of a fire for which the shipowner might be liable because
of neglect, but without privity or knowledge. The Supreme Court rejected this contention and held that liability for such
a loss by fire could be limited. Two Justices dissented, saying that a fire caused by neglect could not possibly occur
without privity or knowledge; but that view has never prevailed. n12 Of course if the fire damages only cargo, and if the
owner obtains complete exoneration from liability under 46 U.S.C. § 30504, there will be no liability to be limited, and
46 U.S.C. § 30505 will never come into play. n13
H. Fire on Land.
In Ex parte Phenix Insurance Co. n14 the shipowner was denied limitation for fire damage on land communicated from
a vessel, but the event occurred in 1880, prior to the Act of 1884 which extended these laws broadly to "any and all
debts and liabilities," and the case is no longer the law. A shipowner may now limit against such a loss. n15 The
recodification of 2006 continued the language concerning "any claim debts or liabilities".
An ocean carrier may broadly apply the policy of the liability statutes to a fire originating anywhere and damaging any
property with whose owner it may have a contract relation, by inserting an appropriate clause in the contract.
Thus, in the Munaires n16 the shipowner-carrier was exonerated from liability to cargo, burned by a shore fire in pier
sheds, by the following clause inserted in the bills of lading or dock receipts: "The carrier shall not be liable, as carrier
or otherwise, for any loss occurring on wharf or in warehouse occasioned by fire or explosion from any cause
whatsoever." Whether or not the bill of lading contained such language, however, the language of the statute itself,
providing for exoneration for damage to "merchandise on the vessel" should be sufficient to protect the vessel from
liability to cargo owners whose cargo is damaged by a fire originating on land.
I. Negligent Bodily Injury and Death.
In Butler v. Boston Steamship Co., n17 which involved cases arising out of a steamer's stranding and sinking on the
coast of Massachusetts in January, 1884, it was held that "the law of limited liability applies to cases of personal injury
and death as well as to cases of loss of or injury to property." In Craig v. Continental Insurance Co. n18 limitation of
liability was allowed for the death of an engineer who had gone on board a stranded vessel and was assisting in salvage
operations and in the Albert Dumois n19 limitation of liability for loss of life of passengers was granted. These cases
involved situations where plaintiffs were suing in personam pursuant to state wrongful death acts. Since the Supreme
Court's landmark decision in Moragne v. States Marine Lines, Inc., n20 recognizing a remedy for wrongful death under
the general maritime law, suit can also be brought in admiralty. Would-be beneficiaries may now seek recovery under
the general maritime law, under state law, or under one of the federal death statutes, i.e., the Jones Act, Death on the
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High Seas Act, or the Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers' Compensation Act. Although an aggrieved party may elect
to bring a Moragne action, the shipowner's right to file a complaint seeking the benefits of the Limitation Act are
unaffected and he may proceed to seek to limit his liability as he has always done when sued pursuant to the statutory
death actions. n21
A seaman's personal injury suit under 46 U.S.C. § 30104 (commonly known as the Jones Act) is subject to limitation
like any other suit for bodily injury. n22 However, all claims of this description benefit from the supplementary right
granted to claimants for death and bodily injury to recovery from a supplemental fund equivalent to $420 per ton of the
vessel's tonnage for each "distinct occasion" of injury. n23
J. Damage to a Structure on Land.
Richardson v. Harmon n24 allowed limitation of liability to the owners of a vessel for damage done to a railroad
drawbridge by collision. In the Norfolk-Berkley Bridge Case n25 the court said:
Since Congress had the constitutional power to gather into admiralty all the claimants against the
vessel and its owner, whether their claims are strictly in admiralty or not, and limit their recovery to the
value of the ship and the pending freight, there is no doubt of its power to apply the same rule of
recovery between a claimant as to the ship, in cross claims, between them.
In the Brinton n26 the owner of tug boats was allowed to limit its liability for damage done to a boardwalk along a
beach by the stranding of barges which escaped from the custody of the tugs in a gale. n27 In the City of Bangor, n28
limitation was allowed against damages caused by the obstruction of a wharf.
The blocking of a slip by the sinking of a vessel is "one of those tortious wrongs for which Congress gave the shipowner
the protection of the limitation of liability proceeding." n29
K. Damage to Persons on Land.
A vessel owner may also limit his liability for damage done by the instrumentality of his vessel to persons on land. In
the Atlas No.7, n30 the driver of a truck which was being loaded on a pier, was killed when the employees on the
lighter negligently overloaded the rear of the truck, throwing the driver from the truck onto the lighter; the owner of the
vessel was allowed to limit his liability, even though the tort was arguably non-maritime. Likewise, in the Trim Too,
n31 the court entertained a petition to limit liability where an explosion occurred while the vessel was on land
undergoing repairs, and people were thus injured on land. And in the Wichita Falls, n32 a limitation petition was
deemed proper where armed guards on a vessel fired shots into a menacing crowd of strikers as the vessel approached
its pier. Claims of injury by persons on land appear also to benefit from the supplementary right to recover up to $420
per ton under 46 U.S.C. § 30506.
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsCargo Care & StowageGeneral OverviewAdmiralty
LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. Black's Law Dictionary (Rev. 4th Ed. 1968) 614.
(n2)Footnote 2. The Giles Loring, 48 F. 470, 470-471 (D. Me. 1891) ; The Florida, 212 F. 334 (S.D.N.Y. 1910) .
(n3)Footnote 3. United States v. Hamburg A.P.A.G., 212 F. 40 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1914) .
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(n4)Footnote 4. Chamberlain v. Western Trans. Co., 44 N.Y. 305 (1871) ; The Longfellow, 104 F. 360 (6th Cir.
[Ohio] 1900).
(n5)Footnote 5. La Bourgogne, 210 U.S. 95, 28 S. Ct. 669, 52 L. Ed. 973 (1908) ; The Virginia (Hines v. Butler),
264 F. 986 (D. Md. 1920) , aff'd, 278 F. 877 (4th Cir. 1921) , cert. denied, 257 U.S. 659 (1922) .
(n6)Footnote 6. 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 104, 20 L. Ed. 585 (1872) . See also, In re Louisiana Department of
Highways, 455 F. Supp. 272 (E.D. La. 1978) ; Hogge v. S.S. Yorkmar, 1977 A.M.C. 805 434 F.Supp. 715 D. Md.
1977); In re Farrell Lines, Inc., 1976 A.M.C. 1639, 530 F.2d 7 (5th Cir. 1976) ; South Carolina Highway Department
v. Jacksonville Shipyards, 1976 A.M.C. 456 (S.D. Ga. 1975).
(n7)Footnote 7. The Snug Harbor, 53 F.2d 407, 1931 A.M.C. 1487 (E.D.N.Y. 1931) . See The Central States, 9 F.
Supp. 934, 1935 A.M.C. 461 (E.D.N.Y. 1935) . But see § 32, infra as to wreck removal costs.
(n8)Footnote 8. The M. Moran, 120 F. 556 (E.D.N.Y. 1903) ; Diamond S.S. Transportation Co. v. People Savings
Bank & Trust Co. (The Severance), 152 F.2d 916, 1946 A.M.C. 128 (4th Cir. [N.C.] 1945) , cert. denied, 328 U.S. 853
(1946) (The operator of a towing company may limit its liability for loss of a steamship and cargo caused by the
negligence of the company in furnishing an incompetent tug, notwithstanding that no one on the tug was negligent and
that the libel for loss of the steamship and cargo was in personam.). See also Petition of Tracy, 1952 A.M.C. 495, 194
F.2d 362 (2d Cir. 1952) .
(n9)Footnote 9. The Lusitania, 251 F. 715 (S.D.N.Y. 1918) . Even if the loss of the ship can be attributed partially
to the ship's disregard of orders requiring that all ships be darkened, if such disregard was without the knowledge of the
owners and such owners were not privy to the negligence involved, they are entitled to limit their liabilities. The Friar
Rock, 69 F. Supp. 538, 1947 A.M.C. 80 (S.D.N.Y. 1947) .
(n10)Footnote 10. The San Pedro, 223 U.S. 365, 32 S. Ct. 275, 56 L. Ed. 473 (1912) ; Union Reliance, 1963
A.M.C. 1439 (S.D. Tex. 1963) .
(n11)Footnote 11.

109 U.S. 578, 601, 3 S. Ct. 379, 27 L. Ed. 1038 (1883) .

(n12)Footnote 12. See The Snug Harbor, 53 F. 2d 407, 1931 A.M.C. 1487 (dictum) (E.D.N.Y. 1931); Verbeeck v.
Black Diamond Steamship Corp. (Black Gull), 269 F.2d 69, 1960 A.M.C. 163 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1959), modified, 273 F.2d
61, 1960 A.M.C. 170 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1959), cert. denied, 361 U.S. 934 (1960) (Once negligence has been shown, the
burden of proof of coming within the exemption from liability of the Fire Statute is on the owner.).
(n13)Footnote 13. The Salvore, 52 F.2d 278, 1931 A.M.C. 1287 (E.D.N.Y. 1931) , aff'd, 60 F.2d 683, 1932 A.M.C.
1181 (2d Cir.) cert. denied, 287 U.S. 683 (1932).
(n14)Footnote 14.

118 U.S. 610, 7 S. Ct. 25, 30 L. Ed. 274 (1886) .

(n15)Footnote 15. The R.T.C. Co. No. 7, 1937 A.M.C. 962 (E.D.N.Y. 1937) .
(n16)Footnote 16. 12 F. Supp. 913, 1936 A.M.C. 95 (E.D. La. 1936). Disapproved in The Sydney, 1940 A.M.C.
1037 (2d Cir. 1940).
(n17)Footnote 17. 130 U.S. 527, 9 S. Ct. 612, 32 L. Ed. 1017 (1889) . Cifrondello v. Henry Steers, Inc. (The
H.S., Inc. No. 72), 130 F.2d 341 (3rd Cir. [N.J.] 1942) (The owner of a scow sought exoneration from liability for the
death of a trespasser on a barge, who was drowned when removed by the captain with unnecessary violence, on the
ground that the captain was acting outside the scope of his employment. The Third Circuit reversed a decree
exonerating the owner but allowed the owner to limit his liability to the value of the scow and its freight.); Yangco v.
Laserna (Negros), 1942 A.M.C. 236 (Philippines 1942) (Under Article 587 of the Code of Commerce of the Philippine
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Islands providing for limitation of liability for damages arising from the misconduct of the captain in the case of goods
carried by the vessel, liability on claims of passengers for personal injury and death may also be limited.).
(n18)Footnote 18.

141 U.S. 638, 12 S. Ct. 97, 35 L. Ed. 886 (1891) .

(n19)Footnote 19. The Albert Dumois, 177 U.S. 240, 28 S. Ct. 664, 44 L. Ed. 751 (1900) . See
Chambers, 312 U.S. 383, 61 S. Ct. 687, 85 L. Ed. 903, 1941 A.M.C. 430 (1941) .
(n20)Footnote 20.

Just v.

398 U.S. 375, 90 S. Ct. 1772, 26 L. Ed. 2d 339, 1970 A.M.C. 967 (1970) .

(n21)Footnote 21. See § 22 infra.
(n22)Footnote 22. In re East River Towing Co. (The Edward), 266 U.S. 355, 45 S. Ct. 114, 69 L. Ed. 130, 1925
A.M.C. 33 (1925) ; Belleville, 35 F. Supp. 934, 1941 A.M.C. 350 (E.D.N.Y. 1940) (A shipowner is allowed to petition to
limit its liability to a longshoreman for injuries received aboard the owner's vessel.); Petition of Spearin, Preston &
Burrows, Inc. (The Lavinia D), 190 F.2d 684, 1951 A.M.C. 1523 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1951) (By commencing a limitation of
liability proceeding, after the filing of a Jones Act suit against it, the owner is not estopped from asserting that the sole
remedy of the claimant [plaintiff in the Jones Act suit] is under the Longshoremen's Act.).
(n23)Footnote 23. See § 22 infra.
(n24)Footnote 24. 222 U.S. 96, 32 S. Ct. 27, 56 L. Ed. 110 (1911) . The Supreme Court, in its opinion in this
case, also held that the Limitation Act contains an independent grant of jurisdiction to the admiralty court. However,
lower courts have not consistently followed this holding. See David Wright Charter Service, Lim. Proc. (the High
Hopes), 925 F.2d 783, 1991 A.M.C. 2927 (4th Cir. 1991) , holding that the Limitation Act is not jurisdictional, and that
the right of limitation may only be sought in an action otherwise within admiralty jurisdiction.
(n25)Footnote 25.

29 F.2d 115, 1928 A.M.C. 1636 (E.D. Va. 1928) .

(n26)Footnote 26. In re Penn. R.R., 48 F.2d 559, 1931 A.M.C. 852 (2d Cir. [N.Y.]) , cert. denied, 284 U.S. 640
(1931) .
(n27)Footnote 27. See The Trenton (Petition of O'Brien Bros., Inc.), 1938 A.M.C. 561 (E.D.N.Y. 1938) .
(n28)Footnote 28. 13 F. Supp. 648, 1936 A.M.C. 293 (D. Mass. 1936) .
(n29)Footnote 29. The South Shore, 29 F.2d 207, 1928 A.M.C. 1688 (D.N.J. 1928) , aff'd, 35 F.2d 110, 1929
A.M.C. 1552 (3d Cir. 1929), cert. denied, 281 U.S. 722 (1930).
(n30)Footnote 30. Petition of Wright & Cobb Lighterage Co., Inc., 42 F.2d 480, 1930 A.M.C. 1029 (S.D.N.Y.
1930) .
(n31)Footnote 31. 39 F. Supp. 271, 1941 A.M.C. 1147 (D. Mass. 1941) ("The courts have uniformly held that the
right to limit liability does not depend upon the use of the craft in maritime commerce.").
(n32)Footnote 32. Petition of Southern S.S. Co., 15 F. Supp. 612, 1936 A.M.C. 1364 (S.D. Tex. 1936) .
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§ 22. Liabilities Imposed by Other Statutes, Against Which the Shipowner May Limit.

A. Wrongful Death Statutes.
Many attempts have been made to avoid the application of the limitation of liability statutes by the contention that
subsequent statutes have, in some manner, impliedly repealed the limitation statutes pro tanto.
A recovery under the Death on the High Seas Act, n1 giving a civil remedy for death by wrongful act upon the high
seas, is subject to the limitation of liability statutes; n2 but as between claimants for wrongful death and the owner of a
vessel half at fault for the collision, the wrongful death claimants have priority against the limitation fund. n3 In
connection with the same collision it was held that the beneficiaries of naval employees of the government, despite the
government's pension system, might recover damages from a private ship, but could not sue the government under the
Public Vessels Act. n4
Section 4 of the Death on the High Seas Act n5 provides that whenever a similar right is granted by foreign law, an
action thereon may be maintained in the United States courts, "but without abatement in respect to the amount for which
recovery is authorized." In the Vestris n6 it was held that an English shipowner who sought to limit under the American
statutes in respect of deaths when the ship sank on the high seas came within Section 4, and consequently might not
limit his liability in respect of the death claims. It was also held that the statute of limitation contained within the
respective statute were substantive, not procedural, and thus suits had to be brought within one year, as provided by the
British Fatal Accidents Act, and not within two years, as provided by the Death on the High Seas Act. These rulings
were affirmed on appeal. n7 The death claimants were denied a motion for further or special security in the limitation
proceeding, but were left free to seek security by attachment or otherwise as they might find possible. The point later
became moot when the district court rendered an opinion that the right to limit should be denied anyway. n8 The claims
were then all settled before the final order was entered.
The Chicago and Silverpalm n9 presented a confused situation. A United States cruiser collided at sea with a British
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freight motorship. Several persons on board the cruiser were killed by the impact of the bow of the British vessel, and
suits for damages under the Death on the High Seas Act were commenced in American courts against the British
shipowner, who filed a petition praying for exoneration or limitation of his liability in accordance with the American
statute, and obtained the usual injunction staying the further prosecution of all independent actions. The injunction was
thereafter modified n10 to permit the actions for wrongful death to proceed separately in personam at law or in
admiralty. On appeal, the question whether the British statute might, if pleaded and proved, give a cause of action to the
widows and children of persons killed at sea in an American ship by collision of an English ship was reserved, but the
court held that the remedy, if it exists, is enforceable only in admiralty, and to that extent stayed the suits at law. n11
Subsequently the shipowner was denied the right to limit in all respects, n12 whereupon "the claimants could pursue
their claims in the limitation proceeding or in separate litigation, as they may be advised." The propriety of the order
modifying the injunction was accordingly considered to have become a moot point.
The two year or other time limit for commencing wrongful death suits is not suspended by the pendency of limitation
proceedings. n13 If the time allowed by the court for filing limitation claims is less than the ordinary statutory period
for filing suits, it is the practice to extend the limitation time, if necessary, up to the statutory period.
Previous to 1920, when there was no federal statute permitting recovery for wrongful death at sea, the court sometimes
modified the restraining order so as to permit the formal commencement of suits against a foreign shipowner under the
law prevailing in his country, n14 while staying their prosecution.
A right of action under a local or state death act is subject to limitation.
B. The Jones Act.
The Merchant Marine Act, 1920 (The Jones Act), n15 gives a remedy under the Federal Employers' Liability Act for
bodily injury or death of a seaman, against which the shipowner may limit. In In re East River Towing Co. (The
Edward) n16 on questions certified by the Second Circuit Court of Appeals, the Supreme Court answered in the
affirmative the question: "If an action at law be brought, such as is described in [the Jones Act], can the prosecution
thereof be enjoined by the injunction provided for in Admiralty Rule 51?" and answered in the negative the question:
"Has the [Jones Act] impliedly repealed the statute regarding limitation of liability of shipowners, so far as claims or
suits based on personal injuries to or death of seamen are concerned?" n17 It was initially thought that the decision in
The Edward might deprive seamen of the jury trials which were expressly given them under the Jones Act. n18 But in
many cases of single injuries, such as happen to individual fishermen on small fishing boats, it may be evident from the
pleadings and the limitation of liability testimony that the owner was privy to the condition causing the injury. For this
reason the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals dismissed a limitation proceeding and allowed the plaintiff to proceed with
his common law remedy. n19 On further appeal the Supreme Court laid down the rule that whenever there is only a
single claim or action, the plaintiff may have a trial on the merits with the limitation proceeding being kept in abeyance.
n20 A large number of Jones Act cases are single accidents, and the result is that all such single accident cases may be
tried before juries. Only if two or more persons are injured in one accident on one distinct occasion n21 may the
shipowner, by filing his liability petition, oust the common law court and force a non-jury trial in the admiralty court.
n22
C. Employers' Liability Act.
The Limitation of Liability Act, in respect of railroad carriers as vessel owners, is not nullified by the provisions of the
Employers' Liability Act, n23 but liability under the latter act is subject to limitation under the former. n24
D. Interstate Commerce Act.
The Interstate Commerce Act n25 did not by implication repeal the Limitation of Liability Acts or limit their scope. n26
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E. State Workmen's Compensation Acts.
If workmen assert their rights in admiralty or at common law and are drawn into a limitation of liability proceeding, the
admiralty court will deal with their claims and, even if the shipowner's petition is denied, will not remit the men to their
workmen's compensation remedy. n27 But if the men avoid the assertion of such rights, and rely solely on their
workmen's compensation remedy against an employer who is not a shipowner, the admiralty court will have no power
to intervene. n28
F. State Canal and Harbor Laws.
State and city laws regulating state canals and local harbors do not override the limitation laws. Thus, the owner of a
vessel sunk in the New York barge canal or at a city pier may limit his liability to the value of the sunken vessel despite
provisions of state or city law imposing further liability for the cost of removing the wreck. n29
G. Safety Laws.
Congress has enacted a number of statutes relating to the better security of life on vessels, and the United States has
entered into a multilateral Safety at Sea Convention n30 which has not yet been fully implemented by a suitable Act of
Congress. One of these safety statutes, the Act of February 28, 1871, n31 provides that "[w]henever damage is sustained
by any passenger or his baggage, from explosion, fire, collision, or other cause, the master and the owner of such vessel,
or either of them, and the vessel shall be liable ... to the full amount" if the loss or injury was caused by a breach of
various specified safety statutes "or through known defects or imperfections of the steaming apparatus or of the hull."
When the question arose whether the owner's liability under such a statute could be limited under the Act of 1851, the
Supreme Court held that the shipowner may, at all events, maintain his limitation petition: n32
If, in the proceedings, it should appear that the disaster did happen with his privity or knowledge, or,
perhaps, if it should appear that the requirements of the steamboat inspection law were not complied with
by him, he would not obtain a decree for limited liability. That is all.
In the Virginia, n33 the Court, interpreting R.S. 4282, 4283 and 4493 together, said that "the construction would appear
to be that as they are statutes upon the same subject, the earlier one creates a general rule of limitation of liability as
then existing [1851] and the later statute [1871] proceeds to make exception for the better security and in favor of
passengers." n34 In the Princess Sophia n35 the Court said that there is "no essential difference" between R.S. 4283
and 4493 and that "the more recent decisions of the Supreme Court indicate that R.S. 4493 is not to be taken as stating
an exception to the general rule of limited liability as expressed by R.S. 4283." In an earlier decision involving the same
case it was held that a foreign owner who complied with his domestic safety laws could limit his liability under our
laws, although he failed to comply with our safety standards. n36 In the Three Sisters n37 the owner of a tug
transporting workmen employed in connection with a piledriver in tow, in violation of R.S. 4493, was enabled to avoid
the issue by arguing that the workmen were not passengers within the meaning of the safety statute. A steamer manned
by Chinese seamen, who could not understand the officers' orders, was held insufficiently manned in violation of R.S.
4493. n38
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawPersonal InjuriesDeath ActionsDeath on the High Seas ActGeneral OverviewAdmiralty
LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsCargo Care & StowageGeneral OverviewAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier
Duties & ObligationsLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingRegulations & StatutesGeneral Overview
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. Previously the Act of March 30, 1920; 41 Stat. at L. 537, 46 U.S.C. §§ 761-767, now codified at 46
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U.S.C. §§ 30301 et seq.
(n2)Footnote 2. See Four Sisters, 75 F. Supp. 399, 1947 A.M.C. 1623 (D. Mass. 1947) ; S.S. Southern Districts,
135 F. Supp. 358, 1956 A.M.C. 624 (D. Del. 1955) .
(n3)Footnote 3. The City of Rome (Petition of Ocean Steamship Co. of Savannah), 1930 A.M.C. 1992 (S.D.N.Y.
1930) .
(n4)Footnote 4. Act of March 3, 1925; 43 Stat. at L. 1112; 46 U.S.C. §§ 31101, et seq. See Dobson v. United
States, 27 F.2d 807, 1928 A.M.C. 1583 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1928) , cert. denied, 278 U.S. 653 (1929) . The United States
may maintain a petition to limit its liability: In re United States (Midland Victory), 82 F. Supp. 730, 1946 A.M.C. 436
(E.D.N.Y.) , modified, 178 F.2d 243, 1950 A.M.C. 57 (2d Cir. 1949) ; United States v. Sandra & Dennis Fishing Corp.
372 F.2d 189 (1st Cir. [Mass.]), cert. denied, 389 U.S. 836 (1967). Where the United States pleads limitation of
liability by way of its answer in an action involving two libels for personal injuries consolidated in the same court, if the
answer is more than six months from the first notice of claim, the limitation amount is a ceiling for each libellant. The
West Point, 83 F. Supp. 680 (E.D. Va. 1949) . See, also, 28 Texas L. Rev. 433 (1950).
(n5)Footnote 5. 46 U.S.C. § 30306.
(n6)Footnote 6. 53 F.2d 847, 1931 A.M.C. 1553 (S.D.N.Y. 1931) .
(n7)Footnote 7. The Vestris, 57 F.2d 176, 1932 A.M.C. 608 (2d Cir. 1932) .
(n8)Footnote 8. The Vestris, 60 F.2d 273, 1932 A.M.C. 863 (S.D.N.Y. 1932) .
(n9)Footnote 9. 13 F. Supp. 212, 1936 A.M.C. 80 (N.D. Cal. 1935) , appeal dismissed 94 F.2d 781, 1937 A.M.C.
1470 (9th Cir. 1937) .
(n10)Footnote 10. 79 F.2d 598, 1935 A.M.C. 1506 (9th Cir. 1935) ; cf. 13 F. Supp. 212, 1936 A.M.C. 80 (N.D.
Cal. 1935) .
(n11)Footnote 11. The notion that an action under the Death on the High Seas Act must be brought exclusively in
admiralty is no longer valid. See Moragne v. States Marine Lines, Inc., 398 U.S. 375 , at n.14, 90 S. Ct. 1772, 26 L.
Ed. 2d 339, 1970 A.M.C. 967 (1970) .
(n12)Footnote 12. 94 F.2d 754, 1937 A.M.C. 1462 , and 94 F.2d 781, 1937 A.M.C. 1470 (9th Cir. 1937) .
(n13)Footnote 13. The Morro Castle, 17 F. Supp. 973, 1936 A.M.C. 1718 (S.D.N.Y. 1936) , aff'd, 89 F.2d 11, 1937
A.M.C. 546 (2d Cir. 1937) . See § 15, N. 14, supra.
(n14)Footnote 14. In re Oceanic Steam Nav. Co. (The Titanic), 204 F. 260 (S.D.N.Y. 1912) (Injunction modified
in order that such suits might not be barred if the petitioner's liability should be unlimited and the court's power to
adjudicate the claims after dismissing the petition were not sustained.).
(n15)Footnote 15. Previously, the Act of June 5, 1920, c. 250, § 33; 41 Stat. at L. 1007; 46 U.S.C. § 688, amending
the Seamen's Act of March 4, 1915, c. 153, § 20; 38 Stat. at L. 1185, now codified at 46 U.S.C. §§ 30104, 30105.
(n16)Footnote 16.

266 U.S. 355, 45 S. Ct. 114, 69 L. Ed. 324, 1925 A.M.C. 33 (1924) .

(n17)Footnote 17. See also, Charles Nelson Co. v. Curtis (The Mary Winkelman), 1 F.2d 774, 1924 A.M.C. 1488
(9th Cir. 1924) ; The Clarence P. Howland, 6 F.2d 791, 1925 A.M.C. 1076 (2d Cir. 1925) . However, in practice, some
courts have permitted juries to hear and decide the Jones Act issues (liability and damages), reserving for the court all
issues arising under the Limitation Act (vessel valuation and privity and knowledge).
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(n18)Footnote 18. The Martha Buehner, 1928 A.M.C. 890 (D. Ore. 1928) ; The Salmon King, 24 F.2d 555, 1928
A.M.C. 464 (W.D. Wash. 1928) .
(n19)Footnote 19. Green v. Langnes, 35 F.2d 443, 1929 A.M.C. 1642 (9th Cir. 1929) .
(n20)Footnote 20.

Langnes v. Green, 282 U.S. 531, 1931 A.M.C. 511 (1931) .

(n21)Footnote 21. 46 U.S.C. § 30506.
(n22)Footnote 22. The Mistral, 50 F.2d 957, 1931 A.M.C. 1973 (W.D.N.Y. 1931) ; Petition of Ballantrae, Inc.,
104 F. Supp. 1, 1952 A.M.C. 1001 (D.N.J. 1952) , aff'd, 208 F.2d 346, 1953 A.M.C. 2021 (3d Cir. 1953) (Two Jones
Act suits filed against owner as claims in owner's limitation proceeding.); S.S. Southern Districts, 135 F. Supp. 358,
1956 A.M.C. 624 (D. Del. 1955) (The Court may properly allocate a settlement among various Jones Act claimants to a
limitation proceeding.); Yates v. Dunn, 167 F. Supp. 882, 1961 A.M.C. 554 (D. Del. 1958) (In a single-claimant Jones
Act suit, the owner will not be allowed to amend his answer to plead limitation of liability where such motion is first
made 13 years after the accident and 11 years after the original answer had been filed.); Murray v. New York Central
R.R. Co., 171 F. Supp. 80, 1959 A.M.C. 2355 (S.D.N.Y. 1959) , aff'd, 287 F.2d 152, 1961 A.M.C. 1118 (2d Cir.) , cert.
denied, 366 U.S. 945 (1961) (Single-claimant Jones Act suit in which owner was allowed to plead limitation as a
defense after the expiration of the six months' period. When a general verdict was returned, the court sitting in admiralty
passed on the defense raised and allowed limitation of liability to the owner.); Petition of Trinidad Corp., 238 F. Supp.
928, 1965 A.M.C. 1435 (E.D. Va. 1965) (Multiple Jones Act suits arising out of the same accident will be enjoined
where a limitation petition is properly filed. If it is determined in the limitation proceeding that limitation is to be
denied, the injunction will be lifted and the Jones Act suits may proceed. In the interim, however, all discovery except
that related to damages will be enjoined.); The F/V Midnight Sun, 248 F. Supp. 928, 1966 A.M.C. 713 (D. Mass. 1966)
(Limitation of liability will be denied because of owner's privity and Jones Act claimants will be allowed to pursue all
provable damages.); Pettus v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., 322 F. Supp. 1078, 1972 A.M.C. 170 (W.D. Pa. 1971)
(Motion by owner to amend answer to plead limitation of liability to an action under the Jones Act allowed.).
(n23)Footnote 23. Act of April 22, 1908, c. 149; 35 Stat. at L. 65; 45 U.S.C. § 51 et seq. ; amended by Act of
August 11, 1939, c. 685, § 1, 53 Stat. 1404.
(n24)Footnote 24. The Passaic, 204 F. 266 (2d Cir. 1913) ; The Erie Lighter 108, 250 F. 490 (D.N.J. 1918) ;
Erie Co. v. Hansen, 260 F. 100 (3d Cir. 1919) .
(n25)Footnote 25. Act of Feb. 4, 1887, c. 104; 24 Stat. at L. 379; 49 U.S.C. § 1 et seq. , as amended, now
re-codified at 49 U.S.C. §§ 10501. et seq.
(n26)Footnote 26. The Hoffmans, 171 F. 455 (S.D.N.Y. 1909) .
(n27)Footnote 27. The Linseed King (Spencer, Kellogg & Sons, Inc. v. Hicks), 285 U.S. 502, 52 S. Ct. 450, 76 L.
Ed. 903, 1932 A.M.C. 503 (1932) ; Erickson's and Nelson's Cases (Alaska Packers Assn. v. Marshall), 95 F.2d 279,
1938 A.M.C.821 (9th Cir. 1938) .
(n28)Footnote 28. The Observation (P.J. Carlin Constr. Co. v. Heaney), 299 U.S. 41, 57 S. Ct. 75, 81 L. Ed. 27,
1936 A.M.C. 1677 (1936) .
(n29)Footnote 29. The Central States, 9 F. Supp. 934, 1935 A.M.C. 461 (E.D.N.Y. 1935) ; The Grand Republic
and Nassau, 29 F.2d 37, 1929 A.M.C. 205 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1928) . See § 32 B. The Wreck Act, infra.
(n30)Footnote 30. London, 1929, ratified July 7, 1936; 50 Stat. at L. 1121; U.S. Treaty Series No. 910; amended as
to Annex I, Regulation xix, 51 Stat. at L. 13; U.S. Treaty Series No. 921. For later action on this treaty see Safety of
Life at Sea--SOLAS (1948), reprinted and discussed in 6B Benedict 1005 (Seventh Ed.).
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(n31)Footnote 31. R.S. Title LII, § 4493.
(n32)Footnote 32.

Butler v. Boston & Savannah S.S. Co., 130 U.S. 527, 9 S. Ct. 612, 32 L. Ed. 1017 (1889) .

(n33)Footnote 33. Hines v. Butler, 278 F. 877 (4th Cir. 1921) , cert denied,
Ed. 421 (1922) .

257 U.S. 659, 42 S. Ct. 185, 66 L.

(n34)Footnote 34. Now 46 U.S.C. §§ 30504-30510, and 30703 respectively.
(n35)Footnote 35. Petition of Canadian Pacific Ry. Co. 61 F.2d 339, 1932 A.M.C. 1562 (9th Cir. 1932) , cert.
denied 288 U.S. 604, 53 S. Ct. 397, 77 L. Ed. 979 (1933) .
(n36)Footnote 36. The Princess Sophia, 278 F. 180 (W.D. Wash. 1921) .
(n37)Footnote 37. Carlsen v. A. Paladini, Inc., 5 F.2d 387, 1925 A.M.C. 828 (9th Cir. 1925) .
(n38)Footnote 38. In re Pacific Mail S.S. Co., 130 F. 76 (9th Cir.) , cert. denied, 195 U.S. 632 (1904) . See The
Annie Faxon, 75 F. 312 (9th Cir. 1896) .
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§ 31. Various Liabilities Not Subject to Limitation.
A. Unearned Prepaid Freight.
B. Loss While Deviating.
C. Waiver and Estoppel.
D. Personal Act or Default of the Shipowner.
E. Maintenance and Cure.
§ 32. Liabilities Imposed by Other Statutes, Against Which the Shipowner May Not Limit.
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B. Wreck Act.
C. Criminal Statutes.
D. Seamen's Wages.
E. Loss Due to "Statutory Fault" or Violation of a Statutory Command.
F. Oil Pollution Statutes.
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1. Oil Pollution Act of 1990.
2. Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972.
§ 33. Personal Contracts.

2011 Revisions by Edward V. Cattell, Jr. n1
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. J.D. Rutgers University School of Law--Camden, 1975; B.S. United States Merchant Marine Academy,
1970; Member of the Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New York Bars; Editor Journal of Maritime Law & Commerce.
Mr. Cattell is a founder of Hollstein Keating Cattell Johnson & Goldstein, P.C., Philadelphia, Marlton, N.J. and
Wilmington, DE.
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§ 31. Various Liabilities Not Subject to Limitation.

A. Unearned Prepaid Freight.
A claim for the refund of unearned freight, paid in advance, cannot be limited against; n1 but the common agreement
that freight is deemed earned when the cargo is shipped affords complete protection to the carrier. n2
B. Loss While Deviating.
A voluntary deviation from a contract voyage precludes the shipowner from invoking the benefit of the limitation
statutes in respect of the loss of cargo as to which there is a deviation; but not as to other cargo. n3
C. Waiver and Estoppel.
A shipowner may estop himself from recourse to the limitation statutes by his conduct. Thus, a resolution of the United
States Shipping Board as to payment of a claim was held to preclude a subsequent petition for limitation. n4
D. Personal Act or Default of the Shipowner.
An individual shipowner or charterer pro hac vice who personally, negligently or willfully causes a loss or suffers it to
occur is not aided by the limitation statutes; it has never been suggested that a shipowner in such a situation should be
protected against his personal actions. n5 The policy of the statute is directed to the protection of absent investors who
act, if at all, through agents.
The intention of Congress was to "relieve shipowners from the consequences of all imputable culpability by reason of
the acts of their agents or servants, or of third persons, but not to curtail their responsibility for their own willful or
negligent acts." n6
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E. Maintenance and Cure.
An award for maintenance and cure is excluded from the limitation proceeding, as this arises under the shipowner's
contract with his seamen. n7
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers' ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty
LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties &
ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. In re Liverpool & G.W. Steam Co., 3 F. 168 (S.D.N.Y. 1880) ; Petition of United States (American
Farmer--W.J. Riddle), 111 F. Supp. 657, 1953 A.M.C. 531 (S.D.N.Y. 1953) ("Freight pending" will include, however,
the entire round trip fare regardless of the fact that the vessel was on the return voyage when the collision occurred.).
(n2)Footnote 2. The Motomar, 29 F. Supp. 210, 1939 A.M.C. 757 (S.D.N.Y. 1939) aff'd, 108 F.2d 755, 1940
A.M.C. 130 (2d Cir. 1940) .
(n3)Footnote 3. The Frederick Luckenbach, 15 F.2d 241, 1926 A.M.C. 1468 (S.D.N.Y. 1926) ; Hoskyn & Co. v.
Silver Line (Silvercypress), 63 F. Supp. 452, 1943 A.M.C. 510 (S.D.N.Y. 1943) , aff'd, 143 F.2d 462, 1944 A.M.C. 895
(2d Cir.) , cert. denied, 323 U.S. 767 (1944) (Exoneration under the Fire Statute does not extend to the loss of
over-carried cargo as to which a deviation has occurred.); A/S J. Ludwig Mowinickels Rederi v. Accinanto, Ltd. (Ocean
Liberty), 99 F. Supp. 261, 1951 A.M.C. 1464 (D. Md. 1951) , aff'd, 199 F.2d 134, 1952 A.M.C. 1681 (4th Cir. 1952),
cert. denied, 345 U.S. 992 (1953) (If a deviation is reasonable under the facts, subsequent loss or damage in a fire
aboard ship will not deprive the owner of exoneration under the Fire Statute.); Singapore Navigation Co., S.A. v. Mego
Corp., 540 F.2d 39, 1976 A.M.C. 1512 (2d Cir. 1976) . See also Yutana Barge Lines v. Northland Servs. Inc., 574 F.
Supp. 1003, 1985 A.M.C. 1499 (W.D. Wash. 1983) (Since defendant tower knew that it was far more dangerous to tow
barges in tandem rather than separately, his decision to tow without the cargo owner's knowledge or consent was an
unreasonable deviation which forfeited the statute of limitations, freight unit limitations and the peril of the sea
defense.).
(n4)Footnote 4. The Moosabee, 7 F.2d 501, 1923 A.M.C. 874 (E.D. Va. 1923) , aff'd, 1 F.2d 964, 1924 A.M.C.
1283 (4th Cir. 1924) .
(n5)Footnote 5. Maslin v. M/S Heering Lotte, 1972 A.M.C. 2203 (D. Md. 1972) ("[P]ersonal participation in or
encouragement of the negligent practice of a Master by the individual owner" will defeat the owner's right to limit
liability.).
(n6)Footnote 6. The Republic, 61 F. 109, 112 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1894) ; see, also, Craig v. Continental Insurance
Co., 141 U.S. 638, 646, 12 S. Ct. 97, 36 L. Ed. 886 (1891) ; The Glenbogie, 81 F.2d 441, 1936 A.M.C. 267 (6th Cir.
[Ohio] 1936); Christopher v. Grueby (The Commonwealth), 40 F.2d 8, 1930 A.M.C. 989 (1st Cir. [Mass.]), cert.
denied, 282 U.S. 876 (1930) ; Moran Transportation Co. v. Mellino, 185 F.2d 386, 1951 A.M.C. 66 (2d Cir. [N.Y.]
1950) , cert. denied, 340 U.S. 953 (1951) ("The statutory purpose is to exempt the investor from loss in excess of the
value of the investment in the vessel and freight.").
(n7)Footnote 7. Murray v. New York Central R.R. Co., 171 F. Supp. 80, 1959 A.M.C. 2355 (S.D.N.Y. 1959) , aff'd,
287 F.2d 152, 1961 A.M.C. 1118 (2d Cir.) , cert. denied, 366 U.S. 945 (1961) ("Although our attention has been called
to no case and we have been unable to discover any, it would appear that reason dictates that an award for maintenance
and cure does not come within the limitation proceeding and should be excluded therefrom. We have been told many
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times that a seaman's right to maintenance and cure arises from his employment contract and is separate from and
independent of other rights as a seaman. We hold that whether or not the collective bargaining agreement contained an
express obligation by defendant to be liable for maintenance and cure or whether it went no further than to set the rate
therefor at $8 a day, nevertheless the claim, being an incident of the employment relation, is sufficiently contractual to
put it in the contract category and thus place is outside the compass of limitation."); Hugney v. Consolidation Coal Co.,
345 F. Supp. 1079, 1973 A.M.C. 534 (W.D. Pa. 1971) . Cf. Sims v. United States of American War Shipping
Administration, 186 F.2d 972, 1951 A.M.C. 461 (3d Cir. [Pa.] 1951); In re Ocean Foods Boat Co., 692 F. Supp. 1253,
1989 A.M.C. 579 (D. Ore. 1988) (In an action involving a collision between a fishing boat and a cargo ship in a crossing
situation which resulted in the sinking of the fishing boat and the death of a crewmember, the court denied the fishing
boat owner's petition for limited liability under the Limitation of Shipowners' Liability Act. The court found that the
shipowner is liable for the hiring of an incompetent crewmember whose lack of knowledge of navigational rules was a
proximate cause of the accident. The court held that the owner can be charged with privity when he failed to question
the crew's competence, even though he could not control the vessel at sea. The shipowner cannot escape liability by
delegating the hiring and training of the crew to the Master, without any guidelines, even though such a delegation is an
industry custom. Rather, the owner had a duty to use reasonable care in providing a competent crew. The court
apportioned fault between the fishing boat and the cargo ship as 65% and 35% respectively. In a maritime collision, the
apportionment of liability is based on the relative culpability of each party's actions. The court found evidence that
violations of navigational regulations by both parties caused the accident. The fishing boat did not have a proper
lookout, failed to keep clear of the cargo ship, and failed to take action to avoid the collision. The cargo ship did not
adequately use its radar system, failed to observe the fishing vessel's lights, and did not attempt to avoid the collision.
Each vessel was unsuccessful in proving that its conduct was not a proximate cause of the accident, thereby failing to
meet the standard set by the Pennsylvania Rule. The fishing boat owner can recover damages for the loss of its vessel,
reduced by the percentage of its comparative fault.); In re Falkiner, 1989 A.M.C. 796 (E.D. Va. 1988) (The court held
that if liability would arise to any of the claimants, the plaintiff shipowners cannot limit the liability under the
Limitation of Liability Act, because the liability would accrue from the negligence of the yacht owner, and any
negligence would be within his privity or knowledge. However, the court held that none of the claimants were Jones
Act seamen, and, therefore, were not entitled to a warranty of seaworthiness.).
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§ 32. Liabilities Imposed by Other Statutes, Against Which the Shipowner May Not Limit.

A. Foreign Wrongful Death Statutes.
Prior to 1920, a foreign shipowner, who was liable according to the law of his flag for a negligent or wrongful death,
was entitled to the benefit of the American limitation statutes when sued here, although under the law of his flag he
could not limit to such a low figure as here. The situation was sharply illustrated by the Titanic n1 whose English
owners could not have limited their liability in England to less than £ 15 per ton, or approximately £ 750,000 or, say,
$3,750,000. But being sued in the United States Courts, they were allowed to surrender the pending freight of $98,000,
the vessel having sunk. This striking disparity caused Congress, in the Death on the High Seas Act, n2 to withdraw the
privilege of limitation in respect of foreign shipowners who are sued in the United States for wrongful deaths on the
high seas or in foreign ports or places. n3 Section 6c of the Death On the High Seas Act (46 U.S.C. § 30306) provides:
When a cause of action exists under the law of a foreign country for death by wrongful act, neglect,
or default on the high seas, a civil action in admiralty may be brought in a court of the United States
based on the foreign cause of action, without abatement of the amount for which recovery is authorized
n4
Although few cases have construed the meaning of "without abatement," it may be regarded as settled that a foreign
shipowner, who is sued in the United States for a wrongful death occurring on his vessel on the high seas or in some
foreign port or place, according to the law of his flag or of such foreign place, may not, if liable for the tortious death,
limit his liability to any extent whatever under the American Limitation of Liability Act. n5 This is not to say, however,
that when such shipowner's liability is governed by the law of his flag or that of the foreign country in which the death
occurred, he should not be allowed to limit his liability according to that law. Such a procedure would be a logical
extension of the principles enunciated by the Supreme Court in Black Diamond S.S. Corp. v. Stewart & Sons, Ltd.
(Norwalk Victory) n6 and the United States District Court for Maryland in the Yarmouth Castle. n7
B. Wreck Act.
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The so-called "Wreck" Act n8, part of the Refuse Act of 1899, provides:
It shall not be lawful to tie up or anchor vessels or other craft in navigable channels in such a manner
as to prevent or obstruct the passage of other vessels or craft; or to sink, or permit or cause to be sunk,
vessels or other craft in navigable channels; or to float loose timber and logs, or to float what is known as
sack rafts of timber and logs in streams or channels actually navigated by steamboats in such manner as
to obstruct, impede, or endanger navigation. And whenever a vessel, raft, or other craft is wrecked and
sunk in a navigable channel, it shall be the duty of the owner, lessee, or operator of such sunken craft to
immediately mark it with a buoy or beacon during the day and, unless otherwise granted a waiver by the
Commandant of the Coast Guard, a light at night, and to maintain such marks until the sunken craft is
removed or abandoned, and the neglect or failure of the said owner, lessee, or operator so to do shall be
unlawful; and it shall be the duty of the owner, lessee, or operator of such sunken craft to commence the
immediate removal of the same, and prosecute such removal diligently, and failure to do so shall be
considered as an abandonment of such craft, and subject the same to removal by the United States as
hereinafter provided for. The Commandant of the Coast Guard may waive the requirement to mark a
wrecked vessel, raft, or other craft with a light at night if the Commandant determines that placing a light
would be impractical and granting such a waiver would not create an undue hazard to navigation.
A vessel owner who fails to comply with this statute may not limit his liability for any resulting damage. n9 As soon as
the owner decides to abandon his wreck, and succeeds in such abandonment, his further liability ceases. However, the
shipowner will remain liable, without limitation, for removal expenses incurred by the United States where he is
deemed to have "privity or knowledge" of the loss under § 183(a). n10
C. Criminal Statutes.
Public policy forbids a person, liable to a fine or penalty under the criminal laws, to limit or reduce his liability by
claiming the benefit of the shipowner's limitation statutes.
D. Seamen's Wages.
The Limitation Act n11 expressly provides that the right granted to a shipowner to limit his liability as to his debts
"does not apply to a claim for wages."
E. Loss Due to "Statutory Fault" or Violation of a Statutory Command.
Apart from the statutory fault of failing to buoy or mark or abandon a wreck, already mentioned, there may be other
statutory faults of such a character as to influence the claim to benefit of the limitation statutes. In collision law we still
have the antiquated statutory fault of failure to standby, n12 which other maritime nations have given up.
It has been suggested that a shipowner who violates the Seaman's Act requiring the division of mates, engineers and
crew into three watches n13 commits a "statutory fault" of such a character that he may not limit his liability in respect
of a negligent stranding loss unless he proves not only that the violation of the statute probably did not, but could not
have contributed to the loss. n14
F. Oil Pollution Statutes.
1. Oil Pollution Act of 1990.
The Oil Pollution Act of 1990 n15 was passed by Congress in the wake of the Exxon Valdez grounding in Alaska. The
Act substantially increases the potential liability of vessel owners for oil spills from their vessels. From the perspective
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of this discussion of the 1851 Limitation Act, the most significant section is 2702(a), which provides:
§ 2702. Elements of liability
(a) In general. Notwithstanding any other provision or rule of law, and subject to the provisions of
this Act, each responsible party for a vessel or a facility from which oil is discharged, or which poses the
substantial threat of a discharge of oil, into or upon the navigable waters or adjoining shorelines or the
exclusive economic zone is liable for the removal costs and damages specified in subsection (b) that
result from such incident.
The Conference Statement n16 on this section makes clear that OPA '90, as the Oil Pollution Act is known, takes
priority over the 1851 Act:
Liability under this Act is established notwithstanding any other provision or rule of the law. This
means that the liability provisions of this Act would govern compensation for removal costs and
damages notwithstanding any limitation under existing statutes such as the act of March 3, 1851 (46
U.S.C. § 183), or under any existing requirements that physical damage to the proprietary interest of the
claimant be shown. n17
OPA also expressly provides n18 that the 1851 Act is not applicable to claims for cleanup costs and damages incurred
by state and local governments and private parties and shall not be construed to affect the authority of the United States
or any state or political subdivision to impose additional liability or requirements for oil discharges. n19
Under OPA '90, a vessel owner has the right to limit liability pursuant to the strict provisions contained in that Act.
However, failure to act as mandated under the Act following a spill will result in the loss of those prospective limitation
rights. n20
Further discussion, in depth, of OPA '90 is found in Chapter IX, Marine Oil Pollution, in this Volume, infra.
2. Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972.
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972 ("FWPCA") n21 provides for strict liability, without regard to fault,
for the discharge of pollutants into the waters of the United States. n22 While OPA '90 has taken over as the prevailing
regime for oil pollution liability, FWPCA still applies to the discharge of other pollutants into navigable waters.
Like OPA '90, liability under the FWPCA is not subject to limitation under the 1851 Act. n23
Also, like OPA '90, the FWPCA provides for limitation of liability under its provisions, n24 but also provides for the
loss of that limitation right if the spill is the result of willful negligence or willful misconduct within the privity or
knowledge of the vessel owner. n25
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers' ClaimsGeneral OverviewAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime
Workers' ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment &
GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on
LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingRegulations & StatutesPollution From Ships
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. Oceanic Steam Nav. Co. v. Mellor, 233 U.S. 718, 34 S. Ct. 754, 58 L. Ed. 1171 (1914) .
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(n2)Footnote 2. 46 U.S.C. §§ 30301-30308.
(n3)Footnote 3. Congress has power to ordain that parties resorting to our courts in admiralty shall recover only in
such manner or to such extent as the Acts of Congress provide. In this instance, Congress overlooked the fact that the
passengers and cargo could not have held the shipowner liable in England for any substantial sums, because the English
courts upheld the validity of bill of lading and passenger ticket clauses substantially doing away with all liability. Hence
it was a matter of indifference whether the Titanic passengers should recover large verdicts in America, and have the
liability reduced to $98,000, or whether they should recover nominal verdicts in England and have them paid in full; if
the petition had been tried on the merits, it might have been denied.
(n4)Footnote 4. The Death on the high Seas Act was re-codified by Congress in Public Law 109-304, Oct. 6, 2006.
The substance of the prior Act was carried forward unchanged. The language was updated. Consequently, pre-existing
case law retains its precedential value.
(n5)Footnote 5. The Vestris, 53 F.2d 847, 1931 A.M.C. 1553 (S.D.N.Y. 1931) . If the wrongful act occurs in
American territorial waters, the local American death statute will give the cause of action, and the resulting liability can
be limited. In many instances, American courts decline to take jurisdiction of causes of action between foreign
passengers and foreign shipowners arising out of torts on the high seas, Gustafson v. Swedish-American Line, 1938
A.M.C. 560 (S.D.N.Y. 1938) , the question of limitation is thus avoided.
(n6)Footnote 6.

366 U.S. 336, 69 S. Ct. 622, 93 L. Ed. 754, 1949 A.M.C. 393 (1949) .

(n7)Footnote 7. Petition of Chadade S.S. Co., Inc., 266 F. Supp. 517, 1967 A.M.C. 1843 (S.D. Fla. 1967) . See
also § 17 supra.
(n8)Footnote 8. 33 U.S.C. § 409; Act of March 3, 1899, c. 425, § 15; 30 Stat. at L. 1152.
(n9)Footnote 9. The Snug Harbor, 53 F.2d 407, 1931 A.M.C. 1487 (E.D.N.Y. 1931) (duty to mark, buoy and light
the wreck is personal and non-delegable); Eastern S.S. Corp. v. Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Co., 256 F. 497 (1st Cir.)
, cert. dismissed, 250 U.S. 676 (1919) ; The City of Bangor, 13 F. Supp. 648 1936 A.M.C. 293 (D. Mass. 1936) ; The
Eureka No. 110 ( Petition of Berwind-White Coal Mining Co.), 80 F. Supp. 125, 1948 A.M.C. 1473 (S.D.N.Y. 1948) ,
aff'd, 187 F.2d 665, 1951 A.M.C. 638 (2d Cir. 1951) ; Wong v. Utah Home Fire Ins. Co., 167 F. Supp. 230, 1960
A.M.C. 649 (D. Hawaii 1958) (no limitation of liability for continuing trespass).
A person who purchases and contracts to remove a wreck and fails in his contract, cannot limit his liability, the
contract being "personal": The Fresno, 1926 A.M.C. 465 (W.D. Wash. 1926) .
The Federal limitation statute is paramount to a State law requiring a vessel owner to pay the cost of removing his
sunken vessel from a State Canal, beyond the value of the wreck: The Central States, 9 F. Supp. 934, 1935 A.M.C. 461
(E.D.N.Y. 1935) .
Similarly as to a wreck in a ship beside a city pier: The Grand Republic and Nassau, 29 F.2d 582, 1928 A.M.C. 209
(S.D.N.Y. 1928) , aff'd, 29 F.2d 37, 1929 A.M.C. 205 (2d Cir. 1929) ; The South Shore (City of Newark v. Mills), 35
F.2d 110, 1929 A.M.C. 1552 (3d Cir. 1929) . These cases also discuss what steps are necessary to show abandonment.
See also Craig v. Continental Ins. Co., 141 U.S. 638, 12 S. Ct. 97, 35 L. Ed. 886 (1891) .
The cases cited in this footnote are overruled to the extent that they hold that the wreck removal costs incurred by the
government with regard to abandoned vessels may only be recovered against the vessel and cargo in rem, but not the
owner in personam. Wyandotte Transp. Co. v. United States, 389 U.S. 191, 1967 A.M.C. 2553 (1967) .
Nunley v. M/V Dauntless Coloctronis, 661 F. Supp. 1096, 1988 A.M.C. 1445 (E.D. La. 1987) , aff'd, 863 F.2d 1190
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(1989) (The petition of the owner of a sunken wreck for exoneration from liability is granted. Although the sunken
wreck was unmarked and caused damage to a tanker and its cargo, the court found that the owner was non-negligent.
The owner's barge had broken away from a barge fleet three years prior to this action by a vis major flooding condition
for which the owner was not responsible. Since the owner had subsequently made a diligent search for the barge wreck,
this good faith effort served to satisfy the owner's duty to mark the wreck. Finally, because the wreck had not been
retrieved within 30 days after sinking, the court determined that the wreck had been effectively abandoned by the owner
and that marking and removal had become the responsibility of the United States.). See n.18 infra.
(n10)Footnote 10. Wyandotte Transp. Co. v. United States, 389 U.S. 191, 1967 A.M.C. 2553 (1967) ("The
position of petitioners is ... that in the case of a negligently sunk vessel, the Government may require the owner to mark
it, it may expect him to remove it or forfeit his interest in the vessel; if the Government proceeds to remove the vessel, it
possesses the right to sell vessel and cargo and retain the proceeds of these sales [footnote omitted]. Moreover, the
Government may proceed criminally ... But, petitioners argue, the Government may do no more ... We do not agree ...
The Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 ... was obviously intended to prevent obstructions in the Nation's waterways ... Our
decisions have established ... the general rule that the United States may sue to protect its interests ... This rule is not
necessarily inapplicable when the particular governmental interest sought to be protected is expressed in a statute
carrying criminal penalties for its violation ... The inadequacy of the criminal penalties explicitly provided by section 16
[33 U.S.C. § 412] of the Rivers and Harbors Act is beyond dispute ... [I]n any case in which the Act provides a right of
removal in the United States, the exercise of that right should not relieve negligent parties of the responsibility for
removal ... We note, moreover, that under the Limitation of Vessel Owner's Liability act ..., the liability of a shipowner
... may be limited ... only if the act or damage occurred "without the privity or knowledge of such owner.' ... We find in
the Act no support for ... an absolute right of abandonment."); Esso Seattle-- Guam Bear (In re Pac. Far East Line,
Inc.), 314 F. Supp. 1339, 1970 A.M.C. 1592 (N.D. Cal. 1970) , aff'd, 472 F.2d 1382 (9th Cir. 1973) ; In re Chinese
Maritime Trust, 478 F.2d 1357, 1973 A.M.C. 1110 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1973) , cert. denied, 414 U.S. 1143 (1974)
("Confronted with this duty [of removal under the Wreck Act] the owner cannot contend that its failure to remove the
vessel and the consequent expense of removal incurred by the Canal Co. is "without [its] privity or knowledge,' ..."); In
re Scranton Industries, Inc., 358 F. Supp. 7 (S.D.N.Y. 1972) ("We do not decide ... that the government is entitled to
summary judgment on the pleadings in its action for costs. The government must still establish the owner's negligence
in the ferryboat's sinking to recover under 33 U.S.C. § 409 ..., a question of fact that will be determined in a separate
proceeding."); Petition of Pentzien, 1974 A.M.C. 1201 (D. Neb. 1974) ; Ocean Eagle, 1974 A.M.C. 1629 (D. P.R. 1974)
. For a case extending the inapplicability of the Limitation of Liability Act to actions brought under the Rivers and
Harbors Act of 1899, see United States v. Ohio Valley Company Inc., 1975 A.M.C. 1477 (7th Cir. 1975). United
States v. Arrow Transp. Co., 658 F.2d 392, 1982 A.M.C. 1570 (11th Cir. 1981) , cert. denied, 456 U.S. 915 (1982) (The
government's suit to recover the cost of removing two barges from the river in which they sank was not subject to the
defense of laches in an action instituted under the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 some 28 years after the accidental
sinking, since the government, in its sovereign capacity, was suing to enforce a public right.); United States v. Ohio
Valley Co., 510 F.2d 1184, 1975 A.M.C. 1477 (7th Cir. 1975) ; United States v. City of Redwood City, 640 F.2d 963,
1981 A.M.C. 1519 (9th Cir. 1981) (An allegedly unseaworthy barge that was tied to a wharf sank, causing the
obstruction of navigable waters and oil pollution. Alleging negligence for failure to prevent the sinking, the United
States sued the city-wharfinger and a patrol service that was under contract to the city to provide port surveillance for
the costs of removing the wreck under the Wreck Removal Act, 33 U.S.C. §§ 40114 (1976). The district court dismissed
the complaint on the ground that a nonowner may be sued under the Wreck Act only where the alleged failure is one of
"active" negligence. The Ninth Circuit reversed, holding the Wreck Act intended a broad protection of the United States
and that "creating a distinction between negligence by action or omission is without logical foundation."). See also
United States v. Blaha, 889 F.2d 422, 1990 A.M.C. 2705 (2nd Cir. 1989) (Where the United States sued for expenses
incurred in its removal of a barge obstructing the Niagara River under the Wreck Act, 33 U.S.C. §§ 409-415, the district
court properly denied defendant's motion to limit his liability. The defendant obtained title to the submerged barge
shortly after the Coast Guard had declared it a hazard to navigation and notified the Coast Guard of the change in title
ownership, requesting time in which to submit a plan for its salvage and removal. The day before the defendant was to
submit a plan, he notified the Coast Guard that he was abandoning the vessel. Although it is unclear whether the
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Limitation Act is available to protect owners in some Wreck Act cases, it would not be available in this case where the
intent of the Limitation Act is to protect investors by limiting their liability with respect to "future mischief" and not
those successors-in-interest "who invest in mischief completed." Therefore, defendant, who purchased the barge for
$1.00, may be liable in part for $5.5 million in removal expenses incurred by the government.).
(n11)Footnote 11. 46 U.S.C. § 30505. The Limitation Act was re-codified in 2006, and carries forward the
provisions of the prior Act regarding seamen's wages. Pub. Law 109-304, § 6(c), Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1513.
(n12)Footnote 12. 33 U.S.C. §§ 2303, 2304.
(n13)Footnote 13. 46 U.S.C. §§ 8101, 8301, 8104.
(n14)Footnote 14. The Denali, (Pac. Coast Coal Co. v. Alaska S.S. Co.), 105 F.2d 413, 1939 A.M.C. 930 (9th Cir.
[Wash.] 1939), on rehearing, 112 F.2d 952, 1940 A.M.C. 877 , cert. denied, 311 U.S. 687 (1940) . In re Slobodna
Plovidba, 1988 A.M.C. 2307 (W.D. Mich. 1988) (The district court determined that "the sole proximate cause" of a
collision on Lake Michigan "was the last minute, unexpected starboard turn" of a fishing boat into the port bow of a
cargo vessel. The fishing boat's crew were held liable for engaging in willful, wanton misconduct resulting in the
collision when they put the boat on automatic pilot, headed into well-established shipping lanes trafficked by
ocean-going freighters and fishing boats, went below deck to clean fish in a windowless area and failed to post a
lookout above. Cargo vessel was not held liable for failure to use radar pursuant to Inland Rule 7 since such failure did
not contribute to the collision which occurred on a clear, calm morning with 20 mile visibility. Further, cargo vessel's
long whistle blast, though not in keeping with the requirement of Rule 34 of "one short blast" to signal overtaking on
the starboard, was not the cause of the accident.).
(n15)Footnote 15. 33 U.S.C. § 2701, et seq.
(n16)Footnote 16. The Joint Explanatory Statement of the Committee in Conference Report 101-653.
(n17)Footnote 17. This latter reference addresses the admiralty requirement that there be "property damage" in
order to recover for purely economic loss established in Robins Drydock v. Flint, 275 U.S. 303 (1928) . See, In re
Complaint of Nautilus Motor Tanker Co., 900 F.Supp. 697 (D.N.J. 1995) (Berth owner's claim for recovery of purely
economic losses caused by oil spill granted. State common law did not require physical harm to proprietary interest in
order to recover purely economic loss. Because no federal statute addressed liability for purely economic loss (pre OPA
90) in absence of physical damage to property, state common law was not preempted.).
(n18)Footnote 18. § 2718. Relationship to other law
(a) Preservation of State authorities; Solid Waste Disposal Act. Nothing in this Act or the Act of March 3, 1851
shall-(1) affect, or be construed or interpreted as preempting, the authority of any State or political subdivision
thereof from imposing any additional liability or requirements with respect to-(A) the discharge of oil or other pollution by oil within such State; or
(B) any removal activities in connection with such a discharge; or
(2) affect, or be construed or interpreted to affect or modify in any way the obligations or liabilities of
any person under the Solid Waste Disposal Act (42 U.S.C. § 6901 et seq.) or State law, including
common law.
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(n19)Footnote 19. Puerto Rico v. M/V Emily S. (In re Metlife Capital Corp.), 132 F.3d 818 (1st Cir. 1997), cert.
den. 524 U.S. 952 (1998). (Oil Pollution Act, 33 U.S.C. § 2702, claims, for pollution removal costs and damages, are
not subject to either the substantive or procedural provisions of the Limitation Act of 1851.).
(n20)Footnote 20. 33 U.S.C. § 2704(a) (limitation to specified amounts provided for); 33 U.S.C. § 2704(c)
(limitation lost for failure to report an incident, provide all reasonable cooperation and assistance to officials, or, without
sufficient cause, to fail to comply with an order issued by an official; or, for violation of applicable Federal safety,
construction, or operating regulations by the responsible party, if agents or employees, or a person acting pursuant to a
contract with the responsible party.).
(n21)Footnote 21. 33 U.S.C. § 1321.
(n22)Footnote 22. United States v. M/V Big Sam, 505 F.Supp. 1029 (E.D. La. 1981) (Liability for discharge is
imposed jointly and severally without regard to fault for discharges.).
(n23)Footnote 23. United States v. Dixie Carriers, Inc., 560 F.Supp. 796 (E.D. La.) , aff'd, 736 F.2d 180 (5th Cir.
1984) .
(n24)Footnote 24. 33 U.S.C. § 1321(f).
(n25)Footnote 25. Tug Ocean Prince, Inc. v. United States, 584 F.2d 1151 (2nd Cir. 1978) (The statutory
limitation on damages was denied where the United States was able to show that the discharge was the result of willful
negligence or willful misconduct within the privity and knowledge of the vessel owner. The failure of the company to
properly train a new pilot, to require a lookout, and to inform the pilot that the new pilot was unfamiliar with the route,
among other faults, constituted willful negligence.). See also Hines, Inc. v. United States, 551 F.2d 717 (6th Cir. 1977)
(An action brought by the United States for damages and penalties pursuant to the Rivers and Harbors Act, 33 U.S.C. §
401 et seq. , is not subject to limitation.).
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§ 33. Personal Contracts.

It has always been recognized that the benefit of limited liability does not extend to some classes of contracts which the
owner makes "personally" rather than through the master or the agent employed for the ship. The benefit of limitation
has, in all countries and under all systems, been confined to certain classes of claims against ships and shipowners; it
has never been granted as broadly as, for example, the benefit of bankruptcy. Consequently, when Congress enacted the
statutes of 1851 and 1884, the courts, finding that those statutes adopted the policy of the general maritime law and the
continental codes, construed their rather broad and vague language in accordance with the general principle that the
benefit of limitation does not extend to certain "personal" contracts.
A more recent line of cases takes the view that Congress, in enacting these statutes, cannot be supposed to have
intended to deprive shipowners of the ability to make contracts, if they wish, on the basis of unlimited liability. n1 This
notion ignores the fact that the benefit of limitation, being something which the shipowner has to claim, may always be
waived. n2
The views of the courts as to the nature of the contracts which were deemed "personal" and beyond the scope of the
limitation statutes developed slowly. A fundamental cleavage existed for many years between opinions expressed by the
Fourth Circuit in cases like Pokomoke Guano Co. v. Eastern Transportation Co., n3 and decisions of other circuits in
cases like Quinlan v. Pew, n4 as to the effect of an implied warranty, while in the Second Circuit there were cases
looking each way. n5 This divergence was finally settled when the Cullen No.32 n6 reached the Supreme Court and the
rule of the Pokomoke case was disapproved. An implied warranty may be a "personal" contract.
The present state of the law as to the nature of contracts which are "personal" in the sense that the shipowner may not
have the benefit of limitation against liabilities flowing out of them may be stated as follows:
Contracts made for repairs and supplies in the home port, by a shipowner who is an individual or a managing owner for
a group of individuals, bind the person who gives the order for the entire amount of the contract. Part owners who
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authorize, assent or ratify are also bound in solidum. Other part owners are liable only for their proportionate interests in
the value of the vessel. n7 Supply and repair bills contracted for by the master or a local agent engaged merely to handle
the ship's affairs in a port other than the home port would, it seems, engage the liability of the owner only as to the
proceeds of the ship and freight. n8 A charter personally solicited by a shipowner and thereafter made by his agent is a
personal contract and the shipowner may not limit his liability for a loss under the contract. n9 The same rule has been
applied if a vessel is owned on shares by individuals and a corporation. n10 Although the prevalent custom of owning
commercial vessels in the corporate form has deprived these cases of their earlier interest, they remain vital to
unincorporated yacht owners and smaller commercial vessels, such as fishing vessels.
A corporate shipowner is liable, without benefit of limitation, for repairs and supplies ordered by any officer or
employee vested with discretion and authority in that respect. A list of officials whose status has been considered by the
courts in respect of corporate "privity" is given in § 42 infra, and similar considerations govern as to authority to make
"personal" contracts. n11 In addition, the repair or supplyman usually has a lien under the Federal Maritime Lien
Maritime Act of 1910-1920, n12 and if the amount of his bill is not protected by that lien, the shipowner is personally
liable for the excess.
The peculiar corporation statutes of California, which were repealed in 1931, served to illustrate the dilemma as to
combined corporate ownership and management. Under those laws, stockholders were not fully protected from personal
liability by the mere fact of the incorporation of the enterprise, and it was consequently held that the individual
stockholders had the necessary standing, as shipowners, to maintain their petition for individual pro rata limitation of
their liability under the Acts of 1851 and 1884. n13
A bottomry bond binds the owner only to the extent of the freight at the final or other agreed ports. n14
An express warranty--such as a warranty that the vessel shall be seaworthy on a certain occasion or continuously--binds
the owner as to property damage without benefit of limitation. n15
An implied warranty--such as the warranty implied in an oral charter party that the vessel shall be fit to load when
loading begins, or fit to sail when she breaks ground for the voyage--will, unless expressly excluded, also bind the
owner beyond the benefit of limitation. n16 The Cullen case indicates that the court will not imply a warranty to the
cargo that the vessel shall continue to be seaworthy after breaking ground "under conditions thereafter arising which are
beyond the owner's control." As to the crew, there is an absolute implied warranty that the vessel is fit during a voyage
n17 which may be limited against by part owners who have no privity or knowledge. n18 As to passengers, there is no
implied warranty; the owner and carrier are under a duty to exercise a high or the highest degree of care. n19
A yearly contract for towing and other services in salvage situations binds the owner without benefit of limitation. n20
It should be noted that a general arrangement to do towing, if, when and as ordered, is not necessarily the actual contract
governing the order when given, such that the acceptance of each order is the owner's personal contract. n21
A contract to insure is beyond the scope of the limitation statutes. n22
A contract to purchase a sunken wreck and remove it within a specified period of time is personal, and upon a failure to
perform it, the purchaser cannot limit his liability upon a suit by the vessel for damages incurred by removal of the
vessel by other means. n23
The owner of a tug, which negligently allowed a barge in tow to strand, and then negligently allowed the stranded barge
to be further damaged on a rising tide, has been permitted to limit its liability as to the stranding, which occurred
through mere negligent navigation without privity or knowledge of the tug owner, but not as to the subsequent damage,
which was due to breach of the contract to protect the barge against going adrift, n24 Judge Hough altogether declined
to apply the rule of Benner Line v. Pendleton n25 to a contract of towage, and held that an offer or solicitation of
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towing is not to be construed as containing an implied warranty, nor as a waiver of the benefits of the limitation statutes.
n26 An agreement to shift a barge around a slip or pier from time to time as required by the movements of other vessels
lying there is not a "personal" contract that the barge, if accidentally sunk, will be shifted away--i.e., removed; the
sinking frustrated the original agreement. n27 The duty of a vessel owner to furnish stevedores and longshoremen safe
access to his vessel is not "personal," and a vessel owner who delegates that task to a suitable person may limit his
liability for injury caused by his deputy's negligence. n28
The question whether a bill of lading can ever be a personal contract, such that liabilities arising under it could not be
limited against, has been mooted. For practical purposes, the liabilities of the shipowner or carrier are limited in other
ways, by the Harter Act, n29 in coastwise, intercoastal and inland commerce, and by the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act
n30 in foreign commerce. While the benefit of these Acts may, of course, be waived, this is seldom done. On the
contrary, bills of lading usually stipulate that the shipowner and carrier may take the benefits of any limitation of
liability statutes which may be applicable. n31 The court has said: "The parties were at liberty to make such an
agreement as they saw fit. No public policy interferes with carrying their intention into effect." n32 Congress
subsequently declared the same policy by enacting, in the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act, 1936, Section 8,
The provisions of this chapter shall not affect the rights and obligations of the carrier under the
provisions of the Shipping Act, 1916, or under the provisions of sections 175, 181 to 183, and 183b to
188 of this title or of any amendments thereto; or under the provisions of any other enactment for the
time being in force relating to the limitation of the liability of the owners of seagoing vessels. n33
Carefully drawn bills of lading further protect the shipowner by providing that the signature is "for the master."
In a limitation proceeding, the district judge should not decide on motion whether a claim resulted from a personal
contract and hence was not subject to limitation. Such action would be premature as it has been held that a decision on
the limitation question must await a hearing on the merits. n34
The result of the cases is that the shipowner may have the benefit of limited liability against contract liabilities if he
expressly stipulates for it; and in the absence of such a stipulation, the owner who has no privity or knowledge may
have limitation as to contracts with the crew, contracts with the passengers, and the generality of contracts made by the
master or by a master's agent without separate authorization or subsequent ratification, n35 and probably as to bills of
lading generally. n36 Otherwise the shipowner is liable for his contracts without benefit of limitation.
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawMaritime ContractsGeneral OverviewAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers'
ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment &
GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. See Poor, A Shipowner's Right to Limit Liability in Cases of Personal Contracts, 31 Yale L. J. (1922).
(n2)Footnote 2. The Philip J. Kenny (Petition of New York Towing & Transp. Corp.), 57 F.2d 337, 1932 A.M.C.
79 (D.N. J.) , aff'd, 60 F.2d 457 (3d Cir. 1932) ; The E.S. Atwood, 289 F.737 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1924) ; The Moosabee, 7
F.2d 501, 1923 A.M.C. 874 (E.D. Va. 1923) , aff'd, 1 F.2d 963, 1924 A.M.C. 1283 (4th Cir. 1924) .
(n3)Footnote 3. 285 F. 7 (4th Cir. [Md.] 1922).
(n4)Footnote 4. 56 F. 111 (1st Cir. [Mass.] 1893).
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(n5)Footnote 5. The Loyal, 204 F. 930 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1913) ; The Ice King, 261 F. 897 (2d Cir. [N.Y.], cert.
denied, 251 U.S. 559 (1919); The Cullen No. 32, 62 F.2d 68, 1933 A.M.C. 40 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1932) .
(n6)Footnote 6. 290 U.S. 82, 54 S. Ct. 10, 78 L. Ed. 189, 1933 A.M.C. 1584 (1933) . See Coryell v. Phipps
(Yacht Seminole), 317 U.S. 406, 63 S. Ct. 291, 87 L. Ed. 363 (1943) ("For his own fault, neglect and contracts the owner
remains liable. And that exception extends to an implied as well as an express warranty of seaworthiness.").
(n7)Footnote 7. The Amos D. Carver, 35 F. 665 (S.D.N.Y. 1888) ; McPhail v. Williams, 41 F. 61 (D. Mass. 1890)
; Gokey v. Fort, 44 F. 364 (S.D.N.Y. 1890) ; Whitcomb v. Emerson, 50 F. 128 (D. Mass 1892) ; Douse v. Sargent, 48
F. 695 (S.D.N.Y. 1891) ; Warner v. Boyer, 74 F. 873 (E.D. Pa. 1896) ; Rudolf v. Brown, 137 F. 106 (S.D.N.Y. 1905) .
(n8)Footnote 8. The Amos D. Carver, (dictum) N.29 supra. See The Giles Loring, 48 F. 463 (D. Me. 1890) (acts of
the master in relation to cargo in ports of Africa).
(n9)Footnote 9. The Glenbogie, 81 F.2d 441, 1936 A.M.C. 267 (6th Cir. [Ohio] 1936). Continental Insurance Co.
v. Temple Steamship Co. (The Temple Bar), 45 F. Supp. 608, 1942 A.M.C. 1125 (D. Md. 1942) , aff'd, 137 F.2d 293,
1943 A.M.C. 939 (4th Cir. 1943) (A charter party for the carriage of an entire cargo for a single shipper was executed
for the British owner by brokers in New York. Distinguishing between personal and non-personal contracts, the Court
held that this should not be treated as a personal contract and so the owner was not denied the right to invoke the
limitation of liability statute.).
(n10)Footnote 10. The Jas E. Newson, 1928 A.M.C. 576 (Boston Municipal Court 1928) ; Barge Ivernia, 1958
A.M.C. 2196 (S.D.N.Y. 1958) (A corporation's contract to transport scrap metal on its lighter barge in New York harbor
was a personal contract of the owner through its marine superintendent. The shipowner, therefore, could not limit its
liability when the barge sank with cargo aboard.).
(n11)Footnote 11. The Fred E. Hasler, 65 F.2d 589, 1933 A.M.C. 939 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 290 U.S. 689 (1933).
(n12)Footnote 12. 46 U.S.C. §§ 31342, 31341. See 2 Benedict on Admiralty §§ 36-39. § 31342 provides: (a)
Except as provided in subsection (b) [which provides there is no lien on a public vessel] a person providing necessaries
to a vessel on the order of the owner or a person authorized by the owner--(1) has a maritime lien on the vessel; (2) may
bring a civil action in rem to enforce the lien; and (3) is not required to allege or prove in the action that credit was
given to the vessel.
(n13)Footnote 13. Flink v. Paladini (The Henrietta), 279 U.S. 59, 49 S. Ct. 255, 73 L. Ed. 613, 1929 A.M.C. 327
(1929) . Given the specific issue addressed by this case, and the length of time since the California statute in question
was repealed, this discussion is of historical interest only.
(n14)Footnote 14. Force v. Providence Washington Ins. Co., 35 F. 778 (S.D.N.Y. 1888) . The bottomry bond is
known today only by students of admiralty who study the history of the law prior to the advent of the preferred ship
mortgage in 1920. However, the author has had occasion to use this ancient and still viable form of security in a case in
which a vessel carrying cargo owned by the author's client ran out of funds in a foreign port. In order to move the cargo
forward, funds needed to be advanced. Attempting to meet the requirements of the Maltese Ship Mortgage Act (which
applied as the law of the flag state) was not practical. A bottomry bond was used, giving security against the vessel. In
the event, the vessel arrived without incident, the cargo was delivered, and the funds advanced were repaid. Since no
action was brought to enforce the bottomry bond the potential position of an admiralty court presented with this
venerable, albeit hoary, maritime device is unknown.
(n15)Footnote 15. Benner Line v. Pendleton, 217 F. 497 (2d Cir. 1914) , aff'd, 246 U.S. 353, 38 S. Ct. 330, 62 L.
Ed. 770 (1918) ; The Julia Luckenbach, 235 F. 388 (2d Cir. 1916) , aff'd, 248 U.S. 139, 39 S. Ct. 53, 63 L. Ed. 170
(1918) . New England S.S. Co. v. Howard, 130 F.2d 354, 1942 A.M.C. 1057 (2d Cir. 1942) (An express warranty is a
personal undertaking and the breach of such a warranty will create a liability which is not subject to the Limitation
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Act.); Metropolitan Coal Co. v. Howard, 155 F.2d 780, 1946 A.M.C. 1154 (2d Cir. 1946) (Where a barge was loaded
as warranted in the charter-party and still sank in calm waters, the court held that the barge was unseaworthy in fact and
that the express warranty of the charter-party had been breached. Therefore, limitation was denied to the barge owner.);
Shamrock Towing v. Fichter Steel Corp., 155 F.2d 69, 1946 A.M.C. 783 (2d Cir. 1946) (The owner's representation to a
charterer that a floating crane is capable of lifting loads of a specified weight is an express warranty binding the owner
without benefit of limitation.); Pfizer & Co. v. Connors Marine Co., 73 F. Supp. 674, 1947 A.M.C. 1080 (S.D.N.Y.
1947) (Limitation was denied when a barge, operating under a contract of private carriage, was held to be unseaworthy
when she broke ground because of her careening and sinking while loading in calm water.); Signal Oil & Gas Co. v.
Barge W- 701, 654 F.2d 1164, 1982 A.M.C. 2603 (5th Cir. 1981), cert. denied, 455 U.S. 944, 1982 A.M.C. 2110 (1982)
(The Fifth Circuit held that an alleged warranty of effectual insurance between a barge owner and its contractor did not
prohibit the owner from limiting its liability under the "personal contracts" exception to the Limitation Act. The court
could find no evidence of such a warranty in the record and, even if it had, an assertion of the right to limit liability
would not amount to a breach. The court pointed out that the parties "could have agreed to a waiver of [the owner's]
rights under the limitation statute by executing an indemnity agreement.").
(n16)Footnote 16. Quinlan v. Pew, 56 F. 111 (1st Cir. [Mass.] 1893); The Loyal, 204 F. 930 (2d Cir. 1913) ;
Capitol Transp. Co. v. Cambria Steel Co., 249 U.S. 334, 39 S. Ct. 292, 63 L. Ed. 631 (1918) (Concerning this case, the
Supreme Court later said in the Cullen No. 32, 290 U.S. 82, 54 S. Ct. 10, 78 L.Ed. 189, 1933 A.M.C. 1584 (1933) :
"As appears from the opinion of the district court (232 F. 382) the contract of the owner in that case was oral and no
express warranty was given."). See Tucker Stevedoring Co. v. Southward Mfg. Co. (The Katie), 24 F.2d 410, 1928
A.M.C. 474 (3d Cir. 1928) ; The Fred E. Hasler, 65 F.2d 589, 1933 A.M.C. 939 (2d Cir. 1933), cert. denied, 290 U.S.
689 (1933).
Steel Inventor (The B-18), 35 F. Supp. 986, 1941 A.M.C. 169 (D. Md. 1940) (A contract by one lighterage company
to furnish a scow for another was held to be a "so-called personal contract for the use of the lighter, in which [the
owner] impliedly warranted it to be seaworthy [and] when it was not, [the owner] was not entitled to limit its liability
under the applicable federal statute." The court held that the owner may have been able to limit its liability in a direct
suit by the cargo owner if based on tort.); Hedger Transportation Co. v. Gallota, 145 F.2d 870, 1944 A.M.C. 1462 (2d
Cir. 1944) (The doctrine that liability cannot be limited for the personal undertakings of the shipowner applies as well to
the implied warranty of seaworthiness in an oral charter of a barge.); American Agricultural Chemical Company v.
O'Donnell Transportation Company, 62 F. Supp. 239, 1945 A.M.C. 812 (S.D.N.Y. 1945) ; Interlake Iron Corp. v.
Gartland S.S. Co. (Burlington), 121 F.2d 267, 1941 A.M.C. 1369 (6th Cir.) , cert. denied, 314 U.S. 681 (1941) (Lack of
the owner's privity is of no consequence where there is a breach of the warranty of seaworthiness in a personal contract.
In such a case limitation will be denied and the statute will be held inapplicable); Petition of Reliance Marine
Transportation & Construction Corp., 206 F.2d 240, 1953 A.M.C. 1615 (2d Cir. 1953) .
The authority of the following cases is left in doubt by the Cullen decision, supra: The Ice King, 261 F. 897 (2d Cir.
[N.Y.]), cert. denied, 251 U.S. 559 (1919); Pokomoke Guano Co. v. Eastern Transp. Co., 285 F. 7 (4th Cir. [Md.]
1922); American Warehouse & Trading Co. v. Davison Lumber Co., 240 F. 126 (2d Cir. 1917) ; The City of Camden,
292 F. 93, 1923 A.M.C. 1149 (3d Cir. 1923) ; The Tommy 151 F. 570 (2d Cir. 1907) .
Signal Oil & Gas Co. v. Barge W701, 654 F.2d 1164, 1982 A.M.C. 2603 (5th Cir. 1981), cert. denied, 455 U.S. 944,
1982 A.M.C. 2110 (1982) (Where a barge owner furnished a capable, experienced superintendent, it did not breach any
warranties of workmanlike performance or seaworthiness to its contractor so as to be denied limitation of liability under
the "personal contract" exception to the Limitation Act. Although the superintendent committed a single, negligent act
in allowing the barge to rupture an oil pipeline, the owner's liability for the rupture was strictly vicarious. It committed
no affirmative negligence in hiring a superintendent who had established an extensive record of competent
performance.).
(n17)Footnote 17. Sellon v. Great Lakes Transit Corp. (The H.A. Scandrett), 87 F.2d 708, 1937 A.M.C. 326 (2d
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Cir. [N.Y.] 1937) .
(n18)Footnote 18. Christopher v. Grueby (The Commonwealth), 40 F.2d 12, 1930 A.M.C. 996 (1st Cir. [Mass]
1930); The Elk, 1938 A.M.C. 714 (D. Mass. 1938) .
(n19)Footnote 19. The Republic, 61 F. 109 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1894) ; The Tourist, 265 F. 700 (D.C. Me. 1920) ; The
Thessaloniki, 267 F. 67 (2d Cir. 1920) ; The Arabic, 34 F.2d 559, 1929 A.M.C. 1364 (S.D.N.Y. 1929) . Mulvihill v.
Furness, Withy & Co., Ltd., 136 F. Supp. 201, 1956 A.M.C. 366 (S.D.N.Y. 1955) ("Admiralty law determines the
validity of the contractual limitation of liability in a steamship ticket."). Cases dealing with the liability of the carrier to
passengers are collected at Vol. 1, § 226.
(n20)Footnote 20. Great Lakes Towing Co. v. Mill Transp. Co., 155 F. 11 (6th Cir. [Mich.] 1907).
(n21)Footnote 21. The Fred E. Hasler, 65 F.2d 589, 1933 A.M.C. 939 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 290 U.S. 689 (1933);
see The Soerstad, 257 F. 130 (S.D.N.Y.1919) .
(n22)Footnote 22. Laverty v. Claussen, 40 F. 542 (S.D.N.Y. 1889) .
(n23)Footnote 23. The Fresno (In re Nieder), 11 F.2d 417, 1926 A.M.C. 465 (W.D. Wash. 1926) .
(n24)Footnote 24. The Vindicator (Petition of Foye Tie & Lumber Co.), 1925 A.M.C. 914 (S.D. Ala. 1925) .
(n25)Footnote 25. 217 F. 497 (2d Cir. 1914) , aff'd,

246 U.S. 353, 38 S. Ct. 330, 62 L. Ed. 770 (1918) .

(n26)Footnote 26. The Imperial and Ticeline (Central Union Stockyards Co. v. Moran T. & T. Co.), 1931 A.M.C.
160 (S.D.N.Y. 1919) .
(n27)Footnote 27. The South Shore, 35 F.2d 110, 1929 A.M.C. 1552 (3d Cir. [N.J.] 1929), cert. denied, 281 U.S.
722 (1930).
(n28)Footnote 28. The Lighter No. 34 (Petition of L. Boyer's Sons Co.), 25 F.2d 602, 1928 A.M.C. 780 (2d Cir.
1928) .
(n29)Footnote 29. 46 U.S.C. § 30701 et seq. The Harter Act was re-codified by Public Law 109-304, § 6(c), Oct. 6,
2006, 120 Stat. 1516.
(n30)Footnote 30. The text of the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act, formerly codified at 46 U.S.C. § 1301 et seq.,
now appears in a note following 46 U.S.C. § 30701. The law has not been repealed and remains in force. Its exclusion
from the formal renumbering process of the re-codification effected by Pub. Law 109-304 is one of the stranger
developments of that process.
(n31)Footnote 31. 46 U.S.C. §§ 30501-30512. Moore-McCormack Lines, Inc. v. Armco Steel Corp. (The
Mormackite), 272 F.2d 873, 1960 A.M.C. 185 (2d Cir. 1959), cert. denied, 362 U.S. 990 (1960) (Where the charter
party contains a provision that the bills of lading should be subject to the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act, that provision
is given effect.); American Tobacco Company v. Goulandris, 173 F. Supp. 140, 1959 A.M.C. 1462 (S.D.N.Y. 1959)
("[B]ills of lading are merely ships documents, issued to a shipper upon receipt of his goods and stating the terms of the
contract of carriage made by the ship. The personal contract doctrine applicable to limitation has never been applied
save to private contracts such as a charter party.").
(n32)Footnote 32. The Yungay (Petition of Webster), 58 F.2d 352, 1932 A.M.C. 123 (S.D.N.Y. 1931) ; S.C.
Loveland Co., Inc. v. Pennsylvania Sugar Co. (The Fred Smartley, Jr.), 108 F.2d 603, 1940 A.M.C. 9 (4th Cir.) , cert.
denied, 309 U.S. 683 (1940) (The inclusion in a bill of lading of a provision that if the shipment is carried by water
such water carriage shall be performed "subject to all terms and provisions of, and all the exemptions from liability
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contained in" the limitation statutes confers no right to limit liability unless such right is given by the limitation statutes
and hence does not confer a right to limit a liability arising out of a breach of the warranty of seaworthiness contained in
the personal contract of the owner.).
(n33)Footnote 33. Formerly, 46 U.S.C. § 1308, now Section 8, found in the Note to 46 U.S.C. § 30701. See, e.g.,
Moore-McCormack Lines, Inc. v. Armco Steel Corp., (The Mormackite), 272 F.2d 873, 1960 A.M.C. 185 (2d Cir.
1959), cert. denied, 362 U.S. 990 (1960).
(n34)Footnote 34. J. Ray McDermott Co. v. Hunt Oil Co., 262 F.2d 127, 1959 A.M.C. 384 (5th Cir. 1959) .
(n35)Footnote 35. But see Interlake Iron Corp. v. Gartland S.S. Co. (The Burlington), 121 F.2d 267, 1941 A.M.C.
1369 (6th Cir.) , cert. denied, 314 U.S. 681 (1941) , where the court held that "where the contract is personal there is a
warranty of seaworthiness and lack of the owner's privity or knowledge will not permit of limitation."
And in Blanco v. Phoenix Compania, 304 F.2d 13, 1962 A.M.C. 1503 (4th Cir. 1962) , the Court noted that "certain
decisions go further, strongly indicating that any attempt whatever by a ship to limit its liability to a seaman under the
General Maritime Law is against public policy and ipso facto void, irrespective of the fairness of the terms of the
agreement."
(n36)Footnote 36. Although section 8 of the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act reserves to the shipowner his rights
under the Limitation of Liability Act, cargo claimants should be aware that "[i]n many cases the Limitation of Liability
Statutes are not involved in claims by cargo against the ship because either (a) the value of the ship and her pending
freight will be greater than the claim, in which case the owner's right to limit will be of no value to him or (b) if this is
not so, the cargo owner may be able to show that the loss was "with the privity or knowledge of the owner,' or, in case
the loss was due to the ship's unseaworthiness, may be able to prevent limitation of liability on the ground that the
owner's personal warranty that the ship should be seaworthy prevents his taking advantage of the statute." Poor on
Charter Parties and Ocean Bills of Lading § 71 (5th ed. 1968). See, also, Pendleton v. Brenner Line, 217 F. 497 (2d
Cir. 1914) , aff'd, 246 U.S. 353, 38 S. Ct. 330, 62 L. Ed. 770 (1918) ; The Julia Luckenbach, 235 F. 388 (2d Cir.
1916) , aff'd, 248 U.S. 139, 39 S. Ct. 53, 63 L. Ed. 170 (1918) . However, with the increase in the size of container
ships, and the potential for losses of large numbers of containers in adverse weather and high seas, together with the
significant increase in the value of many cargoes, including electronics, it is not impossible that the total value of cargo
lost in a major casualty may exceed the value of the vessel.
The sinking of a vessel while being properly handled, without undue stress of weather or other known external cause,
is presumptively due to unseaworthiness. The presumption is rebuttable: Petition of Erlandsen (The Nordic Pride), 51
F. Supp. 921, 1943 A.M.C. 1087 (W.D. Wash. 1943) ; Reliance Marine Transportation v. Tug Skipper, 1950 A.M.C. 125
(D. Conn. 1949) ; In re Marine Sulphur Queen, 460 F.2d 89, 1972 A.M.C. 1122 (2d Cir. [N.Y.]) , cert. denied, 409
U.S. 982 (1972) ; R.D. Wood Co. v. Phoenix Steel Corp., 327 F.2d 921, 1964 A.M.C. 2467 (3d Cir. [Pa.] 1964). As to
the required seaworthiness of the vessel at the commencement of a contract of insurance, see Saskatchewan
Government Insurance Office v. Spot Pack, 242 F.2d 385, 1957 A.M.C. 655 (5th Cir. [Fla.] 1957).
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The Limitation of Liability Act was recodified by Congress in 2006 n1 as part of the overall recodification of all of Title
46. While there was some rearrangement and updating of the text, there was no substantive change to the Act overall.
Thus, readers familiar with the old section numbers will now need to become familiar with the new numbers. Herein,
we use the current codification numbers with the old citations in parentheses.
46 U.S.C. § 30505(a) provides, in part, that "Except as provided in section 30506 of this title, the liability of the owner
of a vessel for any claim, debt, or liability described in subsection (b) shall not exceed the value of the vessel and
pending freight." Subsection (b) provides that, "Unless otherwise excluded by law, claims, debts, and liabilities subject
to limitation under Subsection (a) are those arising from any embezzlement, loss, or destruction of any property, goods,
or merchandise shipped or put on board the vessel, any loss, damage, or injury by collision, or any act, matter, or thing,
loss, damage, or forfeiture, done, occasioned, or incurred, without the privity or knowledge of the owner."
An Act of 1884, initially codified at 46 U.S.C. § 189, now the second sentence of subsection (a), provides for
proportional liability for debts among part owners. Subsection (c) provides that limitation does not apply to wage
claims. The Act of June 5, 1936 n2 expanded the concept of privity or knowledge by providing that: "In a claim for
personal injury or death, the privity or knowledge of the master for the owner's superintendent or managing agent, at or
before the beginning of each voyage, is imputed to the owner."
The burden of proof as to privity or knowledge is upon the plaintiff shipowner. He must prove the negative proposition
of the absence or lack of his privity or knowledge. n3 In Spencer Kellogg & Sons, Inc. v. Hicks, n4 the Supreme Court,
in reviewing a case where privity and knowledge had been affirmatively established, said the shipowner was entitled to
limitation unless the claimants could prove negligence with the owner's privity and knowledge, and that the burden of
proving such negligence was on them. This remark inverts the language of 46 U.S.C. § 183, and in The Silverpalm n5 it
was pointed out that such language was dictum and should be considered as an inadvertence, which is undoubtedly
correct. The problem of applying these legislative expressions to the cases as they arise necessarily divides itself into
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two parts: the cases of ownership by individuals and those of ownership by corporations. The language of the older
cases usually speaks of the shipowner as an individual. As corporate ownership became the norm, however, the
references to the individual shipowner were less frequent and the analysis became focused on the managers of the
corporate enterprise who are vested with discretion and authority.
In modern practice, and as set forth in the Model Local Rules of Admiralty proposed by the Maritime Law Association
of the United States, Committee on Practice and Procedure, and adopted by most maritime districts of the federal courts,
the dictum of the Supreme Court in Spencer Kellogg, is given effect by having the defendants, who are claimants
against the shipowner proceed with their proofs first and, only if they establish a prima facie case of negligence and
causation against the shipowner does the shipowner need to proceed with its case to establish that it was not negligent,
and, in case the proofs do not sustain that argument, that it was without privity and knowledge. n6
What is "privity or knowledge"? Judge Sawyer's early definition in Lord v. Goodall, Nelson & Perkins S.S. Co. n7 is
frequently quoted or cited. He there said:
"As used in the statute, the meaning of the words "privity or knowledge,' evidently, is a personal
participation of the owner in some fault, or act of negligence, causing or contributing to the loss, or some
personal knowledge or means of knowledge, of which he is bound to avail himself of a contemplated
loss, or a condition of things likely to produce or contribute to the loss, without adopting appropriate
means to prevent it. There must be some personal concurrence, or some fault or negligence on the part of
the owner himself, or in which he personally participates, to constitute such privity, within the meaning
of the Act, as will exclude him from the benefit of its provisions."
In La Bourgogne n8 the Supreme Court said:
"Without seeking presently to define the exact scope of the words "privity and knowledge,' it is
apparent from what has been said that it has been long since settled by this court that mere negligence,
pure and simple, in and of itself does not necessarily establish the existence on the part of the owner of a
vessel of privity and knowledge within the meaning of the statute."
It has been said that "privity" means some fault or neglect in which the owner personally participates, and "knowledge"
means personal cognizance or means of knowledge, of which the owner is bound to avail himself, of a contemplated
loss or condition likely to cause or contribute to loss, unless proper means are adopted to prevent it. n9
The equivalent term "actual fault or privity" of the English statute is construed by the English courts to mean personal
fault, and hence has substantially the same effect as the American statute as construed in the foregoing cases. n10
It has also been said that privity and knowledge are coupled as parts of a single expression and must be understood in
relation to each other: the knowledge contemplated by the statute is knowledge or something contributory to a loss for
which the shipowner is liable, and his privity is the failure to make use of that knowledge to prevent such loss. n11
In The 84-H, n12 the court said:
"The privity or knowledge must be actual and not merely constructive. It involves a personal
participation of the owner in some fault or act of negligence causing or contributing to the injury
suffered. There must be some fault or negligence on his part or in which he in some way participates."
Privity does not necessarily involve bad faith or willfulness. n13 Like due diligence, it is a somewhat vague expression,
whose content and meaning is relative and depends upon the particular facts of the case. It is probably well that this is
so, for the uncertainty acts as a spur to encourage shipowners to so organize and conduct their enterprises as to avoid
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close questions of construction.
Without negligence there can be no privity or knowledge for there is nothing then to which the shipowner, however
familiar with facts that establish his innocence, can be said to be privy. n14 Should the claim proved not equal the
appraised or surrendered value, the question of the owner's privity or knowledge becomes unimportant. n15
Knowledge or Privity "In a Measure" Actual. In The Colima n16 the court said that the knowledge or privity that
excludes the operation of the statute must be in a measure actual and not merely constructive, that is, actual through the
owner's knowledge, or authorization, or immediate control of the wrongful acts or conditions, or through some kind of
personal participation in them.
Failure to exercise "due diligence" to make a vessel seaworthy may amount to privity in the vessel's unseaworthy
condition as it develops during the voyage. n17 But unseaworthiness does not preclude limitation unless it exists with
the owner's privity or knowledge. n18
The suggestion that privity may be imputed or inferred gives rise to difficulty. In the Cullen case n19 an oral charter of
a barge was deemed to imply a personal warranty of seaworthiness, which the terms of the contract did not disclaim.
Thus, it was rather the warranty that was implied than the privity that was imputed. In The Glenbogie n20 the court,
having found that the vessel was in fact the personal property of Playfair (who was also president of the alleged owner
Transit Company, of which he and his family owned 90 per cent of the stock), imputed to him both the knowledge
which he might have obtained when he personally participated in having the vessel laid up for the winter, and the
knowledge which his superintendent might have acquired while attending to a repair, and said: "The statute does not
require that the knowledge be actual; it may be imputed if someone in charge for the owner had general authority to act
for him and by the exercise of ordinary care could have discovered the fault." Thus, knowledge was imputed, rather than
privity.
Master's Privity. The amendment of June 5, 1936, n21 provides, as presently codified:
"In a claim for personal injury or death, the privity or knowledge of the master or the owner's
superintendent or managing agent, at or before the beginning of each voyage, is imputed to the owner."
Obviously, there can be no question of an imputed warranty in this situation. As between the owner and the
superintendent, the statute merely states the rule of The Glenbogie, supra. It is submitted that there is nothing in either
the statute or the cases to support the idea that the privity or knowledge of the master, superintendent or managing agent
may be imputed or inferred as to them, by reason, as might be suggested, of the knowledge or privity of employees or
servants under their command or charge, and thus passed on, by operation of the statute, to become the knowledge or
privity of the vessel owner. The Supreme Court has yet to rule on this Section. n22
When the shipowner is an individual, and not a corporation, the "privity or knowledge" of such owner means some
personal concurrence of the individual in the accident or in the circumstances which created the loss, or some fault or
negligence on his individual part or in which he has personally participated, the purpose of Congress being to insulate
the mere investor in ship property, who uses reasonable care in the selection of agents to manage the shipping
enterprise, from liability for more than the investment which he risks in the ship. n23 Such a personal investor is not
required to be personally expert in shipping matters, nor personally diligent in attending to the seaworthiness of the
vessel, n24 for personal diligence is not a condition upon limitation, as it is upon immunity under the Harter Act. n25
Individuals as shipowners may delegate the work of inspection and management of their vessels to suitably selected
employees, and not be in privity with the knowledge or neglect of such employees. n26 In The Princess Sophia n27 the
district court said:
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"It appears to be well settled that, where the owner in good faith appoints a competent agent to
equip, man, or maintain a vessel or her machinery, any acts of omission of the agents, not participated in
personally by the owner, do not constitute privity or knowledge."
And in Coryell v. Phipps (The Yacht Seminole), n28 the Supreme Court stated that:
"[o]ne who selects competent men to store and inspect a vessel and who is not on notice as to the
existence of any defect in it cannot be denied the benefit of the limitation as respects a loss incurred by
an explosion during the period of storage, unless "privity' or "knowledge' are to become empty words."
Indeed, it has been held that a woman who owned a speed boat in which she was riding, and of which operation she was
ignorant, might limit her liability in respect of the fault of her husband, who operated it negligently in her presence. n29
Neglect to inspect the vessel or properly to provide a system for inspection creates ordinarily such privity with a disaster
arising from a defective condition of the vessel as to preclude limitation. n30 And where the owner has delegated power
to a shipmaster or other agent and has relied upon him to see to it that the vessel is properly equipped or otherwise fitted
for the contemplated service, the burden of proving the competency of such representative for the work entrusted to him
rests upon the owner and, unless such competency is affirmatively shown, the owner cannot limit his liability. n31 But
if a proper person has been selected to perform such duties and has neglected them, an individual owner, unaware of the
neglect and of the defective condition arising therefrom, may limit his liability. n32 However, it is not necessary that an
individual shipowner, in order to limit his liability, acquire expert knowledge concerning his vessel, her equipment and
machinery, or should place between himself and the master an intermediary possessed of such knowledge. n33 The
courts have felt that the purpose of Congress to encourage persons to invest in ships would fail if the individual investor
were required to become personally expert, or to rely on experts at his peril. But an individual investor in the title to a
ship may not absolve himself until he has performed certain primary duties: he must either inspect himself or arrange a
reasonably competent inspection system, n34 choose his employees with reasonable care, and give them suitable
general instructions. If he delegates these general duties to a person with general authority, he is liable without benefit
of limitation for the acts and defaults of such person in those respects. n35 And owners who are actually expert, or who
are fully conscious of the implications of their choice of materials and equipment for their vessels, have been denied the
benefits of the statute. n36
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. Pub.L. 109-304, Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1485.
(n2)Footnote 2. Initially codified as 46 U.S.C. § 183(e), now codified as 46 U.S.C. § 30506(e).
(n3)Footnote 3. The Commonwealth (Christopher v. Grueby), 40 F.2d 8, 1930 A.M.C. 989 (1st Cir.) , cert. denied,
282 U.S. 876 (1930) ; The 84- H, 296 F. 427, 1924 A.M.C. 774 (2d Cir.) , cert. denied, 264 U.S. 596 (1924) ; Petition
of Diamond Coal & Coke Co., 297 F. 242 (W.D. Pa. 1923) , aff'd, 297 F. 246 (3d Cir. 1924) , cert. denied, 248 U.S.
565 (1925) ; The Annie (People's Nav. Co. v. Toxey), 261 F. 797 (E.D. Va. 1919) , aff'd, 269 F. 793 (4th Cir. 1920) ;
Henson v. Fidelity & Columbia Trust Co., 68 F.2d 144, 1934 A.M.C. 518 (6th Cir. 1934) ; The Glenbogie, 81 F.2d 441,
1936 A.M.C. 267 (6th Cir. 1936) ; The Silverpalm (Silver Line Ltd. v. United States), 94 F.2d 776, 1937 A.M.C. 1462
(9th Cir. 1937) , cert. denied, 304 U.S. 576 (1938) ; Coryell v. Phipps (Yacht Seminole), 317 U.S. 406, 63 S. Ct. 291,
87 L. Ed. 363, 1943 A.M.C. 18 (1943) ; Jacobus Grauwiller Co., Inc. v. Reichert (The Mattie), 38 F. Supp. 745, 1941
A.M.C. 863 (E.D.N.Y. 1941) , aff'd, 136 F.2d 904, 1943 A.M.C. 822 (2d Cir. 1943) ; Lakehead Transportation Co. v.
Kewaunee (The Marguerite W.), 140 F.2d 491, 1944 A.M.C. 367 (7th Cir. 1944) ; Valliant & Co. v. Rayonier, Inc. (E.
Madison Hall), 140 F.2d 589, 1944 A.M.C. 202 (4th Cir.) , cert. denied, 322 U.S. 748 (1944) ; Diamond Steamship
Transportation Co. v. People Savings Bank & Trust Co. (The Severance), 152 F.2d 916, 1946 A.M.C. 128 (4th Cir.
1945) , cert. denied, 328 U.S. 853 (1946) ; The Cleveco, 154 F.2d 605, 1946 A.M.C. 933 (6th Cir. 1946) ; The Barge
Ivernia, 1958 A.M.C. 2196 (S.D.N.Y. 1958) ; Rowe v. Brooks, 329 F. 2d 35, 1964 A.M.C. 1666 (4th Cir. 1964) ; The
M/V Hoperange, 226 F. Supp. 1018, 1965 A.M.C. 2207 (E.D. La. 1964) , aff'd, 345 F.2d 451, 1965 A.M.C. 2203 (5th
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Cir. 1965) . In re Brasea, Inc., 583 F.2d 736, 1980 A.M.C. 515 (5th Cir. 1978) ("In ascertaining whether a shipowner
is entitled to limitation, the Court must first determine which act or acts of negligence or conditions of unseaworthiness
caused the injury. The Court then determines whether the shipowner had knowledge or privity of these specific acts or
conditions. Farrell Lines, Inc. v. Jones, 530 F.2d 7 (5th Cir. 1976) . It is equally as well settled that in the limitation
proceeding below the initial burden of proving negligence or unseaworthiness rested with the injured seaman. Id. at 10
.").
(n4)Footnote 4. (The Linseed King), 285 U.S. 502, 52 S. Ct. 450, 76 L. Ed. 903, 1932 A.M.C. 503 (1932) .
(n5)Footnote 5. N.3 supra.
(n6)Footnote 6. The Model Local Admiralty Rules drafted by the Maritime Law Association of the United States,
and now adopted in most maritime districts, provides, in Model Rule LAR F(2), as follows: "Order of Proof at Trial. In
an action where vessel interests seek to limit their liability, the damage claimants shall offer their proof first, whether
the right to limit arises as a claim or as a defense."
(n7)Footnote 7. 15 F. Cas. 8,506 (C.C. Cal. 1877) , aff'd, 102 U.S. (12 Otto) 541, 26 L. Ed. 224 (1881) .
(n8)Footnote 8. 210 U.S. 95, 28 S. Ct 664, 52 L. Ed. 973 (1908) ; see also, The Virginia, 264 F. 986 (D. Md.
1919) , aff'd, 278 F. 877 (4th Cir.) , cert. denied, 257 U.S. 659 (1921) .
(n9)Footnote 9. The Francesca, 10 F. Supp. 828, 1937 A.M.C. 1006 (W.D.N.Y. 1937) ; Continental Insurance Co.
v. Sabine Towing Co., 117 F.2d 694, 1941 A.M.C. 262 (5th Cir. [Tex.]), cert. denied, 313 U.S. 588 (1941) ; Coryell v.
Phipps (Yacht Seminole), N.3 supra; The Cleveco, N.3 supra; The Tug Carrie Mack, 194 F. Supp. 383, 1962 A.M.C.
1540 (S.D. Ala. 1961) ; The M/V Hoperange, N.3 supra. In re Guglielmo, 897 F.2d 58, 1990 A.M.C. 1191 (2d Cir.
1990) (Summary judgment would be denied on the limitation petition where petitioner was in another state at the time
the collision between his pleasure craft and another occurred since there was some evidence that he had knowledge that
his son who was operating the vessel at the time of the collision was not a competent operator. The court held that the
determination of competency is fact specific and the "trier of fact may distinguish between owners who entrust their
vessels to professional operators and those who entrust them to non- professionals. The former may rely on business
reputations and professional routines as evidence of competence. The latter, however, have much less assurance
...Whether the evidence available to a boat owner is sufficient to support a reasonable belief in the operator's
competence is up to the trier of fact to determine in light of all the circumstances." In this instance, the owner's belief in
his 21 year old son's competence to operate the boat was based on the son having taken a "young boatman" course some
years before, his having instructed the son in how to turn on the engine, and the fact that the son had much more
"experience" in operating power boats and no prior accidents. The court found the father may not have possessed
sufficient knowledge to evaluate his son's competence such that he could form a reasonable belief with respect to his
competence.); Gibboney v. Wright, 517 F.2d 1054, 1975 A.M.C. 2071 (5th Cir. 1975) ("What is meant by privity or
knowledge is not easy to pin down. Older cases state that the Limitation Act imposes upon shipowners a lower standard
than the duty to exercise due diligence of the Harter Act, 46 U.S.C. § 191, and the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act, 46
U.S.C. § 1303 ... . More recent cases, however, have indicated a substantial similarity in the two standards... . In any
event it seems clear that privity or knowledge must turn on the facts of the individual case."); In re Cirigliano, 708 F.
Supp. 101, 1989 A.M.C. 999 (D.N.J. 1989) (Following an accident in which a powerboat allegedly ran over two water
skiers, the owner of the powerboat sought exoneration from or limitation of liability. The Limitation of Liability Act
does not preclude a shipowner from petitioning for exoneration when that shipowner is also the operator of the vessel at
the time of an incident. Despite the heavy burden on a shipowner with regard to privity or knowledge of negligence, the
court was reluctant at an early trial stage to determine that the shipowner had privity or knowledge of the impending
accident without a greater factual showing. Claimant's motion for summary judgment was therefore denied.); In re
Oswego Barge Corp., 439 F. Supp. 312, 1978 A.M.C. 392 (N.D.N.Y. 1977) (Citing 3 Benedict on Admiralty § 41.); In
re Ingoglia, 723 F. Supp. 512, 1990 A.M.C. 357 (C.D. Cal. 1989) (Where the owner of a 19 foot power boat was
operating it when a guest passenger was injured, there is no genuine issue of fact 'regarding his privity and knowledge,
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and the passenger's motion for summary judgment in the limitation proceedings was granted.).
(n10)Footnote 10. See, e.g., Asiatic Petroleum Co. v. Lennard's Carrying Co., Ltd., 1 K.B. 419 (1913) , aff'd, A.C.
705 (1915); Paterson Steamships, Ltd. v. Robin Hood Mills, Ltd., 58 Ll. L. Rep. 33 (1937) (The scope and effect of §
503 of the Merchant Shipping Act of 1894 "is not to excuse or except a shipowner from liability for tort or breach of
contract, but to limit the amount for which he can be liable for the faults of others than himself. The meaning of fault
and privity in section 502 of the Act, which in that respect is identical with section 503, has been authoritatively
declared by the Court of Appeal and the House of Lords in the case of Lennard's Carrying Co., Ltd. v. Asiatic
Petroleum Co., Ltd. The words actual fault or privity in my judgment infer something personal to the owner, something
blameworthy in him, as distinguished from constructive fault or privity such as the fault or privity of his servants or
agents.' "Actual fault negatives that liability which arises solely under the rule of respondeat superior.' So in the case of
a company "It must be ... the fault of privity of somebody who is not merely a servant or agent for whom the company
is liable upon the footing respondent superior, but somebody for whom the company is liable because his action is the
very action of the company itself.' ... Another and very important principle is to be derived from a consideration of the
section, namely, that the fault or privity of the owners must be fault or privity in respect of that which causes the loss or
damage in question, a proposition which was acted upon and illustrated in Lennard"s case." [footnotes omitted]); The
Truculent, P. 1 (1952); The Empire Jamaica, 1 Lloyd's Rep. 50 (1955); The Dayspring, 2 Lloyd's Rep. 204 (1968);
Groen v. The England, 1 Lloyd's Rep. 375 (1972).
Between August 29, 1935, and June 5, 1936, the American statute also spoke of "actual" fault or privity. During that
interval no case chanced to arise requiring the interpretation of the phrase, and the doubts concerning it were not
resolved.
(n11)Footnote 11. 1 Benedict 596 (5th Ed.) .
(n12)Footnote 12. N. 3 supra. The Mattie, N.3 supra; Lakehead Transp. Co. v. Kewaunee (The Marguerite W.),
N.3 supra.
(n13)Footnote 13. Henson v. Fidelity & Columbia Trust Co., N. 3 supra.
(n14)Footnote 14. The 84-H, N. 3 supra; The Spare Time II, 36 F. Supp. 642, 1941 A.M.C. 417 (E.D.N.Y. 1941)
(An individual owner of a gasoline motor yacht who was not aware of a leak in the gasoline feed pipe, which had not
occurred through any fault, neglect or want of care on his part, was entitled to limit his liability for damages resulting
from an explosion caused by the leak.); Petition of Phil Davis, 1950 A.M.C. 1028 (N.D. Cal 1950) (The individual
owner of a motor boat who was operating the boat at the time of the events on which the suit was based was not entitled
to maintain a petition to limit liability.). Text quoted: S.S. African Neptune (Complaint of Farrell Lines), 530 F.2d 7,
1976 A.M.C. 1641(5th Cir. 1976) ("The determination of whether a shipowner is entitled to limitation employs a
two-step process. First, the court must determine what acts of negligence or conditions of unseaworthiness caused the
accident. Second, the court must determine whether the shipowner had knowledge or privity of those same acts of
negligence or conditions of unseaworthiness. Knowledge or privity of any fact or act causing the accident is not enough
for denial of limitation; it is only knowledge or privity of negligent acts or unseaworthy conditions which trigger a
denial of limitation."). But see Brister v. A.W.I., Inc., 946 F.2d 350 (5th Cir. 1991) (In a bifurcated trial, where the jury
found no negligence on the part of a vessel owner, it was improper for the district court to hold that it was collaterally
estopped from considering whether the vessel owner had knowledge or privity of an unseaworthy condition that resulted
in a seaman being injured. The issues of negligence under the Jones Act and privity or knowledge of a dangerous
condition which causes an injury under the Limitation Act are not identical.).
(n15)Footnote 15. In re Humbolt Lumber Mfrs.' Ass'n, 60 F. 428 (N.D. Cal. 1894) , aff'd, 73 F. 239 (9th Cir.
1896) .
(n16)Footnote 16. 82 F. 665 (S.D.N.Y. 1897) . See, also, The Anna, 47 F. 525 (D.S.C. 1891) ; Quinlan v. Pew, 56
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F. 111 (1st Cir. [Mass.] 1893); In re The Annie Faxon, 66 F. 575 (S.D. Wash. 1895) ; modified in other respects, 75 F.
312 (9th Cir. 1896) ; The George W. Roby, 111 F. 601 (6th Cir. [Mich.] 1901), cert. denied, 183 U.S. 699 (1902) .
(n17)Footnote 17. The Malcolm Baxter, Jr., 277 U.S. 323, 48 S. Ct. 516, 72 L. Ed. 901, 1928 A.M.C. 960 (1928) .
To the same effect, see The Vestris, 60 F.2d 273, 1932 A.M.C. 863 (S.D.N.Y. 1932) . The F/V Demand, 160 F. Supp.
833, 1958 A.M.C. 1410 (D. Mass. 1958) ("A vessel does not have to be perfect in order to be seaworthy. But where she
is so imperfect as to be unseaworthy, the owner cannot avoid privity by shifting the burden to an independent contractor
if he has enough knowledge to appreciate the questionableness of such reliance. Even if he does not have full
knowledge he is not without notice."); Deep Sea Limitation Proceedings, 465 F. Supp 1003, 1979 A.M.C. 1910 (W.D.
Wash. 1979) (Exoneration from or limitation of liability was denied where the unseaworthiness which contributed to the
loss of a fishing vessel was within the knowledge and privity of the managing agent and therefore attributed to the
vessel owner.). For further cases discussing the elements of unseaworthiness, see § 42 infra.
(n18)Footnote 18. Standard Wholesale Phosphate & Acid Works v. Chesapeake Lighterage & Towing Co., 16
F.2d 765, 1927 A.M.C. 225 (4th Cir. [Md.] 1927); The Yungay, 58 F.2d 352, 1932 A.M.C. 123 (S.D.N.Y. 1931) . See
The Galileo, 54 F.2d 913, 1932 A.M.C. 1 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1931) , aff'd, 287 U.S. 420 (1933) (a fire statute case).
(n19)Footnote 19. The Cullen No. 32 ( Petition of Hedger), 290 U.S. 82, 54 S. Ct. 10, 78 L. Ed. 89, 1933 A.M.C.
1584 (1933) .
(n20)Footnote 20. N.3 supra. Diamond S.S. Transp. Co. v. People Savings Bank & Trust Co. (The Severance), n.3
supra (Where the operator of a towing company intrusted the management of the business to his son, the "privity and
knowledge" of the son was attributed to the operator.); Lakehead Transp. Co. v. Kewaunee (The Marguerite W.), n.3
supra (Knowledge will not be imputed to the owners of a vessel unless such knowledge is by one who can bind his
principal.).
(n21)Footnote 21. 46 U.S.C. § 30506(e).
(n22)Footnote 22. In Oliver J. Olsen & Co. v. Luckenbach S.S. Co. (The Marine Leopard), 279 F.2d 662, 1960
A.M.C. 1230 (9th Cir.) , cert. denied, 364 U.S. 88 (1960) , the section is cited by the court but is not discussed. See also
Moore-McCormack, Lines, Inc. v. Armco Steel Corp. (The Mormackite), 272 F.2d 873, 1960 A.M.C. 185 (2d Cir.
1959) , cert. denied, 362 U.S. 990 (1960) .
Section applied: The Black Gull, 250 F.2d 777, 1958 A.M.C. 277 (2d Cir. 1957) , cert. denied, 356 U.S. 933 (1958) ;
Petition of Long (Smith Voyager), 439 F.2d 109, 1971 A.M.C. 1147 (2d Cir. 1971) ; In re Farrell Lines, Inc., 378 F.
Supp. 1354 (S.D. Ga. 1974) .
(n23)Footnote 23. Flink v. Paladini (The Henrietta), 279 U.S. 59, 19 S. Ct. 255, 73 L. Ed. 613, 1929 A.M.C. 327
(1929) ; Christopher v Grueby (The Commonwealth), N.3 supra; Tittle v. Aldacosta (M.V. Adios), 544 F.2d 752, 1978
A.M.C. 112 (5th Cir. 1977) (The owner- captain of a fishing boat, who personally commanded the operation of the boat,
was charged with the knowledge of his crew's negligence and was not entitled to limitation of liability where no
protective device had been placed on the transom of the boat and a disembarking passenger fell and was injured.).
(n24)Footnote 24. The Volunteer and Barges (Petition of Goodwin-Gallagher Sand & Gravel Corp.), 1929 A.M.C.
1577 (E.D.N.Y. 1929) ; The Tommy, 151 F. 570 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1907) ; The City of Camden-The Neptune (Wilmington
S.B. Co. v. Edmiston), 292 F. 93, 1923 A.M.C. 1149 (3d Cir. [N.J.] 1923) .
(n25)Footnote 25. The El Sol and Sac City, 72 F.2d 212, 1934 A.M.C. 1185 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1934) . The cases cited
concern corporate shipowners, but the language applies to individuals as shipowners.
(n26)Footnote 26. The Northern No. 29 ( Flat-Top Fuel Co., Inc. v. Martin), 85 F.2d 39, 1936 A.M.C. 1296 (2d
Cir. [N.Y.]) , cert. denied, 299 U.S. 585 (1936) . But see The Glenbogie, N.3 supra, knowledge of the neglect of the
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superintendent was imputed to the individual shipowner. The Mary T. Tracy, 92 F. Supp. 706, 1950 A.M.C. 964
(S.D.N.Y. 1950) ; aff'd, 194 F.2d 362, 1952 A.M.C. 495 (2d Cir. 1952) (The exercise of due care and diligence in
selecting competent men to man a vessel discharges the owner from that liability which privity and knowledge would
impose upon him for their negligent act.); Petition of Guggenheim (the Trillora II), 76 F. Supp. 50, 1948 A.M.C. 132
(E.D.S.C. 1947) (A yacht owner will be permitted to limit liability for an explosion caused by the negligence of an
employee holding an unlimited master's license.).
(n27)Footnote 27. 278 F. 180 (W.D. Wash. 1919) , aff'd, 61 F.2d 339, 1932 A.M.C. 1562 (9th Cir. 1932) , cert.
denied, 288 U.S. 604 (1933) .
(n28)Footnote 28. N. 3 supra.
(n29)Footnote 29. The Francesca, N. 9 supra; Petition of Frank H. Robertson (Winem II), 163 F. Supp. 242, 1958
A.M.C. 1697 (D. Mass. 1958) (Where the owner of a cabin cruiser involved in a collision was aboard and distracting
the pilot with conversation at the time of the collision, the court held that the owner was privy to the existence of an
inadequate lookout. "Doubtless, even though on board, if he had no reason to suppose otherwise, he could rely upon the
competency of a person he had put in charge. But where he knew that this person had his eyes and his attention directed
to the cabin rather than to the surrounding water, it seems to me he was privy to the fact that the vessel was proceeding
without adequate lookout, the very factor which caused the collision."); Petition of Horace A. Hocking, 158 F. Supp.
620, 1958 A.M.C. 1749 (D.N.J. 1958) (Limitation allowed to the owner of a 21-foot motor boat involved in a collision
with a row boat. While the owner's son was operating the vessel at the time of the collision, the court held that the
negligence of the son did not constitute privity or knowledge of the petitioner.); Blackler v. F. Jacobus Transportation
Co., Inc., 243 F.2d 733, 1960 A.M.C. 581 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1957) (Even if "the petitioner was himself handling the
hawser aboard the tug at the time of the accident [that] is not incompatible with limitation of liability. "Privity and
knowledge" is a term of art meaning complicity in the fault that caused the accident, and if the petitioner is free from
fault his actual knowledge of the facts of the accident does not prevent limitation."); Walston v. Lambertsen (The Frank
L. III), 1964 A.M.C. 1543 (W. D. Wash. 1964) , aff'd, 349 F.2d 660, 1965 A.M.C. 2492 (9th Cir. 1965) , cert. denied,
382 U.S. 980 (1966) ("Under the law pertaining to limitation or exoneration, an owner is not required to know the stern
from the bow of his ship. He has no obligation to undertake a course of study about navigation, the mysteries of the sea
and the like. Within the law of limitation an owner may be a drygoods merchant in the Midwest and rely upon
competent people to build his ship, to equip it and to run it and do that which they request and suggest to him. Even if
their suggestions turn out to be unwise, negligent or result in unseaworthiness, the owner will not be precluded from
limitation in or exoneration from liability for a casualty resulting from unseaworthiness or negligence outside the
knowledge or privity of the owner.").
See also Joyce v. Joyce, 975 F.2d 379, 1993 A.M.C. 312 (7th Cir. 1992) (A complaint for limitation of liability was
properly dismissed for lack of subject matter jurisdiction where it was alleged that the owner of a pleasure boat had
negligently entrusted the boat to an individual without inquiring as to that person's skill and experience. If the owner
knew or had reason to know that the operator should not have been entrusted with the boat, the owner's knowledge
would make him ineligible for limited liability. On the other hand, if there is no possibility of liability for negligent
entrustment, the owner has no need for the protection afforded by a limitation proceeding.).
(n30)Footnote 30. The Annie Faxon, N.15 supra; Van Eyken v. Erie Ry. Co., 117 F. 712 (E.D.N.Y. 1902) ;
Oregon Round Lumber Co. v. Portland & Asiatic S.S. Co., 162 F. 912 (D. Ore. 1908) ; The Captain Jack, 169 F. 455
(D. Conn. 1909) ; The Vestris, N. 17 supra; DePinto v. O'Donnell Transp. Co., 180 Misc. 649, 40 N.Y.S.2d 218, 1943
A.M.C. 567 (Sup. Ct. 1943) , modified, 266 App. Div. 1002, 45 N.Y.S.2d 414, 1944 A.M.C. 539 , rev'd, 293 N.Y. 32,
55 N.E.2d 855, 1944 A.M.C. 1437 (1944) .
(n31)Footnote 31. McGill v. Michigan S.S. Co., 144 F. 788 (9th Cir. [Cal.]), cert. denied, 203 U.S. 593 (1906) . In
the Glenbogie, N.3 supra, the owner was held liable for the privity or failure to acquire knowledge of his
superintendent's negligence, although there seems to have been no question as to the superintendent's competency.
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(n32)Footnote 32. Quinlan v. Pew, N.16 supra; Van Eyken v. Erie Ry. Co., N.30 supra; The Tommy, N.24 supra;
Petition of Clinton (Olympic II), 195 F. Supp. 165, 1961 A.M.C. 1790 (D. Mass. 1961) (Where the owner of a fishing
vessel, who was not an experienced fisherman, selected and employed a competent master and made arrangements with
a competent repairyard to properly maintain his vessel, the owner was without privity, where the vessel sank allegedly
because the master negligently failed to carry out orders.).
This result has been criticized in The Edward (Petition of Jacobson), 52 F.2d 179, 1931 A.M.C. 1541 (S.D. Tex.
1931) : "Cases like the Annie Faxon, 75 F. 312 ; Peoples Navigation Co. v. Toxey, 269 F. 793 ; Kitsap Co. v. Harvey,
15 F.2d 166, 1926 A.M.C. 1657 , in their emphasis upon the difference between the personal and the imputed fault of
the owner, have tended to overemphasize the exemption from liability; other cases stressing the necessity for
compliance with the conditions fixed as the basis for the enjoyment of the exemption have clarified, or at least brought
into balance, some of the expressions in those cases. Cases of this kind are Great Lakes Towing Co. v. Mills
Transportation Co., 155 F. 11 ; Benner Line v. Pendleton, 217 F. 497 ; Etna Maru, 20 F.2d 143, 1927 A.M.C. 1142 ;
Christopher v. Grueby, 40 F.2d 8, 1930 A.M.C. 989 In the Grueby case it is said on page 12:
"The duty of ship-owners to their seamen to see that their ship is seaworthy and her equipment in
safe condition for use when she starts on a voyage is a personal one, responsibility for which they cannot
escape by delegating its performance to another. In this respect it is like the common law duty of a
master to provide his servant a suitable place in which to work. And a seaman injured through failure to
perform this duty is entitled to compensation.'
"With this statement of the law I fully agree. It is my opinion that those decisions are illogical which
hold that where an owner delegates the job of furnishing a seaworthy vessel to another he may have
limitation, but that where he tries to make it seaworthy himself, he may not have."

Gibboney v. Wright, 517 F.2d 1054, 1975 A.M.C. 2071 (5th Cir. 1975) ; In re Sheen, 1989 A.M.C. 1345 (S.D. Fla.
1989) (The district court held that where the owner of a pleasure yacht who had made the vessel available for charter
through an agent and was absent from the vessel at the time of collision may limit his liability under 46 U.S.C. § 185.
No privity existed between the owner and the crew's negligence where the owner arranged for reasonably competent
inspection procedures, provided suitable general instructions and hired a well-respected managing agent. The owner
was not negligent in delegating his "plenary powers" to the managing agent where the latter hired a highly experienced
captain.).
(n33)Footnote 33. Christopher v. Grueby (The Commonwealth), N.3 supra; Boston Marine Ins. Co. v.
Metropolitan Redwood Lumber Co., 197 F. 703 (9th Cir. [Cal.] 1912).
(n34)Footnote 34. Henson v. Fidelity & Columbia Trust Co., No.3 supra.
The Inga, 33 F. Supp. 122, 1940 A.M.C. 965 (S.D.N.Y. 1940) (The individual owner of a gasoline yacht has been
denied limitation of liability arising from an explosion caused by leakage of gasoline while the yacht was being repaired
where the owner knew when the yacht was delivered to the repairman, that the gasoline distribution system had not
been operating properly, that large quantities of gasoline had leaked from the tanks, and that the presence of gasoline
vapors on the vessel had been detected. Despite this knowledge, the yacht, improperly manned, was delivered to the
repairman without any inspection having been made to determine whether gasoline had collected in the bilges and
without any warning having been given to the repairman of the facts known to the owner.).
(n35)Footnote 35. The Glenbogie, N.3 supra.
(n36)Footnote 36. The Silverpalm, N.3 supra.
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§ 42. Privity or Knowledge--Corporate Shipowners.

Privity of a Corporation. When the title to the vessel is placed in a corporation of the ordinary sort, where the corporate
charter itself operates as a non-conductor between persons injured and damaged by a breach of corporate duty and the
members of the corporation, the investment, ownership and management are combined in the corporation. It might,
therefore, have been considered that a corporate shipowner, like an individual shipowner who actively manages his own
ship, is always in privity with, or has knowledge of conditions of, unseaworthiness which are causes of losses.
Corporations, however, are fictions, and act only through individuals; the courts have, therefore, worked out a
classification of the persons employed by corporations, distinguishing between those who are authorized managers with
discretion and those who are merely ministerial agents or employees. n1 The privity or knowledge of the managerial
employees operates like that of an individual shipowner who actively manages his own enterprise, and precludes the
corporation and all its stock and bondholders from the benefit of the statutes; while the privity or knowledge of the
employees of lesser rank and discretionary authority has no more effect upon the corporation than has that of a properly
selected servant upon the passive individual investor/owner of a ship. While this solution involves some dislocation of
logic, and has given rise to a good deal of litigation, the lines are now tolerably clear. The Supreme Court has said that
"the privity or knowledge must be that of the managing officers of the corporation." n2 A managing officer is "not
necessarily one of the head executive officers, but is anyone to whom the corporation has committed the general
management or general superintendence of the whole or a particular part of its business." n3 In Spencer Kellogg &
Sons, Inc. v. Hicks, n4 the Supreme Court found that the knowledge of the corporate manager that a company launch,
which was deemed unsuitable for operation on the Hudson River in ice was so operating, was privity and knowledge at
the appropriate corporate level to deny limitation.
In The Silverpalm, n5 it was said broadly of a corporate shipowner that it may not escape liability by giving the
managerial functions to an employed person acting as its agent, whether the person be corporate or otherwise, since, so
far as concerns privity or knowledge, such an agent is considered to be its alter ego. In that case, the corporate
shipowner employed a corporate manager which, as agent for the owner, collected the freights, paid the expenses, and
employed and paid the officers and crew. There was no charter. The same individual was manager of both corporations
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at the same address, and members of his family were connected with the business of the shipbuilder and of the engine
builder. The court said that "all four companies constituted a family affair, so far as concerns the issue of privity and
knowledge," which related to the fact that the vessel's diesel motors were unusually slow in reversing because they were
not equipped with brakes.
More recently, in In re Amoco Cadiz, n6 an oil tanker ran aground on the coast of France, causing significant pollution.
An oil company subsidiary, which was the registered owner of the tanker, did not meet its burden of proving its lack of
privity or knowledge of the negligence which caused the grounding involving failure to use timely salvage services
once the initial steering failure had occurred. Although employees of another subsidiary of the parent company which
acted as the registered owner's agent had the direct responsibility for the negligent maintenance of the tanker and the
failure to train the crew properly, their knowledge of these problems was attributable to the registered owner.
In general, the men who actually go to sea in the ships, and the shore staff who are of less than managerial rank, are
persons whose knowledge or privity does not affect a corporate shipowner. n7
Seaworthiness. The vessel, as a matter of original design or of reconstruction, must be inherently well-designed, stable,
and properly constructed, and the purchaser of an old vessel must inform itself on these points. n8 Neglect to take
adequate precautions after a faulty condition has been revealed by a misadventure, or made known by a warning, has
been held to amount to privity, if indeed it does not amount to knowledge. n9 Thus, limitation has been denied where a
tug was equipped with a crank-pin of insufficient size after the breaking of a former crank-pin of the same size, n10 and
where a vessel of negative stability, concerning which the builders had given express instructions, was capsized by
mismanagement of the ballast tank. n11 The same rule applies to major matters of upkeep. n12
If the loss is due to an error of navigation or management, the shipowner must show that the navigators are licensed as
the law may require and present evidence that it was warranted in believing them to be competent men with knowledge
of their duties. n13 The shipowner must instruct its servants generally as to their duties. n14 The vessel must be
properly manned, n15 but a deficiency in manning which has no causative connection with the loss is immaterial. n16
In The Pennsylvania, n17 it was held that unseaworthiness arising from a statutory fault imposes on the party claiming
limitation the burden of proving not only that the violation did not cause or contribute to the loss but that it could not
have done so. n18 This burden may be met by proof that the sole proximate cause of the disaster was the negligence of
the master who is no way connected with the statutory fault. n19
Privity as to Different Classes of Claims. There may be privity or knowledge as to one and not as to another class of
claims growing out of the same disaster. In The Virginia, n20 the petitioner was found to be "personally negligent in
seeing that the statutes and regulations," providing for better security of life on board vessels, were complied with, and
was denied limitation of liability for death and personal injuries of passengers and for loss of their baggage, but was
allowed to limit liability for loss of cargo.
Errors of Navigation of the Ship at Sea or on the Voyage. The navigation of the vessel is under the absolute control of
her master, whose powers and duties are largely regulated by statute and who is responsible for the proper navigation
and management of the vessel. This has been strongly stated, both before and since the advent of wireless and radio,
n21 and no case has been found where a shipowner, individual or corporate, has been denied limitation because of
liability arising out of an error of management or of navigation on a voyage committed by an employee whom the
owner was warranted in believing to be competent with knowledge of his duties. n22 Efforts have been made to
establish that shipowners should be deemed to have knowledge of an alleged habit or custom of a master to run through
fog at speeds in excess of those justified by the Rules for Prevention of Collision, but so far without success. n23
Similarly unsuccessful has been the effort to show that a tow-boat company was privy to an alleged custom of its
tugmasters to make up tows carelessly. n24 Instruction books, placed in the hands of shipmasters, have been criticized
on the ground that the encouragement given, or the rewards suggested, for bringing the vessel to port by use of the
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ship's resources without outside aid, may have persuaded masters to take chances, and especially to delay asking for
assistance. n25 And a shipowner whose home office sent wireless messages to the master, after the ship had stranded,
which had the effect of restraining him from exercising his judgment to use nearby boats to take off his passengers, was
denied limitation in The Santa Rosa, n26 concerning which case statements were made at the hearings on Safety of Life
and Property at Sea conducted by the House Committee on the Merchant Marine. n27
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Co. v. Chicago, 3 F.3d 225, 1993 A.M.C. 2409 (7th Cir. 1993) (The
circuit court precluded dismissal of claims under the Limitations Act pending determination of the status of the
employees of the corporation owner. The court restated the importance of determining whether the employees' tasks
involved in the construction of a defective underwater tunnel were managerial or ministerial. The court noted that the
district court's dismissal was hasty, considering the record was silent as to which corporate employees performed which
tasks.). Note that this case was subsequently heard on appeal by the Supreme Court in Grubart v. Great Lakes Dredge &
Dock Co., 513 U.S. 913, 1995 A.M.C. 527 (1995) although this issue was not considered.
(n2)Footnote 2. Craig v. Continental Ins. Co., 141 U.S. 638, 12 S. Ct. 97, 35 L. Ed. 886 (1891) ; In re Reichert
Towing Line, 251 F. 214 (2d Cir. [N.Y.]) , cert. denied, 248 U.S. 565 (1918) ; United States v. Eastern Transp. Co., 59
F.2d 984, 985, 1932 A.M.C. 964 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1932) ; The Vestris, 60 F.2d 273, 1932 A. M.C. 863 (S.D.N.Y. 1932) ;
Pennsylvania (Rehearing), 1957 A.M.C. 2277 (9th Cir. [Ore.] 1957) (Port engineer); Moore-McCormack Lines v.
Armco Steel Corp. (The Mormackite), 272 F.2d 873, 1960 A.M.C. 185 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1959) , cert. denied, 362 U.S.
990 (1960) .
Pennzoil Producing Co. v. Offshore Express, Inc., 943 F.2d 1465, 1994 A.M.C. 1034 (5th Cir. 1991) (A corporate
shipowner was properly denied protection under the Limitation Act where its general manager was aware of previous
accidents involving its vessels under foggy conditions, establishing knowledge on the part of the corporation as to the
cause of an accident which resulted from the negligence of one of its captains in navigating on a foggy night.); In re
Complaint of DFDS Seaways (Bahamas) Ltd., 1989 A.M.C. 935 (S.D.N.Y. 1988) (Petitioners were permitted to limit
liability with regard to claims arising out of a fatal fire on their cruise ship because their officers and managing agents
had no knowledge or privity of the conditions that caused the death of the claimant's decedent and because the vessel
was seaworthy at the time of the incident. The primary cause of the fire was the failure to properly tighten a plug on the
lubricating oil line. The situation was exacerbated by the propping open of two doors which accelerated the spread of
the fire. However, neither these events nor the inadequacy of the crew's response were within the knowledge or privity
of the owner or managers. No evidence of wanton or willful disregard of passenger safety was offered and there was
evidence that there had been adequate conduct of drills and that the vessel had an emergency plan.).
(n3)Footnote 3. The Erie Lighter 108, 250 F. 490 (D.N.J. 1918) .
Corporations have been denied limitation of liability because of privity or knowledge of the following managers,
officers, superintendents and agents:
Managers-- Spencer Kellogg & Sons v. Hicks (The Linseed King), 285 U.S. 502, 52 S. Ct. 450, 76 L. Ed. 903, 1932
A.M.C. 503 (1932) (works manager); The Benjamin Noble, 244 F. 95 (6th Cir. [Mich.] 1917, aff'd, 249 U.S. 334, 39
S. Ct. 292, 63 L. Ed. 631 (1919) (sole manager where corporation owned a single ship): Oregon Round Lumber Co. v.
Portland & Asiatic S.S. Co., 162 F. 912 (D. Ore. 1908) (manager and superintendent making lax inspection without
expert aid); In re Jeremiah Smith & Sons, Inc., 193 F. 395 (2d Cir. [Conn.] 1911) (manager at one terminus of the line);
Boston Towboat Co. v. Darrow-Mann Co., 276 F. 778 (1st Cir. [Mass.] 1921), cert. denied, 258 U.S. 620 (1922)
(assistant manager charged with manager's duties of a fleet of barges and knowing that barge masters customarily left
their boats unattended at night); Exner Sand & Gravel Corp. v. Gallagher Bros. Sand & Gravel Corp., 61 F. Supp. 327,
1945 A.M.C. 934 (E.D.N.Y. 1945) , aff'd, 162 F.2d 90 (2d Cir. 1947) (general manager of corporate co-owner of
barge); Shaver Transp. Co. v. Chamberlain, 399 F.2d 893, 1968 A.M.C. 2031 (9th Cir. [Cal.] 1968).
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Officers--The New Berne, 80 F.2d 244, 1935 A.M.C. 1445 (4th Cir. [Va.] 1935) (president and general manager who
either knew or neglected to have proper inspection which would have revealed existence of dangerous gasoline
conditions on one of the company's motor boats); The Edgar F. Coney (Sabine Towing Co. v. Brennan), 72 F.2d 490,
1934 A.M.C. 1122 (5th Cir. [Tex.]), cert. denied, 293 U.S. 611 (1934) (managing officers of a tug boat company, with
whom the port engineer in charge of repairs consulted as to all serious matters); The Republic, 61 F. 109 (2d Cir. [N.Y.]
1894) (president who supervised repair of excursion barge but did not replace unsound mast, etc.); Weisshaar v.
Kimball S.S. Co., 128 F. 397 (9th Cir. [Cal.]), cert. denied, 194 U.S. 638 (1904) ; The Marguerite W., 49 F. Supp. 929,
1943 A.M.C. 333 (E.D. Wis. 1943) , aff'd, 140 F.2d 491, 1944 A.M.C. 368 (7th Cir. 1944) (treasurer of shipowner
corporation and shore captain at place where accident occurred); Petition of J.E. Brenneman Co. (Barge Hercules), 322
F.2d 846, 1964 A.M. C. 2037 (3d Cir. [Pa.] 1963) (limitation denied where corporate mechanism of shipowner
determined that barge would not employ a night watchman and a proximate cause of a fire was found to be the absence
of any night watchman on board); The Yacht Hedo, 1969 A.M.C. 1180 (E.D. Va. 1969) (president); Petition of Long
(Smith Voyager), 439 F.2d 109, 1971 A.M.C. 1147 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1971) (corporate officer and manager). In re G &
G Shipping Co., 767 F. Supp. 398 (D.P.R. 1991) (The corporate owner of a vessel involved in a collision was not
entitled to limitation of liability where it did not overcome its burden of proving a lack of privity or knowledge on the
part of its managing officers, as the captain of the vessel was both the president of the owner corporation and its
principal shareholder.).
Superintendents-- In re Penn. R. R. Co., 48 F.2d 559, 1931 A.M.C. 852 (2d Cir. [N.Y.]) , cert. denied, 284 U.S. 640
(1931) ; The Erie Lighter 108, supra; The Vestris, N.2 supra; The James Horan, 78 F.2d 870, 1935 A.M.C. 1081 (3d
Cir. [N.J.]) , cert. denied, 296 U.S. 621 (1935) (plant superintendent); Parsons v. Empire Transp. Co., 111 F. 202 (9th
Cir. [Wash.]), cert. denied, 183 U.S. 699 (1901) (superintendent managing an entire fleet in remote waters); Sanbern v.
Wright & Cobb Lighterage Co., 171 F. 449 (S.D. N.Y. 1909) , aff'd, 179 F. 1021 (2d Cir. 1910) (general superintendent
making perfunctory inspection); Eastern S.S. Corp. v. Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Co., 256 F. 497 (1st Cir. [Mass.]),
cert. dismissed, 250 U.S. 676 (1919) (general superintendent of corporation's dredging business); In re P. Sanford Ross,
204 F. 248 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1913) (superintendent having charge of the repair and equipment of vessels); The Cleveco,
154 F.2d 605, 1946 A.M.C. 933 (6th Cir. [Ohio] 1946); Verbeeck v. Black Diamond Steamship Corp. (The Black Gull),
269 F.2d 68, 1960 A.M.C. 163 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1959) , cert. denied, 361 U.S. 934 (1960) ; cf. The New York & Cuba
Mail Steamship Co. v. The Continental Insurance Company of the City of New York (The Morro Castle), 117 F.2d 404,
1941 A.M.C. 243 (2d Cir. [N.Y.]) , cert. denied, 313 U.S. 580 (1941) (involving the construction of the words "actual
fault or privity" as used in a policy of protection and indemnity insurance); Berwind-White Coal Mining Co. v. Pitney
(The Eureka No. 110), 80 F. Supp. 125, 1948 A.M.C. 1473 (S.D.N.Y. 1948) , aff'd, 187 F.2d 665, 1951 A. M.C. 638 (2d
Cir. 1951) (night superintendent and general foreman of coal barge company responsible for marking a wreck);
American Smelting & Refining Co. v. Black Diamond S.S. Co. (The Black Gull), 250 F.2d 777, 1958 A.M.C. 277 (2d
Cir. [N.Y.] 1957) , cert. denied, 356 U.S. 933 (1958) (European marine superintendent in charge of stowage); The
Barge Ivernia, 1958 A.M.C. 2196 (S.D.N.Y. 1958) (marine superintendent is a managing agent of sufficient managerial
rank such that its charter agreement will be considered the "personal contract" of the owner); Northern Petroleum Tank
S.S. Co. v. City of New York (Dongan Hills), 282 F.2d 120, 1961 A. M.C. 409 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1960) (limitation denied
where director of ferryboat operations knew that his ferryboat had no lookout, and an accident resulted due to improper
lookout); China Union Lines, Ltd. v. A.O. Anderson & Co. (Union Reliance), 364 F.2d 769, 1966 A.M.C. 1653 (5th
Cir. [Tex.] 1966), cert. denied, 386 U.S. 933 (1967) (supervisory shore personnel).
Agents--The Willfaro, 9 F.2d 940, 1925 A.M.C. 998 (N.D. Cal. 1925) , aff'd, 9 F.2d 622, 1926 A.M.C. 32 (9th Cir.) ,
cert. denied, 271 U.S. 666 (1926) (general agent who supervised and approved methods of stowage at a regular port of
call); The Wichita Falls, 15 F. Supp. 612, 1936 A.M.C. 1364 (S.D. Tex. 1936) (port agent who employed strike
breaking stevedores and armed guards); Great Atl. & Pac. Tea Co. v. Lloyd Brasileiro, 159 F.2d 661, 1947 A.M.C. 306
(2d Cir. [N.Y.]) , cert denied, 331 U.S. 836 (1947) (port engineer); The M/V Hoperange, 226 F. Supp. 1018, 1965 A.M.
C. 2207 (E.D. La. 1964) , aff'd, 345 F.2d 451, 1965 A.M.C. 2203 (5th Cir. 1965) (port engineer); In re Lighterage
Holdings, Inc. (The New York Marine No. 10), 109 F.2d 564, 1940 A.M.C. 347 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1940) (dispatcher of
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barge canal line who fired crews); American Agricultural Chemical Co. v. O'Donnell Transp. Co. (The Hugh
O'Donnell), 62 F. Supp. 239, 1945 A.M.C. 812 (S.D.N.Y. 1945) (agent and dispatcher of barge line in charge of
company operations in port where accident occurred); The Argent, 1940 A.M.C. 508 (S.D.N.Y. 1940) (agent to whom
the business of looking after a scow had been delegated and who displayed an improper anchor light for a year and a
half before a collision resulted).
Ship officers-- Petition of Waterman S.S. Corp. (The Chickasaw), 265 F. Supp. 595, 1966 A.M.C. 2219 (S.D. Cal
1966) , aff'd, 414 F.2d 724, 1969 A.M.C. 1682 (9th Cir. 1969) (captain of United States merchant vessel who knew of
defective fathometer while his vessel was still in Far East ports and who failed to correct this condition, was negligent
and of sufficiently high rank to bind the owner where the owner had entrusted the duty of repairing the vessel to the
captain); Lunquist v. S.S. Seatrain Maryland, 359 F. Supp. 663, 1973 A.M.C. 1992 (D. Md. 1973) (chief engineer
entrusted with responsibility for engine room plant); Petition of Meljoy Trans. Co., 1974 A.M.C. 1293 (N.D.W. Va.
1974) (port captain entrusted with all operational responsibility); United States v. Standard Oil Co. of Cal., 495 F.2d
911, 1974 A.M.C. 580 (9th Cir. [Cal.] 1974) (Coast Guard Chief Petty Officer standing duty watch was sufficient
supervisory authority to bind the United States).
Cupit v. McClanahan Contractors, Inc., 1 F.3d 346, 1994 A.M.C. 784 (5th Cir. 1993) (The circuit court found clear
error in the lower court's finding that the corporations toolpusher was a managing agent of the corporation. The plaintiff
derrickman was injured when a fill-up line exploded. The plaintiff's supervisor, while delegated significant authority,
was not considered a "managing agent of the corporation" thus failing to establish privity. The court explained that his
authority did not extend to the basic business decisions made by the supervisors and executives of the company.);
Furka v. Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Co., 1984 A.M.C. 349 (D. Md. 1983) , rev'd on other grounds, 755 F.2d 1085 ,
cert. denied, 474 U.S. 846 (1985) (In a wrongful death action that was based on theories of negligence and
unseaworthiness, the affirmative defense of limitation of liability was denied after the court found that defendant's
managerial and supervisory personnel failed to heed weather forecasts and failed to establish appropriate safety
procedures, creating a situation in which such negligence occurred with defendant's knowledge and privity. Although
these issues are ordinarily for the jury and were not raised until a verdict had been entered in plaintiff's favor, the court
found that it must consider the affirmative defense on appeal in order to determine the theory under which defendant's
knowledge or privity contributed to the death of plaintiff's decedent.).
(n4)Footnote 4. N. 3, supra.
(n5)Footnote 5. The Chicago and Silverpalm, 94 F.2d 776, 1937 A.M.C. 1462 (9th Cir. [Cal.] 1937), cert. denied,
304 U.S. 576 (1938) . See In re Amoco Cadiz, 954 F.2d 1279, 1992 A.M.C. 913 (7th Cir. 1992) (Where).
(n6)Footnote 6.

954 F.2d 1279, 1992 A.M.C. 913 (7th Cir. 1992) .

(n7)Footnote 7. The following have been held not to be persons whose privity or knowledge was that of an
incorporated shipowner:
Ship's master-- Lord v. Goodall, Nelson & Perkins S.S. Co., 15 F. Cas. 8,506 (C.C. Cal. 1877) , aff'd, 102 U.S. (12
Otto) 541, 26 L. Ed. 224 (1881) ; Quinlan v. Pew, 56 F. 111 (1st Cir. [Mass.] 1893); The Marie Palmer, 191 F. 79
(E.D. Ga. 1911) , aff'd, 202 F. 1023 (5th Cir. 1913) (tug captain who was also a "director" of the incorporated owner);
The City of Bangor, 13 F. Supp. 648, 1936 A.M.C. 293 (D. Mass 1936) (a captain and a bookkeeper in charge of a
laid-up vessel).
Engineers and inspectors--Craig v. Continental Ins. Co., N. 2 supra (marine inspector in charge of salvage
operations); The Annie Faxon, 75 F. 312 (9th Cir. [Wash.] 1896) (marine engineer and inspector who was a foreman in
charge of river boats); The Columbia, 25 F.2d 516, 1927 A.M.C. 1119 (E.D.N.Y. 1927) , aff'd, 25 F.2d 518 (2d Cir.) ,
cert. denied, 277 U.S. 595 (1928) supervising engineer of repairs); McGill v. Michigan S.S. Co., 144 F. 788 (9th Cir.
[Cal.]), cert. denied, 203 U.S. 593 (1906) (superintending engineer or port engineer); In re Atlas' Petition, 350 F.2d
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592, 1965 A.M.C. 2048 (7th Cir. [Ill.] 1965), cert. denied, 382 U.S. 988 (1966) (ship's engineer).
Agents-- In re Penn. R.R. Co. (The Brinton), 48 F.2d 559, 1931 A.M.C. 852 (2d Cir. [N.Y.]) , cert. denied, 284 U.S.
640 (1931) ("terminal and shipping agent" in charge of railroad coal terminal); The Princess Sophia, 278 F. 180 (W.D.
Wash. 1921) , aff'd, 61 F.2d 339, 1932 A. M.C. 1562 (9th Cir. 1932) , cert. denied, 288 U.S. 604 (1908) (freight and
passenger agent in Alaska); The Horaisan Maru, 1933 A.M.C. 1422 (S.D.N.Y. 1933) , rev'd on other grounds, 73 F.2d
526, 1935 A.M.C. 96 (2d Cir.) , cert. denied, 295 U.S. 736 (1935) (agent of shipowner's freight department with very
limited authority at a foreign loading port).
Superintendents-- Pokomoke Guano Co. v. Eastern Transp. Co., 285 F. 7 (4th Cir. [Md.] 1922) (shore captain
referred to as a superintendent); California Yacht Club v. Johnson (The Cyc), 65 F.2d 245, 1933 A.M. C. 943 (9th Cir.
[Cal.] 1933) (one in sole charge of a yacht station tender and the only employee ordinarily stationed at the place); In re
Eastern Dredging Co., 159 F. 541 (D. Mass. 1906) (a superintendent of dredging and an assistant to the secretary and
treasurer); The Munaires, 12 F. Supp. 913, 1936 A.M.C. 95 (E.D. La. 1936) (clerks on a wharf, as contrasted with the
wharf superintendent); Shamrock Towing v. Fichter Steel Corp., 155 F.2d 69, 1946 A.M.C. 783 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1946)
(foreman who superintended repairs).
Stevedore-- The Colima, 82 F. 665 (S.D.N.Y. 1897) .
Office manager who sent out an unseaworthy barge-- Reliance Marine Transp. v. Tug Skipper, 1950 A.M.C. 125 (D.
Conn. 1949) .
Mooring expert-- Petition of Kinsman Transit Co. (Buffalo Bridge Cases), 338 F.2d 708, 1964 A.M.C. 2503 (2d Cir.
[N.Y.] 1964) , cert. denied, 386 U.S. 994 (1966) .
But see In re Potomac Transp., Inc., 909 F.2d 42, 1991 A.M.C. 190 (2d Cir. 1990) (The failure of a ship's master to
exercise diligence in selecting, training, or supervising crew members whose navigational faults contribute to an
accident is a proper ground to deny limitation of liability in the case of a corporate shipowner. The vessel's master had
failed to observe or stand watch with a third mate despite the fact that the voyage was the latter's first as a licensed third
mate.); Continental Oil Co. v. Bonanza Corp., 706 F.2d 1365, 1983 A.M.C. 2059 (5th Cir. 1983) (A time charter of a
vessel probably terminated when the vessel sank beneath the offshore drilling rig to which it had been assigned to do
standby duty. Citing 2B Benedict on Admiralty § 9. Since the time charterer was not under immediate legal obligation
to remove the wreck, according to the terms of its offshore lease or pursuant to direct governmental order, it could
neither recover the costs of removal under the P&I policy nor recover as the owner of the vessel under the policy's fixed
or movable object coverage. The master's actions, however, bore the stamp of corporate authority and deprived the
shipowners of the right to limit their liability for navigational errors in the time charterer's action against the shipowner
to recover the costs incurred in removing the wreck. Citing 3 Benedict on Admiralty § 42.).
(n8)Footnote 8. In a non-limitation situation, the Supreme Court, in Usner v. Luckenbach Overseas Corp., 400
U.S. 494, 91 S. Ct. 514, 27 L. Ed. 2d 562, 1971 A.M.C. 277 (1971) , mentioned some of the factors affecting a vessels
seaworthiness: "[O]ur cases have held that the scope of unseaworthiness is by no means so limited [to the defective
condition of a physical part of the ship itself]. A vessel's condition of unseaworthiness might arise from any number of
circumstances. Her gear might be defective [citing Mahnich v. Southern S.S. Co., 321 U.S. 96] , her appurtenances in
disrepair [citing Seas Shipping Co. v. Sieracki, 328 U.S. 85] , her crew unfit [citing Boudoin v. Lykes Bros. S.S. Co.,
348 U.S. 336] . The number or men assigned to perform a shipboard task might be insufficient [citing Waldron v.
Moore-McCormack Lines, 386 U.S. 724] . The method of loading her cargo, or the manner of its stowage might be
improper [citing A. & G. Stevedores v. Ellerman Lines, 369 U.S. 355 ; Gutierrez v. Waterman S.S. Co., 373 U.S. 206] .
For any of these reasons, or others, a vessel might not be reasonably fit for her intended service."
Unseaworthiness, if any, does not preclude limitation or exoneration from liability unless it exists with the owner's
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privity or knowledge.
Cases which have considered the issue of unseaworthiness in limitation of liability proceedings are: The Vestris, N.2
supra (limitation denied owners partly because the vessel, after installation of refrigerated holds, was unstable unless
certain ballast tanks were managed in a particular manner, of which, after lapse of years, the current master and chief
engineer were not informed); The Edgar F. Coney, 72 F.2d 490, 1934 A.M.C. 1122 (5th Cir. [Tex.]), cert. denied, 293
U.S. 611 (1934) (limitation denied when it appeared that tug boat, after reconstruction by her new owner, was sent on a
towing voyage in the Gulf of Mexico with insufficient freeboard; all that was known of the disaster was that the tug
sank with all on board during a moderately rough night); The Silverpalm, N.5 supra (limitation denied owners where
they elected to power vessel with a style of diesel engine known to be slow to stop and reverse, unless equipped with a
brake, which they chose to omit from her equipment, a fact of which the master declared he was unaware); In re
Spencer Kellogg & Sons, Inc. (The Linseed King), 24 F.2d 967, 1928 A.M.C. 589 (S.D.N.Y. 1928) (limitation denied
where vessel was unseaworthy for purpose of navigating on icy river and as a result of overcrowding: "Seaworthiness ...
is a relative term and involves inquiry into the conditions under which a vessel is used, together with her capacity in
connection with the nature or tonnage of the cargo. Mere seaworthiness in ordinary weather and conditions is manifestly
not the sole factor in estimating a vessel's fitness. She must be fit to carry her passengers, freed from anticipated
perils."); Christopher v. Grueby (The Commonwealth), 40 F.2d 8, 1930 A.M.C. 989 (1st Cir. [Mass.]), cert. denied,
282 U.S. 876 (1930) (no limitation where owners let fire hazard exist in engine room); In re Eastern Transp. Co. (The
T.J. Hooper and Tow), 60 F.2d 737, 1932 A.M.C. 1169 (2d Cir. [N.Y.]) , cert. denied, 287 U.S. 662 (1932) (limitation
denied as vessel was unseaworthy because it did not have radio receiving set in working order by which to receive
storm warnings); The Mattie, 38 F. Supp. 745, 1941 A.M.C. 863 (E.D.N.Y. 1941) , aff'd, 136 F.2d 904, 1943 A.M.C.
822 (2d Cir. 1943) (unseaworthiness could not be assumed merely because the "steam tug was old fashioned and the
hand gear was antiquated and outmoded"); New England S.S. Co. v. Howard, 130 F.2d 354, 1942 A.M.C. 1057 (2d Cir.
[N.Y.] 1942) (no limitation where vessel was unseaworthy in respect of hatch covers which broke when subjected to the
stress of a choppy sea); Petition of Thomas J. Howard, 53 F. Supp. 556, 1943 A.M.C. 1263 (E.D.N.Y. 1943) , aff'd, 155
F.2d 780, 1946 A.M.C. 1154 (2d Cir. 1946) (vessel may be rendered unseaworthy by overloading; a vessel is not
unseaworthy where crew is not of required grade or rank unless a casual relation is shown); The Admiral and Cleveco,
154 F.2d 605, 1946 A.M.C. 933 (6th Cir. [Ohio.] 1946) (tug unseaworthy because of instability); Gertrude Parker, Inc.
v. Abrams, 178 F.2d 259, 1950 A.M.C. 29 (1st Cir. [Mass.] 1949) (a vessel's unseaworthiness with respect to
competency and adequacy of the crew will not prevent limitation where such factors are non-causal); Petition of
Ballantrae, Inc., 208 F.2d 346, 1953 A.M.C. 2021 (3d Cir. [N.J.] 1953) (defect in port rail not proximately related to
accident of being washed overboard); Wood v. United States (Bucentaur), 125 F. Supp. 42, 1955 A.M.C. 142 (S.D.N.Y.
1954) (limitation allowed where vessel set sail in seaworthy condition but was later involved in a collision as a result of
the crew's negligent management and navigation); Petition of Bronx Towing Line, Inc., 1956 A.M.C. 166 (S. D.N.Y.
1955) (anchor and chain not inadequate for purpose of meeting reasonable strain); Val No. 1--Motorboat 10K701, 145
F. Supp. 551, 1957 A.M.C. 241 (S.D.N.Y. 1956) ("under the cases, a prima facie case for limitation is made by proving
that the vessel was seaworthy, that no officer of the corporation owning the craft was aboard at the time of the accident,
and the crew was competent"); The Western Clipper, 152 F. Supp. 44, 1957 A.M.C. 1723 (W.D. Wash. 1957) (vessel
unseaworthy through damaged electrical equipment and defective hatch covers); The F/V Demand, 160 F. Supp. 833,
1958 A.M.C. 1410 (D. Mass. 1958) (operation of unsafe heater as cause of fire and explosion); The Mary & Julia, 160
F. Supp. 563, 1958 A.M.C. 1113 (D. Mass. 1958) ("From a practical standpoint, particularly on a small vessel,
compromise is often necessary. A vessel does not have to be perfect to be seaworthy." Thus, presence of automatic pilot
and a less than perfect radar did not render vessel unseaworthy.); Moore-McCormack Lines, Inc. v. Armco Steel Corp.,
(The Mormackite), N. 2 supra (improperly calibrated "stabilgauge"); McDonald v. Barge 204, 194 F. Supp. 383, 1961
A.M.C. 1205 (S.D. Ala. 1961) (cracks in bottom plates); Petition of Midwest Towing Co., Inc., 203 F. Supp. 727, 1962
A.M.C. 2438 (E.D. Ill. 1962) , aff'd, 317 F.2d 270, 1963 A.M.C. 2376 (7th Cir. 1963) (unseaworthy because
underpowered vessel also suffering from dry rot and general old age); Petition of Karina T. Corp., 1966 A.M.C. 1543
(D.N.J. 1964) , aff'd, 354 F.2d 239 (3d Cir.) , cert. denied, 384 U.S. 927 (1966) ("Of primary importance ... is the factor
of the storm. In any given instance, a situation of a fullblown hurricane would significantly increase the probability of
non-negligence and unseaworthiness. Conversely, petitioner would be confronted with a most onerous burden should
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the ship be lost during a period of relative calm, with no other explanation."); Sylve v. E.W. Gravolet Canning Co., Inc.,
278 F. Supp. 669 (E.D. La. 1967) (inherently unsafe fuel system and incompetent master); Empire Seafoods v.
Anderson, 398 F.2d 204, 1968 A.M.C. 2664 (5th Cir. [Fla.] cert. denied, 393 U.S. 983 (1968) (vessel unseaworthy
where captain was not qualified and qualified lookout was not aboard, both factors contributing to the collision); The
Barge NL-5, 298 F. Supp. 881, 1968 A.M.C. 1427 (E.D. Va. 1968) (inoperative capstan and undermanning of tug);
Daniels v. Trawler Sea Rambler, 294 F. Supp. 228, 1970 A.M.C. 1448 (E.D. Va. 1968) (defective automatic pilot);
Petition of Long (Smith Voyager), 439 F.2d 109, 1971 A.M.C. 1147 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1971) (overloading); Corrao v.
M/V Act. III, 359 F. Supp. 1160 (S.D. Fla. 1973) ("[T]he fact that plaintiff was aware of the danger posed by the oil in
the bilge, since he was employed to correct the leak which created that unseaworthy condition, relates only to reduction
of his recovery ... The owner owes a duty to use reasonable care to make the vessel safe for shore-based repair workers.
He cannot, however, be held liable for damages resulting from a transitory condition created by the repair crew even if
the condition so created renders the vessel unseaworthy. Liability may be imposed where the unseaworthy condition
preceded the repairman's labors and was not caused by such labors, provided that the owner could have, by exercise of
reasonable care, made the area a safe place in which to effect the repairs."; The Ocean Eagle, 1974 A.M.C. 1629
(D.P.R. 1974) ("... failure to have a stress finder on the vessel, when combined with the overloading, rendered her
unseaworthy ..."); In re Neva C. Parham, 336 F. Supp. 748, 1974 A.M.C. 2111 (D. Ark. 1971) (history of gas leakage in
bilge of vessel).
Where a vessel is unseaworthy without the owner's privity or knowledge, the shipowner will be completely
exonerated from liability where the injured party is not within the class of persons to whom the shipowner owes a duty
to provide a seaworthy vessel: Klarman v. Santini, 503 F.2d 29, 1974 A.M.C. 1922 (2d Cir. [Conn.] 1974), cert. denied,
95 S. Ct. 785 (1975) . Gibboney v. Wright, 517 F.2d 1054, 1975 A.M.C. 2071 (5th Cir. 1975) .
See generally In re Marine Navigation Sulphur Carriers, Inc., 610 F.2d 812, 1980 A.M.C. 1002 (4th Cir. 1979) ,
aff'g, 1980 A.M.C. 983 (E.D. Va. 1978) (The Fourth Circuit affirmed the district court's denial of exoneration and
concluded that the limitation of liability prescribed in 46 U.S.C. § 183(a) (now § 30505) was inapplicable, where the
collision between a vessel and a bridge was caused by the unseaworthiness of the vessel and the negligence of its
owners and operators, and the unseaworthiness and negligence were within the privity and knowledge of the bareboat
charterer, owner, and operator); In re Thebes Shipping Inc., 486 F. Supp. 436, 1980 A.M.C. 1686 (S.D.N.Y. 1980)
(Exoneration from or limitation of liability was denied to the owner of a tanker which ran aground off Nantucket, where
the court held that errors in navigation, unseaworthiness, and mismanagement and neglect were concurrent causes of the
stranding. The court found that the vessel was unseaworthy with respect to defective navigational devices, including the
compasses, the gyro repeater, the radio direction finder, and charts, and that the vessel owner, with knowledge of the
defects, had failed to correct them.); In re Bankers Trust Co. (The Edgar M. Queeny), 651 F.2d 160, 1981 A.M.C. 1497
(3d Cir. 1981) , rev'g, 1980 A.M.C. 1484 (E.D. Pa. 1980) , cert. denied, 455 U.S. 942 (1982) (A ship attempting to
make a 180-degree turn on a river collided with a stationary tanker. Holding that a defective astern turbine guardian
valve on the turning ship was a contributing cause of the collision and that the shipowners knew or should have known
of the defect, the district court denied the shipowners' petition to limit liability. The court of appeals reversed, holding
that the district court's conclusion was based on "scattered and isolated" events from the four-and-one-half-year life of
the ship, which did not provide realistic notice to the owners of a problem with the turbine valve. The valve had become
stuck on the ship's maiden voyage, but it was immediately reported to be repaired by the builder and it never appeared
to malfunction thereafter. Similarly, a letter from the ship's captain, indicating that he was reluctant to perform a crash
test, did not lead to an inference of knowledge of the valve problem, where the evidence suggested that his reluctance
was based on the strain the test would put on the entire ship and that he already had the data that the test would yield. It
was also improper for the trial court to impute knowledge on the basis of turbine RPM logger tapes that were not
admitted into evidence and upon a turbine problem on the vessel's sister ship, where the sister ship's problem was
caused by debris in the steam lines and not by a valve malfunction.).
(n9)Footnote 9. See In re Bankers Trust Co. (The Edgar M. Queeny), N.8, supra; In re Amoco Cadiz, 954 F.2d
1279, 1992 A.M.C. 913 (7th Cir. 1992) (An oil company subsidiary which was the registered owner of a tanker which
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ran aground did not meet its burden of proving its lack of privity or knowledge of the negligence which caused the
grounding. This determination was based in part on the fact that two of the tanker's inspectors, who were employees of
the registered owner, included descriptions of the tanker's problems with leakage, hydraulic fuel contamination,
unwanted rudder movement, and negligent maintenance in written reports sent to the company offices.) (quoting 3
Benedict on Admiralty § 42, at 5-18 t(H19). Cf. Brister v. A.W.I., Inc., 946 F.2d 350, 1993 A.M.C. 1990 (5th Cir.
1991) (The circuit court partially vacated the lower court's ruling, demanding inquiry as to claims of unseaworthiness in
determining the owner's privity or knowledge. The court concluded that the finding of no negligence in the Jones Act
claim does not collaterally estop an inquiry into privity or knowledge. The plaintiff seaman was injured when he slipped
and fell on an inadequately replaced rubber safety mat. In determining eligibility under the Act, the court remanded for
a determination of whether the unseaworthiness existed at the commencement of the voyage, and whether the condition
was obvious to the vessel owner.).
(n10)Footnote 10. In re Reichert Towing Line, N.2 supra.
(n11)Footnote 11. The Vestris, N. 3 supra. Cf. The Cleveco, 154 F.2d 605, 1946 A.M.C. 933 (6th Cir. [Ohio.]
1946), wherein limitation of liability was denied on the ground of the knowledge of instability of the tug on the part of
the marine superintendent of the corporate owner.
(n12)Footnote 12. Limitation was denied to the owner of The Doris Kellogg, 18 F. Supp. 159, 1937 A.M.C. 254
(S.D.N.Y. 1937) , aff'd, 94 F.2d 1015, 1938 A.M.C. 158 (2d Cir. 1938) , an oil tanker, because, after a fire due to the
development of defects in old installations of wiring, only a part of the wiring was renewed, whereafter a fire occurred
and was found due to such old wiring.
Limitation was denied to the owner of a ferryboat on the Ohio River because a new chain, which he personally had
made by the local blacksmith, and did not test, was defective and broke, causing an accident: Hensen v. Fidelity &
Columbia Trust Co., 68 F.2d 144, 1934 A.M.C. 518 (6th Cir. [Ky.] 1934).
Limitation denied for failure of owner of fishing vessel to maintain a proper means of securing canvas hatch covers as
a result of which crewmen were injured while attempting to refasten covers in heavy seas: The Western Clipper, 152 F.
Supp. 44, 1957 A.M.C. 1723 (W.D. Wash. 1957) .
Limitation denied where owner allowed ship to sail without sufficient equipment to "Butterworth" or free the tanks of
gas: Petition of Oskar Tiedemann & Co. (The Elna II-Mission San Francisco), 289 F.2d 237, 1961 A.M.C. 1878 (3d
Cir. [Del.] 1961).
Limitation denied where owner failed to repair a leaky barge hull: MacDonald v. Barge 204 (Tug Carrie Mack), 194
F. Supp. 383, 1962 A.M.C. 1540 (S.D. Ala. 1961) .
Limitation denied because of improper caulking and inadequate pumps: The F/V Evelyn C. Brown, 1962 A.M.C. 472
(D. Mass. 1961) , modified on other grounds, 310 F.2d 420, 1963 A.M.C. 166 (1st Cir. 1963) .
Where a 52-year old wooden tug sank in a storm of expected intensity, the owner was held in privity of the
unseaworthiness of such tug to withstand expected conditions: Walker v. Harris (The Ralph E. Havens), 335 F.2d 185,
1964 A.M.C. 1759 (5th Cir. [La.]), cert. denied, 379 U.S. 930 (1964) .
An owner is duty bound to see that a vessel has equipment which is safe and in good working order. Where there had
been no adequate inspection of the towing cables, limitation was denied: The M/V Hoperange, 226 F. Supp. 1018, 1965
A.M.C. 2207 (E.D.La. 1964) , aff'd, 345 F.2d 451, 1965 A.M.C. 2203 (5th Cir. 1965) .
Limitation denied where grounding was caused by fathometer known to be defective and not repaired at the last port
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of call: Petition of Waterman S.S. Corp. (The Chickasaw), 265 F. Supp. 595, 1966 A.M.C. 2219 (S.D.Cal. 1966) , aff'd,
414 F.2d 724, 1969 A.M.C. 1682 (9th Cir. 1969) .
Where owner failed to make an adequate inspection of the barge planking, limitation was denied: McNeil v. Lehigh
Valley Railroad Co., 387 F.2d 623, 1968 A.M.C. 462 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1967) , cert. denied, 390 U.S. 1040 (1968) .
Owner of barge which capsized denied right to limit liability where owner had knowledge of defective hull prior to
the inception of the fatal voyage: Horton & Horton v. J.E. Dyer, 1969 A.M.C. 2262 (S.D. Tex. 1969) .
Verrett v. McDonough Marine Serv., 705 F.2d 1437 (5th Cir. 1983) (Lack of a mooring line on a tug established its
unseaworthiness. Since the condition existed with the shipowner's knowledge or privity, limitation of liability was
denied.); In re Sause Bros. Ocean Towing, 769 F. Supp. 1147, 1991 A.M.C. 1242 (D. Or. 1991) (The owner of a tug
was ineligible for limitation of liability in a property damage suit arising from an oil spill because the tug owner had
privity and knowledge that the tug had not been properly inspected and maintained. Among the negligent acts which
caused the accident was the failure to notice that the tow wire was corroded and the failure to check for defects that may
have resulted in the parting of the wire.).
See, also, cases cited in N.8, supra.
(n13)Footnote 13. The George W. Pratt, 76 F.2d 902, 1935 A.M.C. 674 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1935) ; The Eastland, 78
F.2d 984, 1935 A.M.C. 1347 (7th Cir. [Ill.] 1935); see The James Griffiths, 84 F.2d 785, 1936 A.M.C. 1196 (9th Cir.
[Wash.] 1936), cert. denied, 299 U.S. 612 (1937) ; Rowe v. Brooks, 329 F.2d 35, 1964 A.M.C. 1666 (4th Cir. [Va.]
1964) (The owner knew that his motorboat carrying passengers for hire would be operated by a 14-year old boy who
could not possibly be licensed as he was underage. As this violated statutory requirements, the owner was not entitled to
limit his liability following a collision. An owner who knowingly violates a statutory regulation before his boat has put
out to sea, in order to be entitled to limit, has the heavy burden of showing that the violation not only did not cause, but
could not possibly have contributed to the disaster.).
(n14)Footnote 14. Eastern S.S. Co. v. Great Lakes D. & D. Co., 256 F. 497 (1st Cir. [Mass.]), cert. denied, 250
U.S. 676 (1919) , but it has been said that the language at the bottom of page 504 was not quite relevant, El Sol and The
Sac City, 72 F.2d 212, 1934 A.M.C. 1185, at 1189 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1934) . In re Hellenic Carrier Limitation
Proceedings, 730 F.2d 159 (4th Cir. 1985) , rev'd, 1984 A.M.C. 57 (E.D. Vir. 1982) , rev'd, 813 F.2d 634 (4th Cir.
1987) (Violation of rule on plotting of course, when not contributing cause of accident cannot be included in
comparative fault determination, and to so include is a mistake of law. Mistakes of navigation by second mate watch
officer cannot be imputed to shipowner and therefore, shipowner, not being in privity with negligence, is entitled to
limitation of liability.); Red Star Towing & Transp. Co. v. Cargo Ship Ming Giant, 552 F. Supp. 367, 1983 A.M.C. 305
(S.D.N.Y. 1982) (Tug owner's failure to train crew in rescue operations placed him in privity with failure to rescue tug's
mate who went overboard on impact of collision and was capable of being rescued. Therefore, tug owner's petition to
limit liability was denied.).
(n15)Footnote 15. The Drillboat No. 4, 233 F. 589 (D.C. Mass. 1916) ; Pacific Mail v. Guyon, 195 U.S. 632, 25
S. Ct. 790, 49 L. Ed. 353 (1904) ; W.E. Valliant & Co. v. Rayonier, Inc. (E. Madison Hall), 140 F.2d 589, 1944 A.M.C.
202 (4th Cir. [Md.]), cert. denied, 322 U.S. 748 (1944) (Limitation denied where ship was in control of unlicensed pilot
at the time of the collision.); Exner Sand & Gravel Corp. v. Gallagher Brothers Sand & Gravel Corp., 61 F.Supp. 327,
1945 A.M.C. 934 (E.D.N.Y. 1944) , aff'd, 162 F.2d 90 (2d Cir. 1947) (Limitation of liability for damages caused by
capsizing of barge as a result of water seepage from cargo of sand and gravel into the hold while barge was unattended
was denied because of knowledge of the owner that barge captain had left barge and had not been replaced.); United
States v. Black Diamond S.S. Co. (Midland Victory), 82 F. Supp. 730, 1949 A.M.C. 436 (E.D.N.Y. 1949) , modified,
178 F.2d 243, 1950 A.M.C. 57 (2d Cir. 1950) (Improper manning of Army transports by the hiring of unlicensed
masters and mates was within the privity and knowledge of the government.); Petition of J.E. Brenneman Co. (The
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Barge Hercules), 322 F.2d 846, 1964 A.M.C. 2037 (3d Cir. [Pa.] 1963) (Failure of barge to employ night watchman
found to be proximate cause of fire damage.); Empire Seafoods v. Anderson, 398 F.2d 204, 1968 A.M.C. 2664 (5th Cir.
[Fla.]), cert. denied, 393 U.S. 983 (1968) (An owner has a non-delegable duty to provide a qualified master and crew
for the vessel.).
(n16)Footnote 16. The El Sol and Sac City, N. 14 supra; Petition of Sheridan (The Mary E. O'Hara), 50 F. Supp.
779, 1943 A.M.C. 1260 (D. Me. 1943) ; Petition of Thomas J. Howard (The Charles P. Greenough), 53 F. Supp. 556,
1943 A.M.C. 1263 (E.D.N.Y. 1943) ; The Iowa, 34 F. Supp. 843, 1941 A.M.C. 111 (D. Ore. 1941) .
Limitation of liability may not be denied because of unseaworthiness which has no casual connection to the loss.
However, where storms are relied on to explain the loss of a vessel in rebuttal of a claim of unseaworthiness, the storms
must be shown to have been of extraordinary intensity. A "peril of the sea" causing the loss of a vessel is something so
catastrophic as to triumph over those safeguards by which skillful and vigilant seamen usually bring ship and cargo to
port in safety: The Cleveco, N. 11 supra. See The Hulda--Silver Hawk, 328 F. Supp. 1316, 1972 A.M.C. 514 (S.D.
Miss.) , aff'd, 451 F.2d 763 (5th Cir. 1971) , where the shipowners were completely exonerated when the damage was
caused completely by a hurricane and the master did all he reasonably could to save the ship.
But see In re the Complaint of Armatur, S.A., and Towship Co., S.A., 710 F. Supp. 390, 1990 A.M.C. 557 (D.P.R.
1988) (The district court denied the petition to limit liability of a shipowner whose ferry collided with a reef as a direct
result of the captain's failure to employ standard navigational practices. The captain's failure was attributed to illness
and exhaustion resulting from a "grueling" schedule established by the owner and his diminished capacities rendered the
ferry unseaworthy from the inception of the voyage. These matters were, or should have been, within the knowledge of
the shipowner. Thus, the shipowner's negligence was found to be the proximate cause of the grounding as it permitted
the ferry to leave in this unseaworthy condition. The fact that the captain at no time before the accident requested to be
relieved or see a doctor, nor indicated he was seriously ill, would not absolve the shipowner of its duty to provide a
seaworthy vessel where the captain's poor physical condition was a direct result of shipowner's actions and the
shipowner exercised a high level of management control as evidenced by daily meetings of the captain with the owner's
representative, the highly restrictive nature of the operation, the regular schedule, and the short voyages.).
(n17)Footnote 17.

86 U.S. (19 Wall.) 125, 22 L. Ed. 148 (1874) .

(n18)Footnote 18. W.E. Valliant & Co. v. Rayonier, Inc. (The E. Madison Hall), N.15 supra; Circle Line
Sightseeing Yachts v. City of New York (Sightseer VIII), 283 F.2d 811, 1961 A.M.C. 642 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1960) , cert.
denied, 365 U.S. 879 (1961) ; Rowe v. Brooks, N.13 supra; Martin Marine Transportation Co. v. United States
(Lightship No. 105), 183 F.2d 676, 1950 A.M.C. 1637 (4th Cir. [Va.] 1950); In re Lighterage Holdings, Inc. (New York
Marine No. 10), 109 F.2d 564, 1940 A.M.C. 347 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1940) ; The Denali, 105 F.2d 413, 1939 A.M.C. 930
(9th Cir. [Wash.] 1939), cert. denied, 311 U.S. 687 (1940) .
In re Tug Arthur N. Herron, 235 F.2d 618, 1956 A.M.C. 1803 (3d Cir. [Pa.] 1956) (A tug owner was held exonerated
from liability upon proof that its tug, which was destroyed by fire, did not cause the loss by permitting open-flame
kerosene lanterns to be carried on the rear deck of her scow while proceeding through waters saturated with
inflammable petroleum vapors.).
(n19)Footnote 19. The Iowa, N.16 supra.
(n20)Footnote 20. The Virginia, 264 F. 986 (E.D. Cal. 1920) , aff'd, 278 F. 877 (4th Cir. 1921) , cert. denied,
257 U.S. 659 (1922) .
(n21)Footnote 21. The S.S. Styria v. Morgan, 186 U.S. 1, 22 S. Ct. 731, 46 L. Ed. 1027 (1902) ; The North Star, 3
F.2d 1010, 1925 A.M.C. 502 (D. Mass. 1925) ; Lord v. Goodall S.S. Co., F. Cas. 8,506 (N.D. Cal. 1877).
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The shipowner has been held to be without privity or knowledge in the following cases:
Intoxication of a well-recommended tugmaster, The Ice King, 261 F. 897 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1919) , cert. denied, 251
U.S. 559 (1919) .
Master's negligence in the performance of the owner's towage contract. The Soerstad, 257 F. 130 (S.D.N.Y. 1919) ;
The George W. Fields, 237 F. 403 (S.D.N.Y. 1915) .
Use of defective hoisting tongs where suitable tongs were provided and competent lighter captains were employed,
The Tommy, 151 F. 570 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1907) .
Placing of a plug of the wrong kind in the crown sheet of a boiler when the proper kind was provided, Patton-Tully
Transp. Co. v. Turner, 269 F. 334 (6th Cir. [Tenn.] 1920).
Construction of a bulkhead between bins in a coal barge built and equipped by a shipbuilder of recognized standing,
though such construction was improper for the mode of unloading pursued, The Harry Hudson Smith, 142 F. 724 (2d
Cir. [N.Y.] 1905) .
Negligence of a tug's navigators, combined with some unfitness of the vessel, The Richard F. Young, 245 F. 499
(E.D. Va. 1917) .
(n22)Footnote 22. The G.K. Wentworth and The Maine, 67 F.2d 965, 1934 A.M.C. 20 (9th Cir. [Ore.] 1934); The
Iowa, 1938 A.M.C. 615 (D. Ore. 1938) ; The Fred. C. Smartley, Jr., 1937 A.M.C. 1558 (E.D. Va. 1937) ; The Brooklyn,
1933 A.M.C. 818 (N.D. Cal. 1933) ; The Quimack, 1931 A.M.C. 1993 (D. Conn. 1931) ; The North Star, N. 21 supra;
The Walter A. Luckenbach, 4 F.2d 551, 1924 A.M.C. 1212 (N.D. Cal. 1924) , aff"d, 14 F.2d 100, 1926 A.M.C. 1281
(9th Cir. 1926) , cert. denied, 273 U.S. 741 (1927) ; The Iowa, N. 16 supra.
W.E. Valliant & Co. v. Rayonier, (E. Madison Hall), N. 15 supra (Limitation was denied where it appeared that there
was only one pilot on board, the master himself, when the ship's certificate of inspection required a pilot in addition to a
master and first class pilot, and the ship struck a wreck shortly after the master had taken over following several hours
of navigation by an able bodied seaman who was acting as mate.).
Jacobus Grauwiller Co. v. Reichert (The Mattie), 136 F.2d 904, 1943 A.M.C 822 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1943) (The owner
of a steamtug was allowed limitation of liability for collision damages caused by the negligent navigation of the
master.); Gertrude Parker, Inc. v. Abrams, 178 F.2d 259, 1950 A.M.C. 29 (1st Cir. [Mass.] 1949) (Negligence in the
navigation of the vessel at sea is not imputed to the owners so as to deny limitation of liability.); Petition of the United
States (Friar Rock), 69 F. Supp. 538, 1947 A.M.C. 80 (S.D.N.Y. 1947) ; Harbor Towing Corp. v. Parker (The Ruth
Conway), 75 F. Supp. 514, 1947 A.M.C. 1668 (D. Md. 1947) , aff'd, 171 F.2d 416, 1949 A.M.C. 17 (4th Cir. 1948) ,
cert. denied, 337 U.S. 907 (1949) (Knowledge of incompetence of the master of the tug and insufficient power in the
vessel imputed to corporate owner so as to preclude limitation of liability arising out of collision between steamship and
barge in tow.).
See generally In re Kristie Leigh Enterp. Inc., 72 F.3d 479, 1996 A.M.C. 697 (5th Cir. 1996) (In determining
whether to allow limitation of liability, the circuit court concluded that the corporate vessel owner was not in privity
with the vessel's master. The vessel owner did not dispute negligence on the part of the ship's master, but asserted that it
was competent in the hiring of the master. The court agreed, noting that the master's prior records did not show any
evidence of incompetency or history of problems. In accordance, the lower court's decision of denying limitation was
reversed.); In re Summit Venture Limitation Proceedings, 506 F. Supp. 962, 1983 A.M.C 2409 (M.D. Fla. 1983) (A
vessel owner could not limit his liability under 46 U.S.C. § 183 (now § 30505) for the collision of the vessel with a
bridge where the vessel's incompetent crew rendered it unseaworthy; the crew violated many of the navigational rules of
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the road; the Deputy Pilot was guilty of gross negligence which proximately caused the casualty; and the vessel's
condition was within the owner's privity and knowledge.); Hogge v. S.S Yorkmar, 434 F. Supp. 715, 1977 A.M.C. 805
(D. Md. 1977) (Although the pilot lacked highly specialized knowledge that resulted in a finding of unseaworthiness
with regard to the vessel's crew, where the shipowner produced evidence as to the pilot's impressive credentials it met
its burden of showing a lack of privity or knowledge of the crew's unseaworthiness under the Limitation of Liability
Act.); Mac Towing Inc. v. American Com'l Lines, 670 F.2d 543 (5th Cir. 1982) (The district court's finding that both
tows which collided when caught in a strong tidal current were equally at fault in causing the collision was not clearly
erroneous and was affirmed. The district court properly allowed the plaintiff-owner of the east-bound tug to limit its
liability under 46 U.S.C. § 183 (now § 30505) since the alleged deficiencies of the tug's captain "did not rise to the level
of unseaworthiness" and there was therefore no "privity or knowledge" on the owner's part.).
(n23)Footnote 23. La Bourgogne, 210 U.S. 95, 28 S. Ct. 664, 52 L. Ed. 973 (1908) ; The North Star, N.22 supra;
The Silverpalm, N.5 supra.
(n24)Footnote 24. The George W. Pratt, N.13 supra; Petition of Tracy, 194 F.2d 362, 1952 A.M.C. 495 (2d Cir.
[N.Y.] 1952) ; Murray v. New York Central R.R. Co., 287 F.2d 152, 1961 A.M.C. 1118 (2d Cir. [N.Y.]) , cert. denied,
366 U.S. 945 (1961) .
But where a shore-based ferry manager knew that inadequate lookouts were maintained on the ferry involved in the
collision, limitation was denied: Petition of Texaco, Inc., 210 F. Supp. 390, 1964 A.M.C. 2494 (S.D.N.Y. 1961) , aff'd
per curiam, 309 F.2d 739 (2d Cir. 1962) .
(n25)Footnote 25. The Vestris, N. 2 supra.
(n26)Footnote 26. The Santa Rosa, 249 F. 160 (N.D. Cal. 1918) .
(n27)Footnote 27. Hearings on Safety of Life and Property at Sea conducted by the House Committee on Merchant
Marine, February 19, 20 and 21, 1936, Part 4, pages 16-19 and 98.
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§ 43. Who Is an Owner.

In Flink v. Paladini, n1 Mr. Justice Holmes stated that the word "owner"--indeed, he said, "the words of the acts"--must
be taken in a broad and popular sense in order not to defeat the manifest intent, which he said is to encourage
investment by exempting the investor from loss in excess of the fund he is willing to risk in the enterprise. n2 In that
case, the vessel was owned by a California corporation, and under the peculiar law of incorporation then prevailing in
California, which has since been repealed, each stockholder was individually and personally liable for such proportion
of the corporate debts and liabilities, contracted during the period that he was a stockholder, as the amount of his stock
bore to the whole of the subscribed capital stock. Flink, having been injured while employed on the Henrietta at sea,
sued the individual stockholders for a sum in excess of the value of the Henrietta, and argued that the stockholders
could not limit their liability because they were not the "owners" and that their liability under the laws of California was
an independent one voluntarily assumed by contract with which the Acts of Congress did not interfere. In rejecting this
argument, Mr. Justice Holmes said that no rational distinction could be made between several persons owning shares in
a vessel directly and those making the same division by putting the title in a corporation and distributing the corporate
stock, that the policy of the Limitation of Liability Act extended equally to both, and that the California corporation law
left the stockholders to a certain extent in the position of co-partners, and that is a liability which the Act was meant to
limit.
In The Milwaukee, n3 it was said that Flink v. Paladini:
"seems to indicate that whether or not one is to be deemed an "owner' depends largely upon the
possibility that he may be subjected to a liability which ordinarily is assertable against one having, or
claiming to have, proprietorship or dominion over the subject of the proceeding. It negatives the thought
that "owner' of, or to "own' a vessel means the situs of full title, interest or dominion and that nothing else
is within the definition of the right or the range of the statute."
In The Milwaukee, the situation was that the Car Ferry Company entered into an executory agreement for the merger of
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various railroad properties, subject at least in part to approval of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The loss
occurred before the agreement was carried into effect, and when the agreement became effective it was, in part at least,
retroactive for various accounting purposes. The court, stating that if the case were an ordinary proceeding charging
either the Car Ferry Company or the acquiring railroad company as owner and liable for the loss, it would be difficult
for either to evade or avoid claim of ownership, held that the Car Ferry Company, as petitioner for limitation, was
entitled to maintain its petition.
The Limitation of Liability Act does not define the word "owner" but upon the foregoing cases and the analogy of the
word "charterer" next discussed, it is suggested that ownership--interpreting the term to include a variety of legal
interests--inheres in the party or group by whom, or for whom, the legal title is held. In the first instance, the owner is
the party named in the ship's documents, and under the stringent statutes relating to the national characteristics of ships
and their owners, this ordinarily settles the matter. So the owner may be an individual, n4 a group of individuals owning
shares, n5 a partnership, as suggested in Flink v. Paladini, n6 or a corporation n7, which is the common situation.
However, the "owner" for purposes of the statute need not be the owner as technically listed in the ship's documents. n8
In The Tug Companion, n9 the Court held that ownership of the vessel could pass despite the fact that technical legal
title had not. In that case, the prior owner and holder of the mortgage was in the process of repossessing the vessel when
it was lost. After admitting that possession and control standing alone are insufficient to confer ownership, the Court
continued by stating that "[w]hen, however, a mortgagee ... comes into possession and control of a vessel as the first
step in a process which is to culminate uninterruptedly in his becoming the holder of legal title to her, we think he
becomes an owner for purposes of limiting his liability." The master, the other officers, and the members of the crew
may be owners or part owners of a vessel, and, unless chargeable with privity or knowledge of unseaworthy conditions
or errors of navigation causing accidents, may limit their liability as such.
The term "owner" probably comprises receivers in equity and in bankruptcy and in corporate re-organizations under the
provisions of the Bankruptcy Act. But a mere owner of a security title and a mortgagee out of possession and not
exercising authority apparently are not entitled to the benefits of the Limitation of Liability Act, for the reason that, not
being actors in the manning and operation of the vessel, they cannot be under a liability for the acts of those who have
possession and actually man and operate her, beyond the value of the vessel in rem. n10 Hence they do not need the
protection of the statutes. In the instant case, the petitioner, who was denied limitation, was the builder of the vessel,
and the loss was due to a defect in her construction. The case can therefore be supported on the ground of the "personal"
contract between the builder and the purchaser who was injured by the defect.
Life tenants and trustees for remaindermen have qualified as owners under the limitation of liability provisions. n11 In
the instant case, the Court reasoned that,
"[i]f the legal relations which together comprise ownership of a vessel can be split perpendicularly
so that several persons are owners, as with tenants in common, and each is able to claim the protection of
the statute, there seems little reason why the statute should not also apply where those same legal
relations are split horizontally as in the present case provided each holder of an interest has sufficient
legal relations to constitute what has been traditionally recognized as "title" either legal or equitable with
substantial rights and powers in dealing with the property; that is, something more than possession and
control, for a mere bailee or lessee is not entitled to a limitation of his liability."
A government may be a shipowner and maintain a petition to limit its liability, n12 as may a government bureau or
commission. Such bureaus as the Shipping Board and the Marine Commission, n13 or the Director General of
Railroads, n14 or a government owned corporation (e.g. the Emergency Fleet Corporation) have been entitled to
maintain a limitation petition.
A former owner has been allowed to maintain a petition to limit liability where it was charged with liability for
negligent conduct which arose during its period of ownership. n15 "To hold otherwise," in the Court's opinion, "would
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subject a person to greater liability after a sale than existed before a sale."
While criticism of such holdings continue, n16 the Courts have continually allowed the owners of pleasure craft to avail
themselves of the provisions of the Limitation of Liability Act. n17
A petition to limit liability need not admit ownership of the vessel in the pleadings. n18 It will be sufficient to maintain
the action if the petitioner only alleges that he is claimed to be the owner (or the charterer) by damage claimants. n19
The benefits of the Limitation of Liability Act have been held not applicable to a former owner where that owner is
bankrupt. n20 And since the Supreme Court decision in Maryland Casualty Co. v. Cushing, n21 the courts, in at least
one circuit, have held that an insurer is not the owner for purposes of this Act and may not maintain a limitation
petition. n22
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. (The Henrietta), 279 U.S. 59, 49 S. Ct. 255, 73 L. Ed. 613, 1929 A.M.C. 327 (1929) .
(n2)Footnote 2. The courts have always construed the term "owner" in 46 U.S.C. § 183 (now § 30505) very
broadly in order to effectuate the congressional intent. The rule which has emerged appears to be that if petitioner may
be held liable because of his ownership or control of the vessel, he can maintain a petition to limit his liability: Petition
of Barracuda Tanker Co. (The Torrey Canyon), 281 F. Supp. 228, 1968 A.M.C. 1711 (S.D.N.Y. 1968) , modified on
other grounds, 409 F.2d 1013 (2d Cir. 1969) .
In re Shell Oil Co., 780 F. Supp. 1086, 1992 A.M.C. 2062 (E.D. La. 1991) (Where a corporation sold a vessel to one
of its subsidiaries while remaining the registered owner at the time of the accident being litigated, it qualified as an
"owner" for purposes of the limitation of liability statute since it remained a "likely target" for liability claims. The
shareholders of the corporation were also entitled to the protection provided by the limitation statute since they could be
likely targets of a liability suit based on their relationship to the vessel as shareholders of its corporate owners.).
(n3)Footnote 3. ( Petition of Grand Trunk Car Ferry Co.), 48 F.2d 842, 1931 A.M.C. 412 (E.D. Wis. 1931) .
(n4)Footnote 4. As in Langnes v. Green, 282 U.S. 531, 51 S. Ct. 243, 75 L. Ed. 520, 1931 A.M.C. 511 (1931) .
(n5)Footnote 5. As in Christopher v. Grueby (The Commonwealth), 40 F.2d 8, 1930 A.M.C. 989 (1st Cir. [Mass.]),
cert. denied, 282 U.S. 876 (1930) .
Cusumano v. Curlew, 105 F. Supp. 428, 1952 A.M.C. 508 (D. Mass. 1952) (Where two co-owners were aboard the
vessel at the time of the collision, the co-owner who was below decks and who did not participate in the navigation or
operation of the vessel was entitled to limit his liability for damages in connection with a collision caused by
navigational error. However, the other co-owner who was the captain of the vessel and who was directly in charge of
the navigation was not entitled to limit.).
Pennell v. Read (Yacht Meridian), 200 F. Supp. 504, 1962 A.M.C. 2551 (S.D. Fla. 1961) , aff'd, 309 F.2d 455, 1963
A.M.C. 2037 (5th Cir. 1962) (Where there are multiple owners in different jurisdictions, the court will not modify the
injunction so as to allow the claimant to pursue owners outside the jurisdiction of the limitation court.).
(n6)Footnote 6. N.1 supra.
(n7)Footnote 7. In re Amoco Cadiz, 954 F.2d 1279, 1992 A.M.C. 913 (7th Cir. 1992) (Where an oil tanker ran
aground resulting in a massive oil spill, the corporate parent of a subsidiary which was the tanker's registered owner, as
well as a non-owning subsidiary, were not entitled to the protection of the Limitation of Liability Act, since they were
separate corporate entities from the registered owner and failed to demonstrate the possessory, managerial and
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operational control of the tanker required to justify a finding that they were "owners." It was not, however, improper for
the district court to refuse to recognize separateness between the corporate parent and its subsidiaries in determining
liability for the damages which were sustained, since this issue is not identical to that of the applicability of the
Limitation of Liability Act.); In re Chesapeake Shipping, Inc., 803 F. Supp. 872, 1993 A.M.C. 691 (S.D.N.Y. 1992) (A
ship management company qualified under 46 U.S.C. § 30505, for the benefits of the limitation of liability statute where
its expanded responsibilities under the contract with the vessel owner were essentially the same as those assumed by
any record owner.).
(n8)Footnote 8. In re Nobles, 842 F. Supp. 1430, 1994 A.M.C. 51 (N.D. Fla. 1993) (The court refused to deny
ownership status to the spouse of the title-holder of a vessel. The court, quoting Hammersley v. Branigar Org. Inc., 762
F. Supp. 950 (S.D. Ga. 1991) , reiterated that "the word "owner" in the Limitation Act is accorded a liberal, common
sense interpretation in order to effectuate the intent of the Act." Other factors, including possession, caretaking and
piloting of the vessel, must also be considered along with title ownership.).
(n9)Footnote 9. Admiral Towing Co. v. Woolen, (The Tug Companion), 290 F.2d 641, 1961 A.M.C. 2333 (9th
Cir. [Cal.] 1961).
(n10)Footnote 10. American Car & Foundry Co. v. Brassert, 289 U.S. 261, 53 S. Ct. 618, 77 L. Ed. 1162, 1933
A.M.C. 749 (1933) .
(n11)Footnote 11. Petition of the Colonial Trust (Yacht Charlotte), 124 F. Supp. 73, 1955 A.M.C. 1290 (D. Conn.
1954) .
(n12)Footnote 12. The Snug Harbor (Petition of United States), 53 F.2d 407, 1931 A.M.C. 1487 (E.D.N.Y. 1931) ;
Miss New York, 1941 A.M.C. 569 (S.D.N.Y. 1941) ; Goggin v. United States, 79 F. Supp. 812, 1948 A.M.C. 955 (S.D.
Cal. 1948) ; Kutger v. United States, 169 F. Supp. 104, 1959 A.M.C. 1563 (N.D. Fla. 1958) ; Donily v. United States,
381 F. Supp. 901 (D. Ore. 1974) ; 107 U. Penn. L. Rev. 1034 (1959).
(n13)Footnote 13. The West Hartland, 2 F.2d 834, 1925 A.M.C. 47 (9th Cir. [Wash.] 1925).
(n14)Footnote 14. The Princess Anne, 5 F.2d 67, 1925 A.M.C. 585 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1925) ; Hines v. Butler (The
Virginia), 278 F. 877 (4th Cir. [Md.] 1921), cert. denied, 257 U.S. 659 (1922) ; The Proteus and Cushing (Standard Oil
Co. v. Southern Pacific Co.), 268 U.S. 146, 45 S. Ct. 211, 69 L. Ed. 519, 1925 A.M.C. 779 (1925) .
(n15)Footnote 15. The Trojan (Ex Jenny), 167 F. Supp. 576, 1959 A.M.C. 201 (N.D. Cal. 1958) . But see In re
Marine Recreational Opportunities, 15 F. 3d 270, 1994 A.M.C. 1288 (2d Cir. 1994) (A former owner of a vessel is not
an "owner" under the Limitations Act, and therefore may not assert liability limitation for injuries to a passenger. The
subsequent owners of a pleasure craft sued the former owner for negligently selling the vessel with faulty trim tabs'. The
circuit court, explicitly refusing to follow The Trojan, 167 F. Supp. 576 (N.D. Cal. 1958) , explained that ownership at
the time of the accident should be recognized under the Act. In accordance, the case was dismissed from Federal district
court for lack of subject matter jurisdiction.); Calkins v. Graham, 667 F.2d 1292, 1982 A.M.C. 2433 (9th Cir. 1982)
(Where plaintiff-seller of fishing vessel no longer had possession or control of the vessel at the time defendant was
injured while-working aboard, and where plaintiff was no longer responsible for its maintenance and operation due to
an existing sales agreement with a third party, the district court properly dismissed plaintiff's action to limit his liability
for a state judgment to the value of the vessel. As plaintiff failed to prove that he was the owner or charterer of the
vessel when the accident occurred, he was not entitled to limitation of liability under 46 U.S.C. §§ 183 and 186.).
(n16)Footnote 16. Stolz, Pleasure Boating and Admiralty: Erie at Sea, 51 Calif. L. Rev. 661 (1963); Harolds,
Limitation of Liability and Its Application to Pleasure Boats, 37 Temp. L. Q. 423 (1964); Shipowner's Limited Liability,
3 Colum. J. L. & S. Problems 105 (1967).
See also Bass River Assocs. v. Mayor, Bass River Township, 743 F.2d 159, 1985 A.M.C. 1896 (3d Cir. 1984) (Since
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neither the Commerce Clause nor federal statute manifests Congressional intent to occupy the field of pleasure boat
regulation, a New Jersey township's ordinance banning the ownership of "floating homes" is valid.). But see Crown
Zellerbach v. Ingram Inds., 783 F.2d 1296, 1986 A.M.C. 1471(5th Cir.) , cert. denied, 479 U.S. 821 (1986)
(Shipowner's insurer allowed limitation of liability under the policy language and the Limitation of Liability Act. A
Louisiana direct action statute which voids any policy clause limiting right of recovery against the insurer, did not
invalidate the policy provision. In exempting the insurer from responsibility for the excess damage, the Fifth Circuit
overruled Olympic Towing v. Nebel Towing, 1969 AMC 1571, 419 F. 2d. 230 (5th Cir. 1969) , cert. denied, 397 U.S.
989 (1970) , which had previously held that the insurer was not allowed to assert the shipowner's limitation of liability
because it, contradicted the statute and was a "personal defense" of the shipowner, and held that the limitation was not a
strictly personal defense, and that a policy provision which allows an insurer to limit coverage to the sum that the
insured is obligated to pay by law is not contrary to public policy. The concurrence joined in the overuling of Nebel
Towing, but only on the point that the limitation of liability is not a personal defense to the shipowner under state law.
The dissent argued that the Louisiana direct action statute and public policy require that limitation should be considered
a personal defense of the vessel owner.).
(n17)Footnote 17. Kulack v. The Pearl Jack, 79 F. Supp. 802, 1948 A.M.C. 1960 (W.D. Mich. 1948) ; Petition of
the Colonial Trust (Yacht Charlotte), 124 F. Supp. 73, 1955 A.M.C. 1290 (D. Conn. 1954) ; Sloop Fling, 295 F. Supp.
1021, 1969 A.M.C. 1446 (D. Conn. 1968) ; Coryell v. Phipps (Yacht Seminole), 317 U.S. 406, 63 S. Ct. 291, 87 L. Ed.
363, 1943 A.M.C. 18 (1943) .
In re Nobles, 842 F. Supp. 1430, 1994 A.M.C. 51 (N.D. Fla. 1993) (A pleasure craft was classified as a vessel under
the Act. The purpose of the Act, to encourage investment in the American merchant marine industry, is not forwarded
by application to privately owned pleasure craft. Nevertheless, the district court extended limitation protection,
explaining that the "law as written by Congress is unambiguous ... and must be enforced.").
(n18)Footnote 18. Note, however, that the party seeking to invoke the limitation of liability statute bears the
burden of pleading facts which establish the right to do so as an owner or charterer. See In re Chesapeake Shipping,
Inc., 778 F. Supp. 153, 1992 A.M.C. 769 (S.D.N.Y. 1991) (The complaint did not sufficiently allege that a ship
management company was entitled to the benefits of the limitation of liability statute as a shipowner where the
company was only described as "manager of the vessel and employer of the crew.").
(n19)Footnote 19. Petition of Tanker Hygrade No. 18, 172 F. Supp. 500, 1959 A.M.C. 261 (S.D.N.Y. 1958) ; Starr
Brick Corp. v. Johnson, 262 F.2d 251, 1959 A.M.C. 1660 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1959) .
(n20)Footnote 20. The F/V Zebroid, 1970 A.M.C. 113 (D. Mass. 1964) .
(n21)Footnote 21.

347 U.S. 409, 74 S. Ct. 608, 98 L. Ed. 806, 1954 A.M.C. 837 (1954) .

(n22)Footnote 22. The Tug Itco III, 242 F. Supp. 950, 1965 A.M.C. 818 (E.D. La. 1965) ; Olympic Towing Corp.
v. Nebel Towing Co., 419 F.2d 230, 1969 A.M.C. 1571 (5th Cir. [La.] 1969), cert. denied, 397 U.S. 989 (1970) ;
Lanasse v. Travelers Insurance Co., 450 F.2d 580, 1972 A.M.C. 818 (5th Cir. [La.] 1971).
But cf Brister v. A.W.I., Inc., 946 F.2d 350 (5th Cir. 1991) (Pursuant to a Crown Zellerbach clause in the insurance
contract, an insurance underwriter may receive the benefit of the vessel owner's limitation of liability.).
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§ 44. Who Is a Charterer--Owner Pro Hac Vice.

In order to benefit from the Limitation of Liability Act a charterer must be able to prove both that he has an actual
charter, oral or written, and that under such charter he is the party who "mans, supplies, and navigates a vessel at the
charterer's own expense", in the words of 46 U.S.C. § 30501. n1 It is not enough to man, victual and navigate a vessel in
fact, if there is no charter but a mere bailment. n2 In certain harbors, such as New York, informal oral demise charters
of harbor craft have long been customary and are recognized by the courts, so that the charterers have the benefit of the
limitation laws. n3 The demise charterer, however, makes a personal contract with the owner of the vessel, and
therefore may not limit his liability towards the owner. n4 A demise charterer, who mans, victuals and navigates the
vessel, is denominated an owner pro hac vice; and when he petitions to limit his liability, he must surrender the entire
value of the vessel and the pending freight, as the owner would do. n5
The owner of a vessel whose servants negligently, but without his privity or knowledge, damage another vessel
chartered by him, may limit his liability towards the owner of the chartered vessel. n6 And it has been said that, under
the custom of the towing business in New York harbor, a towing company which hires an "outside" tug to supplement
its own tugs in a towing operation, may limit its liability, as a charterer, in respect of damage negligently done by the
"outside" tug to the vessel towed. n7
An owner and a charterer usually file their petitions together accompanied by a single stipulation for the values of
vessel and freight, or by a single tender of transfer of title to a trustee. Unless that is done, there seems to be a
theoretical possibility that each might have to account to claimants separately for the full limitation value, which would
result in doubling the limit of liability.
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. Petition of Russell Brothers, 199 F. Supp. 442, 1962 A.M.C. 136 (S.D.N.Y. 1961) (A bareboat
charterer may petition to limit liability.); In re Barracuda Tanker Corp. (The Torrey Canyon), 409 F.2d 1013, 1969
A.M.C. 1442 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1969) (A time charterer may not petition to limit liability.); Austerberry v. United States
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(The Coast Guard C.G.R. 180), 169 F.2d 583, 1948 A.M.C. 1682 (6th Cir. [Mich.] 1948) ("The boat was taken into the
Coast Guard pursuant to a written offer and acceptance, which was referred to as a license, and which provided that it
might be relinquished by the Coast Guard at any time; but the boat was offered and accepted for the duration of the war.
The government obtained exclusive possession and management of the vessel from the owner and became owner pro
hac vice ... The mere fact that the government was not referred to as charterer, in the document in which the boat was
offered and accepted by the Coast Guard for the duration of the war, is not of controlling importance, for the
government took over its absolute control, subjected it to use as a government vessel, and caused it to be manned,
provisioned, navigated, and supplied with all necessaries. We agree with the conclusion of the district court that the
government was the chartered owner of the boat within the meaning of the applicable statutory provisions under which
the petition to limit liability was filed."); In re Petition of the United States (Mission San Francisco), 259 F.2d 608,
1959 A.M.C. 982 (3d Cir. [Del.] 1958) (A vessel operator who has contracted with the Department of the Navy through
the Military Sea Transportation Service has such possession of the vessel assigned to him under his contract that he can
maintain a petition for limitation of liability. He is like a charterer or owner pro hac vice.); Petition of Barracuda Tanker
Co. (The Torrey Canyon), 281 F. Supp. 228, 1968 A.M.C. 1711 (S.D.N.Y. 1968) , modified, 409 F.2d 1013 (2d Cir.
1969) (A sale-lease back charterer whose twenty-year charter specifically stated that "Nothing herein contained shall be
construed as creating a demise of the Vessel to the Charterer" is not the kind of charterer comprehended by 46 U.S.C. §
186 (now § 30501), but whether he may be considered an owner under 46 U.S.C. § 183 (now § 30505) was not decided
on the motion to strike. A decision thereon was reserved to "await the trial of this action."); Indian Ridge Canning Co. v.
Trawler Captain Nick, 96 F. Supp. 664, 1951 A.M.C. 1740 (E.D. La. 1951) (A bareboat charterer in an Intracoastal
Waterway collision may petition to limit liability.).
See also Ross, Shipowners' Limitation of Liability Revisited, 10 S. Tex. L. J. 1 (1967).
See also In re McDonough Marine Serv., 749 F. Supp. 128, 1991 A.M.C. 319 (E.D. La. 1990) (The district court
refused to enjoin the survivors of shipyard employees killed while checking a barge from initiating state court
proceedings against the manufacturer of the barge. Because an injunction against further prosecution issued at a
limitation proceeding protects only those designated by the statute, namely the owner or charterer acting as an owner:
pro hac vice, the claimants did not violate the injunction or endanger the admiralty court's exclusive jurisdiction by
pressing their state court claims against the manufacturer.).
(n2)Footnote 2. Jones & Laughlin Steel Co. v. Vang (The Barge No. 608), 73 F.2d 88, 1934 A.M.C. 1303 (3d Cir.
[Pa.]), appeal dismissed, 294 U.S. 735 (1934) ; Diamond S.S. Transportation Co. v. People Savings Bank & Trust Co.
(Severance), 152 F.2d 916, 1946 A.M.C. 128 (4th Cir. [N.C.] 1945) , cert. denied, 328 U.S. 853 (1946) (The operator
of a towing company was at best a mere bailee or trustee ex maleficio of a tug in his possession and thus not within the
statute where (1) the owner of the tug was incompetent, (2) the guardian of the owner had no knowledge that the tug
was owned by his ward, (3) no charter money was paid to the guardian, (4) there was no record of approval of the
charter by any court and (5) the testimony of the operator of the towing company to show that he was a charterer was
inconsistent with his testimony in a prior case.).
(n3)Footnote 3. The Atlas No. 7 ( Petition of Wright & Cobb Lighterage Co., Inc.), 42 F.2d 480, 1930 A.M.C.
1029 (S.D.N.Y. 1930) ; Pile Driver No. 2 ( Petition of New York Dock Co., Owner, and Petition of Converse,
Charterer), 1931 A.M.C. 1791 (E.D.N.Y. 1931) , aff'd as to the Owner and modified as to the Charterer, 61 F.2d 777,
1932 A.M.C. 1492 (2d Cir. 1932) .
The Martha R. Grimes, 49 F. Supp. 591, 1943 A.M.C. 191 (S.D.N.Y. 1943) (The owner and bareboat charterer of a
barge on which a longshoreman was injured through the negligence of the barge captain employed by the bareboat
charterer could limit their liability for such injury but the liability of the subcharterer, to whom the barge was
subchartered at the time of the injury at a daily rate and who did not man, victual and navigate the vessel at his own
expense, could not be limited).
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In re B.F.T. No. Two Corp. (Limitation Proceeding), 433 F. Supp. 854, 1977 A.M.C. 1168 (E.D. Pa. 1977) (A party
may come under the limitation statutes as a charterer although the charter agreement is oral and does not identify itself
in the terms "charter" or "charter party." In this case the vessel owner contracted with another company to operate and
work the tug on the owner's behalf. The operator was required to supply the crew, fuel, and insurance for the tug. This
arrangement was deemed similar to that in In re Petition of United States (the Mathiasen case), 259 F.2d 608, 1959
A.M.C. 982 (3d Cir. 1958) , where the court, as here, found that the arrangement amounted to placing the operator in
the position of a bareboat charterer and thus entitled him to limit liability under § 186 (now § 30501).).
(n4)Footnote 4. The Nat Sutton and Bloomfield (Petition of W.E. Hedger Co., Inc.), 62 F.2d 787, 1933 A.M.C.
338 (2d Cir. 1933) . See § 33 supra.
(n5)Footnote 5. The Fort Bragg, 6 F. Supp. 13, 1933 A.M.C. 1649 (N.D. Cal. 1933) ; Petition of McAllister
Brothers (Barge 91), 96 F. Supp. 575, 1951 A.M.C. 967 (E.D.N.Y. 1951) (In a charterer's proceeding to limit liability
for injuries to a longshoreman during operations involving a chartered lighter and tug, the stipulation was required to
cover the value of the tug as well as that of the lighter and not merely the charter value of the tug.).
(n6)Footnote 6. The Elfrida and Columbia (Schoonmaker-Connors Co., Inc. v. Downing Sand & Gravel Co.), 14
F.2d 237, 1926 A.M.C. 1612 (E.D.N.Y. 1926) ; Verbeeck v. Black Diamond Steamship Corp. (The Black Gull), 269
F.2d 68, 1960 A.M.C. 163 (2d Cir. 1959) , cert. denied, 361 U.S. 934 (1960) .
(n7)Footnote 7. The Imperial and Ticeline (Central Union Stockyards Co. v. Moran T. & T. Co.), 1931 A.M.C.
160 (S.D.N.Y. 1919) (Judge Hough there said: "I am of opinion that the endeavor ... to expand the doctrine of Benner
Line v. Pendleton, 246 U.S. 353, 38 S. Ct. 330, 62 L. Ed. 770 (1917) , to a contract of towage is unfounded in law, and
that the true construction of such an agreement as [was] proven between Stockyards Company and Moran Company is
that Moran Company was to furnish tugs, either its own or another's and, always presuming that the tugs so selected or
employed were well manned, equipped and found, Moran could limit its own liability as owner and avail itself of any
limitation instituted by the owner of the employed tug. Indeed, for purposes of limitation, under the circumstances here
shown, Moran Company might be regarded as the charterers of the Ticeline ... This question ... is an excellent example
of the disturbance of admiralty law produced by the decision above referred to.").
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§ 45. Who Else May Limit His Liability.

No one may limit his liability unless he can bring himself within the ambit of the words "owner" and "charterer" that
"mans, supplies, and navigates" a vessel at his own expense, or by his own procurement, in §§ 30505 and 30501 of the
Limitation of Liability Act. n1 So a bailee of a barge left in his custody at his wharf for loading or discharging cargo,
who neglects to make a "charter," although he performs every duty relating to the vessel that falls within the words
"man, victual and navigate," has been denied the benefit of limitation against damage caused by the barges accidentally
going adrift in a freshet. n2 And the owner of a cargo, in distress along a canal route because of the unseaworthiness of
its carrier barge, who hires other barges to carry the cargo to destination and arranges with a tug for their towage at a
daily rate, has been denied limitation against the liabilities growing out of an explosion of the cargo, on the ground that
he was not a demise charterer, n3 although the same charter was construed to be a demise in another litigation growing
out of the same disaster. n4
A hull underwriter may not limit his liability on his policy under the Limitation of Liability Act, but is liable to pay the
face value. n5 It seems quite plain that time charterers, voyage charterers, ship managers, ship operators, ship agents,
masters, officers and seamen are not entitled, as such, to take any benefit of the Limitation of Liability Act. Whether a
salvor, navigating an abandoned ship to port, or a captor of a prize would be entitled to limit liability, appears to be
unsettled; but on reason, the benefit of the Act should be extended to them.
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. 46 U.S.C. §§ 30505 and 30501.
(n2)Footnote 2. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp. v. Vang (The Barge No. 608), 73 F.2d 88, 1934 A.M.C. 1303 (3d
Cir.) , appeal dismissed, 294 U.S. 735 (1934) .
But see Austerberry v. United States (The Coast Guard C.G.R. 180), 169 F.2d 583, 1948 A.M.C. 1682 (6th Cir. 1948)
; § 44, supra; cf. Admiral Towing Co. v. Woolen (The Tug Companion), 290 F.2d 641, 1961 A.M.C. 2333 (9th Cir.
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1961) .
(n3)Footnote 3. The William P. Donnelly and Barges (Petition of E.I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.), 19 F.2d
354, 1927 A.M.C. 1374 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1927) .
(n4)Footnote 4. Hanson v. Du Pont, 8 F.2d 552, 1926 A.M.C. 232 (W.D.N.Y. 1926) , rev'd on other grounds, 33
F.2d 94, 1929 A.M.C. 586 (2d Cir. 1929) , cert. denied, 281 U.S. 751 (1930) .
(n5)Footnote 5. The Augusta and Detroit (Marine Insurance Co., Ltd. v. McLanahan, Receiver), 5 F.2d 773, 1925
A.M.C. 756 (4th Cir. [Md.] 1925).
See, also, § 43, supra.
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§ 46. Effect of Direct Action Suits.

Courts have rarely been required to resolve the various issues presented when direct action suits against liability
insurance carriers have been brought in situations where the shipowner has petitioned for limitation of liability. Only
one case, Maryland Casualty Co. v. Cushing, n1 has reached the Supreme Court, but the outcome left many questions
unanswered.
In that case, a towboat on a Louisiana river, while attempting to pass under a bridge, collided with a concrete pier and
capsized. After the owner and charterer had initiated proceedings to limit their liability, the representatives of five
drowned seamen brought an action against the owner of the bridge and against the liability insurers of the owner and
charterer of the ship, pursuant to § 655 of the Louisiana Insurance Code which authorized direct suits "against the
insurer within the terms and limits of the policy." The District Court dismissed the suits as inapplicable to policies of
marine insurance and also as contravening "the essential purpose expressed by the Act of Congress in a field already
covered by that Act [46 U.S.C. § 183 (now § 30505)]." n2 The Court of Appeals reversed, holding that the statute was a
permissible regulation of insurance and not in conflict with substantive admiralty law. n3 Certiorari was granted with
the governing issue being: "[D]oes the Louisiana statute enter an area of maritime jurisdiction withdrawn from the
states?" In a sharply divided opinion (4-4-1) the Court compromised on the question of whether a state direct action
statute conflicted with the Federal Limitation of Liability Act. Four Justices, led by Mr. Justice Frankfurter, felt that
"The direct-action statute clashes with the federal system for marshalling all claims arising from
certain maritime causes of action ... The heart of this system is a concursus of all claims to ensure the
prompt and economical disposition of controversies in which there are often a multitude of claimants ...
Direct actions against the liability underwriter of the shipowner or charterer would detract from the
benefit of a concursus and undermine the operation of the Congressional scheme for the "complete and
just disposition of a many-cornered controversy.' ... Furthermore, insurers, unable to rely on the
limitation of liability of their insured and denied the benefits of the concursus, would in all likelihood
reflect the increased costs in their premiums, thus passing on to the very class sought to be benefited by
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the federal legislation the short-circuiting effects of the state statute ..."
These four Justices sought to reverse the judgment of the Court of Appeals and reinstate that of the District Court
dismissing the complaints.
Four Justices, led by Mr. Justice Black, concluded that there was no conflict between the Louisiana statute and the
Limitation of Liability Act, and reasoned as follows:
"(a) The majority appear to hold that if the insurance companies pay out the full amount of their
policies in these actions and some recovery is also had against the shipowner in limitation proceedings
the shipowner will be unable to get reimbursement for that recovery from the insurers and to that extent
will be "deprived of his insurance.' It was conceded at the bar, however, that the ship here is without
value--a total loss. If this is true, there would be no fund in the limitation proceedings and no possibility
of any recovery at all against the shipowner. Under these circumstances, the shipowner does not stand to
lose a dime if the insurance companies are held liable for the full amount of their policies, and there is no
reason for deferring trial of these lawsuits.
"(b) Even if the ship has some value and there should be recoveries from the limitation fund,
Louisiana's statute would not deprive the shipowner of any right given by the Limited Liability Act. That
Act was passed to help shipowners by permitting them to escape full liability for wrongs of their agents.
But not a word in it suggests that Congress also intended to give shipowners additional special privileges
with respect to liability insurance or to interfere with state regulation of any type of insurance. Nor was
any such expanded construction of the Act made by this Court in The City of Norwich, 118 U.S. 468 .
That case rested entirely on a holding that money from hull insurance was no part of an owner's "interest'
in his ship which the Limited Liability Act required him to turn over to damage claimants. The Court
was concerned only with what made up the limitation fund. The claimants here make no contention that
liability insurance is part of the limitation fund. They concede that the shipowner can be made to pay out
only the value of his "interest' in the damaged ship. But they insist that the shipowner should not be
allowed to escape loss from even the limited liability which Congress put on him, if the result is to
deprive injured persons of insurance bought to protect them. There is a vital difference between liability
insurance and hull insurance with which The City of Norwich dealt. The latter provides recovery for loss
of the shipowner's property. But liability insurance is not bought to guarantee reimbursement for loss of a
shipowner's property. Its purpose is to pay for damage done to others by the shipowner or his agents. The
shipowner has an insurable "interest' in his ship; if it is lost or damaged any insurance money collected is
his own. I cannot believe he has an insurable "interest' in his seamen which could possibly entitle him to
reduce the already limited financial obligations the Act imposes by taking for himself insurance money
which otherwise would go to compensate seamen or their families for injuries he inflicts. The result of
holding that the Act gives the shipowner this insurance benefit is, at least in some circumstances, to leave
him with more money after a wreck if he injures people than if he does not. It is a far cry from the
decision in The City of Norwich that a shipowner is entitled to keep the insurance collected for loss of his
own ship to today's holding that States cannot assure seamen that they instead of the shipowner can get
the full benefit of liability policies bought in order to pay their just claims for injuries caused by the ship.
"(c) It is said, however, that other shipowners might have to pay higher premiums and also buy more
insurance if recoveries are allowed here and that this would discourage investment in ships. How the
Limited Liability Act may be read to impose a ceiling on premiums, over which the States normally have
full power, is difficult for me to understand. I have searched the Act's history in vain for any support for
the interpretation. Yet 103 years after the Act's passage it is discovered that Congress intended to help
shipowners by preventing States from making regulations that might raise the cost of marine insurance.
But Congress decided to help shipowners by reducing their obligations due to wrecks, not by reducing
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the prices they had to pay for carrying on their business either before or after a wreck. Construing the Act
to protect shipowners from having to pay higher prices for oil or coal would be no less far-fetched than
construing it to keep down insurance premiums. This Court often protests its desire to indulge every
presumption in favor of the validity of State legislation. It is hard to reconcile this commendable judicial
philosophy with use of attenuated inferences about increased premiums as an excuse for impairing this
Louisiana law.
"(d) Despite the insistence of petitioner insurance companies that these suits must be wholly barred
to save shipowners from injury, it seems plain that the only real beneficiaries of such a holding would be
the companies themselves. They, rather than the shipowner, would enjoy the protection sought to be
written into the Limited Liability Act. But even the most generous reading of the Act gives no ground for
believing that it was intended to help insurance companies, directly or indirectly. And nothing in the
records of the congressional debates or reports supports such a strained interpretation. Shipowners, not
insurance companies, were the group Congress wanted to help.
"(e) For the above reasons I think the Limited Liability Act does not require deferring the present
suits so that the shipowner can be the direct beneficiary of these insurance policies at the expense of the
families of the deceased seamen. But quite apart from these reasons, the same conclusion is required by
specific instructions from Congress. The McCarran Act provides that "No Act of Congress shall be
construed to invalidate, impair, or supersede any law enacted by any State for the purpose of regulating
the business of insurance ... unless such Act specifically relates to the business of insurance ...' 15 U. S.
C. § 1012(b). It is unquestionably true that the McCarran Act was passed in response to this Court's
decision that insurance was subject to the federal commerce power. But that is no reason for giving the
law an unnaturally narrow construction squarely in the teeth of the plain, normal, everyday meaning of
the language used. The Act rather shows the strong purpose of Congress to permit States to continue
regulating insurance as they always had. Courts are pointedly told to leave States free to regulate "the
business of insurance' in the absence of some congressional act that "specifically relates' to the same
object. The "business of insurance' includes marine insurance and by no stretch of imagination can it be
said that the 1851 Act "specifically relates' to insurance. Thus, the unambiguous language of the
McCarran Act forbids courts to construe federal statutes such as the Limited Liability Act so as to impair
a State law like Louisiana's ..." [footnotes omitted]
A third opinion by Mr. Justice Clark saw no necessity for invalidating Louisiana's law by dismissing the direct actions.
Stating that the Court's only interest was "to make certain that such [direct] actions do not interfere with the Federal
limitation proceeding," Mr. Justice Clark concluded that:
"to do this we need only require that the limitation proceeding be concluded first and the owner's
liability settled under it. The petitioners could then discharge this liability to the extent their policies
covered it, by paying into the limitation proceeding the proper sum. The door would then be left open for
prosecution of the direct actions against the insurance companies on the remaining coverage of the
policies. Thus, whatever the insurer's liability may be under Louisiana law in the subsequent direct
actions, the owner's purse cannot be touched."
In order to prevent affirmance of the Court of Appeals decision, the four Justices led by Mr. Justice Frankfurter joined
with Mr. Justice Clark in remanding the action to the District Court "to be continued until after completion of the
limitation proceeding."
Because of the unusual split decision in this case, many of the substantive and procedural issues remain unresolved.
Recent decisions of courts faced with facts similar to those found in Maryland Casualty have held that where the direct
action and the limitation proceeding are consolidated or where there is only one claimant, the procedural chronology of
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that decision need not be followed. n4 The correctness of such an approach has yet to be determined by the Supreme
Court.
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1.

347 U.S. 409, 74 S. Ct. 608, 98 L. Ed. 806, 1954 A.M.C. 837 (1954) .

(n2)Footnote 2. Cushing v. Texas & Pacific Ry., 99 F. Supp. 681, 1951 A.M.C. 1878 (E.D. La. 1951) .
(n3)Footnote 3. Cushing v. Maryland Casualty Co., 198 F.2d 536, 1952 A.M.C. 1803 (5th Cir. 1952) .
(n4)Footnote 4. The Tug Itco III, 242 F. Supp. 950, 1965 A.M.C. 818 (E.D. La. 1965) ; Olympic Towing Corp. v.
Nebel Towing Co., 419 F.2d 239, 1969 A.M.C. 1571 (5th Cir. [La.] 1969), cert. denied, 397 U.S. 989 (1970) ; Tokio
Marine & Fire Insurance v. Aetna Casualty, 322 F.2d 113, 1964 A.M.C. 308 (5th Cir. [La.] 1963); The Sea Queen I,
1964 A.M.C. 2121 (D.P.R. 1964) .
Singer v. L.R. Dorr, 38 F.R.D. 167, 1965 A.M.C. 2377 (E.D. La. 1965) (Where it appeared that all possible claimants
could be totally satisfied from insurance proceeds and the claimants had instituted a direct action against the insurer, the
Court held the limitation proceeding of the owner in abeyance until the conclusion of the direct action.).
Ema v. Compagnie Generale Transatlantique, 353 F. Supp. 1286, 1974 A.M.C. 2498 (D.P.R. 1972) (Where a
shipowner seeks to limit liability, the restraining order against other actions does not apply to actions brought against
the shipowner's codefendant insurer. Puerto Rico is a direct action jurisdiction.).
See generally Magnolia Marine Transp. Co. v. Laplace Towing Corp., 964 F.2d 1571 (5th Cir. 1992) , rev'g, 755 F.
Supp. 149, 1991 A.M.C. 1190 (E.D. La. 1991) (The Fifth Circuit held that the underwriters of a shipowner's marine
policy had no right to limit their liability under the Act. A maritime insurer's right to limit its liability is based solely
upon the terms of the insurance policy. The district court had erroneously determined that the underwriters had standing
under the Act to assert limitation defensively and require protective stipulations from claimants, and that the
underwriters could demand a federal forum to interpret the policy in question. The Fifth Circuit held, however, that both
the Louisiana state court and federal district court have jurisdiction to interpret the policy. Since the appellate court
favored the procedure suggested in Maryland Casualty Co. v. Cushing, in which the limitation action precedes the direct
action against the insurer, the stay of the claimant's state court suit against the shipowner and its underwriters was
continued.).
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§ 47. What Is a Vessel--What Is a "Seagoing" Vessel.

Congress has, on four occasions (in 1851, 1886, 1935 and 1936), defined the "vessels" to whose owners the Limitation
of Liability Act applies. In 1851, Congress applied the Act, inferentially, to all vessels except those specifically
excluded, which were (section 7) "any canal boat, barge or lighter, or any vessel of any description used in rivers or
inland navigation." In the light of that provision, the Act was applied to a loss by fire on a steamer trading between
Buffalo and Detroit, n1 to a loss on Long Island Sound, n2 and to a loss on the East River. n3 And limitation was denied
to the owner of a steamer trading on the upper Mississippi, between ports in Iowa and Minnesota. n4
In 1886, Congress broadened the Act to include "all seagoing vessels, and also ... all vessels used on lakes or rivers or in
inland navigation, including canal boats, barges and lighters." While this was the first appearance of the word
"seagoing," it did not call for judicial construction, since the statutes thereupon applied to all vessels everywhere. Under
this provision, now 46 U.S.C. § 30502, the Act has been applied to afford relief to owners of vessels of every
description. n5
In the case of a "seagoing" vessel, claims for loss of life or bodily injury share the value of ship and freight with the
property damage and all other claims, and then, if such claims are not satisfied in full, and if the portion of such amount
applicable to the payment of losses in respect of loss of life or bodily injury is less than $420 per ton of the vessel's
gross tonnage, the portion for loss of life and bodily injury claims shall be increased to an amount equal to $420 per ton.
n6
What Is a "Seagoing" Vessel? For the purposes of 46 U.S.C. § 30506, certain classes of vessels are not to be deemed
seagoing, even though they may be "seagoing" for the purposes of other sections. The excepted classes of vessels are
"pleasure yachts, tugs, towboats, towing vessels, tank vessels, fishing vessels, fish tender vessels, canal boats, scows,
car floats, barges, lighters, or nondescript vessels." n7 This list was offered to the Committee on Commerce of the
House of Representatives by representatives of harbor and river interests owning what was termed "marine equipment,"
and it is thought proper to construe the list, with the exception of pleasure yachts, as limited to harbor and river vessels.
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Obviously, any vessel actually and intentionally at sea, outside the headlands or limits of a harbor, or, it might be
suggested, outside the boundaries of "inland waters" as established by a competent authority such as the U.S. Coast
Guard is seagoing. n8 It is suggested that a vessel so engaged is "seagoing" throughout a voyage, any part of which is at
sea. And equally obviously, any vessel actually documented by the Coast Guard for the foreign or coastwise trade is a
seagoing vessel at all times, and in all waters.
Is a vessel "seagoing" when she sails on the great sounds: Long Island Sound, Chesapeake Bay, Puget Sound and San
Francisco Bay? The Shipping Board has held that these are the "high seas" for rate making purposes. n9 The perils of
these waters are not unlike those of the high seas; and it would seem proper to consider that vessels which pass over
them are "seagoing."
The five Great Lakes are sui generis in our maritime jurisprudence. The cases extending the limitation statutes to them,
in spite of the exclusion of inland navigation, have already been referred to. In United States v. Rodgers, n10 where the
defendant was indicted for an assault with a dangerous weapon on board an American vessel in the Detroit River, the
Supreme Court held that the Great Lakes are, for purposes of maritime criminal statutes, a part of the high seas. The
character of the navigation of the Great Lakes was vividly described by Mr. Benedict in 1850 in the first edition of this
work (section 244) as comparable in every way to that of the salt seas, and the Supreme Court, in 1851, took the same
view when it declared that the general admiralty and maritime jurisdiction of the United States extends to the Great
Lakes. n11 It would seem appropriate to consider Great Lakes vessels as "seagoing."
The legislative history of the Act of 1935 indicates that during the period when the Act was attached to the Subsidy Bill
at Title X thereof, the Subsidy Bill, section 522, contained a provision excluding the Great Lakes from the operation of
Part II, relating to operation differential subsidies. When Title X was lifted out of the Subsidy Bill and separately
enacted, none of the other sections of the Subsidy Bill was taken with it; section 522, for example, remained in the Bill.
But the Bill at no time contained language which would exclude the operation of the "seagoing" clauses of the limitation
statute amendments as to the Great Lakes; and it is suggested that they do apply to Great Lakes vessels.
It has been held in England that a vessel fit to go to sea, but actually used entirely upon an inland river, is not
"seagoing" for the purposes of the Merchant Shipping Act. n12 But in City of Los Angeles v. United Dredging Co. n13
it was held that a statute relating to the inspection of "every seagoing barge of 100 gross tons or over" n14 required the
inspection of harbor dredges which were so substantially built that they might go to sea. n15 As to vessels capable of
going to sea, but which do not do so, it would seem that they are "seagoing", because Congress has failed to make new
use of the phrase which it used from 1851 to 1886 to exclude them. Had Congress in 1935 and 1936 intended to exclude
such vessels from the scope of the word "seagoing," it would have been easy to do so by adding to 46 U.S.C. § 183(f)
(now § 30506(a)) a proviso, like that of section 7 of 1851, that the expression "seagoing" should not apply to any vessel
of any description whatsoever used in rivers or inland navigation. Thus, in 1938, in another statute, Congress defined a
"seagoing barge" as one which is both fit to withstand the ordinary strains of a sea voyage and which in the ordinary
course of its business does actually go to sea. n16
As to whether more than one vessel engaged in a joint enterprise must be surrendered, see the discussion of the "flotilla
rule" in § 54 infra.
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. Moore v. American Transp. Co., 65 U.S. (24 How.) 1, 16 L. Ed. 674 (1861) .
(n2)Footnote 2. In re Long Island Transp. Co., 5 F. 618 (S.D.N.Y. 1881) .
(n3)Footnote 3. The Garden City, 26 F. 772 (S.D.N.Y. 1886) .
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(n4)Footnote 4. The War Eagle, F. Cas. 17,173 (C.C.W.D. Wis. 1875).
(n5)Footnote 5. Gray's Ferry Co. v. Stone, 46 F.2d 394, 1931 A.M.C. 787 (3d Cir. [Pa.] 1931) (a rowboat ferry on
the Ohio River); The Francesca, 19 F. Supp. 828, 1937 A.M.C. 1006 (W.D.N.Y. 1937) (a nineteen-foot speedboat);
Feige v. Hurley, 89 F.2d 575, 1937 A.M.C. 913 (6th Cir. [Ky.] 1937) (a fifteen-foot motor speedboat); The Pegeen, 14
F. Supp. 748, 1936 A.M.C. 667 (S.D. Cal. 1936) (a yacht entrusted to a gratuitous bailee); The Cyc, 65 F.2d 245, 1933
A.M.C. 943 (9th Cir. [Cal.] 1933) (a yacht club's station tender); The Glenbogie, 53 F.2d 1022, 1931 A.M.C. 1740
(N.D. Ohio 1931) , aff'd, 63 F.2d 849, 1933 A.M.C. 1019 (6th Cir. 1933) (vessel laid up for winter with a storage cargo
of grain); The Central States, 9 F. Supp. 934, 1935 A.M.C. 461 (E.D.N.Y. 1935) (wreck in the New York State Barge
Canal); The South Shore, 35 F.2d 110, 1929 A.M.C. 1552 (3d Cir. [N.J.] 1929) (wrecked hulk along the Delaware); The
Snug Harbor, 46 F.2d 143, 1931 A.M.C. 204 (E.D.N.Y. 1931) (unlocated wreck in Block Island Sound); The Converse,
61 F.2d 777, 1932 A.M.C. 1492 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1932) (floating pile driver); Week's Crane No. 3, 1935 A.M.C. 549
(S.D.N.Y. 1935) (floating sand-digger); Standard Dredging Co. v. Kristiansen, 67 F.2d 548, 1933 A.M.C. 1621 (2d Cir.
[N.Y.] 1933) , cert. denied, 290 U.S. 704 (1934) (a dredge and its attendant fuel barge); Lindholm v. National Dredging
Co., 1934 A.M.C. 63 (E.D. La. 1934) (a dredge and its pipe-line barges and attendant flotilla); Deep Sea Tankers v. The
Long Branch (Rincon Hills), 258 F.2d 757, 1959 A.M.C. 28 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1958) , cert. denied, 358 U.S. 933 (1959)
(A railroad tug and carfloat acting as a ferry and performing ferry lighterage service in New York harbor are "vessels"
under the Limitation of Liability Act); Davis v. City of Jacksonville Beach, 251 F. Supp. 327, 1966 A.M.C. 1231 (M.D.
Fla. 1965) (While not reaching the question, the Court strongly suggested that surfboards can be considered vessels so
as to come within the admiralty jurisdiction.).
Judicial interpretation of the Act of 1886 (46 U.S.C. § 30502) in relation to pleasure craft has changed accordingly
since enactment of the statute: Just v. Chambers (Friendship II), 312 U.S. 383, 61 S. Ct. 687, 85 L. Ed. 903, 1941
A.M.C. 430 (1941) ; The Spare Time, 36 F. Supp. 642, 1941 A.M.C. 417 (E.D.N.Y. 1941) ; The Trim Too, 39 F. Supp.
271, 1941 A.M.C. 1147 (D. Mass. 1941) ; Coryell v. Phipps (Yacht Seminole), 317 U.S. 406, 63 S. Ct. 291, 87 L. Ed.
363, 1943 A.M.C. 18 (1943) ; The Trillora II, 76 F. Supp. 50, 1948 A.M.C. 132 (E.D.S.C. 1947) ; Petition of the
Colonial Trust Co. (The Yacht Charlotte), 124 F. Supp. 73, 1955 A.M.C. 1290 (D. Conn. 1954) ; Petition of Horace A.
Hocking, 158 F. Supp. 620, 1958 A.M.C. 1749 (D.N.J. 1958) ; Petition of Landi and Mainieri, 194 F. Supp. 353, 1961
A.M.C. 690 (S.D.N.Y. 1960) .
However, the application of the Limitation of Liability Act to pleasure craft of small size operating on the inland
waters and ocean shorelines of the United States has not been without criticism in recent years: Petition of Hutchison
(The Cappy), 1947 A.M.C. 103 (N.D. Ohio 1946) , rev'd, 162 F.2d 103, 1947 A.M.C. 1467 (6th Cir. 1947) ; Kulack v.
The Pearl Jack, 79 F. Supp. 802, 1948 A.M.C. 1960 (W.D. Mich. 1948) , aff'd, 178 F.2d 154, 1950 A.M.C. 390 (6th Cir.
1949) ; Petition of Reading, 169 F. Supp. 165, 1959 A.M.C. 1753 (N.D.N.Y. 1958) , aff'd, 271 F.2d 959, 1960 A.M.C.
214 (2d Cir. 1959) ; In re Rapp's Petition (Foo III--Fantome), 255 F.2d 628, 1959 A.M.C. 114 (7th Cir. [Ill.] 1958);
Petition of David S. Madsen, 187 F. Supp. 411, 1963 A.M.C. 488 (N.D.N.Y. 1960) ; The Yacht Julaine, 272 F. Supp.
282, 1968 A.M.C. 2310 (S.D. Tex. 1967) .
See also § 43, supra.
It has been gravely doubted whether an old sailing ship, transformed into a movie "prop" for the purpose of being
destroyed in a sham battle, was still such a vessel as Congress had in mind when passing the Limitation of Liability Act:
The Old Ironsides (The Llewellyn J. Morse, Petition of Famous Players Lasky Corp.), 25 F.2d 973, 1928 A.M.C. 854
(S.D. Cal. 1928) .
And it was definitely decided that a wharfboat, moored to the bank of the Ohio River at Evansville, was not a
"vessel": Evansville & Bowling Green Packet Co. v. Chero Cola Bottling Co., 271 U.S. 19, 46 S. Ct. 379, 70 L. Ed.
805, 1926 A.M.C. 684 (1926) .
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See also: Petition of the United States (Texas Tower No. 4), 203 F. Supp. 215, 1962 A.M.C. 1684 (S.D.N.Y. 1962)
(A radar tower built on the ocean is not a vessel.); Noakes v. Imperial Airways (Cavalier), 29 F. Supp. 412, 1939
A.M.C. 1048 (S.D.N.Y. 1939) (After discussing possible definitions applicable to the word "vessel," the Court
concluded that a seaplane which crashes into the sea and sinks is not a vessel and therefore the owner may not petition
to limit its liability under the Limitation of Liability Act.).
In re Guglielmo, 897 F.2d 58, 1990 A.M.C. 1191 (2d Cir. 1990) (21 foot power boat); In re Keys Jet Ski, Inc., 893
F.2d 1225, 1990 A.M.C. 609 (11th Cir. 1990) (jet ski); In re Hechinger, 890 F.2d 202, 1990 A.M.C. 765 (9th Cir.
1989) (49 foot trawler used for recreational purposes); In re Young, 872 F.2d 176, 1989 A.M.C. 1217 (6th Cir. 1989)
(motor boat); In re Nobles, 842 F. Supp. 1430, 1994 A.M.C. 51 (N.D. Fla. 1993) (A pleasure craft was classified as a
vessel under the Act. The purpose of the Act, to encourage investment in the American merchant marine industry, is not
forwarded by application to privately owned pleasure crafts. Nevertheless, the district court extended limitation
protection, explaining that the "law as written by Congress is unambiguous ... and must be enforced.").
(n6)Footnote 6. 46 U.S.C. § 30506, Pub. L. 109-304, § 6(c), Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1513.
(n7)Footnote 7. 46 U.S.C. § 30506(a). Petition of Panama Transport Co. (J.H. Senior), 73 F. Supp. 716, 1947
A.M.C. 651 (S.D.N.Y. 1947) (An ocean-going tank steamer is not a tank vessel and thus is not excluded from the
supplementary liability of (then) $60.00 per ton for life claims.); Petition of the Dodge, Inc., 282 F.2d 86, 1961 A.M.C.
233 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1960) ("Tank vessels" refers only to tankers of "the river or harbor type" and does not include ocean
going tankers.).
(n8)Footnote 8. See The Wash Gray (Firemen's Fund Ins. Co. v. Cia. de Nav. Interior), 21 F.2d 83, 1927 A.M.C.
962 (5th Cir. 1927) , rev'd, 277 U.S. 66, 48 S. Ct. 459, 72 L. Ed. 787, 1928 A.M.C. 923 (1928) .
Petition of Horace A. Hocking, 158 F. Supp. 620, 1958 A.M.C. 1749 (D.N.J. 1958) (A motor-boat is not a "seagoing"
vessel and therefore is not subject to the increased limitation fund relating to an equivalent of (then) $60.00 per ton.).
See In re Talbott Big Foot Inc. & Patterson Gulf Coast Drilling Co., 854 F.2d 758, 1989 A.M.C. 1004 (5th Cir.
1988) (In a crewman's suit for death and injury on board the defendants' drilling vessel, the defendants requested an
interlocutory order finding that, as a drilling vessel, the vessel was exempt from the statutory minimum applied to
seagoing vessels under § 185 (now § 30511) of the Limitation of Liability Act. Pursuant to 46 U.S.C. § 183(f) (now §
30506(a)), certain vessels are exempt from the limitation of liability imposed by § 183(b) (now § 30506(b)). In
determining a vessel's characterization, it is necessary to look to its function and capabilities. To be subject to § 183(b)
(now § 30506(a)) as a seagoing vessel, a court must find that the vessel was intended or indeed does navigate in the seas
beyond the 12-nautical mile territorial limit. The case was remanded for a proper determination with regard to the
classification of the vessel.). See also Guillory v. Outboard Motor Corp., 956 F.2d 114, [DRO] 1993 A.M.C. 605 (5th
Cir. 1992) (Where the operator of a bass boat sought protection under the Limitation Act from potential liability arising
out of an incident that occurred on the waters of the Crooked Creek Reservoir in Louisiana, the district court dismissed
for lack of admiralty jurisdiction. The reservoir is not a navigable waterway, since it was created for recreation and
flood control by a dam and does not provide a means for interstate travel.); In re Three Buoys Houseboat Vacations,
921 F.2d 775, 1991 A.M.C. 1356 (8th Cir. 1990) (The owner of a service vessel involved in a fatal collision on the Lake
of the Ozarks could not limit his liability under the federal Limitation of Liability Act because the Act does not apply
beyond navigable waterways. Citing Sisson v. Ruby, 497 U.S. 358, 110 S. Ct. 2892, 111 L. Ed. 2d 292, 1990 A.M.C.
1803 (1990) , the Eight Circuit held that coverage of the Act is coextensive with admiralty jurisdiction, and that
admiralty jurisdiction is dependent on the existence of a navigable waterway. Applying a "navigability in present fact"
standard, the court overruled a previous decision holding that the lake of the Ozarks constituted a navigable waterway,
since the Lake was in fact not navigable because of the existence of a dam. In addition, since the Lake is located entirely
in Missouri, it is insufficient as a navigable waterway for interstate commerce to sustain admiralty jurisdiction in the
federal courts.). Note, however, that the Supreme Court has stated, more than once, in Richardson v. Harmon, 222
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U.S. 96, 32 S.Ct. 27, 56 L.Ed. 110 (1911) and most recently in Lewis v. Lewis & Clark Marine, Inc., 531 U.S. 438,
121 S. Ct. 993, 148 L. Ed.2d 931, 2001 A.M.C. 913 (2001) , in dicta, that the Limitation Act itself grants admiralty
jurisdiction to the court. Thus, the Limitation Act would apply outside of the traditional admiralty navigable waters test.
See Chapter 2, Section 13, supra.
Pettus v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp, 322 F. Supp. 1078, 1972 A.M. C. 170 (W.D. Pa. 1971) (A barge is a vessel
under 46 U.S.C. § 183(a) (now § 30505) but not necessarily "sea-going" under 46 U.S.C. § 183(b)--(e) (now § 30506)).
(n9)Footnote 9. Seven Resorts, Inc. v. Cantlen, 1995 A.M.C. 2087 (9th Cir. 1995) (Rejecting assertion that federal
Limitation of Liability Act created federal question jurisdiction on grounds that limitation is essentially defensive, and
federal question jurisdiction cannot be based in a defense. Court also found that maritime contract jurisdiction is subject
of admiralty jurisdiction as whole, and admiralty jurisdiction over tort and contract issues requires a connection to
navigable waters. Where injury occurs on lake wholly located in single state, maritime jurisdiction is lacking to sustain
limitation complaint.). American Peanut Corp. v. Merchants & Miners Transp. Co., 1 U.S. S.B. Reports 78, 1931
A.M.C. 1265 (1925) ; In re Thames River Line, Inc., 1 U.S.S.B. Reports 217, 1931 A.M.C. 1693 (1931) . But see
discussion of Richardson v. Harmon, supra , and Lewis v. Lewis & Clark Marine, Inc., supra , N.8, and § 13, both
supra. The Supreme Court has suggested, more than once, that the Limitation Act is jurisdictional and that a limitation
action does not need underlying admiralty jurisdiction.
(n10)Footnote 10.

150 U.S. 249, 14 S. Ct. 109, 37 L. Ed. 1071 (1893) .

(n11)Footnote 11. The Genesee Chief, 53 U.S. (12 How.) 457, 13 L. Ed. 1058 (1851) .
In re Rapp's Petition (Foo III--Fantome), 255 F.2d 628, 1959 A.M.C. 1144 (7th Cir. [Ill.] 1958) (Limitation allowed
for collision between two pleasure yachts on the Great Lakes.).
(n12)Footnote 12. The Salt Union v. Wood, 1 Q. B. 370 (1893) .
(n13)Footnote 13. 14 F.2d 364, 1927 A.M.C. 188 (9th Cir. [Cal.] 1927).
(n14)Footnote 14. 46 U.S.C. § 395, (now 46 U.S.C. §§ 2101(32), and 3301.).
(n15)Footnote 15. See Commonwealth v. Breakwater Co., 214 Mass. 10 (1913) .
(n16)Footnote 16. Act of June 16, 1938, c. 467; 52 Stat. at L. 754; 46 U.S.C. § 672c, 1938 A.M.C. 1175, 1176:
"The term seagoing barge means any barge which form its design and construction may be reasonably expected to
encounter and ride out the ordinary, perils of the seas and which in fact in the usual course of its operations passes
outside the line dividing inland waters from the high seas, as defined in § 151 of Title 33." The Act is designed to
except yachts, tugs and unrigged vessels from the manning requirements of the Act of June 25, 1936. See also the Act
of March 29, 1939, c. 26; 53 Stat. at L. 554; 46 U.S.C. § 241, which is designed to except vessels of less than 200 gross
tons from the manning requirements of the Officers' Competency Certificates Convention. The current definition of
"seagoing barge" is provided in 46 U.S.C. § 2101(32), which provides: " 'seagoing barge' means a non-self-propelled
vessel of at least 100 gross tons as measured under section 14502 of this title, or an alternate tonnage measurement
under section 14302 of this title as prescribed by the Secretary under section 14104 of this title making voyages beyond
the boundary line." Thus, the essential element of the definition, being engaged in voyages beyond the boundary line
demarking inland from international waters, is preserved.
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2012 Revision by Edward V. Cattell, Jr. n*
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote *. J.D. Rutgers University School of Law - Camden; B.S. United States Merchant Marine Academy; Mr.
Cattell is a founding shareholder of Hollstein Keating Cattell Johnson & Goldstein, PC of Philadelphia, Marlton, NJ,
and Wilmington, DE.
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§ 51 Limitation Against a Single Claim--No Concourse of Claimants.

A shipowner sued for damage in a state or federal law court does not have to plead or claim limitation of liability in
such a non-admiralty court. While he has heretofore, in suitable circumstances, been allowed to plead limitation in any
non-admiralty court, and probably still has that right, he is not compelled to do so. n1
When there is only one possible suit for damages and one shipowner, the advantage of 46 U.S.C. § 30511 and the other
limitation provisions could, prior to the 1936 amendments, be obtained in a state court by proper pleading. n2 Although,
in the opinion of several courts, state and federal, this procedure has not been altered, n3 if the shipowner decides to
invoke the jurisdiction of the federal district court by a limitation petition, n4 the question then arises whether, as a
matter of discretion, the federal jurisdiction should be exercised to dispose of the entire cause. n5 Such discretion should
be exercised to preserve, where possible, the shipowner's rights under the Limitation of Liability Act and the suitor's
rights to a common law remedy in the common law courts under the Judiciary Act of 1789. n6 The following
considerations affect the court's decision:
If the effect of remitting the cause to the common law court will be to preserve the rights of both parties under both
statutes, the federal admiralty court should exercise its discretion by remitting the cause to the common law court.
Failure to act in this manner should provide a basis for appeal on the grounds of abuse of discretion. n7 Where the cause
is remitted to the common law court, the admiralty court will not dismiss the complaint, but retain jurisdiction in the
event that a change in the situation, such as a challenge by the plaintiff to the shipowner's right to limitation, should
make it necessary to assert the paramount federal right. n8 But if the effect of remitting the cause to the common law
court would be to preserve only the right of the plaintiff while sacrificing the right of the shipowner to have his liability
limited by the federal admiralty court, then such court should accept and retain jurisdiction and enjoin any action in the
common law courts. By the same token, if the case for a limitation of liability assumes such a form that only a federal
admiralty court is competent to afford relief, the jurisdiction of that court is exclusive and must be exerted to dispose of
the entire cause; and an action in the state or other common law court may not be further prosecuted. n9
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Provided that the claimant does not challenge the privilege of limitation, the shipowner may not draw an action against
him into the admiralty court when there is only a single claim, even where that claim is greater than the value of the
vessel. n10 Where a single suit is commenced against the owner in admiralty instead of at law, the suit will not be
enjoined in a limitation proceeding begun in another district if there is no reasonable prospect that the claims will
exceed the value of the ship. n11
In a one-claim limitation proceeding the claimant may be permitted to maintain an action at law to determine the issue
of liability upon filing a waiver of any claim of res judicata in reference to the issue of limitation of liability based on
the judgment in the law action. n12 And where claimants stipulate that their combined recoveries will not exceed the
limitation fund, the injunction will be dissolved remitting such claimants to their common law remedies. n13
In Lewis v. Lewis & Clark Marine, Inc. n14, the Eight Circuit reversed the district court which had dissolved the stay in
a case in which the claimant had provided the usual stipulation as to res judicata, and had also stipulated that the claim
was less than the value of the vessel, and had also waived a jury trial in state court. The Court of Appeals held that all
that is "saved" by the Saving Clause is a jury trial and that having been waived, there was no point in staying the
admiralty proceeding. The claimant protested that more was "saved" than just a jury trial, although he was unable to
articulate any other right to be preserved. On appeal to the Supreme Court, the Eighth Circuit was reversed. In Lewis v.
Lewis & Clark Marine, Inc. n15, the Supreme Court, in reversing, held that the Saving clause saved not only a jury
trial, but also the plaintiff's right to choose the forum.
In Lewis v. Lewis & Clark Marine, Inc., n16 however, the Supreme Court acknowledged that the Courts of Appeals
have generally permitted claimants to proceed with their actions in state court in single claim cases as in Langnes, and
in adequate fund cases such as Lake Tankers. The Court did not acknowledge the more recent cases in which the Courts
of Appeals have created a further, broader exception for multiple claimants with adequate stipulations to protect the
vessel owner's right to litigate limitation only in the admiralty court.
Following its decision in Lewis, and while its decision in that case was pending review in the Supreme Court, the Eighth
Circuit stayed the appeal in Riverway Harbor Serv., St. Louis, Inc. v. Bridge & Crane Inspection, Inc. n17 After the
Supreme court's decision was handed down, the Court of Appeals proceeded to decide Riverway. The district court,
applying the doctrine of stare decisis, had refused to grant relief from the stay of all proceedings in state court despite
the fact the claimant had stipulated (as required by the district court) to the following: (1) all limitation issues would be
reserved to the admiralty action; (2) he would waive the res judicata effect of any finding in the state court relating to a
limitation issue; (3) he would not seek to enforce any judgment obtained in the state court in excess of the limitation
fund; (4) another claim in the limitation proceeding would have priority over his claim; (5) that the vessel owner's
stipulated value of the vessel was the true value for the limitation fund. The basis of the district court's refusal to grant
relief from the stay was the claimant's refusal to stipulate that the issue of exoneration must also be tried to the
admiralty court. Indeed, if the issue of exoneration must be tried to the admiralty, then all liability issues must be tried
there, and it is difficult to see what, if anything, would be left for the state court action, except for damages, which
would presumably be tried after the admiralty trial had determined if there was any liability at all, and if so, whether
liability would be limited. On appeal, the circuit court reversed the district court, following the Supreme Court's
decision in Lewis, holding that "... the Supreme Court's decision in Lewis does not require Webber to reserve to the
federal court the issue of Riverway's exoneration from liability." n18 Thus, claimants stipulations, set forth above, were
deemed adequate under Langnes, and its progeny, and relief from the stay was granted.
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. The Norco (Larsen v. Northland Transp. Co.), 292 U.S. 20, 54 S. Ct. 584, 78 L. Ed. 1096, 1934 A.M.C.
501 (1934) ; The Admiral Fiske and Floridian, 41 F.2d 718, 1930 A.M.C. 1220 (9th Cir. [Wash.]), cert. denied, 282
U.S. 874 (1930) ; Cf. Colonial Sand & Stone Co. v. Moscelli, 151 F.2d 884, 1945 A.M.C. 1493 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1945) .
See also the discussion of jurisdiction over a defense of limitation in state court, which is permissible, so long as no
Complaint in Admiralty, seeking limitation, has been filed. See Benedict On Admiralty, Vol. 3, Chapter 2, Section 13
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and the numerous cases cited therein, including Loughlin v. McCaulley, 186 Pa. 517, 40 A. 1020 (1898) .
(n2)Footnote 2. The Lotta, 150 F. 219 (E.D.S. C. 1907) ; Delaware River Ferry Co. v. Amos, 179 F. 756 (E.D.
Pa. 1910) ; Carisle Packing Co. v. Sandanger, 259 U.S. 255, 42 S. Ct. 475, 66 L. Ed. 927 (1922) ; American Steamboat
Co. v. Chace, 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 522, 21 L. Ed. 369 (1873) ; Loughlin v. McCaulley, 186 Pa. 517 (1898) . See § 13,
supra, and the numerous cases cited therein, and § 73, infra.
(n3)Footnote 3. The argument that the procedure has been altered proceeds from the fact that the amendatory Act
of June 5, 1936, c. 521, § 3; 46 U.S.C. § 185 (now § 30511) specifies the filing of a complaint in a federal district court.
However, nothing in that section addresses whether limitation may be raised as a defense in an action in federal or state
court. See §§ 13 and 14 supra. Several courts have ruled that the defense is available in both federal and state courts.
See § 13, supra, and cases cited therein. One federal court has held, however, that limitation may not be raised in
defense, even in an action in federal court. This opinion has been criticized and not followed. See Hellweg v. Baja
Boats, Inc., 818 F. Supp. 1022 (E.D. Mich. 1992) (relief under Limitation Act can only be provided by admiralty court;
federal court sitting by way of diversity jurisdiction has no more power than state court and, therefore, lacks jurisdiction
to adjudicate defendant's limitation defense.)
(n4)Footnote 4. White v. Island Transp. Co., 233 U.S. 346, 34 S. Ct. 589, 58 L. Ed. 993 (1913) ; In re Wheeler's
Will, 191 Misc. 33, 76 N.Y.S.2d 159, 1948 A.M.C. 495 (N.Y. Surr. Ct. 1948) (Limitation of liability can be asserted as
a defense in a state court action.); King v. Liotti, 76 N.Y.S.2d 98, 1948 A.M.C. 476 (Sup. Ct. 1948) (Limitation of
liability may not be asserted as a defense to a state court death action based on the personal negligence of the owner and
operator of a motor boat.); See § 13, supra.
(n5)Footnote 5. Langnes v. Green (The Aloha), 282 U.S. 531, 51 S. Ct. 243, 75 L. Ed. 520, 1931 A.M.C. 511
(1931) .
(n6)Footnote 6. 28 U.S.C. § 1333(1):
"Admiralty, maritime and prize cases
"The district courts shall have original jurisdiction, exclusive of the courts of the States, of: (1) Any civil case of
admiralty or maritime jurisdiction, saving to suitors in all cases all other remedies to which they are otherwise entitled
..."
(n7)Footnote 7. Langnes v. Green (The Aloha), N.5 supra.
The rule in The Aloha was subsequently re-stated by Mr. Justice Sutherland in the following language:
"The situation then being that one statute [The Judiciary Act of 1789] afforded the right to a common-law remedy,
and another the right to seek a limitation of liability, we said that a case was presented for the exercise of the sound
discretion of the district court whether to dissolve the restraining order and permit the State Court to proceed, or to
retain complete jurisdiction": Ex parte Green (The Aloha), 286 U.S. 437, 52 S. Ct. 602, 76 L. Ed. 1212, 1932 A.M.C.
802 (1932) .
See The Rosa (In re New York Harbor Towboat Co.), 53 F. 132 (S. D.N.Y. 1892) ; The Trim, 1934 A. M.C. 1512 (D.
Mass. 1934) .
In The Kearney, 3 F. Supp. 718, 1933 A.M.C. 705 (E.D.N.Y. 1933) , the single claimant conceded the right to limit,
but disputed the value of the vessel. The court said that the issue of liability could be decided by a common-law jury,
but the issue of value must be tried in the admiralty court.
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See In re Putnam (The Alcyone), 55 F.2d 73, 1932 A.M.C. 174 (2d Cir. [N.Y.]) , cert. denied, 286 U.S. 558 (1932) ;
Mucho K, Inc. v. Gregory, 578 F.2d 1156 1979 A.M.C. 986 (5th Cir. 1978) (In a limitation proceeding in which there is
only a single claimant, the district court should allow claimants to file and pursue actions filed on the law side of the
court to avoid the possibility that the statute of limitations would bar the claim before final determination of the
shipowner's limitation of liability action. In a multiple claim situation, however, the court should not modify its
injunction entered in the limitation action to allow some of the claimants to try the issue of liability in a separate
proceeding.); In re Universal Towing Co., 595 F.2d 414, 1980 A.M.C. 2803 (8th Cir. 1979) (A widow of a shipowner's
employee filed a wrongful death action in state court against the shipowner and the owner of a barge. The shipowner
brought a limitation of liability complaint in federal court and the barge owner filed a claim in the limitation proceeding
for indemnity from the shipowner for any amount that it was held liable to the widow plus its costs and attorneys' fees.
The court of appeals held that the indemnity claim, since it was derived from the personal injury claim, did not create a
multiple claim situation in the limitation proceeding and, therefore, that the district court had erred in refusing to permit
the widow to exercise her savings-to-suitors rights by proceeding with her state court action. The court noted that the
barge owner's claim for costs and attorneys' fees normally would have created a multiple claim situation, but the widow
had precluded this result by filing a consent to the allowance and priority of those claims.); In re Bowlden, 520 F.
Supp. 681, 1982 A.M.C. 1370 (W.D. Wash. 1981) (Claims for indemnity which were asserted against a shipowner in an
action for personal injuries incurred in connection with a shipboard explosion are merely derivative claims, satisfying
the "single claim" requirement for lifting a limitation proceeding injunction against a state court action. Under
applicable state community property laws, claims for pain and suffering, when joined with a claim for loss of
consortium, also satisfy the "single claim" requirement.).
(n8)Footnote 8. Ex parte Green, N.7 supra; Petition of Boston Tow Boat Co. (The Taurus), 1940 A.M.C. 72 (D.
Mass. 1939) ; The S & H No. 7, 32 F. Supp. 282, 1940 A.M.C. 778 (E.D.N.Y. 1940) ; Curtis Bay Towing Co. v. Tug
Kevin Moran, Inc. 159 F.2d 273, 1947 A.M.C. 51 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1947) .
(n9)Footnote 9. Sutherland, J., in Ex parte Green, N.7 supra. In re Poling Transp. Corp., 776 F. Supp. 779, 1992
A.M.C. 1075 (S.D.N.Y. 1991) (The multiple claimants who were injured when gasoline exploded after spilling from a
vessel were entitled to a jury trial in the vessel owner's limitation proceeding in which a concursus was necessary. In
order to preserve the rights of the claimants to their common law remedies, the court would determine limitation issues,
while any remaining issues on the pendant state law claims would be submitted to the jury.); In re Great Lakes Dredge
& Dock Co., 895 F. Supp. 604 (S.D.N.Y. 1995) (The district court concluded that the vessel owners' right to limitation
under admiralty would not enjoin the claimants from exercising their right to jury trial. In loyal adherence to In re
Poling Transp. Corp., 776 F. Supp. 779, 1992 A.M.C. 1075 (S.D.N.Y. 1991) , the court explained that the lack of a jury
right in admiralty need not be extended to the adjudication of common law claims, so long as the limitation proceeding
is properly executed. The court clarified that the "[t]he limitation device was not intended to be an offensive weapon for
vessel owners.").
(n10)Footnote 10. Petition of Boston Tow Boat Co. (Taurus), N.8 supra; The S & H No. 7, N.8 supra; Red Bluff
Bay Fisheries, Inc. v. Jurjev (The Helen L.), 109 F.2d 884, 1940 A.M.C. 1156 (9th Cir. [Wash.] 1940); Hedger
Transport Co. v. Gallotta, 145 F.2d 870, 1944 A.M.C. 1462 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1944) ; Petition of Trinidad Corp. (The Fort
Mercer), 229 F.2d 423, 1956 A.M.C. 872 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1955) ; Pennell v. Read, 309 F.2d 455, 1963 A.M.C. 2035 (5th
Cir. [Fla.] 1962). Contra Petition of Dwyer Lighterage, Inc. (The Pelham), 69 F. Supp. 586, 1946 A.M.C. 1560
(S.D.N.Y. 1946) . In re Oswego Barge Corp. (Eileen C.), 439 F. Supp. 312, 1978 A.M.C. 392 (N.D.N.Y. 1977)
(Although New York State's Environmental Conservation Law's "strict liability" provision would not be exempted from
the application of the federal Limitation of Liability Act, the State would be allowed to prosecute its claims
independently providing it stipulated that the district court had sole jurisdiction to determine the applicability of the
limitation provision. Furthermore, if the federal act was held to apply, any recovery by the State would be reduced to its
pro rata share pursuant to 46 U.S.C. §§ 183(b) and 184.).
(n11)Footnote 11. Curtis Bay Towing Co. v. Tug Kevin Moran, Inc., N.8 supra. In re Universal Towing Co., 595
F.2d 414, 1980 A.M.C. 2803 (8th Cir. 1979) (Where a limitation of liability proceeding involves a single claim or
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multiple claims that in total are less than the limitation fund, the district court has very limited discretion in deciding
whether to dissolve an injunction against proceeding with a state action. The court must dissolve the injunction unless
the shipowner can show prejudice to its right to limit liability. A claimant's delay in filing a consent to an indemnity
claimant's claim for costs and attorneys' fees did not create such prejudice, especially where the delay was largely
caused by dilatory actions on the part of the shipowner.).
(n12)Footnote 12. Petition of Red Star Barge Line (Red Star 40), 160 F.2d 436, 1947 A.M.C. 524 (2d Cir. [N.Y.]) ,
cert. denied, 331 U.S. 850 (1947) ; The Moran Scow No. 96, 75 F. Supp. 392, 1948 A.M.C. 321 (E.D.N.Y. 1948) ,
aff'd, 185 F.2d 386, 1951 A. M.C. 66 (2d Cir. 1950) ; The Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Co. v. Lynch (James A. Dubbs),
173 F.2d 281, 1949 A.M.C. 986 (6th Cir. [Ohio] 1949); Waldie Towing Co. v. Ricca, 227 F.2d 900, 1956 A.M.C. 73
(2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1955) ; Star Brick Corp. v. Johnson, 262 F.2d 251, 1959 A.M. C. 1660 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1959) ;
Weymouth, 223 F. Supp. 161, 1964 A.M.C. 448 (D. Mass. 1963) . In re Adventurent, Inc., 772 F. Supp. 1250 (M.D.
Fla. 1991) (Upon motion by the sole claimant, the federal district court stayed the limitation proceeding to allow the
claim to proceed in state court. The court based its ruling upon two factors: first, claimant sought an amount in excess of
the limitation fund; and second, claimant conceded to the federal court's exclusive admiralty jurisdiction to determine
the limit of the shipowners' liability if they were found liable in the state proceeding.); In re Mister Wayne and Basin
Marine Co., 729 F. Supp. 1124, 1990 A.M.C. 570 (E.D. La. 1989) (The district court granted a claimant's motion to lift
the injunction entered pursuant to 46 U.S.C. § 185 (now § 30511), which had prohibited the claimant from prosecuting
her Jones Act suit in state court where it found that she was a single claimant. The court noted that the exclusive
jurisdiction of the admiralty court provided under the Limitation of Liability Act, 46 U.S.C. § 181-189 (now §§ 30501,
et seq.), will yield when a single claimant brings an action seeking an amount in excess of the limitation fund, but
concedes the admiralty court's exclusive jurisdiction to determine all issues relating to the limitation of liability. The
claimant would be considered a single claimant since she had stipulated that the wrongful death claim she had filed had
priority over the loss of consortium claims she had filed on behalf of herself and her child. The fact that third party
defendants had filed indemnification and contribution claims and additionally sought to recover attorney's fees did not
preclude the action from proceeding as a single claimant case since the claimant stipulated that in the event of recovery
in excess of the limitation fund, neither she nor any third party would seek to enforce its award against the shipowner
after exhaustion of the limited fund, and that if the court should award attorney's fees, such award would have priority
over her claims. Furthermore, claimant's failure to stipulate to the value of the vessel did not offend shipowner's right to
litigate all issues related to limitation in federal court. Claimant need only stipulate to the exclusive admiralty
jurisdiction over all limitation of liability questions and waive any potential res judicata argument relevant to the
limitation issue.).
Petition of Spearin, Preston & Burrows, Inc. (The Lavinia D.), 190 F.2d 684, 1951 A.M.C. 1523 (2d Cir. [N.Y.]
1951) (An erroneous requirement that the claimant concede the right to limit as a condition of permitting continuance of
the state court action was waived by claimant's statement at the trial that he was willing to have the issue of limitation
determined by the admiralty court.); The Ann Marie Tracy, 86 F. Supp. 306, 1949 A.M.C. 1815 (E.D.N.Y. 1949) (An
injunction will not be modified to permit continuance by one party of a state court action when there are several damage
claimants in respect of the same accident.); The Four Sisters, 75 F. Supp. 399, 1947 A.M.C. 1623 (D. Mass. 1947) (The
modification of the injunction to permit the prosecution of a state court death action on behalf of the father of a seaman
was held not to preclude determination of liability to other beneficiaries under the Death On the High Seas Act.); Moran
Transportation Co. v. Mellino, 185 F.2d 386, 1951 A.M.C. 66 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1950) , cert. denied, 340 U.S. 953 (1951)
(The filing of a second claim does not preclude continuance of the state court action if the first claimant recognizes the
priority of the second claim.); Hedger Transportation Corp. v. Gallotta (Rehearing), 1945 A.M.C. 150 (2d Cir. [N.Y.]
1945) (If the second claim is not of a type against which the owner may limit liability, the first claimant is entitled to
proceed in state court provided that he consents to having the limitation issue heard in admiralty.).
If the state court should proceed sua sponte after an injunction is issued, the petitioner cannot claim res judicata of the
state court judgment in the limitation proceeding: Beal V. Waltz, 309 F.2d 721, 1962 A.M.C. 2533 (5th Cir. [Fla.]
1962). And even where the state court finds the owner negligent, the district court can still make its own findings
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provided the issue of limitation was reserved at the time the state court action was allowed to proceed: Port of Pasco v.
Pacific Inland Navigation Co. 324 F.2d 593, 1963 A.M.C. 2510 (9th Cir. [Wash.] 1963).
As to the rights of the parties to a jury trial when limitation of liability is raised as a defense in a law action, see
Famiano v. Enyeart, 398 F.2d 661, 1968 A.M.C. 2147 (7th Cir. [Ind.] 1968), cert. denied, 393 U.S. 1020 (1969) and
Terracciano v. McAlinden Construction Co., 485 F.2d 304, 1973 A.M.C. 2111 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1973) .
While the courts will give effect to the Saving to Suitors clause where possible, forum shopping will not be condoned.
If a claimant first sues in state court and the owner files a limitation petition in federal court, the claimant cannot (after
successfully resisting the petition and getting the case transferred back to state court) non-suit his state court action and
attempt to institute new proceedings on the civil side of the federal court: Eager v. Kain, 158 F. Supp. 222, 1957 A.M.C.
2447 (E.D. Tenn. 1957) .
And where a husband and wife both file claims against an owner, it is not such a single-claim situation as to allow
proceeding in state court upon the filing of a stipulation, even when the husband agreed to drop his claim if the
petitioner was held entitled to limit: Gottlieb's Claim (My-Flo), 142 F. Supp. 364, 1956 A.M.C. 1342 (D. Mass 1956) .
(n13)Footnote 13. Lake Tankers Corp. v. Henn (Eastern Cities), 354 U.S. 147, 77 S. Ct. 1269, 1 L. Ed. 2d 1246,
1957 A.M.C. 1165 (1957) ; Petition of the Texas Company (The Washington), 213 F.2d 479, 1954 A.M.C. 1251 (2d
Cir. [N.Y.]) , cert. denied, 348 U.S. 829 (1954) , clarified, 220 F.2d 744, 1955 A.M.C. 716 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1955) .
Texaco, Inc. v. Williams, 47 F.3d 765, 1995 A.M.C. 1912 (5th Cir. 1995) (The fifth circuit conceded that a stay of state
court proceedings would be lifted if the multiple claimants agreed by stipulation that the sum of their claims would not
exceed the limitation fund. In justification, the court, echoing the reasoning in Lake Tankers Corp. v. Henn, 354 U.S.
157, 77 S. Ct. 1269, 1 L. Ed. 2d 1246 (1957) , noted that in such an instance, the vessel owner's limitation rights are
secured regardless.); In re Two "R" Drilling Co., 943 F.2d 576, 1992 A.M.C. 1714 (5th Cir. 1991) (In a limitation
proceeding, the district court lifted a stay of a state action against the shipowner where the claimants conceded to the
exclusive jurisdiction of federal court to determine all issues relating to limitation of liability. Although the parties
failed to agree as to the value of the shipowner's limitation fund, they did stipulate that no judgment would be enforced
in excess of a fixed amount without adjudication of this issue in federal court.); Helena Marine Serv. v. Sioux City
(HMS-6), 564 F.2d 15, 1978 A.M.C. 377 (8th Cir. 1977) , cert. denied, 435 U.S. 1006 (1978) (In determining whether
to dissolve the stay of other proceedings involving a shipowner who has petitioned for limitation of liability, a district
court should consider potential claims in addition to claims that have already been filed.); In re Luhr Bros. Inc., 765 F.
Supp. 1264, 1992 A.M.C. 594 (W.D. La. 1991) (Where the sole claimant in a limitation proceeding concedes federal
court jurisdiction as to all limitation issues, but refuses to stipulate as to the adequacy of the limitation fund, it would be
reversible error for the federal-district court to refuse to lift its stay of claimant's state court action.); Kattelman v. Otis
Engineering Corp., 701 F. Supp. 560, 1990 A.M.C. 578 (E.D. La. 1988) (The district court granted claimant's motion to
lift the stay of prosecution entered pursuant to the Limitation of Liability Act, 46 U.S.C. § 185, and remanded the case
to state court. The court declined to read Ex parte Green, 286 U.S. 437, 1932 A.M.C. 802 (1932) as requiring the
claimant to stipulate that the limitation fund is the limit of the vessel owner's liability before the stay can be lifted and
the action removed to state court. The court noted that other court's have interpreted Green (In re Complaint of
Dammers & Vanderheide, 836 F.2d 750, 1988 A.M.C. 1674 (2d. Cir. 1988) ; In re Humble Oil & Refining Co., 210 F.
Supp, 638 (S.D. Tex. 1961), aff'd, 311 F.2d 576 (5th Cir. 1962)) to require the claimant to stipulate only to the court's
admiralty jurisdiction over limitation questions, thus providing the vessel owner with no more protection than the
statute affords.); cf. In re Port Arthur Towing Co., 42 F.3d 312 (5th Cir. 1995) (The circuit court affirmed the district
court's conclusion that a stipulation was sufficient to lift a stay of state court proceedings. The stipulation failed to
include all potential claimants against a vessel owner, thus raising the possibility of side-stepping the purpose of
limitation proceedings. The court emphasized that "actions in state court cannot proceed unless all claimants enter into a
stipulation that adequately protects the shipowner" seeking limitation of liability in federal court.).
(n14)Footnote 14. 196 F.3d 900 (8th Cir. 1999) , reversed

531 U.S. 438, 121 S.Ct. 993, 148 L.Ed.2d 931, 2001
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A.M.C. 913 (2001) .
(n15)Footnote 15.

531 U.S. 438, 121 S.Ct. 993, 148 L.Ed.2d 931, 2001 A.M.C. 913 (2001) .

(n16)Footnote 16. Id.
(n17)Footnote 17.

263 F.3d 786, 2001 U.S. App. LEXIS 18728 (8th Cir. 2001) .

(n18)Footnote 18. 2001 U.S. App. LEXIS at *15 .
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Whenever there are two or more claimants whose claims are presented or threatened, n19 the shipowner may file a
complaint seeking limitation of liability. In such case, the monition and the injunction supersede all other civil
proceedings in every court except suits for wrongful death under a foreign law, n20 suits on personal contracts, n21 and
suits for seamen's wages. n22
Thus the court has refused to modify a restraining order upon the motion of a seaman who desired to sue at common
law for maintenance and cure for injuries suffered in the line of duty in a collision rescue. n23
The monition, now referred to as the Notice, which issues when the vessel has been surrendered, or when a stipulation
has been entered into to pay the value into court, requires every person to assert his or her claim in the limitation
proceeding, which is in its very nature exclusive of separate suits against the owner of the ship by reason of his
ownership. n24 The issuance of an injunction is not necessary to stop proceedings in separate or independent suits upon
such claims, though the power to grant an injunction exists when necessary to maintain the exclusiveness of the
jurisdiction, and a restraining order is usual. n25 The nature of the proceeding and the issuance of the monition have the
effect of a statutory injunction. n26 Pending the determination of the limitation proceeding, however, actions previously
begun upon the claims are but suspended, n27 and security given therein is not vacated by the institution of the
limitation proceeding, nor will the court vacate such security if both proceedings are before it, n28 unless its discretion
is moved by special considerations. n29 State courts have agreed that the federal admiralty courts have exclusive
jurisdiction of limitation petitions. n30
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 19. The two claims must be of a type against which the shipowner may limit liability. In Hedger
Transport Corp. v. Gallotta, 145 F.2d 870, 1944 A.M.C. 1462 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1944) , rehearing at 1945 A.M.C. 150
(2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1945) , a longshoreman filed an action for injuries against a barge owner in a state court. The owner
commenced a limitation proceeding in the district court, and the longshoreman filed a consent to the limitation of
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liability and agreed that the value of the barge should be fixed in the admiralty court. The district court then vacated its
stay of the state court action and thereafter the longshoreman joined the charterer of the barge. The charterer filed a
cross action against the owner based on the owner's breach of the covenant of seaworthiness implied in the oral charter.
In this situation the Circuit Court of Appeals held that the claim of the charterer against the owner was not of a kind to
be brought into a concourse with the longshoreman's claim and to be tried in the limitation proceeding since the liability
of the shipowner to the charterer for breach of the covenant of seaworthiness was not subject to limitation. Accordingly,
the longshoreman's right to proceed in the state action was not affected and the charterer was free to prosecute its
cross-claim in the state action. In reaching this conclusion the Court of Appeals rejected the contention that the claim of
the charterer was the same as that of the longshoreman so that there was only one claim for adjudication in the state
action.
Mohawk, Lim. Procs., 1995 A.M.C. 1312 (D. Md. 1995) (The Court determined that claims for personal injury and
loss of consortium are considered multiple claims for purposes of limitation proceedings.) In Petition of Howlett (The
Aliotta), 75 F. Supp. 438, 1948 A.M.C. 778 (E.D.N.Y. 1948) , the court held that the claim of an injured longshoreman
and that of the insurance carrier subrogated under the Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers' Compensation Act may be
treated as one claim so as to permit litigation of the longshoreman's jury action for damages against the vessel owner
after commencement of a limitation proceeding in which no other claims were filed.
In re S & E Shipping Corp. (Henry Steinbrenner), 678 F.2d 636, 1982 A.M.C. 2359 (6th Cir. 1982) (In a limitation
proceeding resulting from a seaman's action for personal injuries, the spouse's claim for loss of consortium, did not
create a multiple claim situation where she had stipulated that her husband's claims took priority over hers. The
shipowner's agreement to indemnify the dock owner against claims of third parties also did not create multiple claims
because that undertaking was a "personal contract" not subject to limitation under the Act. The indemnity claims of
third parties based upon the shipowner's negligence likewise did not create multiple claims because they were derived
from the primary claim against the shipowner. A third party's claims for attorney's fees and costs, however, did create
the possibility of different and inconsistent judgments against the shipowner, requiring the district court to enjoin the
seaman from bringing his action against the shipowner in state court.).
(n2)Footnote 20. See § 32 supra.
(n3)Footnote 21. See § 33 supra. Kattelman v. Otis Engineering Corp., 701 F. Supp. 560, 1990 A.M.C. 578 (E.D.
La. 1988) (The District Court held that a claimant who filed a motion to lift the stay entered pursuant to the Limitation
of Liability Act, 46 U.S.C. § 185 (now § 30511) was not required to include in her stipulations a third party who entered
into a charter agreement with the vessel owner, relying on Richardson v. Harmon, 222 U.S. 96 (1911) , and its progeny,
to the effect that the Act does not protect a vessel owner from liability arising out of personal contractual obligations.
Additionally, third parties are not required to join in a claimant's stipulations regarding limitation of liability as a
prerequisite to removal of the stay.).
(n4)Footnote 22. See § 32 supra. Blanco v. Phoenix Compania, 304 F.2d 13, 1962 A.M.C. 1503 (4th Cir. [Va.]
1962) (A shipowner may not limit his liability to his crew through contractual clauses in the ship's articles.).
Barge Ben, 51 F. Supp. 357, 1943 A.M.C. 662 (E.D. La. 1943) (The court will not try the issue of the petitioner's
right to limit liability before permitting the question of liability on the merits to be submitted to arbitration under the
arbitration clause of the charter party.).
(n5)Footnote 23. The Mohawk (Iglesias' case), 1935 A.M.C. 492 (S.D.N.Y. 1935) . See A. Paladini Inc. v. Superior
Court of San Francisco, 21 P.2d 941, 1933 A.M.C. 989 (Cal. Sup. Ct. 1933) .
Contra Hugney v. Consolidation Coal Co., 345 F. Supp. 1079, 1973 A.M.C. 534 (W.D. Pa. 1971) (An action for
maintenance and cure is not subject to limitation of liability); But cf. Petition of Oskar Tiedemann and Co. (Elna II), 367
F.2d 498, 1966 A.M.C. 1934 (3d Cir. [Del.] 1966), cert. denied, 386 U.S. 932 (1967) (Claims for maintenance and cure
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should be made before the termination of a limitation proceeding so that the court can determine if such claims are even
subject to limitation.).
(n6)Footnote 24. The Miramar, 31 F.2d 767, 1929 A.M.C. 234 (S.D.N.Y. 1929) , aff'd, 36 F.2d 1021, 1930 A.M.C.
397 (2d Cir.) , cert. denied, 281 U.S. 752 (1930) . See also In re Texaco, Inc., 847 F. Supp. 457 (E.D. La. 1994) (The
district court refused to lift a stay filed by the defendant vessel owner to bar concurrent actions while the limitation
proceeding is pending. The court explained that the vessel owner only sought limitation in the alternative and that
exoneration from liability was still a possibility. The court noted that this was neither a single claimant nor a multiple
claimant/sufficient fund circumstance (two exceptions that would allow suit elsewhere.)); Texaco, Inc. v. Williams, 47
F.3d 765, 1995 A.M.C. 1912 (5th Cir. 1995) (The fifth circuit conceded that a stay of state court proceedings would be
lifted if the multiple claimants agreed by stipulation that the sum of their claims would not exceed the limitation fund.
In justification, the court, echoing the reasoning in Lake Tankers Corp. v. Henn, 354 U.S. 157, 77 S. Ct. 1269, 1 L. Ed.
2d 1246 (1957) , noted that in such an instance, the vessel owner's limitation rights are secured regardless.).
(n7)Footnote 25. In the usual multiple-claim inadequate fund limitation proceeding, the admiralty court will not
modify its injunction restraining the prosecution of other civil actions against the shipowner: Tug William Walsh, 214
F. Supp. 789, 1966 A.M.C. 423 (D. Hawaii 1963) ; The Ann Marie Tracy, 86 F. Supp. 306, 1949 A.M.C. 1815
(E.D.N.Y. 1949) ; In re Central R.R. Co. of N.J., 469 F.2d 857, 1973 A. M.C. 222 (3d Cir. [N.J.] 1972) , cert. denied,
411 U.S. 938 (1973) ; In re Great Lakes Towing, 1974 A. M.C. 2449 (N.D. Ohio 1974) .
However, in a multiple-claim situation, if the total amount of all claims does not exceed the limitation fund, or if the
claimants stipulate to lower their claims so that the total does not exceed the limitation amount, the court may allow
such claimants to proceed in a forum of their choice under the Saving to Suitors clause, 28 U.S.C. § 1333: Pennell v.
Read, 309 F.2d 455, 1963 A.M.C. 2035 (5th Cir. [Fla.] 1962); Poling Brothers No. 7--Rowboat, 120 F. Supp. 890,
1954 A.M.C. 1733 (S.D.N.Y. 1954) .
The shipowner can waive his right to a concursus by allowing a single claim to proceed at law. In such a case the
owner will be estopped from denying the right of a later claim to proceed in admiralty: Four Sisters, 75 F. Supp. 399,
1947 A.M.C. 1623 (D. Mass 1947) .
See In re Zapata Gulf Marine Corp., 787 F. Supp. 612 (E.D. La. 1992) (The district court interpreted the
single-claimant exception literally and refused to apply it to a multiple-claimant limitation proceeding. The decision to
deny claimants' motion to lift the stay was therefore within the court's discretion.).
(n8)Footnote 26. Garvey Marine, Lim. Procs., 909 F.Supp. 560, 1996 A.M.C. 1151 (N.D. Ill. 1995) (Multiplicity
of claims will not bar dissolution of the stay order if the claimants, by their stipulations, transform the multiple claims
into a single claim.). The San Pedro, 223 U.S. 365, 32 S. Ct. 275, 56 L. Ed. 473 (1912) ; Providence & N.Y. S.S. Co.
v. Hill Mfg. Co., 109 U.S. 578, 3 S. Ct. 379, 27 L. Ed. 1038 (1883) ; The Tolchester, 42 F. 180 (D. Md. 1890) ; In re
Old Dominion S.S. Co., 115 F. 845 (E.D.N.C. 1902) ; In re Whitelaw, 71 F. 733 (N.D. Cal. 1896) ; Dowdell v. U.S.
District Court, 139 F. 444 (9th Cir. [Cal.] 1905); Societe Naphthes Transports v. Bisso Towboat Co., 241 F. 463 (5th
Cir. [La.]), cert. denied, 245 U.S. 652 (1917) .
(n9)Footnote 27. Petition of Trinidad Corp. (The San Jacinto), 238 F. Supp. 928, 1965 A.M.C. 1435 (E.D. Va.
1965) (When a petition is filed to limit liability, Jones Act suits in another District Court will be enjoined, including
discovery in those suits. However, discovery on damages may proceed.). In re Pearl Kai, 795 F.2d 756, 1987 A.M.C.
104 (9th Cir. 1986) , cert. denied, 479 U.S. 1008 (1986) (Relying on the Supreme Court's test for admiralty jurisdiction
in Foremost Insurance Co., the court held that a boat wandering into a non-boating area which killed a body surfer met
the two-part test. Therefore, since admiralty law applied, so did the Limitation Act. Furthermore, the lower court did not
abuse its discretion by granting a stay of a similar state court proceeding which would be affected by the outcome of its
judgment.); Helena Marine Serv. v. Sioux City (HMS-6), 564 F.2d 15, 1978 A.M.C. 377 (8th Cir. 1977) , cert. denied,
435 U.S. 1006 (1978) (A crew member of a tugboat, injured on a barge while going ashore filed a claim in Illinois
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against the tug owner pursuant to the Jones Act. The tug owner filed a claim for indemnity in the barge owner's
limitation proceeding in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Arkansas. The court of appeals affirmed the
district court's denial of a motion to permit the barge owner to be joined as a third party defendant in the Illinois action.
The court of appeals held that since the tug owner was claiming not only indemnity for its potential liability to the
crewmember, but also for its legal expenses in defending the Illinois action, concursus was still necessary to avoid the
possibility of two judgments which exceed the limitation amount.); In re AMF (Laurie), 543 F. Supp. 431, 1982
A.M.C. 2881 (S.D.N.Y. 1982) (A plaintiff claiming damages resulting from a pleasure boat accident was allowed to
pursue her state court action, and a codefendant was entitled to pursue his claim for indemnity, but entry of judgment
was stayed pending resolution of the pleasure boat owner's complaint seeking exoneration from or limitation of liability,
the federal court retaining jurisdiction to protect the owner from unanticipated claims.).
(n10)Footnote 28. Huasteca Petroleum Co. v. Cia. de Navegacao Lloyd Brasileiro (The Pelotas), 297 F. 318, 1924
A.M.C. 280 (E.D.N.Y. 1924) .
(n11)Footnote 29. Societe Naphthes Transports v. Bisso Towboat Co., N.8 supra.
(n12)Footnote 30. Paladini v. Superior Court of San Francisco, N.23 supra.
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By the Voyage. The Act of 1851, section 3, which became R.S. 4283 and 46 U.S.C. § 183, limited the liability to the
value of the vessel and her freight then pending; section 4, which became R.S. 4284 and 46 U.S.C. § 184, then
apportioned to the damage-claimants the value of the vessel and her freight for the voyage. The Act of 1884, which
became 46 U.S.C. § 189, again used the expression freight pending, while the Act of 1936, codified at 46 U.S.C. § 185,
spoke merely of the value of the vessel and freight. These phrases caused much confusion. But in spite of the failure of
Congress to state clearly how claims should be grouped, the courts seized upon the expression freight for the voyage as
a sure indication that the voyage is the unit for claims as well as for values to be surrendered. n31
In The Puritan n32 it was argued that the Act of 1884 was broad enough to include all the vessel's outstanding unpaid
contract debts. The court rejected this argument, and adopted the views expressed by Mr. Benedict, in the third edition
of this work, where he wrote:
"To say that a vessel owner may navigate his vessel for an indefinite number of voyages, neglect or
fail to pay the liabilities incurred during those voyages, but receive the benefit of the freights earned
thereby, and then, upon subsequent disaster to the vessel, turn over to all prior creditors its remains and
thus exonerate himself from any personal liability would, to my mind, be putting a construction upon the
purpose of the statute that would not be justified unless the plain wording of the Act precluded any other
conclusion as to the intent of Congress."
It was thereupon held that the Act of 1884 contemplates only the liabilities incurred upon the last or "pending" voyage.
The voyage is to be taken as the unit on both sides of the question--as to the freight to be paid into the fund, and as to
the claims to be proved against the fund; but the limitation proceeding may cover claims of every description (except
for loss of life or bodily injury) arising out of any number of accidents or events on the same voyage. The voyage is the
complete one-way voyage, but not a round trip. n33
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In the recodification of Title 46, the Limitation Act was broken up into different sections. n34 These sections now use
only the phrase "value of the vessel and pending freight." (§ 30505(a). The discontinuance of the use of alternative
articulations of the same concept should put to rest the prior confusion, to the extent that the case law left any such
confusion extant. Also, the fact that Congress did not articulate any other time frame when it re-enacted the statute,
being well aware of the interpretation given to the phrase by the courts, would seem to lay the matter to a final rest.
Further, the Supreme Court, in its Supplemental Admiralty Rule F, governing Limitation of Liability Actions, has
provided that in the limitation complaint, the vessel owner seeking limitation shall state: "... the voyage if any, on which
the demands sought to be limited arose, with the date and place of its termination ...".
Is the voyage necessarily terminated by a sinking? In The Snug Harbor, where the liability arose thirty days after the
vessel had sunk, it was suggested that this would have required careful consideration if the right to limit had not been
denied for other reasons. n35 It has been suggested that harbor tugs are on a "voyage" from the beginning to the ending
of each day's work, or of each working shift.
By the Event. The unit of limitation, when a vessel is not on a voyage, has always been the event, accident or disaster
giving rise to the claim or group of claims. n36
By Distinct Occasions. The Acts of 1935 and 1936 provided that claims for loss of life and bodily injury, as a special
class, would be grouped, not by voyages, but by "distinct occasions," to the same extent as if no other loss of life or
bodily injury had "arisen" or occurred. n37 The expression, "distinct occasions," novel in our statutes, was undoubtedly
derived from the British Merchant Shipping Act, 1894, section 503, n38 and from the Brussels Convention of 1924,
Article 6. In each of those statutes, the shipowner surrenders a fixed forfeit or so many £ Sterling per ton; he does not
surrender an actual value appraised as of some particular moment. If this analogy is true, the grouping by "distinct
occasions" would seem to be associated with the fixed minimum value of $60 per ton established in the 1936 Act. This
view is fortified by the fact that each "occasion" or group of loss of life and bodily injuries is set off merely from each
other "occasion" or group of loss of life and bodily injuries. The result would seem to be that whenever a vessel on a
voyage meets with disaster on two "distinct occasions," each of which results in negligence suits and decrees for
property damage, loss of life and bodily injury, all the claims rank equally in one apportionment of the value of the
vessel at the end of the voyage plus the pending freight. Assuming that none is thus paid in full, the loss of life and
bodily injury cases are thereupon assembled into two separate groups, one for the first disaster or occasion, the other for
the second disaster or occasion. Each group thereupon obtains a supplemental decree, if necessary for the difference
between its group apportionment in the limitation and the sum arrived at by the formula of $60 per ton. n39
With the recodification, the provision of prior § 183(b) establishing the separate fund for death and injury claimants
became § 30506. Subsection (a) repeats the prior application provisions (" This section only applies to seagoing vessels,
... etc."). Subsection (b) sets forth the separate fund, at $420 per ton, for the exclusive benefit of death and injury
claimants should the fund established under 30505 (value of the vessel and pending freight) be insufficient to
compensate all death and injury claims in full. Subsection (c) provides the formula for calculation of tonnage.
Subsection (d) provides that separate limits of liability shall apply to claims arising on distinct occasions. Subsection (e)
provides that "In a claim for personal injury or death, the privity or knowledge of the master or of the owner's
superintendent or managing agent, at or before the beginning of each voyage, is imputed to the owner." The case law
interpreting the application of prior § 183(b) should apply without change to the new section 30506.
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 31. The Scotland, 105 U.S. (15 Otto) 24, 26 L. Ed. 1001 (1882) ; The Tug Olive Moore, 278 F. Supp.
260, 1968 A.M.C. 818 (E.D. Mich. 1968) . See N.33 infra.
(n2)Footnote 32. 94 F. 365 (N.D. Ill. 1899) .
(n3)Footnote 33.

La Bourgogne, 210 U.S. 95, 28 S. Ct. 664, 52 L. Ed. 973 (1908) ; The Steel Inventor, 36 F.2d
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399, 1929 A.M.C. 1610 (S.D.N.Y. 1929) ; The San Simeon and Commercial Mariner, 1932 A.M.C. 911 (S.D.N.Y.
1932) ; The Black Eagle and Concordia, 87 F.2d 891, 1937 A.M.C. 198 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1937) .
The voyage terminates when the vessel is moored and ready to discharge: The Pelotas and Omoa, 21 F.2d 236, 1927
A.M.C. 1347 (E.D. La. 1927) ; The Muriel, 25 F.2d 505, 1928 A.M.C. 1005 (W.D. Wash. 1928) .
Rice Growers Association of California v. Frode (Frej), 176 F.2d 401, 1949 A.M.C. 1761 (9th Cir. [Cal.]), cert.
denied, 338 U.S. 878 (1949) (The "voyage" will be deemed terminated at the point where the owners choose to
abandon the voyage.).
Petition of United States (The American Farmer), 111 F. Supp. 657, 1953 A.M.C. 531 (S.D.N.Y. 1953) (Where the
vessel was fitted with stalls to carry a cargo of animals to Poland and did not anticipate any diversion to return with
cargo other than providing passage for the animal handlers, and where the company accountant carried the round trip as
a single voyage, and the ship was bunkered with enough bunker fuel for the round trip at the beginning of the voyage,
the entire round trip constituted the "voyage" and the "freight then pending" included that amount earned in transporting
the animals to Poland even though the collision occurred on the return trip.).
(n4)Footnote 34. 46 U.S.C. §§ 30501 - 30512. Former § 183 became §§ 30506-30508, and 30510. Former § 184
became § 30507.
(n5)Footnote 35. 53 F.2d 407, 1931 A.M.C. 1487 (E.D.N.Y. 1931) .
(n6)Footnote 36. The Pump Boat No. 600 ( Lehigh Valley R.R. v. Jones), 50 F.2d 828, 1931 A.M.C. 1182 (3d Cir.
[N.J.] 1931) (a personal injury on board a non-self-propelled vessel moored at a pier); The Agwisun (Petition of
Atlantic, Gulf & West Indies S.S. Lines), 49 F.2d 263, 1931 A.M.C. 957 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1931) (a great explosion and
resulting fire on a tanksteamer under repair at Erie Basin); The Glenbogie, 53 F.2d 1022, 1931 A.M.C. 1740 (N.D. Ohio
1931) , aff'd, 63 F.2d 849, 1933 A.M.C. 1019 (6th Cir. 1933) (an accident resulting in cargo damage to grain stored on
board a vessel laid up at a Great Lakes port for the winter); In re Atlas' Petition, 350 F.2d 592, 1965 A.M.C. 2048 (7th
Cir. [Ill.] 1965), cert. denied, 382 U.S. 988 (1966) (Two drunken seamen returning to ship in drydock fell in a 32' gap
between the drydock and a walkway and drowned.).
For cases involving explosions and fire while in drydock or tied to a pier, see Petition of Colonial Trust (The Yacht
Charlotte), 124 F. Supp. 73, 1955 A.M.C. 1290 (D. Conn. 1954) ; Republic of France v. The United States, (The
Grandcamp--Texas City Disaster), 290 F.2d 395, 1961 A.M.C. 1082 (5th Cir. [Tex.] 1961), cert. denied, 369 U.S. 804
(1962) ; The Panuco, 47 F. Supp. 249, 1942 A.M.C. 1398 (S.D.N.Y. 1942) .
(n7)Footnote 37. Petition of the Alva Steamship Co. (The M/T Alva Cape), 262 F. Supp. 328, 1967 A.M.C. 2363
(S.D. N.Y. 1966) (Following a collision and fire in which there were substantial injuries and loss of life, the destroyed
vessel was removed for salvaging operations during which a second explosion caused further injuries and loss of life.
The Court held that the determination of whether each explosion constituted a "distinct occasion" required a full
evidentiary hearing. A motion for an order "severing the issues to be litigated as a result of the two separate and distinct
casualties set forth in the petition" was thus denied without prejudice.).
(n8)Footnote 38. An English pronouncement as to the meaning of the phrase "distinct occasion," which has been in
the British Act since 1862, is The Lucullite v. The R. Mackey, A.C. 401, 33 Ll. L. 186 (1929). If successive collisions
occur as a result of the same negligent act, all constitute one "distinct occasion," but if there is time and opportunity
after the first collision to take action which would avoid the second collision, each is a "distinct occasion." Maclachlan
on Merchant Shipping, 7th ed., p. 95, n. 1 (1933). In England, if the wrongdoing ship is sunk in the collision or is
subsequently lost, the owner is not thereby relieved of his liability: Hurd on Third Party Risks, p. 42; Marsden,
Collisions at Sea, p. 157 (11th ed.).
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(n9)Footnote 39. Example (calculated using the old $60/ton figure):
Value of vessel and freight at the end of the voyage ...................$100,000
CLAIMS
1st occasion:
loss of life and bodily injury
...................................$

10,000

cargo and other property

200,000

2nd occasion:
loss of life and bodily injury ..................................

490,000

cargo and other property

300,000_____
Total
......................
$

1,000,000

Limitation Apportionment 10%
1st occasion:
loss of life and bodily injury: receive
...................................$

1,000

cargo and other property: receive
..................................

20,000

2nd occasion:
loss of life and bodily injury: receive
..................................

49,000

cargo and other property: receive
..................................

30,000_____
Fund distributed
......................
$

100,000

Supplemental Liability
Limitation Tonnage:
5,000 tons times $60
....................$

300,000

1st occasion:
supplementary right ..................................
loss of life and bodily injury claims, balance
..................................

300,000
9,000_____

Result:
each receives decree in full 100%
2nd occasion:
supplementary right ...................................$

300,000

loss of life and bodily injury claims, balance

441,000_____
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..................................
Result:
each receives decree for ................................................ 68%
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The petitioner must surrender each vessel participating in the tort, whether by conjoint fault or independent faults, and
owned by him n40 but not, however, a vessel connected in use but not in fault, such as a tow when it is the passive
instrument of the tug's causative fault n41 or a tug when injury is occasioned by a structural defect of the tow. n42
In Liverpool, Brazil & River Plate S.N. Co. v. Brooklyn Eastern District Terminal, n43 the Supreme Court approved
the principle that the statutes contemplate the surrender only of the vessel at fault, and that a tug and its tow may
properly be distinguishable in respect of fault. In that case, the shipowner was required to surrender only the active tug,
and not the passive car-float which actually came into the collision contact and did the physical damage, nor a disabled
tug which was also in the tow. n44
The principle of the Liverpool case has been limited to cases of pure tort, for in Sacramento Navigation Co. v. Salz, n45
where a tug and barge were held to be one carrier and vessel for the purpose of section 3 of the Harter Act, the Supreme
Court, by way of dictum (the case not being one of a limitation petition) said, of the Liverpool case:
"But this is far from saying that the entire flotilla might not be regarded as one vessel for the
purposes of the undertaking in which the common owner was engaged at the time of the collision. The
distinction seems plain. There [in the Liverpool case] the libel was for the injury to a ship in no way
related to the flotilla. It was a pure tort--no contractual obligations were involved; and the simple
question was, what constituted the "offending vessel?' Here we must ask, what constituted the vessel by
which the contract of transportation was to be effected? A very different question. If the British ship
which here was struck by the barge were suing to recover damages and a limitation of liability were
sought by the owner of the tug and barge, the Liverpool case would be in point. But the present libel is
for a loss of cargo [on the barge] and falls within the principle of The Columbia, n46 where, upon facts
substantially identical with those here, a surrender was required of the combined means by which the
company undertook the transportation of the cargo."
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The application of the distinction gave rise to some difficulty. In The Hugh O'Donnell, n47 which turned on the
application of the Harter Act and the rule of Sacramento v. Salz to a tug not owned but merely chartered by the barge
owner, it was said that if the tug and barges are to be deemed one vessel under the Harter Act, they must be equally so
considered under the limitation statute. But when the case came before the same court again, n48 it was said that the
issue of due diligence is quite different from the right of the tug to limit liability; and it appeared that the question of
limitation had become moot, because the damages turned out to be less than the stipulation. The same court returned to
the question in Standard Dredging Co. v. Kristiansen, n49 and said of the Liverpool case:
"We understand the decision as settling the law that in cases where the injury is to a third person, to
whom the owner owes no duty based upon consent, he may limit his liability to the ship against which a
maritime lien would arise from the wrong; it is quite likely that the court had in mind a more general
doctrine, but at least it meant so much."
It thereupon remarked that the Liverpool case cannot apply to a seaman's injury suit under the Jones Act, because a
Jones Act suit does not raise a corresponding maritime lien, and "the right to limit presupposes a vessel to surrender," an
apparent slip, for the shipowner may limit his liability against a Jones Act claim. n50 The court, after reviewing the
older cases, then continued:
"[W]hatever may be thought of the law before 1927, Sacramento Nav. Co. v. Salz settled it. True,
that case arose under section 3 of the Harter Act, but the court expressly declared that the question was
the same in cases of limitation ... We read [that case] as meaning that when the duty violated, though
imposed by law, presupposes at least the relation of master and servant, the owner must surrender all
those vessels which share in the execution of the venture; collectively they are "such vessel' within R.S.
4283." n51
On the same ground that the situation was one of contract and not of tort, the owner of two tugs towing a large vessel
under direction of the master of one must surrender both to limit against such master's fault. n52 And in The Edgar F.
Conney, n53 where limitation was denied, as to claims for negligent death of the crew of a tug, the Court said that
limitation, if granted, would have required the surrender of both the unseaworthy tug, which sank with all on board, and
of the barge in tow, which survived the storm and was apparently quite seaworthy and also properly navigated. In The
Bowling Green, n54 the owner of a tug and barge, who used the barge to transfer cargo in port from one vessel to
another, sought to limit his liability for the capsizing of the barge in a berth to which it had been shifted by his tug was
required to surrender both the barge and tug.
A service performed by successive vessels, such as a tow performed in part by one tug and continued by another, does
not require the surrender of both tugs for the fault of one. n55 The court said:
"Neither the actual decision nor the language of the Kristiansen case can be given so broad a scope
as to mean that all the vessels used successively in performing a contract are to be deemed collectively
one vessel for purposes of surrender in limitation of liability ... [T]he vessels to be surrendered are those
devoted to performance of the contract at the particular time when the fault which causes the losses is
committed."
A small fishing boat carried upon a larger vessel is a part of the equipment of the larger ship, and if an injury occurs on
the small boat, both must be surrendered. n56 Similarly, it has been suggested that an injury occurring in the small boats
of a large ocean liner, during the transfer of passengers between the ship and the shore at an open West Indian port,
might not be limited to the value of the small boat. n57
FOOTNOTES:
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(n1)Footnote 40. The W.G. Mason, 142 F. 913 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1905) ; The Sunbeam, 195 F. 468 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1912)
.
(n2)Footnote 41. Liverpool, etc., Steam Nav. Co. v. Brooklyn Eastern District Terminal, 251 U.S. 48, 40 S. Ct.
66, 64 L. Ed. 130 (1919) ; The O'Brien Bros., 252 F. 185 (E.D.N.Y. 1918) , modified on other grounds, 258 F. 614
(1919) ; The Transfer No. 21, 248 F. 459 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1917) ; The Begona II, 259 F. 919 (D. Md. 1919) ; Van
Eyken v. Erie R.R. Co., 117 F. 712 (E.D.N.Y. 1902) .
(n3)Footnote 42. The Erie Lighter No. 108, 250 F. 490 (D.N.J. 1918) .
(n4)Footnote 43. N.41 supra.
(n5)Footnote 44. See The Transfer No. 21 and Pilot, 1936 A.M.C. 1544 (S.D.N.Y. 1915) , aff'd, 248 F. 459 (2d
Cir. 1917) ; The Calvin, 9 F. Supp. 411, 1935 A.M.C. 155 (D. Md. 1935). Contra, The Anastasia, 11 F. Supp. 314, 1935
A.M.C. 579 (E.D. Va. 1935) .
(n6)Footnote 45. 273 U.S. 326, 47 S. Ct. 368, 71 L. Ed. 663, 1927 A.M.C. 397 (1927) .
(n7)Footnote 46. 73 F. 226 (9th Cir. [Ore.] 1896), cert. denied, 176 U.S. 685 (1900) .
(n8)Footnote 47. 26 F.2d 334, 1928 A.M.C. 988 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1928) .
(n9)Footnote 48. 34 F.2d 925, 1929 A.M.C. 1744 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1929) .
(n10)Footnote 49. 67 F.2d 548, 1933 A.M.C. 1621 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1933) , cert. denied, 290 U.S. 704 (1934) .
(n11)Footnote 50. In re East River Towing Co. (The Edward), 266 U.S. 355, 45 S. Ct. 114, 69 L. Ed. 324, 1925
A.M.C. 33 (1924) .
(n12)Footnote 51. N.49 supra.
(n13)Footnote 52. Henrik Ibsen, 38 F.2d 980, 1930 A.M.C. 513 (4th Cir. [Va.]), cert. denied, 281 U.S. 743 (1930)
.
(n14)Footnote 53. ( Sabine Towing Co., Inc. v. Brennan), 72 F.2d 490, 1934 A.M.C. 1122 (5th Cir. [Tex.] 1934),
modified, 85 F.2d 478, 1936 A.M.C. 1637 (5th Cir. 1936) .
(n15)Footnote 54. 11 F. Supp. 109, 1935 A.M.C. 697 (E.D.N.Y. 1935) , aff'd, 81 F.2d 1017, 1936 A.M.C. 481 (2d
Cir. 1936) . See also In re Tom Quinn Co., 866 F. Supp. 945, 1993 A.M.C. 2112 (M.D. Fla. 1992) (Based on the
flotilla doctrine, the district court ordered the value of a barge which was attached to a tugboat on which a crew member
was injured to be included in the limitation fund. The tugboat and barge were owned by the same company, engaged in
the common venture of repairing a bridge, and under the single command of the project supervisor.); In re Waterman
S.S. Corp., 794 F. Supp. 601, 1992 A.M.C. 2658 (E.D. La. 1992) (Under the flotilla doctrine, the value of all vessels
engaged in a common venture must be surrendered for the purpose of determining the size of the limitation fund. In the
instant case, the court held that the limitation fund must include the value of the mother ship and eighty-nine LASH
barges carried aboard that ship at the time of the engine fire which killed six of the ship's crew, since the flotilla
consisted of all ninety vessels.).
(n16)Footnote 55. The George W. Pratt (Petition of Cornell Steamboat Co.), 76 F.2d 902, 1935 A.M.C. 674 (2d
Cir. [N.Y.] 1935) .
(n17)Footnote 56. Haynie's Case (Petition of Ocean Fisheries, Inc.), 1931 A.M.C. 371 (E.D. Va. 1930) .
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However, in Goggin v. United States, 79 F. Supp. 812, 1948 A.M.C. 955 (S.D. Cal. 1948) , the Court held that
liability for damage caused by a naval landing craft (LCUP) usually carried as part of the equipment of a larger attack
vessel (an AKAO) may be limited to the value of the smaller vessel alone.
See, also, the Motor Lifeboat No. 5, 1944 A.M.C. 1110 (S.D.N.Y. 1944) , where the court declined to decide ex parte
the question whether liability could be limited to the value of a lifeboat in which a number of seamen were being
transported to various ships all owned by the owner of the lifeboat at the time of the collision.
(n18)Footnote 57. Other instances of the required surrender of two or more vessels are:
Two vessels owned by petitioner and colliding by fault of both: The San Rafael, 141 F. 270 (9th Cir. [Cal.]), cert.
denied, 200 U.S. 619 (1905) .
Two towboats, uniting in taking charge of the tow and in bringing it to disaster: The Bordentown, 40 F. 682 (S.D.N.Y.
1889) ; Shipowners' & Merchants' Towboat Co. v. Hammond Lumber Co., 218 F. 161 (9th Cir. [Cal.] 1914), cert.
denied, 238 U.S. 633 (1915) .
A barge and a tug were required to be surrendered on the theory that they were united in the employment, the carriage
of a cargo of wheat: The Columbia, 73 F. 226 (1896), 90 F. 295 (9th Cir. [Ore.] 1898), appeal dismissed, 179 U.S. 55
(1900) . See The Seven Bells, 241 F. 43 (9th Cir. [Cal.] 1917), but note, contra, The Coastwise, 233 F. 1 (1st Cir.
[Mass.] 1916).
A tug and a lighter engaged in floating a stranded steamer must both be surrendered in limiting liability for an
explosion upon the lighter, a decision which must be regarded as overruled in principle unless distinguishable by its
special facts of mutual dependence in a single operation: Thompson Towing & Wrecking Ass'n v. McGregor, 207 F.
209 (6th Cir. [Mich.] 1913).
See also The Admiral--The Cleveco, 154 F.2d 605, 1946 A.M.C. 933 (6th Cir. [Ohio] 1946); Harbor Towing Corp. v.
Atlantic Mutual Ins. Co., 189 F.2d 409, 1951 A.M.C. 1070 (4th Cir. [M.D.] 1951) ; Petition of McAllister Brothers
Barge 91, 96 F. Supp. 575, 1951 A.M.C. 967 (E.D. N.Y. 1951) ; Petition of Lake Tankers Corp., 1955 A.M.C. 55 (S.D.
N.Y. 1954) ; Deep Sea Tankers v. The Long Branch (Rincon Hills), 258 F.2d 757, 1959 A.M.C. 28 (2d Cir. [N.Y.]
1958) , cert. denied, 358 U.S. 933 (1959) ; In re United States Dredging Corp., 264 F.2d 339, 1959 A.M.C. 1110 (2d
Cir. [N.Y.]) , cert. denied, 360 U.S. 932 (1959) ; The Nip--The Tuck-- The Magic City, 213 F. Supp, 780, 1963 A.M.C.
963 (E.D. N.Y. 1963) ; Brown & Root Marine v. Zapata Co., 377 F.2d 724, 1967 A.M.C. 2684 (5th Cir. [Tex.] 1967);
Orco and Barges, 296 F. Supp. 1356, 1970 A.M.C. 2437 (S.D. Ohio 1968) ; Steuart v. Bauer Dredging Co., 323 F.
Supp. 907, 1971 A.M.C. 1447 (D. Md. 1971) ; Cross Contracting Co. v. Law, 454 F.2d 408, 1972 A.M.C. 1008 (5th
Cir. [Fla.]), cert. denied, 406 U.S. 906 (1972) ; Complaint of American Commercial Lines, Inc., 353 F. Supp. 872,
1973 A.M.C. 319 (E.D. Ky. 1973) .
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§ 55. Surrender to a Trustee.

Surrender of the ship--the res--to a trustee does not imply an admission of liability. Otherwise it is substantially the
equivalent of the continental abandonment which is preserved in the Convention of the Unification of Certain Rules
Relating to the Limitation of Shipowners' Liabilities. n58 The right of surrender sharply differentiates the American
from the British and Canadian systems of limitation, which require the shipowner to respond in all cases up to a fixed
forfeiture sum calculated upon the tonnage of the vessel. n59
If the vessel and freight are in a condition to be surrendered by the petitioner and it is proposed to surrender them, they
must be so surrendered to the court by the transfer of them to the trustee, or, where the proceeding is not instituted by
the owner, n60 by their seizure by the marshal under process issued against them. Such surrender must be made within
six months after receiving a claim, under the Act of 1936. It may be made at any time within such six months' period,
even though appraisal proceedings have been had under the alternative provision of Supplemental Admiralty Rule F,
provided that the court has not made its order for payment of the appraised value into court or the giving of a
stipulation. n61
In the appointment of a trustee the national character of the ship should be considered, and, if possible, the nationality of
the ship and the trustee should be the same, in order to avoid question as to the title which the trustee can convey when
he sells, and difficulties which might arise under national laws limiting ownership of vessels to citizens.
The words "transfer his interest to a trustee" in the statute must be held to include not only the execution of the
instrument but the delivery of the property under it. For it might easily be that the mere execution of the instrument of
conveyance would furnish nothing to the limitation proceeding, as, for instance, in case the vessel were at the time in
custody of a court in a suit against the owner for some personal debt which was not a liability to be included in the
limitation proceeding.
The Supreme Court in La Bourgogne n62 held that where the petitioner entertains an honest doubt whether a certain
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asset should be surrendered or not, the failure to pay over the same to the trustee promptly in advance does not
necessarily deprive the petitioner of his right to a limitation. And in fact, during the ten years of litigation, which
resulted in the above decision, and until after the decision, the petitioner did not pay over to the trustee the prepaid
freight and passage money, which, at the outset of the litigation, it admitted were in its possession. The holding is a
dangerous one, for possession of the res by the court is considered of primary importance to the validity of the
proceeding. Supplemental Admiralty Rule F states specifically that "upon compliance" with the requirements which bid
the petitioner transfer or give security for his interest in the vessel and freight, the monition and injunction shall issue;
hence, it is a fair conclusion that they cannot lawfully issue until compliance with the order and until transfer to the
trustee, or the giving of security. Moreover, who is to know whether the "doubt" which actuates the petitioner in
withholding an asset is an honest doubt or not? On the whole it is far safer that a petitioner who has an honest doubt
whether a particular asset ought to be surrendered or not, should surrender it, perhaps under protest, and then express his
honest doubt to the court and ask for the return of such asset. If it need not have been surrendered, he will get it back,
and will not have been hurt by its temporary surrender; while if it is properly a part of the value to be surrendered, the
petitioner will not be in the position of having failed to surrender the entire res, a position which has more than once
been held to deprive a petitioner of the right to a limitation. n63 Not even the United States may limit liability by
surrender of the vessel after long delay and depreciation of value. n64
Surrender has been, in the past, a fairly common form of petition. It is always available if a stipulation for value cannot
be arranged, and is usually selected when the vessel is no longer of any utility to the owner. The expense of a transfer of
title (and of custody and a re-transfer, should the petitioner be wholly exonerated) should be ascertained and compared
with the cost of a stipulation for value. However, given the almost universal availability of insurance, indeed, its legal
requirements for almost all commercial vessels, and the fact that a stipulation for value, backed up by insurance, is
universally accepted, it seems most unlikely that a court would approve a surrender of the vessel today, except, perhaps,
in the case of a recreational vessel without insurance.
The petition follows the general outline of a petition praying for an order for a stipulation for value. There is no
objection to transporting wreckage from one district to another in order to assemble it and surrender it all at one place.
n65 But the property to be transferred need not be in the district, so long as the petitioning shipowner is able to make a
complete transfer of his entire interest therein.
Duties of the Trustee. If the petitioner does not contest liability, the trustee should sell the vessel if her value is
deteriorating. But if the petitioner contests his liability and contemplates that his vessel will be returned to him, the
trustee should keep the ship if that is reasonable, and might, upon a suitable order, and with suitable insurance coverage,
charter the ship to the petitioning owner or to others for appropriate periods.
The trustee's liabilities and rights are not precisely defined; he is protected so long as he acts in good faith. In The
Princess Sophia n66 the assets in the hands of the trustee, after certain fees and charges, amounted to only $600, and
the trustee was not surcharged.
FORM No. 55-1 Claiming the Benefit of the Limitation Act by Surrender
(Number.) Plaintiffs desire to claim the benefit of the provisions of Sections 30505 to 30511, Title 46, United States
Code, and the various acts amendatory thereof and supplemental thereto, and in this proceeding, by reason of the facts
heretofore set forth, to contest their liability and the liability of the said tug (or vessel, barge, etc. as applicable) _____
to any extent whatever for any and all loss, destruction, damage or injury done, occasioned or incurred by reason of the
said collision, and to that end desire to surrender the said vessel during the pendency of this proceeding to a trustee to be
appointed by this court pursuant to the provisions of Section
30511(b)(2)(A).____________________________________
FORM No. 55-2 (Another Form, Not Contesting Liability)
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(Number.) Plaintiff desires to claim the benefit of the provisions of Sections 30505 to 30511, Title 46, United States
Code, and the various acts amendatory thereof and supplemental thereto, and for that reason offers to surrender the said
vessel as she now lies to a trustee to be appointed by this court, for the benefit of such defendants who may file claims
arising out of the occurrences which are the subject of this action.____________________________________
FORM No. 55-3 Statement of Other Liens n67
(If the vessel is not promptly surrendered, subsequent liens must be satisfied.)
(Number.) Plaintiffs further aver on information and belief that there is no lien on said _____ prior or paramount to any
lien which may have accrued by reason of the matters aforesaid, unless as hereinafter set forth. They also allege that the
said vessel has made numerous trips between _____ and _____ , in the regular prosecution of her towing business, since
the said collision happened, upon one of which trips she was in collision with the steam tug _____ , and was damaged to
the extent of about $_____ . With this exception, her market value has not deteriorated since the time when the above
accident occurred. The following liens or claims of liens have arisen on trips subsequent to the one in question.
(1) A claim of lien to the amount of $_____ , made by _____ , owners of the tug _____ , and alleged to have accrued by
reason of the collision with the _____ referred to in this paragraph.
(2) A lien for the sum of $_____ in favor of _____ , for repairs to the _____ rendered necessary by the collision with the
_____ .
(3) A claim of lien in the sum of $_____ made by _____ , whose residence is unknown to petitioners, formerly mate of
the _____ , for wages.
And plaintiffs further aver that the special fact on which the right to surrender the _____ to a trustee is claimed,
notwithstanding the fact that she has made trips or voyages subsequent to the one in question, is that at the termination
of such voyage the amount of the claims against the _____ was unknown to plaintiffs, and that plaintiffs now offer to
pay or secure, outside and apart from this proceeding, by stipulation or in any manner ordered by the court, any liens
which may have accrued against said _____ by reason of any matter or thing not connected with the collision mentioned
in paragraphs third and fourth of this complaint.____________________________________
FORM No. 55-4 Prayer Seeking Exoneration or Limitation
(Following paragraphs of the complaint setting forth the facts of the occurrence for which limitation is sought, as well
as the averment of the value of the vessel and pending freight.)
Wherefore, Plaintiffs pray:
1. that this court will make an order, on such terms as will be just to plaintiffs and to all persons having liens or claims
of liens, appointing a trustee to whom the said steam tug _____ may be surrendered during the pendency of this
proceeding,
2. and will issue a Notice to all persons claiming damages by reason of any loss, damage or injury done, occasioned or
incurred by reason of the said collision mentioned in the complaint, citing them to appear at or before a time to be
named in said Notice, and make proof of their respective claims; and also to appear and answer upon oath all and
singular the premises;
3. and that this court will also issue its injunction, n68 restraining the commencement of any and all actions, suits or
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legal proceedings of any kind arising out of the said collision, against them or said tug _____ , other than in the present
proceeding,
4. and that the court will adjudge that plaintiffs are not liable for any demand or claim whatever in consequence of the
said collision, or if such liability ever existed, then that they be discharged therefrom by the surrender of the said tug
_____ ,
5. and that petitioners may have such other or further relief in the premises as may be just.
_____ , Proctors for Petitioners.
[Verification.]
____________________________________
FORM No. 55-5 Prayer Seeking Merely Limitation, Without Contesting Liability
Wherefore, plaintiff prays
1. That this court will appoint a trustee to whom the said wreck of the brig _____ may be transferred,
2. will issue a Notice to all persons claiming any loss, damage, or injury done, occasioned or incurred by reason of the
said stranding, citing them to appear before this court at or before a time to be named in said Notice and make proof of
their respective claims; and to appear and answer on oath all and singular the premises,
3. and that this court will also issue its injunction n69 restraining the further prosecution of the above mentioned action
of _____ against petitioner, and further restraining the commencement hereafter of any suit, action or legal proceeding
of any nature or description whatever against your petitioner, by reason of the said stranding and wreck,
4. and that the court will adjudge and decree that plaintiff on such surrender of said vessel be discharged from liability
for any demand or claim whatsoever by reason of his ownership of said vessel or arising out of or during said voyage,
5. And that plaintiff may have such other or further relief in the premises as may be just.
_____ , Attorneys for Petitioner.
[Verification.]
____________________________________
FORM No. 55-6 Order for Transfer to Trustee
__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of the Petition of the _____ , Owner of )
No. A. _____
the steamship B, for Limitation of Liability, etc.
)
__________________________________________________

Order

Upon consideration of the verified complaint of the _____ , owner of the steamship B, her engines, boilers, etc., filed
with the clerk of this court on _____ , showing that the said plaintiff has been sued as such owner by various persons
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claiming damages for loss and injury alleged to have been caused to them by the collision between the said steamship B
and the ship C on the high seas, in which collision the said steamship B was sunk and became a total loss, and that such
loss, damage or injury was done, occasioned and incurred without the privity or knowledge of such owner, and that the
said plaintiff desires to claim the benefit of limitation of liability provided by the laws of the United States, and also to
contest its liability and the liability of said vessel for said loss, destruction, damage and injury, independently of the
limitation of liability claimed under said laws of the United States, and the said complaint also stating the facts and
circumstances on which such limitation of liability is claimed, and praying proper relief in the premises, and the said
owner having elected to make a transfer of its interest in said vessel and freight as hereinafter provided:
It is hereby ordered, in conformity with the said laws of the United States and the rules of the Supreme Court of the
United States made in pursuance thereof, that the said plaintiff, _____ , transfer its interest in the said steampship B and
her pending freight for the said voyage, for the benefit of all claimants to _____ , who is hereby appointed, pursuant to
the provisions of the laws of the United States in such case made and provided, to act as trustee for all persons who
prove to be legally entitled thereto.
.... ,
U.S.D.J.
____________________________________
FORM No. 55-6.1 n70 Order Deferring Transfer to Trustee Until It Appears Vessel Has Value
[Caption ]

Order

Upon review of the verified complaint of _____ owner of the _____ , filed with the clerk of the court on _____ ,
alleging that the plaintiff has had claim made by various persons claiming damages arising from the occurrence set forth
in the complaint, in which it appears to the Court that the _____ was sunk and became a total loss, and that such loss,
according to said complaint, was done, occasioned and incurred without the privity or knowledge of such owner, and
that the plaintiff desires to claim the benefit of limitation of liability provided by the laws of the United States, and also
to contest its liability and the liability of said vessel for such damages arising from said sinking, independently of
limitation of liability claimed under the laws of the United States, and the complaint also stating the facts and
circumstances on which such limitation of liability is claimed, and praying relief in the premises on that basis, and said
owner having elected to make a transfer of its interest in said vessel and freight, it appearing that there is no freight or
value of said vessel;
It Is Hereby Ordered, that plaintiff's tender of its right, title and interest in the _____ and pending freights is hereby
acknowledged, but in the interest of the just, speedy and inexpensive determination of this cause, it appearing that there
is no present purpose to be obtained by the appointment of a trustee in consideration of the owner's interest in the vessel
and freight being nil, no trustee shall be appointed nor shall plaintiff be required to execute a transfer to a trustee until
such time as it may appear, if ever, that said vessel may have any value in excess of salvage expenses or there appear to
be any pending freights or there appear to be any claim against any third party on behalf of the plaintiff arising from the
sinking of said vessel. Should it subsequently appear that the appointment of a trustee is necessary or desirable then the
plaintiff shall be required to transfer all of its interest in said vessel to such trustee as may be appointed upon further
order of this Court.
....
United States District Judge
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____________________________________
FORM No. 55-7 Transfer to Trustee
District Court of the United States, Southern District of New York
[Box as in Form 55-6.]
No. A _____
Whereas the above named, _____ , owner of the steamship B, her engines, boilers, etc., has presented its petition to the
District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York, claiming for the reasons and because of the
circumstances therein mentioned and set forth the benefit of limitation of liability of plaintiff pursuant to the laws of the
United States, and praying that the Court appoint a trustee pursuant to 46 U.S.C. § 30511(b)(2)(A) and make an order
for the transfer by the plaintiff of its interest in the steamship B, and her freight for the benefit of all persons who may
appear as claimants against the plaintiff asserting claims arising out of collision and subsequent loss of the steamship B
as set forth in the complaint;
And whereas, upon the complaint aforesaid an order has been issued and entered in the above-entitled proceeding,
directing the plaintiff, _____ , to transfer its interest in the steamship B. and her freight for the voyage set forth in the
complaint to _____ , appointed in and by the said order as trustee for the benefit of any person or persons who may have
claims against the plaintiff by reason of the collision and loss of the steamship B, as is set forth in the complaint;
Now, therefore, this indenture witnesseth, that the said _____ , in obedience to the Order of this Court dated _____ , and
in consideration of the premises aforesaid, has conveyed, assigned, transferred and delivered over, and by these presents
does convey, assign, transfer and deliver over to the said _____ , trustee as aforesaid, all and singular the interest of the
plaintiff in the steamship B, her engines, tackle, apparel and furniture and in the freight of the steamship B for the
voyage in which the steamship was lost as aforesaid;
To have and to hold the same unto _____ , as trustee, and to his successors and assigns, subject to the order, control and
direction of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York.
In witness whereof, _____ has caused these presents to be signed by its General Agent for the United States and
Canada, having full authority in the premises, this _____ th day of _____ , 20_____ .
_____ , Owner
By _____ ,
General Agent for
U. S. and Canada.

Southern District of New York, ss.:
On this _____ day of _____ , 20_____ , before me personally appeared _____ , General Agent for the United States and
Canada of _____ , with whom I am personally acquainted and known to me to be such General Agent, who being by me
duly sworn said that he resides at _____ , in the city of New York, in said State of New York, and that he signed and
acknowledged the foregoing instrument as the act and deed of the said _____ . He further deposes and says that the
reason he makes this verification is because the petitioner is a foreign corporation not otherwise present within the
United States, and that he has full power and authority to act on its behalf in this matter.
_____ , Notary Public, N. Y. Co.
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FORM No. 55-8 Petition of Trustee for Order of Sale
United States District Court, Southern District of New York
[Box as in Form 55-6.]
No. A _____
To the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York:
The Motion of _____ , trustee, as hereinafter stated, respectfully represents:
That by a certain indenture bearing date the _____ th day of _____ , 20_____ , executed under and pursuant to the order
of this Court, dated _____ , the said _____ duly assigned and transferred to this trustee all its interest in the steamboat S
and her freight for the voyage on which the said steamboat was engaged at the time of the disaster on the _____ th day
of _____ , 20_____ , in the complaint herein referred to, such assignment being for the benefit of all persons claiming
damages for any loss, destruction, damage or injury occasioned by the said disaster.
That your trustee has accepted such assignment and transfer, and that the wreck of the said steamboat S, her engines,
tackle, apparel and furniture, now lies in the harbor of _____ , and in the judgment of this trustee it would be for the
benefit and advantage of all persons and parties interested therein, if the said wreck, engines, tackle, apparel and
furniture should be speedily sold as they lie, by a sale at public auction in the city of New York, as there is great danger
of the same going to pieces, or otherwise deteriorating.
Wherefore your trustee prays that he may be authorized and empowered to cause a sale of the said steamboat her
engines, tackle, apparel and furniture, as they now lie, to be made at public auction in the city of New York, and that the
proceeds of the sale be held pending the further order of this court, and that such further and other order may be made in
the premises as may be proper.
_____
[Verification.]
____________________________________
FORM No. 55-9 Order for Sale on Trustee's Motion
[Box as in Form 55-6.]
No. A. _____
Upon consideration of the Motion of _____ , trustee in the above entitled matter, filed with the clerk of the court on
_____ , 20_____ , and upon all the papers and proceedings had herein and relating thereto, and it appearing necessary
and proper that the Motion of said trustee should be granted,
It is hereby ordered, that the trustee be and he is hereby authorized and empowered to cause the wreck of the said
steamboat S, her engines, tackle, apparel and furniture, to be sold as they lie by a sale at public auction, in the city of
New York, to the highest bidder for cash, at such time and place as shall to the said trustee seem to be most
advantageous to all parties interested therein, and to execute to the purchaser at such sale such bills of sale, assignments
and transfers as may be suitable and proper to convey the same, and all his right, title and interest to such purchaser or
purchasers.
And it is further ordered, that notice of such sale be published [publication should be in the manner and in such
publication(s) as is/are customary for the district in which the sale is to beheld]. n71
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And it is further ordered, that any and all parties hereto or interested in said steamboat have leave to bid and become
purchasers of such property at such sale.
_____ ,
U. S. D. J.
FORM No. 55-10 Notice of Sale
Notice is hereby given, pursuant to an order issued and dated _____ , by the Hon. _____ , Judge of the District Court of
the United States for the Southern District of New York, that I, the undersigned, duly appointed trustee, under the
provisions of sections 30511 of Title 46, United States Code, will sell at public auction to the highest bidder for cash, on
_____ , 20_____ , at 1 o'clock in the afternoon on that day, at pier _____ , in the city of New York, the wreck of the
steamboat S, her engines, tackle, apparel and furniture, as it now lies at said place.
Dated, New York, _____ , 20_____
_____ , Trustee.
____________________________________
FORM No. 55-11 Trustee's Report of Sale
United States District Court, Southern District of New York
[Box as in Form 55-6.]
No. A. _____
To the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York:
I, the undersigned, heretofore appointed trustee in this proceeding, by an order duly made and entered herein, dated
_____ , 20_____ , do respectfully report:
That the plaintiff named in the said complaint duly transferred its interest in the steamboat S, her engines, tackle,
apparel and furniture, to me, as trustee, pursuant to the order of this court; that on my Motion duly presented to the court
for that purpose, an order was issued by this court on _____ , 20_____ , authorizing me to sell said steamboat at public
auction after giving due notice of the time and place of sale.
That notice of such sale was duly given by publication thereof [insert details of publication], and by the service of said
notice on [insert names of all counsel of record and the parties represented] parties defendant asserting claims of record
against the plaintiff, as appears by the annexed affidavit of publication of _____ and proof of service filed of record.
That at the time and place mentioned in the said notice of sale, to-wit, on _____ , instant, I sold the wreck of the
steamboat S, her engines, tackle, etc., at public auction, to_____ , the highest bidder at said sale, for the sum of $_____ .
The bill of sale for the said property sold, as aforesaid, was executed and the said purchase price was duly paid to me on
the date aforesaid.
Out of the proceeds so realized from said sale, I have paid the auctioneer's fees and charges, amounting to the sum of
$_____ .
I have also paid for the publication of the Notice of Sale as aforesaid the sum of $_____ . Vouchers for all of said
payments are hereunto annexed.
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I have retained for my costs and charges on said sale the sum of $_____ leaving a balance of $_____ in my hands as
trustee, subject to the further order and direction of the court.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
Dated, New York, _____ , 20_____
_____ , Trustee.

Statement
Proceeds of sale ....

$_____

Expenses of sale-Auctioneer's fees ....

$_____

Publication ....

$_____

Trustee's fees ....

$_____

_____

Balance remaining in hands of Trustee
....

$_____

Dated _____ 20....

_____ , Trustee.
____________________________________
FORM No. 55-12 Order Confirming Trustee's Report
[Box as in Form 55-6.]
No. A. _____
Upon consideration of the report of _____ , trustee, dated_____ , 20_____ , filed with the clerk of the court on _____ ,
20_____ , and the Motion of _____ , attorneys for plaintiff,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that said report of _____ , trustee, be and the same hereby is in all respects approved, and
that the sale of the steamboat S by said trustee on the _____ , 20_____ , as set forth in the report, be and the same
hereby is ratified and confirmed.
_____ ,
U. S. D. J.
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 58. Signed at Brussels, Aug. 25, 1924. For text and notes on ratifying countries see Vol. 6A.
(n2)Footnote 59. British Merchant Shipping Act of 1894, § 503; Canada Shipping Act of 1934, § 649 ff.
(n3)Footnote 60.

In re Morrison, 147 U.S. 14, 13 S. Ct. 246, 37 L. Ed. 60 (1893) .

(n4)Footnote 61. Ohio Transp. Co. v. Davidson S.S. Co., 148 F. 185 (7th Cir. [Wis.]), cert. denied, 203 U.S. 593
(1906) ; The Ontario No. 1, 80 F.2d 85, 1936 A.M.C. 18 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1935) .
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However, it must be remembered that no surrender to a trustee of the vessel is required if the provisions of the
limitation statutes are plead as a defense to an action against the owner: Merriam v. S.S. Hawaiian, 38 F. Supp. 574,
1941 A.M.C. 710 (D. Md. 1941) , aff'd, 124 F.2d 45, 1942 A.M.C. 84 (4th Cir. 1941) . See, also, § 73, infra.
(n5)Footnote 62.

210 U.S. 95, 28 S. Ct. 664, 52 L. Ed. 973 (1908) .

(n6)Footnote 63. The San Rafael, 141 F. 270 (9th Cir. [Cal.]), cert. denied, 200 U.S. 619 (1905) ; The Columbia,
73 F. 226 (9th Cir. [Ore.] 1896), cert. denied, 176 U.S. 685 (1900) ; Ionnis P. Goulandris, 50 F. Supp. 452, 1943
A.M.C. 532 (S.D.N.Y. 1943) , aff'd, 140 F.2d 780, 1944 A.M.C. 357 (2d Cir.) , cert. denied, 322 U.S. 755 (1944) ;
Wong v. Utah Home Fire Insurance Co., 167 F. Supp. 230, 1960 A.M.C. 649 (D. Hawaii 1958) .
A shipowner does not lose the right to surrender his vessel to a trustee by making repairs to the vessel after an
accident: The Mattie, 34 F. Supp. 856, 1940 A.M.C. 1369 (E.D. N.Y. 1940) .
(n7)Footnote 64. The Moosabee, 7 F.2d 501, 1923 A.M.C. 874 (E.D. Va. 1923) , aff'd, 1 F.2d 964, 1924 A.M.C.
1283 (4th Cir. 1924) .
However, under Petition of United States (American Farmer--William J. Riddle), 111 F. Supp. 657, 1953 A.M.C. 531
(S.D.N.Y. 1953) , the United States government need not choose between surrendering the vessel to a trustee without
interest or filing a stipulation for value with interest, citing Black Diamond Steamship Co. v. Robert Stewart & Sons
(The Norwalk Victory), 336 U.S. 386, 69 S. Ct. 622, 93 L. Ed. 754, 1949 A.M.C. 393 (1949) .
(n8)Footnote 65. In re Wheeler Shipyard, Inc. (Hull No. 304), 51 F.2d 374, 1931 A.M.C. 1191 (E.D.N.Y. 1931) .
(n9)Footnote 66. 61 F.2d 339, 1932 A.M.C. 1562 (9th Cir. [Wash.] 1932), cert. denied, 288 U.S. 604 (1933) .
(n10)Footnote 67. If the vessel is not promptly surrendered, subsequent liens must be taken care of.
(n11)Footnote 68. In some jurisdictions the issuance of an injunction by the court restraining all pending and future
actions arising out of the occurrence which is the subject of the complaint is standard. In others, however, it is not
customary to issue an injunction, the language of the Act (§ 30511(c)) being deemed to be self-effectuating, given its
requirement that, upon compliance by the owner with the requirements of the subsection (b), "... all claims and
proceedings against the owner related to the matter in question shall cease." See also, Supplemental Admiralty Rule F3.
(n12)Footnote 69. See n. 68, supra.
(n13)Footnote 70. See Form No. 55-6 supra.
(n14)Footnote 71. It is noted that publication in the past has been in one or more newspapers on such number of
occasions as appeared appropriate to the parties and the court. The purpose of such publication is to obtain the best
possible price at the auction. Today, consideration should be given to the potential market for the vessel, and the cost of
traditional methods of publication. Taking that into account, it may be that alternative means of communication, which
may include email, or internet, as well as commercial publication likely to reach the desired audience, including foreign
publications should be considered as well.
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When a vessel suffers a casualty on a voyage, and seeks the protection offered by the Limitation Act n1 a complaint in
admiralty is filed by the vessel owner and the procedural requirements laid down in Supplemental Admiralty Rule F n2
are to be followed. n3
If the vessel was on a voyage, the value of petitioner's interest in the vessel is taken as of the end of the voyage on
which the damage arose against which the petitioner seeks to limit his liability. n4 Hence, when a vessel limps into port
with the assistance of a salvor and so ends her voyage, the value to be surrendered or appraised is not her value as she
originally set sail, nor her value as she was on the day of the disaster, whether before or after it happened, but her value
as she arrives in her damaged condition at the port of safety after deducting from such value the award to the salvors
who brought her into port. Where a vessel has been sunk in collision and later raised and repaired, her surrender value is
her value when raised less the expense of raising her. n5
If the vessel was not on a voyage at the time of the disaster, the value is usually taken at the place where she lies; n6 but
if the preservation of her value requires her removal to a place of refuge or repair, the value may be taken at such place,
less the cost of removal.
Contemporaneous sales are usually the best evidence of the vessel's value, n7 but where such evidence is not available,
other sources of information may be considered. n8 The security for the value of the vessel, given in a suit against her
before the limitation proceeding was begun n9 or the amount of the proceeds of the vessel when sold in another
proceeding, n10 do not necessarily fix the value of the owner's interest for the purpose of the limitation of liability
proceeding. Due appraisement has been deemed to mean a fair money substitute for the res. n11 Where a vessel is
appraised at some distance of time after the accident, deductions from her value at the time of the appraisal by reason of
additions since the accident should be made, n12 but otherwise no allowance can be made for repairs and
improvements. n13
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If the vessel is transferred to a trustee, the owner may have an allowance for additions made subsequent to the accident
or voyage, at their present value, not at cost. n14 Appurtenances, e.g., the traveling derrick of a scow n15 or the outfit of
a whaler, n16 essential to the service on which the vessel was engaged at the time of the happening of the accident, are a
part of the value to be surrendered or appraised. The value of the ship's stores must be included in the appraisal. n17
Spare parts kept on shore, and equally useful on any one of several vessels, need not be surrendered. n18 The
shipowner's collateral rights against tortfeasors arising out of the accident or voyage must also be accounted for and
added to the stipulation or assigned to the trustees. Such rights are usually collision damages. n19
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. 46 U.S.C. §§ 30501, et seq.
(n2)Footnote 2. The text of Rule F is set forth in Chapter 1, supra.
(n3)Footnote 3. The assumption here is that the vessel owner knows there are claims and wishes to control the
forum and gain the advantage of the concursus of claims which is central to the procedure pursuant to the Limitation
Act. The complaint must be filed within six months of first written notice of a claim, but the vessel owner need not wait
for such notice. The limitation complaint may be filed at once. Should the vessel owner be content to wait to be sued, or
if it is known that there will only be a single claim, then limitation can be raised as an affirmative defense in the answer,
but there will be no single forum in which all claims will be gathered, should there be more than one claim. Also, in the
event of more than one suit being filed, each claim may be entitled to the full amount of the limitation fund, even if
limitation is granted. In a case in which limitation is raised as a defense, there is no need to create a fund, per se, and §§
61, 63, 64, and 67 hereof dealing with the fund itself are not applicable. Sections 62, 63, 65 and 66, however, dealing
with the value of the fund are applicable. See Chapter 2, supra.
(n4)Footnote 4. In re Norwich & N.Y. Transp. Co., 8 Ben. 312 , F. Cas. 10,360 (E.D.N.Y. 1875), aff'd, 17 Blatchf.
221 , F. Cas. 10,362 (C.C.E.D.N.Y. 1879), aff'd, 118 U.S. 468, 6 S. Ct. 1150, 30 L. Ed. 134 (1886) ; The Great
Western, 118 U.S. 520, 6 S. Ct. 1172, 30 L. Ed. 156 (1886) ; The Doris Eckhoff, 30 F. 140 (S.D.N.Y. 1887) ; The Giles
Loring, 48 F. 463 (D. Me. 1890) ; In re Meyer, 74 F. 881 (N.D. Cal. 1896) ; The George L. Garlick, 107 F. 542 (2d
Cir. [N.Y.] 1901) ; Pac. Coast Co. v. Reynolds, 114 F. 877 (9th Cir. [Cal.]), cert. denied, 187 U.S. 640 (1902) ; Rice
Growers Association of California v. Frode (Frej), 176 F.2d 401, 1949 A.M.C. 1761 (9th Cir. [Cal.]), cert. denied, 338
U.S. 878 (1949) (The date for fixing the value of the vessel is on the date the owners choose to abandon the voyage.);
The Tug Olive L. Moore, 278 F. Supp. 260, 1968 A.M.C. 818 (E.D. Mich. 1968) .
(n5)Footnote 5. In re Norwich & N.Y. Transp. Co., N.1 supra, Petition of Indiana Farm Bureau, 235 F. Supp. 800,
1965 A.M.C. 962 (S.D. Ill. 1964) (The value of the vessel for purposes of the limitation proceeding is the salvage value
of the vessel after the collision.).
(n6)Footnote 6. The Agwisun, 1929 A.M.C. 1372 (S.D.N.Y. 1929) , modified, 49 F.2d 263, 1931 A.M.C. 957 (2d
Cir. 1931) .
(n7)Footnote 7. The Columbia, 37 F.2d 95, 1930 A.M.C. 131 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1930) ; The West Hartland, 297 F.
330, 1924 A.M.C. 632 (W.D. Wash.) , aff'd, 2 F.2d 834, 1925 A.M.C. 47 (9th Cir. 1924) .
The Mariposa, 93 F. Supp. 818, 1950 A.M.C. 1507 (N.D. Ohio 1950) (Where the United States Maritime
Commission sets an arbitrary trade-in value that does not take account of age, condition or equipment, that trade-in
value is not a true criterion for determining the limitation value of the vessel.).
Petition of the United States (The American Farmer--The William J. Riddle), 111 F., Supp. 657, 1953 A.M.C. 531
(S.D.N.Y. 1953) (The government, as shipowner, petitioning to limit its liability may limit to the money value of the
vessel plus freight. However, the Court has no jurisdiction to require interest to be added.).
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(n8)Footnote 8. The G.K. Wentworth and The Maine, 67 F.2d 965, 1934 A.M.C. 20 (9th Cir. [Ore.] 1933); The
Clifford and The Senator Rice, 1934 A.M.C. 1191 (S.D.N.Y. 1934) ; The Agwisun, N.6 supra; The Steel Inventor 36
F.2d 399, 1929 A.M.C. 1610 (S.D.N.Y. 1929) ; The Motor Tug No. 12 ( Petition of Atlantic Refining Co.), 25 F.2d 507,
1927 A.M.C. 1712 and 1928 A.M.C. 480 (E.D. Pa. 1928) .
Cf. Petition of Curtis Bay Towing (Port Covington), 57 F. Supp. 114, 1944 A.M.C. 1319 (E.D. Pa. 1944) (The value
of the vessel may be the subject of expert testimony.). Indeed, since the value of vessels is not usually a matter of
common knowledge, it is difficult to imagine that the value could be ascertained without expert assistance.
Hansen v. Merritt-Chapman & Scott, 1962 A.M.C. 177 (S.D.N.Y. 1961) (Discovery of the vessel's value is a matter
usually referred to a commissioner after the liability of the shipowner has been first established.). The foregoing
statement may have been accurate as late as 1961, looking back to prior times. However, today it is more common for
the court to take testimony on the value of the vessel directly, or to refer such proceeding to a Magistrate Judge, rather
than appointing a member of the bar as a commissioner.
In re Red Star Barge Line (Tug Huntington), 683 F.2d 42, 1982 A.M.C. 2588 (2d Cir. 1982) (Although the district
court applied an incorrect formula in determining the value of a tug, in that the formula did not take into account such
factors as the cost of reproduction less depreciation and the earning capacity and condition of the vessel, the Second
Circuit, in the absence of evidence in the record that the ultimate figure reached by the trial court was unreasonably low,
declined to reverse the judgment on the appeal by the party suing the tug. Had the tug owners appealed that the
valuation was too high, a reversal might have been required.); Signal Oil & Gas Co. v. Barge W-701, 654 F.2d 1164,
1982 A.M.C. 2603 (5th Cir. 1981) , cert. denied, 455 U.S. 944, 1982 A.M.C. 2110 (1982) (The fact that a barge was
insured for $50,000 more than the value of the barge as found by the district court in a limitation proceeding did not
warrant reversal by the Fifth Circuit. Insured value may be evidence of the actual value of a vessel but it is not
conclusive. "It is common knowledge that, wittingly or unwittingly, items of property are frequently over-or underinsured."); In re B.F.T. No. Two Corp. (Limitation Proceeding), 433 F. Supp. 854, 1977 A.M.C. 1168 (E.D. Pa. 1977)
(The value of a tug for purposes of a limitation fund was best established by the purchase price of the tug ten months
earlier and the value of replacement radar and radio was used to offset any decrease in value attributable to depreciation
during that ten month period.).
(n9)Footnote 9. The Benefactor, 103 U.S. (13 Otto) 239, 26 L. Ed. 466 (1881) ; In re Norwich & N.Y. Transp. Co.,
N.1 supra.
(n10)Footnote 10. The U.S. Grant, 45 F. 642 (S.D.N.Y. 1891) .
(n11)Footnote 11. The Tug John F. Lewis, 1924 A.M.C. 541 (E.D. Pa. 1924) ; Davis v. Esso Delivery No. 13, 100
F. Supp. 285, 1951 A.M.C. 1405 (D. Md. 1951) .
(n12)Footnote 12. The Captain Jack, 162 F. 808 (D. Conn. 1908) . But only to the extent of money necessarily
expended to preserve the ship from loss or destruction: The West Hartland, N.7 supra. Allowance to the owner has thus
been made for salvage expenses and for the risk and hazard of effecting a rescue: Pacific Coast Co. v. Reynolds, 114 F.
877 (9th Cir.) , cert. denied, 187 U.S. 640 (1902) ; Boston Marine Ins. Co. v. Metropolitan Redwood Lumber Co., 197
F. 703 (9th Cir. [Cal.] 1912); and for general average contribution for cargo jettisoned in getting the vessel off a
stranding; The Abbie C. Stubbs, 28 F. 719 (D. Mass. 1886) .
Rice v. Perth Amboy No. 4, 1941 A.M.C. 1508 (S.D.N.Y. 1941) , aff'd, 135 F.2d 404, 1943 A.M.C. 679 (2d Cir.
1943) ; W.R. Grace v. Charleston Lighterage Co., 193 F.2d 539, 1952 A.M.C. 689 (4th Cir. [S.C.] 1952) .
(n13)Footnote 13. The Agwisun, N.6 supra; The Lara, 1947 A.M.C. 27 (S.D.N.Y. 1946) (If an owner repairs a
collision damage before terminating the voyage, the cost of repairs may not be deducted from the value surrendered for
limitation purposes.).
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(n14)Footnote 14. The Captain Jack, N.12 supra; but see The West Hartland, N.7 supra.
(n15)Footnote 15. The Buffalo, 148 F. 331 (W.D.N.Y. 1906) , aff'd, 154 F. 815 (2d Cir. 1907) .
The Marie and Eleanor, 1945 A.M.C. 994 (D. Mass. 1945) (A radio telephone owned by the United States and
installed gratuitously and a fathometer which had been leased from the owner at a stated rental have been held not a part
of the interest of such owner in the vessel and therefore are not required to be included in the appraisal under the
Limitation of Liability Act.).
(n16)Footnote 16. The Ontario and Helen Mar, 2 Low. 40 , F. Cas. 10,543 (D. Mass. 1871).
(n17)Footnote 17. The Walter A. Luckenbach and The Lyman Stewart, 14 F.2d 100, 1926 A.M.C. 1281 (9th Cir.
[Cal.] 1926), cert. denied, 273 U.S. 741 (1927) . In re Waterman S.S. Corp., 794 F. Supp. 601, 1992 A.M.C. 2658
(E.D. La. 1992) (The value of stores, bunkers, cash, and other appurtenances on board a ship at the time of an engine
fire which killed six crew members must be included in the limitation fund.) (Citing 3 Benedict on Admiralty § 63, at
7-32.).
(n18)Footnote 18. The Black Eagle and Concordia, 87 F.2d 891, 1937 A.M.C. 198 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1937) .
(n19)Footnote 19. As in The Norfolk and Cynthia (Phillips v. Clyde S.S. Co.), 17 F.2d 250, 1927 A.M.C. 341 (4th
Cir. [Md.] 1927), and O'Brien v. Miller, 168 U.S. 287, 18 S. Ct. 140, 42 L. Ed. 469 (1897) . See in this connection The
Andree and H.F. Alexander, 41 F.2d 812, 1930 A.M.C. 1233 (S.D.N.Y. 1930) , rev'd, 47 F.2d 874, 1931 A.M.C. 634
(2d Cir. 1931) , appeal dismissed, 296 U.S. 668 (1932) (see 1933 A.M.C. 1674 for a statement of all the litigation). In
The Salvore, 34 F.2d 150, 1929 A.M.C. 1376 (E.D.N.Y. 1929) , they were rights against a shipyard for negligently
causing a fire which damaged the vessel and cargo on board. In The Bleakley No. 76, 56 F.2d 1037, 1932 A.M.C. 307
(S.D.N.Y. 1932) , a barge-owner, adjudged half at fault for cargo damage due to lying in an unsafe berth and seeking to
limit his liability, was required to bring into the fund the recovery which he obtained from the negligent tug, less legal
costs and counsel fees.
Plaintiff who has paid part of claimant's bills may not offset the amount against the limitation: The Nordfarer, 1925
A.M.C. 1529 (E.D.N.Y. 1925) . However, a plaintiff who pays claims is subrogated to the claimant's rights against the
fund.
Geotechnical Corp. of Delaware v. Pure Oil, 196 F.2d 199, 1952 A.M.C. 727 (5th Cir. [La.], cert. denied, 344 U.S.
874 (1952) (An owner seeking limitation of liability remains the owner of a claim against a tortfeasor when the vessel
has not been surrendered to a trustee. His claim does not abate because he has filed a complaint for limitation of liability
and he may prosecute it, but must account to the limitation fund for any recovery.).
See, also, Oil Transport Co. v. Verret (The Jane Smith), 178 F. Supp. 48, 1960 A.M.C. 1464 (E.D. La. 1959) , rev'd
on other grounds, 278 F.2d 464, 1961 A.M.C. 2061 (5th Cir.) , cert. granted, 364 U.S. 878 (1960) , dismissed as moot,
365 U.S. 768 (1961) ; The Dodge--The Michael, 173 F. Supp. 906, 1960 A.M.C. 466 (E.D.N.Y. 1959) , aff'd, 282 F.2d
86, 1961 A.M.C. 233 (2d Cir. 1961) .
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§ 62. Freight Pending--Freight for the Voyage--Other Forms of Earnings.

The shipowner has the option of giving a stipulation for all freight, paid and unpaid, or of paying the sum into court, or
of transferring all the freight, collected upon proper effort, to a trustee together with an assignment to him of all the
shipowner's interest in or rights to any uncollected and uncollectable freight. n20 The shipowner is not required to
guarantee that the uncollected freight will be collected; he satisfies the statute if he surrenders all that can by proper
effort be collected and assigns what is uncollected, though uncollectable. n21 The shipowner must surrender prepaid
freight which under the terms of his agreement with his shippers is not to be returned in case the voyage is not
completed. n22 It has been held that this means the gross freight collected or collectable, without deduction for the
expense of earning it. n23
The Steel Inventor n24 presented the problem of an intercoastal voyage, from California towards New York. There was
a collision in the Pacific, the vessel was repaired at Panama where all her cargo was discharged, and much of it was
forwarded. The voyage being resumed, with some of the old and some new cargo, the court required surrender of the
complete freights to the ultimate ports of destination, including the freight on the new cargo. In The Commercial
Mariner and San Simeon, n25 an intercoastal freighter, having discharged part of her cargo at one port, was in collision
while on passage towards the second port of discharge, and the court required surrender of all the freights to both ports.
n26 Freight also includes passage money for the transportation of passengers, unless the passage ticket provides for a
return of the money in case the contract of transportation is not fulfilled. n27 In The Morro Castle and Mohawk
petitions, n28 it will be observed that the petitioner claimed that the amount of the passage money was more than offset
by the sums expended by the petitioner in caring for the passengers after the disaster, but the propriety of the offset was
not adjudicated because the cases were settled before trial. Demurrage due under a charter party, n29 the earnings of a
fishing vessel for the season n30 and money due a vessel under a contract for raising another vessel which had been
sunk, n31 have been held to be freight pending. But there is no freight pending on a whaling voyage. n32 Salvage
money is not freight pending, n33 nor is a government subsidy. n34
While it has been said that towage compensation is not freight pending, that statement must be qualified. In The
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Frederick Lennig, n35 a tug owner was held liable for damage to a barge in tow which collided with a lock in a canal,
and was allowed to limit that liability. The court said:
"The petitioner had no interest in the barges. When the tug and tow together comprise the instrument
of transportation earning freight, but the tug alone is the vessel to be surrendered, what is "such vessel's
freight then pending?" The question is not free from difficulty ... When the tug owner proves that he
collected a certain sum as freight, and that he had no interest in the cargo-carrying barges, we think the
sum collected necessarily measures his interest in freight earned by the tug."
And, it was held that the tug owner had to surrender the entire amount of the earnings of the voyage.
In another circuit, the court has said that the owner of a tug may limit against a tort claim without surrendering the
compensation paid for towing, but as against contract claims, as for loss of cargo on the vessel in tow, he must surrender
the freight of the vessel in tow, although this may include the compensation for doing the towing. n36 It has never been
suggested that the sums earned by a dredge might be freight. n37
The shipowner need not surrender freight on cargo owned and shipped by himself, but, on the other hand, must
surrender prepaid freight on cargo shipped by a stranger which the shipowner purchases during the voyage. n38 The
profits of a fishing voyage, conducted on a lay, n39 may be pending freight; and the circumstances should be stated to
the court in the petition in order that the fact may be determined. n40
If a vessel is transferred to a trustee without the freight, the petition may be dismissed unless the freight is also
transferred, and the court may require that interest be added from the date of collision to the date of transfer. n41 No
transfer is satisfactory unless it is complete as to the amount of the owner's interest and as to form; and it seems clear
that the petitioner must adopt only one of the methods allowed him. He may not, for instance, offer a stipulation as to
the freight and transfer the title to the vessel to a trustee.
FORM No. 62-1 (New York Form) Order for Ad Interim Stipulation
[Caption]

_____ , having filed a complaint for the limitation of plaintiff's liability as sole owner of the _____ , and having prayed
for an appraisal of the value of plaintiff's interest in said vessel and her pending freight, if any, and for leave to file a
stipulation for the amount of such appraised value or for an ad interim stipulation pending the appraisal of plaintiff's
interest in said vessel and her pending freight, if any, and it appearing from the affidavit of value filed herewith, that the
value of said vessel and her equipment, as of _____ , 20 _____ , is $ _____ , and it appearing from the affidavit of
_____ , an officer of the plaintiff dated _____ , 20 _____ , and filed herewith, that the pending freight on said vessel at
the termination of the voyage on which she was engaged at the time of the disaster mentioned in the complaint filed
herein is $ _____ , making a total of $_____ .
Now, on motion of Marshall & Story, attorneys for the plaintiff, it is
Ordered, that the petitioner file with the clerk of the court an ad interim stipulation for the value of said vessel and
equipment and pending freight, in the sum of $_____ with interest at 6% per annum from the _____ day of _____ , 20
_____ , the date of the termination of the voyage on which the disaster occurred, with surety, according to the rules and
practice of this Court, and it is further
Ordered that any party may apply to have the amount of said stipulation increased or diminished as the case may be
upon the appraisement of the vessel or upon the ultimate determination of the Court of the value thereof.
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_____
U.S.D.J.
____________________________________
FORM No. 61-2 (New York Form) Order for Ad Interim Stipulation
[Caption]

Plaintiff having filed a complaint for exoneration from or limitation of liability as owner of the barge _____ and having
prayed for an appraisal of the value of its interest in such barge and her pending freight, if any, and for leave to file a
stipulation for the amount of such appraised value, or an Ad Interim Stipulation for the amount of such appraised value,
or an Ad Interim Stipulation for Value pending the appraisal of its interest in such barge and her pending freight by
appraisers to be appointed by the court or otherwise, and it appearing from the complaint filed herein and the affidavits
of _____ and _____ filed herewith that the value of such barge and her pending freight at the time of incident and
termination of the voyage caused by the accident described in the complaint did not exceed the sum of _____
Now Therefore, on motion of _____ , attorneys for the plaintiff, it is this _____ day of _____ , 20 _____ , by the United
States District Court for the District of _____ ,
Ordered, Adjudged and Decreed:
1. That the plaintiff file with the clerk of the court an Ad Interim Stipulation for Value of the barge _____ and her
pending freight in the amount of _____ , with interest from the date of such stipulation, at 6 per cent per annum, and
costs, with surety, according to the rules and practices of this Court.
2. That the filing of the Ad Interim Stipulation for Value shall be without prejudice to the due appraisal of the plaintiff's
interest in the barge_____ by appraisers to be appointed by the Court or otherwise as directed by the Court, and subject
to the provisions of Supplemental Rule F for Certain Admiralty and Maritime Claims, effective July 1, 1966, and the
rules of this Court.
_____
United States District Judge
____________________________________
FORM No. 62-3 (New York Form) Order for Ad Interim Stipulation n42
[Caption ]

A complaint for exoneration from or limitation of liability having been filed by _____ , as owner of the scow _____ ,
and said plaintiff having prayed for an appraisal of the value of its interests in the scow _____ and her pending freight,
and for leave to file an interim stipulation for such amount pending such appraisal, and it appearing from the affidavit of
_____ sworn to on the _____ day of _____ , 20 _____ , and the affidavit of _____ sworn to on the _____ day of _____ ,
20 _____ , and filed herein, that upon the conclusion of the voyage on which the scow _____ was proceeding at the time
of the events referred to in the complaint her value did not exceed $ _____ and that her pending freight was zero.
Now, on motion of _____ , attorney for plaintiff, it is
Ordered, that the plaintiff file herein an interim stipulation for value in the sum of $ _____ , said sum being plaintiff's
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interest in said scow and her pending freight, and it is further
Ordered, that any party may apply to have the amount of such stipulation increased or diminished, as the case may be,
upon the filing of the report of a Commissioner appointed to appraise the value of plaintiff's interest in said vessel and
her pending freight or upon the ultimate determination of the Court of exceptions to the Commissioner's report.
_____
United States District Judge
____________________________________
FORM No. 62-4 (New York Form) Affidavit of Value (as a Basis for Fixing the Amount of the Ad Interim
Stipulation)
United States District Court, Southern District of New York
[Caption]
No. _____
STATE OF NEW YORK, COUNTY OF NEW
YORK,

)
)
)

ss.:

_____ , being duly sworn, deposes and says: that he has been in the transportation and towing business in the City of
New York and in and about the Harbor of New York for more than forty years past, and knows the value of barges of
the class of the said _____ ; that he knew the value of similar barges on or about the 3d day of August, 20 _____ , and
that he knew the value of the said _____ , her tackle, apparel and equipment on the said date.
That the actual value of the said _____ on August 3, 20 _____ , in deponent's opinion was the sum of _____ .
_____

Sworn to before me this 16th day of November, 20 _____ .
_____
Notary Public.
New York County.
[NOTARIAL SEAL]
____________________________________
FORM No. 62-5 (New York Form) Affidavit of Value (Corporate Officer)
[Caption ]

STATE OF _____ CITY OF _____

)
)
)

ss.:

_____ , being duly sworn, deposes and says:
I was before and on _____ , 20 _____ , and have been since and am now the President of _____ , which was and is the
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Owner of the Steamship N. _____ ; that the Steamship N. _____ , following the oil spill which occurred on or about
_____ , 20 _____ , had a value of _____ , and that there was then freight pending of _____ .
The valuation of the Steamship N. _____ as set forth above is based on my own experience and opinions, and is subject
to confirmation by _____ , a maritime surveyor, whose affidavit is to be seasonably filed in these proceedings.
_____
Office of Corporation

Subscribed and sworn to before me this _____ day of _____ , 20 _____ .
_____
Notary Public.

[Seal ]_____
FORM No. 62-6 (New York Form) Affidavit of Value (Marine Surveyor)
[Caption]

STATE OF _____ CITY OF _____

)
)
)

ss.:

_____ , being duly sworn, deposes and says:
I am and have been for some years, a marine surveyor, self-employed, and as such I have made inspections and
valuations of vessels and barges.
On or about _____ , 20_____ , I made an examination of the Steamship N_____ at the request of _____ . At the time of
my examination the Steamship N. _____ was in full service. In its condition at that time Steamship N. _____ , in my
opinion, had a value of _____ .
_____
Surveyor

Subscribed and sworn to before me this _____ day of _____ , 20 _____ .
_____
Notary Public

[Seal ]_____
FORM No. 62-7 (New York Form) Affidavit of Value (Marine Surveyor) n43
[Caption ]
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STATE OF _____
COUNTY OF _____

)
)
)
)

ss.:

_____ , being duly sworn, deposes and says:
I am a marine surveyor, consultant, and appraiser, having offices at _____ .
The scow _____ was owned by _____ at the times mentioned in the complaint. The vessel's home port is _____ and her
Official No. is _____ The vessel's gross tonnage is _____ Her registered dimensions are _____ feet in length, _____
feet in breadth, and _____ feet in depth. The scow was constructed at _____ in 20_____ .
Based upon my knowledge of the market for scows similar in size and characteristics to the scow _____ and my
familiarity with repair costs of such vessels, I value the scow _____ after the alleged casualty on _____ , 20 _____ , at
_____ .
_____
Marine Surveyor

Subscribed and sworn to before me this _____ day of _____ , 19 _____ .
_____
Notary Public

[Seal ]_____
FORM No. 62-8 (New York Form) Affidavit of Pending Freight n44
[Caption]

STATE OF _____
COUNTY OF _____

)
)
)
)

ss.:

_____ , being duly sworn, deposes and says:
I am the Distribution Manager of _____ , owner of the scow _____ at the times alleged in the complaint. The source of
the information contained herein is the business records of _____ .
On _____ , 20 _____ , the scow _____ was in tow of the tug _____ . The scow _____ was light and consequently there
was no freight due and pending on that voyage.
_____
[Deponent ]
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Subscribed and sworn to before me this _____ day of _____ , 19 _____ .
_____
Notary Public

[Seal ]_____
FORM No. 62-9 (New York Form) Ad Interim Stipulation
[Caption]

Whereas, _____ , as owner of the steamship N. _____ , has instituted a proceeding in this Court for limitation of and
exoneration from any liability as such owner, in respect to (the oil spill from the steamship N _____ ) which occurred
sometime between the hours of _____ and _____ , _____ , which is more particularly set forth in its complaint filed
herein, wherein _____ , the plaintiff, prays, among other things, that the Court will cause due appraisement to be made
of the value of its interest in the steamship N_____ , and her pending freight, if any, and that pending such due
appraisement plaintiff be allowed to file an Ad Interim Stipulation for Value and that a summons or notice may issue to
all persons claiming damages for loss, damage, injury or destruction by or resulting from (the oil spill), citing them to
file their respective claims with the Clerk of this Court and to serve on or mail to the attorneys for the plaintiff a copy
thereof, and to answer the complaint herein, and that an injunction issue restraining the commencement and/or
prosecution of any and all actions or suits, or legal proceedings except under and in pursuance of the summons granted
herein; and
Whereas, the plaintiff wishes to prevent the commencement of prosecution hereafter of any and all actions, or suits, or
legal proceedings of any nature or description whatever in any and all courts, and also wishes to provide an Ad Interim
Stipulation for Value as security for claimants pending the ascertainment of the amount of plaintiff's interest in the
steamship N. _____ and her pending freight, if any.
Now, Therefore, in consideration of the premises, _____ , a corporation incorporated under the laws of the State of
_____ , having an office and place of business in _____ , _____ , hereby this _____ day of _____ , 20 _____ , by _____
, its attorney in fact, undertakes in the sum of _____ with interest, at 6 per cent per annum from the date hereof, and
costs, that the plaintiff will pay into Court the appraised amount or value of plaintiff's interest in the steamship N. _____
and her pending freight, if any, or will file in this proceeding a Bond or Stipulation for Value in the usual form with
surety, or otherwise comply with the Court's orders as provided for by Supplemental Rule F for Certain Admiralty and
Maritime Claims, effective July 1, 1966, pending which this Stipulation shall stand as security for all claims in this
limitation proceeding. And said surety, through its attorney-in-fact, hereby submits itself to the jurisdiction of the Court
and agrees to abide by all orders of the Court, interlocutory and final, and to pay the amount awarded by the final decree
rendered by this Court or by an appellate court, if an appeal intervenes, with interest, at 6 per cent per annum from the
date hereof, and costs, unless the amount or value of the petitioner's interest in the steamship N. _____ and her pending
freight, if any, shall be paid into Court by the plaintiff or a Stipulation for Value therefore shall be given in the
meantime as aforesaid, in which event this Stipulation to be void.
WITNESS:
_____
(NAME OF SURETY)
BY _____
Attorney-in-fact
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_____
FORM No. 62-10 (New York Form) Ad Interim Stipulation n45
[Caption]

WHEREAS, _____ is instituting a proceeding in this Court for limitation of liability, if any, in respect to an incident
wherein _____ allegedly sustained fatal injuries aboard the scow _____ on _____ , 20 _____ , the facts of which are
more particularly set forth in the complaint filed or to be filed herein, or for any other matter arising during the voyage
on which the scow _____ was then engaged, in which plaintiff prays, among other things, that the Court will cause due
appraisement to be made of the value of its interest in the scow _____ and her pending freight upon a reference to be
ordered, and that a notice may issue to all persons asserting claims with respect to which the complaint seeks limitation
admonishing them to file their respective claims with the Clerk of this Court and to serve on plaintiff's attorneys a copy
thereof; and that an injunction issue restraining the beginning or prosecution of all claims and proceedings against
plaintiff or its property with respect to the matter in question, except in pursuance of the provision of the notice to be
issued herein and
WHEREAS, plaintiff wishes to prevent the further prosecution of any and all proceedings already instituted against it
and the commencement or prosecution hereafter of any and all suits, actions, or legal proceedings of any nature or
description whatsoever in any and all courts and also wishes to provide an interim stipulation for value and security for
claims pending the ascertainment by reference of the amount or value of the interest of the plaintiff in the scow _____
and her pending freight;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises, _____ Insurance Company, having an office and place of
business at _____ , hereby undertakes in the sum of $ _____ with interest thereon from the date hereof, that plaintiff
will pay into the registry of the Court within ten (10) days after the entry of an order confirming the report of a
Commissioner to be appointed to appraise the amount for value of plaintiff's interest in the scow _____ and her pending
freight the amount or value of such interest as thus ascertained or will file in this proceeding a bond or stipulation for
value in the usual form with surety in such amount; and, pending payment into Court of such amount or the giving of a
stipulation for value thereof, this stipulation shall stand as security for all claims in said limitation proceeding.
_____ Insurance Company hereby submits itself to the jurisdiction of this Court and agrees to abide by all orders and
decrees of the Court, intermediate or final, or to pay the amount awarded by the final decree rendered by this Court or
by an Appellate Court, if an appeal intervenes, with interest as aforesaid, unless the amount or value of plaintiff's
interest in the scow _____ and her pending freight shall be paid into Court by plaintiff or a stipulation for value therefor
shall be given as aforesaid in the meantime, in which event this stipulation shall be void.
[Plaintiff ]
By: _____
[Surety ]
By: _____
FORM No. 62-11 (California Form) Stipulation Re Appraised Valuation and Amount of Stipulation for
Release
In the Southern Division of the United States District Court for the Northern District of California
)
First Division
)
In Admiralty
[Caption]
)
No. A. 17,679.
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)

It is hereby stipulated by and between the L. Steamship Company, Inc., a corporation, plaintiff herein, _____ Oil
Company, a corporation, California Company, a corporation, by their respective attorneys, and A. B., Esq., representing
certain cargo interests, that pending the appraisement of the interest of said petitioner in and to the steamship W. A. L.,
her engines, boilers, apparel, etc., on the 7th day of October, 20_____ , immediately after a collision with the steamship
L. S., and the value of said plaintiff's interest in and to the pending freight, if any, of said steamship W. A. L., on the 7th
day of October, 20_____ , at the termination of the voyage of said steamship W. A. L., which ended at the port of San
Francisco on said day, the appraised valuation of said plaintiff's interest in and to said vessel and said freight at said
times respectively shall be deemed to be the sum of eight hundred thousand ($800,000) dollars; and upon the giving of a
stipulation with an approved surety for the payment of said sum into the court, with interest at the rate of six (6%) per
cent per annum from the date of said stipulation and costs whenever the same shall be ordered, such further proceedings
may be taken in said limitation proceedings, according to the course and practice of the above-entitled court, and of the
rules and law governing the same, as if said stipulation had been filed pursuant to a due appraisement of said vessel.
It is further stipulated that when the pending appraisement of said vessel shall be completed, and the appraised valuation
of said petitioner's interest in said vessel and said freight at said times shall have been duly fixed, the said stipulation of
eight hundred thousand ($800,000) dollars shall thereupon be reduced or increased to the amount of the appraised
valuation of said petitioner's interest in said vessel and freight, with interest thereon at the rate of 6 per cent per annum
from the original date of said stipulation.
Dated, October 28, 20_____ .
(Signatures of Attorneys)
FORM No. 62-12 (California Form) Stipulation for Appraised Value
In the Southern Division of the United States District Court for the Northern District of California
)
Third Division.
)
In Admiralty
[Caption]
)
No. A. 17,679.
)

Whereas, a complaint was filed on the 19th day of August, 20 _____ , by L. Steamship Company, Inc., a corporation,
owner of the steamship H. L., her engines, etc., praying for exoneration from and limitation of its liability on account of
any injuries, losses and damages whether to persons or to property caused or occasioned or incurred upon a voyage of
said steamship which ended at the port of New York on or about the 13th day of August, 20_____ , and particularly
arising out of a certain collision between said steamship and the steamship T.S., which occurred on the 16th day of July,
20_____ , and the value of the interest of petitioner in said steamship H. L. and her freight pending at the end of said
voyage has been duly fixed at the sum of $381,735.03. as appears from the report of F. K., Esq., United States
Commissioner, now on file in this court; and the parties hereto hereby consenting and agreeing that in case of default or
contumacy on the part of the plaintiff or its surety, execution for the above appraised amount with interest thereon at the
rate of 6 per cent per annum from the date hereof and costs may issue against their goods, chattels and lands;
Now, therefore, the condition of this stipulation is such that if the petitioner herein and National Surety Company, a
corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New York, and having a place of
business in the city and county of San Francisco, State of California, the stipulators undersigned, shall abide by all
orders of the court, interlocutory or final, and pay into court the above sum of $381,735.03 with interest at the rate of 6
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per cent per annum from the date hereof and costs, whenever the same shall be ordered by this court or by any Appellate
Court if an appeal intervenes, then this stipulation to be void, otherwise to remain in full force and virtue.
Dated, San Francisco, California, July 3, 20 _____ .
By _____
By _____
Approved:
_____ ,
U. S. D. J.
FORM No. 62-13 (California Form) Bond for Limitation Fund and Costs
In the United States District Court, for the Northern District of California
)
IN RE THE S.S. _____ ON THE COMPLAINT OF )
No. _____ BOND FOR LIMITATION FUND AND
_____ AND _____ INC. VS. _____ , _____ , _____ , )
COSTS
AND _____ , individually, Defendants.

Whereas, Plaintiffs _____ , and _____ have instituted a proceeding in this Court for exoneration from or limitation of
liability as bareboat charterers of the S.S. _____ in respect of that certain voyage of the S.S. _____ beginning at _____
on _____ , 19 _____ and terminating at _____ , _____ on _____ , 19 _____ , as is more particularly set forth in the
Complaint filed herein, in which said Plaintiffs pray, among other things, that a Notice may issue to all persons
asserting claims for any act, matter or thing, loss, damage or forfeiture arising on or out of said voyage admonishing
them to file their respective claims; and
Whereas, said Plaintiffs wish to prevent the further prosecution of all proceedings that may have been previously
instituted against _____ and _____ as owners of said Vessel and the commencement or prosecution hereafter of any and
all suits, actions or legal proceedings of any nature or description whatever in any and all Courts and also wish to
provide security in the amount of $420 per ton of such vessel's tonnage as provided in 46 U.S.C. § 30506(b) and (c),
which sum is $557,784.60, and security for costs, all in accordance with 46 U.S.C. § 30511, Rule F(1), Supplemental
Rules for Certain Admiralty and Maritime Claims, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure;
Now, Therefore, in consideration of the premises, _____ and _____ , as principals and _____ as surety, jointly, and
severally undertake and are bound to pay into Court, whenever the Court shall so order, the amount of _____ _____ ($
_____ ) with interest at 6% per annum from the date hereof, and the additional sum of _____ ($ _____ ) as security for
costs, and that pending payment into Court of such amounts, this stipulation shall stand as security for all claims in said
limitation proceedings, and for costs, and that this bond shall be subject to Rule 15, Local Rules of Practice for the
United States District Court, _____ District of _____
Dated: At _____ , _____ on _____ .
Acknowledged:
_____
[for _____ ] Acknowledged:
_____
[for _____ ] Acknowledged:
_____
[for (Surety)
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_____ ]
Attorney's Certificate

The undersigned, attorneys for plaintiffs, on whose behalf this bond is filed, have examined the foregoing Bond and
recommend it for approval by the Court.
_____ , _____ , _____ & _____
By: _____
_____ ,
Attorneys for Plaintiff.
_____
_____
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 20. As was done in The Suduffco, 1931 A.M.C. 889 (E.D.N.Y. 1931) , where the court said: "To compel
the owner to do more than transfer his interest in the freight would violate the clearly expressed provision of the statutes
and rules."
"Freight" has been construed to include payments due to the shipowner from a charterer for hire of the vessel: C.F.
Coughlin, 25 F. Supp. 649, 1939 A.M.C. 228 (W.D.N.Y. 1938) ; Petition of the Barracuda Tanker Co. (The Torrey
Canyon), 281 F. Supp. 228, 1968 A.M.C. 1711 (S.D.N.Y. 1968) , modified, 409 F.2d 1013 (2d Cir. 1969) .
See also Complaint of American Export Lines, 1974 A.M.C. 439 (S.D.N.Y. 1974) , where cargo claimants were not
allowed to file their claims until they paid freight owed to the shipper so that the shipper could properly reflect those
amounts in his posted bond. In this way, if limitation were allowed, all claimants could then share in the full freight.
Caribbean Sea Transp., Ltd., Lim. Procs. M/S Antilles Sun, 748 F.2d 622 (11th Cir. 1984) , on reasoning, 753 F.2d
948, 1985 A.M.C. 1995 (11th Cir. 1985) (Where limitation plaintiff's vessel operated a liner service which originated in
Miami and made a circle of calls in the Caribbean before returning to the United States, district judge correctly ruled
that the trip constituted one "voyage" and required that all freights earned prior to the vessel's loss be surrendered.).
(n2)Footnote 21. The J. Arnold and Primrose, 1931 A.M.C. 776 (S.D.N.Y. 1931) . The court there said that what
the shipowner must transfer under 46 U.S.C. § 185 (now § 30511) is identical with what he must surrender under 46
U.S.C. § 183 (now § 30505), and that this is the complete title to vessel and freight.
(n3)Footnote 22. The Main v. Williams, 152 U.S. 122, 14 S. Ct. 486, 38 L. Ed. 381 (1894) ; Pacific Coast v.
Reynolds, 114 F. 877 (9th Cir. [Cal.]), cert. denied, 187 U.S. 640 (1902) . The freight to be surrendered is the freight of
the particular vessel on account of which the limitation of liability is sought, and when through cargo is conveyed at a
through freight rate, only the portion thereof applicable to the transportation in the particular vessel is the "freight
pending" of the statute, even though another vessel belonging to the petitioner is employed in the through carriage:
Ralli v. New York & T.S.S. Co., 154 F. 286 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1907) .
Rice Growers Association of California v. Frode (Frej), 176 F.2d 401, 1949 A.M.C. 1761 (9th Cir. [Cal.]), cert.
denied, 338 U.S. 878 (1949) (For purposes of the valuation of the vessel, stores and pending freight, the voyage was
terminated on notice to the cargo owners of the shipowner's election to abandon the voyage although a petition for
limitation of liability had not then been filed. All accessorial charges as well as pending freight were required to be
surrendered by the shipowner to secure limitation of liability.).
(n4)Footnote 23. The Jane Grey, 99 F. 582 (N.D. Wash. 1900) ; The Frederick Lennig (Petition of W.E. Hedger
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Co., Inc.), 59 F.2d 982, 1932 A.M.C. 1064 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1932) .
(n5)Footnote 24. 36 F.2d 399, 1929 A.M.C. 1610 (S.D.N.Y. 1929) .
(n6)Footnote 25. 63 F.2d 798, 1933 A.M.C. 489 (2d Cir. [N.Y.]) , cert. denied, 290 U.S. 643 (1933) .
(n7)Footnote 26. The Frederick Lennig (Petition of W.E. Hedger Co., Inc.), N.23 supra.
Petition of the United States (The American Farmer--The William J. Riddle), 111 F. Supp. 657, 1953 A.M.C. 531
(S.D.N.Y. 1953) (A government vessel, equipped to carry horses, having carried and delivered her horses in Europe,
was in a collision while returning to the United States in ballast, with the horse handlers as passengers. It was held that
the government, seeking limitation of liability, must surrender the full freight for the round voyage, which was the
adventure on which the vessel was still engaged at the time of the collision.).
(n8)Footnote 27. The Main v. Williams, N.22 supra; Pac. Coast Co. v. Reynolds, N.22 supra.
(n9)Footnote 28. The Mohawk and Talisman, 1939 A.M.C. 850 (S.D.N.Y.) ; The Morro Castle, 1938 A.M.C. 789
and 1121 (S.D.N.Y. 1938) .
See Forms in § 74 infra.
(n10)Footnote 29. The Giles Loring, 48 F. Supp. 463 (D. Me. 1890) .
(n11)Footnote 30. Whitcomb v. Emerson, 50 F. 128 (D. Mass. 1892) . See N.39, infra. Note that fishing vessels
sailed for a season in the 1890's and even into the 20th century. However, at the present time, with the exception of a
few fisheries such as the offshore tuna fishery, most fishing voyages are for a single day, or up to 10 days to two weeks
in length. In such case, the earnings would be limited to such voyages.
(n12)Footnote 31. The Captain Jack, 162 F. 808 (D. Conn. 1908) .
(n13)Footnote 32. The Ontario and Helen Mar, 2 Low, 40 , F. Cas. 10,543 (D. Mass. 1871), modified, 23 F. Cas.
554 .
(n14)Footnote 33. In re Meyer, 74 F. 881 (N.D. Cal. 1896) .
(n15)Footnote 34.

La Bourgogne, 210 U.S. 95, 28 S. Ct. 664, 52 L. Ed. 973 (1908) .

(n16)Footnote 35. (Petition of W.E. Hedger Co., Inc.), N.23 supra.
(n17)Footnote 36. The Calvin (Hockley v. Eastern Transp. Co.), 9 F. Supp. 411, 1935 A.M.C. 155 (D. Md. 1935) .
(n18)Footnote 37. Cross Contracting Co. v. Law (Drill Barge No. 2), 454 F.2d 408, 1972 A.M.C. 1008 (5th Cir.
[Fla.]), cert. denied, 406 U.S. 906 (1972) (In a case discussing the flotilla doctrine (see § 54 supra) a majority of the
court held that money due for construction of a levee does not constitute "freight then pending." The dissent, however,
argued that such funds were properly included in the limitation fund.).
(n19)Footnote 38. The Horaisan Maru, 1929 A.M.C. 60 (S.D.N.Y. 1928) ; Nippon Shosen Kaisha, K.K. v. United
States (Kokoku Maru), 238 F. Supp. 55, 1964 A.M.C. 2032 (N.D. Cal. 1964) (When cargo owners effectively abandon
their interest in the cargo, the title to such cargo passes to whomever appropriates it. In this case, no one claimed any
interest in the cargo until the Trustee listed it in the Notice of ship sale. As such, the Trustee, acting on behalf of all
legally entitled claimants, could directly claim ownership of the cargo, and the proceeds recovered from its sale are
correctly part of the limitation fund.).
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(n20)Footnote 39. The "lay" system involves fishermen working for a share of the catch. When the catch is sold, at
the end of the voyage, each crewman receives a share of the catch after the deduction of the costs of the voyage. Thus,
the pending freight can only be calculated once the shares of the fishermen and costs of the voyage have been deducted.
(n21)Footnote 40. The Azalea (Petition of Robinson Fisheries Co.), 38 F.2d 886, 1930 A.M.C. 40 (W.D. Wash.
1929) . See NN.30 & 32 supra.
(n22)Footnote 41. The West Hartland (Petition of United States), 2 F.2d 834, 1925 A.M.C. 47 (9th Cir. [Wash.]
1924).
(n23)Footnote 42. Form adapted from papers filed in In the Matter of the Complaint of N.Y.T.R. Transportation
Corporation for Exoneration From or Limitation of Liability, Civ. No. 84-2181 (E.D.N.Y. 1984).
(n24)Footnote 43. Form adapted from papers filed in In the Matter of the Corporation of N.Y.T.R. Transportation
Corporation for Exoneration From or Limitation of Liability, Civ. No. 84-2181 (E.D.N.Y. 1984).
(n25)Footnote 44. Form adapted from papers filed in In the Matter of the Complaint of N.Y.T.R. Transportation
Corporation for Exoneration from or Limitation of Liability, Civ. No. 84-2181 (E.D.N.Y. 1984).
(n26)Footnote 45. Form adapted from papers filed in In the Matter of the Complaint of N.Y.T.R. Transportation
Corporation for Exoneration From or Limitation of Liability, Civ. No. 84-2181 (E.D.N.Y. 1984).
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The question whether, in fixing the limit of the owner's liability, it is necessary to include the amount of any hull and
disbursement insurance on the offending vessel has been finally settled in the negative. Having held the owner's liability
limited, not by the value of the ship and freight before the collision or other accident but by their value after it, the
courts found it necessary to decide whether "the amount or value of the interest of such owner in such vessel and her
freight then pending" included the amount of the owner's insurance. This question seems not to have presented itself to
the mind of the legislature in 1851 and, as there is nothing in the words of the Act that is decisive of the question, it
became necessary for the courts to determine whether the value to be taken should be held to be the value to the owner
himself, and thus to include the insurance, or the value in the market, and hence not to include it. The Supreme Court,
by a vote of five to four, decided in favor of the latter construction. n46 The Court thus held that as between the two
systems, one of which left to the shipowner his insurance and the other which required him to surrender his insurance as
well as his vessel, the former is to be preferred. The same view was taken by the Royal Congress for the Assimilation of
Mercantile Law, held in Brussels in September, 1888, at which were represented the Governments of the United States
of America, France, Spain, Italy, Finland, Mexico, Norway, Luxemburg, Japan, Holland, Portugal, the Argentine
Republic, Romania, Russia, Switzerland and Turkey. The International Conference on Maritime Law, fifth session, in
October, 1922, likewise excluded payments on policies of insurance in the ascertainment of the value to which the
owner's liability should be limited. n47
The situation as to liability insurance remains uncertain. n48 Such insurance is usually written to reimburse the
shipowner in respect of liabilities which he is adjudged to pay or shall pay, and it is expressly provided or impliedly
assumed that the shipowner will limit his liability under the statutes before he pays and seeks reimbursement.
The Supreme Court has addressed itself to the compatibility of direct action statutes, n49 which allow claimants to
proceed directly against insurers without joining the insured shipowners, and the Limitation of Liability Act. However,
the area remains unsettled. See § 46 supra.
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Liability policies usually provide that the underwriter shall not be liable if the loss arose under circumstances of willful
neglect or to which the assured was privy, meaning in this context, intentional. The question whether a shipowner who
is denied limitation because of "privity or knowledge" may nevertheless hold his liability underwriter to reimburse the
loss, or whether "privity" for the purposes of the limitation statutes is the same thing as privity for the purposes of the
liability insurance policies, is also uncertain, however, given the trend toward finding that "Privity and Knowledge" in
the limitation context is the same as "personal negligence", as opposed to respondeat superior or imputed negligence.
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 46. The City of Norwich, 118 U.S. 468, 6 S. Ct. 1150, 30 L. Ed. 134 (1886) ; The City of Columbus, 22
F. 460 (D. Mass. 1884) ; Petition of Canadian Pac. Ry. Co. (The Princess Sophia), 278 F. 180 (W.D. Wash. 1921) ; In
re St. Louis & Tenn. River Packet Co., 266 F. 919 (E.D. Mo. 1920) ; The Barge James Sheridan, 226 F. Supp. 136, 1964
A.M.C. 1736 (S.D.N.Y. 1964) (Hull insurance funds paid to the owner after a marine disaster are not included in the
limitation fund.); Pettus v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., 322 F. Supp. 1078, 1972 A.M.C. 170 (W.D. Pa. 1971) (An
owner may limit his liability fund to the value of the vessel, not counting insurance.); The Ocean Eagle, 1968 A.M.C
2185 (D.P.R. 1968) (Insurance policies and proceeds thereof which are not within the district where the limitation of
liability proceeding is pending are not subject to garnishment under Fed. R. Civ. P. Supplemental Rule E). See also In
re Koala Shipping & Trading, Inc., 587 F. Supp. 136, 1984 A.M.C. 491 (S.D.N.Y. 1983) (A limitation proceeding
restraining order was modified to allow cargo claimants the opportunity to file other actions against a foreign vessel and
to seek attachment of the shipowner's assets in other jurisdictions pending the outcome of this litigation since it would
be inequitable to deny claimants such relief on the mere happenstance of the filing of the petition in this action prior to
their learning of the existence of hull insurance and a mortgage foreclosure action currently pending in a foreign
jurisdiction. The court refused to restrain the shipowner from disposing of any of its assets or to order plaintiff to appear
in order to conduct discovery concerning the location of the shipowner's assets since hull insurance is not part of a
limitation proceeding fund, cannot be attached as such and does not vest the court with authority to direct any actions
concerning it.); Complaint of Red Star Barge Line (Tug Huntington), 683 F.2d 42, 1982 A.M.C. 2588 (2d Cir. 1982)
(Although the Second Circuit disapproved of the rule that insurance proceeds paid to a vessel owner entitled to limit its
liability are not available to the injured party, the court was bound to follow the rule until the Supreme Court
reexamined it.).
(n2)Footnote 47. See International Convention on Maritime Law, 5th Session, October, 1922, 1923 A.M.C. 849,
852 (1923) , containing a translation of the text of the convention arrived at.
(n3)Footnote 48. The Yarmouth Castle, 266 F. Supp. 517, 1967 A.M.C. 1843 (S.D. Fla. 1967) (Under the Code of
Panama, liability included both hull and protection and indemnity insurance amounts.); Tanker A.C. Dodge v. Stewart,
262 F. Supp. 6, 1966 A.M.C. 1746 (S.D.N.Y. 1966) , aff'd, 376 F.2d 850, 1967 A.M.C. 1689 (2d Cir.) , cert. denied,
389 U.S. 913 (1967) (A successful petitioner cannot recover from insurers the amount of protection and indemnity paid
by other ships.).
(n4)Footnote 49.
837 (1954) .

Maryland Casualty Co. v. Cushing, 347 U.S. 409, 74 S. Ct. 608, 98 L. Ed. 806, 1954 A.M.C.

The Tug Itco III, 242 F. Supp. 950, 1965 A.M.C. 818 (E.D. La. 1965) ; Singer v. Dorr, 38 F.R.D. 167, 1965 A.M.C.
2377 (E.D. La. 1965) ; Guillot v. Cenac Towing Co. (The Barge Murray Mac), 366 F.2d 898, 1966 A.M.C. 2685 (5th
Cir. [La.] 1966).
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When the appraisement has been made, the court makes an order that the amount of the appraised value be paid into
court or that the plaintiff give a stipulation with sureties for its payment into court when ordered, with interest at 6 per
cent n50 per annum from the date of such stipulation, plus costs. This order being made, the plaintiff makes the
payment or gives the stipulation. n51 The stipulation is in the ordinary form of an admiralty stipulation to abide by all
orders of the court and pay into court the amount awarded by the final decree of the district court, or of an appellate
court, with interest at 6 per cent per annum and costs. It should be approved by the court. n52 Notice of the application
for approval of the stipulation should be given to all parties who have appeared on the appraisement or have had notice
of it. n53
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 50. The six percent (6%) interest requirement is not discretionary with the court, but is established in
Supplemental Admiralty Rule F.
(n2)Footnote 51. The petitioner must bear the expenses of an ad interim stipulation: Martin Marine Transportation
Co., Inc. v. Jakobsen & Peterson, Inc. (Republic No. 5), 135 F.2d 325, 1943 A.M.C. 498 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1943) ; The
Montrose-- Caspian and Tow, 1945 A.M.C. 454 (E.D. Pa. 1945) ; Dick Towing Co. v. Tug Leo, 202 F.2d 850, 1953
A.M.C. 498 (5th Cir. [Tex.] 1953); American Tobacco Co. v. Steamship Katingo Hadjipatera, 115 F. Supp. 269, 1953
A.M.C. 2141 (S.D.N.Y. 1953) , aff'd, 211 F.2d 666, 1954 A.M.C. 874 (2d Cir.) , cert. denied, 348 U.S. 828 (1954) .
Provided the ad interim stipulation is filed with the Court within the 6 month period, a delay by the Court in
approving the stipulation will not invalidate it: Petition of A. O'Boyle, Inc., 64 F. Supp. 378, 1945 A.M.C. 968
(S.D.N.Y. 1945) , aff'd, 155 F.2d 69, 1946 A.M.C. 783 (2d Cir. 1945) .
A failure to comply with a court order to increase the ad interim stipulation will justify the trial court in denying
petitioner's right to limitation: The Mayfair, 227 F.2d 509, 1956 A.M.C. 298 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1955) , cert. denied, 351
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U.S. 917 (1956) . See also Petition of Wills Lines, 251 F.2d 306, 1958 A.M.C. 1038 (2d Cir. [N.Y.]) , cert. denied, 356
U.S. 939 (1958) .
Where the charterer and the owner both filed limitation complaints, those claimants who chose to file claims only
against the charterer had no standing to object to the sufficiency of the vessel owner's stipulation of value: Petition of
Barracuda Tanker Co. (The Torrey Canyon), 281 F. Supp. 228, 1968 A.M.C. 1711 (S.D.N.Y. 1968) , modified, 409
F.2d 1013 (2d Cir. 1969) .
Ad interim stipulations do not finally determine the value of petitioner's interest; Petition of Lake Tankers Corp.
(Eastern Cities), 132 F. Supp. 504, 1955 A.M.C. 2007 (S.D.N.Y. 1955) .
See also Texas Company v. United States (Ruchamkin), 116 F. Supp. 915, 1954 A.M.C. 491 (S.D.N.Y. 1953) , aff'd,
213 F.2d 479, 1954 A.M.C. 1251 (2d Cir. 1954) , cert. denied, 348 U.S. 829 (1954) ; In re Oil Transport Co. (The Jane
Smith), 178 F. Supp. 48, 1960 A.M.C. 1464 (E.D. La. 1959) , reversed on other grounds, 278 F.2d 464, 1961 A.M.C.
2061 (5th Cir.) , cert. granted, 364 U.S. 878 (1960) , dismissed as moot, 365 U.S. 798 (1961) ; The Perth Amboy No. 1,
168 F. Supp. 925, 1959 A.M.C. 2532 (S.D.N.Y. 1958) ; Guillot v. Cenac Towing Co. (The Barge Murray Mac), 366
F.2d 898, 1966 A.M.C. 2685 (5th Cir. [La.] 1966); Narragansett Fishing Corp. v. F/V Bob n Barry, 425 F.2d 733, 1970
A.M.C. 1132 (5th Cir. [R.I.] 1970) .
In re Boat Camden, Inc., 569 F.2d 1072 (1st Cir. 1978) (In fixing the amount of the bond under 46 U.S.C. §
30511(b) (previously § 185(a)), the court is bound by the "value of the interest of such owner in the vessel and freight"
and may not require a bond in an amount which would secure claimants' recovery in the event the limitation petition
fails.).
(n3)Footnote 52. The Battler, 58 F. 704 (E.D. Pa. 1893) .
(n4)Footnote 53. Rules for Admiralty and Maritime Claims for the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York,
Rules 7 & 8. The general rules of civil procedure would also be applicable, requiring all filings to be served on all
parties to the action, or their attorneys.
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If surrender cannot be had or is not desired, an equivalent proceeding may be had by appraisement and payment or
stipulation and in that case an order is made by the court. In past times, it was common to refer the appraisement to a
commissioner of the court to appraise the value of the interest of the plaintiff in the vessel and freight pending, or
ordering such appraisal in some other valid way, n54 in accordance with Supplemental Admiralty Rule F, which merely
requires that the court is to have "caused due appraisement to be had." The commissioner was frequently a member of
the admiralty bar. Today, it is more common for the court to take testimony itself, or to refer the matter to a Magistrate
Judge for obtaining such evidence of the valuation as is offered by the parties. This word "due" is flexible and leaves
much to the discretion of the court. Consequently the practice under the predecessor of Rule F (General Admiralty Rule
51) differed in the various districts. Two principal methods of dealing with the situation developed. In New York the
petitioner submitted affidavits as to the value of the vessel and her pending freight, whereupon the court permitted the
filing of an ad interim stipulation on the basis of the value as set forth in the affidavits, and upon the filing of such ad
interim stipulation the court ordered a monition, granted an injunction and ordered the matter of final appraisement
referred to the commissioner, who proceeded only after notice to all claimants; questions as to value were then
presented to the court by means of exceptions to the commissioner's report. Such an ex parte appraisement is considered
as "due appraisement" if the damage-claimants are subsequently given opportunity to be heard and to present evidence
that the amount should be increased. n55 Upon a challenge to the valuation of an interim appraisement, the plaintiff
shipowner has the burden of proving the value as he has the burden of proving compliance with the conditions which
entitled him to limit his liability, n56 and a reference as to the value may be demanded at any time before decree. n57
In In re Petition of Bankers Trust Company (The Edgar M. Queeny) n58 the court addressed the issues of pre and post
judgment interest and the valuation of the vessel in 1983, eight years after the initial filing of the limitation complaint.
The collision had occurred on January 31, 1975. An ad interim stipulation was filed with the filing of the complaint. In
the stipulation, the plaintiff valued the vessel at not more than $11,000,000, plus pending freight of $269,501. Given the
passage of time, the limitation trial had taken place, been appealed and remanded. n59 Also, the damage trial had taken
place, been appealed and remanded. n60 The questions remaining for the court to decide included how pre- and
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post-judgment would be awarded and the rates of such interest. Also, the valuation of the vessel, which had been raised
earlier in the litigation, had not yet been addressed by the court, as well as the rate of interest to be applied to the fund
thereby created.
At the hearing on these issues, it was proved that damages suffered by the vessel in the collision cost $1,305,804 to
repair. The plaintiff contended that such amount should be subtracted from the valuation of the original stipulation to
produce the sound value of the vessel following the voyage which necessarily ended with the collision. The reduced
value (original valuation, less repair costs, plus pending freight), according to the plaintiff, was $9,963,697. Evidence
offered by the claimants supported a higher valuation in excess of $25,000,000. The court, after discussion the various
approaches offered by the parties, found the value of the vessel to be $19,050,000, less the collision repairs, plus the
pending freight, for a total of $18,013,697.
The pre- and post-judgment interest issues were addressed in depth. Although Rule F limits the rate of interest on the
"fund" hypothetically created by the ad interim stipulation to 6%, the damage claimant BP/SOHIO contended that this
was unjust, given that its rate of return on invested funds (money market interest) during the applicable period
(1980-1982) was 14.56%, which could have been earned on the fund had plaintiff paid that amount into court, although
it had been lower in earlier years. The plaintiff argued for a lower rate of interest. The court found that it lacked
discretion to alter the 6% mandated by the Rule on the fund as stipulated by the plaintiff (in 1975). However, relying on
case authority, n61 the court found that it could award interest on that amount of the value of the vessel in excess of the
valuation provided in the ad interim stipulation. Thus, the court awarded 6% on the original stipulation amount of
$11,269,501, but found 10.5% to be a reasonable rate of interest for the period 1975 through 1982 and applied that rate
to the excess of the valuation of $6,744,196. The court awarded pre-judgment interest at the same rate for the same
period on the stipulated BP/SOHIO damaged of $16,188,539 in the amount of $8,606,556, for a total judgment of
$24,795,087. Post-judgment interest was awarded on that amount at 10% from the date of judgment until paid,
$2,479,508.70 per year. n62
Interest rates do fluctuate. During the late 1970s and early 1980s, the prime rate of interest exceeded 15%. During the
early years of the 21st century, we have experienced very low interest rates, often well below 5%. The plaintiff may be
well advised to consult with its P&I underwriter on the best course of action to follow when considering the ad interim
stipulation. While the plaintiff and its underwriters might prefer to hold the funds which represent the value of the
vessel during the pendency of the litigation, which might continue for several years, as opposed to surrendering the fund
to court, Rule F mandates that so long as the funds are held by the plaintiff (or, in actuality, its underwriter) they will
bear interest at 6%. In a low interest rate environment, such as exists at the present time, avoiding the 6% interest
expense could represent a significant saving to the plaintiff. As the Queeny case illustrates, the cost of interest, when
vessel values are high, can be considerable.
The following discussion was originally written years ago when the order for appraisal was issued in close time with the
filing of the ad interim stipulation, to determine the amount of the stipulation to be required. It is retained here primarily
for historical interest.
In order to turn the interim stipulation into a permanent stipulation, the practice was previously to make an order of
reference to a commissioner, usually an experienced member of the admiralty bar, to make the appraisal and to order
notice of the reference to be given to any known parties who have claims and who are within the jurisdiction of the
court. n63 Today, it is more likely that the court would refer the matter to the U.S. Magistrate Judge. An Order referring
the matter to the Magistrate Judge would be served, as is the case with all such filings, on all parties of record or their
attorneys. If any party finds cause to believe that the property has not been rightly appraised and shows such cause to
the court, it is doubtless within the power of the court to order a new appraisement and to order a larger stipulation to be
furnished by the petitioner. n64
In Massachusetts, it was previously the practice to order the matter referred immediately to an expert for appraisal ex
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parte, and not until a stipulation has been entered for the amount, as found by him, is the monition issued or are parties
restrained from bringing suit. The procedure followed in Massachusetts constitutes "due appraisement" only because
there can be no doubt of the court's power to order a re-appraisement. n65
On application, an order for appraisement ordered at the beginning of the case may join an order for the payment into
court of the amount of such value when appraised, or for the giving of an immediate stipulation, with sureties, that such
appraised value will be paid into court whenever such payment may be ordered. Or the order may be in the first place
merely for the appraisal, postponing, until the appraisal has been completed, the order for the payment into court or the
stipulation. In such case, at least before the latter order is entered, the plaintiff may change his mind and surrender the
vessel to a trustee. n66 [In modern practice, however, it is usual for the plaintiff to offer an ad interim stipulation of
value based on affidavits from expert appraisers or the plaintiff's own personnel, if they are knowledgeable, with
sufficient surety, which is often the liability or P&I policy of insurance. The ad interim stipulation provides that it will
be replaced with a bond should the court so order. It also provides that, in the event the court finds the valuation to be
greater or less than the amount stipulated to, the security offered, either by insurance or a bond, will be adjusted
accordingly.]
The proceedings for the appraisal in order to fix the amount to be paid into court or to amend the amount of the
stipulation (proceedings in which the parties to be cited are vitally interested) may follow the filing of the ad interim
stipulation, which is why it is interim. The complaint must state the names and addresses of the principal creditors or
lienors on the voyage under consideration so far as they are known, and the amounts of their claims, and the names of
attorneys or proctors in any suits thereon, in order that such lienors or their attorneys may have notice of the
appraisement and see to it that it is a proper or "due" appraisement. Where the claims are "numerous" it suffices to set
forth a sufficient number of them properly to represent all on the appraisement. n67
Extra Security. Prior to 1920, there was no right to extra security, other than the right, which has always existed, to
assert that the appraisal was insufficient in amount or that the petitioner had failed to surrender or submit for appraisal
all the items of value required by the statute in order to obtain the benefits of the limitation proceeding. In 1920, the
Death on the High Seas Act, section 4, n68 provided that there should be no right of limitation against a claim asserted
under a foreign statute relating to wrongful death. This provision came before the court in the case of the Vestris, n69 an
English steamer which foundered on the high seas, whose owners petitioned for limitation and posted the usual
stipulation for the freight and the value of the surviving small boats. The claimants for wrongful death, asserting their
rights under the British death statute, n70 asked the court to require the shipowner to furnish additional security for their
claims as a condition of maintaining the limitation petition, which was denied. n71
In 1935, the so-called Sirovich amendment provided that the shipowner should be additionally liable to loss of life and
bodily injury claimants until the claimants of that class had had their claims satisfied up to an amount equal to $60 per
ton of the vessel's tonnage. n72 The amount was subsequently increased in 1984 to $420 per ton. n73 The court was
also given discretionary power to order an increase in the limitation stipulation.
Under these provisions, the courts have so far held that the limitation proceeding may be maintained upon the
furnishing of the usual stipulation for the value of the vessel, etc., and her pending freight. It would seem that there can
hardly be a situation, prior to a determination of liability on the merits, which would justify a court in requiring more
than the usual stipulation as a condition of permitting the shipowner to have a trial on the merits as to the question
whether there is any liability at all. n74
NEW YORK FORMS
FORM No. 65-1 Order of Reference for Appraisal
[Caption]
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A petition for exoneration from or limitation of liability having been filed herein by the above-named plaintiff, as owner
of the steamship _____ and an ad interim stipulation having been filed herein, and a monition issued by order of this
Court,
Now, on motion of _____ , _____ , and _____ , attorneys for plaintiff, it is
Ordered, that _____ , Esq., of _____ be, and he hereby is, appointed Commissioner n75 to appraise the amount or value
of the interest of said plaintiff in the steamship _____ and her pending freight at the end of the voyage which began at
_____ on _____ , and terminated at _____ on _____ as described in said complaint, and it is further
Ordered, that thirty (30) days notice of proceedings to appraise the amount or value of the interest of plaintiff in the
steamship _____ and her pending freight to be given to plaintiff and to any parties to this proceeding who may have
instituted suits or filed claims herein or who may hereafter file claims or answer in this proceeding against plaintiff or
against the steamship _____ or to their respective attorneys, in respect of any claims for loss, damage, injury, or
destruction arising out of or occurring on said voyage, and it is further
Ordered that said Commissioner present to this Court, with his conclusions, the proofs n76 as used before him, and that
the amount or value of the petitioner's interest in the said steamship _____ and her pending freight on the termination of
said voyage, as so ascertained and approved by this Court, be paid into the Registry of this Court by the plaintiff, to
abide the event of this proceeding, or, at the option of the plaintiff n77, that a stipulation for value with sufficient surety
be filed herein in such amount with interest as approved by the Court, providing for payment into Court of such amount,
or part thereof, as this Court may direct, not exceeding the amount of said stipulation.
_____
U.S.D.J.
Dated at New York, N.Y.
this _____ day of _____ , _____ .
FORM No. 65-2 Order of Reference for Appraisal
[Caption]

On reading the complaint for limitation of liability filed herein by the above-named plaintiff on _____ , 20 _____ , and
the affidavits of three persons as to the value of the _____ and her equipment as of _____ , 20 _____ , verified _____ ,
20 _____ , and the affidavit of one person as to her pending freight, verified _____ , 20 _____ , and the ad interim
stipulation for value executed by the _____ on _____ , 20_____ ,
Now, on motion of Marshall & Story, attorneys for the plaintiff, it is
Ordered that it be referred to _____ , Esq., as Special Commissioner, to take proofs and report to the Court with all
convenient speed his conclusions as to the amount or value of the petitioner's interest in the said vessel and her pending
freight, if any, for the purpose of limitation of liability as of _____ , 20 _____ , the date on which said disaster occurred
and her voyage terminated, and that the Commissioner present to the Court the proofs adduced before him; and it is
further
Ordered that the amount or value of petitioner's interest in said vessel and her pending freight, if any, when finally
appraised and approved by the Court, be paid into the registry of this Court by the petitioner, to abide the event of this
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proceeding, or, at the option of the petitioner, a stipulation be filed by the petitioner in such appraised amount providing
for the payment thereof, or such part thereof, into Court when and as ordered.
_____
U.S.D.J.
FORM No. 65-3 Commissioner's Report on Value n78
[Caption]

In pursuance of an order of this Court, dated May 19, 20_____ , whereby it was referred to the undersigned, as Special
Commissioner, to ascertain and appraise and report to this Court the value of the interest of the petitioner in the
steamship H. and her freight for the voyage in the petition mentioned, I, H. W. G., Commissioner, do hereby report as
follows:
A hearing was held before me on the second day of June, 20_____ , following notice to all parties of record, as is shown
by the affidavit of G. R., marked Schedule "A" a copy of the notice is set out in the minutes and the various Schedules
herein mentioned are attached thereto.
In pursuance of such notice, I have received communications from E. B. C., marked Schedule "B," from R. B. L.,
marked Schedule "C," and from L. C. G., in behalf of M. A. S., marked Schedule "D." Certificates of Service of the
notice upon Messrs. R., B. & W., attorneys for the steamship S. was also presented to me, marked Schedule "E." No
further communications have been received by me from any of the persons named in the order, nor did any such persons
appear before me.
The H., together with another steamer for the service of the petitioner, came into its service in April, 20_____ , a new
ship. Her cost as delivered from the builders, was $375,000; the sum of $25,048 was expended by the petitioners for
fitting of the vessel, so that the cost of the H. in April, 20_____ , was the sum of $400,048.
The petitioner proved by three witnesses, two of them unconnected with it, that the sound value of the steamer on May
5, 20_____ , was the sum of $320,000. All of these witnesses took as a basis the cost of the steamer, and allowed a
certain amount for depreciation year by year. It was shown that beginning on July 1, 20_____ , petitioner adopted the
system of writing-off a certain percentage of the values of its vessels year by year for depreciation, but that this was not
done in 20_____ . The sound value of the vessel, as shown by the petitioner's books on July 1, 20_____ , was
$381,503.05; her sound value on July 1, 20_____ , was $358,602.87, and it was the intention of the Company to write
off a further 6 per cent together with the cost of certain repairs, on the first of July, 20_____ . This would make the
sound value, according to the petitioner's calculation, about $320,000, a valuation also fixed by two disinterested
witnesses, who base their estimate, one upon book value, less present repairs, and the other upon cost, making
allowance for depreciation. In my judgment, the fact that the petitioner's book valuation as of July 1st next on the basis
of 6 per cent depreciation would exceed $320,000, should not be conclusive, especially in view of MR. W.'s testimony
that the Company would also deduct the cost of the extraordinary repairs now being made.
I therefore find that the sound value of the H. at the time of her colli- $320,000.00
sion, May 5, 20 _____ , was _____
From which I deduct the cost of repairs and demurrage _____

5,000.00

Making the value of the vessel itself after the collision _____

315,000.00

To which add pending freight _____

2,764.33

Passage money _____

609.45

Making the total value of the interest of the petitioner in

_____
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The vessel and her pending freight _____

$318,373.78

All of which is respectfully submitted.

(Sgd.) H. W. G., Commissioner.
Dated, New York, June 4. 20_____
FORM No. 65-4 Order Reducing Amount of Ad Interim Stipulation
[Caption]

Whereas the claim of The _____ Company, The _____ Company, and The _____ Company is pending settlement, and
the said claimants having agreed that security for such claim shall be furnished separately, in place of the ad interim
stipulation herein, and the remaining claimants herein having consented that the amount of the ad interim stipulation
herein dated _____ , 20_____ , be accordingly reduced to the sum of $_____ , and the time for filing claims and
answers herein as extended by the Court having expired, it is, upon the consent of all the claimants herein, as well as the
plaintiff, and with the consent of the surety on the said ad interim stipulation.
Ordered that the ad interim stipulation dated _____ , 20_____ with Insurance Company _____ as surety thereon, (Bond
No_____ ) in the sum of $ _____ at 6% per annum from the date thereon, which was filed herein on _____ , 20 _____ ,
be and is hereby reduced to the sum of $ _____ with interest from _____ , 20 _____ , and it is further
Ordered that in the event the settlement referred to above between _____ Inc. and The _____ Company, The _____
_____ Company and The _____ Company is not consummated, the Insurance Company _____ will, upon demand of
any claimant in this proceeding, immediately reinstate the ad interim stipulation in the amount of $_____ with interest
thereon at 6% per annum from _____ , 20_____ .
Dated: New York, N.Y.
_____ , 20_____
_____ _____
U.S.D.J.

The undersigned hereby consent to the entry of the foregoing order reducing amount of ad interim stipulation of _____ ,
20_____ from _____ to $ _____
_____ ,
Attorneys for Plaintiff.
_____ Inc.
By: _____ ,
A Member of the Firm.
_____ ,
Attorneys for Claimants.
The _____ Companies
By: _____ ,
A Member of the Firm.
_____ ,
Attorneys for Claimant.
By: _____ ,
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A Member of the Firm.
FORM No. 65-5 Stipulation for Appraised Value
Whereas, a complaint was filed on the 4th day of May, 20_____ , by John L. Williamson and others, owners of the
schooner Talisman, praying for a limitation of their liability on account of any loss, damage or injury arising out of a
certain collision between said schooner Talisman and the steamer Daylight, and the value of the interest of plaintiffs in
said schooner Talisman and her freight pending has been duly fixed at the sum of twenty-three hundred dollars for the
said schooner, and four hundred and eighty one 92/100 dollars for said freight, in all twenty-seven hundred and
eight-one 92/100 dollars, as appears from the report of the appraiser, now on file in this court; and the parties hereto
hereby consenting and agreeing that, in case of default or contumacy on the part of the petitioners or their sureties,
execution on the above appraised amount, with interest thereon from this date, may issue against their goods, chattels
and lands;
Now, Therefore, the condition of this stipulation is such that if the petitioners herein and A. S., residing at _____ Van
Brunt St., in the city of New York, and by occupation a ship broker, and P. M. P., residing at _____ East 63d Street, in
the city of New York, and by occupation a stevedore, the stipulators undersigned, shall abide by all orders of the court,
interlocutory or final, and pay into court the above sum of twenty-seven hundred and eighty-one 92/100 dollars, with
interest, whenever ordered by this court, or by any appellate court if any appeal intervenes, then this stipulation to be
void, otherwise to remain in full force and virtue.
John L. Williamson.
A. S.
P. M. P.
[Justification.] _____

CALIFORNIA FORMS n79
FORM No. 65-6 Order of Reference for Appraisement
[Caption[

It appearing to this Court that a petition for limitation of liability has heretofore been filed herein by the above-named
petitioner, and application having been made for an order appointing an appraiser to appraise the value of said
petitioner's interest in the steamship W. A. L., her engines, boilers, boats, tackle, apparel, furniture and appurtenances,
immediately after the collision mentioned in said petition for limitation of liability, and also the value of said petitioner's
interest in the freight of said steamship pending, if any, at the close of the voyage mentioned in said petition for
limitation of liability; and good cause appearing therefor, upon motion of Marshall & Story, proctors for petitioner, it is
hereby
Ordered, that in pursuance of the Acts of Congress in such case made and provided, and of the rules and practice of this
Court in proceedings for the limitation of liability, the above matter be, and the same is, hereby referred to F. K., United
States Commissioner for the Northern District of California, to make due appraisement of the value of the petitioner's
interest in said steamship W. A. L., her engines, boilers, tackle, etc., immediately after said collision, and her pending
freight, if any, at the end of the voyage stated in said petition, to-wit, on the 7th day of October, 20_____ , and that he
report the same with the testimony to be taken by him, and his opinion thereon to this Court with all convenient speed;
and that notice of the proceedings before the said Commissioner be given to the persons who have presented claims or
brought suits, or to their proctors or attorneys.
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Dated, October _____ , 20_____ .
_____
District Judge.
FORM No. 65-7 Notice of Appraisement
[Caption]

To _____ Oil Company, a corporation, and F. P. G., Esquire, and Messrs. McC., O. & W., its proctors: California
Company, a corporation, and Messrs. McC. & D., its proctors, and W.D. Esquire.
You, and each of you, will please take notice that, on the 28th day of October, 20 _____ , at 11 o'clock a.m., or as soon
thereafter as counsel can be heard, the petitioner herein will appear before Honorable F.K., United States
Commissioner, at his office in the Post Office Building, at Seventh and Mission Streets, City and County of San
Francisco, Northern District of California, and submit evidence to said commissioner of the valuation of the said
petitioner's interest in the steamship W. A. L., her engines, boilers, apparel, etc., on the 7th day of October, 20 _____ ,
immediately after a collision with the steamship L. S., and the value of said petitioner's interest in and to the pending
freight, if any, of said steamship W. A. L. on the 7th day of October, 20 _____ , at the termination of the voyage of said
steamship W. A. L., which ended at the port of San Francisco on said day; and that said petitioner will request said
commissioner to make an appraisement of the valuation of said petitioner's interest in said vessel and in said pending
freight at said times, as hereinbefore mentioned, pursuant to an order of the above-entitled court duly entered on the
19th day of October, 20 _____ , and you, and each of you, are hereby notified to be present at said appraisement and put
interrogatories and submit evidence, if you shall think fit.
Dated, Oct. 27, 20_____ .
Marshall & Story,
Proctors for Petitioner.
FORM No. 65-6 Order Confirming Commissioner's Finding on Valuation and for Payment Into Court, or
for Stipulation
[Caption]

On reading the report filed herein by F. K., Esq., to whom this matter was referred to ascertain and appraise and report
to this court the value of the interest of the petitioner in the steamship H. L., her engines, boilers, tackle and apparel,
etc., and in her freight for voyage in the petition mentioned, and due notice of said appraisal, pursuant to an order of this
court dated August 23, 20 _____ , having been given to the persons named in said order, and the value of the interest of
said petitioner having been reported to be the sum of $381,735.03; and the time to file exceptions to said report having
expired and no exceptions having been filed, now, on motion of Marshall & Story, proctors for the petitioner,
It is ordered, that the said report and finding of said commissioner be and the same is hereby in all respect confirmed;
And it is further ordered, that the petitioner, L. Steamship Company, Inc., pay the sum of $381,735.03 into the registry
of the court, or give a stipulation with sufficient sureties for the payment thereof into court whenever the same shall be
ordered.
Dated: July _____ _____ ,20_____ .
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_____
U. S. D. J.
FORM No. 65-7 Order for Payment Into Court or for Stipulation
[Caption]

On reading and filing the report of H. W. G., Esq., to whom it was referred to ascertain and appraise and report to this
Court the value of the interest of the petitioner in the steamship H. and in her freight for the voyage in the petition
mentioned, and due notice of said appraisal, pursuant to an order of this Court, dated May 19, 20 _____ , having been
given to the persons named in said order, and the value of the interest of said petitioner having been reported to the sum
of three hundred and eighteen thousand three hundred and seventy-three and 78/100 dollars ($318,373.78); and the time
to file exceptions to said report having expired, and no exceptions having been filed, now, on motion of W., P. & B.,
proctors for the petitioner, it is
Ordered, that the petitioner, the O. D. Steamship Company, pay the sum of three hundred and eighteen thousand three
hundred and seventy-three and 78/100 dollars ($318,373.78) into the Registry of this Court, or give a stipulation, with
sufficient sureties, for the payment thereof into Court whenever the same shall be ordered.
_____ ,
U. S. D. J.

MASSACHUSETTS FORMS
FORM No. 65-8 (a) Warrant for Appraisement; (b) Appraiser's Oath; (c) Marshal's Return; (d)
Appraisement
(a)
[Caption]
The President of the United States of America, to the Marshal of Massachusetts District or his deputy, Greeting:
Whereas a petition has been filed before the Honorable the Judge of the District Court for the District aforesaid by
_____ Tow Boat Company for limitation of liability as owner of the barge B. and
Whereas the said _____ Tow Boat Company has prayed that the same might be appraised, giving her value at the time
of the sinking and collision in said petition set forth, and her pending freight at said time, as the law in such cases
directs; You are therefore directed to cause said barge B. and her pending freight to be appraised on oath by W. B. P.,
said appraisement to be made as soon as may be, and the appraiser to be duly sworn.
Witness, the Honorable George W. Anderson, at Boston this _____ day of July, 20 _____ .
(b)
[Caption]
Boston, July _____ , 20 _____ .
Personally appeared the within named W. B. P. and made oath that he will appraise the within named barge B. and her
pending freight according to his best skill and judgment.
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Before _____ , Deputy Clerk.
(c)
[Caption]
Boston, October 30, 20 _____ .
Pursuant to the annexed warrant, I have notified _____ appraiser therein named, of his appointment, and have requested
him to attend to the duties assigned him, and he has attended and makes report as under.
Fees: Service _____ _____ , 20 _____ .
_____ , Marshal.
(d)
[Caption]
I, the subscriber, having been notified by the Marshal of the District of Massachusetts, that I was appointed by the
Honorable George W. Anderson, Judge of the Circuit Court of Appeals, herein acting as judge of the District Court for
the District of Massachusetts, to estimate and appraise the barge B. and her pending freight mentioned in the annexed
warrant, have attended to the duties assigned me, and after a strict examination and careful inquiry, I do estimate and
appraise the said barge B. as under:
Appraised value of the barge B. in her damaged condition. _____ .
Appraised value of pending freight, _____ .
In witness whereof, I hereunto set my hand at Boston this _____ day of July, 20 _____ .
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 54. In re Morrison, 147 U.S. 14, 13 S. Ct. 246, 37 L. Ed. 60 (1803) ; Petition of Goulandris, 140 F.2d
780, 1944 A.M.C. 357 (2d Cir. [N.Y.]) , cert. denied, 322 U.S. 755 (1944) (If an appraisal is asked for the court will, as
of course, enter an order for appraisal. The customary practice is for the petitioner to file with his complaint affidavits
supporting his estimate of his interest in the vessel and her pending freight accompanied by an ad interim stipulation for
value in the amount of such estimate, and to obtain an ex parte order approving the ad interim stipulation.); Black
Diamond S.S. Co. v. Robert Stewart & Sons (The Norwalk Victory), 336 U.S. 386, 69 S. Ct. 622, 93 L. Ed. 754, 1949
A.M.C. 393 (1949) (The furnishing of an inadequate bond does not deprive the court of jurisdiction and on
determination by a reviewing court that the bond given was inadequate, the case should be remanded to afford the
petitioner an opportunity to file a larger bond.).
(n2)Footnote 55. The Ontario No. 1, 80 F.2d 85, 1936 A.M.C. 18 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1935) ; The Rapel, 78 F. Supp.
78, 1948 A.M.C. 302 (S.D.N.Y. 1948) (In a limitation proceeding the ex parte appraisement based on affidavits
submitted at the time of the ad interim stipulation is not a "due appraisement" within the meaning of the Rule.); Petition
of Sanders (The Fairwill), 56 F. Supp. 887, 1944 A.M.C. 1454 (E.D. Va. 1944) ("The taking of an ad interim stipulation
is not expressly authorized either by Rule 51 or by the limitation statutes; but it seems that a practice of long standing
permits an owner to obtain ex parte, the issuance of a monition and injunction and release of his vessel if he posts an ad
interim stipulation and bond in an amount approved by the Court after examining affidavits presented by the petitioner
..... But this does not mean that an appraisement by a Commissioner with all parties present is not also a "due
appraisement' as contemplated by the rule when considering interest.").
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(n3)Footnote 56. The Frederick Lennig (Petition of W.E. Hedger Co., Inc.), 59 F.2d 982, 1932 A.M.C. 1064 (2d
Cir. [N.Y.] 1932) .
(n4)Footnote 57. The Weeks Crane No. 3, 1935 A.M.C. 549 (S.D.N.Y. 1935) .
(n5)Footnote 58. 569 F. Supp. 386, 1983 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 15695 (E.D.Pa. 1983) , affirmed 761 F.2d 943, 1985
A.M.C. 2494 ; 1985 U.S. App. LEXIS 31140 (3rd Cir. 1985) .
(n6)Footnote 59. 503 F. Supp. 337 (E.D. Pa. 1980), 651 F.2d 160 (3rd Cir. 1981) , cert. denied 455 U.S. 942
(1982) .
(n7)Footnote 60. 503 F. Supp. 350 (E.D. Pa. 1980), 658 F.2d 103 (3rd Cir. 1981) , cert. denied 456 U.S. 961
(1982) .
(n8)Footnote 61. In re Kingston Shipping Co. (The Capricorn), 1983 A.M.C. 134 (M.D. Fla. 1981) , and
Complaint of Red Star Barge Line, Inc., 683 F.2d 42 (2d Cir. 1982) .
(n9)Footnote 62. The Third Circuit had previously held, in an earlier appeal in the case, that the federal
post-judgment interest statute, 28 U.S.C. § 1961, was not applicable in an admiralty case. Matter of Bankers Trust Co.,
658 F.2d 103, 112 (3rd Cir. 1981) , citing Sound Steamship Lines, Inc. v. Gardner, 356 U.S. 960, 78 S. Ct. 997, 2 L.
Ed. 2d 1067 (1958) . Thus, the district court had discretion as to the rate of post-judgment interest as well as
pre-judgment interest.
(n10)Footnote 63. Previously, the S.D.N.Y. and E.D.N.Y. Admiralty Rules included a provision for the
appointment of a commissioner. However, under modern practice and procedure, the courts rely on the Magistrate
Judges rather than commissioners. The current Local Admiralty Rules of both the S.D and E.D of N.Y., being in the
form of the Model Local Admiralty Rules drafted by the Committee on Practice and Procedure of the Maritime Law
Association of the United States, have no provision for the appointment or use of a commissioner, although the court
could still use that procedure if it thought it useful.
(n11)Footnote 64. In re Morrison, N.54 supra.
(n12)Footnote 65. The Gale, 22 F. Supp. 748, 1938 A.M.C. 89 (D. Mass. 1937) ; The H.F. Dimock, 52 F. 598
(S.D.N.Y. 1892) . In In re Morrison, N.54 supra, a damage-claimant filed a libel in a district other than that where the
appraisement had been had, alleging that the appraisement without notice was not "due" and did not give the court
jurisdiction of the limitation proceeding; but the Supreme Court sustained the jurisdiction and enjoined the suit in the
other district.
(n13)Footnote 66. Ohio Transp. Co. v. Davidson S.S. Co., 148 F. 185 (7th Cir. [Wis.]), cert. denied, 203 U.S. 593
(1906) ; The Ontario No. 1, 80 F.2d 85, 1936 A.M.C. 18 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1935) .
(n14)Footnote 67. An order fixing the value of the vessel and her pending freight is appealable: Rice Growers
Association of California v. Frode, 171 F.2d 662, 1949 A.M.C. 316 (9th Cir. [Cal.] 1948), cert. denied, 388 U.S. 878
(1949) . However, where the petitioner fails to increase the stipulation for value in accordance with an order of the
court, the court may vacate the restraining order and such action is not final and thus not appealable: In re Wills Lines
(Mayfair), 227 F.2d 509, 1956 A.M.C. 298 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1955) , cert. denied, 351 U.S. 917 (1956) .
In a proceeding to limit liability for a collision in foreign waters the petitioner is required to furnish a bond in the
amount of his maximum liability which, under foreign law, may be less than the value of the vessel and freight. To
preserve the status quo pending appeal, if there is a close question as to the maximum amount of the petitioner's
liability, the district court should require a bond in the greater amount: Black Diamond SS Co. v Robert Stewart & Sons
(The Norwalk Victory), 336 U.S. 386, 69 S. Ct. 622, 93 L. Ed. 754, 1949 A.M.C. 393 (1949) . See § 17 supra.
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(n15)Footnote 68. Act of March 30, 1920, c. 111; 41 Stat. at L. 537; 46 U.S.C. § 764, now codified at 46 U.S.C. §
30306.
(n16)Footnote 69. 53 F.2d 847, 1931 A.M.C. 1553 (S.D.N.Y. 1931) .
(n17)Footnote 70. Lord Campbell's Act, 9 & 10 Vict., ch. 93 (1841).
(n18)Footnote 71. The Vestris (Security for Death Claimants), 1931 A.M.C. 1914 (S.D.N.Y. 1931) .
(n19)Footnote 72. Act of August 29, 1935, c. 804; 49 Stat. at L. 960; 46 U.S.C. § 183, 1935 A.M.C. 1261.
(n20)Footnote 73. Act of Oct. 19, 1984, Pub. L. 98-498, title II, § 213(a), 98 Stat. 2306, codified at 46 U.S.C. §
30506(b).
(n21)Footnote 74. The Iowa, 1936 A.M.C. 1340 (D. Ore. 1936) .
However, the Court will grant a motion for additional security where the facts warrant it: Petition of Panama
Transport Co. (The J. H. Senior), 73 F. Supp. 716, 1947 A.M.C. 651 (S.D.N.Y. 1947) . If the petitioner for limitation
fails to comply with an order to increase the stipulation for value, the court may vacate the restraining order and permit
claimants to proceed to trial: In re Wills Lines (The Mayfair), 227 F.2d 509, 1956 A.M.C. 298 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1955) ,
cert. denied, 351 U.S. 917 (1956) .
When seeking additional security, the movant must be sure that proof of the inadequacy of the posted stipulation can
be shown. Where claims for personal injury were unliquidated at the time of the motion for additional security, the court
denied the motion: Petition of Luckenbach S.S. Co. (The Park Victory), 1953 A.M.C. 808 (S.D.N.Y. 1953) .
(n22)Footnote 75. The original form is retained, including its reference to a commissioner appointed to determine
the value of the vessel. Today, it is likely, however, that the parties and the court will prefer that these proceedings
beheld before a Magistrate Judge. The form can continue to be used with that substitution.
(n23)Footnote 76. It is expected that a Magistrate Judge would issue and opinion with findings of fact, relying on
the weight of the evidence, and conclusions of law supporting the valuation found.
(n24)Footnote 77. See discussion of the Queeny case in text at NN. 59-62, supra, regarding whether to pay the
fund into court or file the stipulation for value.
(n25)Footnote 78. The determination of the value of the vessel by the commission herein should be compared to
the approach used by the Hon. Charles R. Weiner, of the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, in
the Queeny case, N.60, supra.
(n26)Footnote 79. Reflecting the merger of the admiralty rules with the regular civil practice rules, the
appraisement procedure provides that the claimants initiate challenges by appropriate motion. In California practice,
however, an appraisement for a posting of bond (previously referred to as the stipulation) is rarely required. First the
owner files a complaint for exoneration from or limitation of liability (formerly called a petition) and included therein is
an allegation as to the value of the vessel. It is the equivalent of this value that is paid into the court at the time of the
filing of the complaint in the form of a bond. Unless challenged by the claimants this bond remains in effect. It is
considered that if the owner appears able to meet his potential liability, the mere denial of the valuation allegation in the
complaint will permit a more timely determination of the true limitation once liability is confirmed. Only after the
owner is first found to be liable will there be a hearing before the appropriate Magistrate Judge to determine the exact
limits of liability.
Because of the rules change in 1966 and the altered procedure regarding appraisements set out in the paragraph above,
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Form Nos. 61-11 through 61-13 may prove to be obsolete. (Note that under the new rules Form No. 61-13 would no
longer be used since the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure contemplate that all claimants be served with copies of all
pleadings.) However, since practice in this area is still evolving these older forms may still be of some value and are
thus reprinted from the Sixth Edition and are retained for historical interest only in this Seventh Edition.
For an example of the "Bond for Limitation Fund and Costs" currently in use in California see Form No. 61-17.
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§ 66. Supplementary Right of Loss of Life and Bodily Injury Claimants to $420 per Ton.

If, at the conclusion of the case, it appears that the loss of life and the bodily injury claimants, considered as a group,
have not received a sum equal to or in excess of the amount of money represented by $420 per ton of the vessel's
tonnage for limitation purposes, then and in that event and only for the benefit of those claimants, the amount of the
fund shall be supplemented by an amount equal to $420 per ton of the vessels tonnage. n80 This increased fund is
available only to the death and injury claimants. The procedure for this purpose is not stated by the statute, and has not
yet been worked out in any case or by any rule. n81 Unless each of the claimants of the favored classes is to be allowed
to act independently, it would seem that an orderly procedure would require all to act as a single group, although it is
obvious that this would require the limitation proceeding to be continued, as to that group, after the final decree has
brought the proceeding to an end. n82 A suitable procedure would require that the court determine the pro rata rights of
each of the loss of life and bodily injury claimants to the supplementary fund once the court has determined that
limitation will be granted and that the amount of the fund will be insufficient to compensate all the death and injury
claimants. Given that the liability and damage portions of such cases are, more often than not, bi-furcated today, this is
not a real inconvenience.
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 80. This supplementary fund is provided for in 46 U.S.C. § 30506(b) "Minimum Liability".
(n2)Footnote 81. In connection with grouping of separate claims, see § 53, N.53, for a suggested indication of the
calculation of the supplementary fund. Panoceanic Faith, 332 F. Supp. 313, 1971 A.M.C. 1163 (S.D.N.Y. 1971) (The
court can order a § 183(b) (now § 30506(b)) fund set up whenever bodily injury claims exceed the value of the ship in
amounts less than the statutory $60.00 (now $420 per ton) per ton.). See, also, Oliver J. Olsen & Co. v. American
Steamship Marine Leopard, 356 F.2d 728, 1966 A.M.C. 1064 (9th Cir. [Cal.] 1966).
A motion to increase the limitation fund bond in accordance with § 183(b) (now § 30506(b)) will not be allowed until
it is determined that the original fund is insufficient to pay all claims in full: Petition of Luckenbach Steamship Co.
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(Park Victory), 1953 A.M.C. 808 (S.D.N.Y. 1953) .
(n3)Footnote 82. See The Bolikow (Hartford Acc. & Ind. Co. v. Southern Pacific Co.), 273 U.S. 207, 47 S. Ct.
357, 71 L. Ed. 612, 1927 A.M.C. 402 (1927) ; The Linseed King (Spencer Kellogg & Sons, Inc. v. Hicks), 285 U.S.
502, 52 S. Ct. 450, 76 L. Ed. 903, 1932 A.M.C. 503 (1932) .
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Prior liens on the vessel, not affected by the limitation petition, must be independently paid or secured. The appraised
value of the vessel, for purposes of the limitation stipulation or payment into court, may not take into consideration any
prior liens. n83 If the vessel is transferred to a trustee, the court, through its trustee, accepts and disposes of the whole
ship, or the ship partially damaged, or the wreck of the ship, or the few strippings which may remain and be brought
into port after a marine disaster. Upon such a ship there may be liens already existing from a previous voyage, and there
may be liens even upon the strippings, since it is a familiar maxim of the admiralty that one lien at least, i.e., that for
seamen's wages, clings to the last plank of the ship. The ship, or her wreck, or her strippings or proceeds, are
surrendered with the liens upon them, and it is the duty of the court, in its distribution of the res in such a proceeding, to
take into account both the claims which have arisen out of the matter which gave rise to the proceedings, and also other
existing liens, and to protect such other liens so far as possible, as an admiralty court will always strive to do. It
accomplishes this by refusing to grant the decree of limitation until such liens, if prior to the particular liens or claims of
the limitation proceedings, have been paid off or secured. n84 The court, in case of a transfer, may authorize the trustee
to sell the vessel free and clear of all liens, even though the right to limitation is in controversy, and the liens thereby be
come transferred to the proceeds of sale. n85 Prior paramount liens must be set forth in the complaint for limitation;
also the existence and nature and amounts of any liens arising on any voyage since the voyage on which the claims
sought to be limited arose, with the names and addresses of the lienors, so far as known; so that all such lienors may be
notified of the proceeding.
Where a ship meets with a collision in consequence of which she is towed to port by a salvor and a limitation
proceeding is there instituted by her owner, the salvor's lien is not paramount to the limitation proceeding, but the salvor
may be entitled to a preference over other liens, subject to the general limitation, when the court distributes the
limitation fund. n86
For further discussion of maritime liens see Volume 2, Chapter 2-6.
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FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 83. Guey v. Gulf Ins. Co., 46 F.3d 478 (5th Cir. 1995) (The circuit court refused to accept the vessel
owner's assertion that it need not post bond because the value of the liens upon the vessel exceeded its value.
Eventually, the vessel's insurer posted bond. While the bond was eventually posted after the six-month time limit
expired, the court refused to give the late posting jurisdictional weight.).
(n2)Footnote 84. Consumers Import Co., Inc. v. Kabushiki Kaisha Kawasaki Zosenjo (Venice Maru), 320 U.S.
249, 64 S. Ct. 15, 88 L. Ed. 30, 1943 A.M.C. 1209 (1943) (In concluding that the Fire Statute extinguished all maritime
liens for cargo damage arising out of the incident, the Supreme Court argued as follows: "The purpose of the statute to
relieve carriage rates of the insurance burden would be largely defeated if we were to adopt an interpretation which
would enable cargo claimants and their subrogees to shift to the ship the risk of which Congress relieved the owner.
This would restore the insurance burden at least in large part to the cost of carriage and hamper the competitive
opportunity it was purposed to foster by putting our law on an equal basis with that of England." Thus the Court held
that a successful limitation of liability petition will extinguish claims against the vessel as well as the owner.).
(n3)Footnote 85. The Mendota, 14 F. 358 (S.D.N.Y. 1882) .
(n4)Footnote 86.

The San Pedro, 223 U.S. 365, 32 S. Ct. 275, 56 L. Ed. 473 (1912) .
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Reserved.
§§ 68Reserved.
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§ VIII.syn Synopsis to Chapter VIII: COURT PRACTICE

§ 71. The Court.
§ 72 The Proper District--Venue.
§ 73 Pleading the Limitations Statutes in an Answer to a Single Suit.
FORM No. 73-1 Allegation of Right to Limitation of Liability as a Defense
FORM No. 73-2 Defense of Limitation of Liability
§ 74. Petition for Limitation or Exoneration, Denying Liability, With Prayer for Appraisement, and Offering
Stipulation for Value.
FORM No. 74-1 Captions
FORM No. 74-2 Individual
FORM No. 74-3 Share Ownership
FORM No. 74-4 Corporate Ownership
FORM No. 74-5 Corporate Ownership and Local Agency
FORM No. 74-6 Charterer as Owner
FORM No. 74-7 Scope
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FORM No. 74-8 Scope
FORM No. 74-9 Scope
FORM No. 74-10 Scope
FORM No. 74-11 Scope
FORM No. 74-12 Scope
FORM No. 74-13 Scope
FORM No. 74-14 Scope
FORM No. 74-15 Scope
FORM No. 74-16 Scope
FORM No. 74-17 Scope
FORM No. 74-18 Scope
FORM No. 74-19 Scope
FORM No. 74-20 Scope
FORM No. 74-21 Scope
FORM No. 74-22 Scope
FORM No. 74-23 Scope
FORM No. 74-24 Scope
FORM No. 74-25 Scope
FORM No. 74-26 Scope
FORM No. 74-27 Scope
FORM No. 74-28 Scope
FORM No. 74-29 Scope
FORM No. 74-30 Scope
FORM No. 74-31 Scope
FORM No. 74-32 Scope
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FORM No. 74-33 Scope
FORM No. 74-34 Scope
FORM No. 74-35 Scope
FORM No. 74-36 Scope
FORM No. 74-37 Scope
FORM No. 74-38 Scope
FORM No. 74-39 Scope
FORM No. 74-40 Scope
FORM No. 74-41 Scope
FORM No. 74-42 Scope
FORM No. 74-43 Scope
FORM No. 74-44 Scope
FORM No. 74-45 Scope
FORM No. 74-46 Scope
FORM No. 74-47 Scope
FORM No. 74-48 Scope
FORM No. 74-49 Scope
FORM No. 74-50 Scope
FORM No. 74-51 Scope
FORM No. 74-52 Scope
FORM No. 74-53 Scope
FORM No. 74-54 Scope
FORM No. 74-55 Prayer
FORM No. 74-56 Massachusetts Form
FORM No. 74-57 California Form
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FORM Nos. 74-58 Reserved
FORM No. 74-66 Complaint for Exoneration From or Limitation of Liability--California
FORM No. 74-67 Complaint of Corporate Owner for Exoneration From or Limitation of Liability
FORM No. 74-68 Complaint for Exoneration From or Limitation of Liability--Fire Aboard Vessel
FORM No. 74-68.1 Complaint for Exoneration From or Limitation of Liability--Death of Crewmember
FORM No. 74-68.2 Complaint for Exoneration From or Limitation of Liability--Sinking of Tow and Loss of Cargo
FORM No. 74-69 Complaint for Exoneration From or Limitation of Liability--Explosion Aboard Vessel
FORM No. 74-70 The Titanic Petition
FORM No. 74-71 The Lusitania Petition
FORM No. 74-72 The Vestris Petition
FORM No. 74-73 The Mohawk Petition, for Exoneration or Limitation, by Owner and Charterer
§ 75. Petition for Limitation, Admitting Liability, With Prayer for Appraisement and Offering Stipulation for
Value.
FORM No. 75-1 Petition for Limitation Admitting Liability
§ 76. Petition for Limitation or Exoneration, Where There Is Nothing To Surrender or Appraise.
FORM No. 76-1 Petition for Limitation Where Vessel Wholly Lost Without Any Freight, and There Is Nothing To
Surrender or Appraise.
§ 77. Stipulation for a Limitation Proceeding.
FORM No. 77-1 Stipulation Giving Effect to Right To Limit Liability to the Value of the Vessel Without Actual
Proceeding to That End--Stipulation for Value Pursuant Thereto
§ 78. Stipulation For Costs.
FORM No. 78-1 Stipulation for Costs, by Individual Surety--Eastern District of New York
§ 79. Consolidation--Cross-Claims--Impleader.
FORM No. 79-1 Notice of Motion To Consolidate
FORM No. 79-2 Notice of Motion for Leave To Bring in Third-Party Defendant
FORM No. 79-3 Third-Party Complaint
§ 80. The Monition.
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FORM No. 80-1 Order for Monition
FORM No. 80-2 Clerk's Citation to Marshal To Issue Notice of Limitation Proceeding (Monition)
FORM No. 80-3 Notice of Complaint for Exoneration From or Limitation of Liability
FORM No. 80-3.1 Affidavit of Mailing
FORM No. 80-4 Order Directing Monition To Issue and for Restraining Order
FORM No. 80-5 Order Directing Notice To Issue and Enjoining Suits and Directing the Filing of Claims
§ 81 The Injunction.
FORM No. 81-1 Injunction
FORM No. 81-2 Special Restraining Order
§ 82. Damage Claims--Filing--First Steps.
FORM No. 82-1 Claim of Damage
FORM No. 82-2 Claim of Actual and Contingent Damage
FORM No. 82-3 Claim of Damages for Death
FORM No. 82-4 Claim on Behalf of Estate
FORM No. 82-4.1 Claim on Behalf of Estate
FORM No. 82-5 Claim of Cargo Owner
FORM No. 82-6 Claim on Behalf of Towing Company--Sinking of Oil Barge
FORM No. 82-7 Claim by State Against Barge Owner for Damage Caused by Oil Spill
§ 83. Late Claims.
FORM No. 83-1 Late Claim--Affidavit
FORM No. 83-2 Order on Late Claim
FORM No. 83-3 Order on Consent for Filing of Late Claim
§ 84. Hearing on Damage Claims.
§ 85. Report of Commissioner To Receive Damage Claims.
FORM No. 85-1 Report of Commissioner on Claims Filed (Short Form)
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FORM No. 85-2 Report of Commissioner on Claims Filed--Classifying Them
FORM No. 85-3 Commissioner's Report of Claims Proven
§ 86. Noting Defaults.
FORM No. 86-1 Order Noting Defaults
FORM No. 86-2 Order Noting Defaults--Northern District of California
FORM No. 86-3 Order Noting Defaults
FORM No. 86-4 Order Noting Defaults
§ 87. Objections to Claims.
FORM No. 87-1 General Objection to All Claims Except That of the Objector
FORM No. 87-2 Objection of Petitioner to Claim for Damages Filed by a Damage-Claimant on Behalf of Itself and Its
Underwriters
FORM No. 87-3 Objection to Claims
§ 88. Exceptions to the Petition.
§ 89. The Answer to the Petition.
§ 90. Calendar Practice.
§ 91. Hearing--Burden of Proof.
§ 92 Outcome of a Limitation Proceeding.
§ 93 Interlocutory Decree.
FORM No. 93-1 Interlocutory Decree
§ 94. Distribution.
§ 95. Costs and Expenses.
§ 96. Interest.
§ 97. Final Decree--Limitation Granted.
FORM No. 97-1 Final Decree--Limitation Granted
FORM No. 97-2 Final Decree--Giving Effect to a Settlement
FORM No. 97-3 Final Decree in Limitation Proceeding Involving the Subject-Matter of Several Suits
FORM No. 97-4 Notice of Settlement of Final Decree for Limitation
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§ 98. Final Decree--Exoneration Granted.
FORM No. 98-1 Final Decree of Exoneration in a Limitation Proceeding
§ 99. Final Decree--Limitation Denied.
FORM No. 99-1 Final Decree--Limitation Denied
§ 100. Final Decree--Consolidated Petitions.
FORM No. 100-1 Final Decree in Limitation Proceedings, Etc., Tried Together and Consolidated
§ 101. Settlement Agreements.
FORM No. 101-1 The Vestris Settlement
FORM No. 101-2 The Morro Castle and Mohawk Settlement
FORM No. 101-3 Rules of Morro Castle Proctors' Committee
FORM No. 101-4 Ex Parte Order Approving Settlement
§§ 102-110, Reserved.

1997 Revision By David E.R. Woolley n*
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote *. J.D., Boalt Hall, University of California at Berkeley; B.A. (Hons.), Oxford University; Britannia
Royal Naval College. Mr. Woolley is a partner with Cogswell Woolley Nakazawa & Russell, Long Beach, California,
and wishes to thank Richard J. Nikas for his valuable assistance.
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§ 71. The Court.

The limitation statutes may be pleaded by the defendant or respondent by way of answer in any court, state or federal,
and of general or special jurisdiction. But the petition of a shipowner for limitation of his liability must be presented to
the district court, sitting in admiralty. n1 In Elwell v. Geibei, n2 the complainant sought the aid of the circuit court
sitting in equity for the relief given by the statute, but that court held that equity was not the proper forum in which to
obtain the relief asked. In The Mary Lord, n3 a vessel was held liable in the district court, and, after appeal to the circuit
court and affirmance, the shipowner filed in the latter court his petition for limitation; it was dismissed, the court
holding that the petition should have been filed in the district court. Supplemental Admiralty Rule F states clearly that
within six months of receiving notice of a claim the shipowner may file a complaint in "the appropriate district court."
The filing of a collusive complaint has been condemned. n4
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice &
ProcedureJurisdiction
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. Act of June 5, 1936, amending R.S. 4285; 46 U.S.C. § 185.
Norwich & N.Y. Transp. Co. v. Wright, 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 104, 20 L. Ed. 585 (1872); Providence & N.Y. S.S. Co. v.
Hill Mfg. Co., 109 U.S. 578, 3 S. Ct. 379, 27 L. Ed. 1038 (1883). See also, 29 Moore's Federal Practice, § 708.1
(Matthew Bender 3d ed. 1997).
(n2)Footnote 2. 33 F. 71 (S.D.N.Y. 1887) (a proceeding in equity but wrongly reported as in admiralty); Goodrich
Transp. Co. v. Gagnon, 36 F. 123 (C.C.E.D. Wis. 1888).
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(n3)Footnote 3. 31 F. 416 (C.C.D. Me. 1887).
(n4)Footnote 4. The Katahdin, 293 F. 824, 1924 A.M.C. 9 (S.D.N.Y. 1923).
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§ 72 The Proper District--Venue.

General Admiralty Rule 57, as promulgated in 1872, n1 provided only that the libel should be filed and the proceedings
had in the district court of United States in which the vessel might be libeled, or if not libeled, then in the district court
for any district in which the owner might be sued in that behalf. n2 The rule apparently intended to provide only for
cases in which action had been taken against the ship or her owner and did not provide for an independent proceeding
on the part of the latter. In 1889 the Supreme Court amended Rule 57 n3 by adding the provision that, where the ship
has not been libeled and suit has not been commenced against her owner or has been commenced in a district other than
that in which the vessel may be, the proceedings may be instituted in the district court of the district in which the vessel
or her proceeds may be and where it or they may be subject to the control of such court for the purposes of the case. By
the revision of 1920, effective 1921, Rule 57 became Rule 54, and in 1966, Supplemental Admiralty Rule F(9).
The rules of the Supreme Court are not exclusive, for the court has held that their intention was "to facilitate the
proceedings of owners of vessels," n4 and not to restrict them; and The City of Norwich n5 was a proceeding, approved
by the Supreme Court, in a situation not specifically provided for in the rules. n6 The rules and The City of Norwich
provide for the following situations:
1. Where the vessel has been already libeled (and this, of course, means libeled and seized and in the control of the
court) but her owner has not been sued. In this case the petition for limitation must be filed in the district court for the
district in which the vessel is already in custody. n7 Where the vessel has been libeled in two districts and released on
stipulation in both, the petition may be filed in either. n8
2. Where the vessel has not been libeled but her owner has been sued. In this case the petition for limitation may be
filed either in the district in which the owner has been sued, n9 or in the district in which the vessel may be. n10 If the
owner has been sued in several districts, he may file his petition in any one of them.
3. Where the vessel has not been libeled and her owner has not been sued. In this case the petition for limitation must be
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filed in the district in which the vessel may be. n11
An exception to or variant of the third case is found in The Job M. Leonard, n12 in which the vessel had been totally
lost and her owners had not been sued. In that case the owners filed their petition in a district in which none of them
resided but in which they were prosecuting a suit against the owners of the vessel which had caused the loss and their
petition was held properly filed.
4. Where the vessel has been libeled and her owner has also been sued. In this case the petition for limitation should be
filed in the district in which the vessel has been libeled and not in the district where the owner has been sued, if the
latter is a different district. n13
5. Where the vessel, being a total loss at sea, without pending freight, cannot be libeled, and the owner has not been
sued. In this case, the petition for limitation may be filed in a district where the shipowner is present and may be sued.
n14
In each of the above cases, where the vessel has been sold, her proceeds represent her for the purposes of the foregoing
rules.
The control of the res by the court is what the rules manifestly intend, n15 and, if there be no res, then the control of the
owner; in other words, it must be a court which would have original jurisdiction in admiralty of a suit in rem or in
personam to recover for the loss or damage involved. n16
General Admiralty Rule 54, in providing that, if the vessel be not libeled, the petition may be filed in "the district court
for any district in which the said owner or owners may be sued in that behalf," meant any district in which the owner
may in fact have been sued, not any district in which he can or might be suable by personal service of citation or by
foreign attachment of his property. This is clear not only from the propriety of the terms but from the intent evinced in
the latter part of the rule specifically providing that an owner who has not in fact been sued must file his petition in the
district in which the vessel may be. The scheme of the rule required the words "may be sued" to be taken as equivalent
to the words "may have been sued." n17
Under General Admiralty Rule 54, the District Court had discretion to transfer the limitation proceedings to another
district for the convenience of the parties. n18 Any doubts as to the power of the Court to transfer where the venue was
wrongly laid was answered by the adoption of Supplemental Admiralty Rule F(9) n19 which states that "if venue is
wrongly laid the court shall dismiss or, if it be in the interest of justice, transfer the action to any district in which it
could have been brought." n20 A denial of a motion to transfer venue is appealable. n21
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice &
ProcedureVenue
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. 13 Wall. xii et seq.
(n2)Footnote 2. See Ex parte Slayton, 105 U.S. (15 Otto) 451, 26 L. Ed. 1066 (1882); Ex parte Phenix Ins. Co.,
118 U.S. 610, 7 S. Ct. 25, 30 L. Ed. 274 (1886).
(n3)Footnote 3. 130 U.S. 705 (1889).
(n4)Footnote 4. The Benefactor, 103 U.S. (13 Otto) 239, 26 L. Ed. 351 (1881).
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(n5)Footnote 5. 118 U.S. 468, 6 S. Ct. 1150, 30 L. Ed. 134 (1886).
(n6)Footnote 6. See N.13 infra.
(n7)Footnote 7. The Sun and The Star, 52 F. Supp. 385, 1943 A.M.C. 1387 (S.D. Tex. 1943) (Limitation petitions
should be filed in the district in which the petitioner has been sued even if the vessel is removed to another district after
the commencement of the suit.).
(n8)Footnote 8. The Katahdin, 293 F. 824, 1924 A.M.C. 9 (S.D.N.Y. 1923).
(n9)Footnote 9. Gleason v. Duffy, 116 F. 298 (7th Cir. [Ind.] 1902).
Petition of Oskar Tiedemann & Company (Elna II), 158 F. Supp. 470, 1957 A.M.C. 2315 (D. Del. 1957)8 aff'd, 259
F.2d 605, 1959 A. M.C. 978 (3d Cir. 1958) (The limitation petition need not be filed in the district in which the first
claim in time was brought.).
(n10)Footnote 10. The W.C. Franz and Edward E. Loomis, 86 F.2d 708, 1937 A.M.C. 50 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1936).
(n11)Footnote 11. The La Forrest W. Simmons, 276 F. 61 (D. Mass. 1921); Ex parte Slayton, N.2 supra; In re
Morrison, 147 U.S. 14, 13 S. Ct. 246, 37 L. Ed. 60 (1893); The John Bramall, 10 Ben. 495, F. Cas. 7,334 (E.D.N.Y.
1879); the Alpena, 8 F. 280 (N.D. Ill. 1881); Black v. Southern Pac. R. Co., 39 F. 565 (C.C.N.D. Cal. 1889); The John
K. Gilkinson, 150 F. 454 and 156 F. (S.D.N.Y. 1907).
(n12)Footnote 12. 14 F. 53 (S.D.N.Y. 1882).
(n13)Footnote 13. The City of norwich, N.5 supra; In re Luckenback, 26 F. 870 (S.D.N.Y. 1886).
Nyland--E. Kirby Smith, 145 F. Supp. 904, 1956 A.M.C. 2257 (D. Md. 1956) (Where the petition was filed in the
district where the vessel was libeled, it was within the discretion of such district court to deny transfer of the
proceedings to another district where another libel had been filed).
(n14)Footnote 14. In The S.S. Hewitt, 284 F. 911, 1923 A.M.C. 89 (S.D.N.Y. 1922), the voyage was from Sabine
to Boston, the owner was a Delaware corporation, with a main office in New York, which was also the home port; and
the petition was filed in New York.
(n15)Footnote 15. Ex parte Slayton, N.2 supra.
Petition of Russel Brothers, 199 F. Supp. 442, 1962 A.M.C. 136 (S.D.N.Y. 1961) (Even where the petition is mislaid
and should have been filed where the owner was sued, the court may retain jurisdiction of the case in the interests of
maintaining a concursus.).
(n16)Footnote 16. Ex parte Phenix Ins. Co., N.2 supra.
(n17)Footnote 17. So held in In re Luckenback, N.13, supra; Strong v. Holmes, 238 F. 554 (9th Cir. [Alaska]
1916).
(n18)Footnote 18. Petition of Clipper Fishing Corp. (Clipper Eunice), 168 F. Supp. 130, 1959 A.M.C. 1986 (S.D.
N.Y. 1958) (A limitation proceeding having been filed in this Southern District of New York, as all other interests of all
the parties were in Massachusetts, the court transferred the proceeding in its discretion to the District of
Massachusetts.).
(n19)Footnote 19. For the complete text of Supplemental Admiralty Rule F see § 2 supra. For the complete text of
all Supplemental Admiralty Rules see Vol. 5.
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(n20)Footnote 20. In re American President Lines, Ltd., 1995 A.M.C. 2296 (S.D.N.Y. 1995) (Transfer of
limitation proceedings is governed by Rule F(9) of the Supplemental Admiralty Rules, and Rule F(9) is applied in
accordance with the rules developed for 28 U.S.C. § 1464(a). Party seeking transfer ordinarily bears burden of clearly
establishing that transfer is appropriate.). In re American River Transportation Co., 894 F.Supp. 554, 1995 A.M.C. 705
(E.D. La. 1994) (Appropriate remedy in case of filing in wrong district is transfer, not dismissal.) Texas Company v.
United States (Ruchamkin), 116 F. Supp. 915, 1954, A.M.C. 491 (S.D.N.Y. 1953), aff'd, 213 F.2d 479, 1954 A.M.C.
1251 (2d Cir. 1954) (transfer allowed for convenience of parties); The Perth Amboy No. 1, 135 F. Supp. 97, 1955
A.M.C. 2270 (S.D. N.Y. 1955) (transfer as to damages allowed for convenience of parties); In re Alamo Chemical
Transportation Co., 323 F. Supp. 789, 1972 A.M.C. 1658 (S.D. Tex. 1970) (Change of venue will be denied where the
arguments in favor of each possible forum lead to a stalemate. The criteria used by the court to determine whether or not
transfer should be allowed are the same under Supplementary Admiralty Rule F as under 28 U.S.C. § 1404 (a).); The
F/V Fenwick Island, 330 F. Supp. 1191, 1971 A.M.C. 1273 (E.D.N.C. 1971) (Where there has been no arrest of the
vessel, the owner not yet been sued and the vessel is not found in any district, the court may transfer to any district that
is proper under 28 U.S.C. § 1404(a). However, the forum choice of the petitioners will not be lightly disturbed.).
Change of venue allowed; Complaint of Seaboard Shipping Corp., 1968 A.M.C. 719 (E.D.N.Y. 1967); The USA
CG--95321, 221 F. Supp. 163, 1964 A.M.C. 94 (D.N.H. 1963).
Change of venue not allowed: Steamship Southern Districts, 132 F. Supp. 316, 1955 A.M.C. 2278 (D. Del. 1955);
Delaware River Pilot's Association v. Cain, 122 F. Supp. 896, 1954 A.M.C. 2124 (D. Del. 1954); Petition of Diesel
Tanker A. C. Dodge, 117 F. Supp. 216, 1954 A.M.C. 298 (E.D.N.Y. 1954); In re Humble Oil & Refining Co., 306 F.2d
567, 1964 A.M.C. 321 (5th Cir. [Tex.] 1962).
(n21)Footnote 21. Petition of Oskar Tiedemann, 253 F.2d 233, 1958 A.M.C. 1887 (3d Cir. [Del.] 1958); Humble
Oil & R. Co. v. Bell Marine Service, 321 F.2d 53, 1964 A.M.C. 315 (5th Cir. [Tex.] 1963).
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§ 73 Pleading the Limitations Statutes in an Answer to a Single Suit.

In order to avail himself of the benefit of the statutes limiting liability, a shipowner is not obliged to institute a
proceeding of his own. He has the right to await a suit against him n1 and then to set up the statutory limitation of his
liability as a defense to any recovery if his vessel was lost without any freight, or as a partial defense if the claim
exceeds the value of his vessel and her pending freight at the close of the voyage on which the claim arose. n2 Such
defense may be set up in any court, State or Federal, n3 and in any form of proceeding. n4 The right to plead the statutes
as a simple defense to a single claim is predicated upon the direct statement of the original statute of 1851, that the
vessel owner's liability shall not exceed the value of the interest of such owner, n5 and of the amendment of 1884, that
the individual liability of a shipowner shall be limited to and shall not exceed the value of his interest in the ship and
freight. n6 These legislative provisions do not prescribe or require any particular form of proceeding, and justify a
pleading in any court as a defense to any action except a wage claim and a contract or tort of which the defendant has
privity or knowledge. n7 Such a pleading was, prior to the amendment of 1936, permissible at any stage of the
proceedings like any other pleading of defensive matter. Indeed, under the practice as it existed from 1851 to 1936, the
shipowner did not lose his right to limitation by wholly neglecting to plead the statutes as a defense. The old practice
permitted him to contest all liability in the ordinary way and, if defeated on the merits and adjudged to pay a sum larger
than his limitation values, thereafter still to file his petition for limitation in the federal admiralty court. n8 That practice
has been radically altered by the new requirements that a petition must be filed, if at all, within six months after a
claimant shall have given to or filed with a shipowner a written notice of claim. n9 But that amendment apparently does
not apply to pleading 46 U.S.C. § 183, or the Act of June 26, 1884 merely as a defense to any single action. While the
right to file a petition for limitation appears now to be lost six months after the receipt of the first claim, the right to
plead the statutes as a defense to any action is not lost by any lapse of time so long as there is any right to answer, or
amend an answer, or conform a pleading to the proofs. n10
When the right to take the benefit of 46 U.S.C. § 183 and the Act of June 26, 1884 is so pleaded in any court
whatsoever, such court is, in accordance with the provisions of 46 U.S.C. § 184, deemed fully competent to appraise the
defendant's interest in the value of the vessel and freight according to the admiralty practice and to apportion the limited
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sum so ascertained to the party or parties entitled thereto under any judgment or decree that may be entered in the
action. n11 But if a plaintiff traverses the pleading of these statutes, or introduces evidence in denial of the shipowner's
right to take the benefit of these statutes, the trial, if in a court not possessed of admiralty jurisdiction, must halt at the
shipowner's demand, and the issue of the right to limit taken to a federal admiralty court of competent jurisdiction and
there disposed of. n12 Likewise, if the non-admiralty court fails to apply the proper principles of valuation, the
shipowner may take that issue to the appropriate admiralty court. These steps may be taken by the shipowner without
furnishing a stipulation for value, or making a payment into court, or transferring the ship and freight to a trustee,
simply in aid of the proper administration of the limitation scheme of the statutes by the non-admiralty court. n13 The
question of the right to limit, or of valuation, having been disposed of in the admiralty court, the case should be sent
back to the original forum for trial of the single claim involved upon the merits.
FORM No. 73-1 Allegation of Right to Limitation of Liability as a Defense
Further answering the (libel) herein, respondent alleges as a further defense thereto:
Tenth. The aforementioned (collision) was occasioned without the privity or knowledge of the (respondent); the
amount of the damages alleged in said (libel) greatly exceeds the amount or value of the (respondent's) interest in said
vessel and her freight then pending; and the (respondent) invokes the benefit of the provisions of the Revised Statutes of
the United States and the acts amendatory thereof and supplemental thereto in limitation of the liability of shipowners,
under which provisions, should the (respondent) be held liable for or by reason of the matters,or any of them, set forth
in the (libel), the (libelant) is not entitled to recover damages therefor in a sum in excess of the amount or value of the
(respondent's) said interest in said vessel at the conclusion of the voyage upon which such (collision) occurred and her
freight then pending.
____________________________________
FORM No. 73-2 Defense of Limitation of Liability
Upon information and belief, there is no liability whatsoever on the part of the defendant, ..................., on account of the
matters alleged in the complaint. However, in the event that it is to be held that there is liability on his part, he then
pleads and alleges the following defense:
That the occurrence referred to in the complaint herein was caused without privity or knowledge on his part; that the
amount of damages claimed in said complaint greatly exceeds the amount or value of his interest, if any, in his
.................. vessel, immediately following the occurrence, and by reason thereof he invokes the benefit of the provisions
of the Revised Statutes of the United States and the acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto in limitation of
the liability of shipowners under which provisions, should there by any liability whatsoever on the part of defendant,
..................., for or by reason of the matters or any of them as set forth in the complaint herein, then neither the plaintiff
nor any other party hereto is entitled to recover damages therefor in any sum in excess of the amount or value of
defendant's, .................. interest, if any, in the said .................. vessel at the conclusion of the voyage upon which the
occurrence referred to in the complaint occurred.
____________________________________
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawCollisionsLiabilityLimitations on
LiabilityAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers' ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty
LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties &
ObligationsLimitations on Liability
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FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. Langnes v. Green (The Aloha), 282 U.S. 531, 51 S. Ct. 243, 75 L. Ed. 520, 1931 A.M.C. 511 (1931);
In re Meyer, 74 F. 881 (N.D. Cal. 1896); The Norco, 1 F. Supp. 932, 1933 A.M.C. 38 (W.D. Wash. 1932), rev'd, 66
F.2d 651, 1933 A.M.C. 1306 (9th Cir. 1933), aff'd sub nom. Larsen v. Northland Transp. Co., 292 U.S. 20, 54 S. Ct.
584, 78 L. Ed. 1096 (1934).
For an understanding of why the pleading of limitation in an answer is typically restricted to single claim situations
compare The West Point, 83 F. Supp. 680 (E.D. Va. 1949) with Blunk v. Wilson Line of Washington, 341 F. Supp.
1345, 1972 A.M.C. 1501 (N.D. Ohio 1972).
(n2)Footnote 2. The Scotland, 105 U.S. (15 Otto) 24, 26 L. Ed. 1001 (1882); The Manitoba, 122 U.S. 97, 7 S. Ct.
1158, 30 L. Ed. 1095 (1887); O'Brien v. Miller, 168 U.S. 287, 18 S. Ct. 140, 42 L. Ed. 469 (1897); The S.A.
McCaulley, 99 F. 302 (E.D. Pa. 1899); Gleason v. Duffy, 116 F. 298 (7th Cir. [Ind.] 1902); The Ocean Spray, 117 F.
971 (N.E. Cal. 1902); The City of Boston, 159 F. 257 (D. Mass. 1906), rev'd, 162 F. 862 (1st Cir), cert. denied, 212
U.S. 576 (1908).
(n3)Footnote 3. Langnes v. Green, N.1 supra; Loughlin v. McCauley, 186 Pa. St. 517, 40 A. 1020 (1898);
Delaware River Ferry Co. v. Amos, 179 F. 756 (E.D. Pa.), appeal dismissed, 218 U.S. 688 (1910); The Lotta, 150 F.
219 (D.S.C. 1907); Carlisle Packing Co. v. Sandanger, 259 U.S. 255, 42 S. Ct. 475, 66 L. Ed. 927 (1922).
(n4)Footnote 4. The North Star, 255 F. 955 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1919); The Oneida, 282 F. 238 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1922).
(n5)Footnote 5. R.S. 4283(a); 46 U.S.C. § 183(a).
(n6)Footnote 6. Act of June 26, 1884, 46 U.S.C. § 189.
(n7)Footnote 7. Langnes v. Green, N.1 supra (bodily injury to a fisherman); Carlisle Packing Co. v. Sandanger,
N.3 supra; The Cyc, 65 F.2d 245, 1933 A.M.C. 943 (9th Cir. [Cal.] 1933) (injury to guest on yacht club tender).
(n8)Footnote 8. The Benefactor, 103 U.S. (13 Otto) 239, 26 L. Ed. 351 (1881); Larsen v. Northland Transp. Co.
(Norco), N.1 supra; In re Moran Bros. Contracting Co., Inc., 1 F. Supp. 932, 1932 A.M.C. 910 (E.D. N.Y. 1932).
(n9)Footnote 9. R.S. 4285; 46 U.S.C. § 185, as amended June 5, 1936.
(n10)Footnote 10. Decisions in the First, Third, Fourth and Fifth Circuits have held that the six months' time limit
made applicable to a proceeding commenced by the petition of the shipowner under 46 U.S.C. § 185 is not to be read
into 46 U.S.C. § 183 (a) and hence does not apply when limitation is pleaded as a defense in a single suit; The Sankaty
Head, 33 F. Supp. 10, 1940 A.M.C. 559 (D. Mass. 1940); Merriam v. S.S. Hawaiian, 38 F. Supp. 574, 1941 A.M.C. 710
(D. Md. 1941), aff'd, 124 F.2d 45, 1942 A.M.C. 84 (4th Cir. 1942); Coryell v Pilkington (The Yacht Seminole), 39 F.
Supp. 142, 1941 A.M.C. 923 (S.D. Fla. 1941), aff'd, 128 F.2d 702, 1942 A.M.C. 906 (5th Cir. 1942); aff'd on other
grounds, 317 U.S. 406, 63 S. Ct. 291, 87 L. Ed. 363, 1943 A.M.C. 18 (1943); The Chickie, 141 F.2d 80, 1944 A.M. C.
635 (3d Cir. [Pa.] 1944); DeCruz v. Hiering, 69 F. Supp. 397, 1947 A.M.C. 1722 (D.N.J. 1947); Kutger v. United
States, 169 F. Supp. 104, 1959 A.M.C. 1563 (N.E. Fla. 1958); Baham v. Atlantic Gulf and Pacific Co., 333 F. Supp.
680, 1972 A.M.C. 1568 (E.D. Pa. 1971).
District Court cases in the Second Circuit originally were in conflict on this issue. In the Southern and Eastern
Districts it was held that the six months' limit applied when limitation of liability was sought by way of defense in an
answer: Daly v. Sound & Harbor Towing Corp., 37 F. Supp. 120, 1940 A.M.C. 1573 (E.D.N.Y. 1940); Cantwell v.
Meade and Murley, 1954 A.M.C. 1128 (E.D. N.Y. 1954); The Irving, 3 F. Supp. 59, 1940 A.M.C. 431 (S.D.N.Y. 1940).
However, on appeal from the decree in The Irving, supra, the Circuit Court of Appeals found it unnecessary to rule on
the question in view of the Court's disposition of the case on other grounds: United States Gypsum Co. v. Conners
Marine Co., 119 F.2d 689, 1941 A.M.C. 850 (2d Cir. 1941). Decisions in the District Courts of the Second Circuit
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holding the six months' limitation period inapplicable when pleading limitation in the answer include Canty v. McLain
Line, Inc., 40 F. Supp. 887, 1941 A.M.C. 1553 (S.D. N.Y. 1941); Universal Terminal Corp. v. Pennsylvania Railroad
Co., 279 F. Supp. 267, 1967 A.M.C. 1281 (S.D.N.Y. 1967); and Murray v. New York Central Railroad Co., 171 F.
Supp. 80, 1959 A.M.C. 2355 (S.D.N.Y. 1959). The decision in Murray v. New York Central Railroad Co., supra, was
appealed and in 1961 the Second Circuit joined the other Circuits listed above in holding that limitation of liability may
be pleaded as a defense even after six months from the first notice of claim: Murray v. New York Central Railroad Co.,
287 F.2d 152, 1961 A.M.C. 1118 (2d Cir. [N.Y.]), cert. denied, 366 U.S. 945 (1961).
Where an action is commenced in state court and limitation of liability is interposed as a defense, that defense must be
tried in admiralty without a jury. However, to give effect to the "saving to suitors" clause the rest of the common-law
trial with a jury may proceed; Famiano v. Enyeart, 398 F.2d 661, 1968 A.M.C. 2147 (7th Cir. [Ind.] 1968), cert. denied,
393 U.S. 1020. See also Terracciano v. McAlinden Construction Co., 485 F.2d 304, 1973 A.M.C. 2111 (2d Cir. [N.Y.]
1973).
By failing to plead limitation of liability as a defense, the shipowner does not lose his right to timely file a petition to
limit in the federal court: Petition of Indiana Farm Bureau, 235 F. Supp. 800, 1965 A.M.C. 962 (S.D. Ill. 1964).
(n11)Footnote 11. Langnes v. Green, N.1 supra.
(n12)Footnote 12. Ex parte Green, 286 U.S. 437, 52 S. Ct. 602, 76 L. Ed. 1212, 1932 A.M.C. 802 (1932).
(n13)Footnote 13. Merriam v. S.S. Hawaiian, 38 F. Supp. 574, 1941 A.M.C. 710 (D. Md.), aff'd, 124 F.2d 45, 1942
A.M.C. 84 (4th Cir. 1941).
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§ 74. Petition for Limitation or Exoneration, Denying Liability, With Prayer for Appraisement, and Offering
Stipulation for Value.

This is the most usual form of petition. It serves the shipowner's purpose best both when the ship survives the disaster in
such repairable condition as still to be useful in the shipowner's business, and when the vessel is a total loss, leaving
only some wreckage or freight to appraise.
The filing of this pleading institutes the proceeding in limitation of the shipowner's liability, and it is necessary that it be
carefully drawn. Alternative objects are prayed for, complete exoneration from liability, or partial exemption to the
extent of the value of the owner's interest in the vessel and her pending freight. If the petitioner admits liability and
seeks only to limit the same, the petition need set forth the facts only on which limitation is claimed and will omit facts
looking toward a claim of total exemption. But, in either event and even where a limitation alone is sought, it is not
necessary to admit a liability. n1 The omission to allege a jurisdictional fact may be supplied by amendment, but may
make necessary the issuing of an alias monition. n2
The petition should follow the allegation of certain facts required to be set forth in such a petition by the local rules of
the district court, n3 the averment of which, in districts which have no specific rules, will certainly assist the court in its
disposition of the proceeding. The former rules of the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York were as well
developed in this point as any of the other local rules, and required the allegations of the petition to state the following:
Southern District of New York Admiralty Rule 31--Eastern District of New York Admiralty Rule 31.
"Petitions or libels to limit liability must state:
"1. The facts showing that the application is properly made in this district.
"2. The voyage on which the demands sought to be limited arose, with the date and place of its termination; the amount
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of all demands including all unsatisfied liens or claims of liens, on contract or on tort, arising on that voyage, so far as
known to the petitioners, and what suits, if any, are pending thereon; whether the vessel was damaged, lost or
abandoned, and if so, when and where; the value of the vessel at the close of the voyage, or in case of wreck, the value
of her wreckage, strippings or proceeds, if any, as nearly as the petitioners can ascertain, and where and in whose
possession they are; also the amount of any pending freight, recovered or recoverable. If any of the above particulars are
not fully known to the petitioner, a statement of such particulars, according to the best knowledge, information, and
belief of the petitioner, shall be sufficient."
Southern District of New York Admiralty Rule 32--Eastern District of New York Admiralty Rule 32.
"If a surrender of the vessel is offered to be made to a trustee, the libel or petition must further show any prior
paramount lien on the vessel, and what voyages or trips if any she has made since the voyage or trip on which the
claims sought to be limited arose, and any existing liens, arising upon any such subsequent voyage or trip, with the
amounts and the causes thereof, and the names and addresses of the lienors, so far as known; and whether the vessel
sustained any injury upon, or by reason of such subsequent voyage or trip.
"Upon surrender of the vessel no final decree exempting from liability will be made until all such liens as may be
admitted or proved, prior to such final decree, to be superior to the liens of the claims limited, shall be paid or secured
independently of the property surrendered, as may be ordered by the court."
Southern District of New York Admiralty Rule 33--Eastern District of New York Admiralty Rule 33.
"If, instead of a surrender of the vessel, an appraisement thereof be sought for the purpose of giving a stipulation for
value, the libel or petition must state the names and addresses of the principal creditors and lienors, whether on contract
or in tort, upon the voyage on which the claims are sought to be limited, and the amounts of their claims, so far as they
are known to the petitioner, and the attorneys or proctors in any action or suit thereon; or if such creditors or lienors be
numerous, then a sufficient number of them properly to represent all in the appraisement; and notice of the proceedings
to appraise the property shall be given to such creditors as the court shall direct, and to all the attorneys and proctors in
such pending actions and suits."
The current local District Court rules for the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York do not retain the specific
pleading requirements set out above. The former rules remain, however, as guidelines for good practice in this area.
The foreging rules do not mention several situations which occasionally occur and which also permit a petition to be
filed. Thus if a ship is totally lost without any freight pending--as where a commercial ship is on a ballast voyage, or in
the case of a yacht not engaged in commerce and not under charter--those facts may be alleged on affidavits; if they are
controverted, an appraisement proceeding can be had to verify their truth. See § 61 supra. The rules are directed
towards voyage claims and situations of wreck; but they are equally applicable to cases where the vessel is not on a
voyage and is not a wreck, and where the shipowner is in fear of claims.
The amendment of 1936, requiring the shipowner at all events to file his petition within six months of receiving a claim,
may have made it unimportant whether the shipowner's fear of claims is bona fide or not. Taken literally, that
amendment requires the shipowner, at his peril, to let the six months' period elapse without filing a petition against
anything that may thereafter be asserted in respect of the voyage or occasion as to which one claim has been received.
The amendment apparently assumes that vessel owners and charterers always know about all the claims that may be
asserted against them; and to the extent that this is a correct assumption, the decision whether to let the six months'
period elapse without filing a petition may safely be made. Under the rules of laches, however, claims may freely be
made much later than six months after a voyage or an accident, see Vol. 2, § 62, supra, and such a possibility must
therefore be considered.
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Claims against the vessel or her owner, arising out of the accident or circumstances against the result of which the
limitation is sought, should be set forth with particularity. If suits or actions are merely threatened or the petitioner is
merely in fear of such adverse proceedings, those facts should be alleged. n4 It is not a jurisdictional requirement that
there be more than one claim: a single claim, if large enough, will authorize a limitation proceeding. n5 The practice as
to single claims has been substantially clarified in recent years; the court will not issue a restraining order and permits
the single claim to be tried on the merits in the forum of the plaintiff's choice. See § 51. It is immaterial that the claims,
actually put forward are within the value of the ship where a bona fide possibility exists of claims in excess of it. n6 A
limitation proceeding is not maintainable if the value of the vessel and pending freight exceeds the aggregate of possible
claims. n7 And if there is not even a remote possibility that the claims will approximate the value of the vessel, the
petition may be dismissed on motion. Thus a petition to limit liability in respect of a large ocean liner, valued by the
appraisers at $9,225,000 in respect of loss of a fishing schooner where the claims sued on in the state court aggregated
$205,000 was dismissed on motion. n8 It is not necessary to wait until the trial or hearing before raising this objection.
If the vessel is not at fault and no one claims she is, and if the cause of the loss or damage and the ground of liability, if
any, are independent of the ship, the proceeding cannot be maintained. n9 It is usual, upon appropriate allegations of
fact, to pray in the alternative for a decree of exoneration from all liability or for the limitation of the liability, if any,
that may be found to exist. n10
THE ELEMENTS OF A LIMITATION PETITION
The various allegations usually essential to a limitation petition are here presented seriatim. In each category, various
forms are collected to illustrate the varieties of situation ordinarily encountered. When the appropriate clauses are
assembled to form the desired petition, each clause should be separately numbered.
Several well-known petitions--the Titanic (1912), the Lusitania (1915), the Vestris (1929), and the Mohawk (1935), are
presented in toto, both to illustrate the complete form and because of their historical
interest.____________________________________
FORM No. 74-1 Captions
(a)

To the Honorable the Judges of the United States District Court for the .................. District of ..................
The petition of N. Steamship Company, owner, and M. Co., as charterer of the steamship S., in a cause of limitation of
liability, civil and maritime, alleges on information and belief as follows:
(b)

Another Form:
District Court of the United States.

District of Massachusetts. In Admiralty.
To the Honorable ..................., Judge of the District Court of the United States within and for the District of
Massachusetts:
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The petition of B. Tow Boat Company, as owner at the time of the sinking and collision hereinafter mentioned of the
barge B., in a cause of limitation of liability, civil and maritime, alleges as follows:
Another Form:
(c)

In The United States District Court For The Northern District of California

__________________________________________________
Plaintiffs, VS. Defendants.
)
)
No. ......................COMPLAINT IN ADMIRALTY
)
FOR EXONERATION FROM OR LIMITATION OF
LIABILITY, DECLARATORY RELIEF, PROPERTY DAMAGE, PRODUCT LIABILITY, AND
DAMAGES.
__________________________________________________
____________________________________
First Petitioner's Status, Corporate Status, etc., and Ownership of or Interest in Vessel.
FORM No. 74-2 Individual
The petitioner is, and was at the times hereinafter mentioned, sole owner of the American schooner, Hattie L., which
said schooner is now lying in the port of New York, and within the jurisdiction of this Honorable Court.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-3 Share Ownership
The petitioners are, and at all times hereinafter mentioned were the owners of the schooner C. on shares in the following
proportions: Doe, 1/8th, Roe 1/16th (etc.).
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-4 Corporate Ownership
At the times hereinafter mentioned, the petitioner, B. Tow Boat Company, was a corporation duly organized and
existing under the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, having a usual place of business in Boston in said
district, and was the owner of the barge B. and her pending freight.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-5 Corporate Ownership and Local Agency
At all the times hereinafter mentioned the petitioner, N. Steamship Company, was and now is a corporation duly
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of Massachusetts, and it was at the times mentioned herein the
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sole owner of the tank steamship S., her engines, boilers, tackle, etc. The agent of the said N. Steamship Company is M.
& Co., Inc., having its principal place of business in the United States at 11 Broadway, New York City, within this
District.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-6 Charterer as Owner
The petitioner, The D. Railroad Company, is, and at all the times hereinafter mentioned was, a corporation of the State
of Pennsylvania, having its office and place of business at Number 90 West Street, Borough of Manhattan, New York
City, and in the Southern District of New York, and is and was the lessee and charterer of (and in sole possession of) the
Ferryboat S., (her engines, boilers, tackle, apparel and furniture) and manned, victualed, and navigated the said vessel,
and was the owner thereof within the meaning of Section 4286 of the Revised Statutes of the United States.
____________________________________
Second: Description of the Vessel.
FORM No. 74-7
Sand barge B. is a wooden built barge 154.5 feet in length, 32.3 feet in breadth, 11.2 feet in depth and 433 gross and net
tonnage, and was at the times hereinafter mentioned used for the transportation of coal in the harbor of said Boston.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-8
Said steamship W. is an American vessel of about 5,087 net tons burden and duly enrolled according to law in the office
of the United States Collector of Customs for the District of New York; that said steamship was, at all of said times,
used and employed by your petitioner in the business of transporting cargoes between Pacific Coast ports of the United
States and Atlantic Coast and Gulf ports of the United States, by way of the Panama Canal.
____________________________________
Third: Seaworthiness, Due Diligence.
FORM No. 74-9
The petitioner used due diligence to make said vessel seaworthy, and she was until the (collision) hereinafter mentioned
tight, staunch and strong, fully manned, equipped, and supplied, and in all respects seaworthy and fit for the service in
which she was engaged.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-10
Said steamship was, at all times herein mentioned, in all respects seaworthy, and properly and efficiently officered,
manned, supplied, equipped and furnished, and well and sufficiently fitted and supplied with suitable engines, boilers,
machinery, tackle, apparel, appliances and furniture, all in good order and condition and suitable for the business and
voyages in which she was engaged. The owners of said steamship had, at the commencement of the voyage of said
vessel hereinafter mentioned, and at all times prior thereto, and at all times thereafter, herein mentioned, exercised due
diligence to make said vessel in all respects seaworthy and properly and efficiently officered, manned, equipped,
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supplied and furnished, and well and sufficiently fitted and supplied with suitable engines, boilers, machinery, tackle,
apparel, appliances and furniture.
____________________________________
Fourth: Present Location of the Vessel.
FORM No. 74-11
The S. now lies in 100 feet of water about 9 miles south and east of Sea Girt Light, and is, together with her equipment,
a total loss.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-12
The S. is now within this District and within the jurisdiction of this Honorable Court.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-13
The said vessel on the 24th day of November, 19 ....., while in the prosecution of her said voyage, encountered a gale,
which increased into a hurricane on the 25th of November, and the said brig was on that day driven ashore on the island
of Cuba, where she now lies, practically a total wreck.
____________________________________
Fifth: Circumstances of the Voyage, Loss, Damage or Injury in Respect of Which Limitation Is Claimed.

The statement should be full and complete. It may state facts which tend to show that the petitioning shipowner and/or
charterer is not liable in any event. It must state whether the vessel was on a voyage, and if so when the voyage began
and ended. In respect of a ferryboat, a single passage across a harbor has been alleged as a voyage. In respect of a
harbor tug boat, a day's work has been suggested as a voyage.
The events after the collision or other accident should be alleged, so as to conduct the narrative to the end of the voyage
or other termination of the period as to which limitation is sought.
Facts as to persons exposed to risk of injury, the events and statistics of rescue, injury and loss of life, should be given.
Facts as to property loss and damage, and salvage already accomplished or hoped for, should be stated.
The petitions in well-known disasters, Forms 482-485, post, will give an idea of the organization of the material of the
narrative.
The narrative need not necessarily be elaborate. A harbor accident allegedly due to the fault of those who loaded a coal
barge was sufficiently alleged as follows:
FORM No. 74-14
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(Number.) On or about the 5th day of March, 19 ....., the petitioner, acting under the orders of J. L. B. and G. L. B.,
co-partners doing business under the firm name and style of B. Brothers, and having a usual place of business in said
Boston, sent said barge to a wharf in the Mystic River in the Charlestown District of said Boston, operated, managed or
controlled by the D. Company, a corporation duly organized and existing under the laws of the said Commonwealth of
Massachusetts and having a usual place of business in said Boston, said barge being at said time and at all times
hereinafter mentioned staunch, strong, seaworthy and properly manned, equipped and supplied; and he said D.
Company, its servant or servants, agent or agents, took charge of said barge, undertook to load her with coal, and during
the night of March 5, 19 ....., put on board of her about 575 tons of coal. Thereafter in the early morning of the 6th day
of March, 19 ....., said barge sank in her dock causing loss to the petitioner.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-15
(Number): On the ................... day of ..................., 19 .... the ..................., while navigating in the .................. River,
..................., struck the swing span of the New York and Long Branch Railroad drawbridge, under circumstances as
follow:
On the morning of that day the ..................., drawing 14 feet 8 inches forward and 20 feet 8 inches aft, got under way
from her discharging berth at ..................., ..................., bound for .................. on a stage of her voyage which had
commenced at .................. on ..................., 19 .... Visibility was good, and there was a light breeze. On the bridge of the
.................. were her pilot, master, chief officer, and wheelsman and, on her forecastle, were her second officer,
carpenter and lookout,-- all alert and attentive to their duties. Throughout all of her maneuvers described herein the
...................'s engine was throttled down to harbor maneuvering speeds.
In proceeding downriver from her berth towards the sea, the .................. was required to pass through the draw of the
New York and Long Branch Railroad drawbridge. That draw was opened as the .................. was leaving her berth, at
about 0900 hours. Thereafter, so far as the ...................'s navigators could observe with the vessel necessarily
approaching from an angle to conform with the curving navigation channel, the draw remained open. The south draw, in
the ...................'s starboard-hand side of the channel, was obstructed by a manned work barge engaged in repairing the
fender system of the bridge's center pier, requiring the .................. to use the north draw.
As the .................. was proceeding toward the north draw, her engine was ordered half ahead at about 0910 1/2 hours.
Thereafter, in the course of making the approach to the draw, the ...................'s pilot, on the open bridge, ordered left
rudder. The wheelsman, in the enclosed wheelhouse, acknowledged that order properly but inadvertently applied right
rudder, causing the vessel to start swinging to starboard. That inadvertence was promptly discovered and corrected; left
rudder was quickly applied and the ...................'s engine was ordered stop and, momentarily full aster. Then, to
accelerate her swing to port, away from the aforesaid manned work barge and the bridge swing span, the ...................'s
engine was promptly ordered full ahead. As she approached the draw with her bow swinging to port, her engine was
ordered full astern. Despite those actions, at approximately 09131/2 hours the ...................'s port bow and stem
contacted the upriver end of the bridge swing span, which was so constructed as to be insufficiently protected by the
center pier fender system and was apparently extending partially over the draw. Both the bridge and ship sustained
damage as a result of the contact.
After the collision the .................. backed clear and proceeded to .................. Shipyard, ..................., to effect necessary
damage repairs. While there, she terminated her voyage on ..................., 19 ....
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-16
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(Number): The .................. pursuant to the instructions of its owners left ..................., .................. on ..................., 19
....., bound for ..................., ..................., having previously discharged its last cargo of resin on ..................., 19 ....., at
..................., .................. about one week prior to ..................., 19 ....., the No. 1 and No. 3 tanks port and starboard were
begun to be cleaned with steam and soda ash, the latter acting as an emulsifier. On the north bound voyage to
..................., ..................., the tank cleaning with steam and soda ash continued. The .................. arrived at ...................,
New Jersey, on ..................., 19 ....., where the vessel tied up at the dock of .................. Cleaning Corp., ...................,
.................. On ..................., 19 ....., the vessels commenced butterworthing the tanks, utilizing the steam from the
vessels coils, and three butterworth machines and vacuum pumps rented from .................. Cleaning Corp. The cleaning
operation continued from ..................., 19 ....., until ..................., 19 ....., an this later day the butterworthing commenced
at 0600 a.m. and all cleaning work on the vessel was stopped at 1300 p.m. The No. 3 port tank was checked
mechanically at about 1000 a.m. and a safe reading was indicated. At about 1400 P.m. the No. 1 port tank was checked
mechanically and a safe reading obtained. However, all precautions were maintained and a chemist was to be called to
check to see if the vessel was gas-free. Suddenly, at about 1430 p.m. an explosion occurred in the forward of the vessel,
ripping the deck off the No. 1 port tank. Flames appeared in this tank and efforts were begun to extinguish the flames. A
second explosion then occurred and the fire was extinguished with the assistance of the .................. Fire Dept. As a
result of the explosion a crew member, ..................., died the bos'n, .................. and messman .................. were
hospitalized.
____________________________________
Sixth: Denial of Fault, Justifying Exoneration--Allegations of Fault of Others.

Fault of the petitioner, his servants, etc., is denied; this allegation, if subsequently proved, will justify the court in
entering a decree exonerating the petitioner from all fault.
The faults of other parties and other vessels are alleged in detail as in the case of any collision libel or answer, each
allegation of the fault of another being separately numbered and paragraphed.
FORM No. 74-17
The said collision was in no wise caused by fault on the part of the said schooner, her master, officers, or crew, but
solely by reason of the negligence of those on board of and in charge of the said bark Helene, in that, though sailing
free, she did not keep out of the way of the schooner, which was close hauled, in that she was proceeding at an
immoderate rate of speed in a dense fog; in that she was not sounding a mechanical fog horn, as required by law; in that
she had no proper lookout, and in other respects, which will be shown on the trial of this cause.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-18
The losses, damages, injuries and destruction sustained by the vessel, passengers, crew and cargo by reason of the
premises were not caused or contributed to by any fault, neglect, want of care or design on the part of the S. or those in
charge of her, the petitioners herein or anyone for whom said petitioners may be responsible.
____________________________________
Seventh: Fault of Another.
FORM No. 74-19
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Upon information and belief, the said collision was caused through the fault, negligence, carelessness and incompetence
of those in charge of and controlling the said tug D., and the said tug F., and the said tug J., and the said steamship M.,
and the said D. & Co., Inc., in the following, among other particulars, which will be pointed out on the trial of this
action:
As to each of the said tugs:
1. In not keeping a proper lookout;
2. In attempting to tow the said steamship without sufficient power to control the same;
3. In not having the said steamship under control; (etc.)
And further, as to the said tug D.:
1. In towing the said steamship on a hawser of excessive length.
And further, as to the said tugs F., and J.:
1. In suddenly sheering to port.
2. In continuing to sheer to port after the S. had sounded the alarm.
As to the D. & Co., Inc.:
1. In failing to use due care in towing said steamship;
2. In attempting to tow the said steamship with insufficient power; (etc.)
As to the said steamship:
1. In not keeping a proper lookout;
2. In not having lights properly set and lighted; (etc.)
____________________________________
Eighth: Subsequent Events Altering the Value.

A subsequent accident diminishing the value of the vessel should be alleged in sufficient detail to disclose its nature. A
subsequent accident may give a cause of action against a tort-feasor, in which event it may not reduce the vessel's value;
it may even increase it.
FORM No. 74-20
While said barge lay sunk in said dock, the said D. Company caused or allowed a steamer owned and operated by the
said D. Company to come into said dock and negligently collide with said barge B., and said collision and the resulting
damages were not caused or contributed to by any fault or negligence on the part of the petitioner herein or its agents or
servants, nor of anyone for whom the said barge B. or your petitioner may have been responsible, but were caused by
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and were due to the faults of the said D. Company in the following particulars among others:
1. In so placing said steamer in said dock as to damage said barge B.
2. In allowing said steamer to be placed in said dock so as to come into collision with said barge B.
3. In shifting said steamer in said dock and causing her to collide with said barge B.
4. In other respects to be shown at the trial.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-21
During the said voyage, and after the said occurrences, the said steamer S. came into collision with the steamer T.,
without any fault on the part of the S., and solely by reason of the fault of the T., and an action is now pending in the
.................. Court between the petitioner and the owner of the said steam T. for the recovery of the damages suffered by
the S. on that occasion.
____________________________________
Ninth: Allegation of value of the petitioner's interest.
FORM No. 74-22
The voyage upon which the aforementioned loss, injury, damage and destruction occurred ended with the sinking of the
S. about an hour after the collision. The steamship S. was a total loss and nothing was saved except six lifeboats which
are now within this jurisdiction and of a value not in excess of $650.00. There was no salvage of cargo because the cost
of labor and equipment to salve damaged cargo would exceed the value recovered. The freight pending for the
transportation of the cargo on board the S. on the voyage during which the collision and sinking occurred amounted to
$7,179.00. Refunds of passage money, together with the expense of care and transportation of passengers to their
destinations, will exceed the amount of passage money collected, leaving a deficit on account of passage moneys.
Petitioners are advised that the entire aggregate value of the interest of petitioners in said steamship S. and her pending
freight and passage moneys at the end of the voyage upon which said collision and sinking occurred does not exceed the
sum of $7,829.00.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-23
(Upon information and belief) the value of the said ferryboat, her engines, boilers, tackle, apparel and furniture, after the
said collision and before being repaired, did not exceed the sum of $96,875, and the pending freight and passage money
did not exceed the sum of $100.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-24
The value of the steamship S. immediately after said collision did not exceed $524,100. The freight earned for the
transportation of cargo on board the S. at the time of the collision amounted to approximately $19,556.66. The entire
aggregate value of the interest of petitioner in said steamship and her pending freight at the end of the voyage on which
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the collision occurred does not exceed $543,656.66.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-25
The value of your petitioner's interest in said steamship W. on said 7th day of October, 19..................., immediately
after said collision, did not and does not exceed the sum of $450,000; that the value of your petitioner's interest in the
freight pending for said voyage did not at the end of said voyage, and does not exceed the sum of $52,749.88.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-26
Charterer's Interest: Your petitioner, The D. Railroad Company, is the lessee and charterer of the said ferryboat for the
term of twenty (20) years from January 1, 1910, and is the owner of all of the capital stock of your petitioner, The H.
Ferry Company, and the value of the interest of your petitioner, The H. Ferry Company, in the said ferryboat is nominal.
Petitioner also avers that, by reason of the destruction of the said vessel, no freight was earned on her voyage, and there
is now no pending freight, recovered or recoverable.
____________________________________
Tenth: Statement as to Other Liens.
FORM No. 74-27
There are no demands, unsatisfied liens or claims of liens against said steamship S., her engines, boilers, etc., or any
suits pending thereon so far as is known to your petitioner, except as above set forth.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-28
Upon information and belief that there are no liens upon said steamship W. prior or paramount to any liens which may
have accrued by reason of the matters aforesaid.
____________________________________
Eleventh: Petitioner Without Privity or Knowledge.
FORM No. 74-29
The said collision happened, and the loss, damage, injury and destruction above referred to, were done, occasioned and
incurred, without fault on the part of petitioner, and without his privity or knowledge.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-30
Upon information and belief, the said collision was without fault on the part of your petitioners, their or either of their
agents, servants or employees, in charge of the said ferryboat, and the loss, damage, injury and destruction above
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referred to were done, occasioned and incurred without fault on the part of your petitioners, on either of them, and
without the privity or knowledge of either of them.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-31
Said loss and the damages resulting therefrom were occasioned and incurred without the privity or knowledge of the
petitioner.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-32
The sinking of said barge B. and the loss, damage and injury caused thereby happened without the privity or knowledge
of the petitioner.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-33
That the loss, and damage claimed to have been suffered by the owners of said steamship L. and her cargo, and by the
underwriters of said vessel and her cargo, and all other damages and injuries, whether of persons or property, done,
occasioned and incurred upon the said voyage of said steamship W., were done, occasioned and incurred, if at all,
without the consent, or privity, or knowledge, or design, or neglect of your petitioner, or of any of its directors, or
officers, or servants, or of said steamship.
____________________________________
Twelfth: Master of the Vessel Without Privity or
Knowledge.
Note:
Such an allegation would appear to be necessary under the Act of 1936 whenever there is any knowledge
or fear of a claim for loss of life or bodily injury.
FORM No. 74-34
The said collision happened, and the loss, damage, injury or destruction above referred to were done, occasioned and
incurred, without the concurrence of any facts within the privity or knowledge of the master of said vessel at or prior to
the commencement of the voyage.
____________________________________
Thirteenth: Statement of Libels Filed, and Suits Commenced.
FORM No. 74-35
Certain libels have been filed against the said schooner, by reason of the said collision and accident, and an action at
law has been commenced against your petitioner, the following being a list of such proceedings:
(a) An action at law, brought in the Supreme Court of the State of New York, against petitioner, by one J. N., whose
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residence is unknown to petitioner, and who claims to recover for personal injuries received in said collision. The
attorneys for said plaintiff are C. & D., Esqs., of No. 261 Broadway, and the amount of damages claimed in the
complaint is $10,000.
(b ) A suit in admiralty, brought in the United States District Court for this District, by E. F. & Co., of No. 41 Whitehall
Street, New York, in rem against said schooner, claiming to recover for damages sustained by the cargo on board the
schooner at the time of the collision. The said schooner has been seized under process in said action. The proctors for
libelants are G. & H., Esqs., of No. 19 William Street, New York, and the amount claimed in the libel is $1,000.
(c ) A suit in admiralty, brought in the United States District Court of this District, by J. D., as master of the sunken bark
Helene, on behalf of the owners thereof, against said schooner. The residence of the said master is unknown to
petitioner. The schooner has been seized under process in said action. The proctors for libelant are I. and J., Esqs., of
No. 34 Pine Street, New York, and the amount claimed in the libel is $15,000.
The said cause is now pending in said Court and is numbered 17,675 of 1938 of the admiralty causes in said Court.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-36
A libel has been filed in the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York against the said
ferryboat S. by.................. and another as charterer and master, respectively, of the said steamship J. M., to recover
damages in the sum of $450,000, the proctor for the libelants being A, B., No. 2 Rector Street, Borough of Manhattan,
New York City, and a libel has been filed in the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York
against the said ferryboat S. by V. and others as members of the crew of the said steamship J. M., to recover damages
for personal injuries in the total sum of $12,000, the proctor for the libelants being A. B., No. 2 Rector Street, Borough
of Manhattan, New York City.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-37
A claim has been made against the petitioner for damages alleged to have been caused by or to have resulted from said
sinking and collision by said D. Company, by suit No. 100490 on the docket of the Superior Court for the County of
Suffolk and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, in which damages are claimed in the amount of $40,000 which the
petitioner believes and alleges is greatly in excess of the value of said barge and her pending freight after said sinking
and collision, and no trial has been had of said suit.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-38
No suits, to petitioner's knowledge, have to date been brought for loss or damages resulting from the aforesaid collision.
____________________________________
Fourteenth: Statement of Claims Received.
FORM No. 74-39
Claims have been asserted against your petitioner, The D. Railroad Company, by a large number of persons for
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damages resulting from injuries to person or property sustained in the said collision, most of which claims have already
been settled and discharged by your said petitioner.
The names of the persons who have asserted claims which have been settled by your said petitioner, together with the
names of their respective attorneys, if any, and the respective amounts paid in settlement, are set forth in "Schedule A"
hereto annexed, and made a part hereof, and like information with respect to claims that have been asserted as aforesaid
but have not been settled, is set forth in "Schedule B" hereto annexed and made a part hereof.
____________________________________
Fifteenth: Claims Feared.
FORM No. 74-40
In addition to the above, which are all the claims of which petitioner now has knowledge, he is in fear that other suits or
actions may be brought against him or the schooner Hattie L. by other parties who may have sustained loss, damage or
injury by reason of the said collision.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-41
Petitioner believes that as a result of the collision numerous claims will be made and suits will be brought against it or
the S. for personal injuries, loss of life and damage to property, the amount of which is at present unknown.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-42
Your petitioners fear that other libels, suits or claims may be filed, begun or asserted against the said ferryboat S. or
your petitioners, or either of them, by persons who were passengers on the said ferryboat at the time of the said
collision, or by other persons for damages sustained as a result of the said collision.
____________________________________
Sixteenth: Claims Known (and Feared) Exceed Value
of Petitioner"s Interest in Vessel and
Freight.
FORM No. 74-43
Petitioner avers that the amount of the claims in the suits already begun against petitioner and the said schooner Hattie
L. far exceeds the value of his interest in said schooner and her freight pending.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-44
Your petitioners aver that the amount of the claims in the suits already begun against your petitioner, The D. Railroad
Company, for damages resulting from the said collision, exceeds the value of its interest in the said ferryboat S., and the
freight and passage money then pending, and exceeds the entire value of the said ferryboat and the freight and passage
money then pending.
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____________________________________
FORM No. 74-45
The amount of the alleged claims in the actions which have been filed against said vessel and against your petitioner, as
hereinbefore set forth, exceeds the amount and value of the interest of your petitioner in said steamship together with
her freight pending at the end of said voyage, which ended at the port of San Francisco, on the 7th day of October, 19
....
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-46
Petitioners believe that as a result of the collision and sinking of the S., all of the cargo on board was seriously damaged
and may be a total loss; that many of the passengers and members of the crew lost personal effects; that some may have
sustained bodily injuries and others lost their lives. At the present time petitioners do not know the amount of claims for
injuries, losses and damages, but the demands already made against petitioners in behalf of various claimants probably
amount to upwards of $1,000,000 as nearly as can now be estimated, and far exceed the value of the petitioners' interest
in the steamer S. and her freight and passage money pending.
____________________________________
Seventeenth: Claim of Benefit of the Statutes.
FORM No. 74-47
The petitioner, N. Steamship Company, as owner of the steamship S., claims exemption from liability for the losses,
damages, injuries and destruction occasioned or incurred by reason of her collision with the steamship B. and/or
subsequent damages resulting therefrom and for the claims for damages that hereafter may be made, and petitioner
alleges that it has valid defenses thereto on the facts. The petitioner further claims the benefit of the limitation of
liability provided in Sections 183, 184, and 185 of Title 46, United States Code, and the various statutes supplementary
thereto and amendatory thereof.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-48
Your petitioners claim the benefits of the provisions of Sections 183, 184, 185 and 186 of Title 46, United States Code,
and the acts amendatory thereof and supplemental thereto, and in the present proceeding your petitioners further desire
by reason of the facts hereinbefore set forth to limit their liability and the liability of each of them and the liability of the
said ferryboat S. for any and all loss, destruction, damage or injury caused by or resulting from the said collision.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-49
Not admitting but denying any liability herein of the petitioner for any act, matter or thing, loss, damage or injury done,
occasioned or incurred in said dock, the petitioner claims the benefit of the limitation of liability provided in Sections
183, 184, and 185 of Title 46, United States Code, and in the various statutes amendatory thereof.
____________________________________
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FORM No. 74-50
Petitioner claims the benefit of the provisions of Sections 183, 184 and 185 of Title 46, United States Code, and the acts
amendatory thereof and supplemental thereto: and in this proceeding, by reason of the facts and circumstances
hereinbefore set forth, petitioner further desires to contest his liability and the liability of the said schooner Hattie L. to
any extent whatever for any and all loss, destruction, damage and injury caused by and resulting from the collision
aforesaid.
____________________________________
Eighteenth: Offer of a Stipulation for Value.

The claim of the benefit of the statutes is usually combined with an offer to give a stipulation for value, which may be
done in one of the following forms:
FORM No. 74-51
Petitioner is ready and willing to give a stipulation with sufficient surety for the payment into Court of the amount or
value of the petitioner's interest in the steamship S., on said occasion and her pending freight, whenever the same shall
be ordered, as provided by the aforesaid statutes, by General Rule No. 51 in admiralty and by the rules and practices of
this court.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-52
Your petitioner is now ready, able and willing, and hereby offers to give its stipulation, or stipulations, with sufficient
sureties conditioned for the payment into this Court by your petitioner of the value of your petitioner's interest in said
steamship W., if required, as she was immediately after said collision, with interest thereon, together with her freight
pending at the end of said voyage, if any was pending; such payment to be made whenever the same shall be ordered
herein.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-53
Subject to an appraisal of petitioner's interest on a reference, petitioners offer an ad interim stipulation for value in the
sum of $10,000, said sum being in excess of the aggregate value of petitioners' interests in the said vessel, her
equipment, pending freight and passage moneys.
____________________________________
Nineteenth: Concluding Allegation of Truth and Jurisdiction.
FORM No. 74-54
All and singular the premises are true and within the admiralty and maritime jurisdiction of the United States and of this
Honorable Court.
____________________________________
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Twentieth: The Prayer of the Petition.

The prayer of the petition must of course vary according to the circumstances of the case. The following forms include
all the more usual prayers. If for any reason it should be desirable to have the vessel seized by the marshal under process
against her, such process should be prayed for.[88b]
FORM No. 74-55 Prayer
Wherefore, petitioners pray:
1. That this Court cause due appraisement to be made of the amount or value of petitioners' interest in steamship S. and
her pending freight and passage moneys for the aforesaid voyage.
2. That the Court make an order directing petitioners to file a stipulation with surety to be approved by the Court for the
payment into Court of the amount of petitioners' said interest whenever the Court shall so order.
3. That the Court make an order directing the issuance of a monition to all persons claiming damages for any and all
loss, damage, injury or destruction done, occasioned or incurred by or resulting from said collision between steamship
S. and steamship T. and the subsequent sinking of steamship S. as hereinbefore described or during the voyage upon
which the S. was then engaged, citing them to appear before a commissioner to be named by the Court in said order and
make due proof of their respective claims and also to appear and answer the allegations of this petition according to the
law and practice of this Court at or before a certain time to be fixed by the monition.
4. That the Court make an order directing that on the giving of such stipulation as may be determined to be proper or of
an ad interim stipulation, an injunction shall issue restraining the prosecution of all suits, actions and proceedings
already begun to recover for damages sustained on the voyage aforesaid, which terminated with the sinking of
steamship S., and arising out of, occasioned by or consequent upon the collision and subsequent sinking as stated in this
petition or during the voyage in which the S. was then engaged, and the commencement or prosecution hereafter of any
suit, action or legal proceeding of any nature or description whatsoever, except in the present proceeding, against
petitioners or either of them or their agents or representatives or any other person whatsoever in respect of any claim or
claims arising out of the aforesaid voyage and collision and subsequent sinking and loss of the S.
5. That the Court in this proceeding will adjudge.
(a) that petitioners and each of them are not liable to any extent for any loss, damage or injury nor for any claim
whatsoever in any way arising out of or in consequence of the aforesaid voyage or the collision or sinking above
described;
(b) or, if petitioners or either of them shall be adjudged liable, then that such liability be limited to the amount or value
of petitioners' interest in the S. at the end of the voyage on which she was engaged at the time of the collision and
sinking described in this petition, and her pending freight and passage money, if any, and that petitioners be discharged
therefrom upon the surrender of their interest in said steamship S. and her pending freight and passage money, if any,
and that the money paid or secured to be paid as aforesaid be divided pro rata among such claimants as may duly prove
their claims before the commissioner hereinbefore referred to, saving to all parties any priorities to which they may be
legally entitled, and that a decree may be entered discharging petitioners and each of them from all further liability.
6. That petitioners may have such other and further relief as the justice of the cause may require.
B., V., C. & H.,
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Proctors for Petitioners.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-56 Massachusetts Form
Wherefore the petitioner prays:
1. That this Honorable Court shall cause a due appraisement to be made of the value of said barge and her freight
pending after said sinking and collision hereinbefore set forth, and will make an order for the giving of a stipulation
with proper sureties for the payment into the registry of this court of the amount of said appraisement.
2. That this Honorable Court shall issue a monition against all persons claiming damages for any loss, damage or injury
done, occasioned or incurred on said occasions in said dock, citing them to appear before this Honorable Court and
answer to the premises as set forth and make due proof of their respective claims, on or before a certain day to be named
in said monition, and will order and decree that all claims not presented within the time so to be limited shall stand
forever barred, all in accordance with the law and the practice of this Honorable Court.
3. That this Honorable Court shall appoint a commissioner before whom such claims shall be presented in pursuance of
said monition, who shall make proper report thereof, to the court, and that the petitioner may be at liberty to contest its
liability and the liability of said barge B for all such loss, damage or injury independently of the limitation of liability
hereby claimed.
4. That this Honorable Court shall make an order restraining all persons, their agents or attorneys, from prosecuting
suits at law or in equity, or libels in admiralty, against your petitioner or said barge, except in these proceedings before
this Honorable Court or such commissioner, and if upon the filing of said report by said Commissioner and
confirmation thereof, or by other proceedings in this court, it shall appear that your petitioner is not liable for any such
loss, damage or injury, that it may be so finally decreed by this court.
5. That such restraining order shall apply to the further prosecution of the suit now pending as well as those hereafter to
be commenced, and that it shall continue in force until the further order of this court, or until the question of your
petitioner's liability aforesaid shall have been determined by this court, and that it then shall be made perpetual.
6. That this Honorable Court will adjudge that the petitioner is not liable for any loss, damage or injury arising from the
sinking and collision above described, and that if the petitioner be held liable therefor in any part, its liability may be
limited to the amount or value of its interest in the said barge B. and her pending freight after said sinking and collision,
saving to the petitioner its right to set off its own damage against any claims of the said D. Company or of other persons
causing said sinking and collision for which it or they may be liable.
7. That the D. Company in case it shall appear and answer the matters in this petition alleged, or make any claim for
damages herein, may be ordered to answer the interrogatories hereto subjoined.
8. That the petitioner may have such further or other relief as to right and justice may appertain and as this Court is
competent to give in the premises.
B. Tow Boat Company,
By ..................., Treasurer.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-57 California Form
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Wherefore, Plaintiffs .................. and ..................., pray:
As to the First Count:
1. That this Honorable Court issue a notice against all persons claiming damges for any loss, damage or injury occurring
as described in this Complaint or asserting claims in respect of which plaintiffs seek exoneration from or limitation of
liability herein, citing them to file their respective claims with the Clerk of this Court and to serve on or mail to the
attorneys for plaintiffs a copy thereof on or before a date to be named in the said notice and citing any person claiming
damages as aforesaid who shall within the foregoing time have filed a claim intending to contest the right to exoneration
or limitation, to file an answer to this complaint and serve on or mail to attorneys for plaintiffs a copy thereof and that
publication of such notice be made, all as provided by law, by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and the rules of this
Court:
2. That this Honorable Court permit plaintiffs to contest their liability for all loss, destruction, damage, death or injury
occurring as described herein and that judgment be entered exonerating plaintiffs therefrom, and that, if plaintiffs be
adjudged liable therefor, then that the Court adjudge that such liability shall be limited in accordance with the
Limitation of Liability Act, 46 U.S.C. § 183 et seq., and that a judgment be entered discharging plaintiffs from all
further liability;
3. That plaintiffs have such other and further relief as may be just.
As to the Second Count:
1. For judgment against defendant .................. for all repairs, costs, and expenses incurred by plaintiffs by reason of
damage to the hull, crane, equipment and cargo of the .................. sustained in the above described accident, and for
such other and further damages as plaintiffs may be required to pay to others by way of settlement or judgment as a
result of said defendant's negligence and breach of warranty, and which may be recoverable, with interest and costs.
2. That plaintiffs have such other and further relief as may be just.
As to the Third, Fourth and Fifth Counts:
1. For judgment against defendant ..................., for all damages referred to herein, and for any amount plaintiffs may be
required to pay to others by way of settlement or judgment as a result of said defendant's strict liability, negligence and
breach of implied warranty, with interest and costs.
2. That plaintiffs have such other and further relief as may be just.
As to the Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Counts:
1. For judgment against defendants ..................., and ..................., and each of them, for all damages referred to herein,
and for any amount plaintiffs may be required to pay to others by way of settlement or judgment as a result of said
defendant's strict liability, negligence and breach of warranty with interest and costs;
2. That plaintiffs have such other and further relief as may be just.
Dated: ..................
......................,
Attorneys for Plaintiffs.
______________________
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______________________
______________________
____________________________________
FORM Nos. 74-58 Reserved ____________________________________
Complaints Representative of Current Practice
FORM No. 74-66 Complaint for Exoneration From or Limitation of Liability--California n11
United States District Court
central District of California
__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of The Complaint of the UNITED
)
IN ADMIRALTY Civil No.
STATES OF AMERICA, as owner of the United
)
......................COMPLAINT FOR EXONERATION
States Naval Ship .................. for exoneration from or
FROM OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
limitation of liability.
__________________________________________________

The complaint of the United States of America, as owner of the United States Naval Ship .................. in an action for
exoneration from or limitation of liability, civil and maritime, alleges on information and belief as follows:
1. This is a case of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction, as hereinafter more fully appears. The complaint herein sets
forth an admiralty and maritime claim within the meaning of Rule 9(h) and the Supplemental Admiralty Rules of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
2. Plaintiff is the United States of America, a sovereign nation, which was at all material times the owner and operator
of the United States Naval Ship .................. and may bring this action pursuant to the original jurisdiction conferred
upon this Court by 28 U.S.C. § 1345.
3. At all times material to this action, the said USNS .................. was a single screw steam steel vessel of about 7,607
gross tons, 455 feet in overall length, 62 feet in breadth, 38 feet in depth, built in 19.... at .................. and was at all
material times a Navy cargo ship owned and operated by the United States of America through its Navy Military Sealift
Command as a public vessel of the United States.
4. The United States of America had at all material times exercised due diligence to make the said USNS ..................
seaworthy in all respects, and she was until the collision hereinafter described staunch, tight and strong, fully and
properly manned, equipped and supplied, and in all respects seaworthy and fit for the service in which she was engaged.
5. On the afternoon of ..................., 19 ....., the USNS .................. sailed from .................. with military cargo bound for
................... While proceeding northward in the Pacific Ocean off Cape San Martin on the California coast on the
voyage aforesaid, the said .................. was on the early morning of ..................., carelessly and negligently rammed by
the M/V ..................., a motor vessel of .................. registry, causing extensive damage to the .................. and her cargo,
as well as an oil spill of substantial proportions from the fuel tanks of the .................. which were ruptured by said
collision. The .................. was totally disabled by said collision, and was thereafter towed to sheltered waters near
..................., where she was anchored for such temporary repairs as were necessary to keep her afloat, in the course of
which she was beset by heavy weather and rough seas, during which there was some further oil spillage frm her
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ruptured fuel tanks. Following completion of said temporary repairs, she was then returned under tow to ..................
where she arrived on the morning of ..................
6. The voyage upon which the USNS .................. was engaged at all times material to this action terminated on
..................., at ..................., where the said vessel still remains, a constructive total loss, within this district and the
jurisdiction of this Court.
7. The collision hereinabove described, and the damages and losses resulting therefrom or otherwise arising out of the
voyage on which the USNS .................. was then engaged, were caused by the sole fault and negligence of the M/V
..................., her owners and operators and those in charge of her, and were not caused or contributed to in any manner
by any fault or negligence on the part of the said .................. or those in charge of her, nor by any fault or negligence on
the part of the United States of America, its officers, agents, servants or employees, or of anyone for whom the United
States may be responsible.
8. The aforesaid collision, and the damages or losses resulting therefrom or otherwise arising out of the voyage on
which the USNS .................. was then engaged, were occasioned and incurred without the privity or knowledge of
plaintiff United States of America, or of anyone whose privity or knowledge is imputable to the United States.
9. At the termination of her voyage as aforesaid, the USNS .................. was by reason of the collision hereinabove
described damaged beyond reasonable repair, and became a constructive total loss. Certain electronic parts and other
strippings with a value that is not believed to exceed $ ................... were therafter removed from the vessel and remain
in plaintiff's possession. The .................. was a public vessel of the United States, and there was no pending freight.
Except for the value of the electronic parts and other strippings hereinabove described, and such net scrap value as she
may hereafter realize, if any, the value of the interest of the United States of America in the USNS .................. as of the
termination of the voyage aforesaid is nil.
10. There are no liens upon the USNS .................. nor any suits pending thereon, nor are there any claims or demands
prior or paramount to those which may have accrued by reason of the matters herein described.
11. To plaintiff's knowledge, no suits have been commenced to date against the United States of America for any losses
or damages occasioned by or in any way consequent upon the aforesaid collision or otherwise arising out of the voyage
on which the USNS .................. was then engaged. Several prospective claims in amounts that are in most instances
tentative or unspecified but are nevertheless believed to exceed $ ................... in nominal amount have asserted against
the United States by or on behalf of the owners and underwriters of the M/V .................. and her cargo for damages said
to have been sustained as a result of the collision aforesaid, which prospective claims are listed and identified on
Schedule A that is attached hereto and by reference made a part hereof. In addition, a number of minor claims have been
asserted against the United States for pollution damage said to have resulted from the oil spill or spills that were caused
by the said collision which ruptured the ...................'s fuel tanks. All such pollution claims which have been asserted to
date have been paid or compromised for the aggregate sum of $ ................... by the United States of America, except for
two claims in the total sum of $ ................... which presently remain outstanding, and are listed and identified on
Schedule B that is attached hereto and by reference made a part hereof.
12. In addition to the claims described above, plaintiff United States of America believes that other or further claims in
substantial amounts may be made and suits brought against the United States thereon for losses and damages resulting
from the aforesaid collision or otherwise arising out of the voyage on which the USNS PVT. .................. was then
engaged, the amounts of which are presently unknown.
13. The total amount of the claims which have been asserted, or which the United States believes may hereafter be
asserted against it, does now and hereafter will greatly exceed the value of plaintiff's interest in the USNS ..................
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14. Plaintiff United States of America, as owner and operator of the USNS ..................., hereby claims exemption and
exoneration from liability for any and all losses or damages of any kind occasioned or incurred by or resulting from the
aforesaid collision or otherwise arising out of the voyage on which she was then engaged, and from any and all suits and
claims which may have been or may hereafter be made against it, and plaintiff United States of America alleges that it
has valid defenses thereto in fact and in law. The United States further claims the benefits of the limitation of liability
provided by the Shipowners' Limitation of Liability Act, 46 U.S.C. §§ 183-189, and to that end the United States is
willing to proceed according to law and pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure as made applicable to
admiralty and maritime cases.
15. By reason of 28 U.S.C. § 2408, plaintiff United States of America is not required to give security for damages or
costs herein, but is thereby exempted from furnishing bonds or stipulations for value or any other security in these
proceedings, as otherwise provided by the aforesaid provisions of 46 U.S.C. §§ 183-189 and the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure as made applicable to admiralty and maritime cases.
16. This complaint is filed within six months of the termination of the voyage hereinabove described, and no written
notice of claim has been given to plaintiff United States of America by anyone at any time more than six months prior
to the filing of this complaint.
Wherefore, plaintiff United States of America prays:
1. That this Court cause due appraisement to be made of the amount or value of plaintiff's interest in the United States
Naval Ship .................. at the conclusion of the voyage upon which she was engaged at the time of her loss as herein
described.
2. That this Court enter an order directing the issuance of a monition against all persons, concerns or firms claiming
damages for any and all losses or damages occasioned or incurred by or in any way resulting from the collision
aforesaid or in any way consequent thereupon or otherwise arising out of the voyage on which the USNS ..................
was then engaged, or otherwise asserting any claim with respect to which plaintiff United States of America seeks
exoneration from or limitation of liability herein, admonishing them to appear and file their respective claims with the
Clerk of this Court to serve on or mail copies thereof to the attorneys for the United States herein named on or before
the date to be specified in said monition, and to make due proof of their respective claims, and further to file their
respective answers, if any, to the allegations of this complaint on or before the date to be specified in said monition, all
as provided by law and by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure as made applicable to admiralty and maritime cases.
3. That notice of the said monition, in the form and manner prescribed by Supplemental Rule F(4) of the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure as made applicable to admiralty and maritime cases, be published in such newspaper or newspapers
as the Court may direct or as may otherwise be specified by the rules of this Court for legal publication once a week for
at least four consecutive weeks prior to the date specified in the said monition for the filing of claims herein.
4. That this Court issue its injunction restraining the further prosecution of any and all suits, action and proceedings
which may have been already commenced against the United States of America in any court whatsoever to recover
damages for any and all losses or damages occasioned or incurred by or in any way resulting from the collision
aforesaid or in any way consequent thereupon or otherwise arising out of the voyage on which the USNS ..................
was then engaged, and restraining the commencement or prosecution thereafter of any suit, action or legal proceeding of
any nature or description, except in the present proceeding, against the United States of America, its officers, agents,
servants or employees, in respect of any claim or claims arising out of the collision aforesaid or in any way resulting
therefrom or consequent thereupon or otherwise arising out of the voyage on which the USNS .................. was then
engaged, or otherwise subject to limitation in this proceeding.
5. That this Court in this proceeding will adjudge that plaintiff United States of America is not liable to any extent for
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any losses or damages or for any claim or claims in any way whatsoever arising out of or resulting from or consequent
upon the collision aforesaid or otherwise arising out of the voyage on which the USNS .................. was then engaged, or
if the United States shall be adjudged liable in any respect, then that its liability be limited to the amount or value of its
interest in the USNS .................. at the conclusion of the voyage upon which she was engaged at the time of the
collision aforesaid, and that any moneys decreed to be paid be divided pro rata among such claimants as may duly prove
their claims in such manner as may be determined by this Court, saving to all parties any priorities to which they may
be legally entitled, and that a decree may thereupon be entered discharging the United States of America from all further
liability; and
6. That plaintiff United States of America may have such other and further relief as to the Court may seem just and
proper in the premises.
......................,
United States Attorney.
......................,
Assistant United States Attorney, Chief of Civil Division. ______________________,
......................,
Assistant United States Attorney. ______________________,
......................,
Attorney in Charge, West Coast Office, Admiralty and Shipping Section, U.S. Department of Justice Attorneys for
Plaintiff
United States of America

Schedule A

1. Claimant:
Amount:
Nature:
Attorneys:
2. Claimant:
Amount:
Nature:
Attorneys:
3. Claimant:
Amount:
Nature:
Attorneys:
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Schedule B

1. Claimant:
Nature:
Amount:
2. Claimant:
Nature:
Amount:
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-67 Complaint of Corporate Owner for Exoneration From or Limitation of Liability
To the Honorable Judges of the United States District Court for the
Southern District of New York

The Complaint of .................. formerly known as .................. as Owner of the s/s ..................., seeking exoneration from
or limitation of liability, respectfully alleges upon information and belief as follows:
First: Plaintiff is a corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New York, with its
principal place of business at ..................., New York, N.Y., and was at all times hereinafter mentioned the owner of the
s/s ...................
Second: At all times hereinafter mentioned the said s/s ..................., a container carrier, was a self-propelled vessel of
steel construction, ................... gross tons, having a length over all of ................... feet and a molded breath of
................... feet .... inches and is presently in the harbor of New York and within the Southern District of New York.
Third: On ..................., 19 ....., at about ................... hours the s/s ..................., then sound, seaworthy and in every way
fitted for service sailed from Staten Island, New York for .................. via Norfolk, Virginia, and other American and
foreign ports.
Fourth: On ..................., ...................., at about ................... the s/s .................. came into collision with the s/s
.................. about one-half mile north of the Verrazano Bridge on the western side of the channel and caught fire. The
vessel s/s .................. is a constructive total loss, having only scrap value.
Fifth: The aforesaid occurrence and all consequent damages occurred without the privity or knowledge of the plaintiff
and were not caused or contributed to by any fault or negligence on the part of the s/s ..................., or those in charge of
her, or the plaintiff or anyone for whom plaintiff may be responsible.
Sixth: As a result of the casualty an undetermined number of members of the crew of both vessels sustained personal
injuries and lost their lives, the s/s .................. was severely burned and damaged, the s/s .................. was also severely
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burned and damaged and is considered a constructive total loss and the cargo stowed in containers on deck and in the
holds of the s/s .................. was also damaged and/or lost. The full extent of the pecuniary loss and damage resulting
from the casualty is not yet known to plaintiff.
Seventh: There are no claims presently pending against plaintiff in any Court of which plaintiff has received notice.
However, it is contemplated that personal injury, death and cargo claims will be filed in the near future, and plaintiff is
fearful that other claims may be asserted or suits may be brought against it by parties, who will allege loss, damage
and/or injury by reason of the casualty.
Eighth: The casualty and losses, damages, injuries, death and destruction resulting therefrom, for which claims may be
made against plaintiff and s/s .................. and all other damages in any manner arising out of said collision and fire were
occasioned and incurred without the privity and knowledge of plaintiff or any of its directors, officers, stockholders and
agents and without the privity of the Master of the s/s .................. or of the Superintendent of Managing Agent of the
plaintiff at or prior to the commencement of the voyage.
Ninth: Plaintiff believes and therefor alleges that the net value of the s/s .................. on ..................., 19 .....,
immediately after the casualty, did not exceed $ .................... Freight earned or pending at the time of the casualty
amounted to no more than the total sum of $ .................... Thus the total value of the interest of plaintiff in the vessel
following the casualty, when the voyage of the vessel was interrupted and terminated, did not and does not exceed $
................... which value is very substantially less than the amounts of the claims that plaintiff anticipates will be
brought as hereinabove set forth.
Tenth: Plaintiff desires to invoke the benefits of limitation of liability provided by Sections 4283 to 4289 of the revised
statutes of the United States and (46 U.S.C. §§ 183-185, 188) the various acts amendatory thereof and supplemental
thereto, and in the same proceeding plaintiff desires to contest its liability and the liability of the s/s .................. for any
loss or damage arising out of the aforesaid occurrence.
Eleventh: Plaintiff is ready and willing to file when and if ordered, a stipulation with good and efficient surety for the
payment into the Court of the value of plaintiff's interest in the s/s .................. and her pending freight.
Twelfth: Not more than six months have lapsed since the date of the aforesaid casualty.
Thirteenth: All and singular the premises are true and within the Admiralty and Maritime jurisdiction of the United
States and of this Honorable Court.
Wherefore, plaintiff prays:
1. That this Court enter an Order directing on the giving of such stipulation as may be determined to be proper or of an
ad interim stipulation, an injunction shall issue restraining the prosecution of any and all suits, actions and proceedings
already begun to recover for damages arising out of the aforesaid occurrence and further restraining the commencement
or prosecution hereafter of any suit, action or legal proceeding of any nature or description whatsoever except in the
present proceeding against plaintiff or against the s/s .................. in respect of any claim or claims arising out of the
aforesaid occurrence;
2. That this Court in this proceeding adjudge that the plaintiff is not liable to any extent for any loss or damage or for
any claims whatsoever in any way arising out of or inconsequence of the aforesaid occurrence;
3. If plaintiff shall be adjudged liable, then such liability be limited to the amount of the value of the interest of plaintiff
in the s/s ...................; that the monies surrendered, paid or secured to be paid as aforesaid, be divided pro rata among
such claimants as may duly prove their claims, saving to all parties any priorities to which they may be legally entitled,
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and that a decree may be entered discharging the plaintiff and the s/s .................. from any and all further liability.
4. That the plaintiff may have such other and further relief as this Honorable Court may deem just and proper.
Attorneys for Plaintiff
By: .....................

__________________________________________________
)
STATE OF NEW YORK COUNTY OF NEW
)
ss.:
YORK
)
__________________________________________________

..................., being duly sworn, deposes and says:
That she is Corporate Secretary of ..................., formerly known as ..................., the plaintiff herein.
That she has read the foregoing Complaint and knows the contents thereof: that she has no personal knowledge of the
matters set forth in said Complaint; that said Complaint has been prepared by counsel from information furnished to
counsel by this corporation and other sources; and that to the best of her information and belief the Complaint set forth
above is true.
The reason this verification is made by deponent--and not by plaintiff is that plaintiff is a corporation and deponent is an
officer thereof, to wit, its Corporate Secretary.
.....................
Corporate Secretary.

Sworn to before me this
................... day of ..................., 19....
...................,
Notary Public.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-68 Complaint for Exoneration From or Limitation of Liability--Fire Aboard Vessel
In the United States District Court
for the ................... District of ...................
__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of the Complaint of NB Carriers, Inc., )
Civil Action No. ...................
Owner of the Steamship G.................. for Exoneration )
from or Limitation of Liability
__________________________________________________
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COMPLAINT

1. This is a case of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction, as hereinafter more fully appears, and is an admiralty and
maritime claim within the meaning of Rule 9(h).
2. Plaintiff is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of .................. with an office and principal
place of business at ................... At all times hereinafter mentioned, plaintiff was owner of the steamship G ...................
The G .................. is a single screw steel T-2 type tank vessel, built in 1945, having a gross tonnage of 9,179 tons, and
at all times herein mentioned was registered under the laws of the United States.
3. On the evening of ..................., 19 ....., the G .................. arrived at the dock of The S Company at ..................., on a
voyage from ..................., with a cargo of gasoline and household heating oil. Discharge of the cargo was completed at
about 8:48 P.M., Eastern standard time, on ..................., 19 ....., and thereafter preparations were begun on the G
.................. for departure from such dock at .................. on a voyage to a Gulf Coast port, but such new voyage was
interrupted and broken by the casualty hereinafter described, as a result of which the G.................. was towed to
..................., where she underwent extensive repairs.
4. In the course of preparations for the departure of the G .................. on the voyage to a Gulf Coast port, and at about
10:15 P.M., Eastern standard time, on ..................., 19 ....., a fire occurred on board the tug D ..................., tied up
alongside the G ..................., and spread to the G ..................., and then to the dock of The S Company, and also to the
tug W ..................., lying alongside the tug D ................... The fire on the G .................. was fought by some of the
officers and the crew of the G .................. by use of the vessel's steam smothering lines and fire hoses, and that fire and
the fire on the dock were subsequently brought under control and finally extinguished about 3:30 A.M., Eastern
standard time, ..................., 19 ....., with some assistance from a fire boat of the Army Engineers and from the
.................. Fire Department. The fire on the two tugs was extinguished by a fire boat of the Army Engineers, after the
mooring lines from the D.................. to the G .................. had burned and the tugs had drifted out into the Delaware
River.
5. As a result of the casualty, the Second Assistant Engineer of the G .................. and seven members of the crews of the
two tugs lost their lives, one member of the crew of the G .................. suffered a major injury and some other crew
members minor injuries, and the G ..................., the tugs D .................. and W ..................., and the dock of the S
Company were severely burned and damaged. The full extent of the pecuniary loss and damage resulting from the
casualty is not yet known to plaintiff.
6. The following actions have been commenced against plaintiff:
(a) An action in the United States District Court for the .................. District of .................. against plaintiff by one
..................., whose residence is believed by plaintiff to be in ..................., and who sues to recover for personal injuries
received in the casualty. The attorney for the plaintiff is ..................., ..................., and the amount of damages claimed
in the complaint is $....................
(b) An action in the District Court of .................. County, ..................., against plaintiff by one ...................,
Administratrix of the estate of ..................., deceased, whose residence is unknown to plaintiff, and who sues to recover
for the death of ..................., alleged to have resulted from the casualty. The attorneys for the plaintiff are Messrs.
.................. and ..................., .................. Building ..................., and the amount of damages claimed in the complaint is
$....................
(c) An action in the United States District Court for the .................. District of .................. against plaintiff by one
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..................., whose residence is unknown to plaintiff, and who sues to recover for personal injuries received in the
casualty. The attorneys for the plaintiff are Messrs. .................. and ..................., .................. Building, ..................., and
the amount of damages claimed in the complaint is $....................
7. In addition to the suits filed against plaintiff, as hereinabove set forth, claims have been asserted against plaintiff as
follows:
(a) By The S Company of ..................., the owner of the dock at which the casualty occurred, for equipment lost or
damaged as a result of the casualty. The attorney for the claimant is ..................., .................. Building, ..................., and
the amount claimed for the loss of equipment is $....................
(b) By The CB Towing Company, of ..................., ..................., for damage to its tugs D .................. and W ..................
The attorneys for the claimant are Messrs. .................. & ..................., .................. Building, .................. The exact
amount of the damage sustained by the claimant is not known to plaintiff.
In addition to the foregoing claims, plaintiff is fearful that other claims may be asserted or suits may be brought against
plaintiff by other parties who may have sustained loss, damage or injury by reason of the casualty.
8. The casualty, and the losses, damages, injuries and destruction resulting therefrom were not caused or contributed to
by any fault, neglect, want of care or design on the part of the G .................. or those in charge of her, or by plaintiff
herein or anyone for whom the plaintiff may be responsible.
9. Upon information and belief the casualty was caused through the fault, negligence, carelessness and incompetence of
those in charge of and controlling the tug D...................
10. The casualty, and the losses, damages, injuries and destruction resulting therefrom for which claims have been or
may be made against plaintiff and the G ..................., and all other damages in any manner arising out of said fire, were
occasioned and incurred without the privity or knowledge of plaintiff or any of its directors, officers, stockholders or
agents, and without the privity or knowledge of the master of the G .................. or of the superintendent or managing
agent of plaintiff at or prior to the commencement of the voyage.
11. Plaintiff believes and therefore alleges that the value of the G.................. on .................. 19 ....., immediately after
the casualty, did not exceed $ ................... No freight had been earned or was pending on the voyage of the G
.................. which was interrupted by the casualty. Thus the value of plaintiff's interest in the vessel following the
casualty, when the voyage of the vessel was interrupted and terminated, did not and does not exceed $ ....................,
which value is very substantially less than the amounts of the suits brought and claims made, all as hereinabove set
forth.
12. Plaintiff desires to claim the benefit of the provisions of Sections 4283 to 4289 inclusive of the Revised Statutes of
the United States (46 USC § 183 to 189), and all acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto, and in this action,
by reason of the facts hereinabove set forth, to contest its liability and the liability of the G .................. to any extent
whatever for any and all loss, injury, expenses and damage occasioned or incurred by reason of the casualty, and to that
end deposits with the court security in the amount of $ ....................
Wherefore plaintiff prays:
1. That this Court issue notice to all persons asserting claims by reason of any loss, injuries, expenses or damage
occasioned or incurred by reason of the casualty hereinabove described, admonishing them to file their claim with the
Clerk of this Court and to serve on the attorneys for the plaintiff a copy thereof on or before a date to be named in the
notice.
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2. That this Court issue its injunction restraining the commencement or prosecution of any or all actions or suits or legal
proceedings of any kind arising out of the casualty against plaintiff or against the steamship G .................. other than in
the present action.
3. That this Court adjudge that the plaintiff is not liable for any loss, injury, expense or damage or claim whatsoever in
consequence of the casualty, or that if such liability ever existed then that it be limited to the value of plaintiff's interest
in and to the G .................. together with the freight, if any, pending at the time of the casualty.
4. And for such other and further relief as the justice of the cause may require.
.....................
Attorney for Plaintiff

[Verification ]
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-68.1 Complaint for Exoneration From or Limitation of Liability--Death of Crewmember n1
[Caption ] n2

Plaintiff, by its attorneys, ..................., for its complaint seeking exoneration from or limitation of liability, alleges upon
information and belief as follows:
1. Plaintiff ...................Transportation Corporation was at all pertinent times and now is a corporation of the State of
..................., which had at the times hereafter alleged an office and place of business at .................. and was at that time
the owner of the scow ..................., which is within this district.
2. The scow .................. is a steel scow of ................... foot length, ................... foot breadth, and .................. foot depth,
built in 19 .... with a home port of .................. and at the times hereafter mentioned was tight, staunch, strong, and in all
respects seaworthy.
3. On ..................., 19 ....., the scow .................. was in the sole custody and control of .................. Towing Corp. and the
tug .................. when one A.B. allegedly slipped and fell on its deck, sustaining fatal injuries.
4. The aforesaid casualty, if it occurred, was not due to any fault, neglect or want of care on the part of plaintiff or the
scow ...................
5. The aforesaid casualty was occasioned and incurred without the privity or knowledge of plaintiff.
6. Plaintiff is advised that the value of the scow .................. at the termination of the voyage as aforesaid was not more
than $ .................... Her pending freight on said voyage was zero. Subject to an appraisal of its interest on a reference,
plaintiff offers an interim stipulation for value in the sum of $ ...................., said being not less than the aggregate value
of plaintiff's interest in said scow, her equipment, and pending freight at the end of the voyage.
7. There are no demands or unsatisfied liens or claims of liens against the scow .................. arising on the aforesaid
voyage, or any suits pending thereon, so far as is known to plaintiff other than M.B. v. .................. Towing Corp., which
is presently pending in the .................. Court, .................. County, in which M.B. seeks $ ................... on account of the
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death of A.B.
8. This complaint is filed within six (6) months after plaintiff received the first written notice of claim from any
claimant.
9. Plaintiff claims exoneration from liability for the losses and damage sustained during the voyage aforesaid and from
all claims for damages that have been or may hereafter be made, and plaintiff alleges that it has valid defenses thereto
on the facts and the law. Plaintiff further claims the benefit of limitation of liability provided for in the Revised Statutes
of the United States and the various statutes supplementary thereto and amendatory thereof, and to that end plaintiff is
ready and willing to give a stipulation with sufficient surety for the payment into Court of the value of its interest in the
scow .................. and her pending freight whenever the same shall be ordered, as provided by the aforesaid statute and
by Rule F, Supplemental Rules for Certain Admiralty and Maritime Claims of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and
by the rules and practice of this Court.
10. This is an admiralty or maritime claim within the meaning of Rule 9(h) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
Wherefore, plaintiff prays:
1. That this Court cause due appraisement to be made of the amount or value of plaintiff's interest in the scow
.................. and her pending freight at the end of the voyage aforesaid;
2. That this Court make an order directing plaintiff to file an interim stipulation to be approved by the Court for the
payment into Court, for the benefit of claimants, of the value of plaintiff's interest in the scow .................. at the end of
the voyage aforesaid, with interest at the rate of 6% per annum from the date of said security, whenever the Court shall
so order.
3. That the Court make an order directing the issuance of a notice to all persons asserting claims with respect to which
this complaint seeks exoneration or limitation admonishing them to file their respective claims with the Clerk of this
Court and to serve on plaintiff's attorney a copy thereof on or before a date to be named in the notice.
4. That the Court make an order directing that, upon plaintiff's filing an approved interim stipulation as above provided,
an injunction shall issue enjoining the prosecution, as against plaintiff, its agents, and representatives and against the
scow ..................., of any and all claims, actions, or proceedings whether or not already begun with respect to the
matters in question except in the present proceeding.
5. That this Court adjudge that plaintiff is not liable for any loss or damage arising on the aforementioned voyage; or, if
plaintiff shall be adjudged liable, then that such liability be limited to the value of such plaintiff's interest in the scow
.................. and her pending freight as aforesaid at the end of said voyage, and that plaintiff be discharged therefrom
upon the surrender of such interest, and that the money surrendered, paid, or secured to be paid as aforesaid be divided
pro rata according to the above-mentioned statutes among such claimants as may duly prove their claims, saving to all
parties any priorities to which they may be legally entitled, and that a decree may be entered discharging plaintiff from
all further liability.
6. That plaintiff may have such other and further relief as the justice of the cause may require.
.....................
Attorney for Plaintiff

[Verification ]
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____________________________________
FORM No. 74-68.2 Complaint for Exoneration From or Limitation of Liability--Sinking of Tow and Loss of
Cargo n1
[Caption ] n2

The petition of ..................., Inc., as owner of the oceangoing tug, M/V ..................., in a cause of exoneration from or
limitation of liability, civil and maritime, within the purview of Rule 9(h) and Supplemental Rule F of the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure, alleges on information and belief as follows:
1. At all times hereinafter mentioned, petitioner ..................., Inc. was and now is a corporation duly organized and
existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of ..................., having an office and principal place of business in
..................., and was the owner of the M/V .................. at all times pertinent hereto.
2. At all times pertinent hereto, the M/V .................. was a documented vessel of the United States, official number
...................., of ................... gross tons, ................... net tons, with a length of ................... feet, ................... feet in
breadth, with a depth of ................... feet. At all times pertinent hereto, said M/V ................... was tight, staunch, strong,
fully and properly manned, equipped, and supplied, and in all respects seaworthy and fit for the services for which she
was engaged.
3. At or about ................... a.m. on ..................., 19 ....., the Barge ..................., loaded with a cargo of ..................., sank
in ................... feet of water at or near bearing ..................., or approximately ................... miles on a heading of
.................. from .................. At the time of its sinking, the Barge .................. was in tow of the M/V .................. enroute
from .................. to ...................
4. The aforesaid sinking with its resultant loss and all consequent damages and property losses was not caused by the
fault of the M/V ..................., her master or crew, or of any person for whose acts plaintiffs are responsible, but, on the
contrary, were caused solely and only by the fault of the Barge .................. or, in the alternative, by Force Majeure or
the natural and unavoidable risks inherent in a voyage of this sort.
5. The cause of this loss, among others to be sworn at trial of the cause, were:
(a) The unseaworthiness of the Barge ...................;
(b) The negligence of ..................., Inc., and others in whose care, custody, and control the Barge .................. was prior
to its having been taken in tow by the M/V ...................;
(c) Rough and boisterous weather; and
(d) Such other negligence and unseaworthiness as will be shown at the time of trial.
6. Plaintiffs deny that they or the M/V .................. or any persons or property for whom or which they may be
responsible are liable to any extent in the business. Plaintiffs desire to claim exoneration from all liability for all losses,
damages, injuries, and destruction done, occasioned, and incurred by reasons of the matters aforesaid; plaintiffs allege
that they have valid defenses to all such claims and are not liable therefor. In the alternative, and without admitting
liability, in the event that they or the M/V .................. should be held responsible to any parties by reason of the matters
hereinabove set forth, plaintiffs claim the benefit of the limitation of liability provided in Sections 182 to 189 of Title 48
of the United States Code and all laws supplementary thereto and amendatory thereof.
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All of the losses, damages, injuries, and destruction resulting from the aforesaid sinking were done, occasioned, and
incurred without fault on the part of the plaintiffs and without plaintiffs' privity or knowledge.
7. Certain claims have been made against the M/V .................. and/or petitioner ..................., Inc. by reason of the
sinking and resulting loss of the Barge .................. and cargo, the following being a list of suits already filed and
potential claimants:
(Identify suits commenced )

Additional potential claimants are:
(Identify potential claimants and their claims )

In addition to the above, which are claims or potential claims of which plaintiff now has knowledge, plaintiff is in fear
that other suits or actions may be brought or other claims lodged against plaintiff by other parties who may have
sustained loss, damage or injury by reason of the said sinking.
8. At the termination of the voyage aforesaid, the M/V .................. was valued at $ .................... Plaintiffs show that the
freight pending on the said vessel was in the sum of approximately $ .................... Petitioners further aver that the
amount of claims in suit already initiated against the petitioners far exceeds the value of their interest in said vessel and
her freight pending.
9. Plaintiffs file contemporaneously herewith a bond of stipulation in the appropriate form with an approved corporate
surety for the payment into Court of the amount of plaintiff's interest in the M/V .................. and her pending freight,
together with interest at the rate of ....................% per annum from the date of said stipulation and for costs; and, in
addition thereto, plaintiffs are prepared to give bond or stipulation for any amount in excess of the ad interim stipulation
as may be ascertained and determined to be necessary under the orders of this Court and as provided by the laws of the
United States and Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
10. All and singular, the premises of this complaint are true on information and belief and within the admiralty and
maritime jurisdiction of the United States and of this Honorable Court.
Wherefore, plaintiffs pray:
1. That upon the filing of the stipulation herein described, this Court shall issue a notice to all persons, firms, or
corporation asserting claims for any and all losses, damages, injuries or destruction with respect to which plaintiffs seek
exoneration from or limitation of liability admonishing them to file their respective claims with the Clerk of Court and
to serve on the attorneys for plaintiffs a copy thereof on or before the date specified in the notice;
2. That upon the filing of the stipulations herein described, the Court shall issue an injunction restraining the
commencement or prosecution of any action or proceeding of any kind, against plaintiffs, their underwriters, or any of
their properties with respect to any claim for which plaintiffs seek limitation, including any claim arising out of or
connected with any loss, damage, injuries or destruction resulting from the casualty described in the complaint;
3. That if any claimant who shall have filed a claim shall also file an exception controverting the value of the M/V
.................. or her pending freight, as alleged herein and the amount of the ad interim stipulation as aforesaid, this Court
shall cause due appraisement to be had of the value of the said vessel following the casualty and of the value of
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plaintiffs' interest therein and her pending freight and in which event this Court shall enter an order for the filing of an
amended stipulation for the aggregate value, as so determined, of plaintiffs' interest in the said vessel and her pending
freight;
4. That this Court adjudge that plaintiffs and the M/V .................. are not liable to any extent whatsoever for any losses,
damages, injuries, or destruction or for any claim whatsoever done, occasioned, or incurred as the result of the matters
and happenings referred to in this complaint, or, in the alternative, if the Court should adjudge that plaintiffs are liable
in any amounts whatsoever, that said liability may be limited to the value of plaintiffs' interest in the M/V ..................
and her pending freight, and may be divided pro rata among such claimants, and that a judgment be entered discharging
plaintiffs and the said vessel of and from any and all further liability and forever enjoining and prohibiting the filing or
prosecution of any claims against plaintiffs or their properties in consequence of or connected with the matters and
happenings referred to in this complaint; and
5. That plaintiffs have such other and further relief as justice may require and this Court be competent to grant.
.....................
Attorney for Plaintiffs

[Verification ]
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-69 Complaint for Exoneration From or Limitation of Liability--Explosion Aboard Vessel n1
[Caption ]

1. At all times hereinafter mentioned and mentioned herein, complainant, ..................., was the owner of a ..................
power vessel known as the yacht "..................." bearing (State) .................. registration No. ....................
2. At all material times hereinafter mentioned the aforesaid .................. power vessel known as the yacht "..................."
was a vessel, as referred to in and within the scope and purview of the provisions of § 183 et seq. of Title 46 U.S.C.A.
The vessel was owned by complainant and was a .................. power vessel bearing (State) .................. registration No.
................... The vessel was purchased new by complainant in the fall of 19 ....., and is presently in ..................
Complainant used due diligence to make the .................. power vessel seaworthy and safe and prior to and at the time of
an explosion which occurred thereon in ..................., 19....., the .................. power vessel was tight, staunch, strong,
properly manned, equipped and supplied and in all respects seaworthy and fit for the services for which she was
engaged.
3. This complaint is being filed within six months in respect to any claim made against complainant in writing.
4. On ..................., 19 ....., while the said .................. power vessel known was the yacht "..................." was docked at
..................., an explosion occurred aboard said vessel. Said explosion caused property damage to the .................. power
vessel as well as alleged injury to persons aboard same.
5. The said occurence and any and all damages, property damages and injuries, if any, resulting therefrom were not
caused by or due to any fault, neglect or want of care on the part of complainant or on the part of the vessel itself or
those in charge of her, or of any person or persons for whom complainant was or is responsible.
6. The said occurrence and the property damage resulting therefrom were done, occasioned and incurred without the
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privity and knowledge of complainant and without the privity and knowledge, at or prior to said occurrence, of any
person or persons for whom complainant was or is responsible.
7. As a result of the said occurrence a claim, which is not in suit has been made as follows against complainant:
Claimant
Amount
..................

unspecified

..................

unspecified

..................

unspecified

Complainant, upon information and belief, believes that other claims may be made. The aggregate amount of the claims
so far as complainant can now determine which have been made as aforesaid, and which upon information and belief
will be made, will greatly exceed the amount of value of the interest of complainant in the said .................. power vessel
known as the yacht "..................." following the occurrence, there being no freight earned nor pending, as hereinafter set
forth.
8. There are no demands, unsatisfied liens or claims of liens on or against the said .................. power vessel or any suits
or claims pending thereon, except as hereinabove set forth.
9. Complainant alleges that no freight was earned by the .................. power vessel at the time of said occurrence and
there was no freight pending. The said .................. power vessel had a value of $................... immediately after said
occurrence as set forth in the affidavit of ..................., marine surveyor, filed herewith.
10. Complainant as owner of the .................. power vessel known as the yacht "..................." claims exoneration from
liability for any and all loss, damages, injury, claims of destruction caused by said occurrence, or done, occasioned or
otherwise incurred, and from any and all claims therefor. Claimant alleges that he had valid defenses thereto on the facts
and on the law. The complainant futher claims the benefit of limitation of liability provided for in §§ 4283, 4284, 4285
and 4289 of the Revised Statutes of the United States (46 U.S.C.A. §§ 183-185), and the various statutes supplemental
thereto and amendatory thereof, and specifically and particularly under and in accordance with the provisions of § 183
of Title 46 U.S.C.A. and to that end the complainant has filed herewith a stipulation for value with sufficient surety
covering his interest in the aforesaid .................. power vessel known as the yacht "..................." as provided by the
aforesaid statutes, by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Supplemental Admiralty Rule F, and the rules and practice
of this Honorable Court.
11. All and singular the premises are true and within the Admiralty and Maritime jurisdiction of this Honorable Court.
Wherefore, complainant prays:
1. That this Court cause due appraisement to be made of the amount or value of complainant's interest in the said
.................. power vessel known as the yacht "..................." and her pending freight immediately following said
occurrence.
2. That this Court make an order approving the ad interim stipulation, with surety, filed herewith, insuring payment into
Court of the amount or value of complainant's interest in the said .................. power vessel known as the yacht
"...................", immediately following the aforementioned occurrence.
3. That this Court make an order directing the issuance of a monition to all persons claiming damages for any and all
loss, damage, injury death or destruction caused by or resulting from the aforesaid occurrence, citing them and each of
them to appear and make due proof of their respective claims, and also to appear and answer the allegations of this
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complaint according to the law and practice of this Court on or before a certain time to be fixed by said monition.
4. That this Court make an order directing that an injunction shall issue restraining the further prosecution of any and all
actions, suits and legal proceedings already begun to recover damages for any and all loss, damage, injury, death or
destruction caused by resulting from the aforesaid occurrence, and restraining the commencement or prosecution
thereafter of any such action, suit of legal proceeding of any nature or description whatsoever in any jurisdiction, except
in the proceeding herein against the complainant or its agents or representatives or against the said .................. power
vessel known as the yacht "..................." in respect to any claim or claims arising out of or resulting from the said
occurrence.
5. That this Court adjudge and decree that the complainant is not liable to any extent for any loss, damage, injury, death
or destruction or for any claim therefor in any way arising out of or in consequence of said occurrence.
6. That if the complainant shall be adjudged liable to any extent in the premises, then such liability should be limited to
the amount or value of the complainant's interest in the .................. power vessel known as the yacht "..................."
immediately following said occurrence, and that complainant be discharged therefrom upon the surrender of such
interest and that the money surrendered, paid or secured to be paid as aforesaid be divided pro rata according to the
hereinabove mentioned statutes among such claimants as may duly prove their claim in accordance with the provisions
in the order hereinabove prayed for, saving to all parties any priorities to which they may legally be entitled and that a
decree may be entered discharging the complainant and the said .................. power vessel known as the yacht
"..................." from all further liability.
7. That complainant may have such other, further and different relief as may be just in the premises.
.....................
Attorney for Complainant

[Verification ]Representative Petitions of Historical Interest
FORM No. 74-70 The Titanic Petition
(A foreign shipowner is no longer allowed to limit liability in our courts for death on the high seas.)

To the Honorable the Judges of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York

The petition of the Oceanic Steam Navigation Company, Limited owner of the steamship Titanic, in a cause of
limitation of liability civil and maritime, alleges on information and belief, as follows:
First. The petitioner is a British registered company, and operates a line of cargo and passenger steamships between
Southampton and New York. Its principal office and place of business in the United States is in the City of New York.
At the time hereinafter mentioned, the petitioner was the sole owner of the steamship Titanic, a steel, triple screw vessel
of 46,328 tons gross and 21,851 tons net register, 852.5 feet in length, 92.5 feet in beam, and 59.58 feet in dept of hold.
She was built by Harland & Wolff, Ltd., in Belfast, and was launched in 1911. The petitioner had used due diligence to
make the steamship seaworthy, and she was, until the accident hereinafter mentioned, tight, staunch and strong, and in
all respects seaworthy.
Second. On Wednesday, April 10, 1912, the Titanic, with passengers, cargo and mails on board, left Southampton on
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her maiden voyage, bound for New York, via Cherbourg and Queenstown. She was under the command of an
experienced master, and was fully and efficiently officered, manned, equipped and supplied. Her equipment of lifeboats
was in accordance with the requirements of the British Board of Trade, whose regulations were made applicable to and
controlling on the steamship by English law. Her crew numbered 885 all told. She arrived at Cherbourg the afternoon of
April 10th, and there took on board additional passengers, and proceeded to Queenstown, where she arrived on the
morning of April 11th. After taking on additional passengers and mails, she sailed from Queenstown for New York
about 2 o'clock p.m. of April 11, 1912.
All went well until Sunday, April 14th, when about 11:40 p.m., ship's time, in latitude 41 degrees 46' N. longitude 50
degrees 14' W., the Titanic struck a low-lying iceberg. As a result of this collision the Titanic sank about 2:20 a.m.,
ship's time, April 15, 1912, in approximately the same position in which she had struck the iceberg. The master, chief
officer, first and sixth officers, all the engineers, all the pursers and a large number of passengers and members of the
crew perished. The vessel, her cargo, the personal effects of the passengers and crew, the mails, and everything
connected with the vessel, except 14 lifeboats and their equipment, became a total loss.
Third. The facts and circumstances under which the collision and the loss and damage arising therefrom occurred are
these:
The Titanic had good weather from the time she left Queenstown. She took the regular course of trans-Atlantic
steamships bound west, keeping strictly on the westbound southerly lane or route, and at 5:50 p.m., April 14th, having
passed the so-called "corner,' longitude 47 degrees W. and latitude 42 degrees N., she altered her course to South 86
degrees West (true), and maintained this course until she sighted the iceberg with which she collided. At 10 p.m. the
first, fourth an sixth officers were on watch on the bridge. The weather was clear, bright starlight; there was no wind,
and the sea was smooth. Two experienced lookout men were in the crow's nest keeping a vigilant lookout. They had
been especially instructed to keep a sharp lookout for ice and they did so. During the watch the master was on the
bridge from time to time and in the court room, which opened on the bridge.
About 11:40 p.m., ship's time, a dark low-lying object was sighted and reported directly ahead. The first officer, who
was in charge of the navigation, immediately ordered the helm hard astarboard and the engines full speed astern. The
ship swung to port, but struck the iceberg a glancing blow with her starboard bow forward of the foremast. The shock of
the collision was slight, but a grinding sound was heard as the hull came in contact with the submerged portion of the
iceberg. The iceberg was what is known as a "growler," or small low-lying berg.
On giving the orders to starboard the helm and reverse the engines, the first officer closed, by electricity, the doors of
the watertight compartments.
Immediately after the collision the engines were stopped and the fourth officer was sent from the bridge to examine the
holds. He found that water was coming in the forward holds, and so reported to the master. As the ship was making
water rapidly, the master ordered the lifeboats to be cleared away, and officers and men at once went to their posts.
Stewards were sent through the ship to arouse the passengers and to direct them to put on life belts and muster on the
upper decks. Meanwhile signals of distress and calls for assistance were sent out by wireless telegraphy, and rockets
were fired.
The ship was equipped with twenty lifeboats. All of these were successfully lowered, except two collapsible boats, one
of which floated off and capsized as the ship sank. Orders were given to load the boats with women and children first,
and this was done. Some of the boats were filed from the boat deck and lowered directly to the water. Others boats were
filled from the deck below the boat deck, and then lowered. Seven hundred eleven persons were saved in the boats.
The Titanic settled by the head and about 2:20 a.m., ship's time, April 15th, she foundered in 2,000 fathoms of water,
going down head first, in approximately the same position in which she struck the iceberg, namely, latitude 41 degrees
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46' N. and longitude 50 degrees 14' W.
About 4 a.m., April 15th, the steamship Carpathia, of the Cunard Line, Arthur Henry Rostrom, Master, bound from
New York to the Mediterranean, which had received and answered the Titanic's wireless messages, arrived at the scene
of the wreck and rescued all the survivors. She took on board 13 of the Titanic's lifeboats and set five others adrift. She
then proceeded to New York, where she arrived Thursday, April 18th, and landed the surviving passengers and crew,
and delivered the lifeboats to the petitioner.
Fourth. The collision aforesaid and the loss, damage, injury and destruction resulting therefrom were due to inevitable
accident, and were not caused or contributed to by any negligence or fault on the part of the petitioner, or of those in
charge of the steamship Titanic, and were occasioned and incurred without the privity or knowledge of the petitioner.
Fifth. Proceedings have already been brought against the petitioner for damages alleged to have been sustained by
reason of the loss of the steamship Titanic, as follows:
In the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York:
By L. R., as administratrix etc., of G. R., deceased, for damages for loss of the life of G. R.
In the Supreme Court, New York County, New York:
By F. W. S., as administrator, etc., of F. B. S., deceased, for damages for loss of the life of F. B. S.
In the Superior Court, Cook County, Illinois:
By J. D., as administrator, etc., of A. W., deceased, for damages for the loss of the life of A. W.
In the District Court, Ramsey County, Minnesota:
By C. J., for damages for alleged personal injuries sustained and for loss of baggage.
By O. H., for damages for alleged personal injuries sustained and for loss of baggage.
A large number of claims have been presented against the petitioner for loss of life and for loss of personal effects of
passengers on the Titanic as set forth in Schedule A, annexed to this petition and made a part hereof, and the petitioner
expects that other claims will be presented against it and that suits will be begun by persons who sustained injuries and
by the representatives of persons who lost their lives by said collision. The demands already made against the petitioner
in behalf of various claimants amount to more than $1,000,000.00.
Sixth. The steamship Titanic was a total loss, and nothing was saved from the wreck, except the 13 lifeboats above
mentioned, together with their equipment, and one collapsible boat, which was subsequently picked up by the steamship
Oceanic and brought to New York. These boats are now within this District and within the jurisdiction of this Court.
The value of said boats is approximately $4,520.00. The freight earned for the transportation of cargo on board the
Titanic amounted to $426, or in currency of the United States at exchange of 4.8665=$2,073.13. The passage moneys
prepaid for the transportation of passengers on said steamship amounted to £17,510, or in currency of the United States
at exchange 4.8665=$85,212.41. Of this sum, approximately $2,650.91 was paid for the transportation of the passengers
who were saved and carried to their destination. The entire aggregate value of the interest of the petitioner in said
steamship and her pending freight and passage moneys does not exceed the sum of $91,805.54. The petitioner is unable
to state the exact amount of the passage moneys to be accounted for in this proceeding, but is advised that it will be less
than the total amount of prepaid passage moneys, and asks that the amount be determined by a commissioner to be
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appointed by this Court.
Seventh. The petitioner claims exemption from liability, as owner of the steamship Titanic, for the losses, damages,
injuries and destruction occasioned or incurred by the collision and sinking aforesaid, and for the claims for damages
that have been made, or hereafter may be made, and it alleges that it has valid defences thereto on the facts and under
the provisions of the contracts for the carriage of the cargo and of the passengers and their baggage. The petitioner
further claims the benefit of the limitation of liability provided in Sections 4283, 4284 and 4285 of the Revised Statutes
of the United States and the various statutes supplementary thereto and amendatory thereof, and to that end the
petitioner is ready and willing to give a stipulation with sufficient surety for the payment into Court of the amount or
value of the petitioner's interest in the steamship Titanic and her pending freight, whenever the same shall be ordered by
this Court, as provided by the aforesaid statutes, by General Rule 54 [now 51] in Admiralty, and by the rules and
practice of this Court.
Eight. All and singular the premises are true and within the admiralty and maritime jurisdiction of the United States and
of this Honorable Court.
Wherefore, the petitioner prays:
1. That the Court cause due appraisement to be made of the amount or value of its interest in the steamship Titanic and
of her pending freight for the aforesaid voyage.
2. That the Court make an order directing the petitioner to file a stipulation with surety to be approved by the Court for
the payment into Court of the amount of the petitioner's said interest whenever the court shall so order.
3. That the Court make an order directing the issuance of a monition to all persons claiming damages for all and any
loss, damage or injury caused by or resulting the accident aforesaid, citing them to appear before a Commissioner to be
named by the Court in said order, and make due proof of their respective claims, and also to appear and answer the
allegations of this petition, according to the law and practice of this Court, at or before a certain time to be fixed by the
monition.
4. That the Court make an order directing that, on the giving of such stipulation as may be determined to be proper, or
of an ad interim stipulation, an injunction shall issue restraining the prosecution of the proceedings mentioned in Article
Fifth hereof, and the commencement or prosecution hereafter of any suit, action or legal proceeding of any nature or
description whatever, except in the present proceeding, against the petitioner in respect of any claim or claims arising
out of the aforesaid accident.
5. That the Court in this proceeding adjudge that the petitioner is not liable to any extent for any loss, damage, or
injuries, nor for any claim whatsoever, in any way arising out of, or in consequence of, the accident above described; or,
if the petitioner shall be adjudged liable, then that its liability be limited to the amount or value of the petitioner's
interest in the steamship Titanic at the end of the voyage on which she was engaged at the time of said accident, and her
pending freight, and that the moneys paid or secured to be paid as aforesaid be divided pro rata among such claimants
as may duly prove their claims before the Commissioner hereinbefore referred to, saving to all parties any priorities to
which they may be legally entitled, and that a decree may be entered discharging the petitioner from all further liability.
6. That the petitioner have such other or further relief as the justice of the cause may require.
B., M. & B.,
Proctors for Petitioner.
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C. C. B.,
J. P. K.,
Advocates.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, SOUTHERN
DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, COUNTY OF NEW
YORK,

)
)
)

ss.:

P. A. S. F., being duly sworn, says: I am the General Agent in the United States of the Oceanic Steam Navigation
Company, Limited, the petitioner herein. The foregoing petition is true to the best of my knowledge, information and
belief. The sources of my information and the grounds of my belief are statements by surviving officers and crew of the
steamship Titanic, investigations which I have caused to be made concerning the subject matter of this petition and
information which I have acquired in the course of my duties as General Agent of the petitioner in the United States.
The reason this verification is not made by the petitioner is that it is a foreign corporation and that there are no officers
of the petitioner within the jurisdiction of this Court.
P. A. S. F.

Sworn to before me, this 3d day of October, 1912.

)
)
)

C. I. C.,
Notary Public, Kings County.
Certificate filed in New York County.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-71 The Lusitania Petition
(Note:
A foreign shipowner is no longer allowed to limit his liability in our courts, for death on the high seas.
See Section 32.)
To the Honorable the Judges of the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York:
The petition of The Cunard Steamship Company, Limited, as owner of the steamship Lusitania, in a cause of limitation
of liability, civil and maritime, alleges as follows:
First. At all times hereinafter mentioned the petitioner, The Cunard Steamship Company, Limited, was and still is a
corporation duly organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, having its principal office in Liverpool, England, and an agent at 21 State Street, in the Borough of Manhattan,
City of New York, in this District. At the times hereinafter mentioned it was the sole owner of the British steamship
Lusitania, and her pending freight.
The steamship Lusitania was a steel turbine steamship, built by John Brown & Co., at Clydebank, Scotland, in 1907,
and was classed 100 A1 at Lloyds. She was 785 feet in length over all, and 760 feet between perpendiculars, 88 feet in
beam and 60 feet 41/2 inches in depth of hold, of 30,395 tons gross and 12,611 tons net register, and 41,440 tons
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displacement. She had a cellular double bottom and was divided transversely by eleven principal bulkheads into twelve
sections; the two forward bulkheads were collision bulkheads without doors; the remaining bulkheads had watertight
doors, which were closed from the bridge of hydraulic pressure; a longitudinal bulkhead on each side of the vessel
separated the side coal bunkers from the boiler-room and engine rooms. At the time of the occurrence hereinafter
mentioned she had 48 life boats on board, accommodating 2.607 persons, and in addition she had on board 2,325
life-jackets and 35 life-buoys.
The boats, life-jackets and life-buoys were inspected at Liverpool March 17, 1915, by the British Board of Trade
Engineer and Surveyor, and again on April 16 and 17, 1915, by the British Board of Trade Emigration Officer, and on
both occasions were found to be in good order and seaworthy condition. The boats were also examined by the ship's
carpenter at New York at the commencement of the voyage in question and were then found to be in good order and
seaworthy condition. At the times hereinafter mentioned, the Lusitania was engaged in the regular service of the
petitioner as a passenger liner between New York and Liverpool, carrying passengers, cargo and mails.
Second. On May 1, 1915, the Lusitania, being fully and efficiently manned, equipped and supplied, in charge of a duly
licensed and competent master, who had been in the service of the petitioner since 1883, and having completely fulfilled
all the requirements of both the British and the United States laws, and being in all respects seaworthy, sailed from New
York with 290 first-cabin passengers, 600 second-cabin passengers, 367 third-cabin passengers and a crew of 702
members, making a total of 1,959 persons on board, together with about 1,400 tons of general cargo, and United States
mail, bound for Liverpool, England. The Lusitania was unarmed and had the status and was entitled to the rights,
privileges and immunities of a merchant vessel, among which are freedom from attack by enemy vessels without
previous visitation, search, or warning, and without provision being made for the safety of her passengers and crew.
Third. The Lusitania proceeded on her usual course until she was off the south coast of Ireland. At that time all the
vessel's life-boats under davits had been swung out ready for lowering, all her bulkhead doors had been closed except
such as were required to be kept open in order to work the ship, and all her port-holes had been closed. The lookout on
the ship was doubled, two men being stationed in the crow's nest and two men in the eyes of the ship. Two officers were
on the bridge and a quartermaster was on each side on the lookout. Up to 8:00 a.m. on the morning of May 7, 1915, the
vessel had maintained a speed of about 21 knots. The speed was then reduced to 18 knots, in order to effect the ship's
arrival outside the bar at Liverpool at about 4:00 o'clock on the morning of the 8th, when the tide would be sufficiently
high to enable the vessel to cross the bar into the Mersey without delay at that point. A little before noon land was
sighted which the captain took to be Brow Head, but as he could not identify it with sufficient certainty to enable him to
fix the position of his vessel on the chart, he kept the ship on her course which then was S. 87 E. and about parellel with
the land until 12:40 p.m., when in order to make better land fall he altered his course to N. 67 E., and shortly thereafter
sighted the Old Head of Kinsale. He then at 1:40 p.m. altered his course back to S. 87 E. At about 2:15 p.m., when the
vessel was 10 or 15 miles off the Old Head Kinsale, and proceeding at 18 knots an hour, the weather being clear and the
sea smooth, a lookout on the starboard side of the forecastle head saw a burst of foam four points off the starboard bow
followed by the wake of two torpedoes which were rapidly approaching the vessel, one a little behind the other,
approximately at a right angle to the ship's course. He immediately called through a megaphone to the bridge
"Torpedoes coming on the starboard side." Within a few seconds thereafter the Lusitania was struck by the torpedoes on
the starboard side between the third and fourth funnels, the explosions of the torpedoes tearing a great hole in her hull,
and causing the sea to rush in. Both these torpedoes discharged by a German submarine or submarines. Shortly
afterwards a torpedo was launched from another German submarine on the port side of the Lusitania, but this torpedo
did not strike the vessel. The hostile attack by the German submarine or submarines was not preceded by visitation and
search, by a signal to heave to, or by any warning or signal of any nature or kind, and no submarine had been sighted
before the torpedoes were discharged.
The master was on the bridge at the time the Lusitania was struck and remained there giving orders until the ship sank.
He went down with the ship and was subsequently rescued. When the Lusitania was struck he immediately ordered the
lifeboats lowered to the rail and ordered that the women and children be placed in them first. Almost immediately the
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Lusitania took a heavy and increasing list to starboard. Her engines were disabled by the explosion of the torpedoes and
could not be reversed. There was, therefore, no way of checking the headway of the vessel. The Marconi operator
immediately sent out an S. O. S. call, and another message reading "Come at once, big list, 10 miles south Head Old
Kinsale," which messages were repeated continuously and were acknowledged. All the collapsible boats wre loosened
from their lashings and freed so that they could float if the vessel should sink, and the crew distributed life-belts to the
passengers. On account of the vessel's list to the starboard and her continued headway, difficulty was experienced with
the launching of the boats. The port boats were thrown inboard and the starboard boats swung outboard. Some of the
boats, with great difficulty, were lowered with passengers, but in spite of all possible efforts to save all on board, the
vessel sank within a few minutes, with a heavy loss of life.
Fourth. The sinking of the Lusitania, and the loss of the lives of some of her passsengers and crew, the injuries
sustained by others and the loss of her cargo, baggage and mail, resulting therefrom, occurred without the privity or
knowledge of the petitioner and were due to and caused solely by the act of a public enemy, to-wit, by the unlawful
torpedoing of the Lusitania by a German submarine or submarines without any previous signal or warning and without
making provision for the safety of her pasengers and crew, in violation of the law of nations and of the laws and usages
of war as recognized by civilized nations. The losses occasioned by the sinking of the vessel as aforesaid were not
caused or contributed to by any fault or negligence on the part of the petitioner, its servants or agents, or of anyone for
whose acts the petitioner is responsible.
Fifth. Sixty-seven actions at law and suits in admiralty have been begun against the petitioner in various Courts in the
United States, including the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York, the New York Supreme
Court, the United States District Court for the District of Massachusetts and the United States District Court for the
Eastern District of Illinois, for loss of life, personal injuries, loss of baggage, and other damages and injuries,
respectively, resulting from said attack and the consequent sinking of the Lusitania. The total amount claimed in the
said actions and suits so far as at present known to the petitioner, is $5,883,479.00. Other claims may be made and
actions begun against the petitioner for losses and damage resulting from said attack and the consequent sinking of the
Lusitania. A detailed list of the actions and suits pending against the petitioner in the United States, together with the
amount of each claim, the name of the proctors or attorneys and the Court in which each action or suit is pending, is
hereto annexed, marked Schedule "A," and is made a part of this petition. The said amount of $5,883,479.00 greatly
exceeds the value of the wreck strippings saved from the Lusitania and her pending freight and passage money.
Sixth. By reason of said attack upon and the consequent sinking of the Lusitania, she became an actual total loss and
her value in her sunken condition is therefore nothing. The vaule of the wreck strippings from the Lusitania, consisting
of lifeboats and life-rafts which reached shore does not exceed the sum of $768.00. The freight earned on cargo shipped
on the voyage does not exceed the sum of $5,904.00. The passage money received on the voyage amounted to the sum
of $84.624.00. The total amount of the petitioner's interest in the steamship Lusitania, and in her pending freight does
not for the purposes of this proceeding, exceed the sum of $91,296.00. There are no demands, unsatisfied liens or claims
of liens against the vessel or her strippings or her pending freight, nor any suits pending in the United States, so far as is
known to the petitioner, except such as are referred to in Article Fifth of this petition. Subject to an appraisal of its
interest on a reference, the petitioner offers herewith an ad interim stipulation for value in the sum of $100,000.
Seventh. The petitioner denies that it is liable to any extent, as owner of the Lusitania, for the losses, damages or
injuries occasioned or resulting from said attack or the consequent sinking of the vessel as aforesaid, or for the claims
for damages that have been made, or may hereafter be made on account of the said attack or sinking, and it alleges that
it has a valid defense to all such claims, but if this Court shall adjudge that the petitioner is liable to any extent in the
premises, then the petitioner claims the benefit of the limitation of liability provided for in Sections 4283, 4284 and
4285 of the Revised Statutes of the United States and the various statutes amendatory thereof and supplementary
thereto, and to that end is ready and willing to give a stipulation with sufficient surety for the payment into Court of the
amount of its interest in said steamship and her pending freight whenever the same shall be ordered by this Court as
provided by the statutes aforesaid, by General Rule 54 in Admiralty and by the rules and practice of this Court.
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Eighth. All and singular the premises are true and within the admiralty and maritime jurisdiction of the United States
and of this Honorable Court.
Wherefore, the petitioner prays:
1. That this Court will cause due appraisement to be made of the amount or value of the petitioner's interest in the
steamship Lusitania and her pending freight upon a reference to be ordered herein.
2. That the Court will make an order directing the petitioner to file a stipulation with surety to be approved by the Court
for the payment into Court of the amount of the petitioner's said interest whenever the same shall be ordered by the
Court.
3. That the Court will make an order directing the issuance of a monition to all persons claiming damages for any loss,
damage or injury caused by or resulting from said attack and the consequent sinking of the Lusitania aforesaid, citing
them to appear before a Commissioner to be named by the Court in said order, and to make due proof of their respective
claims, and also to appear and answer the allegations of this petition, according to law and the practice of this Court at
or before a certain time to be fixed by the said monition.
4. That the Court, on the filing of such stipulation as may be determined to be proper, or on the filing of an ad interim
stipulation, will issue its injunction restraining the prosecution of all actions and suits now pending against the petitioner
in the United States, and the commencement or prosecution hereafter of any suit, action or legal proceeding of any
nature or description whatever, except in the present proceeding, against the petitioner or against the wreck strippings of
the Lusitania or her pending freight in respect of any claim or claims arising out of the said attack or the sinking of the
Lusitania.
5. That the Court will adjudge that the petitioner is not liable to any extent for any loss, damage or injury, nor for any
claim whatsoever in any way arising out of or in consequence of the said attack or the sinking of the Lusitania; but, if
this Court shall adjudge that the petitioner is liable, then that the liability of the petitioner be limited to the amount or
value of the petitioner's interest in the steamship Lusitania and her pending freight, and that the moneys paid or secured
to be paid as aforesaid be divided pro rata among the claimants as provided by law, and that a decree may be entered
discharging the petitioner from all further liability.
6. That the petitioner may have such other or further relief as may be just.
L. D. & L.,
Proctors for Petitioner.

J. P. K.,
L. H. B.,
Advocates.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, SOUTHERN
DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, COUNTY OF NEW
YORK,

)
)
)

ss.:

R. L. W., being duly sworn, says: I am Assistant to the General Agent in the United States of The Cunard Steamship
Company, Limited, the Petitioner herein. The foregoing petition is true to the best of my knowledge, information and
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belief. The sources of my information and the grounds of my belief as to the matters not within my own knowledge are
statements made by surviving officers and members of the crew of the steamship Lusitania, and reports of investigations
made by the petitioner and by the British Court of Inquiry into the sinking of the Lusitania. The reason that this
verification is not made by the petitioner is that it is a foreign corporation, and none of its officers is in the United
States. The reason that it is not made by the General Agent is that he is not at present within this District.
R. L. W.

[Jurat ]
[Schedules of Claims ]
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-72 The Vestris Petition
To the Honorble the Judges of the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York:
The petition of Liverpool, Brazil & River Plate Steam Navigation Company, Ltd., and Lamport & Holt, Ltd., in a cause
of limitation of liability, civil and maritime, alleges:
First: At all times hereinafter mentioned the petitioners, Liverpool, Brazil & River Plate Steam Navigation Company,
Ltd., and Lamport & Holt, Ltd., were and now are British corporations, having a place of business in the United States
at 26 Broadway, New York, New York, and were the owners of the steamship Vestris, operating between New York
and South American ports.
Second: The Vestris was a steel twin-screw vessel, 10,494 tons gross and 6,623 tons net register, 495.5 feet long, 60.8
feet beam and 28.7 feet depth, built in Liverpool in 1912. The petitioners used due diligence to make said vessel
seaworthy, and until the accident hereinafter mentioned she was tight, staunch, strong, fully manned, equipped and
supplied and in all respects seaworthy and fit for the service in which she was engaged.
Third: On November 10, 1928, the Vestris sailed from New York, bound to Buenos Aires, Argentina, via Barbadoes
and other parts, with passengers, cargo and mails. She was under the command of a competent and experienced master,
and was manned by competent and experienced officers and crew, which numbered 197 all told. She carried 127
passengers. The cargo was properly stowed before sailing by competent stevedores and completely filled the cargo
spaces, with the heavier cargo in the lower holds.
Shortly after midnight on the morning of November 11 heavy weather was encountered, accompanied by mountainous
and dangerous seas, which broke over the vessel fore and aft. The storm increased during the morning, and about noon
the vessel was hove to and the engines operated at various reduced speeds. The Vestris was rolling heavily throughout
the day, and the wind and sea on her port side caused her to roll more to starboard than to port. High and dangerous seas
broke over the ship almost continuously. The weather steadily became worse, reaching a full hurricane from N. E.
Between 7 and 8 p. m. the vessel was struck by an unusually mountainous and heavy sea or a derelict, causing her to
vibrate violently and lurch to starboard, carrying away the bulkhead between No. 1 hold and the forecastle, shifting
cargo and coal and doing other damage. Thereafter the Vestris retained a permanent list to starboard, the cause of which,
other than the factors above stated, was not determined. There was water in the bunkers, but the place of entry could not
be ascertained. The list increased throughout the night in spite of the efforts of the officers and crew to right the ship.
About 8 a. m. November 12 the Vestris had a list of about 30 degrees to starboard, the starboard boiler had been cut out,
and there was water in the stokeholds.
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About 9 a. m. a general call for ships to stand by was sent out by radio, and about 10 a. m. an S O S call was sent out,
but before assistance arrived it was necessary to take to the lifeboats. The vessel was abandoned about 2:30 p. m.
November 12 in Latitude 37 degrees 25' North, Longitude 70 degrees 30' West.
The Vestris was equipped with 14 lifeboats, all of which were lowered except boat No. 12. Seven lifeboats were
sufficient to carry all the passengers and crew. Orders were given to load the boats with women and children first, and
this was done.
The steamships American Shipper, Myriam, Berlin and U. S. S. Wyoming arrived at the scene of the wreck during the
night of November 12 and day of November 13, and rescued 213 persons as follows:
American Shipper .....................
124
Myriam .....................

57

Berlin .....................

24

Wyoming .....................

8

The American Shipper and Berlin proceeded to New York, where they arrived on the morning of November 14 and
landed the survivors picked up by these vessels. TheMyriam brought her survivors to the entrance of New York Harbor,
where they were taken on board another vessel and landed in New York on the morning of November 15. The Wyoming
landed her survivors at Norfolk, Virginia.
The Vestris, her equipment and cargo, as well as the personal effects of all on board, became a total loss.
Fourth: The losses, damages and destruction sustained by the vessel, her passengers, crew and cargo were not caused or
contributed to by any fault, negligence or want of care on the part of the Vestris or those in charge of her, the petitioners
herein or anyone for whom the petitioners may be responsible, but were caused by the extraordinary violence of the
storm and the mountainous and dangerous seas accompanying the hurricane encountered by the Vestris.
Fifth: Said losses, damages and destruction were occasioned and incurred without the privity or knowledge of the
petitioners.
Sixth: Proceedings have already been begun against the petitioners for damages alleged to have been sustained by
reason of the foundering of the Vestris, as set forth in Schedule A, annexed to this petition and made a part hereof.
A number of claims have been presented against the petitioner for loss of life, loss of cargo, personal injuries and loss of
personal effects of passengers and crew on the Vestris, as set forth in Schedule B, annexed to this petition and made a
part hereof. The petitioners expect that other claims will be presented against them, and that suits will be begun by
persons alleging to have sustained damages and by the representatives of persons who lost their lives as a result of the
sinking of the Vestris. The demands already made against petitioners in behalf of various claimants amounts to upwards
of $1,000,000.
Seventh: The steamship Vestris was a total loss and nothing was saved from the wreck; there was no salvage from the
hull or cargo. The lifeboats which carried the survivors to the rescuing vessels were not saved. The prepaid freight for
the transportation of cargo on board the Vestris amounted to $78,778.11. The prepaid passage moneys for the
transportation of passengers on said steamship amounted to $22,102.66 and $20,059.30 has been expended by or on
behalf of petitioners for care of passengers and transportation to their destinations, leaving a balance of $2,043.36.
The petitioners are advised that the entire aggregate value of the interest of petitioners in said steamship Vestris and her
pending freight and passage money does not exceed the sum of $80,821.47. Subject to an appraisal of petitioners'
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interest on a reference, petitioners offer an ad interim stipulation for value in the sum of $90,000, said sum being in
excess of the aggregate value of petitioners' interest in said vessel's pending freight.
Eighth: The petitioners claim exemption from liability for the losses, damages, injuries and destruction occasioned or
incurred by, or resulting from the sinking of the Vestris and for the claims for damages that have been made or hereafter
may be made, and petitioners allege that they have valid defenses thereto on the facts and on the law and under the
provisions of the contracts for the carriage of cargo and of passengers and their baggage, the terms of which contracts
will more fully appear upon the trial of this proceeding. Petitioners further claim the benefit of the limitation of liability
provided in Sections 4283, 4284, 4285 and 4286 of the Revised Statutes of the United States and the various statutes
supplementary thereto and amendatory thereof, and to that end petitioners are ready and willing to give a stipulation
with sufficient surety for the payment into Court of the amount or value of the petitioners' interest in the steamship
Vestris and her pending freight and passage money whenever the same shall be ordered by this Court, as provided by
the aforesaid statutes, by General Rules 51 and 54 in Admiralty, and by the rules and practice of this Honorable Court.
Ninth: All and singular the premises are true and within the admiralty and maritime jurisdiction of the United States
and of this Honorable Court.
Wherefore your petitioners pray:
1. That this Court cause due appraisement to be made of the amount or value of petitioners' interest in the steamship
Vestris and her pending freight and passage money for the aforesaid voyage.
2. That the Court make an order directing the petitioners to file a stipulation, with surety to be approved by the Court,
for the payment into Court of the amount of petitioners' said interest whenever the Court shall so order.
3. That the Court make an order directing the issuance of a monition to all persons claiming damages for any and all
loss, damage, injury or destruction done, occasioned or incurred by, or resulting from the sinking of the Vestris, citing
them to appear before a Commissioner to be named by the Court in said order an make due proof of their respective
claims, and also to appear and answer the allegations of this petition according to the law and practice of this Court at or
before a certain time to be fixed by the monition.
4. That the Court make an order directing that on the giving of such stipulation as may be determined to be proper, or of
an ad interim stipulation, an injunction shall issue, restraining the prosecution of all actions, suits and proceedings
already begun to recover for damages arising out of, occasioned by or consequent upon the sinking of the Vestris, as
stated in this petition, and the commencement of prosecution hereafter of any suit, action or legal proceeding of any
nature or description whatsoever, except in the present proceeding, against the petitioners, or either of them, or their
agents or representatives, in respect of any claim or claims arising out of the aforesaid voyage and sinking of the
steamship Vestris.
5. That the Court in this proceeding will adjudge that the petitioners are not liable to any extent for any loss, damage or
injury or for any claim whatsoever in any way arising out of or in consequence of the accident above described; or, if
petitioners or either of them shall be adjudged liable, then that such liability be limited to the amount or value of their
interest in the steamship Vestris at the end of the voyage in which she was engaged at the time she was lost, and her
pending freight and passage money, if any, and that the money paid or secured to be paid as aforesaid be divided pro
rata among such claimants as may duly prove their claims before the Commissioner hereinbefore referred to, saving to
all parties any priorities to which they may be legally entitled, and that a decree may be entered discharging petitioners
from all further liability.
6. That the petitioners may have such other or further relief as the justice of the cause may require.
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Burlingham, Veeder, Feary, Clark & Hupper,
Proctors for Petitioners,
27 William Street,
New York City.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK,
COUNTY OF NEW YORK.

)
)
)

ss.:

Chauncey I. Clark, being duly sworn, says: I am one of the proctors for the petitioners herein; I have read the foregoing
petition and know the contents thereof, and the same is true to the best of my knowledge information and belief. The
sources of my knowledge or information are communications received from the petitioners and/or their agents and an
examination of the papers relating to the subject matter of the petition. The reason why this verification is not made by
the petitioners is that said petitioners are foreign corporations, none of whose officers is within the City of New York.
Chauncey I. Clark
)
Sworn to before me this 21st day of November, 1929. )
)

Frederick W. Mueller
Notary Public, Queens County Clerk's 1409
Certificate filed in New York County Clerk's No. 388
Commission expires March 30, 1930
[Seal]
Schedule A--Loss of Life, Personal Injuries and Loss of Personal Effects

Gaetano Abbadini, passenger, $1,966; loss of personal effects; U. S.
District Court, Southern District of New York.
Proctor for Libellant, Ralph Atkins, 95 Liberty Street, New
York City, etc.
Schedule A--Cargo

Actions in Supreme Court, New York County.

A

Agar Cross & Co. (1)
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Agar Cross & Co., Ltd., (2)
Agar Cross & Co., Ltd., (3)
A. J. Aladorf Corp., and Emilio Blanco,
A. S. Aladorf Corp., and Marcos Braguinshy,
A. S. Aladorf Corp., and Vincente Peluffo & Cia.,
Aluminum Co. of South American and Aluminum Co. of South America, Buenos Aires,
Aluminum Co. of South America and Aluminum Co. of South America, Montevideo, etc.
Y

York Mfg. Co., Inc., and A. S. Cunha & Cia.
The plaintiffs in the above actions are represented by
Bigham, Englar, Jones & Houston,
64 Wall Street, New York City.

Schedule --Cargo

Actions in Supreme Court, New York County, by
D. C. Andrews & Co., Inc.
The York-Seneca Corporation.
The plaintiffs in the above actions are represented by
Carter, Ledyard & Milburn,
54 Wall Street, New York City.

Schedule B--Claims

W. P. Adams, passenger, for $6,643,10, property damage.
Claim presented by Follansbee, Shorey & Schupp, 137 South La Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois.
____________________________________
FORM No. 74-73 The Mohawk Petition, for Exoneration or Limitation, by Owner and Charterer
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To the Honorable the Judges of they United States District Court for the .................. District of ..................
The petition of A, Inc., owner, and B. Steamship Company, charterer of the steamship M., in a cause of limitation of
liability, civil and maritime, alleges on information and belief as follows:
First: At all the times hereinafter mentioned petitioner, A., Inc., was and now is a (Delaware) corporation with an office
for the transaction of business at ..................., New York City, within his District, and it was at the time of the collision
hereinafter set forth the owner of steamship M.
Second: At all said times petitioner, B. Steamship Company, was and now is a (New Jersey) corporation with offices at
..................., New York City, within this District, and was charterer of said steamship M. and manned, victualled and
navigated said vessel and was owner thereof within the meaning of Section 4286 of the Revised Statutes of the United
States.
Third: The M. is a steel steamship of ................... tons gross, ................... tons net register, ................... feet long,
................... feet beam and ................... feet depth of hold, built in Newport News, Virginia, in 19 .... Petitioners used
due diligence to make said vessel seaworthy, and at the time of the collision hereinafter mentioned she was tight,
staunch, strong, fully manned, equipped and supplied and in all respects seaworth and fit for the service in which she
was engaged.
Fourth: On the afternoon of January ..................., 193 ....., the M., carrying passengers and loaded with general cargo,
left pier ..................., New York, bound to L. and M. She was under the command of a competent and experienced
master and was manned by competent and experienced officers and crew, which numbered ................... all told. She
carried ................... passengers. While proceeding down the coast for Barnegat the weather was clear and cold, wind
strong N. W. The .................. officer was on the bridge in charge of navigation, a quartermaster was at the wheel, and a
careful lookout was kept. While so proceeding, the telemotor steering gear was cut out and the steering wheel in the
steering engine room aft was connected up and orders for steering the vessel were to be transmitted from the bridge to
the steering engine room by means of the steering telegraph. The steamship T. was proceeding down the coast on a
course in somewhat the same general direction as the M.'s course and further offshore. Thereafter the M. commenced
veering to port, although the officer on the bridge had telegraphed orders to the steering engine room aft to change
course to starboard. The M. sounded the danger signal, and the officer on the M.'s bridge again signalled the steering
engine room aft to change course to starboard and also ordered the engines stopped and put full speed astern. The M.
continued swinging to port toward the T. and the T. continued on toward the M., and at about 9:20 p.m. the T's stem
struck the M.'s port bow about at the break of the forecastle head, penetrating deeply into the M.'s port side. No signals
were heard from the T. and she appeared to continue on under full speed ahead until collision. After the collision the T.
backed clear of the M., and as she did so her starboard bow raked the port wing of the M.'s bridge, disabling the engine
room telegraph. The engines were promptly stopped in compliance with telephone orders to the engine room, and orders
were given to prepare the lifeboats in order to embark the passengers. Meanwhile an S O S had been sent. So far as
could be ascertained, all the passengers were taken off the ship in lifeboats which were launched in good order. At about
10:30 p.m. the M. sank. The master and the .................. officer, who was on watch at the time of the collision, are
missing and it is feared that they went down with the vessel.
Sailing from New York the M. had on board ................... passengers and ................... crew. ................... passengers and
................... members of the crew reached the steamships Algonquin and Limon in lifeboats, and one of these passengers
died after being taken aboard the Algonquin. The bodies of ................... passengers and ................... members of the
crew have been recovered. ................... passengers and ................... members of the crew are reported as missing. It is
believed that ................... members of the crew reported missing were in the forecastle and lost their lives at the time of
the collision. Their bodies have not been recovered.
The T. was requested by radio to stand by and render assistance, and although she was not seriously damaged, she put
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over no lifeboats and rendered no assistance. The survivors were picked up by the steamships Algonquin and Limon,
which proceeded to the scene in answer to the M.'s distress signals.
The M. now lies in 72 feet of water about 9 miles south and east of Sea Girt Light. The vessel, together with her
equipment, as well as the personal effects of all on board, is a total loss. It has not yet been determined whether any of
the cargo can be salved.
Fifth: Petitioners are informed that as a result of the aforesaid collision and sinking of the M., in addition to the total
loss of the M., her equipment and fittings and damage and loss of cargo, many of her passengers and members of her
crew lost their personal effects and some may have sustained injuries and others lost their lives.
Sixth: The losses, damages, injuries and destruction sustained by the vessel, passengers, crew and cargo by reason of
the premises were not caused or contributed to by any fault, neglect, want of care or design on the part of the M. or
those in charge of her, the petitioners herein or of anyone for whom said petitioners may be responsible, but were due to
the fault and negligence of the steamship T. and those in charge of her, in the following respects among others:
1. She was not in charge of a competent person.
2. She failed to keep a good lookout.
3. She failed to sound any or proper signals.
4. Although the courses of the two vessels were converging, the T. continued on.
5. She was proceeding at excessive speed under the circumstances.
6. She failed to stop or stop and reverse her engines seasonably.
7. When danger of collision was or should have been apparent, she failed to take any or proper steps to avoid the same.
8. After the collision she failed to lower any lifeboats or to otherwise render any assistance to the M., her passengers or
crew.
Seventh: Said collision and the loss, damage, injury and destruction resulting therefrom were occasioned and incurred
without the privity or knowledge or petitioners, or either of them.
Eight: Petitioners believe that as a result of the collision and subsequent sinking of the M. as above set forth, all of the
cargo on board was seriously damaged and may be a total loss. Many of the passengers and members of the M.'s crew
lost personal effects, some may have sustained personal injuries, others lost their lives. At the present time petitioners
do not know the amount of claims for injuries, losses and damages.
Ninth: An action has been brought against petitioners for damages sustained by reason of the matters alleged herein by
C. in the Municipal Court of the City of New York, First District. A number of claims have been presented against the
petitioners for loss of life, loss of cargo, personal injuries and loss of personal effects of passengers and crew of the M.
as set forth in Schedule A annexed to this petition and made a part hereof. Petitioners expect that other claims will be
presented against them and that suits will be begun by persons alleging to have sustained damages and by the
representatives of persons who lost their lives as a result of the collision and sinking aforedsaid. The demands already
made against petitioners in behalf of various claimants probably amount to upwards of $1,000,000, as nearly as can now
be estimated, inasmuch as some notices of claim state no amount.
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Tenth: There are no demands, unsatisfied liens or claims or liens against the M., her engines, boilers, etc., or any suits
pending thereon so far as is known to petitioners, except as above set forth.
Eleventh: The voyage upon which the aforementioned loss, damage and destruction occurred ended with the sinking of
the M. about an hour after the collision. The steamship M. was a total loss and nothing was saved except six lifeboats,
which are now within this jurisdiction and of a value not in excess of $650.00. There was no salvage of cargo because
the cost of labor and equipment to salve damaged cargo would exceed the value recovered. The freight pending for the
transportation of cargo on board the M. on the voyage during which the collision and sinking occurred amounted to
$7,179.48. Refunds of passage money, together with the expense for care and transportation of passengers to their
destinations, will exceed the amount of passage money collected, leaving a deficit on account of passage moneys.
Petitioners are advised that the entire aggregate value of the interest of petitioners in said steamship M. and her pending
freight and passage money at the end of the voyage upon which said collision and sinking occurred does not exceed the
sum of $7,829.48.
Schedule A

American Cyanamid & Chemical Corporations--cargo loss--no amount stated--presented by letter--address 30
Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y.
Francis Antengeorgi--crew--personal injuries--no amount stated--claim presented through the U. S. Employees'
Compensation Commission.
Jose Alvarez--personal injuries--no amount stated--ambulance service charge presented by St. Vincent's Hospital,
$10,00, 149 West 11th Street, New York, N. Y., etc.
Order Appointing Commissioner to Receive Proof of Claims and Directing Monition to Issue and Enjoining Suits

At a Stated Term of the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York, held in the Court Rooms
thereof in the Old Post Office Building, Borough of Manhattan, City of New York, on the 4th day of February, 1935.

Present:
Honorable Robert P. Patterson, District Judge.
__________________________________________________
)
IN THE MATTER OF The Petition of AGWILINES, )
INC., and NEW YORK AND CUBA MAIL STEAM- )
SHIP COMPANY for Limitation of Liability.
__________________________________________________

A petition having been filed herein on February 4, 1935, by Agwilines, Inc., as owner, and New York and Cuba Mail
Steamship Company, as charterer, of steamship Mohawk, claiming the benefit of the limitation of liability provided for
in Sections 4281, 4282, 4283, 4284, 4285 and 4286 of the Revised Statutes of the United States and the various statutes
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supplementary thereto and amendatory thereof, and also contesting their liability independently of the limitation of
liability claimed under said acts for any and all losses, damages, injuries or destruction sustained by or resulting from
collision between steamship Mohawk and steamship Talisman on January 24, 1935, and the subsequent sinking of said
steamship Mohawk, or during the voyage upon which the Mohawk was engaged at the time of said collision, and said
petition also stating the facts and circumstances upon which said exemption from and limitation of liability are claimed,
and on reading and filing the affidavits of value of said steamship Mohawk verified February 1, 1935, and filed herein
February 4, 1935, and the affidavit of freight and passage money pending on the Mohawk upon the voyage upon which
the collision occurred verified February 1, 1935, and filed herein February 4, 1935, and the ad interim stipulation for
value executed February 4, 1935, by
The Aetna Casualty and Surety Company in the sum of $10,000.00, with interest from January 24, 1935, filed herein
February 4, 1935, undertaking to pay into Court within ten (10) days after the entry of an order confirming the report of
a commissioner to be appointed to appraise the amount or value of petitioners' interest in said steamship Mohawk and
her pending freight and passage money, if any, the amount or value of such interest as thus ascertained or to file in this
proceeding bond or stipulation for value in the usual form with surety in said amount, and that pending the payment into
Court of the amount or value of petitioners' interest in said steamship Mohawk and her pending freight and passage
money as so ascertained or the giving of a stipulation for the value thereof, the said bond shall stand as security for all
claims in this proceeding;
Now, on motion of Burlingham, Veeder, Clark & Hupper, proctors for petitioners, it is
Ordered that a monition issue out of and under the seal of this Court against all persons claiming damages for any and
all losses, damages, injuries or destruction occasioned by arising out of or consequent upon the collision between
steamships Mohawk and Talisman on January 24, 1935, and the subsequent sinking of said steamship Mohawk or any
other losses, damages, injuries or destruction sustained during the voyage upon which said steamship Mohawk was
engaged at the time of said collision and sinking and against all persons having any claim against the said steamship
Mohawk, her equipment, proceeds or pending freight and passage money, if any, citing them to appear before this Court
and make due proof of their respective claims on or before the 5th day of April, 1935, at 10:30 o'clock in the forenoon,
and Anthony M. Menkel, Esq., is hereby appointed Commissioner before whom proof of all claims which shall be
presented in pursuance of said monition shall be made, subject to the right of any person to controvert or question the
same with liberty also to any person or persons claiming damages as aforesaid who shall have presented his or their
claims to said Commissioner under oath, to answer said petition; and it is further
Ordered that public notice of such monition be given by publication thereof in New York Post, a newspaper published
in the Borough of Manhattan, City of New York, once a week until the return of said monition, the first publication to
be at least thirty (30) days before said return day and that a copy of said monition be served on the respective attorneys
or proctors for all persons who at the time of making this order shall have filed libels or begun actions or suits for
damage, loss or injury occasioned by or arising out of or consequent upon the collision and sinking aforesaid, or in the
course of the voyage upon which the Mohawk was then engaged, together with a copy of this order, such last mentioned
service to be made at least thirty (30) days before the return day; and it is further
Ordered that petitioners not later than the day of the second publication of said notice shall mail a copy of the monition
to every person known to have asserted any claim against the said vessel or petitioners and to his proctor or attorney, if
known; and it is further
Ordered that the beginning or prosecution of any and all suits, actions or proceedings of any nature or description
whatsoever against petitioners herein and/or steamship Mohawk, except in the present proceeding, in respect of any
claim arising out of, occasioned by or consequent upon or connected with the aforesaid collision between steamships
Mohawk and Talisman and the subsequent sinking of the Mohawk, or during the voyage upon which the Mohawk was
engaged at the time of said collision and sinking, be and they hereby are stayed and restrained until the hearing and
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determination of this proceeding; and it is further
Ordered that service of this order as a restraining order be made within this district in the usual manner or in any other
district by the United States Marsbal for such district by delivering a copy of this order to the person or persons to be
restrained or to his or their respective proctors or attorneys.
Robert P. Patterson,
U. S. D. J.

Burlingham, Veeder, Clark & Hupper,
Proctors for Petitioners.
Monition

The President of the United States of America to the Marshal of the United States for the Southern District of New
York, Greeting:
Whereas a petition was filed in the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York on
February 4, 1935, by Agwilines, Inc., as owner, and New York and Cuba Mail Steamship Company, as charterer of
steamship Mohawk, praying for exoneration from and limitation of their liability and the liability of any other person or
party interested in said vessel, concerning the losses, damages, injuries or destruction done, occasioned or incurred by
or resulting from collision between steamships Mohawk and Talisman on January 24, 1935, and the subsequent sinking
of steamship Mohawk, or at any time during the voyage upon which the said steamship Mohawk was engaged at the
time of said collision and sinking, for the reasons mentioned in the petition, and praying that a monition issue out of this
Court citing all persons claiming damages for any loss, damages, injury or destruction to appear before this Court and
make due proof of their respective claims and make answer to the allegations of said petition and that if it shall appear
that petitioners are not liable for any such loss, damage, injury or destruction, it may be so decreed by this Court; and
Whereas the petitioners have filed in the office of the Clerk of this Court an ad interim stipulation in the sum of
$10,000.00 with interest from January 24, 1935, executed on February 4, 1935, by The Aetna Casualty and Surety
Company, undertaking to pay into Court within ten (10) days after the entry of an order confirming the report of a
Commissioner to be appointed to appraise the amount or value of petitioners' interest in said steamship Mohawk, her
pending freight and passage money, if any, the amount or value of such interest as thus ascertained, or to file in this
proceeding a bond or stipulation for value in the usual form with surety in said amount, and the said Court having
directed by an order made and entered on February 5th, 1935, that a monition issue against all persons claiming damage
for any losses, damages, injuries or destruction sustained, occasioned or resulting from or consequent upon the collision
between steamship Mohawk and steamship Talisman on January 24, 1935, and the subsequent sinking of steamship
Mohawk, or during the voyage upon which the Mohawk was then engaged, citing them to appear before this Court and
make due proof of their respective claims on or before the 5th day of April, 1935, at 10:30 o'clock in the forenoon
thereof and Anthony M. Menkel, Esq., having been appointed Commissioner before whom proof of all claims which
shall be presented in pursuance of said monition shall be made;
You are therefore commanded to cite all persons claiming damage for any loss, damage, injury or destruction done,
occasioned or incurred on said voyage of said steamship Mohawk or as a result of collision between steamships
Mohawk and Talisman on January 24, 1935, and subsequent sinking of said steamship Mohawk, and all persons
claiming damages or liens against the Mohawk, to appear before this Court and make due proof of their respective
claims before Anthony M. Menkel, Esq., Commissioner, at his office, Room 312, 45 Broadway, Borough of Manhattan,
City of New York, on or before the 5th day of April, 1935, at 10:30 o'clock in the forenoon; and
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You are also commanded to cite such claimants to appear and answer the petition herein on or before the last named
date or within such further time as said Court may allow and to have and receive such relief as may be due;
And what you have done in the premises do you then make return to this Court together with this writ.
Witness the Honorable John C. Knox, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New
York this 5th day of February, 1935, and of the Independence of the United States the 159th.
Charles Weiser,
Clerk.

Burlingham, Veeder, Clark & Hupper,
Proctors for Petitioners.
____________________________________
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCollisionsLiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment &
GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureVenue
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. The Benefactor, 103 U.S. (13 Otto) 239, 26 L. Ed. 351 (1881); In re Annie Faxon, 66 F. 575 (D. Wash.
1895), modified on other grounds, 75 F. 312 (9th Cir. 1896); Petition of the United States (Elna II), 367 F.2d 505, 1966
A.M.C. 1943 (3d Cir. [Del.] 1966), cert. denied, 386 U.S. 932 (1967); Smith v. United States (Potomac), 346 F.2d 449,
1965 A.M.C. 1179 (4th Cir. [N.C.]), cert. denied, 382 U.S. 878 (1965) (A petition for limitation of liability will not be
construed as conceding liability. "The statute contemplates access to the limitation proceeding for the resolution of
doubts as to liability as well as the determination of the extent of it.").
The Nellie B., 174 F. Supp. 846, 1960 A.M.C. 1897 (S.D. Tex. 1959) (A shipowner is not precluded from arguing that
state wrongful death statutes are inapplicable in claims against him by filing a limitation petition.).
Petition of Robert Bave, 314 F.2d 335, 1963 A.M.C. 670 (3d Cir. [Pa.] 1963) (An order of the court refusing to
dismiss a limitation petition is not a final decision nor interlocutory. Thus, such an order is not appealable.).
(n2)Footnote 2. In re Long Island North Shore Passenger & Freight Transp. Co., 5 F. 599 (S.D.N.Y. 1881).
(n3)Footnote 3. For the text of all local district court rules see Vols. 5-5D.
(n4)Footnote 4. The M. Moran, 107 F. 526 (E.D. N.Y. 1901); The Eureka No. 32, 108 F. 672 (S.D.N.Y. 1901).
The Admiral--The Chickie, 39 F. Supp. 200, 1941 A.M.C. 480 (W.D. Pa. 1941), modified, 141 F.2d 80, 1944 A.M.C.
635 (3d Cir. 1944) (While the petition must properly allege ownership of the vessel, the actual affidavit of ownership
need not be filed within six months' of the first notice of claim. Similarly, the petition must pray for a monition,
although the actual monition need not be caused to issue within the six months.).
Petition of Tanker Hygrade No. 18, 172 F. Supp. 500, 1959 A.M.C. 261 (S.D.N.Y. 1958) (The petitioner need not
allege in the petition that he is the owner or the charterer of the vessel; only that he is claimed to be such owner or
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charterer. The cause of the disaster need not be fully stated. The owner need merely allege no privity to maintain the
petition.); Star Brick Corp. v. Johnson, 262 F.2d 251, 1959 A.M.C. 1660 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1959); Petition of Frank
Russell, Sr., 188 F. Supp. 101, 1961 A.M.C. 2685 (N.D.N.Y. 1960); Colonial Sand & Stone Co. v. Muscelli, 151 F.2d
884, 1945 A.M.C. 1493 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1945).
(n5)Footnote 5. White v. Island Transp. Co., 233 U.S. 346, 34 S. Ct. 589, 58 L. Ed. 993 (1914); The George W.
Fields, 237 F. 403 (S.D.N.Y. 1915); Strong v. Holmes, 238 F. 554 (9th Cir. [Alaska] 1916); The Hoffmans, 171 F. 455
(S.D.N.Y. 1909); In re Starin, 124 F. 101 (E.D.N.Y. 1903); The S.A. McCaulley, 99 F. 302 (E.D. Pa. 1899); Quinlan v.
Pew, 56 F. 111 (1st Cir. [Mass.] 1893).
(n6)Footnote 6. The George W. Fields, N.5 supra; The Defender, 201 F. 189 (E.D.N.Y. 1912); The Victoria, 3
F.2d 330, 1924 A.M.C. 1584 (W.D. Wash. 1924); A.H. Bull Steamship Co. v. Tassia (The Margaret), 41 F. Supp. 699,
1942 A.M.C. 921 (S.D.N.Y. 1942).
Petition of The Tug Kevin Moran, Inc., 67 F. Supp. 265, 1946 A.M.C. 444 (S.D.N.Y. 1946), modified on other
grounds, 159 F.2d 273, 1947 A.M.C. 51 (2d Cir. 1947) (The prosecution of a suit in admiralty will not be enjoined in a
limitation proceeding held in another district where there is no reasonable prospect that the claims against the owner
will exceed the value of the ship. However, where it appears that further claims may be filed against the owner, a
petition may be filed and maintained.); Todd Shipyards Corp. v. United States (The Trojan), 274 F.2d 402, 1960
A.M.C. 772 (9th cir. [Cal.] 1960) (A petition to limit liability should not be dismissed where there is at least the
possibility of limitable claims being asserted.); Poling Brothers No. 6, 51 F. Supp. 375, 1943 A.M.C. 753 (E.D.N.Y.
1943) (Where a damage-claimant knows of facts which make it likely that claims will be asserted against him and that
in such event he will seek to implead another claimant in the limitation proceeding, he must assert his contingent claim,
if at all, within the time limit of the present proceeding. He cannot wait until be is actually sued.).
Flaska v. Little River Marine Construction Co., 389 F.2d 885, 1968 A.M.C. 1040 (5th Cir. [Fla]), cert. denied, 392
U.S. 928 (1968) (A limitation proceeding should be dismissed only in extreme situations. It is not a sufficient reason for
the court to dismiss with prejudice because the lawyer for the petitioner was never prepared.).
(n7)Footnote 7. The Dauntless, 212 F. 455 (N.D. Cal.), aff'd, 218 F. 161 (9th Cir. 1914), cert. denied, 238 U.S. 633
(1915), and 251 F. 266 (9th Cir. [Ore.] 1918); Delaware River Ferry Co. v. Amos, 179 F. 756 (E.D. Pa.), appeal
dismissed, 218 U.S. 688 (1910).
Petition of Trawler Gudrun, Inc., 101 F. Supp. 586, 1952 A.M.C. 74 (D. Mass. 1951); Horton & Horton v. J. E. Dyer,
1969 A.M.C. 2262 (S.D. Tex. 1969); Kaiser v. Traveler's Insurance Co., 359 F. Supp. 90, 1974 A.M.C. 1809 (E.D. La.
1973), aff'd, 487 F.2d 1300 (5th Cir. 1974).
(n8)Footnote 8. The Aquitania, 14 F.2d 456, 1926 A.M.C. 1071 (S.D.N.Y. 1926), aff'd, 20 F.2d 457, 1927 A.M.C.
1320 (2d Cir. 1927).
(n9)Footnote 9. The Laforrest L. Simmons, 276 F. 61 (D. Mass. 1921).
(n10)Footnote 10. The Rambler, 290 F. 791, 1923 A.M.C. 618 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1923); In re Piper Aden Goodall
Co., 86 F. 670 (N.D. Cal. 1898).
(n11)Footnote 11. This form adapted from papers courtesy of Mr. William Gwatkin, III, attorney in charge of the
Admiralty and Shipping Section of the Department of Justice, San Francisco, California.
(n12)Footnote 1. Form adapted from papers filed in In the Matter of the Complaint of N.Y.T.R. Transportation
Corporation for Exoneration From or Limitation of Liability, Civ. No. 84-2181 (E.D.N.Y. 1984).
(n13)Footnote 2. See From No. 74-1, supra.
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(n14)Footnote 1. Form adapted from papers filed in Candies Towing Co., Inc. v. M/V B & C Eserman, 673 F.2d
91 (5th Cir. 1982), furnished through the courtesy of Michael L. McAlpine, Esq., Johnson & McAlpine, New Orleans,
Louisiana.
(n15)Footnote 2. See Form No. 74-1, supra.
(n16)Footnote 1. Form adapted from papers used in In the Matter of the Complaint of Galizia for Exoneration
From or Limitation of Liability, Civ. No. 76-216 (E.D.N.Y.).
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§ 75. Petition for Limitation, Admitting Liability, With Prayer for Appraisement and Offering Stipulation for
Value.

A petition admitting liability and praying only that it should be limited to the appraised value of vessel and freight
approximates the English practice, which permits only a petition of this character. Such a petition is comparatively rare
in the United States. The petitioning shipowner gains little or nothing by failing to deny liability and pray for
exoneration.
FORM No. 75-1 Petition for Limitation Admitting Liability
The form will follow Forms 74-1 through 74-8; Article Third will read as follows:
"Third. The petitioner admits liability for such loss or damage as was caused by the collision and sinking of its
steamship M. on or about January ..................., 193 ....., off Barnegat, while on a voyage from New York to the ports of
L. and M., but alleges that said collision and the loss, damage, injury and destruction resulting therefrom were
occasioned and incurred without the privity or knowledge of petitioners or either of them."
Forms 74-11 through 74-16, 74-40 through 74-54 are suitable.
The prayer for exoneration from all liability will be omitted. Otherwise Forms 74-55 through 74-57 are suitable.
____________________________________
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawCollisionsLiabilityLimitations on
LiabilityAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers' ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty
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LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties &
ObligationsLimitations on Liability
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§ 76. Petition for Limitation or Exoneration, Where There Is Nothing To Surrender or Appraise.

When a vessel is a total loss and has no freight pending-- as when she is in ballast, or carrying only the shipowner's
cargo--there may be literally nothing to surrender or to appraise and bond. In such a case, the petitioner may convey to a
trustee all his right, title and interest in any wreckage, etc., that may eventually be found, n1 and thus satisfy the statute
FORM No. 76-1 Petition for Limitation Where Vessel Wholly Lost Without Any Freight, and There Is
Nothing To Surrender or Appraise.
To the Honorable the Judges of the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York.
The Petition of The Union Sulphur Company, owner of the S. S. Hewitt, in a cause of limitation of liability, civil and
maritime, alleys as follows:

First: The petitioner was at all the times hereinafter mentioned a New Jersey corporation domiciled in the State of New
York with its principal office for the transaction of businss at No. 33 Rector Street in the City of New York and in the
Southern District of New York, and the sole owner of the SS. Hewitt.
Second: Said H. was used in the business of transporting sulphur from Sabine, Texas, to other ports, and on January 20,
1921, sailed from Sabine, Texas, with a cargo of sulphur belonging to the petitioner on a voyage to Boston, Mass., and
Portland, Me., with a crew of about 40 men.
Third: The H. proceeded on her said voyage from Sabine, Texas, to Boston, Mass., and Portland, Me., being last heard
from by the petitioner on January 25, 1921, her reported position being then about 222 miles north of Jupiter, Florida.
Fourth: According to the best knowledge, information and belief of the petitioner the H. never arrived at Boston, Mass.,
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or at Portland, Me., or at any other port, and no wreckage, strippings, proceeds or other trace of her or of her cargo or of
her crew has ever been found, and the H., her cargo and her crew have been totally lost.
Fifth: There was no freight pending upon said voyage of the II.
Sixth: The said total loss of the H., and any loss, damage or injury which may have resulted therefrom were done,
occasioned or incurred without fault on the part of the petitioner, and were not caused or contributed to by any
negligence or fault on the part of the petitioner and were incurred without its privity or knowledge.
Seventh: Nevertheless certain actions at law have been begun against the petitioner by reason of the said loss of the II.,
the following being a list of such actions:
(List, with names of attorneys, and amounts claimed.)

Eighth: In addition to the above actions, your petitioner fears that other actions may be brought or other claims made
against it by other parties who may have sustained loss, damage or injury upon the H. or upon her said voyage, or by
reason of her said total loss.
Ninth: The value of the said H. and of any wreckage, strippings, or proceeds thereof if any there be, at the close of said
voyage on which she was engaged at the time of the happening of the said deaths of (list) was nothing, and she had no
pending freight.
Tenth: The amount of the claims in the suits already begun against the petitioner far exceeds the value of its interest in
the H. and in any wreckage, strippings, or proceeds thereof if any there be, and her freight pending.
Eleventh: The petitioner desires to contest its liability as owner aforesaid of the H. for the loss, destruction, damage and
injury which may have been done, occasioned or incurred to or by said (names) and which may have been done,
occasioned or incurred by reason of the said total loss of the H.; petitioner desires to claim the benefits of the provisions
of 46 U.S.C. §§ 183, 184 and 185, and of the acts amendatory thereof and supplemental thereto, and to that end is ready
and willing and desires to surrender all its right, title and interest of whatever nature it may have in said H. and in any
wreckage, strippings, proceeds or trace of said H. if any such there be or which may hereafter be discovered, pursuant to
the aforesaid provisions of United States Code Supplemental Admiralty Rule F, 28 U.S.C., and in accordance with the
rules and practice of this Honorable Court, and to whomsoever this Honorable Court may direct.
Twelfth: Petitioner further avers on information and belief that there is no lien on the H. or on any wreckage, strippings,
proceeds or trace thereof if any such there be or which may hereafter be discovered, prior or paramount to any lien
which may have accrued by reason of the matters aforesaid.
Thirteenth: All and singular the premises are true and within the admiralty and maritime jurisdiction of this Honorable
Court.
Wherefore your petitioner prays:
1. That this court will make an order or such terms as may be just to your petitioner and to all persons having liens or
claims of liens, appointing a trustee to whom your petitioner may convey all its rights, title and interest in said H. and in
any wreckage, strippings, proceeds or trace thereof if any such there be or which may hereafter be discovered, and her
freight pending, if any, in conformity with law and the practice of this court;
2. That the court will issue a monition to all persons claiming damages for any and all loss, damage, destruction or
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injury done, occasioned or incurred by or resulting from the loss of the H. aforesaid, citing them to appear before a
commissioner to be named by the court and make due proof of their respective claims at or before a certain time to be
fixed by said writ, and also to appear and answer upon oath the allegations of this petition;
3. That this court will issue its injunction restraining the prosecution of the aforesaid actions of (list), and the
commencement and prosecution hereafter of any and all actions, suits or legal proceedings of any kind, except in the
present proceeding, against your petitioner in respect of any claim or claims arising out of the said voyage or out of the
said loss of the H.;
4. That the court will adjudge that your petitioner is not liable for any demand or claim whatsoever in consequence of
any loss, damage, destruction or injury done, occasioned or incurred upon said voyage or by reason of said loss of the
H., or, if such liability ever existed, then that your petitioner be discharged therefrom by the surrender of all its rights,
title and interest in and to the said H. and in any wreckage, strippings, proceeds or other trace thereof if any such there
be or that may hereafter be discovered.
5. And that petitioner have such other or further relief in the premises as may be just.
The Union Sulphur Co.,
by ......................,
Treasurer.

O, K & S,
Proctors for Petitioner.
[Verification ]
____________________________________
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawCollisionsLiabilityLimitations on
LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty
LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. Merchant vessesl: The S.S. Hewitt (Scott v. Union Sulphur Co.), 284 F. 911, 1923 A.M.C. 89
(S.D.N.Y. 1922), and 15 F.2d 857, 1926 A.M.C. 1463 (S.D.N.Y. 1926); The Suduffco (In re Transmarine Corp.), 33
F.2d 775, 1929 A.M.C. 773 (S.D.N.Y. 1929), and 1931 A.M.C. 889 (E.D.N.Y. 1928).
Yacht: The Miramar (Petition of Statler), 31 F2d 767, 1929 A.M.C. 234 (S.D.N.Y. 1929), aff'd, 36 F.2d 1021, 1930
A.M.C. 397 (2d Cir. 1930).
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§ 77. Stipulation for a Limitation Proceeding.

The effect of an uncontested limitation petition can be accomplished by a suitable stipulation and security given
accordingly. This is a simple and convenient procedure when there are only two or three claimants, and it is desired to
keep the calendar position of the first action filed.
FORM No. 77-1 Stipulation Giving Effect to Right To Limit Liability to the Value of the Vessel Without
Actual Proceeding to That End--Stipulation for Value Pursuant Thereto
(a)

District Court of the United States, for the Southern District of New York.

[Titles of the Causes. ]
Whereas, libels were filed in the above entitled suits to recover against the steamtug M., her engines, boilers, etc., and
others, for damages growing out of the collision on the 14th day of January, 19 ....., between the said steamship T. and
the schooner G. while in tow of the said steamtug M. in the Upper Bay of New York, and
Whereas, W. C. F. and J. A. S., owners and claimants of the said steamtug M., have duly appeared in said suits and
entered into the usual stipulations for costs, and
Whereas, the claims against the said claimants and owners of the steamtug M., growing out of the loss, destruction,
damage and injury aforesaid exceed the value of the claimants' interest in said steamtug, her engines, boilers, tackle,
apparel and furniture, and her freight moneys pending at the end of the said voyage, and
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Whereas, there are no other creditors or alleged lienors, whether on contract or in tort, upon the voyage, against said
claimants or said steamtug M., and
Whereas, it is desired that the above entitled suits shall be tried and determined together, and
Whereas, it is desired by all parties to avoid the delay that would be entailed by a proceeding on the part of the
claimants of said steamtug M., for limitation of liability, it is now stipulated:
1. That the value of the interest of W. C. F. and J. A. S., claimants and owners of the steamtug M., and her pending
freight, as of the end of the voyage on which the collision happened, is the sum of $5,000.
2. That the above suits shall be heard and determined together.
3. That an order for the appraisal of the claimants' interest in said steamtug M. and an order for monition and
publication of the same are hereby waived upon the filing of a bond, with surety, in this court, acceptable to the court in
the sum of $5,000 with interest from the 14th day of January, 19 ....., and in case the court should decree against the said
steamtug M. for the whole or any part of the damages growing out of said collision, an order may be entered on behalf
of W. C. F. and J. A. S., claimants and owners of said steamtug M., to limit their liability to the value of their interest,
to-wit, the sum of $5,000 with interest, and entitling them to the benefits of limitation of liability provided for in the
Third and Fourth Sections of the Act of March 3, 1851, entitled "An Act to Limit the Liability of Ship Owners and for
Other Purposes," now embodied in the Revised Statutes of the United States, sections 4283 et seq., and the various
statutes supplemental thereto and amendatory thereof, to the same effect as though the owners and claimants of said
steamtug M. had instituted proceedings for limitation of liability, and this without prejudice to the claimants' rights to
appeal from said final decree. And it is further
Stipulated that an order for the consolidation of the above entitled suits may be entered.
Dated, New York, March 13, 19....
(Signature of Proctors.)

(b)

District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York.

Stipulation for the Value

Entered into pursuant to the rules and practice of this court.
Whereas, a libel was filed in this court on the ................... day of ..................., 19 ....., by A. B., libelant, against the
steamship T., her engines etc., and the steamtug M., her engines, etc.; and
Whereas, a libel was filed in this court on the ................... day of ..................., 19 ....., by the Steamship Lines, libelant,
against the steamtug M. and the schooner G., for the reasons and causes in the said libels mentioned; and
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Whereas, upon condition that W. C. F. and J. A. S., owners and claimants of the said steamtug M. file a stipulation for
value in the sum of $5,000, the agreed value of said steamtug and freight pending at the time of the collision, it has been
agreed by and on behalf of the libelants in said suits that the liability, if any, of said claimants therein be deemed limited
to said agreed value as if by force of a proceeding to limit liability thereto; and
Whereas, the value of said steamtug and freight pending has been fixed by consent of the parties in the above-entitled
suits at $5,000, as appears by said consent or stipulation hereto annexed, and the parties hereto hereby consenting and
agreeing that in case of default or contumacy on the part of the owners of the said steamtug M., or their sureties,
execution for the above agreed amount, with interest thereon from this date, may issue against their goods, chattels and
lands:
Now, Therefore, the condition of this stipulation is such that if the aforesaid owners and ..................., residing at
..................., in the city of ..................., and by occupation ..................., and ..................., residing at ..................., in the
city of ..................., and by occupation ..................., the stipulators undersigned, shall abide by all orders of the court,
interlocutory or final, and pay into the court the above sum of $5,000 with interest, whenever ordered by this court, or
by any Appellate Court, if appeal intervene, then this stipulation to be void, otherwise to remain in full force and virtue.
)
Taken and acknowledged this ................... day of
)
March, 19 ....
)

...................,
Notary Public,
N. Y. Co.
Blackstone & Kent,
Proctors for Claimants.
____________________________________
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawCollisionsLiabilityLimitations on
LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty
LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on Liability
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§ 78. Stipulation For Costs.

It is the practice in the Northern, Southern and Eastern Districts of New York to file with the petition to limit liability a
stipulation for costs. The language of the New York Admiralty Rule is similar to that in many other District Courts and
reads as follows:
RULE 6--Security for Costs
"No complaint in an action provided for in Rule D or Rule F of the Supplemental Rules of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure shall be filed, except on the part of the United States, or on the special
order of the court, unless the party offering the same shall file a stipulation in the sum of $250 for costs,
conditioned that the principal shall pay all costs awarded by the court, and, in case of appeal, by an
appellate court, against him, it or them. In lieu of a stipulation the party may deposit the necessary
amount in the registry of the court."
Practice in the other District Courts ranges from requiring no stipulation up to stipulations in the amount of $500.00. n1
Under the New York rule, damage claimants need not file a stipulation for costs. n2 However, other district courts do
require that damage claimants file such a stipulation. The practitioner is warned to consult the applicable local court
rules on this and other relevant matters. n3
FORM No. 78-1 Stipulation for Costs, by Individual Surety--Eastern District of New York n1
Stipulation for Plaintiffs Costs

entered into pursuant to the rules and practice of the court
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Whereas, a complaint will be filed in the office of the Clerk of this Court on the ................... day of ..................., 19.....,
by .................. Corporation, for exoneration from or limitation of its liability for the reasons and causes in said
complaint mentioned and praying that process may issue in said proceeding to all persons claiming damages against it
and against the vessel .................. and her pending freight at the end of the voyage upon which she was engaged on
..................., 19 ....., citing them to appear before this Court and to make due proof of their respective claims; and said
plaintiff and ..................., stipulator, parties hereto, each having personal property in excess of $500 hereby consenting
and agreeing that in case costs are awarded against said plaintiff or against said stipulator, a decree therefor not
exceeding the sum of Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars ($250.00) may be entered against them, and each of them, and
thereupon execution may issue against their and each of their goods and chattels, lands and tenements and other real
estate;
Now Therefore, it is hereby stipulated and agreed for the benefit of whom it may concern that the plaintiff herein and
the stipulator undersigned, ..................., having an office at .................. Street in the City of ..................., County of
..................., State of ..................., and by occupation ..................., shall be and each of them is hereby bound in the sum
of Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars ($250.00) conditioned that they shall pay all costs and expenses, not to exceed said
sum, which shall be awarded against said plaintiff and/or the stipulator undersigned, or either of them, by decree of this
Court, and in case of an appeal by any Appellate Court.
.....................
[Plaintiff]

Sworn to and subscribed before me this ................... day of ..................., 19 .....
[Seal ]
.....................
Notary Public.....................
[Surety]

Sworn to and subscribed before me this ................... day of ..................., 19 .....
[Seal ]
.....................
Notary Public
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityCivil ProcedureRemediesCosts
& Attorney FeesCostsGeneral Overview
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. See e.g. the Admiralty rules reproduced in Vols 5--5D, for D.N.J.; W.D. Pa.; E.D.N.C.; E.D. Va.; S.D.
Ala.; M.D. Fla.; S.D. Fla.; E.D. La.; W.D. La.; N.D. Ill.; N.D. Cal., S.D. Cal.; D. Ore.; and D. Hawaii.
(n2)Footnote 2. Perth Amboy No. 1, 168 F. Supp. 925, 1959 A.M.C. 2532 (S.D.N.Y. 1958).
(n3)Footnote 3. For the complete text of all local court rules see Vols. 5--5D.
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(n4)Footnote 1. Form adapted from papers filed in In the Matter of the Complaint of N.Y.T.R. Transportation
Corporation for Exoneration From or Limitation of Liability, Civ. No. 84-2181 (E.D.N.Y. 1984).
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§ 79. Consolidation--Cross-Claims--Impleader.

Two or more petitions for limitation of liability may be consolidated and tried together. n1 In this way the issues of a
collision may be tried as upon a complaint and cross-claim. The consolidation of two petitions is, however, only
possible if the jurisdictional facts are such that each petitioner is entitled to file his petition in the same court. The filing
of a limitation petition by the owner of one of two vessels involved in a collision does not constitute a suit against the
other ship or shipowner within the meaning of Supplemental Admiralty Rule F and hence, standing alone, does not
justify the other owner in filing his limitation petition in the same court. n2 Thus a railway, as owner of the Franz,
which had sunk and, being in ballast, had no pending freight, sued the Great Lakes Co. as owner of the Loomis in the
Northern District of Ohio, which the owner of the Loomis countered with a petition in the Western District of New York
where the Loomis actually was. The railway appeared in the Western District suit, made claim and answered the
petition; it also filed its own petition in the Western District of New York to limit its own liability as owner of the
Franz. The petition of the railway was dismissed. The result was needlessly cumbersome since the court which tried the
collision issue on the Loomis petition might as well have disposed of all the issues, as the possibility of other claims
against the Franz did not actually exist. n3
Consolidation of suits by claimants with limitation proceedings initiated by the shipowner are similarly looked upon
with
[The next page is 8-103]
favor in the interest of judicial economy. n4 In a recent attempt to reconcile the limitation proceedings with direct action
suits against liability insurers, n5 the Court held that such actions could be consolidated, thus eliminating the need to
stay the direct action suits pending the outcome of the limitation proceeding. n6
Consolidation of suits against the owner or charterers in limitation proceedings will not always be appropriate. In
Petition of Healing & Son, Inc. (South Amboy Explosion ), n7 the Court denied a motion to consolidate fifty-six pending
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suits where the equities due plaintiffs with regard to their State Court actions seemed to be "greater than advantages that
can be realistically expected to flow from attempted consideration in the limitation proceedings of all of the complicated
issues and forms of actions in these numerous suits."
"The statutory limitation of liability proceeding on occasion was considered to be such a uniquely
narrow and passively defensive proceeding that allowance of impleader by a petitioner was denied in
order to limit the issues and to preserve the special restrictive character of the action." n8
However, the Supreme Court in British Transport Commission v. United States (The Duke of York--Haiti Victory ), n9
rejected this restrictive interpretation of third party practice in limitation proceedings. That Court held that mere
labeling of an action as a limitation proceeding should not foreclose access to the ordinary rules of procedure available
in admiralty suits. Third party practice is now firmly established as a proper procedure in limitation of liability
proceedings. n10
FORM No. 79-1 Notice of Motion To Consolidate
United States District Court
................... District of ...................
__________________________________________________
)
..................., formerly known as ..................., as
)
................... Civ. ......................NOTICE OF MOOwner of the S/S ..................., seeking exoneration
)
TION
from or limitation of liability.
__________________________________________________

Sirs:
Please Take Notice, that upon the annexed affidavit of ..................., sworn to the ................... day of ..................., 19 ....
and upon all the pleadings and proceedings heretofore had herein, claimants:
1. ..................
2. ..................
3. ..................
hereby move before the Hon. ..................., U.S.D.J., .................. District of ..................., on ..................., 19 .... at room
...................., ..................., Borough of .................. City and State of ..................., at .................. o'clock in the forenoon
of that day, or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard, for an order pursuant to Rule 42 of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure, permitting claimants to consolidate their claims for all purposes and for an order pursuant to Rule 13(g) Rule
15(a) and Rule 15(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, to permit claimants to amend their claims in order to cross
claim against ..................., ..................., ..................., ..................., and ..................., as co-parties, a copy of the cross
claim being attached hereto, and for such other and further relief as to this Court may seem just and proper in the
circumstances.
Claimants do not request oral argument; any opposing party to this motion must submit a request for such argument
unless the Court, on its own behest, requires such argument.
Dated: ..................., ..................
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..................., 19....
Yours, Etc.
......................,
Attorneys for Claimant.
.....................
.....................
..................... .....................
Tel. No.................... .................. By: ......................,
A Member of the Firm.

To:
All parties on attached list
____________________________________
FORM No. 79-2 Notice of Motion for Leave To Bring in Third-Party Defendant
United States District Court ................... District of ...................
______________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of the Complaint
)
................... Civ. ......................Notice of Motion for
of ...................., former known as ...................., as
)
Leave to Bring in Third-Party Defendant
Owner of the s/s ...................., seeking exoneration
)
from or limitation of liability.
______________________________________________________

Sirs:
Please Take Notice, that the undersigned, attorneys for the plaintiff ..................., a defending party herein, upon the
affidavit of ..................., sworn to on the ................... day of ..................., 19 ....., upon all papers and hearings
heretofore filed and had herein, will move this Court, Honorable ..................., U.S.D.J., presiding, at the United States
Courthouse, ..................., ..................., .................. on the ................... day of ..................., 19 ....., at ................... o'clock
in the forenoon of that day or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard, for an order pursuant to Rule 14(a) of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure granting plaintiff, a defending party herein, leave to cause a summons and third-party
complaint, a copy of which is annexed hereto as Exhibit 1, to be served upon ..................., and for such other and further
relief as the Court may deem just, equitable and proper.
Dated:..................., ...................,
..................., 19....
Yours, Etc.
..................... By: .....................
A Member of the Firm.
Attorneys for Plaintiff ..................... .....................
____________________________________
FORM No. 79-3 Third-Party Complaint
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United States District Court
................... District of ...................
__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of The Complaint of ...................,
)
................... Civ. ..................... THIRD PARTY
formerly known as ..................., as Owner of the s/s )
COMPLAINT
..................., seeking exoneration from or limitation of
liability
__________________________________________________

The third-party complaint of ..................., owner of the s/s ..................., by its attorneys ..................., ...................,
.................. & ..................., against ..................., alleges upon information and belief as follows:
First: This is a case within the admiralty and maritime jurisdiction of the United States, and the claims herein are
admiralty and maritime claims with the meaning of Rule 9(h) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
Second: At all time hereinafter mentioned third-party plaintiff was and still is a corporation organized and existing
under and by virtue of the laws of the state of ..................., having its principal place of business at No. ....................,
..................., ..................., and is the owner of the s/s .................. and a defending party in the limitation proceeding
herein.
Third: Third-party defendant, .................. was and still is a corporation existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
state of ..................
As and For Its First and Separate Cause of Action Third Party Plaintiff Alleges Upon Information and Belief as
Follows:
Fourth: Third-party defendant designed, manufactured, tested and constructed the s/s ...................
Fifth: Said product was unsafe for its intended use by reason of the following defects in design, manufacture, testing
and construction:
1. The steering system was defectively designed, manufactured, tested and constructed.
2. The operations manual for use of the product was defectively planned, written, published, and distributed to
third-party plaintiff.
3. The product was in general defectively designed, manufactured, tested and constructed.
Sixth: Third-party plaintiff was unaware of said defects which made said product unsafe for its intended use.
Seventh: On ..................., 19 ....., while third-party plaintiff was using the product, the s/s ..................., for the purpose
and in the manner intended by the third-party defendant for it to be used, as a direct result of the defects hereinabove
alleged, a collision occurred between the s/s .................. and the s/s ..................., causing damage to third-party plaintiff
and others as more fully set forth hereinafter.
As and For a Second and Separate Cause of Action Third --Party Plaintiff Alleges Upon Information and Belief as
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Follows:
Eighth: During all of the times hereinafter mentioned the third-party defendant was engaged in the design,
manufacture, testing and construction of ships and designed, manufactured, tested and constructed the s/s ..................
Ninth: Third-party defendant knew or should have known that if said vessel was not properly and carefully designed,
manufactured, tested and constructed it would cause damage to the purchaser, users and those in the vicinity of users
thereof.
Tenth: Third-party defendant was negligent in the design, manufacture, testing and construction of said vessels. More
specifically it was negligent in the following respects:
1. It failed to adequately design, manufacture, test, construct and install the steering system of the vessel.
2. It failed to give adequate warnings concerning the defects of said vessel.
3. It failed to use reasonable care in the planning, writing, publishing and distribution of the operation manual for the
vessel.
4. It was in other respects generally careless and negligent.
Eleventh: On ..................., 19 ....., as a proximate result of the negligence of third-party defendant, a collision between
the s/s .................. and the s/s .................. occurred causing damage to the third-party plaintiff and others as more fully
set forth hereinafter.
As and For Its Damages Third -Party Plaintiff Alleges Upon Information and Belief as Follows:
Twelfth: By reason of the foregoing and as a direct and proximate result of the manufacture of a defective product by
and negligence of third-party defendant, and the collision resulting therefrom, third-party plaintiff sustained heavy
damage consisting of loss of life and personal injury to its employees, the constructive total loss of the vessel, loss of
and damage to cargo, the cost of salvage, general average expenses and other expenses necessarily incurred as a result
of the collision, the full extent of which is not yet known to third-party plaintiff, no part of which sum has been paid
although payment thereof has been duly demanded.
Thirteenth: By reason of the foregoing and as a direct and proximate result of the manufacture of a defective product by
and negligence of third-party defendant, numerous claims have been or will be filed against third-party plaintiff in the
limitation proceeding herein, and third-party defendant is or may be liable to claimants or third-party plaintiff for all or
part of said claims.
Wherefore, third-party plaintiff prays:
1. That this Honorable Court may adjudge and order that third-party defendant .................. pay to third-party plaintiff its
damages as aforesaid with interest and costs.
2. That this Honorable Court may adjudge and order third-party defendant .................. to indemnify third-party plaintiff
for any liability it may incur for the claims filed against it in the limitation proceeding herein, together with interest and
costs, reasonable attorney's fees and other reasonable expenses.
3. That this Honorable Court may require third-party defendant to appear and defend the claims of the claimants in the
limitation proceeding herein as if said claims had been filed against third-party defendant in the first instance.
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4. That this Honorable Court may grant to third-party plaintiff such other and further relief as it may deem just,
equitable and proper.
......................, By: ......................,
A Member of the Firm.
Attorneys for Third-Party
Plaintiff
......................,
......................,
Tel. No. ..................
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawCollisionsLiabilityLimitations on
LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty
LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on LiabilityCivil ProcedurePleading &
PracticePleadingsCross-ClaimsGeneral OverviewCivil ProcedurePleading & PracticePleadingsImpleaderCivil
ProcedurePretrial MattersConsolidation of Actions
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. The El Sol and Sac City, 72 F. 2d 212, 1934 A.M.C. 1185 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1934; The Clio--The
Springhill, 1948 A.M.C. 75 (S.D.N.Y. 1947).
(n2)Footnote 2. Algoma Central & Hudson Bay Ry. Co. v. Great Lakes Transit Cop. (The W.C. Franz and Edward
E. Loomis), 86 F.2d 708, 1937 A.M.C. 50 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1936).
However, potential claimants who are named by the shipowner in the limitation petition do have standing to move for
particulars and to seek admissions even before they have formally filed claims in the proceeding: In re Twenty Grand
Offshore, Inc., 313 F. Supp. 851, 1972 A.M.C. 1338 (S.D. Fla. 1970).
(n3)Footnote 3. The W.C. Franz and Edward E. Loomis, N.2 supra.
(n4)Footnote 4. Petition of Ringdals Rederi (Ragna Ringdal), 1964 A.M.C. 2029 (S.D.N.Y. 1964) (Where a
chartered vessel grounded and owner petitioned to limit his liability and cargo claimants also sued the charterer, the two
suits could be consolidated even though not all the questions of law would be the same.); Petition of Pentzien, 1974
A.M.C. 1201 (D. Neb. 1974) (to avoid undue duplication, a suit by the United States to recover for wreck removal costs
will be consolidated with the owner's limitation proceeding.); In re Dearborn Marine Service, Inc., 499 F.2d 263,-A.M.C.-- (5th Cir. [Tex.] 1974) (A limitaton petition may be consolidated with a death action. "Since the actions
presented common issues of law and fact, consolidation saved the parties from wasteful relitigation in disparate forums,
avoided duplication of judicial effort, and did not prejudice [owner's] right to prove entitlement to limitation.").
See also Lykes Brothers S.S. Co v. Tug Bayou La Fourche, 1974 A.M.C. 1783 (S.D. Tex. 1974) (Consolidation of
suits allowed. However, the attempt by the class action suit plaintiffs to have their claims considered as a "class claim"
when the owner filed a limitation petition were disallowed.)
(n5)Footnote 5. See § 46 supra.
(n6)Footnote 6. Complaint of Sincere Navigation Corp., 317 F. Supp. 1, 1971 A.M.C. 991 (E.D. La. 1970).
(n7)Footnote 7. 124 F. Supp. 46, 1954 A.M.C. 1763 (D.N.J. 1954).
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(n8)Footnote 8. Sloop Fling, 270 F. Supp. 1001, 1967 A.M.C. 2641 (D. Conn. 1967).
A petitioner may implead a damage claimant: The Clio--The Springhill, N.1 supra; Petition of Horace A. Hocking,
146 F. Supp. 207, 1960 A.M.C. 2169 (D.N.J. 1956); Moore-McCormack Lines v. McMahon (The Mormackite), 235
F.2d 142, 1956 A.M.C. 1487 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1956); The Trojan, 168 F. Supp. 446, 1959 A.M.C. 206 (N.D. Cal. 1958).
A petitioner may not implead a damage claimant who files only by mail and is not suitable in the district where the
petition is filed: New Jersey Barging Corp. v. T.A.D. Jones & Co. 135 F. Supp. 97, 1955 A.M.C. 2270 (S.D.N.Y. 1955).
A damage claimant may not implead a third party in a limitation of liability proceeding: Department of Highways, La.
v. Jahncke Service, 174 F.2d 894, 1949 A.M.C. 1144 (5th Cir. [La.] 1949).
(n9)Footnote 9. 354 U.S. 129, 77 S. Ct. 1103, 1 L. Ed. 2d 1234, 1957 A.M.C. 1151 (1957).
(n10)Footnote 10. Kimon, 1967 A.M.C. 974 (S.D. Tex. 1966); The Sloop Fling, N.8 supra; Val Marine Corp. v.
Costas, 256 F.2d 911, 1959 A.M.C. 108 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1958); The Trojan, 168 F. Supp. 446, 1959 A.M.C. 206 (N.D.
Cal. 1958).
See also Fed. R. Civ. P. 14(c):
"Admiralty and Maritime Claims. When a plaintiff asserts an admiralty or maritime claim within the meaning of Rule
9(h), the defendant or claimant, as a third-party plaintiff, may bring in a third-party defendant who may be wholly or
partly liable, either to the plaintiff or to the third-party plaintiff, by way of remedy over, contribution, or otherwise on
account of the same transaction, occurrence, or series of transactions or occurrences. In such a case the third-party
plaintiff may also demand judgment against the third-party defendant in favor of the plaintiff, in which event the
third-party defendant shall make his defenses to the claim of the plaintiff as well as to that of the third-party plaintiff in
the manner provided in Rule 12 and the action shall proceed as if the plaintiff had commenced it against the third-party
defendant as well as the third-party plaintiff."
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§ 80. The Monition.

The provisions of the predecessor of Supplemental Admiralty Rule F indicated that the appraised value was to be paid
into court or secured, or the property transferred to the trustee, before the court would issue its monition to all persons
claiming damages. n1 Current practice is similarly contingent upon the owner's compliance with the requirements noted
above. The relevant language of the current rule states:
"Upon the owner's compliance with subdivision (1) of this rule the court shall issue a notice to all
persons asserting claims with respect to which the complaint seeks limitation, admonishing them to file
their respective claims with the clerk of the court and to serve on the attorneys for the plaintiff a copy
thereof on or before a date to be named in the notice. The date so fixed shall not be less than 30 days
after issuance of the notice. For cause shown, the court may enlarge the time within which claims may be
filed. The notice shall be published in such newspaper or newspapers as the court may direct once a week
for four successive weeks prior to the date fixed for the filing of claims. The plaintiff not later than the
day of second publication shall also mail a copy of the notice to every person known to have made any
claim against the vessel or the plaintiff arising out of the voyage or trip on which the claim sought to be
limited arose. In cases involving death a copy of such notice shall be mailed to the decedent at his last
known address, and also to any person who shall be known to have made any claim on account of such
death."
In all cases the monition should call upon all parties to appear before the court and answer on oath the allegations of the
petition, if answer they have. n2 This is the formal monition to all the world. It has been noted above that previous
notice of the appraisal should be given to all known claimants.
The marshal may either publish and serve the full monition, or a short citation, setting forth the substance of the
monition. n3 Personal service of it should be made upon the attorneys for the claimants who have commenced suits or
actions, and upon known claimants who have not commenced action, and service of it through the post-office should be
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made upon distant claimants or their attorneys. The marshal must also, in a newspaper designated by the court, publish
the notice "as in other cases," usually once in each week until the return day of the monition, not less than thirty days
from the day it was issued, and the marshal should make return both that he has published the monition and has cited all
persons. The court may direct a further service or longer publication if it deems it advisable. The monition may be
modified to allow the filing of late claims. n4
FORM No. 80-1 Order for Monition
At a Stated Term of the United States District Court, held in and for the Southern District of New York, at the court
rooms thereof in the United States Court House and Post Office Building in the Borough of Manhattan, City of New
York, on the 9th day of February, 193....
Present: (etc.)
__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of the Petition of A. B., as Owner of the )
Motorship T., for Exoneration from or Limitation of )
Liability.
__________________________________________________

A petition having been filed herein on February 9, 193 ....., by the above named petitioner as owner of the motorship T.,
praying for exoneration from or limitation of its liability in connection with a certain collision between the motorship T.
and the steamship M., which occurred on January 24, 193 ....., and for certain other relief, and the petition having stated
the facts and circumstances upon which said exoneration and limitation are claimed; and the petitioner having duly
given an ad interim stipulation for value, in the sum of $188,000, with interest, in proper form and with satisfactory
surety, and said stipulation having been approved by the Court; and it appearing that claims have been made or are
about to be made against the petitioner and against the motorship T. for loss, damage, injury or destruction alleged to
have been incurred in consequence of said collision;
Now, on motion of J. K., proctors for the petitioner, herein; it is
Ordered that a monition issue out of and under the seal of this Court, against all persons claiming damages for any and
all loss, destruction, damage or injury caused by or resulting from the said collision referred to in the petition between
the motorship T. and the steamship M., or by reason of other matters arising on the voyage of the said motorship T.,
referred to in the petition, citing them and each of them to appear before the Court and make due proof of their
respective claims on or before the 12th day of April, 193 ....., at 10:30 o'clock in the forenoon of that day; and R. H.,
Esq., of No. 1 Wall Street, Borough of Manhattan, City of New York, is hereby appointed the Commissioner before
whom proof of all claims which may be presented in pursuance of said monition shall be made, subject to the right of
any person to controvert or to question the same, with liberty also to any such claimants who shall have presented their
claims before said Commissioner under oath, to answer said petition; and it is further
Ordered that public notice of said monition be given by publication thereof in the New York Post, a newspaper
published in the Borough of Manhattan, City of New York once a week until the return day of said monition, and that
the first publication of said monition be at least thirty days before said return day, and that a copy of said monition be
served on the respective attorneys or proctors for all persons who at the time of making this order shall have filed libels
or begun suits for damage, loss or destruction occasioned by or arising out of the matters aforesaid, together with a copy
of this order, such service to be made at least thirty days before the return day; and it is further
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Ordered that a copy of said monition under this order be mailed on or before the day of the second publication-(1) to the estates of those persons who are reported to have lost their lives, as set forth in Schedule A of the petition, and
to any attorneys or proctors known to represent them;
(2) to such other persons as are reported to have been on the s/s M., as set forth in Schedule B of the petition, and to any
attorneys or proctors known to represent them;
(3) to such other persons and corporations as are known to have or to assert any claim against the T. or the petitioner
and to any attorneys or proctors known to represent them.
United States District Judge.
____________________________________
FORM No. 80-2 Clerk's Citation to Marshal To Issue Notice of Limitation Proceeding (Monition)
[Caption ]

Whereas, a complaint has been filed in the United States District Court for the District of .................. by ..................., as
owner of the steamship N. ..................., for limitation or exoneration from liability in respect of loss, damage, injury and
destruction occasioned by or resulting from an oil spill from the said steamship at ..................., ..................., and praying
that a Notice issue out of this Honorable Court citing all persons claiming damages for any and all losses and injuries to
file their respective claims with the Clerk of this Honorable Court and to serve on or mail to the attorneys for the
plaintiff a copy thereof, and that if it should appear that the plaintiff is not liable for any such loss, or injury, it may be
so finally adjudged by this Honorable Court; and
Whereas, the plaintiff has filed in the office of the Clerk of this Honorable Court and Ad Interim Stipulation for Value
in the sum of ..................., the value of the plaintiff's interest in the name of the said steamship, and her pending freight,
with interest from the date of such stipulation, pursuant to the order of this Honorable Court; and
Whereas, this Honorable Court having directed by an order entered herein on the ................... day of ..................., 19
....., that a Notice issue citing all persons claiming losses or injuries occasioned by the oil spill to file their respective
claims with the Clerk of this Honorable Court and to serve on or mail to the attorneys for the plaintiff a copy thereof, on
or before the ................... day of ..................., 19 ....., subject to the right of any person claiming damages as aforesaid
who shall have filed his claim under oath to controvert or question any other claim, and with liberty also to any such
person to answer the complaint filed herein.
You Are Therefore Commanded to cite all persons claiming damages for any loss, damage, injury or destruction
occasioned by the said oil spill to file their respective claims with the Clerk of this Honorable Court and to serve on or
mail to the attorneys for plintiff a copy thereof on or before the ................... day of .................. 19 ....., subject to the
right of any person claiming damages as aforesaid who shall have filed his claim under oath to controvert or question
any other claim, and with liberty also to any such person to Answer the complaint.
And you are further commanded to publish notice of this notice in the ..................., a newspaper published in the City
of ..................., State of ..................., and notice to be published once each week for four successive weeks before the
................... day of ..................., 19 ....., the return day mentioned herein, and such notice shall be in form substantially
as provided for in Supplemental Rule F for Certain Admiralty and Maritime Claims, effective July 1, 1966.
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And what you shall have done in the premises, do you then make return to this Honorable Court, together with this
writ.
Witness the Honorable ..................., Judge of the United States District Court for the District of ..................., at
..................., in said District, this ................... day of ..................., 19 ....
.....................
Clerk of the United States District Court for the District of ..................
____________________________________
FORM No. 80-3 Notice of Complaint for Exoneration From or Limitation of Liability n1
[Caption ]

Notice is given that ..................., Inc., as owner of the S.S. ..................., has filed a complaint pursuant to Title 46 U.S.
Code §§ 183-189 claiming the right to exoneration from or limitation of liability for all claims occasioned or incurred
by or resulting from the grounding of the S.S. ..................., which occurred southeasterly of .................. on or about
..................., 19 ....., and on the voyage upon which the S.S. .................. was then engaged.
All persons having such claims must file them, as provided in Rule F, Supplemental Rules for Certain Admiralty and
Maritime Claims of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, with the Clerk of this Court of the United States Court House,
..................., and serve on or mail to the plaintiff's attorneys, ..................., a copy thereof on or before 10:00 A.M. on
..................., 19 ....., or be defaulted. Personal attendance is not required.
Any claimant desiring to contest the claims of plaintiff must file an answer to said complaint, as required by Rule F,
Supplemental Rules for Certain Admiralty and Maritime Claims of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and serve on
or mail to plaintiff's attorney a copy.
Dated: ..................
.....................
Clerk [or Marshal]
____________________________________
FORM No. 80-3.1 Affidavit of Mailing
[Caption ]

..................., being duly sworn, deposes and says:
I am a partner in he law firm of ..................., ..................., ..................., ..................., attorneys for plaintiff.
On ..................., 19 ....., pursuant to Rule F of Supplemental Rules for Certain Admiralty and Maritime Claims, effective
July 1, 1966, I mailed copies of Notice from the United States Marshal for the District of .................. to ...................,
Esq. and .................. being the (state the nature of claim being made by the claimants against the owners of and/or
steamship S ...................).
On the same date I also sent a copy of such Notice certified mail, return receipt requested, to each of the three claimants
at their following addresses:
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(name of claimants and
immediately below
particular claimant's address)
.....................
Attorney for Petitioner

Subscribed and sworn to before me this ................... day of ..................., 19 ....
.....................
[Seal ] Notary Public
____________________________________
FORM No. 80-4 Order Directing Monition To Issue and for Restraining Order n1
United States District Court
Central District of California
__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of The Complaint of the ..................
)
IN ADMIRALTY Civil No. ................... ORDER
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, as owner of the
)
DIRECTING MONITION TO ISSUE AND REUnited States Naval Ship .................. for exoneration
STRAINING ORDER
from or limitation of liability.
__________________________________________________

Whereas, a complaint having been filed in this Court on ..................., 19 ....., pursuant to Supplemental Admiralty Rule
F(2) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure by the United States of America, as owner of the United States Naval Ship
.................. praying for exoneration from or limitation of liability for any and losses or damages or for any claim or
claims in any way arising out of or resulting from or consequent upon a collision between the M/V .................. and the
said USNS .................. on the early morning of ..................., 19 ....., in the Pacific Ocean off .................. on the
California coast as well as upon any oil spill or spills occasioned by said collision or during the course of temporary
repairs thereafter, or otherwise arising out of the voyage of the said USNS .................. which commenced on
..................., 19 ....., at ..................., ..................., and terminated on ..................., 19 ....., when she was returned to
..................., ..................., under tow following temporary repairs at anchor near .................. on the California coast, and
for certain other relief; and
Whereas, the said complaint having stated the facts and circumstances upon which exoneration and limitation were
claimed, and it appearing that claims have been or may be made against plaintiff United States of America in amounts
which will exceed the value of the plaintiff's interest in the said USNS .................. for losses and damages said to have
been occasioned or incurred as a consequence of the collision and oil spills aforesaid or otherwise arising out of the
voyage on which the said .................. was then engaged; and
Whereas, plaintiff United States of America being exempted by 28 U.S.C. § 2408 from giving security for damages or
costs herein, and being thereby exempted from furnishing bonds or stipulations for value or any other security in these
proceedings;
Now, on application of ..................., United States Attorney, and ..................., Attorney in Charge, West Coast Office,
Admiralty & Shipping Section, United States Department of Justice, attorneys for plaintiff herein, it is hereby
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Ordered that a notice and monition issue out of and under the seal of this Court to and against all persons or concerns
claiming damages for any and all losses or damages occasioned by or resulting from or in any way consequent upon the
collision and oil spills aforesaid or otherwise arising out of the voyage on which the USNS .................. was then
engaged, admonishing them and each of them to appear and file their respective claims with the Clerk of this Court on
or before the ................... day of ..................., 19 ....., and to make due proof of their respective claims in such manner as
may hereinafter be directed by further order of this court, subject to the right of any such persons or concerns to
controvert or question said claims, with liberty also to any such claimants who have duly filed their claims to answer the
complaint herein and to file such answer with the clerk of this Court on or before the date hereinabove specified; and it
is further
Ordered that public notice of said monition pursuant to Supplemental Admiralty Rule F(4) of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure shall be given by publication thereof in the newspaper known as the ..................., published in ...................,
..................., and that such notice shall be published once a week for four successive weeks prior to the date fixed herein
for the filing of claims; and it is further
Ordered that not later than the date of the second publication of said notice, the plaintiff shall mail or cause to be
mailed a copy of the said notice to every person or concern known to have made any claim that remains outstanding
against the said USNS .................. or against the United States of America by reason of the collision and oil spills
aforesaid or otherwise arising out of the voyage on which the USNS .................. was then engaged; and it is further
Ordered that further prosecution of any and all suits, actions and proceedings which may already have been
commenced against the United States of America in any Court wheresoever to recover damages arising out of,
occasioned by, or in any way consequent upon the collision and oil spills aforesaid or otherwise arising out of the
voyage on which the USNS .................. was then engaged, and the institution and prosecution of any suits, actions or
legal proceedings of any nature or description whatsoever in any Court wheresoever, except in this proceeding for
exoneration from or limitation of liability, against plaintiff United States of America in respect of any claim or claims
arising out of, occasioned by, or in any way consequent upon the collision and oil spills aforesaid or otherwise arising
out of the voyage on which the USNS .................. was then engaged, or otherwise subject to limitation in this
proceeding, be and the same hereby are stayed and restrained; and it is further
Ordered that service of this order as a restraining order shall be made within this District in the usual maner and in any
other District of the United States by the United States Marshal for such District by delivering a certified copy of this
order to the person or persons to be restrained, or to their respective attorneys or representatives.
Done and Ordered this ................... day of ..................., 19 ....., at ..................
......................,
United States District Judge.

Presented by: ......................,
United States Attorney. .....................
Assistant United States Attorney. ......................,
Attorney in Charge, Admiralty and Shipping Section U.S. Department of Justice. Attorney for Plaintiff United States of
America
____________________________________
FORM No. 80-5 Order Directing Notice To Issue and Enjoining Suits and Directing the Filing of Claims n1
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[Caption ]

A complaint having been filed herein on ..................., 19 ....., by ..................., Inc., as Owner of S.S. ...................,
claiming the benefit of limitation of liability provided for in the Revised Statutes of the United States and the various
statutes supplementary thereto and amendatory thereof, and also contesting the liability of plaintiff for any and all
losses, damages, injuries and destruction done, or occasioned or incurred by, or resulting from the grounding of the S.S.
..................., which occurred southeasterly of .... on or about, ..................., 19 ....., as described in the complaint herein
or at any time during the voyage upon which the S.S. .................. was then engaged, and said complaint also stating the
facts and circumstances upon which said exoneration from or limitation of liability are claimed; and upon reading and
filing the affidavits of .................. and .................. as to the value of the S.S. .................. and her pending freight being
zero, filed herein on ..................., 19 .....; and it appearing that claims have been made or are about to be made against
plaintiff for losses, damages, injuries or destruction alleged to have occurred in consequence of events occurring during
the voyage upon which the S.S. .................. was then engaged:
Now, on motion of ..................., attorneys for plaintiff, it is
Ordered, that a notice issue out of and under the seal of this Court, citing all persons asserting claims with respect to
which the complaint seeks exoneration or limitation and admonishing them to file their claim with the Clerk of this
Court at the United States Court House, ..................., on or before .................. 19 ....., and to serve upon or mail to the
attorneys for plaintiff a copy thereof on or before the same date, or be defaulted, with liberty to any person claiming
damages as aforesaid who shall have presented his claim to the Clerk of this Court to answer said complaint and
controvert any allegations made by plaintiff therein; and it is further
Ordered, that public notice of said notice be given, as provided by Rule F, Supplemental Rules for Certain Admiralty
and Maritime Claims of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, by publication of a notice, in ..................., a newspaper
published in ..................., once in each week for four (4) successive weeks before the return date of said notice, and that
plaintiff no later than the day of the second publication shall mail a copy of said notice to every person known to have
any claim against the vessel or plaintiff or to his attorney, if known, and in cases of death to the decedent at his last
known address, if known, and also to any person who shall be known to have made any claim on account of such death;
and it is further
Ordered, that the beginning or prosecution of any and all suits, actions or proceedings of any nature or description
whatsoever against plaintiff herein and/or against the S.S. ..................., except in the present proceeding, in respect of
any claim arising out of, occasioned by, consequent upon or connected with the aforesaid grounding of the S.S.
.................. or arising during the voyage upon which the S.S. .................. was then engaged be and they hereby are
stayed and restrained until the hearing and determination of this proceeding; and it is further
Ordered, that service of this Order as a restraining Order be made within this District in the usual manner, or in any
other District by the United States Marshal for such District, by delivery a copy of this Order to the person or persons to
be restrained, or to his or their prospective proctors or attorneys.
Dated: ..................
.....................
United States District Judge
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on Liability
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FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. See Ex parte Slayton, 105 U.S. (15 Otto) 451, 26 L. Ed. 1066 (1882).
(n2)Footnote 2. The Noronic, 94 F. Supp. 322, 1950 A.M.C 1840 (N.D. Ohio 1950) (The monition may issue
before determination of the question of whether domestic or foreign law applies.).
The Chickie, 39 F. Supp. 200, 1941 A.M.C. 480 (W.D. Pa. 1941), modified, 141 F.2d 80, 1944 A.M.C. 635 (3d Cir.
1944) (Failure of the petitioners in a limitation proceeding to cause the monition to issue or to obtain an order
appointing a commissioner in accordance with the petition for a period of five months after the petition was filed did not
invalidate the petition or prevent the petitioners from proceeding thereunder.).
Motor Lifeboat No. 5, 57 F. Supp. 624, 1944 A.M.C. 1110 (S.D.N.Y. 1944) (A motion seeking the issuance of a
monition should not be made ex parte where the case involves substantial interests and novel questions of law.).
(n3)Footnote 3. Many districts have a local rule setting forth a skeleton form and allowing it as sufficient. This is
colloquially known as the "marshal's monition" to distinguish it from the "clerk's monition," or monition in extenso.
The District Court Rules are collected in Vols. 5-5D.
(n4)Footnote 4. In re Lady D, 416 F.2d 454, 1970 A.M.C. 1210 (6th Cir. [Mich.] 1969); Jappinen v. Canada
Steamship Lines, 417 F.2d 189, 1970 A.M.C. 2404 (6th Cir. [Ohio] 1969); Texas Gulf Sulfur v. Blue Stack T. Co., 313
F.2d 359, 1963 A.M.C. 349 (5th Cir. [Fla.] 1963).
See also § 83 infra.
(n5)Footnote 1. Form adapted from papers used in In the Matter of the Complaint of Thebes Shipping, Inc., Civ.
No. 76-5638 (TPG) (S.D.N.Y.).
(n6)Footnote 1. This form adapted from papers courtesy of Mr. William Gwatkin, III, attorney in charge of the
Admiralty and Shipping Section of the Department of Justice, San Francisco, California.
(n7)Footnote 1. Form adapted from papers used in In the Matter of the Complaint of Thebes Shipping, Inc., Civ.
No. 76-5638 (TPG) (S.D.N.Y.).
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§ 81 The Injunction.

If there is more than one claim and if proceedings are regularly taken and monition duly issued, the jurisdiction of the
court to hear and determine every claim becomes exclusive and it is the duty of every other court, federal or state, to
stop all further proceedings in separate suits upon claims to which the Limitation of Liability Act applies. n1 The
issuance of an injunction is not necessary to stop proceedings in separate or independent suits upon such claims but the
very nature of the proceeding and of the monition has the effect of a statutory injunction. n2 Power to grant an
injunction exists, however, under 46 U.S.C. § 185, where necessary to maintain the exclusiveness of the jurisdiction,
and Supplemental Admiralty Rule F provides, as in the matter of the monition, that upon compliance with the order for
payment into court of the appraised value or the giving of security therefor or upon surrender to a trustee, the court
shall, upon application, make an order to restrain the further prosecution of all and any suits against the owner in respect
of any claims arising out of the damage or loss in question. This must be deemed to be the general restraining order
which not only stays the further prosecution of suits already begun but also forbids the institution of other suits. n3 As a
matter of law there would not seem to be necessity for haste in the issuance of the injunction but as a practical matter of
securing compliance with the law the restraining order should be procured at once. In order to have the injunction not
merely legally effective but actually obeyed, it is the practice of some proctors to procure not only a general restraining
order incorporated in the order directing a monition to issue but also, at the same time, to secure a special restraining
order designating the specific suits or actions which have been instituted and which are to be stayed. This additional
order is in no sense necessary and, academically considered, adds nothing, but its service compels the ignorant and
obstinate to pay immediate heed. An injunction will set aside the attachment of a sheriff or stay an action about to be
brought to trial in a state court n4 or in a federal court at common law. n5
InIn re Norwich and New York Transportation Company, n6 it was held that the injunction would not restrain attorneys
in actions already begun in other courts, from collecting their costs in those actions. The later practice, however, is for
the district court to compel the payment of such costs by providing for their payment in the final decree granting the
limitation.
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An action against a shipowner retains its tort or contract or other character while stayed by a limitation of liability
proceeding. Thus, in the case of the Miramar, where a privately owned yacht disappeared at sea and there was no
freight and no res surrendered, the death of the owner of the yacht resulted in the tort claims for wrongful death being
wholly abated. n7
InToucey v. New York Life Insurance Co., n8 the Supreme Court held that a federal court sitting in admiralty may
effectively enjoin state court proceedings in furtherance of a limitation action. In that case the Court stated:
"The Act of 1851 limiting the liability of shipowners provides that after a shipowner transfers his
interest in the vessel to a trustee for the benefit of the claimants, "all claims and proceedings against the
owner or owners shall cease.' Being a'subsequent statute' to the Act of 1793, this provision operates as an
implied legislative amendment to it."
An order refusing to modify, dissolve or dismiss a restraining order or allowing such modification, dissolution or
dismissal of the limitation injunction is appealable under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(a)(1). n9
FORM No. 81-1 Injunction
At a Stated Term of the United States District Court held in and for the Southern District of New York, at the United
States Court House and Post Office Building, in the Borough of Manhattan, City of New York, on the 9th day of
February, 193 ....
Present: (etc).
__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of the Petition of A. B., as owner of the )
Order for Ad Interim Stipulation and Enjoining of
Motorship Talisman, for exoneration from or limita- )
Suits
tion of liability.
__________________________________________________

The above named petitioner having on 9th February, 193 ....., filed a petition for exoneration from or limitation of
liability in respect to any loss, damage, injury or destruction arising out of the collision between the petitioner's
motorship T. and the steamship M., which took place on January 24, 193 ....., or arising on the voyage on which the T.
was then engaged; and said petitioner having stated in said petition the facts and circumstances upon which said
exemption from and limitation of liability are claimed, and having therein prayed for an appraisal of its interest in the T.
and in her pending freight, and for leave to file a stipulation for the amount of said appraised value or, pending said
appraisal, an ad interim stipulation; and said appraisal not yet having been had, and it appearing that the petitioner
desires, pending said appraisal, to give an ad interim stipulation and to obtain a restraining order,
Now, on the proceedings heretofore had herein and on reading the affidavits of R. S. H., verified February 1, 193 ....., of
C. L. B., verified on February 1, 193 ....., and of M. D. F. O., verified on January 26, 193 ....., which affidavits have
been duly filed in this proceeding, and from which it appears that the value of the petitioner's interest in the motorship
T. and in her pending freight on the date of the termination of her said voyage did not exceed the sum of $188,000;
And on reading and filing the ad interim stipulation for value duly executed on February 8, 193 ....., by the petitioner
and by the N. Surety Corporation, as surety, in the sum of $188,000 with interest, undertaking to pay into court, within
ten days after the entry of an order herein appraising the value of the petitioner's interest in the said motorship and in her
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pending freight, the amount so fixed, or within said time to file in this court a stipulation for value in the usual form and
with proper surety in said amount, and that, pending such payment into court or giving of a stipulation, this stipulation
shall stand as security in said proceeding;
Now, on moton of J. & K., proctors for the petitioner, it is
Ordered that said ad interim stipulation be, and the same hereby is approved; and it is
Further ordered that the execution and filing of said ad interim stipulation shall be without prejudice to the due
appraisal of the petitioner's said interest under order of this court, and that, on the filing of the report of the
Commissioner to appraise and upon the determination by the court of any exceptions thereto any party may have leave
to apply to have the amount of the said stipulation increased or diminished as the court may direct; and it is
Further ordered that the further prosecution of any pending actions, suits or legal proceedings in any court wheresoever,
and the institution and prosecution of any suits, actions or legal proceedings of any nature or description whatsoever in
any court wheresoever, except in this proceeding for the limitation of liability, against the petitioner or against the
motorship T. in respect of any claim arising out of or connected with the collision which occurred on January 24, 193
....., between the said motorship T. and the steamship M., or arising on the voyage of the T. which terminated at New
York on January 25, 193 ....., be and the same hereby are stayed and restrained until the hearing and determination of
this proceeding; and it is
Further ordered that service of this order as a restraining order within this district be made in the usual manner and in
any other district of the United States by delivery by the Marshal of the United States for such district, of a certified
copy of this order to the person or persons to be restrained, or to their respective attorneys, proctors or representatives.
P. R.,
United States District Judge.
____________________________________
FORM No. 81-2 Special Restraining Order
At a Stated Term of the District Court (etc.).
Present: (etc.).
[Box. ]
No. A. ...................
Now, on motion of Marshall & Story, proctors for the petitioner, it is
Ordered that the further prosecution of the action of .................. now pending in the .................. Court for the
.................. and the action of .................. now pending in the .................. Court for the .................. and the action of
.................. now pending in the .................. Court for the ..................., and the institution and prosecution of any and all
suits, actions or legal proceedings of any nature or description whatsoever, except in this limitation of liability
proceeding, against the petitioner or the vessel in respect of any claim arising out of or connected with the accident
which occurred on ..................., 19 ....., while .................. be and hereby are stayed and restrained until the hearing and
determination of this proceeding; and it is further
ordered that the service of this order as a restraining order be made within this District by delivering a certified copy
hereof to the person or persons to be restrained, or to their respective proctors or attorneys, and in any other District by
the United States Marshal for such District delivering a certified copy of this order to the person or persons to be
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restrained or to their respective attorneys or proctors, in case action, suit or other legal proceedings have been taken.
......................,
U. S. D. J.
____________________________________
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawCollisionsLiabilityLimitations on
LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice
& ProcedureEquitable ReliefAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureJurisdictionAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties &
ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. A single claimant may get the injunction lifted by following the requirements set out in Petition of Red
Star Barge Lines, Inc., 160 F.2d 436, 1947 A.M.C. 524 (2d Cir. [N.Y.]), cert. denied, 331 U.S. 850 (1947); Moran Scow
No. 96, 75 F. Supp. 392, 1948 A.M.C. 321 (E.D.N.Y. 1948), aff'd, 185 F.2d 386, 1951 A.M.c. 66 (2d Cir.), cert. denied,
340 U.S. 953 (1951); Petition of McAllister Brothers Barge 91, 96 F. Supp. 575, 1951 A.M.C. 967 (E.D.N.Y. 1951);
Petition of Trawler Gundrun, Inc., 101 F. Supp. 586, 1952 A.M.C. 75 (D. Mass. 1951); The Weymouth, 223 F. Supp.
161, 1964 A.M.C. 448 (D. Mass. 1963). See also § 51 supra.
Pennell v. Read (The Yacht Meridian), 200 F. Supp. 504, 1962 A.M.C. 2551 (S.D. Fla 1961), aff'd, 309 F.2d 455,
1963 A.M.C. 2037 (5th Cir. 1962) (Where there are multiple owners in different jurisdictions, no modification of the
injuncton will be allowed even though there is a single claimant.).
In a multiple-claim inadequate fund limitation proceeding the admiralty court will not modify its injunction
restraining the prosecution of other actions against the petitioning shipowner: Petition of Kahului Railroad Co. (Tug
William Walsh), 214 F. Supp. 789, 1966 A.M.C. 423 (D. Hawaii 1963); Pershing Auto Rentals, Inc. v. Gaffney, 279
F.2d 546, 1960 A.M.C. 1287 (5th Cir. [Fla.] 1960); The Ann Marie Tracey, 86 F. Supp. 306, 1949 A.M.C. 1815
(E.D.N.Y. 1949).
However, where multiple claimants stipulate that their state action recoveries will not exceed the amount of the fund,
the injunction should be modified to allow the claimants to proceed in the forum of their choice on all issues except the
right to limit liability: Lake Tankers Corp. v. Henn, 354 U.S. 147, 77 S. Ct. 1269, 1 L. Ed. 2d 1246, 1957 A.M.C. 1165
(1957); Texas Company v. United States (Ruchamkin--Washington), 116 F. Supp. 915, 1954 A.M.C. 491 (S.D.N.Y.
1953), aff'd, 213 F.2d 479 1954 A.M.C. 1251 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 348 U.S. 829 (1954); Petition of Lke Tankers
Corp. (Eastern Cities), 132 F. Supp. 504, 1955 A.M.C. 2007 (S.D.N.Y. 1955); Petition of Trinidad Corp. (Fort Mercer),
229 F.2d 423, 1956 A.M.C. 872 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1955); Petition of Florida Towing Corp., 1960 A.M.C. 445 (S.D. Fla.
1959). See, also, § 52 supra.
Petition of Lake Tankers Corp., 1955 A.M.C. 55 (S.D.N.Y. 1954) (An injunction against suits will be modified to
enjoin only actions against a tug where the owner has not also surrendered the value of a barge whose possible fault is
in issue).
An injunction may be modified to allow the filing of an action under which the statute of limitations is running out.
However, any further action on such suits will be restrained pending the outcome of the limitation proceeding: Kernan
v. American Dredging Co., 1954 A.M.C. 992 (E.D. Pa. 1954); Petition of United States (U.S.N.S. Potomac), 237 F.
Supp. 434, 1964 A.M.C. 1725 (E.D.N.C. 1964), aff'd 346 F.2d 449, 1965 A.M.C. 1179 (4th Cir. 1965) (Jones Act suits).
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The injunction will not restrain a claimant from proceeding under a foreign wrongful death statute in a foreign court
where the action occurred on the high seas in a foreign ship: The Athenia, 1940 A.M.C. 1408 (S.D.N.Y. 1940).
If the limitation issue is decided against the shipowner, the Court may dissolve its injunction and allow the claimants
to proceed to trial: Petition of Lewis H. Follett, 172 F. Supp. 304, 1959 A.M.C. 258 (S.D. Tex. 1958).
The injunction issued in a limitation of liability proceeding is broad in scope: Forty-nine Transportation Corp. v. S.S.
Mormac Pride, 199 F. Supp. 446, 1962 A.M.C. 140 (S.D.N.Y. 1961).
An injunction in a limitation proceeding is meant to supersede all other proceedings involving the action to which the
limitation petition refers. Violation of such an injunction will give rise to contempt proceedings: Steamship Southern
Districts, 132 F. Supp. 316, 1955 A.M.C. 2278 (D. Del. 1955).
The injunction under Supplemental Admiralty Rule F(3) is separate from and replaces the Rule 65 injunction under
the Federal rules of Civil Procedure. The limitation injunction is thus not subject to the notice and time requirements
under Rule 65: The Guam Bear, 43 F.R.D. 283, 1968 A.M.C. 524 (N.D. Cal. 1967).
An owner need only allege that he has been sued to receive the injunctive benefits of the Limitation of Liability Act:
Petition of Frank Russell, Sr., 188 F. Supp. 101, 1961 A.M.C. 2685 (N.D.N.Y. 1960).
In re Babuyan Carriers, S.A., 862 F.Supp. 349, 1995 A.M.C. 578 (S.D. Ala. 1994) (A court has power to modify the
limitation injunction to allow attachment of further assets as additional security where the sufficient evidentiary
showings are made that the shipowner would use the limitation restraining order as a method of avoiding judgment
altogether, so abusing the spirit of the Limitation Act. However, the Act does not require the shipowner to post any
additional security in order to exercise its right of limitation regardless of the sum of the claims made against it. The
court may only exercise its equitable powers to increase security upon actual proof; speculation as to motives or future
changes is inadequate, particularly where the shipowner maintained a schedule of visits and was booking cargo.).
Mohawk, Lim. Procs. 1995 A.M.C. 1312 (D. Md. 1995) (Objection by claimants to dissolve injunction overruled for
lack of standing since shipowner and disponent owner, the only statutory parties with a right to limit, have consented to
litigation in state court.).
(n2)Footnote 2. The San Pedro, 223 U.S. 365, 32 S. Ct. 275, 56 L. Ed. 473 (1912).
(n3)Footnote 3. The Brinton, 1927 A.M.C. 983 (D.N.J. 1927).
(n4)Footnote 4. Providence & N.Y. S.S. Co. v. Hill Mfg. Co., 109 U.S. 578, 3 S. Ct. 379, 27 L. Ed. 1038 (1883).
The case of Knowiton v. Providence & N.Y. S.S. Co., 53 N.Y. 76 (1873), was not referred to in the above case but
must be deemed overruled. See also In re Whitelaw, 71 F. 733 (N.D. Cal. 1896).
(n5)Footnote 5. Seese's Adm'x v. Monongahela River Consol. Coal & Coke Co., 155 F. 507 (C.C.W.D. Pa. 1907).
(n6)Footnote 6. 10 Ben. 193, F. Cas. 10,361 (E.D.N.Y. 1878).
(n7)Footnote 7. Petition of Statler (Miramar), 31 F.2d 767, 1929 A.M.C. 234 (S.D.N.Y. 1929), aff'd without
opinion, 36 F.2d 1021, 1930 A.M.C. 397 (2d Cir. 1930).
(n8)Footnote 8. 314 U.S. 118, 62 S. Ct. 139, 86 L. Ed. 100, 1942 A.M.C. 704 (1941).
(n9)Footnote 9. Red Bluff Bay Fisheries, Inc. v. Jurjev (Helen L.), 109 F.2d 884, 1940 A.M.C. 1156 (9th Cir.
[Wash.] 1940); Hedger Transportation Co. v. Gallotta, 145 F.2d 870, 1944 A.M.C. 1462 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1944); Curtis
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Bay Towing Co. v. Tug Kevin Moran, Inc., 159 F.2d 273, 1947 A.M.C. 51 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1947); Diesel Tanker A.C.
Dodge v. J.M. Carras, Inc., 218 F.2d 911, 1955 A.M.C. 706 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1955); Waldie Towing Co. v. Ricca, 227
F.2d 900, 1956 A.M.C. 73 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1955); Blackler v. F. Jacobus Transportation Co. Inc., 243 F.2d 733, 1960
A.M.C. 581 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1957); Lake Tankers Corp. v. Henn, 354 U.S. 147, 77 S. Ct. 1269, 1 L. Ed. 2d 1246, 1957
A.M.C. 1165 (1957); Petition of Oskar Tiedemann, 253 F.2d 233, 1958 A.M.C. 1887 (3d Cir. [Del.] 1958); Pershing
Auto Rentals, Inc. v. Gaffney, 279 F.2d 546, 1960 A.M.C. 1287 (5th Cir. [Fla.] 1960); Beal v. Waltz, 309 F.2d 721,
1962 A.M.C. 2533 (5th Cir. [Fla.] 1962).
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§ 82. Damage Claims--Filing--First Steps.

The court appoints a commissioner to receive claims and report thereon. n1
Any person who desires to claim damages by reason of the act, matter or thing, loss, damage or forfeiture set forth in
the petittion, must file with the appointed commissioner an affidavit or formal verified statement, setting forth the
nature and amount of his loss. n2 The filing of this claim with the commissioner gives the claimant the standing to
answer the complaint and contest the right of the petitioner either to exoneration from liability or to a limitation of
liability, or both. n3
Interrogatories may be propounded by a damage-claimant to secure evidence in support of his claim, for, if the
limitation petition should be denied, the claim will stand as the pleading of a complaint. n4 The contrary view expressed
in The Hewitt n5 was overruled in The Bolikow. n6
In some district courts, damage claimants need not file stipulations for cost when filing their damage claims. n7
Claimants may, however, implead one another. n8
It has been held that crew members may not seek lost earnings as claimants. n9 Claims for grief damages also are not
allowed, n10 at least where such claims are brought under a Moragne n11 cause of action.
Cargo owners who abandon their cargo may not successfully seek status as claimants. n12 Similarly, cargo owners must
have paid the freight due the shipowner in order to gain standing as claimants. n13
In determining the rights of damage claimants inter sese, the courts have held that one who is free from fault will
outrank a tortfeasor in the order of recovery. n14
All claims must be individually filed. It has been held that there is no support in either the statutes or the rules allowing
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the filing of a "class claim" in a limitation of liability proceeding. n15
FORM No. 82-1 Claim of Damage
District Court of the United States, Southern District of New York
__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of the Petition of the O. D. Steamship )
No. A. ...................
Company, as owner of the steamship H., for Limita- )
tion of Liability.
__________________________________________________

And now comes the C. Steamship Company in the above matter, and, as bailee of the cargo and the baggage and
personal effects of the passengers and crew of the steamship S., makes claim against the above named O. D. Steamship
Company, and the said steamship H., as follows:
The C. Steamship Company is a corporation created by and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, and was
lately the owner of the steamship S., her engines, etc., which steamship was on the 5th day of May, 19 ....., and while
owned by this claimant, on a voyage from Norfolk, Virginia, to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; and on said date, and on the
high seas, and not far from the Winter Quarter Lightship, and at about 4:45 a.m., came in collision with the above
named steamship H., as the result whereof the said steamship S. sank and was totally lost, together with her said cargo
and the baggage and effects of the passengers and crew of said S.
That said collision was caused by and contributed to by the fault and negligence of those in charge of the said steamship
H.
That said C. Steamship Company was at the time of said sinking, the bailee of and lawfully in possession as such bailee
of the cargo laden upon said S. and of the baggage of the passengers and the effects of the crew of said S.; and that,
therefore, for such of the cargo, baggage and effects as to the knowledge of said C. Steamship Company are not
otherwise represented in the above entitled proceeding, the C. Steamship Company makes claim as first above set forth,
and for the following items of loss:
Cargo Owner, Items. ................................................................
Am
ount
.
Export and Commission Company, bales Domestics................................................................

$13
1.28

W. H. Co.,
2 crates
Eggs.........
............

43.7

(Etc., etc.
A Copy of
the Manifest.)

___
___
___
___
___
___
___

5
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_
Total .....................

$17,
328.
82

And on information and belief the said C. Steamship Company shows that, as far as it can ascertain at present, the value
of other cargo, the particulars of which are not yet known to it, which cargo was lost as aforesaid, and of which it was
the bailee, amounts to the sum of $5,000.00.
And on like information and belief the C. Steamship Company shows that the value of the baggage of passengers and
effects of the crew so as aforesaid in its possession as bailee at the time of said sinking, amounts to the sum of
$2,000.00.
Wherefore the said C. Steamship Company as bailee as aforesaid presents its claim for the aggregate amount of
$24,328.82 with lawful interest thereon.
R., B. & W.,
Proctors for
C. Steamship Company, bailee.

To T. A., Esq.,
Commissioner.
Messrs. W., P. & B.,
Proctors for O. D. Steamship Co.
[Verification.]
____________________________________
FORM No. 82-2 Claim of Actual and Contingent Damage
District Court of the United States, Southern District of New York
)
In the Matter of the Petition of the O. D. Steamship )
Company, for Limitation of Liability, as owner of the )
Steamship H.

And now comes the C. Steamship Company in the above matter and makes claim against the above named O. D.
Steamship Company and the said steamship H., as follows:
The C. Steamship Company is a Corporation created by and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, and was
lately the owner of the steamship S., her engines, etc.
That on the 5th day of May, 19....., the said steamship S. was on a voyage from Norfolk, Va., to Philadelphia, Pa., and
on said date and on the high seas, she came in collision with the above named steamship H., as the result of which
collision the said steamship S. sank and was totally lost, with great loss also of life and property.
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That said collision was caused by and contributed to by the fault and negligence of those in charge of said steamship H.
That by reason of the sinking and a total loss of said steamship S., her engines, etc., the C. Steamship Company has
sustained damages in the sum of $900,000 for which amount it makes claim against the O. D. Steamship Company, for
the steamship H.
That sundry suits have been begun, and numerous claims made, against the C. Steamship Company for damages
sustained through loss of life, personal injuries and loss of cargo by reason of the sinking of said steamship S. It is not
now possible, and will not be possible before the legal adjudication thereof to state the amount of such claims allowed
or proved against the said C. Steamship Company; but said C. Steamship Company makes further claim in addition to
its damages for the loss of its steamship S. and makes such claim against the O. D. Steamship Company and said
steamship H. for all such sums as may be allowed or adjudged against it, and hereby gives notice of its intent to hold the
steamship H. and the O. D. Steamship Company responsible for all damages which it may sustain by reason of such
allowance and adjudication of claims against it, and for all moneys which it may be called upon to pay to other persons
or corporations for loss or injuries arising from said collision and consequent sinking of said S.
The C. Steamship Co.,
By T. C., Secretary.

Dated, New York City, Sept. 21, 19 ....
[Verification.]
____________________________________
FORM No. 82-3 Claim of Damages for Death
United States District Court, Southern District of New York
__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of The Libel and Petition of the O. D. )
Steamship Co., owner of the steamer H., for Limita- )
tion of Liability.
__________________________________________________

STATE OF ......................, COUNTY OF
......................,

)
)
)

ss.:

A. L. J., being duly sworn, says: I am a resident of ...................., ................... County, ...................., and the executor of
the last will and testament of E. S. G.
On May 4, 19 ....., the said E. S. G., then a resident of ................... County, ...................., was chief officer on the
steamship S., at the time of her collision with the steamship H., set forth in the libel and petition. By reason of the said
collision, and as I am informed and believe, through the fault of the said petitioner, the O. D. Steamship Co., or its
servants or agents in charge of the said steamship H., and without fault on his part, the said E. S. G. was killed.
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I have duly qualified as the executor of the last will and testament of the said E. S. G. and have been granted letters
testamentary. Under and by virtue of the statute of the State of ................... in such case made and provided [or, if the
disaster occurred outside of the territorial waters of any State: under the Act of Congress of March 30, 1920, c. 111, 41
Stat.at L. 537], I am entitled to maintain an action to recover damages for the death thus occasioned, and hereby claim
$20,000 as the amount of such damages, no part of which has been paid.
Sworn to, etc., etc.
A. L. J.
____________________________________
FORM No. 82-4 Claim on Behalf of Estate
United States District Court, Southern District of New York
__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of The Complaint of ....................,
)
CLAIM ON BEHALF OF THE ESTATE OF
formerly known as ...................., as Owner of the s/s )
.....................
...................., seeking exoneration from or limitation
of liability.
__________________________________________________

The Estate of ................... claims the amount of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00) and in support of said claim sets
forth the following:
1. Claimant's decedent was a seaman.
2. Due to the negligence, carelessness and fault of ................... formerly known as ................... as Owner of the S/S
................... and the unseaworthiness of that vessel, the vessel came into collision with the S/S ...................., causing
heavy loss of life and personal injury.
3. By reason of the aforesaid catastrophe, due to the unseaworthiness of the S/S ................... and the gross negligence of
her owners and operators as aforesaid, claimant's decedent sustained the injuries, losses and damages as hereinafter set
forth.
4. Claimant's decedent was violently thrown about and then and there generally wounded and injured and subjected to
undue exposure to the elements; the bones, muscles, nerves, ligaments, tissues, tendons and vital organs of his body
were fractured, wrenched, bruised, sprained and otherwise injured and he sustained internal injuries, as well as great
mental anguish, suffering and horror resulting in a violent and horrible death.
5. Claim is hereby made for compensation for the indescribable horror and agonizing physical, mental and emotional
suffering which preceded decedent's death in the amount of One Hundred Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars
($125,000.00).
6. Claim is made by and on behalf of decedent's survivors for the loss of the society, comfort, assistance, guidance and
services of the decedent in the sum of One Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($150,000.00).
7. Claim is made by and on behalf of the decedent's survivors for the deprivation of their support by the decedent in the
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amount of Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000.00).
8. Claim is made by the claimant for the economic value of the decedent's normal life expectancy in the amount of Two
Hundred Twenty-five Thousand Dollars ($225,000.00).
9. Claim is also made for the value of claimant decedent's gear, clothing and other personal possessions which were lost
in the aforesaid catastrophe, as well as for his earned wages and wages and penalties due him under the law.
10. By reason of the gross negligence of the petitioner claim is hereby made for punitive damages, in addition to the
compensatory damages, wages and maintenance and cure claimed herein.
11. This claim is being made under protest and without prejudice to claimant's position that this limitation is improper
and should be dismissed.
By ......................,
Proctor for Claimant.

__________________________________________________
)
STATE OF NEW YORK COUNTY OF NEW
)
YORK
)
__________________________________________________

...................., being duly sworn, deposes and says that he is an attorney in the offices of ...................., Proctor for the
within claimant in the above-captioned action; that he has read the foregoing and knows the contents thereof; that the
same is true to his own knowledge except as to matters therein stated to be alleged on information and belief and that, as
to those matters he believes it to be true; that the sources of his information and the ground for his belief as to the
matters therein stated to be alleged on information and belief are investigations and representations made by
representatives of the claimant and documents in his possession.
______________________

Sworn to and subscribed before me this ................... day of ...................., A.D. 19 .....
___________________________________
____________________________________
FORM No. 82-4.1 Claim on Behalf of Estate
[Caption ]

Now comes ...................., widow of ...................., on her behalf and on behalf of the infant child ...................., age
...................., and makes claim against the plaintiff as follows:
1. On ...................., 19....., ................... was a member of the crew of the vessel ...................., owned and operated by the
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plaintiff.
2. That on ...................., 19....., in the course of her usual operations, the ................... sank, and ...................., born
...................., 19 ....., lost his life due to the negligence and fault of plaintiff and the unseaworthiness of the ....................,
all of which was within the privity and knowledge of plaintiff.
3. That ................... left totally dependent upon him his widow, ................... and their infant child, ...................., age
....................
4. That said claimants are entitled to maintain an action, and claim damages for the death this occasioned for the
following:
(a) The loss to the widow and child of the reasonable expectation of pecuniary benefits that would have resulted from
the continued life of the decedent;
(b) The decedent's pain and suffering prior to death;
(c) Funeral expenses;
(d) Loss of services of husband and father;
(e) Loss of nurture and guidance of a father by child;
(f) Loss of estate of the decedent accumulated reasonably from the continued life of the decedent;
(g) Loss of companionship, guidance and comfort to the spouse and child;
(h) Loss of consortium to surviving spouse;
(i) Interest from the date of death.
Wherefore, claimant demands judgment against plaintiff in the sum of ................... dollars, in addition to interest and
costs.
[Verification ]
____________________________________
FORM No. 82-5 Claim of Cargo Owner
United States District Court, Southern District of New York
__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of The Complaint of ....................,
)
CLAIM OF .....................
formerly known as ...................., as owner of the s/s )
...................., seeking exoneration from or limitation
of liability.
__________________________________________________
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Now Comes ...................., as owner, shipper and/or consignee of cargo laden aboard the s/s ................... and on its own
behalf and as agent and trustee on behalf of all parties who may be or may become interested in said cargo as their
respective interests may ultimately appear, makes claim against the above named complainant as follows:
1. At and during all the times hereinafter mentioned, claimant was and still is a corporation duly organized under the
laws of one of these United States.
2. During ................... of 19 ....., this claimant's sponsored cargo was laden aboard the s/s ...................., the aforesaid
cargo having been loaded at ....................
3. The aforesaid cargo was delivered in good order and condition to the s/s ................... and was to be redelivered in the
same good order and condition as when received in consideration of certain freight charges paid or agreed to be paid
and in accordance with the terms of certain contracts of carriage.
4. On the morning of the ................... day of ...................., 19 .... while still laden with the aforesaid cargo, the s/s
................... was in collision with the s/s ................... in New York harbor.
5. The aforesaid cargo suffered extensive damage, the exact extent of which is presently unknown, but as nearly as can
be estimated at the present time amounts to approximately $....................
6. The damages suffered by the claimant and/or its privies were due to the acts of the shipowner, its crew, agents,
servants and employees and others for whom said owner was responsible, and the unseaworthiness of the s/s
...................., all said acts and/or conditions having been created or occurring with the privity and knowledge of the
petitioner.
7. By reason of the premises claimant has sustained damage in excess of $ ................... as nearly as the same can at
present be estimated, no part of which has been paid, although payment thereof has been duly demanded.
Wherefore, claimant presents claim in the sum of ...................., together with lawful interest thereon and prays that the
petition of plaintiff for exoneration from or limitation of liability be denied and that claimant's said claims be allowed in
full against petitioner.
By ......................,
Attorney for Claimant.
____________________________________
FORM No. 82-6 Claim on Behalf of Towing Company--Sinking of Oil Barge n1
[Caption ]

A ................... Towing Corporation, for its claim against S ................... Company, owner of the Tank Barge
...................., states as follows:
1. A ................... Towing Corporation is a corporation organized and existing under the law of the State of ....................
2. At all times relevant, A ................... Towing Corporation was the owner and operator of the Tug F ...................
(official number ....................) of ....................
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3. On ...................., 19 ....., at approximately ...................., the Barge ................... sank while under tow by the Tug F
................... in ................... Bay. Following the sinking of the Barge, an oil spill occurred in ................... Bay.
4. The sinking of the Barge ................... and the subsequent oil spill were caused in whole or in part by negligence and
fault on the part of S ................... Company and by the unseaworthiness of the Barge ...................., such negligence,
fault and unseaworthiness being within the privity and knowledge of S ................... Company, its officers and
supervisory employees.
5. As a result of the sinking of Barge ...................., A ................... Towing Corporation suffered damage and loss to
certain towing gear and equipment aboard the Tug F ...................., in the sum of ................... ($ ....................), insofar as
the same can be determined at the present time.
6. As a result of the sinking of Barge ...................., a part cargo of approximately ................... barrels of intermediate
fuel oil was lost. The cargo was owned by ................... Oil Company. A ................... Towing Corporation, as bailee of
the cargo, alleges damages in the sum of ................... ($ ....................) Dollars including loss of product, freight paid on
cargo not delivered, excess unloading costs and survey fees.
7. As a result of the oil spill from Barge ...................., the United States Coast Guard under date of ...................., 19 ....
assessed a civil penalty in the sum of $5,000 against A ................... Towing Corporation for alleged violation of 33
U.S.C. § 1321(b)(3). A ................... Towing Corporation has denied liability for the civil penalty on the grounds that it
was neither the owner nor the operator of Barge ................... A ................... Towing Corporation claims indemnity from
S ................... Company for the civil penalty assessed by the United States Coast Guard, and for the expenses incurred
in the defense of this administrative case.
Wherefore, A ................... Towing Corporation makes claim against S ................... Company and demands judgment in
the sum of ($ ....................) Dollars, together with interest and its costs expended herein.
.....................
A ................... Towing Corporation By .....................
President

[Verification ]
FORM No. 82-7 Claim by State Against Barge Owner for Damage Caused by Oil Spill n1
[Caption ]

Now Comes the Commonwealth of ...................., at the relation of the ................... Board, by counsel, and files this
Claim against the plaintiff, S ................... Transportation Company, and in support of said Claim says upon information
and belief as follows:
First Claim

1. The ................... Board (hereinafter "claimant"), is an agency of the Commonwealth of ................... and is charged
with the authority and duty to exercise general supervision and control over the quality of all State waters.
2. Plaintiff, S ................... Transportation Company (hereinafter "S ...................."), was, at all times pertinent to this
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Claim, the owner of a vessel known as the tank barge ...................., official number ................... (hereinafter "S
....................'s vessel").
3. On or about the ................... and ................... days of ...................., 19 ....., S ....................'s vessel was on a voyage
from ................... under the tow of the tug "F ....................," owned by the A .................... Towing Corporation of
................... (hereinafter "A ...................."), with S ....................'s vessel carrying, as cargo, a large amount of oil, a
petroleum product.
4. On or about the ................... and/or ................... days of ...................., 19 .....S ....................'s vessel partially sank in
................... Bay approximately ................... miles from ...................., within the navigable waters of the Commonwealth
of ...................., and S ................... thereby permitted, caused and suffered the discharge of oil into said waters in an
amount sufficient to cause damage to aquatic life therein and to the lands and beaches adjacent thereto.
5. The said discharge of oil resulted in and caused extensive damage to the waters of the Commonwealth, to the aquatic
life therein, and to oyster beds, lands and beaches, both public and private, adjacent thereto, and caused the death of
numerous wildfowl, a natural resource held in trust by the Commonwealth for the benefit of its citizens.
6. The said discharge required the expenditure by the Commonwealth of large sums of money to abate and remove said
oil from the waters, aquatic life, lands and beaches of the State.
7. Section ................... of the Code of ...................., as amended provides, in pertinent part, as follows: (set forth
provisions prohibiting discharge of petroleum products and authority of state body to sue for violations )
8. Section ................... of the Code provides, in pertinent part, as follows: (set forth provisions concerning civil
penalties )
9. The aforementioned discharge was in violation of § ................... of the Code.
10. By virtue of the foregoing, S ................... is liable to the claimant for civil penalties in the amount of $ ....................,
pursuant to § ................... of the Code, for two violations of § ...................., said claim for civil penalties being more
fully set forth in Exhibit A, a copy of which is attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference.
Second Claim

11. The claimant realleges and incorporates herein the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 6 of this Claim as
though fully set forth.
12. At the time of the discharge alleged herein, § ................... of the Code provided, in pertinent part, as follows: (set
forth provisions relating to the state's right to recover cleanup costs )
13. By virtue of the foregoing, S ................... is liable to the claimant for all associated cleanup costs, the value of
destroyed wildfowl and for damage to State owned oyster beds, pursuant to § ................... of the Code, said claim for
cleanup costs and damages being more fully set forth in Exhibit A, a copy of which is attached hereto and incorporated
herein by reference.
Third Claim

14. The claimant realleges and incorporates herein the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 6 of the Claim as
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though fully set forth.
15. The foregoing discharge of oil was caused in whole or in part by the negligence of S ...................., its crew, agents,
servants and employees, within the privity or knowledge of S ....................
16. By virtue of the foregoing, S ................... is liable to the claimant in its capacity as trustee and/or parens patriae for
the value of destroyed wildfowl, a natural resource held in trust by the State for the benefit of its citizens, and for
damage to State owned oyster beds, as more fully set forth in Exhibit B, a copy of which is attached hereto and
incorporated herein by reference.
17. By virtue of the foregoing, S ................... is further liable to the claimant for all costs incurred by the
Commonwealth associated with the cleanup and removal of said oil, as more fully set forth in Exhibit A, a copy of
which is attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference.
Fourth Claim

18. The claimant realleges and incorporates herein the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 6 of this Claim as
though fully set forth.
19. The said discharge into the waters of the Commonwealth created a public nuisance, interfering with the free use and
enjoyment of said waters by the citizens of the Commonwealth.
20. By virtue of the foregoing, S ................... is liable to the claimant in its capacity as trustee and/or parens patriae for
the value of destroyed wildfowl, a natural resource held in trust by the State for the benefit of its citizens, and for
damage to State owned oyster beds, as more fully set forth in Exhibit B, a copy of which is attached hereto and
incorporate herein by reference.
21. By virtue of the foregoing, S ................... is further liable to the claimant for all costs incurred by the
Commonwealth necessary to abate and remove said nuisance. Said costs are more fully set forth in Exhibit A, a copy of
which is attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference.
22. This claim is being made without prejudice to the claimant's right to the contest the right of S ................... to
limitation of liability, pursuant to 46 U.S.C. § 183 et seq.
Wherefore, your claimant presents this Claim in the amount of $ ...................., together with lawful interest thereon.
Commonwealth of .....................
By.....................
of Counsel

[Verification ]

EXHIBIT A
Claim of the Commonwealth of ...................
ITEM 1
$.....................
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Claim of the Commonwealth for civil penalty and illegal discharge of petroleum
product, pursuant to § ................... of the Code of ...................., as amended, on
...................., 19.... .....................
ITEM 2
$.....................
Claim of the Commonwealth for civil penalty for illegal discharge of petroleum
product, pursuant to § ................... of the Code of ...................., as amended, on
................... 19.... .....................
ITEM 3
$.....................
(a) Total wage expense for State personnel engaged in cleanup operation
.....................
$.....................
(b) Total travel expenses incurred in cleanup operation by State personnel
.....................
$.....................
(c) Total expenditure for equipment utilized in cleanup operation by State personnel
.....................
$.....................
(d) Total expenditures for supplies utilized in cleanup operation by State personnel
.....................
$.....................
(e) Total for all other expenditures by State personnel in cleanup operations
.....................
$.....................
Total costs of the Commonwealth incurred associated with the cleanup of the discharged oil by personnel of the Commonwealth .....................
ITEM 4
$.....................
(a) Total damage to state-owned oyster beds ...................
$.....................
(b) Total damage by loss of waterfowl owned by the Commonwealth of
....................; ................... dead waterfowl .....................
$.....................
Total damage incurred by the Commonwealth as a result of the oil discharge of the
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Tank Barge .....................
$.....................
Total claim of the Commonwealth of ................... for civil penalties, associated
cleanup costs, and damage incurred as a result of the illegal discharge of oil from
the Tank Barge ................... (Items 1, 2, 3 and 4) .....................
____________________________________
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesCharter ContractsRemediesDamagesAdmiralty
LawCollisionsRemediesDamagesAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on
Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. It has been proposed that commissioners for receiving claims in limitation proceedings be dispensed
with. A committee of the Maritime Law Association has declined to recommed this step. The considerations were stated
as follows:
"This proposal originated in the feeling on the part of several members of the Association that unreasonable requests
for allowances had been made by commissioners receiving claims and performing the ministerial function of listing and
filing them. When these requests for allowances have been objected to, compromises in a number of instances have
been made which still allowed the commissioner an excessive reward.
"While it would be possible in the opinion of the committee under the provisions of Rule 52 of the Supreme Court
Rules for the District Court by rule to provide for the filing of claims directly with the Clerk without the intervention of
any commissioner, it is no doubt desirable that the claims be itemized in such form that they can be dealt with
collectively in the course of the proceedings. The report of the commissioner is useful for this purpose. The committee
does not feel that the District Court would by rule feel inclined to impose on the Clerk of the Court the duty of itemizing
and summarizing the claims and there are practical difficulties in the way of requiring the petitioner to perform this
service.
"The committee, therefore, feels that the commissioner to receive proofs of claims should be retained despite the fact
that the fees allowed for the service of such commissioners have not always taken account of the fact that their services
under the rules of the District Court are essentially clerical.
"The most practical protection from over-reaching in the matter of commissioners' fees seems to lie in the conscience
and moderation of the judges."
(n2)Footnote 2. The Maine, 28 F. Supp. 578, 1939 A.M.C. 950 (D. Md. 1939).
A foreign administrator may claim, without ancillary administration: The Pan Two (Willis v. Pan American Refining
Corp., 26 F. Supp. 990, 1939 A.M.C. 501 (D. Md. 1939); The Morro Castle (Ex parte Listic), 1937 A.M.C. 542
(S.D.N.Y. 1937).
Contra: The Princess Sophia, 36 F.2d 591, 1930 A.M.C. 91 (W.D. Wash. 1929), aff'd, 61 F.2d 339, 1932 A.M.C.
1562 (9th Cir. 1932), cert. denied, 288 U.S. 604 (1933), a decision which is thought to run counter to the trend of
authority.
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It should be noted that the view expressed in The Pan Two applies merely to the wrongful death aspect of an
administrator's claim; if there is also a claim for property loss or damage, ancillary administration to administer such
assets is probably necessary.
A claimant need not file and contest a petition. However, all claimants, whether or not they have filed, will be bound
by a finding of exoneration or limitation of liability: New Jersey Barging Corp. v. T.A.D. Jones & Co. (The Perth
Amboy No. 1), 135 F. Supp. 97, 1955 A.M.C. 2270 (S.D.N.Y. 1955).
A claimant who suspects that a claim will be asserted against him must assert any contingent claims he would have in
such event in the limitation proceeding: Poling Brothers No. 6, 51 F. Supp. 375, 1943 A.M.C. 753 (E.D.N.Y. 1943).
(n3)Footnote 3. The Pere Marquette No. 18, 203 F. 127 (E.D. Wis. 1913); The Klotawah, 210 F. 677 (N.D.N.Y.
1914).
Persons who are named as potential claimants have sufficient standing to move for further particulars and to seek
admissions even before they have formally filed their claims: In re Twenty Grand Offshore, Inc., 313 F. Supp. 851,
1972 A.M.C. 1338 (S.D. Fla. 1970).
(n4)Footnote 4. The Santiago, 21 F.2d 78, 1927 A.M.C. 1424 (S.D.N.Y. 1927).
Claimants may conduct discovery to determine who the insurers are: The M/V Bonnie D., 219 F. Supp. 119, 1964
A.M.C. 451 (N.D. Miss. 1963).
An owner must allow claimants discovery of (1) hull repairs, (2) cargo plans, (3) bunkering schedules, (4) drafts of
departure, and (5) loading reports: The Mormackite, 145 F. Supp. 616, 1956 A.M.C. 1111 (S.D.N.Y. 1956).
(n5)Footnote 5. 284 F. 911, 1923 A.M.C. 89 (S.D.N.Y. 1922).
(n6)Footnote 6. Hartford, Accident & Indemnity Co. v. Southern Pac. Co., 273 U.S. 207, 47 S. Ct. 357, 71 L. Ed.
612, 1927 A.M.C. 402 (1927).
(n7)Footnote 7. Perth Amboy No. 1, 168 F. Supp. 925, 1959 A.M.C. 2532 (S.D.N.Y. 1958).
See local district court rules in Vols. 5--5D.
(n8)Footnote 8. British Transport Commission v. United States (Haiti Victory--Duke of York), 230 F.2d 139, 1956
A.M.C. 275 (4th Cir. [Va.] 1956), aff'd, 354 U.S. 129, 77 S. Ct. 1103, 1 L. Ed. 2d 1234, 1957 A.M.C. 1151 (1957). Cf.
Department of Highways, La. v. Jahncke Service, 174 F.2d 894, 1949 A.M.C. 1144 (5th Cir. [La.] 1949). See, also, § 79
supra.
(n9)Footnote 9. Clipper--Eunice--Lillian, 194 F. Supp. 827, 1961 A.M.C. 1530 (D. Mass. 1961).
(n10)Footnote 10. In re Cambria S.S. Co., 505 F.2d 517, 1974 A.M.C. 2411, (6th Cir. [Ohio] 1974).
(n11)Footnote 11. Moragne v. States Marine Lines, Inc., 398 U.S. 375, 90 S. Ct. 1772, 26 L. Ed. 2d 339, 1970
A.M.C. 967 (1970). See 2 Benedict §§ 81-88.
(n12)Footnote 12. Kokoku Maru, 238 F. Supp. 55, 1964 A.M.C. 2032 (N.D. Cal. 1964).
(n13)Footnote 13. Complaint of American Export Lines, 1974 A.M.C. 439 (S.D.N.Y. 1974).
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(n14)Footnote 14. Cargill Grain Co. v. Buffalo Barge Tow Co., 1941 A.M.C. 122 (S.D.N.Y. 1940); King v. Pascap
Co., 1963 A.M.C. 1630 (S.D.N.Y. 1962); El Salvador--Tug Russell No. 18, 248 F. Supp. 15, 1966 A.M.C. 1777
(S.D.N.Y. 1965).
(n15)Footnote 15. Lykes Brothers S.S. Co. v. Tug Bayou La Fourche, 1974 A.M.C. 1783 (S.D. Tex. 1974). But see
Cargill Grain Co. v. Buffalo Barge Tow Co., N.14 supra, where a group of claimants were allowed to file a single
answer to the shipowner's petition and thus were held entitled to a single bill of costs.
Claims for maintenance and cure should be made before the termination of the limitation of liability proceeding in
order to determine if such claims are subject to such limitation: Petition of Oskar Tiedemann & Co., 367 F.2d 498, 1966
A.M.C. 1934 (3d Cir. [Del.] 1966), cert. denied, 386 U.S. 932 (1967).
(n16)Footnote 1. Form adapted from papers used in In the Matter of the Complaint of Steuart Transportation
Company, 435 F. Supp. 798, 1978 A.M.C. 1906 (E.D. Va. 1977), courtesy of Vandeventer, Black, Meredith & Martin,
Norfolk, Va.
(n17)Footnote 1. Form adapted from papers used in Complaint of Steuart Transportation Co., 435 F. Supp. 798,
1978 A.M.C. 1906 (E.D. Va. 1977), courtesy of Vandeventer, Black, Meredith & Martin, Norfolk, Va.
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§ 83. Late Claims.

So long as the limitation proceeding is pending and undetermined, and the rights of the parties are not adversely
affected, the court will freely grant permission to file late claims, upon an affidavit reciting the reasons for the failure to
file within the time limited. If the commissioner to receive claims has already rendered his report and finished his work,
the court may require a supplementary report or may direct the clerk of the court to receive such late claim. (See Form
83-2, where such action was recited).
After the case has reached the point where the efforts of the timely claimants have obtained an offer of settlement, the
court will not permit belated claimants to come into the proceedings and reap the benefit of the efforts of those who are
timely. n1
FORM No. 83-1 Late Claim--Affidavit
United States District Court,Southern District of New York
[Title of the Cause.]
No. A. 112-156.
)
STATE OF MARYLAND, CITY OF BALTIMORE, )
)

ss.:

H. R. O., being duly sworn, deposes and says that he resides in the City of B., State of M.;
That on the 19th day of September, 193 ....., letters of administration were granted to your deponent (describing them);
and that your deponent is a claimant in the above entitled proceeding;
The petitioner has filed a petition for limitation of liability praying (describe the limitation petition); they seek the
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benefits of the Shipowners' Limitation of Liability statutes and have restrained all persons who sustained damages from
prosecuting actions at law and are requiring them to file a claim in this proceeding.
The time within which to serve and file claims in this proceeding has been extended from time to time, the last
extension having expired on the ................... day of ...................., 193 .....
Decedent was a passenger on the s. s. M. C. on Sept. 8, 1934, and lost her life as a result of the burning of said vessel.
(State the reasons for the delay in filing the claim, and excuses in detail).
The order of this Court had enjoined all claimants from instituting any action in any other jurisdiction, for which reason
your deponent did not commence suit in any court for the loss of life of decedent herein.
Your deponent begs leave to file his claim as Administrator (etc.) in this proceeding nunc pro tunc and as of a date prior
to the last date for filing claims, namely: (date).
In view of the restraining order and because of the expiration of the time specified in said order, an Order of this Court
is necessary granting to deponent the privilege of filing nunc pro tunc the claim which he has (and which he believed, as
above stated, to have been filed with the Commissioner).
Wherefore it is respectfully prayed that this Court make an order permitting and allowing the deponent as
Administrator, (etc.) to file the claim herein nunc pro tunc and as of a date prior to (the latest date for filing claims); and
that the Commissioner be directed and required to accept the same as of said date and to report thereon, and that such
further and other relief be granted as the justice of the cause may require.
H. R. O.

Sworn to before me this
................... day of ...................., 193....
(Supporting affidavits are only useful if they support the facts as to the excuses for the delay.)
____________________________________
FORM No. 83-2 Order on Late Claim
At a Stated Term of the District Court (etc.).
Present: (etc.).
[Title of the Cause.] .....................
No. A. 112-156.
A motion having been made by a notice of motion dated September 24, 193 ....., supported by the affidavit of H. R. O.,
verified September 24, 193 ....., asking leave to file claim herein nunc pro tunc as Administrator (etc.) for damages
alleged to have been sustained by reason of the death of C. E. C., and said motion having duly come on to be heard, and
having been argued on October 21st, 193 ....., by G. B., Esq., for the moving party and by E. U., Esq., of counsel for the
petitioners herein, opposed, and due deliberation having been had.
Now on motion of ...................., proctor for ...................., it is
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Ordered that the motion of H. R. O. as Administrator (etc.) to file claims herein be, and the same hereby is (granted)
(denied in all respects).
P. R.,
U. S. D. J.
____________________________________
FORM No. 83-3 Order on Consent for Filing of Late Claim
United States District Court, Southern District of New York
__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of the Complaint of ...................
)
ORDER ON CONSENT
formerly known as ...................., as owner of the s/s )
...................., seeking exoneration from or limitation
of liability.
__________________________________________________

Counsel for Plaintiff and for claimants as legal representatives of the estate of ................... and ................... having
consented thereto, it is hereby:
Ordered that leave be and hereby is granted to the legal representatives of the said estates to file a claim on behalf of
said estates nunc pro tunc up to and including ...................., 19 .....
......................,
U. S. D. J.

Consented to:
..................................
..................................
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawCollisionsLiabilityLimitations on
LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty
LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. The Morro Castle (O'Connor's Petition), 89 F.2d 1937 A.M.C. 546 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1937); Petition of
Lackritz (Inga), 1940 A.M.C. 434 (S.D.N.Y. 1940); The Sandgate Castle, 35 F. Supp. 458, 1940 A.M.C. 428 (S.D.N.Y.
1940); The Navemar, 49 F. Supp. 68, 1943 A.M.C. 123 (E.D.N.Y. 1942); Meyer v. New England Fish Company, 136
F.2d 315, 1943 A.M.C. 823 (9th Cir. [Wash.]), cert. denied, 320 U.S. 771 (1943); Poling Brothers No. 6, 51 F. Supp.
375, 1943 A.M.C. 753 (E.D.N.Y. 1943); Petition of Sheridan, 73 F. Supp. 739, 1947 A.M.C. 1176 (E.D. Pa. 1947);
Petition of United States (The Clio--The Springhill), 172 F.2d 355, 1949); A.M.C. 757 (S.D. Tex. 1954); The Esso
Suez, 121 F. Supp. 824, 1954 A.M.C. 575 (S.D. Tex. 1954); The Susan, 124 F. Supp. 540, 1954 A.M.C. 1287
(S.D.N.Y. 1954), aff'd 230 F.2d 197, 1956 A.M.C. 547 (2d Cir. 1956); Texas Gulf Sulfur v. Blue Stack T. Co., 313 F.2d
359, 1963 A.M.C. 349 (5th Cir. [Fla.] 1963); The Tug Raven, 227 F. Supp. 933, 1964 A.M.C. 1733 (E.D. Va. 1964);
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The Tug Dazellea, 254 F. Supp. 298, 1966 A.M.C. 28 (S.D.N.Y. 1965); Jappinen v. Canada Steamship Lines, 417 F.2d
189, 1970 A.M.C. 2404 (6th Cir. [Ohio] 1969) (section quoted); The Gine--Anne, 303 F. Supp. 971, 1969 A.M.C. 142
(D. Md. 1969); Kemp's Case, 344 F. Supp. 1311, 1972 A.M.C. 2380 (E.D.N.Y. 1972); Complaint of American Export
Lines, 1974 A.M.C. 439 (S.D.N.Y. 1974); Lykes Brothers S.S. Co. v. Tug Bayou La Fourche, 1974 A.M.C. 1783 (S.D.
Tex. 1974).
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§ 84. Hearing on Damage Claims.

As long as the petitioner's prayer for exoneration is pending and undisposed of, it is customary to hold in abeyance the
question of proof of damages by the damage claimants. n1 If the court should hold the petitioner liable but also sustain
the prayer of the petition on the issue of limitation, the proceeding goes to a commissioner under interlocutory decree,
for full proof of the claimants' damages, and for hearing of questions of priority and apportionment among claimants, if
the fund is insufficient to pay all in full. n2
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawCollisionsLiabilityLimitations on
LiabilityAdmiralty LawCollisionsRemediesDamagesAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment &
GarnishmentLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. The Noronic, 94 F. Supp. 322, 1950 A.M.C. 1840 (N.D. Ohio 1950).
(n2)Footnote 2. See La Bourgogne, 210 U.S. 95, 28 S. Ct. 664, 52 L. Ed. 973 (1908).
See, also, Form No. 85-3 infra.
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§ 85. Report of Commissioner To Receive Damage Claims.

The special commissioner appointed to receive damage claims makes his report as soon as the period fixed for filing
claims has expired. If the court allows the filing of late claims, these are reported from time to time in supplementary
reports. The elaboration of the commissioner's report depends, of course, upon the nature of the case; if there are many
claims the convenience of all parties will be served if he classifies the claims as far as possible.
The commissioner is entitled to a fee, which in the general run of cases is between $25 and $100. In cases involving
exceptionally large numbers of claims, with many belated claims, the fee has been as high as $500.
FORM No. 85-1 Report of Commissioner on Claims Filed (Short Form)
United States District Court, Southern District of New York
[Title of the Cause.] ......................No. A. ...................
To the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York:
An order dated May 4, 19 ...., having directed, among other things, that a monition issue in the above proceeding, and
that the damage claimants make proof of their claims before me as special commissioner, I hereby report that the
following claims were presented for the amounts and upon the grounds, as follows:
1. Obediah Hopkins and Ezra Van Dusen, doing business under the firm name and style of Hopkins-Van Dusen
Company, in the Singer Building, Borough of Manhattan, City of New York, exporters, for loss of six Premier
automobiles completely equipped, including extra tires, spark plugs, speedometers, etc., and six extra wheels for each
car. The amount claimed is the difference between the alleged value thereof, $12,911.04 and the amount asserted to
have been paid to the claimant by the petitioner in this proceeding as the salved value thereof, $4,603.59, or $8,307.45
on which interest from February 26, 19 ....., is claimed.
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The proctors are Marshall & Story, 1 Wall Street, New York City.
2. Thomas Coote, address not given, for loss of an automobile fire engine $5,224.09. It is stated that Jack & Straw, 24
State Street, New York City, were the consignees of the fire engine; that after the loss, the consignees assigned their
claim to Joseph Heathham, and before this proceeding was commenced the latter assigned his claim to Thomas Coote.
The proctor is William Blackstone, 10 Wall Street, New York City.
By order dated June 12, 19 ....., the time of this claimant to present his claim was extended.
Said claims, amounting in all to $13,531.54, on $8,307.45 of which interest is claimed from February 26, 19 ....., are
hereto annexed.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
Dated, New York, March 1, 19.....
James Kent,
Special Commissioner.
____________________________________
FORM No. 85-2 Report of Commissioner on Claims Filed--Classifying Them
United States District Court, Southern District of New York
[Box.
]No. A. ...................
To the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York:

I, T. A., the Commissioner named in the order of the Court made and entered in this proceeding, and bearing date the
27th day of June, 19 ....., and before whom the claims of all persons for any and all loss, destruction, damage or injury,
caused by or resulting from the collision set forth in the libel and petition herein, were required to be presented on or
before the 1st day of August, 19 ....., do respectfully report that three classes of claims have been presented to me, viz.:
1. Claims for damages resulting from death.
2. Claims for personal injuries and loss of personal effects.
3. Claims for loss of and damage to property.
Of the first class, for damages resulting from death, I have received four claims, viz.:
That of S. B. K., administrator, etc., of the estate of M. E. J., for damages resulting from the
death of the said M. E. J. ...............................................................

$2,749.00

That of A. L. J., as executor, etc., of the last will and testament of E. S. G., deceased, for damages resulting from the death of said E. S. G................................................................

20,000.00

That of S. T. M., as executor of the estate of W. M., deceased, for damages resulting from the
death of said W. M. ...............................................................

15,000.00

(etc.)
________
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________
______
Making a total of .....................

$47,949.0
0

Of the second class, claims for personal injuries and loss of personal effects, I have received seven claims, viz.:
That of J. H. T. ...............................................................
$100,000.
00
(etc.)
________
________
______
Making a total of .....................

$117,919.
75

Of the third class, claims for loss of and damage to property, I have received 10 claims, viz.:
That of S. M. & Co................................................................

$46.51

That of M. S. and P. S., doing business as the E. Skirt and Suit Manufacturing
Co................................................................

167.86

That of R. Cotton Mills...............................................................

534.57

(etc.)
That of the C. Steamship Co., as bailee of cargo and of baggage and personal effects of passengers...............................................................

24,328.82

That of the C. Steamship Co., for loss of the steamship
S................................................................

90,000.00
________
________
______

Making a total of.....................

$121,153.
65

And also the claim of the C. Steamship Company for all damages which may be sustained by reason of the allowance
and adjudication of claims against it by reason of the collision set forth in the libel herein, as follows:
That of the G. Marine Insurance Co., for damages paid under insurance
$4,550.00
policies...............................................................
(etc.)
________
________
______
$91,359.2
9
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________
________
______
Making a grand total of.....................

$378,381.
69

That the claims are hereto annexed and constitute a portion of this report.
That no other claims have been presented to me.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
Dated, New York, October 6, 19.....
(Signed) T. A.,
U. S. Commissioner.
____________________________________
FORM No. 85-3 Commissioner's Report of Claims Proven
United States District Court, Southern District of New York
__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of the Petition of The O. Steamship
)
Company, as Owner of the Steamship A., etc., for
)
Limitation of Liability.
__________________________________________________

To the United States District Court, for the Southern District of New York:
I, T. A., (United States) Commissioner, to whom it was referred by the interlocutory decree, filed in the above-entitled
proceedings, on the 14th day of September, 19 ....., to take proof as to the amount, validity and priority of all claims to
which objections and defenses have been filed, and to report thereon to this Court, with the evidence taken as respects
the claims for personal injuries or death, and with my opinion in addition, as respects personal injuries, loss of personal
effects or other property, and the damage sustained by the owners of the ferryboat C., do report as follows:
First. Claims for loss of or damage to baggage or other property:
Claim of O. W. This claim is for the loss of personal effects. I find their value to have been as follows:
Overcoat ...............................................................
$40 00
Suit ...............................................................

35 00

Shirt Studs ...............................................................

10 00

Hat ...............................................................

5 00

Shoes ...............................................................

5 00

Linen and underwear...............................................................
Cuff 15 00
but-

10 00
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tons
Card case and contents...............................................................

7 50

Also one silver watch, which the evidence shows to have been in use about 15 years. I find its
value to have been ...............................................................

25 00
________
________
___

Making a total of.....................

$152 00

Claim of H. B. This claim is for the loss of certain wearing apparel and a silver watch, which
are conceded to have been worth ...............................................................

$65 00

Second. Claim of the P. Company for loss of steam ferryboat C., her tackle, etc.
The C. was sunk by the collision set forth in the petition herein, and subsequently raised and sold for $3,900, a sum for
less than the cost of raising her. By its claim, bearing date March 20, 19 ....., the P. Company fixes its loss at $100,000
and by an amendment thereto, bearing date October 10th, 19 ....., this demand was increased to $162,000.
[Follows a discussion of the evidence as to value of the C.]
After a careful consideration of the testimony of the experts and the other evidence adduced, I find the value of the
ferryboat C. on October 31, 19....., to have been $67,462.00.
Third. Claims for damages resulting from death. These are as follows:
M. E. W., as administratrix of the estate of A. W., who claims
............................................................
E. M. as administratrix of the estate of C. F., who
claims............................................................

$50,000 00
50,000 00

[Follows a discussion of the claims, and a finding of the value of each. ]
Fourth. Claims for personal injuries. These are as follows:
O. W., who claims .....................
H. W. B., who claims.....................
J. S. C., who claims.....................

$10,000 00
500 00
5,000.00

[Follows a discussion of the claims, and a finding of the value of each. ]
As to the claims for injuries resulting from death, and for personal injuries, I was directed by the interlocutory decree to
take the testimony and return the same without any opinion. All the testimony so taken, together with the testimony in
support of other claims, is herewith returned.
Respectfully submitted,
(Signed) T. A.,
(U. S.) Commisioner.
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Dated, New York, February 14, 19 .....
____________________________________
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawCollisionsLiabilityLimitations on
LiabilityAdmiralty LawCollisionsRemediesDamagesAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment &
GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on LiabilityCivil
ProcedureJudicial OfficersReferences
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§ 86. Noting Defaults.

On the return day of the monition, default of all persons who have not filed claims with the commissioner is noted. n1
FORM No. 86-1 Order Noting Defaults
At a Stated Term of the United States District Court (etc.).
Present: (etc.).
[Box.]
No. A. ...................
This Court having heretofore duly issued a monition against all persons claiming damages for any and all loss, damage
or injury caused by or resulting from the catastrophe alleged to have occurred on or about the 24th day of January, 19
....., as set forth in the libel and petition herein, citing them to appear before this Court on the 30th day of July, 19 ....., at
10.30 a.m. in the forenoon, to answer said libel and petition in this case and to make proof of their claims on or before
said time before ...................., Esq., the Commissioner designated by this Court, at his office in the Borough of
Manhattan, City of New York, subject to the right of any person interested to question or controvert the same, and
publication of said monition having been duly given as required by the rules and practice of this Court, all of which
appears by the return filed herein, wherein it appears from the records of said Court that the following claims have been
presented pursuant to said monition:
Claim of A., as owner of the steamship ...................., by his proctors, Messrs. ...................., of 27 William Street,
Borough of Manhattan, City of New York, for damage, loss of time, etc., in the sum of forty-five thousand ($45,000)
dollars.
Claim of D. & E., as owners of the barge ...................., and bailees of her cargo of coal, by their proctors, ....................,
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of 17 Battery Place, in the Borough of Manhattan, City of New York, for alleged loss of vessel and cargo, in the sum of
ten thousand ($10,000) dollars.
And it also appearing that said claimants have likewise filed answers to said libel and petition, and due proclamation
having been made for all persons having or claiming damage for any and all loss, damage and injury arising out of said
alleged accident, on the return of said monition to appear and answer the libel and petition herein and present their
claims, and no other person or persons or corporation or corporations having appeared,
Now, on motion of Marshall & Story, proctors for petitioner, it is
Ordered, that the defaults of all persons or corporations claiming damages for any and all loss, damage or injury caused
by or resulting from the aforesaid alleged accident, and not having filed claim as aforesaid, be and the same hereby are
noted; and it is further
Ordered that all issues raised by the libel and petition herein and the answers thereto, stand for trial before this Court
according to the rules and practice thereof; and it is further
Ordered, that the proof of all claims so filed as aforesaid be and the same hereby is suspended until the trial and
determination of this action......................
John C. Knox,
U. S. D. J.
____________________________________
FORM No. 86-2 Order Noting Defaults--Northern District of California n2
At a Stated Term of the District Court of the United States for the Northern District of California (etc.).
Present: (etc.).
[Box.]
No. A. 17,679.
This Court having heretofore issued a monition against all persons claiming damages for any and all loss, destruction,
damage or injury arising out of or occurring on the voyage of the steamship W. A. L., which ended at the port of San
Francisco, on the 7th day of October, 19....., and particularly any and all loss, destruction, damage or injury caused by or
resulting from the collision set forth in the petition herein, which occurred between the steamship W. A. L. and the
steamship L. S., citing them, and each of them, to appear before this court and make due proof of their respective
claims, on or before the 29th day of January, 19 ....., at 10 o'clock a.m. of said day; and
It appearing from the affidavit of publication on file herein that said monition was duly published pursuant to the order
of this court, in the "Recorder," a newspaper published in the City and County of San Francisco, once a day for ten
days, and that the date of the first publication of said monition was November 9, 19 .....; and
It further appearing by the return filed herein by the United States Marshal for the Northern District of California, that a
copy of said monition and a copy of the order for monition were served, more than thirty days prior to this date, upon
the ................... Oil Company, a corporation, and upon the California Company, a corporation, and upon the following
proctors and attorneys for parties claiming damages by reason of the said collision, in said petition set forth, viz.:
F. P. G. and Messrs. McC., O. & W., proctors for ................... Oil Company; Messrs McC. & D., proctors for
California Company; W. D., Esq., representing certain cargo interests; all of said proctors having their offices
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within the City and County of San Francisco, Northern District of California;

and that each of said corporations, persons, proctors and attorneys was, at the time of the service of said monition and
order for monition, cited and admonished by said United States Marshal to appear before said court and to file and make
due proof of their respective claims before F. K., Esq., United States Commissioner for the Northern District of
California, at his office in the Post Office Building, at 7th and Mission Streets, in the City and County of San Francisco,
Northern District of California, on or before the 29th day of January, 19 ....., at 10 o'clock a.m. of said day, otherwise
they will be defaulted and debarred from participation in this suit, and
It further appearing by the report of said Commissioner filed herein, that the following claim has been presented to and
filed with him, viz.:
Claim of California Company for damages in the sum of $234,216.36, with interests and costs, filed by Messrs.
McC. & D., proctors for said California Company;

and that no other claim has been presented to or filed with said Commissioner; and
It further appearing that pursuant to stipulation of counsel, it has been ordered by this court, that the .................. Oil
Company, and the officers and crew of the American tanker L. S. on board said vessel at the time of her collision with
the W. A. L., all of the foregoing being represented herein by F. P. G., Esq., and Messrs. McC., O. & W., and such of
the cargo of said vessel owned by said ................... Oil Company, and the insurers of said vessel and cargo as are or
may be represented herein by said proctors, and all other claimants who are or may be represented herein by said
proctors, and the Insurance Company of North America, G. & R. Insurance Company, A. & C., Inc., N. Fire Insurance
Company, and any other claimants represented herein by W. D., Esq., may have to and including the 27th day of
February, 19 ....., within which to present herein their claims and answers, and/or within which to except to the petition
on file herein, or to make such motion with respect thereto as they and each of them may be advised;
Now, on motion of Marshall & Story, proctors for petitioner,
It is ordered, that the defaults of any and all person or persons claiming damages of said petitioner or against said
steamship W. A. L., for any and all loss, destruction, damage or injury arising out of or occurring on the said voyage of
the steamship W. A. L., which ended at the port of San Francisco, on the 7th day of October, 19 ....., or by reason of the
matters set forth in said petition, other than said California Company, and said claimants who are or may be represented
by F. P. G., Esq., and Messrs. McC., O. & W., and said claimants who are or may be represented by W. D., Esq., who
have either filed a claim and answer, or obtained an extension of time within which to do so, all as hereinbefore set
forth, be and the same are hereby entered; and
It is further ordered, that all issues raised by the petition herein and the answer thereto now on file, or any answer or
answers which may hereafter be filed within the time granted by this court, as hereinbefore set forth, or any additional
time which may be granted by this court, shall stand for trial before this court according to the rules and practice
thereof; and
It is further ordered, that all other proceedings on any and all proofs of claims now on file, or which may be hereafter
filed within the time granted by this court, as hereinbefore set forth, or within any additional time, which may be
granted by this court, be and they are hereby stayed until the trial and determination of this suit.
P. R.,
United States District Judge.
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____________________________________
FORM No. 86-3 Order Noting Defaults
United StateS District Court
Southern District of New York
______________________________________________________
)
In The Matter of The Petition of ................... as own- )
......................Civ. ORDER NOTING DEFAULTS
er of the Steamship ................... for exoneration from )
or limitation of liability.
______________________________________________________

A Petition for exoneration from or limitation of all liability having been filed herein on ...................., 19....., by
...................., as owner of the Steamship ...................,
And an Order having been duly issued and entered herein dated the .....th day of ...................., 19.... against all persons
claiming damages for any and all losses, damages, injuries or destruction arising out of or occurring on the voyage of
the steamship ................... which began at ...................., ................... on ...................., 19.... and terminated at
...................., ................... on ...................., 19....., citing and requiring all persons to appear before the Court and file
their respective claims in writing, under oath, and to serve, copies thereof on the attorneys for the petitioner, and to
answer the allegations of the petition herein on or before the .....th day of ...................., 19.... and notice of said Order
having been duly given and published, as appears by the return of the Marshal duly made, and upon the return of said
Order proclamation having been duly made and proclaimed in open court, and copies of the notice of Order having been
duly mailed in accordance with the Rules of this Court.
Now, on motion of ...................., ................... & ...................., attorneys for the complainant, it is
Ordered, Adjudged and Decreed that the defaults of all persons claiming damages for any and all losses, damages,
injuries and destruction arising out of, occasioned or occurring from or on the voyage of the Steamship ...................
which began at ...................., ................... on ...................., 19....., who have not heretofore filed and presented claims
and answers, be and are hereby noted and the said persons in default be and are hereby barred from filing any claims
and answers in this or any proceeding.
Dated: ...................., ...................
...................., 19....
......................,
U. S. D. J.
____________________________________
FORM No. 86-4 Order Noting Defaults n3
United States District Court
Northern District of California
______________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of The Complaint of the UNITED
)
Civil No. ......................ORDER NOTING DESTATES OF AMERICA, as owner of the United
)
FAULTS
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States Army Vessel ...................., for exoneration
from or limitation of liability.
______________________________________________________

Whereas, a monition having been duly issued herein on or about ...................., 19....., against all persons, concerns or
firms claiming damages for any and all losses or damages of any nature whatsoever occasioned by or resulting from or
in any way consequent upon the loss of the United States Army Vessel ................... and the death or disappearance of
those on board near ...................., ...................., on or about ...................., 19 ....., or by reason of any other matters
arising out of events occurring during the voyage on which the said ................... was then engaged, admonishing them
and each of them to appear and file their respective claims and answers, if any, with the Clerk of this Court and to serve
on the attoneys for plaintiff United States of America a copy thereof on or before ...................., 19.....; and
Whereas, notice of the said monition and commencement of this action having been duly published and provided to all
persons known to have made any claim against the vessel or the plaintiff arising out of the voyage hereinabove
described, as well as to each decedent at their respective last known addresses and to all persons known to have made
any claim on account of the deaths and disappearances aforesaid, as more clearly appears from the affidavit of counsel
and the return of the Marshal on file herein, and the time for filing claims and answers having expired, it is on
application of plaintiff United States of America hereby.
Ordered that the default of all persons, concerns or firms claiming damages for any and all losses or damages of any
nature whatsoever occasioned by or resulting from or in any way consequent upon the aforesaid loss of the United
States Army Vessel ................... and the death or disappearance of those on board, or by reason of any other matters
arising out of events occurring during the voyage on which the said ................... was engaged, who have not heretofore
filed their claims and answers herein be and the same hereby is noted; and it is further
Ordered that all persons, concerns or firms in default as aforesaid be and the same hereby are barred and precluded
from filing any claims and answers in this action; and it is further
Ordered that this order be and the same hereby is entered without prejudice to the right of the personal representatives
of ...................., ...................., ...................., and ...................., and their respective estates to be substituted in whole or in
part as and if appropriate for claimant ................... within 90 days after entry of this order or within such further time as
the Court may on appropriate motion thereafter allow.
Done and Ordered this ................... day of ...................., 19 ....., at ...................
......................,
United States District Judge.

Presented this ....................th day of ...................., 19 .... by:......................,
United States Attorney.......................,
Attorney in Charge, Admiralty and Shipping Section, U.S. Department of Justice Attorneys for Plaintiff
United States of America
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawCollisionsLiabilityLimitations on
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LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty
LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. As to late claims see § 83 supra.
Texas Gulf Sulphur v. Blue Stack T. Co., 313 F.2d 359, 1963 A.M.C. 349 (5th Cir. [Fla.] 1963).
(n2)Footnote 2. In current California practice an Order Noting Defaults would contain no recitals of the legal
consequences stemming from the default and no lengthy factual recitals. All that appears necessary is a simple
statement noting the fact of default. Form No. 86-2 is reprinted here in its entirety from the Sixth Edition. For a more
recent example of this form as used in the California courts see Form No. 86-4.
(n3)Footnote 3. This form adapted from papers, courtesy of Mr. William Gwatkin, III, attorney in charge of the
Admiralty and Shipping Section of the Department of Justice, San Francisco, California.
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§ 87. Objections to Claims.

Even though Supplemental Admiralty Rule F(8) provides that interested parties may controvert claims without filing
objections, it would appear to be advisable for the petitioner to file objections to insure that there will be no question of
his right to defend on the merits in another action should his petition for exoneration from or limitation of liability be
denied. n1 Where there are many claims such that this would involve considerable paper work, an omnibus objection
such as that presented in Form 87-3 will suffice. n2 The situation among damage-claimants is different, and they need
not file objections to each other's claims, although Rule F(8) does not prohibit such action (see Form 87-1).
Thus, when damage claims reach the stage of proof of damages, every party may oppose the damage claims of every
other party whether or not he has previously filed specific objections. This right of damage-claimants to contest claims
among themselves is an important one because the petitioner may, at that stage of the proceeding, have lost all interest
in opposing any of the damage claims, be reason of settlement, or bankruptcy, or merely because he has been successful
in obtaining a limitation decree and has resigned himself to the loss of the limitation fund. n3
FORM No. 87-1 General Objection to All Claims Except That of the Objector
United States District Court, Southern District of New York.,
[Title of the Cause.]
No. A. ...................
Sirs:
Please take notice, that N. Steamship Company, as owner of the steamship S., hereby objects to each and every claim
filed in this action as set forth in Commissioner H. M.'s report of claims rendered November 14, 19 ....., except the
claim of N. Steamship Company, owner of the steamship S., for damages for repairs to the steamship S., detention and
other expenses and losses in the sum of approximately $550,000 and the claim of N. Steamship Company, owner of the
steamship S., for all such sums and amounts as may be adjudged and allowed against said N. Steamship Company or
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the steamship S. or such amounts as it may pay out for any loss, damage or destruction resulting from the collision
between the steamship S. and the steamship B., together with interest and costs, and prays that all of said claims, except
the aforesaid claims of N. Steamship Company, may be disallowed and excluded unless established by further legal
proof on notice to the proctors for the N. Steamship Company, and otherwise in the manner provided by law.
Dated, New York, November 26, 19 ....
Yours, etc.,
J. K.,
Proctors for N. Steamship Company.

To:
......................,
(1) Clerk.
.....................
(2)..................... Commissioner,
79 Wall Street,
New York City.
____________________________________
FORM No. 87-2 Objection of Petitioner to Claim for Damages Filed by a Damage-Claimant on Behalf of
Itself and Its Underwriters
In the Southern Division of the United States District Court, in and for the Northern District of California.
First Division ......................In Admiralty.
[Box.] ......................No. A. 17679.
To F. K., Esq., United States Commissioner, and to California Company, and to Messrs. McC. & D., proctors for
California Company:
You, and each of you, will please take notice, that L. Steamship Company, Inc., a corporation, petitioner herein and
owner of the steamship W. A. L., hereby objects to the claim of damages filed herein by California Company, a
corporation, on behalf of itself and its underwriters for alleged damages in the sum of $234,216.36, together with
interest thereon from October 7, 19 ....., and costs, by reason of the alleged loss of 1,018,332 gallons of gasoline on
board the steamship L. S. on said October 7, 19 ....., and alleged to have been lost in a collision between said steamship
L. S. and said steamship W. A. L. on said day, upon the ground that said claim is excessive, and that the amount so
claimed is in excess of the value of said gasoline on said day; and upon the further ground that said collision between
said steamship L. S. and said steamship W. A. L., on said 7th day of October, 19 ....., was not caused by any fault,
negligence or want of due care on the part of said petitioner, or of the master, or the officers, or crew of said steamship
W. A. L., or any of them; but on the contrary was entirely due to the fault of the Oil Company, a corporation, owner of
said steamship L. S., and of those in charge of the navigation of said steamship L. S.; and your petitioner alleges that
said steamship L. S. was at fault in the following, among other particulars:
First. That said vessel did not have a proper or competent master, etc.
Petitioner further objects to the claim of said California Company upon the ground that said California Company has no
cause of action against petitioner, or lien against said steamship W. A. L., for the alleged loss of said gasoline, or any
part thereof.
Petitioner also objects to said claim upon the ground that at all of the times mentioned in the petition to limit liability of
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petitioner on file herein, the said steamship W. A. L. was in all respects seaworthy, and properly and efficiently
officered, manned, supplied, equipped and furnished, and well and sufficiently fitted and supplied with suitable engines,
boilers, machinery, tackle, apparel, appliances and furniture, all in good order and condition and suitable for the
business and voyage in which she was engaged, and that petitioner, as the owner of said steamship, had at the
commencement of the voyage of said vessel, which ended at the port of San Francisco on the 7th day of October, 19
....., and at all times prior thereto, and at all times thereafter during said voyage, exercised due diligence to make such
vessel in all respects seaworthy, and properly and efficiently officered, manned, supplied, equipped and furnished, and
well and sufficiently fitted and supplied with suitable engines, boilers, machinery, tackle, apparel, appliances and
furniture.
That at the time of said collision a dense fog prevailed in the entrance to the Golden Gate, particularly in the locality of
said collision; that said steamship W. A. L. was at said time, and at all times prior thereto, proceeding at a moderate rate
of speed, sounding fog signals upon her whistle, as required by law, keeping a sharp lookout, and in all respects
complying with the law and rules of navigation relative to navigating in a fog; and that said vessel was at all of said
times navigated with due caution and skill by the officers thereof.
That any loss and damage claimed to have been suffered by said California Company, or its underwriters, by reason of
the loss of any gasoline on board said steamship L. S., if such loss occurred, was done, occasioned and incurred, if at
all, without the consent of privity, or knowledge, or design, or neglect of said petitioner, or of any of its directors, or
officers, or servants, or of said steamship W. A. L.
That there is now pending in this court a petition filed herein by said petitioner to contest its liability and the liability of
said steamship W. A. L. for the injuries, losses and damages whether to persons or to property, caused, occasioned or
incurred during said voyage, and particularly any loss and damage incurred by the owners, officers, crew or
underwriters of said steamship L. S., or of the cargo of said vessel, or by other persons therein, in which petition said
petitioner also claims the right to have its liability limited in respect of any loss or damage claimed by reason of said
collision occurring or arising upon said voyage of said steamship W. A. L., to the amount of value of said petitioner's
interest in said steamship W. A. L. immediately after said collision, and her freight pending, if any, at the close of the
said voyage upon which said collision occurred.
Dated, San Francisco, California, February 26, 19 ....
Marshall & Story,
Proctors for Petitioner.
____________________________________
FORM No. 87-3 Objection to Claims
United States District Court
Central District of California
__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter ofThe Complaint of the UNITED
)
IN ADMIRALTY Civil No. CV ..................... OBSTATES OF AMERICA, as owner of the United
)
JECTION TO CLAIMS
States Naval Ship ..................., for exoneration from
or limitation of liability.
__________________________________________________
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Pursuant to Supplemental Admiralty Rule F(8) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the United States of America
hereby controverts each and every claim filed against it in these proceedings, reserves all objections and defenses
thereto, and prays that each and every one of them may be dismissed with prejudice and without costs, and for such
other and further relief as to the Court which may seem just and proper in the premises.
......................,
United States Attorney.
......................,
Assistant United States
Attorney, Chief of Civil Division
______________________
......................,
Assistant United States Attorney.
s/ .....................
______________________
......................,
Attorney in Charge, West Coast Office Admiralty and Shipping Section
U.S. Department of JusticeAttorneys for Plaintiff
United States of America
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. Former Rule 35 of the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York, after providing for proof of claims
before the commissioner on or before the return day of the monition, contained the following provision with respect to
objections:
"Such proof shall be deemed sufficient unless within two weeks after the return day of the monition or within such
further time as may be allowed the claim shall be objected to be the petitioner or by some other creditor filing a claim,
who shall give notice in writing of such objection to the commissioner or to the proctors, if any, representing the claim
objected to."
Current practice is guided by Supplemental Admiralty Rule F(8):
"Objections to Claims: Distribution of Fund. Any interested party may question or controvert any claim without filing
an objection thereto. Upon determination of liability the fund deposited or secured, or the proceeds of the vessel and
pending freight, shall be divided pro rata, subject to all relevant provisions of law, among the several claimants in
proportion to the amounts of their respective claims, duly proved, saving however, to all parties any priority to which
they may be legally entitled."
(n2)Footnote 2. A committee of the Maritime Law Association considered a suggestion that the rules should be
altered so that all claims should be deemed to be objected to by all parties. The committee was of the opinion that
within the terms of the rule the petitioner could escape some of this burden by filing a single objection to all the claims
presented before the return day, provided the objection identified each of the claims objected to. This would not relieve
the petitioner of the necessity, under the rule, of serving a notice of objection on the proctors for each of the claimants;
and in the cases where the court permits the filing of claims after the return day, additional objections are required to be
both filed and served.
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While the filing of any objection by the petitioner (as distinguished from the claimants) as well as the serving by the
petitioner of notices of objection on all the proctors for claimants could, in the judgment of the committee, properly be
dispensed with by an amendment of (former) Rule 35, the committee did not believe that the burden imposed on the
petitioner by the rule in its present form was sufficiently onerous to justify an application to the district court judges.
(n3)Footnote 3. The Morro Castle, 101 F.2d 262 1939 A.M.C. 121 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1939):
"... in a limitation proceeding any claimant may contest the claims of all the rest; indeed, no one else could contest
them, unless the commissioner did so himself. In the Southern District of New York this privilege must be exercised by
filing a notice of the objection in writing."
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§ 88. Exceptions to the Petition.

Under Supplemental Admiralty Rule F(5), "If a claimant desires to contest either the right to exoneration from or the
right to limitation of liability he shall file and serve an answer to the complaint unless his claim has included an
answer." However, persons who are named as potential claimants in the shipowner's limitation petition have sufficient
standing, even before filing their claims, to move for further particulars as to the petition or to serve a request for
admissions upon the shipowner. n1 A local district court rule relating to exceptions to the petition may be controlling.
n2
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. In re Twenty Grand Offshore, Inc., 313 F. Supp. 851, 1972 A.M.C. 1338 (S.D. Fla. 1970).
(n2)Footnote 2. The William P. Donnelly and Barges, 19 F.2d 354, 1927 A.M.C. 1374 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1927).
Under former General Admiralty Rule 51 a petition for limitation of liability was subject to exception for failure to
state fully and frankly the cause of the disaster based upon petitioner's knowledge, as supplemented by subsequent
investigations, or by appropriate allegations excusing the absence of such disclosure: Petition of Pacific American
Fisheries, 1940 A.M.C. 87 (D. Ala. 1940).
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§ 89. The Answer to the Petition.

Anyone who has presented a claim on oath before the commissioner may answer the petition and contest the right of the
petitioner to exoneration from liability or to the limitation prayed for. n1 The words of the rule are that he "shall file and
serve an answer." n2
The presentation of the claim under oath before the commissioner is not sufficient if claimant desires to contest the
petitioner's plea either for a total exoneration from liability or for a limitation of his liability. But if the petitioner seeks
only to limit his liability and the claimant is satisfied that such limitation will be granted, no answer is necessary and
claimant may reserve his activities for the proceedings before the commissioner. If the party who has merely presented a
claim fails to appear in court on or before the return day of the monition and to make answer, then or within such further
time as the court may allow, his default may be taken. n3 And if no answer is interposed, a decree pursuant to the prayer
of complaint may be taken by default regardless of whether the prayer is for exoneration from or limitation of liability.
A petitioner may ask a limitation, or a total exoneration from liability. A different answer is required in the two cases. In
the first case a denial of the allegations of the petition is generally sufficient. In the second, the claimant should add to
such denials a statement of his version of the occurrence out of which the loss arose.
It will thus be seen that two issues may be presented to the court for decision before the full proof of claims is taken up,
i.e., the issue of the owner's privity or knowledge or his freedom therefrom as ground for a limitation of his liability, and
the issue of complete exoneration, if that is claimed. The burden of proving the first issue is surely upon the petitioner.
n4 The burden of the second issue must fall upon the claimant and some fault on the part of the petitioner must be
proved, as in the case of an ordinary complaint charging liability. n5 Otherwise the burden would be on petitioner of
proving a negative. In this respect the allegations of the answer stand as the averment of a complaint: a reply is not
necessary n6 and issue is raised by the averments of the petition which must state the facts and circumstances by reason
of which exoneration from liability is claimed. n7
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Since the shipowner usually petitions for exoneration or limitation of liability, n8 the claimant usually must meet the
burden of proving some fault on the part of such petitioning shipowner. In proving fault the claimant may seek to show
some unseaworthiness in the vessel. n9 Where the vessel is lost from unknown causes unseaworthiness will be
presumed. n10
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawCollisionsLiabilityLimitations on
LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty
LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on LiabilityCivil ProcedurePleading &
PracticePleadingsAnswers
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. In re Twenty Grand Offshore, Inc., 313 F. Supp. 851, 1972 A.M.C. 1338 (S.D. Fla. 1970) (Anyone
merely named as a potential claimant in the shipowner's limitation petition has standing to move for further particulars
as to the complaint and to serve requests for admissions even before formally filing a claim.).
(n2)Footnote 2. Supplemental Admiralty Rule F(5).
It is not sufficient simply to deny the petitioner's allegations of freedom from fault. The answer must set forth the
particular faults alleged as grounds for denying the petition, unless the case is one in which the burden of explanation is
cast upon the petitioner such that, in the absence of explanation, a decree would necessarily go against the petitioner: In
re Starin, 173 F. 721 (E.D.N.Y. 1909), as overruled in The John Starin, 191 F. 800 (2d Cir. 1911) (non-delivery of
cargo).
Where the claimant filed its claim without an answer, but later, on motion duly made, the court granted it leave to
serve an answer, the failure of such claimant to formally serve the answer upon the petitioner was not a ground for
reversal of the decree in the limitation proceeding since the motion papers contained a copy of the proposed answer and
these papers were in the possession of the petitioner for nearly a year before trial: Shamrock Towing v. Fichter Steel
Corp., 155 F.2d 69, 1946 A.M.C. 783 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1946).
(n3)Footnote 3. See § 86 supra.
(n4)Footnote 4. The Santa Rosa, 249 F. 160 (N.D. Cal. 1918); The Murrell, 188 F. 727 (D. Mass. 1910); In re P.
Sanford Ross, 204 F. 248 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1913); In re Reichert Towing Line, 251 F. 214 (2d Cir. [N.Y.]), cert. denied,
248 U.S. 565 (1918); The 84-H, 296 F. 427, 1924 A.M.C. 774 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1923), cert. denied, 264 U.S. 596 (1924);
Petition of Diamond Coal & Coke Co., 297 F. 238 (W.D. Pa. 1921), aff'd, 297 F. 246, 1924 A.M.C. 703 (3d Cir.), cert.
denied, 265 U.S. 595 (1924).
See § 91 infra.
(n5)Footnote 5. In re Davidson S.S. Co., 133 F. 411 (E.D. Wis. 1904).
See § 91 infra.
(n6)Footnote 6. Formerly governed by General Admiralty Rule 48; now governed by Fed. R. Civ. P. 7.
(n7)Footnote 7. In re Davidson S.S. Co., N.5 supra.
In the S.S. Hewitt, 284 F. 911 (S.D.N.Y. 1922), Judge Learned Hand stated: "[T]he answer serves two purposes. It is
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at once an answer to the petition and a claim of liability which will attach to the vessel, if surrendered, or to the
stipulation. As claim it is, of course, an affirmative pleading, and must allege and prove the facts on which the liability
depends. As answer, if the case were at law, or under modern rules in equity, it would content itself with traverses of so
much as it meant to deny of the petition. ... However, it has long been the practice of the admiralty not to confine the
pleadings to such bare limits, but to add to the traverses a narrative of the events described in the petition or libel,
according to the version which the respondent or claimant will assert. This is, indeed, not a scientific form of pleading,
though usage has sanctioned it. In no case, however, can it be allowed to change the burden of proof or the right to
propound interrogatories. Strictly speaking, it is surplusage. ... [S]ince the answer speaks in two voices, both as answer
and claim, it will usually in the nature of things be impossible to say that the allegations are not relevant to it as claim.
All goes in together, and the court must disentangle the functions of the allegations as they appear."
(n8)Footnote 8. See § 74 supra.
(n9)Footnote 9. See § 41, N.16, supra.
(n10)Footnote 10. The Nordic Pride, 51 F. Supp. 921, 1943 A.M.C. 1087 (W.D. Wash. 1943); Barcelona, 1968
A.M.C. 331 (S.D. Fla. 1967); King v. Pascap Co., 1963 A.M.C. 1630 (S.D.N.Y. 1962); Metropolitan Coal Co. v.
Howard, 155 F.2d 780, 1946 A.M.C. 1154 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1946); R.D. Wood Co. v. Phoenix Steel Corp., 327 F.2d 921,
1964 A.M.C. 2467 (3d Cir. [Pa.] 1964); The Frank L. III, 1964 A.M.C. 1543 (W.D. Wash. 1964), aff'd, 349 F.2d 660,
1965 A.M.C. 2492 (9th Cir. 1965).
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§ 90. Calendar Practice.

On the return day of the monition, if answers to the libel have been filed, the proceeding goes on the calendar for
hearing in due course, as an ordinary litigated cause. Otherwise a decree passes by default. For specific calendar
practice in each court see the local rules for the District Courts and the Circuit Courts of Appeals collected in Vols.
5-5D.
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on Liability
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§ 91. Hearing--Burden of Proof.

If an answer is interposed, the cause must stand for hearing on proof like any other cause at issue but may not be heard
until after the publication of the monition, unless for some special cause. n1 This is to insure to all claimants an
opportunity to appear and contest. Whether an answer is interposed or not, proof of the jurisdictional facts, giving the
court authority to make the decree, should be before the court. The lack of privity and knowledge on the part of the
owner, although the allegation is jurisdictional, is usually determined with the question of the petitioner's general
liability. While the latter is not jurisdictional, for the convenience of the court and of the parties, it is desirable to have
the whole matter heard at one time. n2 It was held in The Garden City, n3 that the fact that the claims exceed the value
of petitioner's interest need not be alleged or proved.
The regular form of a hearing is for the petitioner to open the proceeding by reading his complaint and then offering
some proof to inform the court of the nature of the disaster and proving in full his lack of privity and knowledge therein.
Or, if the disaster alleged is a fire, the latter proof may be omitted. n4 Where two limitation proceedings are heard
together, as when the owners of two vessels moving under their own power seek to limit liability for collision affecting
perhaps vessels in tow as well or passengers on board, it is customary for the owner whose petition was filed first to
open the case. The claimants thereupon take up the hearing, and in cases where total exemption is claimed, offer their
full proof to show negligence or general liability on the part of the petitioner, and in all cases, their evidence to disprove
the petitioner's averments of lack of privity or knowledge. The petitioner thereupon rebuts on the issue of his general
fault and liability for the disaster. The matter having been submitted, the court in due course delivers its opinion, with
findings of fact and conclusions of law, pronounces its decree, as in ordinary cases, and signs a final decree, if it has
held the petitioner wholly exempt, or an interlocutory decree and order of reference back to the commissioner for proof
of claims of file, if it has held the petitioner liable without limitation or entitled to limitation. The proceedings before the
commissioner in the latter case have been discussed. n5 But in special circumstances the taking of proof, particularly by
deposition, on the question of liability may be postponed. n6
The petitioner has the burden of proving compliance with the conditions which entitle him to limit his liability n7 For
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example, where claimants have alleged unseaworthiness or negligence, the petitioner must bear the burden of showing
seaworthiness or lack of fault. However, the courts have sometimes stated that it is the claimants who bear the burden of
proving the elements contributing to their injuries, that is, unseaworthiness or negligence. n8 The latter procedure seems
to be the better reasoned since if there is no showing of fault, it is possible that exoneration will be granted. n9 Where
some fault is shown, the petitioner then bears the burden of proof to show its lack of privity in or knowledge of that
fault. n10 And where a statutory violation effecting navigation is shown, the petitioner must also overcome the
presumption that such violation could have been a contributing cause. n11
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawCollisionsLiabilityBurdens of
ProofAdmiralty LawCollisionsLiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers'
ClaimsUnseaworthinessBurdens of ProofAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers'
ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment &
GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. Once a court rule in the Eastern District of New York (Rule 77), and still the practice.
(n2)Footnote 2. In re Eastern Dredging Co., 159 F. 541 (D. Mass. 1906), rev'd, 162 F. 860 (1st Cir.), cert. denied,
212 U.S. 576 (1908).
(n3)Footnote 3. The Garden City, 26 F. 766 (S.D.N.Y. 1886). And see The George W. Fields, 237 F. 403
(S.D.N.Y. 1915); The Tug No. 16, 237 F. 405 (S.D.N.Y. 1916).
(n4)Footnote 4. 46 U.S.C. § 182.
(n5)Footnote 5. See §§ 82-85 supra.
(n6)Footnote 6. The Princess Anne, 1925 A.M.C. 1328 (S.D.N.Y. 1925).
(n7)Footnote 7. The Frederick Lennig (Petition of W.E. Hedger Co., Inc.), 59 F.2d 982, 1932 A.M.C. 1064 (2d Cir.
[N.Y.] 1932); The Rambler, 290 F. 791, 1923 A.M.C. 618 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1923); Coryell v. Phipps (Yacht Seminole),
317 U.S. 406, 63 S. Ct. 291, 87 L. Ed. 363, 1943 A.M.C. 18 (1943).
(n8)Footnote 8. The Mary E. O'Hara, 50 F. Supp. 779, 1943 A.M.C. 1260 (D. Me. 1943); Mariposa, 1947 A.M.C.
606 (N.D. Ohio 1947); Petition of Ballantrae, 104 F. Supp. 1, 1952 A.M.C. 1001 (D.N.J. 1952), aff'd, 208 F.2d 346,
1953 A.M.C. 2021 (3d Cir. 1953); Hudgins v. Gregory, 219 F.2d 255, 1955 A.M.C. 1012 (4th Cir. [Va.] 1955); The
Mormackite, 147 F. Supp. 816, 1957 A.M.C. 1128 (S.D.N.Y. 1956); Petition of Cherokee Trawler Corp., 157 F. Supp.
414, 1958 A.M.C. 381 (E.D. Va. 1957); Porto Rico Lighterage Co. v. Capitol Construction Co. (Tug Eureka), 287 F.2d
507, 1961 A.M.C. 1516 (1st Cir. [P.R.] 1961); The Olympic II, 195 F. Supp. 165, 1961 A.M.C. 1790 (D. Mass. 1961);
Midwest Towing Co. v. Anderson, 203 F. Supp. 727, 1962 A.M.C. 2438 (E.D. Ill. 1962), aff'd, 317 F.2d 270, 1963
A.M.C. 2376 (7th Cir. 1963); The Ina B. II, 213 F. Supp. 909, 1963 A.M.C. 713 (S.D.N.Y. 1963), aff'd, 330 F.2d 267,
1964 A.M.C. 896 (2d Cir. 1964); Petition of Ringdals Rederei (Ragna Ringdal), 1964 A.M.C. 2029 (S.D.N.Y. 1964);
Walker v. Harris, 335 F.2d 185, 1964 A.M.C. 1759 (5th Cir. [La.]), cert. denied, 379 U.S. 930 (1964); Walston v.
Lambertsen (The Frank L. III), 349 F.2d 660, 1965 A.M.C. 2492 (9th Cir. [Wash.] 1965), cert. denied, 382 U.S. 980
(1966); The F/V Snoopy, 268 F. Supp. 951, 1967 A.M.C. 1415 (D. Me. 1967); Northern Fishing & Trading Co. v.
Grabowski, 477 F.2d 1267, 1973 A.M.C. 1283 (9th Cir. [Wash.]), cert. denied, 414 U.S. 1079 (1973); Complaint of
G.B.R.M.S. Caldas, 350 F. Supp. 566, 1973 A.M.C. 1243 (E.D. Pa. 1972), aff'd, 485 F.2d 680 (3d Cir. 1973); In re
Black Sea Steamship Co., 382 F. Supp. 907 (D.C.Z. 1974).
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But see Apache Corp. v. Kim Susan, Inc., 1995 A.M.C. 1277 (E.D. La. 1995) (Injured plaintiff bears burden of
showing what acts of negligence or conditions of unseaworthiness caused the accident and whether the shipowner had
privity or knowledge of those acts. Owners do not have knowledge of an unseaworthy condition when the vessel has
met all Coast Guard regulations and has passed inspection.).
(n9)Footnote 9. Merrill Trust Co. v. Bradford, 1974 A.M.C. 1660 (D. Me. 1974); The Steamtug Mars, 102 F.
Supp. 43, 1952 A.M.C. 84 (E.D. Pa. 1951).
(n10)Footnote 10. The Inga, 33 F. Supp. 122, 1940 A.M.C. 965 (S.D.N.Y. 1940); Lakehead Transportation Co. v.
Kewaunee (Marguerite W.--Florence J.), 140 F.2d 491, 1944 A.M.C. 367 (7th Cir. [Wis.] 1944); Diamond Steamship
Transportation Co. v. People Savings Bank and Trust Co. (Severance), 152 F.2d 916, 1946 A.M.C. 128 (4th Cir. [N.C.]
1945), cert. denied, 328 U.S. 853 (1946); Austerberry v. United States, 169 F.2d 583, 1948 A.M.C. 1682 (6th Cir.
[Mich.] 1948); Kulack v. The Pearl Jack, 79 F. Supp. 802, 1948 A.M.C. 1960 (W.D. Mich. 1948), aff'd, 178 F.2d 154,
1950 A.M.C. 390 (6th Cir. 1949); Reliance Marine Transportation v. The Tug Skipper, 1950 A.M.C. 125 (D. Conn.
1949); Petition of United States--The F.S. 231, 178 F.2d 243, 1950 A.M.C. 57 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1949); States Steamship
Co. v. United States (The Pennsylvania), 1957 A.M.C. 1181 (9th Cir. [Ore.]), rehearing, 1957 A.M.C. 2277, second
rehearing, 259 F.2d 458, 1958 A.M.C. 1775 (1958); The Barge Ivernia, 1958 A.M.C. 2196 (S.D.N.Y. 1958); Kutger v.
United States, 169 F. Supp. 104, 1959 A.M.C. 1563 (N.D. Fla. 1958); Theogennitor--Nordholm, 178 F. Supp. 736, 1960
A.M.C. 1875 (E.D. La. 1959), aff'd, 287 F.2d 398, 1961 A.M.C. 2135 (5th Cir. 1961); Verbeeck v. Black Diamond
Steamship Corp. (Black Gull), 269 F.2d 68, 1960 A.M.C. 163 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1959), cert. denied, 361 U.S. 934 (1960);
Dunbar's Case, 189 F. Supp. 400, 1961 A.M.C. 1554 (S.D.N.Y. 1960); Cabin Cruiser Curlen, 193 F. Supp. 14, 1962
A.M.C. 1782 (D. Ore. 1960); Oliver J. Olsen & Co. v. Luckenbach Steamship Co. (Marine Leopard), 279 F.2d 662,
1960 A.M.C. 1230 (9th Cir. [Cal.]), cert. denied, 364 U.S. 881 (1960); Northern Petroleum Tank S.S. Co. v. City of
New York (Dongan Hills), 282 F.2d 120, 1961 A.M.C. 409 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1960); Petition of Southern Transportation
Co., 211 F. Supp. 940, 1963 A.M.C. 763 (E.D. Va. 1963); The M/V Hoperange, 226 F. Supp. 1018, 1965 A.M.C. 2207
(E.D. La. 1964), aff'd, 345 F.2d 451, 1965 A.M.C. 2203 (5th Cir. 1965); Smith Voyager, 295 F. Supp. 857, 1969
A.M.C. 148 (S.D.N.Y. 1968); Shaver Transportation Co. v. Chamberlain, 399 F.2d 893, 1968 A.M.C. 2031 (9th Cir.
[Ore.] 1968); Petition of W.O. Sasser, 314 F. Supp. 847, 1971 A.M.C. 169 (S.D. Ga. 1970); Complaint of Parham, 336
F. Supp. 748, 1974 A.M.C. 2111 (E.D. Ark. 1971), aff'd, 468 F.2d 719 (8th Cir. 1972); Application of Charles Theisen,
Sr., 349 F. Supp. 737, 1973 A.M.C. 730 (E.D.N.Y. 1972); Terracciano v. McAlinden Construction Co., 485 F.2d 304,
1973 A.M.C. 2111 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1973); Ocean Eagle, 1974 A.M.C. 1629 (D.P.R. 1974); In re Farrell Lines, Inc., 378
F. Supp. 1354 (S.D. Ga. 1974); Henderson v. Loveland, 381 F. Supp. 1102 (N.D. Fla. 1974); Paumier v. Barge BT 1793
(Tug Michele), 1974 A.M.C. 2637 (E.D. Va. 1974).
(n11)Footnote 11. In re Lighterage Holdings, Inc. (New York Marine No. 10), 109 F.2d 564, 1940 A.M.C. 347 (2d
Cir. [N.Y.] 1940); Valliant & Co. v. Rayonier, Inc., (E. Madison Hall), 140 F.2d 589, 1944 A.M.C. 202 (4th Cir. [Md.]),
cert. denied, 322 U.S. 748 (1944); Martin Marine Transportation Co. v. United States (Lightship No. 105), 183 F.2d
676, 1950 A.M.C. 1637 (4th Cir. [Va.] 1950); Circle Line Sightseeing Yachts v. City of New York (Sightseer VIII), 283
F.2d 811, 1961 A.M.C. 642 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1960), cert. denied, 365 U.S. 879 (1961); Rowe v. Brooks, 329 F.2d 35,
1964 A.M.C. 1666 (4th Cir. [Va.] 1964).
In re Bernhard Schulte, 1974 A.M.C. 2472 (7th Cir. [Ill.] 1973) (The statutory violation refers only to the violation of
a United States regulation having the force of law and not to a foreign regulation.).
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§ 92 Outcome of a Limitation Proceeding.

There would seem to be six possible results of a limitation proceeding. The petitioner may be wholly exonerated from
all liability, in which case his surrendered vessel and other property is returned to him, or his stipulation is cancelled. Or
there may be liability, with the right to limit, in which case the surrendered property or the stipulation must stand as the
fund out of which the damage-claimants shall be paid, pro rata, according to their proofs of damage. n1 Or there may
be liability, and no right to limit, in which event the surrendered property or the stipulation stands as a first fund out of
which the damage-claimants may be paid pro rata, the claimants, as individuals, being further released from the stay of
the monition and injunction and free to satisfy each his individual decree in any manner that may be open to him. n2 Or
the court may find that there is no right to limit, and refuse to pass on the question of liability, leaving each
damage-claimant to seek his own forum and try his own case. n3 This latter eventuality seems, however, to be contrary
to the views of the court expressed in The Linseed King, n4 where the court held all the claimants in the limitation
proceeding after denial of the right to limit, and worked out the damages of each, even to the point of refusing to allow
the operation of the local workmen's compensation laws in respect of non-maritime factory workers. n5
Again, the result may be that, regardless of the liability and the right to limit, there may in the end be no valid claims; in
that event, the petition may be withdrawn and the surrendered property or stipulation will be released to its owner. n6
Finally, if a limitation proceeding, in which there is no res in the possession of the court, comes to an end through the
inability of any damage-claimant to proceed with his claims (as where there are only tort claims, and these abate by the
death of the defendant) the proper procedure is for the court to instruct the clerk to mark the proceeding abated on the
docket. n7
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawCollisionsLiabilityLimitations on
LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty
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LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. Although the issue of damages could be determined before a jury in the state court once claimants
stipulate as to the petitioner's right to limitation, it will be an abuse of the court's discretion to send such a case back to
the state court where a lengthy and involved proceeding has been had in the federal forum: Hanseat Reederei Emil
Offen & Co. v. M.T. Corp., 1973 A.M.C. 1934 (N.D. Cal. 1973).
(n2)Footnote 2. When the jurisdiction of the court in admiralty has attached through a petition for limitation of
liability, the jurisdiction of the court to determine claims is not lost merely because the shipowner fails to establish his
right to limitation. In such a proceeding the court of admiralty acquires the right to marshal all claims, whether of
strictly admiralty origin or not, and to give effect to them by the apportionment of the res and by judgment in personam
against the owner: Just v. Chambers (Friendship II), 312 U.S. 383, 61 S. Ct. 687, 85 L. Ed. 903, 1941 A.M.C. 430
(1941); The Sandgate Castle, 35 F. Supp. 458, 1940 A.M.C. 428 (S.D.N.Y. 1940); The Big Chief, 82 F. Supp. 268,
1949 A.M.C. 369 (E.D. Miss. 1949).
(n3)Footnote 3. Where limitation of liability is not allowed, the district court should not proceed to determine the
liability of the owner especially where all claimants wish to proceed in state court with a jury: Fecht v. Makowski, 406
F.2d 721, 1969 A.M.C. 144 (5th Cir. [Fla.] 1969); Petition of Lewis H. Fowlett, 172 F. Supp. 304, 1959 A.M.C. 258
(S.D. Tex. 1958).
(n4)Footnote 4. Spencer-Kellogg & Sons, Inc. v. Hicks, 285 U.S. 502, 52 S. Ct. 450, 76 L. Ed. 903, 1932 A.M.C.
503 (1932).
(n5)Footnote 5. Erickson's and Nelson's Cases (Alaska Packers Ass'n v. Marshall), 95 F.2d 279, 1938 A.M.C. 821
(9th Cir. [Cal.] 1938).
(n6)Footnote 6. The Mandu, 20 F. Supp. 820, 1937 A.M.C. 1062 (E.D.N.Y. 1937); 21 F. Supp. 372, 1938 A.M.C.
45 (E.D.N.Y. 1938), rev'd, 102 F.2d 459, 1939 A.M.C. 287 (2d Cir. 1939).
The petition may not be dismissed as a matter of right upon request of the petitioner if it appears to the court that the
claimant may be prejudiced by such a dismissal: Petition of Curtis Bay Towing Co., 63 F. Supp. 72, 1945 A.M.C. 331
(E.D. Pa. 1945).
Where the aggregate of claims in a limitation of liability proceeding is substantially less than the value of the vessel
and pending freight, the petition will ordinarily be dismissed without prejudice, but where the injunction was modified
to permit a claimant to sue on a Jones Act claim at law before a jury, the court will retain jurisdiction of the limitation
proceeding pending the outcome of the jury trial: Petition of Trawler Gundrun, Inc., 101 F. Supp. 586, 1952 A.M.C. 75
(D. Mass. 1951).
(n7)Footnote 7. The Miramar, 31 F.2d 767, 1929 A.M.C. 234 (S.D.N.Y. 1929), aff'd, 36 F.2d 1021, 1930 A.M.C.
397 (2d. Cir. 1930).
Petition of Horace A. Hocking, 146 F. Supp. 207, 1960 A.M.C. 2169 (D.N.J. 1956) (The outcome of a limitation of
liability proceeding is res judicata to all.)
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§ 93 Interlocutory Decree.

If there is a finding of liability, with or without the right to limit, the court will make an interlocutory decree and refer
the damages. n1 In this posture of the proceeding, it has often occurred that the damages have been agreed to informally
without an actual reference to a commissioner. In two cases involving large numbers of claimants, the damages have
been handled by committees of proctors; while the method operated with satisfaction in the Mohawk cases, n2 it led to
dissatisfaction in the Morro Castle cases. n3
Under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(a)(3) the Courts of Appeals have jurisdiction of appeals from "Interlocutory decrees of such
district courts or the judges thereof determining the rights and liabilities of the parties to admiralty cases in which
appeals from final decrees are allowed." This section is applicable to interlocutory decrees in limitation of liability
proceedings. n4 An interlocutory decree granting the right to limit will be merged in the final decree awarding the
damages, where no stay of proceedings was had in the trial court. n5
FORM No. 93-1 Interlocutory Decree
At a Stated Term of the United States District Court, (etc.).
Present:
Honorable A. B.,
District Judge.
[Title of the Cause.] ......................No. A ...................
A libel and petition having been filed herein on the 20th day of January, 19 ....., by the O. Steamship Company, under
the provisions of Sections 4283 to 4285 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, and the several acts and statutes
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amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto, for the limitation of its liability for loss, destruction, damage and injury,
occasioned by or resulting from, or in connection with a collision of the said steamship A. with the steam ferryboat C.
on the 31st day of October, 19 .....; and
The said O. Steamship Company having also contested any and all liability resulting from or in connection with said
collision, independently of the limitation of liability so claimed as aforesaid; and having, pursuant to order of this Court,
filed herein a stipulation for the value of the said steamship A. in the sum of $210,255.33 for the benefit of all persons
awarded damages by reason of said collision; and
This Court having heretofore, to-wit, on or about the 29th day of January, 19 ....., issued a monition against all persons
claiming damages for any loss, destruction, damage or injury occasioned by said collision, requiring such persons to
appear before this Court and make due proof of their respective claims before T. A., Esquire, a Commissioner of this
Court, at his office in the Post Office Building, New York City, on or before the ................... day of ..................., 19 .....;
and
Public notice of said monition having been duly given, as required by law and the practice of this Court, and said
Commissioner having duly made and filed his report, bearing date the ................... day of ..................., 19 ....., wherein
and whereby it appears that certain claims there enumerated, and no others, have been presented pursuant to said
monition, and
The matter having come on to be heard by the Court upon the libel and petition and the answers thereto of the P.
Company, J. B. as administratrix, and M. E. W., as administratrix, etc., and J. S. C., and having been argued and
submitted by J. T. D., Esq., for the O. Steamship Company, E. F. W., Esq., for the P. Company, and J. J. M., Esq., for
certain other claimants, and due deliberation having been had, and the Court having rendered its opinion and made
findings of fact and conclusions of law,
Now, on motion of Messrs. R., B. & W., proctors for the P. Company, it is
Ordered that the opinion herein filed the ................... day of ..................., 19 ....., stand as the findings of facts and
conclusions of law herein;
Ordered, adjudged and decreed that the said petitioner, the O. Steamship Company, is not entitled to exemption from
all liability as claimed by it in its petition, but that it is entitled to limitation of its liability as provided by an Act of
Congress approved March 3, 1851, and embodied in Sections 4283 and 4285 of the Revised Statutes of the United
States, and the various acts and statutes amendatory thereof and supplemental thereto; and it is further
Ordered, that this cause be and it hereby is referred back to said T. A., Esquire, U. S. Commissioner, to take further
proofs that may be offered as to the amount, validity and priority of all claims to which objections and defenses have
been filed, and to report thereon to this Court with the evidence taken before him in respect of the claims for death, and
with his opinion in addition as respects personal injuries, loss of personal effects or other property, and the damages
sustained by the owners of the ferryboat C., with all convenient speed; hearings before said Commissioner to be brought
on by any party in interest by notice of four days.
A. B.,
U.S. District Judge.
____________________________________
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
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Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawCollisionsLiabilityLimitations on
LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty
LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on LiabilityCivil ProcedureAppealsAppellate
JurisdictionInterlocutory Orders
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. Hansen v. Merritt-Chapman & Scott Corp., 1962 A.M.C. 177 (S.D.N.Y. 1961).
(n2)Footnote 2. The Mohawk and Talisman, 1939 A.M.C. 850 (S.D.N.Y. 1939).
(n3)Footnote 3. The Morro Castle, 101 F.2d 732, 1939 A.M.C. 121 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1939) and 1939 A.M.C. 895
(S.D.N.Y. 1939). The Committee Rules are reproduced in Form No. 101-3 infra.
(n4)Footnote 4. In re Ingram Towing, 59 F.3d 513, 1995 A.M.C. 2441 (5th Cir. 1995) (Court of appeal rejected
interlocutory jurisdiction of appeal of stay against insurer. Court stated that limitation injunction is appealable within 30
days, order modifying a limitation injunction is similarly appealable, but order restating or clarifying an injunction is
not itself appealable. A limitation injunction does not determine rights and liabilities, so does not fall within the special
admiralty interlocutory rule.). The Ontario No. 1, 80 F.2d 85, 1936 A.M.C. 18 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1936); Rice Growers
Association of California v. Frode, 171 F.2d 662, 1949 A.M.C. 316 (9th Cir. [Cal.] 1948), cert. denied, 338 U.S. 878
(1949); In re Willis Lines (Mayfair), 227 F.2d 509, 1956 A.M.C. 298 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1955), cert. denied, 351 U.S. 917
(1956); Republic of France v. United States (Grandcamp), 290 F.2d 395, 1961 A.M.C. 1082 (5th Cir. [Tex.] 1961), cert.
denied, 369 U.S. 804 (1962).
(n5)Footnote 5. The Nevada, 81 F.2d 744, 1936 A.M.C. 371 (9th Cir. [Ore.] 1936.)
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§ 94. Distribution.

The commissioner having reported the claims as finally proved and his report having been confirmed or modified, the
proper distribution of the fund in court can be ascertained by deducting from the amount of the fund the fees of the
commissioner, trustee and clerk, and the costs of the proctors, and making a division of the balance among the claimants
found entitled to share. The amount of the fund is shown by the clerk's record of the payment into court or by the
stipulation given or by the report of the trustee that he holds a certain amount. The questions of priority among
claimants having been reported by the commissioner, with the general report of claims, and agreed to as reported, or
else settled by the court on exceptions to the commissioner's report, such priorities are to be observed on the
distribution. n1 All claims proved are recognized, however, unless barred by law, e.g., by the Harter Act, n2 or the
Carriage of Goods by Sea Act, n3 or unless the admiralty denies their existence, or unless a claimant has in some way
forfeited his right to share; n4 and the court may pass upon the question whether a claimant, or his insurer, who has paid
the loss and asserts a subrogation, is entitled to share in the fund. n5 Every admissible claim is a statutory lien upon the
fund and claims that are maritime liens have no preference as such. n6
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawCollisionsLiabilityLimitations on
LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty
LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. In re Lakeland Transp. Co., 103 F. 328 (E.D. Mich. 1900), modified 111 F. 601 (6th Cir. 1901), cert.
denied, 183 U.S. 699 (1902); In re California Nav. & Imp. Co., 110 F. 678 (N.D. Cal. 1901); The Mauch Chunk, 139 F.
747 (S.D.N.Y. 1905), aff'd, 154 F. 182 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 207 U.S. 586 (1907).
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In determining the priority of claimants in a limitation proceeding the courts have stated that damage claimants who
are free from fault outrank those who are also tortfeasors: Cargill Grain Co. v. Buffalo Barge Tow Co., 1941 A.M.C.
122 (S.D.N.Y. 1940); United States and Conners Marine Co. v. Carrol Tow Co., 160 F.2d 482, 1947 A.M.C. 486 (2d
Cir. [N.Y.] 1947); In re Petition of the Dodge, Inc., 282 F.2d 86, 1961 A.M.C. 233 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1960); Tug Carrie
Mack, 194 F. Supp. 383, 1962 A.M.C. 1540 (S. D. Ala. 1961); King v. Pascap Co., 1963 A.M.C. 1630 (S.D.N.Y. 1962);
El Salvador--Tug Russell No. 18, 248 F. Supp. 15, 1966 A.M.C. 1777 (S.D.N.Y. 1965); Donily v. United States, 381 F.
Supp. 901 (D. Ore. 1974).
The court may indicate out of which funds certain claims are to be satisfied when the facts indicate the necessity for
such arrangements: Moore-McCormack Lines, Inc. v. Richardson (Mormackite), 295 F.2d 583, 1962 A.M.C. 804 (2d
Cir. [N. Y.] 1961), cert. denied, 368 U.S. 989 (1962); Petition of Kinsman Transit Company (Buffalo Bridge Cases),
338 F.2d 708, 1964 A.M.C. 2503 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1964), cert. denied, 386 U.S. 994 (1967)
Although a property damage claimant may be in bankruptcy proceedings at the time of distribution of the limitation
fund, it is the admiralty court that will have exclusive jurisdiction over such distribution and not the bankruptcy court:
In re Central Railroad Co. of New Jersey, 469 F.2d 857, 1973 A.M.C. 222 (3d Cir. [N.J.] 1972), cert. denied, 411 U.S.
938 (1973).
(n2)Footnote 2. 46 U.S.C. § 190 et seq.
See In re California Nav. & Imp. Co., N.1 supra; In re Steamship Co. Norden, 6 F.2d 883, 1925 A.M.C. 973 (D. Md.
1925).
(n3)Footnote 3. 46 U.S.C. § 1301 et seq.
(n4)Footnote 4. The Hamilton, 207 U.S. 398, 28 S. Ct. 133, 52 L. Ed. 264 (1907); The Battler, 67 F. 251 (E.D. Pa.
1895), rev'd, 72 F. 543 (3d Cir.), cert. denied, 163 U.S. 697 (1896); The Catskill, 95 F. 700 (S.D.N.Y. 1899); The
Mauch Chunk, N.1 supra.
Where cargo owner and its insurer abandon, through miscalculation, all right to the cargo, they have no right to
re-claim their cargo when subsequent events prove that the cargo had value after all: Nippon Shosen Kaisha v. United
States (Kokoku Maru), 238 F. Supp. 55, 1964 A.M.C. 2032 (N.D. Cal. 1964).
(n5)Footnote 5. The St. Johns, 101 F. 469 (S.D. N.Y. 1900).
(n6)Footnote 6. The Catskill, N.4 supra; Boston Marine Ins. Co. v. Metropolitan Redwood Lumber Co., 197 F.
703 (9th Cir. [Cal.] 1912).
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§ 95. Costs and Expenses.

The statutory costs and fees in limitation of liability proceedings are no different in amounts from other cases, but there
are many disbursements connected with such a proceeding which are not encountered in an ordinary suit. The question
who shall pay the costs and disbursements under the varying results of such a proceeding is fairly well settled, though
decisions will be found at variance with the statements here made. The present practice is as follows: The costs and
disbursements are divided into three classes, (1) the preliminary expenses, such as the charges for filing a petition and
stipulation for costs, the expenses of appraisal and stipulation for value, or the expenses of transferring the res to the
trustee; (2) the expenses of administration which include the issuing and publishing of the monition to summon
creditors, the expense of sale, if a sale is had, the expense and commissions of the trustee, and the expenses of the
reference to prove claims; (3) the costs of trial, where the issue of limitation or total exemption is contested and there
are the usual fees of witnesses, proctors, clerk and stenographer on the trial.
The petitioner must pay the preliminary expenses, n1 for such expenses are incurred by him for the purpose of availing
himself of the benefit of the Limitation of Liability Act and are not taxable against claimants even though the latter are
defeated. Under former General Admiralty Rule 7 n2 premiums paid upon stipulations given were taxable as part of the
petitioner's costs but were disallowed where only the issue of liability was contested. n3
The expenses of administration are paid out of the fund upon the principle that the fund should administer itself. n4
When the petitioner is successful, and the fund is returned to him, this amounts to the payment of costs by a successful
party but the reason is, of course, the same as in the case of the preliminary expenses, i.e., that the payments were for
the petitioner's benefit and the result is especially equitable where there is but one claimant who was plaintiff in a state
court action in which the petitioner might have pleaded his right to limit.
If either the petitioner's right to exemption or his right to limitation is contested by claimants, the losing party pays the
costs of contest as in other cases. n5 Where the petitioner contests liability and the claimants do not contest the right to
limit liability, the petitioner, if successful, is allowed against claimants the costs relating to the issue of negligence only.
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n6 Fees on an interpreter appointed ex parte are not taxable; n7 nor are costs prior to monition, including the premium
on a release bond. n8
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawCollisionsLiabilityLimitations on
LiabilityAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers' ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty
LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties &
ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. See The W.A. Sherman, 167 F. 976 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1909); In re Excelsior Coal Co., 136 F. 271 (E.D.
N.Y.), aff'd, 142 F. 724 (2d Cir. 1905); Martin Marine Transportation Co., Inc. v. Jakobsen & Peterson, Inc. (Republic
No. 5), 135 F.2d 325, 1943 A.M.C. 498 (2d Cir. [N. Y.] 1943); American Tobacco Co. v. Steamship Katingo
Hadjipatera, 115 F. Supp. 269, 1953 A.M.C. 2141 (S.D.N.Y. 1953), aff'd, 211 F.2d 666, 1954 A.M.C. 874 (2d Cir.),
cert. denied, 348 U.S. 828 (1954).
Cf. Petition of Curtis Bay Towing Co., 57 F. Supp. 114, 1944 A.M.C. 1319 (E.D. Pa. 1944).
(n2)Footnote 2. Apart from and prior to that rule, the right to tax as costs the premium on a stipulation for value in
limitation proceedings was denied where the right to limit was not contested: The Wm. E. Gladwish, 215 F. 900 (2d Cir.
[N.Y.] 1914); The W.A. Sherman, N.1 supra, but was recognized where the right to limit was contested: The Stifinder,
275 F. 271 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1921).
(n3)Footnote 3. The City of Atlanta, 1924 A.M. C. 534 (S.D.N.Y. 1924).
(n4)Footnote 4. See The W.A. Sherman, N.1 supra.
The cost of issuing and publishing the monition held payable out of the fund: Boston Marine Ins. Co. v. Metropolitan
Redwood Lumber Co., 197 F. 703 (9th Cir. [Cal.] 1912).
The petitioner has been held primarily liable for the fees of the commissioner to ascertain the value and to report on
claims: Indra Line, Ltd. v. Palmetto Phosphate Co., 239 F. 94 (4th Cir. [Va.] 1916).
(n5)Footnote 5. The W.A. Sherman, N.1 supra; The Vernon, 36 F. 113 (E.D. Mich. 1888); The Leonard Richards,
41 F. 818 (D.N.J. 1890); The Thingvalla, 42 F. 331 (S.D.N.Y. 1890), aff'd, 48 F. 764 (2d Cir. 1891); In re Harris, 57 F.
243 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1893); The H.F. Dimock, 77 F. 226 (1st Cir. [Mass.] 1896); The Longfellow, 104 F. 360 (6th Cir.
[Ohio] 1900); In re Excelsior Coal Co., N.1 supra.
In a limitation of liability proceeding where the petitioner's right to limit was unsuccessfully contested by twelve
claimants, one-twelfth of the petitioner's taxable costs was charged against each of the twelve claimants: The Delmar
and Tow, 1941 A.M.C. 1870 (S.D.N.Y. 1941).
Where a vessel's charterer was held primarily liable for cargo claims, and the owner-petitioner was held secondarily
liable, the charterer was held liable to indemnify the owner with respect to the cost of successful cargo claimants:
American Tobacco Co. v. Steamship Katingo Hadjipatera, N.1 supra.
A claimant who loses in a separate suit or by intervening in the limitation proceeding is taxed with costs that arose
with respect to his claim only: Dick Towing Co. v. Tug Leo, 202 F.2d 850, 1953 A.M.C. 498 (5th Cir. [Tex.] 1953).
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Where the petition is a sham (e.g., where the owner was personally operating his own yacht at the time of the
accident) the petition to limit will be dismissed with costs awarded to the claimants: Petition of Dilbert (Ellen Sue),
1961 A.M.C. 539 (S.D. N.Y. 1960).
See also Martin Marine Transportation Co., Inc. v. Jakobsen & Peterson, Inc., N.1 supra.
A committee of the Maritime Law Association has considered a suggestion that all claimants in a limitation
proceeding should be required to bear their proportionate shares of the expense of trial and appeal; it is urged that under
the present practice, one or two claimants are often obliged to conduct the trial and appeal of a limitation proceeding for
the benefit of others, and that the burdens as well as the benefits should be equally distributed. The committee was not
able to agree unanimously. The view of the majority was that the proposal should not be recommended. It was urged in
behalf of the proposal by those who favor it that the situation in limitation proceedings is not unlike that where an estate
or fund is being administered in a Court of Equity or in the Surrogate's Court and allowances are made by the Court out
of the fund or estate to counsel who have rendered services in preserving or enlarging the fund or in making it available
to claimants. In the view of the majority of the committee this analogy has only a limited application. In limitation
proceedings, except where the right to limit is admitted, the litigation is often largely concerned not with enlarging or
preserving the fund or making it available to claimants but with the question whether the claimants are entitled to
recover their full damages regardless of the existence or amount of the fund. To the extent that the limitation litigation is
concerned with the right of the claimants to recover without limitation, the same considerations apply as in any case
where a number of plaintiffs or libelants are joined in prosecuting a single issue. It frequently happens that in such
cases, and also in cases where defendants are joined in a litigation involving an issue of common interest to all of them,
that the burden of the litigation is carried chiefly by counsel for one or more of the plaintiffs or defendants and that the
rest are inactive. In such cases, in the absence of agreement, it is not the practice either in the State or Federal Courts to
effect a compulsory apportionment of fees and expenses amongst the parties. In the judgment of the majority, there is
no feasible way of requiring one libelant, plaintiff or claimant, as the case may be, who is himself represented by an
attorney to contribute toward the fees or expenses of an attorney representing some other plaintiff, libelant or claimant
because the latter may have been more energetic. No such burden could be imposed by any rule of the court, and the
majority of the committee was doubtful whether it could even be imposed by statute.
In so far as service rendered by counsel in limitation proceedings are concerned with making the fund available to
claimants, that is, in establishing liability as distinguished from proving that the owner has no right to limit, the situation
may be somewhat different. In such cases the Court in the administration of the fund might conceivably be authorized to
allow out of the fund, where liability of the shipowner was established, counsel fees and expenses incurred in making
the fund available to claimants. The majority of the committee were of the opinion, however, that this could not be done
without amendment of the provisions of the Judicial Code dealing with costs and that it was not expedient or desirable
to urge such legislation.
In most of the limitation cases considered in the deliberations of the committee, the limitation funds were
comparatively small. The objective toward which the efforts of counsel were directed in these cases was not the making
of the limitation fund available to claimants, but proof of the unlimited liability of the shipowner. Cases where there are
a large number of inactive claimants and an extensive litigation exclusively over the fund itself are comparatively few.
The amendments of 1935 and 1936 to the Limited Liability Statute create a minimum fund of $60 per ton applicable
to claims for loss of life and bodily injury, but the Act of June 5, 1936, expressly provides that this increased fund shall
"be available only for the payment of losses in respect of loss of life or bodily injury." This does not leave any room for
counsel fees. The effect of these amendments to the Limitation Statutes moreover would merely increase the difficulties
of the Court in making any allowance for counsel fees out of the fund in a case where both personal injury and loss of
life claimants and property damage claimants participate in the same proceedings and the services of the counsel for
property damage claimants are incidentally beneficial to loss of life and personal injury claimants or vice versa.
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The majority of the committee also believed that in limitation cases where all or large classes of the claimants are
interested in proving substantially the same facts relating to the question of liability or right to limit, and where
claimant's counsel all have the same standing in Court, the knowledge that counsel might be rewarded out of the fund in
proportion to the extent and value, real or apparent, of their services might result in wasteful duplication of work and
expenses in efforts to justify larger allowances. This might be injurious to the interest of all the claimants. The same
knowledge might often also result in an unseemly contest between counsel for precedence at the trial or in handling the
litigation and the Court would have no way of settling such a controversy as between claimants having the same status
in the litigation. Moreover, conflicting application of various counsel for allowances for services in dealing with the
same issues might place the judges in a position where they would have to render invidious decisions, weighing and
passing upon the respective merits of the services rendered by various firms or individual counsel all engaged in
attempting to prove the same thing when the respective duties of such firms to their clients required as much energy and
effort from one as the other. In this respect the services of counsel in a limitation proceeding where all the claimants are
trying to prove the same thing and have the same standing in Court appeared to the majority of the committee different
from services rendered by various counsel in an equity proceeding involving a fund or estate or in a proceeding in the
Surrogate's Court involving an estate where the various lawyers usually have a different standing owing to the different
relations of their clients to the litigation.
The Association took no action on the proposal.
(n6)Footnote 6. The City of Atlanta, N.3 supra.
(n7)Footnote 7. The Pelotas, 1924 A.M.C. 1025 (E.D. La. 1924).
(n8)Footnote 8. The Walter A. Luckenbach and Lyman Stewart, 14 F.2d 100, 1926 A.M.C. 1281 (9th Cir. [Cal.]
1926), cert. denied, 273 U.S. 741 (1927).
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§ 96. Interest.

If the petitioner prefers to retain the res and give a stipulation for its value, such stipulation must include interest on the
amount of the stipulation from its date at 6 per cent per annum and costs, n1 and in the case of an unsuccessful appeal
by the petitioner interest may be decreed against him personally. n2 The shipowner may avoid the payment of interest
by the surrender of his vessel to the trustee or the payment at once of the appraised value into court. n3 The trustees will
sell the res surrendered and place the proceeds at interest, and some interest is always received on deposits with the
clerk. And the interest so accruing, which is usually not more than 2 or 3 per cent, is all the interest on the claims which
will be allowed to claimants.
Where a respondent who is sued personally sets up the defense of limitation of liability, which is sustained, but makes
no surrender and gives no stipulation, interest will run against him at the usual legal rate of 6 per cent or 7 per cent on
the value of the vessel as it was at the time of or immediately after the voyage or accident. n4
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawCollisionsLiabilityLimitations on
LiabilityAdmiralty LawCollisionsRemediesDamagesAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment &
GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. Former General Admiralty Rule 51. And see In re Harris, 57 F. 243 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1893); The Battler,
67 F. 251 (E.D. Pa. 1895), rev'd, 72 F. 543 (3d Cir.), cert. denied, 163 U.S. 697 (1896); The H.F. Dimock, 77 F. 226
(1st Cir. [Mass.] 1896); The George W. Roby, 111 F. 601 (6th Cir. [Mich.] 1901), cert. denied, 183 U.S. 699; (1902);
Petition of Saunders (Fairwill), 56 F. Supp. 887, 1944 A.M.C. 1454 (E.D. Va. 1944); Petition of Kinsman Transit
Company, 338 F.2d 708, 1964 A.M. C. 2503 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1964), cert. denied, 386 U.S. 994 (1967).
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(n2)Footnote 2. The H.F. Dimock, N.1 supra.
(n3)Footnote 3. The Battler, N.1 supra.
(n4)Footnote 4. Smith v. Booth, 112 F. 553 (S. D.N.Y. 1901). See The Scotland, 105 U.S. (15 Otto) 24, 26 L. Ed.
1001 (1882).
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§ 97. Final Decree--Limitation Granted.

After hearing before the commissioner and report by him, and ruling by the court on any exceptions thereto, a final
decree is entered limiting the petitioner's liability, perpetually enjoining any further claims or suits against him and
distributing the fund surrendered among the claimants who have proved damages.
The petitioner may be content with the interlocutory decree of the court which allows his claim of limitation of liability
and orders a reference to ascertain the amount of the damages. That decree may thus be final so far as the rights of the
petitioner are concerned and he may have no further interest in the proceeding which he himself has instituted; but such
decree is not final in the sense that an appeal can be had therefrom. n1 A decree exempting the petitioner entirely from
liability is no doubt final. One that does not give exemption but only a limitation and orders other things to be done, as
the ascertainment of claimants' damages, is interlocutory only, n2 and the final decree is made on the coming in of the
commissioner's report. This final decree should repeat the provisions for the granting of a limitation of his liability to
the petitioner and for a perpetual injunction in his favor. It should also provide for the distribution of the fund among the
successful claimants pro rata or in the order of their priorities, and, if the amount of claims and of costs chargeable
against the fund does not prove equal to the fund, it should provide that the surplus be returned to the petitioner. n3 A
decree awarding or refusing damages to claimants having distinct claims is severable and appealable as to any one of
the claimants. n4
After entry of a final decree, the power of the district court in regard to the proceeding is at an end, except to see to it
that the decree is executed, and it cannot reopen the proceeding to allow claimants who have not theretofore appeared to
come into the matter, provided the monition has been issued and publication had in accordance with the rules. n5
____________________________________
FORM No. 97-1 Final Decree--Limitation Granted
At a Stated Term of the District Court (etc.)
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Present: (etc.).
[Title of the Cause.]
No. A....................
This cause having been heard upon the pleadings of the party petitioner herein and of the claimants answering said
petition, and the proofs of the respective parties, and an interlocutory decree having been entered herein on the 14th day
of September, 19....., whereby it was referred to T. A., Esq., United States Commissioner, to take any further proof that
might be offered as to the amount, validity and priority of all claims to which objections and defenses had been filed,
and to report thereon to this Court;
And the report of said Commissioner having been filed herein, and exceptions having been filed thereto, and the Court
having on the 24th day of June, 19....., filed its opinion herein overruling all the exceptions filed, and having directed
the confirmation of said report, now, on motion of R., B & W., Esq., proctors for the P. R. Company, claimant, it is
Ordered, adjudged and decreed
First. That the report of the said Commissioner be and hereby is in all thing confirmed;
Second. That the petitioner, the O. Steamship Company, within ten days from the date of this decree, do pay to the
claimants hereinafter named the sums of damages, interest and costs hereby awarded, or cause to be paid into the
registry of the Court moneys sufficient to discharge and pay in full the said sums so awarded, a summary statement of
the amounts to be so paid being as follows:
1.
For the claim of O. W. for personal effects ................................................... $150 00
Interest thereon from October 31, 19...................................................
...................................................

21 86

Costs of his proctors ...................................................

32 16
__________
_________

2.

For the claim of H. B. for personal effects...................................................

$65 00

Interest thereon from October 31, 19...................................................
...................................................

6 89

Costs of his proctors...................................................

17 42
__________
_________

3.

For the claims of the P. R. Co. for loss of its ferryboat C.
...................................................

$67,462 00

Interest thereon from October 31, 19...................................................
...................................................

9,241 86

Costs of its proctors...................................................

463 81

$206 02

89 31

__________ 77,167 67
_________
4.

For the claim of A. L., administratrix, etc., for the death of C. L.
...................................................

$5,000 00

Cost of her proctors...................................................

89 43
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__________ $5,089 43
_________
________
________
___
Making a total of.....................

$82,552
43

Third. That if, in making the payments prescribed by this decree, said O. Steamship Company elects to and does
deposit the sums hereby awarded in the registry of this Court, in such event they shall further pay the fees and lawful
charges of the Clerk of this Court for receiving, keeping and paying out the sums of money so deposited; and said Clerk
is hereby ordered to distribute said moneys so deposited to the persons and corporations and in the proportions and
amounts herein above specified and set forth.
Fourth. That all parties having filed claims herein and whose claims have not been reported favorably by the said
Commissioner, and who are not granted awards hereby, be and hereby are forever barred.
Fifth. That, upon the petitioner herein making the payments hereby prescribed, or paying the moneys directed to be
paid into the registry of this Court, all parties, their agents, servants, proctors and attorneys, now having or pretending to
have any claim or claims against the said O. Steamship Company, or its steamship A., or either of them, arising out of,
occasioned by, or resulting from the collision on the 31st day of October, 19....., between the said steamship A, and the
ferryboat C., are hereby perpetually restrained and enjoined from the institution or prosecution of any and all suits
againt the said O. Steamship Company, or the said steamship A., in respect to such claim or claims:
Sixth. That, unless an appeal be taken from this decree within the time limited by law therefor, or the payments
prescribed by this decree be made, the stipulators for value and for costs on behalf of the said petitioners do cause the
engagement of their stipulations to be performed, or do show cause, upon a notice of four days, why execution should
not issue against them, their goods, chattels and lands.
(Signed) E. B. T.,
U. S. D. J.
____________________________________
FORM No. 97-2 Final Decree--Giving Effect to a Settlement
At a Stated Term of the United States District Court, held in and for the Southern District of New York, at the United
States Court House, Foley Square, in the Borough of Manhattan, City of New York, on the ................... day of
February, 193....
Present:
Honorable ...................,
District Judge.

__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of The Petition of A. Co., as Owner of )
Final Decree. No. A. .....................
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the Motorship T., for Exoneration from or Limitation )
of Liability.
__________________________________________________

A petition having been filed on or about February 9, 193....., by A. Co., as owner of the motorship T., for exoneration
from or limitation of liability for all loss, destruction, damage or injury caused by or resulting from the collision
between the T. and the steamship M. in the Atlantic Ocean off the Coast of New Jersey on January 24, 193....., or during
the voyage on which said collision occurred, and for certain other relief; and this Court having, on February 9, 193.....,
entered an order for the filing by the petitioner of an ad interim stipulation in the amount of $188,000 and interest,
pending final appraisal of the petitioner's interest in the m/s T. and her pending freight, and an ad interim stipulation in
accordance with the said order having been duly filed by the petitioner on or about February 9, 193 ....., and the Court
having, on February 9, 193 ....., entered an order for a monition, and having thereupon duly issued its monition pursuant
to said order against all persons claiming damages for any loss, destruction, damage or injury occasioned by said
collision or arising during the voyage of the said m/s T. on which said collision occurred, citing and requiring all such
persons to appear before this Court and make due proof of their respective claims and to answer the petition on or
before April 12, 193....., at 10:30 a.m., and appointing R. H., Esq., 1 Wall Street, New York, N.Y., as Commissioner
before whom proof of claims presented pursuant to said monition should be made, subject to the right of any person
interested to controvert or to question the same; and the Court having issued the usual restraining order;
And public notice of said monition having been duly given as required by law, by the practice of this Court, and by said
order, and copies of said monition having been duly served and mailed in accordance with the terms of said order, all of
which appears from affidavits heretofore filed herein; and, upon the return of said monition, proclamation having been
duly made, and the Commissioner having, on April 12, 193....., filed his report and stated therein the claims which had
been presented and filed pursuant to said monition; and the Court having by various orders entered herein extended the
time for filing claims with the Commissioner to and including September 13, 193....., at 11 o'clock in the forenoon, and
the Court having thereafter permitted the filing of certain additional claims, nunc pro tunc as of September 13, 193.....,
and the Commissioner having, on October 3, 193....., filed his second report and thereafter five supplementary reports,
listing the claims presented or filed in accordance with the said monition and the said orders; and the Court having by
order permitted the claim of S. to be filed in the office of the Clerk of this Court; and no other claims having been filed;
and objections having been duly filed by the petitioner to all of the claims; and answers to the petition having been filed
by certain of the claimants;
And the time of all persons to present claims and to answer the petition having expired, and this Court having, on
October 21, 193....., entered an order noting the defaults of all persons whose claims had not theretofore been presented,
and barring all further claims; and the claim of F., as executrix of the estate of L., deceased, having been withdrawn;
And it appearing by the affidavit of J. K., verified on the 8th day of January, 193....., and duly filed herein, that an
agreement of settlement (a copy whereof is annexed to said affidavit) has been negotiated herein, which has been
executed by the petitioner and by upwards of 95 per cent of said claimants, both in number and amount; and said
settlement agreement having become operative as of December 10, 193....., in accordance with its terms, as evidenced
by a certain stipulation dated December 10, 193....., declaring said agreement operative, and the M. fund having been
duly deposited with the E. Trust Company of New York and having been redeposited pursuant to said agreement on or
about December 11, 193.....;
And the Court having duly made and entered an order herein on December 11, 193....., setting this cause for trial on
December 21, 193....., and notice of trial in accordance with said order, in a form approved by the Court, having been
duly served on all claimants who had not executed the said settlement agreement and who had filed answers herein, as
appears from the said affidavit of J. K. and from the affidavits of K. L. and L. M., each verified on December 12, 193
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....., and duly filed herein; and the said case having been called for trial in open court on December 21, 193 ....., pursuant
to said order of December 11, 193....., and pursuant to said notice of trial, and no one having appeared on behalf of any
of the claimants herein, except the Chairman of the M. Committee representing claimants who had accepted said
agreement of settlement, and said chairman having moved for a decree in accordance with said agreement of settlement,
and the Court having noted the defaults of all others accordingly, and having marked the case for decree; and more than
twenty (20) days' notice of the presentation of this decree for settlement, signature and entry having been duly given to
J. K. Esq., Chairman of the said M. Committee, and to every non-accepting claimant herein or his proctor of record, at
the address stated in his claim or at the last known address of said claimant or proctor, as appears from the affidavit of
W., Esq., verified on the 13th day of January, 193....., heretofore filed in this proceeding, and by admissions of service
of proctors for claimants, also filed herein;
Now, on the pleadings and other proceedings heretofore had herein, and on motion of H. & G., proctors for the
petitioner herein, it is
Ordered, adjudged and decreed that the defaults of all persons and corporations who may have sustained any loss,
destruction, damage or injury caused by or resulting from said collision or arising upon the voyage upon which the m/s
T. was then engaged and who had not heretofore filed claims herein be and they are hereby noted and entered; and that
the defaults of all such persons and corporations who have failed to file answers herein be, and they are hereby, noted
and entered; and the filing or presentation hereafter of any such claims or answers be and hereby is forever barred and
restrained; and it is further
Ordered, adjudged and decreed that the defaults of all answering claimants for failure to appear for trial be and hereby
are noted and entered; and it is further
Ordered, adjudged and decreed that the said collision between the said m/s T. and the s/s M. and all loss, destruction,
damage or injury resulting therefrom were done, occasioned and incurred without the privity or knowledge or the
petitioner and without fault or liability on the part of the petitioner, or of the m/s T. or of those in charge of her, and that
the petitioner and its successors, the m/s T., her engines, etc., and her freight and passage moneys, be and they hereby
are forever exonerated and discharged from all liability for any and all claims for loss, destruction, damage or injury
arising out of said collision or arising on the voyage on which the m/s T. was then engaged; and it is further
Ordered that all answers heretofore filed herein on behalf of claimants be and they hereby are stricken out and that all
claims filed herein be and they hereby are dismissed and disallowed on the merits, without costs; and it is further
Ordered, adjudged and decreed that all persons and corporations having or claiming to have sustained any loss,
destruction, damage or injury by reason of or in connection with the collision referred to in the petition or by reason of
or in connection with any other matter or thing occurring on said voyage of the m/s T. be, and they hereby are,
perpetually enjoined and restrained from instituting or prosecuting in any manner whatsoever, in this or in any other
proceeding, suit or action, in any court or in any country, any claim, action, suit or proceeding whatsoever against the
petitioner or its successors or against the m/s T., her engines, etc., and her freight and passage moneys, or against any
other vessel or property of the petitioner or of its successors; and it is further
Ordered that the entire risk and expense of defending any and all claims, suits or proceedings instituted by, on behalf
of, or by anyone claiming under, any claimant who has filed or may hereafter file claim herein, and of satisfying any
such claims, suits or proceedings and any judgments, decrees or recoveries obtained therein, shall be borne by the
accepting claimants herein mentioned to the extent and on the terms specified in paragraph 9 of the said settlement
agreement, and that the petitioner, the m/s T., her engines, etc., freight and passage moneys and any and all other
property of petitioner and its successors shall be discharged and indemnified against such claims, judgments, decrees
and recoveries as provided in paragraph 9 of said settlement agreement; and it is further
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Ordered that all bonds and stipulations for costs and stipulations for value filed by the petitioner or by any other party
herein be, and they hereby are, cancelled and discharged of record; and it is further
Ordered that service of this decree may be made on any claimant to be served by delivering or mailing a copy thereof to
such claimant or to his proctor of record at the address stated in the claim or at the last known address of the claimant or
proctor.
......................,
United States District Judge.
____________________________________
FORM No. 97-3 Final Decree in Limitation Proceeding Involving the Subject-Matter of Several Suits
At a Stated Term of the District Court (etc.).
Present: (etc.).
[Titles of the Causes.]
Nos. A. ...................., A. ................... (etc.).
The L. V. Transportation Company, the petitioner herein, having filed a verified petition in this Court on the first day of
October, 19....., for exemption from and the limitation of its liability for certain losses, damage, destruction and injuries
growing out of the sinking of the canal boat A. B., while in tow of the petitioner's steamtug M. and the going adrift of
the B. B. No. 21 also in tow of the steamtug M., and the subsequent sinking of the steamtug St. P. on the 26th day of
February, 19....., and any loss of life resulting from any of the said occurrences;
And, an order having been duly entered directing that a monition be issued against all persons claiming damages for
any losses, damage, destruction or loss of life arising from said occurrences to appear and answer said libel and petition;
and public notice of said monition having been given and the same having been duly served and mailed in accordance
with said order; and claims herein having been duly filed by S. Towing Company, B. B., T. B., E. Z., E. M. T., and H.
D.; and no other claims except those mentioned having been filed herein as appears from the docket of this proceeding
within the time allowed by the monition;
And, the petitioner herein having prayed for an appraisal of the value of its interest in the said steamtug M. and her
pending freight, if any, and for leave to file an ad interim stipulation pending the appraisal of said petitioner's interest in
said steamtug M. and her pending freight, if any, by a commissioner appointed by this Court; and upon the affidavits of
R. S. H., verified the tenth day of September, 19....., and J. W. B. verified the eleventh day of September, 19....., and
filed herein, whereby it appeared that the petitoner's interest in the said steamtug M. amounted to $60,000, and affidavit
of J.M.C., verified the eleventh day of September, 19 ....., whereby it appeared that no damage or injury had been done
to the said steamtug M. between the time of the said disaster and the time of his examination of her and whereby it
further appeared that the freight pending on the voyage on which she was engaged at the time of the said disaster
amounted to $592.19, and an order having been entered herein providing for the filing of an ad interim stipulation for
value to secure payment of the value of the said steamtug M. and her pending freight by the petitioner herein, which
said order fixed the said value at $60,592.19 subject to the right of any party in interest to apply for re-appraisal thereof
in the manner provided for by the practice of this Court, and an ad interim stipulation having been filed herein pursuant
to said order on the 1st day of November, 19 .....;
And, this cause having been heard upon the pleadings of the petitioner herein and of the claimants answering said
petition and monition and upon the proofs of the respective parties; and an interlocutory decree having been entered
herein on the 29th day of March, 19....., whereby it was referred to H. G. Esq., United States Commissioner, to ascertain
the amount of damages of T. B. E. Z., H.D., Administrator, etc., of Captain T., S. Towing Company, and B. B., and
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adjudged that the steamtug M. and L. V. Transportation Company were responsible to the various libelants and
claimants for their damages, but entitled to limitation of their liability to the value of the steamtug M. at the time of the
accident and her pending freight; and which decree further provided that E. M. T. recover against the steamtug M., her
engines, etc., and the Barge B. B. No. 21 the sum of nine hundred ($900) dollars salvage together with costs and that the
M. and the L. V. Transportation Company be primarily liable therefor;
And, an order having been entered herein on the tenth day of April, 19....., whereby W. D. H., as Director General of
Railroads in charge of and operating and controlling all of the property of the D., L. & W. Railroad Company used for
transportation purposes including the steamlighter Y., was granted leave to file a claim in these proceedings setting
forth the damages sustained by reason of the said steamlighter Y. having collided with the sunken wreck of the A. B.,
sunken as aforesaid, and whereby the said interlocutory decree and order of reference of March 29, 19....., was amended
to provide that the said claim of the Director General of Railroads be referred to H. G., Esq., to ascertain and compute
the amount of damages of the said Director General of Railroads;
And, the report of the said Commissioner having been filed on the 20th day of December, 19 ....., and no exceptions
thereto having been filed herein;
Now, upon motion of Marshall & Story, Proctors for the L. V. Transportation Company, the petitioner herein, it is
Ordered, adjudged and decreed, That the report of the said commissioner be and the same hereby is in all matters and
things confirmed; and it is further
Ordered, adjudged and decreed, That the petitioner, L. V. Transportation Company, within ten days from date of this
decree do pay to the claimants hereinafter named the sums of damages, interest and costs hereby awarded, or do cause
to be paid into the registry of this Court, money sufficient to discharge and pay in full the said sums so awarded; a
summary statement of the amounts to be paid being as follows:
A. For Claim of T. B. and E. Z....................................................
$11,019.84
Interest from February 26, 19....................................................,
...................................................

1,337.07

Costs of their proctors...................................................

98.45

1/3

__________
_________
Total
.................
....
B.

$12,455.36

For Claim of S. Towing Company ...................................................

$10,192.10

Interest on $2,500 from April 13, 19...................................................
...................................................

284.16

2/3

Interest on $5,479 from May 7, 19...................................................
...................................................

601.13

1/3

Interest on $446.60 from May 31, 19...................................................
...................................................

41.08

1/2

Interest on $1,767.50 from April 3, 19...................................................
...................................................

203.85

1/6

Costs of their proctors...................................................

43.97
__________
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_________
Total
.................
...
C.

$11,366.29

For Claim of B. B....................................................

$511.47

Interest on $435.47 from March 31, 19...................................................
...................................................

50.42

Interest on $60 from March 7, 19...................................................
...................................................

4.19

Interest on $16 from February 26, 19...................................................
...................................................

1.94

Costs of his proctors...................................................

30.07

1/2

__________
_________
Total
.................
....
D.

$598.09

For Director General of Railroads (D., L. & W. R. R.
Co.)...................................................

$3,457.53

Interest on $3,083.53 from May 24, 19...................................................
...................................................

324.06

Interest on $424 from March 6, 19...................................................
...................................................

50.88

2/3

__________
_________
Total.........
............
E.

$3,832.47

For H. D., Administrator of the estate of Capt. T.
...................................................

$20,000.00

Interest from February 26, 19...................................................
...................................................

2,426.66

2/3

__________
_________
Total......... $22,426.66
............
__________
_________

And it is further
Ordered, adjudged and decreed, That the libelant E. M. T., recover against the steamtug M., her engines, etc., and the
barge B. B. No. 21, her tackle, etc., the sum of nine hundred ($900) dollars salvage, together with costs taxed in the sum
of $45.70, making in all the sum of $945.70, the said steamtug M. and her owner, the L. V. Transportation Company to
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be primarily liable to the said E. M. T. and in the event of his being unable to collect the total amount adjudged to be
paid to him by said tug and owner, then that he recover against the barge B. B. No. 21, and owner, such unpaid balance
and that B. B. recover against the steamtug M., her engines, etc., and the L. V. Transportation Company, owner, any
unpaid balance of the amount adjudged to be due E. M. T. as aforesaid, which it is compelled to pay, together with the
amount of damages by it sustained by reason of the matters and facts set forth in its answer, petition and claim, together
with costs; and it is further
Ordered, adjudged and decreed, That the L. V. Transportation Company, the owner of the steamtug M. and the
petitioner herein be entited to costs herein, taxed in the sum of seven hundred and three ($703) dollars, and it is further
Ordered, adjudged and decreed, That if in making the payments prescribed by this decree said L. V. Transportation
Company elects to and does deposit the sums hereby awarded in the registry of this Court, in such event it shall further
pay the fees and lawful charges of the Clerk of this Court for receiving, keeping, and paying out the sums of money as
deposited, and the said clerk is hereby ordered to distribute the said moneys so deposited to the persons and
corporations and in the proportions and amounts hereinbefore specified and set forth; and it is further
Ordered, adjudged and decreed, That the claims of all parties having filed claims herein and whose claims have not
been reported favorably by the said Commissioner and who are not granted awards hereby as well as the claims of all
parties who have not filed such claims herein be and the same hereby are forever barred; and it is further
Ordered, adjudged and decreed, That, upon the petitioner herein making the payments hereby prescribed, or paying the
moneys hereby directed to be paid into the registry of this Court, all parties, their agents, servants, proctors and
attorneys now having or pretending to have any claim or claims against the said steamtug M. or the L. V. Transportation
Company or either of them arising out of the above-mentioned occurrence on the 26th day of February, 19....., are
hereby perpetually restrained and enjoined from the institution or prosecution of any and all suits against the steamtug
M. or this petitioner, the said L. V. Transportation Company, in respect of such claims; and it is further
Ordered, adjudged and decreed, That, unless the payments prescribed by this decree be made or an appeal be taken
within ten days after service hereof with notice of entry, the stipulators for value and for costs on behalf of the said
petitioner, do cause their stipulations to be performed; or do show cause upon a notice of four days, why execution
should not issue against them, their goods, chattels and lands.
......................,
U. S. D.J.
____________________________________
FORM No. 97-4 Notice of Settlement of Final Decree for Limitation
United States District Court, Southern District of New York.
__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of The Petition of A. & Co., as Owner )
No. A. .....................
of the Motorship T., for Exoneration from or Limita- )
tion of Liability.
__________________________________________________

Sirs:
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Please take notice that a proposed final decree, of which a copy is attached hereto, will be presented for settlement,
signature and entry at the office of the Clerk of this Court in the United States Courthouse, Foley Square, Borough of
Manhattan, City of New York, on the 4th day of February, 193 ....., at 11 a.m.
Dated, New York, N.Y., January 13, 193 ....
Yours, &c.,
H. & G.,
Proctors for Petitioner,
1 Broad Street,
New York, N. Y.

To: (all proctors)
____________________________________
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawCollisionsLiabilityLimitations on
LiabilityAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers' ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty
LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice &
ProcedureEquitable ReliefAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. La Bourgogne, 210 U.S. 95, 28 S. Ct. 664, 52 L. Ed. 973 (1908). An appeal can be taken from it as an
interlocutory decree within 15 days. See § 93 supra.
(n2)Footnote 2. The Nevada, 81 F.2d 744, 1936 A.M.C. 371 (9th Cir. [Ore.] 1936).
Any appeal from an interlocutory decree must be taken within 15 days; otherwise the right of appeal must await the
entry of the final decree.
(n3)Footnote 3. Wallace v. Providence & Stonington S.S. Co., 14 F. 56 (C.C.D. Mass. 1882). In The John Bramall,
10 Ben, 495, F. Cas. 7,334 (E.D.N.Y. 1879), no claim was ever proved, and some years after the decree of limitation,
the court ordered the whole fund returned to petitioner, on his giving a stipulation to repay it if ordered. This fact, of
course, does not appear in the report of the case. See The Mandu, 21 F. Supp. 372, 1938 A.M.C. 45 (E.D.N.Y. 1938),
reversed on the ground, among others, that the proffered claim was valid, 102 F.2d 459, 1939 A.M.C. 287 (2d Cir.
1939).
(n4)Footnote 4. The Columbia, 73 F. 226 (9th Cir [Ore.] 1896), cert. denied, 176 U.S. 685 (1900).
(n5)Footnote 5. Dowdell v. U.S. District Court, 139 F. 444 (9th Cir. [Cal.] 1905). If there has been any irregularity
in the proceedings, claimants who have not been notified would probably have the right of independent suit against the
petitioner, notwithstanding the limitation proceeding.
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A final decree granting the petitioner's alternative prayer that he should be exonerated from all liability is tantamount to
a decree dismissing all libels, complaints and damage-claims. When there is no liability at all, there is obviously nothing
to limit. In strict logic, such a decree is not a limitation decree at all, but as it disposes of a petition which alternatively
prays for limitation, it is proper to consider it as a decree in a limitation proceeding.
A decree giving effect to a settlement is similarly constructed. See Form No. 97-2 supra.
FORM No. 98-1 Final Decree of Exoneration in a Limitation Proceeding
At a Stated Term of the United States Distict Court (etc.).
Present: (etc.).
__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of the Libel and Petition of W. B. and )
No. A. ..................... Final decree.
G. B., as Owners of the Steamship S., for Limitation )
of Liability.
__________________________________________________

A verified libel and petition having been filed in this Court by the above named petitioners, on June 28, 19 ....., praying
for exemption from or limitation of liability for certain loss, damage, destruction and injury growing out of a fire on
board their steamship S., which occurred on or about the 1st day of November, 19 ....., in the Suez Canal;
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And an order having been duly entered whereby it was referred to a commissioner to take proof of and ascertain the
value of the interest of the petitioners in the steamship S., and in her pending freight under the statutes and rules in
relation to exemption from and limitation of liability, and further directing that the value of such interest when
ascertained be brought into Court, or, at their option, that the petitioners file a stipulation, in such amount, to abide the
decree of this Court; and the said commissioner having reported the interest of such petitioners in the vessel and in the
freight at the sum of $47,480.32 as of date of the 6th November, 19 ....., and the petitioners having duly filed an
approved stipulation in such amount;
And an order having been duly entered directing a monition to issue under the seal of this Court against all persons
claiming damages for any loss, destruction, damage or injury arising from or growing out of said fire, citing them to
appear before this Court and make due proof of their respective claims on or before the 29th day of September, 19 .....,
and designating A. L., Esq., as the commissioner before whom claims should be presented in pursuance of said
monition;
And upon the return of said monition proclamation having been duly made for all persons claiming damages for any
and all loss, damage, destruction and injury aforesaid to appear and answer the libel and petition and to present their
claims; and C. A. having presented a claim for non-delivery of cargo amounting to $180,789.68, and L. G. having
presented a claim for damage to cargo amounting to $66,000, as will more fully appear by reference to the
commissioner's report dated September 30, 19 ....., and stating said claims to the Court;
And no other persons having presented any claim, and the defaults of all other persons having been duly entered; and
the said claimants having answered the said libel and petition; and the case having come on for trial on the pleadings
and proofs of the petitioners and of the said claimants and having been argued by the advocates of the respective parties;
and the Court having filed its decision that the fire and the loss, destruction, damage and injury arising therefrom were
not caused by the design or neglect of the petitioners or any of them, or with their privity or knowledge, as appears by
the opinion on file;
Now, on motion of M. L. & T., Esqs., proctors, for petitioner; it is by the Court
Ordered, Adjudged and Decreed,
(1) That the fire described in the libel and petition was not caused by the design or neglect of the petitioners W. B. and
G. B., or either of them, and did not occur with the privity or knowledge of said petitioners or of either of them.
(2) That the said petitioners be and each of them hereby is forever exempted and discharged from all loss, damage,
destruction or injury arising from or growing out of the said fire;
(3) That said petitioners recover from the claimants C. A. & L. G., their costs incurred in establishing their exemption
from liability in this proceeding, taxed at the sum of $1,297.07.
(4) And that unless the said claimant pay the costs of petitioner as above taxed, or an appeal intervene, within ten days
after service of a copy of this decree, with notice of entry, upon said claimants or their proctors, the stipulators for
claimants' costs and expenses do cause the engagement of their stipulations to be performed, or show cause within four
days after the expiration of said ten days, or on the first day of jurisdiction thereafter, why execution should not issue
against them, their goods, chattels and lands.
(Signed) M. F. G.,
U.S. District Judge.
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Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on Liability
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If the petitioner shall fail to bring himself within the provisions of the statute, and the court adjudges that he is not
entitled to a limitation of his liability, a difficult situation arises. If the result is promptly obtained, it would be proper to
vacate the monition and injunction as of no further effect; the time for filing claims becomes immaterial, n1 rights under
separate stipulations for security revive when the stays are lifted and may be separately enforced by the parties entitled
thereto, and new suits may be freely filed, provided they are timely within the ordinary rules of laches, the statutes
limiting the time for actions, or any applicable contract provisions.
But a limitation petition is seldom disposed of in so short a time as to permit the foregoing procedure to be of practical
value. If the damage-claimants, at the conclusion of the limitation proceeding resulting in a denial of the right to limit,
are merely released to pursue their separate rights and remedies wherever they can, the result might be a practical denial
of justice to the damage-claimants. For a petitioner may file his petition, claiming exoneration and a limitation under the
statute, and litigate his right to such limitation for years, meantime enjoining all proceedings against him. If, at the end
of that period, his right to exoneration and to limitation is denied and the court nevertheless has power only to dismiss
the petition, it might well be that the lapse of time, with its necessary loss or dispersal of witnesses, would prevent the
claimants from again proving, in other forums, claims which were good and entirely capable of proof at the time when
they were enjoined by the limitation proceeding, or which were actually proven in the limitation proceeding. It seems
but common equity, therefore, when a petitioner, choosing, within certain limits, his own forum, enjoins all other suits
or actions, brings such claimants into his own proceedings and submits his rights to the court, that the court, if it refuses
his prayer for exemption or limitation, shall have power to go further and decree affirmatively against him in the full
amount of the damages which have been proved against him in his own proceeding, before the commissioner whom he
himself has asked to have appointed to receive those very claims. In The San Rafael n2 vessels belonging to the same
owner were in collision, and damages resulted. The owner filed a petition for a limitation and surrendered The San
Rafael only, and the district court sustained the petition. Meanwhile certain damage-claimants had attached the
Sausalito and had secured decrees. The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, holding that both vessels should have been
surrendered, dismissed the petition for limitation, increased the awards of damages allowed in the other cases, and
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directed the district court to enter decrees against the petitioner in such increased amounts of damages. The court should
have the same power in cases where separate decrees have not been entered, but where, in the same proceeding, the
commissioner has taken proof and ascertained the actual damages of the claimants. n3
When the petitioner is entitled to no relief, it is discretionary to retain jurisdiction and adjudicate the claims or to remit
the claimants to another forum. Discretion may well be affected by the claimants' loss of evidence on the one hand, or
on the other by their desire to proceed elsewhere, or by the absence of any assets other than the limitation stipulation. n4
In The Linseed King, n5 where there was no difficulty as to the availability of assets or jurisdiction for the prosecution
of separate suits against the petitioner after the denial of the petition, convenience nevertheless dictated that all the
damage-claimants should be kept in the concourse proceeding and have their rights adjudicated to a conclusion there.
Indeed, the language of the Supreme Court seems to indicate that a damage-claimant would not have been permitted to
withdraw from the limitation proceeding and pursue his separate remedy even if he had wished to do so.
FORM No. 99-1 Final Decree--Limitation Denied
At a Stated Term, etc.
Present: (etc.).
__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of The Petition of Spencer Kellogg
)
A. 94-237
Sons, Inc., as owner of the Motorboat Linseed King, )
her engines, etc., for Limitation of Liability, Civil and
Maritime.
__________________________________________________

Whereas, a petition was filed herein on the 4th day of March, 1927, by S. K. & Sons, Inc., as owner of the Motorboat
Linseed King, her engines, etc., to limit its liability under §§ 4282 to 4285 of theRevised Statutes of the United States
and acts amendatory thereof and supplemental thereto for all loss, damage, injury and/or destruction occasioned by or
resulting from the sinking of the Motorboat Linseed King on December 20, 1926, while engaged in carrying persons
from the foot of 95th Street, North River, Manhattan, to Edgewater, New Jersey, and the petitioner having also in said
petition prayed for exoneration from any and all liability resulting from the said collision, excepting liability under the
New Jersey Workmen's Compensation Act, and
Whereas a restraining order was duly made and entered in this Court on March 5, 1927, in accordance with the rules
and practices of this Court, restraining the beginning or prosecution or determining of any and all claims, suits, actions
or legal proceedings of any nature or description whatsoever except in the above entitled proceeding, with liberty to any
claimant to file his claim with the New Jersey State Workmen's Compensation Bureau: and
Whereas, pursuant to the order* n* of this Court made and entered on March 5, 1927, the said restraining order was
duly served on the New Jersey State Workmen's Compensation Bureau enjoining the hearing, prosecution or
determination of any and all claims filed with the New Jersey State Workmen's Compensation Bureau until the hearing
and determination of this limitation proceeding; and
Whereas a monition was duly issued (reciting its terms) and
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Whereas various claimants hereinafter mentioned duly filed claims in this proceeding and the said commissioner duly
reported such claims; and
Whereas the proceeding came on to be heard upon the pleadings and proofs of the respective parties and having been
tried by this Court on January 12th to February 1, 1928, inclusive, and the Court having filed its opinion (and made
findings of facts and conclusions of law) deciding (stating the decision as to fault, negligence and privity); and
Whereas an interlocutory decree was duly made and entered on the 26th day of March, 1928, whereby it was adjudged
and decreed (reciting its terms); and
Whereas, Hon. M. N., as commissioner, filed his report herein on the 9th day of July, 1930, allowing and awarding
certain claims to the legal representatives of the deceased, and disallowing and failing to make awards in certain other
claims, all as follows: (list of claimants, and award or determination as to each); and
Whereas the commissioner held and determined in his report that the damages as awarded were to bear interest from
the date of his report; and
Whereas the commissioner held and determined in his report that the New Jersey Workmen's Compensation Act was
inapplicable to the claims filed in this proceeding (stating reasons); and
Whereas exceptions to the commissioner's report were duly filed by petitioner and by claimants and the said exceptions
were argued before the Court (reciting the proceedings and the Court's findings of fact and conclusions of law thereon);
Now, it is by the Court
Ordered, Adjudged and Decreed:
First: That the claimants on behalf of the following: (list) cannot be given relief in this Court and that the aforesaid
claimants may proceed to file their claims with the New Jersey Workmen's Compensation Bureau, and proceed with the
proof of their claims in accordance with the provisions of the Laws of the State of New Jersey.*
Second: That the default of all persons who may have sustained or may claim for any loss, damage, injury or
destruction resulting or arising from or growing out of the sinking of the Motorboat Linseed King, and who have not
heretofore presented or filed claims in this proceeding be and the same hereby is entered, and that all claims which have
not been presented or filed in this proceeding be and the same hereby are forever barred, and that the petitioner, S. K. &
Sons, Inc., be and it hereby is discharged from all liability in respect thereto.
Third: That all persons who filed claims herein, and all other persons whatsoever claiming, or who may hereafter claim
for any loss, damage, injury or destruction, or any matter whatsoever, in any way resulting from or arising from or
growing out of the aforesaid event be and they hereby are perpetually restrained and enjoined from bringing or
instituting and from prosecuting any action, suit or proceeding, of whatever nature, or any cause whatsoever, in any
country or jurisdiction, against the petitioner, S. K. & Sons, Inc., or against the Motorboat Linseed King for any loss,
damage, injury or destruction done, suffered, occasioned by or resulting from the aforesaid disaster; excepting (the right
to seek workmen's compensation);
Fourth: That the following claimants recover herein from the petitioner, S. K. & Sons, Inc., the sums set opposite their
respective names, together with interest at the rate of six per cent per annum from December 20, 1926, to the date of this
decree, and with costs as indicated: (list of claimants, with awards, interest and costs for each).
Provided that no money shall be paid to A. A., administratrix of the Estate of B. A., until a bond is filed as required by
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the rules of the Surrogates' Court of New York County to secure the payment of the amount due the three children of the
deceased as provided by the New York Decedent Estate Law.
Fifth: That the following claimants recover the amounts indicated, with costs, as indicated, but without interest: (list).
Sixth: That claims filed by the following survivors and personal representatives of dismissed persons be dismissed
without costs: (list).
Seventh: That claims arising out of the death or injury of the following named persons having been settled or
withdrawn, as more fully appears from the report of the Special Commissioner and from the stipulations filed herewith,
all persons are perpetually restrained from the beginning or prosecution of any claim, suit, action or proceeding of any
kind, in respect of the death or injury of such persons, against the petitioner, its officers, agents, servants or properties,
arising out of the sinking of the Motorboat Linseed King on December 20, 1926: (list).
Eighth: That all the sums awarded herein shall bear interest at the rate of six per cent per annum from the date of the
entry of this decree until paid.
Ninth: That the petitioner, S. K. & Sons, Inc., within ten days of the date of this decree, do pay M. N., Commissioner,
the sum of $10,000.
Tenth: That if petitioner, S. K. & Sons, Inc., does deposit the sums hereby awarded and/or decreed into the registry of
the Court, in such event it shall further pay the fees and lawful charges of the clerk of this Court for receiving, keeping
and paying out the sums of money so deposited;
And said clerk is hereby ordered to distribute such monies so deposited to the claimants and/or the proctors of record of
said claimants, in the proportions and amounts hereinabove specified and set forth.
Eleventh: That fault and negligence were committed in the navigation of the Linseed King in consequence of which
injuries were sustained by the survivors and lives were lost; that the occurrence was with the privity and knowledge of
the petitioner; and that the petitioner is not entitled to limitation of or exoneration from liability as prayed for in its
petition.
Twelfth: That unless this decree be satisfied or an appeal be taken from this decree within the time allowed by law and
the rules and practice of this Court, the petitioner do pay to claimants the awards with interest and costs as ordered
herein, within ten days after the entry of this decree, or show cause upon notice of two days why execution should not
issue against it* n* and/or its goods, chattels, credits and lands, to enforce satisfaction thereof.
R. P. P.,
U. S. D. J.
____________________________________
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawCollisionsLiabilityLimitations on
LiabilityAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers' ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty
LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties &
ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
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(n1)Footnote 1. The Victoria, 3 F.2d 330, 1926 A.M.C. 1096 (W:D. Wash. 1924).
(n2)Footnote 2. 141 F. 270 (9th Cir. [Cal.]), cert. denied, 200 U.S. 619 (1905); Capital Transp. Co. v. Cambria
Steel Co., 249 U.S. 334, 39 S. Ct. 292, 63 L. Ed. 631 (1919), aff"g The Benjamin Noble, 244 F. 95 (6th Cir. 1917), aff"g
232 F. 382 (E.D. Mich. 1916).
Jurisdiction to proceed further than dismissal of the petition (at least without claimants' consent) was disclaimed in
The Erie Lighter 108, 250 F. 490 (D.N.J. 1918). In Weisshaar v. Kimball S.S. Co., 128 F. 397 (9th Cir. [Cal.] 1904),
cert. denied, 194 U.S. 638 (1903), the claimants were remitted to the state courts.
(n3)Footnote 3. The Garden City, 26 F. 766 (S.D.N.Y. 1886), where, however, the claims did not equal the
appraised value. See The Annie, 261 F. 797 (E.D. Va. 1919), aff'd, 269 F. 793 (4th Cir. 1920); In re Jeremiah Smith &
Sons, Inc., 193 F. 395 (2d Cir. [Conn.] 1911) (court below directed to enter decree against petitioner for claimant's
damages without limitation).
(n4)Footnote 4. The Bolikow (Hartford Acc. & Ind. Co. v. Southern Pacific Co.), 273 U.S. 207, 47 S. Ct. 357, 71
L. Ed. 612, 1927 A.M.C. 402 (1927).
See § 92 supra.
(n5)Footnote 5. Spencer Kellog & Sons, Inc. v. Hicks, 285 U.S. 502, 52 S. Ct. 450, 76 L. Ed. 903, 1932 A.M.C.
503 (1932).
If an owner is found not to be entitled to limitation, his liability will be unlimited and there is no need for a concourse
to marshal the various claims: In re Wood's Petition (The Susan), 239 F.2d 197, 1956 A.M.C. 547 (2d Cir. [N.Y.]
1956).
(n6)Footnote *. This provision was subsequently held by the Supreme Court to have been error: 1932 A.M.C. 503
at 510, 285 U.S. 502, 76 L.ed. 903, 52 Sup.Ct.Rep. 450.
(n7)Footnote *. There were no stipulators.
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When two or more limitation petitions are consolidated and tried together, the result may be exoneration as to one
petitioner, limited liability as to another, and unlimited liability as to a third party. The decree in such a situation must
necessarily recite all the factors, and order final disposition as to each petitioner and damage-claimant or group of
claimants, as may be necessary.
FORM No. 100-1 Final Decree in Limitation Proceedings, Etc., Tried Together and Consolidated
At a Stated Term of the United States District Court (etc.).
Present: (etc.).
__________________________________________________
)
The D., L. W. Railroad Company, as owner of the
)
1. A. 62-134
ferryboat S., against The steamer J. M., her engines, )
boilers, etc., steamtugs D., J. F. L. and F. B., impleaded.
__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of the Libel and Petition of the H. Ferry )
2. 63-50
Company; owner, and the D., L. W. Railroad Com)
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pany, lessee and charterer of the ferryboat S., etc., for
Limitation of Liability.
__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of the Petition of W. F. D. et al., for
)
3. 63-66
Limitation of Liability as owners of the steamtug D. )
__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of the Petition of W. F. D. et al., for
)
4. 63-67
Limitation of their Liability as owners of the steamtug )
J. F. L.
__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of the Petition of W. F. D. et al., for
)
5. 63-68
Limitation of their Liability as owners of the steamtug )
F. B.
__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________
)
Jose A. Castellanos et al., Libelants, against The
)
6. 62-140
ferryboat S., her engines, etc., et al., and tugs D., J. F. )
L. and F. B., their engines, etc.
__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________
)
Alfredo Valdez et al., Libelants, against The ferry)
7. 62-213
boat S., her engines, boilers, etc., and the tugs D., J. F. )
L. and F. B. D., their engines, etc.
__________________________________________________
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An interlocutory decree having heretofore been entered in the above-entitled actions on the 18th day of April, 19 .....,
with order of reference to ascertain and compute the amount of damages herein, and the parties hereto, in order to avoid
the expense of a reference having agreed on the amount of damages as appears by the annexed stipulation, and the costs
of the claimants of the D. incurred in the limitation proceeding and chargeable against the monies representing the value
of the said steamtug, having been taxed at the sum of $138.66 and the trial costs of the claimants of the steamtug D. in
the limitation proceedings having been taxed in the sum of $110.33 and the costs of the claimants, etc., of the S. taxable
against fund at $143.75 and trial costs having been taxed at the sum of $199.50 and the costs of the claimants, etc., of
the J. M. having been taxed at the sum of $332.70, it is now, on motion of James Kent, proctor for the claimants, etc., of
the J. M.,
Ordered, Adjudged and Decreed
First. That Alfredo Valdez, Marino Alvarez et al., personal injury claimants, members of the crew of the steamer J. M.,
recover of and from the steamtug D., her claimants and stipulators for costs and value, their respective damages, to-wit:
Alfredo Valdez, the sum of $175, Marino Alvarez, the sum of $500, Raymon Balmiero, the sum of $250, Jose
Rodriguez, the sum of $75, Isidoro Gonzales, the sum of $75, Miguel Santis, the sum of $75, Caspar Berenguer, the
sum of $50, Rasael Escoda, the sum of $75, and Jose G. Camblor, the sum of $75, being a total of $1,350, with interest
from the 8th day of September, 1920, to the 30th day of October, 1920, amounting to $11.70 and costs as taxed in the
sum of $31.00 and amounting in all to the sum of $1,372.70, which latter sum shall bear interest until paid, and that said
steamtug D. be condemned therefor.
Second. That W. F. D. et al., as owners of the steamtug D., are not entitled to exemption from all liability as prayed for
in their petition, but that they are entitled to limit their liability as provided by the Act of Congress approved March 3,
1851, and the various Acts amendatory thereof and supplemental thereto, to the value of the steamtug D., and pending
freight heretofore fixed at the sum of $17,340.00 with interest from the 20th day of February, 1917, and that the
aggregate recoveries herein provided against said steamtug D., her claimants and stipulators for value shall not exceed
and are hereby limited to the aforesaid amount of $17,340.00 with interest from February 20, 1917.
Third. That Jose A. Castellanos as charterer, and Marino Alvarez as master of the J. M., in their own behalf and in
behalf of the owner of said steamer and of the cargo on board thereof, recover of and from the steamtug D., her
claimants and stipulators for costs the sum of $103.85 being the excess of their costs of the D. as taxed and from the S.,
her claimants and stipulators for costs, the sum of $14.68, being the excess of their costs over the costs of the S.
Fourth. That the aforesaid claimants and charterers, etc., of the S., whose damages with interest amount to $49,697.16
and the aforesaid claimants and charterers of the steamer J. M., whose damages with interest amount to $134,026.06
recover of and from the steamtug D., her claimants and stipulators for value, the sum of $19,791.00, being the
remainder of the monies representing the value of the D. after payment of the claims of the crew of the J. M. as
hereinbefore provided, said amount of $19,791.00 to be prorated between the aforesaid claimants, etc., of the S. and the
aforesaid claimants, etc., of the J. M., as follows: To the aforesaid claimants, etc., of the S., the sum of $9,895.00 and to
the aforesaid claimants, etc., of the J. M., the sum of $9,895.00.
Fifth. That the aforesaid claimants and charterers of the steamer J. M., on behalf of themselves and on behalf of the
owners of the cargo on board thereof recover of and from the S., her claimants and stipulators for value, the sum of
$42,164.45, said sum being one-half the difference between their respective damages after applying to the amount of
such damages the contributions received by said claimants respectively from the limitation fund of the D.
Sixth. That the H. Ferry Company, owner, and The D., L. & W. Railroad Company, lessee and charterer of the
ferryboat S., are not entitled to exoneration from all liability as prayed for in their petition, but are entitled to limit their
liability as provided by the Act of Congress approved March 3d, 1851, and the various Acts amendatory thereof, and
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supplemental thereto, to the value of said ferryboat S. and pending freight heretofore stipulated to be the sum of
$125,000 with interest from the 20th day of February, 1917, and that the aggregate recoveries herein provided against
said ferryboat S., her claimants and charterers and stipulators for value shall not exceed and are hereby limited to the
aforesaid amount of $125,000 with interest from the 20th day of February, 1917.
Seventh. That W. F. D. et al., as owners of the steamtug J. F. L., are entitled to exoneration from any and all liability as
prayed for in their petition; that the accident described in the petition was not caused by the design or neglect of the
petitioners and did not occur with the privity and knowledge of said petitioners, and that said petitioners, as owners of
the tug J. F. L., recover of and from the claimants The D., L. & W. Railroad Company, Jose A. Castellanos, Marino
Alvarez, Alfredo Valdez, Raymon Balmiero,, Jose Rodriguez, Isidoro Gonzales, Miguel Santis, Caspar Berenguer,
Rasael Escoda, and Jose G. Camblor, and their stipulators for costs, their costs incurred in establishing their exoneration
from liability in this proceeding, taxed at the sum of $246.25, which sum shall bear interest until paid, and that the said
W. F. D. et al., owners of the steamtug J. F. L., have execution therefor, and that the ferryboat S. and the steamer J. M.
be condemned therefor.
Eighth. That the petitioners, W. F. D. et al., as owners of the steamtug F. B., are entitled to exoneration from any and
all liability as prayed for in their petition, and that the accident described in the petition was not caused by the design or
neglect of the petitioners and did not occur with the privity or knowledge of said petitioners; and that said petitioners, as
owners of the steamtug F. B., recover of and from the claimants The D., L. & W. Railroad Company, Jose A.
Castellanos, Marino Alvarez, Alfredo Valdez, Raymon Balmiero, Jose Rodriguez, Isidoro Gonzales, Miguel Santis,
Caspar Berenguer, Rasael Escoda and Jose G. Camblor and stipulators for costs, their costs incurred in establishing their
exoneration from liability in this proceeding, taxed at the sum of $284.44, which sum shall bear interest until paid, and
that the said W. F. D. et al., owners of the steamtug F. B., have execution therefor, and that the ferryboat S. and the
steamer J. M. be condemned therefor.
Ninth. That the petition of Marino Alvarez, as master of the steamer J. M., etc. (in the above entitled cause numbered
1), as against the tugs J. F. L. and F. B., impleaded, be dismissed with costs taxed at the sum of $105.20, and that the
claimants of said tugs J. F. L. and F. B., recover of and from Marino Alvarez, as master, etc., and his stipulators for
costs in said action, the sum of $105.20, and that said claimants have judgment therefor.
Tenth. That the libel of Jose A. Castellanos, charterer of the steamer J. M., and of Marino Alvarez, master of said
steamer (in the above entitled action numbered 6), as against the steamtugs J. F. L. and F. B., be dismissed with costs
taxed at the sum of $105.20, and that the claimants of said steamtugs J. F. L. and F. B., recover of and from said Jose A.
Castellanos, as charterer, etc., and of said Marino Alvarez as master, etc., and their stipulators for costs in said action
numbered 8, the said sum of $105.20, and that said claimants have judgment therefor.
Eleventh. That the libel of Alfredo Valdez et al., members of the crew of the steamer J. M. (in the above entitled cause
numbered 7), against the tugs J. F. L. and F. B. be dismissed with costs taxed at the sum of $105.20, and that the
claimants of said tugs J. F. L. and F. B., recover of and from said Alfredo Valdez et al., etc., and stipulators for costs in
said action numbered 7, the said sum of $105.20, and that said claimants have judgment therefor.
Twelfth. That upon the petitioners, H. Ferry Company, as owner, and The D., L. & W. Railroad Company as lessee and
charterer of the ferryboat S., and W. F. D. et al., etc., as owners of the steamtug D., respectively, making the payments
prescribed by this decree, or paying said amounts, so directed to be paid, into the registry of this Court, all persons or
parties, their agents, servants, proctors and attorneys, who now make, or who may hereafter assert any claim or claims
against said H. Ferry Company as owner, and The D., L. & W. Railroad Company as lessee and charterer of the
ferryboat S. or against said ferryboat, or W. F. D. et al., etc., as owners of the steamtug D., or any of said owners, or
said steamtug D., arising out of or occasioned by or resulting from the collision on the 20th day of February, 1917,
between the said steamer J. M., while in tow of said steamtug D., and the ferryboat S. are perpetually restrained and
enjoined from the institution or prosecution of any and all suits against said H. Ferry Company as owner, and The D., L.
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& W. Railroad Company as lessee and charterer of the ferryboat S., or against said ferryboat S., or against W. F. D. et
al., etc., as owners of the steamtug D. or any of said owners, or against said steamtug D. in respect of such claim or
claims. But this provision shall not extend or apply to any of the claimants herein, or parties to the above-entitled causes
or proceedings, in the prosecution of an appeal from this decree within the time prescribed by Act of Congress and in
accordance with the rules and practice of this Court.
Thirteenth. That all persons or parties, their agents, servants, proctors and attorneys who now make, or who may
hereafter assert any claim or claims against W. F. D. et al., etc., as owners of the steamtug J. F. L., or as owners of the
steamtug F. B., or any of said owners, or against either of said steamtugs, arising out of or occasioned by or resulting
from the collision on the 20th day of February, 1917, between the steamer J. M., while in tow of the aforesaid tugs, and
the ferryboat S., are hereby perpetually restrained and enjoined from the institution or prosecution of any and all suits
against said W. F. D. et al., etc., as owners of the steamtugs J. F. L. and F. B., or any of said owners or either of said
steamtugs in respect of such claim or claims. But this provision shall not extend or apply to any of the claimants herein,
or parties to the above entitled causes or proceedings, in the prosecution of an appeal from this decree within the time
prescribed by Act of Congress and in accordance with the rules and practice of this Court.
Fourteenth. That all of the above entitled causes numbered respectively one to seven, inclusive, having been tried and
determined together, are hereby consolidated for the purposes of final disposition, and are all hereby disposed of under
and by virtue of the provisions of this decree.
Fifteenth. That unless an appeal be taken in accordance with the rules of practice of this Court within ten (10) days after
the service of a copy of this decree with notice of entry, on the proctors for the respective parties hereto, let the
stipulators for the respective parties against whom decree is herein made cause the engagement of the respective
stipulations to be performed or show cause within four (4) days after said ten (10) days or on the first day of jurisdiction
thereafter, why execution should not issue against their lands, goods and chattels.
......................,
U.S.D.J.
____________________________________
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment & GarnishmentLimitations on Liability
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§ 101. Settlement Agreements.

Limitation proceedings frequently end in settlement which in some instances is brought about by the petitioner's
agreement to add something to the limitation fund. If there are many damage-claimants and a complete agreement of all
parties is not possible, an agreement by majorities as substantial as those required to give validity to a corporation
reorganization plan under the Bankruptcy Laws n1 may be made effective, upon application to the court. The Vestris
settlement, made in 1932, and printed herewith (Form No. 101-1), required the adherence of all the damage-claimants.
The Morro Castle n2 and Mohawk n3 settlement, in 1936, also printed herewith (Form No. 101-2), required the
adherence of 80 per cent of the damage-claimants in number and amount; eventually all but three actually accepted the
terms. The remedies of the non-consenting minorities may be permanently disposed of by calling the cases for trial in
open court, upon the justifiable assumption that the remnant of claimants would not be ready to conduct the case alone
and unaided by the majority. Thereafter a decree is entered with the usual perpetual injunction against all claims and
proceedings. See Form No. 97-2. Such decree is final as to the petitioning shipowner. It is, however, not necessarily
final as to the damage-claimants until the problems of the distribution of the settlement fund have been disposed of. In
the Vestris settlement, a proctors' arbitration committee was set up to pass on the claims, with the right to refer disputed
claims to a commissioner to assess damages. In the Morro Castle settlement, two committees of proctors were
established, a smaller one to pass on claims in the first instance and a larger one to hear appeals from the awards so
made. The appellate committee established rules, with the approval of the district court, which are printed herewith
(Form No. 101-3). No claimant was entitled to appeal from the allowance made to any other damage-claimant (unlike a
proceeding before a commissioner appointed by the court to assess damages), unless he alleged fraud. The proctors'
committees were held to be acting as arbitrators under the Federal Arbitration Act, and hence there was no appeal from
their awards to the court, n4 unless fraud was alleged.
When the settlement fund is finally distributed, a report by the settlement committee to the court is appropriate to
discharge the committee of its functions and responsibilities. n5
FORM No. 101-1 The Vestris Settlement
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United States District Court, Southern District of New York
__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of thePetition of Liverpool, Brazil
)
River Plate Steam Navigation Company, Ltd., and
)
Lamport Holt, Ltd., for Limitation of Liability, as
owners of the steamship Vestris.
__________________________________________________

Memorandum of Settlement

The petitioners by way of settlement and compromise and not admitting any liability whatever on their part, and all the
claimants who have filed claims in this limitation proceeding (referred to hereinafter as "the claimants") have hereby
settled this litigation and all their claims against the petitioners, or either of them, Sanderson & Son, Inc., the officers,
directors and employees of each of them, arising out of the loss of the steamship Vestris, and all actions or suits begun
or pending in this or any other country by or on behalf of said claimants or their privies, on the terms following, which
are hereby agreed to:
1. The claimants accept a lump sum of £110,000 in full settlement of all their claims in this proceeding. Acceptance by
each claimant of the settlement and of the terms of this agreement shall be signified on or before January 15, 1933 either
by execution of this agreement in person or by his proctor, or by letter or other document satisfactory to proctors for
petitioners. Within 14 days of such acceptance and on cancellation of the bonds referred to in paragraph 2 hereof, the
petitioners shall cause to be deposited in sterling in the North of Scotland Bank Ltd., at London the lump sum of
£110,000 in the name of Sir William McLintock, James Charteris Burleigh and John Morison.
2. In consideration of the premises.
(a) The claimants and their proctors and attorneys hereby consent to the cancellation forthwith of the petitioners' ad
interim stipulation for value of $90,000 herein, whereunder the National Surety Company is surety.
(b) The claimants and their proctors and attorneys hereby consent to the cancellation forthwith of all stipulations for
costs given by the petitioners in this proceeding or in any other suit or proceeding arising out of the sinking of the
Vestris.
(c) The claimants Otto Willi Ulrich and Marie Ulrich and their proctors and attorneys, hereby consent to the
cancellation forthwith of the petitioners' stipulation for value in the sum of $115,000, whereunder the National Surety
Company is surety, in the suit brought against the petitioners by said claimants.
(d) The claimants and their proctors and attorneys hereby consent forthwith to the cancellation of the agreement of
August 9, 1932, regarding the steamships Bonheur, Sheridan and Swinburne and the same is hereby cancelled.
(e) The claimants and their proctors and attorneys agree to withdraw all claims filed by them or in their behalf in this
limitation proceeding without costs to any party thereto, and to withdraw any and all appeals taken by claimants, and
consent that the decree entered herein July 12, 1932, from which petitioners have duly appealed to the United States
Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, may be modified and vacated in so far as it denies petitioners the right
to limit liability, and that without further notice to claimants or their proctors a final decree may be entered in this
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proceeding, without costs to any party, adjudging that the petitioners are entitled to the benefit of the limitation of
liability statutes of the United States, and that their liability is limited by said statutes to the aforesaid sum of £110,000,
and that said final decree shall so provide and shall forever enjoin the prosecution of any actions, suits, claims or
proceedings of any nature or description whatsoever, in any court or country, by the claimants in this proceeding or by
any others, in respect of any claim for loss, damage or injury alleged to have been caused or occasioned or arising out
of, consequent upon or connected with the sinking of the steamship Vestris on or about November 12, 1928. The
consents hereby given or provided for shall be signed on the decree or decrees to be proposed by the petitioners.
(f) The claimants and their proctors and attorneys agree to discontinue forthwith, without costs to any party, and deliver
to the proctors for the petitioners copies of orders of discontinuance of all actions and suits or proceedings of any nature
or description whatsoever brought by or on behalf of the claimants against the petitioners or Sanderson & Son, Inc. in
this or any other country in respect of any claim occasioned by, arising out of, consequent upon or connected with the
losses, damages and injuries sustained as a result of the sinking of the Vestris.
(g) The claimants and their proctors and attorneys agree to refrain from instituting or prosecuting any action, suit or
proceeding of any nature or description whatsoever against the petitioners, or either of them, or against Sanderson &
Son, Inc., or of any of their successors, officers, directors or employees in this or any other country, in respect of any
claim occasioned by, arising out of, consequent upon or connected with the losses, damages or injuries sustained as a
result of the sinking of the steamship Vestris.
(h) The claimants and their proctors and attorneys agree to refrain from attaching or attempting to attach, or taking any
proceeding looking toward an attachment of, any vessel or vessels or any property whatsoever of the petitioners, or
either of them, or of Sanderson & Son, Inc., or of any of their successors, officers, directors or employees in this or any
other country, in respect of any claim occasioned by, arising out of, consequent upon or connected with the losses,
damages or injuries sustained as a result of the sinking of the steamship Vestris.
3. Upon the delivery to the proctors for the petitioners of all the aforesaid consents and discontinuances of the
claimants, or in case all the said consents and discontinuances cannot be promptly secured, then upon the delivery of
such consents and discontinuances as shall be satisfactory to the proctors for petitioners, Sir William McLintock and/or
James Charteris Burleigh and/or John Morison will direct the said North of Scotland Bank, Ltd. to transfer the whole of
said lump sum of £110,000 to a bank or trust company in New York City to be designated by the Committee as
depositary (unless prevented from so doing by the supervention of liquidation or similar proceedings of the Liverpool,
Brazil & River Plate Steam Navigation Company, Ltd.) subject to check signed by any three members of the Committee
appointed by claimants hereinafter referred to and countersigned by Burlingham, Veeder, Fearey, Clark & Hupper, upon
which transfer (and not until such transfer) the petitioners will be fully discharged from all their obligations hereunder
and from all actions, claims and demands whatsoever of the claimants or any person claiming by, through, under or in
trust for them.
4. The claimants hereby consent and agree that, if this settlement becomes effectual, the interest and/or distributive
share, if any, of each claimant, in the lump sum of #110,000 is to be arbitrated, determined and distributed solely by a
Committee hereby appointed by the claimants composed of Oscar R. Houston, Chairman, George Whitefield Betts, Jr.,
Charles R. Hickox and Rush Taggart, which Committee is hereby authorized by the claimants to act for them and each
of them. Such Committee may act for all the claimants, on any matter affecting claimants in connection with this
settlement, by a majority of its members in writing or by a majority of those present at a meeting and their conclusion
shall be accepted as final. The Committee shall have the right, on or after the transfer mentioned in Article 3 hereof to
convert sterling into dollars at such time and such rate as the Committee in its discretion, shall determine. The
Committee shall have full authority to liquidate and fix the amounts, validity and priorities, if any, of the claim of all
claimants that sign this agreement. The Committee may, however, submit to the Commissioner any question of validity,
priority or amount and shall include his determination in the Committee's schedules, the expense of such submission to
be paid out of the said lump sum. In the event of the death, resignation, or other disability of any member of the
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Committee, the surviving or remaining members may elect a successor to him who shall exercise the same authority as
any other member of the Committee, including the right to sign checks.
5. The Committee are hereby authorized by the claimants to pay and shall thereupon, as promptly as is practicable, pay
out of said lump sum the actual expenses incurred on behalf of claimants in the conduct of the limitation proceedings
and the carrying out of this agreement (excluding all American counsel fees) in such amounts as may be audited by the
Committee.
The Committee shall then pay to the respective claimants or their proctors (subject to the conditions hereinafter set
forth) the pro rata sums computed on the basis of the liquidated amounts, as fixed by the Committee, for all the claims
filed in this proceeding, which shall be entered in the Committee's schedules kept for that purpose. Said schedules of
said Committee are to be filed with Messrs. Hunt, Hill & Betts at a date to be fixed by said Committee. A copy of said
schedules shall at the same time be delivered to the proctors for the petitioners.
Payments out of said deposit with said bank or trust company in the City of New York (to be designated by the
Committee) shall be made only as the distributive shares, if any, to be received by the respective claimants, are
determined by said Committee, and upon delivery of releases in exchange for checks signed by any three members of
the said Committee and countersigned by Burlingham, Veeder, Fearey, Clark & Hupper. One duly executed and
acknowledged original of each release shall be delivered to the Committee or its nominee, and one to the proctors for
the petitioners; said releases are to be satisfactory to petitioners' proctors as to form, execution and otherwise, and to be
accompanied by evidence satisfactory to petitioners' proctors of the approval of a Surrogate or a Court or a Committee*
n* or otherwise as may be required by law. A valid discontinuance shall also accompany each release in respect of any
claim where a discontinuance has not already been delivered.
6. Failing compliance by the claimants with Article 3 hereof by January 15, 1933, this agreement at any time thereafter
may, at the option of the petitioners or either of them, be declared inoperative, whereupon the same shall be cancelled
and terminated and all consents, discontinuances and other documents received hereunder by petitioners' proctors shall
be returned to the said Committee, and the said lump sum of £110,000 may be withdrawn forthwith by Sir William
McLintock from said North of Scotland Bank, Ltd.
7. None of the provisions of this agreement will become operative unless and until all the claimants who have filed
claims in this limitation proceeding have become parties hereto by themselves or by their proctors or attorneys,
provided however, petitioners have the option to declare this agreement operative as to the claimants who shall have
signed and become parties hereto.
8. Neither the proctors for the petitioners nor the Committee nor any of its members shall be responsible or liable in any
way for acts arising out of their performance or non-performance of the acts mentioned in this agreement, except for
willful misfeasance.
9. The parties hereto will execute any further documents that may be required to carry out the purposes of this
agreement and will actively cooperate to secure an early and complete settlement of the entire litigation. The proctors
for the petitioners may enter any order necessary or proper to carry out any of the terms of this agreement without notice
except to a member of the Committee.
10. This agreement may be signed in any number of counterparts.
Dated, New York, November ..................., 1932.
Burlingham, Veeder, Fearey, Clark & Hupper, in behalf of petitioners Lamport & Holt, Ltd., and Liverpool, Brazil &
River Plate Steam Navigation Company, Ltd.
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Bigham, Englar, Jones & Houston, in behalf of claimants listed in attached schedule marked "A"

Hunt, Hill & Betts, in behalf of claimants listed in attached schedule marked "B"

Kirlin, Campbell, Hickox, Keating & McGrann, in behalf of claimants listed in attached schedule marked "C"

Carter, Ledyard & Milburn, in behalf of claimants listed in attached schedule marked "D"

.....................
.....................
.....................
.....................
.....................
.....................
____________________________________
FORM No. 101-2 The Morro Castle and Mohawk Settlement
United States District Court, Southern District of New York
__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of the Petition of Agwi Navigation
)
A 112156
Company and New York and Cuba Mail Steamship
)
Company for Limitation of Liability. (Morro Castle
Proceeding)
__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of the Petition of Agwilines, Inc., and )
A 112283
New York and Cuba Mail Steamship Company for
)
Limitation of Liability. (Mohawk Proceeding)
__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of the Petition of Wilhelmsens
)
A 112294
Dampskilsaktieselskap, as owner of the Motorship
)
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Talisman, for Exoneration from or Limitation of Liability. (Talisman Proceeding)
__________________________________________________

Memorandum of Settlement

The petitioner, New York and Cuba Mail Steamship Company, offers, on the terms and conditions hereinafter stated
and without prejudice, to pay $890,000 (which is hereinafter referred to as the Morro Castle Fund) and $342,500
(which, together with the $17,500 hereinafter referred to, making a total of $360,000, is hereinafter referred to as the
Mohawk Fund) in complete settlement, respectively of the Morro Castle and the Mohawk limitation proceedings and of
all claims therein, as well as of all claims and matters referred to in Article 2 (a) (except as therein specifically
reserved); and also to withdraw the Mohawk's claim and answer in the Talisman limitation proceeding.
The petitioner, Wilhelmsens Dampskibsaktieselskap, offers, on the terms and conditions hereinafter stated and without
prejudice, to pay $17,500 as a contribution to the Mohawk Fund of $360,000 as set forth above, in complete settlement
of the Talisman limitation proceeding and of all claims therein, as well as of all claims and matters referred to in Article
2 (b); and also to withdraw its claim and answer in the Mohawk limitation proceeding and to waive participation in the
Mohawk Fund.
The claimants who accept this agreement agree that said sums be accepted in full settlement as aforesaid upon and
subject to the following terms and conditions:
1. Said New York and Cuba Mail Steamship Company and Wilhelmsens Dampskibsaktieselskap agree each for itself in
respect of its offer above set forth that when this agreement shall have been executed by or on behalf of the petitioners
and accepted by eighty per cent. (80%) in number (which petitioners' proctors and the respective Committees
hereinafter named shall be satisfied represents also eighty per cent. (80%) in amount) of the respective claimants in each
of the Morro Castle, Mohawk and Talisman limitation proceedings, said petitioners shall thereupon deposit or cause to
be deposited with The Equitable Trust Company of New York said Morro Castle Fund and said Mohawk Fund, to be
paid out, as hereinafter provided, upon check or checks signed by Chauncey I. Clark and George Whitefield Betts, Jr.
and Leonard J. Matteson and, in the case of the Mohawk Fund, also by John W. Griffin.
Any and all interest accruing upon said $890,000 and said $342,500 until this agreement shall become operative as
provided in Article 6, or the return thereof as hereinafter provided, shall belong to and be paid to New York and Cuba
Mail Steamship Company, and any such interest upon said $17,500 shall belong to and be paid to the Talisman's said
owner.
Acceptance of this agreement by any claimant shall be signified by signing this agreement in person and by his proctor
of record, if any, or by such letter or other document as may be acceptable to petitioners' proctors.
2. (a) All accepting claimants by becoming parties hereto consent and agree that the respective sums of $890,000 and
$360,000 shall be accepted in full satisfaction, settlement and discharge of all claims now or hereafter filed in the Morro
Castle and Mohawk limitation proceedings respectively (specifically excepting, however, the claim filed in the Mohawk
limitation proceeding by Wilhelmsens Dampskibsaktieselskap, owner of the motorship Talisman, which claim is not to
participate in said Mohawk Fund), and of all claims, actions, suits or proceedings whatsoever by, on behalf of or by
anyone claiming under, such accepting claimants now or at any future time asserted, instituted or pending, in this or in
any other country, against any of the petitioners or Atlantic Gulf and West Indies Steamship Lines or any of its
subsidiary companies, their successors or assigns, arising out of or connected with the Morro Castle disaster of
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September 8, 1934 or the voyage of the Morro Castle on which said disaster occurred, or the Mohawk-Talisman disaster
of January 24, 1935 or the voyage of the Mohawk on which said disaster occurred.
(b) All accepting claimants also consent and agree that said sum of $360,000 shall be accepted in full satisfaction,
settlement and discharge of all claims now or hereafter filed in the Talisman limitation proceeding and of all claims,
actions, suits or proceedings whatsoever by, on behalf of or by anyone claiming under, such accepting claimants now or
at any future time asserted, instituted or pending, in this or in any other country against said owner of the Talisman, its
successors or assigns, or against the Talisman, arising out of or connected with the Mohawk-Talisman disaster of
January 24, 1935 or the voyage of the Talisman on which said disaster occurred.
3. Upon the making of said deposits aggregating $1,250,000 as provided in Article 1, the proctors for the several
petitioners or the Morro Castle or Mohawk Committees hereinafter constituted, shall prepare and submit to the Court
final decrees as follows:
(a) In the Morro Castle proceeding, adjudging that the claimants therein recover from the petitioner, New York and
Cuba Mail Steamship Company the aggregate sum of $890,000 without costs and without interest either before or after
the entry of said decree; said amount being in full of all liability of petitioners in said proceeding;
(b) In the Mohawk proceeding, adjudging that the claimants therein (except said owner of the Talisman ) recover from
said petitioner, New York and Cuba Mail Steamship Company the aggregate sum of $342,500 without costs and
without interest either before or after the entry of said decree (which said sum plus $17,500 contributed by the Talisman
shall constitute the Mohawk Fund of $360,000); said amount being in full of all liability of petitioners in said
proceeding;
(c) In the Talisman proceeding, adjudging that the petitioner, as owner of the motorship Talisman, be and is exonerated
from all liability for any and all claims arising out of the matters involved in said proceeding, said decree to be without
costs and to provide for the cancellation of all stipulations for value and for costs filed by said petitioner and by all
claimants.
Each decree shall enjoin forever the commencement or prosecution in any court or in any country of all claims, actions,
suits or proceedings (other than the liquidation out of the aforesaid funds as hereinafter provided of claims filed in these
limitation proceedings) whatsoever and by whomsoever asserted against any of the respective petitioners or their
vessels and, in the Morro Castle and Mohawk proceedings, Atlantic Gulf and West Indies Steamship Lines, or any of
their subsidiary companies, their successors or assigns, respectively arising out of or connected with the Morro Castle
disaster of September 8, 1934 or the voyage on which said disaster occurred (in the Morro Castle proceeding), or the
Mohawk-Talisman disaster of January 24, 1935 or the voyages of the respective vessels on which said disaster occurred
(in the Mohawk and the Talisman proceedings), and the Morro Castle and Mohawk decrees shall authorize and direct
said Chauncey I. Clark, George Whitefield Betts, Jr., Leonard J. Matteson and John W. Griffin, upon signature by the
court and entry of said decrees in each of the said three limitation proceedings, to draw checks and redeposit said
aggregate amount of $1,250,000 with said The Equitable Trust Company of New York in separate Morro Castle and
Mohawk Funds of $890,000 and $360,000 respectively, in such manner that the Morro Castle Fund shall thereafter be
subject to check signed by one member of the Morro Castle Committee hereinafter constituted, when countersigned by
Chauncey I. Clark, and the Mohawk Fund subject to check signed by one member of the Mohawk Committee
hereinafter constituted, when countersigned by Chauncey I. Clark and by John W. Griffin. The said decrees in the
Morro Castle and Mohawk proceedings shall further provide that such redeposit of said $890,000 and of said $342,500
portion of said $360,000 shall have the same effect as though paid into court in full satisfaction of said respective final
decrees and deposited by the court as funds in court to be dealt with and distributed as hereinafter provided. Each of the
three decrees shall provide for the withdrawal and striking out of all answers heretofore or hereafter filed in these
limitation proceedings if required by petitioners' proctors, and shall contain such other provisions as petitioners' proctors
or the respective Committees may require which may be reasonably necessary to carry out the provisions and purposes
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of this agreement.
Copies of such respective proposed decrees, with not less than twenty days' notice of the time and place of submission
thereof to the court, shall be served upon the Chairman of each Committee (but need not be served on accepting
claimants or their attorneys or proctors) or upon proctors for the petitioners if proposed by the respective Committees,
and shall also be served upon or mailed to every non-accepting claimant who has filed a claim in the respective
limitation proceedings or his proctor of record, at the address stated in the claim, or at the last known address of such
claimant or proctor. The Morro Castle and Mohawk Committee shall deliver to petitioners' proctors a complete list of
all accepting claimants and shall cooperate with petitioners' proctors in the preparation of a list of all non-accepting
claimants who have filed claims in any of the three proceedings and of the addresses of such claimants and their
proctors.
Wilhelmsens Dampskibsaktieselskap, a claimant in the Mohawk proceeding, hereby consents to entry of the said decree
in said proceeding. Agwilines, Inc. and New York and Cuba Mail Steamship Company, claimants in the Talisman
proceeding, hereby consent to entry of the said decree in the Talisman proceeding.
4. Each accepting claimant and his proctor or attorney by becoming parties hereto:
(a) Agree to refrain from instituting or prosecuting any claim, action, suit or proceeding such as is referred to in Articles
2 and 3, and upon this agreement becoming operative as provided in Article 6, to discontinue forthwith without costs
any such action, suit or proceeding or claim other than the claim filed in these limitation proceedings;
(b) Consent, upon the deposit of said aggregate sum of $1,250,000 as provided in Article 1, to the entry in the Morro
Castle, Mohawk and Talisman proceedings without further notice of final decrees in the form herein mentioned;
(c) Consent, upon the redeposit of said $1,250,000 as provided in Article 7, to the immediate entry without further
notice of appropriate orders acceptable in form to petitioners' proctors and to the respective Committees, satisfying said
final decrees and providing for the cancellation of all stipulations for value and for costs filed in said limitation
proceedings by the petitioners and by all claimants;
(d) Authorize and empower George Whitefield Betts, Jr. (Chairman of the Morro Castle Committee) and Leonard J.
Matteson (Chairman of the Mohawk Committee) to receive on their behalf notice and/or to sign consents and/or waivers
of notice with respect to said final decrees and orders satisfying said decrees, as provided in Article 4 (b) and (c).
5. For the more effectual settlement of this litigation and of all claims and matters arising out of the aforesaid disasters,
and to assist petitioners' proctors in procuring the signing by the court and the entry herein of the aforesaid final decrees
and orders of satisfaction, each accepting claimant and his proctor or attorney and the said Morro Castle and Mohawk
Committees agree to render all assistance reasonably requested by petitioners in the Morro Castle or Mohawk or
Talisman proceedings or their proctors, and (without limiting the foregoing) they agree, upon this agreement becoming
operative as herein provided, to deliver through their respective Committees to petitioners' proctors (except in so far as
may be required by said Committees and in such case to permit examination of and/or loan to petitioners' proctors):
(a) All statements, whether sworn to or not, of all said claimants and their witnesses;
(b) All reports of their or their proctors' or their Committees' investigators, surveyors or other experts;
(c) All bills of lading, invoices, notices and statements of claim, survey reports, etc., with respect to cargo, and itemized
lists (including a statement of the value thereof and approximate date of acquisition) of all personal effects, baggage and
property of passengers, officers and crew, and copies of all notices of claim and claims with respect to baggage,
personal injury, illness and death claims, and all other available reports and data;
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(d) All reports, X-rays, doctors' and hospital bills, birth and death certificates (where possible), letters of administration
or certificates thereof or of probate, statements of earnings and loss of earnings, with respect to all personal injury,
illness and death claims;
(e) All questionnaires and answers thereto, and all questionnaires and answers thereto that petitioners' proctors shall
reasonably request of them or their witnesses, doctors, surveyors or other experts;
(f) All statements, schedules and computations of their claims and the provable amounts thereof and such proofs as may
be available in support thereof, and all data and details of the distribution or proposed distribution of said Morro Castle
and Mohawk Funds; and they further agree to furnish when called upon to do so by petitioners' proctors:
(g) Any and all proofs and evidence of said claimants or in the possession of them or their proctors or said Committees
in support of their claims against the petitioners as petitioners' proctors may from time to time request; provided,
however, that nothing in this agreement shall require the disclosure or delivery of privileged communications from
attorneys to their clients.
6. This agreement of settlement shall become "operative" only if and when (a) it shall have been accepted by all
claimants in each of the three limitation proceedings, or by such lesser number as shall be acceptable to petitioners as
indicated in writing in the Morro Castle proceeding by Chauncey I. Clark and in the Mohawk and Talisman proceedings
by Chauncey I. Clark and John W. Griffin, and acceptable to the Committees as indicated in writing by their respective
chairmen; or (b) if and when each of the said Morro Castle, Mohawk and Talisman decrees shall have been signed and
entered by the court and shall have become final either through the expiration of the term and any extension thereof or
through the expiration of the time to appeal therefrom, or upon the final affirmance of said decrees in the event of any
motion or appeal, or otherwise.
7. Upon the entry of said Morro Castle, Mohawk and Talisman final decrees or upon this agreement of settlement
becoming operative as provided in Article 6 (a), said $1,250,000 shall be redeposited in two separate funds by said
Chauncey I. Clark, George Whitefield Betts, Jr., Leonard J. Matteson and John W. Griffin so as to become subject to
check as provided in Article 3. Said Morro Castle fund of $890,000 shall thereupon, whether or not said decrees are
entered and whether or not so provided in the decrees entered, be deemed to have been paid into court in full
satisfaction of the Morro Castle claims referred to in Article 2 and to have been deposited by the court with said Trust
Company to be dealt with and distributed to claimants in the Morro Castle proceeding as herein provided. The said
Mohawk Fund of $360,000 shall in like manner thereupon, whether or not said decrees are entered and whether or not
so provided in the decrees entered, be deemed to have been paid into court in full satisfaction of the Mohawk and
Talisman claims referred to in Article 2, and to have been deposited by the court with said Trust Company to be dealt
with and distributed to claimants in the Mohawk and Talisman proceedings as herein provided.
8. A Committee for the Morro Castle claimants (called the Morro Castle Committee) is hereby constituted consisting of
George Whitefield Betts, Jr. (Chairman), Samuel D. Stein, John R. Stewart, Samuel J. Levinson and Oscar R. Houston,
and a Committee for the Mohawk and Talisman claimants (called the Mohawk Committee) is hereby constituted
consisting of Leonard J. Matteson (Chairman), Mark W. Maclay and Frederick H. Cunningham. All accepting claimants
in the Morro Castle proceeding hereby irrevocably authorize the said Morro Castle Committee to act for them and each
of them in all matters in connection with this settlement or this agreement and to arbitrate, agree or otherwise determine
the validity and amounts of all claims in the Morro Castle proceeding and to make distribution of said Morro Castle
settlement fund pro rata in accordance with such determination and to carry out the obligations of said Committee or of
said claimants or their proctors under this agreement. All accepting claimants in the Mohawk and the Talisman
proceedings hereby irrevocably authorize the said Mohawk Committee to act for them and each of them in all matters in
connection with this settlement or this agreement and to arbitrate, agree or otherwise determine the validity and amounts
of all claims in the Mohawk and Talisman proceedings and to make distribution of said Mohawk settlement fund pro
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rata in accordance with such determination and to carry out the obligations of said Committee or of said claimants or
their proctors under this agreement. All determinations of said Committees shall be final and binding upon the
claimants, except that any claimant in the Morro Castle proceeding may appeal from determination of the Morro Castle
Committee herein constituted to the full Proctors' Committee consisting of George Whitefield Betts, Jr., Oscar R.
Houston, Samuel D. Stein, James A. Martin, Samuel J. Levinson, William L. Standard, Silas B. Axtell and Carver W.
Wolfe. Such appeal may be taken only within ten days after the mailing by the Committee to the proctor for such
claimant, or to the claimant if he has no proctor, of the notice of the valuation or other determination put upon his claim
by the Committee. Such appeal shall be taken by notice in writing, specifying in detail the grounds thereof, served upon
or mailed to George Whitefield Betts, Jr., Chairman of the Committee, at his office, within said ten days. If such appeal
is taken, the full Proctors' Committee by a vote of a majority of its whole membership may decrease, increase or
confirm the valuation, or affirm or reverse or modify the determination, and such decision shall be final and binding
upon the claimants. Said Committees, including said full Proctors' Committee, may make their own rules as to
meetings, notices, quorum or otherwise, and each may act on all matters by vote of a majority thereof, either by
resolution at a meeting, or by resolution or memorandum signed by a majority thereof without a meeting. Said
Committees respectively shall prepare schedules showing the liquidation of the claims and a copy of all schedules when
completed shall be open for inspection by any proctor of record or claimant without proctor at the offices of George
Whitefield Betts, Jr. and Leonard J. Matteson respectively.
9. Each accepting claimant by becoming a party hereto agrees that if this agreement becomes operative as herein
defined, the entire risk and expense of defending any and all claims, actions, suits or proceedings, made or instituted by,
on behalf of or by anyone claiming under, any claimant who has filed or may hereafter file a claim in the Morro Castle,
Mohawk or Talisman limitation proceedings, and of satisfying any such claims and/or judgments, decrees or recoveries
obtained in any such actions, suits or proceedings, shall be borne with respect to the Morro Castle disaster (or the
voyage on which said disaster occurred), by the accepting claimants in the Morro Castle proceeding and with respect to
the Mohawk-Talisman disaster (or the voyages of the respective vessels on which said disaster occurred), by the
accepting claimants in the Mohawk and Talisman proceedings, to the amount of 25% of their respective gross
distributive shares without deduction, but in each case shall be payable only out of the said respective reserves set up in
connection with the Morro Castle and Mohawk Funds as hereinafter provided, and the respective petitioners in each of
the three proceedings, and Atlantic Gulf and West Indies Steamship Lines, its and their subsidiary companies, their
successors and assigns and their vessels and the Talisman, shall be fully discharged and indemnified by said claimants
out of said respective reserves, from and against all such claims, actions, suits or proceedings, judgments, decrees and
recoveries, and from all obligations in these limitation proceedings, and said final decrees to be entered in the three
proceedings and/or orders satisfying said decrees may so provide. Petitioners agree that upon the Morro Castle and
Mohawk Committees rendering their awards in respect of the claims filed in the respective proceedings and the awards
becoming final by expiration of the time for appeal or the final disposition of any appeal, distributions may then be
made out of the respective Funds aforesaid in respect of such awards, but not in excess of seventy-five per cent. (75%)
of the respective distributive shares of the claimants entitled to such awards. Each accepting claimant agrees that the
remainder, viz., 25%, of his gross respective distributive share, without deduction, shall be retained as reserve for the
purposes specified above and that such reserves shall not be distributed until (a) there shall have been delivered to
petitioners' proctors in the respective limitation proceedings releases satisfactory to said proctors with respect to all
claims filed in such proceeding, and other evidence satisfactory to petitioners' proctors that all claims, actions, suits or
proceedings, judgments, decrees or recoveries as aforesaid, shall have been fully satisfied and discharged or otherwise
finally disposed of, or (b) until one (1) year shall have elapsed from the filing, as herein provided, of the final
determination by the respective Committees of all their awards (or such other time as may be agreed upon between
petitioners' proctors and the chairmen of the respective Committees), without any objections having been made in these
proceedings or otherwise (or, if made, remaining undisposed of) in respect of the validity or amount of any award and
without any claim, action, suit or proceeding as aforesaid having been made or instituted (or, if made or instituted,
remaining undisposed of). Upon the occurrence of either of said events (a) or (b), all and any liability of the respective
Funds, or the reserves thereof, or of the respective claimants to indemnify the petitioners as assumed in this Article 9,
shall cease and terminate, and said reserves, less any charges or expenses properly chargeable thereto, shall be
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distributed to the claimants entitled thereto. If the reserves set up as provided in this article shall at any time upon
survey of the obligations assumed appear to petitioners' proctors to be substantially larger than reasonably necessary for
the purpose for which they are provided, petitioners' proctors may and shall agree with the respective Committees upon
an appropriate reduction thereof and any surplus in said reserves thus ascertained shall thereupon be distributed pro rata
to the claimants entitled thereto. The respective Committees hereby agree to administer the said reserve funds as
hereinbefore provided.
10. The accepting claimants authorize, empower and direct said Committees to pay the actual disbursements of said
Committees and their members in connection with liquidating the claims and carrying out the settlement and this
agreement, as well as those of a general nature heretofore reasonably incurred in the investigation of these cases, the
taking of testimony and the preparation of the cases for trial, and to deduct such disbursements pro rata from each
distributive share, reimbursing those claimants who have contributed to the expenses of Proctors' Committees, so that
the actual expenses of procuring the settlement shall be borne ratably by all claimants recovering hereunder.
In all cases where attorneys have agreed or may agree to general arrangements for contribution of a percentage of their
fees to the respective Proctors' Committees for their services in this litigation such percentage shall be paid to, deducted
or collected out of the distributive shares by the respective Committees herein constituted who are likewise authorized
to arbitrate, fix or otherwise determine the distribution thereof and to disburse such contributions accordingly. A record
of the above-mentioned expenses and of the amount and distribution of said compensation shall also be filed and open
to inspection by any proctor of record at the offices of George Whitefield Betts, Jr., and Leonard J. Matteson, Chairmen
of the respective Committees.
11. No payments shall be made out of said $1,250,000 aggregate or out of any part thereof or out of the reserves herein
provided for until after this agreement has become operative and after the distributive shares, if any, to be received by
all claimants are determined as aforesaid, and upon delivery of duly executed and acknowledged releases (or
assignments if required by petitioners' proctors) in exchange for checks signed and countersigned as provided in Article
3, provided, however, that after this agreement has become operative, partial distributions on account of any claim may
be made after its determination and after delivery of proper releases in respect of such claim, upon vote of the respective
Committee with the approval in the Morro Castle proceeding of Chauncey I. Clark and in the Mohawk and Talisman
proceedings of Chauncey I. Clark and John W. Griffin. One original of each release (or assignment) shall be delivered
to the Morro Castle and Mohawk Committees, or their nominee, and one to the proctors for the petitioners in each
proceeding in which the claimant in question filed claim. Said releases or assignments shall cover the matters mentioned
in Article 2 and shall be satisfactory to said petitioners' proctors as to substance, form, execution and otherwise, and in
the case of infants or other persons under disability or possessing but limited authority, shall be accompanied by
evidence satisfactory to said petitioners' proctors of the approval of this settlement by a Surrogate, Court, Committee,
Guardian or other proper authority.
12. This agreement shall become null and void (a) if its acceptance by 80% of the claimants as provided in Article 1
hereof shall not have been obtained on or before September 30, 1936, or such later date as may be agreed upon by
George Whitefield Betts, Jr., Leonard J. Matteson, Chauncey I. Clark and John W. Griffin; or (b) if the aforesaid sums
of $890,000 and $360,000 respectively, shall have been deposited by the petitioners and this agreement of settlement
does not become operative as provided in Article 6 on or before April 1, 1937, or such later date as may be agreed upon
by George Whitefield Betts, Jr., Leonard J. Matteson, Chauncey I. Clark and John W. Griffin, in which event said
$890,000 and said $342,500 shall be on demand forthwith repaid to the order of the petitioner New York and Cuba Mail
Steamship Company, and said $17,500 shall be on demand forthwith repaid to the order of the Talisman's owner, and
the persons hereinbefore authorized to sign checks for said funds hereby agree on such demand by petitioners' proctors
to sign a check or checks and take such other action as may be necessary to accomplish such repayment.
In the event that this agreement becomes null and void as herein provided, signature of this agreement, or any action
taken with respect thereto or in the preliminary negotiation of this proposed settlement, by the petitioners, the proctors'
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committees and all claimants and their proctors, shall be wholly without prejudice and shall constitute no admission as
to the liability of the petitioners, if any, or the extent thereof or as to the amount of the provable damages of any
claimant, in the further litigation of these limitation proceedings or otherwise and all parties shall be wholly relieved
from any and all obligations herein assumed.
13. The powers or duties herein conferred upon Chauncey I. Clark may be exercised by any partner of the firm of
Burlingham, Veeder, Clark & Hupper, or successor firm, upon written designation from time to time by said firm of a
substitute or successor for said Chauncey I. Clark.
The powers or duties herein conferred upon John W. Griffin may be exercised by any partner of the firm of Haight,
Griffin, Deming & Gardner, or successor firm, upon written designation from time to time by said firm of a substitute or
successor for said John W. Griffin.
The powers or duties herein conferred upon George Whitefield Betts, Jr., may be exercised by any partner of the firm of
Hunt, Hill & Betts, or successor firm, upon written designation from time to time by said firm of a substitute or
successor for said George Whitefield Betts, Jr.
The powers or duties herein conferred upon Oscar R. Houston or Leonard J. Matteson may be exercised by any partner
of the firm of Bigham, Englar, Jones & Houston, or successor firm, upon written designation from time to time by said
firm of a substitute or successor for said Oscar R. Houston or Leonard J. Matteson.
Any person so designated as successor or substitute shall have the same powers and duties and his acts shall have the
same force as if said person were originally named herein.
14. In the event of the death, resignation, inability or refusal to act of any chairman or other member of the Morro
Castle Committee or the Mohawk Committee or of said Proctors' Committee, where such vacancy is not filled under the
provisions of Article 13, the remaining members of said Committee shall by majority vote appoint a successor or
substitute chairman or other member who shall have the same powers and duties as the chairman or member of the
respective Committee whom he succeeds, including any right to sign checks.
15. The parties hereto shall execute any further documents that may be reasonably required to carry out the purposes of
this agreement and shall actively cooperate to secure an early and complete settlement of all matters arising out of said
disasters. Petitioners' proctors may enter any order or decree reasonably necessary or proper to carry out any terms of
this agreement, without notice to any accepting claimants except to said George Whitefield Betts, Jr., and Leonard J.
Matteson, who agree as the representatives of the accepting claimants, to endorse on any such order or decree their
consents or waivers of notice on behalf of the accepting claimants. Neither the proctors for the petitioners nor the
Committees nor any of their members shall be responsible or liable in any way for acts arising out of the performance or
non-performance of any acts mentioned in this agreement except for willful misfeasance.
16. It is hereby understood and agreed by all parties to the within settlement that The Equitable Trust Company of New
York shall act solely as Depositary for the funds referred to herein and assumes no liability except to hold such funds
when and as received, subject to withdrawal by checks signed and countersigned in accordance with the terms of the
memorandum of settlement.
17. This agreement of settlement may be signed in any number of counterparts, all of which taken together shall
constitute the agreement.
Dated, New York, N.Y., August ...................., 1936. Here followed signatures of
New York and Cuba Mail Steamship Company,
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Petitioner,
Agwi Navigation Company,
Petitioner,
Agwilines, Inc.,
Petitioner,
Wilhelmsens Dampskibsaktieselskap,
Petitioner,
Morro Castle Committee,
Mohawk Committee,
Proctors' Committee,
And Individual Proctors, with Sworn Acknowledgments by Damage -Claimants.
___________________
____________________________________
FORM No. 101-3 Rules of Morro Castle Proctors' Committee
MORRO CASTLE COMMITTEE

Rules of Procedure

Pursuant to Section 8 of the Memorandum of Settlement the Morro Castle Committee hereby makes the following rules
and regulations for the purpose of carrying out its duties:
I. Powers and Authority

(a) The powers and authority of the Committee shall be those granted by the Memorandum of Settlement.
II. Members

(a) George Whitefield Betts, Jr., Chairman; Oscar R. Houston, Secretary; Samuel D. Stein, John R. Stewart, Samuel J.
Levinson.
III. Officers

chairman

(a) The Chairman shall preside at all meetings of the Committee. He may call a meeting of the Committee whenever he
deems it necessary, subject so far as practicable to the mutual convenience of the members. He shall have custody of the
Committee's check book and shall draw for signature, checks pursuant to resolutions duly passed by the Committee.
secretary
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(b) The Secretary shall keep a record of all the proceedings of the Committee in a book or books to be provided for that
purpose, and shall submit the same for approval at the following meeting. He shall notify members of the Committee of
all meetings and shall attend generally to the correspondence of the Committee.
IV. Conduct of Business

(a) The business of the Committee shall be conducted by means of resolutions regularly adopted by an affirmative vote
of three members, at a meeting of the Committee, or by means of written memoranda or resolutions mailed to all
members of the Committee and approved in writing by at least three members.
(b) The Committee shall so far as possible conduct its business at formal meetings. All written memoranda or
resolutions submitted to the members for their approval, outside a meeting, shall be accompanied by a letter from the
Chairman stating that in his judgment the holding of a meeting is impractical.
V. Meetings

(a) Meetings of the Committee, so far as is practicable and expedient, shall be held at the mutual convenience of the
members of the Committee upon at least three days notice.
(b) Three members of the Committee shall constitute a quorum.
VI. Evaluation of Claims

(a) The Committee will request every claimant who has not done so to answer a questionnaire on the form previously
sent out and to substantiate their answers so far as practicable with supporting documents.
(b) The questionnaires and supporting documents will be submitted to the Committee by the Secretary at a meeting duly
called for the purpose of evaluating claims.
(c) In passing upon the validity and amount of each claim the Committee will consider the statements contained in the
questionnaire and supporting documents, if any, and such other evidence as may be adduced or made available to the
Committee or with which the Committee may be acquainted. The Committee may for the purpose of assisting it in
determining the validity and amount of any claim, request additional documents or have a physical examination made
by the Committee's physician if it deems it necessary, provided the claimant consents. The Committee may also cause
an investigation to be made by its investigator of the facts stated in the questionnaire and supporting documents, and if
any member of the Committee desires, request the claimant to appear before the Committee.
(d) Any claimant may submit additional documents or other proof in support of his claim and, if he so requests, will be
heard orally, in person or by counsel, by the Committee.
(e) The ultimate decision of the Committee as to the value of any claim shall be recorded by the Secretary and
incorporated in the schedules showing the liquidation of the claims pursuant to Section 8 of the Memorandum of
Settlement.
(f) Notices of the valuation or the determination put upon each claim by the Committee will be mailed to the proctor for
such claimant, or to the claimant if he has no proctor upon the completion of the Committee's evaluation of the claims
or at such earlier date as the Committee may determine.
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(g) No member of the Committee shall have the right to vote upon any resolution fixing the value of any claim in
respect of which either he or his firm or any office associate is or has been proctor, counsel or attorney.
(h) Should any dissent arise in the Committee on any question of substantive law in connection with the determination
of any claim, the Committee will, if it deems it necessary, request Judge Knox or some other District Judge for his
views as to the law. Any instructions or expressions of opinion, whether written or oral, given by such judge to the
Committee, as hereinbefore set forth, shall be noted in the minutes of proceedings by the Secretary
(i) If any member of the Committee dissents from the determination of the Committee as to the validity or amount of
any claim or as to any question of law, his dissent shall be so recorded in the minutes of the Committee meetings.
(j) Should the determination of the validity or amount of any claim be deadlocked (i.e., should the decision of any claim
result in a 2 to 2 vote or 2 to 1 vote) and should it be the consensus of the members of the Committee with respect to
such claim that further consideration would not end the deadlock, such claim shall be submitted to Judge Knox or such
other judge as shall be designated by Judge Knox willing to render either a formal or informal decision in the matter,
and in such case, the Committee will adopt such decision as its own.
VII. Distribution ofSettlement Fund

(a) Each claimant's distributive share of the settlement fund will be determined by prorating the net settlement fund over
the total amount of claims as evaluated by the Committee.
(b) A partial distribution or distributions on account of the claims as fixed by the Committee, may be made by the
Committee, if it deems it practicable and expedient, subject, however, to the conditions of Section 11 of the
Memorandum of Settlement.
(c) A final distribution will be made upon the final determination of all claims by the Committee and the compliance of
all concerned with the terms and conditions set forth in the Memorandum of Settlement.
VIII. Disbursements

(a) The Committee will ascertain as soon as practicable the actual disbursements heretofore reasonably incurred in the
investigation of the case, the taking of testimony and preparation for trial and will reimburse the members for their
disbursements provided the disbursements are approved by the Committee. No additional expense will be incurred by
any member of the Committee unless authorized by a resolution duly adopted by the Committee.
(b) The compensation of the Committee's examining physician, investigator and stenographer, if any are engaged, will
be fixed by the Committee.
(c) The cost of all stationery, printing and mailing or other expense incurred by the Committee in carrying out its duties
shall be charged as a disbursement against the settlement fund pursuant to Article 10 of the Memorandum of Settlement.
(d) The Secretary shall obtain and file with the Committee a receipted bill in respect of all disbursements.
IX. Compensation of Committee.
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(a) The settlement fund will not be charged with any part of the Committee's compensation.
(b) Upon the completion of the Committee's evaluation of the claims it will proceed to arbitrate, fix or otherwise
determine the value of the Morro Castle Proctors Committee's services in this litigation and to determine the
contribution due from each of the attorneys, solicitors or proctors who have agreed to compensate the members of the
Committee for their service.
X. Vacancies

(a) In the event of the death, resignation, inability or refusal to act of the Chairman, Secretary or other member of the
Committee the remaining members of the Committee will, by a majority vote, and subject to the Memorandum of
Settlement, appoint a successor or substitute officer or other member who will have the same powers and duties as the
officer or member whom he succeeds.
XI. Oath of Members

(a) Each member of the Committee will file with the Secretary the oath prescribed by Section 452 C. P. A. and will
truly perform each and every duty by him to be performed under the terms of the Memorandum of Settlement.
XII. Amendments

These rules may be amended at any time by the vote of four members of the Committee.
Geo. Whitefield Betts,Jr., Chairman,
Oscar R. Houston, Secretary,
Samuel D. Stein,
John R. Stewart,
Samuel J. Levinson.

December 21, 1936.
United States District Court
Judge Knox's Chambers

United States Court House
Foley Square, New York

Dear Mr. Betts:
Pursuant to your request, I have read the rules that the Morro Castle Committee has promulgated for the purpose of
carrying on its work. So far as now appears the rules seem to be simple, comprehensive and adequate for the purposes
they are intended to serve. In saying this, however, I wish you to know that I reserve the right, should any one of the
rules be called into question before me judicially, to express a contrary view.
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Very truly yours,
Jno. C. Knox,
U. S. D. J.

January 12, 1937.
George W. Betts, Jr., Esq.,
120 Broadway, New York City.
MORRO CASTLE PROCTORS' COMMITTEE

Rules

Pursuant to Section 8 of the Memorandum of Settlement, the Morro Castle Proctors' Committee hereby adopts the
following rules for the hearing and determination of appeals from the Morro Castle Committee.
I. Powers and Authorities

The powers and authorities of the Committee in connection with hearing and determining appeals shall be those granted
by the Memorandum of Settlement.
II. Members

Geo. Whitefield Betts, Jr., Chairman; Oscar R. Houston, Secretary; Samuel D. Stein, John R. Stewart, Samuel J.
Levinson, William L. Standard, Silas B. Axtell, Carver W. Wolfe.
III. Officers

chairman

(A) The Chairman shall preside at all meetings of the Committee. He may call a meeting of the Committee for the
purpose of hearing appeals whenever he deems it necessary, and shall call such meeting when requested by a majority
of the members, subject so far as practicable to the mutual convenience of the members. In the event of the Chairman's
absence or inability to act, the remaining members present shall by a majority vote appoint a temporary chairman who
shall have the same powers and duties as the Chairman.
secretary

(B) The Secretary shall keep a record of all the proceedings of the Committee and shall submit the same for approval at
a subsequent meeting. He shall notify the members of the Committee of all meetings and shall attend generally to the
correspondence of the Committee.
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IV. Conduct of Business

(A) The business of the Committee shall be conducted by means of resolutions regularly adopted by an affirmative vote
of five (5) members at a meeting of the Committee, or by means of written memoranda or resolutions mailed to all
members of the Committee and approved in writing by at least five (5) members.
(B) The Committee shall so far as possible conduct its business at formal meetings. All written memoranda or
resolutions submitted to the members for their approval outside a meeting, shall be accompanied by a letter from the
Chairman stating that in his judgment the holding of a meeting is impractical.
(C) No member of the Committee shall, directly or indirectly, participate in or vote upon any resolution affecting the
Morro Castle Committee's determination of any claim in respect of which either he or his firm or any office associate is
or has been proctor, counsel, or attorney.
V. Quorum

Five (5) members of the Committee shall constitute a quorum.
VI. Hearing and Determination of Appeals

(A) No appeal shall be heard unless written notice thereof:
(a) Specifies in details the grounds of such appeal; and
(b) Is served upon or mailed to Geo. Whitefield Betts, Jr., 120 Broadway, New York City, within ten (10) days of the
mailing of the "Notice of Valuation" of the claim in respect of which the appeal is taken. Such notice shall state that if
the claimant desires to appeal, such appeal must be taken within ten days of the date of mailing.
(B) In determining any appeal the Committee shall consider all data contained in the files of the Morro Castle
Committee relevant to such claim. No further written evidence or oral testimony shall be accepted unless called for by
the Committee.
(C) If proctors for appealing claimants, or appealing claimants unrepresented by counsel, desire to file a written brief or
argument, they may do so provided it is received by the Chairman of the Committee within twenty (20) days after the
mailing of the "Notice of Valuation." After the expiration of the twenty (20) days period, no briefs, letters, or other
communications in support of the appeal will be accepted.
(D) No oral argument in behalf of any appeal shall be heard, unless requested by counsel and consented to by the
Committee.
(E) The Committee's determination of any appeal, as evidenced by a resolution duly adopted, shall be final and shall not
be subject to review at any subsequent meeting.
(F) When all appeals have been determined, notice of the Committee's decision in each such appeal shall be mailed to
the proctor for the appealing claimant, or to the claimant if he has no proctor.
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VII. Disbursements

A statement of disbursements actually incurred in the hearing and determination of appeals shall be submitted to the
Morro Castle Committee for re-imbursement. No disbursements shall be incurred unless authorized by a resolution duly
adopted by the Committee.
VIII. Mailing of Rules

A copy of these rules shall be mailed to proctors for appealing claimants, or to appealing claimants unrepresented by
counsel, immediately upon receipt of notice of appeal.
IX. Amendments

These rules may be amended at any time by a vote of five (5) members of the Committee.
Geo. Whitefield Betts, Jr., Chairman,
Oscar R. Houston, Secretary,
Samuel D. Stein,
John R. Stewart,
Samuel J. Levinson,
William L. Standard,
Silas B. Axtell,
Carver W. Wolfe.

March 24, 1938.
____________________________________
FORM No. 101-4 Ex Parte Order Approving Settlement
United States District Court, Southern District of New York
__________________________________________________
)
In the Matter of the Complaintof .....................
)
EX PARTE ORDER
formerly known as .................. ..................., as Owner )
of the s/s ..................., seeking exoneration from or
limitation of liability.
__________________________________________________

Whereas on or about ..................., 19.... ..................., as owner of the s/s ..................., filed a complaint seeking
exoneration from or limitation of liability with the Clerk of this Court, and
Whereas on or about ..................., 19 .... the Honorable ..................., D. J., entered an order approving plaintiff's
stipulation for value, directing issuance of notice and restraining suits, and
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Whereas, ..................., a crew member injured on the s/s ..................., desiring not to get involved in litigation and not
to retain an attorney, made claim against .................. and personally negotiated a settlement of his claim directly with
.................. through its Claims Department, and said seaman having approached the Court directly to have his
settlement approved and paid without delay,
Now, on exparte application of plaintiff, ..................., as owner of the s/s ..................., it is,
Ordered, that .................. is permitted to pay, without prejudice, $ ................... to .................. as a fair and reasonable
settlement of all claims of .................. arising out of the .................. and .................. collision of ..................., 19 ....., and
it is further
Ordered, that if .................. is found liable in the above proceedings and is entitled to limit liability .................. shall be
reimbursed or credited to the extent of .................. share of the Limitation Fund, if any, but not exceeding the sum of $
...................
So ordered.
Dated: ..................
..................
......................,
U.S.D.J.
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawArbitrationFederal Arbitration ActAdmiralty LawCharterpartiesParty LiabilityLimitations on
LiabilityAdmiralty LawCollisionsLiabilityLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPersonal InjuriesMaritime Workers'
ClaimsUnseaworthinessLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawPractice & ProcedureAttachment &
GarnishmentLimitations on LiabilityAdmiralty LawShippingCarrier Duties & ObligationsLimitations on Liability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. Act of 1938, Title X.
(n2)Footnote 2. The Morro Castle, 1939 A.M.C. 895 (S.D.N.Y. 1939).
(n3)Footnote 3. The Mohawk and Talisman, 1939 A.M.C. 850 (S.D.N.Y. 1939).
(n4)Footnote 4. The Morro Castle, 101 F.2d 732, 1939 A.M.C. 121 (2d Cir. [N.Y.] 1939), and 1939 A.M.C. 895
(S.D. N.Y. 1939).
The settlement fund for death and personal injury claims of the collision between The J. Pickney Henderson and The
J.H. Senior was administered and distributed by a proctors committee: Petition of Panama Transportation Co., 98 F.
Supp. 114, 1952 A.M.C. 189 (S.D.N.Y.), aff'd, 195 F.2d 104, 1952 A.M.C. 650 (2d Cir. 1952).
(n5)Footnote 5. Settlements that are concluded out of court between claimants and the shipowner do not require
the approval of the Court to be binding on the parties to the agreement: Suwaharu Maru--Mandoil II--Transonmeida,
305 F. Supp. 796, 1969 A.M.C. 2102 (D. Ore. 1969).
(n6)Footnote *. Appointed by a court; not the Committee heretofore mentioned and appointed by the claimants.
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§ IX.syn Synopsis to Chapter IX: MARINE OIL POLLUTION

§ 111. In General.
§ 112. Federal Legislation--Oil Pollution Act of 1990, 33 U.S.C. § 2701 et seq. and Federal Water Pollution
Control Act of 1972, 33 U.S.C. § 1321.
a. Liability.
[1] Applicability.
[i] Geographic.
[ii] Substances Covered.
[iii] Vessel or Facility.
[2] Basis of Liability.
[3] Responsible Parties.
[4] Limits on Liability.
[5] Defenses.
[6] Third Party Liability.
[7] Indemnification.
b. Oil Pollution Compensation.
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[1] Federal Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund.
[2] Litigation.
[3] Removal Costs and Damages.
c. Financial Responsibility.
d. Effect on Other Laws.
[1] Federal Law.
[2] State Law.
e. Prevention.
[1] Manning Requirements.
[2] Operational Requirements.
[3] Structural Requirements.
[4] Miscellaneous Provisions.
f. Spill Response Requirements.
g. Removal.
h. Civil Penalties.
§ 113. State Oil Pollution Laws.
§ 114. Criminal Penalties for Oil Pollution.
a. Introduction.
b. Legislative History of Criminal Oil Pollution Statutes Leading to the Oil Pollution Act of 1990.
[1] Evolution of Criminal Penalties.
[2] OPA Amendments to Clean Water Act Reporting Provisions.
[3] Authorization for Criminal Investigative Procedures.
[4] Criminal Prosecution for Oil Spills.
c. Pertinent Federal Criminal Oil Pollution Statutes.
[1] Federal Water Pollution Control Act ("FWPCA" or "Clean Water Act").
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[2] River and Harbors Act.
[3] Marine Protection Research and Sanctuaries Act.
[4] Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
[5] Ports and Waterways Safety Act.
[6] Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships.
[7] Other Criminal Statutes.
d. Corporate Officer Liability for Criminal Violations.
e. Sentencing Guidelines for Oil Pollution Cases.
f. Parallel Civil and Criminal Proceedings in Oil Pollution Cases.
g. Notable Oil Pollution Prosecutions.
h. Summary.
§ 115. International Conventions--Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil, 1954, and
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, 1973/1978 (MARPOL 73/78).
§ 116. International Conventions--Civil Liability Convention.
A. International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage
B. Protocol to the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage (1992)
c. INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON CIVIL LIABILITY FOR OIL POLLUTION DAMAGE, 1992 and the
AMENDMENTS OF THE LIMITS OF LIABILITY, 2000
Annex CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE OR OTHER FINANCIAL SECURITY IN RESPECT OF CIVIL
LIABILITY FOR OIL POLLUTION DAMAGE
§ 117. International Conventions--Fund Convention.
B Protocol to the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage (1992)
C International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage,
1992 and the Amendments of the Limits of Compensation, 2000
D INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN INTERNATIONAL FUND FOR
COMPENSATION FOR OIL POLLUTION DAMAGE, 1992 ["Supplementary Fund Protocol"]
§ 118. International Conventions--Intervention Convention.
§ 119. Industry Initiatives--TOVALOP and CRISTAL.
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§ 120. Oil Pollution Act of 1990
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§ 111. In General.

Oil pollution of the seas is the natural consequence of the world's increased dependence on oil to satisfy industrial needs
and basic energy requirements. Remarkably though, on the whole, pollution from ships has abated dramatically over the
last forty years. In 1974 it was reported that approximately five million tons of oil were spilled into the oceans annually.
n1 But in the period 1980-1990 that figure had been reduced by approximately one-half to 2.4 million metric tons. n2
Even more revealing was the decrease in the amount of oil pollution from tankers resulting from accidents--from a
mean of 400,000 metric tons a year from 1974-1979 to a mean of less than 100,000 metric tons a year from 1984-1988.
n3 Of the 2.4 million metric tons of oil released annually, only about 400,000 tons were from vessels and only about
240,000 tons, or 10% were from tankers. n4 The reduction in pollution by vessels was attributed in large part to the
1973 International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships and the 1978 Protocol thereto ("MARPOL
73/78"). n5 MARPOL 73/78 required various structural and operational changes which reduced pollution from tank
slops (300,000 tons annually) and dirty ballast water (700,000 tons annually) drastically and reduced the quantity spilled
in marine accidents by limiting cargo tank size.
Unfortunately, the downward trend in international marine oil pollution showed an alarming reversal in 1991. In that
year, statistics reflect that 282.9 million gallons of oil were spilled into waters worldwide. Another bad year followed in
1992 with 141.5 million gallons of oil being spilled. Considerable improvement was reflected in statistics for 1993 with
the quantity of spilled oil dropping to approximately 50 million gallons, n6 which was followed in 1994 with an
increase to nearly 66 million gallons; n7 and then, a dramatic improvement took place in 1995 with only about 15
million gallons being spilled. Unfortunately, a few large oil spills occurred early in 1996 which again resulted in a
statistical increase in the quantity of oil being spilled on a worldwide basis. n8 Most recently, on April 20, 2010, an
explosion occurred on the Deepwater Horizon mobile offshore drilling rig, which caused the largest oil spill in United
States waters. n9
Brief History In March of 1967, the TORREY CANYON, a crude carrier capable of carrying 120,000 tons of oil,
grounded on a granite reef 16 miles southwest of England and was badly damaged. n10 Wind and wave action carried
her oil onto the shores of both England and France. Several months were spent cleaning the beaches and otherwise
restoring the damaged areas at a cost of over $16 million, n11 a substantial amount at the time. Much like the loss of the
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TITANIC which stimulated safety laws, the TORREY CANYON spurred action in the area of pollution liability
compensation and prevention.
Following the TORREY CANYON incident, the international community began to appreciate more fully that
cooperation is essential to oil pollution control and prevention. The first to take constructive action were the tanker
owners and bareboat charterers. In 1969, the Tanker Owners Voluntary Agreement Concerning Liability for Oil
Pollution ("TOVALOP") was entered into. n12 TOVALOP was a voluntary agreement to provide direct compensation
to injured parties without a showing of fault even where the owner might not otherwise be liable. The basic or Standing
Agreement had a maximum liability provision of about $16.8 million. The 1987 "Supplement" to TOVALOP, which
increased the amount of compensation to a maximum of $70 million, applied to incidents where the owner of the cargo
was a member of the Contract Regarding a Supplement to Tanker Liability for Oil Pollution ("CRISTAL"). n13 Key
provisions and facts on TOVALOP included:
-- Had a membership which carried over 97% of the world's tanker tonnage.
-- Required the owner or bareboat charterer to take actions to reimburse persons who clean up or are
damaged by oil pollution.
-- Applied to the spill or threatened spill of persistent oil whether it be fuel or cargo; in the case of the
Standing Agreement, occurring in the territory or territorial sea of a State, or in a case of the Supplement,
wherever spilled.
-- Applied to physical loss or damages, prevention, and economic losses. Reimbursement costs to restore
or replace natural resources damaged by the incident could be allowable in certain circumstances.
-- Limited liability under the Standing Agreement to $160.00 per ton, up to $16.8 million. Under the
Supplement, liability was limited to $3.5 million plus $493.00 for each gross ton in excess of 5,000 gross
ton, up to $70 million.
-- Exempted the owner or bareboat charterer from this voluntary liability where the damage resulted from
an act of war, was caused solely by a third party with intent, was the result of a natural phenomenon
which could not have been avoided, or was the result of negligence or wrongful act of a governmental
authority, or the injured party.
CRISTAL was a general plan agreed to by oil industry members in 1971 to provide compensation in excess of the limits
of TOVALOP. The membership in CRISTAL consisted of "Oil Companies," the definition of which included
companies which refine, produce, market, store or trade persistent oil. CRISTAL, by its key provisions:
-- Applied to actual discharge or imminent threat of discharge of persistent oil from seagoing vessels or
crafts which were made to, and actually were carrying oil as cargo.
-- Applied only to those incidents in which the oil was "owned" by a CRISTAL member. Owners
included companies which had contracted to buy the oil but which did not have title to the oil at the time
of the incident. Additionally, the ownership requirement could be met where oil was not owned by a
CRISTAL member and was not being sold to a CRISTAL member, but was scheduled for delivery at a
terminal or facility which was owned or operated by a CRISTAL member and an incident occurred
within 250 nautical miles of such terminal or facility.
-- Provided payments only where the tanker owner or bareboat charterer had paid up to the applicable
TOVALOP limit.
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-- Provided compensation above these limits up to $36 million for tankers which carried 5,000 gross tons
or less, and $733.00 for each gross ton in excess of 5,000 gross tons, up to $135 million. These
maximum limits included the compensation granted under TOVALOP.
-- Denied compensation where the incident was a result of an act of war, exceptional and unavoidable
natural phenomenon, act of a third party with intent, or failure by an authority responsible for
maintenance of lights or other navigational aids. Additionally, if the incident was caused by the tanker
owner's willful misconduct or the unseaworthiness of a vessel with privity of the owner, CRISTAL
would not provide compensation.
-- Required all claimants to take reasonable steps to recover damages from the responsible party before
granting compensation.
Although due to expire on February 20, 1992, TOVALOP and CRISTAL were renewed upon the same terms as were
previously applicable up to February 20, 1997. This renewal was viewed to be the last that probably would occur. As
discussed below, protocols to the international oil pollution conventions, which were adopted in 1992 and which
substantially increase the levels of compensation available, prompted serious debate within the shipping and oil industry
communities as to whether TOVALOP and CRISTAL had fulfilled their purposes and should be terminated. Ultimately,
it was determined to allow both TOVALOP and CRISTAL to expire on February 20, 1997; however, compensation
from these sources still remain available with respect to oil spills which occurred prior to that date.
The TOVALOP and CRISTAL format was loosely followed by two conventions concerning liability and compensation
for oil pollution damage resulting from oil tanker discharges which were adopted during generally the same period: the
1969 International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage ("Civil Liability Convention"), which
entered into force in 1975, and the 1971 International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for
Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage ("Fund Convention") which entered into force in 1978. As originally adopted,
the Civil Liability Convention:
-- Applies to spills from tankers laden with persistent oil (No. 4 fuel oil or heavier) occurring in the
territory of a Contracting State.
-- Imposes strict liability on the vessel owner or bareboat charterer unless caused by act of war, grave
national disaster, sabotage of or "by" a third party, or failure of authorities to maintain navigation aids.
-- Limits liability to $166 per ton of the vessel's tonnage or $17.5 million, whichever is less, n14 unless
the spill is caused by owner's actual fault or privity in which event liability is unlimited.
-- Provides for damages which include removal costs incurred after the spill occurs (costs incurred to
prevent a spill are not recoverable), costs to repair or replace damaged property, economic losses (e.g.,
fisherman catch losses, beach hotel losses); but not for loss of natural resources.
-- Requires owners of tankers over 2,000 gross tons to maintain insurance to cover liability. There is no
fund out of which claims are paid. Rather, the vessel owner's insurance is the prime source of payment.
The Fund Convention is intended to supplement the Civil Liability Convention by providing additional compensation
for claimants and indemnity of the vessel owner for a portion of its liability under the Liability Convention. As
originally adopted, the Fund Convention provides that:
-- If the Civil Liability Convention provides inadequate compensation because the shipowner invoked an
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exemption or its insurance and other assets are insufficient or the damages exceed its Civil Liability
Convention liability, the International Oil Pollution Compensation Fund ("IOPC Fund") will pay unless
the spill was from a warship or was caused by an act of war.
-- The IOPC Fund's liability is limited to about $75 million including any amount paid by the vessel
owner. n15
-- The IOPC Fund reimburses the vessel owner for $41 per ton or a maximum of $7.1 million of vessel
owner's liability under the Liability Convention unless the spill was caused by vessel owner's willful
misconduct or the owner had privity or knowledge of the condition that gave rise to the spill.
-- The IOPC Fund is supported by initial and annual contributions levied on those who have received in
excess of 150,000 tons in a year in a Contracting State.
Although many nations ratified both the Liability Convention and the Fund Convention, the United States has not
become a member of either. n16 Rather, the United States took the position that the Conventions offered inadequate
compensation. The United States' delegates to the International Maritime Organization ("IMO"), the sponsor of the
Conventions, persuaded the IMO in the early 1980's to amend the Conventions' compensation provisions to a level
satisfactory to the United States Administration. Just as the TORREY CANYON spill in 1967 stimulated the original
Conventions, the AMOCO CADIZ disaster in 1978, which resulted in almost one-third of the 58 million gallons of
crude oil spilled reaching the shore of France, prompted action. In 1984, a Diplomatic Conference adopted the 1984
Protocols to the Civil Liability and Fund Conventions. n17 But thereafter the United States Senate, to the consternation
of the Administration, declined to ratify, wanting yet greater compensation provisions.
Any hope that the United States might change its position and ratify the 1984 Protocols ended on March 24, 1989 when
the EXXON VALDEZ spewed 11 million gallons of crude oil into the waters of Alaska. Once again, major changes
were brought about by an oil pollution disaster. The United States enacted the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 ("OPA") in
which it is stated:
It is the sense of the Congress that it is in the best interests of the United States to participate in an
international oil pollution liability and compensation regime that is at least as effective as Federal and
State laws in preventing incidents and in guaranteeing full and prompt compensation for damages
resulting from incidents. n18
As a result of the EXXON VALDEZ oil spill and a number of other serious marine pollution incidents which had
occurred previously, it became apparent that new amendments to the Civil Liability and Fund Conventions setting forth
significantly higher levels of compensation than proposed in 1984 would be required in order to gain sufficient support
in the international community. This realization led to a Diplomatic Conference in December 1992 and the adoption of
1992 Protocols to both the Civil Liability and Fund Conventions. n19 By April 1995, the requisite number of nations
ratified the 1992 Protocols, and these Protocols came into force on May 30, 1996. As of October 16, 2006, one hundred
and ten nations have ratified the Liability Convention and as of June 30, 2006, ninety-five have ratified the Fund
Convention.
Unfortunately, on December 12, 1999, France suffered its worst oil-spill catastrophe in twenty years when the
twenty-five-year-old Maltese tanker, ERIKA, broke in two and sank during a fierce storm west of Nantes. The ERIKA
spilled an estimated 5 million gallons of fuel oil along 300 kilometers of the Atlantic Coastline. The substantial
damages caused by the incident, as well as the accompanying uproar, resulted in amendments to the 1992 Protocol
Limits on Liability and Compensation Fund in 2000. In 2003 an optional Protocol was adopted to increase the
compensation with an additional third tier of compensation. As of May, 2011, twenty-seven nations have ratified the
Protocol. n20
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The development of pollution liability law in the United States can be traced at least as far back as the Refuse Act of
1899. n21 Essentially a criminal statute, it prohibits the discharge of refuse into any navigable water. Although the
intent of this statute was to prevent impediments and obstructions to navigation in the form of refuse, it had been held to
constitute a proper punitive measure against discharges of oil into navigable waters. n22 Eventually the courts held that
inasmuch as a violation of a criminal statute is negligence per se, the Refuse Act gives rise to a derivative common law
action for such pollution. n23
Federal oil pollution legislation addressing civil liability has evolved in response to changing conceptions of the role of
the government and the responsibility of industry in safeguarding the environment. Early statutes imposed liability for
intentional spills on the basis of fault. Gradually, the focus has turned from cause to effect, so that those who pollute are
bound to clean up and respond in damages. In addition to moving toward an absolute liability without regard to fault,
the breadth of the statutes has expanded to include more waterways. n24
The first statute to deal specifically with oil discharges was the Oil Pollution Act of 1924. n25 This Act was intended to
protect the nation's coastal waters from vessel discharges, but failed in that purpose because it conditioned recovery on a
showing of gross negligence. n26 A shipowner or operator was not liable for oil spills resulting from emergency
situations imperiling life or property, or for unavoidable accidents, n27 collisions or strandings. The penalty for
violation was a maximum of $2,500 and/or one year imprisonment. In addition, a $10,000 fine constituting a maritime
lien could be imposed on the vessel and her officers' licenses either suspended or revoked. n28
The 1948 Water Pollution Control Act n29 reflected the philosophy that States should have the principal role in
controlling, preventing and abating water pollution, while the Federal Government should play a supportive role. This
Act dealt predominantly with inland navigable waters and not with coastal waters. An advisory board was established
and provision was made for federal grants to the States. The first amendment, passed in 1956, reaffirmed State control
over pollution problems. The second amendment, passed in 1961, extended coverage of the Act to all navigable and
coastal waters, and implemented the funding provision set forth in the original act. The era of State control came to a
temporary end with the Water Quality Act of 1965 n30 which established water quality standards for interstate waters.
The Clean Waters Restoration Act of 1966, n31 which amended the Oil Pollution Control Act of 1924, extended
application of previous acts and "manifest [ed] the total commitment of the Federal Government to abatement of the
pollution of one of the Nation's most vital resources [sic]." n32 It prohibited oil discharges on coastal and inland
navigable waterways and adjoining shorelines not only from vessels, but also from shore installations and terminal
facilities, and incorporated the Refuse Act within its terms to the extent that it required all permissible deposits of refuse
under the Refuse Act n33 to conform to the same standards.
The discharges punishable by the 1966 Act were no different from those contemplated in the 1924 Act. It expanded the
earlier act by requiring the party responsible for the discharge to clean up the spill or reimburse the government for its
actual expenses incurred in cleaning. However, the 1966 Act ultimately accomplished less than the 1924 Act because it
thrust upon the claimant the impossible burden of proving that the damage was caused by the willful or gross
negligence of the shipowner. n34
The 1966 Act was superseded by the Water Quality Improvement Act of 1970, n35 a more comprehensive Act whose
policy was declared by Congress to be "that there should be no discharges of oil into or upon the waters of the
contiguous zone." n36 The 1970 Act, as amended by the Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972 ("FWPCA") n37
adopted the same burden of proof of damage as the 1924 Oil Pollution Act. However, it imposed strict liability rather
than liability based upon a negligence standard.
Even prior to the 1990 Act, immense liability was imposed for oil spills. Following the catastrophic oil spill from the
AMOCO CADIZ along the coast of France in 1978, Amoco Transportation Corporation filed an admiralty action
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seeking to limit its liability in the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois. Amoco Transportation
Corporation and related companies, including the ship builder were found liable during these proceedings. Damages
were finally awarded in the amount of 252,837,825.12 French francs for damages to all parties resulting from this spill.
However, the damages granted as a result of the AMOCO CADIZ incident are dwarfed by the jury awards made against
Exxon Corporation for the now infamous grounding and oil spill from the EXXON VALDEZ. During 1994, an Alaskan
jury first made an award of compensatory damages against Exxon in the amount of approximately $287,000,000,
followed by the imposition of punitive damages of $5,000,000,000. On June 19, 1997, Exxon filed an appeal of the
punitive damage award to the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. On November 7, 2001, the Ninth
Circuit, while affirming that punitive damages may be awarded in admiralty, remanded the case to the district court for
a reduction in the punitive award. Following a second remand by the Ninth Circuit, the district court entered a punitive
damage award in the amount of $4,000,000,000. On January 27, 2006, the Ninth Circuit vacated the district court
decision and ordered a remittitur of $2,000,000,000, resulting in a punitive damage award of $2,500,000,000. n38 After
certiorari was granted by the United States Supreme Court in 2007, the Court held that the amount of punitive damages
in the maritime context should not exceed a 1:1 ratio for compensatory damages. This reduced the amount of punitive
damages in the case from approximately $2.5 billion to $500 million. n39
As previously mentioned, in March 1989 the EXXON VALDEZ spilled a large quantity of oil into one of the nation's
most pristine and sensitive bodies of water, the Prince William Sound in Alaska. The spill caused an incredible outcry
by the public and environmentalists, fueled by daily headlines on the events leading up to the spill as well as its effect
on the environment. For several years, Congress, and in particular the House of Representatives, had been proposing to
overhaul the U.S. oil pollution liability scheme. The proposals, which had embraced, as a key element, the notion of
uniformity and hence preemption of the rights of any State to enact different laws, were routinely met with defeat in the
Senate. The reason was that the Senate, or at least its leadership, wanted the States to have the right to enact and enforce
their own pollution liability laws. The States had long been free to enact and enforce pollution liability statutes and state
common law remedies had long been available as a basis for recovery. But the Limitation of Liability Act of 1851 had
always acted as a collar on such remedies. n40 It allowed the owner to limit liability to the value of the vessel following
the casualty plus pending freight absent privity or knowledge of the cause. n41 The Senate wanted this collar removed.
A stalemate resulted--until the EXXON VALDEZ.
It was clear Congress had to act. By August 1990 the Senate prevailed. Congress would pass a comprehensive oil
pollution liability, compensation and prevention act, to be known as the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 ("OPA"), but it would
leave the individual States free to enact such pollution liability laws as they desired. Efforts were made through certain
provisions in the law, to make it a more attractive alternative to claimants than State law remedies. n42 Nonetheless, a
major incursion was made into uniformity of maritime law in the United States and any hope of an international regime
of which the United States would be a part has disappeared altogether. Even the President expressed his concern:
"In addition, H.R. 1495 does not implement the 1984 protocols to the 1969 Civil Liability
Convention and the 1971 Fund Convention. These oil spill treaties, if ratified, would provide our nation
with swift and assured compensation for foreign tanker oil spills and access to up to US$260 million per
spill from an international fund. Our failure to ratify the protocols may weaken long-standing U.S.
leadership in the development of international maritime standards.
Ultimately, the threat of oil pollution is a global challenge, and the solutions we devise must be
broad enough to address the needs of all nations. Therefore, I urge the Senate to give immediate
consideration to the international protocols and give its advice and consent to ratification of these
treaties.
I am concerned about another consequence of the failure to ratify the protocols. We must work to
ensure that, in response to the provisions of this act, a situation is not created in which larger oil shippers
seeking to avoid risk are replaced by smaller companies with limited assets and a reduced ability to pay
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for the clean up of oil spills. We will need to monitor developments in order to protect against such
undesirable consequences." n43
OPA does not completely replace the FWPCA. OPA governs liability and compensation for oil pollution damages. n44
Liability and compensation procedures for spills of other substances will continue to be governed by the FWPCA. n45
Additional requirements may be imposed by the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability
Act of 1980 ("CERCLA"), depending upon the substances discharged. n46 OPA's liability provisions also supplanted
those of the activity-related statutes: the Deepwater Port Act, n47 the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act Amendments
of 1978, n48 and the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Authorization Act. n49 The Fund provisions of those acts were merged into
OPA. n50 Since the enactment of OPA, the States have been active in enforcing and revising their oil pollution liability
laws and some have begun to "test the waters" on how far they may go in enacting requirements relating to pollution
prevention. n51
As a result of the Deepwater Horizon spill on April 20, 2010, the largest marine oil spill in United States waters n52,
Congress has been called upon to amend or modify numerous maritime laws-including OPA. The legislative proposals
have included proposals that would eliminate or significantly increase limits of liability. n53
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawShippingRegulations & StatutesPollution From ShipsEnvironmental LawNatural Resources & Public
LandsOil Pollution ActGeneral OverviewEnvironmental LawNatural Resources & Public LandsOil Pollution
ActLiabilityEnvironmental LawNatural Resources & Public LandsOil Pollution ActOil Spill Liability Trust
FundEnvironmental LawWater QualityClean Water ActCoverage & DefinitionsGeneral Overview
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. See Porricelli, Oil Spills: Causes, Quantities, Sources-The Magnitude of the Problem (published by the
Institute on Man and Science, for the September Invitational Symposium, 1974).
(n2)Footnote 2. D. Beghin, Oil Tanker Design and Prevention of Pollution, Bureau Veritas (Paris, October 25,
1990) (Paper presented at the New York State Bar Ass'n Int'l Comm. Conference), Release originated from land
(Oil refineries, wasted
oils, etc.)......................1500 kt.
Offshore activities......................100 kt
Sea transportation
illicit release......................100 kt
accidents of tankers ......................200 kt
accidents of other ships ......................100 kt
Atmospheric falls ......................100 kt
Natural leakages ......................200 kt
Total release per year ......................2400 kt
(n3)Footnote 3. Id.
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(n4)Footnote 4. Id.
(n5)Footnote 5. See discussion in § 115, infra, and 6 Benedict on Admiralty, Document No. 6-1.
(n6)Footnote 6. Oil Spill Intelligence Report, Vol. XV, No. 51 (30December 1993).
(n7)Footnote 7. International Oil Spill Statistics: 1994, Vol. VIII, Oil Spill Intelligence Report (1995).
(n8)Footnote 8. International Oil Spill Statistics 1999, Oil Spill Intelligence Report.
(n9)Footnote 9. Campbell Robertson and Clifford Krauss, Gulf Spill is the Largest of Its Kind, Scientists Say, N.Y.
Times, August 2, 2010, at A14.
(n10)Footnote 10. Cowan, Oil and Water--The Torrey Canyon Disaster at xiii (1968).
(n11)Footnote 11. NY Times March 28, 1967, at p. 1, col. 5, disclosed that of the 118,000 tons of oil carried by the
TORREY CANYON, about half was released when the vessel broke up. Most of the remaining oil in the vessel's tanks
was ultimately burned when the vessel was bombed and sunk. The claims were ultimately settled at $7.2 million.
(n12)Footnote 12. See discussion in § 119, infra, and 6 Benedict on Admiralty, Document No. 6-11.
As a result of becoming a party to TOVALOP, tanker owners and bareboat charterers agreed to assume certain
obligations for which they might not otherwise be legally liable. As a result, compensation could be obtained by
claimants promptly and without recourse to legal proceedings, although the TOVALOP party, in making payments, did
not thereby admit legal liability for the incident, nor did he waive any rights of recovery from third parties whose fault
may have caused, or at least contributed to, the incident. Thus, TOVALOP was intended to facilitate the payment of
compensation, without in any way transferring the actual responsibility for the spill or prejudging the issue of ultimate
liability.
A party to TOVALOP could, as a condition of making payment to a claimant, require that the claimant assign to him
his right of action or authorize him to proceed in the name of the claimant, in each case up to the amount of that
payment.
(n13)Footnote 13. See discussion in § 119, infra, and 6 Benedict on Admiralty, Document No. 6-12.
(n14)Footnote 14. The 1992 Protocol to the Civil Liability Convention and its 2000 amendments substantially
increases these limits. See discussion in § 116, infra, and 6 Benedict on Admiralty, Document No. 6-3.
(n15)Footnote 15. The 1992 Protocol to the Fund Convention and its 2000 amendments substantially increases this
limit. Additionally, an optional Protocol was adopted in 2003 to supplement the compensation available with an
additional third tier. See § 117a, infra and 6 Benedict on Admiralty, Document Nos. 6-8 and 6-9.
(n16)Footnote 16. Subsequently, the 1984 Protocol to both the Civil Liability and Fund Convention were
superseded by the 1992 Protocol. As of October 2006, one hundred and ten nations had ratified the 1992 Protocol to the
Civil Liability and as of June 2006 ninety-five had ratified the 1992 Protocol to the Fund Convention. The United States
has not done so.
(n17)Footnote 17. See discussion in §§ 116 and 117, infra.
(n18)Footnote 18. OPA, Section 3001.
(n19)Footnote 19. See §§ 116a and 117a, infra, and 6 Benedict on Admiralty, Document Nos. 6-3 and 6-8.
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(n20)Footnote 20. Due to the increased burden imposed on oil receivers under the 2003 Supplementary Fund
Protocol, two voluntary private agreements were drafted-named TOPIA and STOPIA 2006, in order to ensure that the
total cost of oil pollution claims are shared equally between ship owners and oil receivers. See also § 119 infra.
(n21)Footnote 21. 33 U.S.C. § 407. Also known as the Rivers and Harbors Act.
(n22)Footnote 22. Parsell v. Shell Oil Co., 421 F. Supp. 1275, 1977 A.M.C. 1763 (D. Conn. 1976) , aff'd, 573
F.2d 1289 (2d Cir. 1977) (Section 407 of the Rivers and Harbors Appropriation Act "does not create a private cause of
action under the laws of the United States so as to provide an independent basis for federal jurisdiction outside of
admiralty.") La Merced, 84 F.2d 444 (9th Cir. 1936) (The passage of the 1924 Oil Pollution Act does not preclude oil
from being classified as refuse); United States v. Ballard Oil Co., 195 F.2d 369, 1952 A.M.C. 915 (2d Cir. 1952) (Oil
which had negligently been allowed to overflow from a tank and ultimately flowed into a river via a pipe, ceases to exist
for all industrial purposes and may properly be considered waste); United States v. Standard Oil Co., 384 U.S. 224, 86
S. Ct. 1427, 16 L. Ed. 2d 492, 1966 A.M.C. 1122 (1966) (term "refuse" is not limited to waste oil but may include
commercially valuable aviation gasoline); United States v. Esso Standard Oil Co., 375 F.2d 621, 1967 A.M.C. 1151 (3d
Cir. 1967) (Refuse Act contemplates indirect as well as direct deposits of refuse so that the discharge of oil in such
close proximity to the sea that the oil flowed there by gravity alone is a punishable offense).
(n23)Footnote 23. United States v. Colgate Palmolive Co., 375 F. Supp. 962 (D. Kan. 1974) .
(n24)Footnote 24. Due to the Deepwater Horizon Spill, it is likely that Congress will be called upon to amend,
strengthen, or create new legislation in the coming years. "The legislative proposals have ranged from eliminating or
significantly increasing limits of liability to adding recovery for non pecuniary damages to expanding the recovery of
punitive damages under maritime law." 85 Tul. L. Rev. 889, 893.
(n25)Footnote 25. 33 U.S.C. §§ 431-437; Pub. L. No. 89-753.
(n26)Footnote 26. Ocean Eagle Limitation Proceeding, 1974 A.M.C. 1629 (D.P.R. 1974) (One of the few cases
prosecuted under the Oil Pollution Act of 1924 in which gross negligence was proven. The OCEAN EAGLE was a
tanker which grounded, broke in half, and spilled her cargo of crude oil in the waters surrounding San Juan Harbor. The
grounding was attributable to overloading and improper loading accomplished wilfully within the knowledge and
acquiescence of owners and which rendered the vessel unseaworthy. This factor, plus the abandonment of the vessel
with no effort to clean or stop the oil spill was held to constitute wilful and wanton negligence subjecting the owner to
unlimited liability).
(n27)Footnote 27. San Pedro, L.A. & S.L.R. Co. v. United States, 220 F. 737, 744 (9th Cir. 1915) (an unavoidable
accident is one which could not have been avoided by that degree of prudence, foresight, care and caution which the law
requires in the particular case); Hegglund v. United States, 100 F.2d 68 (5th Cir 1938) (escape of oil from vessel
known to be in leaking condition was not an unavoidable accident, because such event was reasonably to be
anticipated); The Sunset Una, 54 F. Supp. 464 (S.D. Tex. 1944) (escape from vessel, seaworthy when loaded with oil,
as a result of a collision caused by heavy seas and rough weather held unavoidable accident); United States v. The
Catherine, 212 F.2d 89, 1954 A.M.C. 882 (4th Cir. 1934) (presence of rags in oil tank valve preventing proper closure
held to be unavoidable accident. "[It] is not necessary to show wilfulness or intent to establish a violation ... where the
escape of oil from a vessel into navigable waters is shown, the burden rests upon those who would avoid liability
therefore to bring themselves within one of the exceptions of the statute.").
(n28)Footnote 28. 33 U.S.C. §§ 431-437.
(n29)Footnote 29. 33 U.S.C. § 466.
(n30)Footnote 30. 33 U.S.C. § 1151. United States v. Interlake Steel Corp., 297 F. Supp. 912, 1969 A.M.C. 1213
(N.D. Ill. 1969) (The Water Quality Act of 1965 does not supersede the Refuse Act. Discharges prohibited by the
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Refuse Act cannot be condoned under the standards set by a state agency pursuant to the Water Quality Act).
(n31)Footnote 31. 33 U.S.C. § 466.
(n32)Footnote 32. 1966 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News 3969.
(n33)Footnote 33. 33 U.S.C. § 407.
(n34)Footnote 34. Hearings on S. 1591 and S. 1601 before the Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution of Senate
Committee on Public Works, 90th Cong., 1st Sess., Pt. 1, at 248 (1967) (A Justice Department official testified that
neither the Federal Water Pollution Control Administration, nor the Army Corps of Engineers, nor the Coast Guard,
agencies which refer oil pollution violations to the Justice Department, had been able to provide sufficient evidence to
form the basis of an action by the Justice Department.).
(n35)Footnote 35. 33 U.S.C. § 1161.
(n36)Footnote 36. 33 U.S.C. § 1161(b).
(n37)Footnote 37. 33 U.S.C. § 1321. In re Oswego Barge Corp., 664 F.2d 327, 1982 A.M.C. 769 (2d Cir. 1981)
(The Federal Water Pollution Control Act is the government's exclusive remedy for recovering oil cleanup costs
resulting from a vessel's discharge of oil into U.S. navigable waters. However, though the FWPCA preempts the Rivers
and Harbors Act and other remedies based on maritime and common-law it does not preempt the government's right to
recover amounts paid to cover the cost of cleaning Canadian territorial waters. The FWPCA explicitly limits its
coverage to government recovery of costs for the cleaning of American territorial waters. Because the FWPCA does not
address pollution of foreign waters, no presumption of preemption arises in that sphere.); United States v. Bear Marine
Servs., 509 F. Supp. 710, 1982 A.M.C. 2197 (E.D. La. 1980) (Because oil pollution is a maritime tort and because the
exclusive remedy provisions of the FWPCA apply only to discharging or "sole cause" nondischarging defendants (33
U.S.C. § 1321(f), (g)), the federal government's right to recover for a negligent oil spill from a nondischarging, nonsole
cause defendant is saved by 33 U.S.C. § 1321(h). Therefore, the government could recover its proportionate cleanup
costs, in excess of any liability limits on its recovery from the discharger contained in the FWPCA, from the owner of a
dolphin, which was struck by the discharging vessel, where the vessel and the dolphin owner were jointly at fault.);
Steuart Transp. Co. v. Allied Towing Corp., 596 F.2d 609, 1979 A.M.C. 1187 (4th Cir. 1979) (After reviewing the text
of the Pollution Act's specific reference to existing laws, its legislative history and the canons of construction, the court
concluded that § 1321(f)(1) of the Pollution Act gives the government its exclusive remedy for recovery of oil pollution
removal costs.). See also United States v. Dixie Carriers, Inc., 627 F.2d 736, 1982 A.M.C. 409 (5th Cir. 1980) (A tug
lost control of its tank barges in tow and one of the barges struck a bridge causing a large oil spill on the Mississippi
River. The tug operator's maximum liability under § 1321(f)(1) of the FWPCA was $121,000 ($100 per ton of the
barge), but the government spent over $954,000 in cleaning up the spill. In order to recover these additional costs, the
government attempted to assert theories of recovery under the Refuse Act and for common law torts. The Fifth Circuit,
however, held that recovery under the FWPCA is the government's exclusive remedy for cleanup costs. The structure of
the statute, which provides for limited recovery under a strict liability theory, but for unlimited recovery upon proof of
willful misconduct, indicates that recovery under the statute should be exclusive. Furthermore, the legislative history of
the FWPCA suggests that the statute as enacted was a compromise between those members of Congress who wanted
unlimited liability for even simple negligence and those who desired to limit recovery even where the spill was
intentional. The court also stated that the Refuse Act, 33 U.S.C. § 411, was intended only to provide criminal penalties
for discharging refuse upon navigable waters without permission from the Secretary of the Army and that no court had
implied a cause of action for the recovery of cleanup costs under its terms). But see United States v. Redwood City, 640
F.2d 963, 1981 A.M.C. 1519 (9th Cir. 1981) (Where the damages sought by the United States for oil spill cleanup costs
do not exceed the liability limits of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, the FWPCA is not the government's
exclusive remedy. The government may also sue under maritime tort and nuisance theories. The FWPCA, 33 U.S.C. §
1321(h)(2), reserves to the government its nonstatutory rights against third party polluters and oil pollution has been
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held to be a maritime tort and a public nuisance, (disagreeing with contrary holdings in Steuart Transp. Co. v. Allied
Towing Corp., 596 F.2d 609, 1979 A.M.C. 1187 (4th Cir. 1979)) .
(n38)Footnote 38. In re Exxon Valdez, 472 F.3d 600, 602 (9th Cir. 2006) .
(n39)Footnote 39. 554 U.S. 471 . The Court took for granted the District Court's calculation of the total relevant
compensatory damages at $507.5 million.
(n40)Footnote 40. 46 U.S.C. §§ 30501 et seq.
(n41)Footnote 41. It is interesting to note that the 1851 Act protects only owners and bareboat charterers whereas
some State pollution liability laws impose liability upon others who may be involved with vessel operations. This means
that those parties have always been exposed to State laws and perhaps unlimited liability.
(n42)Footnote 42. The principal incentive is the potential availability to claimants of the Oil Spill Liability Trust
Fund in the event that the responsible party does not promptly accept and pay claims. A claimant has the option of
making a claim against the Fund or proceeding with a lawsuit against the responsible party, or both options may be
pursued simultaneously; however, the Fund is precluded from approving or certifying a claim for payment during the
pendency of a lawsuit against a responsible party. 33 U.S.C. § 2713(b)(2).
(n43)Footnote 43. Public Papers of the President, 26 Weekly Comp. Pres. Doc. 1265 (George Bush).
(n44)Footnote 44. 33 U.S.C. § 2702.
(n45)Footnote 45. See Id., 33 U.S.C. § 1321.
(n46)Footnote 46. 42 U.S.C. §§ 9601-9675.
(n47)Footnote 47. 33 U.S.C. § 1503.
(n48)Footnote 48. 26 U.S.C. § 9509.
(n49)Footnote 49. 46 U.S.C. § 1653.
(n50)Footnote 50. 26 U.S.C. § 9509; 33 U.S.C. § 1517; 46 U.S.C. § 1653.
(n51)Footnote 51. See discussion in § 113, infra.
(n52)Footnote 52. Campbell Robertson and Clifford Krauss, Gulf Spill is the Largest of Its Kind, Scientists Say,
N.Y. Times, August 2, 2010, at A14.
(n53)Footnote 53. 85 Tul. L. Rev. 889, 893.
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a. Liability.
[1] Applicability.
[i] Geographic.
The liability provisions of OPA apply to the discharge of oil upon navigable waters n1 of the United States or adjoining
shorelines or the exclusive economic zone. n2 Navigable waters are the waters of the United States including the
territorial seas. n3 The exclusive economic zone is the area beyond the territorial seas up to 200 miles offshore. n4
Discharges from vessels on innocent passage through United States' navigable waters or the exclusive economic zone
are covered. For example, vessels on voyages from the oil producing nations of Mexico and Venezuela to oil refining
locales such as Rotterdam passing through United States' waters will have to respond under OPA for the consequences
of a spill in those waters. Discharges of oil on the high seas beyond the exclusive economic zone which drift into the
zone, the navigable waters or the adjoining shoreline, are probably covered. n5 A foreign claimant incurring removal
costs or suffering damages from a discharge in United States' waters resulting in pollution of foreign waters (e.g.,
Canadian or Mexican) would be entitled to assert a claim under OPA. n6 Claims resulting from a pollution of the waters
of another nation arising from a discharge from an Outer Continental Shelf facility or deepwater port, or a vessel in the
navigable waters of the United States or carrying oil as cargo between two places in the United States, provided that the
other nation has a treaty or executive agreement with the United States, or the United States has certified that the
country provides comparable remedies for United States' claimants, may be pursued under OPA. n7 Canadian residents
are exempted from this certification requirement in order to claim for a discharge from a tanker that received oil from
the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System ("TAPS") for transportation to the United States that occurs prior to delivery of the
oil to that place. n8
[ii] Substances Covered.
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OPA covers discharges of "oil" whether carried as cargo or otherwise (e.g., bunkers). Oil is defined as "oil of any kind
or in any form, including but not limited to, petroleum, ..." n9 This would include persistent or "dirty" oils such as crude
oil, fuel oil and residual oil, as well as "clean" products such as gasoline, kerosene, jet fuel and light diesel oil. As
enacted, the definition appeared sufficiently broad to embrace vegetable and animal oils, and there was nothing in the
Conference Report that appeared to limit such an application. However, in 1995, Congress passed the Edible Oil
Regulatory Reform Act which exempted vegetable and animal oils from the scope of OPA. n10
OPA excludes from its applicability "any substance which is specifically listed or designated as a hazardous substance"
under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act ("CERCLA") and to which
CERCLA applies. n11 This is to ensure there is no overlap between OPA and CERCLA. n12 CERCLA's definition of a
hazardous substance expressly excludes "natural gas, natural gas liquids, liquefied natural gas [and] synthetic gas usable
for fuel." n13 It is unclear whether OPA will apply to liquefied petroleum gas carriers which carry liquefied butane and
propane. The Environmental Protection Agency has compiled a list of hazardous substances to which CERCLA applies.
n14 Methane, the cargo carried by liquefied natural gas carriers ("LNGC"), is not an oil or oil derivative; nor is it a
hazardous substance. Hence, neither OPA nor CERCLA's liability provisions should govern an LNGC cargo "spill."
n15
[iii] Vessel or Facility.
OPA governs discharges or the threat of discharges from vessels or facilities. n16 Vessels include virtually every type
of craft used or capable of being used for transportation on water but do not include public vessels which are defined to
be vessels owned or bareboat chartered and operated by the United States, a state or a political subdivision thereof, or
by a foreign nation, except when engaged in commerce. n17 The liability provisions apply to tank vessels and non-tank
vessels, whether self-propelled or not (e.g., oil barges). These provisions apply to United States and foreign flag vessels
alike.
Facilities are structures, equipment or devices (except a vessel) used to store, handle, transport, transfer, produce,
process, explore for or drill for oil. n18 This includes storage tanks, pipelines, oil rigs, refineries, motor vehicles, rolling
stock, etc. Facilities are broken down into onshore and offshore facilities. Onshore facilities are those on, under or
attached to land, excluding submerged land. n19 Offshore facilities are those in, on or under navigable waters of the
United States, or subject to the jurisdiction of the United States and located in any other waters. n20 This latter
provision would cover oil rigs and platforms located beyond territorial waters, as well as facilities located in marsh
lands, swamps or other submerged areas.
[2] Basis of Liability.
OPA provides that "each responsible party for a vessel or a facility from which oil is discharged, or which poses the
substantial threat of a discharge of oil, ... is liable for the removal costs and damages ... that result from such incident."
n21 This language appears to establish a strict liability standard. Where there is more than one responsible party, the use
of the word "each" would indicate that such liability is joint and several. The OPA Conference Statement is quite
unequivocal on this point:
The term "liable" or "liability" is taken from the Senate amendment and is to be construed to be the
standard of liability which obtains under section 311 of the FWPCA for liability for removal costs and
damages from discharges of oil. That standard of liability has been determined repeatedly to be strict,
joint and several liability. n22
Hence, a responsible party will be liable without regard to fault, which is to say that a claimant need only prove that a
discharge or threat of discharge of oil from the vessel or facility occurred and that the defendant is a responsible party.
n23
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Liability is imposed "notwithstanding any other provision or rule of law." n24 OPA also expressly states that the United
States Limitation of Liability Act of 1851, n25 (the "1851 Act") which had been available against claims for pollution
cleanup costs incurred by state or local governments or private parties, and other damages, shall not be construed to
affect the authority of the United States or any state or political subdivision thereof to impose additional liability or
requirements relating to discharges of oil. n26
[3] Responsible Parties.
A responsible party for a vessel is "any person owning, operating, or demise chartering" the vessel. n27 A person
includes an individual, corporation, partnership, association, state, municipality, commission, a political subdivision of a
state, or any interstate body. n28 A vessel owner or operator, somewhat circuitously, is said to be the person owning,
operating or chartering by demise the vessel. n29 These definitions have been carried forward from the FWPCA. The
lack of a more precise definition was not a significant problem under FWPCA because the liability under FWPCA was
restricted to government cleanup expenses and the standard for imposing unlimited liability was fairly stringent.
Therefore the threat of vast liability was not considered significant. OPA, however, brings all pollution-related claims
under its umbrella and increases the scope of damages as well as the likelihood of unlimited liability. Accordingly, the
definition of owner and operator has become the focus of considerable attention. The issues raised include: Who, other
than a registered owner, or bareboat or demise charterer, may be deemed an owner; is a financing lessor an owner; who
is an operator--a ship manager, a time charterer, the Master?
The Conference Statement states that OPA does not change the meaning of these terms from their intended meaning
under the FWPCA. n30 But decisions under the FWPCA offer little guidance and its legislative history is not helpful.
However, in 2008, the United States Coast Guard amended the regulations promulgated under the financial
responsibility requirements of the FWPCA by the United States Coast Guard. The amendment specifically provided that
time and voyage charterers were not operators and did not assume responsibility. The amended Regulations provide
that:
Operator means a person who is an owner, a demise charterer, or other contractor, who conducts the
operation of, or who is responsible for the operation of, a vessel. A builder, repairer, scrapper, lessor, or
seller who is responsible, or who agrees by contract to become responsible, for a vessel is an operator. A
time or voyage charterer that does not assume responsibility for the operation of a vessel is not an
operator for the purposes of this subpart.
"Owner" or Vessel "owner" means any person holding legal or equitable title to a vessel. In a case
where a U.S. Coast Guard Certificate of Documentation or equivalent document has been issued, the
owner is considered to be the person or persons whose name or names appear thereon as owner. Owner
does not include a person who, without participating in the management of a vessel, holds indicia of
ownership primarily to protect the owner's security interest in the vessel. n31
Insofar as the term "owner" is concerned, this regulatory definition would appear to be consistent in part with the
traditional legal position on ownership of a commercial vessel, namely, that the registered owner is the owner for
liability purposes. n32 But it does not take into account the bareboat or demise charter arrangement. Under general
maritime law, an owner, i.e., a registered owner, may be able to insulate itself from liability for the acts of the vessel or
her crew by bareboat or demise chartering the vessel to another party. n33 The bareboat charter is the only means by
which an owner may effectively transfer responsibility, and hence legal liability, to another party. Where the owner
does not bareboat the vessel but instead engages a manager or operator to man, victual and navigate the vessel, the
owner remains responsible for the acts of the vessel or her crew toward third parties. n34 The FWPCA and OPA, by
imposing joint and several liability on each person owning, operating or demise chartering the vessel, and the Coast
Guard regulations, by placing bareboat charterer in the definition of operator rather than owner, appear to deviate from
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this well-entrenched alignment of legal liability. Again, little attention was focused on this conflict because the FWPCA
liabilities were generally considered manageable through insurance and the general maritime law liabilities for other
cleanup costs and damages were governed by the traditional alignment.
As matters now stand, there is uncertainty and those who traditionally have been passive investors in ships and have felt
comfortable with the liability protection offered by a bareboat charter are reexamining their position and whether their
funds are not better invested where the associated risk is less. The impact is particularly acute for financial institutions
which have financed vessel purchases through capital lease arrangements.
The financing lessor typically is the registered owner who bareboat or demise charters the vessel to an entity that
otherwise would have been the registered owner. In this manner the lender protects its security--the vessel--by retaining
legal title but otherwise relinquishing responsibility for and control over the vessel to the traditional maritime entity.
The charter, under general maritime law, usually would insulate the lessor from liability to third parties for torts of the
vessel. If they are not insulated from liability, the liability risk becomes an acute concern. The increased scope of
liability and damages under OPA brought into question whether the industry standard for pollution liability insurance,
which most often was obtained to the level of $700 million, was adequate, particularly in light of the liabilities incurred
in the wake of the EXXON VALDEZ spill, that exceeded $3 billion. Many have concluded it was not, with a
consequent chilling effect on this source of financing.
With the maritime industry approaching an era of vessel replacement due to an aging fleet, this became a matter of more
than passing concern. As a result, OPA was amended in 2004 to include an exemption from liability for secured lenders.
Under the amendments, a lender that does not participate in management of a vessel or facility, but holds indicia
ownership primarily to protect the security interest of the person in the vessel or facility is excluded from liability. n35
In effect, a financial institution which financed vessel purchases through capital lease arrangements, e.g., under
mortgage, is now exempt from OPA liability as a secured lender. However, the United States Supreme Court has
clarified that OPA does not preempt state power to establish liability rules and financial requirements relating to oil
spills. n36
The term "operator" also promotes uncertainty. The intent that may be gleaned from OPA appears to be that the persons
who have the responsibility for a vessel's physical day-to-day operation, whether by reason of status or contract, should
be held responsible. In the commercial context, an operator is the person who, if not the owner or bareboat charterer,
pursuant to a contractual arrangement with the owner, attends to manning, maintaining and supplying the vessel on
behalf of the owner. In some cases, that person may also arrange the vessel's commercial business. Under general
maritime law, such an operator is not responsible for the torts of the vessel or her crew unless caused by the operator's
independent negligence. n37 The reason is that an operator is merely the owner's agent; the owner retains legal
responsibility for the vessel and her crew. This is further evidenced by the fact that an operator is not given the same
protection afforded owners under the 1851 Act pertaining to limitation of liability.
Based on traditional principles, therefore, an operator should be one who has legal responsibility for vessel operation,
whether or not he has contracted with another to assist him in carrying out that responsibility. However, there is concern
that the courts will give a broad interpretation to the term "operator" in furtherance of the statutory purpose. Indeed, the
Coast Guard definition includes as an operator not only one who has responsibility for vessel operation but one who
"conducts" such operation. n38 But in 2003, a District Court in Oregon held that the captain of a vessel is not an
"operator" in regards to liability under OPA. n39 So the question of who is an operator becomes a crucial inquiry.
The 2004 amendments also address potential exposure to lenders based upon participation in the management of the
vessel or facility. n40 The amendments set out what decisions, control or operational functions by a lender that holds
indicia of ownership primarily to protect a security interest in a vessel or facility may create exposure to OPA liability.
n41 The amendments define "participate in management" restrictively as "participating in the management or
operational efforts of a vessel or facility," but "does not include merely having the capacity to influence, or the
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unexercised right to control, vessel or facility operations." n42 Additionally, the amendments set out a list of actions a
lender may take without participating in management, including interacting with and assisting a borrower with financial
difficulties, allowing certain terms in credit agreements, and taking legal actions. n43 Similarly, under CERCLA, a
lender may be subject to liability if it becomes substantially involved in the daily management and control of the vessel
or facility. Additionally, a parent corporation may be directly and/or derivatively liable under CERCLA for its own
actions if the parent managed, directed, or conducted operations related to the release or disposal of hazardous material.
The parent corporation may also be subject to CERCLA liability for the actions of its subsidiary if the parent actively
participated in, and exercised control over, the operations of its subsidiary. n44
In the maritime commercial context vessel management is frequently broken down into two segments, technical
management or operations (manning, maintaining and supplying the vessel) and commercial management or operations
(arranging for commercial use of the vessel through charters, cargo bookings, etc.). Frequently, these activities are
handled by different entities. Thus, an owner may retain commercial management and contract with an independent ship
manager for technical management. Or it may contract commercial management to another corporation in the same or a
related group or to a pool manager which attends to commercial matters for several different shipowners. Because there
is no basis in the legislative history of OPA or FWPCA to the effect that operation of the commercial business of a
vessel, in contrast to operation of the vessel itself, was intended to be within the scope of the term "operator" and there
is well established precedent under general maritime law that entities attending to commercial matters are not liable for
maritime torts under general maritime law, n45 it appears a commercial manager would not be an operator under OPA.
It is also confirmed from the Coast Guard Financial Responsibility Regulations, amended in 2008, that "a time or
voyage charterer that does not assume responsibility for the operation of a vessel is not an operator.
With respect to an offshore facility, the responsible party is the lessee or permittee of the area in which the facility is
located or the holder of a right of use or easement granted under state law or the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act
("OCSLA"). n46 However, with respect to a mobile offshore drilling unit ("MODU") which is being used as an offshore
facility, the owner or operator of the MODU is the responsible party for a discharge or threat of discharge of oil on or
above the surface of the water up to the limits of liability specified for a tank vessel. n47 For excess liability for
discharge or threats of discharge on or above the surface of the water, and for a discharge or threat of discharge below
the surface of the water, the responsible party is the lessee, permittee, or holder of a right of use or easement. n48
For an onshore facility or a pipeline, the responsible party is the owner or operator of the facility n49 or the pipeline.
n50 With respect to a deepwater port, the responsible party is the licensee under the Deepwater Port Act. n51
[4] Limits on Liability.
Although OPA imposes strict liability, it places a monetary cap on that liability, a trade-off common in environmental
protection statutes. But those limits may not be very meaningful because the conditions which allow the limits to be
exceeded are not likely to be difficult to meet.
In 2006 amendments to OPA significantly increased the liability limits for owners and operators for oil spill damages
and clean-up. In connection with the OPA phase-out of single-hull tankers, n52 the amended limits also distinguish
between single- and double-hull tankers, with single-hull tankers exposed to greater liability. With respect to single-hull
vessels, including those fitted with double sides only or a double bottom only, liability for removal costs and damages is
limited to the greater of $3,000 per gross ton, or $22 million for vessels over 3,000 gross tons and $6 million for vessels
of 3,000 gross tons or less. With respect to double-hull vessels, liability for removal costs and damages is limited to the
greater of $1,900 per gross ton, or $16 million for vessels over 3,000 gross tons and $4 million for vessels of 3,000
gross tons or less. n53 For any other vessels, liability is limited to the greater of $950 per gross ton or $800,000. n54
For offshore facilities, except a deepwater port, there is no limit on the amount of removal costs which may be
recovered from a responsible party and other damages are limited to $75 million. n55 For onshore facilities and
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deepwater ports the limit is $350 million for removal costs and damages. n56 The President has the ability to adjust the
limit of liability for onshore facilities to an amount less than $350 million, but not less than $8 million, based on the
size, storage capacity and other factors indicating the risks posed by the facility. n57 Likewise, the amount for
deepwater ports may be adjusted to as low as $50 million. n58 A MODU is treated as a tank vessel for discharges or the
substantial threat of discharges on or above the surface of the water and to the extent damages exceed the responsible
party's liability, the MODU will be treated as an offshore facility. n59 Hence an above-water spill from a MODU will
result in a sharing of liability between the vessel owner, who, assuming it is entitled to limit liability, will be exposed to
the aforementioned tanker limits, and the lessee or permittee of the area in which the MODU is located will be
responsible for all additional removal costs plus other damages up to $75 million. The monetary limits for vessels and
facilities may be adjusted periodically. n60 The first exception to the monetary limits is that notwithstanding such
limits, all removal costs incurred by federal, state or local governments in connection with the discharge or the
substantial threat of a discharge from any Outer Continental Shelf facility or vessel carrying oil as cargo from such
facility shall be paid by the owner or operator of the facility or vessel. n61 An Outer Continental Shelf facility is, as the
term would indicate, a facility located wholly or in part on the Outer Continental Shelf and being used for oil-related
activity.
The second exception to the monetary limits is the same provision that appears in other parts of OPA and is designed to
induce responsible parties to act as required by law following a spill. It provides that if a responsible party fails or
refuses to report an incident, to provide all reasonable cooperation and assistance requested by officials or, without
sufficient cause, to comply with an order issued by an official, it will not be entitled to limit its liability. n62
The third exception is quite significant. It provides that a responsible party will not be entitled to limit its liability if the
discharge was proximately caused by:
(A) gross negligence or willful misconduct of, or
(B) the violation of an applicable Federal safety, construction, or operating regulation by the responsible
party, an agent or an employee of the responsible party, or a person acting pursuant to a contractual
relationship with the responsible party (except where the sole contractual arrangement arises in
connection with carriage by a common carrier by rail). n63
The FWPCA provided that an owner was not entitled to the benefit of the monetary limits set forth in the statute if the
spill was the result of willful negligence or willful misconduct within the privity and knowledge of the owner. OPA
represents a substantial departure from that standard, as well as the traditional shipowner limitation of liability standard
which is based on the notion that because an owner cannot control the navigational performance of its crew, negligent
acts of the crew should not result in unlimited liability, except when done within the privity or knowledge of the owner
or when they arise out of the owner's failure to properly train or equip the crew.
First, OPA provides that gross negligence of the vessel's crew could result in unlimited liability, without regard to the
owner's or operator's efforts to properly equip and man the vessel. Secondly, and most significantly, the provision
eliminating the monetary limits where the casualty is caused by a violation of an applicable safety, construction or
operating regulation means that acts of simple negligence or even non-negligent acts could result in unlimited liability.
The United States' regulatory scheme for the construction, operation and safety of vessels is broad and it will not be
difficult to find a violation which proximately caused a spill. n64 For example, the Inland Rules of the Road and the
Collision Regulations are federal operating regulations; a violation of one of those regulations leading to a casualty and
resulting in oil pollution is likely to cause the owner to lose its right to limit liability. n65
Under the FWPCA, the courts had determined that the 1851 Act was not applicable to government claims for removal
costs against an owner who is a responsible party. n66 But it continued to be applicable to other damage claims whether
made under general maritime law or state law. OPA changes that situation drastically. The 1851 Act does not apply to
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OPA claims against the responsible party owner for removal costs or damages. n67 Nor does it apply to OPA claims
against a third party whose act or omission solely caused the spill and is being treated as a responsible party. n68 OPA
expressly makes the 1851 Act inapplicable to pollution claims under state laws, including common law. n69 It also
expressly provides that the 1851 Act shall not affect the authority of the United States or the states to impose additional
liabilities or requirements, or to impose or determine the amount of any fine or penalty (criminal or civil) for any
violation of law relating to the discharge of oil. n70 Hence, the 1851 Act would appear to be no longer available to a
vessel owner to limit its liability to the value of the vessel and pending freight for any pollution claims arising out of an
oil spill incident in United States' waters. n71 However, it may be arguable that the 1851 Act still could be applicable to
claims against third parties under general maritime law for contributory fault, although this point ultimately will have to
be determined by the courts. The 1851 Act would continue to be applicable to spills in international or foreign waters
resulting in United States law suits.
[5] Defenses.
OPA provides responsible parties with a few very narrow complete defenses. n72 A responsible party will not be liable
for removal costs or damages if it establishes by a preponderance of the evidence that the discharge and the resulting
damages or removal costs were caused solely by:
(1) An act of God n73;
(2) An act of war n74
(3) An act or omission of a third party, other than an employee or agent of the responsible party or a third
party whose act or omission occurs in connection with any contractual relationship; n75 with the
responsible party (except where the sole contractual arrangement arises in connection with carriage by a
common carrier by rail), if the responsible party establishes by a preponderance of the evidence, that the
responsible party-(A) exercised due care with respect to the oil concerned, taking into consideration the
characteristics of the oil and in light of all relevant facts and circumstances; and
(B) took precautions against foreseeable acts or omissions of any such third party and the
foreseeable consequences of those acts or omissions; or
(4) any combination of paragraphs (1), (2) and (3). n76
The conditions attached to the defense of an act or omission of a third party would appear to make it a most difficult
defense to sustain. It excepts third parties who are employees or agents of the responsible party. n77 This provision also
broadens the scope of the owner's liability by eliminating the defense of third party fault where the third party has any
contractual arrangement with the responsible party. It would appear to include both direct and indirect contractual
relationships. n78
In addition, even where the spill is caused by a third party who is not an employee, agent or one in a contractual
relationship with the responsible party, in order to prove its complete defense the responsible party must further
establish that it exercised due care and took precautions against foreseeable acts or omissions of such a third party and
the foreseeable consequences of those acts or omissions. The first requirement, due care, would seem to be satisfied by
proving the sole cause of the third party because, in order to do so, the responsible party would have to show due care.
The second requirement--precautions against foreseeable acts or omissions and foreseeable consequences--is more
problematic. It would seem to indicate that a responsible party must prove that it was in a state of preparedness to avoid
acts of third parties which might be foreseeable and to have in place the proper procedures and equipment to respond to
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such an event. In other words, even if it was fault-free with respect to the discharge and proves that the discharge was
solely caused by another party, the owner may not have a defense. This is further incentive to responsible parties to
make sure that they have adequate contingency plans and response capabilities in hand.
OPA states that the defense is based on sole cause "by an act or omission of a third party." n79 The third party defense
under the FWPCA uses the same language with the additional provision that it is "without regard to whether any such
act or omission was or was not negligent." n80 The absence of such a qualifier in the OPA language, however, does not
indicate that the third party need be negligent. The purpose is to exonerate the responsible party where the cause was
clearly not in its control. Even absent an FWPCA-like qualifier, it seems clear that OPA intends to afford the defense to
a responsible party whether the third party's act or omission was negligent, willful, non-negligent or innocent.
OPA allows a defense of contributory fault with respect to particular claimants but only to the extent the damage was
caused by that claimant's gross negligence or willful misconduct. This means that such claimants will be entitled to
recover for damages even though caused by their own negligence. n81
Finally, with respect to the complete defenses provided, a responsible party will lose such defenses where it fails to
adequately respond to a spill. n82 A failure to report an incident if the responsible party knows or has reason to know of
the incident, a failure to provide reasonable cooperation or assistance requested by the authorities, or, without sufficient
cause, failure to comply with an order issued by the authorities will cause the complete defense to become unavailable.
This again is an inducement to the responsible party to do what is required of it or pay a fairly substantial price for not
doing so.
It is important to note that even though a responsible party alleges that the discharge was caused solely by an act or
omission of a third party, it must still pay removal costs and damages to claimants if the third party does not voluntarily
do so. n83 The responsible party would have to pursue the third party as the subrogee of the rights of the claimants, or,
alternatively, the responsible party could make a claim for reimbursement against the Federal Oil Spill Liability Trust
Fund. n84
OPA makes no provision for partial defenses. If there is no complete defense, the responsible party must pay.
[6] Third Party Liability.
A third party whose act or omission solely causes a discharge or a threat of a discharge, will be treated as the
responsible party for purposes of liability under OPA. n85 As previously noted in the discussion of the defense of third
party causation, the third party's act or omission need not be negligent in order for liability to be imposed. Hence, an
innocent third party may find itself responsible for damages. n86 This provision also means that a non-tank vessel
which collides with or otherwise solely causes a tanker discharge, will have to respond under OPA and without the
benefit of the 1851 Act. If a third party is the owner or operator of a vessel or facility, it will be entitled to the benefit of
the limits provided in OPA for a vessel or a facility, n87 to the extent they are meaningful. Where a third party is not the
owner or operator of a vessel or facility, the limit on its liability will be the same as the limit that would have been
applicable to the responsible party of the vessel or facility from which the discharge occurred. n88
It appears that OPA, like the FWPCA, does not impose strict liability on a third party whose act or omission, negligent
or otherwise, contributes to a discharge of oil but is not the sole cause of the discharge. n89 The issue becomes: Is there
a cause of action and what law governs? OPA, like FWPCA, provides that an action may be brought for contribution
against any other person who is liable or is potentially liable under OPA or "under ... another law". n90 This provision
would allow the application of general maritime law. n91 The indemnification provisions of OPA yield a similar
indication. They provide that nothing in the Act bars "a cause of action that a responsible party ... has or would have, by
reason of subrogation or otherwise against any person." n92 Hence, the liability of a joint-fault third party could still be
governed by general maritime law. n93
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In the event a claim is brought under general maritime law, if the third party is the owner of a vessel, will it be entitled
to limit under OPA, the 1851 Act, or not at all? The OPA provision which addresses the 1851 Act is framed in a manner
to provide that it should not impede the imposition of liability under state law, or the imposition of greater liabilities
under federal or state law. n94 While the general maritime law is federal law, it is not specifically mentioned. In the
section establishing liability for a sole-cause third party, an owner of a vessel or facility is entitled to OPA limits and if
it is not a vessel or facility, the limits applicable to the discharging party would apply. n95 Curiously, those provisions
do not specify whether the limits apply to any third party or only to a sole-cause third party. The legislative history
sheds no light on this language. It may be argued that the language embraces either type of third party. n96 If it does
not, in view of OPA's seeming intent to do away with the 1851 Act in pollution actions altogether, is the joint-fault third
party without any liability limitation protection? A construction which creates OPA limits for a sole-cause third party
but none for a joint-fault third party is both illogical and unfair, and this analysis would suggest that the section is
intended to apply to all third parties.
Additionally, it should be observed that the responsible party could pursue the third party under state law unimpeded by
the 1851 Act and many states' laws impose strict unlimited liability upon an owner. n97 But in some states, although
liability is unlimited, it is restricted to cleanup costs. Some states also have monetary limits. Others tie liability to
causation or similar principles. If the spill occurs in such a state, state law would provide a less than satisfactory
recovery. OPA and the general maritime law on the other hand might present opportunities for unlimited recovery.
[7] Indemnification.
The Act expressly allows parties to enter into insurance, hold harmless or indemnity agreements for liabilities
established by OPA. n98 But such an agreement does not relieve the responsible party or any other person liable under
OPA from liability in the first instance. n99 On the other hand, OPA does not prohibit the responsible party or its
guarantor from claiming indemnity, whether pursuant to an agreement, by way of subrogation or otherwise against the
appropriate party. n100
b. Oil Pollution Compensation.
[1] Federal Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund.
In 1986 the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund ("the Fund") was established, supported by a tax of five cents per barrel on
imported oil. n101 OPA amends the FWPCA to set the current borrowing limit for oil pollution measures at $1 billion
in the aggregate, and limits the per-incident expenditure to $1 billion with a further limit of $500 million for recovery
for natural resources damages. n102
The Fund can be used to:
(1) pay removal costs incurred by the federal or state government; n103
(2) pay costs of assessing natural resources damages and for developing and implementing plans to
restore, rehabilitate, replace or acquire those resources; n104
(3) pay claims for removal costs and damages from a spill from a foreign offshore unit;
(4) pay claims for uncompensated removal costs or damages;
(5) pay federal expenses to implement, administer and enforce OPA up to $25 million annually for Coast
Guard operating expenses, $30 million annually for two years to establish the National Response System
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and $27.5 million annually for oil pollution research and development. n105
There are restrictions on access to monies in the Fund. Except for specifically designated purposes, these monies are
only available through annual appropriations by Congress. However, the President may make available up to $50
million annually for the following: federal removal costs, immediate removal actions by states up to $250,000, costs
incurred by federal and state trustees to initiate natural resource damage assessments, and for the payment of claims for
un compensated removal costs and damages. n106
The Fund is not required to pay claims of a third party whose gross negligence or willful misconduct caused the spill.
n107 The Fund is subrogated to the rights of claimants or a State n108 whom it pays against the responsible party. n109
The Coast Guard has been designated as the agency to operate the Fund; and pursuant to this designation, the National
Pollution Funds Center was established in Arlington, Virginia, in 1991.
The Act provides that after the source of a spill is designated, the responsible party must follow a procedure designed to
give notice to potential claimants. n110 If the responsible party advertises the procedures for submitting claims,
claimants must first submit their claims in accordance with these procedures. n111 However, should the responsible
party deny its designation by the Coast Guard or fail to pay a claim within 90 days, the claimant has the option to sue
the responsible party or to submit the claim to the Fund. n112 There are some exceptions allowing presentation of a
claim to the Fund in the first instance if the Fund has notified claimants that they may submit claims, if it is the claim of
the responsible party, if it is a state claim for removal costs or if it is a United States claimant in connection with a spill
from a foreign offshore unit. n113 The Fund is then subrogated to the claimants' rights against the responsible party.
n114 If a claimant commences an action, it nevertheless simultaneously may present a claim to the Fund; however, the
Fund is precluded from approving or certifying the claim for payment during the pendency of such actions. n115 If full
and adequate compensation is determined to be unavailable, a claim for the uncompensated damages and removal costs
may be presented to the Fund. n116 Claims for removal costs must be made to the Fund within six years of completion.
Damage claims must be made within three years from discovery of the injury or when reasonably discoverable with due
care. n117 It is noteworthy that OPA does not provide a procedure for judicial review of actions by the fund. n118
[2] Litigation.
OPA vests exclusive original jurisdiction over all claims in the United States District Courts without regard to diversity
jurisdictional requirements. n119 However, the state courts are also given jurisdiction to hear claims under OPA or state
law. n120 Venue is in the district where the discharge or damages occur, or where the defendant resides, may be found,
has its principal office, or has appointed an agent for service of process. n121
The periods within which actions must be commenced are dependent upon the type of claim being asserted (i.e.,
damages or removal costs) and the basis for the claim (i.e., a damage action, an action for contribution, or an action by
way of subrogation). An action for damages must be brought within three years after the later of: (1) the date of
discovery of the loss and its connection with the discharge; and (2) in the case of damages payable to natural resources
trustees, the date of completion of natural resource damages assessment. n122 An action for removal costs must be
commenced within three years after completion of the removal activity and such action may be commenced at any time
after the costs have been incurred. n123 Actions for contribution must be commenced within three years after the date
of judgment or settlement. n124 Similarly, an action of a subrogee of the rights of a claimant must be brought within
three years from the date of payment of the claim. n125
[3] Removal Costs and Damages.
OPA provides for recovery of all removal costs and damages. The categories of damages cover virtually every
conceivable consequence of a spill and in several respects represent a departure from general maritime law principles on
damages.
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Removal costs incurred by the United States, a State, or an Indian tribe in accordance with the FWPCA, or under state
law, or incurred by any person for acts consistent with the National Contingency Plan, may be recovered. n126
Removal costs are those costs incurred to contain and remove oil from the water or shorelines, or to minimize or
mitigate damage to the public health or welfare, including, but not limited to, fish, shellfish, wildlife, and public and
private property, shorelines and beaches. n127 This definition of removal costs is very similar to the FWPCA definition
and the few decisions decided thereunder should continue to apply. n128
Perhaps one of the more interesting issues which may arise under this provision is the "how clean is clean" controversy.
There has been disagreement on how far removal activity should go with respect to the methods of cleaning, e.g., is it
necessary, indeed is it not harmful to microbiotic life, to steam clean oil covered rocks, especially with respect to the
amount of money to be expended to clean minute remains of oil? The states have frequently been inclined to require
that every last speck of oil be cleaned while the federal authorities have been more inclined to accept reasonable levels
of removal. It is interesting to note that OPA allows removal costs under state law to be recovered under OPA and
hence from the Fund. This would appear to be yet another area in which a more sensible, uniform approach has been
sacrificed for the sake of political expediency.
Whenever there is an oil spill, governmental entities may incur substantial expenses for the commitment of resources to
monitor the effectiveness of removal actions being taken by a responsible party, and OPA recognizes that a proper n129
use of the Fund is to reimburse both federal and state authorities for these expenditures. n130 Having made such
reimbursements, court decisions have held that the Fund is entitled to recover the sums expended from the responsible
party as removal costs. n131
Damages are broken down into six categories: natural resources, real or personal property, subsistence use, revenues,
profits and earning capacity, and public services. Punitive damages are not listed as a category of damages under OPA.
n132 In South Port Marine v. Gulf Oil, the First Circuit held that the list of recoverable damages set forth under OPA90
was exhaustive and, therefore, because punitive damages are not listed, punitive damages were not available under
OPA. The court held that "Congress's very specific treatment of oil pollution in the OPA, which does not provide for
punitive damages, supplanted general admiralty and maritime law." n133
(1) Natural resources damages encompass injury to, destruction of or loss of use of, natural resources, including
reasonable assessment costs, and are recoverable by the United States, States, Indian tribes, and foreign trustees. n134
Liability to those trustees is for damages to natural resources belonging to, managed by, controlled by, or appertaining
to the United States or any State or political subdivision thereof, Indian tribe, or foreign country. n135 The trustee's
function is to assess damages and develop and implement a plan for restoration, rehabilitation, replacement or
acquisition of the equivalent of the natural resources under their trusteeship and to seek compensation from the
responsible party. n136
The measure of natural resources damages is:
A. the cost of restoring, rehabilitating, replacing or acquiring the equivalent of the damaged natural
resources;
B. the diminution in value of those natural resources pending restoration; plus
C. the reasonable cost of assessing damages. n137
Congress did not contemplate that existing Department of Interior ("DOI") regulations issued for assessing natural
resource damages under CERCLA would be utilized for assessing these damages under OPA. n138 Rather, OPA
specifically provides that the President, acting through the Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere,
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was required to promulgate new regulations for the assessment of natural resource damages resulting from an oil
discharge by no later than August 18, 1992. n139 This deadline proved to be quite unrealistic. In fact, the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration ("NOAA") did not issue its First Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for natural
resource damage assessment until January 7, 1994. n140 However, the issue of the proper assessment of natural
resource damages is extremely controversial, and this proposed regulation only added to the controversy. After many
months of debate, nine environmental groups filed a federal court suit in New York in October 1994 demanding that
OPA's statutory mandate be enforced. In that suit, a Consent Agreement was entered which resulted in a final regulation
being issued on January 5, 1996. n141 The issuance of the final regulation did not end the debate. In April, 1996, six
industry plaintiffs filed suit against NOAA seeking to obtain federal judicial relief against enforcement of the final
regulation. While that suit remained pending, NOAA stated that it intended to enforce the final regulation, absent any
action by the Court to rescind implementation. On November 18, 1997, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia issued its opinion upholding most of NOAA's Final Rule. However, the appellate court directed that NOAA
give further consideration to two issues: (a) the scope of authorization for recovery of legal costs, and (2) the scope of
authorization for the removal of residual oil by trustees as part of a natural resource restoration action. n142 On
February 11, 1998, NOAA published a request for comments relating to the trustee oil removal issue, which comments
were due by March 30, 1998, and stated that comments may be sought on the legal cost issue in the future. n143
It is important to note that OPA allows recovery of restoration costs and diminution in value until restoration is
completed. The DOI regulations under CERCLA had provided for recovery of the lesser of the two. But that approach
was struck down by the courts as being inconsistent with the intent of CERCLA. n144
Diminution in value is the standard established in Ohio v. United States Department of the Interior. n145 Prior to that
decision the DOI regulations had established a rigid hierarchy of permissible methods for determining "use values,"
limiting recovery to the price commanded by the resource on the open market, unless the trustee found the market for
the resource was not reasonably competitive, in which event the trustee would appraise the market value. n146 The
District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals rejected DOI's attempt to keep such damages contained, holding that
"DOI erred by 'establishing a strong presumption in favor of market price and appraisal methodologies.' " n147 Rather,
the court suggested that DOI draft regulations to establish use values by summing up all reliably calculated values,
however measured, so long as there is no double counting, with market value as one factor. n148 In other words,
various considerations, direct and indirect, may be taken into account. This might include the value of damage to the
public for not having the "option" to use or visit the area affected by the spill or the value of the loss of the "existence"
of an area even though it would not have been used or visited.
OPA contemplates that in order to facilitate collection of these damages the process will allow trustees to recover for
natural resources damages on the basis of cost estimates. Thus, "the trustees should, in sequence, conduct the necessary
assessments, develop and estimate the cost of implementing the appropriate plans, and calculate the diminution in lost
use and other values of the injured resources pending restoration. At that point the total liability of the responsible party
under this section can be calculated." n149
Fortunately, provision was made to avoid difficulties that have arisen with the accessibility by trustees under CERCLA
to the funds because recovered natural resources damages were being paid into the General Fund of the Treasury. OPA
provides that sums recovered shall be retained in a separate interest-bearing account. n150
An assessment of natural resources damages by a trustee will create a rebuttable presumption in any administrative or
judicial proceeding. n151
(2) Damages for injury to, or economic losses resulting from destruction of real or personal property are recoverable by
the owner or lessee. n152 As to a lessee, this would appear to broaden a recent trend in the general maritime law. n153
(3) Damages for loss of subsistence use of natural resources may be recovered by a person who uses natural resources
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which have been injured, destroyed or lost without regard to ownership or management of the resources. n154 This
appears to be intended to compensate Indians and others who are sustained by their use of a natural resource, e.g.,
Indians who fish to feed themselves.
(4) The United States, a state or its political subdivisions are entitled to recover damages equal to the net loss of taxes,
royalties, rents, fees, or net profit shares due to the injury, destruction, or loss of real property, personal property or
natural resources. n155
(5) A major departure from general maritime law exists in the provision allowing recovery for damages equal to the loss
of profits or impairment of earning capacity due to the injury, destruction, or loss of real property, personal property or
natural resources. n156
This section does not require the claimant to be the owner of the damaged property or natural resource. The Conference
Report states:
For example, a fisherman may recover for lost income due to damaged fisheries resources, even
though the fisherman does not own those resources. n157
This section alters the principle that economic losses unassociated with physical damage to a proprietary interest are not
recoverable in admiralty--the so-called Robbins Drydock rule. n158 Traditionally courts had denied recovery for losses
arising out of the closure of a waterway, n159 although some exceptions have been made for special categories of
claimants such as fishermen. The cases disallowing recovery have included claims for demurrage and lost profits of
vessels delayed by reason of the shutdown; n160 for lost profits by wharf owners, n161 unloaded-cargo owners, n162
shore manufacturing and production facilities shutdown by closing of a waterway or rupture of pipeline supplying gas
to the facilities; n163 for interruption of rail traffic due to a bridge closure; n164 and losses to inland businesses due to
bridge closure. n165
These examples are a harbinger. The claims will no doubt pour in when major spills occur, and the courts will have to
wrestle with where the line is to be drawn under the rule of foreseeability. More than forty years ago the Second Circuit
intimated that the Robbins Drydock rule was an overzealous application of the principles of foreseeability but, perhaps
recognizing its utility in an area of the law which has always been difficult to apply, adhered to it while adding an
additional gloss. n166 The Second Circuit noted that although the disruption of river traffic was foreseeable, there
comes a time when the link is too tenuous and there is no foreseeability of harm to the class of persons putting forward
their claim. Subsequently, the Fifth Circuit embraced the same rationale. n167 Perhaps the courts will decide that OPA's
elimination of a particular constraint on recovery for damages does not necessarily open the floodgates altogether. n168
(6) Finally, OPA bows further to the states, sanctioning recovery for net costs of providing increased or additional
public services during or after removal activities, including protection from fire, safety, or health hazards caused by a
discharge of oil. n169
c. Financial Responsibility.
The Act requires a responsible party for a vessel over 300 gross tons, except a nonself-propelled vessel that does not
carry oil as cargo or fuel, using any place subject to the jurisdiction of the United States or a vessel of any size using
waters of the exclusive economic zone to transship or lighter oil destined for a place subject to the jurisdiction of the
United States, or any tank vessel over 100 gross tons using any place subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, to
establish and maintain evidence of financial responsibility sufficient to meet the maximum amount of limited liability
provided by the Act. n170 This has the effect of requiring vessels to establish evidence of financial responsibility, in the
case of tank vessels, single-hull vessels, including those fitted with double-sides only or a double bottom only, up to
$3,000 per gross ton. With respect to double-hull vessels, up to $1,900 per gross ton; n171 and in the case of any other
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vessels, up to $950 per gross ton, or $800,000, whichever is greater. n172 Evidence may be in the form of insurance,
surety bond, guarantee, letter of credit, qualification as a self-insurer, or other appropriate forms of security. n173 With
regard to vessels, claims for damages under OPA may be made directly against the issuer of such security, referred to as
the "guarantor." But in no event is the guarantor bound to pay more than provided in the security. n174 An owner or
operator of more than one vessel need only establish evidence of financial responsibility for its largest vessel. n175 A
vessel failing to furnish evidence of financial responsibility will be denied entry, or if already in United States' waters,
detained. n176 Alternatively, the vessel could be seized and forfeited. n177
Similarly, as enacted, OPA required offshore facilities to show evidence of financial responsibility of $150 million.
n178 On August 25, 1993, the Minerals Management Service ("MMS") promulgated an Advance Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking which set the proposed procedures for implementing these increased levels of financial responsibility;
however, the proposed rule met with substantial resistance due to the broad definition of "facilities" which would be
affected and was never implemented. n179
In reaction to very widespread concern regarding the potential impact on the offshore oil industry and the
owners/operators of other types of facilities that OPA's financial responsibility requirements, as interpreted by the
MMS, might have, Congress has provided relief. After fairly close review, Congress enacted the first significant
amendment to OPA as part of the Coast Guard Authorization Act of 1996. n180 Section 1125 of that Act substantially
amended the financial responsibility requirements of OPA with respect to offshore facilities.
As amended, Section 2716 of OPA now provides that financial responsibility must be demonstrated only for offshore
facilities which:
(1) are located seaward of the ordinary low water line along that portion of the coast that is in direct
contact with the open sea, or is located in coastal inland waters (such as bays or estuaries) which are
seaward of the ordinary low water line);
(2) are intended to explore for, drill for, produce or transport oil; and
(3) have a worst-case oil spill discharge potential of more than 1,000 barrels of oil (or a lesser amount if
the President determines that a facility poses a particular risk). n181
Regarding the limits of liability, the amended Section 2716 set forth a requirement of $35 million for an offshore
facility located seaward of the seaward boundary of a state, and $10 million for such a facility located landward of this
state boundary. n182 However, the President still may raise the limit up to $150 million if clear and convincing
evidence shows that the risks posed by a facility justify a higher amount of financial responsibility. n183 Where
multiple facilities are involved, evidence of financial responsibility need be established only to meet the amount
applicable to the facility having the greatest requirement. n184
The amended Section 2716 of OPA also contained a significant concession to guarantors of financial responsibility for
offshore facilities. Specifically, claims could be brought directly against the guarantors only if: (1) the responsible party
has denied or failed to pay a claim on the basis of being insolvent as defined under 11U.S.C. § 101(32), or (2) the
responsible party has filed a petition for bankruptcy pursuant to U.S. Code, Title 11, or (3) the claim is asserted by the
United States for removal costs and damages or for reimbursement of the amounts expended by the federal Fund,
including costs incurred by the Fund for processing compensation claims. n185
OPA requires that a deepwater port provide financial responsibility in an amount to be determined by the Secretary of
Transportation, from a minimum of $50,000,000 to a maximum of $350,000,000. n186 On August 4, 1995, a Final Rule
was issued setting the financial responsibility level for the Louisiana Offshore Oil Port (the only deepwater port
presently in operation) at $62,000,000. The regulation further provides that the financial responsibility requirement for
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any other deepwater ports which are built in the future will be established on a port-by-port basis. n187
Congress recognized the difficulties that substantially increased financial responsibility requirements would raise for the
vessel owners and their P&I Clubs and provided that the level of financial responsibility provided by FWPCA ($150 per
gross ton) and the Coast Guard regulations promulgated thereunder would continue in force until new regulations were
enacted. n188 Virtually all vessel owners satisfied the then existing FWPCA requirement by providing an irrevocable
undertaking from the vessel's P&I Club to pay up to the FWPCA limits, without regard to defenses the Club might have
against its member for the claim such as non-payment of premium or breach of insurance warranties and
representations. This requirement had proven problematic for the industry. The International Group of P&I Clubs
balked at the prospect of providing certificates at the new levels because the liability was too great, for example, in the
case of an 80,000 DWT tanker (43,000 gross tons), $51,600,000, and the requirement to waive policy defenses, as well
as for other reasons.
Subsequent to the passage of OPA, the P&I clubs and the Coast Guard had discussions on solutions but were unable to
reach an accord. The Coast Guard then decided to proceed with issuing proposed regulations, requiring evidence of
financial responsibility under OPA, i.e., $3,000 per gross ton for single hull vessels and $1,900 per gross ton for
double-hulled vessels, and $950 per gross ton for any other vessel. In its draft regulations released in 1991 the Coast
Guard purported to require vessels to provide evidence of financial responsibility in the amount of $1500 per gross ton
for tankers and $900 per gross ton for non-tankers pursuant to both OPA and CERCLA. n189
For nearly three years, controversy continued over the financial responsibility regulations which the Coast Guard had
proposed. For its part, the Coast Guard maintained the position that its draft regulations incorporated the maximum
flexibility permitted by the statutory language of OPA itself. In contrast, the P&I Clubs, along with other insurers and
vessel interests, maintained that the obligations and potential liability of a guarantor were unacceptable and that the
draft regulations were otherwise unworkable. Several alternative schemes were proposed by various interests, none of
which fully met the problems at issue.
Ultimately, after completing a Regulatory Impact Analysis, the Coast Guard promulgated its Interim Rule on July 1,
1994, which was to take effect from December 28, 1994. n190 The ensuing several months produced a period of furious
activity by all interests concerned, including legitimate predictions of a "train wreck" which would halt all tanker traffic
into the United States if the Interim Rule was permitted to take effect. However, through a combination of a number of
vessel owners satisfying the Coast Guard as to their self-insurance ability and the formation of new commercial entities
(the first ones were known as "Firstline" and "Shoreline") which worked out a satisfactory interface with the P&I Clubs
for insurance purposes, a solution was reached. n191 The Interim Rule took effect on schedule from December 28,
1994, followed by a Final Rule which was promulgated on March 7, 1996, n192 and compliance with the financial
responsibility requirements of OPA went forward as follows:
Vessel Type
Compliance Date
Self-Propelled Tank Vessels

December 28, 1994

Non-Self Propelled Tank Vessels July 1, 1995
Vessels Other Than Tankers

December 28, 1997

The individual states are permitted to enforce the federal requirement of evidence of financial responsibility and in
doing so, will not forfeit the right to inspect a vessel and impose sanctions for failure to comply. n193 There is no
express language in OPA to the effect that the federal requirement is exclusive and there is language providing that the
Act should not preempt the states from establishing their own requirements, generally. n194 Several states already have
requirements for certificates, but, with the exception of Alaska, California and Florida, have not enforced them, while
others are contemplating such requirements. n195 Indeed, California required evidence of financial responsibility in the
amount of $1 billion as of the year 2000. n196 The P&I Clubs will not issue state-required certificates of financial
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responsibility. The requirements of Alaska and Florida were met by shipowners requiring charterers to arrange security
or by demonstrating net worth in excess of the amount required because the amount of security needed was manageable.
As a precaution against future action by the states, vessel owners and operators should include provisions in their time
charters to cover such eventualities.
d. Effect on Other Laws.
[1] Federal Law.
The FWPCA remains in effect, as modified by the provisions of OPA. The liability provisions have, for all practical
purposes, been supplanted by OPA with respect to oil but remain in place for other hazardous materials. n197 Similarly,
OPA replaces the liability provisions of the Deepwater Port Act, the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act Amendments of
1978 and the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Authorization Act. n198
As previously mentioned there is an express provision in OPA to make sure that there is no overlap between CERCLA
and OPA. n199 CERCLA imposes liability upon owners and operators of vessels carrying hazardous substances.
[2] State Law.
One of the most significant of the latest revision to OPA was to abandon uniformity in favor of allowing each state to
enact and enforce its own pollution liability laws. This so called non-preemption provision not only allowed the states to
impose additional liabilities, it also allowed them to impose additional "requirements." n200 This raised a concern as to
what requirements a state may impose. The Conference Report states that OPA "does not disturb the Supreme Court's
decision in Ray v. Atlantic Richfield Company." n201 In that decision the Court held that the states could not impose
vessel design and construction standards for vessels engaged in interstate or foreign commerce. n202 This would
indicate that the Congress did not intend to yield to the states with respect to matters of design and construction but it
left unresolved how far a state may go with respect to operating requirements. Some states adopted regulations
imposing requirements for contingency plans and discharge procedures, such as booming. The west coast states also
sought to regulate manning and vessel routing. n203
e. Prevention.
[1] Manning Requirements.
For foreign flag tank vessels, the manning, training, qualification and watchkeeping standards of the country of a
vessel's registry must be equivalent to United States' law or international law acceptable to the United States. n204 If,
after a period of evaluation, the Coast Guard determines the flag-country standards are not up to par, the Coast Guard
shall refuse entry to vessels registered in that country unless the Coast Guard determines that the particular vessel is safe
or entry is necessary for safety of the vessel or her crew. n205 This provision undoubtedly caused a re-evaluation of the
use of certain flags of convenience which may not measure up to the Coast Guard.
The Act also dictates maximum working hours, including administrative duties, for officers and crew:

no more than 15 hours in a 24-hour period; or

36 hours in a 72-hour period. n206
It has been almost routine for officers to exceed these number of hours, particularly during loading or discharging. A
violation of this provision could defeat the right to limit liability. n207 (Arguably, this provision only applies to United
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States' flag vessels but the Coast Guard is reviewing the possibility of its application to foreign flag vessels in United
States' waters as well.)
The Coast Guard also closely examined the issue of the necessary qualifications of tankermen and shipboard personnel
in charge of, and assisting in, the handling, transfer and transport of oil and certain hazardous liquid cargoes. Following
this review, a new regulation governing these qualifications was promulgated. n208 Similarly, a regulation was issued
which requires radar observer training and appropriate endorsement of this qualification to the licenses of operators of
uninspected towing vessels. n209 The Coast Guard also conducted a comprehensive review of the requirements for
licensing of operators of both inspected and uninspected towing vessels and promulgated new regulations pertaining to
the same. n210
[2] Operational Requirements.
In addition to establishing a new regime for oil pollution liability, OPA also imposed certain operational requirements to
promote safer navigation practices in order to minimize the risks of future pollution incidents. In 1996, the Coast Guard
promulgated a regulation implementing operational measures required for existing tank vessels without double hulls.
n211
This increased emphasis on operational safety was consistent with developments on an international basis, particularly
the adoption of the International Management Code For the Safe Operation of Ships and For Pollution Prevention
(International Safety Management ("ISM") Code), as Chapter IX of the Safety of Life at Sea ("SOLAS") Convention.
n212 The ISM Code has been developed to provide an international standard for the safe operation and management of
vessels, as well as to promote pollution prevention. On July 1, 1998, the ISM Code went into effect for passenger ships,
oil tankers, chemical tankers, gas carriers, bulk carriers, and cargo high speed craft of 500 gross tons or more. The Code
later became effective for other cargo vessels and mobile offshore units of 500 gross tons or more as of July 1, 2002.
n213
[3] Structural Requirements.
The double hull issue, which during the legislative process was most contentious, was resolved on a basis which,
accepting that double hulls were inevitable, was accommodating to industry: n214

Newly constructed tankers contracted for after June 30, 1990 or delivered after January 1, 1994 were
required to have double hulls.

As of January 1, 1995, single skin tankers of 30,000 gross tons or more and over 28 years old were
required to have double hulls. The age requirement thereafter was reduced so that by 2000 all such
vessels over 23 years old must have had double hulls. As of 2010, all existing single skin vessels must
have had double hulls. Existing vessels with double bottoms or double sides were afforded an additional
five years to comply. n215

Until January 1, 2015, tankers discharging at a deepwater port ("LOOP") or lightering more than 60
miles offshore will not be required to have double hulls. n216

Until January 1, 2015, existing tank vessels, including barges, under 5,000 gross tons will not be
required to have double hulls. n217
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Within twelve months after passage of the legislation, the Secretary of Transportation was directed to
determine whether other structural and operational requirements would provide environmental protection
equal to or greater than that provided by double hulls and report those findings to Congress with
recommendations for legislative action. n218 In its Final Rule issued on March 10, 1995, the Coast
Guard rejected other methods of construction as not providing the equivalent level of environmental
protection as double hulls.
Other structural and equipment requirements were required to be drafted, including (a) cargo tank overfill devices and
tank level or pressure monitoring devices, n219 (b) plating thickness and gauging procedures, n220 and (c) radio
communication equipment and procedures. After several oil spills involving tank barges, and other serious casualties
involving tugs and tows, the Coast Guard promulgated new regulations setting forth requirements for navigation safety
equipment to be carried by towing vessels. n221
[4] Miscellaneous Provisions.
There are a number of other provisions:

The Coast Guard was required to designate areas where single hull tankers over 5,000 gross tons
must be escorted by at least two tow vessels. n222

The Coast Guard was required to study Vessel Traffic Systems (in place in New York and San
Francisco, and to be put in place at other ports). n223

The Coast Guard was required to designate certain sensitive areas where the pilot must be someone
other than the person in command of the vessel. n224

The Coast Guard must review records on alcohol and drug abuse before issuing licenses, certificates
of registry and merchant mariner documents. n225 Through amendment to the National Driver Register
Act of 1982 (23 U.S.C. § 401), the Coast Guard also has been given access to the motor vehicle driving
record of individuals who are applying for issuance or renewal of licenses, certificates of registry and
merchant mariner documents. n226

A chief mate may temporarily relieve a master when the two next most senior licensed officers
reasonably believe that the master is under the influence of alcohol or drugs and is incapable of
commanding the vessel. n227 (Arguably, this provision should apply only to United States' flag vessels
but the Coast Guard is considering regulations applying it to all vessels in United States' waters.).
f. Spill Response Requirements.
OPA amends the FWPCA, requiring detailed contingency response plans covering a worst case scenario for tank
vessels and facilities. n228 Response plan requirements include:
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contractual commitments with removal contractors and others so that an immediate response is
possible. n229

training programs for vessel/facility and response personnel.

periodic drills and availability of containment and removal equipment.
With regard to vessels, the Coast Guard is responsible for establishing response plan requirements, and a final
regulation became effective on April 11, 1996. n230 There also are international requirements for vessels to carry on
board an oil spill response plan, which is known as a shipboard oil pollution emergency plan ("SOPEP"). n231 SOPEP's
are required pursuant to Regulation 26 of Annex I to MARPOL 73/78. In 2009, the Coast Guard submitted a notice of
proposed rulemaking for nontank vessel response plans which would require "owners and operators of nontank vessels
to prepare and submit oil response plans." n232 As of May 2011, this proposed rule has not been finalized.
Within two years following the enactment of OPA, vessels carrying oil or hazardous materials in bulk also were
required to carry appropriate removal equipment that employs the best technology economically feasible and
compatible with safe operation. n233 Effective February 22, 2011, the Coast Guard required oil tanker owners and
operators to submit vessel response plans regarding salvage and marine firefighting for tank vessels carrying oil. n234
The vessel response plan was amended to "ensure that the appropriate salvage and marine firefighting resources are
identified and available for responding to incidents up to and including the worst case discharge scenario." n235
Response planning requirements for facilities are governed by the type of facility involved. The Coast Guard has
jurisdiction over marine transportation-related facilities, both offshore and onshore. A final regulation applicable to
these facilities became effective on May 29, 1996. n236
The Minerals Management Service ("MMS") is responsible for determining response planning requirements for
non-transportation-related offshore facilities, including state submerged lands and pipelines. n237
Non-transportation-related onshore facilities are governed by the Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA").
Accordingly, the EPA establishes response planning requirements for all storage facilities on land and offshore facilities
which are located on inland rivers and lakes. The EPA has promulgated its regulation which became effective on
August 30, 1994; and under that regulation, appropriate response plans were required as of February 18, 1995. n238
The Research and Special Programs Administration ("RSPA") of the Office of Pipeline Safety has authority over
onshore oil pipelines, including the determination of appropriate response planning requirements. RSPA issued an
Interim Final Rule setting forth these requirements on January 5, 1993, and the Final Rule was promulgated in 1998.
n239
g. Removal.
The removal provisions of OPA modify the comparable provisions of the FWPCA. The President, who has delegated
this responsibility to the United States Coast Guard, is charged with ensuring an effective and immediate removal effort.
He is authorized to assume costs subject to reimbursement. He is given the authority and responsibility to direct or
monitor all removal efforts whether they be by federal, state, or local government or private parties. This authority
includes action to avoid a threatened spill. The President may federalize any spill removal effort. Government
contracting procedures need not be followed. n240 The Conference Statement sets forth the intent of these revisions to
the FWPCA:
This subsection is designed to eliminate the confusion evident in recent spills where the lack of clear
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delineation of command and management responsibility impeded prompt and effective response. n241
OPA adds to the FWPCA a limited version of the so-called responder immunity. It provides that anyone taking response
action in accordance with the National Contingency Plan n242 or as directed by the President shall not be liable for
"removal costs or damages which result from actions taken or omitted to be taken in the course of" removal actions or
advices, unless such result from gross negligence or willful misconduct. Responsible parties are not included. Nor are
damages for personal injury or wrongful death. n243 The states however remain free to impose their own requirements
in this regard. n244
h. Civil Penalties.
Civil and administrative penalties for oil pollution are contained in the FWPCA and several activity-related statutes, as
amended by OPA. Penalties paid pursuant to the FWPCA are to be paid into the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund. n245
FWPCA administrative penalties may be imposed upon owners, operators or persons in charge of a vessel or facility
from which there is a discharge, or upon the same persons for failure to comply with regulations established under the
FWPCA. n246 These penalties range between $10,000 and $125,000. n247 An appeal may be made to District of
Columbia federal courts by any person against whom a final administrative penalty is assessed. n248
Owners, operators and persons in charge of vessels or facilities from which there is a prohibited discharge of oil also are
subject to a civil penalty of up to $25,000 per day of violation, or $1,000 per barrel of oil discharged. n249 However, if
an administrative penalty pursuant to the FWPCA or a civil penalty pursuant to § 1319 of the Clean Water Act n250 has
been assessed, which statutes provide for identical civil penalties, the civil penalty provisions of the FWPCA do not
apply. n251
The failure of an owner, operator or person in charge of a vessel or facility to comply with Presidential or administrative
orders to remove the discharge or take other measures necessary to protect public health subjects that person to a civil
penalty of up to $25,000 per day of violation, or three times the cost incurred as a result of the violation. n252 An
additional penalty of up to $25,000 per day may be imposed for failure to comply with regulations established by the
National Contingency Plan. n253
If the discharge resulted from the gross negligence or willful misconduct of an owner, operator or person in charge of
the vessel or facility, a civil penalty of at least $100,000 or up to $3,000 per barrel of oil discharged may be imposed.
n254
In determining the amount of any civil penalty, the violator's prior history, culpability, cleanup efforts and economic
benefit as a result of the discharge will be taken into account. n255
Other penalties are directed at enforcing pollution prevention requirements. Civil penalties of up to $10,000 are imposed
for violation of crew licensing and other requirements. n256 Penalties under the Port and Waterways Safety Act for
violation of navigation and operating regulations range from $2,500 to $5,000. n257 Civil penalties are also available
under the Endangered Species Act of 1970, 16 U.S.C. § 1531, et seq. In 1997, ARCO Pipeline Company was assessed a
civil penalty of $25,000 in respect of wildlife damage which resulted from the rupture of an oil pipeline during the
Northridge earthquake of January 17, 1994.
Failure to maintain evidence of financial responsibility can result in an unlimited civil penalty calculated at the rate of
up to $27,500 per day of violation. n258
Legal Topics:
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For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawShippingRegulations & StatutesPollution From ShipsEnergy & Utilities LawFederal Oil & Gas
LeasesOuter Continental Shelf LeasesEnergy & Utilities LawTransportation & PipelinesPipelinesOffshore Oil & Gas
PipelinesEnvironmental LawHazardous Wastes & Toxic SubstancesCERCLA & SuperfundGeneral
OverviewEnvironmental LawNatural Resources & Public LandsOil Pollution ActGeneral OverviewEnvironmental
LawNatural Resources & Public LandsOil Pollution ActDefensesEnvironmental LawNatural Resources & Public
LandsOil Pollution ActLiabilityEnvironmental LawNatural Resources & Public LandsOil Pollution ActOil Spill
Liability Trust FundEnvironmental LawWater QualityClean Water ActCoverage & DefinitionsGeneral
OverviewEnvironmental LawWater QualityClean Water ActWetlands
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. Rice v. Harken Exploration Co., 1999 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 20486, at *10-*20 (N.D. Tex. Sept. 30, 1999) ,
aff'd, 250 F. 3d 264 (5th Cir. 2001) . The district court in Rice, in a case of first impression, was called upon to construe
the scope of the term "navigable waters" under OPA. In doing so, the court rejected the more restrictive definition of
navigable waters used for the assessment of admiralty jurisdiction (a body of water which, in its present configuration,
constitutes a highway of commerce) in favor of the far more expansive definition of navigable water set forth under the
Clean Water Act regulations (40 C.F.R. § 110.1), which define navigable waters as including: all waters that are used in
interstate or foreign commerce, all interstate waters including wetlands, and all intrastate waters, such as lakes, rivers,
streams, wetlands etc.
(n2)Footnote 2. 33 U.S.C. § 2702(a).
(n3)Footnote 3. 33 U.S.C. § 2701(21). Territorial seas are those waters extending seaward a distance of three miles
from the low water line or inland waters boundary. 33 U.S.C. § 2701(35).
(n4)Footnote 4. 33 U.S.C. § 2701(8). The exclusive economic zone was the zone established by Presidential
Proclamation No. 5030, dated March 10, 1983.
(n5)Footnote 5. 33 U.S.C. § 2702(a) provides that "a vessel ... from which oil is discharged ..., into or upon the
navigable waters or ... the exclusive economic zone is liable." This language would appear sufficiently broad to
encompass oil which drifts into such waters. The Joint Explanatory Statement of the Committee in Conference Report
101-653 [hereinafter "Conference Statement"] gives no clear indication on this point. But 33 U.S.C. § 2707(b), which
deals with liability for spills in U.S. waters that drift into foreign waters and cause damage, provides that the nation into
whose waters the oil drifts must provide comparable remedies to U.S. claimants for spills occurring in that nation's
waters which cause damage in U.S. waters. This would indicate that Congress intended a system where there is always a
remedy. Hence, a spill on the high seas that drifts into U.S. waters is probably covered.
(n6)Footnote 6. 33 U.S.C. § 2707. Under the FWPCA such claims were not included. Matter of Oswego Barge
Corp., 664 F.2d 327 (2d Cir.) , reh'g denied, 673 F.2d 47 (2d Cir. 1981) .
(n7)Footnote 7. 33 U.S.C. § 2707(a)(2).
(n8)Footnote 8. Id.; Conference Statement, p. 110.
(n9)Footnote 9. 33 U.S.C. § 2701(23).
(n10)Footnote 10. 33 U.S.C. § 2720; Pub. L. No. 1021-55. An Interim Final Rule released by the Coast Guard on
vessel response plans established requirements for vessels carrying "non-petroleum oil" which "includes, but is not
limited to, animal and vegetable oils." 58 Fed. Reg. 7376 at 7424 (Feb. 5, 1993). This regulation prompted legislative
action to exempt these substances from OPA. However, the Environmental Protection Agency has continued to insist
that those who handle, store or transport these oils must meet the response planning requirements of OPA. See 62 Fed.
Reg. 54508 (October 10, 1997) (codified at 40 C.F.R. § 112).
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(n11)Footnote 11. 33 U.S.C. § 2701(23). CERCLA is at 42 U.S.C. § 9601 et seq.
(n12)Footnote 12. Conference Statement, p. 102.
(n13)Footnote 13. 42 U.S.C. § 9601(14).
(n14)Footnote 14. 40 C.F.R. § 117.3.
(n15)Footnote 15. Of course, pollution of water is a lesser concern than other harms that might result from the
breach of an LNG tank. It should be noted that although the OPA liability provisions may not govern, some of the
pollution prevention requirements will affect LNGC and LPGC. See, e.g., 46 U.S.C. § 8104.
(n16)Footnote 16. 33 U.S.C. § 2702(a).
(n17)Footnote 17. 33 U.S.C. § 2701(29) & (37).
(n18)Footnote 18. 33 U.S.C. § 2701(9).
(n19)Footnote 19. 33 U.S.C. § 2701(24); Conference Statement, p. 102. See, e.g., Kenan Transp. Co. v. U.S. Coast
Guard, No. 1:04-CV-3186-WSD, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 31654 (N.D. Ga. May 19, 2006) (treating a tanker truck, from
which oil was discharged as a result of an accident with a pickup truck, as an onshore facility under OPA).
(n20)Footnote 20. 33 U.S.C. § 2701(22).
(n21)Footnote 21. 33 U.S.C. § 2702(a) (emphasis added); see also Gatlin Oil Co. v. United States, 169 F.3d 207
(4th Cir. 1999) (interpreting the term "incident" as limiting compensation to only removal costs and damage directly
resulting from the discharge or substantial threat of discharge).
(n22)Footnote 22. Conference Statement, p. 102. See also Water Quality Ins. Syndicate v. United States, 522 F.
Supp. 2d 220, 226, 2008 AMC 284, 287-89 (D.D.C. 2007) ("The OPA imposes strict liability on parties that discharge
oil into the navigable waters of the United States").
(n23)Footnote 23. See, e.g., United States v. M/V Big Sam, 681 F.2d 432, 438-39 (5th Cir. 1982) . (an FWPCA
case).
(n24)Footnote 24. 33 U.S.C. § 2702(a).
(n25)Footnote 25. 46 U.S.C. §§ 30501 et seq. This statute allows owners of vessels to limit liability to the value of
their interest in the vessel at the end of a voyage during which the event giving rise to the claim occurred, plus pending
freight; and, for oceangoing vessels, in cases involving personal injury and death, certain additional sums. For a full
discussion, see Chapter VIII supra.
(n26)Footnote 26. 33 U.S.C. § 2718(c).
(n27)Footnote 27. Id. at § 2701(32). As of January 1, 2011, the definition also includes the owner of oil being
transported in a tank vessel with a single hull.
(n28)Footnote 28. Id. at § 2701(27).
(n29)Footnote 29. Id. at § 2701(26)(A)(i).
(n30)Footnote 30. Conference Statement, p. 102.
(n31)Footnote 31. 33 C.F.R. § 138.20.
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The Coast Guard has promulgated its Final Rule setting forth financial responsibility regulations pursuant to OPA. 61
Fed. Reg. 9264 (March 7, 1996) ; revised 73 Fed. Reg. 53691 (September 17, 2008) (codified at 33 C.F.R. §§ 4, &
138). The definitions for operator and owner contained within the regulation read as follows:
Operator means a person who is an owner, a demise charterer, or other contractor, who conducts the
operation of, or who is responsible for the operation of, a vessel. A builder, repairer, scrapper, or seller
who is responsible, or who agrees by contract to become responsible, for a vessel is an operator. A time
or voyage charterer that does not assume responsibility for the operation of a vessel is not an operator for
the purposes of this subpart.
Owner means any person holding legal or equitable title to a vessel. In a case where a Certificate of
Documentation or equivalent document has been issued, the owner is considered to be the person or
persons, whose name or names appear thereon as owner. Owner does not include a person who, without
participating in the management of a vessel, holds indicia of ownership primarily to protect the owner's
security interest in the vessel. For purposes of CERCLA only, "owner" does not include a person, who,
without participating in the management of a vessel, holds indicia of ownership primarily to protect the
owner's security interest in the vessel.
33 C.F.R. § 138.

(n32)Footnote 32. The reference to equitable title would appear to address those situations where there is no
Certificate of Registry or like document, or perhaps where the vessel has been sold but the documents have not been
changed to reflect the sale.
(n33)Footnote 33. Dant & Russell Inc. v. Dillingham Tug & Barge Corp., Inc., 895 F.2d 507 (9th Cir. 1990) .
(n34)Footnote 34. See Deakle v. John E. Graham & Sons, Inc., 756 F.2d 821 (11th Cir. 1985) (holding that an
owner's duty to provide competent crew and seaworthy vessel is nondelegable). The shipowner is also liable for crew
negligence pursuant to the doctrine of respondeat superior. Nutt v. Loomis Hydraulic Testing Co., 552 F.2d 1126 (5th
Cir. 1977) .
(n35)Footnote 35. 33 U.S.C. § 2701(26)(B)(ii).
(n36)Footnote 36. United States v. Massachusetts, 493 F.3d 1 (1[st] Cir. 2007) (citing United States v. Locke,
529 U.S. 89 (2000)).

See

(n37)Footnote 37. A longstanding doctrine in common law is that an agent is liable only for his own negligence.
Brady v. Roosevelt S.S. Co., 317 U.S. 575, 1943 A.M.C. 1 (1943) .
(n38)Footnote 38. 33 C.F.R. § 138.20.
(n39)Footnote 39. Green Atlas Shipping SA, TMM Co. v. United States, 306 F. Supp. 2d 974, 980-81 .
(n40)Footnote 40. 33 U.S.C. § 2701(26)(A)(B)(38)(A)(B).
(n41)Footnote 41. 33 U.S.C. § 2701(26)(A)(vi).

(n42)Footnote 42. Id. at § 2701(38)(A). CERCLA contains a substantially identical exemption. Largely in response
to the perceived overbreadth of the Fleet Factors rule, Congress amended CERCLA in 1996. See 42 U.S.C. §
9601(F)(i)(II) (noting that the term "participate in management" does not include "merely having the capacity to
influence ... vessel or facility operations"). The court in Fleet Factors, 901 F.2d 1550 (11th Cir. 1990) held that lenders
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and other parties who participated "in the financial management of a facility to a degree indicating a capacity to
influence the corporation's treatment of hazardous wastes" could be liable for cleaning up pollution created by an
operator's activities. In effect, the amendment directly negated the Fleet Factors management-participation theory of
liability: mere capability to influence the decision making of the borrower's financial management is insufficient to
invoke CERCLA liability for clean-up costs.
(n43)Footnote 43. Id. at § 2701(38)(B).
(n44)Footnote 44. XDP, Inc. v. Watamull Properties Corp., 2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 12057 at * 14 (D. Or. May 14,
2004) (citing United States v. Bestfoods, 524 U.S. 51, 62 (1998)) .
(n45)Footnote 45. It is well established under general maritime law that voyage charterers and traditional time
charterers are not responsible for control or operation of the vessel absent an agreement to the contrary and assume no
liability for acts of crew or unseaworthiness. Dougherty v. Navigazione San Paolo, 622 F. Supp. 1, 3-4 (E.D. Pa. 1984)
. The time charterer merely rents space on the vessel and its service while the owner retains navigational and operational
control. See Kerr-McGee Corp. v. Ma-Ju Marine Servs., Inc., 830 F.2d 1332 (5th Cir. 1987) ; Hayes v. Wilhelmsen
Enters., Ltd., 818 F.2d 1557 (11th Cir. 1987) . As a result, a time charterer acts in the same capacity as a commercial
manager; it designates ports of call and arranges for cargo to be carried but has no operational control.
(n46)Footnote 46. See 33 U.S.C. § 2701(32)(C); see also United States v. Bois d' Arc Operating Corp., 1999 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 3199 (E.D. La. Mar. 9, 1999) (interpreting and applying 33 U.S.C. § 2702 in finding a lessee to be a
responsible party under OPA and, as such, liable for removal costs resulting from an oil spill incident).
(n47)Footnote 47. 33 U.S.C. § 2704(b)(1).
(n48)Footnote 48. Id. at § 2704(b)(2).
(n49)Footnote 49. Id. at § 2701(32)(B).
(n50)Footnote 50. Id. at § 2701(32)(E).
(n51)Footnote 51. Id. at §§ 1501-1524 and § 2701(32)(D).
(n52)Footnote 52. See discussion infra, § 112[3].
(n53)Footnote 53. Id. at § 2704(a)(1)(A)(B)(C).
(n54)Footnote 54. Id. at § 2704(a)(2).
(n55)Footnote 55. Id. at § 2704(a)(3).
(n56)Footnote 56. Id. at § 2704(a)(4).
(n57)Footnote 57. Id. at § 2704(d)(1).
(n58)Footnote 58. Id. at § 2704(d)(2)(C).
(n59)Footnote 59. Id. at § 2704(b).
(n60)Footnote 60. Id. at § 2704(d)(3),(4); see 33 C.F.R. 138.230.
(n61)Footnote 61. Id. at § 2704(c)(3).
(n62)Footnote 62. Id. at § 2704(c)(2).
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(n63)Footnote 63. Id. at § 2704(c)(1).
(n64)Footnote 64. See,e.g. In re Potomac Transp., Inc., 909 F.2d 42 (2d Cir. 1990) (violation of rules of the road);
Zim Israel v. Special Carriers, 611 F. Supp. 581 (E.D. La. 1985) (violated rules of the road and principles of good
seamanship); In re Sincere Navigation Corp., 1976 A.M.C. 2013 (E.D. La. 1976) (failure to answer radio calls and
undermanning).
(n65)Footnote 65. See, e.g., In re Potomac Transp., Inc., 909 F.2d at 45-46 .
(n66)Footnote 66. United States v. Dixie Carriers Inc., 560 F. Supp. 796 (E.D. La.) , aff'd, 736 F.2d 180 (5th Cir.
1984) .
(n67)Footnote 67. 33 U.S.C. § 2702(a). The Conference Statement makes it clear:
Liability under this Act is established notwithstanding any other provision or rule of the law. This means that the
liability provisions of this Act would govern compensation for removal costs and damages notwithstanding any
limitation under existing statutes such as the act of March 3, 1851 (46 U.S.C. § 183; now 46 U.S.C. §§ 30501 et seq.), or
under existing requirements that physical damage to the proprietary interest of the claimant be shown.
(n68)Footnote 68. 33 U.S.C. § 2702(d)(1)(B).
(n69)Footnote 69. Id. at § 2718(a).
(n70)Footnote 70. Id. at § 2718(c).
(n71)Footnote 71. The following court decisions have confirmed the unavailability of the 1851 Act with respect to
all oil pollution claims, whether brought under OPA, other federal law, state law, or common law. Bouchard Transp.
Co. v. Updegraff, 147 F.3d 1344, 1349-52 (11th Cir. 1998) ; In re JAHRE SPRAY, 1996 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 11594, 1997
AMC 845 (D.N.J. 1996) ; Commonwealth of Puerto Rico v. M/V EMILY S and Barge MORRIS J. BERMAN, 158 F.R.D.
9 (D.P.R. 1994) . Significantly, all of these cases have involved vessel owners seeking to limit their liability under the
1851 Act and to obtain the procedural benefits afforded by Rule F of the Supplemental Rules for Certain Admiralty and
Maritime Claims of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. These procedural benefits include the granting of an
injunction staying all other actions which may have been brought in federal or state courts arising out of the subject of
the limitation of liability action and requiring that all such claims, subject to some exceptions, be asserted within the
limitation proceeding. When applicable, Rule F creates a concursus of all claims in a single forum. However, by
concluding that the 1851 Act is not available with respect to oil pollution claims, the court decisions cited above also
vacated previously issued injunctions, thereby permitting all pollution claimants to pursue their claims outside of the
limitation proceedings involved, in federal or state courts of their choice.
(n72)Footnote 72. See Apex Oil Co. v. United States, 208 F. Supp. 2d 642, 654, 2002 AMC 493, 506 (E.D. La.
2002) ("These defenses are narrowly construed, and only in the situation where the discharge was totally beyond the
control of the discharging vessel would the responsible party be excused from liability.").
(n73)Footnote 73. OPA defines an "act of God" narrowly as "an unanticipated grave natural disaster or other
natural phenomenon of an exceptional, inevitable, and irresistible character the effects of which could not have been
prevented or avoided by the exercise of due care of foresight." 33 U.S.C. § 2701(1) (2006). One court has held that
Congress' intention was to construe the defense much more limited in scope than the traditional common law "act of
God" defense. See Apex Oil Co. v. United States, 208 F. Supp. 2d 642, 652-653 (E.D. La. 2002) .Thus a responsible
party must prove that the natural phenomenon was "exceptional, inevitable and irresistible" to assert the defense
successfully."
(n74)Footnote 74. OPA does not define "act of war," and its legislative history does not provide any insight into
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what specific acts Congress intended this defense to cover. The Ninth Circuit in United States v. Shell Oil Co., 294
F.3d 1045, 1061-62 (9th Cir, 2002) rejected oil companies' act of war defense for pollution allegedly resulting from
government's activities in regulating wartime production of aviation fuel. In that case the court observed that "little
authority" existed to guide its decision and noted that, "the term 'act of war' appears to have been borrowed from
international law, where it is defined as a use of force or other action by one state against another which [t]he state acted
against recognizes ... as an act of war, either by use of retaliatory force or a declaration of war." See 85 Tul. L. Rev. 889,
900, fn 59.
(n75)Footnote 75. United States v. J.R. Nelson Vessel, Ltd., 1 F. Supp. 2d 172 (E.D.N.Y. 1998) .
(n76)Footnote 76. 33 U.S.C. § 2703(a).
(n77)Footnote 77. Under the FWPCA, the definition of "third party" spawned a fair amount of litigation. The cases
generally held third parties to include those having a contractual relationship with the owner or operator. See, e.g.,
United States v. Hollywood Marine Inc., 625 F.2d 524 (5th Cir. 1980) , cert. denied, 451 U.S. 994 (1981) (tug is not
third party with respect to tow); United States v. LeBeouf Bros. Towing Co., 621 F.2d 787 (5th Cir. 1980) , cert.
denied, 452 U.S. 906 (1981) (tug not a third party with respect to tanker it was assisting); Burgess v. M/V Tamano, 564
F.2d 964 (1st Cir. 1977) , cert. denied, 435 U.S. 941 (1977) (compulsory pilot is not a third party). But see Frederick
E. Bouchard Inc. v. United States, 583 F. Supp. 477 (D. Mass 1984) (tug is a third party with respect to tow). Cf.
Quaker State Corp. v. United States Coast Guard, 716 F. Supp. 201 (W.D. Pa. 1989) (lessee of abandoned containment
pit is a third party).
(n78)Footnote 78. Although the district court in International Marine Carriers v. Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund,
903 F. Supp. 1097, 1105 (S.D. Tex. 1994) , noted that there is no express definition of the phrase "any contractual
relationship" in OPA, the 2004 amendments set out examples of contractual arrangements which may preclude use of
the third-party fault defense. 33 U.S.C. § 2703(d).
(n79)Footnote 79. 33 U.S.C. § 2703(a)(3).
(n80)Footnote 80. 33 U.S.C. § 1321(f)(1).
(n81)Footnote 81. 33 U.S.C. § 2703(b).
(n82)Footnote 82. See 33 U.S.C. § 2703(c); see also Unocal Corp. v. United States, 2000 U.S. App. LEXIS 18916,
at *15-*17 (9th Cir. August 7, 2000) (holding that despite the intervening acts of a third party, the appellant remained a
responsible party throughout the period of spill and attempted containment).
(n83)Footnote 83. 33 U.S.C. § 2702(d)(1)(B)(i).
(n84)Footnote 84. Id. at § 2702(d)(1)(B)(ii). In International Marine Carriers v. Oil Spill Liab. Trust Fund, 1995
A.M.C. 2072 (S.D. Tex. 1994) , it was held that the commercial contacts between an oil terminal facility and a tanker,
including the execution of a Declaration of Inspection prior to an oil transfer, constituted a contractual relationship
sufficient to preclude the vessel owner from obtaining reimbursement from the Fund for removal costs incurred in
cleaning up an oil spill caused solely by the terminal.
(n85)Footnote 85. 33 U.S.C. § 2702(d)(1)(A).
(n86)Footnote 86. Unocal Corp. v. United States, 222 F.3d 528 (9th Cir. 2000) (discussing the required showing
for establishing third party liability).
(n87)Footnote 87. 33 U.S.C. § 2702(d)(2)(A); see also National Shipping Co. v. Moran Trade Corp., 1997 U.S.
App. Lexis 23648 (4th Cir. Sept. 9, 1997) .
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(n88)Footnote 88. 33 U.S.C. § 2702(d)(2)(B).
(n89)Footnote 89. See, e.g., United States v. Bear Marine Servs., 509 F. Supp. 710 (E.D. La. 1980) ; United
States v. Redwood City, 640 F.2d 963 (9th Cir. 1981) ; In re Berkley Curtis Bay Co., 557 F. Supp. 335 (S.D.N.Y. 1983)
.
(n90)Footnote 90. See 33 U.S.C. § 2709; see also Texas Trading & Transp. Inc. v. Laine Constr. Co., 1998 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 18669, at *12-*14 (E.D. La. Nov. 18, 1998) (discussing generally subrogation rights under OPA).
(n91)Footnote 91. Compare cases cited in § 111, supra .
(n92)Footnote 92. 33 U.S.C. § 2710(c).
(n93)Footnote 93. In National Shipping Co. v. Moran Trade Corp., 1997 U.S. App. Lexis 23648 (4th Cir. Sept. 9,
1997) , which involved a collision between an oil tanker and an assist tug during an undocking maneuver and the
discharge of oil from the tanker, the Fourth Circuit held that where the tanker owner's liability as a responsible party
was governed solely by OPA, its claim for contribution from the assist tug likewise would be controlled exclusively by
OPA. The tanker owner was not permitted to pursue a companion claim against the assist tug under Virginia state law.
(n94)Footnote 94. 33 U.S.C. § 2718(a), (c).
(n95)Footnote 95. Id. at § 2702(d)(2).
(n96)Footnote 96. FWPCA was similarly unclear and the courts were not uniform in their conclusions. In United
States v. Bear Marine Services, 509 F. Supp. 710 (E.D. La. 1980) and in In re Berkley Curtis Bay Co., 557 F. Supp.
335 (S.D.N.Y. 1983) , the courts favored application of the 1851 Act, while the Ninth Circuit opted for the FWPCA
limits in United States v. Redwood City, 640 F.2d 963 (9th Cir. 1981) .
The point is meaningful not so much for the difference in monetary limit but because the standards for defeating an
owner's right to limit are quite different.
(n97)Footnote 97. See infra, Section 113 (discussion of state law).
(n98)Footnote 98. 33 U.S.C § 2710(a).
(n99)Footnote 99. Id. at § 2710(b).
(n100)Footnote 100. Id. at § 2710(c).
(n101)Footnote 101. Conference Statement, p. 103-04.
(n102)Footnote 102. 26 U.S.C. § 9509(c)(2), (d)(2).
(n103)Footnote 103. See 33 C.F.R. § 133.1 et seq. (setting forth the procedural requirements for states to receive
reimbursement from the Fund).
(n104)Footnote 104. On September 25, 1997, the U.S. Justice Department issued an opinion which confirmed that
the Fund is authorized to pay claims of natural resources trustees for uncompensated natural resource damages without
the need for a special appropriation by Congress. This opinion resolved a longstanding dispute between the federal
agencies involved which had prevented natural resource trustees from obtaining payments from the Fund.
(n105)Footnote 105. 26 U.S.C. § 9509(c)(1), 33 U.S.C. § 2712(a).
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(n106)Footnote 106. 33 U.S.C. § 2752.
(n107)Footnote 107. Id. at § 2712(b).
(n108)Footnote 108. OPA defines "State" or "United States" as the several Sates of the United States, the District
of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa, the United States Virgin Islands, the
Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas, or any other territory or possession of the United States. See 33 U.S.C. §
2701(36).
(n109)Footnote 109. 33 U.S.C. § 2712(f).
(n110)Footnote 110. Id. at § 2714(b).
(n111)Footnote 111. 33 U.S.C. § 2713(a). The failure of a claimant to submit his claim to the responsible party
who has advertised in accordance with 33 U.S.C. § 2714(b) will cause a lawsuit by the claimant against the responsible
party to be dismissed without prejudice for lack of subject matter jurisdiction. Boca Ciega Hotel, Inc. v. Bouchard
Transp. Co., 51 F.3d 235 (11th Cir. 1995) ; Gabarick v. Laurin Mar. (Am.), Inc., No. 08-4007, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
27180, (E.D. La. Jan 12, 2009) ; Johnson v. Colonial Pipeline Co., 830 F. Supp. 309 (E.D. Va. 1993) . However, the
responsible party may file suit against a third party which is alleged to have solely caused an oil spill without first
having to follow the presentment procedures set forth in 33 U.S.C. § 2713. Marathon Pipeline Co. v. LaRoche Indus.
Inc., 944 F. Supp. 476 (E.D. La. 1996) .
(n112)Footnote 112. 33 U.S.C. § 2713(c). The Coast Guard has promulgated an Interim Final Rule setting out the
procedure to be followed by claimants in submitting claims to the Fund. 57 Fed. Reg. 36314 (Aug. 12, 1992) (codified
at 33 C.F.R. § 135 et seq. ). The Governor of a State may make a telephone request for up to $250,000 from the Fund
for immediate removal, mitigation or prevention of a discharge in State waters. See Interim Final Rule on State Access
to the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund, 57 Fed. Reg. 53968 (Nov. 13, 1992) (codified at 33 C.F.R. § 133).
(n113)Footnote 113. 33 U.S.C. § 2713(b).
(n114)Footnote 114. Id. at § 2715(a).
(n115)Footnote 115. Id. at § 2713(b)(2).
(n116)Footnote 116. Id. at § 2713(d).
(n117)Footnote 117. Id. at § 2712(h)(1), (2).
(n118)Footnote 118. In International Marine Carriers v. Oil Spill Liab. Trust Fund, 903 F.Supp. 1097,1995 AMC
2072 (S.D. Tex. 1994) , it was held that the provisions of OPA contain no waiver of sovereign immunity which would
provide a basis for judicial review of a denial of a claim by a responsible party against the Fund for reimbursement of
removal costs incurred in cleaning up an oil spill caused solely by a third party. The court left open the question of
whether such review could be obtained pursuant to the provisions of the Administrative Proce- dure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 702
et. seq. Because the procedures relating to claims against the Fund are still evolving, the issue of judicial review of
actions by the Fund will require closer development in future cases.
(n119)Footnote 119. See 33 U.S.C. § 2717(b); see also Tanguis v. M/V Westchester, 153 F. Supp. 2d 859, 869
(E.D. La. 2001) (holding that claims brought pursuant to the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 do provide the independent basis
for federal jurisdiction required to remove pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1441(b) and 1446(b)).
(n120)Footnote 120. 33 U.S.C. § 2717(c).
(n121)Footnote 121. Id. at § 2717(b).
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(n122)Footnote 122. Id. at § 2717(f)(1).
(n123)Footnote 123. Id. at§ 2717(f)(2).
(n124)Footnote 124. Id. at § 2717(f)(3).
(n125)Footnote 125. Id. at § 2717(f)(4).
(n126)Footnote 126. Id. at § 2702(b)(1).
(n127)Footnote 127. Id. at § 2701 (30), (31).
(n128)Footnote 128. See, e.g., United States v. Hollywood Marine Inc., 519 F. Supp. 688 (D. Tex. 1981) ; United
States v. Slade, Inc., 447 F. Supp. 638 (S.D. Tex. 1981) . In Avitts v. Amoco Production Co., 840 F. Supp. 1116 (S.D.
Tex. 1994) , vacated and remanded, 53 F.3d 690 (5th Cir. 1995) , the district court had held that the plaintiffs were
entitled to recover attorneys' fees as "removal costs" incurred which were within the National Contingency Plan
pursuant to 33 U.S.C. § 2702(b)(1)(B); however, the Fifth Circuit later vacated and remanded the case for lack of
subject matter jurisdiction due to improper removal from state court. It is quite likely that there will be further
development of theories of recovery of attorneys' fees in future cases.
(n129)Footnote 129. Accord United States v. Hyundai Merchant Marine Co., 172 F.3d 1187, 1193 (9th Cir. 1999)
(awarding governmental expenses for monitoring removal activities under OPA).
(n130)Footnote 130. 33 U.S.C. § 2712(a)(1).
(n131)Footnote 131. In Conoco Inc. v. United States, 1994 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 1025 (E.D. La. 1994) , the court
denied declaratory relief to a responsible party seeking review of a claim by the United States for reimbursement of
monitoring costs incurred by the Fund. See also United States v. Conoco, Inc., 916 F. Supp. 581 (E.D. La. 1996)
(monitoring costs are recoverable as removal costs); United States v. Murphy Exploration & Prod. Co., 939 F. Supp.
489 (E.D. La. 1996) (monitoring costs are recoverable as removal costs; however, a responsible party will not be liable
for arbitrary, capricious and irrational governmental expenditures).
(n132)Footnote 132. 33 U.S.C. § 2702(b)(2).
(n133)Footnote 133. 234 F.3d 58, 65-66 (1st Cir. 2000) .
(n134)Footnote 134. 33 U.S.C. § 2702(b)(2)(A).
(n135)Footnote 135. Id. at § 2706(a).
(n136)Footnote 136. Id. at § 2706(b), (c).
(n137)Footnote 137. Id. at § 2706(d).
(n138)Footnote 138. Conference Statement, p. 109. Those regulations measure natural resources damages as the
lesser of restoration costs and diminution of use values. Congress clearly intends both types of damages to be recovered.
Ohio v. United States Dep't of Interior, 880 F.2d 432, 462-80 (D.C. Cir. 1989) .
Section 2706 of OPA requires that the regulations for assessing natural resource damages under this section will be
issued in a timely manner. These regulations, not regulations previously issued by the Department of the Interior for
assessing damages to natural resources, shall apply to all oil spill incidents occurring after the enactment of this
statutory section. Conference Statement, p. 109.
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The Department of the Interior ("DOI") regulations, promulgated pursuant to CERCLA, for assessing damages are
being applied by federal agencies even though the legislative history of OPA appears to provide otherwise. The present
regulations from the Department of the Interior are located at 43 C.F.R. § 11.10 et seq. A Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking pertaining to revised regulations was issued on May 4, 1994 ( 59 FR 23098 ), with further proposed
amending regulations being issued on December 8, 1994( 59 FR 63300 ). The comment period on these proposed
regulations was extended and then closed on July 6, 1995.
The DOI issued its Final Rule on May 7, 1996. 61 Fed. Reg. 20560 (codified at 43 C.F.R. § 11). A significant aspect
of this regulation is a provision permitting the use of "Type A" computer models in lieu of on-site inspections when
assessing damages from small discharges of hazardous substances. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia upheld the Final Rule in its entirety in an opinion issued on January 16, 1998. National Ass'n of Mfrs. v.
United States Dep't of the Interior, 134 F.3d 1095 (D.C. Cir. 1998) . NOAA's Final Rule for assessing natural resource
damages under OPA also permits the use of Type A modeling procedures.
(n139)Footnote 139. 33 U.S.C. § 2706(e)(1).
(n140)Footnote 140. 59 Fed. Reg. 1062 (codified at 15 C.F.R. § 990). The comment period on these proposed
regulations closed on October 7, 1994. Previously, NOAA had established a Panel on Contingent Valuation comprised
of economic experts, to determine non-use values of natural resources (i.e., the values of the existence of natural
resources regardless of whether such resources are being used for economic benefit). The report of the Panel was
released on January 15, 1993. 58 Fed. Reg. 4601 (codified at 15 C.F.R. Ch. IX).
(n141)Footnote 141. 61 Fed. Reg. 440 (codified at 15 C.F.R. § 990). NOAA earlier had issued a revised Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking on August 3, 1995, 60 Fed. Reg. 39804 , and the Comment period on this proposed regulation
had closed on October 2, 1995.
(n142)Footnote 142. G.E. v. United States Dep't of Commerce, 128 F.3d 767 (D.C. Cir. 1997) .
(n143)Footnote 143. 63 Fed. Reg. 6846 (codified at 15 C.F.R.§ 990).
(n144)Footnote 144. Ohio v. United States Dep't of the Interior, 880 F.2d 432 (D.C. Cir. 1989) .
(n145)Footnote 145. Id. NOAA has considered several methods for assessing natural resource damages, including
cost method valuation, to estimate the nonuse value of natural resources. 57 Fed. Reg. at 8976 (March 13, 1992). Cost
valuation methodology utilizes public surveys to estimate a value for damage to natural resources.
(n146)Footnote 146. 43 C.F.R. § 11.83(c)(1).
(n147)Footnote 147. 880 F.2d at 462-3 . The court stated: "While it is not irrational to look to market price as one
factor in determining the use value of a resource, it is unreasonable to view market price as the exclusive factor, or even
the predominant one. From the bald eagle to the blue whale and snail darter, national resources have values that are not
fully captured by the market system." (citations omitted).
(n148)Footnote 148. Id. at 464 .
(n149)Footnote 149. Conference Statement, p. 109. On December 8, 1997, a California state court jury made a
significant natural resource damage award with regard to claims arising out of the pre-OPA spill from the M/T
AMERICAN TRADER which oiled the beaches at Huntington Beach and Newport Beach. Recognizing claims by the
California natural resources trustee and by various local governmental entities, the jury awarded a total of $18.1 million.
The award included $12.8 million in compensation for the loss of beach use during oil cleanup operations (calculated at
$13.19 per person for each day of non-use), and $5.3 million in fines for disruption of the marine food chain through
injury to micro-organisms (calculated at $12.75 per gallon of oil spilled.
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(n150)Footnote 150. 33 U.S.C. § 2706(f).
(n151)Footnote 151. Id. at § 2706(e)(2).
(n152)Footnote 152. Id. at § 2702(b)(2)(B). See also In re Taira Lynn Marine Ltd. No. 5, LLC, 444 F.3d 382 (5th
Cir. 2006)("In order to recover under § 2702(b)(2)(B) a plaintiff must show that her property was damaged as a result of
a release or threatened release of oil.").
(n153)Footnote 153. See, e.g. IMTT-Gretna v. Robert E. Lee SS, 999 F.2d 105 (5th Cir. 1993) (holding that
because a lessee lacked a proprietary interest, a tortfeasor was not liable to him).
(n154)Footnote 154. 33 U.S.C. § 2702(b)(2)(C).
(n155)Footnote 155. Id. at § 2702(b)(2)(D).
(n156)Footnote 156. Id. at § 2702(b)(2)(E).
(n157)Footnote 157. Conference Statement, p. 103. The example is somewhat curious. Prior to OPA, the Robbins
Drydock rule generally limited recovery for economic loss absent a proprietary interest in damaged property, but
fishermen were a recognized exception. See, e.g., Burgess v. M/V Tamano, 370 F. Supp. 247 (D. Me. 1973) . One
would have thought a more illustrative example would have provided better guidance.
One court has not interpreted this language broadly. In In re Cleveland Tankers, Inc., 791 F. Supp. 669 (E.D. Mich.
1992) , the court disallowed recovery by marina owners and boat charterers for loss of profit incurred when defendant's
vessel drifted into the channel of the Saginaw River, exploded, spilled gasoline and sank, blocking commercial traffic
for over a month. The court held that the type of claim did not satisfy those provisions of OPA allowing recovery of lost
profits and so applied the Robins Drydock rule. The court found that the claimants had not shown the requisite " 'injury,
destruction or loss' to their property" and were therefore not entitled to recovery. Id. It would appear that the discussion
of OPA's provisions was dicta because the court seemed to find that the cause of economic losses was the sinking of the
vessel in the navigation channel rather than the discharge of gasoline. Hence, general maritime law (and the Robins
Drydock rule) and not OPA applied. Id. at 669 , 678-679. Another federal district court referred to the Cleveland
Tankers decision without commenting on its merits, but found the Robins Drydock rule was inapplicable to the facts
presented and allowed claimants to proceed with their lost profits claims. Sekco Energy, Inc. v. M/V MARGARET
CHOUEST, 820 F. Supp. 1008 (E.D. La. 1993) .
(n158)Footnote 158. Robbins Drydock Co. v. Flint, 275 U.S. 303 (1927) . The general rule set forth was that "a
tort to the person or property of one man does not make the tortfeasor liable to another merely because the injured
person was under contract with that other, unknown to the doer of the wrong. The law does not spread its protection so
far." Id. (citations omitted). See also In re Taira Lynn Marine Ltd. No. 5,, 444 F.3d 371, 377 (5th Cir. 2006) ("It is
unmistakable that the law of this circuit does not allow recovery of purely economic claims absent physical injury to a
proprietary interest in a maritime negligence suit.").
(n159)Footnote 159. See, e.g., In re Waterstand Marine Ltd., 862 F.2d 311 (3d Cir. 1988) ; Louisiana v. M/V
TESTABANK, 752 F.2d 1019 (5th Cir. 1985) ; Barber Lines v. M/V DANAN MARU, 764 F.2d 50 (1st Cir. 1985) .
(n160)Footnote 160. See, e.g., M/V TESTABANK, 752 F.2d at 1019 .
(n161)Footnote 161. J. Young & Co. v. M/V BOB LIVINGSTON, 784 F.2d 1112 (5th Cir. 1986) .
(n162)Footnote 162. Mathieson v. M/V OBELIX, 817 F.2d 345 (5th Cir. 1987) .
(n163)Footnote 163. Consolidated Aluminum Corp. v. C.F. Bean Corp., 833 F.2d 65 (5th Cir. 1987) ; Kaiser
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Aluminum & Chem. Corp. v. Marshland Drilling Co. Inc., 455 F.2d 957 (5th Cir. 1972) . See also In re Setton Towing
LLC, No. 07-1263, 2009 WL 4730969, at *3 (E.D. La. Dec. 4, 2009) (Robins Dry Dock bars recovery for pure
economic damages from oil well owner's inability to access the oil platform due to a spill).
(n164)Footnote 164. Louisville & N.R.R. v. M/V BAYOU LACOMBE, 597 F.2d 469 (5th Cir. 1979) .
(n165)Footnote 165. The Glendaruel, 1927 A.M.C. 1477 (S.D.N.Y. 1927) . Cf. The Stop & Ship Cos., Inc. v.
Fisher, 444 N.E.2d 368, 1986 A.M.C. 2920 (Mass. App. 1983) (loss of business due to bridge closure recoverable on
basis of nuisance for obstruction of public thoroughfare).
(n166)Footnote 166. Petition of Kinsman Transit Co., 388 F.2d 821 (2d Cir. 1968) .
(n167)Footnote 167. Consolidated Aluminum Corp. 833 F.2d at 65 .
(n168)Footnote 168. See In re Cleveland Tankers, Inc., 791 F. Supp. 669 (E.D. Mich. 1992) .
(n169)Footnote 169. 33 U.S.C. § 2702(b)(2)(F).
(n170)Footnote 170. 33 U.S.C. § 2716(a).
(n171)Footnote 171. Id. at § 2704(a)(1)(A)(B).
(n172)Footnote 172. Id. at § 2704(a)(2).
(n173)Footnote 173. 33 U.S.C. § 2716(e).
(n174)Footnote 174. Id. at § 2716(f), (g).
(n175)Footnote 175. 33 U.S.C. § 2716(a).
(n176)Footnote 176. Id. at § 2716(b)(2).
(n177)Footnote 177. Id. at § 2716(b)(3).
(n178)Footnote 178. Id. at § 2716(c)(1).
(n179)Footnote 179. 58 Fed. Reg. 44797 (August 25, 1993) .
(n180)Footnote 180. 142 Cong. Rec. H11485, September 27, 1996.
(n181)Footnote 181. 33 U.S.C. § 2716(c)(1)(A).
(n182)Footnote 182. Id. at § 2716(c)(1)(B).
(n183)Footnote 183. Id. at § 2716(c)(1)(C).
(n184)Footnote 184. Id. at § 2716(c)(1)(D).
(n185)Footnote 185. 33 U.S.C. § 2716(f)(2). 30 C.F.R. § 250, 253.
(n186)Footnote 186. 33 U.S.C. § 2716(c)(2).
(n187)Footnote 187. 60 Fed. Reg. 39849 (codified at 33 C.F.R. § 148).
(n188)Footnote 188. See 33 U.S.C. § 2716(h).
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(n189)Footnote 189. 56 Fed. Reg. 49006 (Sept. 26, 1991) (codified at 33 C.F.R. §§ 130-132 & 137).
(n190)Footnote 190. Interim Rule, Financial Responsibility For Water Pollution (Vessels), 59 Fed. Reg. 34210
(July 1, 1994) (codified at 33 C.F.R. § 138 et seq.) Final Rule, 61 Fed. Reg. 9264 (March 7, 1996) (codified at 33
C.F.R § 4 & 138).
(n191)Footnote 191. Statistics subsequently reflected that the new commercial entities were the principal method
utilized for providing evidence of financial responsibility. As of October 1, 1996, only about 34% of the COFR's had
been guaranteed by Firstline and Shoreline. Essentially every method of financial responsibility permitted by OPA was
utilized. Also, other commercial alternatives, less expensive to shipowners, came forward to meet the COFR
requirement.
(n192)Footnote 192. Final Rule, 61 Fed. Reg. 9264 (codified at 33 C.F.R. § 138).
(n193)Footnote 193. 33 U.S.C. § 2719.
(n194)Footnote 194. 33 U.S.C. § 2718. However, one section of a legislative report which accompanied an early
draft of the financial responsibility provision which was finally adopted indicates that it was intended to preempt the
states from imposing such a requirement.
(n195)Footnote 195. See generally § 113, infra.
(n196)Footnote 196. Id. Effective from July 1, 1995, California required financial responsibility of $700 million,
which amount increased to $750 million as of February 20, 1998.
(n197)Footnote 197. See Conference Statement, p. 125; 33 U.S.C. § 1321.
(n198)Footnote 198. 33 U.S.C. § 1503; 26 U.S.C. § 9509; 46 U.S.C. § 1653.
(n199)Footnote 199. 33 U.S.C. § 2701(23).
(n200)Footnote 200. 33 U.S.C. § 2718.
(n201)Footnote 201. Conference Statement, p. 122.
(n202)Footnote 202. 435 U.S. 151 (1978) .
(n203)Footnote 203. The State of Washington has put into effect Best Achievable Protection ("BAP") regulations
(WAC Chap. 317-21), which regulations became effective for tankers on July 7, 1995 and for tank barges on July 31,
1995. BAP covers such broad areas as vessel design, manning, safety, personnel qualifications, equipage and
operations. The International Association of Independent Tanker Owners ("INTERTANKO") filed suit challenging the
right of Washington to impose BAP requirements and seeking to enjoin their enforcement. On November 18, 1996,
INTERTANKO's suit was dismissed on summary judgment, and this dismissal has been appealed to the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.
On April 23, 1997, the United States sought leave to intervene in INTERTANKO's appeal. The Intervention of the
United States on behalf of INTERTANKO was granted. Subsequently, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the
district court decision, with the exception of one regulation pertaining to navigation and towing equipment. However,
on March 6, 2000, the United States Supreme Court unanimously ruled that various regulations promulgated by the
State of Washington pertaining to oil tankers were preempted by the comprehensive federal regulatory scheme already
in place. United States v. Locke, 529 U.S. 89 (2000) .
(n204)Footnote 204. 46 U.S.C. § 9101.
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(n205)Footnote 205. Id.
(n206)Footnote 206. 46 U.S.C. § 8104(n).
(n207)Footnote 207. See 33 U.S.C. § 2704(c)(1)(B).
(n208)Footnote 208. 62 Fed. Reg. 25115 (May 8, 1997) (codified at 46 C.F.R. § 13).
(n209)Footnote 209. 62 Fed. Reg. 11298 (March 11, 1997) (codified at 46 C.F.R. § 10).
(n210)Footnote 210. Interim Rule 66 Fed. Reg. 20931 (April 26, 2001) (codified at 40 C.F.R.§§ 10 & 15).
(n211)Footnote 211. Final Rule, 61 Fed. Reg. 39770 (July 30, 1996) (codified at 33 C.F.R. §§ 157.460 & 155).
On September 23, 1997, the Coast Guard issued a Final Rule setting forth an additional operational requirement
applicable to single hull tank vessels of 5,000 gross tons or more. The regulation requires that before every transit into a
U.S. port, the ship's master must calculate his vessel's anticipated draft, discuss the under-keel clearance and intended
route with the local pilot assigned to his vessel and make a log entry to document that this discussion has taken place.
This new requirement became effective as of January 21, 1998. 62 Fed. Reg. 49603 (codified at 33 C.F.R. § 157).
(n212)Footnote 212. See 6 Benedict on Admiralty Documents No. 14-2.
(n213)Footnote 213. A regulation to implement ISM Code requirements in the United States was issued on
December 24, 1997, 62 Fed. Reg. 67492 (codified at 33 C.F.R. § 96 and 46 C.F.R. §§ 2, 31, 71, 91, 107, 115, 126, 175,
176 & 189). The regulation went into effect as of January 23, 1998.
(n214)Footnote 214. The Coast Guard promulgated an Interim Final Rule with respect to double hull requirements.
57 Fed. Reg. 36222 (Aug. 12, 1992) ; and a Final Rule was issued on March 10, 1995, 60 Fed. Reg. 13318 (codified at
33 C.F.R. §§ 155, 157).
(n215)Footnote 215. See generally 46 U.S.C. § 3703(a).
(n216)Footnote 216. 46 U.S.C. § 3703. The Coast Guard has issued a Final Rule specifically designating four
lightering zones in the Gulf of Mexico for the transfer of crude oil. 60 Fed. Reg. 45006 (August 29, 1995) (codified at
33 C.F.R. § 156). The regulation also specifies three areas in which the lightering of crude oil is prohibited.
(n217)Footnote 217. 46 U.S.C. § 3703. A Final Rule pertaining to structural requirements for existing single-hulled
tankers was issued on January 10, 1997, 62 Fed. Reg. 1622 (codified at 33 C.F.R. § 157). On August 8, 1997, the
Natural Resources Defense Council filed suit challenging the adequateness of this regulation. The suit remains pending.
Maritrans, a domestic towing company, filed suit in the U.S. Court of Claims seeking $200 million in compensation
on the grounds that the forced retirement of single hull vessels prior to the end of their useful life would result in an
unlawful"taking" of private property in violation of the 5th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Maritrans, Inc. v.
United States, 2001 U.S. Claims LEXIS 263 (Ct. Cl. Dec. 21, 2001) . However, the courts ruled that the regulations set
forth under OPA 90, requiring that all single-hulled tank vessels be retrofitted with double hulls, did not result in a Fifth
Amendment taking of plaintiff's property.
(n218)Footnote 218. Conference Statement, p. 139.
(n219)Footnote 219. An Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on tank level and pressure monitoring devices
was released on May 7, 1991. 56 Fed. Reg. 21116 , and a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking was issued on August 21,
1995, 60 Fed. Reg. 43427 . Subsequently, a Temporary Rule has been promulgated. 62 Fed. Reg. 14828 (March 28,
1997) (codified at 46 C.F.R. § 32). An Interim Final Rule on cargo tank overfill devices for certain tank vessels was
released on October 21, 1994. 59 Fed. Reg. 53286 ; and a Final Rule was issued on September 17, 1997. 62 Fed. Reg.
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48770 (codified at 33 C.F.R. § 155).
(n220)Footnote 220. A final regulation was issued on October 8, 1993. 58 Fed. Reg. 52602 (codified at 46 C.F.R.
§ 32.59).
(n221)Footnote 221. Final Rule, 61 Fed. Reg. 35064 (July 3, 1996) (codified at 33 C.F.R. § 164).
(n222)Footnote 222. 46 U.S.C. § 3703(a)(3). A final regulation was promulgated on August 19, 1994. 59 Fed.
Reg. 42968 (codified at 33 C.F.R. § 168). See also Final Rule removing " Crash Stop Provisional," 70 Fed. Reg. 5572
(codified at 33 C.F.R. § 168).
(n223)Footnote 223. 33 U.S.C. § 1223(a). Final regulations require tank vessels subject to the Bridge-to-Bridge
Radiotelephone Act of 1971 to maintain specific radio communication capabilities in furtherance of the operation of
Vessel Traffic Systems. 57 Fed. Reg. 14485 (April 21, 1992) (codified at 33 C.F.R. § 26). A final regulation
promulgating national VTS rules was issued on July 15, 1994. 59 Fed. Reg. 36321 (codified at 33 C.F.R. §§ 1.1-1.30).
(n224)Footnote 224. 46 U.S.C. § 8502(g), (h).
(n225)Footnote 225. 46 U.S.C. §§ 7101, 7302. A final regulation was promulgated on January 23, 1995. 60 Fed.
Reg. 4524 (codified at 33 C.F.R. § 10).
(n226)Footnote 226. 46 U.S.C. § 7505. A Final Rule implementing this requirement was issued on December 19,
1995, 60 Fed. Reg. 65478 (codified at 46 C.F.R. §§ 10 & 12).
(n227)Footnote 227. 46 U.S.C. § 8101(i).
(n228)Footnote 228. 33 U.S.C. § 1321(j)(5)(A).
(n229)Footnote 229. The Coast Guard issued Oil Spill Removal Organization Guidelines on December 28, 1995,
and revised guidelines were promulgated on April 29, 1997. The current guidelines were issued May 1, 2001. These
guidelines implement the Oil Spill Removal Organization ("OSRO") classification process, which has been developed
to facilitate the preparation and review of vessel and facility response plans. The OSRO classification process is strictly
voluntary. An OSRO does not have to be classified, and there is no prohibition to using a response resource which is not
a Coast Guard classified OSRO. However, the use of a classified OSRO eliminates the requirement to list specific
responses resources in the applicable vessel/facility oil spill response plan.
(n230)Footnote 230. 33 U.S.C. § 1321(j)(5)(C). The Coast Guard released an Interim Final Rule on plan contents
and requirements on February 5, 1993. 58 Fed. Reg. 7396. All vessel response plans submitted to the Coast Guard after
February 18, 1993, had to be drafted in compliance with the Interim Final Rule or subsequent rules; and as of August
18, 1993, vessels were required to carry on board approved response plans. The Final Rule was promulgated in 61 Fed.
Reg. 1052 (codified at 33 C.F.R. § 155).
(n231)Footnote 231. See discussion § 115 infra .
(n232)Footnote 232. 74 FR 44970 .
(n233)Footnote 233. 33 U.S.C. § 1321(j)(6)(B). An Interim Final Rule was issued on December 22, 1993. 58 Fed.
Reg. 67996 (codified at 33 C.F.R. § 155).
(n234)Footnote 234. 33 C.F.R. 155.4010.
(n235)Footnote 235. 73 FR 80618 .
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(n236)Footnote 236. 61 Fed. Reg. 7890 (February 29, 1996) (codified at 33 C.F.R. §§ 150 & 154).
(n237)Footnote 237. 33 C.F.R. § 250. By notice, the MMS sought comments as to modifications which should be
made to its existing response planning regulations. 58 Fed. Reg. 44797 (August 25, 1993) . Thereafter, a Final Rule
was issued on March 25, 1997. 62 Fed. Reg. 13991 (codified at 30 C.F.R. § 254).
(n238)Footnote 238. 40 C.F.R. § 112.
(n239)Footnote 239. 49 C.F.R. § 194.
(n240)Footnote 240. 33 U.S.C. § 1321(c), as amended.
(n241)Footnote 241. Conference Statement, p. 146.
(n242)Footnote 242. The Environmental Protection Agency issued as a Final Rule a New National Oil and
Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan on September 15, 1994. 59 Fed. Reg. 47384 (codified at 40 C.F.R.
§ 300).
(n243)Footnote 243. 33 U.S.C. § 1321(c)(4), as amended.
(n244)Footnote 244. Id. at § 1321(o), as amended.
(n245)Footnote 245. 26 U.S.C. § 9509.
(n246)Footnote 246. 33 U.S.C. § 1321(b)(6)(A)(i), (ii).
(n247)Footnote 247. Id. at § 1321(b)(6)(B)(i), (ii). The Administrator may impose a class I or class II penalty. Id.
A class I penalty may not exceed $10,000 per violation up to a maximum of $25,000. Id. A class II penalty may not
exceed $10,000 per day of violation up to a maximum of $125,000. Id. Pursuant to the Federal Civil Monetary Penalties
Inflation Adjustment Act of 1990, 28 U.S.C. § 2461, as amended by the Debt Collection Improvement Act of 1996, 31
U.S.C. § 3701, the amounts of these penalties are subject to adjustment for inflation at intervals of four years.
A class II penalty may not be assessed without public notice and providing the violator with an opportunity to be
heard. 33 U.S.C. § 1321(b)(6)(C). The Coast Guard promulgated a Final Rule outlining the procedures for imposition of
Class II penalties on March 30, 1994. 59 Fed. Reg. 15022, corrected on September 2, 1994. 59 Fed. Reg. 45757
(codified at 33 C.F.R. § 20). Additionally, the Coast Guard published a Final Rule providing for a simplified alternative
procedure for resolving civil penalty cases on December 27, 1994. 59 Fed. Reg. 66477 (codified at 33 C.F.R. § 1).
Class II civil penalty cases will be heard and determined by federal administrative law judges.
In March, 1996, the Coast Guard assessed its First Class II civil penalty of $95,000 against a shipping company which
spilled 2,000 gallons of oil into Washington State waters during an oil transfer operation.
(n248)Footnote 248. 33 U.S.C. § 1321(b)(6)(G)(i), (ii). An appeal from an assessment of a class I penalty may be
made to the United States District Court for the District of Columbia; class II penalty assessments may be appealed to
the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. Id.
(n249)Footnote 249. 33 U.S.C. § 1321(b)(7)(A).
(n250)Footnote 250. Id. at § 1319.
(n251)Footnote 251. Id. at § 1321 (b)(7)(F) & (b)(11).
(n252)Footnote 252. Id. at § 1321(b)(7)(B). Presidential authority for issuing administrative orders is contained in
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33 U.S.C. § 1321(c), (e).
(n253)Footnote 253. 33 U.S.C. § 1321(b)(7)(C).
(n254)Footnote 254. Id. at § 1321(b)(7)(D).
(n255)Footnote 255. Id. at § 1321(b)(8).
(n256)Footnote 256. 46 U.S.C. § 8702(e).
(n257)Footnote 257. 33 U.S.C. § 1236.
(n258)Footnote 258. 33 U.S.C. § 2716(a).
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§ 113. State Oil Pollution Laws.

The Oil Pollution Act of 1990 n1 expressly provides that neither it nor the Limitation of Liability Act of 1851 n2 shall
preempt the authority of any state from imposing additional liability or requirements with respect to oil pollution or oil
discharges. Therefore in the event of a spill, the owner of the vessel may not limit its liability to the value of the vessel
after the discharge plus pending freight as it could prior to the enactment of OPA. n3
The oil pollution laws of the twenty four coastal states, including Hawaii, vary greatly. Although some states have
considered compacts or multi-state accords which would make the laws uniform in certain areas, there is no consistency
among state oil pollution laws. Most coastal states impose some form of strict liability, but the parties upon whom such
liability is imposed vary widely. For the most part owners and operators of vessels are subject to liability under these
laws, but some statutes impose liability upon cargo interests, and others may be interpreted to impose liability upon
other parties, who are not traditionally considered owners and operators under maritime law. Some require evidence of
financial responsibility while others do not address the issue.
The following are summaries of the oil pollution laws of many of the States, with particular emphasis on the coastal
states. After the passage of OPA, many state legislatures became active in the consideration of new oil pollution laws,
and remain active. Therefore the following is presented for informational and research use only and should not be relied
upon as the current status of the law in any particular jurisdiction; other state or municipal statutes or regulations may be
applicable to an oil spill.
Alabama. Alabama's Water Pollution Control Act n4 would impose liability upon any person who negligently
discharges oil into state waters. Liability under the Act is not limited by statute and would extend to cleanup costs and
replenishment of wildlife. Regulations do provide for responder immunity n5 No civil penalties are included in the
statute, but criminal penalties of up to $25,000 per day of violation and/or imprisonment of up to one year may be
imposed for a first offense.
Alaska. Alaska's oil pollution statute n6 imposes unlimited strict liability for cleanup and removal expenses, all
damages including an individual's loss of income or economic benefit, and natural resource damages upon owners and
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operators of vessels, cargo owners and any person who arranged for the transport of the substance. The only defenses to
liability are that the discharge was caused solely by an act of war, an act of God which could not have been avoided
with due diligence, negligence of the injured party, or a criminal act of an unrelated third party, or if the discharge was
allowed by permit from a governmental body.
Any person who has discharged more than 18,000 gallons of crude oil and is found liable under any Alaska state law for
the unpermitted discharge will also be liable for a civil penalty of between $8.00 and $12.50 per gallon of crude
discharged. n7 If such discharge was caused by gross negligence or an intentional act, or if the responsible party did not
take reasonable measures to clean up the discharged oil or did not respond in accordance with an approved contingency
plan, this penalty will be quadrupled, but in no event shall the penalty exceed $500,000,000. n8 In addition, a civil
penalty of between $1.00 and $10.00 per gallon may be imposed for the discharge of any oil, including crude, in excess
of 18,000 gallons. n9 This penalty is quintupled if a discharge was caused by gross negligence or an intentional act or if
the discharger did not take reasonable measures to clean up the oil. A person responsible for a spill of oil of less than
18,000 gallons is subject to a civil penalty of up to $100,000 for the initial violation and $5,000 for each day the
violation continues. n10 The state may recover full reasonable attorneys fees and costs incurred in the action to impose
these civil penalties. n11
Criminal penalties may be imposed upon persons who discharge oil with criminal negligence, which is defined as a
failure to perceive a substantial and unjustifiable risk which failure constitutes a gross deviation from a reasonable
standard of care. n12 Each day such criminal conduct occurs is a separate violation. n13
Alaska requires evidence of financial responsibility for vessels carrying non-crude oil in the greater amount of $156.60
per barrel of storage capacity of the vessel, or $1,566,000, subject to a maximum of $54,810,000 and for vessels
carrying crude oil the greater of $469.80 for each barrel of storage capacity of the vessel or $156,600,000. n14 Facilities
also must demonstrate financial responsibility depending on their capacity, with a maximum of $31,320,000 for onshore
facilities and $78,300,000 for offshore facilities and pipelines. n15
Tank vessels and oil barges operating within Alaska state waters are required to have an oil discharge prevention and
contingency plan which has been approved by the state, n16 and this requirement has been extended to all self-propelled
non-tank vessels of over 400 gross tons effective June 30, 2002. n17 The statute also requires immediate notification to
the state of an oil discharge.
California. California's oil pollution law imposes strict liability upon the owner of an oil cargo, persons accepting
responsibility for the cargo, owners, operators and charters by demise of a vessel and the "lessee" of a vessel. n18
Liability extends to the costs of cleanup and response, and damages, including economic loss and injury to natural
resources. n19 The potentially responsible person will not be liable for damages to injured parties if the discharge was
caused solely by an act of war, an act of God which could not have been avoided by the exercise of due care, a negligent
or intentional act of the injured party, a criminal act of an unrelated third party or a discharge permitted by the
government. n20
Civil penalties include a daily fine of up to $1,000,000 per day for negligence or intent, and a penalty of $20 per gallon
of oil discharged which is increased to $60 per gallon for gross negligence or recklessness. n21 Criminal penalties of up
to $500,000 per day and/or imprisonment may be imposed for knowingly or negligently discharging oil, failing to clean
up a discharge or failing to notify the proper authorities of a discharge. n22
Commencing July 1, 1992, vessels were required to demonstrate financial responsibility of $500 million. This amount
was increased to $700 million on July 1, 1995 and increased to $1 billion on January 1, 2000. n23 Commencing July 31,
1991 vessel-specific oil spill contingency plans were required to be submitted to the state for approval. n24 Facility
response plans also are required.
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Connecticut. Any person who causes pollution of the waters of Connecticut is subject to strict liability for all costs of
containment and removal of the discharge, and mitigation of damages. n25 A penalty of up to one and a half times these
costs may be imposed for negligent discharge or up to two times these costs for a willful discharge. n26 A failure to
report a discharge may be penalized by a fine of up to $5,000. n27
Civil penalties of up to $25,000 per day of violation may be imposed and criminally negligent violation of the statute
carries with it a penalty of up to $25,000 per day of violation and one year imprisonment. n28 Persons who knowingly
violate the statute face a penalty of $50,000 or three years imprisonment. n29 The statute does not require evidence of
financial responsibility or the implementation of vessel-specific contingency plans. Connecticut law does provide for
responder immunity. n30
Delaware. The owner, operator, charterer by demise or any person responsible for operation, manning, victualing and
supplying the vessel is jointly, severally and strictly liable for all costs of cleanup and damages, including loss of
profits, arising from the discharge of oil. n31 Liability is limited to the greater of $300 per gross ton or $250,000, up to
a maximum of $30,000,000 for vessels. For facilities, liability is limited to $50,000,000. n32
Several civil penalties of up to $10,000 per day for each violation of the statute may be imposed. n33 A willful or
negligent discharge is subject to a criminal penalty of up to $25,000 per day of violation. n34 Owners and operators of
vessels must provide evidence of financial responsibility up to the limitation amounts for liability. n35 The statute does
not contain any requirements for vessel-specific contingency plans.
Florida. Florida's Pollutant Discharge Prevention and Removal Law imposes strict liability on a vessel's agents or
servants who permit or suffer a discharge, and upon the vessel owner and operator. n36 The only defenses available are
when the discharge was caused solely by act of God, act of war, act of a governmental entity and act or omission of a
third party. Liability for cleanup costs and abatement is limited to the greater of $10 million or $1,200 per gross ton, but
liability for natural resource damages, damage to real and personal property, and losses consequential upon property
damage are unlimited. n37 Although Florida only allows claims for losses consequential upon property damage, there is
an exception for economic losses suffered by commercial fishermen. n38 Florida has published its own natural resource
damage assessment regulations. n39 The regulations do provide for responder immunity. Civil penalties of up to
$50,000 per day of violation may be imposed upon any person who violates the statute. n40 Criminal penalties may
result from a failure to report a discharge or for failure to maintain adequate financial responsibility. n41
Vessel owners and operators are required to maintain evidence of financial responsibility up to the greater of $1,200 per
gross ton of the vessel or $10 million. If the vessel does not comply with financial responsibility requirements and the
cargo owner had at least 72 hours certified notice of the lack of financial responsibility, or its cancellation or
withdrawal, the cargo owner will be exposed to strict liability for all cleanup costs which have not been paid by the
owner or operator of the vessel up to the limitation amounts. n42 Florida also requires vessels entering its waters to
maintain vessel-specific spill contingency plans. n43
Georgia. Georgia's statute imposes liability for negligent or intentional discharges of oil into state waters. n44 Georgia
law does provide qualified immunity. n45 Unlimited liability extends to all cleanup costs and damages. A negligent or
intentional failure to comply with an order of Georgia's environmental protection agency subjects the violator to a
penalty of up to $50,000 per day n46 A penalty of up to $25,000 per day and/or imprisonment may be imposed upon
any person who violates a court order issued pursuant to the Act. The Act does not require evidence of financial
responsibility nor vessel-specific contingency plans.
Hawaii. Hawaii's Environmental Emergency Response Act imposes strict liability for all cleanup costs and damages
caused by the discharge of oil upon the vessel owner or operator, the owner of the oil who has arranged for its
transportation and upon any person who has accepted the pollutant for transport. n47 Hawaii law does provide for
responder immunity. n48 Civil penalties for a willful, knowing, or reckless violation of the Act of up to $50,000 per day
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may be imposed. n49 A knowing release of oil subjects the discharger to a criminal penalty of up to $100,000 per day of
violation or prosecution for a class C felony n50 The Act does not require evidence of financial responsibility, and the
requirement for vessel-specific contingency plans has been implemented. Hawaii statutes provide a maximum liability
of $700,000,000 for interisland tank barges which carry heavy fuel oil. n51
Louisiana. Under Louisiana's general oil pollution laws, liability is imposed upon any person who causes pollution in
the state waters for all damages arising from the discharge. n52 This Louisiana statute is to be interpreted consistent
with federal law. n53 Liability is limited to the greater of $1,200 per gross ton or, for vessels greater than 3,000 gross
tons, $10 million, and for vessels of 3,000 gross tons or less, $2 million. n54 Civil penalties of up to $25,000 per day
and criminal penalties for willful or knowing discharges of up to $1,000,000 plus $100,000 per day and/or 10 years
imprisonment may be imposed. n55 Financial responsibility in compliance with OPA must be maintained and
contingency plans may be required by regulation. n56 The strict liability limits for offshore facilities, onshore facilities
and the Louisiana Offshore Oil Port are identical to OPA. n57 Louisiana has established the Oil Spill Contingency Fund
which is not to exceed $15 million, n58 and it has issued guidelines for natural resource damage assessment. n59
Maine. Any person, vessel, licensee, agent or servant who discharges or suffers a discharge of oil is liable for all costs
of removal and damages to third parties including loss of income. n60 If the discharge resulted from an act of war, an
act of government or an act of God, the potentially responsible party will not be liable to the state fund for
reimbursement of cleanup costs. Regulations do provide for responder immunity. n61 A penalty of up to two times the
amount of cleanup costs may be imposed for late payment of such costs. A criminal fine of up to $25,000 per day or
imprisonment also may be imposed. There is no specific provision for evidence of financial responsibility or
vessel-specific contingency plans in Maine's act.
Maryland. Maryland's Water Pollution Control and Abatement Act imposes unlimited strict liability upon cargo owners
and owners, operators and persons in charge of vessels or barges from which there is a discharge of oil. n62 Damages
include all costs of cleanup and restoring the damaged area to its original condition. Regulations do provide for
responder immunity. Civil penalties of up to $25,000 per day may be imposed for violation of the Act, and any person
responsible for a discharge of more than 25,000 gallons of oil is subject to a penalty of up to $100 for each gallon
discharged. n63 A violation of the Act is a misdemeanor subjecting the violator to a penalty of up to $50,000 and/or
imprisonment for 1 year. n64
The statute addresses the issuance of a bond as evidence of financial responsibility in the amount of $500 per gross ton
for vessels or barges carrying more than 25 barrels of oil. n65 There is no statutory requirement for vessel-specific
contingency plans; however, effective July 1, 1996, regulations took effect operational requirements for both vessels
and facilities to minimize the potential for an oil pollution incident.
Massachusetts. Vessel owners, operators and charterers by demise are subject to strict, joint and several liability for all
cleanup costs, damages to natural resources and injury to third parties' property as a result of a discharge of oil under the
Massachusetts Oil and Hazardous Materials Prevention Act. n66 There is no limitation to liability under the Act, and a
responsible party may only avail itself of the defenses of act of God, act of war, or an act of an unrelated third party. n67
The regulations do provide for responder immunity. n68
A civil penalty of up to three times the liability under the Act may be imposed for a violation. n69 Additional penalties
of up to $50,000 per day of violation and/or up to two years imprisonment may be imposed. n70 Failure to notify the
proper authorities of the release is a crime punishable by a fine of up to $100,000 and/or up to 20 years imprisonment.
n71 There is no statutory requirement for financial responsibility or vessel-specific contingency plans.
Michigan. Michigan has enacted comprehensive pollution liability legislation, known as the Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Act. In addition to pollution liability, the Act addresses both response activities and the
assessment of natural resource damages. n72
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Mississippi. Mississippi does not have a statute which specifies oil as a pollutant, but its Air and Water Pollution
Control Law addresses pollution of waters. n73 Any person who causes the pollution of Mississippi state waters is
strictly liable for cleanup costs and the cost of replenishing and restocking wildlife. n74 For each day of violation a civil
penalty of up to $25,000 and a criminal fine of up to $25,000 may be imposed upon any person who violates the Act.
n75 There is no provision for financial responsibility requirements or a vessel-specific contingency plan.
New Hampshire. New Hampshire imposes unlimited strict liability for cleanup and removal costs and restoration of
natural resources upon any person who causes or suffers a discharge of oil into its state waters. n76 If the discharge was
caused negligently or intentionally, liability to third persons for damage to real or personal property will be one and one
half times the damages incurred. n77 A civil penalty of up to $10,000 per day of violation may be imposed upon any
party who discharges oil into public waters. n78 A willful discharge by a natural person is a misdemeanor or if by a
corporation is a felony. n79
The statute provides for financial responsibility bond requirements to be established by regulation. n80 There is no
statutory requirement for vessel-specific contingency plans.
New Jersey. New Jersey's oil spill law imposes strict liability for all cleanup and removal costs and damages to natural
resources upon any person who discharges oil or "is in any way responsible for" the oil. n81 Regulations do provide for
responder immunity. n82 Vessel owners and operators must establish financial responsibility in compliance with OPA's
requirements. n83 If the vessel does not comply with the financial security requirements, contingent liability is imposed
upon receivers. n84
Liability is limited to $1200 per gross ton for vessels and $50 million for major facilities unless the discharge was the
result of gross negligence or willful misconduct within in the privity and knowledge of the owner or operator or a gross
or willful violation of applicable safety, construction or operating standards or regulations. n85 Civil penalties of up to
$50,000 per day of violation may be imposed, or in the case of a discharge of more than 100,000 gallons of oil, a civil
penalty of up to $10 million may be imposed. n86 The Act provides for several criminal penalties including one of to up
$250,000 per day of violation which may be imposed for a knowing or reckless violation of the Act. n87
New York. New York's Oil Spill Prevention, Control, and Compensation Law imposes strict liability upon any person
who discharges oil into state waters. n88 Liability for tank vessel owners and operators is limited to the greater of $1200
per gross ton or $10 million for vessels over 3000 gross tons, and $600 per gross ton or $2 million for vessels of 3000
gross tons or less. For any other vessel liability is limited to $600 per gross ton or $500,000, whichever is greater. n89
The limitation will not apply if the discharge was the result of gross negligence or willful misconduct within the privity
and knowledge of the owner or operator or person in charge of the vessel, or the result of a gross or willful violation of
an applicable safety, construction or operating standard or regulation, or if the owner or operator fails to report the
discharge or fails to provide cooperation in cleanup and removal activities. n90 The statute expressly provides that its
liability limits shall not be considered to increase the limits under OPA. n91 Liability extends to all costs of cleanup and
removal, and liability will not be imposed if the spill was caused solely by an act of war, sabotage, or governmental
negligence. n92
Civil penalties of up to $25,000 per day of violation may be imposed; a violation of booming requirements may subject
the violator to a fine of $50,000. n93 Criminal penalties of up to $37,500 per day of violation or imprisonment of up to
one year may be imposed under New York's Environmental Conservation Law. n94
There are no statutory requirements for financial responsibility or vessel-specific oil spill contingency plans, but such
may be required by regulation.
North Carolina. Cargo owners and owners, operators, charterers by demise and "lessees" of any vessel from which
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there is discharge of oil are subject to unlimited strict, joint and several liability for all cleanup and removal costs and
damages including loss of income and natural resource damages, incurred as a result of a discharge of oil pursuant to
North Carolina's Oil Pollution and Hazardous Substances Control Act. n95
A civil penalty of $5,000 per day of violation may be imposed upon any person who intentionally or negligently
discharges oil. n96 Civil penalties of up to $250,000 per day may be imposed for a failure to notify the proper
authorities of a discharge in excess of 50,000 gallons of oil. n97
Any person who knowingly and willfully discharges oil is guilty of a felony and may be penalized with a fine of up to
$100,000 per day of violation, with a maximum of $500,000, and/or imprisonment. n98 The Act does not specifically
require evidence of financial responsibility for vessels but addresses surety or cash deposits which may be made with
the state in order to remove a lien on the vessel arising from a discharge of oil. n99 There is no statutory requirement for
vessel-specific contingency plans.
Oregon. Strict liability for cleanup and removal costs and all damages to persons or property caused by a discharge of
oil is imposed upon any person who owns or has control over oil which enters Oregon's waters. n100 Strict liability will
not be imposed if the spill was caused by an act of war, sabotage, act of God, negligence on the part of government, or
an act of a third party. n101 Potentially responsible parties are required to immediately commence cleanup; failure to do
so may result in a civil penalty of up to three times the amount of all expenses incurred in the cleanup. n102 Criminal
penalties of up to $10,000 per day or imprisonment for up to one year may be imposed. n103 Oregon's statute requires
vessels to maintain evidence of financial responsibility. n104 The statute also provides qualified immunity for spill
responders. n105 Both vessels and facilities must maintain contingency response plans. n106
Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania's general water pollution statute provides the State with a nuisance action against any
person who puts, places or permits the discharge of a substance which causes pollution to Pennsylvania's waters. n107
Any person who violates the statute is subject to a civil penalty of up to $10,000 per day of violation and a criminal
penalty of up to $10,000. n108 A negligent violation is a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of up to $25,000 and/or
imprisonment for up to two years. An intentional or knowing violation is a felony punishable by a fine of up to $50,000
and or imprisonment for up to seven years. n109 There are no statutory requirements for evidence of financial
responsibility or vessel-specific contingency plans.
Rhode Island. Any person who discharges or causes a discharge of oil into Rhode Island's waters is strictly liable. n110
If the discharge was caused solely by an act of God, of war, of an unrelated third party, or a negligent or intentional act
of the United States Government, liability will not be imposed. n111 Regulations do provide for responder immunity.
n112 Any person who violates the Act is subject to a civil penalty of $25,000 per day and an administrative penalty of
up to $25,000 per day. n113 A fine of the greater of $100,000 or twice the cost to rectify any environmental damage
may be imposed for failure to maintain evidence of financial responsibility. n114 Criminal penalties of up to $25,000
per day and imprisonment of up to five years may be imposed upon persons who violate the Act. n115
Owners and operators of oil tankers are required to provide evidence of financial responsibility in accordance with the
Federal Oil Pollution Act Limits of Liability, in order to enter Rhode Island's waters; and a federal Certificate of
Responsibility is acceptable. n116 There is no statutory requirement for vessel-specific contingency plans.
Effective July 20, 2000 Rhode Island repealed its Tank Vessel Safety Act. n117
South Carolina. South Carolina's general water pollution statute imposes strict liability upon any person who
discharges pollutants into the state waters for all costs of cleanup and abatement as well as restoration of fish and
wildlife. n118 Liability will not be imposed if the discharge was caused by an act of God, act of war, negligence of
government or an act or omission of an unrelated third party. n119 Regulations do provide for responder immunity.
n120 Any person who violates the Act is subject to a civil penalty of up to $10,000 per day of violation. n121 Any
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willful violation is a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of up to $1,000 and/or imprisonment of up to 6 months. n122
South Carolina requires evidence of financial responsibility from all terminal facilities which does not include vessels,
unless owned or operated by the terminal facility. n123 South Carolina does not require vessel-specific contingency
plans.
Texas. Texas' Oil Spill Prevention and Response Act, which was passed in March of 1991, imposes liability on vessel
owners, operators and charterers by demise. Any responsible party is liable for all response costs up to an amount of
$600 per gross ton up to $50 million for vessels of more than 8000 gross tons, and for vessels of 8000 gross tons or less,
liability for response costs is limited to $5 million. n124 In addition to response costs, potentially responsible parties are
subject to liability for natural resource damages and all other damages. Liability for natural resource damages is
identical to the limits of OPA. n125 Liability will not be imposed if the discharge was caused solely by an act of war, an
act of government, an unforeseeable act of God or the willful or negligent act of a unrelated third party. n126
Regulations do provide for qualified responder immunity. n127
On October 4, 1994, Texas adopted its own natural resource damage assessment regulations. n128 Subsequently, in
1995, state and federal trustees executed a Memorandum of Agreement ("MOA") for the purpose of coordinating their
activities in the assessment of natural resource damages. State trustees also have gone forward with establishing a
coastal "baseline" database known as a Natural Resurce Inventory ("NRI") in order to assist with pre-incident planning
and spill response.
Any vessel with the capacity to carry 10,000 gallons or more of oil as fuel or cargo is required to maintain a
vessel-specific contingency plan. n129 The statute provides that owners and operators of these vessels operating within
Texas state waters must establish evidence of financial responsibility in the amounts established under federal law. n130
A person who is liable under the Act who fails to provide immediate notification of the spill is subject to a civil penalty
of up to $250,000 for a natural person or $500,000 for a corporation. n131 A violation of the Act subjects the violator to
a civil penalty of up to $25,000 for each day of violation or up to $1,000 per barrel of oil discharged. Failure to abate
and contain the discharge may subject the violator to a penalty of up to $25,000 per day. n132 Failure to report the
discharge to the proper authorities is a class A misdemeanor. n133
Virginia. Virginia's Water Control Law imposes strict liability upon any person who has discharged or caused the
discharge of oil into the State's waters and any operator of any vessel from which there is such a discharge. n134
Liability extends to all costs of cleanup and containment, compensation for loss of natural resources and damages to
third parties including loss of income. n135 Liability will not be imposed if the discharge was caused solely by an act of
God, war, or a willful act or omission of an unrelated third party. Regulations do provide for responder immunity. n136
Liability of the operator or any person liable under the Act is limited to the greater of $500 per gross ton or $10 million
but will not apply if the discharge was caused by gross negligence or willful misconduct by such person, operator or its
agent or if the person or operator failed to report the discharge or failed to cooperate fully and clean up. n137
Any person who discharges oil into state waters is subject to a civil penalty of up to $100 per gallon of oil discharged.
n138 Failure to maintain a valid contingency plan subjects the owner or operator to a civil penalty of up to $50,000;
failure to maintain evidence of financial responsibility will be punished by a penalty of up to $100,000. n139 Any
person who knowingly violates the statute is guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by a fine of up to $100,000 and/or
imprisonment of up to one year for each day of violation. n140 A negligent discharge is subject to a criminal penalty of
up to $50,000 and/or imprisonment of up to one year. n141 A knowing and willful discharge is a felony which carries a
sentence of up to 10 years imprisonment and/or a fine of up to $100,000. n142
As of July 1, 1992, vessels may not transport oil within Virginia state waters without approved vessel-specific
contingency plans. n143 The statute contains a financial responsibility requirement for tank vessels of $500 per gross
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ton which will not become effective until after regulations have been promulgated. n144
In May 1995, Virginia and the Coast Guard signed a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) with respect to the
coordination of activities as to oil spill preparedness and response. n145
Washington. Washington's Oil Spill Statutes impose strict unlimited liability upon any person owning or having control
over oil which enters state waters for all damages to persons or property, including costs of abatement and injury to
natural resources. n146 Liability will not be imposed if the discharge was caused solely by an act of war, God, or
negligence on the part of government. n147 Civil penalties may be imposed for negligence at the rate of $20,000 per
day of violation. n148 Any person who intentionally or recklessly discharges oil may be subject to a civil penalty of up
to $100,000 for each day of violation. n149
A criminal penalty of up to $10,000 and/or one year imprisonment may be imposed for a willful violation of the Act.
n150
Every vessel over 300 hundred gross tons which transports petroleum products as cargo is required to establish evidence
of financial responsibility for the greater of $350 per gross ton or $5 million, and as of January 1, 2004, tank vessels
must demonstrate financial responsibility of one billion dollars. For tank barges of 300 gross tons or less, the director
may establish a lesser standard of financial responsibility. n151 Vessel-specific contingency plans and prevention plans
are also required. n152 Knowingly operating within state waters without an approved contingency plan is a gross
misdemeanor. n153
In 1992, Washington adopted the first state regulation pertaining to the valuation of natural resource damages. n154
The State of Washington put into effect Best Achievable Protection ("BAP") regulations (Wash. Admin. Code, Ch.
317-21), which regulations became effective for tankers on July 7, 1995 and for tank barges on July 31, 1995. BAP
covered such broad areas as vessel design, manning, safety, personnel qualifications, equipage and operations. n155 The
International Association of Independent Tanker Owners ("INTERTANKO") has filed suit challenging the right of
Washington to impose BAP requirements and seeking to enjoin their enforcement. On November 18, 1996,
INTERTANKO's suit was dismissed on summary judgment, and this dismissal was appealed to the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.
The United States sought leave to intervene in INTERTANKO's appeal. The Intervention of the United States on behalf
of INTERTANKO was granted. Subsequently, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the district court decision,
with the exception of one regulation pertaining to navigation and towing equipment. However, on March 6, 2000, the
United States Supreme Court unanimously ruled that various regulations promulgated by the State of Washington
pertaining to oil tankers were preempted by the comprehensive federal regulatory scheme already in place. n156
Wisconsin. During 1996, Wisconsin enacted legislation requiring tank vessels operating in the State to be double
hulled. The legislation went into effect on January 1, 1997. n157
Puerto Rico. Puerto Rico's Water Control Act imposes criminal penalties of up to $1,000 per day of violation upon
persons who discharge or permit the discharge into the waters of the Commonwealth. n158 The Act provides the
Commonwealth with a choice of action against violators, which in practice has been brought under federal law. n159
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawShippingRegulations & StatutesPollution From ShipsEnvironmental LawNatural Resources & Public
LandsOil Pollution ActGeneral OverviewEnvironmental LawNatural Resources & Public LandsOil Pollution
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a. Introduction.
Widespread concern over environmental deterioration has caused legislators to criminalize most environmental
violations. Nowhere is this trend more evident than in legislation governing oil pollution where a single oil spill, like the
EXXON VALDEZ n1 off the shores of Alaska, can have a dramatic and long lasting effect on the environment.
Coupled with a rash of smaller oil spills in 1990, the EXXON VALDEZ incident fueled growing environmental
concerns and galvanized political and legislative forces to strengthen criminal oil pollution laws. It is expected that the
recent Deepwater Horizon spill will be the cause of new legislation in the years to come. n2
Because of these high profile spills, there is a renewed effort by the government to criminalize conduct resulting in oil
spills. Federal and state legislatures have doubled their efforts to revise and enact new environmental laws to provide
for enhanced criminal penalties, and to allocate additional investigative and prosecutorial resources to environmental
enforcement efforts. While many have and will continue to debate whether these legislative efforts are excessive, n3 it
is universally agreed that a new era of criminal prosecution of oil pollution cases has arrived. As a result of revised
legislation, nearly all current environmental statutes contain provisions mandating the criminal prosecution of
environmental violators. It is clear that conduct which was previously the subject of civil regulatory actions is now
deemed criminal.
The revised criminal laws dictate that those affected rework their approach to oil pollution cases. Civil litigation
procedures and strategies which dominated the handling of oil pollution cases in the past, now must yield to
accommodate the intervention of the criminal justice system. Given the dire consequences a criminal prosecution
presents, successful resolution of the criminal case in most instances will be the highest priority. In the process of
defending against criminal charges, the ability to litigate a parallel civil case may be compromised. Moreover, with the
enhanced application of the criminal justice system to these violations, comes a complex set of substantive and
procedural issues which must be developed within the context of oil pollution prosecutions. How these issues will
evolve is yet unknown, but they are certain to change dramatically the framework in which all business and especially
the marine industry operates.
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The following discussion is intended to give an overview of the federal statutory scheme within which criminal
prosecutions will arise in oil pollution cases. It is not feasible to provide an analysis of the laws of each of the coastal
states whose laws could give rise to criminal prosecution. However, many of the state laws are modeled after the federal
statutory scheme discussed here or raise analogous issues.
In addition to a discussion of the criminal statutes pertinent to oil pollution cases, several sections are devoted to the
analysis of generic issues likely to arise in oil pollution prosecutions. Thus, separate sections are devoted to (i) corporate
officer liability for criminal violations, (ii) handling of parallel civil and criminal proceedings, and (iii) sentencing
guidelines applicable to oil pollution cases. Finally, one section is devoted to report on several recent oil pollution
prosecutions which provide meaningful case studies for understanding and handling criminal oil pollution cases.
b. Legislative History of Criminal Oil Pollution Statutes Leading to the Oil Pollution Act of 1990.
[1] Evolution of Criminal Penalties.
The history of legislation addressing oil spills shows that criminal penalties have evolved slowly. The first statute
carrying a criminal penalty was the River and Harbors Act of 1899, n4 also known as the Refuse Act. The Refuse Act,
however, was originally enacted as a navigational statute to prevent the discharge of refuse which might obstruct
navigation. Although the Refuse Act has a criminal provision which has been in effect for decades, until recently it was
not used to prosecute oil pollution cases. Indeed, some commentators have observed the dearth of criminal prosecutions
for oil pollution violations under the Refuse Act. n5
The first statute enacted to protect United States waters from water pollution was the Oil Pollution Act of 1924. n6 As
amended in 1966, that Act provided that "it is unlawful for any person to discharge or permit the discharge from any
boat or vessel of oil by any method, means or manner into or upon the navigable waters of the United States, and
adjoining shorelines of the United States." n7 Criminal prosecution under that Act required proof that the discharge
resulted from "grossly negligent or willful" conduct. n8
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1948 ("FWPCA") n9 was the first embodiment of what has become the
principal criminal enforcement statute referred to as the Clean Water Act. In its initial form the FWPCA did not provide
for criminal prosecution. The Oil Pollution Act of 1961 imposed misdemeanor criminal penalties for the "discharge of
oil or oily mixture ... from a tanker within fifty miles of the nearest land." n10 The Oil Pollution Act of 1961 was
amended in 1966 but it too required proof of grossly negligent or willful conduct. The Act of 1961 excluded from
liability oil spills "resulting from damage to a ship ... if all reasonable precautions [had] been taken after the occurrence
of the damage or discovery of the leakage for the purpose of preventing or minimizing the [discharge]." n11 The 1961
Act was later replaced by the Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships. n12
In response to growing public concern over an increasing number of pollution incidents, Congress, in 1970, enacted the
Water Quality Improvement Act of 1970. Referring to the availability of criminal penalties existing at the time,
Congress stated:
The Oil Pollution Act of 1924 is simply not sufficient to cope with such problems. It applies only to
discharges and spills that are grossly negligent or willful.
The Water Quality Improvement Act of 1970 was enacted in the wake of congressional debate over the role of criminal
prosecution in the water pollution regulatory scheme. However, it did not impose criminal penalties either.
The Clean Water Act was enacted in 1972 as the Federal Water Pollution Control Act amendments of 1972. n13
Congress's stated purpose was to eliminate water pollution by 1985. n14 Toward that end, and for the first time in the
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statute's history, provisions for criminal violations and prosecutions were included. A series of amendments to the Clean
Water Act followed which had little impact on the criminal components of the statute until 1987.
In 1987, the Water Quality Act of 1987 was passed amending the Clean Water Act (or FWPCA). n15 Although the
1987 amendments left intact the basic structure of the statute, it contained extensive revisions to the criminal sections of
the Clean Water Act. n16 Among other things, the 1987 amendments created a three year felony offense for "knowing"
violations, and a new felony for "knowing endangerment" where a violator knew that his activity endangered the life of
another.
In August 1990, the Oil Pollution Act of 1990, ("OPA"), n17 was enacted in direct response to the EXXON VALDEZ
and the environmental disaster it created. The prior discussion of OPA focused primarily on its implications outside the
criminal arena. OPA, however, had a direct impact on criminal liability arising out of oil pollution spills. Specifically, it
includes provisions which amend existing federal statutes to (i) provide enhanced criminal penalties, (ii) facilitate
criminal investigations of oil spills, and (iii) further curtail procedural and substantive defenses to criminal prosecutions.
[2] OPA Amendments to Clean Water Act Reporting Provisions.
OPA altered significantly the provisions of the Clean Water Act governing a responsible party's obligation to notify the
authorities in the event of an oil spill. Prior to enactment of OPA, a violation for failure to report an oil spill constituted
a misdemeanor subject to misdemeanor penalties of a fine up to $10,000 or one year imprisonment, or both. OPA
amends the Clean Water Act n18 by providing that the offense of failure to report now constitutes a felony punishable
by up to five years imprisonment and a fine of $250,000 for an individual, and $500,000 for a corporation.
The second modification pertaining to the obligation to notify in the event of a spill, eliminates what was perceived by
government prosecutors as a substantial impediment to a successful criminal prosecution. Previously, the Clean Water
Act provided use immunity for the notification and further provided that "information obtained by the exploitation of
such notification" shall not be used against any person in any criminal case. n19 The immunity applied to "persons,"
defined to include corporations, who were "in charge of a vessel" and who "immediately" notify the government. The
scope of the immunity extended to the notification and "information obtained by the exploitation of such notification."
Previously, the government faced the burden of proving that the evidence it used did not come from the notification.
Provided the defendant could articulate a colorable argument that the government's evidence was derived, directly or
indirectly, from the notification, the court could entertain a hearing at which the government would be required to prove
that its evidence was not tainted by the information derived from the notification.
OPA amendments to the Clean Water Act eliminated immunity for "information obtained by the exploitation of such
notification." n20 The practical consequences of this amendment are dramatic. In the past, Government prosecutors
were required to construct "Chinese walls" to insulate themselves from the original notice and to develop elaborate
procedural mechanisms to prove later that they were not exposed to any information derived from the notice. Typically
a "taint" team of government lawyers would sort through incoming information to assure that it was not derived from
the original notification. The "untainted" team of government lawyers, including the prosecutor, would receive only
information approved by the taint team or clearly developed independently.
Theoretically, the prosecution could be bogged down in extensive litigation over whether it had benefited from
information derived from the original notice. In the process of proving that its evidence was derived independently, the
government could effectively provide the defense with a preview of its case. Ultimately, failure to completely insulate
the prosecutors from the notification could preclude prosecution or lead to dismissal of the criminal charges.
The immunity amendment, enacted at the behest of the Department of Justice, is intended to deprive the defendant of
this tactical advantage, and to simplify prosecution. The prosecutor now can utilize information derived from the
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original notification, and the need to construct elaborate prophylactic measures is eliminated. The free exchange of
information among all government attorneys and prosecutors can now proceed unimpeded by the immunity provisions.
n21
Finally, OPA amended the notification immunity provision of the Clean Water Act to limit its application to "natural"
persons as opposed to corporations. Accordingly, the notification may now be used as evidence, presumably as an
admission, against the corporation. The Clean Water Act immunity provision is rooted in constitutional protections
against self-incrimination set forth in the Fifth Amendment. The distinction drawn by statute between a "natural person,"
to whom some limited immunity protection survives the OPA amendments, and a corporation, for which all immunity
has been abrogated, seems grounded in the fifth amendment jurisprudence which holds that the fifth amendment does not
protect a corporation from self-incrimination.
No cases have yet been decided which sanction the significant limitation on individual immunity OPA contains. As it
presently stands, an individual is obligated to notify the government of a spill and the prosecutor can use evidence
derived from that notification against the individual. One can reasonably expect that the statutory requirement that an
individual notify the authorities without protection of full immunity will be tested in the courts by a Fifth Amendment
challenge.
[3] Authorization for Criminal Investigative Procedures.
OPA further amended the Clean Water Act to provide enhanced investigative authority for the Federal Government. As
amended by OPA, the Clean Water Act n22 now provides that government authorities authorized to enforce the Clean
Water Act provisions may:
(1) board and inspect any vessel on the navigable waters of the United States or the waters of the contiguous zone;
(2) with or without a warrant, arrest any person who in the presence or view of the authorized person violates the
provisions of this section or any regulation issued thereunder; and
(3) execute any warrant or any other process issued by an officer or court of competent jurisdiction.
Thus, an expanded group of environmental investigators will have authority to perform more traditional criminal law
enforcement functions.
[4] Criminal Prosecution for Oil Spills.
OPA includes amendments to the Clean Water Act which expressly authorize criminal prosecution of violations of §
311(b)(3) of the Clean Water Act. Section 311(b)(3) of the CWA contains a broad prohibition against the discharge of
oil or hazardous substances above a reportable quantity (i) into navigable waters of the United States or (ii) in
connection with certain other acts which may affect natural resources belonging to, appertaining to, or under the
management of the United States.
Prior to the OPA amendment some ambiguity existed regarding the viability of prosecuting § 311(b)(3) violations. It
was argued that because § 311(b)(3) violations are not listed in the enforcement provisions they were not encompassed
by the criminal provisions of the CWA. OPA eliminated any ambiguity on this point by expressly including § 311(b)(3)
violations in the list of violations covered by the criminal enforcement provisions. n23 Criminal prosecution based on §
311(b)(3) is broader than other sections of the CWA which prohibit oil pollution n24 because it provides for prosecution
beyond the navigable waters by including discharges "into the waters of the contiguous zone or which may affect
natural resources." The CWA reference to spills which "may affect natural resources" is all encompassing and provides
a basis for prosecuting virtually all spills which have any connection to the United States. Because the OPA amendment
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expressly states that a violation of this section is governed by the criminal penalty provision, the broad scope of the
CWA is firmly established.
OPA also increased the criminal penalties for several other federal statutes which could be the basis for criminal
prosecution in an oil pollution case. OPA provides for enhanced criminal penalties for violations of the Ports and
Waterways Safety Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1232(b), n25 the Deepwater Port Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1514(a), n26 the Act to Prevent
Pollution From Ships, 33 U.S.C. § 1980(a), n27 and Intervention on the High Seas Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1481(a). n28
c. Pertinent Federal Criminal Oil Pollution Statutes.
[1] Federal Water Pollution Control Act ("FWPCA" or "Clean Water Act").
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act, also known as the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251, et seq. , is the
primary statute for imposing criminal penalties on individuals and corporations alike who are responsible for oil spills at
sea and in coastal waterways. Section 112 above discusses the OPA amendments to the FWPCA. This section will
discuss the criminal provisions of the FWPCA in their entirety, as amended. Many of the FWPCA provisions pertain to
the regulation of discharges from industrial facilities and sewage treatment plants, provisions which are not germane to
oil pollution cases.
The FWPCA was enacted in 1972 as the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972. One of the
principal objectives of the FWPCA was the regulation of oil spills. Since 1972, the FWPCA has been amended several
times, most recently by the Oil Pollution Act of 1990. n29 The FWPCA provides that except for certain circumstances
"the discharge of any pollutant by any person shall be unlawful." Depending upon the degree of culpable conduct, the
prosecution can bring misdemeanor or felony charges against the responsible party. The determining factor as to
whether an offense is a felony or a misdemeanor is the nature of the defendant's conduct. Knowing conduct is
punishable as a felony. Negligent conduct is punishable as a misdemeanor. In all other respects the elements of the two
cases are the same.
Under the FWPCA it is unlawful to "discharge a pollutant" from a "point source" into a "water of the United States"
without a permit. n30 The prohibition applies to individuals and to "any responsible corporate officer." The responsible
party may be charged with separate violations for each day that the discharge continues. n31
Several definitions applicable to FWPCA violations are notable. First, "person" includes an individual, corporation,
partnership, association, state, municipality, commission, or political subdivision of a state, or any interstate body.
Second, "pollutant" has been defined to include oil products. n32
There are five separate criminal provisions contained in the FWPCA. The first provision, 33 U.S.C. § 1319(c)(1) is a
misdemeanor violation for negligently violating the requirements of the Act. A misdemeanor violation exposes a
violator to a fine of between $2,500 and $25,000 per day of violation, or up to one year in prison, or both. The penalties
are doubled for second time offenders.
The second provision, 33 U.S.C. § 1319(c)(2) pertains to "knowing" violations of the FWPCA. Knowing violations
carry with them a mandatory minimum fine of $5,000 per day and a maximum fine of $50,000 per day, or a prison term
of up to three years or both. The penalties for knowing violations double upon a second offense.
The third category of criminal offenses under the FWPCA are "knowing endangerment" offenses, 33 U.S.C. §
1319(c)(3). Violations of the knowing endangerment provisions of the FWPCA carry with them sentencing penalties of
15 years imprisonment, or a $250,000 fine, or both.
The fourth category of criminal violations under the FWPCA is found at 33 U.S.C. § 1319(c)(4). That section makes it a
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felony for anyone knowingly to make a false statement in any report or document required to be filed under the
FWPCA. The violations of 33 U.S.C. § 1319(c)4) are punishable by fines of $10,000, or imprisonment of two years, or
both.
The fifth and final criminal provision of the FWPCA is the notification offense contained at 33 U.S.C. § 1321(b)(5).
This provision makes it unlawful for "any person in charge of a vessel to fail to immediately notify the government "as
soon as he has knowledge" of any discharge of oil or hazardous substance from the vessel or other facility. The
obligation to report an oil spill is triggered when the size of the spill is in such quantities as may be harmful, as
determined by the President. Failure to report, when it is required, exposes the violator to imprisonment up to five years,
or a fine up to $10,000, or both.
The Clean Water Act criminal provisions can be summarized as follows:
U.S. Code Citation
Clean Water Violation
Statutory Penalty
Act Section
33 U.S.C. § 1319(c)(3) § 309(c)(3)

Knowing en- Fine of $250,000 or 15
dangerment years imprisonment, or
both.

33 U.S.C. § 1319(c)(2) § 309(c)(2)

Knowing dis- Fine of $50,000/day, or
charge
three years imprisonment, or both.

33 U.S.C. § 1319(c)(1) § 309(c)(1)

Negligent

Fine of $25,000/day, or 1
year imprisonment, or
both.

33 U.S.C. § 1319(c)(4) § 309(c)(4)

Knowingly
make false
statement

Fine of $10,000, or two
years imprisonment, or
both.

33 U.S.C. § 1321(b)(5) § 311(b)(5)

Failure to re- Fine of $10,000, or five
port disyears imprisonment, or
charge
both.

In addition to the statutory penalties available under the Clean Water Act, the general alternative fine provisions of 18
U.S.C. § 3571 enable the sentencing court to impose a fine, in the case of an individual felony offender, equal to
$250,000, or twice the loss to the victim, whichever is greater; and for a corporate felony offender $500,000 or twice the
loss to the victim whichever is greater. The alternative fines for misdemeanor violation are substantially lower. In the
case of a significant spill the statutory Clean Water Act fines are likely to be negligible compared to the alternative fines
available.
Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3663, a court may also require a defendant to pay restitution as part of the sentence. As a further
penalty, the Clean Water Act provides for mandatory suspension from government contracts upon conviction subject to
further review by the agency. n33
The cases below provide an enduring prospective on the increased utilization of the Clean Water Act in criminal cases.
In United States v. Ballard Shipping Co., n34 Ballard Shipping and the vessel's master were convicted on one count of
violating the Clean Water Act based on its negligent discharge of oil resulting from a grounding. In June, 1989 Ballard's
vessel, the M/T WORLD PRODIGY, ran aground outside the Narragansett Bay in the coastal waters of Rhode Island.
As a result of the grounding, the vessel discharged 300,000 gallons of heating oil into the sea. Government prosecutors
brought a criminal case against the owner and the master of the vessel alleging negligent operation of the vessel.
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Following entry of a guilty plea by Ballard Shipping, and the vessel's master, the court sentenced the defendants.
Ballard Shipping was ordered to make a $1 million payment, comprised of $500,000 in fines and a $500,000
contribution to an environmental trust fund. The vessel's master was ordered to pay a $10,000 fine.
Similarly in United States v. Ashland Oil, n35 criminal charges pursuant to the Clean Water Act were brought against
Ashland Oil based on its negligent discharge of four million gallons of diesel oil into the Monongahela River. The spill
was caused by a rupture in a shore-side storage tank. Ashland pleaded guilty to two misdemeanor counts for violations
of the Clean Water Act and the Refuse Act arising out of the same incident. The court imposed a $2.25 million fine as a
sentence.
In 1996, the Fifth Circuit ruled in United States v. Ahmad, that because a "knowing violation" under the Clean Water
Act is a felony "punishable by years in federal prison" it does not fall within the public welfare offense exception. The
Fifth Circuit noted "public welfare offenses have virtually always been crimes punishable by relatively light penalties
such as fines or short jail sentences, rather than substantial terms of imprisonment." n36 In that case, a gas station
operator pumped out one of his tanks that had been contaminated with water, even though he knew it was illegal to do
so. He argued that although he knew it was illegal, he thought he was pumping water and not gasoline, and lacked mens
rea required under the Clean Water Act. The Court held "that the phrase 'knowingly violates' in § 1319(c)(2)(A), when
referring to other provisions that define the elements of the offenses § 1319 creates, should uniformly require
knowledge as to each of those elements rather than only one or two. To hold otherwise would require an explanation as
to why some elements should be treated differently from others ..." n37
By contrast, in United States v. Hanousek, 176 F.3d 1116 (9th Cir. 1999) , a special projects manager was convicted
and sentenced for negligently discharging oil into the navigable waters of the United States, in violation of the CWA.
n38 On appeal to the Ninth Circuit, Appellant argued that the district court erred in instructing the jury that to establish
a violation under § 1391(c)(1)(A) the government need only prove ordinary negligence, as opposed to requiring the
government to establish that the defendant acted with criminal negligence, for the imposition of criminal penalties. n39
However, the Ninth Circuit rejected the argument advanced by Appellant, expressly holding that from the plain
language of 33 U.S.C. § 1319(c)(1)(A), a person who acts with ordinary negligence in violation of 33 U.S.C. §
1321(b)(3) may be subject to criminal penalties. n40 Finally, in United States v. Ortiz, the Tenth Circuit followed the
precedent set by the Ninth Circuit in Hanousek. n41 The Tenth Circuit held that "the plain language of the Clean Water
Act, criminalizes any act of ordinary negligence that leads to the discharge of a pollutant into the navigable waters of
the United States". n42
The Supreme Court denied certiorari in Hanousek, and as a result, a circuit split exists regarding the expansive public
welfare rationale used by the Fifth Circuit in Ahmad. n43
[2] River and Harbors Act.
The River & Harbors Act also known as the Refuse Act, 33 U.S.C. § 401, et seq. , prohibits the discharge of refuse into
navigable waters of the United States. The elements of the offense set forth at 33 U.S.C. § 407 are:
(1) to throw, discharge or deposit or cause, suffer or procure to be thrown, discharged or deposited;
(2) from or out of any ship, barge ... or from the shore, wharf manufacturing establishment or mill of any kind;
(3) any refuse matter of any kind or description;
(4) into the navigable waters of the United States;
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(5) without a permit from the Army Corps of Engineers.
It has been held that "oil" does constitute "refuse" within the meaning of the statute. As the Supreme Court noted in
United States v. Standard Oil Company, n44 "[o]il is oil and whether usable or not by industrial standards, it has the
same deleterious effect on waterways." Other courts have also construed "refuse" broadly to include oil. n45 The Refuse
Act imposes strict liability upon the responsible party for discharge of oil into the navigable waters. n46 The
government is not required to prove criminal intent in order to meet its burden of proof.
The criminal penalty section of the Refuse Act can be found at 33 U.S.C. § 411. It provides that every person and every
corporation that shall violate, or that shall knowingly aid, abet, authorize, or instigate a violation of certain provisions of
the Act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of up to $25,000 per
day, or by imprisonment (in the case of natural person) for not less than thirty days nor more than one year, or both. It is
also noteworthy that 33 U.S.C. § 411 requires a mandatory minimal sentence of 30 days imprisonment. Pursuant to the
Alternative Fines Act n47 a defendant faces higher alternative fine provisions as well.
The Refuse Act differs from the Clean Water Act in the following ways:
(1) The jurisdictional reach of the Refuse Act is less than the Clean Water Act since the Refuse Act is limited to
navigable waters. In contrast, the CWA applies to all spills that may affect the natural resources of the United States.
(2) The Clean Water Act requires proof of negligence (a misdemeanor) or knowing conduct (a felony) while the Refuse
Act has a strict liability standard. Since the Refuse Act is a strict liability statute the government has no burden to prove
willful or negligent conduct. The government can prove its Refuse Act case merely by showing that the defendant's
actions were the cause, in fact, of the refuse discharge.
(3) The Clean Water Act includes a point-source element to the crime while the Refuse Act does not.
(4) The Refuse Act's application to all "refuse" has been interpreted broadly. In the instance of an oil spill, where the
pollutant is "oil," this is a distinction between the statutes without a practical difference.
[3] Marine Protection Research and Sanctuaries Act.
The Marine Protection Research and Sanctuaries Act 2("MPRSA"), 33 U.S.C. § 1401, et seq. is another environmental
statute which finds application in the area of oil pollution spills. The statute is designed to govern the dumping of
material into ocean waters rather than as an oil pollution statute. Nevertheless, it is often cited as an alternative for
charging criminal conduct where an intentional dumping of oil takes place. The statute seemingly has no application to
oil pollution resulting from an accidental casualty.
The MPRSA criminal provisions are set forth at 33 U.S.C. § 1415(b). It provides that, a person who knowingly violates
this subchapter, or regulations promulgated under this subchapter, or a permit issued under this subchapter shall be
fined not more than $50,000, or imprisoned for not more than five years, or both. n48
The pertinent substantive section n49 proscribes the dumping of any material into the ocean without a permit.
"Material" as defined by 33 U.S.C. § 1402(c) means matter of any kind including but not limited to solid waste,
chemicals, and other industrial waste. The statute, however, only prohibits "knowing" violations. Thus, unintentional or
accidental discharges do not fall within the scope of the MPRSA. A continuing violation of the MPRSA is deemed to
constitute a separate violation for each day involved.
[4] Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
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In the evolving area of environmental criminal law pertaining to oil spills, considerable attention and discussion has
been given to oil pollution statutes like the Clean Water Act or OPA. In contrast, the Migratory Bird Treaty Act
("MBTA"), n50 has gone largely unnoticed. Yet, the MBTA is in some respects a much broader statute which can be
used to impose criminal liability in oil pollution cases. Most importantly, it invokes a strict liability standard to impose
liability on a responsible party.
The MBTA is a well-established federal wildlife statute aimed at protecting the migratory bird population. The focus of
the MBTA is not oil pollution itself, but upon imposing prohibitions on the destruction of migratory birds. Accordingly,
the operative federal agency for enforcement of the statute is the United States Fish and Wildlife Service as opposed to
the Environmental Protection Agency.
The MBTA is succinct, comprehensive, and without complicating exceptions or conditions. It provides in pertinent part:
"[i]t shall be unlawful at any time, by any means or in any manner, to ... kill ... any migratory bird." n51 Oil spills
resulting in a "kill" of a migratory bird or birds constitute separate misdemeanor criminal violations for each bird killed.
Each violation, in turn, carries a statutory penalty of up to six months in prison and a $15,000 fine. n52 Pursuant to the
alternative penalty provisions, a responsible party faces fines in the amount of $5,000 for an individual n53 and $10,000
for a corporation. n54 Neither scienter nor knowledge need be shown to establish a violation of the MBTA. Moreover,
the contention that the statute only applies to hunting-like cases has been rejected by the courts, and bird "kills" caused
by oil have been acknowledged as being within the scope of conduct proscribed by the MBTA. n55
Furthermore, the strict liability standard contained in the MBTA has been upheld. n56 As expressed by the Second
Circuit Court of Appeals the justification for strict liability is that "[w]hen one enters into a business or activity for his
own benefit, and that benefit results in harm to others, the party should bear the responsibility for the harm." n57 The
protections of the MBTA extend to all migratory birds n58 and consequently it will apply to nearly all oil spills because
oil pollution bird kills are inevitable.
In the EXXON VALDEZ case, the government charged Exxon with a criminal violation of the MBTA. One may
reasonably anticipate that the Justice Department will apply the MBTA to future oil spill cases as well.
[5] Ports and Waterways Safety Act.
Although it is not an oil pollution statute, the Ports and Waterways Safety Act ("PWSA") n59 has direct implications
bearing on the prosecution of oil pollution cases. The PWSA provides that "[a]ny person who willfully and knowingly
violates this chapter or any regulation issued commits a class D felony." One of the regulations issued by the Coast
Guard pursuant to the PWSA provides that the "owner, master or person in charge of each vessel" shall ensure that the
wheelhouse is manned by persons competent to perform the duties of directing and controlling the movement of the
vessel. n60
In the instance of an oil spill resulting from a vessel casualty, allegations of wheelhouse incompetence are likely. The
fact of a grounding, for example, will readily suggest that the vessel was operated negligently. Although from an
evidential viewpoint, negligence and incompetence are inextricably linked, they are substantively distinguishable. A
"competent" person could on a specific occasion operate a vessel negligently. Or more succinctly, proof of
incompetence requires more than a simple incident of negligence. Incompetence connotes an inability pre-existing and
independent of the spill incident.
It would seem that in order to prove a criminal violation of PWSA, the government would have to show more than mere
negligence at the time of the incident. Rather, the prosecution must meet the added burden to show that the person was
incompetent to perform his navigational duties.
Two distinct scenarios are embraced by the operative regulation. The first arises where the competence of the master is
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in question; the second, where the competence of a crew member or lower officer entrusted with responsibility to
navigate the vessel is challenged. In the former instance the prosecution must show that the owner or some other person
in charge of vessel operations knowingly and willfully placed an incompetent master in charge of the vessel. In the
second scenario, criminal liability on the corporate owner might be imposed if it is shown that the master had
knowingly and willfully entrusted the navigation of the vessel to an incompetent lower officer or crew member. To
impose criminal liability on this basis the prosecution must rely upon an agency theory to impute the master's decision
to the owner.
The knowing and willful requirements of the PWSA, combined with tenuous arguments to impute to an employer the
knowing and willful conduct of its employee, present formidable obstacles to prosecution of a vessel owner under the
PWSA.
[6] Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships.
The Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships ("APPS"), 33 U.S.C. § 1901 et seq. , was enacted pursuant to the International
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships which was developed in 1973, and the statute incorporates
modifications to the Convention made by subsequent protocols. The purpose of the statute is to impose criminal
penalties for dumping waste generated by the normal operations of a seagoing vessel. n61 As to criminal penalties, the
Act provides that a person who knowingly violates any of the MARPOL provisions or regulations issued under the
statute, commits a class D felony, 33 U.S.C. § 1908(a).
The United States has begun aggressively to pursue criminal prosecutions for MARPOL violations:
In 1993, P&O Cruises was assessed a criminal fine of $500,000 for breaching Annex V of MARPOL when its REGAL
PRINCESS dumped more than 20 garbage-filled plastic bags off the coast of Florida. A passenger had videotaped the
dumping by crew members.
In April 1997, the United States obtained its first successful flag-state MARPOL enforcement conviction involving oil
pollution on the high seas. The federal district court in Tampa, Florida, fined a Texas-based shipping company, Ocean
Chemical Carriers Inc., $50,000 and placed it on two years probation for knowingly discharging 60,000 gallons of oily
waste into the ocean and failing to report the discharge. The violation occurred on April 7, 1993, when the master of the
company's integrated tug-barge unit ordered the discharge, which was videotaped by the tug's steward and subsequently
reported to the Coast Guard. The master pled guilty to the same two charges and accepted a 24-month suspension of his
license and merchant mariner documents. The company also agreed to an inspection schedule, environmental audits,
and to the implementation of a training program intended to prevent future violations. United States v. Ocean Chemical
Carriers, 97-148-CR-T-17E.
[7] Other Criminal Statutes.
The federal criminal laws contain a host of general criminal statutes which criminalize certain conduct without
reference to any particular subject matter. These general criminal statutes proscribe conduct which could easily arise in
oil pollution cases. The following criminal statutes should be considered:
False Statements, 18 U.S.C. § 1001. It is a felony knowingly and willfully to (1) falsify or conceal a material fact or (2)
to make a false statement to the government. The applicable statute prohibits making written or oral false statements to
any agency or department of the government, including an individual representative of the government agency or
department.
Mail & Wire Fraud, 18 U.S.C. §§ 1341, 1343. The mail and wire fraud statutes are general fraud statutes which
criminalize any fraudulent conduct in which the defendant uses the United States mails or interstate wire
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communications.
Conspiracy, 18 U.S.C. § 371. The general federal conspiracy statute, 18 U.S.C. § 371, prohibits two or more persons
from conspiring (1) to commit an offense against the United States, or (2) to defraud the United States or any agency
thereof. Collusion between two individuals aimed at obstructing an environmental investigation could evolve into a
conspiring charge.
Obstruction of Justice, 18 U.S.C. § 1503. This general criminal statute prohibits any acts to influence, obstruct or
impede or endeavor to influence, obstruct or impede the due administration of justice. Among other things, the
prohibitions extend to any acts intended to influence witnesses or jurors.
A comprehensive understanding of these general criminal statutes instructs that the events following the actual spill
present the ominous potential for creating or expanding criminal exposure beyond that arising out of the spill itself. In
contrast to the litigation of the civil oil pollution case, the response to criminal investigators or prosecutors can create
significant criminal problems for witnesses and subjects in the original investigation.
d. Corporate Officer Liability for Criminal Violations.
The forces driving an expansion of substantive environmental law are also driving an expansion of the law to hold
corporate officers criminally responsible for environmental incidents. Traditionally, the corporate form has served to
insulate corporate officers from liability, at least in criminal cases. In the past, corporate officers and managers were not
confronted with a realistic threat of criminal prosecution unless they were directly involved in the incident.
With a view toward maximizing deterrence, government prosecutors now set their aim at responsible corporate officers.
Whereas a successful criminal prosecution against a corporation results in fines which, in form and substance, are
similar to those in the civil case, criminal prosecution of an individual officer provides tangible deterrence. Those
managers who might otherwise conclude that the heavy financial burden of implementing environmental modifications
outweighs the likelihood and size of a potential fine, are substantially deterred by the prospect of personal incarceration.
The oft-cited rationale for imposing liability on management is deterrence. By focusing the prosecution on senior
corporate officers who are in a position at the offending corporation to implement precautionary measures, advocates of
the doctrine hope to instill fear of incarceration in those who are positioned to take action. The threat of personal
incarceration is considered to be far more effective a deterrent than a corporate fine.
Efforts to prosecute corporate officers in environmental cases are being aided by the rapidly emerging Responsible
Corporate Officer Doctrine. Essentially, the corporate officer doctrine provides that a corporate manager will be held
liable as an individual based on his authority over corporate operations implicated by the underlying offense. The
corporate officer doctrine has been applied to impose liability in both civil and criminal cases.
The far-reaching implications of the corporate officer doctrine are best understood when viewed in the context of
accepted, albeit loosely constructed, principles of criminal intent applicable in environmental cases. Traditional notions
of criminal culpability are already diluted in environmental cases by strict liability and negligence standards created by
some statutes. When those principles are married to the corporate officer doctrine the reach of the criminal
environmental statute is almost unbridled. The result could be the imposition of criminal liability based on extremely
attenuated proofs.
Other developing principles of criminal knowledge present similar issues. For example, the pervasive nature of
environmental regulation has caused some courts to presume knowledge under certain circumstances. Thus, it has been
held that persons dealing in dangerous or ultra hazardous materials may be presumed to have knowledge of the
applicable regulations. n62 Similarly, the "deliberate ignorance" doctrine imposes criminal liability on defendants who
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consciously seek to avoid the truth. n63 Such conduct has been found to satisfy the "knowing" requirement of a statute.
The Clean Water Act specifically provides that the government may use circumstantial evidence to show that a
defendant took "affirmative steps to shield himself from relevant information" as evidence of defendant's actual
knowledge. n64 Combining the principles of "presumptive knowledge" or "deliberate ignorance" with the corporate
officer doctrine can result in substantially diluted theories of criminal liability for managers and executives who are
implicated. Carried to their logical end, these concepts provoke concern for the rights of the corporate manager who is
not directly involved in the oil spill but is technically the "responsible" corporate officer. n65 One's mere status as a
responsible corporate officer by itself is not a substitute for an element of the crime requiring actual knowledge. n66
The seminal case in the responsible corporate officer doctrine is United States v. Dotterweich. n67 In Dotterweich, a
corporate officer defended criminal charges brought against him on the grounds that he had no knowledge of any
wrongdoing pertaining to an alleged violation of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act ("FDCA"). The Supreme Court
rejected the argument, holding that the government was not required to prove knowledge, since the statute placed "the
burden of acting at hazard upon a person otherwise innocent but standing in a responsible relation to the public danger."
n68
The subsequent case of United States v. Park n69 further defined the emerging principles of the responsible corporate
officer doctrine holding that if "the defendant had, by reason of his position in the corporation, responsibility and
authority either to prevent in the first instance, or promptly to correct, the violation complained of, and ... failed to do
so," n70 criminal liability under the statute attached. To justify its position, the Park court relied on the defendant's
responsible corporate position, whereby he bore organizational responsibility for the activities or failings of the
corporation for the violations. Both Park and Dotterweich pertained to alleged violations of the FDCA which is a strict
liability public welfare statute. This rationale has been found to apply to violations under the Clean Water Act. n71
The principles established by Dotterweich, Park and their progeny have found application to violations of
environmental statutes. In United States v. Johnson & Towers, Inc., n72 the Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit
found that the responsible corporate officer doctrine applied to violations of the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act ("RCRA"), an environmental statute prohibiting the disposal of hazardous waste. Completing the analogy to
Dotterweich and Park, the Johnson & Towers court observed that environmental statutes are also public welfare statutes
which are entitled to the broadest interpretation in order to achieve the public good that Congress intended. Although
RCRA includes a specific requirement of a "knowing" violation, the court concluded that the "responsible relationship"
was sufficient to establish the defendant's knowledge.
The corporate officer doctrine has already been applied in water pollution cases to fix criminal responsibility on a
corporate officer. In United States v. Frezzo Brothers Inc., n73 two corporate officers were found guilty of criminal
violations of the Clean Water Act when a holding tank ruptured and spilled into an adjoining waterway. Failure to
perform preventive maintenance has been held as a basis for criminal charges under the Clean Water Act against the
responsible corporate officer. In United States v. Pennwalt Corp., n74 four corporate officers of Pennwalt Corporation
were charged with criminal Clean Water Act violations arising out of the rupture of a tank which discharged oil into
surrounding waterways. The charges brought against the responsible corporate officers were based on their failure to
correct known structural deficiencies in the tanks. By analogy, if a marine casualty occurs due to an unseaworthy
condition of a vessel, the responsible corporate officers could face a criminal prosecution.
The corporate officer doctrine in one sense is an extension of the traditional principle of criminal law that ignorance of
the law is no defense. A defendant will be deemed to have knowledge if he consciously avoided learning the facts. The
corporate officer doctrine carries this logic a step further. The premise appears to be that in a heavily regulated and
environmentally sensitive area where the public's health, safety and welfare are involved, the corporate officer must be
accountable. While this approach may provide deterrence the principles enunciated are at odds with traditional concepts
of criminal mens rea.
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e. Sentencing Guidelines for Oil Pollution Cases.
On November 1, 1987, the Federal Sentencing Guidelines and Policy statements became law revolutionizing the
sentencing procedures in federal criminal cases. The guidelines prescribe appropriate sentences for all federal crimes.
Prior to enactment of the guidelines, sentencing courts had broad discretion to fashion sentences based on a multitude of
facts and circumstances. Unfortunately, this practice lead to inconsistent sentences for comparable offenses throughout
the country, and by different judges in the same district. Hence, the guidelines were enacted to attain consistency in
sentencing.
The guidelines are most significant because they provide mandatory sentencing ranges within which a court must
impose a sentence. n75 The guidelines remove much of the discretion previously afforded a sentencing judge, providing
for departure from the guidelines in only limited circumstances. In many cases the guidelines have the effect of
imposing a mandatory minimum sentence. Even where the judge is sympathetic to defendant's argument, he is not free
to impose a sentence outside the guidelines. Guideline sentencing only allows departure from the guideline range based
on "an aggravating or mitigating circumstance of a nature, or to a degree, not adequately taken into consideration by the
Sentencing Commission ... ." n76 Multiple violations arising out of the same incident typically will merge for
sentencing purposes. In general, the sentencing guideline calculation is reached by determining the applicable "base
offense level," adjusting for the appropriate specific offense characteristics, adjusting for victim-related circumstances,
the defendant's role in the offense, and potential obstruction of justice. Additional adjustments are made if the defendant
accepts responsibility for the crime by acknowledging his guilt. Finally, a sentencing table is used to calculate the
applicable guideline range.
The sentencing guidelines contain a section devoted to environmental crimes: Chapter Two, Part Q sets forth the base
offense level for violations involving the environment. The base offense level for most oil pollution offenses, will be a
level 6 pursuant to § 2Q1.3. Adjustments to the base offense level are appropriate depending upon whether (i) an
ongoing, continuous, or repetitive, discharge was involved (increase 6 levels) or otherwise involved a pollutant
(increase 4 levels), or (ii) if the offense resulted in a substantial likelihood of death or serious bodily injury (increase by
11 levels), or (iii) if the offense resulted in the disruption of public utilities or evacuation of a community or if cleanup
required a substantial expenditure (increase 4 levels), or (iv) if the offense involved a discharge without a permit or in
violation of a permit (increase by 4 levels). The commentary to the guidelines further provides that where negligent
conduct is involved a downward departure may be warranted.
To the uninitiated, these calculations may seem confusing. Essentially, the calculations yield an "offense level" number,
for which the sentencing table sets forth a corresponding range of months within which the court must set the term of
imprisonment. A similar procedure is established for setting an appropriate fine. For example, a final calculation of 10
corresponds to a sentencing range of from 6 to 12 months. In the absence of circumstances or facts not adequately taken
into account by the sentencing commission in formulating the guidelines, the sentencing court must impose a sentence
within the applicable guideline range.
As to corporations, the sentencing options are at once more limited and far reaching. On the one hand, the corporation is
not susceptible to incarceration. On the other hand, pursuant to a probationary sentence, the court could impose onerous
terms designed to oversee and assure compliance with environmental provisions. Theoretically, compulsory terms of
probation could include conditions requiring an environmental audit, or other terms which would interfere with the
corporate defendant's continued control over its business. Other conditions effectively depriving the corporate defendant
of direct control of its operations and freedom to act without judicial approval could be imposed.
f. Parallel Civil and Criminal Proceedings in Oil Pollution Cases.
Since most of the environmental statutes have civil and criminal penalty provisions, parallel civil and criminal
enforcement cases are likely to arise out of the same incident. Frequently, the states affected by the environmental
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incident also have their own environmental statutes which authorize their attorney general to commence civil and
criminal cases. The prospect of proceeding on many fronts at once, presents complications for the government entities
involved and the subjects of an oil spill investigation alike.
Government's Handling of Parallel Proceedings. In order to establish uniform procedures governing the handling of
parallel proceedings, the Department of Justice has established nonbinding guidelines. The nonbinding Department of
Justice guidelines, aimed at "fair and effective" enforcement in parallel proceedings, set forth general instructions to
government attorneys regarding basic issues they will encounter in parallel proceedings. n77
One guideline instructs that the criminal case should proceed before the civil case. From the government's prospective,
resolution of the criminal case first is preferred (i) because it brings to bear the most effective punitive and deterrent
sanctions, (ii) because a conviction in the criminal case can be used as collateral estoppel against the defendant in a civil
case, and (iii) because the procedures governing the criminal case, including the Speedy Trial Act are likely to lead to
an expeditious resolution of the case. The general preference for allowing the criminal case to proceed first does not
control where the civil violations are ongoing, or there is a threat that the defendant will dissipate his assets, or where a
statute of limitation problem exists.
A second Department of Justice guideline for parallel proceedings pertains to the exchange of information developed in
the criminal case. The guideline highlights the limitations imposed by Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal
Procedure. Essentially, Rule 6(e) prohibits the dissemination of grand jury information to attorneys and investigators
handling the civil case. In contrast, the Department of Justice guidelines provide that evidence developed through civil
or administrative discovery or inspection proceedings, may be shared with the prosecutors handling the criminal case.
One caveat is that the civil discovery process can not be used to develop the criminal case. In order to share information
developed through compulsory civil discovery there must have been a good faith basis in the civil proceeding for
seeking the information. Information obtained without compulsory process, however, may be shared with the
prosecutors regardless of whether there was a "good faith" basis for seeking the information for a civil case.
Department of Justice guidelines do not require that Miranda warnings be given by government attorneys or
investigators in a noncustodial interrogation. However, if a defendant inquires, the guidelines instruct that he should be
informed that the government preserves all of its rights to pursue criminal or civil cases. In the event that an individual
poses additional questions, he will be instructed to seek his own attorney.
Defense of Parallel Civil and Criminal Cases. The first complication for the defense in a parallel proceeding is
logistical. In the wake of a major oil spill, the targeted defendant and his counsel will face the challenge of dealing with
a plethora of civil and criminal investigators from multiple jurisdictions. Within hours of a reported oil spill a
cacophony of disparate government and non-government interests will descend upon the vessel. Representatives of the
Coast Guard, the Department of Transportation, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the Environmental Protection
Agency are likely to be on the scene. In addition, individuals from the Attorney Generals' offices and the environmental
agency for the affected states, and the municipal prosecutors offices will be involved.
Representatives of each entity will approach the problem with a different purpose and consequently a different
perspective. Whereas the Coast Guard may be looking to reach agreement as to responsibility for the cleanup, criminal
investigators for the FBI or EPA will be seeking to gather evidence to support a later criminal prosecution if it is
deemed justified. At the same time, representatives of the local states and municipalities on the civil side are likely to be
present. Individual counsel for the commercial interests, including counsel for cargo interests, charterer, and owner are
also likely to be present. If unanticipated, the confusion could be overwhelming.
In the interest of protecting potential criminal defendants, it is imperative that counsel in the criminal case provide
protection to his client during this pivotal period. Aggressive defense tactics will be at odds with more genteel notions
of sharing information which developed in an era before criminal prosecutions became palpable. Nevertheless, the
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entire criminal case could rise or fall on decisions made during the first twelve hour period. For example, admissions of
negligent conduct made by a vessel employee could seal an otherwise difficult prosecution. Even seemingly innocuous
statements could haunt the later defense of the case. Some of the considerations which must be addressed immediately
are:
(a) insulating the client;
(b) preserving helpful evidence;
(c) assuring compliance with Clean Water Act notification obligations;
(d) monitoring the criminal investigation;
(e) addressing the media; and
(f) structuring joint defense agreements and tactics.
Once the commotion of the first few days has subsided, counsel must focus on considerations arising out of the parallel
proceedings. Typically, the civil cost recovery suit will proceed at the same time as the grand jury investigation. In
some cases, grand juries in multiple jurisdictions may be investigating the same incident. Creative lawyering at this
stage, utilizing traditional criminal defense tactics, can be effectively introduced to slow or derail the prosecution. The
potential for procedural foul-ups by the government and state entities is greatly increased in parallel cases. For example,
government authorities may inadvertently violate strict and sometimes complex rules governing the exchange of
information between prosecuting authorities, and between prosecuting authorities and their civil counterparts. Rule 6(e)
of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure prohibits prosecutors from sharing grand jury information with their
counterparts handling the civil case. Of course, evidence developed by the criminal investigator outside the grand jury is
not protected. Thus, witness statements, documentary evidence, and search evidence not obtained through the grand
jury are available for use in the civil case. What constitutes grand jury information can be a contentious issue.
Evidence developed in the civil case may be used in the criminal case. However, it is improper for the government to
use compulsory civil process as a discovery tool to develop the criminal case. The distinction is that government
attorneys handling the civil case may develop their civil case in good faith, but may not seek deliberately to advance the
criminal case. Provided there has been no collusion, the government prosecutor can obtain and use this information.
A final resolution of the parallel proceedings will require sensitive negotiations aimed at a global disposition of all
potential civil and criminal proceedings. Constructive negotiations aimed at a global resolution are delicate. While
governmental negotiators are inhibited by prohibitions against using the criminal case to coerce a resolution of the civil
case, defense counsel may propose global settlement packages.
Frequently, reasonable prosecutors will welcome contributions from defense counsel regarding the merits of bringing a
criminal prosecution or proposals for a pre-indictment resolution. Unfortunately, even the fact of Indictment may have
grave implications for a defendant since complete vindication is unlikely even if an acquittal results. As to a corporate
defendant, the bad publicity and financial reverberations of a potential indictment are compelling considerations and
incentives to structure a pre-indictment resolution. Creative suggestions to turn an otherwise negative situation into a
positive result must also be entertained. Provided the corporate defendant has the financial ability, proposals for
environmental improvements at the corporate defendant's expense may provide a basis for compromise with the
government.
g. Notable Oil Pollution Prosecutions.
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The prosecutions listed below provide timely case studies of the potential for criminal exposure arising from an oil
pollution incident.
EXXON VALDEZ. The first case, of course, is the criminal prosecution of Exxon arising out of the EXXON VALDEZ
spill. n78 In addition to the prosecution of the vessel master individually, Exxon Shipping Company and Exxon
Corporation were indicted under a variety of federal statutes which illustrate the comprehensive statutory framework
now in place and the severity of penalties available in criminal prosecutions.
The EXXON VALDEZ Indictment contained charges brought under (1) the Clean Water Act, n79 (2) the Refuse Act,
n80 (3) the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, n81 (4) the Ports & Waterways Safety Act, n82 and (5) the Dangerous Cargo
Act. n83 The government argued that the Clean Water Act requires only that the discharge of pollutants be caused by
defendant's negligence. The Refuse Act and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act are strict liability crimes for which the
defendant is liable even if he exercised due care. The EXXON VALDEZ Indictment illustrates how a single incident can
result in an indictment on multiple charges pursuant to a variety of statutes. Collectively, these charges posed potential
misdemeanor and felony convictions on theories of strict liability, negligence and reckless disregard.
Factually, the government alleged that failures of Exxon's medical, legal, and employee relations departments to ensure
that the vessel's master was fit for duty were a proximate cause of the EXXON VALDEZ spill. Although the case was
vigorously litigated at the pretrial stages, Exxon entered a plea agreement whereby it agreed to plead guilty to a
misdemeanor Clean Water Act violation. The EXXON VALDEZ prosecution has been cited by government authorities
as the most significant prosecution of its kind to date, and as tangible evidence of a more aggressive stand toward
environmental prosecution generally and oil pollution cases specifically.
In October 1991, Exxon Shipping Company and its parent Exxon Corporation entered guilty pleas as part of a global
settlement of pending civil and criminal cases brought by the federal government and the State of Alaska. Exxon
Shipping Company pleaded guilty to violations of the Clean Water Act Title 33, United States Code, Sections 131(a)
and 1319(C)(1)(A); the Refuse Act Title 33, United States Code, Sections 407 and 411; and the Migratory Bird Treaty
Act, Title 16, United States Code Sections 703 and 707(a). Exxon Corporation entered a plea of guilty to a violation of
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, Title 16, United States Code, Sections 703 and 707(A). As part of the plea agreement,
Exxon Shipping agreed to the imposition of fines of $125 million and with respect to Exxon Corporation, $25 million.
In addition to the criminal fines, Exxon Shipping and Exxon Corporation agreed to make restitution payments to the
State of Alaska of $50 million and to the United States of $50 million. The criminal fines and restitution agreed upon in
the plea agreement were in addition to sums in excess of $2.1 billion incurred in response to and clean up of the oil spill
in Prince William Sound and its environs, and in addition to the sums in excess of $300 million paid to claimants
allegedly injured by the spill.
The plea agreement in the case states that the fine was appropriate in view of mitigating factors including (a) the
defendants' recognition of their responsibilities with respect to the grounding and their cooperation in the federal
criminal investigation; (b) the defendants had adopted and have updated environmental and safety policies; (c) the
defendants support the environmental codes of conduct adopted by the American Petroleum Institute and Chemical
Manufacturing Association; (d) the defendants had environmental expenditures in excess of $1 billion per year in the
1980's and contributed $50 million to a fund for the improvement of oil spill response and (e) the defendants took action
to prevent recurrence of the offense by improving vessel operating safety and personnel training, and by creating a New
Environmental Safety Department.
It is noteworthy that in the EXXON VALDEZ case, the government chose to indict Exxon Corporation, the parent, along
with Exxon Shipping Company, the subsidiary operating the vessel. The government maintained that Exxon
Corporation was responsible for the acts of Exxon Shipping because it exerted operational control over this subsidiary.
In response to challenges to the indictment, the government argued that Exxon established its subsidiary, Exxon
Shipping, as its agent, and was responsible for its agent's criminal activities. Relying in part upon principles of vicarious
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liability, the government asserted that the parent corporation was responsible for the acts of its subsidiary. The
government's analysis entailed a two-step process whereby the alleged criminal acts of employees were attributed to
Exxon Shipping and Exxon Shipping's conduct was attributed to Exxon Corporation, the parent. When the government's
analysis is coupled with the principles of the responsible corporate officer doctrine, one is left to speculate whether a
corporate officer of a parent corporation who is not directly involved in the spill could be held criminally responsible in
an oil spill case. The analysis raises the specter of quasi-piercing the corporate veil to reach the corporate parent in order
to impose criminal responsibility.
EXXON BAYWAY. Government commitment to prosecute oil pollution cases is also evidenced in the prosecution of
Exxon arising out of an oil spill in the Arthur Kill waterway between New Jersey and New York. The prosecution was
concluded when Exxon entered into a plea agreement with federal and state prosecutors whereby it agreed to plead to a
misdemeanor violation of the Clean Water Act. In a global settlement of the case, Exxon agreed to pay $15 million in
full settlement of the civil and criminal cases. The $15 million was divided into $5 million in criminal fines and
restitution, and $10 million in civil penalties. n84
In the BAYWAY case an underwater transfer pipe ruptured dumping 560,000 gallons of oil into the Arthur Kill.
Comparisons to accidental oil spills from shipping are obvious. The focus of the investigation, as reflected by the
admissions of Exxon at the time it entered a guilty plea, did not relate solely to events surrounding the spill. Rather, the
prosecution focused on Exxon's course of conduct preceding the actual spill. The culpable conduct underlying the plea
related to Exxon's failure to properly maintain the leak detection system and to train and supervise its personnel.
Because the BAYWAY case was resolved by a plea without indictment, it is unclear whether corporate personnel would
have been indicted.
Liability based on deficiencies in the training of personnel, maintenance of equipment and manning of a vessel reflected
by the Exxon cases raises directly the prospect of prosecution of industrial corporate managers despite the fact they
were not involved in the immediate events surrounding the spill. The theories of liability relied upon in these cases
provide convincing evidence that the tools in place for criminal prosecution are formidable, if not overwhelming.
On May 19, 1994, the U.S. Department of Justice filed felony criminal charges under OPA against Palm Beach Cruises,
S.A., owner of the Panamanian cruise ship VIKING PRINCESS. Through aerial surveillance, the Coast Guard detected
and videotaped the VIKING PRINCESS dumping waste oil and causing an oil slick approximately 3.5 miles offshore of
Palm Beach, Florida. Palm Beach Cruises was charged both with the illegal dumping of the oil and with failing to
immediately report the spill. The company agreed to plead guilty to two felony charges and to pay a fine of $500,000
for the dumping of the oil, and an additional fine of $500,000 for failure to report the spill. n85
On January 5, 1995, an inland launch service company and its President and Port Captain pled guilty to felony criminal
conspiracy charges under OPA and the Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships. A dispatcher/captain pled guilty to a single
violation of the Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships. The charges arose from the knowing pumping of waste oil and
chemical emulsifiers and dispersants from the launch bilges, and the dumping of engine parts, plastic shrink wrap and
wooden pallets into the Mississippi River in southeastern Louisiana between 1991 and 1993. As a sentence for the
company, the government had agreed to recommend payment of a fine of $250,000 and establishment of an
environmental compliance program. The individuals had faced fines of up to $250,000 and five years in prison. n86
On August 2, 1995, Consolidated Rail Corporation ("Conrail") pled guilty in federal court to six felony violations,
including three counts of violating OPA, relating to the discharge of harmful quantities of oil and grease over a period
of years into the Charles River in Massachusetts. Although Conrail had been granted a permit to discharge into the
river, it knowingly failed to maintain an oil/water separator which was needed to keep the oil content of the discharges
within allowable limits. Conrail also continued to make the discharges after the permit expired. Under a plea agreement
between the United States and Conrail, Conrail agreed to pay a fine of $2.5 million and to take several specific
environmental compliance measures. n87
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In August, 1996, a federal criminal jury returned guilty verdicts in a prosecution stemming from the grounding of a tank
barge and the spilling of 750,000 gallons of oil onto the main tourist beaches at San Juan, Puerto Rico, on January 7,
1994. Those convicted included the chartering and operating companies of the towing tug, the owner of the tank barge,
and the general manager of the operating company. The defendants were found guilty of various charges, including
having knowingly sent a vessel to sea in an unseaworthy condition likely to endanger the life of an individual in
violation of 46 U.S.C. § 10908, n88 the negligent discharge of oil and failing to notify the Coast Guard of a hazardous
situation on the towing tug. The grounding occurred when a seriously deteriorated towing cable parted. Due to limited
insurance resources available from the companies involved, the federal government had been required to take over the
cleanup operation and incurred costs of about $85,000,000.
At sentencing in September, 1996, the federal district judge found the defendants had been "recklessly negligent" in the
conduct of the operations which had led to a "catastrophic event." The judge imposed a fine of $25,000,000 on each of
the three corporate defendants. This $75,000,000 criminal fine is the largest ever imposed for an environmental crime in
the United States. The general manager of the operating company was fined $10,000, and sentenced to six months
confinement in a halfway house, two years of supervised release and 120 hours of community service. The general
manager of the operating company was convicted solely of a violation of 46 U.S.C. § 10908. He was fined $10,000, and
sentenced to six months confinement in a halfway house, two years of supervised release and 120 hours of community
service. n89 On appeal, this conviction was reversed. Although the Court of Appeals believed that there was ample
evidence to support a finding that the vessel had been knowingly sent to sea in an unseaworthy condition; it was held
that there was insufficient proof of the final element of the crime specified by the statute, namely, that the
unseaworthiness was such that it would "likely" endanger life. n90
Previously, the master of the towing tug had pled guilty to criminal violations of the Clean Water Act, admitting that he
knew that the towing cable was in poor condition. The master received a sentence of five years probation, one month of
home confinement and 120 hours of community service. n91
On January 9, 1998, state and federal judges in Providence, Rhode Island, gave sentences to the corporate and
individual defendants criminally charged as a result of the worst oil spill ever to have occurred in the New England area.
On January 19, 1996, the single hulled tank barge NORTH CAPE grounded and spilled 826,000 gallons of diesel oil
approximately 150 yards off of a Rhode Island state beach. The incident occurred when the tug SCANDIA, which had
the barge in tow, grounded while fighting an engineroom fire.
Eklof Marine Corporation, the New York based parent company of both the tug and barge owner, agreed to pay $3.5
million in federal fines, along with $3.5 million in state fines. Eklof also was ordered to pay $1.5 million to a non-profit
conservation organization for the purpose of land preservation in the area of the spill, and to implement an extensive
safety program at an estimated cost of $1 million. Additionally, Rhode Island imposed a 3-year probation period which
included a prohibition against using unmanned single hull tank barges in state waters, subject to a penalty of $1 million.
The former president of Eklof was fined $100,000 and put on three years' probation for negligence in allowing the
tug/barge to operate without adequate fire suppression and anchoring equipment. The master of the SCANDIA was also
fined $10,000 and given two years' probation for negligence in ignoring severe winter storm warnings. United States v.
EKLOF Marine Corp, CR97-75ML.
h. Summary.
The past two decades presented a new era in the area of environmental criminal prosecution generally and in oil
pollution cases specifically. It is indisputable that government investigative and prosecutorial resources, enhanced
criminal statutes, and stiff sentencing guidelines are in place. With the convergence of these factors, an increase in
criminal prosecution of oil pollution cases is inevitable. United States' courts will be challenged to establish appropriate
limits on the reach of criminal prosecutions consistent with constitutional protections and legislative intent. At the same
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time, individuals and businesses involved in industries which present the potential for oil pollution spills are on notice
of the heightened scrutiny their conduct faces. In the end, the challenge will be to balance these concerns in a manner to
achieve the highest goals of environmental protection without trammeling the rights of the individual or the legitimate
functions of business.
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawShippingRegulations & StatutesPollution From ShipsCriminal Law &
ProcedureSentencingGuidelinesGeneral OverviewEnvironmental LawNatural Resources & Public LandsOil Pollution
ActLiabilityEnvironmental LawWater QualityClean Water ActCoverage & DefinitionsGeneral OverviewEnvironmental
LawWater QualityClean Water ActEnforcementCriminal ProsecutionsTransportation LawWater
TransportationMaintenance & Safety
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. Until the Deepwater Horizon spill on April 20, 2010, the spill involving the EXXON VALDEZ was
characterized as the largest spill in the history of the United States, the EXXON VALDEZ ran aground in the Prince
William Sound on March 24, 1989, discharging 270,000 barrels of oil into Alaska waters.
(n2)Footnote 2. The Deepwater Horizon discharge is considered to be the largest in United States waters.
Campbell Robertson and Clifford Krauss, Gulf Spill is the Largest of Its Kind, Scientists Say, N.Y. Times, August 2,
2010, at A14.
(n3)Footnote 3. Strict Criminal Liability Reform for Oil Spill Incidents: Statement on Introduction of Legislation,
106th Cong., 1st Sess. (July 27, 2000)(Statement of Congressman David Vitter).
(n4)Footnote 4. Codified in its present form at 33 U.S.C. §§ 407, 411 (2006).
(n5)Footnote 5. Glenn, The Crime of "Pollution": The Role of Federal Water Pollution Criminal Sanctions, 11 Am
Crim. L. Rev. 835, 839-59 (1973).
(n6)Footnote 6. Pub. L. No. 238, ch. 316, 43 Stat 604 (1924).
(n7)Footnote 7. Pub. L. No. 89-753, § 211, 80 Stat. 1246, 1253 (1966).
(n8)Footnote 8. Id. at § 432.
(n9)Footnote 9. Water Pollution Control Act, ch. 758, 62 Stat. 1155 (1948).
(n10)Footnote 10. Pub. L. No. 87-167, 75 Stat 402 (1961)(previously codified at 33 U.S.C. §§ 1002, 1005(a)).
(n11)Footnote 11. Previously codified at 33 U.S.C. § 1003.
(n12)Footnote 12. 33 U.S.C. § 1901, et seq.
(n13)Footnote 13. Pub. L. No. 92-500, 2, 86 Stat. 816 (1972).
(n14)Footnote 14. 33 U.S.C. § 1251.
(n15)Footnote 15. Pub. L. No. 100-4.
(n16)Footnote 16. Clean Water Act Section 309(c)(codified at 33 U.S.C. § 1319(c)).
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(n17)Footnote 17. Pub. L. No. 101-380.
(n18)Footnote 18. OPA § 4301(a)(2) amended Clean Water Act § 311(b)(5) which is codified at 33 U.S.C. §
1321(b)(5).
(n19)Footnote 19. The only exception to this derivative use immunity provision was for perjury prosecution. Thus,
in line with use immunity provisions found elsewhere, the government could use an immunized defendant's statement if
it was false to support a perjury prosecution.
(n20)Footnote 20. OPA § 4301(a)(3)(A) amended Clean Water Act § 311(b)(5) which is codified at 33 U.S.C. §
1321(b)(5).
(n21)Footnote 21. Depending upon the circumstances other limitations on the exchange of information may apply.
See, e.g., Fed. R. Crim. P 6(e).
(n22)Footnote 22. Section 4305 of OPA amended § 311(m) of the Clean Water Act codified at 33 U.S.C. §
1321(m).
(n23)Footnote 23. Section 4301(c) of OPA amended § 309 of the CWA codified at 33 U.S.C. § 1319.
(n24)Footnote 24. Compare § 301 of the CWA with 42 U.S.C. § 1311, which prohibits the discharge of any
pollutant without a permit.
(n25)Footnote 25. See OPA § 4302(j), 104 stat. 539.
(n26)Footnote 26. See OPA § 4302(m), 104 stat. 539.
(n27)Footnote 27. See OPA § 4302(n), 104 stat. 539.
(n28)Footnote 28. See OPA § 4302(l), 104 stat. 539.
(n29)Footnote 29. See discussion of OPA in § 112 supra .
(n30)Footnote 30. Section 301 of the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1311.
(n31)Footnote 31. United States v. Oxford Royal Mushrooms, Prods., Inc., 487 F. Supp. 852, 856-57 (E.D. Pa.
1980) .
(n32)Footnote 32. See United States v. Hamel, 551 F.2d 107 (6th Cir. 1977) .
(n33)Footnote 33. 33 U.S.C. § 1368.
(n34)Footnote 34. No. 89-051 (D.R.I. 1989).
(n35)Footnote 35. 1989 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 16760 (D.C. W. Pa., March 9, 1989) .
(n36)Footnote 36. 101 F.3d 386, 391 (5th Cir. 1996) .
(n37)Footnote 37. Id. at 390 .
(n38)Footnote 38. Id. at 1118 . The appellant had been sentenced to six months imprisonment, six months in a
halfway house, and six months of supervised release, as well as a fine of $5,000. Id. at 1120 .
(n39)Footnote 39. Id. at 1120-21 .
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(n40)Footnote 40. Id. at 1121 .
(n41)Footnote 41. 427 F.3d 1278 (10th Cir. 2005) .
(n42)Footnote 42. Id. at 1279 .
(n43)Footnote 43. Hanousek v. United States, 528 U.S. 1102 (2000) .
(n44)Footnote 44.

384 U.S. 224, 226, 86 S. Ct. 1427, 1428 (1966) .

(n45)Footnote 45. See United States v. White Fuel Corp., 498 F.2d 619 (1st Cir. 1974) ; United States v. Esso
Standard Oil Co., 375 F.2d 621 (3d Cir. 1967) ; United States v. Ballard Oil Co., 195 F.2d 369 (2d Cir. 1952) .
(n46)Footnote 46. See, e.g., White Fuel Corp. 498 F.2d at 622-24 , United States v. United States Steel Corp., 328
F. Supp. 354, 356 (N.D. Ind. 1970) .
(n47)Footnote 47. 18 U.S.C. § 3571.
(n48)Footnote 48. Civil penalties of up to $50,000 per violation, up to a maximum of $125,000, also are available
under the Act. 33 U.S.C. § 1415(a).
(n49)Footnote 49. 33 U.S.C. § 1411(a).
(n50)Footnote 50. 16 U.S.C. § 703, et seq.
(n51)Footnote 51. Id. at § 703. See also 16 U.S.C. §§ 712(2) & 715(j).
(n52)Footnote 52. 16 U.S.C. § 707.
(n53)Footnote 53. 18 U.S.C. § 3571(b)(6).
(n54)Footnote 54. Id. at § 3571(c)(6).
(n55)Footnote 55. United States v. Moon Lake Elec. Ass'n, 45 F. Supp. 2d 1070, 1074-88 (D. Colo. 1999) .
(n56)Footnote 56. United States v. Catlett, 747 F.2d 1102, 1105 (6th Cir. 1984) , cert. denied, 471 U.S. 1074
(1985) .
(n57)Footnote 57. United States v. F.M.C. Corp., 572 F.2d 902, 907 (2d Cir. 1978) . Cf. Seattle Audubon Soc'y v.
Evans, 952 F.2d 297 (9th Cir. 1991) (MBTA does not prohibit selling and logging timber which may deprive birds of
their habitat); United States v. Wulff, 758 F.2d 1121 (6th Cir. 1968) (there must be showing of scienter to establish a
felony violation).
(n58)Footnote 58. United States v. Richards, 583 F.2d 491 (10th Cir. 1978) .
(n59)Footnote 59. 33 U.S.C. § 1232(b)(1).
(n60)Footnote 60. 33 C.F.R.§ 164.11(b).
(n61)Footnote 61. See, e.g., 33 C.F.R §§ 151, 155, 157, 158 & 46 C.F.R. § 172.
(n62)Footnote 62.

United States v. International Minerals & Chem. Corp., 402 U.S. 558, 91 S. Ct. 1697 (1971) .

(n63)Footnote 63. United States v. Jewell, 532 F.2d 697 (9th Cir. 1976) , cert. denied, 426 U.S. 951, 96 S. Ct.
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3173 (1976) .
(n64)Footnote 64. 33 U.S.C. § 1319(c)(3)(B)(II).
(n65)Footnote 65. See Hare, Reluctant Soldiers: The Criminal Liability of Corporate Officers for Negligent
Violations of the Clean Water Act, 138 U. Pa. L. Rev. 935 (1990).
(n66)Footnote 66. United States v. MacDonald & Watson Waste Oil Co., 933 F.2d 35, 53 (1st Cir. 1991) .
(n67)Footnote 67. 320 U.S. 277 (1943) .
(n68)Footnote 68. Id. at 281 .
(n69)Footnote 69. 421 U.S. 658 (1975) .
(n70)Footnote 70. Id. at 673 .
(n71)Footnote 71. United States v. Brittain, 931 F.2d 1413, 1419 (10th Cir. 1991) .
(n72)Footnote 72. 741 F.2d 662 (3d Cir. 1984) , cert. denied sub nom. Angel v. United States, 469 U.S. 1208
(1985) .
(n73)Footnote 73. 602 F.2d 1123, 1128 (3d Cir. 1979) , cert. denied, 444 U.S. 1074 (1980) .
(n74)Footnote 74. D.C. W. Wash, No. CR-88-55T (May 20, 1988).
(n75)Footnote 75. See Federal Sentencing Guideline Manual (2010).
(n76)Footnote 76. 18 U.S.C. § 3553(b)(1) (noting that departure from the guideline range is only allowed where
there exists "an aggravating or mitigating circumstance of a kind, or to a degree, not adequately taken into consideration
by the Sentencing Commission in formulating the guidelines that should result in a sentence different from that
described.").
(n77)Footnote 77. See Land & Natural Resource Division Directive No. 5-87, Guidelines for Civil and Criminal
Parallel Proceedings, (Oct. 13, 1987).
(n78)Footnote 78. It is too soon to determine what, if any criminal prosecutions will result from the Deepwater
Horizon spill on April 20, 2010.
(n79)Footnote 79. 33 U.S.C. §§ 1311(a), 1319(c)(1).
(n80)Footnote 80. Id. at §§ 407, 411.
(n81)Footnote 81. 16 U.S.C. §§ 703, 707(a).
(n82)Footnote 82. 33 U.S.C. § 1232 (b)(1).
(n83)Footnote 83. 46 U.S.C. § 3718(b).
(n84)Footnote 84. On March 20, 1991, Exxon entered a guilty plea in the United States District Court for the
District of New Jersey.
(n85)Footnote 85. United States v. Palm Beach Cruises, S.A., 1996 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 20781 (S.D. Fla. Feb. 23,
1996) .
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(n86)Footnote 86. United States v. Crescent Ship Service, Inc., No. 94-CR-383, U.S. District Court, Eastern
District of Louisiana.
(n87)Footnote 87. United States v. Conrail, 95-10227-DPW, U.S. District Court, District of Massachusetts.
(N88)Footnote 88. This was the first criminal prosecution of record under this statutory provision.
(n89)Footnote 89. United States v. Rivera, No. 95-84(HL), United States District Court, District of Puerto Rico.
(n90)Footnote 90. United States v. Rivera, 131 F.3d 222 (1st Cir. 1997) (The appellate court noted that although
the government's evidence showed that the parting of the tow wire could pose a serious risk to human life, the statutory
provision required proof that such harm was "likely" in orer to support a criminal conviction).
(n91)Footnote 91. United States v. Roy A. McMichael, Jr., No. 94-341(HL), United States District Court, District
of Puerto Rico.
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§ 115. International Conventions--Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil, 1954, and
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, 1973/1978 (MARPOL 73/78).

Policy Considerations. The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the Seas by Oil, 1954, n1 was
directed at the prevention of oil pollution through the total elimination of deliberate discharges of persistent oils n2 into
the seas. It represented the first multilateral effort specifically limiting the circumstances in which discharges would be
tolerated. At the outset, it was resolved that each accepting party would adopt enabling legislation with requirements
equivalent to those of the Convention as far as practicable. n3 Accordingly, the United States enacted the Oil Pollution
Act of 1961; n4 and, as the Convention was revised, corresponding amendments were added to the implementing
statute. n5
In 1973, the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships n6 was drafted under the auspices of
the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization ("IMCO"), a specialized agency of the United Nations
which now is known as the International Maritime Organization ("IMO"). The 1973 Convention encompasses the
provisions of the 1954 Convention, which it was intended to supersede, n7 and also provides regulations for the
construction of vessels carrying hazardous liquid substances, and standards for the proper discharge of harmful
substances.
The standard method of oil carriage prior to the 1954 Convention necessitated deliberate discharging of oil into the
waterways. As a matter of course, oil carrying vessels traveled to loading points without other cargo and therefore were
loaded with seawater for stability. In preparation for cargo loading it was necessary to deballast the seawater which
invariably mixed with the oil residue remaining in the tanks from the last shipment. This presented a pollution problem
because masters of ships preferred to make such discharges as close to land as possible where the diminished stability of
the vessel was less hazardous than on the high seas.
The same tank may have been used to carry crude oil on one shipment and then "clean" oil such as gasoline on another.
To prepare for the next shipment, the tanks had to be cleaned by a process which produced an oily mixture which was
either dumped overboard or retained on board and later pumped into a receiving and separating facility. When the
Convention was drafted, there were few facilities, and masters were reluctant to delay the voyage by using the facilities
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that did exist. Instead, they generally dumped the "slops," as the residue is commonly called, near the shoreline where it
was most convenient but also most harmful to the environment. n8
While operational cleaning remains a major cause of pollution today, it is no longer a result of necessity, but one of
convenience. Now most vessels are required to install oil and water separators on board and dump the residue into slop
tanks. n9 The residue can then be disposed of at the facility, or, as is common practice, pumped out with the oil cargo
which may contain a certain percentage of water.
Still another problem was the discharge of oil waste from engine room bilges. This practice, like those mentioned
above, was restricted by the 1954 Convention, as amended, which created "prohibited zones." n10 Deliberate discharges
are less of a problem in the new large tankers which have special ballast tanks thus avoiding the problem of mixing oil
and water in the same tank.
Application. The 1954 Convention originally was applicable to sea-going ships registered in any of the territories of a
contracting government, except if used as naval auxiliaries, if under 500 tons gross tonnage, if engaged in the whaling
industry or if navigating the Great Lakes and their connecting and tributary waters. n11 As amended in 1962, the
Convention excluded tankers of under 150 tons gross tonnage and applied to unregistered ships having the nationality of
a contracting party. n12 The 1973 Convention was drafted to apply to "ships entitled to fly the flag of a Party to the
Convention;" and those which merely operate under the "authority of the Party," except "any warship, naval auxiliary or
other ships owned or operated by a State and used, for the time being, only on government non-commercial service." As
to the latter vessels, each government undertakes to ensure that they are operated in a manner consistent with the
Convention. n13
Control of Discharge of Oil. The original convention prohibited the discharge of oil and oily mixtures of more than 100
parts per million, n14 and established prohibited zones for tankers, generally extending 50 miles from land, wherein no
oil could be discharged. n15 The 1962 Amendments extended the "zone" to 100 miles from land in most cases. In both
versions, ships other than tankers were required to make discharges of oil ballast or tank washings as far from land as
practicable during the first three years the convention was in force for the relevant territory, and afterwards, no
discharge could be made within the prohibited zone unless no facilities for the reception of oil residues existed at the
port to which the ship was proceeding. n16
The 1962 Amendment prohibited ships of 20,000 gross tons or more (contracted to be built on or after the date the
convention came into force) from discharging oil or oily mixtures, except that where it was neither reasonable nor
practicable to retain such oil, it could be discharged outside the prohibited zone. n17
The 1973 Convention regulations with respect to oil discharges reflect the additional constructional changes required in
old and new vessels. A tanker may discharge clean or segregated ballast but may not discharge into the sea other oil or
oily mixtures, unless certain conditions are satisfied. n18 Other ships are regulated according to tonnage. Discharges
from vessels of 400 tons gross tonnage or more, other than oil tankers, are prohibited unless the ship is not within a
special area, n19 is more than 12 nautical miles from the nearest land, is proceeding en route, the oil content is less than
100 parts per million, and the ship has in operation an oil discharge system, oily-water separating equipment, oil
filtering system or other required installation. n20 Vessels of less than 400 tons gross tonnage must be equipped, as far
as reasonable and practicable, with installations to ensure the storage of oil residues on board until proper disposal can
be made. n21
Exceptions. In the 1954 Convention, as amended, and in the 1973 Convention there are specific exceptions wherein the
above does not apply. All versions of the 1954 Convention permitted discharges for the purpose securing the safety of a
ship, preventing damage to a ship or cargo, or saving life at sea; or where the escape of oil or oily mixture had resulted
from damage to a ship or unavoidable leakage, providing all reasonable precautions had been taken after the occurrence
of the damage or discovery of the leakage for the purpose of preventing or minimizing the escape. n22 The 1954 and
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1962 versions also permitted the discharge of residue arising from the purification or clarification of fuel oil or
lubricating oil, provided that such discharge was made as far from land as was practicable.
The discharge of oil mixtures from the bilges of ships during the first twelve months following acceptance by the
relevant territory was permitted by all versions of the 1954 Convention. Beyond this period, only the 1954 and 1962
versions further excepted lubricating oil, which had drained or leaked from machinery spaces, from the general
prohibition. n23
Inspection; Certificates; Oil Book. The 1973 Convention contains an elaborate scheme for the regulation of
shipbuilding, inspection of ships, and worldwide cooperation in the research of oil pollution prevention. Detailed
regulations regarding the use of anti-pollution devices are set forth in the first annex. In the main text provisions are
made for periodic surveys of vessels to insure continued compliance with the convention regulations. Upon finding the
vessel to be in compliance with the regulations, the party sponsoring the vessel will issue it a certificate which must be
accepted by all other party nations as having the same force and effect as though they issued the certificate. A party
nation may inspect any vessel entering its ports, but will be limited to ascertaining whether a valid certificate exists
unless "there are clear grounds for believing that the condition of the ship or its equipment does not correspond
substantially with particulars of the certificate." n24 In this latter event, or if the vessel has no valid certificate, the
inspecting party may take necessary precautions to prevent the vessel from endangering the marine environment.
In both conventions there are provisions requiring vessels to carry oil record books on board disclosing daily ship
operations related to oil transfer. n25 This book is to be available to inspectors, and is intended to facilitate detection of
vessels responsible for oil spills. Although the inspecting party may board a vessel, the 1954 Convention and its
amendments specifically provided that such competent authorities act expeditiously and not delay the ship, and the 1973
Convention proscribes undue delay. Because the oil book is admissible in evidence as proof of the facts therein stated,
detection and prosecution of violators is facilitated. With each revision, more detailed and complete descriptions of
operational activities have been required to further aid enforcement.
Whenever a party takes action against a vessel for noncompliance with the 1973 Convention, or refuses it entry to a
port, the consul or diplomatic representative of the party whose flag the ship is entitled to fly, or if that is not possible,
the administration of the ship, must be notified immediately. n26 And, if the vessel is unduly detained or delayed, the
responsible party will be liable to the ship in damages for the loss sustained. n27
The inspection system of the 1973 Convention, coupled with the requirement that incidents involving harmful
substances be reported to the Organization and other interested parties, n28 is a particularly reliable means of
controlling and preventing the small spill which would otherwise go unnoticed. It is these minor spills which are most
threatening to the environment because they are quickly dispersed by wind and wave action rather than cleaned up.
Because any party may inspect a vessel entering its ports or at an off-shore terminal within its jurisdiction at its own
insistence or at the request of another party, the vessel will have a strong incentive to comply with the convention so as
not to lose time in inspection proceedings, and possibly risk detention. With cooperation among nations, the chances of
a culpable vessel spilling with impunity are greatly diminished and the likelihood of discovery are greatly enhanced.
This liberal inspection policy of the 1973 Convention was recognized as being subject to attack by nations arguing that
it contravenes the 1958 Geneva Convention of the High Seas provision that "[n]o Arrest or detention of the ship, even
as a measure of investigation, shall be ordered by any authorities other than those of the flag ship." n29
Penalties. The 1954 Convention provided that violations were punishable under the laws of the territory in which the
ship was registered, and that sanctions imposed for unlawful discharges outside the contracting parties' territory shall
not be less than those imposed for discharges within the territory. n30 The 1962 Amendment added to this section a
requirement that the remedy be of adequate severity to discourage such discharge, and that the penalties imposed be
reported to the Organization. The 1973 Convention specifically permits the Party within whose jurisdiction a discharge
occurs to invoke its own laws, or in the alternative, to "furnish to the Administration of the ship information and
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evidence as may be in its possession that a violation has occurred." n31 However, this right may already exist in the
original convention which contains the following catch-all chase:
"Nothing in the present Convention shall be construed as derogating from the powers of any
Contracting Government to take measure within its jurisdiction in respect of any matter to which the
Convention relates or as extending the jurisdiction of any Contracting Government." n32
Furnishing Information. Limited cooperation and communication was fostered under the 1954 plan and the 1962 and
1969 amendments. If one contracting party discovered a violation, it could report the particulars to the government
under whose auspices the vessel was manned, and the latter would then undertake further investigation and prosecution,
and inform the reporting government of the action taken. n33 Under the 1973 plan, an intricate reporting system is set
up which promotes quick detection, cooperation and cleanup. The master of a ship must report any incident involving a
discharge, whether permitted or not by convention, and whether actual or probable, by radio wherever possible, to an
appropriate officer or agency. The implementation of such a program is left to the individual contracting states. The
arrangement established should promote speedy relay of information to the Administration of the ship involved, the
affected state and the Organization. n34
Construction Requirements. In 1971 another amendment to the 1954 Convention was proposed which required all
tankers to which the Convention applies to comply with the construction requirements of a new Annex C. This Annex
relates to tank arrangements and to the limitation of tank size. The 1973 Convention establishes similar construction
requirements to control operational discharges, and to reduce accidental spills. n35
Settlement of Disputes. The 1954 Convention, as amended, provided for settlement of disputes by referral to the
International Court of Justice unless all parties agree to arbitration. n36 The 1973 Convention provides for compulsory
arbitration by a special tribunal on the request of one party; however, both parties can agree to settle their disputes in
another manner. n37
In 1978, a comprehensive amendment was adopted to the 1973 Convention which was sent for ratification as the 1978
Protocol. This Protocol updated existing provisions of the 1973 Convention and significantly broadened its scope in
order to promote the safe operation of vessels and to minimize pollution risks. n38 The updated Convention now is
commonly referred to as MARPOL 73/78.
Within MARPOL 73/78, Annex I particularly focuses on the prevention of oil pollution. As such, it contains
requirements and guidance similar in many respects to United States OPA and its implementing regulations.
In the United States, the Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships n39 authorizes the Coast Guard to administer and enforce
Annex I of MARPOL 73/78. Regulation 26 of Annex I has received considerable attention; this regulation requires
certain vessels to carry on board a shipboard oil pollution emergency plan ("SOPEP") approved by the flag state. This
requirement applies to every oil tanker of 150 gross tons and above and every other ship of 400 gross tons and above,
and it became effective for new ships on April 4, 1993, and for existing ships on April 4, 1995. In furtherance of its
statutory responsibility, the Coast Guard issued a Final Rule for the enforcement of Regulation 26 on October 7, 1994.
n40
Because Regulation 26 by its express terms applies both to oil tankers of 150 gross tons and above and all other ships of
400 gross tons and above, the SOPEP requirement contained therein is broader in scope than the vessel response plan
("VRP") provision of OPA, which is applicable only to a tank vessel. n41 The required contents of a SOPEP and a VRP
also are not identical. The Coast Guard has taken the position that one type of plan will not suffice for the other, and
that both the VRP and SOPEP requirements must be met for the vessels to which they apply. n42
Legal Topics:
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For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawShippingRegulations & StatutesPollution From ShipsEnvironmental LawNatural Resources & Public
LandsOil Pollution ActGeneral OverviewEnvironmental LawWater QualityOcean Dumping
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. 6A Benedict on Admiralty 910.
(n2)Footnote 2. Id. Article I defines oil to mean "crude oil, fuel oil, heavy diesel oil and lubricating oil." No
restrictions exist as to the lighter refined petroleum products which can be more deleterious to marine life. Annex I of
International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, note 6 infra, expands the types of oil covered
defining oil to mean "petroleum in any form including crude oil, fuel oil, sludge, oil refuse and refined products."
(n3)Footnote 3. Id. Article II.
(n4)Footnote 4. 33 U.S.C. §§ 1001-1016.
(n5)Footnote 5. The Convention was revised in 1962 (entered into force in 1967), 1969, 1971 and again in 1978.
(n6)Footnote 6. 12 Int'l. Legal Mat'ls. 1319 (1973). The Convention opened for signature from January 15, 1974 to
December 31, 1974. It was set up to come into force "twelve months after the date on which not less than 15 states, the
combined merchant fleets of which constitute not less than 50% of the gross tonnage of the world's merchant shipping,
have become parties to it in accordance with Article 13." Id. Article 15(1).
The Convention is divided into three parts: the Articles, five Annexes (constituting the substance of the agreement),
and two protocols. All parties bound by the Convention had to accept Annexes I and II; however, Annexes III-V are
optional. The Annexes bear the following self-explanatory titles: Annex I--Regulations for the Prevention of Pollution
of Oil; Annex II--Regulations for the Control of Pollution by Noxious Liquid Substances in Bulk; Annex
III--Regulations for the Prevention of Pollution by Harmful Substances in Packaged Form; Annex IV--Regulations for
the Prevention of Pollution by Sewage from Ships; Annex V--Regulations for the Prevention of Pollution by Garbage
from Ships.
(n7)Footnote 7. It only superseded the 1954 Convention with regard to member-nations. The 1954 Convention was
to remain in force as to all others who agree only to be bound by the 1954 Convention.
(n8)Footnote 8. See Healy, Oil Pollution: An International Problem, J. of Mar. Law & Com. (1973). The tank
cleaning process, known as "Butter-worthing," is defined as "the injection of hot water into the tanks under intense
pressure. This is necessary to rid the tanks of the dangerous gases which remain after the crude oil has been discharged."
See supra, note 6. Regulation 13. The 1973 Convention resolves the problem by requiring that "new ships" have
segregated ballast tanks. Water may not be carried in oil tanks except "in weather conditions so severe that, in the
opinion of the Master, it is necessary to carry additional ballast water in oil tanks for the safety of the ship." And in case
of such emergency, discharge is strictly controlled by the Convention regulations.
(n9)Footnote 9. Id. This is the so-called "load on top" system. The 1973 Convention, note 6 supra , makes this
system of retention of oil on board mandatory for all tankers.
(n10)Footnote 10. See supra, note 1, Annex A (deleted in 1969 amendment).
(n11)Footnote 11. See supra, note 1, Resolution 2 (1954); Article II (1954).
(n12)Footnote 12. See supra, note 1, Article II (1962):
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"(1) The present Convention shall apply to ships registered in any of the territories of a Contracting Government and
to unregistered ships having the nationality of a Contracting Party, except: (a) tankers of under 150 tons gross tonnage
and other ships of under 500 tons gross tonnage, provided that each Contracting Government will take the necessary
steps, so far as is reasonable and practicable, to apply the requirements of the Convention to such ships also, having
regard to their size, service and the type of fuel used for their propulsion; (b) ships for the time being engaged in the
whaling industry when actually employed on whaling operations; (c) ships for the time being navigating the Great
Lakes of North America and their connecting and tributary waters as far east as the lower exit of St. Lambert Lock at
Montreal in the Province of Quebec, Canada; (d) naval ships and ships for the time being used as naval auxiliaries.
"(2) Each Contracting Government undertakes to adopt appropriate measures ensuring that requirements equivalent to
those of the present Convention are, so far as is reasonable and practicable, applied to the ships referred to in
subparagraph (d) of paragraph (1) of this Article.
Article II was not altered by the 1969 amendment.
(n13)Footnote 13. See supra, note 6, Article 3(3) (1973).
(n14)Footnote 14. This provision made enforcement difficult and was changed by the 1969 Amendment. Except as
to ships other than tankers, the formula has been abandoned and oily mixture means "a mixture with any oil content."
Article III (1969) provides:
"Subject to the provisions of Articles IV and V:
"(a) the discharge from a ship to which the present Convention applies, other than a tanker, of oil or oily mixture shall
be prohibited except when the following conditions are all satisfied: (i) the ship is proceeding en route; (ii) the
instantaneous rate of discharge of oil content does not exceed 60 litres per mile; (iii) the oil content of the discharge is
less than 100 parts per 1,000,000 parts of the mixture; (iv) the discharge is made as far as practicable from land;
"(b) the discharge from a tanker to which the present Convention applies of oil or oily mixture shall be prohibited
except when the following conditions are all satisfied: (i) the tanker is proceeding en route; (ii) the instantaneous rate of
discharge of oil content does not exceed 60 litres per mile; (iii) the total quantity of oil discharged on a ballast voyage
does not exceed 1/15,000 of the total cargo-carrying capacity; (iv) the tanker is more than 50 miles from the nearest
land;
"(c) the provisions of sub-paragraph (b) of this Article shall not apply to: (i) the discharge of ballast from a cargo tank
which since the cargo was last carried therein, has been so cleaned that any effluent therefrom, if it were discharge from
a stationary tanker into clean calm water on a clear day, would produce no visible traces of oil on the surface of the
water; or (ii) the discharge of oil or oily mixture from machinery space bilges, which shall be governed by the
provisions of subparagraph (a) of this Article."
(n15)Footnote 15. See supra, note 1, Annex A (1954).
(n16)Footnote 16. See supra, note 1, Article III (1954). While vessels were required by Article VIII of the 1954
version to provide facilities adequate for the reception of residues from oily ballast water and tank washings, this was
not practically possible. As a result, the 1962 Amendment changed this provision from a requirement to a request that
"each Contracting Government take all appropriate steps to promote the provision of facilities." Also, the United States
ratification of the 1954 Convention was made with a reservation as to the port facility requirement. See S. Rep. No
87-666, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. (1961).
(n17)Footnote 17. Id. Article III: "The reasons for such discharge shall be reported to the Contracting Government
of the relevant territory. Full details of such discharges shall be reported to the Organization at least every twelve
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months by Contracting Governments." No allowance for "necessary" discharges is made in the 1973 Convention.
(n18)Footnote 18. See supra, note 6, Annex 1, Regulation 9:
"(1) Subject to the provisions of Regulations 10 and 11 of this Annex and paragraph (2) of this Regulation, any
discharge into the sea of oil or oily mixtures from ships to which this Annex applies shall be prohibited except when all
the following conditions are satisfied:
"(a) for an oil tanker, except as provided for in sub-paragraph (b) of this paragraph: (i) the tanker is not within a
special area; (ii) the tanker is more than 50 nautical miles from the nearest land; (iii) the tanker is proceeding en route:
(iv) the instantaneous rate of discharge of oil content does not exceed 30 litres per nautical mile; (v) the total quantity of
oil discharged into the sea does not exceed for existing tankers 1/15,000 of the total quantity of the particular cargo of
which the residue formed a part, and for new tankers 1/30,000 of the total quantity of the particular cargo of which the
residue formed a part; and (vi) the tanker has in operation, an oil discharge monitoring and control system and a slop
tank arrangement as required by Regulation 15 of this Annex."
(n19)Footnote 19. See supra, note 6, Annex 1, Regulation 1: "Special area" means a sea area where for recognized
technical reasons in relation to its oceanographical and ecological condition and to the particular character of its traffic
the adoption of special mandatory methods for the prevention of sea pollution by oil is required." These special areas
include the Mediterranean Sea, Baltic Sea, Black Sea, Red Sea and Gulf Areas.
(n20)Footnote 20. See supra, note 6, Annex 1, Regulation 9. These exceptions also apply with respect to
discharges "from machinery space bilges excluding cargo pump room bilges of an oil tanker unless mixed with oil cargo
residue."
(n21)Footnote 21. Id.
(n22)Footnote 22. Regulations 11 of the 1973 Convention further qualifies permissible discharges resulting from
damage to a ship or its equipment to exclude instances where the "owner or the Master acted either with intent to cause
damage, or recklessly and with knowledge that damage would probably result." The prohibitions also do not apply with
respect to discharges approved by the Administration for the purpose of combating or minimizing pollution, if also
approved by the Government in whose jurisdiction it is contemplated the discharge will occur.
(n23)Footnote 23. See supra, note 1, Article V.
(n24)Footnote 24. See supra, note 6, Article 5(2).
(n25)Footnote 25. See supra, note 1, (Article IX) & note 6, (Annex 1, Regulation 20).
(n26)Footnote 26. Id. Article 5(3).
(n27)Footnote 27. Id. Article 7.
(n28)Footnote 28. Id. Article 8. "Organization" means: the International Maritime Organization.
(n29)Footnote 29. See 6A Benedict on Admiralty 570; Article 11(3).
(n30)Footnote 30. See supra, note 1, Article VI.
(n31)Footnote 31. See supra, note 6, Article 4.
(n32)Footnote 32. See supra, note 1, Article XI (1954).
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(n33)Footnote 33. See supra, note 1, Article X.
(n34)Footnote 34. See supra, note 6, Articles 4, 6, 8, and Protocol I.
(n35)Footnote 35. See supra, note 1, (Annex C, 1971) & note 6, (Annex 1, Regulations 22-25). See Benkert and
Williams, The Impact of the 1973 IMCO Convention on the Maritime Industry, Marine Technology, January 1974.
(n36)Footnote 36. See supra, note 1, Article XIII.
(n37)Footnote 37. See supra, note 6, Article 10 and Protocol II.
(n38)Footnote 38. See 6 Benedict on Admiralty, Document Nos. 6-1, 6-1A, 6-2, and 6-2A.
(n39)Footnote 39. 33 U.S.C. § 1901 et seq.
(n40)Footnote 40. 59 Fed. Reg. 51332 (October 7, 1994) (codified at 33 C.F.R. § 151).
(n41)Footnote 41. Under OPA, a tank vessel is defined as, "a vessel that is constructed or adapted to carry, or that
carries, oil or hazardous material in bulk as cargo or cargo residue ..." See 33 U.S.C. § 2701(34).
(n42)Footnote 42. 59 Fed. Reg. 51332 (October 7, 1994) (codified at 33 C.F.R. § 151).
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Allocation of the burden of financing cleanup efforts and reimbursing damaged parties are principal considerations
following an oil spill. Absent an international convention, a shipowner's or oil facility owner's liability cannot be
ascertained with certainty, but rather is contingent upon such factors as where the oil spill incident occurs, whether there
is a controlling foreign jurisdiction, and to what conventions, if any, the affected nations are parties, etc. The Civil
Liability Convention n1 was an attempt to define the parameters of liability by establishing a strict liability standard,
and defining the maximum financial responsibility of potential polluters. It also sought to reassure those who are
damaged by oil spills that they would be able to collect on their judgments, by creating a fund out of which claims
might be satisfied.
Historically, damages have been limited to the value of the vessel at the end of the voyage plus the value of its freight
then pending. Thus, protection and indemnity policies were never intended to provide insurance in the sense of allowing
direct actions against the insurer. Rather, they were always contemplated as indemnity insurance, so that if the vessel
owner became bankrupt or otherwise judgment proof, the insurer had no obligation to account to claimants for losses
sustained. The only duty of the insurer contemplated in the past has been that of reimbursement of the shipowner for
claims paid out. n2
Prior to the TORREY CANYON oil spill disaster in 1967, the shipping industry consistently argued that the existing
insurance coverage plans had always been more than sufficient to meet claims, n3 and that greater demands for
insurance merely increased the cost of production and the ultimate costs to consumers. However, this argument would
be of little consolation to those damaged by a TORREY CANYON (or EXXON VALDEZ) type spill, if it turned out
that the vessel's insurance coverage was insufficient. The demand for greater assurances was not unreasonable when one
considered that compared to other transport industries, the shipping industry has enjoyed a unique immunity from
liability. Trucks, for example, carry insurance far in excess of their values and pay out claims exceeding the value of the
truck when new, let alone following an accident. In any event, the entry into force of TOVALOP and CRYSTAL n4
evidenced the industry's recognition that world-wide liability standards for potential oil polluters were imminent, and its
hope that those agreements would be sufficiently satisfactory to forestall the entry into force of the more onerous Civil
Liability Convention. n5
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The Civil Liability Convention was opened for signature in 1969 with the intent that it would become effective ninety
days following the accession or ratification of eight states, five of which having no less than, 1,000,000 tons of tanker
tonnage. This condition was met, and Civil Liability Convention came into force on June 19, 1975. The Convention was
ratified by one hundred and ten nations. n6
The Civil Liability Convention applies to any seagoing vessel carrying persistent oils such as crude, fuel, diesel,
lubricating and whale oil, in bulk as cargo. However, it does not cover warships or other State owned or operated ships
used only in government non-commercial service. While the Convention is directed only at the prevention and
minimization of damages in the territory or territorial seas of a Contracting State, this should not limit a State from
acting outside such area. If its territorial waters are threatened, reasonable action could conceivably be commenced in
the contiguous zone or beyond. Support for such action can be found in the 1969 Convention on High Seas Intervention
in Cases of Oil Pollution Casualties, Article I. n7
History has shown that significant developments in producing necessary changes in oil pollution compensation
conventions usually have followed catastrophic oil spill incidents. Such incidents have served as reminders of the large
damages which can result and the need for a reliable means of providing compensation. Just like the TORREY
CANYON oil spill was the catalyst for producing the Civil Liability Convention of 1969 and the Fund Convention of
1971, the catastrophic oil spill from the AMOCO CADIZ on the coast of France in 1978 brought into focus the fact that
the compensation available through these two conventions was woefully inadequate in relation to the potential damages
that a serious oil spill might cause.
At the urging of the United States Administration, the IMO was persuaded to call a Diplomatic Conference for the
purpose of amending the Civil Liability Convention and the Fund Convention to increase the levels of available
compensation. The result was the 1984 Protocols to both conventions. But thereafter the United States Senate, to the
consternation of the Administration, declined to ratify, wanting yet greater compensation provisions. Any hope that the
United States might change its position and ratify the 1984 Protocols ended on March 24, 1989 when the EXXON
VALDEZ spewed 11 million gallons of crude oil into the waters of Alaska. Without the United States continuing to
promote the Protocols, their momentum slowed and as of 1991 the requisite number of nations had not ratified the
Protocols.
On an international basis, the EXXON VALDEZ disaster and several other major oil spills again produced a serious
examination of whether the convention regime provided adequate compensation levels. The result of this examination
has been the adoption of the 1992 Protocols to both the Civil Liability Convention and the Fund Convention. n8 As of
April 1995, a sufficient number of nations had ratified these protocols so that they came into force on May 30, 1996.
The 1992 Protocols contain very substantial increases in the compensation levels through the convention regime. The
monetary basis for determining the amount of available compensation also was changed. As originally adopted, the
Conventions expressed compensation levels based on the Franc; however, the 1992 Protocols utilize "units of account."
This refers to the Special Drawing Right as defined by the International Monetary Fund. No amendment was to be
considered prior to January 15, 1998. After the catastrophic oil spill suffered in France on December 12, 1999, when the
twenty-five-year-old tanker ERIKA broke in two and sank during a fierce storm west of Nantes, spilling an estimated 5
million gallons of fuel oil, the 1992 Protocol to the Civil Liability Convention Limits on Liability was amended in 2000.
The 2000 limits on liability amendment set liability limits based on vessel tonnage, with a maximum limit of
89,770,000 units of account. The 1992 Protocol to the Fund Convention Limits of Compensation also was amended in
2000. The 2000 limits on compensation amendment increase up to a maximum of 203,000,000 units of account in
respect of any one incident. However, if three states contributing to the 1992 Fund receive more than 600 million tons
of contributing oil per annum, the limit of compensation will be increased from 203,000,000 units of account to
300,740,000 units of account. Also, a 2003 Protocol to the Supplemental Fund was adopted to supplement the
compensation available under the 1992 Civil Liability and Fund Conventions. This Protocol is optional and
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participation is open to all States Parties to the 1992 Fund Convention. The total amount of compensation payable for
any one incident will be limited to a combined total of 750,000,000 units of account, including the amount of
compensation paid under the existing 1992 Civil Liability and Fund Conventions. Annual contributions to the
Supplementary Fund will be made in respect of each Member State by any person who, in any calendar year, has
received total quantities of oil exceeding 150,000 tons after sea transport in ports and terminal installations in that State.
n9 This Convention entered into force on March 3, 2005, and as of May 2011, twenty-seven nations have ratified this
convention.
For reference purposes, the following pages of this section contain the text of the International Convention on Civil
Liability for Oil Pollution Damage (1969), followed by the text of the 1992 Protocol to that Convention, the 2000 limits
on compensation amendments, and the 2003 Protocol to the Supplemental Fund.
A. International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage
[Done at Brussels, November 29, 1969]
The States Parties to the present Convention,
CONSCIOUS of the dangers of pollution posed by the worldwide maritime carriage of oil in bulk,
CONVINCED of the need to ensure that adequate compensation is available to persons who suffer damage caused by
pollution resulting from the escape or discharge of oil from ships,
DESIRING to adopt uniform international rules and procedures for determining questions of liability and providing
adequate compensation in such cases,
HAVE AGREED as follows: ARTICLE I
For the purposes of this Convention:
1. "Ship" means any sea-going vessel and any seaborne craft of any type whatsoever, actually carrying oil in bulk
as cargo.
2. "Person" means any individual or partnership or any public or private body, whether corporate or not,
including a State or any of its constituent subdivisions.
3. "Owner" means the person or persons registered as the owner of the ship or, in the absence of registration, the
person or persons owning the ship. However in the case of a ship owned by a State and operated by a company which in
that State is registered as the ship's operator, "owner" shall mean such company.
4. "State of the ship's registry" means in relation to registered ships the State or registration of the ship, and in
relation to unregistered ships the State whose flag the ship is flying.
5. "Oil" means any persistent oil such as crude oil, fuel oil, heavy diesel oil, lubricating oil and whale oil, whether
carried on board a ship as cargo or in the bunkers of such a ship.
6. "Pollution damage" means loss or damage caused outside the ship carrying oil by contamination resulting from
the escape or discharge of oil from the ship, wherever such escape or discharge may occur, and includes the costs of
preventive measures and further loss or damage caused by preventive measures.
7. "Preventive measures" means any reasonable measures taken by any person after an incident has occurred to
prevent or minimize pollution damage.
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8. "Incident" means any occurrence, or series of occurrences having the same origin, which causes pollution
damage.
9. "Organization" means the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization. ARTICLE II
This Convention shall apply exclusively to pollution damage caused on the territory including the territorial sea of a
Contracting State and to preventive measures taken to prevent or minimize such damage. ARTICLE III
1. Except as provided in paragraphs 2 and 3 of this Article, the owner of a ship at the time of an incident, or where
the incident consists of a series of occurrences at the time of the first such occurrence, shall be liable for any pollution
damage caused by oil which has escaped or been discharged from the ship as a result of the incident.
2. No liability for pollution damage shall attach to the owner if he proves that the damage:
(a) resulted from an act of war, hostilities, civil war, insurrection or a natural phenomenon of an exceptional,
inevitable and irresistible character, or
(b) was wholly caused by an act or omission done with intent to cause damage by a third party, or
(c) was wholly caused by the negligence or other wrongful act of any Governmental or other authority
responsible for the maintenance of lights or other navigational aids in the exercise of that function.
3. If the owner proves that the pollution damage resulted wholly or partially either from an act or omission done
with intent to cause damage by the person who suffered the damage or from the negligence of that person, the owner
may be exonerated wholly or partially from his liability to such person.
4. No claim for compensation for pollution damage shall be made against the owner otherwise than in accordance
with this Convention. No claim for pollution damage under this Convention or otherwise may be made against the
servants or agents of the owner.
5. Nothing in this Convention shall prejudice any right of recourse of the owner against third parties. ARTICLE
IV
When oil has escaped or has been discharged from two or more ships, and pollution damage results therefrom, the
owners of all the ships concerned, unless exonerated under Article III, shall be jointly and severally liable for all such
damage which is not reasonably separable. ARTICLE V
1. The owner of a ship shall be entitled to limit his liability under this Convention in respect of any one incident to
an aggregate amount of 2,000 francs for each ton of the ship's tonnage. However, this aggregate amount shall not in any
event exceed 210 million francs.
2. If the incident occurred as a result of the actual fault or privity of the owner, he shall not be entitled to avail
himself of the limitation provided in paragraph 1 of this Article.
3. For the purpose of availing himself of the benefit of limitation provided for in paragraph 1 of this Article the
owner shall constitute a fund for the total sum representing the limit of his liability with the Court or other competent
authority of any one of the Contracting States in which action is brought under Article IX. The fund can be constituted
either by depositing the sum or by producing a bank guarantee or other guarantee, acceptable under the legislation of the
Contracting State where the fund is constituted, and considered to be adequate by the Court or another competent
authority.
4. The fund shall be distributed among the claimants in proportion to the amounts of their established claims.
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5. If before the fund is distributed the owner or any of his servants or agents or any person providing him insurance
or other financial security has as a result of the incident in question, paid compensation for pollution damage, such
person shall, up to the amount he has paid, acquire by subrogation the rights which the person so compensated would
have enjoyed under this Convention.
6. The right of subrogation provided for in paragraph 5 of this Article may also be exercised by a person other than
those mentioned therein in respect of any amount of compensation for pollution damage which he may have paid but
only to the extent that such subrogation is permitted under the applicable national law.
7. Where the owner or any other person establishes that he may be compelled to pay at a later date in whole or in
part any such amount of compensation, with regard to which such person would have enjoyed a right of subrogation
under paragraphs 5 or 6 of this Article, had the compensation been paid before the fund was distributed, the Court or
other competent authority of the State where the fund has been constituted may order that a sufficient sum shall be
provisionally set aside to enable such person at such later date to enforce his claim against the fund.
8. Claims in respect of expenses reasonably incurred or sacrifices reasonably made by the owner voluntarily to
prevent or minimize pollution damage shall rank equally with other claims against the fund.
9. The franc mentioned in this Article shall be a unit consisting of sixty-five and a half milligrams of gold of
millesimal fineness nine hundred. The amount mentioned in paragraph 1 of this Article shall be converted into the
national currency of the State in which the fund is being constituted on the basis of the value of that currency by
reference to the unit defined above on the date of the constitution of the fund.
10. For the purpose of this Article the ship's tonnage shall be the net tonnage of the ship with the addition of the
amount deducted from the gross tonnage on account of engine room space for the purpose of ascertaining the net
tonnage. In the case of a ship which cannot be measured in accordance with the normal rules of tonnage measurement,
the ship's tonnage shall be deemed to be 40 per cent of the weight in tons (of 2240 lbs) of oil which the ship is capable
of carrying.
11. The insurer or other person providing financial security shall be notified to constitute a fund in accordance with
this Article on the same conditions and having thesame effect as if it were constituted by the owner. Such a fund may be
constituted even in the event of the actual fault or privity of the owner but its constitution shall in that case not prejudice
the rights of any claimant against the owner. ARTICLE VI
1. Where the owner, after an incident, has constituted a fund in accordance with Article V, and it entitled to limit
his liability,
(a) no person having a claim for pollution damage arising out of that incident shall be entitled to exercise any
right against any other assets of the owner in respect of such claim;
(b) the Court or other competent authority of any Contracting State shall order the release of any ship or other
property belonging to the owner which has been arrested in respect of a claim for pollution damage arising out of that
incident, and shall similarly release any bail or other security furnished to avoid such arrest.
2. The foregoing shall, however, only apply if the claimant has access to the Court administering the fund and the
fund is actually available in respect of his claim. ARTICLE VII
1. The owner of a ship registered in a Contracting State and carrying more than 2,000 tons of oil in bulk as cargo
shall be required to maintain insurance or other financial security, such as the guarantee of a bank or a certificate
delivered by an international compensation fund, in the sums fixed by applying the limits of liability prescribed in
Article V, paragraph 1 to cover his liability for pollution damage under the Convention.
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2. A certificate attesting that insurance or other financial security is in force in accordance with the provisions of
this Convention shall be issued to each ship. It shall be issued or certified by the appropriate authority of the State of the
ship's registry after determining that the requirements of paragraph 1 of this Article have been complied with. This
certificate shall be in the form of the annexed model and shall contain the following particulars:
(a) name of ship and port of registration:
(b) name and principal place of business of owner;
(c) type of security;
(d) name and principal place of business of insurer or other person giving security and, where appropriate, place
of business where the insurance or security is established;
(e) period of validity of certificate which shall not be longer than the period of validity of the insurance or other
security.
3. The certificate shall be in the official language or languages of the issuing State. If the language used in neither
English nor French, the next shall include a translation into one of these languages.
4. The certificate shall be carried on board the ship and a copy shall be deposited with the authorities who keep the
record of the ship's registry.
5. An insurance or other financial security shall not satisfy the requirements of this Article if it can cease, for
reasons other than the expiry of the period of validity of the insurance or security specified in the certificate under
paragraph 2 of this Article, before three months have elapsed from the date on which notice of its termination is given to
the authorities referred to in paragraph 4 of this Article, unless the certificate has been surrendered to these authorities
or a new certificate had been issued within the said period. The foregoing provisions shall similarly apply to any
modification which results in the insurance of security no longer satisfying the requirements of this Article.
6. The State of registry shall, subject to the provisions of this Article, determine the conditions of issue and validity
of the certificate.
7. Certificates issued or certified under the authority of a Contracting State shall be accepted by other Contracting
States for the purposes of this Convention and shall be regarded by other Contracting States as having the same force as
certificates issued or certified by them. A Contracting State may at any time request consultation with the State of a
ship's registry should it believe that the insurer or guarantor named in the certificate is not financially capable of
meeting the obligations imposed by this Convention.
8. Any claim for compensation for pollution damage may be brought directly against the insurer or other person
providing financial security for the owner's liability for pollution damage. In such case the defendant may, irrespective
of the actual fault or privity of the owner, avail himself of the limits of liability prescribed in Article V, paragraph 1. He
may further avail himself of the defenses (other than the bankruptcy or winding up of the owner) which the owner
himself would have been entitled to invoke. Furthermore, the defendant may avail himself of the defense that the
pollution damage resulted from the wilful misconduct of the owner himself, but the defendant shall not avail himself of
any other defense which he might have been entitled to invoke in proceedings brought by the owner against him. The
defendant shall in any event have the right to require the owner to be joined in the proceedings.
9. Any sums provided by insurance or by other financial security maintained in accordance with paragraph 1 of this
Article shall be available exclusively for the satisfaction of claims under this Convention.
10. A Contracting State shall not permit a ship under its flag to which this Article applies to trade unless a
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certificate has been issued under paragraph 2 or 12 of this Article.
11. Subject to the provisions of this Article, each Contracting State shall ensure, under its national legislation, that
insurance or other security to the extent specified in paragraph 1 of this Article is in force in respect of any ship,
wherever registered, entering or leaving a port in its territory, or arriving at or leaving an off-shore terminal in its
territorial sea, if the ship actually carries more than 2,000 tons of oil in bulk as cargo.
12. If insurance or other financial security is not maintained in respect of a shipowned by a Contracting State, the
provisions of this Article relating thereto shall not be applicable to such ship, but the ship shall carry a certificate issue
by the appropriate authorities of the State of the ship's registry stating that the ship is owned by that State and that the
ship's liability is covered within the limits prescribed by Article V, paragraph 1. Such a certificate shall follow as
closely as practicable the model prescribed by paragraph 2 of this Article. ARTICLE VIII
Rights of compensation under this Convention shall be extinguished unless an action is brought thereunder within
three years from the date when the damage occurred. However, in no case shall an action be brought after six years from
the date of the incident which caused the damage. Where this incident consists of a series of occurrences, the six years'
period shall run from the date of the first such occurrence. ARTICLE IX
1. Where an incident has caused pollution damage in the territory including the territorial sea of one or more
Contracting States, or preventive measures have been taken to prevent or minimize pollution damage in such territory
including the territorial sea, actions for compensation may only be brought in the Courts of any such Contracting State
or States. Reasonable notice of any such action shall be given to the defendants.
2. Each Contracting State shall ensure that its Courts possess the necessary jurisdiction to entertain such actions for
compensation.
3. After the fund has been constituted in accordance with Article V the Courts of the State in which the fund is
constituted shall be exclusively competent to determine all matters relating to the apportionment and distribution of the
fund. ARTICLE X
1. Any judgment given by a Court with jurisdiction in accordance with Article IX which is enforceable in the State
of origin where it is no longer subject to ordinary forms of review, shall be recognized in any Certificate State, except:
(a) where the judgment was obtained by fraud; or
(b) where the defendant was not given reasonable notice and a fair opportunity to present his case.
2. A judgment recognized under paragraph 1 of this Article shall be enforceable in each Contracting State as soon
as the formalities required in that State have been complied with. The formalities shall not permit the merits of the case
to be re-opened. ARTICLE XI
1. The provisions of this Convention shall not apply to warships or other ships owned or operated by a State and
used, for the time being, only on Government non-commercial service.
2. With respect to ships owned by a Contracting State and used for commercial purposes, each State shall be
subject to suit in the jurisdiction set forth in Article IX and shall waive all defenses based on its status as a sovereign
State. ARTICLE XII
This Convention shall supersede any International Conventions in force or open for signature, ratification or
accession at the date on which the Convention is opened for signature, but only to the extent that such Conventions
would be in conflict with it; however, nothing in this Article shall affect the obligations of Contracting States to
non-Contracting States arising under such International Conventions. ARTICLES XIII through XXI [omitted]
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ANNEX
CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE OR OTHER FINANCIAL SECURITY IN RESPECT OF CIVIL
LIABILITY FOR OIL POLLUTION DAMAGE
Issued in accordance with the provisions of Article III of the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil
Pollution Damage, 1969.
Name of Ship .....................
Distinctive Number of Letters .....................
Port of Registry .....................
Name and Address of Owner .....................
This is to certify that there is in force in respect of the above-named ship a policy of insurance or other financial security
satisfying the requirements of Article III of the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage,
1969.
Type of Security .....................
.....................
Duration of Security .....................
.....................
Name and Address of the Insurer(s) and/or Guarantor(s)
Name .....................
Address .....................
.....................
This certificate is valid until .....................
Issued or certified by the Government of .....................
.....................
(Full designation of the State)
At ..................... On .....................
......................(Place) ......................(Date).....................
.....................
(Signature and Title of issuing or
certifying official)
Explanatory Notes
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1. If desired, the designation of the State may include a reference to the competent public authority of the country where
the certificate is issued.
2. If the total amount of security has been furnished by more than one source, the amount of each of them could be
indicated.
3. If security is furnished in several forms, these should be enumerated.
4. The entry "Duration of the Security" must stipulate the date on which such security takes effect.
B. Protocol to the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage (1992)
IMO
London, December 2, 1992
[Preamble omitted ] Article 1
The Convention which the provisions of this Protocol amend is the International Convention on Civil Liability for
Oil Pollution Damage, 1969, hereinafter referred to as the "1969 Liability Convention". For States Parties to the
Protocol of 1976 to the 1969 Liability Convention, such reference shall be deemed to include the 1969 Liability
Convention as amended by that Protocol. Article 2
Article I of the 1969 Liability Convention is amended as follows:
1. Paragraph 1 is replaced by the following text:
1. "Ship" means any sea-going vessel and seaborne craft of any type whatsoever constructed or adapted for the
carriage of oil in bulk as cargo, provided that a ship capable of carrying oil and other cargoes shall be regarded as a ship
only when it is actually carrying oil in bulk as cargo and during any voyage following such carriage unless it is proved
that it has no residues of such carriage of oil in bulk aboard.
2. Paragraph 5 is replaced by the following text:
5. "Oil" means any persistent hydrocarbon mineral oil such as crude oil, fuel oil, heavy diesel oil and
lubricating oil, whether carried on board a ship as cargo or in the bunkers of such a ship.
3. Paragraph 6 is replaced by the following text:
6. "Pollution damage" means:
(a) loss or damage caused outside the ship by contamination resulting from the escape or discharge of oil from
the ship, wherever such escape or discharge may occur, provided that compensation for impairment of the environment
other than loss of profit from such impairment shall be limited to costs of reasonable measures of reinstatement actually
undertaken or to be undertaken;
(b) the costs of preventive measures and further loss or damage caused by preventive measures.
4. Paragraph 8 is replaced by the following text:
8. "Incident" means any occurrence, or series of occurrences having the same origin, which causes pollution
damage or creates a grave and imminent threat of causing such damage.
5. Paragraph 9 is replaced by the following text:
9. "Organization" means the International Maritime Organization.
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6. After paragraph 9 a new paragraph is inserted reading as follows:
10. "1969 Liability Convention" means the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage,
1969. For States Parties to the Protocol of 1976 to that Convention, the term shall be deemed to include the 1969
Liability Convention as amended by that Protocol. Article 3
Article II of the 1969 Liability Convention is replaced by the following text:
This Convention shall apply exclusively:
(a) to pollution damage caused:
(i) in the territory, including the territorial sea, of a Contracting State, and
(ii) in the exclusive economic zone of a Contracting State, established in accordance with international law,
or, if a Contracting State has not established such a zone, in an area beyond and adjacent to the territorial sea of that
State determined by that State in accordance with international law and extending not more than 200 nautical miles
from the baselines from which the breadth of its territorial sea is measured;
(b) to preventive measures, wherever taken, to prevent or minimize such damage. Article 4
Article III of the 1969 Liability Convention is amended as follows:
1. Paragraph 1 is replaced by the following text:
1. Except as provided in paragraphs 2 and 3 of this Article, the owner of a ship at the time of an incident, or,
where the incident consists of a series of occurrences, at the time of the first such occurrence, shall be liable for any
pollution damage caused by the ship as a result of the incident.
2. Paragraph 4 is replaced by the following text:
4. No claim for compensation for pollution damage may be made against the owner otherwise than in
accordance with this Convention. Subject to paragraph 5 of thisArticle, no claim for compensation for pollution damage
under this Convention or otherwise may be made against:
(a) the servants or agents of the owner or the members of the crew;
(b) the pilot or any other person who, without being a member of the crew, performs services for the ship;
(c) any charterer (howsoever described, including a bareboat charterer), manager or operator of the ship;
(d) any person performing salvage operations with the consent of the owner or on the instructions of a
competent public authority;
(e) any person taking preventive measures;
(f) all servants or agents of persons mentioned in subparagraphs (c), (d) and (e);
unless the damage resulted from their personal act or omission, committed with the intent to cause such
damage, or recklessly and with knowledge that such damage would probably result. Article 5
Article IV of the 1969 Liability Convention is replaced by the following text:
When an incident involving two or more ships occurs and pollution damage results therefrom, the owners of all
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the ships concerned, unless exonerated under Article III, shall be jointly and severally liable for all such damage which
is not reasonably separable. Article 6
Article V of the 1969 Liability Convention is amended as follows:
1. Paragraph 1 is replaced by the following text:
1. The owner of a ship shall be entitled to limit his liability under this Convention in respect of any one incident
to an aggregate amount calculated as follows:
(a) 3 million units of account for a ship not exceeding 5,000 units of tonnage;
(b) for a ship with a tonnage in excess thereof, for each additional unit of tonnage, 420 units of account in
addition to the amount mentioned in subparagraph (a);
provided, however, that this aggregate amount shall not in any event exceed 59.7 million units of account.
2. Paragraph 2 is replaced by the following text:
2. The owner shall not be entitled to limit his liability under this Convention if it is proved that the pollution
damage resulted from his personal act or omission, committed with the intent to cause such damage, or recklessly and
with knowledge that such damage would probably result.
3. Paragraph 3 is replaced by the following text:
3. For the purpose of availing himself of the benefit of limitation provided for in paragraph 1 of this Article the
owner shall constitute a fund for the total sum representing the limit of his liability with the Court or other competent
authority of any one of the Contracting States in which action is brought under Article IX or, if no action is brought,
with any Court or other competent authority in any one of the Contracting States in which an action can be brought
under Article IX. The fund can be constituted either by depositing the sum or by producing a bank guarantee or other
guarantee, acceptable under the legislation of the Contracting State where the fund is constituted, and considered to be
adequate by the Court or other competent authority.
4. Paragraph 9 is replaced by the following text:
9(a) The "unit of account" referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article is the Special Drawing Right as defined by
the International Monetary Fund. The amounts mentioned in paragraph 1 shall be converted into national currency on
the basis of the value of that currency by reference to the Special Drawing Right on the date of the constitution of the
fund referred to in paragraph 3. The value of the national currency, in terms of the Special Drawing Right, of a
Contracting State which is a member of the International Monetary Fund shall be calculated in accordance with the
method of valuation applied by the International Monetary Fund in effect on the date in question for its operations and
transactions. The value of the national currency, in terms of the Special Drawing Right, of a Contracting State which is
not a member of the International Monetary Fund shall be calculated in a manner determined by that State.
9(b) Nevertheless, a Contracting State which is not a member of the International Monetary Fund and whose
law does not permit the application of the provisions of paragraph 9(a) may, at the time of ratification, acceptance,
approval of or accession to this Convention or at any time thereafter, declare that the unit of account referred to in
paragraph 9(a) shall be equal to 15 gold francs. The gold franc referred to in this paragraph corresponds to sixty-five
and a half milligrammes of gold of millesimal fineness nine hundred. The conversion of the gold franc into the national
currency shall be made according to the law of the State concerned.
9(c) The calculation mentioned in the last sentence of paragraph 9(a) and the conversion mentioned in
paragraph 9(b) shall be made in such manner as to express in the national currency of the Contracting State as far as
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possible the same real value for the amounts in paragraph 1 as would result from the application of the first three
sentences of paragraph 9(a). Contracting States shall communicate to the depositary the manner of calculation pursuant
to paragraph 9(a), or the result of the conversion in paragraph 9(b) as the case may be, when depositing an instrument of
ratification, acceptance, approval of or accession to this Convention and whenever there is a change in either.
5. Paragraph 10 is replaced by the following text:
10. For the purpose of this Article the ship's tonnage shall be the gross tonnage calculated in accordance with
the tonnage measurement regulations contained in Annex I of the International Convention on Tonnage Measurement of
Ships, 1969.
6. The second sentence of paragraph 11 is replaced by the following text:
Such a fund may be constituted even if, under the provisions of paragraph 2, theowner is not entitled to limit his
liability, but its constitution shall in that case not prejudice the rights of any claimant against the owner. Article 7
Article VII of the 1969 Liability Convention is amended as follows:
1. The first two sentences of paragraph 2 are replaced by the following text:
A certificate attesting that insurance or other financial security is in force in accordance with the provisions of
this Convention shall be issued to each ship after the appropriate authority of a Contracting State has determined that
the requirements of paragraph 1 have been complied with. With respect to a ship registered in a Contracting State such
certificate shall be issued or certified by the appropriate authority of the State of the ship's registry; with respect to a
ship not registered in a Contracting State it may be issued or certified by the appropriate authority of any Contracting
State.
2. Paragraph 4 is replaced by the following text:
4. The certificate shall be carried on board the ship and a copy shall be deposited with the authorities who keep
the record of the ship's registry or, if the ship is not registered in a Contracting State, with the authorities of the State
issuing or certifying the certificate.
3. The first sentence of paragraph 7 is replaced by the following text:
Certificates issued or certified under the authority of a Contracting State in accordance with paragraph 2 shall
be accepted by other Contracting States for the purpose of this Convention and shall be regarded by other Contracting
States as having the same force as certificates issued or certified by them even if issued or certified in respect of a ship
not registered in a Contracting State.
4. In the second sentence of paragraph 7 the words "with the State of a ship's registry" are replaced by the words
"with the issuing or certifying State".
5. The second sentence of paragraph 8 is replaced by the following text:
In such case the defendant may, even if the owner is not entitled to limit his liability according to Article V,
paragraph 2, avail himself of the limits of liability prescribed in Article V, paragraph 1. Article 8
Article IX of the 1969 Liability Convention is amended as follows:
Paragraph 1 is replaced by the following text:
1. Where an incident has caused pollution damage in the territory, including the territorial sea or an area
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referred to in Article II, of one or more Contracting States or preventive measures have been taken to prevent or
minimize pollution damage in such territory including the territorial sea or area, actions for compensation may only be
brought in the Courts of any such Contracting State or States. Reasonable notice of any such action shall be given to the
defendant. Article 9
After Article XII of the 1969 Liability Convention two new Articles are inserted as follows: Article XII bis
Transitional Provisions
The following transitional provisions shall apply in the case of a State which at the time of an incident is a Party
both to this Convention and to the 1969 Liability Convention:
(a) where an incident has caused pollution damage within the scope of this Convention, liability under this
Convention shall be deemed to be discharged if, and to the extent that, it also arises under the 1969 Liability
Convention;
(b) where an incident has caused pollution damage within the scope of this Convention, and the State is a Party
both to this Convention and to the International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for
Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage, 1971, liability remaining to be discharged after the application of
subparagraph (a) of this Article shall arise under this Convention only to the extent that pollution damage remains
uncompensated after application of the said 1971 Convention;
(c) in the application of Article III, paragraph 4, of this Convention the expression "this Convention" shall be
interpreted as referring to this Convention or the 1969 Liability Convention, as appropriate;
(d) in the application of Article V, paragraph 3, of this Convention the total sum of the fund to be constituted shall
be reduced by the amount by which liability has been deemed to be discharged in accordance with subparagraph (a) of
this Article. Article XII ter
Final clauses
The final clauses of this Convention shall be Articles 12 to 18 of the Protocol of 1992 to amend the 1969 Liability
Convention. References in this Convention to Contracting States shall be taken to mean references to the Contracting
State of that Protocol. Article 10
The model of a certificate annexed to the 1969 Liability Convention is replaced by the model annexed to this
Protocol. Article 11
1. The 1969 Liability Convention and this Protocol shall, as between the Parties to this Protocol, be read and
interpreted together as one single instrument.
2. Articles I to XII ter, including the model certificate, of the 1969 Liability Convention as amended by this
Protocol shall be known as the International Liability Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage, 1992
(1992 Liability Convention). Final Clauses Article 12
Signature, ratification, acceptance, approval and accession
1. This Protocol shall be open for signature at London from 15 January 1993 to 14 January 1994 by all States.
2. Subject to paragraph 4, any State may become a Party to this Protocol by:
(a) signature subject to ratification, acceptance or approval followed by ratification, acceptance or approval; or
(b) accession.
3. Ratification, acceptance, approval or accession shall be effected by the deposit of a formal instrument to that
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effect with the Secretary-General of the Organization.
4. Any Contracting State to the International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for
Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage, 1971, hereinafter referred to as the 1971 Fund Convention, may ratify, accept,
approve or accede to this Protocol only if it ratifies, accepts, approves or accedes to the Protocol of 1992 to amend that
Convention at the same time, unless it denounces the 1971 Fund Convention to take effect on the date when this
Protocol enters into force for that State.
5. A State which is a Party to this Protocol but not a Party to the 1969 Liability Convention shall be bound by the
provisions of the 1969 Liability Convention as amended by this Protocol in relation to other States Parties hereto, but
shall not be bound by the provisions of the 1969 Liability Convention in relation to States Parties thereto.
6. Any instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession deposited after the entry into force of an
amendment to the 1969 Liability Convention as amended by this Protocol shall be deemed to apply to the Convention
so amended, as modified by such amendment. Article 13
Entry into force
1. This Protocol shall enter into force twelve months following the date on which ten States including four States
each with not less than one million units of gross tanker tonnage have deposited instruments of ratification, acceptance,
approval or accession with the Secretary-General of the Organization.
2. However, any Contracting State to the 1971 Fund Convention may, at the time of deposit of its instrument of
ratification, acceptance, approval or accession in respect to this Protocol, declare that such instrument shall be deemed
not to be effective for the purposes of this Article until the end of the six-month period in Article 31 of the Protocol of
1992 to amend the 1971 Fund Convention. A State which is not a Contracting State to the 1971 Fund Convention but
which deposits an instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession in respect of the Protocol of 1992 to
amend the 1971 Fund Convention may also make a declaration in accordance with this paragraph at the same time.
3. Any State which has made a declaration in accordance with the preceding paragraph may withdraw it at any time
by means of a notification addressed to the Secretary-General of the Organization. Any such withdrawal shall take
effect on the date the notification is received, provided that such State shall be deemed to have deposited its instrument
of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession in respect of this Protocol on that date.
4. For any State which ratifies, accepts, approves or accedes to it after the conditions in paragraph 1 for entry into
force have been met, this Protocol shall enter into force twelve months following the date of deposit by such State of the
appropriate instrument. Article 14
Revision and amendment
1. A Conference for the purpose of revising or amending the 1992 Liability Convention may be convened by the
Organization.
2. The Organization shall convene a Conference of Contracting States for the purpose of revising or amending the
1992 Liability Convention at the request of not less than one third of the Contracting States. Article 15
Amendments of limitation amounts
1. Upon the request of at least one quarter of the Contracting States any proposal to amend the limits of liability laid
down in Article V, paragraph 1, of the 1969 Liability Convention as amended by this Protocol shall be circulated by the
Secretary-General to all Members of the Organization and to all Contracting States.
2. Any amendment proposed and circulated as above shall be submitted to the Legal Committee of the Organization
for consideration at a date at least six months after the date of its circulation.
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3. All Contracting States to the 1969 Liability Convention as amended by this Protocol, whether or not Members of
the Organization, shall be entitled to participate in the proceedings of the Legal Committee for the consideration and
adoption of amendments.
4. Amendments shall be adopted by a two-thirds majority of the Contracting States present and voting in the Legal
Committee, expanded as provided for in paragraph 3, on condition that at least one half of the Contracting States shall
be present at the time of voting.
5. When acting on a proposal to amend the limits, the Legal Committee shall take into account the experience of
incidents and in particular the amount of damage resulting therefrom, changes in the monetary values and the effect of
the proposed amendment on the cost of insurance. It shall also take into account the relationship between the limits in
Article V, paragraph 1, of the 1969 Liability Convention as amended by this Protocol and those in Article 4, paragraph
4, of the International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution
Damage, 1992.
6(a) No amendment of the limits of liability under this Article may be considered before 15 January 1998 nor less
than five years from date of entry into force of a previous amendment under this Article. No amendment under this
Article shall be considered before this Protocol has entered into force.
(b) No limit may be increased so as to exceed an amount which corresponds to the limit laid down in the 1969
Liability Convention as amended by this Protocol increased by 6 per cent per year calculated on a compound basis from
15 January 1992.
(c) No limit may be increased so as to exceed an amount which corresponds to the limit laid down in the 1969
Liability Convention as amended by this Protocol multiplied by 3.
7. Any amendment adopted in accordance with paragraph 4 shall be notified by the Organization to all Contracting
States. The amendment shall be deemed to have been accepted at the end of a period of eighteen months after the date
of notification, unless within that period not less than one quarter of the States that were Contracting States at the time
of the adoption of the amendment by the Legal Committee have communicated to the Organization that they do not
accept the amendment in which case the amendment is rejected and shall have no effect.
8. An amendment deemed to have been accepted in accordance with paragraph 7 shall enter into force eighteen
months after its acceptance.
9. All Contracting States shall be bound by the amendment, unless they denounce this Protocol in accordance with
Article 16, paragraphs 1 and 2, at least six months before the amendment enters into force. Such denunciation shall take
effect when the amendment enters into force.
10. When an amendment has been adopted by the Legal Committee but the eighteen-month period for its
acceptance has not yet expired, a State which becomes a Contracting State during that period shall be bound by the
amendment if it enters into force. A State which becomes a Contracting State after that period shall be bound by an
amendment which has been accepted in accordance with paragraph 7. In the cases referred to in this paragraph, a State
becomes bound by an amendment when that amendment enters into force, or when this Protocol enters into force for
that State, if later. [Articles 16 through 18 omitted ]

Ratifications and Entry into Force
State

Declarations and/
or
Reservations

Ratification or
Accession

Entry into Force
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Australia

October 9, 1995

October 9, 1996

Denmark

May 30, 1995

May 30, 1996

Egypt

April 21, 1995

May 30, 1996

Finland

November 24, 1995

November 24, 1996

France

September 29, 1994

May 30, 1996

Germany

September 29, 1994

May 30, 1996

Greece

October 9, 1995

October 9, 1996

Jamaica

June 6, 1997

Japan

August 24, 1994

May 30, 1996

Liberia

October 5, 1995

October 5, 1996

Marshall Island

October 16, 1995

October 16, 1996

Mexico

May 13, 1994

May 30, 1996

Norway

April 3, 1995

May 30, 1996

Oman

July 8, 1994

May 30, 1996

Philippines

July 7, 1997

Singapore

September 18, 1997

Spain

July 6, 1995

July 6, 1996

Sweden

May 25, 1995

May 30, 1996

United Kingdom

September 29, 1994

May 30, 1996

Uruguay

July 9, 1997

c. INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON CIVIL LIABILITY FOR OIL POLLUTION DAMAGE, 1992
and the AMENDMENTS OF THE LIMITS OF LIABILITY, 2000
International Maritime Organization
London,
November 27, 1992 n10
and London, October 18, 2000 n11
(82nd Session of the Legal Committee) [Preamble Omitted] ARTICLE I
For the purposes of this Convention:
1. "Ship" means any sea-going vessel and seaborne craft of any type whatsoever constructed or adapted for the
carriage of oil in bulk as cargo, provided that a ship capable of carrying oil and other cargoes shall be regarded as a ship
only when it is actually carrying oil in bulk as cargo and during any voyage following such carriage unless it is proved
that it has no residues of such carriage of oil in bulk aboard.
2. "Person" means any individual or partnership or any public or private body, whether corporate or not,
including a State or any of its constituent subdivisions.
3. "Owner" means the person or persons registered as the owner of the ship or, in the absence of registration, the
person or persons owning the ship. However, in the case of a ship owned by a State and operated by a company which
in that State is registered as the ship's operator, "owner" shall mean such company.
4. "State of the ship's registry" means in relation to registered ships the State of registration of the ship, and in
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relation to unregistered ships the State whose flag the ship is flying.
5. "Oil" means any persistent hydrocarbon mineral oil such as crude oil, fuel oil, heavy diesel oil and lubricating
oil, whether carried on board a ship as cargo or in the bunkers of such a ship.
6. "Pollution damage" means:
(a) loss or damage caused outside the ship by contamination resulting from the escape or discharge of oil from
the ship, wherever such escape or discharge may occur, provided that compensation for impairment of the environment
other than loss of profit from such impairment shall be limited to costs of reasonable measures of reinstatement actually
undertaken or to be undertaken;
(b) the costs of preventive measures and further loss or damage caused by preventive measures.
7. "Preventive measures" means any reasonable measures taken by any person after an incident has occurred to
prevent or minimize pollution damage.
8. "Incident" means any occurrence, or series of occurrences having the same origin, which causes pollution
damage or creates a grave and imminent threat of causing such damage.
9. "Organization" means the International Maritime Organization.
10. "1969 Liability Convention" means the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage,
1969. For States Parties to the Protocol of 1976 to that Convention, the term shall be deemed to include the 1969
Liability Convention as amended by that Protocol. ARTICLE II
This Convention shall apply exclusively:
(a) to pollution damage caused:
(i) in the territory, including the territorial sea, of a Contracting State, and
(ii) in the exclusive economic zone of a Contracting State, established in accordance with international law, or,
if a Contracting State has not established such a zone, in an area beyond and adjacent to the territorial sea of that State
determined by that State in accordance with international law and extending not more than 200 nautical miles from the
baselines from which the breadth of its territorial sea is measured;
(b) to preventive measures, wherever taken, to prevent or minimize such damage. ARTICLE III
1. Except as provided in paragraphs 2 and 3 of this Article, the owner of a ship at the time of an incident, or, where
the incident consists of a series of occurrences, at the time of the first such occurrence, shall be liable for any pollution
damage caused by the ship as a result of the incident.
2. No liability for pollution damage shall attach to the owner if he proves that the damage:
(a) resulted from an act of war, hostilities, civil war, insurrection or a natural phenomenon of an exceptional,
inevitable and irresistible character; or
(b) was wholly caused by an act or omission done with intent to cause damage by a third party, or
(c) was wholly caused by an act or omission done with intent to cause damage by a third party, or
(d) was wholly caused by the negligence or other wrongful act of any Government or other authority responsible
for the maintenance of lights or other navigational aids in the exercise of that function.
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3. If the owner proves that the pollution damage resulted wholly or partially either from an act or omission done
with intent to cause damage by the person who suffered the damage or from the negligence of that person, the owner
may be exonerated whollyor partially from his liability to such person.
4. No claim for compensation for pollution damage may be made against the owner otherwise than in accordance
with this Convention. Subject to paragraph 5 of this Article, no claim for compensation for pollution damage under this
Convention or otherwise may be made against:
(a) the servants or agents of the owner or the members of the crew;
(b) the pilot or any other person who, without being a member of the crew, performs services for the ship;
(c) any charterer (howsoever described, including a bareboat charterer), manager or operator of the ship;
(d) any person performing salvage operations with the consent of the owner or on the instructions of a competent
public authority;
(e) any person taking preventive measures;
(f) all servants or agents of persons mentioned in subparagraphs (c), (d) and (e);
unless the damage resulted from their personal act or omission, committed with the intent to cause such damage, or
recklessly and with knowledge that such damage would probably result.
5. Nothing in this Convention shall prejudice any right of recourse of the owner against third parties. ARTICLE
IV
When an incident involving two or more ships occurs and pollution damage results therefrom, the owners of all the
ships concerned, unless exonerated under Article III, shall be jointly and severally liable for all such damage which is
not reasonably separable. ARTICLE V
1. The owner of a ship shall be entitled to limit his liability under this Convention in respect of any one incident to
an aggregate amount calculated as follows:
(a) 4,510,000 million units of account for a ship not exceeding 5,000 units of tonnage;
(b) for a ship with a tonnage in excess thereof, for each additional unit of tonnage, 631 units of account in
addition to the amount mentioned in sub-paragraph (a);
provided, however, that this aggregate amount shall not in any event exceed 89,770,000 million units of account.
2. The owner shall not be entitled to limit his liability under this Convention if it is proved that the pollution
damage resulted from his personal act or omission, committed with the intent to cause such damage, or recklessly and
with knowledge that such damage would probably result.
3. For the purpose of availing himself of the benefit of limitation provided for in paragraph 1 of this Article the
owner shall constitute a fund for the total sum representing the limit of his liability with the Court or other competent
authority of any one of the Contracting States in which action is brought under Article IX or, if no action is brought,
with any Court or other competent authority in any one of the Contracting States in which an action can be brought
under Article IX. The fund can be constituted either by depositing the sum or by producing a bank guarantee or other
guarantee, acceptable under the legislation of the Contracting State where the fund is constituted, and considered to be
adequate by the Court or other competent authority.
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4. The fund shall be distributed among the claimants in proportion to the amounts of their established claims.
5. If before the fund is distributed the owner or any of his servants or agents or any person providing him insurance
or other financial security has as a result of the incident in question, paid compensation for pollution damage, such
person shall, up to the amount he has paid, acquire by subrogation the rights which the person so compensated would
have enjoyed under this Convention.
6. The right of subrogation provided for in paragraph 5 of this Article may also be exercised by a person other than
those mentioned therein in respect of any amount of compensation for pollution damage which he may have paid but
only to the extent that such subrogation is permitted under the applicable national law.
7. Where the owner or any other person establishes that he may be compelled to pay at a later date in whole or in
part any such amount of compensation, with regard to which such person would have enjoyed a right of subrogation
under paragraphs 5 or 6 of this Article, had the compensation been paid before the fund was distributed, the Court or
other competent authority of the State where the fund has been constituted may order that a sufficient sum shall be
provisionally set aside to enable such person at such later date to enforce his claim against the fund.
8. Claims in respect of expenses reasonably incurred or sacrifices reasonably made by the owner voluntarily to
prevent or minimize pollution damage shall rank equally with other claims against the fund.
9. (a) The "unit of account" referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article is the Special Drawing Right as defined by
the International Monetary Fund. The amounts mentioned in paragraph I shall be converted into national currency on
the basis of the value of that currency by reference to the Special Drawing Right on the date of the constitution of the
fund referred to in paragraph 3. The value of the national currency, in terms of the Special Drawing Right, of a
Contracting State which is a member of the International Monetary Fund shall be calculated in accordance with the
method of valuation applied by the International Monetary Fund in effect on the date in question for its operations and
transactions. The value of the national currency, in terms of the Special Drawing Right, of a Contracting State which is
not a member of the International Monetary Fund shall be calculated in a manner determined by that State.
(b) Nevertheless, a Contracting State which is not a member of the International Monetary Fund and whose law
does not permit the application of the provisions of paragraph 9(a) may, at the time of ratification, acceptance, approval
of or accession tothis Convention or at any time thereafter, declare that the unit of account referred to in paragraph 9(a)
shall be equal to 15 gold francs. The gold franc referred to in this paragraph corresponds to sixty-five and a half
milligrammes of gold of millesimal fineness nine hundred. The conversion of the gold franc into the national currency
shall be made according to the law of the State concerned.
(c) The calculation mentioned in the last sentence of paragraph 9(a) and the conversion mentioned in paragraph
9(b) shall be made in such manner as to express in the national currency of the Contracting State as far as possible the
same real value for the amounts in paragraph I as would result from the application of the first three sentences of
paragraph 9(a). Contracting States shall communicate to the depositary the manner of calculation pursuant to paragraph
9(a), or the result of the conversion in paragraph 9(b) as the case may be, when depositing an instrument of ratification,
acceptance, approval of or accession to this Convention and whenever there is a change in either.
10. For the purpose of this Article the ship's tonnage shall be the gross tonnage calculated in accordance with the
tonnage measurement regulations contained in Annex I of the International Convention on Tonnage Measurement of
Ships, 1969.
11. The insurer or other person providing financial security shall be entitled to constitute a fund in accordance with
this Article on the same conditions and having the same effect as if it were constituted by the owner. Such a fund may
be constituted even if, under the provisions of paragraph 2, the owner is not entitled to limit his liability, but its
constitution shall in that case not prejudice the rights of any claimant against the owner. ARTICLE VI
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1. Where the owner, after an incident, has constituted a fund in accordance with Article V and is entitled to limit his
liability,
(a) no person having a claim for pollution damage arising out of that incident shall be entitled to exercise any
right against any other assets of the owner in respect of such claim;
(b) the Court or other competent authority of any Contracting State shall order the release of any ship or other
property belonging to the owner which has been arrested in respect of a claim for pollution damage arising out of that
incident, and shall similarly release any bail or other security furnished to avoid such arrest.
2. The foregoing shall, however, only apply if the claimant has access to the Court administering the fund and the
fund is actually available in respect of his claim. ARTICLE VII
1. The owner of a ship registered in a Contracting State and carrying more than 2,000 tons of oil in bulk as cargo
shall be required to maintain insurance or other financial security, such as the guarantee of a bank or a certificate
delivered by an international compensation fund, in the sums fixed by applying the limits of liability prescribed in
Article V paragraph I to cover his liability for pollution damage under this Convention.
2. A certificate attesting that insurance or other financial security is in force in accordance with the provisions of
this Convention shall be issued to each ship after the appropriate authority of a Contracting State has determined that
the requirements of paragraph I have been complied with. With respect to a ship registered in a Contracting State such
certificate shall be issued or certified by the appropriate authority of the State of the ship's registry; with respect to a
ship not registered in a Contracting State it may be issued or certified by the appropriate authority of any Contracting
State. This certificate shall be in the form of the annexed model and shall contain the following particulars:
(a) name of ship and port of registration;
(b) name and principal place of business of owner;
(c) type of security;
(d) name and principal place of business of insurer or other person giving security and, where appropriate, place
of business where the insurance or security is established;
(e) period of validity of certificate which shall not be longer than the period of validity of the insurance or other
security.
3. The certificate shall be in the official language or languages of the issuing State. If the language used is neither
English nor French, the text shall include a translation into one of these languages.
4. The certificate shall be carried on board the ship and a copy shall be deposited with the authorities who keep the
record of the ship's registry or, if the ship is not registered in a Contracting State, with the authorities of the State issuing
or certifying the certificate.
5. An insurance or other financial security shall not satisfy the requirements of this Article if it can cease, for
reasons other than the expiry of the period of validity of the insurance or security specified in the certificate under
paragraph 2 of this Article, before three months have elapsed from the date on which notice of its termination is given to
the authorities referred to in paragraph 4 of this Article, unless the certificate has been surrendered to these authorities
or a new certificate has been issued within the said period. The foregoing provisions shall similarly apply to any
modification which results in the insurance or security no longer satisfying the requirements of this Article.
6. The State of registry shall, subject to the provisions of this Article, determine the conditions of issue and validity
of the certificate.
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7. Certificates issued or certified under the authority of a Contracting State in accordance with paragraph 2 shall be
accepted by other Contracting States for the purposes of this Convention and shall be regarded by other Contracting
States as having the same force as certificates issued or certified by them even if issued or certified in respect of a ship
not registered in a Contracting State. A Contracting State may at any time request consultation with the issuing or
certifying State should it believe that the insurer or guarantor named in the certificate is not financially capable of
meeting the obligations imposed by this Convention.
8. Any claim for compensation for pollution damage may be brought directly against the insurer or other person
providing financial security for the owner's liability for pollution damage. In such case the defendant may, even if the
owner is not entitled to limit his liability according to Article V paragraph 2, avail himself of the limits of liability
prescribed in Article V paragraph 1. He may further avail himself of the defences (other than the bankruptcy or winding
up of the owner) which the owner himself would have been entitled to invoke. Furthermore, the defendant may avail
himself of the defence that the pollution damage resulted from the wilful misconduct of the owner himself, but the
defendant shall not avail himself of any other defence which he might have been entitled to invoke in proceedings
brought by the owner against him. The defendant shall in any event have the right to require the owner to be joined in
the proceedings.
9. Any sums provided by insurance or by other financial security maintained in accordance with paragraph 1 of this
Article shall be available exclusively for the satisfaction of claims under this Convention.
10. A Contracting State shall not permit a ship under its flag to which this Article applies to trade unless a
certificate has been issued under paragraph 2 or 12 of this Article.
11. Subject to the provisions of this Article, each Contracting State shall ensure, under its national legislation, that
insurance or other security to the extent specified in paragraph I of this Article is in force in respect of any ship,
wherever registered, entering or leaving a port in its territory, or arriving at or leaving an off-shore terminal in its
territorial sea, if the ship actually carries more than 2,000 tons of oil in bulk as cargo.
12. If insurance or other financial security is not maintained in respect of a ship owned by a Contracting State, the
provisions of this Article relating thereto shall not be applicable to such ship, but the ship shall carry a certificate issued
by the appropriate authorities of the State of the ship's registry stating that the ship is owned by that State and that the
ship's liability is covered within the limits prescribed by Article V paragraph 1. Such a certificate shall follow as closely
as practicable the model prescribed by paragraph 2 of this Article. ARTICLE VIII Rights of compensation under this
Convention shall be extinguished unless an action is brought thereunder within three years from the date when the
damage occurred. However, in no case shall an action be brought after six years from the date of the incident which
caused the damage. Where this incident consists of a series of occurrences, the six years' period shall run from the date
of the first such occurrence. ARTICLE IX
1. Where an incident has caused pollution damage in the territory, including the territorial sea or an area referred to
in Article II, of one or more Contracting States or preventive measures have been taken to prevent or minimize pollution
damage in such territory including the territorial sea or area, actions for compensation may only be brought in the
Courts of any such Contracting State or States. Reasonable notice of any such action shall be given to the defendant.
2. Each Contracting State shall ensure that its Courts possess the necessary jurisdiction to entertain such actions for
compensation.
3. After the fund has been constituted in accordance with Article V the Courts of the State in which the fund is
constituted shall be exclusively competent to determine all matters relating to the apportionment and distribution of the
fund. ARTICLE X
1. Any judgment given by a Court with jurisdiction in accordance with Article IX which is enforceable in the State
of origin where it is no longer subject to ordinary forms of review, shall be recognized in any Contracting State, except:
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(a) where the judgment was obtained by fraud; or
(b) where the defendant was not given reasonable notice and a fair opportunity to present his case.
2. A judgment recognized under paragraph 1 of this Article shall be enforceable in each Contracting State as soon
as the formalities required in that State have been complied with. The formalities shall not permit the merits of the case
to be re-opened. ARTICLE XI
1. The provisions of this Convention shall not apply to warships or other ships owned or operated by a State and
used, for the time being, only on government non-commercial service.
2. With respect to ships owned by a Contracting State and used for commercial purposes, each State shall be
subject to suit in the jurisdictions set forth in Article IX and shall waive all defences based on its status as a sovereign
State. ARTICLE XII
This Convention shall supersede any International Conventions in force or open for signature, ratification or
accession at the date on which the Convention is opened for signature, but only to the extent that such Conventions
would be in conflict with it; however, nothing in this Article shall affect the obligations of Contracting States to
non-Contracting States arising under such International Conventions. ARTICLE XIII
Transitional provisions
The following transitional provisions shall apply in the case of a State which at the time of an incident is a Party
both to this Convention and to the 1969 Liability Convention:
(a) where an incident has caused pollution damage within the scope of this Convention, liability under this
Convention shall be deemed to be discharged if, and to the extent that, it also arises under the 1969 Liability
Convention;
(b) where an incident has caused pollution damage within the scope of this Convention, and the State is a Party
both to this Convention and to the International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for
Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage, 1971, liability remaining to be discharged after the application of
subparagraph (a) of this Article shall arise under this Convention only to the extent that pollution damage remains
uncompensated after application of the said 1971 Convention;
(c) in the application of Article III, paragraph 4, of this Convention the expression "this Convention" shall be
interpreted as referring to this Convention or the 1969 Liability Convention, as appropriate;
(d) in the application of Article V paragraph 3, of this Convention the total sum of the fund to be constituted shall
be reduced by the amount by which liability has been deemed to be discharged in accordance with sub-paragraph (a) of
this Article. ARTICLE XII
Final clauses
The final clauses of this Convention shall be Articles 12 to 18 of the Protocol of 1992 to amend the 1969 Liability
Convention. References in this Convention to Contracting States shall be taken to mean references to the Contracting
States of that Protocol.
Final Clauses of the Protocol of 1992 to amend the 1969 Civil Liability Convention
Article 12 Signature, Ratification, Acceptance, Approval and Accession
1. This Protocol shall be open for signature at London from 15 January 1993 to 14 January 1994 by all States.
2. Subject to paragraph 4, any State may become a Party to this Protocol by:
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(a) signature subject to ratification, acceptance or approval followed by ratification, acceptance or approval; or
(b) accession.
3. Ratification, acceptance, approval or accession shall be effected by the deposit of a formal instrument to that
effect with the Secretary-General of the Organization.
4. Any Contracting State to the International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for
Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage. 1971, hereinafter referred to as the 1971 Fund Convention, may ratify, accept,
approve or accede to this Protocol only if it ratifies, accepts, approves or accedes to the Protocol of 1992 to amend that
Convention at the same time, unless it denounces the 1971 Fund Convention to take effect on the date when this
Protocol enters into force for that State.
5. A State which is a Party to this Protocol but not a Party to the 1969 Liability Convention shall be bound by the
provisions of the 1969 Liability Convention as amended by this Protocol in relation to other States Parties hereto, but
shall not be bound by the provisions of the 1969 Liability Convention in relation to States Parties thereto.
6. Any instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession deposited after the entry into force of an
amendment to the 1969 Liability Convention as amended by this Protocol shall be deemed to apply to the Convention
so amended, as modified by such amendment. Article XIII
Entry into Force
1. This Protocol shall enter into force twelve months following the date on which ten States including four States
each with not less than one million units of gross tanker tonnage have deposited instruments of ratification, acceptance,
approval or accession with the Secretary-General of the Organization.
2. However, any Contracting State to the 1971 Fund Convention may, at the time of the deposit of its instrument of
ratification, acceptance, approval or accession in respect of this Protocol, declare that such instrument shall be deemed
not to be effective for the purposes of this Article until the end of the six-month period in Article 31 of the Protocol of
1992 to amend the 1971 Fund Convention. A State which is not a Contracting State to the 1971 Fund Convention but
which deposits an instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession in respect of the Protocol of 1992 to
amend the 1971 Fund Convention may also make a declaration in accordance with this paragraph at the same time.
3. Any State which has made a declaration in accordance with the preceding paragraph may withdraw it at any time
by means of a notification addressed to the Secretary-General of the Organization. Any such withdrawal shall take
effect on the date the notification is received, provided that such State shall be deemed to have deposited its instrument
of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession in respect of this Protocol on that date.
4. For any State which ratifies, accepts, approves or accedes to it after the conditions in paragraph 1 for entry into
force have been met, this Protocol shall enter into force twelve months following the date of deposit by such State of the
appropriate instrument. Article XIV
Revision and Amendment
1. A Conference for the purpose of revising or amending the 1992 Liability Convention may be convened by the
Organization.
2. The Organization shall convene a Conference of Contracting States for the purpose of revising or amending the
1992 Liability Convention at the request of not less than one-third of the Contracting States. Article XV
Amendments of Limitation Amounts
1. Upon the request of at least one-quarter of the Contracting States any proposal to amend the limits of liability
laid down in Article V, paragraph 1, of the 1969 Liability Convention as amended by this Protocol shall be circulated by
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the Secretary-General to all Members of the Organization and to all Contracting States.
2. Any amendment proposed and circulated as above shall be submitted to the Legal Committee of the Organization
for consideration at a date at least six months after the date of its circulation.
3. All Contracting States to the 1969 Liability Convention as amended by this Protocol, whether or not Members of
the Organization, shall be entitled to participate in the proceedings of the Legal Committee for the consideration and
adoption of amendments.
4. Amendments shall be adopted by a two-thirds majority of the Contracting States present and voting in the Legal
Committee, expanded as provided for in paragraph 3. on condition that at least one-half of the Contracting States shall
be present at the time of voting.
5. When acting on a proposal to amend the limits, the Legal Committee shall take into account the experience of
incidents and in particular the amount of damage resulting therefrom, changes in the monetary values and the effect of
the proposed amendment on the cost of insurance. It shall also take into account the relationship between the limits in
Article V, paragraph 1, of the 1969 Liability Convention as amended by this Protocol and those in Article 4, paragraph
4, of the International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution
Damage, 1992.
6 (a) No amendment of the limits of liability under this Article may be considered before 15 January 1998 nor
less than five years from the date of entry into force of a previous amendment under this Article. No amendment under
this Article shall be considered before this Protocol has entered into force.
(b) No limit may be increased so as to exceed an amount which corresponds to the limit laid down in the 1969
Liability Convention as amended by this Protocol increased by 6 per cent per year calculated on a compound basis from
15 January 1993.
(c) No limit may be increased so as to exceed an amount which corresponds to the limit laid down in the 1969
Liability Convention as amended by this Protocol multiplied by 3.
7. Any amendment adopted in accordance with paragraph 4 shall be notified by the Organization to all Contracting
States. The amendment shall be deemed to have been accepted at the end of a period of eighteen months after the date
of notification, unless within that period not less than one-quarter of the States that were Contracting States at the time
of the adoption of the amendment by the Legal Committee have communicated to the Organization that they do not
accept the amendment in which case the amendment is rejected and shall have no effect.
8. An amendment deemed to have been accepted in accordance with paragraph 7 shall enter into force eighteen
months after its acceptance.
9. All Contracting States shall be bound by the amendment, unless they denounce this Protocol in accordance with
Article 16, paragraphs 1 and 2, at least six months before the amendment enters into force. Such denunciation shall take
effect when the amendment enters into force.
10. When an amendment has been adopted by the Legal Committee but the eighteen-month period for its
acceptance has not yet expired, a State which becomes a Contracting State during that period shall be bound by the
amendment if it enters into force. A State which becomes a Contracting State after that period shall be bound by an
amendment which has been accepted in accordance with paragraph 7. In the cases referred to in this paragraph, a State
becomes bound by an amendment when that amendment enters into force, or when this Protocol enters into force for
that State, if later. Article XVI
Denunciation
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1. This Protocol may be denounced by any Party at any time after the date on which it enters into force for that
Party.
2. Denunciation shall be effected by the deposit of an instrument with the Secretary-General of the Organization.
3. A denunciation shall take effect twelve months, or such longer period as may be specified in the instrument of
denunciation, after its deposit with the Secretary-General of the Organization.
4. As between the Parties to this Protocol, denunciation by any of them of the 1969 Liability Convention in
accordance with Article XVI thereof shall not be construed in any way as a denunciation of the 1969 Liability
Convention as amended by this Protocol.
5. Denunciation of the Protocol of 1992 to amend the 1971 Fund Convention by a State which remains a Party to
the 1971 Fund Convention shall be deemed to be a denunciation of this Protocol. Such denunciation shall take effect on
the date on which denunciation of the Protocol of 1992 to amend the 1971 Fund Convention takes effect according to
Article 34 of that Protocol. Article XVII
Depositary
1. This Protocol and any amendments accepted under Article 15 shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of
the Organization.
2. The Secretary-General of the Organization shall:
(a) inform all States which have signed or acceded to this Protocol of
(i) each new signature or deposit of an instrument together with the date thereof,
(ii) each declaration and notification under Article 13 and each declaration and communication under Article
V, paragraph 9, of the 1992 Liability Convention;
(iii) the date of entry into force of this Protocol;
(iv) any proposal to amend limits of liability which has been made in accordance with Article 15, paragraph 1;
(v) any amendment which has been adopted in accordance with Article 15, paragraph 4;
(vi) any amendment deemed to have been accepted under Article 15, paragraph 7, together with the date on
which that amendment shall enter into force in accordance with paragraphs 8 and 9 of that Article;
(vii) the deposit of any instrument of denunciation of this Protocol together with the date of the deposit and
the date on which it takes effect;
(viii) any denunciation deemed to have been made under Article 16, paragraph 5;
(ix) any communication called for by any Article of this Protocol:
(b) transmit certified true copies of this Protocol to all Signatory States and to all States which accede to this
Protocol.
3. As soon as this Protocol enters into force, the text shall be transmitted by the Secretary-General of the
Organization to the Secretariat of the United Nations for registration and publication in accordance with Article 102 of
the Charter of the United Nations. Article XVIII
Languages
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This Protocol is established in a single original in the Arabic, Chinese. English, French, Russian and Spanish
languages, each text being equally authentic. Done at London, 27 November 1992.

Annex
CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE OR OTHER FINANCIAL SECURITY IN RESPECT OF CIVIL
LIABILITY FOR OIL POLLUTION DAMAGE
Issued in accordance with the provisions of Article VII of the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil
Pollution Damage, 1992.
This is to certify that there is in force in respect of the above-named ship a policy of insurance or other financial security
satisfying the requirements of Article VII of the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage,
1992.
Type of Security
______________________
______________________
______________________
Duration of Security
______________________
______________________
______________________
Name and Address of the Insurer(s) and/or Guarantor(s)
Name
______________________
Address
______________________
______________________
This certificate is valid until
______________________
Issued or certified by the Government of
______________________
(Full designation of the State)
At______________________
(Place)
On______________________
(Date)______________________
Signature and Title of issuing or certifying official
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Explanatory Notes:
1. If desired, the designation of the State may include a reference to the competent public authority of the country where
the certificate is issued.
2. If the total amount of security has been furnished by more than one source, the amount of each of them should be
indicated.
3. If security is furnished in several forms, these should be enumerated.
4. The entry "Duration of the Security" must stipulate the date on which such security takes effect. Ratifications and
Entry into Force [States in bold have submitted a declaration, reservation or statement.]
State
Date
Entry into Force
Albania (accession)

30 June 2005

30 June 2006

Algeria (accession)

11 June 1998

11 June 1999

Angola (accession)

4 October 2001

4 October 2002

Antigua and Barbuda
(accession)

14 June 2000

14 June 2001

Argentina (accession)

13 October 2000

13 October 2001

Australia (accession)

9 October 1995

9 October 1996

Azerbaijan (accession)

16 July 2004

16 July 2005

Bahamas (accession)

1 April 1997

1 April 1998

Bahrain (accession)

3 May 1996

3 May 1997

Barbados (accession)

7 July 1998

7 July 1999

Belgium (accession)

6 October 1998

6 October 1999

Belize (accession)

27 November 1998

27 November 1999

Brunei Darussalem
(accession)

3 January 2002

3 January 2003

Bulgaria (accession)

28 November 2003

28 November 2004

Cambodia (accession)

8 June 2001

8 June 2002

Cameroon (accession)

15 October 2001

15 October 2002

Canada (accession)

29 May 1998

29 May 1999

Cape Verde (accession)

4 July 2003

4 July 2004

Chile (accession)

29 May 2002

29 May 2003

China (accession)[1]

5 January 1999

5 January 2000

Colombia (accession)

19 November 2001

19 November 2002

Comoros (accession)

15 January 2000

15 January 2001

Congo (accession)

7 August 2002

7 August 2003

Croatia (accession)

12 January 1998

12 January 1999

Cyprus (accession)

12 May 1997

12 May 1998

Denmark (ratification)

30 May 1995

30 May 1996
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Djibouti (accession)

8 January 2001

8 January 2002

Dominica (accession)

31 August 2001

31 August 2002

Dominican Republic
(accession)

24 June 1999

24 June 2000

Egypt (accession)

21 April 1995

30 May 1996

El Salvador (accession)

2 January 2002

2 January 2003

Estonia (accession)

6 August 2004

6 August 2005

Fiji (accession)

30 November 1999

30 November 2000

Finland (acceptance)

24 November 1995

24 November 1996

France (approval)

29 September 1994

30 May 1996

Gabon (accession)

31 May 2002

31 May 2003

Georgia (accession)

18 April 2000

18 April 2001

Germany (ratification)

29 September 1994 30 May 1996

Ghana (accession)

3 February 2003

3 February 2004

Greece (ratification)

9 October 1995

9 October 1996

Grenada (accession)

7 January 1998

7 January 1999

Guinea (accession)

2 October 2002

2 October 2003

Iceland (accession)

13 November 1998

13 November 1999

India (accession)

15 November 1999

15 November 2000

Indonesia (accession)

6 July 1999

6 July 2000

Ireland (accession)

15 May 1997

16 May 1998

Israel (accession)

21 October 2004

21 October 2005

Italy (accession)

16 September 1999

16 September 2000

Jamaica (accession)

6 June 1997

6 June 1998

Japan (accession)

24 August 1994

30 May 1996

Kenya (accession)

2 February 2000

2 February 2001

Korea, Republic of
(accession)

7 March 1997

16 May 1998

Kuwait (accession)

16 April 2004

16 April 2005

Latvia (accession)

9 March 1998

9 March 1999

Lebanon (accession)

30 March 2005

30 March 2006

Liberia (accession)

5 October 1995

5 October 1996

Lithuania (accession)

27 June 2000

27 June 2001

Madagascar (accession)

21 May 2002

21 May 2003

Malaysia (accession)

9 June 2004

9 June 2005

Maldives (accession)

20 May 2005

20 May 2006

Malta (accession)

6 January 2000

6 January 2001

Marshall Islands
(accession)

16 October 1995

16 October 1996
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Mauritius (accession)

6 December 1999

6 December 2000

Mexico (accession)

13 May 1994

30 May 1996

Moldova (accession)

11 October 2005

11 October 2006

Monaco (ratification)

8 November 1996

8 November 1997

Morocco (ratification)

22 August 2000

22 August 2001

Mozambique (accession) 26 April 2002

26 April 2003

Namibia (accession)

18 December 2002

18 December 2003

Netherlands (accession)

15 November 1996

15 November 1997

New Zealand
(accession)

25 June 1998

25 June 1999

Nigeria (accession)

24 May 2002

24 May 2003

Norway (ratification)

3 April 1995

30 May 1996

Oman (accession)

8 July 1994

30 May 1996

Pakistan (accession)

2 March 2005

2 March 2006

Panama (accession)

18 March 1999

18 March 2000

Papua New Guinea
(accession)

23 January 2001

23 January 2002

Peru (accession)

1 September 2005

1 September 2006

Philippines (accession)

7 July 1997

7 July 1998

Poland (accession)

21 December 1999

21 December 2000

Portugal (accession)

13 November 2001

13 November 2002

Qatar (accession)

20 November 2001

20 November 2002

Romania (accession)

27 November 2000

27 November 2001

Russian Federation
(accession)

20 March 2000

20 March 2001

St. Kitts and Nevis
(accession)

7 October 2004

7 October 2005

St. Lucia (accession)

20 May 2004

20 May 2005

St. Vincent and the Gren- 9 October 2001
adines (accession)

9 October 2002

Samoa (accession)

1 February 2003

I February 2002

Saudi Arabia (accession) 23 May 2005

23 May 2006

Seychelles (accession)

23 July 2000

23 July 1999

Sierra Leone (accession) 4 June 2001

4 June 2002

Singapore (accession)

18 September 1997

18 September 1998

Slovenia (accession)

19 July 2000

19 July 2001

South Africa (accession) 1 October 2004

1 October 2005

Spain (accession)

6 July 1995

6 July 1996

Sri Lanka (accession)

22 January 1999

22 January 2000
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Sweden (ratification)

25 May 1995

30 May 1996

Switzerland (accession)

4 July 1996

4 July 1997

Syria (accession)

22 February 2005

22 February 2006

Tanzania, United Repub- 19 November 2002
lic of (accession)

19 November 2003

Tonga (accession)

10 December 1999

10 December 2000

Trinidad and Tobago

6 March 2000

6 March 2001

Tunisia (accession)

29 January 1997

29 January 1998

Turkey (accession)

17 August 2001

17 August 2002

United Arab Emirates
(accession)

19 November 1997

19 November 1998

United Kingdom
(accession)[2]

29 September 1994

30 May 1996

Uruguay (accession)

9 July 1997

9 July 1998

Vanuatu (accession)

18 February 1999

18 February 2000

Venezuela (accession)

22 July 1998

22 July 1999

Viet Nam (accession)

17 June 2003

17 June 2004

[1] China declared that the Protocol will also be applicable to the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region. [2] The United Kingdom declared its accession to be effective in respect of:
The Bailiwick of Jersey______________________)
The Isle of Man______________________)
Falkland Islands______________________)

with effect from 30.5.96

Montserrat______________________)
South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands______________________)
Anguilla______________________)
Bailiwick of Guernsey______________________)
Bermuda______________________)
British Antarctic Territory______________________)
British Indian Ocean Territory______________________)

with effect from 20.2.98

Pitcairn, Henderson, Ducie and Oeno Islands______________________)
Sovereign Base Areas of Akrotiri and Dhakelia on
Cyprus______________________)
Turks and Caicos Islands______________________)
Virgin Islands______________________)
Cayman Islands______________________)
Gibraltar______________________)
St. Helena and its Dependencies______________________)

with effect from 15.5.98
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Reservations and Declarations
[Other than territorial application as set forth in footnotes to the list of Contracting States, only those reservations or
declarations presently affecting application of the Convention, as amended, are reproduced.]
GERMANY
The instrument of ratification was accompanied by the following declaration:
"The Federal Republic of Germany hereby declares that, having deposited the instruments of ratification of the
protocols of 27 November 1992 amending the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage of
1969 and amending the International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for Compansation for
Oil Pollution Damage of 1971, it regards its ratification of the Protocols of 25 May 1984, as documented on 18 October
1988 by the deposit of its instruments of ratification, as null and void as from the entry into force of the Protocols of 27
November 1992."
IRELAND
The instrument of accession contained the following declaration:
"Declare that this instrument of accession shall not take effect until the end of the six-month period in article 31 of the
1992 Protocol to amend the International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for Compensation
for Oil Pollution Damage of 1971."
NEW ZEALAND
The instrument of accession contained the following declaration:
"AND DECLARES that this accession shall not extend to Tokelau unless and until a declaration to this effect is lodged
by the Government of New Zealand with the Depositary."
REPUBLIC OF KOREA
The instrument of accession contained the following declaration:
"... that this instrument of accession shall not take effect until the end of the six-month period in article 31 of the
Protocol of 1992 to amend the 1991 Fund Convention."
TURKEY
The instrument of accession contained the following declaration:
"In relation to Article II/a(ii) of this Convention, the Republic of Turkey considers that this Article is not in conformity
with international law and it defines those maritime areas as hight seas whereby no country has jurisdiction and
sovereign rights according to international law. The Republic of Turkey, however, taking into consideration the
objectives of this Convention, reserves its rights deriving from the Convention. Within this context, the Republic of
Turkey hereby declares that in maritime areas where there has been no delimitation agreement between opposite or
adjacent coastal States, the exercise of authority or any claim thereof under this Convention by any coastal State Party
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to this Convention, creates no rights or obligations with regard to delimitation of maritime areas, nor does it create a
precedent for the future agreements between those States concerning the delimitation of maritime areas under national
jurisdiction."
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawShippingRegulations & StatutesPollution From ShipsEnvironmental LawNatural Resources & Public
LandsOil Pollution ActGeneral OverviewEnvironmental LawNatural Resources & Public LandsOil Pollution
ActLiability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. 9 Int'l Legal Mat'ls. 45.
(n2)Footnote 2. See, The Fanti and The PADRE ISLAND, [1990] 2 All E.R. 705, 2 Lloyd's Rep. 191.
(n3)Footnote 3. Cf. Healy, Water Pollution Liability from an Insurance Standpoint, 9 Hous. L. Rev. 662 (1972);
Paulsen, Liability and Oil Pollution.
(n4)Footnote 4. See § 119 infra.
(n5)Footnote 5. Initially, the vessel owner's liability was a maximum of $10,000,00 under TOVALOP, while its
liability was increased to $14,000,000 under the Civil Liability Convention.
(n6)Footnote 6. Since May 16, 1998, parties to the 1992 Protocol ceased to be parties to the 1969 Convention due
to a mechanism for compulsory denunciation of the old regime established in the 1992 Protocol. However, in May
2011, there are 37 nations that have not ratified the 1992 Protocol and are still a party to the 1969 Convention. It is
intended that the 1992 Protocol will eventually replace the 1969 Convention. See also discussion infra & 6 Benedict on
Admiralty, Document No. 6-3.
(n7)Footnote 7. See § 118 supra.
"1. Parties to the present Convention may take such measures on the high seas as may be necessary to prevent,
mitigate or eliminate grave and imminent danger to their coastline or related interests from pollution or threat of
pollution of the sea by oil, following a maritime casualty, which may reasonably be expected to result in major harmful
consequences.
"2. However, no measures shall be taken under the present Convention against any warship or other ship owned or
operated by a State and used, for the time being only on government non-commercial service."
(n8)Footnote 8. See §§ 116a and 117a, infra and 6 Benedict on Admiralty, Document Nos. 6-3 and 6-8.
(n9)Footnote 9. Article 10, 2003 Supplementary Fund Protocol.
(n10)Footnote 10. Convention entered into force May 30, 1996.
(n11)Footnote 11. Amendments entered into force November 1, 2003.
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§ 117. International Conventions--Fund Convention.

The International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution
Damage (Fund Convention) n1 was convened in Brussels in 1971 for the purpose of supplementing the Civil Liability
Convention (CLC). n2 CLC was unpopular with both victims and shipowners, the former complaining that liability
should be absolute with a higher monetary ceiling, and the latter objecting that the limitation provisions were
inadequate, that the strict liability provisions were too burdensome, and that they were entitled to an apportionment of
damages with cargo owners. The Fund Convention sought to address these concerns and was more satisfactory to both
sides of the debate.
The Fund Convention came into force on October 16, 1978, and was ratified by ninety-five nations. After the adoption
of the 1992 Protocol, the Fund Convention ceased to be enforced on May 24, 2002, due to a number of denunciations.
The purpose of the Fund was to relieve injured contracting parties of the financial burdens arising where it could not
obtain adequate compensation under the Civil Liability Convention because the vessel causing the damage either was
not liable, had limited its liability, or had insufficient funds, and guaranteed to reimburse or compensate the state for its
loss. In addition, the Fund was intended to relieve shipowners of the increased financial burden created by CLC over
and above the liability imposed by the 1957 Limitation of Liability Convention.
The historical development of amendments to the Fund Convention is discussed in the section 9-116 of this text since
these amendments took place simultaneously with those made to the Civil Liability Convention. More specifically, the
1984 Protocol to the Fund Convention was adopted but never came into force due to a lack of sufficient ratification. n3
However, the 1992 Protocol to the Fund Convention received the requisite ratifications, and it came into force on May
30, 1996. n4
For reference purposes, the following pages of this section contain the text of International Convention on the
Establishment of an International Fund For Compensation For Oil Pollution Damage (1971), followed by the text of the
1992 Protocol to that Convention, the 2000 limit of Compensation Amendment, and the 2003 Supplementary Fund
Protocol.
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A. International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage

(Supplementary to the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage, 1969)
The States Parties to the present Convention,
BEING PARTIES to the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage, adopted at Brussels on
29 November 1969,
CONSCIOUS of the dangers of pollution posed by the worldwide maritime carriage of oil in bulk,
CONVINCED of the need to ensure that adequate compensation is available to persons who suffer damage caused by
pollution resulting from the escape or discharge of oil from ships,
CONSIDERING that the International Convention of 29 November 1969, on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage,
by providing a regime for compensation for pollution damage in Contracting States and for the costs of measures,
wherever taken, to prevent or minimize such damage, represents a considerable progress towards the achievement of
this aim,
CONSIDERING HOWEVER that this regime does not afford full compensation for victims of oil pollution damage in
all cases while it imposes an additional financial burden on shipowners,
CONSIDERING FURTHER that the economic consequences of oil pollution damage resulting from the escape or
discharge of oil carried in bulk at sea by ships should not exclusively be borne by the shipping industry but should in
part be borne by the oil cargo interests,
CONVINCED of the need to elaborate a compensation and indemnification system supplementary to the International
Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage with a view to ensuring that full compensation will be available
to victims of oil pollution incidents and that the shipowners are at the same time given relief in respect of the additional
financial burdens imposed on them by the said Convention,
TAKING NOTE of the Resolution on the Establishment of an International Compensation Fund for Oil Pollution
Damage which was adopted on 29 November 1969 by the International Legal Conference on Marine Pollution Damage,
HAVE AGREED as follows: General Provisions ARTICLE 1
For the purposes of this Convention-1. "Liability Convention" means the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage,
adopted at Brussels on 29 November 1969.
2. "Ship", "Person", "Owner", "Oil", "Pollution Damage", "Preventive Measures", "Incident" and "Organization",
have the same meaning as in Article I of the Liability Convention, provided however that, for the purposes of these
terms, "oil" shall be confined to persistent hydrocarbon mineral oils.
3. "Contributing Oil" means crude oil and fuel oil as defined in sub-paragraph (a) and (b) below:
(a) "Crude Oil" means any liquid hydrocarbon mixture occurring naturally in the earth whether or not treated to
render it suitable for transportation. It also includes crude oils from which certain distillate fractions have been removed
(sometimes referred to as "topped crudes") or to which certain distillate fractions have been added (sometimes referred
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to as "spiked" or "reconstituted" crudes).
(b) "Fuel Oil" means heavy distillates or residues from crude oil or blends of such materials intended for use as
a fuel for the production of heat or power of a quality equivalent to "American Society for Testing Materials
Specification for Number Four Fuel Oil" (Designation D 396-69) or heavier.
4. "Franc" means the unit referred to in Article V, paragraph 9 of the Liability Convention.
5. "Ship's tonnage" has the same meaning as in Article V, paragraph 10 of the Liability Convention.
6. "Ton", in relation to oil, means a metric ton.
7. "Guarantor" means any person providing insurance or other financial security to cover an owner's liability in
pursuance of Article VII, paragraph 1 of the Liability Convention.
8. "Terminal installation" means any site for the storage of oil in bulk which is capable of receiving oil from
waterborne transportation, including any facility situated off-shore and linked to such site.
9. For the purposes of ascertaining the date of an incident where that incident consists of a series of occurrences,
the incident shall be treated as having occurred on the date of the first such occurrence. ARTICLE 2
1. An International Fund for compensation for pollution damage, to be named "The International Oil Pollution
Compensation Fund" and hereinafter referred to as "The Fund", is hereby established with the following aims:
(a) to provide compensation for pollution damage to the extent that the protection afforded by the Liability
Convention is inadequate;
(b) to give relief to shipowners in respect to the additional financial burden imposed on them by the Liability
Convention, such relief being subject to conditions designed to insure compliance with safety at sea and other
conventions:
(c) to give effect to the related purposes set out in this Convention.
2. The Fund shall in each Contracting State be recognized as a legal person capable under the laws of that State of
assuming rights obligations and of being a party in legal proceedings before the court of that State. Each Contracting
State shall recognize the Director of the Fund (hereinafter referred to as "The Director") as the legal representative of
the Fund. ARTICLE 3
This Convention shall apply:-1. with regard to compensation according to Article 4 exclusively to pollution damage caused on the territory
including the territorial sea of a Contracting State, and to preventive measures taken to prevent or minimize such
damage.
2. with regard to indemnification of shipowners and their guarantors according to Article 5, exclusively in respect
of pollution damage caused on the territory including the territorial sea of a State party to the Liability Convention; by a
ship registered in or flying the flag a Contracting State and in respect of preventive measures taken to prevent or
minimize such damage. Compensation and indemnification ARTICLE 4
1. For the purpose of fulfilling its function under Article 2, paragraph 1(a), the Fund shall pay compensation to any
person suffering pollution damage if such person has been unable to obtain full and adequate compensation for the
damage under the terms of the Liability Convention,
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(a) because no liability for the damage arises under the Liability Convention;
(b) because the owner liable for the damage under the damage under the Liability Convention is financially
incapable of meeting his obligations in full and any financial security that may be provided under Article VII of that
Convention does not cover or is sufficient to satisfy the claims for compensation for the damage; an owner being treated
as financially incapable of meeting his obligations and a financial security being treated as insufficient if the person
suffering the damage has been unable to obtain full satisfaction of the amount of compensation due under the Liability
Convention after having taken all reasonable steps to pursue the legal remedies available to him;
(c) because the damage exceeds the owner's liability under the Liability Convention as limited pursuant to Article
V, paragraph 1, of that Convention or under the terms of any other international Convention in force or open for
signature, ratification or accession at the date of this Convention.
Expenses reasonably incurred or sacrifices reasonably made by the owner voluntarily to prevent or minimize
pollution damage shall be treated as pollution damage for the purposes of this Article.
2. The Fund shall incur no obligation under the preceding paragraph if:
(a) it proves that the pollution damage resulted from an act of war, hostilities, civil war or insurrection or was
caused by oil which has escaped or been discharged from a warship or other ship owned or operated by a State and
used, at the time of the incident, only on Government non-commercial service; or
(b) the claimant cannot prove that the damage resulted from an incident involving one or more ships.
3. If the Fund proves that the pollution damage resulted wholly or partially either from an act or omission done
with intent to cause damage by the person who sufferedthe damage or from the negligence of that person, the Fund may
be exonerated wholly or partially from its obligation to pay compensation to such person provided, however, that there
shall be no such exoneration with regard to such preventive measures which are compensated under paragraph 1. The
Fund shall in any event be exonerated to the extent that the shipowner may have been exonerated under Article III,
paragraph 3 of the liability Convention.
4(a) Except as otherwise provided in sub-paragraph (b) of this paragraph, the aggregate amount of compensation
payable by the Fund under this Article shall in respect of any one incident be limited, so that the total sum of that
amount and the amount of compensation actually paid under the Liability Convention for pollution damage caused in
the territory of the Contracting States, including any sums in respect of which the Funds is under an obligation to
indemnify the owner pursuant to Article 5, paragraph 1, of this Convention, shall not exceed 450 million francs.
(b) The aggregate amount of compensation payable by the Fund under this Article for pollution damage resulting
from a natural phenomenon of an exceptional, inevitable and irresistible character, shall not exceed 450 million francs.
5. Where the amount of established claims against the Fund exceeds the aggregate amount of compensation payable
under paragraph 4, the amount available shall be distributed in such a manner that the proportion between any
established claim and the amount of compensation actually recovered by the claimant under the Liability Convention
and this Convention shall be the same for all claimants.
6. The Assembly of the Fund (hereinafter referred to as "the Assembly") may, having regard to the experience of
incidents which have occurred and in particular the amount of damage resulting therefrom and to changes in the
monetary values, decide that the amount of 450 million francs referred to in paragraph 4, sub-paragraphs (a) and (b),
shall be changed, provided however, that this amount shall in no case exceed 900 million francs or be lower than 450
million francs. The changed amount shall apply to incidents which occur after the date of the decision effecting the
change.
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7. The Fund shall, at the request of a Contracting State use its good offices as necessary to assist that State to secure
promptly such personnel, material and services as are necessary to enable the State to take measures to prevent or
mitigate pollution damage arising from an incident in respect of which the Fund may be called upon to pay
compensation under this Convention.
8. The Fund may on conditions to be laid in the Internal Regulations provide credit facilities with a view to the
taking of preventive measures against pollution damage arising from a particular incident in respect of which the Fund
may be called upon to pay compensation under this Convention. ARTICLE 5
1. For the purpose of fulfilling its function under Article 2, paragraph 1(b), the Fund shall indemnify the owner and
his guarantor, for that portion of the aggregate amount of liability under the Liability Convention which:
(a) is in excess of an amount equivalent to 1,500 francs for each ton of the ship's tonnage or of an amount of 125
million francs, whichever is the less, and
(b) is not in excess of an amount equivalent to 2,000 francs for each ton of the said tonnage or an amount of 210
million francs whichever is the less, provided, however, that the Fund shall incur no obligation under this paragraph
where the pollution damage resulted from the willful misconduct of the owner himself.
2. The Assembly may decide that the Fund shall, on conditions to be laid down in the Internal Regulations, assume
the obligations of a guarantor in respect of ships referred to in Article 3, paragraph 2, with regard to the portion of
liability referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article. However, the Fund shall assume such obligations only if the owner so
requests and if he maintains adequate insurance or other financial security covering the owner's liability under the
Liability Convention up to an amount equivalent to 1,500 francs for each ton of the ship's tonnage or an amount of 125
million francs, whichever is the less. If the Fund assumes such obligations, the owner shall in each Contracting State be
considered to have complied with Article VII of the Liability Convention in respect of the portion of his liability
mentioned above.
3. The Fund may be exonerated wholly or partially from its obligations under paragraph 1 towards the owner and
his guarantor, if the Fund proves that as a result of the actual fault or privity of the owner:
(a) the ship from which the oil causing the pollution damage escaped, did not comply with the requirements laid
down in:
(i) the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil, 1954, as amended in 1962; or
(ii) the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1960; or
(iii) the International Convention of Load Lines, 1966; or
(iv) the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea, 1960; or
(v) any amendments to the above-mentioned Conventions which have been determined as being of an important
nature in accordance with Article XVI(5) of the Convention mentioned under (i), Article IX(e) of the Convention
mentioned or (ii) or Article 29(3) (d) or (4) (d) of the Convention mentioned under (iii), provided, however, that such
amendments had been in force for at least twelve months at the time of the incident;
and
(b) the incident or damage was caused wholly or partially by such non-compliance. The provisions or this
paragraph shall apply irrespective of whether the Contracting State in which the ship was registered or whose flat it was
flying, is a Party to the relevant Instrument.
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4. Upon the entry into force of a new Convention designed to replace, in whole or in part, any of the Instruments
specified in paragraph 3, the Assembly may decide at least six months in advance a date on which the new Convention
will replace such Instrument or part thereof for the purpose of paragraph 3. However, any State Party to this Convention
may declare to the Director of the Fund before that date that it doesnot accept such replacement; in which case the
decision of the Assembly shall have no effect in respect of a ship registered in, or flying the flag of, that State at the
time of the incident. Such a declaration may be withdrawn at any later date and shall in any event cease to have effect
when the State in question becomes a party to such new Convention.
5. A ship complying with the requirements in an amendment to an Instrument, specified in paragraph 3, or with
requirements in a new Convention, where the amendment or Convention is designed to replace in whole or in part such
Instrument, for the purposes of paragraph 3.
6. Where the Fund, acting as a guarantor, by virtue of paragraph 2, has paid compensation for pollution damage in
accordance with the Liability Convention, it shall have a right of recovery from the owner, if and to the extent that the
Fund would have been exonerated pursuant to paragraph 3 from its obligations under paragraph 1 to indemnify the
owner.
7. Expenses reasonably incurred and sacrifices reasonably made by the owner voluntarily to prevent or minimize
pollution damage shall be treated as included in the owner's liability for the purposes of this Article. ARTICLE 6
1. Rights to compensation under Article 4 or indemnification under Article 5 shall be extinguished unless an action
is brought thereunder or a notification has been made pursuant to Article 7, paragraph 6, within three years from the
date when the damage occurred. However, in no case shall an action be brought after six years from the date of the
incident which caused the damage.
2. Notwithstanding paragraph 1, the right of the owner or his guarantor to seek indemnification from the Fund
pursuant to Article 5, paragraph 1, shall in no case be extinguished before the expiry of a period of six months as from
the date on which the owner or his guarantor acquired knowledge of the bringing of an action against him under the
Liability Convention. ARTICLE 7
1. Subject to the subsequent provisions of this Article, any action against the Fund for compensation under Article 4
or indemnification under Article 5 of this Convention shall be brought only before a court competent under Article IX
of the Liability Convention in respect of actions against the owner who is or who would, but for the provisions of
Article III, paragraph 2, of that Convention, have been liable for pollution damage caused by the relevant incident.
2. Each Contracting State shall ensure that its courts possess the necessary jurisdiction to entertain such actions
against the Fund as are referred to in paragraph 1.
3. Where an action for compensation for pollution damage has been brought before a court competent under Article
IX of the Liability Convention against the owner of a ship or his guarantor, such court shall have exclusive
jurisdictional competence over any action against the Fund for compensation or indemnification under the provision of
Article 4 or 5 of this Convention in respect of the same damage. However, where an action for compensation for
pollution damage under the Liability Convention has been brought before a court in a State Party to the Liability
Convention but not to this Convention, any action against the Fund under Article 4 or Article 5, paragraph 1, of this
Convention shall at the option of the claimant be brought either before a court of the State where the Fund has its
headquarters or before any court of a State Party to this Convention competent under Article IX of the Liability
Convention.
4. Each Contracting State shall ensure that the Fund shall have the right to intervene as a party to any legal
proceedings instituted in accordance with Article IX of the Liability Convention before a competent court of that State
against the owner of a ship or his guarantor.
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5. Except as otherwise provided in paragraph 6, the Fund shall not be bound by any judgment or decision in
proceeding to which it has not been a party or by any settlement to which it is not a party.
6. Without prejudice to the provisions of paragraph 4, where an action under Liability Convention for compensation
for pollution damage has been brought against an owner or his guarantor, before a competent court in a Contracting
State, each party to the proceedings shall be entitled under the national law of that State to notify the Fund of the
proceedings. Where such notification has been made in accordance with the formalities required by the law of the court
seized and in such time and in such a manner that the Fund has been in fact in a position effectively to intervene as a
party to the proceedings, any judgment rendered by the court in such proceedings shall, after it has become final and
enforceable in the State where the judgment was given, become binding upon the Fund in the sense that the facts and
findings in that judgment may not be disputed by the Fund even if the Fund has not actually intervened in the
proceedings. ARTICLE 8
Subject to any decision concerning the distribution referred to in Article 4, paragraph 5, any judgment given against
the Fund by a court having jurisdiction in accordance with Article 7, paragraphs 1 and 3, shall, when it has become
enforceable in the State of origin and is in that State no longer subject to ordinary forms of review, be recognized and
enforceable in each Contracting State on the same conditions as are prescribed in Article X of the Liability Convention.
ARTICLE 9
1. Subject to the provisions of Article 5, the Fund shall, in respect of any amount of compensation for pollution
damage paid by the Fund in accordance with Article 4, paragraph 1, of this Convention, acquire by subrogation the
rights that the person so compensated may enjoy under the Liability Convention against the owner or his guarantor.
2. Nothing in this Convention shall prejudice any right of recourse or subrogation of the Fund against persons other
than those referred to in the preceding paragraph. Inany event the right of the Fund to subrogation against such person
shall be not less favorable than that of an insurer of the person to whom compensation or indemnification has been paid.
3. Without prejudice to any other rights of subrogation or recourse against the Fund which may exist, a Contracting
State, or agency thereof, which has paid compensation for pollution damage in accordance with provisions of national
law shall acquire by subrogation the rights which the person so compensated would have enjoyed under this
Convention. Contributions ARTICLE 10
1. Contributions to the Fund shall be made in respect of each Contracting State by any person who, in the calendar
year referred to in Article 11, paragraph 1, as regards initial contributions and in Article 12, paragraphs 2 (a) or (b), as
regards annual contributions, has received in total quantities exceeding 150,000 tons:
(a) in the ports or terminal installations in the territory of that State contributing oil carried by sea to such ports or
terminal installations; and
(b) in any installations situated in the territory of that Contracting State contributing oil which has been carried by
sea and discharged in a port or terminal installation of a non-Contracting State, provided that contributing oil shall only
be taken into account by virtue of this sub-paragraph on first receipt in a Contracting State after its discharge in that
non-Contracting State.
2(a) For the purposes of paragraph 1, where the quantity of contributing oil received in the territory of a
Contracting State by any person in a calendar year when aggregated with the quantity of contributing oil received in the
same Contracting State in that year by any associated person or persons exceeds 150,000 tons, such person shall pay
contributions in respect of the actual quantity received by him notwithstanding that that quantity did not exceed 150,000
tons.
(b) "Associated person" means any subsidiary or commonly controlled entity. The question whether a person
comes within this definition shall be determined by the national law of the State concerned. ARTICLE 11
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1. In respect of each Contracting State initial contributions shall be made of an amount which shall for each person
referred to in Article 10 be calculated on the basis of a fixed sum for each ton of contributing oil received by him during
the calendar year preceding that in which this Convention entered into force for that State.
2. The sum referred to in paragraph 1 shall be determined by the Assembly within two months after the entry into
force of this Convention. In performing this function the Assembly shall, to the extent possible, fix the sum in such a
way that the total amount of initial contributions would, if contributions were to be made in respect of 90 per cent of the
quantities of contributing oil carried by sea in the world, equal 75 million francs.
3. The initial contributions shall in respect of each Contracting State be paid within three months following the date
at which the Convention entered into force for that State. ARTICLE 12
1. With a view to assessing for each person referred to in Article 10 the amount of annual contributions due, if any,
and taking account of the necessity to maintain sufficient liquid funds, the Assembly shall for each calendar year make
an estimate in the form of a budget of:
(i) Expenditure
(a) costs and expenses of the administration of the Fund in the relevant year and any deficit from operations in
preceding years;
(b) payments to be made by the Fund in the relevant year for the satisfaction of claims against the Fund due
under Article 4 or 5, including repayment on loans previously taken by the Fund for the satisfaction of such claims, to
the extent that the aggregate amount of such claims in respect of any one incident does not exceed 15 million francs;
(c) payments to be made by the Fund in the relevant year for the satisfaction of claims against the Fund due
under Article 4 or 5, including repayments on loans previously taken by the Fund for the satisfaction of such claims, to
the extent that the aggregate amount of such claims in respect of any one incident is in excess of 15 million francs;
(ii) Income
(a) surplus funds from operations in preceding years, including any interest;
(b) initial contributions to be paid in the course of the year;
(c) annual contributions, if required to balance the budget;
(d) any other income.
2. For each person referred to in Article 10 the amount of his annual contribution shall be determined by the
Assembly and shall be calculated in respect of each Contracting State:
(a) in so far as the contribution is for the satisfaction of payments referred to in paragraph 1(i)(a) and (b) on the
basis of a fixed sum for each ton of contributing oil received in the relevant State by such persons during the preceding
calendar year; and
(b) in so far as the contribution is for the satisfaction of payments referred to in paragraph 1(i)(c) of this Article
on the basis of a fixed sum for each ton of contributing oil received by such person during the calendar year preceding
that in which the incident in question occurred, provided that State was a party to this Convention at the date of the
incident.
3. The sums referred to in paragraph 2 above shall be arrived at by dividing the relevant total amount of
contributions required by the total amount of contributing oil received in all Contracting States in the relevant year.
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4. The Assembly shall decide the portion of the annual contribution which shall be immediately paid in cash and
decide on the date of payment. The remaining part of each annual contribution shall be paid upon notification by the
Director.
5. The Director may in cases and in accordance with conditions to be laid down in the Internal Regulations of the
Fund, require a contributor to provide financial security for the sums due from him.
6. Any demand for payments made under paragraph 4 shall be called rateably from all individual contributors.
ARTICLE 13
1. The amount of any contribution due under Article 12 and which is in arrear shall bear interest at a rate which
shall be determined by the Assembly for each calendar year provided that different rates may be fixed for different
circumstances.
2. Each Contracting State shall ensure that any obligation to contribute to the Fund arising under this convention in
respect of oil received within the territory of that State is fulfilled and shall take any appropriate measures under its law,
including the imposing of such sanctions as it may deem necessary, with a view to the effective execution of any such
obligation, provided however, that such measures shall only be directed against those persons who are under an
obligation to contribute to the Fund.
3. Where a person who is liable in accordance with the provisions of Articles 10 and 11 to make contributions to
the Fund does not fulfil his obligations in respect of any such contribution or any part thereof and is in arrears for a
period exceeding three months, the Director shall take all appropriate action against such person on behalf of the Fund
with a view to the recovery of the amount due. However, where the defaulting contributor is manifestly insolvent or the
circumstances otherwise so warrant, the Assembly may, upon recommendation of the Director, decide that no action
shall be taken or continued against the contributor. ARTICLE 14
1. Each Contracting State may at the time when it deposits its instrument of ratification or accession or at any time
thereafter declare that it assumes itself obligations that are incumbent under this Convention on any person who is liable
to contribute to the Fund in accordance with Article 10, paragraph 1, in respect of oil received within the territory of
that State. Such declaration shall be made in writing and shall specify which obligations are assumed.
2. Where a declaration under paragraph 1 is made prior to the entry into force of this Convention in accordance
with Article 40 it shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the Organization who shall after the entry into force
of the Convention communicate the declaration to the Director.
3. A declaration under paragraph 1 which is made after the entry into force of this Convention shall be deposited
with the Director.
4. A declaration made in accordance with this Article may be withdrawn by the relevant State giving notice thereof
in writing to the Director. Such notification shall take effect three months after the Director's receipt thereof.
5. Any State which is bound by a declaration made under this Article shall, in any proceedings brought against it
before a competent court in respect of any obligation specified in the declaration, waive any immunity that it would
otherwise be entitled to invoke. ARTICLE 15
1. Each Contracting State shall ensure that any person, who receives contributing oil within its territory in such
quantities that he is liable to contribute to the Fund, appears on a list to be established and kept up to date by the
Director of the Fund in accordance with the subsequent provisions of this Article.
2. For the purposes set out in paragraph 1, each Contracting State shall communicate, at a time and in the manner to
be prescribed in the Internal Regulations, to the Director the name and address of any person who in respect of that
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State is liable to contribute to the Fund pursuant to Article 10, as well as data on the relevant quantities of contributing
oil received by any such person during the preceding calendar year.
3. For the purposes of ascertaining who are, at any given time, the persons liable to contribute to the Fund in
accordance with Article 10, paragraph 1, and of establishing, where applicable, the quantities of oil to be taken into
account for any such person when determining the amount of his contribution, the list shall be prima facie evidence of
the facts stated therein. ARTICLES 16 through 48 [omitted]
B Protocol to the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage (1992)
IMO
London, December 2, 1992
[Preamble omitted ] Article 1
The Convention which the provisions of this Protocol amend is the International Convention on the Establishment
of an International Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage, 1971, hereinafter referred to as the "1971 Fund
Convention". For States Parties to the Protocol of 1976 to the 1971 Fund Convention, such reference shall be deemed to
include the 1971 Fund Convention as amended by that Protocol. Article 2
Article 1 of the 1971 Fund Convention is amended as follows:
1. Paragraph 1 is replaced by the following text:
1. "1992 Liability Convention" means the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage,
1992.
2. After paragraph 1 a new paragraph is inserted as follows:
1 bis."1971 Fund Convention" means the International Convention on the Establishment of an International
Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage, 1971. For States Parties to the Protocol of 1976 to that Convention,
the term shall be deemed to include the 1971 Fund Convention as amended by that Protocol.
3. Paragraph 2 is replaced by the following text:
2. "Ship", "Person", "Owner", "Oil", "Pollution Damage", "Preventive Measures", "Incident", and
"Organization" have the same meaning as in Article I of the 1992 Liability Convention.
4. Paragraph 4 is replaced by the following text:

4. 4. "Unit of account" has the same meaning as in Article V, paragraph 9, of the 1992 Liability Convention.
5. Paragraph 5 is replaced by the following text:
5. "Ship's tonnage" has the same meaning as in Article V, paragraph 10, of the 1992 Liability Convention.
6. Paragraph 7 is replaced by the following text:
7. "Guarantor" means any person providing insurance or other financial security to cover an owner's liability in
pursuance of Article VII, paragraph 1, of the 1992 Liability Convention. Article 3
Article 2 of the 1971 Fund Convention is amended as follows:
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Paragraph 1 is replaced by the following text:
1. An International fund for compensation for pollution damage, to be named "The International Oil Pollution
Compensation Fund 1992" and hereinafter referred to as "the Fund", is hereby established with the following aims:
(a) to provide compensation for pollution damage to the extent that the protection afforded by the 1992
Liability Convention is inadequate;
(b) to give effect to the related purposes set out in this Convention. Article 4
Article 3 of the 1971 Fund Convention is replaced by the following text:
This Convention shall apply exclusively:
(a) to pollution damaged caused;
(i) in the territory, including the territorial sea, of a Contracting State, and
(ii) in the exclusive economic zone of a Contracting State, established in accordance with international law,
or, if a Contracting State has not established such a zone, in an area beyond and adjacent to the territorial sea of that
State determined by that State in accordance with international law and extending not more than 200 nautical miles
from the baselines from which the breadth of its territorial sea is measured;
(b) to preventive measures, wherever taken, to prevent or minimize such damage. Article 5
The heading to Articles 4 to 9 of the 1971 Fund Convention is amended by deleting the words "and
indemnification". Article 6
Article 4 of the 1971 Fund Convention is amended as follows:
1. In paragraph 1 the five references to "the Liability Convention" are replaced by references to "the 1992
Liability Convention".
2. Paragraph 3 is replaced by the following text:
3. If the Fund proves that the pollution damage resulted wholly or partially either from an act or omission done
with the intent to cause damage by the person who suffered the damage or from the negligence of that person, the Fund
may be exonerated wholly or partially from its obligation to pay compensation to such person. The Fund shall in any
event be exonerated to the extent that the shipowner may have been exonerated under Article III, paragraph 3, of the
1992 Liability Convention. However, there shall be no such exoneration of the Fund with regard to preventive
measures.
3. Paragraph 4 is replaced by the following text:
4(a) Except as otherwise provided in subparagraphs (b) and (c) of this paragraph, the aggregate amount of
compensation payable by the Fund under this Article shall in respect of any one incident be limited, so that the total sum
of that amount and the amount of compensation actually paid under the 1992 Liability Convention for pollution damage
within the scope of application of this Convention as defined in Article 3 shall not exceed 135 million units of account.
(b) Except as otherwise provided in subparagraph (c), the aggregate amount of compensation payable by the
Fund under this Article for pollution damage resulting from a natural phenomenon of an exceptional inevitable and
irresistible character shall not exceed 135 million units of account.
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(c) The maximum amount of compensation referred to in subparagraphs (a) and (b) shall be 200 million units
of account with respect to any incident occurring during any period when there are three Parties to this Convention in
respect of which the combined relevant quantity of contributing oil received by persons in the territories of such Parties,
during the preceding calendar year, equalled or exceeded 600 million tons.
(d) Interest accrued on a fund constituted in accordance with Article V, paragraph 3, of the 1992 Liability
Convention, if any, shall not be taken into account for the computation of the maximum compensation payable by the
Fund under this Article.
(e) The amounts mentioned in this Article shall be converted into national currency on the basis of the value
of that currency by reference to the Special Drawing Right on the date of the decision of the Assembly of the Fund as to
the first date of payment of compensation.
4. Paragraph 5 is replaced by the following text:
5. Where the amount of established claims against the Fund exceeds the aggregate amount of compensation
payable under paragraph 4, the amount available shall be distributed in such a manner that the proportion between any
established claim and the amount of compensation actually recovered by the claimant under this Convention shall be the
same for all claimants.
5. Paragraph 6 is replaced by the following text:
6. The Assembly of the Fund may decide that, in exceptional cases, compensation in accordance with this
Convention can be paid even if the owner of the ship has not constituted a fund in accordance with Article V, paragraph
3, of the 1992 Liability Convention. In such case paragraph 4(e) of this Article applies accordingly. Article 7
Article 5 of the 1971 Fund Convention is deleted. Article 8
Article 6 of the 1971 Fund Convention is amended as follows:
1. In paragraph 1 the paragraph number and the words "or indemnification under Article 5" are deleted.
2. Paragraph 2 is deleted. Article 9
Article 7 of the 1971 Fund Convention is amended as follows:
1. In paragraphs 1, 3, 4 and 6 the seven references to "the Liability Convention" are replaced by references to "the
1992 Liability Convention".
2. In paragraph 1 the words "or indemnification under Article 5" are deleted.
3. In the first sentence of paragraph 3 of the words "or indemnification" and "or 5" are deleted.
4. In the second sentence of paragraph 3 the words "or under Article 5, paragraph 1," are deleted. Article 10
In Article 8 of the 1971 Fund Convention the reference to "the Liability Convention" is replaced by reference to
"the 1992 Liability Convention". Article 11
Article 9 of the 1971 Fund Convention is amended as follows:
1. Paragraph 1 is replaced by the following text:
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1. The Fund shall, in respect of any amount of compensation for pollution damage paid by the Fund in accordance
with Article 4, paragraph 1, of this Convention, acquire by subrogation the rights that the person so compensated may
enjoy under the 1992 Liability Convention against the owner or his guarantor.
2. In paragraph 2 the words "or indemnification" are deleted. Article 12
Article 10 of the 1971 Fund Convention is amended as follows:
The opening phrase of paragraph 1 is replaced by the following text:
Annual contributions to the Fund shall be made in respect of each Contracting State by any person who, in the
calendar year referred to in Article 12, paragraph 2(a) or (b), has received in total quantities exceeding 150,000 tons:
Article 13
Article 11 of the 1971 Fund Convention is deleted. Article 14
Article 12 of the 1971 Fund Convention is amended as follows:
1. In the opening phrase of paragraph 1 the words "for each person referred to in Article 10" are deleted.
2. In paragraph 1(i), subparagraphs (b) and (c), the words "or 5" are deleted and the words "15 million francs" are
replaced by the words "four million units of account".
3. Subparagraph 1(ii)(b) is deleted.
4. In paragraph 1(ii), subparagraph (c) becomes (b) and subparagraph (d) becomes (c).
5. The opening phrase in paragraph 2 is replaced by the following text:
The Assembly shall decide the total amount of contributions to be levied. On the basis of that decision, the
Director shall, in respect of each Contracting State, calculate for each person referred to in Article 10 the amount of his
annual contribution:
6. Paragraph 4 is replaced by the following text:
4. The annual contribution shall be due on the date to be laid down in the International Regulations of the
Fund. The Assembly may decide on a different date of payment.
7. Paragraph 5 is replaced by the following text:
5. The Assembly may decide, under conditions to be laid down the Financial Regulations of the Fund, to
make transfers between funds received in accordance with Article 12.2(a) and funds received in accordance with Article
12.2(b).
8. Paragraph 6 is deleted. Article 15
Article 13 of the 1971 Fund Convention is amended as follows:
1. Paragraph 1 is replaced by the following text:
1. The amount of any contribution due under Article 12 and which is in arrears shallbear interest at a rate which
shall be determined in accordance with the Internal Regulations of the Fund, provided that different rates may be fixed
for different circumstances.
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2. In paragraph 3 the words "Articles 10 and 11" are replaced by the words "Articles 10 and 12" and the words
"for a period exceeding three months" are deleted. Article 16
A new paragraph 4 is added to Article 15 of the 1971 Fund Convention:
4. Where a Contracting State does not fulfil its obligations to submit to the Director the communication referred
to in paragraph 2 and this results in a financial loss for the Fund, that Contracting State shall be liable to compensate the
Fund for such loss. The Assembly shall, on the recommendation of the Director, decide whether such compensation
shall be payable by that Contracting State. Article 17
Article 16 of the 1971 Fund Convention is replaced by the following text:
The Fund shall have an Assembly and a Secretariat headed by a Director. Article 18
Article 18 of the 1971 Fund Convention is amended as follows:
1. In the opening sentence of the article the words ", subject to the provisions of Article 26," are deleted.
2. Paragraph 8 is deleted.
3. Paragraph 9 is replaced by the following text:
9. to establish any temporary or permanent subsidiary body it may consider to be necessary, to define its terms
of reference and to give it the authority needed to perform the functions entrusted to it; when appointing the members of
such body, the Assembly shall endeavour to secure an equitable geographical distribution of members and to ensure that
the Contracting States, in respect of which the largest quantities of contributing oil are being received, are appropriately
represented; the Rules of Procedure of the Assembly may be applied, mutatis mutandis, for the work of such subsidiary
body;
4. In paragraph 10 the words ", the Executive Committee," are deleted.
5. In paragraph 11 the words ", the Executive Committee," are deleted.
6. Paragraph 12 is deleted. Article 19
Article 19 of the 1971 Fund Convention is amended as follows:
1. Paragraph 1 is replaced by the following text:
1. Regular sessions of the Assembly shall take place once every calendar year upon convocation by the
Director.
2. In paragraph 2 the words "of the Executive Committee or" are deleted. Article 20
Articles 21 to 27 of the 1971 Fund Convention and the heading to these articles are deleted. Article 21
Article 29 of the 1971 Fund Convention is amended as follows:
1. Paragraph 1 is replaced by the following text:
1. The Director shall be the chief administrative officer of the Fund. Subject to the instructions given to him by
the Assembly, he shall perform those functions which are assigned to him by this Convention, the Internal Regulations
of the Fund and the Assembly.
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2. In paragraph 2(e) the words "or the Executive Committee" are deleted.
3. In paragraph 2(f) the words "or to the Executive Committee, as the case may be," are deleted.
4. Paragraph 2(g) is replaced by the following text:
(g) prepare, in consultation with the Chairman of the Assembly, and publish a report of the activities of the
Fund during the previous calendar year;

5. 5. In paragraph 2(h) the words ", the Executive Committee" are deleted. Article 22
In Article 31, paragraph 1, of the 1971 Fund Convention, the words "on the Executive Committee and" are deleted.
Article 23
Article 32 of the 1971 Fund Convention is amended as follows:
1. In the opening phrase the words "and the Executive Committee" are deleted.
2. In subparagraph (b) the words "and the Executive Committee" are deleted. Article 24
Article 33 of the 1971 Fund Convention is amended as follows:
1. Paragraph 1 is deleted.
2. In paragraph 2 the paragraph number is deleted.
3. Subparagraph (c) is replaced by the following text:
(c) the establishment of subsidiary bodies, under Article 18, paragraph 9, and matters relating to such
establishment. Article 25
Article 35 of 1971 Fund Convention is replaced by the following text:
Claims for compensation under Article 4 arising from incidents occurring after the date of entry into force of this
Convention may not be brought against the Fund earlier than the one hundred and twentieth day after that date. Article
26
After Article 36 of the 1971 Fund Convention four new articles are inserted as follows: Article 36 bis
The following transitional provisions shall apply in the period, hereinafter referred to as the transitional period,
commencing with the date of entry into force of this Convention and ending with the date on which the denunciations
provided for in Article 31 of the 1992 Protocol to amend the 1971 Fund Convention take effect:
(a) In the application of paragraph 1(a) of Article 2 of this Convention, the reference to the 1992 Liability
Convention shall include reference to the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage, 1969,
either in its original version or as amended by the Protocol thereto of 1976 (referred to in this Article as "the 1969
Liability Convention"), and also the 1971 Fund Convention.
(b) Where an incident has caused pollution damage within the scope of this Convention, the Fund shall pay
compensation to any person suffering pollution damage only if, and to the extent that, such person has been unable to
obtain full and adequate compensation for the damage under the terms of the 1969 Liability Convention, the 1971 Fund
Convention and 1992 Liability Convention, provided that, in respect of pollution damage within the scope of this
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Convention in respect of a Party to this Convention but not a Party to the 1971 Fund Convention, the Fund shall pay
compensation to any person suffering pollution damage only if, and to the extent that, such person would have been
unable to obtain full and adequate compensation had that State been party to each of the above-mentioned Liability
Conventions.
(c) In the application of Article 4 of this Convention, the amount to be taken into account in determining the
aggregate amount of compensation payable by the Fund shall also include the amount of compensation actually paid
under the 1969 Liability Convention, if any, and the amount of compensation actually paid or deemed to have been paid
under the 1971 Fund Convention.
(d) Paragraph 1 of Article 9 of this Convention shall also apply to the rights enjoyed under the 1969 Liability
Convention. Article 36 ter
1. Subject to paragraph 4 of this Article, the aggregate amount of the annual contributions payable in respect of
contributing oil received in a single Contracting State during a calendar year shall not exceed 27.5% of the total amount
of annual contributions pursuant to the 1992 Protocol to amend the 1971 Fund Convention, in respect of that calendar
year.
2. If the application of the provisions in paragraphs 2 and 3 of Article 12 would result in the aggregate amount of
the contributions payable by contributors in a single Contracting State in respect of a given calendar year exceeding
27.5% of the total annual contributions, the contributions payable by all contributors in that State shall be reduced pro
rata so that their aggregate contributions equal 27.5% of the total contributions to the Fund in respect of that year.
3. If the contributions payable by persons in a given Contracting State shall be reduced pursuant to paragraph 2 of
this Article, the contributions payable by persons in all other Contracting States shall be increased pro rata so as to
ensure that the total amount of contributions payable by all persons liable to contribute to the Fund in respect of the
calendar year in question will reach the total amount of contributions decided by the Assembly.
4. The provisions in paragraphs 1 to 3 of this Article shall operate until the total quantity of contributing oil
received in all Contracting States in a calendar year has reached 750 million tons or until a period of 5 years after the
date of entry into force of the said 1992 Protocol has elapsed, whichever occurs earlier. Article 36 quater
Notwithstanding the provisions of this Convention, the following provisions shall apply to the administration of
the Fund during the period in which both the 1971 Fund Convention and this Convention are in force:
(a) The Secretariat of the Fund, established by the 1971 Fund Convention (hereinafter referred to as "the 1971"
Fund), headed by the Director, may also function as the Secretariat and the Director of the Fund.
(b) If, in accordance with subparagraph (a), the Secretariat and the Director of the 1971 Fund also perform the
function of Secretariat and the Director of the Fund, the Fund shall be represented, in cases of conflict of interests
between the 1971 Fund and the Fund, by the Chairman of the Assembly of the Fund.
(c) The Director and the staff and experts appointed by him, performing their duties under this Convention and
the 1971 Fund Convention, shall not be regarded as contravening the provisions of Article 30 of this Convention in so
far as they discharge their duties in accordance with this Article.
(d) The Assembly of the Fund shall endeavour not to take decisions which are incompatible with decisions
taken by the Assembly of the 1971 Fund. If differences of opinion with respect to common administrative issues arise,
the Assembly of the Fund shall try to reach a consensus with the Assembly of the 1971 Fund, in a spirit of mutual
co-operation and with the common aims of both organizations in mind.
(e) The Fund may succeed to the rights, obligations and assets of the 1971 Fund if the Assembly of the 1971
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Fund so decide, in accordance with Article 44, paragraph 2, of the 1971 Fund Convention.
(f) The Fund shall reimburse to the 1971 Fund all costs and expenses arising from administrative services
performed by the 1971 Fund on behalf of the Fund. Article 36 quinquies
FINAL CLAUSES [OF THE CONVENTION ]
The final clauses of this Convention shall be Articles 28 to 39 of the Protocol of 1992 to amend the 1971 Fund
Convention. References in this Convention to Contracting States shall be taken to mean references to the Contracting
States of that Protocol. Article 27
1. The 1971 Fund Convention and this Protocol shall, as between the Parties to this Protocol, be read and
interpreted together as one single instrument.
2. Articles 1 to 36 quinquies of the 1971 Fund Convention as amended by this Protocol shall be known as the
International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage,
1992 (1992 Fund Convention).
FINAL CLAUSES [OF THE PROTOCOL ] Article 28
Signature, ratification, acceptance, approval and accession
1. This Protocol shall be open for signature at London from 15 January 1993 to 14 January 1994 by any State which
has signed the 1992 Liability Convention.
2. Subject to paragraph 4, this Protocol shall be ratified, accepted or approved by States which have signed it.
3. Subject to paragraph 4, this Protocol is open for accession by States which did not sign it.
4. This Protocol may be ratified, accepted, approved or acceded to only by States which have ratified, accepted,
approved or acceded to the 1992 Liability Convention.
5. Ratification, acceptance, approval or accession shall be effected by the deposit of a formal instrument to that
effect with the Secretary-General of the Organization.
6. A State which is a Party to this Protocol but is not a Party to the 1971 Fund Convention shall be bound by the
provisions of the 1971 Fund Convention as amended by this Protocol in relation to other Parties hereto, but shall not be
bound by the provisions of the 1971 Fund Convention in relation to Parties thereto.
7. Any instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession deposited after the entry into force of an
amendment to the 1971 Fund Convention as amended by this Protocol shall be deemed to apply to the Convention so
amended, as modified by such amendment. Article 29
Information on contributing oil
1. Before this Protocol comes into force for a State, that State shall, when depositing an instrument referred to in
Article 28, paragraph 5, and annually thereafter at a date to be determined by the Secretary-General of the Organization,
communicate to him the name and address of any person who in respect of that State would be liable to contribute to the
Fund pursuant to Article 10 of the 1971 Fund Convention as amended by this Protocol as well as data on the relevant
quantities of contributing oil received by any such person in the territory of that State during the preceding calendar
year.
2. During the transitional period, the Director shall, for Parties, communicate annually to the Secretary-General of
the Organization data on quantities of contributing oil received by persons liable to contribute to the Fund pursuant to
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Article 10 of the 1971 Fund Convention as amended by this Protocol. [Articles 30 through 32 omitted ]
Article 33
Amendment of compensation limits
1. Upon the request of at least one quarter of the Contracting States, any proposal to amend the limits of amounts of
compensation laid down in Article 4, paragraph 4, of the 1971 Fund Convention as amended by this Protocol shall be
circulated by the Secretary-General to all Members of the Organization and to all Contracting States.
2. Any amendment proposed and circulated as above shall be submitted to the Legal Committee of the Organization
for consideration at a date at least six months after the date of its circulation.
3. All Contracting States to the 1971 Fund Convention as amended by this Protocol, whether or not Members of the
Organization, shall be entitled to participate in the proceedings of the Legal Committee for the consideration and
adoption of amendments.
4. Amendments shall be adopted by a two-thirds majority of the Contracting States present and voting in the Legal
Committee, expanded as provided for in paragraph 3, on condition that at least one half of the Contracting States shall
be present at the time of voting.
5. When acting on a proposal to amend the limits, the Legal Committee shall take into account the experience of
incidentrience of incidents and in particular the amount of damage resulting therefrom and changes in the monetary
values. It shall also take into account the relationship between the limits in Article 4, paragraph 4, of the 1971 Fund
Convention as amended by this Protocol and those in Article V, paragraph 1, of the International Convention on Civil
Liability for Oil Pollution Damage, 1992.
6(a). No amendment of the limits under this Article may be considered before 15 January 1998 nor less than five
years from the date of entry into force of a previous amendment under this Article. No amendment under this Article
shall be considered before this Protocol has entered into force.
(b) No limit may be increased so as to exceed an amount which corresponds to the limit laid down in the 1971
Fund Convention as amended by this Protocol increased by six per cent per year calculated on a compound basis from
15 January 1993.
(c) No limit may be increased so as to exceed an amount which corresponds to the limit laid down in the 1971
Fund Convention as amended by this Protocol multiplied by three.
7. Any amendment adopted in accordance with paragraph 4 shall be notified by the Organization to all Contracting
States. The amendment shall be deemed to have been accepted at the end of a period of eighteen months after the date
of notification unless within that period not less than one quarter of the States that were Contracting States at the time of
the adoption of the amendment by the Legal Committee have communicated to the Organization that they do not accept
the amendment in which case the amendment is rejected and shall have no effect.
8. An amendment deemed to have been accepted in accordance with paragraph 7 shall enter into force eighteen
months after its acceptance.
9. All Contracting States shall be bound by the amendment, unless they denounce this Protocol in accordance with
Article 34, paragraphs 1 and 2, at least six months before the amendment enters into force. Such denunciation shall take
effect when the amendment enters into force.
10. When an amendment has been adopted by the Legal Committee but the eighteen-month period for its
acceptance has not yet expired, a State which becomes a Contracting State during that period shall be bound by the
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amendment if it enters into force. A State which becomes a Contracting State after that period shall be bound by an
amendment which has been accepted in accordance with paragraph 7. In the cases referred to in this paragraph, a State
becomes bound by an amendment when that amendment enters into force, or, when this Protocol enters into force for
that State, if later. [Articles 34 and 35 omitted ]
Article 36
Termination
1. This Protocol shall ceases to be in force on the date when the number of Contracting States falls below three.
2. States which are bound by this Protocol on the day before the date it ceases to be in force shall enable the Fund
to exercise its functions as described under Article 37 of this Protocol and shall, for that purpose only, remain bound by
this Protocol. Article 37
Winding up of the Fund
1. If this Protocol ceases to be in force, the Fund shall nevertheless:
(a) meet its obligations in respect of any incident occurring before the Protocol ceased to be in force;
(b) be entitled to exercise its rights to contributions to the extent that these contributions are necessary to meet the
obligations under subparagraph (a), including expenses for the administration of the Fund necessary for this purpose.
2. The Assembly shall take all appropriate measures to complete the winding up of the Fund including the
distribution in an equitable manner of any remaining assets among those persons who have contributed to the Fund.
3. For the purposes of this Article the Fund shall remain a legal person. [Articles 38 and 39 omitted ]
C International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund
for Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage, 1992 and the Amendments of the Limits of Compensation, 2000
London, November 27, 1992 n1
and
London, October 18, 2000 n2
International Maritime Organization
(82nd Session of the Legal Committee) PREAMBLE
The States Parties to the present Convention,
BEING PARTIES to the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage, adopted at Brussels
on 29 November 1969,
CONSCIOUS of the dangers of pollution posed by the world-wide maritime carriage of oil in bulk,
CONVINCED of the need to ensure that adequate compensation is available to persons who suffer damage caused
by pollution resulting from the escape or discharge of oil from ships,
CONSIDERING that the International Convention of 29 November 1969, on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution
Damage, by providing a regime for compensation for pollution damage in Contracting States and for the costs of
measures, wherever taken, to prevent or minimize such damage, represents a considerable progress towards the
achievement of this aim,
CONSIDERING HOWEVER that this regime does not afford full compensation for victims of oil pollution
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damage in all cases while it imposes an additional financial burden on shipowners,
CONSIDERING FURTHER that the economic consequences of oil pollution damage resulting from the escape or
discharge of oil carried in bulk at sea by ships should not exclusively be borne by the shipping industry but should in
part be borne by the oil cargo interests,
CONVINCED of the need to elaborate a compensation and indemnification system supplementary to the
International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage with a view to ensuring that full compensation
will be available to victims of oil pollution incidents and that the shipowners are at the same time given reliefin respect
of the additional financial burdens imposed on them by the said Convention,
TAKING NOTE of the Resolution on the Establishment of an International Compensation Fund for Oil Pollution
Damage which was adopted on 29 November 1969 by the International Legal Conference on Marine Pollution Damage,
HAVE AGREED as follows: General Provisions Article 1
For the purposes of this Convention:

1. "1992 Liability Convention" means the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage, 1992.
1 bis. "1971 Fund Convention" means the International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund
for Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage, 1971. For States Parties to the Protocol of 1976 to that Convention, the
term shall be deemed to include the 1971 Fund Convention as amended by that Protocol.

2. "Ship", "Person", "Owner", "Oil", "Pollution Damage", "Preventive Measures", "Incident", and "Organization"
have the same meaning as in Article I of the 1992 Liability Convention.

3. "Contributing Oil" means crude oil and fuel oil as defined in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) below:

(a) "Crude Oil" means any liquid hydrocarbon mixture occurring naturally in the earth whether or not treated to
render it suitable for transportation. It also includes crude oils from which certain distillate fractions have been removed
(sometimes referred to as "topped crudes") or to which certain distillate fractions have been added (sometimes referred
to as "spiked" or "reconstituted" crudes).

(b) "Fuel Oil" means heavy distillates or residues from crude oil or blends of such materials intended for use as a
fuel for the production of heat or power of a quality equivalent to the "American Society for Testing and Materials'
Specification for Number Four Fuel Oil (Designation D 396-69)", or heavier.

4. "Unit of account" has the same meaning as in Article V, paragraph 9, of the 1992 Liability Convention.
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5. "Ship's tonnage" has the same meaning as in Article V, paragraph 10, of the 1992 Liability Convention.

6. "Ton", in relation to oil, means a metric ton.

7. "Guarantor" means any person providing insurance or other financial security to cover an owner's liability in
pursuance of Article VII, paragraph 1, of the 1992 Liability Convention.

8. "Terminal installation" means any site for the storage of oil in bulk which is capable of receiving oil from
waterborne transportation, including any facility situated off-shore and linked to such site.

9. Where an incident consists of a series of occurrences, it shall be treated as having occurred on the date of the first
such occurrence. Article 2

1. An International Fund for compensation for pollution damage, to be named "The International Oil Pollution
Compensation Fund 1992" and hereinafter referred to as "the Fund", is hereby established with the following aims:

(a) to provide compensation for pollution damage to the extent that the protection afforded by the 1992 Liability
Convention is inadequate;

(b) to give effect to the related purposes set out in this Convention.

2. The Fund shall in each Contracting State be recognized as a legal person capable under the laws of that State of
assuming rights and obligations and of being a party in legal proceedings before the courts of that State. Each
Contracting State shall recognize the Director of the Fund (hereinafter referred to as "The Director") as the legal
representative of the Fund. Article 3
This Convention shall apply exclusively:

(a) to pollution damage caused:
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(i) in the territory, including the territorial sea, of a Contracting State, and

(ii) in the exclusive economic zone of a Contracting State, established in accordance with international law, or, if a
Contracting State has not established such a zone, in an area beyond and adjacent to the territorial sea of that State
determined by that State in accordance with international law and extending not more than 200 nautical miles from the
baselines from which the breadth of its territorial sea is measured;

(b) to preventive measures, wherever taken, to prevent or minimize such damage. Compensation Article 4

1. For the purpose of fulfilling its function under Article 2, paragraph 1(a), the Fund shall pay compensation to any
person suffering pollution damage if such person has been unable to obtain full and adequate compensation for the
damage under the terms of the 1992 Liability Convention,

(a) because no liability for the damage arises under the 1992 Liability Convention;

(b) because the owner liable for the damage under the 1992 Liability Conventionis financially incapable of meeting
his obligations in full and any financial security that may be provided under Article VII of that Convention does not
cover or is insufficient to satisfy the claims for compensation for the damage; an owner being treated as financially
incapable of meeting his obligations and a financial security being treated as insufficient if the person suffering the
damage has been unable to obtain full satisfaction of the amount of compensation due under the 1992 Liability
Convention after having taken all reasonable steps to pursue the legal remedies available to him;

(c) because the damage exceeds the owner's liability under the 1992 Liability Convention as limited pursuant to
Article V paragraph 1, of that Convention or under the terms of any other international Convention in force or open for
signature, ratification or accession at the date of this Convention.
Expenses reasonably incurred or sacrifices reasonably made by the owner voluntarily to prevent or minimize
pollution damage shall be treated as pollution damage for the purposes of this Article.

2. The Fund shall incur no obligation under the preceding paragraph if:

(a) it proves that the pollution damage resulted from an act of war, hostilities, civil war or insurrection or was caused
by oil which has escaped or been discharged from a warship or other ship owned or operated by a State and used, at the
time of the incident, only on Government non-commercial service; or
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(b) the claimant cannot prove that the damage resulted from an incident involving one or more ships.

3. If the Fund proves that the pollution damage resulted wholly or partially either from an act or omission done with the
intent to cause damage by the person who suffered the damage or from the negligence of that person, the Fund may be
exonerated wholly or partially from its obligation to pay compensation to such person. The Fund shall in any event be
exonerated to the extent that the shipowner may have been exonerated under Article III, paragraph 3, of the 1992
Liability Convention. However, there shall be no such exoneration of the Fund with regard to preventive measures.

4.
(a) Except as otherwise provided in sub-paragraphs (b) and 8 of this paragraph, the aggregate amount of compensation
payable by the Fund under this Article shall in respect of any one incident be limited, so that the total sum of that
amount and the amount of compensation actually paid under the 1992 Liability Convention for pollution damage within
the scope of application of this Convention as defined in Article 3 shall not exceed 203,000,000 units of account.

(b) Except as otherwise provided in sub-paragraph (c), the aggregate amount of compensation payable by the Fund
under this Article for pollution damage resulting from a natural phenomenon of an exceptional, inevitable and
irresistible character shall not exceed 203,000,000 units of account.

(c) The maximum amount of compensation referred to in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) shall be 300,740,000 units of
account with respect to any incident occurring during any period when there are three Parties to this Convention in
respect of which the combined relevant quantity of contributing oil received by persons in the territories of such Parties,
during the preceding calendar year, equalled or exceeded 600 million tons.

(d) Interest accrued on a fund constituted in accordance with Article V paragraph 3, of the 1992 Liability Convention,
if any, shall not be taken into account for the computation of the maximum compensation payable by the Fund under
this Article.

(e) The amounts mentioned in this Article shall be converted into national currency on the basis of the value of that
currency by reference to the Special Drawing Right on the date of the decision of the Assembly of the Fund as to the
first date of payment of compensation.

5. Where the amount of established claims against the Fund exceeds the aggregate amount of compensation payable
under paragraph 4, the amount available shall be distributed in such a manner that the proportion between any
established claim and the amount of compensation actually recovered by the claimant under this Convention shall be the
same for all claimants.
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6. The Assembly of the Fund may decide that, in exceptional cases, compensation in accordance with this Convention
can be paid even if the owner of the ship has not constituted a fund in accordance with Article V paragraph 3, of the
1992 Liability Convention. In such case paragraph 4(e) of this Article applies accordingly.

7. The Fund shall, at the request of a Contracting State, use its good offices as necessary to assist that State to secure
promptly such personnel, material and services as are necessary to enable the State to take measures to prevent or
mitigate pollution damage arising from an incident in respect of which the Fund may be called upon to pay
compensation under this Convention.

8. The Fund may on conditions to be laid down in the Internal Regulations provide credit facilities with a view to the
taking of preventive measures against pollution damage arising from a particular incident in respect of which the Fund
may be called upon to pay compensation under this Convention. Article 5 [1971 Article 5 deleted]
Article 6
Rights to compensation under Article 4 shall be extinguished unless an action is brought thereunder or a
notification has been made pursuant to Article 7, paragraph 6, within three years from the date when the damage
occurred. However, in no case shall an action be brought after six years from the date of the incident which caused the
damage. Article 7

1. Subject to the subsequent provisions of this Article, any action against the Fund for compensation under Article 4 of
this Convention shall be brought only before a court competent under Article IX of the 1992 Liability Convention in
respect of actions against the owner who is or who would, but for the provisions of Article III, paragraph 2, of that
Convention, have been liable for pollution damage caused by the relevant incident.

2. Each Contracting State shall ensure that its courts possess the necessary jurisdiction to entertain such actions against
the Fund as are referred to in paragraph 1.

3. Where an action for compensation for pollution damage has been brought before a court competent under Article IX
of the 1992 Liability Convention against the owner of a ship or his guarantor, such court shall have exclusive
jurisdictional competence over any action against the Fund for compensation under the provisions of Article 4 of this
Convention in respect of the same damage. However, where an action for compensation for pollution damage under the
1992 Liability Convention has been brought before a court in a State Party to the 1992 Liability Convention but not to
this Convention, any action against the Fund under Article 4 of this Convention shall at the option of the claimant be
brought either before a court of the State where the Fund has its headquarters or before any court of a State Party to this
Convention competent under Article IX of the 1992 Liability Convention.
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4. Each Contracting State shall ensure that the Fund shall have the right to intervene as a party to any legal proceedings
instituted in accordance with Article IX of the 1992 Liability Convention before a competent court of that State against
the owner of a ship or his guarantor.

5. Except as otherwise provided in paragraph 6, the Fund shall not be bound by any judgment or decision in proceedings
to which it has not been a party or by any settlement to which it is not a party.

6. Without prejudice to the provisions of paragraph 4, where an action under the 1992 Liability Convention for
compensation for pollution damage has been brought against an owner or his guarantor before a competent court in a
Contracting State, each party to the proceedings shall be entitled under the national law of that State to notify the Fund
of the proceedings. Where such notification has been made in accordance with the formalities required by the law of the
court seized and in such time and in such a manner that the Fund has in fact been in a position effectively to intervene as
a party to the proceedings, any judgment rendered by the court in such proceedings shall, after it has become final and
enforceable in the State where the judgment was given, become binding upon the Fund in the sense that the facts and
findings in that judgment may not be disputed by the Fund even if the Fund has not actually intervened in the
proceedings. Article 8
Subject to any decision concerning the distribution referred to in Article 4, paragraph 5, any judgment given against
the Fund by a court having jurisdiction in accordance with Article 7, paragraphs 1 and 3, shall, when it has become
enforceable in the State of origin and is in that State no longer subject to ordinary forms of review, be recognized and
enforceable in each Contracting State on the same conditions as are prescribed in Article X of the 1992 Liability
Convention. Article 9

1. The Fund shall, in respect of any amount of compensation for pollution damage paid by the Fund in accordance with
Article 4, paragraph 1, of this Convention, acquire by subrogation the rights that the person so compensated may enjoy
under the 1992 Liability Convention against the owner or his guarantor.

2. Nothing in this Convention shall prejudice any right of recourse or subrogation of the Fund against persons other than
those referred to in the preceding paragraph. In any event the right of the Fund to subrogation against such person shall
not be less favourable than that of an insurer of the person to whom compensation has been paid.

3. Without prejudice to any other rights of subrogation or recourse against the Fund which may exist, a Contracting
State or agency thereof which has paid compensation for pollution damage in accordance with provisions of national
law shall acquire by subrogation the rights which the person so compensated would have enjoyed under this
Convention. Contributions Article 10

1. Annual contributions to the Fund shall be made in respect of each Contracting State by any person who, in the
calendar year referred to in Article 12, paragraph 2(a) or (b), has received in total quantities exceeding 150,000 tons:
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(a) in the ports or terminal installations in the territory of that State contributing oil carried by sea to such ports or
terminal installations; and

(b) in any installations situated in the territory of that Contracting State contributing oil which has been carried by sea
and discharged in a port or terminal installation of a non-Contracting State, provided that contributing oil shall only be
taken into account by virtue of this sub-paragraph on first receipt in a Contracting State after its discharge in that
non-Contracting State.

2.
(a) For the purposes of paragraph 1, where the quantity of contributing oil received in the territory of a Contracting
State by any person in a calendar year when aggregated with the quantity of contributing oil received in the same
Contracting State in that year by any associated person or persons exceeds 150,000 tons, such person shall pay
contributions in respect of the actual quantity received by him notwithstanding that that quantity did not exceed 150,000
tons.

(b) "Associated person" means any subsidiary or commonly controlled entity. The question whether a person comes
within this definition shall be determined bythe national law of the State concerned. Article 11 [1971 Article 11
deleted]
Article 12

1. With a view to assessing the amount of annual contributions due, if any, and taking account of the necessity to
maintain sufficient liquid funds, the Assembly shall for each calendar year make an estimate in the form of a budget of:

(i) Expenditure

(a) costs and expenses of the administration of the Fund in the relevant year and any deficit from operations in
preceding years;

(b) payments to be made by the Fund in the relevant year for the satisfaction of claims against the Fund due under
Article 4, including repayment on loans previously taken by the Fund for the satisfaction of such claims, to the extent
that the aggregate amount of such claims in respect of any one incident does not exceed four million units of account;
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(c) payments to be made by the Fund in the relevant year for the satisfaction of claims against the Fund due under
Article 4, including repayments on loans previously taken by the Fund for the satisfaction of such claims, to the extent
that the aggregate amount of such claims in respect of any one incident is in excess of four million units of account;

(ii) Income

(a) surplus funds from operations in preceding years, including any interest;

(b) annual contributions, if required to balance the budget;

(c) any other income.

2. The Assembly shall decide the total amount of contributions to be levied. On the basis of that decision, the Director
shall, in respect of each Contracting State, calculate for each person referred to in Article 10 the amount of his annual
contribution:

(a) in so far as the contribution is for the satisfaction of payments referred to in paragraph 1(i) (a) and (b) on the basis
of a fixed sum for each ton of contributing oil received in the relevant State by such persons during the preceding
calendar year; and

(b) in so far as the contribution is for the satisfaction of payments referred to in paragraph 1(i) (c) of this Article on the
basis of a fixed sum for each ton of contributing oil received by such person during the calendar year preceding that in
which the incident in question occurred, provided that State was a Party to this Convention at the date of the incident.

3. The sums referred to in paragraph 2 above shall be arrived at by dividing the relevant total amount of contributions
required by the total amount of contributing oil received in all Contracting States in the relevant year.

4. The annual contribution shall be due on the date to be laid down in the Internal Regulations of the Fund. The
Assembly may decide on a different date of payment.

5. The Assembly may decide, under conditions to be laid down in the Financial Regulations of the Fund, to make
transfers between funds received in accordance with Article 122(a) and funds received in accordance with Article
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122(b). Article 13

1. The amount of any contribution due under Article 12 and which is in arrears shall bear interest at a rate which shall
be determined in accordance with the Internal Regulations of the Fund, provided that different rates may be fixed for
different circumstances.

2. Each Contracting State shall ensure that any obligation to contribute to the Fund arising under this Convention in
respect of oil received within the territory of that State is fulfilled and shall take any appropriate measures under its law,
including the imposing of such sanctions as it may deem necessary, with a view to the effective execution of any such
obligation; provided, however, that such measures shall only be directed against those persons who are under an
obligation to contribute to the Fund.

3. Where a person who is liable in accordance with the provisions of Articles 10 and 12 to make contributions to the
Fund does not fulfil his obligations in respect of any such contribution or any part thereof and is in arrear, the Director
shall take all appropriate action against such person on behalf of the Fund with a view to the recovery of the amount
due. However, where the defaulting contributor is manifestly insolvent or the circumstances otherwise so warrant, the
Assembly may, upon recommendation of the Director, decide that no action shall be taken or continued against the
contributor. Article 14

1. Each Contracting State may at the time when it deposits its instrument of ratification or accession or at any time
thereafter declare that it assumes itself obligations that are incumbent under this Convention on any person who is liable
to contribute to the Fund in accordance with Article 10, paragraph 1, in respect of oil received within the territory of
that State. Such declaration shall be made in writing and shall specify which obligations are assumed.

2. Where a declaration under paragraph 1 is made prior to the entry into force of this Convention in accordance with
Article 40, it shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the Organization who shall after the entry into force of the
Convention communicate the declaration to the Director.

3. A declaration under paragraph 1 which is made after the entry into force of this Convention shall be deposited with
the Director.

4. A declaration made in accordance with this Article may be withdrawn by the relevant State giving notice thereof in
writing to the Director. Such notification shalltake effect three months after the Director's receipt thereof.

5. Any State which is bound by a declaration made under this Article shall, in any proceedings brought against it before
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a competent court in respect of any obligation specified in the declaration, waive any immunity that it would otherwise
be entitled to invoke. Article 15

1. Each Contracting State shall ensure that any person who receives contributing oil within its territory in such
quantities that he is liable to contribute to the Fund appears on a list to be established and kept up to date by the Director
in accordance with the subsequent provisions of this Article.

2. For the purposes set out in paragraph 1, each Contracting State shall communicate, at a time and in the manner to be
prescribed in the Internal Regulations, to the Director the name and address of any person who in respect of that State is
liable to contribute to the Fund pursuant to Article 10, as well as data on the relevant quantities of contributing oil
received by any such person during the preceding calendar year.

3. For the purposes of ascertaining who are, at any given time, the persons liable to contribute to the Fund in accordance
with Article 10, paragraph 1, and of establishing, where applicable, the quantities of oil to be taken into account for any
such person when determining the amount of his contribution, the list shall be prima facie evidence of the facts stated
therein.

4. Where a Contracting State does not fulfil its obligations to submit to the Director the communication referred to in
paragraph 2 and this results in a financial loss for the Fund, that Contracting State shall be liable to compensate the
Fund for such loss. The Assembly shall, on the recommendation of the Director, decide whether such compensation
shall be payable by that Contracting State. Organization and Administration Article 16
The Fund shall have an Assembly and a Secretariat headed by a Director. Assembly Article 17
The Assembly shall consist of all Contracting States to this Convention. Article 18
The functions of the Assembly shall be:

1. to elect at each regular session its Chairman and two Vice-Chairmen who shall hold office until the next regular
session;

2. to determine its own Rules of Procedure, subject to the provisions of this Convention;

3. to adopt Internal Regulations necessary for the proper functioning of the Fund;

4. to appoint the Director and make provisions for the appointment of such other personnel as may be necessary and
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determine the terms and conditions of service of the Director and other personnel;

5. to adopt the annual budget and fix the annual contributions;

6. to appoint auditors and approve the accounts of the Fund;

7. to approve settlements of claims against the Fund, to take decisions in respect of the distribution among claimants
of the available amount of compensation in accordance with Article 4, paragraph 5, and to determine the terms and
conditions according to which provisional payments in respect of claims shall be made with a view to ensuring that
victims of pollution damage are compensated as promptly as possible;

8. [1971 paragraph 8 deleted]

9. to establish any temporary or permanent subsidiary body it may consider to be necessary, to define its terms of
reference and to give it the authority needed to perform the functions entrusted to it; when appointing the members of
such body, the Assembly shall endeavour to secure an equitable geographical distribution of members and to ensure that
the Contracting States, in respect of which the largest quantities of contributing oil are being received, are appropriately
represented; the Rules of Procedure of the Assembly may be applied, mutatis mutandis, for the work of such subsidiary
body;

10. to determine which non-Contracting States and which inter-governmental and international non-governmental
organizations shall be admitted to take part, without voting rights, in meetings of the Assembly and subsidiary bodies;

11. to give instructions concerning the administration of the Fund to the Director and subsidiary bodies;

12. [1971 paragraph 12 deleted]

13. to supervise the proper execution of the Convention and of its own decisions;

14. to perform such other functions as are allocated to it under the Convention or are otherwise necessary for the
proper operation of the Fund. Article 19
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1. Regular sessions of the Assembly shall take place once every calendar year upon convocation by the Director.

2. Extraordinary sessions of the Assembly shall be convened by the Director at the request of at least one-third of the
members of the Assembly and may be convened on the Director's own initiative after consultation with the Chairman of
the Assembly. The Director shall give members at least thirty days' notice of such sessions. Article 20
A majority of the members of the Assembly shall constitute a quorum for its meetings.
[1971 heading deleted] Articles 21-27 [1971 Articles 21-27 deleted]
Secretariat Article 28

1. The Secretariat shall comprise the Director and such staff as the administration of the Fund may require.

2. The Director shall be the legal representative of the Fund. Article 29

1. The Director shall be the chief administrative officer of the Fund. Subject to the instructions given to him by the
Assembly, he shall perform those functions which are assigned to him by this Convention, the Internal Regulations of
the Fund and the Assembly.

2. The Director shall in particular:

(a) appoint the personnel required for the administration of the Fund;

(b) take all appropriate measures with a view to the proper administration of the Fund's assets;

(c) collect the contributions due under this Convention while observing in particular the provisions of Article 13,
paragraph 3;

(d) to the extent necessary to deal with claims against the Fund and carry out the other functions of the Fund, employ
the services of legal, financial and other experts;
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(e) take all appropriate measures for dealing with claims against the Fund within the limits and on conditions to be
laid down in the Internal Regulations, including the final settlement of claims without the prior approval of the
Assembly where these Regulations so provide;

(f) prepare and submit to the Assembly the financial statements and budget estimates for each calendar year;

(g) prepare, in consultation with the Chairman of the Assembly, and publish a report of the activities of the Fund
during the previous calendar year;

(h) prepare, collect and circulate the papers, documents, agenda, minutes and information that may be required for the
work of the Assembly and subsidiary bodies. Article 30
In the performance of their duties the Director and the staff and experts appointed by him shall not seek or receive
instructions from any Government or from any authority external to the Fund. They shall refrain from any action which
might reflect on their position as international officials. Each Contracting State on its part undertakes to respect the
exclusively international character of the responsibilities of the Director and the staff and experts appointed by him, and
not to seek to influence them in the discharge of their duties. Finances Article 31

1. Each Contracting State shall bear the salary, travel and other expenses of its own delegation to the Assembly and of
its representatives on subsidiary bodies.

2. Any other expenses incurred in the operation of the Fund shall be borne by the Fund. Voting Article 32
The following provisions shall apply to voting in the Assembly:

(a) each member shall have one vote;

(b) except as otherwise provided in Article 33, decisions of the Assembly shall be by a majority vote of the members
present and voting;

(c) decisions where a three-fourths or a two-thirds majority is required shall be by a three fourths or two-thirds
majority vote, as the case may be, of those present;
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(d) for the purpose of this Article the phrase "members present" means "members present at the meeting at the time of
the vote", and the phrase "members present and voting" means "members present and casting an affirmative or negative
vote". Members who abstain from voting shall be considered as not voting. Article 33
The following decisions of the Assembly shall require a two-thirds majority:

(a) a decision under Article 13, paragraph 3, not to take or continue action against a contributor;

(b) the appointment of the Director under Article 18, paragraph 4;

(c) the establishment of subsidiary bodies, under Article 18, paragraph 9, and matters relating to such establishment.
Article 34

1. The Fund, its assets, income, including contributions, and other property shall enjoy in all Contracting States
exemption from all direct taxation.

2. When the Fund makes substantial purchases of movable or immovable property,or has important work carried out
which is necessary for the exercise of its official activities and the cost of which includes indirect taxes or sales taxes,
the Governments of Member States shall take, whenever possible, appropriate measures for the remission or refund of
the amount of such duties and taxes.

3. No exemption shall be accorded in the case of duties, taxes or dues which merely constitute payment for public utility
services.

4. The Fund shall enjoy exemption from all customs duties, taxes and other related taxes on articles imported or
exported by it or on its behalf for its official use. Articles thus imported shall not be transferred either for consideration
or gratis on the territory of the country into which they have been imported except on conditions agreed by the
Government of that country.

5. Persons contributing to the Fund and victims and owners of ships receiving compensation from the Fund shall be
subject to the fiscal legislation of the State where they are taxable, no special exemption or other benefit being conferred
on them in this respect.
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6. Information relating to individual contributors supplied for the purpose of this Convention shall not be divulged
outside the Fund except in so far as it may be strictly necessary to enable the Fund to carry out its functions including
the bringing and defending of legal proceedings.

7. Independently of existing or future regulations concerning currency or transfers, Contracting States shall authorize
the transfer and payment of any contribution to the Fund and of any compensation paid by the Fund without any
restriction. Transitional Provisions Article 35
Claims for compensation under Article 4 arising from incidents occurring after the date of entry into force of this
Convention may not be brought against the Fund earlier than the one hundred and twentieth day after that date. Article
36
The Secretary-General of the Organization shall convene the first session of the Assembly. This session shall take
place as soon as possible after entry into force of this Convention and, in any case, not more than thirty days after such
entry into force. Article 36 bis
The following transitional provisions shall apply in the period, hereinafter referred to as the transitional period,
commencing with the date of entry into force of this Convention and ending with the date on which the denunciations
provided for in Article 31 of the 1992 Protocol to amend the 1971 Fund Convention take effect:

(a) In the application of paragraph 1(a) of Article 2 of this Convention, the reference to the 1992 Liability Convention
shall include reference to the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage, 1969, either in its
original version or as amended by the Protocol thereto of 1976 (referred to in this Article as "the 1969 Liability
Convention"), and also the 1971 Fund Convention.

(b) Where an incident has caused pollution damage within the scope of this Convention, the Fund shall pay
compensation to any person suffering pollution damage only if, and to the extent that, such person has been unable to
obtain full and adequate compensation for the damage under the terms of the 1969 Liability Convention, the 1971 Fund
Convention and the 1992 Liability Convention, provided that, in respect of pollution damage within the scope of this
Convention in respect of a Party to this Convention but not a Party to the 1971 Fund Convention, the Fund shall pay
compensation to any person suffering pollution damage only if, and to the extent that, such person would have been
unable to obtain full and adequate compensation had that State been party to each of the above-mentioned Conventions.

(c) In the application of Article 4 of this Convention, the amount to be taken into account in determining the aggregate
amount of compensation payable by the Fund shall also include the amount of compensation actually paid under the
1969 Liability Convention, if any, and the amount of compensation actually paid or deemed to have been paid under the
1971 Fund Convention.

(d) Paragraph 1 of Article 9 of this Convention shall also apply to the rights enjoyed under the 1969 Liability
Convention. Article 36 ter
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1. Subject to paragraph 4 of this Article, the aggregate amount of the annual contributions payable in respect of
contributing oil received in a single Contracting State during a calendar year shall not exceed 27.5% of the total amount
of annual contributions pursuant to the 1992 Protocol to amend the 1971 Fund Convention, in respect of that calendar
year.

2. If the application of the provisions in paragraphs 2 and 3 of Article 12 would result in the aggregate amount of the
contributions payable by contributors in a single Contracting State in respect of a given calendar year exceeding 27.5%
of the total annual contributions, the contributions payable by all contributors in that State shall be reduced pro rata so
that their aggregate contributions equal 27.5% of the total annual contributions to the Fund in respect of that year.

3. If the contributions payable by persons in a given Contracting State shall be reduced pursuant to paragraph 2 of this
Article, the contributions payable by persons in all other Contracting States shall be increased pro rata so as to ensure
that the total amount of contributions payable by all persons liable to contribute to the Fund in respect of the calendar
year in question will reach the total amount of contributions decided by the Assembly.

4. The provisions in paragraphs 1 to 3 of this Article shall operate until the total quantity of contributing oil received in
all Contracting States in a calendar year has reached 750 million tons or until a period of 5 years after the date of entry
into forceof the said 1992 Protocol has elapsed, whichever occurs earlier. Article 36 quater
Notwithstanding the provisions of this Convention, the following provisions shall apply to the administration of the
Fund during the period in which both the 1971 Fund Convention and this Convention are in force:

(a) The Secretariat of the Fund, established by the 1971 Fund Convention (hereinafter referred to as "the 1971 Fund"),
headed by the Director, may also function as the Secretariat and the Director of the Fund.

(b) If, in accordance with sub-paragraph (a), the Secretariat and the Director of the 1971 Fund also perform the
function of Secretariat and Director of the Fund, the Fund shall be represented, in cases of conflict of interests between
the 1971 Fund and the Fund, by the Chairman of the Assembly of the Fund.

(c) The Director and the staff and experts appointed by him, performing their duties under this Convention and the
1971 Fund Convention, shall not be regarded as contravening the provisions of Article 30 of this Convention in so far as
they discharge their duties in accordance with this Article.

(d) The Assembly of the Fund shall endeavour not to take decisions which are incompatible with decisions taken by
the Assembly of the 1971 Fund. If differences of opinion with respect to common administrative issues arise, the
Assembly of the Fund shall try to reach a consensus with the Assembly of the 1971 Fund, in a spirit of mutual
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co-operation and with the common aims of both organizations in mind.

(e) The Fund may succeed to the rights, obligations and assets of the 1971 Fund if the Assembly of the 1971 Fund so
decides, in accordance with Article 44, paragraph 2, of the 1971 Fund Convention.

(f) The Fund shall reimburse to the 1971 Fund all costs and expenses arising from administrative services performed
by the 1971 Fund on behalf of the Fund. Final Clauses Article 36 quinquies
The final clauses of this Convention shall be Articles 28 to 39 of the Protocol of 1992 to amend the 1971 Fund
Convention. References in this Convention to Contracting States shall be taken to mean references to the Contracting
States of that Protocol. Final Clauses of the Protocol of 1992 to Amend the 1971 Fund Convention Article 28
Signature, Ratification, Acceptance, Approval and Accession

1. This Protocol shall be open for signature at London from 15 January 1993 to 14 January 1994 by any State which has
signed the 1992 Liability Convention.

2. Subject to paragraph 4, this Protocol shall be ratified, accepted or approved by States which have signed it.

3. Subject to paragraph 4, this Protocol is open for accession by States which did not sign it.

4. This Protocol may be ratified, accepted, approved or acceded to only by States which have ratified, accepted,
approved or acceded to the 1992 Liability Convention.

5. Ratification, acceptance, approval or accession shall be effected by the deposit of a formal instrument to that effect
with the Secretary-General of the Organization.

6. A State which is a Party to this Protocol but is not a Party to the 1971 Fund Convention shall be bound by the
provisions of the 1971 Fund Convention as amended by this Protocol in relation to other Parties hereto, but shall not be
bound by the provisions of the 1971 Fund Convention in relation to Parties thereto.

7. Any instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession deposited after the entry into force of an
amendment to the 1971 Fund Convention as amended by this Protocol shall be deemed to apply to the Convention so
amended, as modified by such amendment. Article 29
Information on Contributing Oil
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1. Before this Protocol comes into force for a State, that State shall, when depositing an instrument referred to in Article
28, paragraph 5, and annually thereafter at a date to be determined by the Secretary-General of the Organization,
communicate to him the name and address of any person who in respect of that State would be liable to contribute to the
Fund pursuant to Article 10 of the 1971 Fund Convention as amended by this Protocol as well as data on the relevant
quantities of contributing oil received by any such person in the territory of that State during the preceding calendar
year.

2. During the transitional period, the Director shall, for Parties, communicate annually to the Secretary-General of the
Organization data on quantities of contributing oil received by persons liable to contribute to the Fund pursuant to
Article 10 of the 1971 Fund Convention as amended by this Protocol. Article 30
Entry into Force

1. This Protocol shall enter into force twelve months following the date on which the following requirements are
fulfilled:

(a) at least eight States have deposited instruments of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession with the
Secretary-General of the Organization; and

(b) the Secretary-General of the Organization has received information in accordance with Article 29 that those
persons who would be liable to contribute pursuant to Article 10 of the 1971 Fund Convention as amended by this
Protocol have received during the preceding calendar year a total quantity of at least 450 million tons of contributing
oil.

2. However, this Protocol shall not enter into force before the 1992 Liability Convention has entered into force.

3. For each State which ratifies, accepts, approves or accedes to this Protocol after the conditions in paragraph 1 for
entry into force have been met, the Protocol shall enter into force twelve months following the date of the deposit by
such State of the appropriate instrument.

4. Any State may, at the time of the deposit of its instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession in respect
of this Protocol declare that such instrument shall not take effect for the purpose of this Article until the end of the
six-month period in Article 31.
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5. Any State which has made a declaration in accordance with the preceding paragraph may withdraw it at any time by
means of a notification addressed to the Secretary-General of the Organization. Any such withdrawal shall take effect
on the date the notification is received, and any State making such a withdrawal shall be deemed to have deposited its
instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession in respect of this Protocol on that date.

6. Any State which has made a declaration under Article 13, paragraph 2, of the Protocol of 1992 to amend the 1969
Liability Convention shall be deemed to have also made a declaration under paragraph 4 of this Article. Withdrawal of a
declaration under the said Article 13, paragraph 2, shall be deemed to constitute withdrawal also under paragraph 5 of
this Article. Article 31
Denunciation of the 1969 and 1971 Conventions
Subject to Article 30, within six months following the date on which the following requirements are fulfilled:

(a) at least eight States have become Parties to this Protocol or have deposited instruments of ratification, acceptance,
approval or accession with the Secretary-General of the Organization, whether or not subject to Article 30, paragraph 4,
and

(b) the Secretary-General of the Organization has received information in accordance with Article 29 that those
persons who are or would be liable to contribute pursuant to Article 10 of the 1971 Fund Convention as amended by
this Protocol have received during the preceding calendar year a total quantity of at least 750 million tons of
contributing oil;
each Party to this Protocol and each State which has deposited an instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or
accession, whether or not subject to Article 30, paragraph 4, shall, if party thereto, denounce the 1971 Fund Convention
and the 1969 Liability Convention with effect twelve months after the expiry of the above-mentioned six-month period.
Article 32
Revision and Amendment

1. A conference for the purpose of revising or amending the 1992 Fund Convention may be convened by the
Organization.

2. The Organization shall convene a Conference of Contracting States for the purpose of revising or amending the 1992
Fund Convention at the request of not less than one-third of all Contracting States. Article 33
Amendment of Compensation Limits

1. Upon the request of at least one quarter of the Contracting States, any proposal to amend the limits of amounts of
compensation laid down in Article 4, paragraph 4, of the 1971 Fund Convention as amended by this Protocol shall be
circulated by the Secretary-General to all Members of the Organization and to all Contracting States.
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2. Any amendment proposed and circulated as above shall be submitted to the Legal Committee of the Organization for
consideration at a date at least six months after the date of its circulation.

3. All Contracting States to the 1971 Fund Convention as amended by this Protocol, whether or not Members of the
Organization, shall be entitled to participate in the proceedings of the Legal Committee for the consideration and
adoption of amendments.

4. Amendments shall be adopted by a two-thirds majority of the Contracting States present and voting in the Legal
Committee, expanded as provided for in paragraph 3, on condition that at least one half of the Contracting States shall
be present at the time of voting.

5. When acting on a proposal to amend the limits, the Legal Committee shall take into account the experience of
incidents and in particular the amount of damage resulting therefrom and changes in the monetary values. It shall also
take into account the relationship between the limits in Article 4, paragraph 4, of the 1971 Fund Convention as amended
by this Protocol and those in Article V, paragraph 1 of the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution
Damage, 1992.

6.
(a) No amendment of the limits under this Article may be considered before 15 January 1998 nor less than five years
from the date of entry into force of a previous amendment under this Article. No amendment under this Article shall be
considered before this Protocol has entered into force.

(b) No limit may be increased so as to exceed an amount which corresponds to the limit laid down in the 1971 Fund
Convention as amended by this Protocol increased by six per cent per year calculated on a compound basis from 15
January 1993.

(c) No limit may be increased so as to exceed an amount which corresponds to the limit laid down in the 1971 Fund
Convention as amended by this Protocol multiplied by three.

7. Any amendment adopted in accordance with paragraph 4 shall be notified by the Organization to all Contracting
States. The amendment shall be deemed to have been accepted at the end of a period of eighteen months after the date
of notification unless within that period not less than one quarter of the States that were Contracting States at the time of
the adoption of the amendment by the Legal Committee have communicated to the Organization that they do not accept
the amendment in which case the amendment is rejected and shall have no effect.
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8. An amendment deemed to have been accepted in accordance with paragraph 7 shall enter into force eighteen months
after its acceptance.

9. All Contracting States shall be bound by the amendment, unless they denounce this Protocol in accordance with
Article 34, paragraphs 1 and 2, at least six months before the amendment enters into force. Such denunciation shall take
effect when the amendment enters into force.

10. When an amendment has been adopted by the Legal Committee but the eighteen-month period for its acceptance
has not yet expired, a State which becomes a Contracting State during that period shall be bound by the amendment if it
enters into force. A State which becomes a Contracting State after that period shall be bound by an amendment which
has been accepted in accordance with paragraph 7. In the cases referred to in this paragraph, a State becomes bound by
an amendment when that amendment enters into force, or when this Protocol enters into force for that State, if later.
Article 34
Denunciation

1. This Protocol may be denounced by any Party at any time after the date on which it enters into force for that Party.

2. Denunciation shall be effected by the deposit of an instrument with the Secretary-General of the Organization.

3. A denunciation shall take effect twelve months, or such longer period as may be specified in the instrument of
denunciation, after its deposit with the Secretary-General of the Organization.

4. Denunciation of the 1992 Liability Convention shall be deemed to be a denunciation of this Protocol. Such
denunciation shall take effect on the date on which denunciation of the Protocol of 1992 to amend the 1969 Liability
Convention takes effect according to Article 16 of that Protocol.

5. Any Contracting State to this Protocol which has not denounced the 1971 Fund Convention and the 1969 Liability
Convention as required by Article 31 shall be deemed to have denounced this Protocol with effect twelve months after
the expiry of the six-month period mentioned in that Article. As from the date on which the denunciations provided for
in Article 31 take effect, any Party to this Protocol which deposits an instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or
accession to the 1969 Liability Convention shall be deemed to have denounced this Protocol with effect from the date
on which such instrument takes effect.
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6. As between the Parties to this Protocol, denunciation by any of them of the 1971 Fund Convention in accordance
with Article 41 thereof shall not be construed in any way as a denunciation of the 1971 Fund Convention as amended by
this Protocol.

7. Notwithstanding a denunciation of this Protocol by a Party pursuant to this Article, any provisions of this Protocol
relating to the obligations to make contributions under Article 10 of the 1971 Fund Convention as amended by this
Protocol with respect to an incident referred to in Article 12, paragraph 2(b), of that amended Convention and occurring
before the denunciation takes effect shall continue to apply. Article 35
Extraordinary Sessions of the Assembly

1. Any Contracting State may, within ninety days after the deposit of an instrument of denunciation the result of which
it considers will significantly increase the level of contributions for the remaining Contracting States, request the
Director to convene an extraordinary session of the Assembly. The Director shall convene the Assembly to meet not
later than sixty days after receipt of the request.

2. The Director may convene, on his own initiative, an extraordinary session of the Assembly to meet within sixty days
after the deposit of any instrument of denunciation, if he considers that such denunciation will result in a significant
increase in the level of contributions of the remaining Contracting States.

3. If the Assembly at an extraordinary session convened in accordance with paragraph 1 or 2 decides that the
denunciation will result in a significant increase in the level of contributions for the remaining Contracting States, any
such State may, not later than one hundred and twenty days before the date on which the denunciation takes effect,
denounce this Protocol with effect from the same date. Article 36
Termination

1. This Protocol shall cease to be in force on the date when the number of Contracting States falls below three.

2. States which are bound by this Protocol on the day before the date it ceases to be in force shall enable the Fund to
exercise its functions as described under Article 37 of this Protocol and shall, for that purpose only, remain bound by
this Protocol. Article 37
Winding Up of the Fund

1. If this Protocol ceases to be in force, the Fund shall nevertheless:

(a) meet its obligations in respect of any incident occurring before the Protocol ceased to be in force;
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(b) be entitled to exercise its rights to contributions to the extent that these contributions are necessary to meet the
obligations under sub-paragraph (a), including expenses for the administration of the Fund necessary for this purpose.

2. The Assembly shall take all appropriate measures to complete the winding up of the Fund including the distribution
in an equitable manner of any remaining assets among those persons who have contributed to the Fund.

3. For the purposes of this Article the Fund shall remain a legal person. Article 38
Depositary

1. This Protocol and any amendments accepted under Article 33 shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the
Organization.

2. The Secretary-General of the Organization shall:

(a) inform all States which have signed or acceded to this Protocol of

(i) each new signature or deposit of an instrument together with the date thereof,

(ii) each declaration and notification under Article 30 including declarations and withdrawals deemed to have been
made in accordance with that Article;

(iii) the date of entry into force of this Protocol;

(iv) the date by which denunciations provided for in Article 31 are required to be made;

(v) any proposal to amend limits of amounts of compensation which has been made in accordance with Article 33,
paragraph 1;
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(vi) any amendment which has been adopted in accordance with Article 33, paragraph 4;

(vii) any amendment deemed to have been accepted under Article 33, paragraph 7, together with the date on which
that amendment shall enter into force in accordance with paragraphs 8 and 9 of that Article;

(viii) the deposit of an instrument of denunciation of this Protocol together with the date of the deposit and the date
on which it takes effect;

(ix) any denunciation deemed to have been made under Article 34, paragraph 5;

(x) any communication called for by any Article in this Protocol;

(b) transmit certified true copies of this Protocol to all Signatory States and to all States which accede to the Protocol.

3. As soon as this Protocol enters into force, the text shall be transmitted by the Secretary-General of the Organization
to the Secretariat of the United Nations for registration and publication in accordance with Article 102 of the Charter of
the United Nations. Article 39
Languages
This Protocol is established in a single original in the Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish
languages, each text being equally authentic.
Done at London, 27 November 1992.
Signatories: Algeria, Belgium, Brazil, Federal Republic of Germany, Finland, Ghana, Ireland, Japan,
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States of America, Yugoslavia.
Ratifications and Entry into Force [States in bold have submitted a declaration, reservation or statement.]
State

Date

Entry into Force

Albania (accession)

30 June 2005

30 June 2006

Algeria (accession)

11 June 1998

11 June 1999

Angola (accession)

4 October 2001

4 October 2002

Antigua and Barbuda (accession)

14 June 2000

14 June 2001

Argentina (accession)

13 October 2000

13 October 2001

Australia (accession)

9 October 1995

9 October 1996

Bahamas (accession)

1 April 1997

1 April 1998

Bahrain (accession)

3 May 1996

3 May 1997
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Barbados (accession)

7 July 1998

7 July 1999

Belgium (accession)

6 October 1998

6 October 1999

Belize (accession)

27 November 1998

27 November 1999

Brunei Darussalam (accession)

31 January 2002

31 January 2003

Cambodia (accession)

8 June 2001

8 June 2002

Cameroon (accession)

15 October 2001

15 October 2002

Canada (accession)

29 May 1998

29 May 1999

Cape Verde (accession)

4 July 2003

4 July 2004

China[1] (accession)

5 January 1999

5 January 2000

Colombia (accession)

19 November 2001

19 November 2002

Comoros (accession)

5 January 2000

5 January 2001

Congo (accession)

7 August 2002

7 August 2003

Croatia (accession)

12 January 1998

12 January 1999

Cyprus (accession)

12 May 1997

12 May 1998

Denmark (ratification)

30 May 1995

30 May 1996

Djibouti (accession)

8 January 2001

8 January 2002

Dominica (accession)

31 August 2001

31 August 2002

Dominican Republic (accession)

24 June 1999

24 June 2000

Estonia (accession)

6 August 2004

6 August 2005

Fiji (accession)

30 November 1999

30 November 2000

Finland (acceptance)

24 November 1995

24 November 1996

France (approval)

29 September 1994

30 May 1996

Gabon (accession)

31 May 2002

31 May 2003

Georgia (accession)

18 April 2000

18 April 2001

Germany (ratification)

29 September 1994

30 May 1996

Ghana (accession)

3 February 2003

3 February 2004

Greece (ratification)

9 October 1995

9 October 1996

Grenada (accession)

7 January 1998

7 January 1999

Guinea (accession)

2 October 2002

2 October 2003

Iceland (accession)

13 November 1998

13 November 1999

India (accession)

21 June 2000

21 June 2001

Ireland (accession)

15 May 1997

16 May 1998

Israel (accession)

21 October 2004

21 October 2005

Italy (accession)

16 September 1999

16 September 2000

Jamaica (accession)

24 June 1997

24 June 1998

Japan (accession)

24 August 1994

30 May 1996

Kenya (accession)

2 February 2000

2 February 2001

Korea, Republic of (accession)

7 March 1997

16 May 1998
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Latvia (accession)

6 April 1998

6 April 1999

Liberia (accession)

5 October 1995

5 October 1996

Lithuania (accession)

27 June 2000

27 June 2001

Madagascar (accession)

21 May 2002

21 May 2003

Malaysia (accession)

9 June 2004

9 June 2005

Maldives (accession)

20 May 2005

20 May 2006

Malta (accession)

6 January 2000

6 January 2001

Marshall Islands (accession)

16 October 1995

16 October 1996

Mauritius (accession)

6 December 1999

6 December 2000

Mexico (accession)

13 May 1994

30 May 1996

Monaco (ratification)

8 November 1996

8 November 1997

Morocco (ratification)

22 August 2000

22 August 2001

Mozambique (accession)

26 April 2002

26 April 2003

Namibia (accession)

18 December 2002

18 December 2003

Netherlands (accession)

15 November 1996

15 November 1997

New Zealand (accession)

25 June 1998

25 June 1999

Nigeria (accession)

24 May 2002

24 May 2003

Norway (ratification)

3 April 1995

30 May 1996

Oman (accession)

8 July 1994

30 May 1996

Panama (accession)

18 March 1999

18 March 2000

Papua New Guinea (accession)

23 January 2001

23 January 2002

Philippines (accession)

7 July 1997

7 July 1998

Poland (accession)

21 December 1999

21 December 2000

Portugal (accession)

13 November 2001

13 November 2002

Qatar (accession)

20 November 2001

20 November 2002

Russian Federation (accession)

20 March 2000

20 March 2001

St. Kitts and Nevis (accession)

2 March 2005

2 March 2006

St. Lucia (accession)

20 May 2004

20 May 2005

(accession)

9 October 2001

9 October 2002

Samoa (accession)

1 February 2002

1 February 2003

Seychelles (accession)

23 July 1999

23 July 2000

Sierra Leones (accession)

4 June 2001

4 June 2002

Singapore (accession)

31 December 1997

31 December 1998

Slovenia (accession)

19 July 2000

19 July 2001

South Africa (accession)

1 October 2004

1 October 2005

Spain (accession)

6 July 1995

16 May 1998

Sri Lanka (accession)

22 January 1999

22 January 2000

St. Vincent and the Grenadines
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Sweden (ratification)

25 May 1995

30 May 1996

Switzerland (accession)

31 January 2005

31 January 2006

Tanzania, United Republic of (accession)

19 November 2002

19 November 2003

Tonga (accession)

10 December 1999

10 December 2000

Trinidad and Tobago (accession)

6 March 2000

6 March 2001

Tunisia (accession)

29 January 1997

29 January 1998

Turkey (accession)

17 August 2001

17 August 2002

United Arab Emirates (accession)

19 November 1997

19 November 1998

United Kingdom [2] (accession)

29 September 1994

30 May 1996

Uruguay (accession)

9 July 1997

9 July 1998

Vanuatu (accession)

18 February 1999

18 February 2000

Venezuela (accession)

22 July 1998

22 July 1999

[1] China declared that the Protocol will be applicable to the Hong Kong SpecialAdministrative Region only.
[2] The United Kingdom declared its accession to be effective in respect of:
The Bailiwick of Jersey
The Isle of Man
Falkland Islands
Montserrat
South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands
with effect from 20 February 1998:
Anguilla
Bailiwick of Guernsey
Bermuda
British Antarctic Territory
British Indian Ocean Territory
Pitcairn, Henderson, Ducie and Oeno Islands
Sovereign Base Areas of Akrotiri and Dhakelia on Cyprus
Turks & Caicos Islands
Virgin Islands
with effect from 15 May 1998:
Cayman Islands
Gibraltar
St. Helena and its Dependencies
Reservations and Declarations
[Other than territorial application as set forth in footnotes to the list of Contracting States, only those reservations or
declarations presently affecting application of the Convention, as amended, are reproduced.]
CANADA
The instrument of accession was accompanied by the following declaration:
"By virtue of Article 14 of the International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for
Compensation of Oil Pollution Damage, 1992, the Government of Canada assumes responsibility for the payment of the
obligations contained in Article 10, paragraph 1."
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GERMANY
The instrument of ratifications was accompanied by the following declaration:
"The Federal Republic of Germany hereby declares that, having deposited the instruments for ratification of the
protocols of 27 November 1992 amending the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage of
1969 and amending the International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for Compensation for
Oil Pollution Damage of 1971, it regards its ratification of the Protocols of 25 May 1984, as documented on 18 October
1988 by the deposit of its instruments of ratification, as null and void as from the entry into force of the Protocols of 27
November 1992."
IRELAND
The instrument of accession contained the following declaration:
"Declare that this instrument of accession shall not take effect until the end of the six-month period in article 31
of the 1992 Protocol to amend the International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for
Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage of 1971."
NEW ZEALAND
The instrument of accession contained the following declaration:
"AND DECLARES that this accession shall not extend to Tokelau unless and until a declaration to this effect is
lodged by the Government of New Zealand with the Depositary."
REPUBLIC OF KOREA
The instrument of accession contained the following declaration:
"... that this instrument of accession shall not take effect until the end of the six-month period in article 31 of the
above[-mentioned] Protocol and denouncing the 1971 Fund Convention and the 1969 Liability Convention with effect
twelve months after the expiry of the above-mentioned six-month period."
SPAIN
The instrument of accession contained the following declaration:
"In accordance with the provisions of article 30, paragraph 4 of the above-mentioned Protocol, Spain declares that
the deposit of its instrument of accession shall not take effect for the purpose of this article until the end of the
six-month period stipulated in article 31 of the said Protocol."
TURKEY
The instrument of accession contained the following declaration:
"In relation to Article 3/a(ii) of this Convention, the Republic of Turkey considers that this Article is not in
conformity with international law and it defines those maritime areas as high seas whereby no country has jurisdiction
and sovereign rights according to international law. The Republic of Turkey, however, taking into consideration the
objectives of this Convention, reserves its rights deriving from the Convention. Within this context, the Republic of
Turkey hereby declares that in maritime areas where there has been no delimitation agreement between opposite or
adjacent coastal States, the exercise of authority or any claim thereof under thisConvention by any coastal State Party to
this Convention, creates no rights or obligations with regard to delimitation of maritime areas, nor does it create a
precedent for the future agreements between those States concerning the delimitation of maritime areas under national
jurisdiction."
D INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE
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ESTABLISHMENT OF AN INTERNATIONAL FUND FOR
COMPENSATION FOR OIL POLLUTION DAMAGE, 1992
["Supplementary Fund Protocol"] London, May 19, 2003 n1
International Maritime Organization
PREAMBLE
THE CONTRACTING STATES TO THE PRESENT PROTOCOL NOTING that the maximum compensation afforded by the 1992 Fund Convention might be insufficient to meet
compensation needs in certain circumstances in some Contracting States to that Convention,
RECOGNIZING that a number of Contracting States to the 1992 Liability and 1992 Fund Conventions consider it
necessary as a matter of urgency to make available additional funds for compensation through the creation of a
supplementary scheme to which States may accede if they so wish,
BELIEVING that the supplementary scheme should seek to ensure that victims of oil pollution damage are
compensated in full for their loss or damage and should also alleviate the difficulties faced by victims in cases where
there is a risk that the amount of compensation available under the 1992 Liability and 1992 Fund Conventions will be
insufficient to pay established claims in full and that as a consequence the International Oil Pollution Compensation
Fund, 1992, has decided provisionally that it will pay only a proportion of any established claim,
CONSIDERING that accession to the supplementary scheme will be open only to Contracting States to the 1992
Fund Convention.
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: General Provisions Article 1
For the purposes of this Protocol:

1. "1992 Liability Convention" means the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage, 1992;

2. "1992 Fund Convention" means the International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for
Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage, 1992;

3. "1992 Fund" means the International Oil Pollution Compensation Fund, 1992, established under the 1992 Fund
Convention;

4. "Contracting State" means a Contracting State to this Protocol, unless stated otherwise;

5. When provisions of the 1992 Fund Convention are incorporated by reference into this Protocol, "Fund" in that
Convention means "Supplementary Fund", unless stated otherwise;
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6. "Ship", "Person", "Owner", "Oil", "Pollution Damage", "Preventive Measures" and "Incident" have the same
meaning as in Article I of the 1992 Liability Convention;

7. "Contributing Oil", "Unit of Account", "Ton", "Guarantor" and "Terminal installation" have the same meaning as in
Article 1 of the 1992 Fund Convention, unless stated otherwise;

8. "Established claim" means a claim which has been recognised by the 1992 Fund or been accepted as admissible by
decision of a competent court binding upon the 1992 Fund not subject to ordinary forms of review and which would
have been fully compensated if the limit set out in Article 4, paragraph 4, of the 1992 Fund Convention had not been
applied to that incident;

9. "Assembly" means the Assembly of the International Oil Pollution Compensation Supplementary Fund, 2003,
unless otherwise indicated;

10. "Organization" means the International Maritime Organization;

11. "Secretary-General" means the Secretary-General of the Organization. Article 2

1. An International Supplementary Fund for compensation for pollution damage, to be named "The International Oil
Pollution Compensation Supplementary Fund, 2003" (hereinafter "the Supplementary Fund"), is hereby established.

2. The Supplementary Fund shall in each Contracting State be recognized as a legal person capable under the laws of
that State of assuming rights and obligations and of being a party in legal proceedings before the courts of that State.
Each Contracting State shall recognize the Director of the Supplementary Fund as the legal representative of the
Supplementary Fund. Article 3
This Protocol shall apply exclusively:

(a) to pollution damage caused:

(i) in the territory, including the territorial sea, of a Contracting State, and
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(ii) in the exclusive economic zone of a Contracting State, established in accordance with international law, or, if a
Contracting State has not establishedsuch a zone, in an area beyond and adjacent to the territorial sea of that State
determined by that State in accordance with international law and extending not more than 200 nautical miles from the
baselines from which the breadth of its territorial sea is measured;

(b) to preventive measures, wherever taken, to prevent or minimize such damage. Supplementary Compensation
Article 4

1. The Supplementary Fund shall pay compensation to any person suffering pollution damage if such person has been
unable to obtain full and adequate compensation for an established claim for such damage under the terms of the 1992
Fund Convention, because the total damage exceeds, or there is a risk that it will exceed, the applicable limit of
compensation laid down in Article 4, paragraph 4, of the 1992 Fund Convention in respect of any one incident.

2.
(a) The aggregate amount of compensation payable by the Supplementary Fund under this Article shall in respect of
any one incident be limited, so that the total sum of that amount together with the amount of compensation actually paid
under the 1992 Liability Convention and the 1992 Fund Convention within the scope of application of this Protocol
shall not exceed 750 million units of account.

(b) The amount of 750 million units of account mentioned in paragraph 2(a) shall be converted into national currency
on the basis of the value of that currency by reference to the Special Drawing Right on the date determined by the
Assembly of the 1992 Fund for conversion of the maximum amount payable under the 1992 Liability and 1992 Fund
Conventions.

3. Where the amount of established claims against the Supplementary Fund exceeds the aggregate amount of
compensation payable under paragraph 2, the amount available shall be distributed in such a manner that the proportion
between any established claim and the amount of compensation actually recovered by the claimant under this Protocol
shall be the same for all claimants.

4. The Supplementary Fund shall pay compensation in respect of established claims as defined in Article 1, paragraph 8,
and only in respect of such claims. Article 5
The Supplementary Fund shall pay compensation when the Assembly of the 1992 Fund has considered that the
total amount of the established claims exceeds, or there is a risk that the total amount of established claims will exceed
the aggregate amount of compensation available under Article 4, paragraph 4, of the 1992 Fund Convention and that as
a consequence the Assembly of the 1992 Fund has decided provisionally or finally that payments will only be made for
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a proportion of any established claim. The Assembly of the Supplementary Fund shall then decide whether and to what
extent the Supplementary Fund shall pay the proportion of any established claim not paid under the 1992 Liability
Convention and the 1992 Fund Convention. Article 6

1. Subject to Article 15, paragraphs 2 and 3, rights to compensation against the Supplementary Fund shall be
extinguished only if they are extinguished against the 1992 Fund under Article 6 of the 1992 Fund Convention.

2. A claim made against the 1992 Fund shall be regarded as a claim made by the same claimant against the
Supplementary Fund. Article 7

1. The provisions of Article 7, paragraphs 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6, of the 1992 Fund Convention shall apply to actions for
compensation brought against the Supplementary Fund in accordance with Article 4, paragraph 1, of this Protocol.

2. Where an action for compensation for pollution damage has been brought before a court competent under Article IX
of the 1992 Liability Convention against the owner of a ship or his guarantor, such court shall have exclusive
jurisdictional competence over any action against the Supplementary Fund for compensation under the provisions of
Article 4 of this Protocol in respect of the same damage. However, where an action for compensation for pollution
damage under the 1992 Liability Convention has been brought before a court in a Contracting State to the 1992
Liability Convention but not to this Protocol, any action against the Supplementary Fund under Article 4 of this
Protocol shall at the option of the claimant be brought either before a court of the State where the Supplementary Fund
has its headquarters or before any court of a Contracting State to this Protocol competent under Article IX of the 1992
Liability Convention.

3. Notwithstanding paragraph 1, where an action for compensation for pollution damage against the 1992 Fund has been
brought before a court in a Contracting State to the 1992 Fund Convention but not to this Protocol, any related action
against the Supplementary Fund shall, at the option of the claimant, be brought either before a court of the State where
the Supplementary Fund has its headquarters or before any court of a Contracting State competent under paragraph 1.
Article 8

1. Subject to any decision concerning the distribution referred to in Article 4, paragraph 3 of this Protocol, any judgment
given against the Supplementary Fund by a court having jurisdiction in accordance with Article 7 of this Protocol, shall,
when it has become enforceable in the State of origin and is in that State no longer subject to ordinary forms of review,
be recognized and enforceable in each Contracting State on the same conditions as are prescribed in Article X of the
1992 Liability Convention.

2. A Contracting State may apply other rules for the recognition and enforcement of judgments, provided that their
effect is to ensure that judgments are recognised and enforced at least to the same extent as under paragraph 1. Article
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9

1. The Supplementary Fund shall, in respect of any amount of compensation for pollution damage paid by the
Supplementary Fund in accordance with Article 4, paragraph 1, of this Protocol, acquire by subrogation the rights that
the person so compensated may enjoy under the 1992 Liability Convention against the owner or his guarantor.

2. The Supplementary Fund shall acquire by subrogation the rights that the person compensated by it may enjoy under
the 1992 Fund Convention against the 1992 Fund.

3. Nothing in this Protocol shall prejudice any right of recourse or subrogation of the Supplementary Fund against
persons other than those referred to in the preceding paragraphs. In any event the right of the Supplementary Fund to
subrogation against such person shall not be less favourable than that of an insurer of the person to whom compensation
has been paid.

4. Without prejudice to any other rights of subrogation or recourse against the Supplementary Fund which may exist, a
Contracting State or agency thereof which has paid compensation for pollution damage in accordance with provisions of
national law shall acquire by subrogation the rights which the person so compensated would have enjoyed under this
Protocol. Contributions Article 10

1. Annual contributions to the Supplementary Fund shall be made in respect of each Contracting State by any person
who, in the calendar year referred to in Article 11. paragraph 2(a) or (b), has received in total quantities exceeding
150,000 tons:

(a) in the ports or terminal installations in the territory of that State contributing oil carried by sea to such ports or
terminal installations; and

(b) in any installations situated in the territory of that Contracting State contributing oil which has been carried by sea
and discharged in a port or terminal installation of a non-Contracting State, provided that contributing oil shall only be
taken into account by virtue of this sub-paragraph on first receipt in a Contracting State after its discharge in that
non-Contracting State.

2. The provisions of Article 10, paragraph 2, of the 1992 Fund Convention shall apply in respect of the obligation to pay
contributions to the Supplementary Fund. Article 11
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1. With a view to assessing the amount of annual contributions due, if any, and taking account of the necessity to
maintain sufficient liquid funds, the Assembly shall for each calendar year make an estimate in the form of a budget of:

(i) Expenditure

(a) costs and expenses of the administration of the Supplementary Fund in the relevant year and any deficit from
operations in preceding years;

(b) payments to be made by the Supplementary Fund in the relevant year for the satisfaction of claims against the
Supplementary Fund due under Article 4, including repayments on loans previously taken by the Supplementary Fund
for the satisfaction of such claims;

(ii) Income

(a) surplus funds from operations in preceding years, including any interest;

(b) annual contributions, if required to balance the budget;

(c) any other income.

2. The Assembly shall decide the total amount of contributions to be levied. On the basis of that decision, the Director
of the Supplementary Fund shall, in respect of each Contracting State, calculate for each person referred to in Article
10, the amount of that person's annual contribution:

(a) in so far as the contribution is for the satisfaction of payments referred to in paragraph 1(i)(a) on the basis of a
fixed sum for each ton of contributing oil received in the relevant State by such person during the preceding calendar
year; and

(b) in so far as the contribution is for the satisfaction of payments referred to in paragraph 1(i)(b) on the basis of a
fixed sum for each ton of contributing oil received by such person during the calendar year preceding that in which the
incident in question occurred, provided that State was a Contracting State to this Protocol at the date of the incident.
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3. The sums referred to in paragraph 2 shall be arrived at by dividing the relevant total amount of contributions required
by the total amount of contributing oil received in all Contracting States in the relevant year.

4. The annual contribution shall be due on the date to be laid down in the Internal Regulations of the Supplementary
Fund. The Assembly may decide on a different date of payment.

5. The Assembly may decide, under conditions to be laid down in the Financial Regulations of the Supplementary Fund,
to make transfers between funds received in accordance with paragraph 2(a) and funds received in accordance with
paragraph 2(b). Article 12

1. The provisions of Article 13 of the 1992 Fund Convention shall apply to contributions to the Supplementary Fund.

2. A Contracting State itself may assume the obligation to pay contributions to the Supplementary Fund in accordance
with the procedure set out in Article 14 of the 1992 Fund Convention. Article 13

1. Contracting States shall communicate to the Director of the Supplementary Fund information on oil receipts in
accordance with Article 15 of the 1992 Fund Conventionprovided, however, that communications made to the Director
of the 1992 Fund under Article 15, paragraph 2, of the 1992 Fund Convention shall be deemed to have been made also
under this Protocol.

2. Where a Contracting State does not fulfil its obligations to submit the communication referred to in paragraph 1 and
this results in a financial loss for the Supplementary Fund, that Contracting State shall be liable to compensate the
Supplementary Fund for such loss. The Assembly shall, on the recommendation of the Director of the Supplementary
Fund, decide whether such compensation shall be payable by that Contracting State. Article 14

1. Notwithstanding Article 10, for the purposes of this Protocol there shall be deemed to be a minimum receipt of 1
million tons of contributing oil in each Contracting State.

2. When the aggregate quantity of contributing oil received in a Contracting State is less than 1 million tons, the
Contracting State shall assume the obligations that would be incumbent under this Protocol on any person who would
be liable to contribute to the Supplementary Fund in respect of oil received within the territory of that State in so far as
no liable person exists for the aggregated quantity of oil received. Article 15
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1. If in a Contracting State there is no person meeting the conditions of Article 10, that Contracting State shall for the
purposes of this Protocol inform the Director of the Supplementary Fund thereof.

2. No compensation shall be paid by the Supplementary Fund for pollution damage in the territory, territorial sea or
exclusive economic zone or area determined in accordance with Article 3(a)(ii), of this Protocol, of a Contracting State
in respect of a given incident or for preventive measures, wherever taken, to prevent or minimize such damage, until the
obligations to communicate to the Director of the Supplementary Fund according to Article 13, paragraph 1 and
paragraph I of this Article have been complied with in respect of that Contracting State for all years prior to the
occurrence of that incident. The Assembly shall determine in the Internal Regulations the circumstances under which a
Contracting State shall be considered as having failed to comply with its obligations.

3. Where compensation has been denied temporarily in accordance with paragraph 2, compensation shall be denied
permanently in respect of that incident if the obligations to communicate to the Director of the Supplementary Fund
under Article 13. paragraph I and paragraph I of this Article, have not been complied with within one year after the
Director of the Supplementary Fund has notified the Contracting State of its failure to report.

4. Any payments of contributions due to the Supplementary Fund shall be set off against compensation due to the
debtor, or the debtor's agents. Organization and Administration Article 16

1. The Supplementary Fund shall have an Assembly and a Secretariat headed by a Director.

2. Articles 17 to 20 and 28 to 33 of the 1992 Fund Convention shall apply to the Assembly, Secretariat and Director of
the Supplementary Fund.

3. Article 34 of the 1992 Fund Convention shall apply to the Supplementary Fund. Article 17

1. The Secretariat of the 1992 Fund, headed by the Director of the 1992 Fund, may also function as the Secretariat and
the Director of the Supplementary Fund.

2. If, in accordance with paragraph 1, the Secretariat and the Director of the 1992 Fund also perform the function of
Secretariat and Director of the Supplementary Fund, the Supplementary Fund shall be represented, in cases of conflict
of interests between the 1992 Fund and the Supplementary Fund, by the Chairman of the Assembly.
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3. The Director of the Supplementary Fund, and the staff and experts appointed by the Director of the Supplementary
Fund, performing their duties under this Protocol and the 1992 Fund Convention, shall not be regarded as contravening
the provisions of Article 30 of the 1992 Fund Convention as applied by Article 16, paragraph 2, of this Protocol in so
far as they discharge their duties in accordance with this Article.

4. The Assembly shall endeavour not to take decisions which are incompatible with decisions taken by the Assembly of
the 1992 Fund. If differences of opinion with respect to common administrative issues arise, the Assembly shall try to
reach a consensus with the Assembly of the 1992 Fund, in a spirit of mutual cooperation and with the common aims of
both organizations in mind.

5. The Supplementary Fund shall reimburse the 1992 Fund all costs and expenses arising from administrative services
performed by the 1992 Fund on behalf of the Supplementary Fund. Transitional Provisions Article 18

1. Subject to paragraph 4, the aggregate amount of the annual contributions payable in respect of contributing oil
received in a single Contracting State during a calendar year shall not exceed 20% of the total amount of annual
contributions pursuant to this Protocol in respect of that calendar year.

2. If the application of the provisions in Article 11, paragraphs 2 and 3. would result in the aggregate amount of the
contributions payable by contributors in a single Contracting State in respect of a given calendar year exceeding 20% of
the total annual contributions, the contributions payable by all contributors in that State shall be reduced pro rata so that
their aggregate contributions equal 20% of the total annualcontributions to the Supplementary Fund in respect of that
year.

3. If the contributions payable by persons in a given Contracting State shall be reduced pursuant to paragraph 2, the
contributions payable by persons in all other Contracting States shall be increased pro rata so as to ensure that the total
amount of contributions payable by all persons liable to contribute to the Supplementary Fund in respect of the calendar
year in question will reach the total amount of contributions decided by the Assembly.

4. The provisions in paragraphs 1 to 3 shall operate until the total quantity of contributing oil received in all Contracting
States in a calendar year, including the quantities referred to in Article 14, paragraph 1, has reached 1,000 million tons
or until a period of 10 years after the date of entry into force of this Protocol has elapsed, whichever occurs earlier.
Final Clauses Article 19
Signature, Ratification, Acceptance, Approval and Accession

1. This Protocol shall be open for signature at London from 31 July 2003 to 30 July 2004.
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2. States may express their consent to be bound by this Protocol by:

(a) signature without reservation as to ratification, acceptance or approval; or

(b) signature subject to ratification, acceptance or approval followed by ratification, acceptance or approval; or

(c) accession.

3. Only Contracting States to the 1992 Fund Convention may become Contracting States to this Protocol.

4. Ratification, acceptance, approval or accession shall be effected by the deposit of a formal instrument to that effect
with the Secretary-General. Article 20
Information on Contributing Oil
Before this Protocol comes into force for a State, that State shall, when signing this Protocol in accordance with
Article 19, paragraph 2(a), or when depositing an instrument referred to in Article 19, paragraph 4 of this Protocol, and
annually thereafter at a date to be determined by the Secretary-General, communicate to the Secretary-General the name
and address of any person who in respect of that State would be liable to contribute to the Supplementary Fund pursuant
to Article 10 as well as data on the relevant quantities of contributing oil received by any such person in the territory of
that State during the preceding calendar year. Article 21
Entry into Force

1. This Protocol shall enter into force three months following the date on which the following requirements are fulfilled:

(a) at least eight States have signed the Protocol without reservation as to ratification, acceptance or approval, or have
deposited instruments of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession with the Secretary-General; and

(b) the Secretary-General has received information from the Director of the 1992 Fund that those persons who would
be liable to contribute pursuant to Article 10 have received during the preceding calendar year a total quantity of at least
450 million tons of contributing oil, including the quantities referred to in Article 14, paragraph 1.

2. For each State which signs this Protocol without reservation as to ratification, acceptance or approval, or which
ratifies, accepts, approves or accedes to this Protocol, after the conditions in paragraph 1 for entry into force have been
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met, the Protocol shall enter into force three months following the date of the deposit by such State of the appropriate
instrument.

3. Notwithstanding paragraphs 1 and 2, this Protocol shall not enter into force in respect of any State until the 1992
Fund Convention enters into force for that State. Article 22
First Session of the Assembly
The Secretary-General shall convene the first session of the Assembly. This session shall take place as soon as
possible after the entry into force of this Protocol and, in any case, not more than thirty days after such entry into force.
Article 23
Revision and Amendment

1. A conference for the purpose of revising or amending this Protocol may be convened by the Organization.

2. The Organization shall convene a Conference of Contracting States for the purpose of revising or amending this
Protocol at the request of not less than one-third of all Contracting States. Article 24
Amendment of Compensation Limit

1. Upon the request of at least one quarter of the Contracting States, any proposal to amend the limit of the amount of
compensation laid down in Article 4, paragraph 2 (a), shall be circulated by the Secretary-General to all Members of the
Organization and to all Contracting States.

2. Any amendment proposed and circulated as above shall be submitted to the Legal Committee of the Organization for
consideration at a date at least six months after the date of its circulation.

3. All Contracting States to this Protocol, whether or not Members of the Organization, shall be entitled to participate in
the proceedings of the Legal Committee for the consideration and adoption of amendments.

4. Amendments shall be adopted by a two-thirds majority of the Contracting States present and voting in the Legal
Committee, expanded as provided for in paragraph 3, on condition that at least one half of the Contracting States shall
be present at the time of voting.

5. When acting on a proposal to amend the limit, the Legal Committee shall take into account the experience of
incidents and in particular the amount of damage resulting therefrom and changes in the monetary values.
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6.
(a) No amendments of the limit under this Article may be considered before the date of entry into force of this
Protocol nor less than three years from the date of entry into force of a previous amendment under this Article.

(b) The limit may not be increased so as to exceed an amount which corresponds to the limit laid down in this
Protocol increased by six per cent per year calculated on a compound basis from the date when this Protocol is opened
for signature to the date on which the Legal Committee's decision comes into force.

(c) The limit may not be increased so as to exceed an amount which corresponds to the limit laid down in this
Protocol multiplied by three.

7. Any amendment adopted in accordance with paragraph 4 shall be notified by the Organization to all Contracting
States. The amendment shall be deemed to have been accepted at the end of a period of twelve months after the date of
notification, unless within that period not less than one quarter of the States that were Contracting States at the time of
the adoption of the amendment by the Legal Committee have communicated to the Organization that they do not accept
the amendment, in which case the amendment is rejected and shall have no effect.

8. An amendment deemed to have been accepted in accordance with paragraph 7 shall enter into force twelve months
after its acceptance.

9. All Contracting States shall be bound by the amendment, unless they denounce this Protocol in accordance with
Article 26, paragraphs 1 and 2, at least six months before the amendment enters into force. Such denunciation shall take
effect when the amendment enters into force.

10. When an amendment has been adopted by the Legal Committee but the twelve-month period for its acceptance has
not yet expired, a State which becomes a Contracting State during that period shall be bound by the amendment if it
enters into force. A State which becomes a Contracting State after that period shall be bound by an amendment which
has been accepted in accordance with paragraph 7. In the cases referred to in this paragraph, a State becomes bound by
an amendment when that amendment enters into force, or when this Protocol enters into force for that State, if later.
Article 25
Protocols to the 1992 Fund Convention

1. If the limits laid down in the 1992 Fund Convention have been increased by a Protocol thereto, the limit laid down in
Article 4, paragraph 2(a), may be increased by the same amount by means of the procedure set out in Article 24. The
provisions of Article 24, paragraph 6, shall not apply in such cases.
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2. If the procedure referred to in paragraph 1 has been applied, any subsequent amendment of the limit laid down in
Article 4, paragraph 2. by application of the procedure in Article 24 shall, for the purpose of Article 24, paragraphs 6(b)
and (c), be calculated on the basis of the new limit as increased in accordance with paragraph 1. Article 26
Denunciation

1. This Protocol may be denounced by any Contracting State at any time after the date on which it enters into force for
that Contracting State.

2. Denunciation shall be effected by the deposit of an instrument with the Secretary-General.

3. A denunciation shall take effect twelve months, or such longer period as may be specified in the instrument of
denunciation, after its deposit with the Secretary-General.

4. Denunciation of the 1992 Fund Convention shall be deemed to be a denunciation of this Protocol. Such denunciation
shall take effect on the date on which denunciation of the Protocol of 1992 to amend the 1971 Fund Convention takes
effect according to Article 34 of that Protocol.

5. Notwithstanding a denunciation of the present Protocol by a Contracting State pursuant to this Article, any provisions
of this Protocol relating to the obligations to make contributions to the Supplementary Fund with respect to an incident
referred to in Article 11, paragraph 2(b), and occurring before the denunciation takes effect, shall continue to apply.
Article 27
Extraordinary Sessions of the Assembly

1. Any Contracting State may, within ninety days after the deposit of an instrument of denunciation the result of which
it considers will significantly increase the level of contributions for the remaining Contracting States, request the
Director of the Supplementary Fund to convene an extraordinary session of the Assembly. The Director of the
Supplementary Fund shall convene the Assembly to meet not later than sixty days after receipt of the request.

2. The Director of the Supplementary Fund may take the initiative to convene an extraordinary session of the Assembly
to meet within sixty days after the deposit of any instrument of denunciation, if the Director of the Supplementary Fund
considers that such denunciation will result in a significant increase in the level of contributions of the remaining
Contracting States.
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3. If the Assembly at an extraordinary session convened in accordance withparagraph 1 or 2 decides that the
denunciation will result in a significant increase in the level of contributions for the remaining Contracting States, any
such State may, not later than one hundred and twenty days before the date on which the denunciation takes effect,
denounce this Protocol with effect from the same date. Article 28
Termination

1. This Protocol shall cease to be in force on the date when the number of Contracting States falls below seven or the
total quantity of contributing oil received in the remaining Contracting States, including the quantities referred to in
Article 14, paragraph 1, falls below 350 million tons, whichever occurs earlier.

2. States which are bound by this Protocol on the day before the date it ceases to be in force shall enable the
Supplementary Fund to exercise its functions as described in Article 29 and shall, for that purpose only, remain bound
by this Protocol. Article 29
Winding Up of the Supplementary Fund

1. If this Protocol ceases to be in force, the Supplementary Fund shall nevertheless:

(a) meet its obligations in respect of any incident occurring before the Protocol ceased to be in force;

(b) be entitled to exercise its rights to contributions to the extent that these contributions are necessary to meet the
obligations under paragraph 1(a), including expenses for the administration of the Supplementary Fund necessary for
this purpose.

2. The Assembly shall take all appropriate measures to complete the winding up of the Supplementary Fund, including
the distribution in an equitable manner of any remaining assets among those persons who have contributed to the
Supplementary Fund.

3. For the purposes of this Article the Supplementary Fund shall remain a legal person. Article 30
Depositary

1. This Protocol and any amendments accepted under Article 24 shall be deposited with the Secretary-General.

2. The Secretary-General shall:
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(a) inform all States which have signed or acceded to this Protocol of:

(i) each new signature or deposit of an instrument together with the date thereof;

(ii) the date of entry into force of this Protocol;

(iii) any proposal to amend the limit of the amount of compensation which has been made in accordance with
Article 24, paragraph 1;

(iv) any amendment which has been adopted in accordance with Article 24, paragraph 4;

(v) any amendment deemed to have been accepted under Article 24, paragraph 7, together with the date on which
that amendment shall enter into force in accordance with paragraphs 8 and 9 of that Article;

(vi) the deposit of an instrument of denunciation of this Protocol together with the date of the deposit and the date
on which it takes effect;

(vii) any communication called for by any Article in this Protocol:

(b) transmit certified true copies of this Protocol to all Signatory States and to all States which accede to the Protocol.

3. As soon as this Protocol enters into force, the text shall be transmitted by the Secretary-General to the Secretariat of
the United Nations for registration and publication in accordance with Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations.
Article 31
Languages
This Protocol is established in a single original in the Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish
languages, each text being equally authentic.
DONE AT LONDON this sixteenth day of May, two thousand and three.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, being duly authorised by their respective Governments for that
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purpose, have signed this Protocol.
[Signatures Omitted]
Ratifications and Entry into Force [States in bold have submitted a declaration, reservation or statement.]
State

Date

Entry into Force

Barbados (accession)

December 6, 2005

March 6, 2006

Croatia (accession)

February 17, 2006

May 17, 2006

Denmark (signature)

February 24, 2004

March 3, 2005

Finland (accession)

May 27, 2004

March 3, 2005

France (approval)

June 29, 2004

March 3, 2005

Germany (accession)

November 24, 2004

March 3, 2005

Ireland (signature)

July 5, 2004

March 3, 2005

Italy (accession)

October 20, 2005

January 20, 2006

Japan (accession)

July 13, 2004

March 3, 2005

Netherlands (accession)

June 16, 2005

September 16, 2005

Norway (accession)

March 31, 2004

March 3, 2005

Portugal (accession)

February 15, 2005

May 15, 2005

Spain (ratification)

December 3, 2004

March 3, 2005

Sweden (accession)

May 5. 2005

August 5, 2005

Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawShippingRegulations & StatutesPollution From ShipsEnvironmental LawNatural Resources & Public
LandsOil Pollution ActGeneral OverviewEnvironmental LawNatural Resources & Public LandsOil Pollution ActOil
Spill Liability Trust Fund
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. 3 J. of Mar. L. & Com. 624 (1972).
(n2)Footnote 2. See § 116 supra.
(n3)Footnote 3. See 6 Benedict on Admiralty, Document No. 6-9A.
(n4)Footnote 4. See 6 Benedict on Admiralty,Document No. 6-9B. For further information on procedures for
seeking compensation, see 6 Benedict on Admiralty Document No. 6-9C (Claims Manual, International Oil Pollution
Compensation Fund - 1992).
(n5)Footnote 1. Convention entered into force May 30, 1996.
(n6)Footnote 2. Amendments entered into force November 1, 2003.
(n7)Footnote 1. Entered into force March 3, 2005.
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Chapter IX MARINE OIL POLLUTION
3-IX Benedict on Admiralty § 118
§ 118. International Conventions--Intervention Convention.

One of the most highly protected doctrines of international law is that of freedom of the high seas. Traditionally, the
flag state has maintained exclusive control over hervessels, regardless of location, except in limited situations wherein
another state has been granted concurrent jurisdiction in order to protect its integrity and enforce its customs and
sanitation laws. n1 The right of a coastal state to take defensive action against a vessel on the high seas is also
acknowledged in those cases where direct or indirect aggression is threatened. n2 This right to self-help or self-defense
was explained by Secretary of State Webster in a correspondence to Lord Ashburton to be of a limited nature. Refuting
England's claim that it acted in self-defense when it attacked an American vessel supplying insurgents during an
insurrection in Canada, Webster said:
"[R]espect for the inviolable character of the territory of independent states is the most essential
foundation of civilization. And while it is admitted on both sides that there are exceptions to this rule, ...
those exceptions should be confined to cases in which the 'necessity of that self-defense is instant,
overwhelming, and leaving no choice of means, and no moment for deliberation.' " n3
The grounding of the TORREY CANYON just outside British waters created such a situation where prompt action was
imperative. Not only was the danger of substantial oil pollution damage to the shoreline and territorial seas imminent,
but the hazard increased with delay. n4 Yet, the government of Britain hesitated to act for fear it would be considered a
"good samaritan" and thus ultimately liable to the vessel for damages for its destruction following the bombings, as well
as for the cost of cleaning up the spill. In fact, the British Government was reimbursed for its cleanup costs from the
various insurers.
Although the TORREY CANYON incident was resolved to the general satisfaction of all parties, international concern
over the rights of coastal states vis-'a-vis vessels threatening oil pollution damage was not abated. In 1969 the Brussels
Conference on Oil Pollution was held to resolve this problem as well as the right to limit liability. The International
Convention Relating to Intervention on the High Seas in Cases of Oil Pollution Casualties (also referred to as the Public
Law Convention) n5 was adopted at that time, and entered into force on May 6, 1975. n6
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The Convention attempts to delineate those circumstances permitting coastal action, the duties owed to the flag state
and vessel, and the extent to which a coastal state is immune from liability for its actions. In the preamble it is stated
that exceptional measures which may be necessary to protect the interests of a state's peoples against the grave
consequences of a maritime casualty resulting in danger of oil pollution of sea and coastlines, "do not affect the
principle of freedom of the high seas". n7 Thus, in all instances not specifically covered by this Convention, the 1958
Convention on the High Seas n8 would govern. And, likewise, to the extent that it is necessary to take action against a
vessel on the high seas threatening pollution damage, the 1958 provision that "No arrest or detention of the ship, even as
a measure of investigation, shall be ordered by any authorities other than those of the flag State," n9 is superseded.

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION RELATING TO INTERVENTION ON THE HIGH SEAS IN CASES OF
OIL POLLUTION CASUALTIES
[Done at Brussels, November 29, 1969]
The States Parties to the present Convention,
CONSCIOUS of the need to protect the interests of their peoples against the grave consequences of a maritime casualty
resulting in danger of oil pollution of sea and coastlines,
CONVINCED that under these circumstances measures of an exceptional character to protect such interests might be
necessary on the high seas and that these measures do not affect the principle of freedom of the high seas,
HAVE AGREED as follows: Article I
1. Parties to the present Convention may take such measures on the high seas as may be necessary to prevent,
mitigate or eliminate grave and imminent danger to their coastline or related interests from pollution or threat of
pollution of the sea by oil, following upon a maritime casualty or acts related to such a casualty, which may reasonably
be expected to result in major harmful consequences.
2. However, no measures shall be taken under the present Convention against any warship or other ship owned or
operated by a State and used, for the time being, only on government non-commercial service. ARTICLE II
For the purposes of the present Convention:
1. "maritime casualty" means a collision of ships, stranding or other incident of navigation, or other occurrence
on board a ship or external to it resulting in material damage or imminent threat of material damage to a ship or cargo;
2. "ship" means:
(a) any sea-going vessel of any type whatsoever, and
(b) any floating craft, with the exception of an installation or device engaged in the exploration and exploitation
of the resources of the sea-bed and the ocean floor and the subsoil thereof;
3. "oil" means crude oil, fuel oil, diesel oil and lubricating oil;
4. "related interests" means the interests of a coastal State directly affected or threatened by the maritime casualty,
such as:
(a) maritime coastal, port or estuarine activities, including fisheries activities, constituting an essential means of
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livelihood of the persons concerned;
(b) tourist attractions of the area concerned;
(c) the health of the coastal population and the well-being of the area concerned, including conservation of
living marine resources and of wildlife;
5. "Organization" means the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization. ARTICLE III
When a coastal State is exercising the right to take measures in accordance with Article I, the following provisions
shall apply:
(a) before taking any measures, a coastal State shall proceed to consultations with other States affected by the
maritime casualty, particularly with the flag State or States;
(b) the coastal State shall notify without delay the proposed measures to any persons physical or corporate known
to the coastal State, or made known to it during the consultations, to have interests which can reasonably be expected to
be affected by those measures. The coastal State shall take into account any views they may submit;
(c) before any measure is taken, the coastal State may proceed to a consultation with independent experts, whose
names shall be chosen from a list maintained by the Organization;
(d) in cases of extreme urgency requiring measures to be taken immediately, the coastal State may take measures
rendered necessary by the urgency of the situation, without prior notification or consultation or without continuing
consultations already begun;
(e) a coastal State shall, before taking such measures and during their course, use its best endeavors to avoid any
risk to human life, and to afford persons in distress any assistance of which they may stand in need, and in appropriate
cases to facilitate the repatriation of ships' crews, and to raise no obstacle thereto;
(f) measures which have been taken in application of Article I shall be notified without delay to the States and to
the known physical or corporate persons concerned, as well as to the Secretary-General of the Organization.
ARTICLE IV
1. Under the supervision of the Organization, there shall be set up and maintained the list of experts contemplated
by Article III of the present Convention, and the Organization shall make necessary and appropriate regulations in
connection therewith, including the determination of the required qualifications.
2. Nominations to the list may be made by Member States of the Organization and by Parties to this Convention.
The experts shall be paid on the basis of services rendered by the States utilizing those services. ARTICLE V
1. Measures taken by the coastal State in accordance with Article I shall be proportionate to the damage actual or
threatened to it.
2. Such measures shall not go beyond what is reasonably necessary to achieve the end mentioned in Article I and
shall cease as soon as that end has been achieved; they shall not unnecessarily interfere with the rights and interests of
the flag State, third States and of any persons, physical or corporate, concerned.
3. In considering whether the measures are proportionate to the damage, account shall be taken of:
(a) the extent and probability of imminent damage if those measures are not taken; and
(b) the likelihood of those measures being effective; and
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(c) the extent of the damage which may be caused by such measures. ARTICLE VI
Any Party which has taken measures in contravention of the provisions of the present Convention causing damage
to others, shall be obliged to pay compensation to the extent of the damage caused by measures which exceed those
reasonably necessary to achieve the end mentioned in Article I. ARTICLE VII
Except as specifically provided, nothing in the present Convention shall prejudice any otherwise applicable right,
duty, privilege or immunity or deprive any of the Parties or any interested physical or corporate person of any remedy
otherwise applicable. ARTICLE VIII
1. Any controversy between the Parties as to whether measures taken under Article I were in contravention of the
provisions of the present Convention, to whether compensation is obliged to be paid under Article VI, and to the
amount of such compensation shall, if settlement by negotiation between the Parties involved or between the Party
which took the measures and the physical or corporate claimants has not been possible, and if the Parties do not
otherwise agree, be submitted upon request of any of the Parties concerned to conciliation or, if conciliation does not
succeed, to arbitration, as set out in the Annex to the present Convention.
2. The Party which took the measures shall not be entitled to refuse a request for conciliation or arbitration under
provisions of the preceding paragraph solely on the grounds that any remedies under municipal law in its own court
have not been exhausted. ARTICLE IX
1. The present Convention shall remain open for signature until 31 December 1970 and shall thereafter remain open
for accession.
2. States Members of the United Nations or any of the Specialized Agencies or of the International Atomic Energy
Agency or Parties to the Statute of the International Court of Justice may become Parties to this Convention by:
(a) signature without reservation as to ratification, acceptance or approval;
(b) signature subject to ratification, acceptance or approval followed by ratification, acceptance or approval;
or
(c) accession. ARTICLE X
1. Ratification, acceptance, approval or accession shall be effected by the deposit of a formal instrument to that
effect with the Secretary-General of the Organization.
2. Any instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession deposited after the entry into force of an
amendment to the present Convention with respect to all existing Parties or after the completion of all measures
required for the entry into force of the amendment with respect to those Parties shall be deemed to apply to the
Convention as modified by the amendment. ARTICLE XI
1. The present Convention shall enter into force on the ninetieth day following the date on which Governments of
fifteen States have either signed it without reservation as to ratification, acceptance, or approval or have deposited
instruments of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession with the Secretary-General of the Organization.
2. For each State which subsequently ratifies, accepts, approves or accedes to it the present Convention shall come
into force on the ninetieth day after deposit by such State of the appropriate instrument. ARTICLE XII
1. The present Convention may be denounced by any Party at any time after the date on which the Convention
comes into force for that State.
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2. Denunciation shall be effected by the deposit of an instrument with the Secretary-General of the Organization.
3. A denunciation shall take effect one year, or such longer period as may be specified in the instrument of
denunciation, after its deposit with the Secretary-General of the Organization. ARTICLE XIII
1. The United Nations where it is the administering authority for a territory, or any State Party to the present
Convention responsible for the international relations of a territory, shall as soon as possible consult with the
appropriate authorities of such territories or take such other measures as may be appropriate, in order to extend the
present Convention to that territory and may at any time by notification in writing to the Secretary-General of the
Organization declare that the present Convention shall extend to such territory.
2. The present Convention shall, from the date of receipt of the notification or from such other date as may be
specified in the notification, extend to the territory named therein.
3. The United Nations, or any Party which has made a declaration under paragraph 1 of this Article may at any time
after the date on which the Convention has been so extended to any territory declare by notification in writing to the
Secretary-General of the Organization that the present Convention shall cease to extend to any such territory named in
the notification.
4. The present Convention shall cease to extend to any territory mentioned in such notification one year, or such
longer period as may be specified therein, after the date of receipt of the notification by the Secretary-General of the
Organization. ARTICLE XIV
1. A Conference for the purpose of revising or amending the present Convention may be convened by the
Organization.
2. The Organization shall convene a Conference of the States Parties to the present Convention for revising or
amending the present Convention at the request of not less than one-third of the Parties. ARTICLE XV
1. The present Convention shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the Organization.
2. The Secretary-General of the Organization shall:
(a) inform all States which have signed or acceded to the Convention of:
(i) each new signature or deposit of instrument together with the date thereof;
(ii) the deposit of any instrument of denunciation of this Convention together with the date of the deposit;
(iii) the extension of the present Convention to any territory under paragraph 1 of Article XIII and of the
termination of any such extension under the provisions of paragraph 4 of that Article stating in each case the date on
which the present Convention has been or will cease to be so extended;
(b) transmit certified true copies of the present Convention to all Signatory States and to all States which accede
to the present Convention. ARTICLE XVI
As soon as the present Convention comes into force, the text shall be transmitted by the Secretary-General of the
Organization to the Secretariat of the United Nations for registration and publication in accordance with Article 102 of
the Charter of the United Nations. ARTICLE XVII
The present Convention is established in a single copy in the English and French languages, both texts being
equally authentic. Official translations in the Russian and Spanish languages shall be prepared and deposited with the
signed original.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned being duly authorized by their respective Governments for that purpose
have signed the present Convention.
DONE at Brussels this twenty-ninth day of November, 1969. ANNEX CHAPTER I
Conciliation ARTICLE 1
Provided the Parties concerned do not decide otherwise, the procedure for conciliation shall be in accordance with
the rules set out in this Chapter. ARTICLE 2
1. A Conciliation Commission shall be established upon the request of one Party addressed to another in
application of Article VIII of the Convention.
2. The request for conciliation submitted by a Party shall consist of a statement of the case together with any
supporting documents.
3. If a procedure has been initiated between two Parties, any other Party the nationals or property of which have
been affected by the same measures, or which is a coastal State having taken similar measures, may join in the
conciliation procedure by giving written notice to the Parties which have originally initiated the procedure unless either
of the latter Parties object to such joinder. ARTICLE 3
1. The Conciliation Commission shall be composed of three members: one nominated by the coastal State which
took the measures, one nominated by the State the nationals or property of which have been affected by those measures
and a third, who shall preside over the Commission and shall be nominated by agreement between the two original
members.
2. The Conciliators shall be selected from a list previously drawn up in accordance with the procedure set out in
Article 4 below.
3., If within a period of 60 days from the date of receipt of the request for conciliation, the Party to which such
request is made has not given notice to the other Party to the controversy of the nomination of the Conciliator for whose
selection it is responsible, or if, within a period of 30 days from the date of nomination of the second of the members of
the Commission to be designated by the Parties, the first two Conciliators have not been able to designate by common
agreement the Chairmen of the Commission, the Secretary-General of the Organization shall upon request of either
Party and within a period of 30 days, proceed to the required nomination. The members of the Commission thus
nominated shall be selected from the list prescribed in the preceding paragraph.
4. In no case shall the Chairman of the Commission be or have been a national of one of the original Parties to the
procedure, whatever the method of his nomination. ARTICLE 4
1. The list prescribed in Article 3 above shall consist of qualified persons designated by the Parties and shall be
kept up to date by the Organization. Each Party may designate for inclusion on the list four persons, who shall not
necessarily be its nationals. The nominations shall be for periods of six years each and shall be renewable.
2. In the case of the decease or resignation of a person whose name appears on the list, the Party which nominated
such person shall be permitted to nominate a replacement for the remainder of the term of office. ARTICLE 5
1. Provided the Parties do not agree otherwise, the Conciliation Commission shall establish its own procedures,
which shall in all cases permit a fair hearing. As regards examination, the Commission, unless it unanimously decides
otherwise, shall conform with the provisions of Chapter III of The Hague Convention for the Peaceful Settlement of
International Disputes of 18 October 1907.
2. The Parties shall be represented before the Conciliation Commission by agents whose duty shall be to act as
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intermediaries between the Parties and the Commission. Each of the Parties may seek also the assistance of advisers and
experts nominated by it for this purpose and may request the hearing of all persons whose evidence the Party considers
useful.
3. The Commission shall have the right to request explanations from agents, advisers and experts of the Parties as
well as from any persons whom, with the consent of their Governments, it may deem useful to call. ARTICLE 6
Provided the Parties do not agree otherwise, decisions of the Conciliation Commission shall be taken by a majority
vote and the Commission shall not pronounce on the substance of the controversy unless all its members are present.
ARTICLE 7
The Parties shall facilitate the work of the Conciliation Commission and inparticular, in accordance with their
legislation, and using all means at their disposal:
(a) provide the Commission with the necessary documents and information;
(b) enable the Commission to enter their territory, to hear witnesses or experts, and to visit the scene. ARTICLE
8
The task of the Conciliation Commission will be to clarify the matters under dispute, to assemble for this purpose
all relevant information by means of examination or other means, and to endeavor to reconcile the Parties. After
examining the case, the Commission shall communicate to the Parties a recommendation which appears to the
Commission to be appropriate to the matter and shall fix a period of not more than 90 days within which the Parties are
called upon to state whether or not they accept the recommendation. ARTICLE 9
The recommendation shall be accompanied by a statement of reasons. If the recommendation does not represent in
whole or in part the unanimous opinion of the Commission, any Conciliator shall be entitled to deliver a separate
opinion. ARTICLE 10
A conciliation shall be deemed unsuccessful if, 90 days after the Parties have been notified of the recommendation,
either Party shall not have notified the other Party of its acceptance of the recommendation. Conciliation shall likewise
be deemed unsuccessful if the Commission shall not have been established within the period prescribed in the third
paragraph of Article 3 above, or provided the Parties have not agreed otherwise, if the Commission shall not have
issued its recommendation within one year from the date on which the Chairman of the Commission was nominated.
ARTICLE 11
1. Each member of the Commission shall receive remuneration for his work, such remuneration to be fixed by
agreement between the Parties which shall each contribute an equal proportion.
2. Contributions for miscellaneous expenditure incurred by the work of the Commission shall be apportioned in the
same manner. ARTICLE 12
The parties to the controversy may at any time during the conciliation procedure decide in agreement to have
recourse to a different procedure for settlement of disputes. CHAPTER II
ARBITRATION ARTICLE 13
1. Arbitration procedure, unless the Parties decide otherwise, shall be in accordance with the rules set out in this
Chapter.
2. Where conciliation is unsuccessful, a request for arbitration may only be made within a period of 180 days
following the failure of conciliation. ARTICLE 14
The Arbitration Tribunal shall consist of three members: one Arbitrator nominated by the coastal State which took
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the measures, one Arbitrator nominated by the State the nationals or property of which have been affected by those
measures, and another Arbitrator who shall be nominated by agreement between the two first-named, and shall act as its
Chairman. ARTICLE 15
1. If, at the end of a period of 60 days from the nomination of the second Arbitrator, the Chairman of the Tribunal
shall not have been nominated, the Secretary-General of the Organization upon request of either Party shall within a
further period of 60 days proceed to such nomination, selecting from a list of qualified persons previously drawn up in
accordance with the provisions of Article 4 above. This list shall be separate from the list of experts prescribed in
Article IV of the Convention and from the list of Conciliators prescribed in Article 4 of the present Annex; the name of
the same person may, however, appear both on the list of Conciliators and on the list of Arbitrators. A person who has
acted as Conciliator in a dispute may not, however, be chosen to act as Arbitrator in the same matter.
2. If, within a period of 60 days from the date of the receipt of the request, one of the Parties shall not have
nominated the member of the Tribunal for whose designation it is responsible, the other Party may directly inform the
Secretary-General of the Organization who shall nominate the Chairman of the Tribunal within a period of 60 days,
selecting him from the list prescribed in paragraph 1 of the present Article.
3. The Chairman of the Tribunal shall, upon nomination, request the Party which has not provided an Arbitrator, to
do so in the same manner and under the same conditions. If the Party does not make the required nomination, the
Chairman of the Tribunal shall request the Secretary-General of the Organization to make the nomination in the form
and conditions prescribed in the preceding paragraph.
4. The Chairman of the Tribunal, if nominated under the provisions of the present Article, shall not be or have been
a national of one of the Parties concerned, except with the consent of the other Party or Parties.
5. In the case of the decease or default of an Arbitrator for whose nomination one of the Parties is responsible, the
said Party shall nominate a replacement within a period of 60 days from the date of decease or default. Should the said
Party not make the nomination, the arbitration shall proceed under the remaining Arbitrators. In the case of decease or
default of the Chairman of the Tribunal, a replacement shall be nominated in accordance with the provisions of Article
14 above, or in the absence of agreement between the members of the Tribunal within a period of 60 days of thedecease
or default, according to the provisions of the present Article. ARTICLE 16
If a procedure has been initiated between two Parties, any other Party, the nationals or property of which have been
affected by the same measures or which is a coastal State having taken similar measures, may join in the arbitration
procedure by giving written notice to the Parties which have originally initiated the procedure unless either of the latter
Parties object to such joinder. ARTICLE 17
Any Arbitration Tribunal established under the provisions of the present Annex shall decide its own rules of
procedure. ARTICLE 18
1. Decisions of the Tribunal both as to its procedure and its place of meeting and as to any controversy laid before
it, shall be taken by majority vote of its members; the absence or abstention of one of the members of the Tribunal for
whose nomination the Parties were responsible shall not constitute an impediment to the Tribunal reaching a decision.
In cases of equal voting, the Chairman shall cast the deciding vote.
2. The Parties shall facilitate the work of the Tribunal and in particular, in accordance with their legislation, and
using all means at their disposal:
(a) provide the Tribunal with the necessary documents and information;
(b) enable the Tribunal to enter their territory, to hear witnesses or experts, and to visit the scene.
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3. Absence or default of one Party shall not constitute an impediment to the procedure. ARTICLE 19
1. The award of the Tribunal shall be accompanied by a statement of reasons. It shall be final and without appeal.
The Parties shall immediately comply with the award.
2. Any controversy which may arise between the Parties as regards interpretation and execution of the award may
be submitted by either Party for judgment to the Tribunal which made the award, or, if it is not available, to another
Tribunal constituted for this purpose in the same manner as the original Tribunal.
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawShippingRegulations & StatutesPollution From ShipsEnvironmental LawNatural Resources & Public
LandsOil Pollution ActGeneral Overview
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. Benedict (7th ed.).
(n2)Footnote 2. See Secretary-General of the United Nations, Report on the Question of Defining Aggression,
U.N. Doc. A/2211 (October 3, 1952).
(n3)Footnote 3. The Caroline, 2 Moore, Digest of International Law 412 (1906).
(n4)Footnote 4. Hearings before Sub-Committee on Air and Water Pollution of the Committee on Public Works,
United States Senate, 91st Congress, 2d Session, July 21, 22, 1970, at 99: "Not only did that Government's failure to act
promptly let the tide of oil rise higher than it might have, but it also allowed the oil that was there to lose its volatile
fractions, and thereby become all the more difficult to dispose of by fire. This inaction led to the final solution of
pouring into the ocean hundreds and thousands of gallons of so-called detergents (they were really paint strippers), thus
causing greater harm to the sea life (except to the birds) than did the original oil. Its impact on the food chain also
caused a great proliferation (perhaps a "plague") of algae."
(n5)Footnote 5. 9 Int'l. Legal Mat'ls. 25.
(n6)Footnote 6. Ratified by United States Senate September 20, 1971, 117 Cong. Rec. S. 14607. Instrument of
Ratification deposited October 14, 1971, 65 Dept. of State Bull. 575 (1971).
(n7)Footnote 7. Preamble to Intervention Convention.
(n8)Footnote 8. 6A Benedict 567.
(n9)Footnote 9. Id. at 570. Article 11(3).
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§ 119. Industry Initiatives--TOVALOP and CRISTAL.

The oil industry acknowledged its responsibility to national governments to provide financial resources for the clean up
of oil spills by entering into several voluntary agreements. Two such agreements were TOVALOP, n1 Tanker Owners
Voluntary Agreement Concerning Liability for Oil Pollution, and CRISTAL, n2 Contract Regarding an Interim
Supplement to Tanker Liability for Oil Pollution. The first became effective in 1969 when 50% of the private tanker
owners of the world agreed to abide by the agreement. n3 The second became operative in 1971 and reflects the
willingness of oil companies to assume part of the financial burden of cleaning up spills. Those agreements provided an
international framework for compensation for more than 20 years while the IMCO (now "IMO") conventions, n4 which
they paralleled, developed more slowly.
It initially was contemplated that TOVALOP and CRISTAL would not be long lasting. In fact, CRISTAL specifically
provided that it would be terminated if TOVALOP was terminated before the adoption of the Civil Liability
Convention, or if the Fund Convention came into force. n5 It was felt that if international conventions came into force
which provided a satisfactory oil pollution compensation regime, the two oil industry sponsored agreements no longer
would be needed. However, by the time the Civil Liability and Fund Conventions came into force, it was apparent that
the potential exposures for marine oil pollution on a worldwide basis were much greater than the levels of compensation
available through the Conventions. Also, TOVALOP and CRISTAL continued to provide sources of compensation in
countries which had not adopted the Conventions.
As originally agreed, TOVALOP essentially provided that if a participating tanker caused or threatend grave and
imminent danger of pollution damage to a coastline, then the participating owner would either remove the oil or
compensate the government for reasonable costs incurred in removal of oil. n6 The maximum liability with respect to
each participating tanker for any one incident was stated to be the lesser of $100 per gross registered ton or $10 million.
n7 Where several governments submit claims with respect to one incident exceeding the maximum liability of the
owner, they would be reimbursed on a pro rata basis to the extent of the owner's liability. n8 To encourage owners to
act quickly to prevent or mitigate damage, their costs would be credited towards their maximum liability regardless of
negligence, and their liability would not exceed the maximum limit which the Government's removal expenses bear to
the total aggregate removal expenses. n9 In contrast to the Civil Liability Convention, the pollution damage
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contemplated was that resulting directly from a discharge of oil and did not include damage from fires or explosions,
consequential damages orecological impairment. n10 Liability extends only to government cleanup costs for injury to
the coastline, n11 but not to private loss as does the Civil Liability Convention. Furthermore, the agreement covered
only vessels designed and constructed to carry oil in bulk, though actual carriage of oil cargo in bulk was not necessary.
n12 While the Civil Liability Convention extended to direct and incidental oil pollution damage of the territory and
territorial seas of a Contracting Party, and made no restriction on the design and purpose of the vessel, it did require the
offending vessel to actually carry oil in bulk as cargo as a condition to coverage. n13
Under TOVALOP, liability of the owner was based upon a reverse negligence theory wherein he had the burden of
proving the absence of fault to avoid liability. n14 All claims were required to be brought within one year of the
discharge of oil or threat of discharge, and settled by arbitral proceedings commenced within two years of that event.
n15 The agreement was to be governed by the laws of England. n16
CRISTAL was a contract between various oil companies and the Oil Companies Institute for Marine Pollution
Compensation Limited for the benefit of governments whose coastlines were subjected to pollution damages. It was
intended to supplement TOVALOP and the Civil Liability Convention, pending entry into force of the Fund
Convention. It paralleled the two IMO conventions but was viewed not to be as effective as the Fund Convention. It
incorporated the Civil Liability Convention defenses rather than the almost absolute liability terms of the Fund
Convention. n17 Like these conventions, it was to compensate the various governments and private individuals for
injuries to their territory and territorial waters caused by vessels carrying oil in bulk as cargo. However, in keeping with
the more limited TOVALOP agreement, it did not compensate for damages which did not result directly from the
escape or discharge of oil. n18
Notice of Claim to the Institute was to be entered within one year from the incident, n19 and the entire contract was
governed by the law of England. n20 To benefit from CRISTAL, claimants must have sustained oil damage caused by a
company which was a party to the agreement at the time of the incident. The claimants were required to first exercise
due diligence to recover from the owner or bareboat charterer of the ship from which the escape or discharge of oil
occurred, or any other person, or the ship or any other vessel, under TOVALOP or other applicable law. To the extent
the claimant was not reimbursed, the Institute would supplement the recovery up to $30 million. n21
On an international basis, significant developments in producing necessary changes in oil pollution compensation
conventions usually have followed catastrophic oil spill incidents. Such incidents have served as reminders of the large
damages which can result and the need for a reliable means of providing compensation. The original Civil Liability and
Fund Conventions were adopted following the disastrous oil spill from the TORREY CANYON which grounded on the
English Coast in 1967. Following the major oil spill on the coast of France from the AMOCO CADIZ in 1978,
discussions relating to amendments to the original conventions began, which ultimately led to the adoption of the 1984
draft protocols to the Civil Liability and Fund Conventions. Unfortunately, when the United States Senate declined to
ratify the protocols because higher limits of compensation were believed necessary, sufficient support for ratification by
the requisite number of countries could not be achieved.
With uncertainty regarding adoption of necessary increases in the compensation levels of the Civil Liability and Fund
Conventions, TOVALOP and CRISTAL continued in effect with renewals of the agreements on five-year intervals.
Both TOVALOP and CRISTAL were last renewed in 1992 and were scheduled to expire on February 20, 1997. This
renewal was viewed to be the last that probably would occur. Spurred by the catastrophic EXXON VALDEZ oil spill
incident, protocols to the Civil Liability and Fund Conventions were adopted in late 1992. As of April 1995, a sufficient
number of countries had ratified these protocols so that they came into force on May 30, 1996. The protocols contain
very substantial increases in the levels of compensation available through the convention regime, which prompted
serious debate within the shipping and oil industry communities as to whether TOVALOP and CRISTAL had fulfilled
their purposes and should be terminated. Ultimately, it was determined to allow both TOVALOP and CRISTAL to
expire on February 20, 1997; however, compensation from these sources will be available with respect to oil spills
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which occurred prior to that date.
However, due to the increased burden imposed on oil receivers under the 2003 Supplementary Fund Protocol, a
working group was set up by the 1992 Fund Assembly to examine the possible need for revision of the 1992
Convention. Because the working group was not able to reach any clear consensus regarding the need of the 1992 Civil
and Fund Conventions revision, the issue was later referred back to the Fund Assembly.
In October 2005, the Fund Assembly met and decided to consider the proposal made by the International Group of P&I
Club Boards (with the exception of the Swedish Club) shortly before the meeting to put in place a binding contractual
scheme in order to share the overall cost of claims 50/50 with oil receivers in the event that the 1992 Civil and Fund
Conventions revision was abandoned. n22
In reliance on the shipowners' offer, a number of meetings were taken between the Fund secretariat and Oil Companies
International Marine Forum (OCIMF) in order to find a suitable mechanism to give effect to the offer. These
discussions resulted in draft amendments to the original STOPIA agreement, n23 and resulting in its replacement with a
new draft agreement named STOPIA 2006 (Small Tanker Oil Pollution Indemnification Agreement 2006) and a further
new draft agreement named TOPIA (Tanker Oil Pollution Indemnification Agreement), which were both later accepted
by the Club Boards and approved by the Fund Assembly. n24 Both agreements entered into force on February 20, 2006.
STOPIA 2006 and TOPIA are voluntary private agreements intended to ensure that the total cost of oil pollution claims
falling within the 1992 Civil Liability Convention, the 1992 Fund Convention and the 2003 Supplementary Fund
Protocol are shared equally between shipowners and oil receivers who contribute to the 1992 Fund. The agreements are
also intended to encourage the widest possible ratification of the Supplementary Fund Protocol.
STOPIA 2006 is very similar to the original STOPIA contract under which an owner of a tanker of 29,548 GT or less
agrees to indemnify the 1992 Fund for the difference between the vessel's limit of liability under the CLC 92 and SDR
20 million. n25 In essence, it has the effect of increasing the limit of liability from smaller tankers to SDR 20 million, as
opposed to the minimum limit of SDR 4.5 million applicable under CLC 92. n26
STOPIA 2006 also differs from the original STOPIA in that a review of the functioning of the agreement will be carried
out ten years since its implementation and subsequently at five-yearly intervals. n27 If the review reveals that either the
shipowner or oil receivers have borne a proportion higher than 60% of the overall cost of the claims, measures will be
taken to ensure a more equal apportionment. n28 In addition, STOPIA 2006 applies to all states parties to the 1992
Fund, whereas the original STOPIA only applied to states that were also party to the Supplementary Fund Protocol
2003.
TOPIA mirrors STOPIA 2006 with two substantial differences. Firstly, under TOPIA, tanker owners undertake to
indemnify the Supplemental Fund in respect of 50% of the amount of any claim falling on the Supplemental Fund. n29
Secondly, TOPIA applies to all relevant tankers regardless of size. TOPIA contains identical review and adjustment
provisions to those set out in STOPIA 2006 so that any imbalance in the proportion of claims borne by shipowners or
oil receivers may be adjusted prospectively by amending TOPIA or STOPIA 2006 or both.
The application of STOPIA 2006 and TOPIA over shipowners is that charterers require tanker owners to warrant their
participation in STOPIA 2006 and TOPIA under the terms of the charterparty.
For reference purposes, the following pages of this section contain the texts of the below listed documents.
1. Tanker Owners Voluntary Agreement Concerning Liability For Oil Pollution (TOVALOP) (1969)
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2. Contract Regarding An Interim Supplement to Tanker Liability For Oil Pollution (CRISTAL) (1971) n30 plus state
legislation focused upon private interests or another more expansive federal enactment covering the private sector.
While CRISTAL fell far shorter of the goal of full compensation for oil pollution damage than the Fund Convention,
which offers almost absolute liability, it was a viable and necessary alternative to that Convention.
3. Small Tanker Oil Pollution Indemnification Agreement (STOPIA) 2006.
4. Tanker Oil Pollution Indemnification Agreement (TOPIA) 2006.
TANKER OWNERS VOLUNTARY AGREEMENT CONCERNING LIABILITY FOR OIL POLLUTION
PREAMBLE
The Parties to this Agreement are Tanker Owners whose vessels are engaged in the transportation of Oil in bulk by
sea, and who recognize that Coast Lines may on occasion sustain Damage by Pollution as a result of Oil discharged
when marine casualties occur. They are furthermore aware of the fact that traditional maritime laws and practice do not
always provide an adequate means for reimbursing Governments which incur expenditures to avoid or mitigate such
damage, as well as Tanker Owners who, on their own initiative, incur such expenditures. They recognize also that
traditional legal regimes do not encourage joint measures by Governments and Tanker Owners against such damage.
In a voluntary effort to establish their responsibility to Governments with respect to these matters, to assure that
they will be capable of fulfilling this responsibility, and otherwise to alleviate this situation, the Parties who as of this
Seventh day of January, 1969, have executed this Agreement and such other parties who may, as is herein provided,
subsequently become Parties to this Agreement, in consideration of their mutual promises herein, have agreed with one
another, and do hereby agree as follows: ARTICLE I
Definitions
Whenever the following words and phrases appear in the Preamble and other Clauses hereof, they shall have the
meaning indicated below:
(a) "Tanker" means any tank vessel (whether or not self-propelled) designed and constructed for the carriage by
sea in bulk of crude petroleum and hydrocarbon fuels and oils derived therefrom (excluding however, liquefied
petroleum gas and liquefied natural gas), whether or not such vessel is operated in sea-going service.
(b) To "own" a Tanker means to hold title thereto, except that in the case of a Tanker under bareboat charter (that
is, a Tanker chartered upon terms providing that the Charterer shall man, victual, and navigate the Tanker at his own
expense or by his own procurement) to "own" a Tanker means to be such Charterer, to the exclusion of the holder of
title to said Tanker. The term "Tanker Owner" means any individual, partnership, corporate body, or Government who
so owns a Tanker.
(c) "Participating Owner" means a Tanker Owner who has become a Party to this Agreement.
(d) "Participating Tankers" means all Tankers owned by a Participating Owner.(e) "Oil" means crude oil, fuel oil,
heavy diesel oil, and lubricating oil, whether or not carried as cargo.
(f) "Discharge of Oil" means any discharge of Oil from a Tanker, including any spilling, leaking, pumping,
emitting, emptying or dumping of Oil.
(g) "Coast Lines" means land (including structural improvements thereon) adjoining the sea, inland waterways,
lakes, bays, harbors, and estuaries.
(h) "Damage by Pollution" means physical contamination damage to Coast Lines resulting directly from a
Discharge of Oil, and does not include damage from fire or explosion, consequential damage, or ecological impairment.
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(i) "Government" means a National Government recognized as such under international law or custom.
(j) "Incident" means any occurrence or series of occurrences having the same origin which causes, or creates a
grave and imminent danger of causing Damage by Pollution to Coast Lines from a Discharge of Oil.(k) "Remove"
means to take all reasonable measures to prevent potential Damage by Pollution and to mitigate Damage by Pollution
from a Discharge of Oil, and "Removal" means the taking of such measures. ARTICLE II
General Conditions
(A) Any Tanker Owner in the world may become a Party to this Agreement.
(B) The Parties to this Agreement will form, or cause to be formed, under and pursuant to the laws of England, a
company limited by guarantee to be named "The International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation Limited"
(hereinafter called the "Federation"), which will administer this Agreement.
(C) Each Party to the Agreement will (i) from and after the date of this Agreement or as of the later date on which
he becomes a Party hereto, as the case may be, abide by the Memorandum and Articles of Association of the Federation
and all rules or directives of the Federation, and (ii) upon the "Effective Date" hereof as provided in Clause III, or as
soon thereafter as he becomes a Party to this Agreement, establish and maintain his financial capability to fulfil his
obligations under this Agreement as prescribed in said Memorandum, Articles, Rules and directives.
(D) A Tanker Owner who is not one of the original signatories to this Agreement will become a Party to this
Agreement upon acceptance by the Federation of an application in the form annexed hereto as Exhibit "A", wherein the
applicant shall indicate his commitment to be bound by this Agreement and to become a member of the Federation.
(E) The rights and obligations of each Party to this Agreement under this Clause II, except as otherwise stated
herein, shall come into effect upon the date said Party becomes a Party hereto. ARTICLE III
Duration and Coverage
(A) This Agreement shall come into effect (except as otherwise specified in Clause II) upon a date selected and
announced by the Federation which shall be as early as is practicable after a determination by the Federation that fifty
per cent of the Tankers of the world (excluding Tankers owned by a Government or Government agency and Tankers of
under 5,000 deadweight tonnage) as measured by deadweight tonnage have become Participating Tankers. The date so
selected and announced shall be known as "Effective Date".
(B) Each Participating Owner shall be a Party to this Agreement for the interval indicated below:-(i) A Participating Owner who becomes a Party prior to the expiration of five years from the Effective Date shall
be a Party until the expiration of said five year interval and for successive intervals of two years each, unless he gives
written notice of withdrawal to the Federation prior to the commencement of the last year of said five year interval or
prior to the last year of any subsequent two-year interval, said withdrawal being effective at the end of the interval
during which notice has been so given. Notwithstanding the foregoing, however, this Agreement shall terminate earlier
if the deadweight tonnage of Participating Tankers, as determined by the Federation, fails to include at least 80 per cent
of the Tankers of the world, (with the exclusions mentioned in the preceding paragraph), as measured by deadweight
tonnage at the end of two years from the Effective Date.
(ii) A Participating Owner who becomes a Party during any successive two year interval as referred to in
subparagraph (B)(i) above, shall be a Party until the expiration of the two year successive interval during the first year
of which he gives written notice of withdrawal to the Federation.
(C) The rights and obligations of each Party to this Agreement shall apply with respect to all Tankers at any time
owned by him while he is a Party to this Agreement.
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(D) Termination of this Agreement or withdrawal therefrom under this Clause III, or otherwise, shall not terminate
the rights and obligations of any Participating Owner then accrued hereunder. Upon termination of this Agreement the
Federation shall continue in existence for such reasonable period as is necessary to wind up its affairs. ARTICLE IV
Liability and Responsibility to Governments
(A) If a discharge of Oil occurs from a Participating Tanker through the negligence of that Tanker (and regardless
of the decree of its fault), and if the Oil causes Damage by Pollution to Coast Lines within the jurisdiction of a
Government, or creates a grave and imminent danger of Damage by Pollution thereto, then the Participating Owner of
that Tanker shall Remove the Oil so discharged, or pay the costs reasonably incurred by the Government concerned to
Remove the said Oil, subject to the maximum liability set forth in Clause VI.
(B) The Participating Owner shall be liable under Paragraph (A) hereof unless he can prove that the Discharge of
Oil from his Participating Tanker occurred without fault on the part of said Tanker. ARTICLE V
Removal by Participating Owner
The Federation, in connection with prescribing steps whereby each Participating Owner shall establish financial
capability as provided in Clause II (C) (ii), and to encourage Participating Owners to take prompt Removal action (such
Removal not constituting an admission of negligence), shall make arrangements whereby a Participating Owner who
incurs reasonable expenditures for Removal of Oil discharged from a Participating Tanker owned by him shall be
entitled to reimbursement therefor, without regard to negligence, subject to the terms of such arrangements. ARTICLE
VI
Maximum Liability
(A) The Liability of a Participating Owner, pursuant to Clause IV, shall, with respect to each of his Participating
Tankers involved in any one Incident, in no event exceed U.S. $100.00 per gross registered ton of each such
Participating Tanker, subject to a maximum of U.S. $10,000,000.00 in respect of each such Participating Tanker.
(B) In the event that a Participating Owner incurs liability hereunder to several Governments with respect to any
one Incident and that the amounts reasonably spent by these Governments for Removal of Oil exceeds the limit referred
to in Paragraph (A) hereof, then the Participating Owner's maximum liability to a particular Government shall be that
portion of said limit that such Government's Removal expenses bear to the aggregate of the several Governments'
Removal expenses.
(C) If, however, a Participating Owner and a Government (or Governments) incur Removal expenses as a result of
the same Incident, then the participating Owner's liability shall in no event exceed that part of the limit prescribed in
Paragraph (A) hereof which the Government's (or Governments') Removal expenses bear to the aggregate of the
Government's (or Governments') Removal expenses and the Participating Owner's Removal expenses. ARTICLE VII
Procedure and Miscellaneous
(A) In the event of a Discharge of Oil from a Participating Tanker, the ParticipatingOwner of said Tanker shall
notify the Federation of such Discharge and the action (if any) taken and intended to be taken by him to Remove the
Oil, and whether a claim has been filed said Owner by and Government (or Governments).
(B) The Federation shall, on behalf of the Participating Owner concerned, send the Government or Governments
concerned a copy of this Agreement and a confirmation that the owner of the Participating Tanker is, or was, at the time
of such Discharge, a Participating Owner.
(C) The Government or Governments concerned should then, if they believe they have a valid claim hereunder and
if they have not already done so, file notice of claim on the Participating Owner, sending a copy to the Federation.
(D) A Participating Owner shall have no liability hereunder to a Government unless that Government's claim
hereunder, including the amount thereof and supporting data, is filed with said Owner, with a copy to the Federation,
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within one year of the date of the commencement of the alleged Discharge of Oil involved.
(E) The Government or Governments concerned may, in the event of a dispute under this Agreement with a
Participating Owner, commence arbitration proceedings, in accordance with Paragraph (K) hereof, within two years
from the date of the commencement of the alleged Discharge of Oil involving said Owner and said proceedings shall be
the exclusive means for enforcing a Participating Owner's liability hereunder. Each Participating Owner by becoming a
Party to this Agreement, and for so long as he remains bound thereby, shall be deemed irrevocably to have offered to
any such Government to submit all such disputes to arbitration as provided in said Paragraph (K).
(F) Any payment hereunder to a Government by or on behalf of a Participating Owner shall be in full settlement of
all said Government's claims against said Owner, the Participating Tanker involved, their officers, agents, employees
and underwriters, which arise out of or are connected with the Discharge of Oil involved.
(G) With the exception of Governments who take advantage of this Agreement, this Agreement shall not affect any
other rights of claim or suit which may be legally available to other claimants. This Agreement does not create any
rights in persons, partnerships, corporations, or other entities other than Governments.
(H) This Agreement does not create any rights against the Federation and the Federation shall have no liability
hereunder or otherwise to any Government, person, partnership, corporation or other entity.
(I) No rights or obligations created hereunder or connected herewith may be assigned or transferred.
(J) No Party to this Agreement shall be subject to any liability to a Government hereunder with respect to a
Discharge of Oil from a Participating Tanker owned by another Participating Owner.
(K) All claims by a Government or Governments against a Participating Owner under this Agreement shall, if not
otherwise disposed of, be finally settled under the rules of conciliation and arbitration of the International Chamber of
Commerce by one or more arbitrators appointed in accordance with the rules. In any such proceeding, the Government
or Governments shall have the burden of proving the Oil was discharged from the Participating Tanker.
(L) Removal by a Participating Owner, or making of a settlement payment with respect to any claim under this
Agreement, shall be deemed (i) an admission of, or evidence of, liability on the part of the Participating Owner involved
to any Government or any other claimant in any proceeding, or (ii) submission to any jurisdiction on the part of said
Participating Owner for any purpose whatsoever.
(M) No arbitration award against a Participating Owner under this Agreement shall be deemed (i) an admission of,
or evidence of, liability on the part of said Participating Owner in any other proceeding or to any other claimant, or (ii)
submission to any jurisdiction on the part of said Participating Owner for any purpose whatsoever other than as
provided in this Clause VII. ARTICLE VIII
Amendments
This Agreement may be amended by Special Resolution adopted at an Extraordinary General Meeting of the
members of the Federation upon a poll vote in which at least 75 per cent of the votes cast are in favor of said
Resolution. A Participating Owner who votes against such Resolution shall thereupon have the option to withdraw from
the Agreement within 60 days of the date of said Special Resolution by written notice to the Federation, without,
however affecting his rights and liabilities accrued at the time of his withdrawal. ARTICLE IX
Law Governing
This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of England. However, anything herein to the contrary
notwithstanding, a Participating Owner shall not be required:-(a) To incur any obligation or take any action, with respect to any Incident in which a Participating Tanker owned
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by him is involved, which would violate the laws or government regulations of the flag of said Participating Tanker,
or(b) To incur any obligation or take any action which would violate any other laws or government regulations as may
apply to said Participating Owner, or(c) To incur any obligation or take any action which would, if a majority of the
stock of said Participation Owner is owned, directly or indirectly by another corporation, partnership or individual,
violate any laws or government regulations which may apply to said other corporation, partnership or individual.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this Agreement to be executed as of the date indicated in the
Preamble hereto, or upon the date on which their application is accepted by the Federation as provided in Clause II (D).

CONTRACT REGARDING AN INTERIM SUPPLEMENT TO TANKER LIABILITY FOR OIL
POLLUTION PREAMBLE
The Parties to this Contract are various Oil Companies and the Oil Companies Institute For Marine Pollution
Compensation Limited, an entity organized and existing under the Laws of Bermuda (hereinafter referred to as the
"Institute").
The Parties recognize that marine casualties involving tankers carrying bulk oil cargoes can, on occasion, cause
extensive pollution damage on the escape or discharge of oil into the sea. They believe that by increasing the
responsibility of tanker owners with respect to pollution damage, the occurrence of such incidents can be reduced, and
therefore they strongly favor ratification by the nations of the world of the International Convention on Civil Liability
for Oil Pollution Damage adopted at Brussels on November 29, 1969 (hereinafter referred to as "CLC").
The Parties further recognize that in some instances persons sustaining pollution damage may be unable, even after
ratification of CLC, (as under current legal regimes), to recover adequate compensation for pollution damage.
The Parties accordingly advocate, in addition to ratification of CLC, the adoption and ratification by the nations of
the world of a Convention creating an International Compensation Fund or its equivalent whereby persons who sustain
pollution damage for which a tanker owner is liable under CLC would have available supplemental compensation
beyond the limits established in CLC. Moreover, the Parties have decided, pending the enactment of such a Convention,
to establish by contract a means for providing supplemental compensation for pollution damage beyond the limits of
liability presently available under existing legal regimes, including Tanker Owners Voluntary Agreement Concerning
Liability for Oil Pollution ("TOVALOP"), and beyond the limits of liability that will be applicable under CLC, once it
enters into force.
In view of the above considerations, the Parties who, as of this 14th day of January, 1971, have executed this
Contract and those Oil Companies who later become Parties, have agreed, and do hereby agree, that the Institute will
pay such supplemental compensation and that the Oil Company Parties will assure the availability of funds to permit
payment thereof, upon the following terms and conditions: ARTICLE I
Definitions
For the purpose of this Contract, including the Preamble:
(a) "Tanker" or "Ship" means any sea-going vessel and any sea-borne craft of any type whatsoever, actually
carrying oil in bulk as cargo.
(b) "Person" means any individual or partnership or any public or private body, whether corporate or not,
including a State or any of its constituent subdivisions.
(c) "Owner" means the person or persons registered as the owner of the ship or, in the absence of registration, the
person or persons owning the ship. However, in the case of a ship owned by a State and operated by a company which
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in that State is registered as the ship's operator, "Owner" shall mean such company.
(d) "Oil" means any persistent oil such as crude oil, fuel oil, heavy diesel oil and lubricating oil whether carried
on board a ship as cargo or in the bunkers of a ship.
(e) "Pollution Damage" means loss or damage caused outside the ship carrying oil by contamination resulting
from the escape or discharge of oil from the ship, wherever such escape or discharge may occur, provided that said loss
or damage is caused on the territory including the territorial sea, of any nation, and includes the costs of preventive
measures and further loss or damage directly resulting from such preventive measures but shall exclude any loss or
damage which is remote, or speculative, or which does not result directly from the escape or discharge.
(f) "Preventive Measures" means any reasonable measures taken by any person after an incident has occurred to
prevent or minimize pollution damage.
(g) "Incident" means any occurrence, or series of occurrences having the same origin, which causes pollution
damage.
(h) "Oil Company" means any person engaged in the production, refining or marketing of oil, or whose affiliates
are so engaged.
(i) "Crude/Fuel Oil Receipts" means crude oil received by an Oil Company at refineries for processing which was
transported all or part the way from point of origin to said refineries by ship, and fuel oil received by it at an installation
for storage and terminalling which was transported all or part of the way from point of manufacture to said installation
by ship.
(j) "Contract Year" means any twelve month period commencing upon the Effective Date [as referred to in
Clause III (A) hereof] or any anniversary thereof.
(k) "Oil Company Party" means (i) any Oil Company which is an initial signatory to this Contract, including an
Oil Company which is affiliated with such Company and which, prior to the Effective Date, is designated by such
Company as desiring to become a Party, and (ii) any Oil Company which becomes a Party upon acceptance of an
application signed by it pursuant to Clause II (B) hereof, including any Oil Company which is affiliated with such
Company and which, at the time of such application, is designated by such Company as desiring to become a Party.
ARTICLE II
General Conditions
(A) Any Oil Company in the world which is willing to be bound by this Contract and to become a shareholder in
the Institute and to abide by its By Laws, Rules and Directives, may became an Oil Company Party to this Contract.
(B) An Oil Company which is not one of the initial signatories to this Contract or was not designated by an initial
signatory as desiring to become a Party, will become an Oil Company Party to this Contract upon acceptance by the
Institute of an application in the form attached hereto as "Exhibit A".
(C) The obligations of an Oil Company under this Contract shall extend solely to the Institute. ARTICLE III
Effective Date and Duration
(A) This Contract shall come in effect upon a date selected and announced by the Institute to its shareholders
(herein referred to as the "Effective Date") which shall be as early as is practicable after the Institute determines that the
total of all Crude/Fuel Oil Receipts, during the calendar year first preceding the calendar year in which such
determination is made, of all Oil Companies which are Parties to this Contract as of the time of said determination,
constitute at least 50% of the Crude/Fuel Oil Receipts of all Oil Companies during such preceding year.
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(B)(i) Each Oil Company which becomes a Party hereto prior to October 6, 1974 shall be bound by the provisions
hereof from the date it becomes a Party until October 6, 1974 and thereafter for successive periods of one year from said
October 6, 1974 unless it gives written notice of withdrawal to the Institute prior to April 1, 1974 or prior to April 1 in
any such successive yearly period, said withdrawal being effective as of October 6th following the date on which notice
has been so given.
(ii) Each Oil Company which becomes a Party hereto after October 6, 1974 shall be bound by the provisions
hereof from the date it becomes a Party until October 6 next following the date it becomes a Party and thereafter for
successive periods of one year commencing on said October 6, 1974 and each anniversary thereof unless it gives written
notice of withdrawal to the Institute prior to April 1 of any such yearly period, said withdrawal being effective as of
October 6 following the date upon which notice has been so given.
(C) Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause III (B) hereof-(1) This Contract shall terminate (i) at the end of two Contract Years from the Effective Date unless at any time
within that two Contract Year period the Institute determines and announces to its shareholders that the total of all
Crude/Fuel Oil Receipts, during the calendar year first preceding the calendar year in which the determination is made,
of Oil Companies which are Parties to this Contract as of the time of such determination, constitute as least 80% of the
total Crude/Fuel Oil Receipts of all Oil Companies during such preceding calendar year, or (ii) upon the termination of
TOVALOP before CLC comes into force, or (iii) at the time a Convention comes into force creating an International
Compensation Fund or its equivalent.
(2) This Contract may be terminated, at the discretion of the Institute at the end of five Contract Years from the
Effective Date if CLC has not come into force prior to that time.
(D) Termination of this Contract under this Clause III or otherwise shall not terminate the rights and obligations of
any Party already accrued hereunder. ARTICLE IV
Functions of the Institute
(A) After the Effective Date, the Institute shall compensate persons for pollution damage sustained by them as the
result of an incident when at the time of the incident the oil was owned by an Oil Company Party as follows:
(1) Prior to the time CLC enters into force, whenever (i) the Owner or Bareboat Charterer of the ship from which
the oil escaped or was discharged was a Party to TOVALOP at the time of the incident and (ii) the Owner of said ship
would have been liable to said persons sustaining pollution damage under the provisions of CLC for the damage if CLC
had been in force at the time of the incident and had been applicable to the incident.
(2) After the time CLC comes into force whenever the provisions of CLC apply to the incident, and by reason
thereof the Owner of the ship from which the oil escaped or was discharged was, in fact, liable to said persons
sustaining pollution damage for said damage.
(B) The compensation to be paid by the Institute under Clause IV (A) to all persons sustaining pollution damage as
a result of said incident (regardless of the number of ships from which oil has escaped or been discharged) shall in no
event exceed Thirty Million U. S. Dollars (U. S. $30,000,000.00) less the sum of the following:
(1) The Owner's or Bareboat Charterer's maximum liability for said pollution damage under TOVALOP, plus
(2) The amount of expenditures that the Owner or Bareboat Charterer was entitled to make for "Removal of Oil"
(as defined in TOVALOP) and to receive reimbursement for as provided in TOVALOP, plus
(3) The maximum liability of Owner or Bareboat Charterer with respect to such damage under applicable law,
statutes, regulations or conventions, plus
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(4) The maximum amount to which such persons sustaining pollution damage were entitled from any other
person or from the ship or from any other vessel under applicable law, statutes, regulations or conventions providing for
compensation for all or part of said damage.
(C) If the total pollution damage resulting from an incident exceeds the net amount referred to in Clause IV (B),
then said net amount shall be prorated by the Institute among the persons sustaining said damage.
(D) Notwithstanding the foregoing, if a person sustaining pollution damage fails to exercise due diligence to
recover compensation for such damage from (i) the Owner or Bareboat Charterer of the ship from which the escape or
discharge of oil occurred, or (ii) any other person, or (iii) the ship or any other vessel, then to the extent that said Owner,
Bareboat Charterer, person, ship or other vessel are liable for part or all of said damage, the Institute shall not
compensate said person sustaining pollution damage under this Clause IV.
(E) The net amount provided for in Clause IV (B) shall be reduced by any amounts paid, or agreed to be paid, by
the Institute in settlement of claims made under this Contract. ARTICLE V
The Fund
The Institute, in order to assure its financial capability to pay compensation under Clause IV hereof, shall maintain
and administer a Fund created as follows:
(1) The Fund shall initially be constituted in the amount of Five Million U. S.Dollars (U. S. $5,000,000.00)
(hereinafter referred to as the "Initial Call").
(2) As soon as practicable after the Effective Date the Institute shall assess each Oil Company Party to this
Contract as of the Effective Date and each such Party shall pay to the Institute that portion of the Initial Call calculated
by dividing its total Crude/Fuel Oil Receipts for the calendar year immediately preceding the Effective Date by the total
Crude/Fuel Oil Receipts during such preceding calendar year of all Oil Companies who were Parties to this Contract at
the Effective Date and by multiplying this percentage by said Initial Call.
(3) Any Oil Company becoming a Party to this Contract subsequent to the Effective Date shall be assessed by the
Institute and shall pay to the Institute that portion of the Initial Call calculated in the same manner as under Clause V(2).
At such time appropriate adjustment shall be made in the portion of the Initial Call of all Oil Companies then Parties to
this Contract and, at the discretion of the Institute, such Oil Companies shall receive an appropriate refund or a credit
against future assessments.
(4) The Institute shall, from time to time during each Contract Year estimate the amount reasonably required by it
to pay compensation in accordance with Clause IV and shall determine what portion of any such amount ("such
amount" being hereinafter referred to as a "Periodic Call"), shall be in cash and what portion shall be in other forms.
(5) The Institute shall, at such times as are appropriate during each Contract Year, assess each Oil Company Party
and each such Party shall pay to the Institute that portion of any Periodic Call made during said Contract Year
calculated by dividing its total Crude/Fuel Oil Receipts for the calendar year first preceding the commencement of said
Contract Year by the total of the Crude/Fuel Oil Receipts during such preceding calendar year of all Oil Companies
who were Parties to this Contract at the date of such assessment and by multiplying this percentage by the amount of
said Periodic Call, provided however, that notwithstanding the foregoing, (i) each such Oil Company Party (whether or
not it had any Crude/Fuel Oil Receipts in such preceding calendar year) shall pay a minimum charge determined by the
Institute for each Contract Year, which minimum charge may be offset against any portions of an assessment otherwise
payable hereunder, and (ii) no Oil Company Party shall be liable for that portion of an assessment which relates to
payment of compensation by the Institute in excess of Five Hundred Thousand U. S. Dollars (U. S. $500,00.00) with
respect to any one incident which occurred prior to the date upon which it becomes a Party to this Contract.
(6) Except as provided in Clause V (3) hereof, in the case of any Oil Company which becomes a Party hereto
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during a Contract Year after the commencement thereof, the Institute shall assess such Company in the manner
provided in Clause V (5) hereof, but only in respect of that portion of said Contract Year during which it has been an
Oil Company Party to this Contract.
(7) Upon termination of this Contract, any amounts remaining in the Fund shall be equitably distributed among
the Oil Companies then Parties hereto. ARTICLE VI
Notice of Claim
The Institute shall not entertain any claim by any person allegedly sustaining pollution damage unless such person
gives notice of claim to the Institute within one year of the date of the alleged incident giving rise to such a claim.
ARTICLE VII
Rules and Directives
The Institute shall have the right to make rules and directives from time to time with respect to the interpretation
and administration of this Contract. ARTICLE VIII
Amendment
This Contract may be amended by Special Resolution adopted at an Extraordinary General Meeting of the Institute
upon a vote in which at least 75% of the votes cast are in favor of said Resolution. However, and notwithstanding the
provisions of Clause III (B), an Oil Company Party which votes against said Resolution shall have the option to
withdraw herefrom on giving sixty days written notice to the Institute without, however, affecting its rights and
obligations accrued at the time of withdrawal. ARTICLE IX
Law Governing
(A) This Contract shall be construed and shall take effect in accordance with the laws of England and the Courts of
England shall have exclusive jurisdiction over any matter arising therefrom.
(B) This Contract shall not be construed as creating a trust.
(C) Anything to the contrary herein notwithstanding, a Party hereto shall not be required to incur any obligation or
take any action which would violate any laws or government regulations which apply to it or, in the event its stock or
shares are owned by another person, which would violate any laws or government regulations which apply to said
person.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have entered into this Contract as of the date indicated in the Preamble
hereto, or upon the date on which their application is accepted by the Institute as provided in Clause II (B). SMALL
TANKER OIL POLLUTION INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT (STOPIA) 2006 INTRODUCTION
The Parties to this Agreement are the Participating Owners as defined herein. The Participating Owners recognize
the success of the international system of compensation for oil pollution from ships established by the 1992 Civil
Liability and Fund Conventions, and they are aware that it may need to be revised or supplemented from time to time in
order to ensure that it continues to meet the needs of society.
A Protocol has been adopted to supplement the 1992 Fund Convention by providing for additional compensation to
be available from a Supplementary Fund for Pollution Damage in States which opt to accede to the Protocol. The
Parties wish to encourage the widest possible ratification of the Protocol, with a view to facilitating the continuance of
the existing compensation system in its current form (but as supplemented by the Protocol).
In consideration of the potential additional burden imposed by the Protocol on receivers of oil, the Participating
Owners have agreed to establish the scheme set out herein, whereby the Participating Owners of tankers below a
specified tonnage will indemnify the International Oil Pollution Compensation Fund 1992 ("the 1992 Fund") for a
portion of its liability to pay compensation under the 1992 Fund Convention for Pollution Damage caused by such
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tankers.
This Agreement is intended to create legal relations and in consideration of their mutual promises Participating
Owners of each Entered Ship have agreed with one another and do agree as follows-- I. DEFINITIONS

(A) The following terms shall have the same meaning as in Article I of the Liability Convention: "Incident", "Oil",
"Owner", "Person", "Pollution Damage", "Preventive Measures", "Ship".

(B) "1992 Fund" means the International Oil Pollution Compensation Fund 1992 as established by the 1992 Fund
Convention.

(C) "1992 Fund Convention" means the International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for
Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage, 1992, as amended and/or supplemented from time to time, and any domestic
legislation giving effect thereto.

(D) "Club" means a Protection and Indemnity (P&I) Association in the International Group; "the Owner's Club" means
the Club by which a Relevant Ship owned by him is insured, or to which he is applying for Insurance; "his Club", "Club
Party" and similar expressions shall be construed accordingly.

(E) "Entered Ship" means a Ship to which the Scheme applies, and "Entry" shall be construed accordingly.

(F) "Indemnification" means the indemnity payable under Clause IV of this Agreement.

(G) "Insurance", "insured" and related expressions refer to protection and indemnity cover against oil pollution risks.

(H) "International Group" means the International Group of P&I Clubs.

(I) "Liability Convention" means the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage, 1992, as
amended from time to time, and any domestic legislation giving effect thereto, and "CLC 92 State" means a State in
respect of which the said Convention is in force.

(J) "Participating Owner" means the Owner of an Entered Ship who is a Party.
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(K) "Party" means a party to this Agreement.

(L) "Protocol" means the Protocol of 2003 to supplement the 1992 Fund Convention, and any domestic legislation
giving effect thereto.

(M) "Recourse Conclusion Notice" has the meaning set out in Clause V(C).

(N) "Relevant Ship" has the meaning set out in Clause III(B).

(O) "Scheme" means the Small Tanker Oil Pollution Indemnification Agreement (STOPIA) 2006 as established by this
Agreement.

(P) "Supplementary Fund" means the Fund established by the Protocol.

(Q) "Tons" means the gross tonnage calculated in accordance with the tonnage measurement regulations contained in
Annex I of the International Convention on Tonnage Measurement of Ships, 1969; the word "tonnage" shall be
construed accordingly.

(R) "Unit of account" shall have the same meaning as that set out in Article V, paragraph 9 of the Liability Convention.
II. GENERAL

(A) This Agreement shall be known as the Small Tanker Oil Pollution Indemnification Agreement (STOPIA) 2006.

(B) The Owner of any Relevant Ship shall be eligible to become a Party and shall do so when made a Party by the Club
insuring that Ship as the Rules of that Club may provide. III. THE STOPIA 2006 SCHEME

(A) This Agreement is made to establish STOPIA 2006 for payment of Indemnification to the 1992 Fund on the terms
set out herein.
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(B) A Ship shall be eligible for Entry in the scheme if:

(1) it is of not more than 29,548 Tons;

(2) it is insured by a Club; and

(3) it is reinsured through the Pooling arrangements of the International Group. Such a ship is referred to herein as a
"Relevant Ship".

(C) Any Relevant Ship owned by a Participating Owner shall automatically be entered in the Scheme upon his
becoming a Party to this Agreement in accordance with Clause II(B) above.

(D) A Ship which is not a Relevant Ship by reason of the fact that it is reinsured independently of the said Pooling
arrangements may nonetheless be deemed to be a Relevant Ship by written agreement between the Owner and his Club.

(E) Once a Relevant Ship has been entered in the Scheme it shall remain so entered until

(1) it ceases to be a Relevant Ship (as a result of tonnage re-measurement and/or of ceasing to be insured and
reinsured as stated in Clause III(B) above); or

(2) it ceases to be owned by a Participating Owner; or

(3) the Participating Owner has withdrawn from this Agreement in accordance with Clause X. IV.
INDEMNIFICATION OF THE 1992 FUND

(A) Where, as a result of an Incident, an Entered Ship causes Pollution Damage in respect of which (i) liability is
incurred under the Liability Convention by the Participating Owner of that Ship and (ii) the 1992 Fund has paid or
expects to pay compensation under the 1992 Fund Convention, the said Owner shall indemnify the 1992 Fund in an
amount calculated in accordance with this Clause.
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(B) Indemnification shall not be payable for:

(1) the costs of any Preventive Measures to the extent that the Participating Owner is exonerated from liability under
Article III, paragraph 3 of the Liability Convention, and for which the 1992 Fund is liable by virtue of Article 4,
paragraph 3 of the 1992 Fund Convention;

(2) any other Pollution Damage to the extent that liability is incurred by the 1992 Fund but not by the Participating
Owner.

(C) The amount for which Indemnification is payable by the Participating Owner to the 1992 Fund shall be the amount
of compensation which the 1992 Fund has paid or expects to pay for Pollution Damage, provided always that:

(1) Indemnification shall not exceed in respect of any one Incident an amount equivalent to 20 million units of
account less the amount of the Owner's liability under the Liability Convention as limited by Article V, paragraph 1
thereof; and

(2) the deduction referred to in Clause IV(C)(1) above shall be made irrespective of whether the Participating Owner
is entitled to avail himself of limitation.

(D) Liability to pay Indemnification hereunder shall not affect any rights which the Participating Owner or his Club
may have to recover from the 1992 Fund any amounts in respect of the Incident, whether in their own right, by
subrogation, assignment or otherwise. For the avoidance of doubt, any such amounts shall be included in the amount of
compensation referred to in Clause IV(C) above.

(E) Unless otherwise agreed with the 1992 Fund--

(1) the entitlement of the 1992 Fund to receive Indemnification from the Participating Owner accrues when it gives a
Recourse Conclusion Notice as defined in Clause V(C) below;

(2) prior to that time the 1992 Fund shall be entitled to receive from the Participating Owner such payment or
payments on account of Indemnification as the 1992 Fund considers to be equal to the anticipated amount of
Indemnification;
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(3) payment of any amounts which the 1992 Fund is entitled to receive under this Agreement shall be made
concurrent with payment of the levies on contributors for the Incident concerned in accordance with Articles 10 and 12
of the 1992 Fund Convention.

(F)
(1) Any payment on account under Clause IV(E) above is made on the conditions that--

(i) it is credited by the 1992 Fund to a special account relating solely to Indemnification in respect of the Incident
concerned;

(ii) any surplus of the amount(s) paid by the Participating Owner remaining after all compensation payments by the
1992 Fund have been made shall be refunded to the Participating Owner; and

(iii) in so far as a surplus consists of amounts recovered by way of recourse from third parties it shall be credited to
the Participating Owner in accordance with Clause V below.

(2) Nothing in this Clause IV(F) shall prevent the 1992 Fund from making use of any sums paid to it under this
Agreement in the payment of claims for compensation arising from the Incident concerned; nor shall it require the 1992
Fund to hold such sums (or any balance thereof) in a separate bank account or to invest them separately from other
assets of the 1992 Fund.

(3) Save where the 1992 Fund has been notified to the contrary, the Club insuring the Participating Owner shall be
deemed to be authorized to act on his behalf in receiving any refund under this Clause.

(G) For the purposes of this Agreement the conversion of units of account into national currency shall be made in
accordance with Article V, paragraph 9 of the Liability Convention. V. RECOURSE AGAINST THIRD PARTIES

(A) Any decisions as to whether the 1992 Fund is to take recourse action against any third parties, and as to the conduct
of any such action, including any out-of-court settlement, are in the absolute discretion of the 1992 Fund.

(B) Without prejudice to Clause V(A) above--
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(1) payment by the Participating Owner under this Agreement is made on the condition that he shall, in respect of any
amount paid as Indemnification (or as payment on account thereof), acquire by subrogation any rights of recourse that
the 1992 Fund may enjoy against third parties, to the extent of the Participating Owner's interest in the bene fit of any
recoveries from such parties in accordance with this Agreement;

(2) the 1992 Fund may consult with the Participating Owner and/or his Club in relation to any recourse action in
which they are actual or potential claimants;

(3) nothing in this Agreement shall prevent the 1992 Fund, the Owner and the Club from agreeing on any
arrangements relating to such action as may be considered appropriate in the particular case, including any terms as to
the apportionment of costs of funding such action, or as to the allocation of any recoveries made.

(C) For the purposes of this Agreement, a Recourse Conclusion Notice is notice to the Participating Owner that a final
conclusion has been reached in relation to all and any recourse action taken or contemplated by the 1992 Fund against
any third parties in respect of the Incident. Such a conclusion may include a decision by the 1992 Fund not to take a
recourse action, or to discontinue any such action already commenced.

(D) Payment by the Participating Owner under this Agreement is made on the conditions that--

(1) if the 1992 Fund decides to take recourse action against any third party it will, unless otherwise agreed, either (a)
seek recovery of compensation it has paid or expects to pay without deduction of any sums paid under this Agreement
by the Participating Owner, or (b) on request, execute documentation as described in Clause V(D)(2) below;

(2) if the 1992 Fund decides not to take a recourse action (or to discontinue any such action already commenced)
against any third party in respect of the incident, the 1992 Fund will, on request, execute such reasonable documentation
as may be required to transfer (or affirm the transfer) to the Participating Owner and/or his Club, by subrogation,
assignment or otherwise, any rights of recourse which the 1992 Fund may have against that third party, to the extent of
any interest which the Participating Owner and/or his Club may have in recovering from that party any amounts paid
under this Agreement;

(3) if, after it has been paid, the 1992 Fund fo r any reason recovers any sums from any third party, the 1992 Fund will
account to the Participating Owner for such sums after deduction of--
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(i) any costs incurred by the 1992 Fund in recovering the said sums; and

(ii) an amount equal to the compensation which the 1992 Fund has paid or expects to pay for Pollution Damage in
respect of the Incident, insofar as this exceeds the amount paid under this Agreement by the Participating Owner.

(E) Save where the 1992 Fund has been notified to the contrary, the Club insuring the Participating Owner shall be
deemed to be authorised to act on his behalf in receiving notice under Clause V(C) above; in receiving any sums
payable to the Participating Owner under Clause V(D) above; and in agreeing all and any other matters relating to the
operation of this Clause V. VI. PROCEDURE AND MISCELLANEOUS
Any rights of the 1992 Fund to Indemnification under this Agreement shall be extinguished unless an action is
brought hereunder within four years from the date when the Pollution Damage occurred. However, in no case shall an
action be brought after seven years from the date of the Incident which caused the damage. Where this Incident consists
of a series of occurrences, the seven year period shall run from the date of the first such occurrence. VII.
AMENDMENT

(A) This Agreement may be amended at any time by the International Group acting as agent for all Participating
Owners. Any such amendment to this Agreement will take effect three months from the date on which written notice is
given by the International Group to the 1992 Fund.

(B) Each Participating Owner agrees that the International Group shall be authorized to agree on his behalf to an
amendment of this Agreement if--

(1) it is so authorized by his Club, and

(2) his Club has approved of the amendment by the same procedure as that required for alteration of its Rules.

(C) Subject to Clause IX(A) below, any amendment of this Agreement shall not affect rights and obligations in respect
of any Incident which occurred prior to the date when such amendment enters into force. VIII. REVIEW

(A) During the year 2016 a review shall be carried out of the experience of claims for Pollution Damage in the ten years
to 20 February 2016. The purpose of the review will be (1) to establish the approximate proportions in which the overall
cost of such claims under the Liability Convention and/or the 1992 Fund Convention and/or the Protocol has been borne
respectively by shipowners and by oil receivers in the period since 20 February 2006; and (2) to consider the efficiency,
operation and performance of this Agreement. Such a review shall be repeated every five years thereafter.
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(B) Representatives of oil receivers, and the Secretariat of the 1992 Fund and Supplementary Fund, are to be invited to
participate in any review under this Clause on a consultative basis. The Participating Owners authorize the International
Group to act on their behalf in the conduct of any such review.

(C) If a review under this Clause reveals that in the period since 20 February 2006 either shipowners or oil receivers
have borne a proportion exceeding 60% of the overall cost referred to in Clause VIII(A) above, measures are to be taken
to adjust the financial burden of such cost with the object of maintaining an approximately equal apportionment.

(D) Such measures may include--

(1) amendment of this Agreement to provide for an increase or reduction in the amount of Indemnification payable
under this Agreement;

(2) amendment of this Agreement to improve its efficiency, operation and performance;

(3) the conclusion or amendment of any other contractual agreement relating to the apportionment of the cost of oil
pollution between shipowners and oil receivers; and

(4) any other measure or measures considered appropriate for the purpose of maintaining an approximately equal
apportionment.

(E) If a review under this Clause reveals that either shipowners or oil receivers have borne a proportion exceeding 55%
but not exceeding 60% of the overall cost referred to in Clause VIII(A) above, measures as referred to above may be
(but are not bound to be) taken. IX. DURATION AND TERMINATION

(A) This Agreement shall apply to any Incident occurring after noon GMT on 20 February 2006.

(B) Unless previously terminated in accordance with the provisions set out below, this Agreement shall continue in
effect until the entry into force of any international instrument which materially and significantly changes the system of
compensation established by the Liability Convention, the 1992 Fund Convention and the Protocol.
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(C) Each Participating Owner agrees that the International Group shall be authorized to terminate this Agreement on
behalf of all Participating Owners if--

(1) the Clubs cease to provide Insurance of the liability of Participating Owners to pay Indemnification under this
Agreement; or

(2) the performance of the Agreement becomes illegal in a particular State or States (in which case this Agreement
may be terminated in respect of such State or States whilst remaining in effect in respect of other States); or

(3) the International Group's reinsurers cease to provide adequate cover against the liabilities provided for by this
Agreement, and cover for this risk is not reasonably available in the world market on equivalent terms; or

(4) the International Group is disbanded; or

(5) termination is authorized by his Club (and his Club has approved of the termination by the same procedure as that
required for alteration of its Rules) due to any event or circumstance which prevents the performance of this Agreement
and which is not within the reasonable contemplation of the Participating Owners.

(D) Termination of this Agreement shall not take effect until three months after the date on which the 1992 Fund is
notified thereof in writing by the International Group.

(E) The termination of this Agreement shall not affect rights or obligations in respect of any Incident which occurs prior
to the date of termination. X. WITHDRAWAL

(A) A Participating Owner may withdraw from this Agreement--

(1) on giving not less than 3 months' written notice of withdrawal to his Club; or

(2) by virtue of an amendment thereto, provided always--
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(i) that he exercised any right to vote against the said amendment when his Club sought the approval thereto of its
members; and

(ii) that within 60 days of the amendment being approved by the membership of his Club he gives written notice of
withdrawal to his Club; and

(iii) that such withdrawal shall take effect simultaneously with the entry-intoeffect of the amendment, or on the date
on which his notice is received by his Club, whichever is later.

(B) If a Participating Owner ceases to be the owner of a Relevant Ship he shall be deemed, in respect of that ship only,
to withdraw from this Agreement with immediate effect, and he or his Club shall give written notice to the 1992 Fund
that he has ceased to be the owner of that Relevant Ship.

(C) A Participating Owner withdrawing from this Agreement shall have no further liability hereunder as from the date
when his withdrawal takes effect; provided always that no withdrawal shall affect rights or obligations in respect of any
Incident which occurs prior to that date. XI. LEGAL RIGHTS OF 1992 FUND

(A) Though not a Party to this Agreement, the 1992 Fund is intended to enjoy legally enforceable rights of
Indemnification as described herein, and accordingly the 1992 Fund shall be entitled to bring proceedings in its own
name against the Participating Owner in respect of any claim it may have hereunder. Such proceedings may include an
action brought by the 1992 Fund against a Participating Owner to determine any issue relating to the construction,
validity and/or performance of this Agreement.

(B) Notwithstanding Clause XI(A) and Clause VII(A) above, the consent of the 1992 Fund shall not be required to any
amendment, termination or withdrawal made in accordance with the terms of this Agreement.

(C) The Parties to this Agreement authorize the International Group to agree terms with the 1992 Fund on which a claim
for Indemnification under this Agreement in respect of an Entered Ship (or previously Entered Ship), or proceedings to
determine any issue of construction, validity and/or performance of this Agreement, may be brought directly against the
Club insuring the Ship at the time of the Incident. They also agree that in the event of the 1992 Fund bringing
proceedings to enforce a claim against a Club in respect of an Entered Ship, the Club may require the Participating
Owner to be joined in such proceedings. XII. LAW AND JURISDICTION
This Agreement shall be governed by English law and the English High Court of Justice shall have exclusive
jurisdiction in relation to any disputes hereunder. TANKER OIL POLLUTION INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT
(TOPIA) 2006 INTRODUCTION
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The Parties to this Agreement are the Participating Owners as defined herein. The Participating Owners recognize
the success of the international system of compensation for oil pollution from ships established by the 1992 Civil
Liability and Fund Conventions, and they are aware that it may need to be revised or supplemented from time to time in
order to ensure that it continues to meet the needs of society.
A Protocol has been adopted to supplement the 1992 Fund Convention by providing for additional compensation to
be available from a Supplementary Fund for Pollution Damage in States which opt to accede to the Protocol. The
Parties wish to encourage the widest possible ratification of the Protocol, with a view to facilitating the continuance of
the existing compensation system in its current form (but as supplemented by the Protocol).
In consideration of the potential additional burden imposed by the Protocol on receivers of oil, the Participating
Owners have agreed to establish the scheme set out herein, whereby the Participating Owners of tankers will indemnify
the Supplementary Fund for 50% of its liability to pay compensation under the Protocol for Pollution Damage. This
indemnity is restricted in respect of Pollution Damage caused by terrorist risks, in recognition of the restrictions on
cover against such risks in liability insurance available to shipowners.
This Agreement is intended to create legal relations and in consideration of their mutual promises Participating
Owners of each Entered Ship have agreed with one another and do agree as follows-- I. DEFINITIONS

(A) The following terms shall have the same meaning as in Article I of the Liability Convention:"Incident", "Oil",
"Owner", "Person", "Pollution Damage", "Preventive Measures", "Ship".

(B) "1992 Fund" means the International Oil Pollution Compensation Fund 1992 as established by the 1992 Fund
Convention.

(C) "1992 Fund Convention" means the International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for
Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage, 1992, as amended and/or supplemented from time to time, and any domestic
legislation giving effect thereto.

(D) "Club" means a Protection and Indemnity (P&I) Association in the International Group; "the Owner's Club" means
the Club by which a Relevant Ship owned by him is insured, or to which he is applying for Insurance; "his Club", "Club
Party" and similar expressions shall be construed accordingly.

(E) "Entered Ship" means a Ship to which the Scheme applies, and "Entry" shall be construed accordingly.

(F) "Indemnification" means the indemnity payable under Clause IV of this Agreement.

(G) "Insurance", "insured" and related expressions refer to protection and indemnity cover against oil pollution risks.
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(H) "International Group" means the International Group of P&I Clubs.

(I) "Liability Convention" means the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage, 1992, as
amended from time to time, and any domestic legislation giving effect thereto.

(J) "Participating Owner" means the Owner of an Entered Ship who is a Party.

(K) "Party" means a party to this Agreement.

(L) "Protocol" means the Protocol of 2003 to supplement the 1992 Fund Convention, and any domestic legislation
giving effect thereto; and "Protocol State" means a State in respect of which the said Protocol is in force.

(M) "Recourse Conclusion Notice" has the meaning set out in Clause V(C).

(N) "Relevant Ship" has the meaning set out in Clause III(B).

(O) "Scheme" means the Tanker Oil Pollution Indemnification Agreement (TOPIA) 2006 as established by this
Agreement.

(P) "Supplementary Fund" means the Fund established by the Protocol.

(Q) "Tons" means the gross tonnage calculated in accordance with the tonnage measurement regulations contained in
Annex I of the International Convention on Tonnage Measurement of Ships, 1969; the word "tonnage" shall be
construed accordingly.

(R) "Unit of account" shall have the same meaning as that set out in Article V, paragraph 9 of the Liability Convention.
II. GENERAL
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(A) This Agreement shall be known as the Tanker Oil Pollution Indemnification Agreement (TOPIA) 2006.

(B) The Owner of any Relevant Ship shall be eligible to become a Party and shall do so when made a Party by the Club
insuring that Ship as the Rules of that Club may provide. III. THE TOPIA 2006 SCHEME

(A) This Agreement is made to establish TOPIA for payment of Indemnification to the Supplementary Fund on the
terms set out herein.

(B) A Ship shall be eligible for Entry in the scheme if:

(1) it is insured by a Club; and

(2) it is reinsured through the Pooling arrangements of the International Group. Such a Ship is referred to herein as a
"Relevant Ship".

(C) Any Relevant Ship owned by a Participating Owner shall automatically be entered in the Scheme upon his
becoming a Party to this Agreement in accordance with Clause II(B) above.

(D) A Ship which is not a Relevant Ship by reason of the fact that it is reinsured independently of the said Pooling
arrangements may nonetheless be deemed to be a Relevant Ship by written agreement between the Owner and his Club.

(E) Once a Relevant Ship has been entered in the Scheme it shall remain so entered until

(1) it ceases to be a Relevant Ship (as a result of ceasing to be insured or reinsured as stated in Clause III(B) above);
or

(2) it ceases to be owned by a Participating Owner; or

(3) the Participating Owner has withdrawn from this Agreement in accordance with Clause X. IV.
INDEMNIFICATION OF THE SUPPLEMENTARY FUND
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(A) Where, as a result of an Incident, an Entered Ship causes Pollution Damage in respect of which (1) liability is
incurred under the Liability Convention by the Participating Owner of that Ship and (2) the Supplementary Fund has
paid or expects to pay compensation under the Protocol, the said Owner shall indemnify the Supplementary Fund in an
amount calculated in accordance with this Clause.

(B) Indemnification shall not be payable for:

(1) the costs of any Preventive Measures to the extent that the Participating Owner is exonerated from liability under
Article III, paragraph 3 of the Liability Convention, and for which the Supplementary Fund is liable by virtue of the
Protocol;

(2) any other Pollution Damage to the extent that liability is incurred by the Supplementary Fund but not by the
Participating Owner.

(C) The amount for which Indemnification is payable by the Participating Owner to the Supplementary Fund shall be
50% of the amount of compensation which the Supplementary Fund has paid or expects to pay for Pollution Damage
caused by the Incident.

(D) Liability to pay Indemnification hereunder shall not affect any rights which the Participating Owner or his Club
may have to recover from the Supplementary Fund any amounts in respect of the Incident, whether in their own right,
by subrogation, assignment or otherwise. For the avoidance of doubt, any such amounts shall be included in the amount
of compensation referred to in Clause IV(C) above.

(E) Unless otherwise agreed with the Supplementary Fund--

(1) the entitlement of the Supplementary Fund to receive Indemnification from the Participating Owner accrues when
it gives a Recourse Conclusion Notice as defined in Clause V(C) below;

(2) prior to that time the Supplementary Fund shall be entitled to receive from the Participating Owner such payment
or payments on account of Indemnification as the Supplementary Fund considers to be equal to the anticipated amount
of Indemnification;
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(3) payment of any amounts which the Supplementary Fund is entitled to receive under this Agreement shall be made
concurrent with payment of the levies on contributors for the Incident concerned in accordance with Articles 10 and 12
of the Protocol.

(F)
(1) Any payment on account under Clause IV(E) above is made on the conditions that--

(i) it is credited by the Supplementary Fund to a special account relating solely to Indemnification in respect of the
Incident concerned;

(ii) any surplus of the amount(s) paid by the Participating Owner remaining after all compensation payments by the
Supplementary Fund have been made shall be refunded to the participating Owner; and

(iii) in so far as a surplus consists of amounts recovered by way of recourse from third parties it shall be credited to
the Participating Owner in accordance with Clause V below.

(2) Nothing in this Clause IV(F) shall prevent the Supplementary Fund from making use of any sums paid to it under
this Agreement in the payment of claims for compensation arising from the Incident concerned; nor shall it require the
Supplementary Fund to hold such sums (or any balance thereof) in a separate bank account or to invest them separately
from other assets of the Supplementary Fund.

(3) Save where the Supplementary Fund has been notified to the contrary, the Club insuring the Participating Owner
shall be deemed to be authorized to act on his behalf in receiving any refund under this Clause.

(G) No Indemnification shall be payable under this Agreement for any amounts paid by the Supplementary Fund in
respect of Pollution Damage caused by any act of terrorism save to the extent, if any, that such amounts are covered by
any insurance or reinsurance in force at the time of the Incident. This provision shall apply irrespective of whether the
Owner is exonerated from liability under the Liability Convention by virtue of Article III, paragraph 2 thereof.

(H) In the event of any dispute as to whether or not any act constitutes an act of terrorism for the purposes of this
Agreement, Indemnification by the Participating Owner hereunder shall in any event be contingent on liability being
accepted or established on the part of his Club to indemnify him in respect thereof. V. RECOURSE AGAINST
THIRD PARTIES
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(A) Any decisions as to whether the Supplementary Fund is to take recourse action against any third parties, and as to
the conduct of any such action, including any out-of-court settlement, are in the absolute discretion of the
Supplementary Fund.

(B) Without prejudice to Clause V(A) above--

(1) payment by the Participating Owner under this Agreement is made on the condition that he shall, in respect of any
amount paid as Indemnification (or as payment on account thereof), acquire by subrogation any rights of recourse that
the Supplementary Fund may enjoy against third parties, to the extent of the Participating Owner's interest in the benefit
of any recoveries from such parties in accordance with this Agreement;

(2) the Supplementary Fund may consult with the Participating Owner and/or his Club in relation to any recourse
action in which they are actual or potential claimants;

(3) nothing in this Agreement shall prevent the Supplementary Fund, the Owner and the Club from agreeing on any
arrangements relating to such action as may be considered appropriate in the particular case, including any terms as to
the apportionment of costs of funding such action, or as to the allocation of any recoveries made.

(C) For the purposes of this Agreement, a Recourse Conclusion Notice is notice to the Participating Owner that a final
conclusion has been reached in relation to all and any recourse action taken or contemplated by the Supplementary Fund
against any third parties in respect of the Incident. Such a conclusion may include a decision by the Supplementary
Fund not to take a recourse action, or to discontinue any such action already commenced.

(D) Payment by the Participating Owner under this Agreement is made on the conditions that--

(1) if the Supplementary Fund decides to take recourse action against any third party it will, unless otherwise agreed,
either (a) seek recovery of compensation it has paid or expects to pay without deduction of any sums paid under this
Agreement by the Participating Owner, or (b) on request, execute documentation as described in Clause V(D)(2) below;

(2) if the Supplementary Fund decides not to take a recourse action (or to discontinue any such action already
commenced) against any third party in respect of the incident, the Supplementary Fund will, on request, execute such
reasonable documentation as may be required to transfer (or affirm the transfer) to the Participating Owner and/or his
Club, by subrogation, assignment or otherwise, any rights of recourse which the Supplementary Fund may have against
that third party, to the extent of any interest which the Participating Owner and/or his Club may have in recovering from
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that party any amounts paid under this Agreement;

(3) if, after payment by the Participating Owner has been made, the Supplementary Fund recovers any sums from any
third party, 50% of such recoveries (net of the costs incurred in making them) shall be retained by the Supplementary
Fund and the remaining 50% shall be paid by the Supplementary Fund to the Participating Owner.

(E) Save where the Supplementary Fund has been notified to the contrary, the Club insuring the Participating Owner
shall be deemed to be authorised to act on his behalf in receiving notice under Clause V(C) above; in receiving any
sums payable to the Participating Owner under Clause V(D) above; and in agreeing all and any other matters relating to
the operation of this Clause V. VI. PROCEDURE AND MISCELLANEOUS
Any rights of the Supplementary Fund to Indemnification under this Agreement shall be extinguished unless an
action is brought hereunder within four years from the date when the Pollution Damage occurred. However, in no case
shall an action be brought after seven years from the date of the Incident which caused the damage. Where this Incident
consists of a series of occurrences, the seven year period shall run from the date of the first such occurrence. VII.
AMENDMENT

(A) This Agreement may be amended at any time by the International Group acting as agent for all Participating
Owners. Any such amendment to this Agreement will take effect three months from the date on which written notice is
given by the International Group to the Supplementary Fund.

(B) Each Participating Owner agrees that the International Group shall be authorized to agree on his behalf to an
amendment of this Agreement if--

(1) it is so authorized by his Club, and

(2) his Club has approved of the amendment by the same procedure as that required for alteration of its Rules.

(C) Subject to Clause IX(A) below, any amendment of this Agreement shall not affect rights and obligations in respect
of any Incident which occurred prior to the date when such amendment enters into force. VIII. REVIEW

(A) During the year 2016 a review shall be carried out of the experience of claims for Pollution Damage in the ten years
to 20 February 2016. The purpose of the review will be (1) to establish the approximate proportions in which the overall
cost of such claims under the Liability Convention and/or the 1992 Fund Convention and/or the Protocol has been borne
respectively by shipowners and by oil receivers in the period since 20 February 2006; and (2) to consider the efficiency,
operation and performance of this Agreement. Such a review shall be repeated every five years thereafter.
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(B) Representatives of oil receivers, and the Secretariat of the 1992 Fund and Supplementary Fund, are to be invited to
participate in any review under this Clause on a consultative basis. The Participating Owners authorize the International
Group to act on their behalf in the conduct of any such review.

(C) If a review under this Clause reveals that in the period since 20 February 2006 either shipowners or oil receivers
have borne a proportion exceeding 60% of the overall cost referred to in Clause VIII(A) above, measures are to be taken
to adjust the financial burden of such cost with the object of maintaining an approximately equal apportionment.

(D) Such measures may include--

(1) amendment of this Agreement to provide for an increase or reduction in the amount of Indemnification payable
under this Agreement;

(2) amendment of this Agreement to improve its efficiency, operation and performance;

(3) the conclusion or amendment of any other contractual agreement relating to the apportionment of the cost of oil
pollution between shipowners and oil receivers; and

(4) any other measure or measures considered appropriate for the purpose of maintaining an approximately equal
apportionment.

(E) If a review under this Clause reveals that either shipowners or oil receivers have borne a proportion exceeding 55%
but not exceeding 60% of the overall cost referred to in Clause VIII(A), measures as referred to above may be (but are
not bound to be) taken. IX. DURATION AND TERMINATION

(A) This Agreement shall apply to any Incident occurring after noon GMT on 20 February 2006.

(B) Unless previously terminated in accordance with the provisions set out below, this Agreement shall continue in
effect until the entry into force of any international instrument which materially and significantly changes the system of
compensation established by the Liability Convention, the 1992 Fund Convention and the Protocol.
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(C) Each Participating Owner agrees that the International Group shall be authorized to terminate this Agreement on
behalf of all Participating Owners if--

(1) the Clubs cease to provide Insurance of the liability of Participating Owners to pay Indemnification under this
Agreement; or

(2) the performance of the Agreement becomes illegal in a particular State or States (in which case this Agreement
may be terminated in respect of such State or States whilst remaining in effect in respect of other States); or

(3) the International Group's reinsurers cease to provide adequate cover against the liabilities provided for by this
Agreement, and cover for this risk is not reasonably available in the world market on equivalent terms; or

(4) the International Group is disbanded; or

(5) termination is authorized by his Club (and his Club has approved of the termination by the same procedure as that
required for alteration of its Rules) due to any event or circumstance which prevents the performance of this Agreement
and which is not within the reasonable contemplation of the Participating Owners.

(D) Termination of this Agreement shall not take effect until three months after the date on which the Supplementary
Fund is notified thereof in writing by the International Group.

(E) The termination of this Agreement shall not affect rights or obligations in respect of any Incident which occurs prior
to the date of termination. X. WITHDRAWAL

(A) A Participating Owner may withdraw from this Agreement--

(1) on giving not less than 3 months' written notice of withdrawal to his Club; or

(2) by virtue of an amendment thereto, provided always--
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(i) that he exercised any right to vote against the said amendment when his Club sought the approval thereto of its
members; and

(ii) that within 60 days of the amendment being approved by the membership of his Club he gives written notice of
withdrawal to his Club; and

(iii) that such withdrawal shall take effect simultaneously with the entry- into effect of the amendment, or on the
date on which his notice is received by his Club, whichever is later.

(B) If a Participating Owner ceases to be the owner of a Relevant Ship he shall be deemed, in respect of that ship only,
to withdraw from this Agreement with immediate effect, and he or his Club shall give written notice to the
Supplementary Fund that he has ceased to be the owner of that Relevant Ship.

(C) A Participating Owner withdrawing from this Agreement shall have no further liability hereunder as from the date
when his withdrawal takes effect; provided always that no withdrawal shall affect rights or obligations in respect of any
Incident which occurs prior to that date. XI. LEGAL RIGHTS OF SUPPLEMENTARY FUND

(A) Though not a Party to this Agreement, the Supplementary Fund is intended to enjoy legally enforceable rights of
Indemnification as described herein, and accordingly the Supplementary Fund shall be entitled to bring proceedings in
its own name against the Participating Owner in respect of any claim it may have hereunder. Such proceedings may
include an action brought by the Supplementary Fund against a Participating Owner to determine any issue relating to
the construction, validity and/or performance of this Agreement.

(B) Notwithstanding Clause XI(A) above and Clause VII(A) above, the consent of the Supplementary Fund shall not be
required to any amendment, termination or withdrawal made in accordance with the terms of this Agreement.

(C) The Parties to this Agreement authorize the International Group to agree terms with the Supplementary Fund on
which a claim for Indemnification under this Agreement in respect of an Entered Ship (or previously Entered Ship), or
proceedings to determine any issue of construction, validity and/or performance of this Agreement, may be brought
directly against the Club insuring the Ship at the time of the Incident. They also agree that in the event of the
Supplementary Fund bringing proceedings to enforce a claim against a Club in respect of an Entered Ship, the Club may
require the Participating Owner to be joined in such proceedings XII. LAW AND JURISDICTION
This Agreement shall be governed by English law and the English High Court of Justice shall have exclusive
jurisdiction in relation to any disputes hereunder.
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Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Admiralty LawShippingRegulations & StatutesPollution From ShipsEnergy & Utilities LawTransportation &
PipelinesTanker TransportEnvironmental LawHazardous Wastes & Toxic SubstancesCleanupEnvironmental
LawNatural Resources & Public LandsOil Pollution ActGeneral OverviewEnvironmental LawNatural Resources &
Public LandsOil Pollution ActLiability
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 1. 8 Int'l. Legal Mat'ls. 497 (1969). Signed 1/7/69.
(n2)Footnote 2. 10 Int'l. Legal Mat'ls. 137 (1971). Signed 1/14/71.
(n3)Footnote 3. Foreword to TOVALOP--80% by 1971; 99% by 1972. The agreement shall terminate if the
Federation determines that the deadweight tonnage of participating tankers fails to include 80% of the tankers of the
world.
(n4)Footnote 4. See supra §§ 116 & 117.
(n5)Footnote 5. CRISTAL Article III(C).
(n6)Footnote 6. TOVALOP Articles IV & V.
(n7)Footnote 7. TOVALOP Article VI(A).
(n8)Footnote 8. TOVALOP Article VI(B).
(n9)Footnote 9. TOVALOP Article VI(C).
(n10)Footnote 10. TOVALOP Article I(H).
(n11)Footnote 11. TOVALOP Articles VII and I(G): " 'Coast Lines' means land (including structural
improvements therein) adjoining the sea, inland waterways, lakes, bays, harbors, and estuaries."
(n12)Footnote 12. TOVALOP Articles 1(a) & 1(e).
(n13)Footnote 13. Civil Liability Convention Article I (1). See discussion in § 116, supra, and 6 Benedict on
Admiralty, Document No. 6-4.
(n14)Footnote 14. TOVALOP Article IV(B).
(n15)Footnote 15. TOVALOP Article VII.
(n16)Footnote 16. TOVALOP Article IX.
(n17)Footnote 17. CRISTAL Article IV(A).
(n18)Footnote 18. CRISTAL Article I(E).
(n19)Footnote 19. CRISTAL Article VI.
(n20)Footnote 20. CRISTAL Article IX.
(n21)Footnote 21. CRISTAL Article IV. In a dispute arising from a large spill from the tanker GLACIER BAY in
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Cook Inlet, Alaska, in 1987, producing cleanup costs and damages of about $60 million, an English appellate court
recently ruled that the amount of compensation due from CRISTAL is to be determined by its Board; and that the
Board's determination is not reviewable by the English courts absent a showing of unfairness, bad faith or perversity in
the extent of compensation granted. The West of England Ship Owners Mutual Insurance Association (Luxembourg) v.
CRISTAL Limited (The "GLACIER BAY") (Transcript 19th October 1995: Court of Appeal).
(n22)Footnote 22. See SKULD P&I Club Web Circular to Members (2006)
(http://www.skuld.com/News/Archive/Skuld-News-Archive/Skuld-News-Archive-2006/STOPIA-2006--TOPIA-2006)
(last visited May 10, 2011); See also Malgorzata Anna Nesterowicz, An Economic Analysis of Compensation for Oil
Polution Damages, 37 J. Mar. L. & Com. 562-563 (2006).
(n23)Footnote 23. In 2005, a binding contractual agreement was agreed by the Boards of all International Group
Clubs, known as STOPIA (Small Tanker Oil Pollution Indemnification Agreement) in order to increase the minimum
limit of liability for smaller tankers under the CLC 1992 to SDR 20 million. STOPIA took effect on the same day as the
Supplementary Fund Protocol, March 3, 2005, and was executed in recognition of the potential increased burden for
contributing oil receivers under the Supplementary Fund and to demonstrate the support of shipowners for the
compensation scheme established by the 1992 CLC and Fund Conventions. The original STOPIA was terminated after
the STOPIA 2006 entered into force on February 20, 2006 with a three month notice of termination served by the Club
Boards on the Fund Assembly.
(n24)Footnote 24. See Steamship Mutual P&I Club Publication (2006)
(http://www.simsl.com/Publications/Articles/Articles/STOPIA_TOPIA0406.asp) (last visited May 10, 2011).
(n25)Footnote 25. See Article IV(C)(1), Small Tanker Oil Pollution Indemnification Agreement, 2006.
(n26)Footnote 26. See Article V(a), 1992 International Convention on Civil Liability For Oil Pollution Damage,
1992.
(n27)Footnote 27. Clause VIII(A), Small Tanker Oil Pollution Indemnification Agreement, 2006.
(n28)Footnote 28. Clause VIII(C), Small Tanker Oil Pollution Indemnification Agreement, 2006.
(n29)Footnote 29. See Clause XVI(C), Tanker Oil Pollution Indemnification Agreement.
(n30)Footnote 30. The texts of further relevant materials can be found in 6 Benedict on Admiralty as follows:
Document No. 6-11:
Tanker Owners Voluntary Agreement Concerning Liability For Oil Pollution (TOVALOP) (1993)
Document No. 6-11A:
A Guide to TOVALOP and CRISTAL - Tanker Owners Voluntary Agreement Concerning Liability For Oil Pollution
(TOVALOP)
Document No. 6-12:
Contract Regarding a Supplement To Tanker Liability for Oil Pollution (CRISTAL) (1993).
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§ 120. Oil Pollution Act of 1990n*

Public Law No. 101-380, approved August 18, 1990 [H.R. 1465]
One Hundred First Congress of the United States of America
AT THE SECOND SESSION
Begun and held at the City of Washington on Tuesday, the twenty-third day of January, one thousand nine hundred and
ninety
An Act
To establish limitations on liability for damages resulting from oil pollution, to establish a fund for the payment of
compensation for such damages, and for other purposes. ______________________
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, § 1.
SHORT TITLE.
This Act may be cited as the "Oil Pollution Act of 1990". § 2. TABLE OF CONTENTS.
The contents of this Act are as follows:
SUBCHAPTER I OIL POLLUTION LIABILITY AND COMPENSATION

§ 2701. Definitions
§ 2702. Elements of liability
§ 2703. Defenses to liability
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§ 2704. Limits on liability
§ 2705. Interest; partial payment of claims
§ 2706. Natural resources
§ 2707. Recovery by foreign claimants
§ 2708. Recovery by responsible party
§ 2709. Contribution
§ 2710. Indemnification agreements
§ 2711. Consultation on removal actions
§ 2712. Uses of the Fund
§ 2713. Claims procedure
§ 2714. Designation of source and advertisement
§ 2715. Subrogation
§ 2716. Financial responsibility
§ 2716a. Financial responsibility civil penalties
§ 2717. Litigation, jurisdiction, and venue
§ 2718. Relationship to other law
§ 2719. State financial responsibility
§ 2720. Differentiation among fats, oils, and greases
SUBCHAPTER II PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND PROVISIONS

§ 2731. Oil Spill Recovery Institute
§ 2732. Terminal and tanker oversight and monitoring
§ 2733. Bligh Reef light
§ 2734. Vessel traffic service system
§ 2735. Equipment and personnel requirements under tank vessel and facility response plans
§ 2736. Funding
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§ 2737. Limitation
§ 2738. North Pacific Marine Research Institute
SUBCHAPTER III MISCELLANEOUS

§ 2751. Savings provisions
§ 2752. Annual appropriations
§ 2753. [Repealed]
SUBCHAPTER IV OIL POLLUTION RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

§ 2761. Oil Pollution Research and Development Program
§ 2762. Submerged oil program SUBCHAPTER I --OIL POLLUTION LIABILITY COMPENSATION § 2701.
Definitions
For the purposes of this Act, the term--

(1) "act of God" means an unanticipated grave natural disaster or other natural phenomenon of an exceptional,
inevitable, and irresistible character the effects of which could not have been prevented or avoided by the exercise of
due care or foresight;

(2) "barrel" means 42 United States gallons at 60 degrees fahrenheit;

(3) "claim" means a request, made in writing for a sum certain, for compensation for damages or removal costs
resulting from an incident;

(4) "claimant" means any person or government who presents a claim for compensation under this title;

(5) "damages" means damages specified in section 1002(b) of this Act [33 USCS § 2702(b)], and includes the cost of
assessing these damages;

(6) "deepwater port" is a facility licensed under the Deepwater Port Act of 1974 (33 U.S.C. 1501-1524);
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(7) "discharge" means any emission (other than natural seepage), intentional or unintentional, and includes, but is not
limited to, spilling, leaking, pumping, pouring, emitting, emptying, or dumping;

(8) "exclusive economic zone" means the zone established by Presidential Proclamation Numbered 5030, dated March
10, 1983, including the ocean waters of the areas referred to as "eastern special areas" in Article 3(1) of the Agreement
between the United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on the Maritime Boundary, signed
June 1, 1990;

(9) "facility" means any structure, group of structures, equipment, or device (other than a vessel) which is used for one
or more of the following purposes: exploring for, drilling for, producing, storing, handling, transferring, processing, or
transporting oil. This term includes any motor vehicle, rolling stock, or pipeline used for one or more of these purposes;

(10) "foreign offshore unit" means a facility which is located, in whole or in part, in the territorial sea or on the
continental shelf of a foreign country and which is or was used for one or more of the following purposes: exploring for,
drilling for, producing, storing, handling, transferring, processing, or transporting oil produced from the seabed beneath
the foreign country's territorial sea or from the foreign country's continental shelf;

(11) "Fund" means the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund, established by section 9509 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986 (26 U.S.C. 9509);

(12) "gross ton" has the meaning given that term by the Secretary under part J of title 46, United States Code [46
USCS §§ 14101 et seq.];

(13) "guarantor" means any person, other than the responsible party, who provides evidence of financial responsibility
for a responsible party under this Act;

(14) "incident" means any occurrence or series of occurrences having the same origin, involving one or more vessels,
facilities, or any combination thereof, resulting in the discharge or substantial threat of discharge of oil;

(15) "Indian tribe" means any Indian tribe, band, nation, or other organized group or community, but not including
any Alaska Native regional or village corporation, which is recognized as eligible for the special programs and services
provided by the United States to Indians because of their status as Indians and has governmental authority over lands
belonging to or controlled by the tribe;
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(16) "lessee" means a person holding a leasehold interest in an oil or gas lease on lands beneath navigable waters (as
that term is defined in section 2(a) of the Submerged Lands Act (43 U.S.C. 1301(a))) or on submerged lands of the
Outer Continental Shelf, granted or maintained under applicable State law or the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (43
U.S.C. 1331 et seq.);

(17) "liable" or "liability" shall be construed to be the standard of liability which obtains under section 311 of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. 1321);

(18) "mobile offshore drilling unit" means a vessel (other than a self-elevating lift vessel) capable of use as an
offshore facility;

(19) "National Contingency Plan" means the National Contingency Plan prepared and published under section 311(d)
of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act [33 USCS § 1321(d)], as amended by this Act, or revised under section 105
of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (42 U.S.C. 9605);

(20) "natural resources" includes land, fish, wildlife, biota, air, water, ground water, drinking water supplies, and other
such resources belonging to, managed by, held in trust by, appertaining to, or otherwise controlled by the United States
(including the resources of the exclusive economic zone), any State or local government or Indian tribe, or any foreign
government;

(21) "navigable waters" means the waters of the United States, including the territorial sea;

(22) "offshore facility" means any facility of any kind located in, on, or under any of the navigable waters of the
United States, and any facility of any kind which is subject to the jurisdiction of the United States and is located in, on,
or under any other waters, other than a vessel or a public vessel;

(23) "oil" means oil of any kind or in any form, including petroleum, fuel oil, sludge, oil refuse, and oil mixed with
wastes other than dredged spoil, but does not include any substance which is specifically listed or designated as a
hazardous substance under subparagraphs (A) through (F) of section 101(14) of the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (42 U.S.C. 9601) and which is subject to the provisions of that Act;

(24) "onshore facility" means any facility (including, but not limited to, motor vehicles and rolling stock) of any kind
located in, on, or under, any land within the United States other than submerged land;
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(25) the term "Outer Continental Shelf facility" means an offshore facility which is located, in whole or in part, on the
Outer Continental Shelf and is or was used for one or more of the following purposes: exploring for, drilling for,
producing, storing, handling, transferring, processing, or transporting oil produced from the Outer Continental Shelf;

(26) "owner or operator"--

(A) means--

(i) in the case of a vessel, any person owning, operating, or chartering by demise, the vessel;

(ii) in the case of an onshore or offshore facility, any person owning or operating such facility;

(iii) in the case of any abandoned offshore facility, the person who owned or operated such facility immediately
prior to such abandonment;

(iv) in the case of any facility, title or control of which was conveyed due to bankruptcy, foreclosure, tax
delinquency, abandonment, or similar means to a unit of State or local government, any person who owned, operated, or
otherwise controlled activities at such facility immediately beforehand;

(v) notwithstanding subparagraph (B)(i), and in the same manner and to the same extent, both procedurally and
substantively, as any nongovernmental entity, including for purposes of liability under section 1002, any State or local
government that has caused or contributed to a discharge or substantial threat of a discharge of oil from a vessel or
facility ownership or control of which was acquired involuntarily through--

(I) seizure or otherwise in connection with law enforcement activity;

(II) bankruptcy;

(III) tax delinquency;
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(IV) abandonment; or

(V) other circumstances in which the government involuntarily acquires title by virtue of its function as
sovereign;

(vi) notwithstanding subparagraph (B)(ii), a person that is a lender and that holds indicia of ownership primarily to
protect a security interest in a vessel or facility if, while the borrower is still in possession of the vessel or facility
encumbered by the security interest, the person--

(I) exercises decision making control over the environmental compliance related to the vessel or facility, such
that the person has undertaken responsibility for oil handling or disposal practices related to the vessel or facility; or

(II) exercises control at a level comparable to that of a manager of the vessel or facility, such that the person has
assumed or manifested responsibility--

(aa) for the overall management of the vessel or facility encompassing day-to-day decision making with
respect to environmental compliance; or

(bb) over all or substantially all of the operational functions (as distinguished from financial or administrative
functions) of the vessel or facility other than the function of environmental compliance; and

(B) does not include--

(i) A unit of state or local government that acquired ownership or control of a vessel or facility involuntarily
through--

(I) seizure or otherwise in connection with law enforcement activity;

(II) bankruptcy;
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(III) tax delinquency;

(IV) abandonment; or

(V) other circumstances in which the government involuntarily acquires title by virtue of its function as
sovereign;

(ii) a person that is a lender that does not participate in management of a vessel or facility, but holds indicia of
ownership primarily to protect the security interest of the person in the vessel or facility; or

(iii) a person that is a lender that did not participate in management of a vessel or facility prior to foreclosure,
notwithstanding that the person--

(I) forecloses on the vessel or facility; and

(II) after foreclosure, sells, re-leases (in the case of a lease finance transaction), or liquidates the vessel or
facility, maintains business activities, winds up operations, undertakes a removal action under section 311(c) of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. 1321(c)) or under the direction of an on-scene coordinator appointed
under the National Contingency Plan, with respect to the vessel or facility, or takes any other measure to preserve,
protect, or prepare the vessel or facility prior to sale or disposition,
if the person seeks to sell, re-lease (in the case of a lease finance transaction), or otherwise divest the person
of the vessel or facility at the earliest practicable, commercially reasonable time, on commercially reasonable terms,
taking into account market conditions and legal and regulatory requirements;

(27) "person" means an individual, corporation, partnership, association, State, municipality, commission, or political
subdivision of a State, or any interstate body;

(28) "permittee" means a person holding an authorization, license, or permit for geological exploration issued under
section 11 of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (43 U.S.C. 1340) or applicable State law;

(29) "public vessel" means a vessel owned or bareboat chartered and operated by the United States, or by a State or
political subdivision thereof, or by a foreign nation, except when the vessel is engaged in commerce;
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(30) "remove" or "removal" means containment and removal of oil or a hazardous substance from water and
shorelines or the taking of other actions as may be necessary to minimize or mitigate damage to the public health or
welfare, including, but not limited to, fish, shellfish, wildlife, and public and private property, shorelines, and beaches;

(31) "removal costs" means the costs of removal that are incurred after a discharge of oil has occurred or, in any case
in which there is a substantial threat of a discharge of oil, the costs to prevent, minimize, or mitigate oil pollution from
such an incident;

(32) "responsible party" means the following:

(A) Vessels. In the case of a vessel, any person owning, operating, or demise chartering the vessel. In the case of a
vessel, the term "responsible party" also includes the owner of oil being transported in a tank vessel with a single hull
after December 31, 2010 (other than a vessel described in section 3703a(b)(3) of title 46, United States Code).

(B) Onshore facilities. In the case of an onshore facility (other than a pipeline), any person owning or operating the
facility, except a Federal agency, State, municipality, commission, or political subdivision of a State, or any interstate
body, that as the owner transfers possession and right to use the property to another person by lease, assignment, or
permit.

(C) Offshore facilities. In the case of an offshore facility (other than a pipeline or a deepwater port licensed under
the Deepwater Port Act of 1974 (33 U.S.C. 1501 et seq.)), the lessee or permittee of the area in which the facility is
located or the holder of a right of use and easement granted under applicable State law or the Outer Continental Shelf
Lands Act (43 U.S.C. 1301-1356) for the area in which the facility is located (if the holder is a different person than the
lessee or permittee), except a Federal agency, State, municipality, commission, or political subdivision of a State, or any
interstate body, that as owner transfers possession and right to use the property to another person by lease, assignment,
or permit.

(D) Deepwater ports. In the case of a deepwater port licensed under the Deepwater Port Act of 1974 (33 U.S.C.
1501-1524), the licensee.

(E) Pipelines. In the case of a pipeline, any person owning or operating the pipeline.

(F) Abandonment. In the case of an abandoned vessel, onshore facility, deepwater port, pipeline, or offshore facility,
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the persons who would have been responsible parties immediately prior to the abandonment of the vessel or facility.

(33) "Secretary" means the Secretary of the department in which the Coast Guard is operating;

(34) "tank vessel" means a vessel that is constructed or adapted to carry, or that carries, oil or hazardous material in
bulk as cargo or cargo residue, and that--

(A) is a vessel of the United States;

(B) operates on the navigable waters; or

(C) transfers oil or hazardous material in a place subject to the jurisdiction of the United States;

(35) "territorial seas" means the belt of the seas measured from the line of ordinary low water along that portion of the
coast which is in direct contact with the open sea and the line marking the seaward limit of inland waters, and extending
seaward a distance of 3 miles;

(36) "United States" and "State" mean the several States of the United States, the District of Columbia, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa, the United States Virgin Islands, the Commonwealth of the
Northern Marianas, and any other territory or possession of the United States;

(37) "vessel" means every description of watercraft or other artificial contrivance used, or capable of being used, as a
means of transportation on water, other than a public vessel;

(38) "participate in management"--

(A)
(i) means actually participating in the management or operational affairs of a vessel or facility; and
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(ii) does not include merely having the capacity to influence, or the unexercised right to control, vessel or facility
operations; and

(B) does not include--

(i) performing an act or failing to act prior to the time at which a security interest is created in a vessel or facility;

(ii) holding a security interest or abandoning or releasing a security interest;

(iii) including in the terms of an extension of credit, or in a contract or security agreement relating to the
extension, a covenant, warranty, or other term or condition that relates to environmental compliance;

(iv) monitoring or enforcing the terms and conditions of the extension of credit or security interest;

(v) monitoring or undertaking one or more inspections of the vessel or facility;

(vi) requiring a removal action or other lawful means of addressing a discharge or substantial threat of a discharge
of oil in connection with the vessel or facility prior to, during, or on the expiration of the term of the extension of credit;

(vii) providing financial or other advice or counseling in an effort to mitigate, prevent, or cure default or
diminution in the value of the vessel or facility;

(viii) restructuring, renegotiating, or otherwise agreeing to alter the terms and conditions of the extension of credit
or security interest, exercising forbearance;

(ix) exercising other remedies that may be available under applicable law for the breach of a term or condition of
the extension of credit or security agreement; or

(x) conducting a removal action under 311(c) of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. 1321(c)) or
under the direction of an on-scene coordinator appointed under the National Contingency Plan, if such actions do not
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rise to the level of participating in management under subparagraph (A) of this paragraph and paragraph (26)(A)(vi);

(39) "extension of credit" has the meaning provided in section 101(20)(G)(i) of the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. 9601(20)(G)(i));

(40) "financial or administrative function" has the meaning provided in section 101(20)(G)(ii) of the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. 9601(20)(G)(ii));

(41) "foreclosure" and "foreclose" each has the meaning provided in section 101(20)(G)(iii) of the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. 9601(20)(G)(iii));

(42) "lender" has the meaning provided in section 101(20)(G)(iv) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. 9601(20)(G)(iv));

(43) "operational function" has the meaning provided in section 101(20)(G)(v) of the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. 9601(20)(G)(v)); and

(44) "security interest" has the meaning provided in section 101(20)(G)(vi) of the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. 9601(20)(G)(vi)).

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title I, § 1001, 104 Stat. 486; Nov. 13, 1998, P.L. 105-383, Title III, § 307(a), 112
Stat. 3421; Aug. 9, 2004, P.L. 108-293, Title VII, § 703(a), (b), 118 Stat. 1069.)
(As amended Oct. 15, 2010, P.L. 111-281, Title VII, § 713, 124 Stat. 2988.) § 2702. Elements of liability

(a) In general. Notwithstanding any other provision or rule of law, and subject to the provisions of this Act, each
responsible party for a vessel or a facility from which oil is discharged, or which poses the substantial threat of a
discharge of oil, into or upon the navigable waters or adjoining shorelines or the exclusive economic zone is liable for
the removal costs and damages specified in subsection (b) that result from such incident.

(b) Covered removal costs and damages.
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(1) Removal costs. The removal costs referred to in subsection (a) are--

(A) all removal costs incurred by the United States, a State, or an Indian tribe under subsection (c), (d), (e), or (l) of
section 311 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. 1321), as amended by this Act, under the
Intervention on the High Seas Act (33 U.S.C. 1471 et seq.), or under State law; and

(B) any removal costs incurred by any person for acts taken by the person which are consistent with the National
Contingency Plan.

(2) Damages. The damages referred to in subsection (a) are the following:

(A) Natural resources. Damages for injury to, destruction of, loss of, or loss of use of, natural resources, including
the reasonable costs of assessing the damage, which shall be recoverable by a United States trustee, a State trustee, an
Indian tribe trustee, or a foreign trustee.

(B) Real or personal property. Damages for injury to, or economic losses resulting from destruction of, real or
personal property, which shall be recoverable by a claimant who owns or leases that property.

(C) Subsistence use. Damages for loss of subsistence use of natural resources, which shall be recoverable by any
claimant who so uses natural resources which have been injured, destroyed, or lost, without regard to the ownership or
management of the resources.

(D) Revenues. Damages equal to the net loss of taxes, royalties, rents, fees, or net profit shares due to the injury,
destruction, or loss of real property, personal property, or natural resources, which shall be recoverable by the
Government of the United States, a State, or a political subdivision thereof.

(E) Profits and earning capacity. Damages equal to the loss of profits or impairment of earning capacity due to the
injury, destruction, or loss of real property, personal property, or natural resources, which shall be recoverable by any
claimant.

(F) Public services. Damages for net costs of providing increased or additional public services during or after
removal activities, including protection from fire, safety, or health hazards, caused by a discharge of oil, which shall be
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recoverable by a State, or a political subdivision of a State.

(c) Excluded discharges. This title does not apply to any discharge--

(1) permitted by a permit issued under Federal, State, or local law;

(2) from a public vessel; or

(3) from an onshore facility which is subject to the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Authorization Act (43 U.S.C. 1651 et seq.).

(d) Liability of third parties.

(1) In general.

(A) Third party treated as responsible party. Except as provided in subparagraph (B), in any case in which a
responsible party establishes that a discharge or threat of a discharge and the resulting removal costs and damages were
caused solely by an act or omission of one or more third parties described in section 1003(a)(3) [33 USCS § 2703(a)(3)]
(or solely by such an act or omission in combination with an act of God or an act of war), the third party or parties shall
be treated as the responsible party or parties for purposes of determining liability under this title.

(B) Subrogation of responsible party. If the responsible party alleges that the discharge or threat of a discharge was
caused solely by an act or omission of a third party, the responsible party--

(i) in accordance with section 1013 [33 USCS § 2713], shall pay removal costs and damages to any claimant; and

(ii) shall be entitled by subrogation to all rights of the United States Government and the claimant to recover
removal costs or damages from the third party or the Fund paid under this subsection.

(2) Limitation applied.
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(A) Owner or operator of vessel or facility. If the act or omission of a third party that causes an incident occurs in
connection with a vessel or facility owned or operated by the third party, the liability of the third party shall be subject
to the limits provided in section 1004 [33 USCS § 2704] as applied with respect to the vessel or facility.

(B) Other cases. In any other case, the liability of a third party or parties shall not exceed the limitation which would
have been applicable to the responsible party of the vessel or facility from which the discharge actually occurred if the
responsible party were liable.

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title I, § 1002, 104 Stat. 489.) § 2703. Defenses to liability

(a) Complete defenses. A responsible party is not liable for removal costs or damages under section 1002 [33 USCS §
2702] if the responsible party establishes, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the discharge or substantial threat of
a discharge of oil and the resulting damages or removal costs were caused solely by--

(1) an act of God;

(2) an act of war;

(3) an act or omission of a third party, other than an employee or agent of the responsible party or a third party whose
act or omission occurs in connection with any contractual relationship with the responsible party (except where the sole
contractual arrangement arises in connection with carriage by a common carrier by rail), if the responsible party
establishes, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the responsible party--

(A) exercised due care with respect to the oil concerned, taking into consideration the characteristics of the oil and
in light of all relevant facts and circumstances; and

(B) took precautions against foreseeable acts or omissions of any such third party and the foreseeable consequences
of those acts or omissions; or
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(4) any combination of paragraphs (1), (2), and (3).

(b) Defenses as to particular claimants. A responsible party is not liable under section 1002 [33 USCS § 2702] to a
claimant, to the extent that the incident is caused by the gross negligence or willful misconduct of the claimant.

(c) Limitation on complete defense. Subsection (a) does not apply with respect to a responsible party who fails or
refuses--

(1) to report the incident as required by law if the responsible party knows or has reason to know of the incident;

(2) to provide all reasonable cooperation and assistance requested by a responsible official in connection with removal
activities; or

(3) without sufficient cause, to comply with an order issued under subsection (c) or (e) of section 311 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. 1321), as amended by this Act, or the Intervention on the High Seas Act (33
U.S.C. 1471 et seq.).

(d) Definition of contractual relationship.

(1) In general. For purposes of subsection (a)(3) the term "contractual relationship" includes, but is not limited to, land
contracts, deeds, easements, leases, or other instruments transferring title or possession, unless--

(A) the real property on which the facility concerned is located was acquired by the responsible party after the
placement of the oil on, in, or at the real property on which the facility concerned is located;

(B) one or more of the circumstances described in subparagraph (A), (B), or (C) of paragraph (2) is established by
the responsible party by a preponderance of the evidence; and

(C) the responsible party complies with paragraph (3).
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(2) Required circumstance. The circumstances referred to in paragraph (1)(B) are the following:

(A) At the time the responsible party acquired the real property on which the facility is located the responsible party
did not know and had no reason to know that oil that is the subject of the discharge or substantial threat of discharge
was located on, in, or at the facility.

(B) The responsible party is a government entity that acquired the facility--

(i) by escheat;

(ii) through any other involuntary transfer or acquisition; or

(iii) through the exercise of eminent domain authority by purchase or condemnation.

(C) The responsible party acquired the facility by inheritance or bequest.

(3) Additional requirements. For purposes of paragraph (1)(C), the responsible party must establish by a
preponderance of the evidence that the responsible party--

(A) has satisfied the requirements of section 1003(a)(3)(A) and (B) [subsec. (a)(3)(A) and (B) of this section];

(B) has provided full cooperation, assistance, and facility access to the persons that are authorized to conduct
removal actions, including the cooperation and access necessary for the installation, integrity, operation, and
maintenance of any complete or partial removal action;

(C) is in compliance with any land use restrictions established or relied on in connection with the removal action;
and

(D) has not impeded the effectiveness or integrity of any institutional control employed in connection with the
removal action.
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(4) Reason to know.

(A) Appropriate inquiries. To establish that the responsible party had no reason to know of the matter described in
paragraph (2)(A), the responsible party must demonstrate to a court that--

(i) on or before the date on which the responsible party acquired the real property on which the facility is located,
the responsible party carried out all appropriate inquiries, as provided in subparagraphs (B) and (D), into the previous
ownership and uses of the real property on which the facility is located in accordance with generally accepted good
commercial and customary standards and practices; and

(ii) the responsible party took reasonable steps to--

(I) stop any continuing discharge;

(II) prevent any substantial threat of discharge; and

(III) prevent or limit any human, environmental, or natural resource exposure to any previously discharged oil.

(B) Regulations establishing standards and practices. Not later than 2 years after the date of the enactment of this
paragraph [enacted Aug. 9, 2004], the Secretary, in consultation with the Administrator of the Environmental Protection
Agency, shall by regulation establish standards and practices for the purpose of satisfying the requirement to carry out
all appropriate inquiries under subparagraph (A).

(C) Criteria. In promulgating regulations that establish the standards and practices referred to in subparagraph (B),
the Secretary shall include in such standards and practices provisions regarding each of the following:

(i) The results of an inquiry by an environmental professional.

(ii) Interviews with past and present owners, operators, and occupants of the facility and the real property on
which the facility is located for the purpose of gathering information regarding the potential for oil at the facility and on
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the real property on which the facility is located.

(iii) Reviews of historical sources, such as chain of title documents, aerial photographs, building department
records, and land use records, to determine previous uses and occupancies of the real property on which the facility is
located since the property was first developed.

(iv) Searches for recorded environmental cleanup liens against the facility and the real property on which the
facility is located that are filed under Federal, State, or local law.

(v) Reviews of Federal, State, and local government records, waste disposal records, underground storage tank
records, and waste handling, generation, treatment, disposal, and spill records, concerning oil at or near the facility and
on the real property on which the facility is located.

(vi) Visual inspections of the facility, the real property on which the facility is located, and adjoining properties.

(vii) Specialized knowledge or experience on the part of the responsible party.

(viii) The relationship of the purchase price to the value of the facility and the real property on which the facility is
located, if oil was not at the facility or on the real property.

(ix) Commonly known or reasonably ascertainable information about the facility and the real property on which
the facility is located.

(x) The degree of obviousness of the presence or likely presence of oil at the facility and on the real property on
which the facility is located, and the ability to detect the oil by appropriate investigation.

(D) Interim standards and practices.

(i) Real property purchased before may 31, 1997. With respect to real property purchased before May 31, 1997, in
making a determination with respect to a responsible party described in subparagraph (A), a court shall take into
account--
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(I) any specialized knowledge or experience on the part of the responsible party;

(II) the relationship of the purchase price to the value of the facility and the real property on which the facility is
located, if the oil was not at the facility or on the real property;

(III) commonly known or reasonably ascertainable information about the facility and the real property on which
the facility is located;

(IV) the obviousness of the presence or likely presence of oil at the facility and on the real property on which the
facility is located; and

(V) the ability of the responsible party to detect oil by appropriate inspection.

(ii) Real property purchased on or after may 31, 1997. With respect to real property purchased on or after May 31,
1997, until the Secretary promulgates the regulations described in clause (ii), the procedures of the American Society
for Testing and Materials, including the document known as "Standard E1527-97", entitled "Standard Practice for
Environmental Site Assessment: Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Process", shall satisfy the requirements in
subparagraph (A).

(E) Site inspection and title search. In the case of real property for residential use or other similar use purchased by a
nongovernmental or noncommercial entity, inspection and title search of the facility and the real property on which the
facility is located that reveal no basis for further investigation shall be considered to satisfy the requirements of this
paragraph.

(5) Previous owner or operator. Nothing in this paragraph or in section 1003(a)(3) [subsec. (a)(3) of this section] shall
diminish the liability of any previous owner or operator of such facility who would otherwise be liable under this Act.
Notwithstanding this paragraph, if a responsible party obtained actual knowledge of the discharge or substantial threat
of discharge of oil at such facility when the responsible party owned the facility and then subsequently transferred
ownership of the facility or the real property on which the facility is located to another person without disclosing such
knowledge, the responsible party shall be treated as liable under 1002(a) [33 USCS § 2702(a)] and no defense under
section 1003(a) [subsec. (a) of this section] shall be available to such responsible party.

(6) Limitation on defense. Nothing in this paragraph shall affect the liability under this Act of a responsible party who,
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by any act or omission, caused or contributed to the discharge or substantial threat of discharge of oil which is the
subject of the action relating to the facility.

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title I, § 1003, 104 Stat. 491; Aug. 9, 2004, P.L. 108-293, Title VII, § 703(c), 118
Stat. 1072.) § 2704. Limits on liability

(a) General rule. Except as otherwise provided in this section, the total of the liability of a responsible party under
section 1002 [33 USCS § 2702] and any removal costs incurred by, or on behalf of, the responsible party, with respect
to each incident shall not exceed--

(1) for a tank vessel, the greater of--

(A) with respect to a single-hull vessel, including a single-hull vessel fitted with double sides only or a double
bottom only, $3,000 per gross ton;

(B) with respect to a vessel other than a vessel referred to in subparagraph (A), $1,900 per gross ton; or

(C)
(i) with respect to a vessel greater than 3,000 gross tons that is--

(I) a vessel described in subparagraph (A), $22,000,000; or

(II) a vessel described in subparagraph (B), $16,000,000; or

(ii) with respect to a vessel of 3,000 gross tons or less that is--

(I) a vessel described in subparagraph (A), $6,000,000; or
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(II) a vessel described in subparagraph (B), $4,000,000;

(2) for any other vessel, $950 per gross ton or $800,000, whichever is greater;

(3) for an offshore facility except a deepwater port, the total of all removal costs plus $75,000,000; and

(4) for any onshore facility and a deepwater port, $350,000,000.

(b) Division of liability for mobile offshore drilling units.

(1) Treated first as tank vessel. For purposes of determining the responsible party and applying this Act and except as
provided in paragraph (2), a mobile offshore drilling unit which is being used as an offshore facility is deemed to be a
tank vessel with respect to the discharge, or the substantial threat of a discharge, of oil on or above the surface of the
water.

(2) Treated as facility for excess liability. To the extent that removal costs and damages from any incident described
in paragraph (1) exceed the amount for which a responsible party is liable (as that amount may be limited under
subsection (a)(1)), the mobile offshore drilling unit is deemed to be an offshore facility. For purposes of applying
subsection (a)(3), the amount specified in that subsection shall be reduced by the amount for which the responsible
party is liable under paragraph (1).

(c) Exceptions.

(1) Acts of responsible party. Subsection (a) does not apply if the incident was proximately caused by--

(A) gross negligence or willful misconduct of, or

(B) the violation of an applicable Federal safety, construction, or operating regulation by, the responsible party, an
agent or employee of the responsible party, or a person acting pursuant to a contractual relationship with the responsible
party (except where the sole contractual arrangement arises in connection with carriage by a common carrier by rail).
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(2) Failure or refusal of responsible party. Subsection (a) does not apply if the responsible party fails or refuses--

(A) to report the incident as required by law and the responsible party knows or has reason to know of the incident;

(B) to provide all reasonable cooperation and assistance requested by a responsible official in connection with
removal activities; or

(C) without sufficient cause, to comply with an order issued under subsection (c) or (e) of section 311 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. 1321), as amended by this Act, or the Intervention on the High Seas Act (33
U.S.C. 1471 et seq.).

(3) OCS facility or vessel. Notwithstanding the limitations established under subsection (a) and the defenses of section
1003 [33 USCS § 2703], all removal costs incurred by the United States Government or any State or local official or
agency in connection with a discharge or substantial threat of a discharge of oil from any Outer Continental Shelf
facility or a vessel carrying oil as cargo from such a facility shall be borne by the owner or operator of such facility or
vessel.

(4) Certain tank vessels. Subsection (a)(1) shall not apply to--

(A) a tank vessel on which the only oil carried as cargo is an animal fat or vegetable oil, as those terms are used in
section 2 of the Edible Oil Regulatory Reform Act [33 USCS § 2720]; and

(B) a tank vessel that is designated in its certificate of inspection as an oil spill response vessel (as that term is
defined in section 2101 of title 46, United States Code) and that is used solely for removal.

(d) Adjusting limits of liability.

(1) Onshore facilities. Subject to paragraph (2), the President may establish by regulation, with respect to any class or
category of onshore facility, a limit of liability under this section of less than $350,000,000, but not less than
$8,000,000, taking into account size, storage capacity, oil throughput, proximity to sensitive areas, type of oil handled,
history of discharges, and other factors relevant to risks posed by the class or category of facility.
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(2) Deepwater ports and associated vessels.

(A) Study. The Secretary shall conduct a study of the relative operational and environmental risks posed by the
transportation of oil by vessel to deepwater ports (as defined in section 3 of the Deepwater Port Act of 1974 (33 U.S.C.
1502)) versus the transportation of oil by vessel to other ports. The study shall include a review and analysis of offshore
lightering practices used in connection with that transportation, an analysis of the volume of oil transported by vessel
using those practices, and an analysis of the frequency and volume of oil discharges which occur in connection with the
use of those practices.

(B) Report. Not later than 1 year after the date of the enactment of this Act [enacted Aug. 18, 1990], the Secretary
shall submit to the Congress a report on the results of the study conducted under subparagraph (A).

(C) Rulemaking proceeding. If the Secretary determines, based on the results of the study conducted under [this]
subparagraph (A), that the use of deepwater ports in connection with the transportation of oil by vessel results in a lower
operational or environmental risk than the use of other ports, the Secretary shall initiate, not later than the 180th day
following the date of submission of the report to the Congress under subparagraph (B), a rulemaking proceeding to
lower the limits of liability under this section for deepwater ports as the Secretary determines appropriate. The Secretary
may establish a limit of liability of less than $350,000,000, but not less than $50,000,000, in accordance with paragraph
(1).

(3) Periodic reports. The President shall, within 6 months after the date of the enactment of this Act [enacted Aug. 18,
1990], and from time to time thereafter, report to the Congress on the desirability of adjusting the limits of liability
specified in subsection (a).

(4) Adjustment to reflect Consumer Price Index. The President, by regulations issued not later than 3 years after the
date of enactment of the Delaware River Protection Act of 2006 [enacted July 11, 2006] and not less than every 3 years
thereafter, shall adjust the limits on liability specified in subsection (a) to reflect significant increases in the Consumer
Price Index.

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title I, § 1004, 104 Stat. 491; Nov. 20, 1995, P.L. 104-55, § 2(d)(1), 109 Stat. 546;
Nov. 13, 1998, P.L. 105-383, Title IV, § 406, 112 Stat. 3429.)
(As amended July 11, 2006, P.L. 109-241, Title VI, § 603(a)(1), (2), (b), 120 Stat. 553; Oct. 15, 2010, P.L.
111-281, Title IX, § 903(a)(2), (e)(1), 124 Stat. 3010, 3011.) § 2705. Interest; partial payment of claims
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(a) General rule. The responsible party or the responsible party's guarantor is liable to a claimant for interest on the
amount paid in satisfaction of a claim under this Act for the period described in subsection (b). The responsible party
shall establish a procedure for the payment or settlement of claims for interim, short-term damages. Payment or
settlement of a claim for interim, short-term damages representing less than the full amount of damages to which the
claimant ultimately may be entitled shall not preclude recovery by the claimant for damages not reflected in the paid or
settled partial claim.

(b) Period.

(1) In general. Except as provided in paragraph (2), the period for which interest shall be paid is the period beginning
on the 30th day following the date on which the claim is presented to the responsible party or guarantor and ending on
the date on which the claim is paid.

(2) Exclusion of period due to offer by guarantor. If the guarantor offers to the claimant an amount equal to or greater
than that finally paid in satisfaction of the claim, the period described in paragraph (1) does not include the period
beginning on the date the offer is made and ending on the date the offer is accepted. If the offer is made within 60 days
after the date on which the claim is presented under section 1013(a) [33 USCS § 2713(a)], the period described in
paragraph (1) does not include any period before the offer is accepted.

(3) Exclusion of periods in interests of justice. If in any period a claimant is not paid due to reasons beyond the control
of the responsible party or because it would not serve the interests of justice, no interest shall accrue under this section
during that period.

(4) Calculation of interest. The interest paid under this section shall be calculated at the average of the highest rate for
commercial and finance company paper of maturities of 180 days or less obtaining on each of the days included within
the period for which interest must be paid to the claimant, as published in the Federal Reserve Bulletin.

(5) Interest not subject to liability limits.

(A) In general. Interest (including prejudgment interest) under this paragraph is in addition to damages and removal
costs for which claims may be asserted under section 1002 [33 USCS § 2702] and shall be paid without regard to any
limitation of liability under section 1004 [33 USCS § 2704].
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(B) Payment by guarantor. The payment of interest under this subsection by a guarantor is subject to section 1016(g)
[33 USCS § 2716(g)].

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title I, § 1005, 104 Stat. 493; Oct. 19, 1996, P.L. 104-324, Title XI, § 1142(a), 110
Stat. 3991.) § 2706. Natural resources

(a) Liability. In the case of natural resource damages under section 1002(b)(2)(A) [33 USCS § 2702(b)(2)(A)], liability
shall be--

(1) to the United States Government for natural resources belonging to, managed by, controlled by, or appertaining to
the United States;

(2) to any State for natural resources belonging to, managed by, controlled by, or appertaining to such State or
political subdivision thereof;

(3) to any Indian tribe for natural resources belonging to, managed by, controlled by, or appertaining to such Indian
tribe; and

(4) in any case in which section 1007 [33 USCS § 2707] applies, to the government of a foreign country for natural
resources belonging to, managed by, controlled by, or appertaining to such country.

(b) Designation of trustees.

(1) In general. The President, or the authorized representative of any State, Indian tribe, or foreign government, shall
act on behalf of the public, Indian tribe, or foreign country as trustee of natural resources to present a claim for and to
recover damages to the natural resources.

(2) Federal trustees. The President shall designate the Federal officials who shall act on behalf of the public as trustees
for natural resources under this Act.
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(3) State trustees. The Governor of each State shall designate State and local officials who may act on behalf of the
public as trustee for natural resources under this Act and shall notify the President of the designation.

(4) Indian tribe trustees. The governing body of any Indian tribe shall designate tribal officials who may act on behalf
of the tribe or its members as trustee for natural resources under this Act and shall notify the President of the
designation.

(5) Foreign trustees. The head of any foreign government may designate the trustee who shall act on behalf of that
government as trustee for natural resources under this Act.

(c) Functions of trustees.

(1) Federal trustees. The Federal officials designated under subsection (b)(2)--

(A) shall assess natural resource damages under section 1002(b)(2)(A) [33 USCS § 2702(b)(2)(A)] for the natural
resources under their trusteeship;

(B) may, upon request of and reimbursement from a State or Indian tribe and at the Federal officials' discretion,
assess damages for the natural resources under the State's or tribe's trusteeship; and

(C) shall develop and implement a plan for the restoration, rehabilitation, replacement, or acquisition of the
equivalent, of the natural resources under their trusteeship.

(2) State trustees. The State and local officials designated under subsection (b)(3)--

(A) shall assess natural resource damages under section 1002(b)(2)(A) [33 USCS § 2702(b)(2)(A)] for the purposes
of this Act for the natural resources under their trusteeship; and

(B) shall develop and implement a plan for the restoration, rehabilitation, replacement, or acquisition of the
equivalent, of the natural resources under their trusteeship.
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(3) Indian tribe trustees. The tribal officials designated under subsection (b)(4)--

(A) shall assess natural resource damages under section 1002(b)(2)(A) [33 USCS § 2702(b)(2)(A)] for the purposes
of this Act for the natural resources under their trusteeship; and

(B) shall develop and implement a plan for the restoration, rehabilitation, replacement, or acquisition of the
equivalent, of the natural resources under their trusteeship.

(4) Foreign trustees. The trustees designated under subsection (b)(5)--

(A) shall assess natural resource damages under section 1002(b)(2)(A) [33 USCS § 2702(b)(2)(A)] for the purposes
of this Act for the natural resources under their trusteeship; and

(B) shall develop and implement a plan for the restoration, rehabilitation, replacement, or acquisition of the
equivalent, of the natural resources under their trusteeship.

(5) Notice and opportunity to be heard. Plans shall be developed and implemented under this section only after
adequate public notice, opportunity for a hearing, and consideration of all public comment.

(d) Measure of damages.

(1) In general. The measure of natural resource damages under section 1002(b)(2)(A) [33 USCS § 2702(b)(2)(A)] is--

(A) the cost of restoring, rehabilitating, replacing, or acquiring the equivalent of, the damaged natural resources;

(B) the diminution in value of those natural resources pending restoration; plus

(C) the reasonable cost of assessing those damages.
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(2) Determine costs with respect to plans. Costs shall be determined under paragraph (1) with respect to plans adopted
under subsection (c).

(3) No double recovery. There shall be no double recovery under this Act for natural resource damages, including
with respect to the costs of damage assessment or restoration, rehabilitation, replacement, or acquisition for the same
incident and natural resource.

(e) Damage assessment regulations.

(1) Regulations. The President, acting through the Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere and in
consultation with the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, the Director of the United States Fish and
Wildlife Service, and the heads of other affected agencies, not later than 2 years after the date of the enactment of this
Act [enacted Aug. 18, 1990], shall promulgate regulations for the assessment of natural resource damages under section
1002(b)(2)(A) [33 USCS § 2702(b)(2)(A)] resulting from a discharge of oil for the purpose of this Act.

(2) Rebuttable presumption. Any determination or assessment of damages to natural resources for the purposes of this
Act made under subsection (d) by a Federal, State, or Indian trustee in accordance with the regulations promulgated
under paragraph (1) shall have the force and effect of a rebuttable presumption on behalf of the trustee in any
administrative or judicial proceeding under this Act.

(f) Use of recovered sums. Sums recovered under this Act by a Federal, State, Indian, or foreign trustee for natural
resource damages under section 1002(b)(2)(A) [33 USCS § 2702(b)(2)(A)] shall be retained by the trustee in a revolving
trust account, without further appropriation, for use only to reimburse or pay costs incurred by the trustee under
subsection (c) with respect to the damaged natural resources. Any amounts in excess of those required for these
reimbursements and costs shall be deposited in the Fund.

(g) Compliance. Review of actions by any Federal official where there is alleged to be a failure of that official to
perform a duty under this section that is not discretionary with that official may be had by any person in the district
court in which the person resides or in which the alleged damage to natural resources occurred. The court may award
costs of litigation (including reasonable attorney and expert witness fees) to any prevailing or substantially prevailing
party. Nothing in this subsection shall restrict any right which any person may have to seek relief under any other
provision of law.

Legislative History
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(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title I, § 1006, 104 Stat. 494.) § 2707. Recovery by foreign claimants

(a) Required showing by foreign claimants.

(1) In general. In addition to satisfying the other requirements of this Act, to recover removal costs or damages
resulting from an incident a foreign claimant shall demonstrate that--

(A) the claimant has not been otherwise compensated for the removal costs or damages; and

(B) recovery is authorized by a treaty or executive agreement between the United States and the claimant's country,
or the Secretary of State, in consultation with the Attorney General and other appropriate officials, has certified that the
claimant's country provides a comparable remedy for United States claimants.

(2) Exceptions. Paragraph (1)(B) shall not apply with respect to recovery by a resident of Canada in the case of an
incident described in subsection (b)(4).

(b) Discharges in foreign countries. A foreign claimant may make a claim for removal costs and damages resulting from
a discharge, or substantial threat of a discharge, of oil in or on the territorial sea, internal waters, or adjacent shoreline of
a foreign country, only if the discharge is from--

(1) an Outer Continental Shelf facility or a deepwater port;

(2) a vessel in the navigable waters;

(3) a vessel carrying oil as cargo between 2 places in the United States; or

(4) a tanker that received the oil at the terminal of the pipeline constructed under the Trans-Alaska Pipeline
Authorization Act (43 U.S.C. 1651 et seq.), for transportation to a place in the United States, and the discharge or threat
occurs prior to delivery of the oil to that place.
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(c) "Foreign claimant" defined. In this section, the term "foreign claimant" means--

(1) a person residing in a foreign country;

(2) the government of a foreign country; and

(3) an agency or political subdivision of a foreign country.

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title I, § 1007, 104 Stat. 496.) § 2708. Recovery by responsible party

(a) In general. The responsible party for a vessel or facility from which oil is discharged, or which poses the substantial
threat of a discharge of oil, may assert a claim for removal costs and damages under section 1013 [33 USCS § 2713]
only if the responsible party demonstrates that--

(1) the responsible party is entitled to a defense to liability under section 1003 [33 USCS § 2703]; or

(2) the responsible party is entitled to a limitation of liability under section 1004 [33 USCS § 2704].

(b) Extent of recovery. A responsible party who is entitled to a limitation of liability may assert a claim under section
1013 [33 USCS § 2713] only to the extent that the sum of the removal costs and damages incurred by the responsible
party plus the amounts paid by the responsible party, or by the guarantor on behalf of the responsible party, for claims
asserted under section 1013 [33 USCS § 2713] exceeds the amount to which the total of the liability under section 1002
[33 USCS § 2702] and removal costs and damages incurred by, or on behalf of, the responsible party is limited under
section 1004 [33 USCS § 2704].

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title I, § 1008, 104 Stat. 497.) § 2709. Contribution
A person may bring a civil action for contribution against any other person who is liable or potentially liable under
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this Act or another law. The action shall be brought in accordance with section 1017 [33 USCS § 2717].

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title I, § 1009, 104 Stat. 497.) § 2710. Indemnification agreements

(a) Agreements not prohibited. Nothing in this Act prohibits any agreement to insure, hold harmless, or indemnify a
party to such agreement for any liability under this Act.

(b) Liability not transferred. No indemnification, hold harmless, or similar agreement or conveyance shall be effective
to transfer liability imposed under this Act from a responsible party or from any person who may be liable for an
incident under this Act to any other person.

(c) Relationship to other causes of action. Nothing in this Act, including the provisions of subsection (b), bars a cause of
action that a responsible party subject to liability under this Act, or a guarantor, has or would have, by reason of
subrogation or otherwise, against any person.

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title I, § 1010, 104 Stat. 498.) § 2711. Consultation on removal actions
The President shall consult with the affected trustees designated under section 1006 [33 USCS § 2706] on the
appropriate removal action to be taken in connection with any discharge of oil. For the purposes of the National
Contingency Plan, removal with respect to any discharge shall be considered completed when so determined by the
President in consultation with the Governor or Governors of the affected States. However, this determination shall not
preclude additional removal actions under applicable State law.

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title I, § 1011, 104 Stat. 498.) § 2712. Uses of the Fund

(a) Uses generally. The Fund shall be available to the President for--
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(1) the payment of removal costs, including the costs of monitoring removal actions, determined by the President to
be consistent with the National Contingency Plan--

(A) by Federal authorities; or

(B) by a Governor or designated State official under subsection (d);

(2) the payment of costs incurred by Federal, State, or Indian tribe trustees in carrying out their functions under
section 1006 [33 USCS § 2706] for assessing natural resource damages and for developing and implementing plans for
the restoration, rehabilitation, replacement, or acquisition of the equivalent of damaged resources determined by the
President to be consistent with the National Contingency Plan;

(3) the payment of removal costs determined by the President to be consistent with the National Contingency Plan as a
result of, and damages resulting from, a discharge, or a substantial threat of a discharge, of oil from a foreign offshore
unit;

(4) the payment of claims in accordance with section 1013 [33 USCS § 2713] for uncompensated removal costs
determined by the President to be consistent with the National Contingency Plan or uncompensated damages;

(5) the payment of Federal administrative, operational, and personnel costs and expenses reasonably necessary for and
incidental to the implementation, administration, and enforcement of this Act (including, but not limited to, sections
1004(d)(2) [33 USCS § 2704(d)(2)], 1006(e) [33 USCS § 2706(e)], 4107, 4110, 4111, 4112, 4117, 5006 [33 USCS §
2736], 8103 [43 USCS § 1051 note], and title VII [33 USCS § 2761]) and subsections (b), (c), (d), (j), and (l) of section
311 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. 1321), as amended by this Act, with respect to prevention,
removal, and enforcement related to oil discharges, provided that--

(A) not more than $25,000,000 in each fiscal year shall be available to the Secretary for operating expenses incurred
by the Coast Guard;

(B) not more than $15,000,000 in each fiscal year shall be available to the Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans
and Atmosphere for expenses incurred by, and activities related to, response and damage assessment capabilities of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration;

(C) not more than $30,000,000 each year through the end of fiscal year 1992 shall be available to establish the
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National Response System under section 311(j) of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act [33 USCS § 1321(j)], as
amended by this Act, including the purchase and prepositioning of oil spill removal equipment; and

(D) not more than $27,250,000 in each fiscal year shall be available to carry out title VII of this Act [33 USCS §
2761]; and

(6) the making of loans pursuant to the program established under section 1013(f) [33 USCS § 2713(f)].

(b) Defense to liability for Fund. The Fund shall not be available to pay any claim for removal costs or damages to a
particular claimant, to the extent that the incident, removal costs, or damages are caused by the gross negligence or
willful misconduct of that claimant.

(c) Obligation of Fund by Federal officials. The President may promulgate regulations designating one or more Federal
officials who may obligate money in accordance with subsection (a).

(d) Access to Fund by State officials.

(1) Immediate removal. In accordance with regulations promulgated under this section, the President, upon the request
of the Governor of a State or pursuant to an agreement with a State under paragraph (2), may obligate the Fund for
payment in an amount not to exceed $250,000 for removal costs consistent with the National Contingency Plan required
for the immediate removal of a discharge, or the mitigation or prevention of a substantial threat of a discharge, of oil.

(2) Agreements.

(A) In general. The President shall enter into an agreement with the Governor of any interested State to establish
procedures under which the Governor or a designated State official may receive payments from the Fund for removal
costs pursuant to paragraph (1).

(B) Terms. Agreements under this paragraph--

(i) may include such terms and conditions as may be agreed upon by the President and the Governor of a State;
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(ii) shall provide for political subdivisions of the State to receive payments for reasonable removal costs; and

(iii) may authorize advance payments from the Fund to facilitate removal efforts.

(e) Regulations. The President shall--

(1) not later than 6 months after the date of the enactment of this Act [enacted Aug. 18, 1990], publish proposed
regulations detailing the manner in which the authority to obligate the Fund and to enter into agreements under this
subsection shall be exercised; and

(2) not later than 3 months after the close of the comment period for such proposed regulations, promulgate final
regulations for that purpose.

(f) Rights of subrogation. Payment of any claim or obligation by the Fund under this Act shall be subject to the United
States Government acquiring by subrogation all rights of the claimant or State to recover from the responsible party.

(g) Audits.

(1) In general. The Comptroller General of the United States shall conduct an audit, including a detailed accounting of
each disbursement from the Fund in excess of $500,000 that is--

(A) disbursed by the National Pollution Fund Center and not reimbursed by the responsible party; and

(B) administered and managed by the receiving Federal agencies, including final payments made to agencies and
contractors and, to the extent possible, subcontractors.

(2) Frequency. The audits shall be conducted--
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(A) at least once every 3 years after the date of enactment of the Coast Guard Authorization Act of 2010 [enacted
Oct. 15, 2010] until 2016; and

(B) at least once every 5 years after the last audit conducted under subparagraph (A).

(3) Submission of results. The Comptroller shall submit the results of each audit conducted under paragraph (1) to--

(A) the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation;

(B) the House of Representatives Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure; and

(C) the Secretary or Administrator of each agency referred to in paragraph (1)(B).

(h) Period of limitations for claims.

(1) Removal costs. No claim may be presented under this title for recovery of removal costs for an incident unless the
claim is presented within 6 years after the date of completion of all removal actions for that incident.

(2) Damages. No claim may be presented under this section for recovery of damages unless the claim is presented
within 3 years after the date on which the injury and its connection with the discharge in question were reasonably
discoverable with the exercise of due care, or in the case of natural resource damages under section 1002(b)(2)(A) [33
USCS § 2702(b)(2)(A)], if later, the date of completion of the natural resources damage assessment under section
1006(e) [33 USCS § 2706(e)].

(3) Minors and incompetents. The time limitations contained in this subsection shall not begin to run--

(A) against a minor until the earlier of the date when such minor reaches 18 years of age or the date on which a legal
representative is duly appointed for the minor, or

(B) against an incompetent person until the earlier of the date on which such incompetent's incompetency ends or
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the date on which a legal representative is duly appointed for the incompetent.

(i) Limitation on payment for same costs. In any case in which the President has paid an amount from the Fund for any
removal costs or damages specified under subsection (a), no other claim may be paid from the Fund for the same
removal costs or damages.

(j) Obligation in accordance with plan.

(1) In general. Except as provided in paragraph (2), amounts may be obligated from the Fund for the restoration,
rehabilitation, replacement, or acquisition of natural resources only in accordance with a plan adopted under section
1006(c) [33 USCS § 2706(c)].

(2) Exception. Paragraph (1) shall not apply in a situation requiring action to avoid irreversible loss of natural
resources or to prevent or reduce any continuing danger to natural resources or similar need for emergency action.

(k) Preference for private persons in area affected by discharge.

(1) In general. In the expenditure of Federal funds for removal of oil, including for distribution of supplies,
construction, and other reasonable and appropriate activities, under a contract or agreement with a private person,
preference shall be given, to the extent feasible and practicable, to private persons residing or doing business primarily
in the area affected by the discharge of oil.

(2) Limitation. This subsection shall not be considered to restrict the use of Department of Defense resources.

(l) Reports.

(1) In general. Within one year after the date of enactment of the Coast Guard Authorization Act of 2010 [enacted
Oct. 15, 2010], and annually thereafter, the President, through the Secretary of the Department in which the Coast
Guard is operating, shall--

(A) provide a report on disbursements for the preceding fiscal year from the Fund, regardless of whether those
disbursements were subject to annual appropriations, to--
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(i) the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation; and

(ii) the House of Representatives Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure; and

(B) make the report available to the public on the National Pollution Funds Center Internet website.

(2) Contents. The report shall include--

(A) a list of each disbursement of $250,000 or more from the Fund during the preceding fiscal year; and

(B) a description of how each such use of the Fund meets the requirements of subsection (a).

(3) Agency recordkeeping. Each Federal agency that receives amounts from the Fund shall maintain records
describing the purposes for which such funds were obligated or expended in such detail as the Secretary may require for
purposes of the report required under paragraph (1).

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title I, § 1012, 104 Stat. 498; Aug. 9, 2004, P.L. 108-293, Title VII, § 708(b), 118
Stat. 1077.)
(As amended Oct. 15, 2010, P.L. 111-281, Title VII, § 708, 124 Stat. 2984.) § 2713. Claims procedure

(a) Presentation. Except as provided in subsection (b), all claims for removal costs or damages shall be presented first to
the responsible party or guarantor of the source designated under section 1014(a) [33 USCS § 2714(a)].

(b) Presentation to Fund.

(1) In general. Claims for removal costs or damages may be presented first to the Fund--
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(A) if the President has advertised or otherwise notified claimants in accordance with section 1014(c) [33 USCS §
2714(c)];

(B) by a responsible party who may assert a claim under section 1008 [33 USCS § 2708];

(C) by the Governor of a State for removal costs incurred by that State; or

(D) by a United States claimant in a case where a foreign offshore unit has discharged oil causing damage for which
the Fund is liable under section 1012(a) [33 USCS § 2712(a)].

(2) Limitation on presenting claim. No claim of a person against the Fund may be approved or certified during the
pendency of an action by the person in court to recover costs which are the subject of the claim.

(c) Election. If a claim is presented in accordance with subsection (a) and--

(1) each person to whom the claim is presented denies all liability for the claim, or

(2) the claim is not settled by any person by payment within 90 days after the date upon which (A) the claim was
presented, or (B) advertising was begun pursuant to section 1014(b) [33 USCS § 2714(b)],
whichever is later, the claimant may elect to commence an action in court against the responsible party or guarantor
or to present the claim to the Fund.

(d) Uncompensated damages. If a claim is presented in accordance with this section, including a claim for interim,
short-term damages representing less than the full amount of damages to which the claimant ultimately may be entitled,
and full and adequate compensation is unavailable, a claim for the uncompensated damages and removal costs may be
presented to the Fund.

(e) Procedure for claims against Fund. The President shall promulgate, and may from time to time amend, regulations
for the presentation, filing, processing, settlement, and adjudication of claims under this Act against the Fund.
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(f) Loan program.

(1) In general. The President shall establish a loan program under the Fund to provide interim assistance to fishermen
and aquaculture producer claimants during the claims procedure.

(2) Eligibility for loan. A loan may be made under paragraph (1) only to a fisherman or aquaculture producer that--

(A) has incurred damages for which claims are authorized under section 1002 [33 USCS § 2702];

(B) has made a claim pursuant to this section that is pending; and

(C) has not received an interim payment under section 1005(a) [33 USCS § 2705(a)] for the amount of the claim, or
part thereof, that is pending.

(3) Terms and conditions of loans. A loan awarded under paragraph (1)--

(A) shall have flexible terms, as determined by the President;

(B) shall be for a period ending on the later of--

(i) the date that is 5 years after the date on which the loan is made; or

(ii) the date on which the fisherman or aquaculture producer receives payment for the claim to which the loan
relates under the procedure established by subsections (a) through (e) of this section; and

(C) shall be at a low interest rate, as determined by the President.
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Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title I, § 1013, 104 Stat. 501; Oct. 19, 1996, P.L. 104-324, Title XI, § 1142(b), 110
Stat. 3991; Aug. 9, 2004, P.L. 108-293, Title VII, § 708(a), 118 Stat. 1077.) § 2714. Designation of source and
advertisement

(a) Designation of source and notification. When the President receives information of an incident, the President shall,
where possible and appropriate, designate the source or sources of the discharge or threat. If a designated source is a
vessel or a facility, the President shall immediately notify the responsible party and the guarantor, if known, of that
designation.

(b) Advertisement by responsible party or guarantor.

(1) If a responsible party or guarantor fails to inform the President, within 5 days after receiving notification of a
designation under subsection (a), of the party's or the guarantor's denial of the designation, such party or guarantor shall
advertise the designation and the procedures by which claims may be presented, in accordance with regulations
promulgated by the President. Advertisement under the preceding sentence shall begin no later than 15 days after the
date of the designation made under subsection (a). If advertisement is not otherwise made in accordance with this
subsection, the President shall promptly and at the expense of the responsible party or the guarantor involved, advertise
the designation and the procedures by which claims may be presented to the responsible party or guarantor.
Advertisement under this subsection shall continue for a period of no less than 30 days.

(2) An advertisement under paragraph (1) shall state that a claimant may present a claim for interim, short-term
damages representing less than the full amount of damages to which the claimant ultimately may be entitled and that
payment of such a claim shall not preclude recovery for damages not reflected in the paid or settled partial claim.

(c) Advertisement by President. If--

(1) the responsible party and the guarantor both deny a designation within 5 days after receiving notification of a
designation under subsection (a),

(2) the source of the discharge or threat was a public vessel, or

(3) the President is unable to designate the source or sources of the discharge or threat under subsection (a),
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the President shall advertise or otherwise notify potential claimants of the procedures by which claims may be
presented to the Fund.

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title I, § 1014, 104 Stat. 501; Oct. 19, 1996, P.L. 104-324, Title XI, § 1142(c), 110
Stat. 3991.) § 2715. Subrogation

(a) In general. Any person, including the Fund, who pays compensation pursuant to this Act to any claimant for removal
costs or damages shall be subrogated to all rights, claims, and causes of action that the claimant has under any other
law.

(b) Interim damages.

(1) In general. If a responsible party, a guarantor, or the Fund has made payment to a claimant for interim, short-term
damages representing less than the full amount of damages to which the claimant ultimately may be entitled,
subrogation under subsection (a) shall apply only with respect to the portion of the claim reflected in the paid interim
claim.

(2) Final damages. Payment of such a claim shall not foreclose a claimant's right to recovery of all damages to which
the claimant otherwise is entitled under this Act or under any other law.

(c) Actions on behalf of Fund. At the request of the Secretary, the Attorney General shall commence an action on behalf
of the Fund to recover any compensation paid by the Fund to any claimant pursuant to this Act, and all costs incurred by
the Fund by reason of the claim, including interest (including prejudgment interest), administrative and adjudicative
costs, and attorney's fees. Such an action may be commenced against any responsible party or (subject to section 1016
[33 USCS § 2716]) guarantor, or against any other person who is liable, pursuant to any law, to the compensated
claimant or to the Fund, for the cost or damages for which the compensation was paid. Such an action shall be
commenced against the responsible foreign government or other responsible party to recover any removal costs or
damages paid from the Fund as the result of the discharge, or substantial threat of discharge, of oil from a foreign
offshore unit.

(d) Authority to settle. The head of any department or agency responsible for recovering amounts for which a person is
liable under this title may consider, compromise, and settle a claim for such amounts, including such costs paid from the
Fund, if the claim has not been referred to the Attorney General. In any case in which the total amount to be recovered
may exceed $500,000 (excluding interest), a claim may be compromised and settled under the preceding sentence only
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with the prior written approval of the Attorney General.

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title I, § 1015, 104 Stat. 502; Oct. 19, 1996, P.L. 104-324, Title XI, § 1142(d), 110
Stat. 3991; Aug. 9, 2004, P.L. 108-293, Title VII, § 706, 118 Stat. 1076.) § 2716. Financial responsibility

(a) Requirement. The responsible party for--

(1) any vessel over 300 gross tons (except a non-self-propelled vessel that does not carry oil as cargo or fuel) using
any place subject to the jurisdiction of the United States;

(2) any vessel using the waters of the exclusive economic zone to transship or lighter oil destined for a place subject to
the jurisdiction of the United States; or

(3) any tank vessel over 100 gross tons using any place subject to the jurisdiction of the United States;
shall establish and maintain, in accordance with regulations promulgated by the Secretary, evidence of financial
responsibility sufficient to meet the maximum amount of liability to which the responsible party could be subjected
under section 1004(a) or (d) of this Act [33 USCS § 2704(a) or (d)], in a case where the responsible party would be
entitled to limit liability under that section. If the responsible party owns or operates more than one vessel, evidence of
financial responsibility need be established only to meet the amount of the maximum liability applicable to the vessel
having the greatest maximum liability.

(b) Sanctions.

(1) Withholding clearance. The Secretary of the Treasury shall withhold or revoke the clearance required by section
4197 of the Revised Statutes of the United States [46 USCS § 60105] of any vessel subject to this section that does not
have the evidence of financial responsibility required for the vessel under this section.

(2) Denying entry to or detaining vessels. The Secretary may--

(A) deny entry to any vessel to any place in the United States, or to the navigable waters, or
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(B) detain at the place, any vessel that, upon request, does not produce the evidence of financial responsibility
required for the vessel under this section.

(3) Seizure of vessel. Any vessel subject to the requirements of this section which is found in the navigable waters
without the necessary evidence of financial responsibility for the vessel shall be subject to seizure by and forfeiture to
the United States.

(c) Offshore facilities.

(1) In general.

(A) Evidence of financial responsibility required. Except as provided in paragraph (2), a responsible party with
respect to an offshore facility that--

(i)
(I) is located seaward of the line of ordinary low water along that portion of the coast that is in direct contact
with the open sea and the line marking the seaward limit of inland waters; or

(II) is located in coastal inland waters, such as bays or estuaries, seaward of the line of ordinary low water along
that portion of the coast that is not in direct contact with the open sea;

(ii) is used for exploring for, drilling for, producing, or transporting oil from facilities engaged in oil exploration,
drilling, or production; and

(iii) has a worst-case oil spill discharge potential of more than 1,000 barrels of oil (or a lesser amount if the
President determines that the risks posed by such facility justify it),
shall establish and maintain evidence of financial responsibility in the amount required under subparagraph (B)
or (C), as applicable.

(B) Amount required generally. Except as provided in subparagraph (C), the amount of financial responsibility for
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offshore facilities that meet the criteria of subparagraph (A) is--

(i) $35,000,000 for an offshore facility located seaward of the seaward boundary of a State; or

(ii) $10,000,000 for an offshore facility located landward of the seaward boundary of a State.

(C) Greater amount. If the President determines that an amount of financial responsibility for a responsible party
greater than the amount required by subparagraph (B) is justified based on the relative operational, environmental,
human health, and other risks posed by the quantity or quality of oil that is explored for, drilled for, produced, or
transported by the responsible party, the evidence of financial responsibility required shall be for an amount determined
by the President not exceeding $150,000,000.

(D) Multiple facilities. In a case in which a person is a responsible party for more than one facility subject to this
subsection, evidence of financial responsibility need be established only to meet the amount applicable to the facility
having the greatest financial responsibility requirement under this subsection.

(E) Definition. For the purpose of this paragraph, the seaward boundary of a State shall be determined in accordance
with section 2(b) of the Submerged Lands Act (43 U.S.C. 1301(b)).

(2) Deepwater ports. Each responsible party with respect to a deepwater port shall establish and maintain evidence of
financial responsibility sufficient to meet the maximum amount of liability to which the responsible party could be
subjected under section 1004(a) of this Act [33 USCS § 2704(a)] in a case where the responsible party would be entitled
to limit liability under that section. If the Secretary exercises the authority under section 1004(d)(2) [33 USCS §
2704(d)(2)] to lower the limit of liability for deepwater ports, the responsible party shall establish and maintain
evidence of financial responsibility sufficient to meet the maximum amount of liability so established. In a case in
which a person is the responsible party for more than one deepwater port, evidence of financial responsibility need be
established only to meet the maximum liability applicable to the deepwater port having the greatest maximum liability.

(d) [Not enacted]

(e) Methods of financial responsibility. Financial responsibility under this section may be established by any one, or by
any combination, of the following methods which the Secretary (in the case of a vessel) or the President (in the case of a
facility) determines to be acceptable: evidence of insurance, surety bond, guarantee, letter of credit, qualification as a
self-insurer, or other evidence of financial responsibility. Any bond filed shall be issued by a bonding company
authorized to do business in the United States. In promulgating requirements under this section, the Secretary or the
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President, as appropriate, may specify policy or other contractual terms, conditions, or defenses which are necessary, or
which are unacceptable, in establishing evidence of financial responsibility to effectuate the purposes of this Act.

(f) Claims against guarantor.

(1) In general. Subject to paragraph (2), a claim for which liability may be established under section 1002 [33 USCS §
2702] may be asserted directly against any guarantor providing evidence of financial responsibility for a responsible
party liable under that section for removal costs and damages to which the claim pertains. In defending against such a
claim, the guarantor may invoke--

(A) all rights and defenses which would be available to the responsible party under this Act;

(B) any defense authorized under subsection (e); and

(C) the defense that the incident was caused by the willful misconduct of the responsible party.
The guarantor may not invoke any other defense that might be available in proceedings brought by the
responsible party against the guarantor.

(2) Further requirement. A claim may be asserted pursuant to paragraph (1) directly against a guarantor providing
evidence of financial responsibility under subsection (c)(1) with respect to an offshore facility only if--

(A) the responsible party for whom evidence of financial responsibility has been provided has denied or failed to
pay a claim under this Act on the basis of being insolvent, as defined under section 101(32) of title 11, United States
Code, and applying generally accepted accounting principles;

(B) the responsible party for whom evidence of financial responsibility has been provided has filed a petition for
bankruptcy under title 11, United States Code; or

(C) the claim is asserted by the United States for removal costs and damages or for compensation paid by the Fund
under this Act, including costs incurred by the Fund for processing compensation claims.
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(3) Rulemaking authority. Not later than 1 year after the date of enactment of this paragraph [enacted Oct. 19, 1996],
the President shall promulgate regulations to establish a process for implementing paragraph (2) in a manner that will
allow for the orderly and expeditious presentation and resolution of claims and effectuate the purposes of this Act.

(g) Limitation on guarantor's liability. Nothing in this Act shall impose liability with respect to an incident on any
guarantor for damages or removal costs which exceed, in the aggregate, the amount of financial responsibility which
that guarantor has provided for a responsible party pursuant to this section. The total liability of the guarantor on direct
action for claims brought under this Act with respect to an incident shall be limited to that amount.

(h) Continuation of regulations. Any regulation relating to financial responsibility, which has been issued pursuant to
any provision of law repealed or superseded by this Act, and which is in effect on the date immediately preceding the
effective date of this Act, is deemed and shall be construed to be a regulation issued pursuant to this section. Such a
regulation shall remain in full force and effect unless and until superseded by a new regulation issued under this section.

(i) Unified certificate. The Secretary may issue a single unified certificate of financial responsibility for purposes of this
Act and any other law.

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title I, § 1016, 104 Stat. 502; Nov. 20, 1995, P.L. 104-55, § 2(d)(2), 109 Stat. 547;
Oct. 19, 1996, P.L. 104-324, Title XI, § 1125(a), 110 Stat. 3981.)
(As amended Oct. 15, 2010, P.L. 111-281, Title VII, § 712, 124 Stat. 2988.) § 2716a. Financial responsibility
civil penalties

(a) Administrative. Any person who, after notice and an opportunity for a hearing, is found to have failed to comply
with the requirements of section 1016 [33 USCS § 2716] or the regulations issued under that section, or with a denial or
detention order issued under subsection (c)(2) of that section, shall be liable to the United States for a civil penalty, not
to exceed $25,000 per day of violation. The amount of the civil penalty shall be assessed by the President by written
notice. In determining the amount of the penalty, the President shall take into account the nature, circumstances, extent,
and gravity of the violation, the degree of culpability, any history of prior violation, ability to pay, and such other
matters as justice may require. The President may compromise, modify, or remit, with or without conditions, any civil
penalty which is subject to imposition or which had been imposed under this paragraph. If any person fails to pay an
assessed civil penalty after it has become final, the President may refer the matter to the Attorney General for collection.

(b) Judicial. In addition to, or in lieu of, assessing a penalty under subsection (a), the President may request the Attorney
General to secure such relief as necessary to compel compliance with [this] section 1016 [33 USCS § 2716], including a
judicial order terminating operations. The district courts of the United States shall have jurisdiction to grant any relief as
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the public interest and the equities of the case may require.

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title IV, Subtitle C, § 4303, 104 Stat. 539.) § 2717. Litigation, jurisdiction, and
venue

(a) Review of regulations. Review of any regulation promulgated under this Act may be had upon application by any
interested person only in the Circuit Court of Appeals of the United States for the District of Columbia. Any such
application shall be made within 90 days from the date of promulgation of such regulations. Any matter with respect to
which review could have been obtained under this subsection shall not be subject to judicial review in any civil or
criminal proceeding for enforcement or to obtain damages or recovery of response costs.

(b) Jurisdiction. Except as provided in subsections (a) and (c), the United States district courts shall have exclusive
original jurisdiction over all controversies arising under this Act, without regard to the citizenship of the parties or the
amount in controversy. Venue shall lie in any district in which the discharge or injury or damages occurred, or in which
the defendant resides, may be found, has its principal office, or has appointed an agent for service of process. For the
purposes of this section, the Fund shall reside in the District of Columbia.

(c) State court jurisdiction. A State trial court of competent jurisdiction over claims for removal costs or damages, as
defined under this Act, may consider claims under this Act or State law and any final judgment of such court (when no
longer subject to ordinary forms of review) shall be recognized, valid, and enforceable for all purposes of this Act.

(d) Assessment and collection of tax. The provisions of subsections (a), (b), and (c) shall not apply to any controversy
or other matter resulting from the assessment or collection of any tax, or to the review of any regulation promulgated
under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 [26 USCS §§ 1 et seq.].

(e) Savings provision. Nothing in this title shall apply to any cause of action or right of recovery arising from any
incident which occurred prior to the date of enactment of this title [enacted Aug. 18, 1990]. Such claims shall be
adjudicated pursuant to the law applicable on the date of the incident.

(f) Period of limitations.

(1) Damages. Except as provided in paragraphs (3) and (4), an action for damages under this Act shall be barred
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unless the action is brought within 3 years after--

(A) the date on which the loss and the connection of the loss with the discharge in question are reasonably
discoverable with the exercise of due care, or

(B) in the case of natural resource damages under section 1002(b)(2)(A) [33 USCS § 2702(b)(2)(A)], the date of
completion of the natural resources damage assessment under section 1006(c) [33 USCS § 2706(c)].

(2) Removal costs. An action for recovery of removal costs referred to in section 1002(b)(1) [33 USCS § 2702(b)(1)]
must be commenced within 3 years after completion of the removal action. In any such action described in this
subsection, the court shall enter a declaratory judgment on liability for removal costs or damages that will be binding on
any subsequent action or actions to recover further removal costs or damages. Except as otherwise provided in this
paragraph, an action may be commenced under this title for recovery of removal costs at any time after such costs have
been incurred.

(3) Contribution. No action for contribution for any removal costs or damages may be commenced more than 3 years
after--

(A) the date of judgment in any action under this Act for recovery of such costs or damages, or

(B) the date of entry of a judicially approved settlement with respect to such costs or damages.

(4) Subrogation. No action based on rights subrogated pursuant to this Act by reason of payment of a claim may be
commenced under this Act more than 3 years after the date of payment of such claim.

(5) Commencement. The time limitations contained herein shall not begin to run--

(A) against a minor until the earlier of the date when such minor reaches 18 years of age or the date on which a legal
representative is duly appointed for such minor, or

(B) against an incompetent person until the earlier of the date on which such incompetent's incompetency ends or
the date on which a legal representative is duly appointed for such incompetent.
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Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title I, § 1017, 104 Stat. 504.) § 2718. Relationship to other law

(a) Preservation of State authorities; Solid Waste Disposal Act. Nothing in this Act or the Act of March 3, 1851 shall--

(1) affect, or be construed or interpreted as preempting, the authority of any State or political subdivision thereof from
imposing any additional liability or requirements with respect to--

(A) the discharge of oil or other pollution by oil within such State; or

(B) any removal activities in connection with such a discharge; or

(2) affect, or be construed or interpreted to affect or modify in any way the obligations or liabilities of any person
under the Solid Waste Disposal Act (42 U.S.C. 6901 et seq.) or State law, including common law.

(b) Preservation of State funds. Nothing in this Act or in section 9509 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (26 U.S.C.
9509) shall in any way affect, or be construed to affect, the authority of any State--

(1) to establish, or to continue in effect, a fund any purpose of which is to pay for costs or damages arising out of, or
directly resulting from, oil pollution or the substantial threat of oil pollution; or

(2) to require any person to contribute to such a fund.

(c) Additional requirements and liabilities; penalties. Nothing in this Act, the Act of March 3, 1851 (46 U.S.C. 183 et
seq.), or section 9509 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (26 U.S.C. 9509), shall in any way affect, or be construed to
affect, the authority of the United States or any State or political subdivision thereof--
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(1) to impose additional liability or additional requirements; or

(2) to impose, or to determine the amount of, any fine or penalty (whether criminal or civil in nature) for any violation
of law; relating to the discharge, or substantial threat of a discharge, of oil.

(d) Federal employee liability. For purposes of section 2679(b)(2)(B) of title 28, United States Code, nothing in this Act
shall be construed to authorize or create a cause of action against a Federal officer or employee in the officer's or
employee's personal or individual capacity for any act or omission while acting within the scope of the officer's or
employee's office or employment.

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title I, § 1018, 104 Stat. 505.) § 2719. State financial responsibility
A State may enforce, on the navigable waters of the State, the requirements for evidence of financial responsibility
under section 1016 [33 USCS § 2716].

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title I, § 1019, 104 Stat. 506.) § 2720. Differentiation among fats, oils, and
greases

(a) In general. Except as provided in subsection (c), in issuing or enforcing any regulation or establishing any
interpretation or guideline relating to the transportation, storage, discharge, release, emission, or disposal of a fat, oil, or
grease under any Federal law, the head of that Federal agency shall--

(1) differentiate between and establish separate classes for--

(A) animal fats and oils and greases, and fish and marine mammal oils, within the meaning of paragraph (2) of
section 61(a) of title 13, United States Code, and oils of vegetable origin, including oils from the seeds, nuts, and
kernels referred to in paragraph (1)(A) of that section; and

(B) other oils and greases, including petroleum; and
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(2) apply standards to different classes of fats and oils based on considerations in subsection (b).

(b) Considerations. In differentiating between the class of fats, oils, and greases described in subsection (a)(1)(A) and
the class of oils and greases described in subsection (a)(1)(B), the head of the Federal agency shall consider differences
in the physical, chemical, biological, and other properties, and in the environmental effects, of the classes.

(c) Exception. The requirements of this Act [this section] shall not apply to the Food and Drug Administration and the
Food Safety and Inspection Service.

Legislative History

(Nov. 20, 1995, P.L. 104-55, § 2, 109 Stat. 546.) SUBCHAPTER II --PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND
PROVISIONS § 2731. Oil Spill Recovery Institute

(a) Establishment of Institute. The Secretary of Commerce shall provide for the establishment of a Prince William
Sound Oil Spill Recovery Institute (hereinafter in this section referred to as the "Institute") through the Prince William
Sound Science and Technology Institute located in Cordova, Alaska.

(b) Functions. The Institute shall conduct research and carry out educational and demonstration projects designed to--

(1) identify and develop the best available techniques, equipment, and materials for dealing with oil spills in the arctic
and subarctic marine environment; and

(2) complement Federal and State damage assessment efforts and determine, document, assess, and understand the
long-range effects of Arctic or Subarctic oil spills on the natural resources of Prince William Sound and its adjacent
waters (as generally depicted on the map entitled "EXXON VALDEZ oil spill dated March 1990"), and the
environment, the economy, and the lifestyle and well-being of the people who are dependent on them, except that the
Institute shall not conduct studies or make recommendations on any matter which is not directly related to Arctic or
Subarctic oil spills or the effects thereof.

(c) Advisory board.
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(1) In general. The policies of the Institute shall be determined by an advisory board, composed of 16 members
appointed as follows:

(A) One representative appointed by each of the Commissioners of Fish and Game, Environmental Conservation,
and Natural Resources of the State of Alaska, all of whom shall be State employees.

(B) One representative appointed by each of the Secretaries of Commerce and the Interior and the Commandant of
the Coast Guard, who shall be Federal employees.

(C) Two representatives from the fishing industry appointed by the Governor of the State of Alaska from among
residents of communities in Alaska that were affected by the EXXON VALDEZ oil spill, who shall serve terms of 2
years each. Interested organizations from within the fishing industry may submit the names of qualified individuals for
consideration by the Governor.

(D) Two Alaska Natives who represent Native entities affected by the EXXON VALDEZ oil spill, at least one of
whom represents an entity located in Prince William Sound, appointed by the Governor of Alaska from a list of 4
qualified individuals submitted by the Alaska Federation of Natives, who shall serve terms of 2 years each.

(E) Two representatives from the oil and gas industry to be appointed by the Governor of the State of Alaska who
shall serve terms of 2 years each. Interested organizations from within the oil and gas industry may submit the names of
qualified individuals for consideration by the Governor.

(F) Two at-large representatives from among residents of communities in Alaska that were affected by the EXXON
VALDEZ oil spill who are knowledgeable about the marine environment and wildlife within Prince William Sound,
and who shall serve terms of 2 years each, appointed by the remaining members of the Advisory Board. Interested
parties may submit the names of qualified individuals for consideration by the Advisory Board.

(G) One nonvoting representative of the Institute of Marine Science.

(H) One nonvoting representative appointed by the Prince William Sound Science and Technology Institute.

(2) Chairman. The representative of the Secretary of Commerce shall serve as Chairman of the Advisory Board.
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(3) Policies. Policies determined by the Advisory Board under this subsection shall include policies for the conduct
and support, through contracts and grants awarded on a nationally competitive basis, of research, projects, and studies to
be supported by the Institute in accordance with the purposes of this section.

(4) Scientific review. The Advisory Board may request a scientific review of the research program every five years by
the National Academy of Sciences which shall perform the review, if requested, as part of its responsibilities under
section 7001(b)(2) [33 USCS § 2761(b)(2)].

(d) Scientific and technical committee.

(1) In general. The Advisory Board shall establish a scientific and technical committee, composed of specialists in
matters relating to oil spill containment and cleanup technology, arctic and subarctic marine ecology, and the living
resources and socioeconomics of Prince William Sound and its adjacent waters, from the University of Alaska, the
Institute of Marine Science, the Prince William Sound Science and Technology Institute, and elsewhere in the academic
community.

(2) Functions. The Scientific and Technical Committee shall provide such advice to the Advisory Board as the
Advisory Board shall request, including recommendations regarding the conduct and support of research, projects, and
studies in accordance with the purposes of this section. The Advisory Board shall not request, and the Committee shall
not provide, any advice which is not directly related to Arctic or Subarctic oil spills or the effects thereof.

(e) Director. The Institute shall be administered by a Director appointed by the Advisory Board. The Prince William
Sound Science and Technology Institute and the Scientific and Technical Committee may each submit independent
recommendations for the Advisory Board's consideration for appointment as Director. The Director may hire such staff
and incur such expenses on behalf of the Institute as are authorized by the Advisory Board.

(f) Evaluation. The Secretary of Commerce may conduct an ongoing evaluation of the activities of the Institute to
ensure that funds received by the Institute are used in a manner consistent with this section.

(g) Audit. The Comptroller General of the United States, and any of his or her duly authorized representatives, shall
have access, for purposes of audit and examination, to any books, documents, papers, and records of the Institute and its
administering agency that are pertinent to the funds received and expended by the Institute and its administering agency.
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(h) Status of employees. Employees of the Institute shall not, by reason of such employment, be considered to be
employees of the Federal Government for any purpose.

(i) Termination. The authorization in section 5006(b) [33 USCS § 2736(b)] providing funding for the Institute shall
terminate 1 year after the date on which the Secretary, in consultation with the Secretary of the Interior, determines that
oil and gas exploration, development, and production in the State of Alaska have ceased.

(j) Use of funds. No funds made available to carry out this section may be used to initiate litigation. No funds made
available to carry out this section may be used for the acquisition of real property (including buildings) or construction
of any building. No more than 20 percent of funds made available to carry out this section may be used to lease
necessary facilities and to administer the Institute. The Advisory Board may compensate its Federal representatives for
their reasonable travel costs. None of the funds authorized by this section shall be used for any purpose other than the
functions specified in subsection (b).

(k) Research. The Institute shall publish and make available to any person upon request the results of all research,
educational, and demonstration projects conducted by the Institute. The Administrator shall provide a copy of all
research, educational, and demonstration projects conducted by the Institute to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration.

(l) "Prince William Sound and its adjacent waters" defined. In this section, the term "Prince William Sound and its
adjacent waters" means such sound and waters as generally depicted on the map entitled "EXXON VALDEZ oil spill
dated March 1990".

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title V, § 5001, 104 Stat. 542; Oct. 19, 1996, P.L. 104-324, Title XI, § 1102(a), 110
Stat. 3964; Nov. 25, 2002, P.L. 107-295, Title IV, § 427, 116 Stat. 2127.)
(As amended Aug. 8, 2005, P.L. 109-58, Title III, Subtitle G, § 389(1), 119 Stat. 747; July 11, 2006, P.L. 109-241,
Title IX, § 902(l)(i), 120 Stat. 568.) § 2732. Terminal and tanker oversight and monitoring

(a) Short title and findings.

(1) Short title. This section may be cited as the "Oil Terminal and Oil Tanker Environmental Oversight and
Monitoring Act of 1990".
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(2) Findings. The Congress finds that--

(A) the March 24, 1989, grounding and rupture of the fully loaded oil tanker, the EXXON VALDEZ, spilled 11
million gallons of crude oil in Prince William Sound, an environmentally sensitive area;

(B) many people believe that complacency on the part of the industry and government personnel responsible for
monitoring the operation of the Valdez terminal and vessel traffic in Prince William Sound was one of the contributing
factors to the EXXON VALDEZ oil spill;

(C) one way to combat this complacency is to involve local citizens in the process of preparing, adopting, and
revising oil spill contingency plans;

(D) a mechanism should be established which fosters the long-term partnership of industry, government, and local
communities in overseeing compliance with environmental concerns in the operation of crude oil terminals;

(E) such a mechanism presently exists at the Sullom Voe terminal in the Shetland Islands and this terminal should
serve as a model for others;

(F) because of the effective partnership that has developed at Sullom Voe, Sullom Voe is considered the safest
terminal in Europe;

(G) the present system of regulation and oversight of crude oil terminals in the United States has degenerated into a
process of continual mistrust and confrontation.[;]

(H) only when local citizens are involved in the process will the trust develop that is necessary to change the present
system from confrontation to consensus;

(I) a pilot program patterned after Sullom Voe should be established in Alaska to further refine the concepts and
relationships involved; and

(J) similar programs should eventually be established in other major crude oil terminals in the United States because
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the recent oil spills in Texas, Delaware, and Rhode Island indicate that the safe transportation of crude oil is a national
problem.

(b) Demonstration programs.

(1) Establishment. There are established 2 Oil Terminal and Oil Tanker Environmental Oversight and Monitoring
Demonstration Programs (hereinafter referred to as "Programs") to be carried out in the State of Alaska.

(2) Advisory function. The function of these Programs shall be advisory only.

(3) Purpose. The Prince William Sound Program shall be responsible for environmental monitoring of the terminal
facilities in Prince William Sound and the crude oil tankers operating in Prince William Sound. The Cook Inlet Program
shall be responsible for environmental monitoring of the terminal facilities and crude oil tankers operating in Cook Inlet
located South of the latitude at Point Possession and North of the latitude at Amatuli Island, including offshore facilities
in Cook Inlet.

(4) Suits barred. No program, association, council, committee or other organization created by this section may sue
any person or entity, public or private, concerning any matter arising under this section except for the performance of
contracts.

(c) Oil Terminal Facilities and Oil Tanker Operations Association.

(1) Establishment. There is established an Oil Terminal Facilities and Oil Tanker Operations Association (hereinafter
in this section referred to as the "Association") for each of the Programs established under subsection (b).

(2) Membership. Each Association shall be comprised of 4 individuals as follows:

(A) One individual shall be designated by the owners and operators of the terminal facilities and shall represent
those owners and operators.

(B) One individual shall be designated by the owners and operators of the crude oil tankers calling at the terminal
facilities and shall represent those owners and operators.
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(C) One individual shall be an employee of the State of Alaska, shall be designated by the Governor of the State of
Alaska, and shall represent the State government.

(D) One individual shall be an employee of the Federal Government, shall be designated by the President, and shall
represent the Federal Government.

(3) Responsibilities. Each Association shall be responsible for reviewing policies relating to the operation and
maintenance of the oil terminal facilities and crude oil tankers which affect or may affect the environment in the vicinity
of their respective terminals. Each Association shall provide a forum among the owners and operators of the terminal
facilities, the owners and operators of crude oil tankers calling at those facilities, the United States, and the State of
Alaska to discuss and to make recommendations concerning all permits, plans, and site-specific regulations governing
the activities and actions of the terminal facilities which affect or may affect the environment in the vicinity of the
terminal facilities and of crude oil tankers calling at those facilities.

(4) Designation of existing organization. The Secretary may designate an existing nonprofit organization as an
Association under this subsection if the organization is organized to meet the purposes of this section and consists of at
least the individuals listed in paragraph (2).

(d) Regional Citizens' Advisory Councils.

(1) Membership. There is established a Regional Citizens' Advisory Council (hereinafter in this section referred to as
the "Council") for each of the programs established by subsection (b).

(2) Membership. Each Council shall be composed of voting members and nonvoting members, as follows:

(A) Voting members. Voting members shall be Alaska residents and, except as provided in clause (vii) of this
paragraph, shall be appointed by the Governor of the State of Alaska from a list of nominees provided by each of the
following interests, with one representative appointed to represent each of the following interests, taking into
consideration the need for regional balance on the Council:

(i) Local commercial fishing industry organizations, the members of which depend on the fisheries resources of
the waters in the vicinity of the terminal facilities.
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(ii) Aquaculture associations in the vicinity of the terminal facilities.

(iii) Alaska Native Corporations and other Alaska Native organizations the members of which reside in the
vicinity of the terminal facilities.

(iv) Environmental organizations the members of which reside in the vicinity of the terminal facilities.

(v) Recreational organizations the members of which reside in or use the vicinity of the terminal facilities.

(vi) The Alaska State Chamber of Commerce, to represent the locally based tourist industry.

(vii)
(I) For the Prince William Sound Terminal Facilities Council, one representative selected by each of the
following municipalities: Cordova, Whittier, Seward, Valdez, Kodiak, the Kodiak Island Borough, and the Kenai
Peninsula Borough.

(II) For the Cook Inlet Terminal Facilities Council, one representative selected by each of the following
municipalities: Homer, Seldovia, Anchorage, Kenai, Kodiak, the Kodiak Island Borough, and the Kenai Peninsula
Borough.

(B) Nonvoting members. One ex-officio, nonvoting representative shall be designated by, and represent, each of the
following:

(i) The Environmental Protection Agency.

(ii) The Coast Guard.

(iii) The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
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(iv) The United States Forest Service.

(v) The Bureau of Land Management.

(vi) The Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation.

(vii) The Alaska Department of Fish and Game.

(viii) The Alaska Department of Natural Resources.

(ix) The Division of Emergency Services, Alaska Department of Military and Veterans Affairs.

(3) Terms.

(A) Duration of Councils. The term of the Councils shall continue throughout the life of the operation of the
Trans-Alaska Pipeline System and so long as oil is transported to or from Cook Inlet.

(B) Three years. The voting members of each Council shall be appointed for a term of 3 years except as provided for
in subparagraph (C).

(C) Initial appointments. The terms of the first appointments shall be as follows:

(i) For the appointments by the Governor of the State of Alaska, one-third shall serve for 3 years, one-third shall
serve for 2 years, and one-third shall serve for one year.

(ii) For the representatives of municipalities required by subsection (d)(2)(A)(vii), a drawing of lots among the
appointees shall determine that one-third of that group serves for 3 years, one-third serves for 2 years, and the remainder
serves for 1 year.
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(4) Self-governing. Each Council shall elect its own chairperson, select its own staff, and make policies with regard to
its internal operating procedures. After the initial organizational meeting called by the Secretary under subsection (i),
each Council shall be self-governing.

(5) Dual membership and conflicts of interest prohibited.

(A) No individual selected as a member of the Council shall serve on the Association.

(B) No individual selected as a voting member of the Council shall be engaged in any activity which might conflict
with such individual carrying out his functions as a member thereof.

(6) Duties. Each Council shall--

(A) provide advice and recommendations to the Association on policies, permits, and site-specific regulations
relating to the operation and maintenance of terminal facilities and crude oil tankers which affect or may affect the
environment in the vicinity of the terminal facilities;

(B) monitor through the committee established under subsection (e), the environmental impacts of the operation of
the terminal facilities and crude oil tankers;

(C) monitor those aspects of terminal facilities' and crude oil tankers' operations and maintenance which affect or
may affect the environment in the vicinity of the terminal facilities;

(D) review through the committee established under subsection (f), the adequacy of oil spill prevention and
contingency plans for the terminal facilities and the adequacy of oil spill prevention and contingency plans for crude oil
tankers, operating in Prince William Sound or in Cook Inlet;

(E) provide advice and recommendations to the Association on port operations, policies and practices;

(F) recommend to the Association--
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(i) standards and stipulations for permits and site-specific regulations intended to minimize the impact of the
terminal facilities' and crude oil tankers' operations in the vicinity of the terminal facilities;

(ii) modifications of terminal facility operations and maintenance intended to minimize the risk and mitigate the
impact of terminal facilities, operations in the vicinity of the terminal facilities and to minimize the risk of oil spills;

(iii) modifications of crude oil tanker operations and maintenance in Prince William Sound and Cook Inlet
intended to minimize the risk and mitigate the impact of oil spills; and

(iv) modifications to the oil spill prevention and contingency plans for terminal facilities and for crude oil tankers
in Prince William Sound and Cook Inlet intended to enhance the ability to prevent and respond to an oil spill; and

(G) create additional committees of the Council as necessary to carry out the above functions, including a scientific
and technical advisory committee to the Prince William Sound Council.

(7) No estoppel. No Council shall be held liable under State or Federal law for costs or damages as a result of
rendering advice under this section. Nor shall any advice given by a voting member of a Council, or program
representative or agent, be grounds for estopping the interests represented by the voting Council members from seeking
damages or other appropriate relief.

(8) Scientific work. In carrying out its research, development and monitoring functions, each Council is authorized to
conduct its own scientific research and shall review the scientific work undertaken by or on behalf of the terminal
operators or crude oil tanker operators as a result of a legal requirement to undertake that work. Each Council shall also
review the relevant scientific work undertaken by or on behalf of any government entity relating to the terminal
facilities or crude oil tankers. To the extent possible, to avoid unnecessary duplication, each Council shall coordinate its
independent scientific work with the scientific work performed by or on behalf of the terminal operators and with the
scientific work performed by or on behalf of the operators of the crude oil tankers.

(e) Committee for Terminal and Oil Tanker Operations and Environmental Monitoring.

(1) Monitoring Committee. Each Council shall establish standing Terminal and Oil Tanker Operations and
Environmental Monitoring Committee (hereinafter in this section referred to as the "Monitoring Committee") to devise
and manage a comprehensive program of monitoring the environmental impacts of the operations of terminal facilities
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and of crude oil tankers while operating in Prince William Sound and Cook Inlet. The membership of the Monitoring
Committee shall be made up of members of the Council, citizens, and recognized scientific experts selected by the
Council.

(2) Duties. In fulfilling its responsibilities, the Monitoring Committee shall--

(A) advise the Council on a monitoring strategy that will permit early detection of environmental impacts of
terminal facility operations and crude oil tanker operations while in Prince William Sound and Cook Inlet;

(B) develop monitoring programs and make recommendations to the Council on the implementation of those
programs;

(C) at its discretion, select and contract with universities and other scientific institutions to carry out specific
monitoring projects authorized by the Council pursuant to an approved monitoring strategy;

(D) complete any other tasks assigned by the Council; and

(E) provide written reports to the Council which interpret and assess the results of all monitoring programs.

(f) Committee for oil spill prevention, safety, and emergency response.

(1) Technical oil spill Committee. Each Council shall establish a standing technical committee (hereinafter referred to
as "Oil Spill Committee") to review and assess measures designed to prevent oil spills and the planning and
preparedness for responding to, containing, cleaning up, and mitigating impacts of oil spills. The membership of the Oil
Spill Committee shall be made up of members of the Council, citizens, and recognized technical experts selected by the
Council.

(2) Duties. In fulfilling its responsibilities, the Oil Spill Committee shall--

(A) periodically review the respective oil spill prevention and contingency plans for the terminal facilities and for
the crude oil tankers while in Prince William Sound or Cook Inlet, in light of new technological developments and
changed circumstances;
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(B) monitor periodic drills and testing of the oil spill contingency plans for the terminal facilities and for crude oil
tankers while in Prince William Sound and Cook Inlet;

(C) study wind and water currents and other environmental factors in the vicinity of the terminal facilities which
may affect the ability to prevent, respond to, contain, and clean up an oil spill;

(D) identify highly sensitive areas which may require specific protective measures in the event of a spill in Prince
William Sound or Cook Inlet;

(E) monitor developments in oil spill prevention, containment, response, and cleanup technology;

(F) periodically review port organization, operations, incidents, and the adequacy and maintenance of vessel traffic
service systems designed to assure safe transit of crude oil tankers pertinent to terminal operations;

(G) periodically review the standards for tankers bound for, loading at, exiting from, or otherwise using the terminal
facilities;

(H) complete any other tasks assigned by the Council; and

(I) provide written reports to the Council outlining its findings and recommendations.

(g) Agency cooperation. On and after the expiration of the 180-day period following the date of the enactment of this
section [enacted Aug. 18, 1990], each Federal department, agency, or other instrumentality shall, with respect to all
permits, site-specific regulations, and other matters governing the activities and actions of the terminal facilities which
affect or may affect the vicinity of the terminal facilities, consult with the appropriate Council prior to taking
substantive action with respect to the permit, site-specific regulation, or other matter. This consultation shall be carried
out with a view to enabling the appropriate Association and Council to review the permit, site-specific regulation, or
other matters and make appropriate recommendations regarding operations, policy or agency actions. Prior consultation
shall not be required if an authorized Federal agency representative reasonably believes that an emergency exists
requiring action without delay.

(h) Recommendations of the Council. In the event that the Association does not adopt, or significantly modifies before
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adoption, any recommendation of the Council made pursuant to the authority granted to the Council in subsection (d),
the Association shall provide to the Council, in writing, within 5 days of its decision, notice of its decision and a written
statement of reasons for its rejection or significant modification of the recommendation.

(i) Administrative actions. Appointments, designations, and selections of individuals to serve as members of the
Associations and Councils under this section shall be submitted to the Secretary prior to the expiration of the 120-day
period following the date of the enactment of this section [enacted Aug. 18, 1990]. On or before the expiration of the
180-day period following that date of enactment of this section [enacted Aug. 18, 1990], the Secretary shall call an
initial meeting of each Association and Council for organizational purposes.

(j) Location and compensation.

(1) Location. Each Association and Council established by this section shall be located in the State of Alaska.

(2) Compensation. No member of an Association or Council shall be compensated for the member's services as a
member of the Association or Council, but shall be allowed travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence, at
a rate established by the Association or Council not to exceed the rates authorized for employees of agencies under
sections 5702 and 5703 of title 5, United States Code. However, each Council may enter into contracts to provide
compensation and expenses to members of the committees created under subsections (d), (e), and (f).

(k) Funding.

(1) Requirement. Approval of the contingency plans required of owners and operators of the Cook Inlet and Prince
William Sound terminal facilities and crude oil tankers while operating in Alaskan waters in commerce with those
terminal facilities shall be effective only so long as the respective Association and Council for a facility are funded
pursuant to paragraph (2).

(2) Prince William Sound program. The owners or operators of terminal facilities or crude oil tankers operating in
Prince William Sound shall provide, on an annual basis, an aggregate amount of not more than $2,000,000, as
determined by the Secretary. Such amount--

(A) shall provide for the establishment and operation on the environmental oversight and monitoring program in
Prince William Sound;
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(B) shall be adjusted annually by the Anchorage Consumer Price Index; and

(C) may be adjusted periodically upon the mutual consent of the owners or operators of terminal facilities or crude
oil tankers operating in Prince William Sound and the Prince William Sound terminal facilities Council.

(3) Cook Inlet program. The owners or operators of terminal facilities, offshore facilities, or crude oil tankers
operating in Cook Inlet shall provide, on an annual basis, an aggregate amount of not more than $1,000,000, as
determined by the Secretary. Such amount--

(A) shall provide for the establishment and operation of the environmental oversight and monitoring program in
Cook Inlet;

(B) shall be adjusted annually by the Anchorage Consumer Price Index; and

(C) may be adjusted periodically upon the mutual consent of the owners or operators of terminal facilities, offshore
facilities, or crude oil tankers operating in Cook Inlet and the Cook Inlet Council.

(l) Reports.

(1) Associations and councils. Prior to the expiration of the 36-month period following the date of the enactment of
this section [enacted Aug. 18, 1990], each Association and Council established by this section shall report to the
President and the Congress concerning its activities under this section, together with its recommendations.

(2) GAO. Prior to the expiration of the 36-month period following the date of the enactment of this section [enacted
Aug. 18, 1990], the General Accounting Office shall report to the President and the Congress as to the handling of
funds, including donated funds, by the entities carrying out the programs under this section, and the effectiveness of the
demonstration programs carried out under this section, together with its recommendations.

(m) Definitions. As used in this section, the term--

(1) "terminal facilities" means--
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(A) in the case of the Prince William Sound Program, the entire oil terminal complex located in Valdez, Alaska,
consisting of approximately 1,000 acres including all buildings, docks (except docks owned by the City of Valdez if
those docks are not used for loading of crude oil), pipes, piping, roads, ponds, tanks, crude oil tankers only while at the
terminal dock, tanker escorts owned or operated by the operator of the terminal, vehicles, and other facilities associated
with, and necessary for, assisting tanker movement of crude oil into and out of the oil terminal complex; and

(B) in the case of the Cook Inlet Program, the entire oil terminal complex including all buildings, docks, pipes,
piping, roads, ponds, tanks, vessels, vehicles, crude oil tankers only while at the terminal dock, tanker escorts owned or
operated by the operator of the terminal, emergency spill response vessels owned or operated by the operator of the
terminal, and other facilities associated with, and necessary for, assisting tanker movement of crude oil into and out of
the oil terminal complex;

(2) "crude oil tanker" means a tanker (as that term is defined under section 2101 of title 46, United States Code)--

(A) in the case of the Prince William Sound Program, calling at the terminal facilities for the purpose of receiving
and transporting oil to refineries, operating north of Middleston Island and bound for or exiting from Prince William
Sound; and

(B) in the case of the Cook Inlet Program, calling at the terminal facilities for the purpose of receiving and
transporting oil to refineries and operating in Cook Inlet and the Gulf of Alaska north of Amatuli Island, including
tankers transiting to Cook Inlet from Prince William Sound;

(3) "vicinity of the terminal facilities" means that geographical area surrounding the environment of terminal facilities
which is directly affected or may be directly affected by the operation of the terminal facilities; and

(4) "Secretary" means the Secretary of the department in which the Coast Guard is operating.

(n) Savings clause.

(1) Regulatory authority. Nothing in this section shall be construed as modifying, repealing, superseding, or
preempting any municipal, State or Federal law or regulation, or in any way affecting litigation arising from oil spills or
the rights and responsibilities of the United States or the State of Alaska, or municipalities thereof, to preserve and
protect the environment through regulation of land, air, and water uses, of safety, and of related development. The
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monitoring provided for by this section shall be designed to help assure compliance with applicable laws and
regulations and shall only extend to activities--

(A) that would affect or have the potential to affect the vicinity of the terminal facilities and the area of crude oil
tanker operations included in the Programs; and

(B) are subject to the United States or State of Alaska, or municipality thereof, law, regulation, or other legal
requirement.

(2) Recommendations. This subsection is not intended to prevent the Association or Council from recommending to
appropriate authorities that existing legal requirements should be modified or that new legal requirements should be
adopted.

(o) Alternative voluntary advisory group in lieu of council. The requirements of subsections (c) through (l), as such
subsections apply respectively to the Prince William Sound Program and the Cook Inlet Program, are deemed to have
been satisfied so long as the following conditions are met:

(1) Prince William Sound. With respect to the Prince William Sound Program, the Alyeska Pipeline Service Company
or any of its owner companies enters into a contract for the duration of the operation of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline
System with the Alyeska Citizens Advisory Committee in existence on the date of enactment of this section, or a
successor organization, to fund that Committee or organization on an annual basis in the amount provided for by
subsection (k)(2)(A) and the President annually certifies that the Committee or organization fosters the general goals
and purposes of this section and is broadly representative of the communities and interests in the vicinity of the terminal
facilities and Prince William Sound.

(2) Cook Inlet. With respect to the Cook Inlet Program, the terminal facilities, offshore facilities, or crude oil tanker
owners and operators enter into a contract with a voluntary advisory organization to fund that organization on an annual
basis and the President annually certifies that the organization fosters the general goals and purposes of this section and
is broadly representative of the communities and interests in the vicinity of the terminal facilities and Cook Inlet.

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title V, § 5002, 104 Stat. 544.)
(As amended July 11, 2006, P.L. 109-241, Title IX, § 902(l)(2), 120 Stat. 568.) § 2733. Bligh Reef light
The Secretary of Transportation shall within one year after the date of the enactment of this title [enacted Aug. 18,
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1990] install and ensure operation of an automated navigation light on or adjacent to Bligh Reef in Prince William
Sound, Alaska, of sufficient power and height to provide long-range warning of the location of Bligh Reef.

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title V, § 5003, 104 Stat. 553.) § 2734. Vessel traffic service system
The Secretary of Transportation shall within one year after the date of the enactment of this title [enacted Aug. 18,
1990]--

(1) acquire, install, and operate such additional equipment (which may consist of radar, closed circuit television,
satellite tracking systems, or other shipboard dependent surveillance), train and locate such personnel, and issue such
final regulations as are necessary to increase the range of the existing VTS system in the Port of Valdez, Alaska,
sufficiently to track the locations and movements of tank vessels carrying oil from the Trans-Alaska Pipeline when such
vessels are transiting Prince William Sound, Alaska, and to sound an audible alarm when such tankers depart from
designated navigation routes; and

(2) submit to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation of the Senate and the Committee on
Transportation and Infrastructure of the House of Representatives a report on the feasibility and desirability of
instituting positive control of tank vessel movements in Prince William Sound by Coast Guard personnel using the Port
of Valdez, Alaska, VTS system, as modified pursuant to paragraph (1).

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title V, § 5004, 104 Stat. 553; Nov. 25, 2002, P.L. 107-295, Title IV, § 408(b)(2),
116 Stat. 2117.) § 2735. Equipment and personnel requirements under tank vessel and facility response plans

(a) In general. In addition to the requirements for response plans for vessels established by section 311(j) of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act [33 USCS § 1321(j)], as amended by this Act, a response plan for a tanker loading cargo at
a facility permitted under the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Authorization Act (43 U.S.C. 1651 et seq.), and a response plan for
such a facility, shall provide for--

(1) prepositioned oil spill containment and removal equipment in communities and other strategic locations within the
geographic boundaries of Prince William Sound, including escort vessels with skimming capability; barges to receive
recovered oil; heavy duty sea boom, pumping, transferring, and lightering equipment; and other appropriate removal
equipment for the protection of the environment, including fish hatcheries;
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(2) the establishment of an oil spill removal organization at appropriate locations in Prince William Sound, consisting
of trained personnel in sufficient numbers to immediately remove, to the maximum extent practicable, a worst case
discharge or a discharge of 200,000 barrels of oil, whichever is greater;

(3) training in oil removal techniques for local residents and individuals engaged in the cultivation or production of
fish or fish products in Prince William Sound;

(4) practice exercises not less than 2 times per year which test the capacity of the equipment and personnel required
under this paragraph; and

(5) periodic testing and certification of equipment required under this paragraph, as required by the Secretary.

(b) Definitions. In this section--

(1) the term "Prince William Sound" means all State and Federal waters within Prince William Sound, Alaska,
including the approach to Hinchenbrook Entrance out to and encompassing Seal Rocks; and

(2) the term "worst case discharge" means--

(A) in the case of a vessel, a discharge in adverse weather conditions of its entire cargo; and

(B) in the case of a facility, the largest foreseeable discharge in adverse weather conditions.

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title I, § 5005, 104 Stat. 553; Oct. 6, 1992, P.L. 102-388, Title III, § 354, 106 Stat.
1555.) § 2736. Funding

(a) Sections 5001, 5003, and 5004. Amounts in the Fund shall be available, without further appropriations and without
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fiscal year limitation, to carry out section 5001 [33 USCS § 2731] in the amount as determined in section 5006(b) [33
USCS § 2736(b)], and to carry out sections 5003 and 5004 [33 USCS §§ 2733, 2734], in an amount not to exceed
$5,000,000.

(b) Use of interest only. The amount of funding to be made available annually to carry out section 5001 [33 USCS §
2731] shall be the interest produced by the Fund's investment of the $22,500,000 remaining funding authorized for the
Prince William Sound Oil Spill Recovery Institute and currently deposited in the Fund and invested by the Secretary of
the Treasury in income producing securities along with other funds comprising the Fund. The National Pollution Funds
Center shall transfer all such accrued interest, including the interest earned from the date funds in the Trans-Alaska
Liability Pipeline Fund were transferred into the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund pursuant to section 8102(a)(2)(B)(ii) [43
USCS § 1653 note], to the Prince William Sound Oil Spill Recovery Institute annually, beginning 60 days after the date
of enactment of the Coast Guard Authorization Act of 1996 [enacted Oct. 19, 1996].

(c) Use for section 1012. Beginning 1 year after the date on which the Secretary, in consultation with the Secretary of
the Interior, determines that oil and gas exploration, development, and production in the State of Alaska have ceased,[,]
the funding authorized for the Prince William Sound Oil Spill Recovery Institute and deposited in the Fund shall
thereafter be made available for purposes of section 1012 [33 USCS § 2712] in Alaska.

(d) Section 5008. Amounts in the Fund shall be available, without further appropriation and without fiscal year
limitation, to carry out section 5008(b) [33 USCS § 2738(b)], in an annual amount not to exceed $5,000,000 of which up
to $3,000,000 may be used for the lease payment to the Alaska SeaLife Center under section 5008(b)(2) [33 USCS §
2738(b)(2)]: Provided, That the entire amount is designated by the Congress as an emergency requirement pursuant to
section 251(b)(2)(A) of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985, as amended [2 USCS §
901(b)(2)(A)]: Provided further, That the entire amount shall be available only to the extent an official budget request
that includes designation of the entire amount of the request as an emergency requirement as defined in the Balanced
Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985, as amended, is transmitted by the President to the Congress.

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title I, § 5006, 104 Stat. 554; Oct. 19, 1996, P.L. 104-324, Title XI, § 1102(b), 110
Stat. 3965; July 13, 2000, P.L. 106-246, Div B, Title I, Ch. 2, § 2204(2), 114 Stat. 547; Dec. 21, 2000, P.L. 106-554, §
1(a)(4), 114 Stat. 2763; Aug. 9, 2004, P.L. 108-293, Title VII, § 704, 118 Stat. 1075.)
(As amended Aug. 8, 2005, P.L. 109-58, Title III, Subtitle G, § 389(2), 119 Stat. 747; Aug. 10, 2005, P.L. 109-59,
Title IV, Subtitle D, § 4413, 119 Stat. 1779; July 11, 2006, P.L. 109-241, Title IX, § 901(j), 120 Stat. 564.) § 2737.
Limitation
Notwithstanding any other law, tank vessels that have spilled more than 1,000,000 gallons of oil into the marine
environment after March 22, 1989, are prohibited from operating on the navigable waters of Prince William Sound,
Alaska.
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Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title I, § 5007, 104 Stat. 554.) § 2738. North Pacific Marine Research Institute

(a) Institute established. The Secretary of Commerce shall establish a North Pacific Marine Research Institute (hereafter
in this section referred to as the "Institute") to be administered at the Alaska SeaLife Center by the North Pacific
Research Board.

(b) Functions. The Institute shall--

(1) conduct research and carry out education and demonstration projects on or relating to the North Pacific marine
ecosystem with particular emphasis on marine mammal, sea bird, fish, and shellfish populations in the Bering Sea and
Gulf of Alaska including populations located in or near Kenai Fjords National Park and the Alaska Maritime National
Wildlife Refuge; and

(2) lease, maintain, operate, and upgrade the necessary research equipment and related facilities necessary to conduct
such research at the Alaska SeaLife Center.

(c) Evaluation and audit. The Secretary of Commerce may periodically evaluate the activities of the Institute to ensure
that funds received by the Institute are used in a manner consistent with this section. The Federal Advisory Committee
Act (5 U.S.C. App. 2) shall not apply to the Institute.

(d) Status of employees. Employees of the Institute shall not, by reason of such employment, be considered to be
employees of the Federal Government for any purpose.

(e) Use of funds. No funds made available to carry out this section may be used to initiate litigation, or for the
acquisition of real property (other than facilities leased at the Alaska SeaLife Center). No more than 10 percent of the
funds made available to carry out subsection (b)(1) may be used to administer the Institute. The administrative funds of
the Institute and the administrative funds of the North Pacific Research Board created under Public Law 105-83 may be
used to jointly administer such programs at the discretion of the North Pacific Research Board.

(f) Availability of research. The Institute shall publish and make available to any person on request the results of all
research, educational, and demonstration projects conducted by the Institute. The Institute shall provide a copy of all
research, educational, and demonstration projects conducted by the Institute to the National Park Service, the United
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States Fish and Wildlife Service, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title I, § 5008, as added July 13, 2000, P.L. 106-246, Div B, Title II, Chapter 2, §
2204(1), 114 Stat. 546; Dec. 21, 2000, P.L. 106-554, § 1(a)(4), 114 Stat. 2763.) SUBCHAPTER III
--MISCELLANEOUS § 2751. Savings provisions

(a) Cross-references. A reference to a law replaced by this Act, including a reference in a regulation, order, or other law,
is deemed to refer to the corresponding provision of this Act.

(b) Continuation of regulations. An order, rule, or regulation in effect under a law replaced by this Act continues in
effect under the corresponding provision of this Act until repealed, amended, or superseded.

(c) Rule of construction. An inference of legislative construction shall not be drawn by reason of the caption or catch
line of a provision enacted by this Act.

(d) Actions and rights. Nothing in this Act shall apply to any rights and duties that matured, penalties that were
incurred, and proceedings that were begun before the date of enactment of this Act [enacted Aug. 18, 1990], except as
provided by this section, and shall be adjudicated pursuant to the law applicable on the date prior to the date of the
enactment of this Act [enacted Aug. 18, 1990].

(e) Admiralty and maritime law. Except as otherwise provided in this Act, this Act does not affect--

(1) admiralty and maritime law; or

(2) the jurisdiction of the district courts of the United States with respect to civil actions under admiralty and maritime
jurisdiction, saving to suitors in all cases all other remedies to which they are otherwise entitled.

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title VI, § 6001, 104 Stat. 554.) § 2752. Annual appropriations
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(a) Required. Except as provided in subsection (b), amounts in the Fund shall be available only as provided in annual
appropriation Acts.

(b) Exceptions. Subsection (a) shall not apply to sections [section] 1006(f), 1012(a)(4), or 5006 [33 USCS §§ 2706(f),
2712(a)(4), or 2736], and shall not apply to an amount not to exceed $50,000,000 in any fiscal year which the President
may make available from the Fund to carry out section 311(c) of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act [33 USCS §
1321(c)], as amended by this Act, and to initiate the assessment of natural resources damages required under section
1006 [33 USCS § 2706]. To the extent that such amount is not adequate, the Coast Guard (1) may obtain an advance
from the Fund of such sums as may be necessary, up to a maximum of $100,000,000, and within 30 days shall notify
Congress of the amount advanced and the facts and circumstances necessitating the advance and (2) in the case of the
discharge of oil that began in 2010 in connection with the explosion on, and sinking of, the mobile offshore drilling unit
Deepwater Horizon, may, without further appropriation, obtain 1 or more advances from the Fund as needed, up to a
maximum of $100,000,000 for each advance, with the total amount of all advances not to exceed the amounts available
under section 9509(c)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 [26 USCS § 9509(c)(2)], and within 7 days of each
advance, shall notify Congress of the amount advanced and the facts and circumstances necessitating the advance.
Amounts advanced shall be repaid to the Fund when, and to the extent that, removal costs are recovered by the Coast
Guard from responsible parties for the discharge or substantial threat of discharge. Sums to which this subsection
applies shall remain available until expended.

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title VI, § 6002, 104 Stat. 555; Oct. 19, 1996, P.L. 104-324, Title XI, § 1102(c)(1),
110 Stat. 3966; Nov. 25, 2002, P.L. 107-295, Title III, Subtitle B, § 323, 116 Stat. 2104.)
(As amended June 15, 2010, P.L. 111-191, § 1, 124 Stat. 1278; July 29, 2010, P.L. 111-212, Title II, § 2001, 124
Stat. 2337.) § 2753. [Repealed]

Legislative History

This section (Act Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title VI, § 6003, 104 Stat. 555) was repealed by Act April 26, 1996,
P.L. 104-134, Title I [Title I, § 109], 110 Stat. 1321-177; May 2, 1996, P.L. 104-140, § 1(a), 110 Stat. 1327.
SUBCHAPTER IV --OIL POLLUTION RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM § 2761. Oil Pollution
Research and Development Program

(a) Interagency Coordinating Committee on Oil Pollution Research.

(1) Establishment. There is established an Interagency Coordinating Committee on Oil Pollution Research (hereinafter
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in this section referred to as the "Interagency Committee").

(2) Purposes. The Interagency Committee shall coordinate a comprehensive program of oil pollution research,
technology development, and demonstration among the Federal agencies, in cooperation and coordination with industry,
universities, research institutions, State governments, and other nations, as appropriate, and shall foster cost-effective
research mechanisms, including the joint funding of research.

(3) Membership. The Interagency Committee shall include representatives from the Coast Guard, the Department of
Commerce (including the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the National Institute of Standards and
Technology), the Department of Energy, the Department of the Interior (including the Minerals Management Service
and the United States Fish and Wildlife Service), the Department of Transportation (including the Maritime
Administration and the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration), the Department of Defense (including
the Army Corps of Engineers and the Navy), the Department of Homeland Security (including the United States Fire
Administration in the Federal Emergency Management Agency), the Environmental Protection Agency, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, and such other Federal agencies the President may designate.

(4) Chairman. A representative of the Coast Guard shall serve as Chairman.

(b) Oil pollution research and technology plan.

(1) Implementation plan. Within 180 days after the date of enactment of this Act [enacted Aug. 18, 1990], the
Interagency Committee shall submit to Congress a plan for the implementation of the oil pollution research,
development, and demonstration program established pursuant to subsection (c). The research plan shall--

(A) identify agency roles and responsibilities;

(B) assess the current status of knowledge on oil pollution prevention, response, and mitigation technologies and
effects of oil pollution on the environment;

(C) identify significant oil pollution research gaps including an assessment of major technological deficiencies in
responses to past oil discharges;

(D) establish research priorities and goals for oil pollution technology development related to prevention, response,
mitigation, and environmental effects;
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(E) estimate the resources needed to conduct the oil pollution research and development program established
pursuant to subsection (c), and timetables for completing research tasks; and

(F) identify, in consultation with the States, regional oil pollution research needs and priorities for a coordinated,
multidisciplinary program of research at the regional level.

(2) Advice and guidance. The Chairman, through the Department of Transportation, shall contract with the National
Academy of Sciences to--

(A) provide advice and guidance in the preparation and development of the research plan; and

(B) assess the adequacy of the plan as submitted, and submit a report to Congress on the conclusions of such
assessment.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology shall provide the Interagency Committee with advice and
guidance on issues relating to quality assurance and standards measurements relating to its activities under this section.

(c) Oil pollution research and development program.

(1) Establishment. The Interagency Committee shall coordinate the establishment, by the agencies represented on the
Interagency Committee, of a program for conducting oil pollution research and development, as provided in this
subsection.

(2) Innovative oil pollution technology. The program established under this subsection shall provide for research,
development, and demonstration of new or improved technologies which are effective in preventing or mitigating oil
discharges and which protect the environment, including--

(A) development of improved designs for vessels and facilities, and improved operational practices;

(B) research, development, and demonstration of improved technologies to measure the ullage of a vessel tank,
prevent discharges from tank vents, prevent discharges during lightering and bunkering operations, contain discharges
on the deck of a vessel, prevent discharges through the use of vacuums in tanks, and otherwise contain discharges of oil
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from vessels and facilities;

(C) research, development, and demonstration of new or improved systems of mechanical, chemical, biological, and
other methods (including the use of dispersants, solvents, and bioremediation) for the recovery, removal, and disposal of
oil, including evaluation of the environmental effects of the use of such systems;

(D) research and training, in consultation with the National Response Team, to improve industry's and Government's
ability to quickly and effectively remove an oil discharge, including the long-term use, as appropriate, of the National
Spill Control School in Corpus Christi, Texas, and the Center for Marine Training and Safety in Galveston, Texas;

(E) research to improve information systems for decision-making, including the use of data from coastal mapping,
baseline data, and other data related to the environmental effects of oil discharges, and cleanup technologies;

(F) development of technologies and methods to protect public health and safety from oil discharges, including the
population directly exposed to an oil discharge;

(G) development of technologies, methods, and standards for protecting removal personnel, including training,
adequate supervision, protective equipment, maximum exposure limits, and decontamination procedures;

(H) research and development of methods to restore and rehabilitate natural resources damaged by oil discharges;

(I) research to evaluate the relative effectiveness and environmental impacts of bioremediation technologies; and

(J) the demonstration of a satellite-based, dependent surveillance vessel traffic system in Narragansett Bay to
evaluate the utility of such system in reducing the risk of oil discharges from vessel collisions and groundings in
confined waters.

(3) Oil pollution technology evaluation. The program established under this subsection shall provide for oil pollution
prevention and mitigation technology evaluation including--

(A) the evaluation and testing of technologies developed independently of the research and development program
established under this subsection;
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(B) the establishment, where appropriate, of standards and testing protocols traceable to national standards to
measure the performance of oil pollution prevention or mitigation technologies; and

(C) the use, where appropriate, of controlled field testing to evaluate real-world application of oil discharge
prevention or mitigation technologies.

(4) Oil pollution effects research.

(A) The Committee shall establish a research program to monitor and evaluate the environmental effects of oil
discharges. Such program shall include the following elements:

(i) The development of improved models and capabilities for predicting the environmental fate, transport, and
effects of oil discharges.

(ii) The development of methods, including economic methods, to assess damages to natural resources resulting
from oil discharges.

(iii) The identification of types of ecologically sensitive areas at particular risk to oil discharges and the
preparation of scientific monitoring and evaluation plans, one for each of several types of ecological conditions, to be
implemented in the event of major oil discharges in such areas.

(iv) The collection of environmental baseline data in ecologically sensitive areas at particular risk to oil discharges
where such data are insufficient.

(B) The Department of Commerce in consultation with the Environmental Protection Agency shall monitor and
scientifically evaluate the long-term environmental effects of oil discharges if--

(i) the amount of oil discharged exceeds 250,000 gallons;

(ii) the oil discharge has occurred on or after January 1, 1989; and
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(iii) the Interagency Committee determines that a study of the long-term environmental effects of the discharge
would be of significant scientific value, especially for preventing or responding to future oil discharges.
Areas for study may include the following sites where oil discharges have occurred: the New York/New Jersey
Harbor area, where oil was discharged by an Exxon underwater pipeline, the T/B CIBRO SAVANNAH, and the M/V
BT NAUTILUS; Narragansett Bay where oil was discharged by the WORLD PRODIGY; the Houston Ship Channel
where oil was discharged by the RACHEL B; the Delaware River, where oil was discharged by the PRESIDENTE
RIVERA and the T/V ATHOS I, and Huntington Beach, California, where oil was discharged by the AMERICAN
TRADER.

(C) Research conducted under this paragraph by, or through, the United States Fish and Wildlife Service shall be
directed and coordinated by the National Wetland Research Center.

(5) Marine simulation research. The program established under this subsection shall include research on the greater
use and application of geographic and vessel response simulation models, including the development of additional data
bases and updating of existing data bases using, among others, the resources of the National Maritime Research Center.
It shall include research and vessel simulations for--

(A) contingency plan evaluation and amendment;

(B) removal and strike team training;

(C) tank vessel personnel training; and

(D) those geographic areas where there is a significant likelihood of a major oil discharge.

(6) Demonstration projects. The United States Coast Guard, in conjunction with such agencies as the President may
designate, shall conduct 4 port oil pollution minimization demonstration projects, one each with (A) the Port Authority
of New York and New Jersey, (B) the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, California, (C) the Port of New Orleans,
Louisiana, and (D) ports on the Great Lakes, for the purpose of developing and demonstrating integrated port oil
pollution prevention and cleanup systems which utilize the information and implement the improved practices and
technologies developed from the research, development, and demonstration program established in this section. Such
systems shall utilize improved technologies and management practices for reducing the risk of oil discharges, including,
as appropriate, improved data access, computerized tracking of oil shipments, improved vessel tracking and navigation
systems, advanced technology to monitor pipeline and tank conditions, improved oil spill response capability, improved
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capability to predict the flow and effects of oil discharges in both the inner and outer harbor areas for the purposes of
making infrastructure decisions, and such other activities necessary to achieve the purposes of this section.

(7) Simulated environmental testing. Agencies represented on the Interagency Committee shall ensure the long-term
use and operation of the Oil and Hazardous Materials Simulated Environmental Test Tank (OHMSETT) Research
Center in New Jersey for oil pollution technology testing and evaluations.

(8) Regional research program.

(A) Consistent with the research plan in subsection (b), the Interagency Committee shall coordinate a program of
competitive grants to universities or other research institutions, or groups of universities or research institutions, for the
purposes of conducting a coordinated research program related to the regional aspects of oil pollution, such as
prevention, removal, mitigation, and the effects of discharged oil on regional environments. For the purposes of this
paragraph, a region means a Coast Guard district as set out in part 3 of title 33, Code of Federal Regulations (1989).

(B) The Interagency Committee shall coordinate the publication by the agencies represented on the Interagency
Committee of a solicitation for grants under this subsection. The application shall be in such form and contain such
information as may be required in the published solicitation. The applications shall be reviewed by the Interagency
Committee, which shall make recommendations to the appropriate granting agency represented on the Interagency
Committee for awarding the grant. The granting agency shall award the grants recommended by the Interagency
Committee unless the agency decides not to award the grant due to budgetary or other compelling considerations and
publishes its reasons for such a determination in the Federal Register. No grants may be made by any agency from any
funds authorized for this paragraph unless such grant award has first been recommended by the Interagency Committee.

(C) Any university or other research institution, or group of universities or research institutions, may apply for a
grant for the regional research program established by this paragraph. The applicant must be located in the region, or in
a State a part of which is in the region, for which the project is proposed as part of the regional research program. With
respect to a group application, the entity or entities which will carry out the substantial portion of the proposed research
must be located in the region, or in a State a part of which is in the region, for which the project is proposed as part of
the regional research program.

(D) The Interagency Committee shall make recommendations on grants in such a manner as to ensure an appropriate
balance within a region among the various aspects of oil pollution research, including prevention, removal, mitigation,
and the effects of discharged oil on regional environments. In addition, the Interagency Committee shall make
recommendations for grants based on the following criteria:

(i) There is available to the applicant for carrying out this paragraph demonstrated research resources.
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(ii) The applicant demonstrates the capability of making a significant contribution to regional research needs.

(iii) The projects which the applicant proposes to carry out under the grant are consistent with the research plan
under subsection (b)(1)(F) and would further the objectives of the research and development program established in this
section.

(E) Grants provided under this paragraph shall be for a period up to 3 years, subject to annual review by the granting
agency, and provide not more than 80 percent of the costs of the research activities carried out in connection with the
grant.

(F) No funds made available to carry out this subsection may be used for the acquisition of real property (including
buildings) or construction of any building.

(G) Nothing in this paragraph is intended to alter or abridge the authority under existing law of any Federal agency
to make grants, or enter into contracts or cooperative agreements, using funds other than those authorized in this Act for
the purposes of carrying out this paragraph.

(9) Funding. For each of the fiscal years 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, and 1995, $6,000,000 of amounts in the Fund shall
be available to carry out the regional research program in paragraph (8), such amounts to be available in equal amounts
for the regional research program in each region; except that if the agencies represented on the Interagency Committee
determine that regional research needs exist which cannot be addressed within such funding limits, such agencies may
use their authority under paragraph (10) to make additional grants to meet such needs. For the purposes of this
paragraph, the research program carried out by the Prince William Sound Oil Spill Recovery Institute established under
section 5001 [33 USCS § 2731], shall not be eligible to receive grants under this paragraph until the authorization for
funding under section 5006(b) [33 USCS § 2736(b)] expires.

(10) Grants. In carrying out the research and development program established under this subsection, the agencies
represented on the Interagency Committee may enter into contracts and cooperative agreements and make grants to
universities, research institutions, and other persons. Such contracts, cooperative agreements, and grants shall address
research and technology priorities set forth in the oil pollution research plan under subsection (b).

(11) In carrying out research under this section, the Department of Transportation shall continue to utilize the
resources of the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration of the Department of Transportation, to the
maximum extent practicable.
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(d) International cooperation. In accordance with the research plan submitted under subsection (b), the Interagency
Committee shall coordinate and cooperate with other nations and foreign research entities in conducting oil pollution
research, development, and demonstration activities, including controlled field tests of oil discharges.

(e) [Omitted]

(f) Funding. Not to exceed $22,000,000 of amounts in the Fund shall be available annually to carry out this section
except for subsection (c)(8). Of such sums--

(1) funds authorized to be appropriated to carry out the activities under subsection (c)(4) shall not exceed $5,000,000
for fiscal year 1991 or $3,500,000 for any subsequent fiscal year; and

(2) not less than $3,000,000 shall be available for carrying out the activities in subsection (c)(6) for fiscal years 1992,
1993, 1994, and 1995.
All activities authorized in this section, including subsection (c)(8), are subject to appropriations.

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title VII, § 7001, 104 Stat. 559; Nov. 8, 1990, P.L. 101-537, Title II, § 2002, 104
Stat. 2375; Nov. 29, 1990, P.L. 101-646, Title IV, § 4002, 104 Stat. 4788; Oct. 19, 1996, P.L. 104-324, Title XI, §§
1102(c)(2), 1108, 110 Stat. 3966, 3968; Oct. 26, 1996, P.L. 104-332, § 2(h)(1), (2), 110 Stat. 4091; Nov. 30, 2004, P.L.
108-426, § 2(c)(5), 118 Stat. 2424.)
(As amended July 11, 2006, P.L. 109-241, Title VI, § 605(a)(1), Title IX, § 902(l)(3), (4), 120 Stat. 555, 568.) §
2762. Submerged oil program

(a) Program.

(1) Establishment. The Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere, in conjunction with the
Commandant of the Coast Guard, shall establish a program to detect, monitor, and evaluate the environmental effects of
submerged oil in the Delaware River and Bay region. The program shall include the following elements:
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(A) The development of methods to remove, disperse, or otherwise diminish the persistence of submerged oil.

(B) The development of improved models and capacities for predicting the environmental fate, transport, and effects
of submerged oil.

(C) The development of techniques to detect and monitor submerged oil.

(2) Report. Not later than 3 years after the date of enactment of the Delaware River Protection Act of 2006 [enacted
July 11, 2006], the Secretary of Commerce shall submit to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation of
the Senate and the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure of the House of Representatives a report on the
activities carried out under this subsection and activities proposed to be carried out under this subsection.

(b) Demonstration project.

(1) Removal of submerged oil. The Commandant of the Coast Guard, in conjunction with the Under Secretary of
Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere, shall conduct a demonstration project for the purpose of developing and
demonstrating technologies and management practices to remove submerged oil from the Delaware River and other
navigable waters.

(2) Funding. There is authorized to be appropriated to the Commandant of the Coast Guard $2,000,000 for each of
fiscal years 2006 through 2010 to carry out this subsection.

Legislative History

(Aug. 18, 1990, P.L. 101-380, Title VII, § 7002, as added July 11, 2006, P.L. 109-241, Title VI, § 605(a)(2), 120
Stat. 555.)
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Environmental LawNatural Resources & Public LandsOil Pollution ActGeneral OverviewEnvironmental LawNatural
Resources & Public LandsOil Pollution ActDefensesEnvironmental LawNatural Resources & Public LandsOil
Pollution ActLiabilityEnvironmental LawNatural Resources & Public LandsOil Pollution ActOil Spill Liability Trust
Fund
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote *. Source: LEGI-SLATE.
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n.2 Co-Extensiveness of Act with Admiralty Jurisdiction; Applicability to Pleasure Craft. In Sisson v. Ruby, the
Supreme Court held that the district court had jurisdiction over a pleasure craft owner's limitation of liability petition by
virtue of the general maritime jurisdiction conferred upon the federal courts by 28 U.S.C. § 1331(1). Refusing to decide
whether the Limitation of Liability Act, 46 U.S.C. § 181 et seq., provides an independent basis of jurisdiction, the Court
reversed the Seventh Circuit decision in In re Sisson, 1989 A.M.C. 609 (7th Cir. 1989). In the proceedings below, the
Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals had found no admiralty jurisdiction existed where the underlying incident, a fire
aboard a pleasure yacht moored at a marina on navigable waters, was so far removed from traditional maritime activity.
The Supreme Court found this to be too narrow a reading of its decision in Foremost Ins. Co. v. Richardson, 457 U.S.
668, 1982 A.M.C. 2253 (1982). The potential hazard and disruption to maritime activity involved in this incident, was
very real, even if the "actual effects" were not. It is the "general features" and not the "particular facts" that are relevant
in this initial determination. Furthermore, the Court found that "[d]ocking a vessel at a marina on a navigable waterway
is a common, if not indispensible, maritime activity," and as such is "substantially related to traditional maritime
activity." The Court reversed and remanded the action for a hearing on the merits of the limitation action.
The Circuit Courts of Appeal have found that incidents involving pleasure craft are within the purview of the federal
courts' general maritime jurisdiction and the Limitation of Liability Act. See, e.g., In re Guglielmo, 897 F.2d 58, 1990
A.M.C. 1191 (2d Cir. 1990); In re Keys Jet Ski, Inc., 893 F.2d 1225, 1990 A.M.C. 609 (11th Cir. 1990); In re
Hechinger, 890 F.2d 202, 1990 A.M.C. 765 (9th Cir. 1989); In re Young, 872 F.2d 176, 1989 A.M.C. 1217 (6th Cir.
1989); Gibboney v. Wright, 517 F.2d 1054, 1975 A.M.C. 2071 (5th Cir. 1975); Feige v. Hurley, 89 F.2d 575, 1937
A.M.C. 913 (6th Cir. 1937); The Oneida, 282 Fed. 238 (2d Cir. 1922). See also cases collected at § 47, n.5 infra.
Although finding the Act applicable, these decisions have not been without criticism of the results, however; they have
found that the "exclusion from the term 'seagoing vessel' of 'pleasure yachts,' along with thirteen other varieties of
vessels for purposes of §§ 183(b)-(e), strongly suggests that Congress did not intend courts to invent fine distinctions
among vessels under § 183(a) based on presumed legislative intent." In re Guglielmo, supra at 1194. The results in the
district courts have been more varied. See id. n.3; In re Young, supra at 1217, n.2; and cases collected at § 47, ns.5-7
infra.
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n.6 In re LeBeouf Bros. Towing Co., 588 F. Supp. 130, 1985 A.M.C. 490 (E.D. La. 1984) (A Liberian tanker did not
qualify as an American vessel for limitation of liability purposes even though it had suffered a collision in American
waters and had been repaired by an American purchaser.).
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§ 12 Operation of the Statute and Rules of Court

Add to footnote 1 following "Black Diamond 5.5. Corp. v. Robert Stewart
See also In re Korea Shipping Corp., 919 F.2d 601, 1991 A.M.C. 499 (9th Cir. 1990) (Where the parties agreed that
United States substantive law (COGSA) applied, the district court properly rejected the foreign shipowner's assertion
that Korean limitation law, which fixed liability below the amount of actual claims, should be applied because the
limitation law of the foreign nation was such an integral part of the substantive law that it "attached" to it. It was
irrelevant that the shipowner, seeking an advantage in United States courts, would be forced to pay a higher amount
under the United States Limitation Act.).
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Add new footnote 0.1 at the end of the second sentence in the section.
n.0.1 See also Churchill v. F/V Fjord, 5 F.3d 374, 1994 A.M.C. 867 (9th Cir. 1993) ("The Limitations Act does not
authorize the court to use [a] bond to satisfy a judgment for injuries caused by third persons in cases where the vessel
owner is not adjudged to be liable." The court reasoned that this would effectively place strict liability on the vessel
owner.).
Add new footnote to end of the second sentence following footnote 4.
4.1 Empressa Lineas Maritimas Argentinas S.A. v. United States, 1979 A.M.C. 2607 (D. Md. 1979), aff'd, 730 F.2d
153, 1984 A.M.C. 1698 (4th Cir. 1984) (A Coast Guard captain's superiors did not exercise reasonable diligence to
investigate whether the captain's medical condition might affect his ability to perform as a commanding officer and,
therefore, the United States could not limit its liability under 46 U.S.C. § 183(a) when the captain's judgment errors
caused a collision with a freighter.).
5 Cf. Seven Resorts, Inc. v. Cantlen, 57 F.3d 771 (9th Cir. 1995) (The circuit court concluded that it lacked jurisdiction
over a boating accident that occurred in a lake. The court explained that the limitation of liability provisions are merely
a subset of admiralty, and that application of vessel owner liability limitation beyond navigable waters would be an
inordinate application. The court noted that the purpose of the Limitation of Liability Act, to make U.S. shipping more
competitive world-wide, would not be forwarded if the scope of the Act was expanded.).
Add new footnote after the word "jurisdiction" in the last paragraph on page 2
4.2 In re David Wright Charter Serv. of N.C., 925 F.2d 783, 1991 A.M.C. 2927 (4th Cir. 1991) (A complaint for
limitation of liability for damages resulting from a fire and explosion on a ship occurring five months after the ship was
placed on blocks for repairs in a shed 75 feet from water was dismissed for lack of admiralty jurisdiction.); In re Bird,
794 F. Supp. 575 (D.S.C. 1992) (The district court had admiralty jurisdiction over a limitation of liability action by the
owner of a pleasure boat where the only claim was by a passenger on the boat who was injured when pushed overboard
by another passenger. Even though the accident took place in a shallow tributary of a small river with little commercial
maritime activity, the loss of a passenger overboard has the potential of significantly disrupting maritime commerce,
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and there is a substantial relationship between the anchorage of the boat in the tributary and traditional maritime
activity.); In re Dickenson, 780 F. Supp. 974, 1992 A.M.C. 1660 (E.D.N.Y. 1992) (A petition for protection under the
Limitation of Liability Act was dismissed for lack of admiralty jurisdiction where the vessel fire being litigated
occurred approximately fifty feet from water while the vessel was in drydock.).
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n.1 In re Big Deal, Inc., 765 F. Supp. 277, 1992 A.M.C. 48 (D. Md. 1991) (Where the owner of a fishing vessel filed
its petition for limitation of liability more than six months after it had received sufficient information concerning the
alleged accident by the claimant, the proceeding was dismissed.); Jung Hyun Sook v. Great Pacific Shipping Co., 632
F.2d 100, 1981 A.M.C. 1232 (9th Cir. 1980) (A complaint filed against a shipowner in a Korean court was not a written
notice of claim sufficient to commence the running of the six-month statute of limitations of 46 U.S.C. § 185. The court
reasoned that the limitation of liability action provided for in § 185 was designed to permit the consolidation of all
actions into one action that could dispose of all claims and that it would make little sense to require a shipowner to file
under § 185 when the limitation action could neither limit the owner's liability nor halt the other proceeding. Since the
Korean suit would continue regardless of an injunction issued by a U.S. district court, the purpose of § 185 would be
frustrated if the filing in the Korean court were deemed sufficient written notice for § 185 purposes.).
Agent's Authority to Receive Notice. See generally Doxsee Sea Clam Co. v. Brown, 13 F.3d 550, 1994 A.M.C. 305 (2d
Cir. 1994) (An agent of a vessel owner has apparent authority to receive notice when the conduct of the owner leads a
claimant to believe that the agent has authorization to act on behalf of the owner. In this instance, the owner sought to
circumvent the six month time limitation by asserting that its marine claims adjuster was not acting on its behalf when it
received the claim. The court disagreed, noting that the' vessel owner was aware of the correspondence and inspection
by the adjuster.).
Sufficiency of Notice. See generally Doxsee Sea Clam Co. v. Brown, 13 F.3d 550, 1994 A.M.C. 305 (2d Cir. 1994) (A
letter sent by a claimant to a vessel owner notifying the owner of a claim is sufficient notice for the purposes of the Act.
The court refused to require any "exacting specificity" in such documents, but rather considered the "whole tenor" of the
letter. In this instance, the letter, which specified a claim against the vessel owner, retaining of an attorney, along with
an itemization of medical bills, clearly constituted notice.).
N.3 But see In re Morania Barge No. 190, Inc., 690 F.2d 32, 1982 A.M.C. 2679 (2d Cir. 1982) (Where a claimant
against a vessel in a state court proceeding who for over four-and-one-half years had been asserting damages that were
more than $100,000 less than the value of the vessel suddenly moved to amend the claim to $2,500,000, the six-month
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limitation period of § 185 of the Limitation Act did not commence running until the claimant brought his motion to
amend. The Second Circuit stated that "To hold otherwise would be to obligate a shipowner to go to the expense of
posting security and taking the other steps necessary to commence a limitation proceeding when the claimant's specific
representations demonstrate that such a proceeding will be wholly unnecessary."); Golnoy Barge Co. v. M/T Shinoussa,
841 F. Supp. 787, 1993 A.M.C. 2681 (S.D. Tex. 1993) (Under directive from the Court of Appeals, 980 F.2d 349, the
district court permitted late claims for certain claimants that do not speak or understand English. The court emphasized
the rules of equity which protect the rights of such disadvantaged parties.); In re Texaco, Inc., 1991 A.M.C. 2624 (E.D.
La. 1991) (Letters from an injured seaman's attorney to the shipowner did not constitute a written notice of claim which
would begin the six- month prescriptive period because they failed to blame the shipowner for the accident and, inform
the shipowner of the seaman's intention to seek damages.). See also In re Bayview Charter Boats, Inc., 692 F. Supp.
1480, 1989 A.M.C. 1289 (E.D.N.Y. 1988) (The district court held that where claimants bring a personal injury case in a
state court and the vessel owner's subsequently filed federal court limitation petition under 46 U.S.C. § 185 was
dismissed as untimely, the vessel owner lacks the procedural vehicle for bringing limitation issues before the federal
court. The "well-pleaded complaint rule," by which removal from state court to federal court is possible where the basis
of federal jurisdiction appears on the face of the complaint and not only as a defense, did not apply since request for
limitation appeared only in the owner's answer.).
N.6 In re Esta Later Charters, Inc. v. Ignacio, 875 F.2d 234, 1989 A.M.C. 1480 (9th Cir. 1989) (Faced with the issue of
whether the six-month limitation period for filing a petition runs only once, immediately after the first claim, or whether
a new six-month period begins to run after every new claim is presented to the shipowner filing a petition for limitation
of liability under 46 U.S.C. § 185 where more than one claim arises from the same incident, the Ninth Circuit held that
the six-month deadline begins to run when the shipowner receives the first notice of claim. Since the limitation petition
brings all pending claims into district court, regardless of how far along they may be in litigation, adoption of the
contrary position allowing the limitation petitioner to bring a proceeding after every claim would open the door to
abuses (e.g., if second claim is filed while first claim is at trial, shipowner could have matter removed to district court,
by institution of limitation proceeding; injustice to claimants resulting from lack of sufficient funds to compensate for
damages suffered) that the Limitation of Liability Act was meant to cure.). But cf. Van Le v. Five Fathoms, Inc., 792 F.
Supp. 372, 1992 A.M.C. 2563 (D.N.J. 1992) (The six-month limitations period for a shipowner to file a petition for
limitation of liability only begins to run when there is a reasonable possibility that the value of the claims will exceed
the value of the ship and its pending freight. Therefore, in the instant case, the limitations period began to run upon
notice of a claim by an injured crew member for $500,000 for negligence, $500,000 for unseaworthiness, $100,000 for
maintenance and cure, and $100,000 in punitive damages, where the value of the vessel and her pending freight came to
$566,989. Although the damages claimed may have been exaggerated, the shipowner should use the six-month period
to investigate the claims in order to decide whether to file the petition in a timely manner.).
N.7 See In re Oceanic Fleet, Inc., 807 F. Supp. 1261 (E.D. La. 1992) (Four letters exchanged between counsel were
sufficient to provide the owners of a vessel with written notice of a claim by an injured seaman, triggering the
six-month filing period. One letter from the seaman's attorney requested the seaman's statement, accident reports, and
medical records; two letters referred to settlement negotiations and the possibility of a lawsuit; and a letter from the
vessel owners' counsel mentioned a deposition by the seaman. Since the six-month filing period had already expired, the
vessel owners' petition for exoneration from damages or limitation of liability was dismissed.); In re Okeanos Ocean
Research Found., 704 F. Supp. 412, 1989 A.M.C. 1677 (S.D.N.Y. 1989) (Limitation petition of an excursion ship owner
was not dismissed where it was filed more than six months after the shipowner's receipt of a letter from claimants'
attorney. The letter did not constitute a written notice of claim within the meaning of 46 U.S.C. § 185 where it was void
of any details of the incident in question, stated only that the claimant received "injuries," failed to mention the cause,
type, or severity of the injuries and did not state the claimants' intention to seek damages. The court noted that it was not
reasonable to require an owner to file security for the full value of the ship or surrender the ship to a trustee under these
circumstances. "A rule requiring a claimant to state his intention clearly in order to start the running of the statutory
time limit will deter claimants from sending a vague letter in the hope that the vessel owner will fail to file a timely
petition."); In re Bayview Charter Boats, Inc., 692 F. Supp. 1480, 1989 A.M.C. 1289 (E.D.N.Y. 1988) (A vessel
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owner's petition to limit its potential liability under 46 U.S.C. § 185 in connection with an incident in which claimant
asserted negligence in relation to a swimming accident was dismissed as untimely where petition was not filed within
six months of the receipt of a claim letter written by the swimmer's attorney which informed the owner of the incident at
issue and the possibility of its liability. Such a letter constituted written notice of claim within the meaning of § 185. "A
writing may constitute sufficient notice of claim even if it is couched in tentative terms, referring only to the 'possibility'
of legal action." Furthermore, the owner's contention that a letter cannot constitute a valid notice of claim if it is written
at a time when a factual investigation of the incident is ongoing, was misplaced.).
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N.1 See also Buie v. Naviera Chilena del Pacifico S.A., 823 F.2d 546, 1988 A.M.C. 565 (4th Cir. 1987) (Where the
owner of a vessel which collided obtained a court- ordered limitation on liability requiring all suits to be filed within a
two month period, plaintiff's claim is time-barred when filed three years after the collision, affirming the district court's
final judgment that persons who had not filed their claims timely were restrained and barred from doing so. Plaintiff's
motion pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 60(b)(6), to modify default order and allow him to pursue independent claim
denied.).
N.4 In re Campania Gijonesa de Navegacion, S.A., 590 F. Supp. 241, 1985 A.M.C. 1469 (S.D.N.Y. 1984) (United
States Limitation of Liability Act is a procedural rule which mandates that a shipowner must maintain a $1,800,000
liability fund if he chooses an American forum. This rule governs even though plaintiff is a Spanish shipowner and
Spain's law does not authorize the creation of such a fund.).
N.9 See also In re K.S. Line Corp., 596 F. Supp. 1268, 1985 A.M.C. 722 (D. Alaska 1984) (In order to decide which
law will govern the size of the limitation fund in a case involving the collision of two Korean ships, the court must look
to see if the foreign limitation law is part of the foreign country's substantive law. Then, if foreign substantive law
would otherwise apply, the foreign limitation on liability, being part of that law, would apply as well. The test for
whether a limitation is procedural should be determined by seeing if it specifically "attaches to the right." In addition,
both ships were Korean and would expect to be governed by Korean law and Korea has a significant interest in seeing
the Korean limitation law applied to its ships.).
In the context of an American vessel owner's action in federal district court to limit its liability arising out of its
steamship's collision with a bridge lying wholly within the Canadian territorial border, the court accepted the district
court's decision that the limitation of liability provisions of the Canadian Shipping Act are procedural and not
substantive. Consequently, 46 U.S.C. § 183, and not the Canadian statute, determines the maximum limit of the
limitation fund created in the action. Bethlehem Steel Corp. v. Marriott Corp., 631 F.2d 441, 1980 A.M.C. 2122 (6th
Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 450 U.S. 921 (1981).
Add new text to end of section.
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In the case of Ta Chi Navigation Corp., S.A., n14 the District Court for the Southern District of New York refused to
follow the rationale of the Yarmouth Castle that the limitation amount specified by foreign law should automatically
apply where the foreign law is deemed to be substantive rather than procedural. The Ta Chi court adopted the position
that foreign substantive law could only affect the security to be posted under the United States Limitation of Liability
Act where the foreign law sets lower limits than the American law. Where higher limits of liability are set by such
foreign law then the United States statute controls. The court felt that any reexamination of The Titanic, as suggested by
the Yarmouth Castle, was "a legislative, rather than a judicial prerogative."
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 14. Carolina Floral Import, Inc. v. M.V. Eurypylus, 416 F. Supp. 371, 1976 A.M.C. 1895 (S.D.N.Y.
1976).
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§ 21 Various Liabilities Subject to Limitation Damage to Property, Goods or Merchandise Collision-Collision With
a Wreck-Loss of a Tow-Loss by Act of War-Bottomry Obligations- Salvage-Fire on Board, or on Land-Personal Injury
and Death-Damage on Land.
§ 22 Liabilities Imposed by Other Statutes, Against Which the Shipowner May Limit-Wrongful Death
Statutes-Jones Act-Employers' Liability Act-Interstate Commerce Act- Workmen's Compensation Act-State Canal and
Harbor Laws-Safety Laws.
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§ 21 Various Liabilities Subject to Limitation Damage to Property, Goods or Merchandise Collision-Collision
With a Wreck-Loss of a Tow-Loss by Act of War-Bottomry Obligations- Salvage-Fire on Board, or on
Land-Personal Injury and Death-Damage on Land.

N.12 Westinghouse Elec. Corp. v. M/V Leslie Lykes, 734 F.2d 199 (5th Cir. 1984), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 1077 (1984)
(The lower courts failed to consider the design or neglect of the shipowner when it denied exoneration from liability
after finding that a shipboard fire was attributable to the vessel's management level.).
Add new footnote at the end of the first sentence following the heading "Damage to a Structure on
Land."
23.1 See In re Hercules Carriers, Inc., 720 F.2d 1201, 1984 A.M.C. 2962 (11th Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 835
(1984) (If a vessel strikes a bridge and portions of the collapsed bridge block the passage of other vessels to and from
the port, the owners of the delayed vessels may not recover for the costs incurred in maintaining those vessels and their
crews during the delay.)
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§ 22 Liabilities Imposed by Other Statutes, Against Which the Shipowner May Limit-Wrongful Death
Statutes-Jones Act-Employers' Liability Act-Interstate Commerce Act- Workmen's Compensation Act-State
Canal and Harbor Laws-Safety Laws.

Wrongful Death Statutes.
Add new footnote at the end of the sentence following footnote 13.
13.1 Hurlen Constr. Co. Limitation Proceedings, 551 F. Supp. 854, 1983 A.M.C. 1136 (W.D. Wash. 1982) (Plaintiff's
summary judgment motion to quash defendant's petition for exoneration from or limitation of liability for claims arising
out of personal injury and death aboard defendant's barge was granted where defendant, in electing to file pursuant to 46
U.S.C. § 185 (1976), failed to file within the Act's six-month statute of limitations.).
Add new note 19.1 at the end of the sentence following note 19.
19.1 Kattelman v. Otis Engineering Corp., 701 F. Supp. 560, 1990 A.M.C. 578 (E.D. La. 1988) (In this limitation
proceeding, the district court remanded a Jones Act claim to state court despite defendant's contention that plaintiff's
decedent was not a Jones Act seaman. Mere assertion that the decedent was not a Jones Act seaman cannot overcome a
motion to remand where the complaint states a claim under the Jones Act. Defendant failed to meet its burden of
showing "that the allegation of Jones Act status is so baseless, colorable and false so as to constitute a fraudulent
attempt to evade removal to federal court." Defendant's only proof was that the decedent was a wireline worker and it
conceded that it possessed no independent facts to support its contention. The reliance on decedent's status as a wireline
worker to conclude that he was not a Jones Act seaman as a matter of law was misplaced where the Fifth Circuit has
never adopted such a per se rule. Defendant's request for preliminary discovery regarding the decedent's status prior to
ruling on the remand motion was similarly rejected. A "pre-trial" of substantive factual issues in order to determine the
existence of subject matter jurisdiction on removal was inappropriate.).
21 But see In re Bayview Charter Boats, Inc., 692 F. Supp. 1480, 1989 A.M.C. 1289 (E.D.N.Y. 1988) (The district
court held that where claimants bring a personal injury case in a state court and the vessel owner's subsequently filed
federal court limitation petition under 46 U.S.C. § 185 was dismissed as untimely, the vessel owner lacks the procedural
vehicle for bringing limitation issues before the federal court. The "well-pleaded complaint rule," by which removal
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from state Court to federal court is possible where the basis of federal jurisdiction appears on the face of the complaint
and not only as a defense, did not apply since request for limitation appeared only in the owner's answer.).
N.28 Alamia v. Chevron Transp. Corp., 660 F. Supp. 1123, 1988 A.M.C. 1856 (S.D. Miss. 1987) (In an action for
damages where a tanker proceeding at full speed in a narrow channel without a proper lookout violated the Inland Rules
and her duty to use due care, the tanker was held liable for the resulting wake damage to a shrimp boat. In a wake
damage case a vessel causing injury to others by her swell must be held responsible for any failure to appreciate the
reasonable effect of her own speed and motion under the circumstances where the injury occurred. Smaller craft have
the right to assume larger craft aware of their presence will observe reasonable precautions and have no duty to warn of
the danger. Once a statutory violation is established the burden shifts to the offending vessel to show that it could not
have been the cause of the mishap.). See also Chotin Transp., Inc. v. United States, 819 F.2d 1342, 1988 A.M.C. 2375
(6th Cir. 1987), cert. denied, 484 U.S. 963, 1988 A.M.C. 2398 (1987) (In an action where a tug operator and a
lockmaster were each determined to be 50% liable for damages to a barge from its contact with the lift gate of the lock
operated by the United States government, the court held that the tug was strictly liable to the United States for damages
to the gate under the Rivers and Harbors Act, secs. 408 and 412. Maritime comparative negligence principles do not
apply. The court interpreted the Act to impose strict liability on private parties who violate this Act. The dissent argued
that even though private parties are strictly liable for damage caused by them under the Act, comparative fault should be
applied where the government's own negligence contributes to its injury. The private party would remain strictly liable
for its own actions; the award of damages would be decreased in proportion to the government's contribution to its
injury. The dissent noted that the majority's interpretation of the Act would make a private party liable for 100% of the
damages even if the government is 100% at fault.); United States v. Republic Marine, 829 F.2d 1399, 1988 A.M.C.
2507 (7th Cir. 1987) (The court held that if a barge appears generally in an answer to a cross claim and fails to
challenge the court's jurisdiction until after the trial, the barge's action will constitute a waiver of the jurisdiction claim.
The court also determined that although the Rivers and Harbors Act imposes strict liability on a vessel which damages a
governmental navigational structure, if the government is at fault, the other vessel will not be held liable. If the
government's actions are deemed to be the sole factor of the damage, the defendant is not liable.).
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N.3 Singapore Navigation Co., S.A. v. Mego Corp., 540 F.2d 39, 1976 A.M.C. 1512 (2d Cir. 1976). See also Yutana
Barge Lines v. Northland Servs. Inc., 574 F. Supp. 1003, 1985 A.M.C. 1499 (W.D. Wash. 1983) (Since defendant tower
knew that it was far more dangerous to tow barges in tandem rather than separately, his decision to tow without the
cargo owner's knowledge or consent was an unreasonable deviation which forfeited the statute of limitations, freight
unit limitations and the peril of the sea defense.).
N.5 In re Ocean Foods Boat Co., 692 F. Supp. 1253, 1989 A.M.C. 579 (D. Ore. 1988) (In an action involving a
collision between a fishing boat and a cargo ship in a crossing situation which resulted in the sinking of the fishing boat
and the death of a crewmember, the court denied the fishing boat owner's petition for limited liability under the
Limitation of Shipowners' Liability Act. The court found that the shipowner is liable for the hiring of an incompetent
crewmember whose lack of knowledge of navigational rules was a proximate cause of the accident. The court held that
the owner can be charged with privity when he failed to question the crew's competence, even though he could not
control the vessel at sea. The shipowner cannot escape liability by delegating the hiring and training of the crew to the
Master, without any guidelines, even though such a delegation is an industry custom. Rather, the owner had a duty to
use reasonable care in providing a competent crew. The court apportioned fault between the fishing boat and the cargo
ship as 65% and 35% respectively. In a maritime collision, the apportionment of liability is based on the relative
culpability of each party's actions. The court found evidence that violations of navigational regulations by both parties
caused the accident. The fishing boat did not have a proper lookout, failed to keep clear of the cargo ship, and failed to
take action to avoid the collision. The cargo ship did not adequately use its radar system, failed to observe the fishing
vessel's lights, and did not attempt to avoid the collision. Each vessel was unsuccessful in proving that its conduct was
not a proximate cause of the accident, thereby failing to meet the standard set by the Pennsylvania Rule. The fishing
boat owner can recover damages for the loss of its vessel, reduced by the percentage of its comparative fault.); In re
Falkiner, 1989 A.M.C. 796 (E.D. Va. 1988) (The court held that if liability would arise to any of the claimants, the
plaintiff shipowners cannot limit the liability under the Limitation of Liability Act, because the liability would accrue
from the negligence of the yacht owner, and any negligence would be within his privity or knowledge. However, the
cannoneer claimant and their lady guest were not within the jurisdiction of the Jones Act since the yacht owner did not
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select or exercise operational control over them. Therefore, the plaintiffs did not owe the claimants a warranty of the
ship's seaworthiness.).
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Add "Pollution Statutes" at end of the title to 32.
Section quoted: Hines, Inc. v. United States, 551 F.2d 717 (6th Cir. 1977) (An action brought by the United States for
damages and penalties pursuant to the Rivers and Harbors Act, 33 U.S.C. § 401 et seq., is not subject to limitation.).
N.8 Nunley v. M/V Dauntless Coloctronis, 661 F. Supp. 1096, 1988 A.M.C. 1445 (E.D. La. 1987), aff'd, 863 F.2d 1190
(1989) (The petition of the owner of a sunken wreck for exoneration from liability is granted. Although the sunken
wreck was unmarked and caused damage to a tanker and its cargo, the court found that the owner was nonnegligent.
The owner's barge had broken away from a barge fleet three years prior to this action by a vis major flooding condition
for which the owner was not responsible. Since the owner had subsequently made a diligent search for the barge wreck,
this good faith effort served to satisfy the owner's duty to mark the wreck. Finally, because the wreck had not been
retrieved within 30 days after sinking, the court determined that the wreck had been effectively abandoned by the owner
and that marking and removal had become the responsibility of the United States.).
N.9 United States v. Arrow Transp. Co., 658 F.2d 392, 1982 A.M.C. 1570 (11th Cir. 1981), cert. denied, 456 U.S. 915
(1982) (The government's suit to recover the cost of removing two barges from the river in which they sank was not
subject to the defense of laches in an action instituted under the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 some 28 years after the
accidental sinking, since the government, in its sovereign capacity, was suing to enforce a public right.); United States
v. Ohio Valley Co., 510 F.2d 1184, 1975 A.M.C. 1477 (7th Cir. 1975); United States v. City of Redwood City, 640 F.2d
963, 1981 A.M.C. 1519 (9th Cir. 1981) (An allegedly unseaworthy barge that was tied to a wharf sank, causing the
obstruction of navigable waters and oil pollution. Alleging negligence for failure to prevent the sinking, the United
States sued the city-wharfinger and a patrol service that was under contract to the city to provide port surveillance for
the costs of removing the wreck under the Wreck Removal Act, 33 U.S.C. §§ 40114 (1976). The district court dismissed
the complaint on the ground that a nonowner may be sued under the Wreck Act only where the alleged failure is one of
"active" negligence. The Ninth Circuit reversed, holding the Wreck Act intended a broad protection of the United States
and that "creating a distinction between negligence by action or omission is without logical foundation."). See also
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United States v. Blaha, 889 F.2d 422, 1990 A.M.C. 2705 (2nd Cir. 1989) (Where the United States sued for expenses
incurred in its removal of a barge obstructing the Niagara River under the Wreck Act, 33 U.S.C. §§ 409-415, the district
court properly denied defendant's motion to limit his liability. The defendant obtained title to the submerged barge
shortly after the Coast Guard had declared it a hazard to navigation and notified the Coast Guard of the change in title
ownership, requesting time in which to submit a plan for its salvage and removal. The day before the defendant was to
submit a plan, he notified the Coast Guard that he was abandoning the vessel. Although it is unclear whether the
Limitation Act is available to protect owners in some Wreck Act cases, it would not be available in this case where the
intent of the Limitation Act is to protect investors by limiting their liability with respect to "future mischief" and not
those successors-in-interest "who invest in mischief completed." Therefore, defendant, who purchased the barge for
$1.00, may be liable in part for $5.5 million in removal expenses incurred by the government.).
N.13 In re Slobodna Plovidba, 1988 A.M.C. 2307 (W.D. Mich. 1988) (The district court determined that "the sole
proximate cause" of a collision on Lake Michigan "was the last minute, unexpected starboard turn" of a fishing boat into
the port bow of a cargo vessel. The fishing boat's crew were held liable for engaging in willful, wanton misconduct
resulting in the collision when they put the boat on automatic pilot, headed into well-established shipping lanes
trafficked by ocean-going freighters and fishing boats, went below deck to clean fish in a windowless area and failed to
post a lookout above. Cargo vessel was not held liable for failure to use radar pursuant to Inland Rule 7 since such
failure did not contribute to the collision which occurred on a clear, calm morning with 20 mile visibility. Further, cargo
vessel's long whistle blast, though not in keeping with the requirement of Rule 34 of "one short blast" to signal
overtaking on the starboard, was not the cause of the accident.).
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N.15 Signal Oil & Gas Co. v. Barge W- 701, 654 F.2d 1164, 1982 A.M.C. 2603 (5th Cir. 1981), cert. denied, 455 U.S.
944, 1982 A.M.C. 2110 (1982) (The Fifth Circuit held that an alleged warranty of effectual insurance between a barge
owner and its contractor did not prohibit the owner from limiting its liability under the "personal contracts" exception to
the Limitation Act. The court could find no evidence of such a warranty in the record and, even if it had, an assertion of
the right to limit liability would not amount to a breach. The court pointed out that the parties "could have agreed to a
waiver of [the owner's] rights under the limitation statute by executing an indemnity agreement.").
N.16 Signal Oil & Gas Co. v. Barge W701, 654 F.2d 1164, 1982 A.M.C. 2603 (5th Cir. 1981), cert. denied, 455 U.S.
944, 1982 A.M.C. 2110 (1982) (Where a barge owner furnished a capable, experienced superintendent, it did not breach
any warranties of workmanlike performance or seaworthiness to its contractor so as to be denied limitation of liability
under the "personal contract" exception to the Limitation Act. Although the superintendent committed a single,
negligent act in allowing the barge to rupture an oil pipeline, the owner's liability for the rupture was strictly vicarious.
It committed no affirmative negligence in hiring a superintendent who had established an extensive record of competent
performance.).
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§ 41 Privity or Knowledge-General Considerations-Individual Shipowners.
§ 42 Privity or Knowledge Corporate Shipowners.
§ 43 Who Is an Owner.
§ 44 Who Is a Charterer-Owner Pro Hac Vice.
§ 46 Effect of Direct Action Statutes.
§ 47 What Is a Vessel--What Is a "Seagoing" Vessel.
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§ 41 Privity or Knowledge-General Considerations-Individual Shipowners.

N.1 Agrico Chem. Co. v. SS Atl. Forest, 459 F. Supp. 638, 1979 A.M.C. 801 (S.D. La. 1978), aff'd, 620 F.2d 487 (5th
Cir. 1980) (Plaintiff sought recovery for cargo damage and shortage resulting from a collision between a moored Lash
Barge and a three Lash Barge tow. The court ruled, as a matter of law, that the carrier failed to establish that the conduct
causing the damage was exempt under the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act. The error in navigation exception was
inapplicable, since it was not committed by a vessel laden with cargo. Likewise, the carrier could not use the "Q Clause"
exemption because the towing company was considered the carrier's agent. However, the court did allow the carrier to
limit its liability. The carrier had no knowledge or privity of the navigational error committed by the towing company.
Furthermore, the court refused to label single skin Lash Barges unseaworthy as a matter of law, and deemed this vessel
reasonably fit.).
N.3 In re Brasea, Inc., 583 F.2d 736, 1980 A.M.C. 515 (5th Cir. 1978) ("In ascertaining whether a shipowner is entitled
to limitation, the Court must first determine which act or acts of negligence or conditions of unseaworthiness caused the
injury. The Court then determines whether the shipowner had knowledge or privity of these specific acts or conditions.
Farrell Lines, Inc. v. Jones, 530 F.2d 7 (5th Cir. 1976). It is equally as well settled that in the limitation proceeding
below the initial burden of proving negligence or unseaworthiness rested with the injured seaman. Id. at 10.").
N.8 In re Guglielmo, 897 F.2d 58, 1990 A.M.C. 1191 (2d Cir. 1990) (Summary judgment would be denied on the
limitation petition where petitioner was in another state at the time the collision between his pleasure craft and another
occurred since there was some evidence that he had knowledge that his son who was operating the vessel at the time of
the collision was not a competent operator. The court held that the determination of competency is fact specific and the
"trier of fact may distinguish between owners who entrust their vessels to professional operators and those who entrust
them to non- professionals. The former may rely on business reputations and professional routines as evidence of
competence. The latter, however, have much less assurance ...Whether the evidence available to a boat owner is
sufficient to support a reasonable belief in the operator's competence is up to the trier of fact to determine in light of all
the circumstances." In this instance, the owner's belief in his 21 year old son's competence to operate the boat was based
on the son having taken a "young boatman" course some years before, his having instructed the son in how to turn on
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the engine, and the fact that the son had much more "experience" in operating power boats and no prior accidents. The
court found the father may not have possessed sufficient knowledge to evaluate his son's competence such that he could
form a reasonable belief with respect to his competence.); Gibboney v. Wright, 517 F.2d 1054, 1975 A.M.C. 2071 (5th
Cir. 1975) ("What is meant by privity or knowledge is not easy to pin down. Older cases state that the Limitation Act
imposes upon shipowners a lower standard than the duty to exercise due diligence of the Harter Act, 46 U.S.C. § 191,
and the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act, 46 U.S.C. § 1303 ... . More recent cases, however, have indicated a substantial
similarity in the two standards... . In any event it seems clear that privity or knowledge must turn on the facts of the
individual case."); In re Cirigliano, 708 F. Supp. 101, 1989 A.M.C. 999 (D.N.J. 1989) (Following an accident in which
a powerboat allegedly ran over two water skiers, the owner of the powerboat sought exoneration from or limitation of
liability. The Limitation of Liability Act, 46 U.S.C. § 183, does not preclude a shipowner from petitioning for
exoneration when that shipowner is also the operator of the vessel at the time of an incident. Despite the heavy burden
on a shipowner with regard to privity or knowledge of negligence, the court was reluctant at an early trial stage to
determine that the shipowner had privity or knowledge of the impending accident without a greater factual showing.
Claimant's motion for summary judgment was therefore denied.); In re Oswego Barge Corp., 439 F. Supp. 312, 1978
A.M.C. 392 (N.D.N.Y. 1977) (Citing 3 Benedict on Admiralty § 41.); In re Ingoglia, 723 F. Supp. 512, 1990 A.M.C.
357 (C.D. Cal. 1989) (Where the owner of a 19 foot power boat was operating it when a guest passenger was injured,
there is no genuine issue of fact 'regarding his privity and knowledge, and the passenger's motion for summary
judgment in the limitation proceedings was granted.).
N.13 Text quoted: S.S. African Neptune (Complaint of Farrell Lines), 530 F.2d 7, 1976 A.M.C. 1641(5th Cir. 1976)
("The determination of whether a shipowner is entitled to limitation employs a two-step process. First, the court must
determine what acts of negligence or conditions of unseaworthiness caused the accident. Second, the court must
determine whether the shipowner had knowledge or privity of those same acts of negligence or conditions of
unseaworthiness. Knowledge or privity of any fact or act causing the accident is not enough for denial of limitation; it is
only knowledge or privity of negligent acts or unseaworthy conditions which trigger a denial of limitation."). But see
Brister v. A.W.I., Inc., 946 F.2d 350 (5th Cir. 1991) (In a bifurcated trial, where the jury found no negligence on the
part of a vessel owner, it was improper for the district court to hold that it was collaterally estopped from considering
whether the vessel owner had knowledge or privity of an unseaworthy condition that resulted in a seaman being injured.
The issues of negligence under the Jones Act and privity or knowledge of a dangerous condition which causes an injury
under the Limitation Act are not identical.).
N.17 Deep Sea Limitation Proceedings, 465 F. Supp 1003, 1979 A.M.C. 1910 (W.D. Wash. 1979) (Exoneration from
or limitation of liability was denied where the unseaworthiness which contributed to the loss of a fishing vessel was
within the knowledge and privity of the managing agent and therefore attributed to the vessel owner.).
N.22 Tittle v. Aldacosta (M.V. Adios), 544 F.2d 752, 1978 A.M.C. 112 (5th Cir. 1977) (The owner-captain of a fishing
boat, who personally commanded the operation of the boat, was charged with the knowledge of his crew's negligence
and was not entitled to limitation of liability where no protective device had been placed on the transom of the boat and
a disembarking passenger fell and was injured.).
N.28 See also Joyce v. Joyce, 975 F.2d 379, 1993 A.M.C. 312 (7th Cir. 1992) (A complaint for limitation of liability
was properly dismissed for lack of subject matter jurisdiction where it was alleged that the owner of a pleasure boat had
negligently entrusted the boat to an individual without inquiring as to that person's skill and experience. If the owner
knew or had reason to know that the operator should not have been entrusted with the boat, the owner's knowledge
would make him ineligible for limited liability. On the other hand, if there is no possibility of liability for negligent
entrustment, the owner has no need for the protection afforded by a limitation proceeding.).
N.31 Gibboney v. Wright, 517 F.2d 1054, 1975 A.M.C. 2071 (5th Cir. 1975); In re Sheen, 1989 A.M.C. 1345 (S.D.
Fla. 1989) (The district court held that where the owner of a pleasure yacht who had made the vessel available for
charter through an agent and was absent from the vessel at the time of collision may limit his liability under 46 U.S.C. §
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185. No privity existed between the owner and the crew's negligence where the owner arranged for reasonably
competent inspection procedures, provided suitable general instructions and hired a well-respected managing agent. The
owner was not negligent in delegating his "plenary powers" to the managing agent where the latter hired a highly
experienced captain.).
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Add new footnote 0.1 at the end of the phrase "ministerial agents or employees" on page 5-14.
N.0.1 Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Co. v. Chicago, 3 F.3d 225, 1993 A.M.C. 2409 (7th Cir. 1993) (The circuit court
precluded dismissal of claims under the Limitations Act pending determination of the status of the employees of the
corporation owner. The court restated the importance of determining whether the employees' tasks involved in the
construction of a defective underwater tunnel were managerial or ministerial. The court noted that the district court's
dismissal was hasty, considering the record was silent as to which corporate employees performed which tasks.).
N.1 Pennzoil Producing Co. v. Offshore Express, Inc., 943 F.2d 1465, 1994 A.M.C. 1034 (5th Cir. 1991) (A corporate
shipowner was properly denied protection under the Limitation Act where its general manager was aware of previous
accidents involving its vessels under foggy conditions, establishing knowledge on the part of the corporation as to the
cause of an accident which resulted from the negligence of one of its captains in navigating on a foggy night.); In re
Complaint of DFDS Seaways (Bahamas) Ltd., 1989 A.M.C. 935 (S.D.N.Y. 1988) (Petitioners were permitted to limit
liability with regard to claims arising out of a fatal fire on their cruise ship because their officers and managing agents
had no knowledge or privity of the conditions that caused the death of the claimant's decedent and because the vessel
was seaworthy at the time of the incident. The primary cause of the fire was the failure to properly tighten a plug on the
lubricating oil line. The situation was exacerbated by the propping open of two doors which accelerated the spread of
the fire. However, neither these events nor the inadequacy of the crew's response were within the knowledge or privity
of the owner or managers. No evidence of wanton or willful disregard of passenger safety was offered and there was
evidence that there had been adequate conduct of drills and that the vessel had an emergency plan.).
N.2 Cupit v. McClanahan Contractors, Inc., 1 F.3d 346, 1994 A.M.C. 784 (5th Cir. 1993) (The circuit court found clear
error in the lower court's finding that the corporations toolpusher was a managing agent of the corporation. The plaintiff
derrickman was injured when a fill-up line exploded. The plaintiff's supervisor, while delegated significant authority,
was not considered a "managing agent of the corporation" thus failing to establish privity. The court explained that his
authority did not extend to the basic business decisions made by the supervisors and executives of the company.); Furka
v. Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Co., 1984 A.M.C. 349 (D. Md. 1983), rev'd on other grounds, 755 F.2d 1085, cert.
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denied, 474 U.S. 846 (1985) (In a wrongful death action that was based on theories of negligence and unseaworthiness,
the affirmative defense of limitation of liability was denied after the court found that defendant's managerial and
supervisory personnel failed to heed weather forecasts and failed to establish appropriate safety procedures, creating a
situation in which such negligence occurred with defendant's knowledge and privity. Although these issues are
ordinarily for the jury and were not raised until a verdict had been entered in plaintiff's favor, the court found that it
must consider the affirmative defense on appeal in order to determine the theory under which defendant's knowledge or
privity contributed to the death of plaintiff's decedent.).
Officers. In re G & G Shipping Co., 767 F. Supp. 398 (D.P.R. 1991) (The corporate owner of a vessel involved in a
collision was not entitled to limitation of liability where it did not overcome its burden of proving a lack of privity or
knowledge on the part of its managing officers, as the captain of the vessel was both the president of the owner
corporation and its principal shareholder.).
N.3 See In re Amoco Cadiz, 954 F.2d 1279, 1992 A.M.C. 913 (7th Cir. 1992) (Where an oil tanker ran aground, an oil
company subsidiary which was the registered owner of the tanker did not meet its burden of proving its lack of privity
or knowledge of the negligence which caused the grounding. Although employees of another subsidiary of the parent
company which acted as the registered owner's agent had the direct responsibility for the negligent maintenance of the
tanker and the failure to train the crew properly, their knowledge of these problems was attributable to the registered
owner.).
N.4 But see In re Potomac Transp., Inc., 909 F.2d 42, 1991 A.M.C. 190 (2d Cir. 1990) (The failure of a ship's master to
exercise diligence in selecting, training, or supervising crew members whose navigational faults contribute to an
accident is a proper ground to deny limitation of liability in the case of a corporate shipowner. The vessel's master had
failed to observe or stand watch with a third mate despite the fact that the voyage was the latter's first as a licensed third
mate.); Continental Oil Co. v. Bonanza Corp., 706 F.2d 1365, 1983 A.M.C. 2059 (5th Cir. 1983) (A time charter of a
vessel probably terminated when the vessel sank beneath the offshore drilling rig to which it had been assigned to do
standby duty. Citing 2B Benedict on Admiralty § 9. Since the time charterer was not under immediate legal obligation
to remove the wreck, according to the terms of its offshore lease or pursuant to direct governmental order, it could
neither recover the costs of removal under the P&I policy nor recover as the owner of the vessel under the policy's fixed
or movable object coverage. The master's actions, however, bore the stamp of corporate authority and deprived the
shipowners of the right to limit their liability for navigational errors in the time charterer's action against the shipowner
to recover the costs incurred in removing the wreck. Citing 3 Benedict on Admiralty § 42.).
N.5 See generally In re Marine Navigation Sulphur Carriers, Inc., 610 F.2d 812, 1980 A.M.C. 1002 (4th Cir. 1979),
aff'g, 1980 A.M.C. 983 (E.D. Va. 1978) (The Fourth Circuit affirmed the district court's denial of exoneration and
concluded that the limitation of liability prescribed in 46 U.S.C. § 183(a) was inapplicable, where the collision between
a vessel and a bridge was caused by the unseaworthiness of the vessel and the negligence of its owners and operators,
and the unseaworthiness and negligence were within the privity and knowledge of the bareboat charterer, owner, and
operator); In re Thebes Shipping Inc., 486 F. Supp. 436, 1980 A.M.C. 1686 (S.D.N.Y. 1980) (Exoneration from or
limitation of liability was denied to the owner of a tanker which ran aground off Nantucket, where the court held that
errors in navigation. unseaworthiness, and mismanagement and neglect were concurrent causes of the stranding. The
court found that the vessel was unseaworthy with respect to defective navigational devices, including the compasses, the
gyro repeater, the radio direction finder, and charts, and that the vessel owner, with knowledge of the defects, had failed
to correct them.); Bankers Trust Co. v. Villanova Compania Naviera, S.A., 651 F.2d 160, 1981 A.M.C. 1497 (3d Cir.
1981), rev'g, 1980 A.M.C. 1484 (E.D. Pa. 1980), cert. denied, 455 U.S. 942 (1982) (A ship attempting to make a
180-degree turn on a river collided with a stationary tanker. Holding that a defective astern turbine guardian valve on
the turning ship was a contributing cause of the collision and that the shipowners knew or should have known of the
defect, the district court denied the shipowners' petition to limit liability. The court of appeals reversed, holding that the
district court's conclusion was based on "scattered and isolated" events from the four-and-one-half-year life of the ship,
which did not provide realistic notice to the owners of a problem with the turbine valve. The valve had become stuck on
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the ship's maiden voyage, but it was immediately reported to be repaired by the builder and it never appeared to
malfunction thereafter. Similarly, a letter from the ship's captain, indicating that he was reluctant to perform a crash test,
did not lead to an inference of knowledge of the valve problem, where the evidence suggested that his reluctance was
based on the strain the test would put on the entire ship and that he already had the data that the test would yield. It was
also improper for the trial court to impute knowledge on the basis of turbine RPM logger tapes that were not admitted
into evidence and upon a turbine problem on the vessel's sister ship, where the sister ship's problem was caused by
debris in the steam lines and not by a valve malfunction.).
Add to end of last paragraph of footnote 5.
Gibboney v. Wright, 517 F.2d 1054, 1975 A.M.C. 2071 (5th Cir. 1975).
Add new footnote at the end of the text on page 5- 19
5.1 In re Amoco Cadiz, 954 F.2d 1279, 1992 A.M.C. 913 (7th Cir. 1992) (An oil company subsidiary which was the
registered owner of a tanker which ran aground did not meet its burden of proving its lack of privity or knowledge of
the negligence which caused the grounding. This determination was based in part on the fact that two of the tanker's
inspectors, who were employees of the registered owner, included descriptions of the tanker's problems with leakage,
hydrolic fuel contamination, unwanted rudder movement, and negligent maintenance in written reports sent to the
company offices.) (quoting 3 Benedict on Admiralty § 42, at 5-18 t(H19). Cf. Brister v. A.W.I., Inc., 946 F.2d 350,
1993 A.M.C. 1990 (5th Cir. 1991) (The circuit court partially vacated the lower court's ruling, demanding inquiry as to
claims of unseaworthiness in determining the owner's privity or knowledge. The court concluded that the finding of no
negligence in the Jones Act claim does not collaterally estop an inquiry into privity or knowledge. The plaintiff seaman
was injured when he slipped and fell on an inadequately replaced rubber safety mat. In determining eligibility under the
Act, the court remanded for a determination of whether the unseaworthiness existed at the commencement of the
voyage, and whether the condition was obvious to the vessel owner.).
N.8 Verrett v. McDonough Marine Serv., 705 F.2d 1437 (5th Cir. 1983) (Lack of a mooring line on a tug established its
unseaworthiness. Since the condition existed with the shipowner's knowledge or privity, limitation of liability was
denied.); In re Sause Bros. Ocean Towing, 769 F. Supp. 1147, 1991 A.M.C. 1242 (D. Or. 1991) (The owner of a tug
was ineligible for limitation of liability in a property damage suit arising from an oil spill because the tug owner had
privity and knowledge that the tug had not been properly inspected and maintained. Among the negligent acts which
caused the accident was the failure to notice that the tow wire was corroded and the failure to check for defects that may
have resulted in the parting of the wire.).
N.10 In re Hellenic Carrier Limitation Proceedings, 730 F.2d 159 (4th Cir. 1985), rev'd, 1984 A.M.C. 57 (E.D. Vir.
1982), rev'd, 813 F.2d 634 (4th Cir. 1987) (Violation of rule on plotting of course, when not contributing cause of
accident cannot be included in comparative fault determination, and to so include is a mistake of law. Mistakes of
navigation by second mate watch officer cannot be imputed to shipowner and therefore, shipowner, not being in privity
with negligence, is entitled to limitation of liability.); Red Star Towing & Transp. Co. v. Cargo Ship Ming Giant, 552 F.
Supp. 367, 1983 A.M.C. 305 (S.D.N.Y. 1982) (Tug owner's failure to train crew in rescue operations placed him in
privity with failure to rescue tug's mate who went overboard on impact of collision and was capable of being rescued.
Therefore, tug owner's petition to limit liability was denied.).
N.12 But see In re the Complaint of Armatur, S.A., and Towship Co., S.A., 710 F. Supp. 390, 1990 A.M.C. 557
(D.P.R. 1988) (The district court denied the petition to limit liability of a shipowner whose ferry collided with a reef as
a direct result of the captain's failure to employ standard navigational practices. The captain's failure was attributed to
illness and exhaustion resulting from a "grueling" schedule established by the owner and his diminished capacities
rendered the ferry unseaworthy from the inception of the voyage. These matters were, or should have been, within the
knowledge of the shipowner. Thus, the shipowner's negligence was found to be the proximate cause of the grounding as
it permitted the ferry to leave in this unseaworthy condition. The fact that the captain at no time before the accident
requested to be relieved or see a doctor, nor indicated he was seriously ill, would not absolve the shipowner of its duty
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to provide a seaworthy vessel where the captain's poor physical condition was a direct result of shipowner's actions and
the shipowner exercised a high level of management control as evidenced by daily meetings of the captain with the
owner's representative, the highly restrictive nature of the operation, the regular schedule, and the short voyages.).
N.18 See generally In re Kristie Leigh Enterp. Inc., 72 F.3d 479, 1996 A.M.C. 697 (5th Cir. 1996) (In determining
whether to allow limitation of liability, the circuit court concluded that the corporate vessel owner was not in privity of
the vessel's master. The vessel owner did not dispute negligence on the part of the ship's master, but asserted that it was
competent in the hiring of the master. The court agreed, noting that the master's prior records did not show any evidence
of incompetency or history of problems. In accordance, the lower court's decision of denying limitation was reversed.);
In re Summit Venture Limitation Proceedings, 506 F. Supp. 962, 1983 A.M.C 2409 (M.D. Fla. 1983) (A vessel owner
could not limit his liability under 46 U.S.C. § 183 for the collision of the vessel with a bridge where the vessel's
incompetent crew rendered it unseaworthy; the crew violated many of the navigational rules of the road; the Deputy
Pilot was guilty of gross negligence which proximately caused the casualty; and the vessel's condition was within the
owner's privity and knowledge.); Hogge v. S.S Yorkmar, 434 F. Supp. 715, 1977 A.M.C. 805 (D. Md. 1977) (Although
the pilot lacked highly specialized knowledge that resulted in a finding of unseaworthiness with regard to the vessel's
crew, where the shipowner produced evidence as to the pilot's impressive credentials it met its burden of showing a lack
of privity or knowledge of the crew's unseaworthiness under the Limitation of Liability Act.); Mac Towing Inc. v.
American Com'l Lines, 670 F.2d 543 (5th Cir. 1982) (The district court's finding that both tows which collided when
caught in a strong tidal current were equally at fault in causing the collision was not clearly erroneous and was affirmed.
The district court properly allowed the plaintiff-owner of the east-bound tug to limit its liability under 46 U.S.C. § 183
since the alleged deficiencies of the tug's captain "did not rise to the level of unseaworthiness" and there was therefore
no "privity or knowledge" on the owner's part.).
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N.2 In re Shell Oil Co., 780 F. Supp. 1086, 1992 A.M.C. 2062 (E.D. La. 1991) (Where a corporation sold a vessel to
one of its subsidiaries while remaining the registered owner at the time of the accident being litigated, it qualified as an
"owner" for purposes of the limitation of liability statute since it remained a "likely target" for liability claims. The
shareholders of the corporation were also entitled to the protection provided by the limitation statute since they could be
likely targets of a liability suit based on their relationship to the vessel as shareholders of its corporate owners.).
Add new footnote after the word "corporation" in the first sentence on page 5-30
6.1 In re Amoco Cadiz, 954 F.2d 1279, 1992 A.M.C. 913 (7th Cir. 1992) (Where an oil tanker ran aground resulting in
a massive oil spill, the corporate parent of a subsidiary which was the tanker's registered owner, as well as a nonowning
subsidiary, were not entitled to the protection of the Limitation of Liability Act, since they were separate corporate
entities from the registered owner and failed to demonstrate the possessory, managerial and operational control of the
tanker required to justify a finding that they were "owners." It was not, however, improper for the district court to refuse
to recognize separateness between the corporate parent and its subsidiaries in determining liability for the damages
which were sustained, since this issue is not identical to that of the applicability of the Limitation of Liability Act.); In
re Chesapeake Shipping, Inc., 803 F. Supp. 872, 1993 A.M.C. 691 (S.D.N.Y. 1992) (A ship management company
qualified under 46 U.S.C. app. § 183, for the benefits of the limitation of liability statute where its expanded
responsibilities under the contract with the vessel owner were essentially the same as those assumed by any record
owner.).
Add new footnote 6.2 after the first complete sentence on page 5-30.
N.6.2 In re Nobles, 842 F. Supp. 1430, 1994 A.M.C. 51 (N.D. Fla. 1993) (The court refused to deny ownership status
to the spouse of the title-holder of a vessel. The court, quoting Hammersley v. Branigar Org. Inc., 762 F. Supp. 950
(S.D. Ga. 1991), reiterated that "the word "owner" in the Limitation Act is accorded a liberal, common sense
interpretation in order to effectuate the intent of the Act." Other factors, including possession, caretaking and piloting of
the vessel, must also be considered along with title ownership.).
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N.13 But see In re Marine Recreational Opportunities, 15 F. 3d 270, 1994 A.M.C. 1288 (2d Cir. 1994) (A former
owner of a vessel is not an "owner" under the Limitations Act, and therefore may not assert liability limitation for
injuries to a passenger. The subsequent owners of a pleasure craft sued the former owner for negligently selling the
vessel with faulty trim tabs'. The circuit court, explicitly refusing to follow The Trojan, 167 F. Supp. 576 (N.D. Cal.
1958), explained that ownership at the time of the accident should be recognized under the Act. In accordance, the case
was dismissed from Federal district court for lack of subject matter jurisdiction.); Calkins v. Graham, 667 F.2d 1292,
1982 A.M.C. 2433 (9th Cir. 1982) (Where plaintiff-seller of fishing vessel no longer had possession or control of the
vessel at the time defendant was injured while-working aboard, and where plaintiff was no longer responsible for its
maintenance and operation due to an existing sales agreement with a third party, the district court properly dismissed
plaintiff's action to limit his liability for a state judgment to the value of the vessel. As plaintiff failed to prove that he
was the owner or charterer of the vessel when the accident occurred, he was not entitled to limitation of liability under
46 U.S.C. §§ 183 and 186.).
N.14 See also Bass River Assocs. v. Mayor, Bass River Township, 743 F.2d 159, 1985 A.M.C. 1896 (3d Cir. 1984)
(Since neither the Commerce Clause nor federal statute manifests Congressional intent to occupy the field of pleasure
boat regulation, a New Jersey township's ordinance banning the ownership of "floating homes" is valid.). But see Crown
Zellerbach v. Ingram Inds., 783 F.2d 1296, 1986 A.M.C. 1471(5th Cir.), cert. denied, 479 U.S. 821 (1986) (Shipowner's
insurer allowed limitation of liability under the policy language and the Limitation of Liability Act. A Louisiana direct
action statute which voids any policy clause limiting right of recovery against the insurer, did not invalidate the policy
provision. In exempting the insurer from responsibility for the excess damage, the Fifth Circuit overruled Olympic
Towing v. Nebel Towing, 1969 AMC 1571, 419 F. 2d. 230 (5th Cir. 1969), cert. denied, 397 U.S. 989 (1970), which had
previously held that the insurer was not allowed to assert the shipowner's limitation of liability because it, contradicted
the statute and was a "personal defense" of the shipowner, and held that the limitation was not a strictly personal
defense, and that a policy provision which allows an insurer to limit coverage to the sum that the insured is obligated to
pay by law is not contrary to public policy. The concurrence joined in the overuling of Nebel Towing, but only on the
point that the limitation of liability is not a personal defense to the shipowner under state law. The dissent argued that
the Louisiana direct action statute and public policy require that limitation should be considered a personal defense of
the vessel owner.).
N.15 In re Nobles, 842 F. Supp. 1430, 1994 A.M.C. 51 (N.D. Fla. 1993) (A pleasure craft was classified as a vessel
under the Act. The purpose of the Act, to encourage investment in the American merchant marine industry, is not
forwarded by application to privately owned pleasure crafts. Nevertheless, the district court extended limitation
protection, explaining that the "law as written by Congress is unambiguous...and must be enforced.").
Add new footnote at the end of the first sentence following footnote 15.
15.1 Note, however, that the party seeking to invoke the limitation of liability statute bears the burden of pleading facts
which establish the right to do so as an owner or charterer. See In re Chesapeake Shipping, Inc., 778 F. Supp. 153, 1992
A.M.C. 769 (S.D.N.Y. 1991) (The complaint did not sufficiently allege that a ship management company was entitled
to the benefits of the limitation of liability statute as a shipowner where the company was only described as "manager of
the vessel and employer of the crew.").
N.19 But cf Brister v. A.W.I., Inc., 946 F.2d 350 (5th Cir. 1991) (Pursuant to a Crown Zellerbach clause in the
insurance contract, an insurance underwriter may receive the benefit of the vessel owner's limitation of liability.).
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N.1 See also In re McDonough Marine Serv., 749 F. Supp. 128, 1991 A.M.C. 319 (E.D. La. 1990) (The district court
refused to enjoin the survivors of shipyard employees killed while checking a barge from initiating state court
proceedings against the manufacturer of the barge. Because an injunction against further prosecution issued at a
limitation proceeding protects only those designated by the statute, namely the owner or charterer acting as an owner:
pro hac vice, the claimants did not violate the injunction or endanger the admiralty court's exclusive jurisdiction by
pressing their state court claims against the manufacturer.).
N.3 In re B.F.T. No. Two Corp. (Limitation Proceeding), 433 F. Supp. 854, 1977 A.M.C. 1168 (E.D. Pa. 1977) (A
party may come under the limitation statutes as a charterer although the charter agreement is oral and does not identify
itself in the terms "charter" or "charter party." In this case the vessel owner contracted with another company to operate
and work the tug on the owner's behalf. The operator was required to supply the crew, fuel, and insurance for the tug.
This arrangement was deemed similar to that in In re Petition of United States (the Mathiasen case), 259 F.2d 608, 1959
A.M.C. 982 (3d Cir. 1958), where the court, as here, found that the arrangement amounted to placing the operator in the
position of a bareboat charterer and thus entitled him to limit liability under § 186.).
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N.4 See generally Magnolia Marine Transp. Co. v. Laplace Towing Corp., 964 F.2d 1571 (5th Cir. 1992), rev'g, 755 F.
Supp. 149, 1991 A.M.C. 1190 (E.D. La. 1991) (The Fifth Circuit held that the underwriters of a shipowner's marine
policy had no right to limit their liability under the Act. A maritime insurer's right to limit its liability is based solely
upon the terms of the insurance policy. The district court had erroneously determined that the underwriters had standing
under the Act to assert limitation defensively and require protective stipulations from claimants, and that the
underwriters could demand a federal forum to interpret the policy in question. The Fifth Circuit held, however, that both
the Louisiana state court and federal district court have jurisdiction to interpret the policy. Since the appellate court
favored the procedure suggested in Maryland Casualty Co. v. Cushing, in which the limitation action precedes the direct
action against the insurer, the stay of the claimant's state court suit against the shipowner and its underwriters was
continued.).
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N.5 In re Guglielmo, 897 F.2d 58, 1990 A.M.C. 1191 (2d Cir. 1990) (21 foot power boat); In re Keys Jet Ski, Inc., 893
F.2d 1225, 1990 A.M.C. 609 (11th Cir. 1990) (jet ski); In re Hechinger, 890 F.2d 202, 1990 A.M.C. 765 (9th Cir. 1989)
(49 foot trawler used for recreational purposes); In re Young, 872 F.2d 176, 1989 A.M.C. 1217 (6th Cir. 1989) (motor
boat); In re Nobles, 842 F. Supp. 1430, 1994 A.M.C. 51 (N.D. Fla. 1993) (A pleasure craft was classified as a vessel
under the Act. The purpose of the Act, to encourage investment in the American merchant marine industry, is not
forwarded by application to privately owned pleasure crafts. Nevertheless, the district court extended limitation
protection, explaining that the "law as written by Congress is unambiguous ...and must be enforced.").
N.8 See In re Talbott Big Foot Inc. & Patterson Gulf Coast Drilling Co., 854 F.2d 758, 1989 A.M.C. 1004 (5th Cir.
1988) (In a crewman's suit for death and injury on board the defendants' drilling vessel, the defendants requested an
interlocutory order finding that, as, a drilling vessel, the vessel was exempt from the statutory minimum applied to
seagoing vessels under § 185 of the Limitation of Liability Act. Pursuant to 46 U.S.C. § 183(f), certain vessels are
exempt from the limitation of liability imposed by § 183(b). In determining a vessel's characterization, it is necessary to
look to its function and capabilities. To be subject to § 183(b) as a seagoing vessel, a court must find that the vessel was
intended or indeed does navigate in the seas beyond the 12-nautical mile territorial limit. The case was remanded for a
proper determination with regard to the classification of the vessel.). See also Guillory v. Outboard Motor Corp., 956
F.2d 114, [DRO] 1993 A.M.C. 605 (5th Cir. 1992) (Where the operator of a bass boat sought protection under the
Limitation Act from potential liability arising out of an incident that occurred on the waters of the Crooked Creek
Reservoir in Louisiana, the district court properly dismissed for lack of admiralty jurisdiction. The reservoir is not a
navigable waterway, since it was created for recreation and flood control by a dam and does not provide a means for
interstate travel.); In re Three Buoys Houseboat Vacations, 921 F.2d 775, 1991 A.M.C. 1356 (8th Cir. 1990) (The
owner of a service vessel involved in a fatal collision on the Lake of the Ozarks could not limit his liability under the
federal Limitation of Liability Act because the Act does not apply beyond navigable waterways. Citing Sisson v. Ruby,
497 U.S. 358, 110 S. Ct. 2892, 111 L. Ed. 2d 292, 1990 A.M.C. 1803 (1990), the Eight Circuit held that coverage of the
Act is coextensive with admiralty jurisdiction, and that admiralty jurisdiction is dependent on the existence of a
navigable waterway. Applying a "navigability in present fact" standard, the court overruled a previous decision holding
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that the lake of the Ozarks constituted a navigable waterway, since the Lake was in fact not navigable because of the
existence of a dam. In addition, since the Lake is located entirely in Missouri, it is insufficient as a navigable waterway
for interstate commerce to sustain admiralty jurisdiction in the federal courts.).
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§ 51 Limitation Against a Single Claim--No Concourse of Claimants.
§ 52 Limitation Against Two or More Claims--Concourse of Claimants.
§ 54 Joint Tort of Two Vessels of Same Owner--Flotilla Rule.
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N.7 Mucho K, Inc. v. Gregory, 578 F.2d 1156 1979 A.M.C. 986 (5th Cir. 1978) (In a limitation proceeding in which
there is only a single claimant, the district court should allow claimants to file and pursue actions filed on the law side
of the court to avoid the possibility that the statute of limitations would bar the claim before final determination of the
shipowner's limitation of liability action. In a multiple claim situation, however, the court should not modify its
injunction entered in the limitation action to allow some of the claimants to try the issue of liability in a separate
proceeding.); In re Universal Towing Co., 595 F.2d 414, 1980 A.M.C. 2803 (8th Cir. 1979) (A widow of a shipowner's
employee filed a wrongful death action in state court against the shipowner and the owner of a barge. The shipowner
brought a limitation of liability complaint in federal court and the barge owner filed a claim in the limitation proceeding
for indemnity from the shipowner for any amount that it was held liable to the widow plus its costs and attorneys' fees.
The court of appeals held that the indemnity claim, since it was derived from the personal injury claim, did not create a
multiple claim situation in the limitation proceeding and, therefore, that the district court had erred in refusing to permit
the widow to exercise her savings-to-suitors rights by proceeding with her state court action. The court noted that the
barge owner's claim for costs and attorneys' fees normally would have created a multiple claim situation, but the widow
had precluded this result by filing a consent to the allowance and priority of those claims.); In re Bowlden, 520 F. Supp.
681, 1982 A.M.C. 1370 (W.D. Wash. 1981) (Claims for indemnity which were asserted against a shipowner in an
action for personal injuries incurred in connection with a shipboard explosion are merely derivative claims, satisfying
the "single claim" requirement for lifting a limitation proceeding injunction against a state court action. Under
applicable state community property laws, claims for pain and suffering, when joined with a claim for loss of
consortium, also satisfy the "single claim" requirement.).
N.9 In re Poling Transp. Corp., 776 F. Supp. 779, 1992 A.M.C. 1075 (S.D.N.Y. 1991) (The multiple claimants who
were injured when gasoline exploded after spilling from a vessel were entitled to a jury trial in the vessel owner's
limitation proceeding in which a concursus was necessary. In order to preserve the rights of the claimants to their
common law remedies, the court would determine limitation issues, while any remaining issues on the pendant state law
claims would be submitted to the jury.); In re Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Co., 895 F. Supp. 604 (S.D.N.Y. 1995) (The
district court concluded that the vessel owners' right to limitation under admiralty would not enjoin the claimants from
exercising their right to jury trial. In loyal adherence to In re Poling Transp. Corp., 776 F. Supp. 779, 1992 A.M.C.
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1075 (S.D.N.Y. 1991), the court explained that the lack of a jury right in admiralty need not be extended to the
adjudication of common law claims, so long as the limitation proceeding is properly executed. The court clarified that
the "[t]he limitation device was not intended to be an offensive weapon for vessel owners.").
N.10 In re Oswego Barge Corp. (Eileen C.), 439 F. Supp. 312, 1978 A.M.C. 392 (N.D.N.Y. 1977) (Although New
York State's Environmental Conservation Law's "strict liability" provision would not be exempted from the application
of the federal Limitation of Liability Act, the State would be allowed to prosecute its claims independently providing it
stipulated that the district court had sole jurisdiction to determine the applicability of the limitation provision.
Furthermore, if the federal act was held to apply, any recovery by the State would be reduced to its pro rata share
pursuant to 46 U.S.C. §§ 183(b) and 184.).
N.11 In re Universal Towing Co., 595 F.2d 414, 1980 A.M.C. 2803 (8th Cir. 1979) (Where a limitation of liability
proceeding involves a single claim or multiple claims that in total are less than the limitation fund, the district court has
very limited discretion in deciding whether to dissolve an injunction against proceeding with a state action. The court
must dissolve the injunction unless the shipowner can show prejudice to its right to limit liability. A claimant's delay in
filing a consent to an indemnity claimant's claim for costs and attorneys' fees did not create such prejudice, especially
where the delay was largely caused by dilatory actions on the part of the shipowner.).
N.12 In re Adventurent, Inc., 772 F. Supp. 1250 (M.D. Fla. 1991) (Upon motion by the sole claimant, the federal
district court stayed the limitation proceeding to allow the claim to proceed in state court. The court based its ruling
upon two factors: first, claimant sought an amount in excess of the limitation fund; and second, claimant conceded to
the federal court's exclusive admiralty jurisdiction to determine the limit of the shipowners' liability if they were found
liable in the state proceeding.); In re Mister Wayne and Basin Marine Co., 729 F. Supp. 1124, 1990 A.M.C. 570 (E.D.
La. 1989) (The district court granted a claimant's motion to lift the- injunction entered pursuant to 46 U.S.C. § 185,
which had prohibited the claimant from prosecuting her Jones Act suit in state court where it found that she was a single
claimant. The court noted that the exclusive jurisdiction of the admiralty court provided under the Limitation of
Liability Act, 46 U.S.C. § 181-189, will yield when a single claimant brings an action seeking an amount in excess of
the limitation fund, but concedes the admiralty court's exclusive jurisdiction to determine all issues relating to the
limitation of liability. The claimant would be considered a single claimant since she had stipulated that the wrongful
death claim she had filed had priority over the loss of consortium claims she had filed on behalf of herself and her child.
The fact that third party defendants had filed indemnification and contribution claims and additionally sought to recover
attorney's fees did not preclude the action from proceeding as a single claimant case since the claimant stipulated that in
the event of recovery in excess of the limitation fund, neither she nor any third party would seek to enforce its award
against the shipowner after exhaustion of the limited fund, and that if the court should award attorney's fees, such award
would have priority over her claims. Furthermore, claimant's failure to stipulate to the value of the vessel did not offend
shipowner's right to litigate all issues related to limitation in federal court. Claimant need only stipulate to the exclusive
admiralty jurisdiction over all limitation of liability questions-and waive any potential res judicata argument relevant to
the limitation issue.).
N.13 Texaco, Inc. v. Williams, 47 F.3d 765, 1995 A.M.C. 1912 (5th Cir. 1995) (The fifth circuit conceded that a stay
of state court proceedings would be lifted if the multiple claimants agreed by stipulation that the sum of their claims
would not exceed the limitation fund. In justification, the court, echoing the reasoning in Lake Tankers Corp. v. Henn,
354 U.S. 157, 77 S. Ct. 1269, 1 L. Ed. 2d 1246 (1957), noted that in such an instance, the vessel owner's limitation
rights are secured regardless.); In re Two "R" Drilling Co., 943 F.2d 576, 1992 A.M.C. 1714 (5th Cir. 1991) (In a
limitation proceeding, the district court lifted a stay of a state action against the shipowner where the claimants
conceded to the exclusive jurisdiction of federal court to determine all issues relating to limitation of liability. Although
the parties failed to agree as to the value of the shipowner's limitation fund, they did stipulate that no judgment would be
enforced in excess of a fixed amount without adjudication of this issue in federal court.); Helena Marine Serv. v. Sioux
City (HMS-6), 564 F.2d 15, 1978 A.M.C. 377 (8th Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 435 U.S. 1006 (1978) (In determining
whether to dissolve the stay of other proceedings involving a shipowner who has petitioned for limitation of liability, a
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district court should consider potential claims in addition to claims that have already been filed.); In re Luhr Bros. Inc.,
765 F. Supp. 1264, 1992 A.M.C. 594 (W.D. La. 1991) (Where the sole claimant in a limitation proceeding concedes
federal court jurisdiction as to all limitation issues, but refuses to stipulate as to the adequacy of the limitation fund, it
would be reversible error for the federal-district court to refuse to lift its stay of claimant's state court action.);
Kattelman v. Otis Engineering Corp., 701 F. Supp. 560, 1990 A.M.C. 578 (E.D. La. 1988) (The district court granted
claimant's motion to lift the stay of prosecution entered pursuant to the Limitation of Liability Act, 46 U.S.C. § 185, and
remanded the case to state court. The court declined to read Ex parte Green, 286 U.S. 437, 1932 A.M.C. 802 (1932) as
requiring the claimant to stipulate that the limitation fund is the limit of the vessel owner's liability before the stay can
be lifted and the action removed to state court. The court noted that other court's have interpreted Green (In re
Complaint of Dammers & Vanderheide, 836 F.2d 750, 1988 A.M.C. 1674 (2d. Cir. 1988); In re Humble Oil & Refining
Co., 210 F. Supp, 638 (S.D. Tex. 1961), aff'd, 311 F.2d 576 (5th Cir. 1962)) to require the claimant to stipulate only to
the court's admiralty jurisdiction over limitation questions, thus providing the vessel owner with no more protection
than the statute affords.); cf. In re Port Arthur Towing Co., 42 F.3d 312 (5th Cir. 1995) (The circuit court affirmed the
district court's conclusion that a stipulation was sufficient to lift a stay of state court proceedings. The stipulation failed
to include all potential claimaints against a vessel owner, thus raising the possibility of side-stepping the purpose of
limitation proceedings. The court emphasized that "actions in state court cannot proceed unless all claimants enter into a
stipulation that adequately protects the shipowner" seeking limitation of liability in federal court.).
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N.1 In re S & E Shipping Corp. (Henry Steinbrenner), 678 F.2d 636, 1982 A.M.C. 2359 (6th Cir. 1982) (In a limitation
proceeding resulting from a seaman's action for personal injuries, the spouse's claim for loss of consortium, did not
create a multiple claim situation where she had stipulated that her husband's claims took priority over hers. The
shipowner's agreement to indemnify the dockowner against claims of third parties also did not create multiple claims
because that undertaking was a "personal contract" not subject to limitation under the Act. The indemnity claims of
third parties based upon the shipowner's negligence likewise did not create multiple claims because they were derived
from the primary claim against the shipowner. A third party's claims for attorney's fees and costs, however, did create
the possibility of different and inconsistent judgments against the shipowner, requiring the district court to enjoin the
seaman from bringing his action against the shipowner in state court.).
N.3 Kattelman v. Otis Engineering Corp., 701 F. Supp. 560, 1990 A.M.C. 578 (E.D. La. 1988) (The District Court held
that a claimant who filed a motion to lift the stay entered pursuant to the Limitation of Liability Act, 46 U.S.C. § 185
was not required to include in her stipulations a third party who entered into a charter agreement with vessel owner,
relying on Richardson v. Harmon, 222 U.S. 96 (1911), and its progeny, to the effect that the Act does not protect a
vessel owner from liability arising out of personal contractual obligations. Additionally, third parties are not required to
join in a claimant's stipulations regarding limitation of liability as a prerequisite to removal of the stay.).
N.6 See also In re Texaco, Inc., 847 F. Supp. 457 (E.D. La. 1994) (The district court refused to lift a stay filed by the
defendant vessel owner to bar concurrent actions while the limitation proceeding is pending. The court explained that
the vessel owner only sought limitation in the alternative and that exoneration from liability was still a possibility. The
court noted that this was neither a single claimant nor a multiple claimant/sufficient fund circumstance (two exceptions
that would allow suit elsewhere.)); Texaco, Inc. v. Williams, 47 F.3d 765, 1995 A.M.C. 1912 (5th Cir. 1995) (The fifth
circuit conceded that a stay of state court proceedings would be lifted if the multiple claimants agreed by stipulation that
the sum of their claims would not exceed the limitation fund. In justification, the court, echoing the reasoning in Lake
Tankers Corp. v. Henn, 354 U.S. 157, 77 S. Ct. 1269, 1 L. Ed. 2d 1246 (1957), noted that in such an instance, the vessel
owner's limitation rights are secured regardless.).
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N.7 See In re Zapata Gulf Marine Corp., 787 F. Supp. 612 (E.D. La. 1992) (The district court interpreted the
single-claimant exception literally and refused to apply it to a multiple-claimant limitation proceeding. The decision to
deny claimants' motion to lift the stay was therefore within the court's discretion.).
N.9 In re Pearl Kai, 795 F.2d 756, 1987 A.M.C. 104 (9th Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 479 U.S. 1008 (1986) (Relying on
the Supreme Court's test for admiralty jurisdiction in Foremost Insurance Co., the court held that a boat wandering into
a nonboating area which killed a body surfer met the two-part test. Therefore, since admiralty law applied, so did the
Limitation Act. Furthermore, the lower court did not abuse its discretion by granting a stay of a similar state court
proceeding which would be affected by the outcome of its judgment.); Helena Marine Serv. v. Sioux City (HMS-6), 564
F.2d 15, 1978 A.M.C. 377 (8th Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 435 U.S. 1006 (1978) (A crew member of a tugboat, injured on
a barge while going ashore filed a claim in Illinois against the tugowner pursuant to the Jones Act. The tugowner filed a
claim for indemnity in the barge owner's limitation proceeding in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of
Arkansas. The court of appeals affirmed the district court's denial of a motion to permit the barge owner to be joined as
a third party defendant in the Illinois action. The court of appeals held that since the tugowner was claiming not only
indemnity for its potential liability to the crewmember, but also for its legal expenses in defending the Illinois action,
concursus was still necessary to avoid the possibility of two judgments which exceed the limitation amount.); In re
AMF (Laurie), 543 F. Supp. 431, 1982 A.M.C. 2881 (S.D.N.Y. 1982) (A plaintiff claiming damages resulting from a
pleasure boat accident was allowed to pursue her state court action, and a codefendant was entitled to pursue his claim
for indemnity, but entry of judgment was stayed pending resolution of the pleasure boat owner's complaint seeking
exoneration from or limitation of liability, the federal court retaining jurisdiction to protect the owner from
unanticipated claims.).
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N.15 See also In re Tom Quinn Co., 866 F. Supp. 945, 1993 A.M.C. 2112 (M.D. Fla. 1992) (Based on the flotilla
doctrine, the district court ordered the value of a barge which was attached to a tugboat on which a crew member was
injured to be included in the limitation fund. The tugboat and barge were owned by the same company, engaged in the
common venture of repairing a bridge, and under the single command of the project supervisor.); In re Waterman S.S.
Corp., 794 F. Supp. 601, 1992 A.M.C. 2658 (E.D. La. 1992) (Under the flotilla doctrine, the value of all vessels
engaged in a common venture must be surrendered for the purpose of determining the size of the limitation fund. In the
instant case, the court held that the limitation fund. must include the value of the mother ship and eighty-nine LASH
barges carried aboard that ship at the time of the engine fire which killed six of the ship's crew, since the flotilla
consisted of all ninety vessels.).
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N.1 In re Boat Camden, Inc., 569 F.2d 1072 (1st Cir. 1978) (In fixing the amount of the bond under 46 U.S.C. § 185(a),
the court is bound by the "value of the interest of such owner in the vessel and freight" and may not require a bond in an
amount which would secure claimants' recovery in the event the limitation petition fails.).
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N.5 In re Red Star Barge Line (Tug Huntington), 683 F.2d 42, 1982 A.M.C. 2588 (2d Cir. 1982) (Although the district
court applied an incorrect formula in determining the value of a tug, in that the formula did not take into account such
factors as the cost of reproduction less depreciation and the earning capacity and condition of the vessel, the Second
Circuit, in the absence of evidence in the record that the ultimate figure reached by the trial court was unreasonably low,
declined to reverse the judgment on the appeal by the party suing the tug. Had the tug owners appealed that the
valuation was too high, a reversal might have been required.); Signal Oil & Gas Co. v. Barge W-701, 654 F.2d 1164,
1982 A.M.C. 2603 (5th Cir. 1981), cert. denied, 455 U.S. 944, 1982 A.M.C. 2110 (1982) (The fact that a barge was
insured for $50,000 more than the value of the barge as found by the district court in a limitation proceeding did not
warrant reversal by the Fifth Circuit. Insured value may be evidence of the actual value of a vessel but it is not
conclusive. "It is common knowledge that, wittingly or unwittingly, items of property are frequently over-or underinsured."); In re B.F.T. No. Two Corp. (Limitation Proceeding), 433 F. Supp. 854, 1977 A.M.C. 1168 (E.D. Pa. 1977)
(The value of a tug for purposes of a limitation fund was best established by the purchase price of the tug ten months
earlier and the value of replacement radar and radio was used to offset any decrease in value attributable to depreciation
during that ten month period.).
N.14 In re Waterman S.S. Corp., 794 F. Supp. 601, 1992 A.M.C. 2658 (E.D. La. 1992) (The value of stores, bunkers,
cash, and other appurtenances on board a ship at the time of an engine fire which killed six crew members must be
included in the limitation fund.) (citing 3 Benedict on Admiralty § 63, at 7-32.).
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N.1 In re Koala Shipping & Trading, Inc., 587 F. Supp. 136, 1984 A.M.C. 491 (S.D.N.Y. 1983) (A limitation
proceeding restraining order was modified to allow cargo claimants the opportunity to file other actions against a
foreign vessel and to seek attachment of the shipowner's assets in other jurisdictions pending the outcome of this
litigation since it would be inequitable to deny claimants such relief on the mere happenstance of the filing of the
petition in this action prior to their learning of the existence of hull insurance and a mortgage foreclosure action
currently pending in a foreign jurisdiction. The court refused to restrain the shipowner from disposing of any of its
assets or to order plaintiff to appear in order to conduct discovery concerning the location of the shipowner's assets
since hull insurance is not part of a limitation proceeding fund, cannot be attached as such and does not vest the court
with authority to direct any actions concerning it.); Complaint of Red Star Barge Line (Tug Huntington), 683 F.2d 42,
1982 A.M.C. 2588 (2d Cir. 1982) (Although the Second Circuit disapproved of the rule that insurance proceeds paid to
a vessel owner entitled to limit its liability are not available to the injured party, the court was bound to follow the rule
until the Supreme Court reexamined it.).
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N.1 Caribbean Sea Transp., Ltd., Lim. Procs. M/S Antilles Sun, 748 F.2d 622 (11th Cir. 1984), on reasoning, 753 F.2d
948, 1985 A.M.C. 1995 (11th Cir. 1985) (Where limitation plaintiff's vessel operated a liner service which originated in
Miami and made a circle of calls in the Caribbean before returning to the United States, district judge correctly ruled
that the trip constituted one "voyage" and required that all freights earned prior to the vessel's loss be surrendered.).
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Add new footnote after the second sentence in the section
N.0.1 Guey v. Gulf Ins. Co., 46 F.3d 478 (5th Cir. 1995) (The circuit court refused to accept the vessel owner's
assertion that it need not post bond because the value of the liens upon the vessel exceeded its value. Eventually, the
vessel's insurer posted bond. While the bond was eventually posted after the six-month time limit expired, the court
refused to give the late posting jurisdictional weight.).
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§ 71 The Court.
§ 72 The Proper District--Venue.
§ 73 Pleading the Limitations Statutes in an Answer to a Single Suit.
§ 79 Consolidation--Cross Claims--Impleader.
§ 80 The Monition.
§ 81 The Injunction.
§ 83 Late Claims.
§ 84 Hearing on Damage Claims.
§ 91 Hearing-Burden of Proof.
§ 92 Outcome of a Limitation Proceeding.
§ 96 Interest.
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N.1 See also Hellweg v. Baja Boats, Inc., 818 F. Supp. 1022, 1993 A.M.C. 2122 (E.D. Mich. 1992) (The Limitation of
Liability Act may not be entertained by a district court where jurisdiction is only based upon diversity. Following injury
suffered upon a speed boat owned by the defendant, the plaintiffs brought action asserting negligence and dangerous
instrumentality strict liability against the defendant. In a first impression opinion, the court held that it must be sitting in
admiralty to invoke the act. The court explained that "the plaintiff seeking full compensation for common law damages
would be forced to file in state court where the defense would be precluded if challenged." Therefore, a diversity case
must be treated as if filed in state court.).
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N.4 In re Omi Yukon, 687 F. Supp. 111, 1989 A.M.C. 791 (S.D.N.Y. 1988) (Where limitation proceedings in a case
involving an explosion on a vessel on the high seas were instituted in the Southern District of New York while the
vessel was on the high seas, had not been attached or arrested, and no suit had been commenced against the owner,
under Supplementary Rule F (9), the Southern District of New York is a proper venue for the proceeding. Furthermore,
a claimant who seeks to transfer the proceeding to Hawaii can only do so if he proves that the balance of convenience
favors a Hawaiian forum, even though four of the eighteen claimants reside there).
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Section cited: Cincinnati Gas & Elec. Co. v. Abel, 533 F.2d 1001, 1976 A.M.C. 567 (6th Cir. 1976), cert. denied, 429
U.S. 858 (1976) (Although the shipowner may invoke limitation of liability as a defense, when an action for damages is
brought against him in state court, he should, as a protective measure, within six months of the filing of the damage
claim, petition a federal court for limitation of liability. If he relies solely on his state court defense, and the claimant
subsequently contests his right to limit liability, his attempt to limit liability in the federal courts may be time-barred
under § 185. Once the claimant contests the shipowner's right to avail himself of limitation, the state court loses
jurisdiction of the limitation of liability issue. The owner who receives a notice of claim and neglects to file a petition
for limitation in federal court within six months "acts at his peril." Once filing his petition, however, "if he is then sued
in the district court, he can move for consolidation of the petition for limitation with the damage action. The procedure
which the Supreme Court prescribed in Langnes v. Green, modified to reflect the six-months provision of § 185,
remains the preferred way of dealing with a contested issue of limitation of liability where the case has originated in a
state court. At the time the owner files a petition under § 185 he may make a motion to stay proceedings on his petition
until it is determined whether it will be necessary to decide the limitation question. If the right to limitation is not
contested in the state court and a final judgment is entered there without the necessity of litigating the limitation issue,
the § 185 proceeding in the district court can then be dismissed.").
N.1 Signal Oil & Gas Co. v. Barge W- 701, 654 F.2d 1164, 1982 A.M.C. 2603 (5th Cir. 1981), cert. denied, 455 U.S.
944, 1982 A.M.C. 2110 (1982) (The Fifth Circuit held that a vessel owner that asserts its right to limit liability as a
defense under § 183(a) of the Limitation Act is not required to provide multiple funds for multiple claims; the owner is
required to provide only a single fund representing the value of the vessel regardless of whether the right to limitation is
asserted as a defense or pursuant to a petition filed under § 185. Congress did not intend that resort to § 183(a) be made
a riskier proposition than an action under § 185 by exposing a § 183(a) defendant to potentially far greater liability.).
N.10 Signal Oil & Gas Co. v. Barge W- 701, 654 F.2d 1164, 1982 A.M.C. 2603 (5th Cir. 1981), cert. denied, 455 U.S.
944, 1982 A.M.C. 2110 (1982) (The six-month time limitation period of § 185 of the Limitation Act should not be read
into the provision of § 183(a) permitting the right to limit liability to be asserted as a defense to an action by an injured
party. The Fifth Circuit held that such a reading would frustrate the purposes of the statute by forcing shipowners to
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commence litigation that might otherwise prove unnecessary.).
N.12 In re Bayview Charter Boats, Inc., 692 F. Supp. 1480, 1989 A.M.C. 1289 (E.D.N.Y. 1988) (The district court
held that where claimants bring a personal injury case in a state court and the vessel owner's subsequently filed federal
court limitation petition under 46 U.S.C. § 185 was dismissed as untimely, the vessel owner lacks the procedural vehicle
for bringing limitation issues before the federal court. The "well-pleaded complaint rule," by which removal from state
court to federal court is possible where the basis of federal jurisdiction appears on the face of the complaint and not only
as a defense, did not apply since request for limitation appeared only in the owner's answer.).
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N.10 In re Williamson Towing Co., 396 F. Supp. 431, 1976 A.M.C. 1193 (E.D. Ill. 1975), aff'd, 534 F.2d 758 (7th Cir.
1976) ("The right of a petitioner under the Limitation of Liability Act, 46 U.S.C. § 181 et seq., to implead third parties
in the course of litigation is clear...However, the Eleventh Amendment precludes the impleader of a state in the course
of such proceedings.").
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N.1 In a limitation proceeding brought by the owner of a yacht, where the yacht owner knew, in fact, that his son had
not asserted a claim and did not know or have reason to believe that his son intended to assert a claim, the father's
failure to mail his son a Supplemental Rule F(4) notice did not render the time limit for filing a claim ineffectual against
the son. The court held that under normal circumstances it would permit the filing of the son's untimely claim where the
limitation proceeding was pending and undetermined and no prejudice would result from late intervention. However,
because the intervention was sought by a member of the petitioner's family, the son did not have the status of seaman or
crewmember. Consequently, the only cause of action available to him was in negligence, which was time barred under
the applicable statute of limitations. In re Coleman, 489 F. Supp. 507, 1980 A.M.C. 2474 (E.D.N.Y. 1980), appeal
dismissed, 646 F.2d 559 (2d Cir. 1980).
Add new footnote at the end of the second sentence of the last paragraph in the section.
3.2 Chatterjee v. Due, 511 F. Supp. 183, 1982 A.M.C. 2970 (E.D. Pa. 1981) (The alleged sole heir and representative
of decedent's estate failed to state a claim for relief against the defendant's law firm where the firm had no reason to
question the authority of a third-party representing decendent's estate in settlement proceedings; the firm had no legal
duty of representation to plaintiff and cannot be held liable for misappropriation of funds paid on settlement under any
negligence theory. Since this nonresident plaintiff would have received notice of her right to prosecute a death claim at
decedent's last known address were it not for internal family hostility, she was not denied procedural due process by
defendant's compliance with Admiralty Rule F(4).).
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Add new text following footnote 5.
Upon motion of the shipowner, a court in a limitation proceeding may occasionally extend the scope of the restraining
order to claims against parties other than shipowners, even those not explicitly covered by the Limitation Act. In United
States v. M/V Mandan, n5.1 the court, extended the restraining order to prevent the prosecution of further claims against
the ship's managing agent, bareboat charterer, and indemnity insurer. The court held that the bareboat charterer was
explicitly covered by the terms of the Act, and that the order must be expanded to include the managing agent because
the shipowner was required to indemnify it for all claims against it. The insurer was covered because it explicitly
limited recovery of its assureds to the limitation amount and direct action judgements would deplete the insurance
coverage available to all claimants in the case. The court noted that the circumstances of the case required a concursus
of claims and that separate actions would trespass upon the district court's exclusive admiralty jurisdiction in
adjudicating the issues before it. n5.2
In the recent case of Zapata Haynie Corp. v. Arthur, n5.3 however, the court held that since the Act provides for stays
of proceedings against shipowners, not masters, and § 187 of the Act plainly states that the provisions of the Act
pertaining to such stays are not to be construed to affect any remedy against the master, a state court suit against the
master may not be stayed pending a decision in the shipowner's limitation proceeding in federal court. n5.4
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 5.1. 1991 A.M.C. 1340 (E.D. La. 1991) (citing Guillot v. Cenac Towing Co., 366 F.2d 898, 1966 A.M.C.
2685 (5th Cir. 1966); Crown Zellerbach Corp. v. Ingram Indus., Inc., 783 F.2d 1296, 1986 A.M.C. 1471(5th Cir.
1986)). But see In re Waterman S.S. Corp., 1993 A.M.C. 1501 (E.D. La. 1992) (Since the Limitation of Liability Act
explicitly provides for stays of other litigation against shipowners only, the court refused to stay a state court wrongful
death action against the manufacturer of the ship's turbine generator, even though the manufacturer was restrained from
cross-claiming against the shipowner in the same action.).
(n2)Footnote 5.2. United States v. M/V Mandan, supra.
(n3)Footnote 5.3. 926 F.2d 484, 1991 A.M.C. 1769 (5th Cir. 1991).
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(n4)Footnote 5.4. Id.
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Add new footnote at the end of the first sentence in the section.
0.1 In ruling on a motion to file a late claim in a limitation of liability proceeding, the district court should consider (1)
whether the proceeding is pending and undetermined, (2) whether granting the motion will adversely affect the rights of
the parties, and (3) the claimant's reasons for filing late. Golnay Barge Co. v. MIT Shinoussa, 980 F.2d 349 (5th Cir.
1993) (The district court's order denying a motion to file a late claim was vacated and remanded for failing to consider
the criteria established in Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. v. Blue Stack Towing Co., 313 F.2d 359 (5th Cir. 1963) in determining
whether equitable relief was warranted under the circumstances.).
N.1 See generally American Commercial Lines, Lim. Procs. Barge Chem-104, 746 F.2d 1351, 1985 A.M.C. 1892
(Where appellees showed several reasons why prejudice would result if late claimant were permitted to file in a
shipowner's limitation proceeding only 2 weeks before the scheduled trial date, and one of the reasons was prejudice to
the other claimant, the court held that the district court did not abuse its discretion in refusing to allow the injured
seaman's late claim.); Sagastume v. Lampsis Navigation, Ltd., 579 F.2d 222 (2d Cir. 1978) (Where a limitation
proceeding is pending and undetermined, the courts will usually freely grant permission to file late claims. Moreover,
failure to receive notice of a limitation proceeding because of foreign citizenship or because of publication in a place
remote from the potential claimants will excuse late filing of claims.); In re Coleman, 489 F. Supp. 507, 1980 A.M.C.
2474 (E.D.N.Y. 1980) (In a limitation proceeding brought by the owner of a yacht, where the yacht owner knew, in fact,
that his son had not asserted a claim and did not know or have reason to believe that his son intended to assert a claim,
the father's failure to mail his son a Supplemental Rule F(4) notice did not render the time limit for filing a claim
ineffectual against the son. The court held that under normal circumstances it would permit the filing of the son's
untimely claim where the limitation proceeding was pending and undetermined and no prejudice would result from late
intervention. (Citing 3 Benedict on Admiralty § 83.) However, because the intervention was sought by a member of the
petitioner's family, the son did not have the status of seaman or crewmember. Consequently, the only cause of action
available to him was in negligence, which was time barred under the applicable statute of limitations.).
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N.2 Caribbean Sea Transp., Ltd., Lim. Procs. M/S Antilles Sun, 748 F.2d 622 (11th Cir. 1984), on reasoning, 753 F.2d
948, 1985 A.M.C. 1995 (11th Cir. 1985) (Before a district judge can order a limitation plaintiff to post an additional $60
per ton fund as allowed under 46 U.S.C. § 183(b), personal injury and death claimants must demonstrate in a
preliminary evidentiary hearing that the original limitation fund will not cover the claims. The shipowner has the burden
of proof on calculation of § 183(b) tonnage.).
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Add new text to end of section.
A petitioner's failure to comply in good faith with the Federal Rules or with accepted procedures may result in the
imposition of sanctions. n12
FOOTNOTES:
(n1)Footnote 12. Red Star Towing & Transp. Co. v. Ming Giant, 552 F. Supp. 367, 1983 A.M.C. 305 (S.D.N.Y. 1982)
(Finding that the jury's award of $1,400,000 to the plaintiff in a combined wrongful death and limitation proceeding was
the result of the plaintiff's attorney's willful misconduct in surreptitiously slipping into the jury exhibits an inaccurate
document, which the court had specifically refused to admit into evidence, the court ordered the verdict set aside unless
the plaintiff accepted a remittitur to $300,000. The court also suggested, but did not decide, that, should the plaintiff opt
not to accept the remittitur, her attorney's misconduct may have forfeited her right to a jury on retrial and that the
attorney should bear the costs and attorney's fees of the defendants for the retrial.); Puerto Rico v. S.S. Zoe Colocotroni,
628 F.2d 652, 1981 A.M.C. 2185 (1st Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 450 U.S. 912 (1981) (It was not an abuse of discretion
for the district court to strike the defendants' pleadings on the issue of liability and their petition for limitation of
liability where the defendants' conduct in avoiding the deposition of corporate officers was "inexcusably recalcitrant."
The court specifically held that the defendants' purported admission of liability and subsequent assertion that the
admission extended only to the amount of its limitation petition had misled the plaintiffs and the court and had
materially prejudiced the plaintiffs' trial preparations.).
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N.7 But see In re Queeny/Corinthos, 503 F. Supp. 365, 1981 A.M.C. 1403 (E.D. Pa. 1980) (Where there was no
evidence that the manufacturers and suppliers of navigational equipment to a ship involved in a collision controlled the
vessels earlier, unsuccessful attempt to limit its liability arising out of the collision, the doctrine of collateral estoppel
did not prohibit the suppliers from litigating the facts surrounding the collision in the shipowner's products liability
action against the manufacturers and suppliers even though they had been litigated in the limitation proceeding. The
manufacturers and supplier were not parties to the limitation proceeding and had not been given an opportunity to
litigate those issues.).
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N.1 In re Red Star Barge Line (Tug Huntington), 683 F.2d 42, 1982 A.M.C. 2588 (2d Cir. 1982) (Where the owner of a
vessel petitioning for limitation of liability had filed a $75,000 bond representing the value of the vessel and the district
court ultimately determined the value of the vessel to be $135,000, Supplemental Rule F(1) mandated that six percent
prejudgment interest be paid on the bond. As to the $60,000 balance, however, the trial court had discretion to fix the
rate of interest based upon what the monetary damages would have earned.).
N.4 Signal Oil & Gas Co. v. Barge W701, 654 F.2d 1164, 1982 A.M.C. 2603 (5th Cir. 1981), cert. denied, 455 U.S.
944, 1982 A.M.C. 2110 (1982) (The Fifth Circuit could find no reason to reverse the district court's award of seven
percent prejudgment interest in a limitation proceeding where the claimant placed no proof in the record that its cost of
borrowing money was any higher.).

